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S I N F I R E.

I.

[Note.—I have taken such liberties with this journal as seemed to me best

calculated to promote the interests and stimulate the interest of the reader. Mr.

Mainwaring probably did not write with a view to publication, and he often

has turned aside to treat of matters which do not belong to the strange story that

was developing under his observation. Such passages have generally been ex-

punged, and the narrative made to read as much as possible like an ordinary

novel told in the first person. On the other hand, there is a certain leisureliness

and circumstantiality about Mr. Mainwaring's style, and he possesses a sense

of artistic propriety and of dramatic efiect, which have been of infinite service to

his editor. Though his journal could have been meant only for his own refer-

ence or amusement, he seemed instinctively to aim at a completeness and sym-

metry rarely met with in that species of composition. Very rarely indeed have

I been obliged to interpolate facts not conveyed in the text. For the rest, a few

transpositions, here and there a verbal emendation, and occasionally a change in

the form of narration, cover the limits of my labors. Of course I might simply

have used the materials at my command to make up a regular novel. But it

seemed to me that the effect of the tale was much enhanced by the fact that the

teller of it was not only himself one of the characters in it, but did not know, at

the time he was telling it, what the next day or hour might bring forth. He is

quite as much in suspense as the reader can be ; and thus a sympathy and confi-

dence on the reader's part are established which could not otherwise be at-

tained. Deliberately-planned artistic surprises are lost ; but the compensating

advantages are ample. An earthquake, a murder, a thunderbolt, an elopement,

are startling enough in themselves, without being " led up to." Moreover, I no
longer have either the time or the inclination to work out an elaborate fiction,

and am well content to let Mr. Frank Mainwaring speak for himself.

—

Editor.]

THE cobra arrived yesterday (June 2). I had previously had a cage

made for her, adjoining that occupied by the rattlesnakes. Both

cages have slate bottoms, hard-wood sides, and are glazed in front with

plate glass, which can be lifted on grooves like a window, when neces-

sary. The partition between the cages is pierced by a small door, which

can be opened or closed by a cord from the outside. The whole affair

is fixed at the side of the room opposite the north window, and has (to

my thinking, at least) quite a fine appearance.

My new guest was rather restless at first, and kept rearing up
3



4 SINFIRE.

against the glass and exploring every corner of her habitation. To-

wards evening she quieted down, and swallowed some food that I gave

her with an air of good-fellowship that promises well for the future,

I am fond of her already : I think there is more in her than in the

rattlers. Not necessarily more poison, perhaps, but more depth of

character,—a strange. Oriental charm. And she is certainly as hand-

some a reptile as ever carried death in her fang.

The rattlers, by the way, seemed to be aware of the presence of their

neighbor, and showed some agitation,—especially in the region of the

tail. They seemed more alarmed than irritated, however : I suppose

they were awed by the superior genius of the queenly Indian. But it

is part of my plan to see how they will behave to one another : so, this

morning, I opened the door in the partition. The rattlers, instead of

coiling themselves in position, slunk about at full length and got under

the blankets. The cobra sat quiet for a time, as if she were contem-

plating the situation ; but at last, with a slow and graceful movement,

and head erect, she slid through the opening and into the other cage.

She was like a queen among her subjects, and her subjects never so

much as rattled. She finally made herself comfortable in their blankets;

ind it does not seem to occur to them to retaliate by making free with hers.

I am never tired of watching these mysterious animals. The power

of instant death is a fascinating thing to meditate upon. It gives dig-

nity to its possessor,—a dignity which is inherent, not derived from the

imagination of the observer. No animal has finer manners—a more

awful composure—than this cobra of mine. Human monarchs have

the same power of life and death, and that, after all, is the basis of

their grandeur and serenity. There is something royal in the aspect

of outlaws and desperadoes who do not hesitate to kill men. There is

only one thing nobler than to destroy life, and that is, to create it.

My own calling (so far as I can be said to have one) possesses

neither of these advantages ; for although, no doubt, a physician may
often be fatal to his patient, that is not his ostensible business ; and as for

creating life, my science is there at one with my orthodoxy : mortal man
will never accomplish the feat. This patching and mending of worn-

out bodies can hardly be called a respectable employment, and, in the

widest sense, perhaps not a philanthropic one. Patched people do not

make good ancestors : medical skill is the foe of posterity. If I had

my choice of a future incarnation, I should choose to be a Central

African despot,—or a cobra ! What a change from relieving the aches

and pains of Mrs. Hodge in the village, and bringing Sophie Stubbs's

little baby through an attack of croup !

There must be an essential discord at the bottom of my nature.
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My temperament seems to be quiet, methodical, undemonstrative, re-

tiring
;
people find me sympathetic, appreciative, benevolent. I am

made the confidant of all manner of troubles and secrets : it is my fate

to be an adviser and a mediator. Though I was born four years later

than John, and two years after Henry, yet I am older in my ways and

external feeling than either of them. In this my twenty-eighth year

my character appears already fixed. And yet I am never without a

misgiving that this is not my real self,—that the genuine Frank Main-

waring has never yet been revealed. I am asleep : the hour of my
awakening has never struck.

Of course it never will strike : this perception of latent possibilities

is no doubt common, and the practical realities of life gradually obliter-

ate it. I am an observer and a student ; but I have never attempted

to control circumstances. ^ly acts have been obedient, not aggressive.

I have taken relief in imagination ; but that will cool in time. I only

wish the whole thing did not seem so like play-acting. I fancy I should

have been better (being what I am) without that fifty thousand dollars

that my father's will gave me. I ought to have had the whole estate,

or nothing. Henry did very well with his fifty thousand : at least, his

desire always was to roam about the world, and his bequest has enabled

him to do it, all these four years since father died. But Henry is as

different from me—from both my actual and my possible self—as a

brother could be. He is a restless, lawless bohemian,—unconventional

in thought and act, mysterious, unaccountable, lovable, and a genius.

He can be happy anywhere, for he enjoys even his miseries. No one

can help serving him, for no one can help liking him. For my part,

though not of a gushing disposition, I am his willing slave whenever

he is within reach of me ; and I have actually pined for him during

this long absence.

As regards John, it was another matter. He is the eldest, and, as

father saw fit to maintain the English prejudice of primogeniture (in

fact, father always remained English to the core, though the last five-

and-thirty years of his life were passed in America, and though he

spoke of himself and thought of himself as an out-and-out Yankee), we

were always trained to regard John as the future head of the family,

and in some sort of another flesh and blood than we. Though a

generous and very affectionate fellow, John was naturally overbearing

and peremptory, and his position would tend to develop these traits.

I respect him, and something more ; but I care most for Henry. And
I am 'inclined to suspect that Henry is mother's favorite too ; though

she has never confessed as much, and is too aristocratic in her instincts

to admit it even to herself.
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Perhaps I would better have taken a leaf from Henry's book, and

have cut loose from the family homestead, and set up for myself, when

father died. I think I should have done so had I been left to myself.

But mother was accustomed to my ministrations ; and John could

hardly have dealt alone with the matters consequent upon his accession.

And, to confess the truth, I am indolent : I lack ambition ; I lack a

motive. If the opportunity or the stimulus came, I like to fancy I

might do or be something in the world,—if, for instance, I instead of

John had inherited Cedarcliffe and sixty thousand a year. But since,

in order to that, both John and Henry must die before me, and un-

married, my stimulus and opportunity are not likely to come to time.

Heaven forbid they should

!

It is rather singulai', by the way, that neither of us three boys has ever

seriously thought of marriage. John is now thirty-two, and getting set

in his ways : for his own sake, as well as for the family's, he ought not

to delay much longer. Father set his heart upon the perpetuation of

the !Mainwaring line in America ; and he built this great stone man-

sion, and bought the two hundred acres of ground on which it stands,

with the purpose that it should be our homestead forever. But John

does not seem to be attracted by women, or to attract them,—apart

from the fact that he is a millionaire. I am not a marrying man,

either ; I never was so much in love with any girl as I am with my
cobra. Henry is the lady's-man of the family : he was always cherish-

ing a romantic passion for somebody, and had a score of good chances

of becoming a Benedict, even before he went abroad. What he may
have done since, I know not. But he is as fickle as he is impression-

able ; and I doubt whether he will ever bring himself to the point of

calling any woman his wife. What a villanous mischance it would be

if we were all to remain childless, and Cedarcliffe were finally to go to

some of our unknown English relatives ! There is Edward Forrestal,

for instance, my mother's brother. The last we heard of him was

twenty years ago, when he married and was going to India. He may

have a dozen children by this time, who would come in for a share of

our spoils. It would be too bad.

Now that I have got my cobra, I intend to make some experiments

in snake-charming. I ought to succeed, for I was always fond of

snakes, and they never seemed inclined to harm me. I hope to discover

how the effects are produced, and to get at something like a scientific

formula for it. There must be a further use for serpents than has been

yet revealed. Since the time of Adam they are reputed to have, done

much harm to the human race ; but I believe that they may be ren-

dered as beneficent as they have hitherto been hostile. Probably the
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ancients understood them better than we do ; and the Asiatics are still

far in advance of us in that respect. But there may be something that

no one has yet detected ; and I may be destined to hit upon it. At all

events, it will be something to do and to think about ; and that is what

I am in want of at present. I shall get my Indian toumril and set to

work to-morrow.

I despise myself and my way of life ! I am nothing : I think of

nothing : T do nothing ! A man who has never loved : a student who

has made no discovery : a physician who has never earned his living !

People say that I prescribe for Sophie Stubbs and Mrs. Hodge, and

charge them no fees, out of benevolence ; and that I refuse wealthy

patients from pride and that I may devote my time to scientific research.

But the truth is, I have no sense of human brotherhood : I cannot

breathe and hope and work with my fellow-men. I am gradually

getting benumbed out of existence : every year, every month, finds my
scope of action and interest narrower. Yet I know that there is in me
the power to be great. Oh for some torch to kindle me into a blaze

!

and I care not whether the torch be lighted at the higher or the nether

fire ! I sit and read the newspaper to my mother, when I might

administer laws to a nation : I counsel my brother in the care of his

estate, when I might direct the policy of an empire : I investigate the

physiology of serpents, when I might solve and declare the secret of

earthly immortality. I am a pygmy, when I could be a Titan. Is this

insane vanity ? I think not. It is not that I—that my private un-

aided self is great, but that I cannot rid myself of the conviction that

I was born to be the instrument through which some great result shall

be accomplished. I cannot escape a premonition that I am destined to

render the name of Mainwaring forever famous. But such premoni-

tions and convictions, though I cherish, I do not believe them. They

are what is inmost in me, yet I laugh them to scorn. I know that no

change will come, no kindling, no enlargement ; and, nevertheless, all

that preserves me from total spiritual death is the secret assurance that

the impossible will occur. Well, if I prove great in no other way, I

shall prove myself the greatest of fools. But at least I will keep my
folly to myself. I may whisper it to my queen cobra,—my Saprani,

—

perhaps, for she will not reveal it ; but, unless it go far indeed, it shall

go no further.

II.

I have inexcusably neglected Saprani the last ten days ; but she

seems to flourish notwithstanding, and has established a comfortable

basis of intercourse with the rattlesnakes. She is really a magnificent
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creature, black as jet, nearly six feet long, with a row of golden spots

down each glistening side,
—" patines of bright gold" I call them. She

is beginning to recognize me, I think, and when I approach her with a

saucer of milk she sometimes rears up her head and expands that

curious membrane at the sides of the neck. It has two black circles

marked on it. She seems to expand the membrane under a pleasurable

influence as well as under an angry one. Last night, before going to

bed, I tried the effect of the toumril on her. It makes a very soft

and soothing sound,—much more so than the ordinary flute. Saprani

seemed to notice it at once, though the glass front of the cage inter-

vened : she came out from beneath her blanket, and reared slowly up,

swaying a little from side to side. I have no doubt that I shall be

able to perform all the feats of the Hindoo charmers, with a little prac-

tice. Hereafter, I shall have my queen of cobras out of her cage, on

the floor. I wonder what Sinfire will say to her !

It is more than a week, by the way, since Sinfire arrived here. So

little occurs in our monotonous round of life that this event deserves

to be recorded. I am, perhaps, the least inhospitable member of our

household ; but even I, had I been asked ten days ago whether it were

possible for us to receive a stranger into the family,—and, of all stran-

gers, a young lady,—should have answered " No !" with promptness

and decision. Mother, indeed, is a woman of the world, and profoundly

versed in all social etiquette and behavior ; but " society" hospitality

and cordiality are one thing, and the perennial kindliness that makes a

guest feel wholly and permanently at home is quite another thing.

Now, mother has many virtues : she is aristocratic, dignified, courteous,

elegant, high-tempered, headstrong, and keen-witted ; nay, she has

strong affections, too, in a way of her own ; but I fancy her most partial

admirers (foremost among whom is her youngest son) would hardly

characterize her as a warm-hearted woman. The perfection of her

manners, instead of putting people at their ease, as perfect manners are

said to do, makes them sensible of their own comparative boorishness

;

the faultless taste of her attire causes the best-dressed woman to seem

dowdy. This is no fault of my mother's : it is simply a matter of

temperament,—of the " sphere," as the mystic social philosophers would

term it. There is something about her that prevents her from uniting

with others. She has made this same criticism on me, and possibly

with justice ; though I think that in my case it is rather acquired than

innate. Well, this unassailable mother of mine has encountered the

exception that proves her rule : she has met a person who has elicited

her cordiality. And a very genuine, downright kind of cordiality it

turns out to be : none the worse for having lain so long in the secret
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chamber of her heart. Yet I should never have Imagined that Sinfire

was the enchantress who would have the key to that door : there is, for

all any one can see, absolutely no community of feeling or experience

between mother and her.

John, being at any rate a man, is a less remarkable case ; but even

he outstrips anticipation. John has always seemed to me the ideal of

an English country squire : he would be just the man for a master of

fox-hounds,—a man able and willing to browbeat everybody, to domi-

neer and be choleric, and yet to command the hearty good will of all,

owing to their recognition of his unalterable honesty and child-like

Idndness of heart. John did not learn much at school, and he came to

an untimely end in college; but where I made one friend he made

twenty ; and his truest friend was the one to whom, at the outset of

their acquaintance, he administered the most terrible thrashing. John

loves eating and drinking as much as any man, but he would starve

himself for a week rather than dock his mare of a peck of oats or his

dogs of a biscuit. John has absurd, undemocratic theories, and fan-

cies himself the superior of every one he meets, because he is the heir

of the Mainwarings ; but there is one person before whom he humbles

himself, and that is the English groom in his stables. John would

face a dozen foot-pads with a heart of trust, and would probably get

the best of them ; but in the presence of a petticoat (an embroidered

one, at least) his big voice sinks to a quaver and a rumble and his

haughty glance quails and falls. In view of this latter fact, it would

not have been surprising if Sinfire (who does wear an embroidered one)

had put him to flight ; but her distinction consisted in having inspired

him with a new spirit, in virtue of which he is rapidly emerging from

barbarism into civilization. Instead of talking with a hostler, and

roaring out an oath when his humor is crossed, he attempts polite con-

versation (God bless him !) and courteous irony ; instead of drinking

himself crimson after dinner, he limits himself to six glasses, and

every one a toast ; instead of starting off betimes in the morning on a

lonely hunting or horseback expedition, he dawdles anxiously about the

veranda, in a comical anxiety to secure, in not too barefaced a manner,

the monopoly of " Cousin Sinfire's'^ companionship. This would be

less remarkable were John ordinarily susceptible ; but I can vouch for

it that every good-looking girl within a radius of fifty miles has been

tried upon him, with the result only of putting him to flight. Cousin

Sinfire, therefore, must wield some spell unknown to the common run

of young ladies.

Indeed, I am myself not insensible to a peculiar quality in her,

which I can conceive to be very attractive to many or to most people.
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She is pretty ; but it is not that. She is intelligent ; but it is not that.

And she has high animal spirits and graceful vivacity ; but neither is

it these. No ; and I doubt if I can specify precisely what it is. Yet

I should be able to analyze her, if anybody can ; because towards her

as towards the rest of mankind I occupy the position of an outsider

and dispassionate observer merely. Moreover, I have a motive for

making the analysis,—that, in my role of general care-taker of the

family, I must determine whether or not she be a fit and proper person

to become Mrs. Mainwaring and thus to relegate mother to the position

of dowager. For there is no doubt that John will marry her if lie

can ; and, after making all due allowance for the waywardness of a.

maiden^s fancy, it would not do to build too confidently on the proba-

bility of her rejecting a generous-hearted, fine-looking, infatuated young

fellow with sixty thousand a year to his fortune. At all events, I

shall make it my business to improve my acquaintance with her ; and

the fact that she evidently regards me as an inoffensive and rather

agreeable person renders the execution of my design all the easier.

She came upon us as abruptly and unexpectedly as an asteroid out

of infinite space. We had finished dinner more than an hour before,

and mother and I were sitting on the veranda, enjoying the evening

breeze and fighting off an occasional mosquito. John, I presume,

was hobnobbing with Tom the groom in the harness-room. There was

the sound of carriage-wheels far down the drive ; and one of the dogs

barked. There was no moon, and it was too dark to see the carriage

until it was almost at hand. Then it turned out to be a hack from the

village railway-station.

" It must be some person in answer to my advertisement for a

maid," exclaimed my mother, in an undertone. " What an extraordi-

nary proceeding ! You must tell the people at the livery-stable, Frank,

never to allow people to come upon us in this way.''

I said, " Apparently the person means to take the place. Her trunk

is on behind."

" That is sufficient," mother replied. " I shall not take her !"

Meantime, the hackman had descended from the box and opened

the carriage door. A rather tall female figure got out. At a sign

from mother, I went down the steps of the veranda and met her. I

saw that she was young and well dressed. She did not look like a
" person."

"Are you Mr. Mainwaring?" she asked, in a deep but very-

agreeable voice.

" I am Frank Mainwaring," I said. " Did you wish to see my
mother ?"
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" I have brought her a letter from her brother/^ replied she ; and

she handed me a sealed envelope.

" Do you mean from Edward Forrestal ?"

"Yes."
" Will you come up and sit down ?" I preceded her up the steps,

and gave the letter to mother, who must have overheard what had

passed, and had risen to her feet. "From Edward? What can it be?"

she murmured. Indeed, we had not heard from my uncle for twenty

years. " Come in and sit down," she said to the visitor, in a somewhat

agitated tone. " I will read what you have brought, and "

"I will stay here until you have read it," returned the other;

and she turned away, refusing the chair I proffered her, and leaned

against a pillar of the veranda. As she stood there, the hackman ap-

proached and asked whether he should take down her trunk. " Not

yet," she said. Meantime, mother had gone into the front drawing-

room, where there was a light, to read the letter. I said, at a venture,

" If we had known you were coming, we would have made prepara-

tions
"

But she interrupted me. " I took my chances," she said. " It is

only twelve days since I left England. I brought the letter myself,

because I didn't wish to trust it to the mails, and it is all I have to

show for myself."

At this point, mother reappeared in the door-way. " My dear," she

said, in an uncertain voice, "come here where I can see you. Are

you—are you "

" I am Sinfire," said the other, advancing with a certain stateliness,

and taking my mother's hand in hers. My mother was strangely

moved. She gave an inarticulate cry, drew the girl into her arms, and

kissed her. It seems that her brother—my uncle Edward—was dead.

He had died in London, leaving very little property, and a daughter,

his only surviving child. His wife had died years before. There was

no one in England on whom he had any claim (he had lived upwards

of fifteen years in India), and he was troubled in mind as to his

daughter's future. Then he thought of his sister who had married

and gone to America, and he resolved that his daughter should go to

her. America would be a better place for her than Europe, especially

as there was so little money at her disposal. He wrote, on his death-

bed, the letter which she had brought us, in which he had recommended

her to his sister's care. " She is able to take her own part in the

world," the letter said :
" she wishes no more than I to be a burden

on you. But you will know what things a girl like her may and may
not do, in the great Bepublic ; and I am assured that my sister will
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advise my daughter wisely and for her best good." Such was the sum
and substance of the message the girl had brought.

" I am Sinfire !" I repeated the words to myself as I followed her

and my mother to the drawing-room. Did ever a young English gentle-

woman, before this, have such a name inflicted on her ? Christian name

it surely could not be termed ; nor could I call to mind any such in the

annals of paganism. Possibly it might be Hindoo ; but we had no

reason to suppose that my uncle had embraced the faith of Brahma.

It was decidedly an ominous name so far as sound went; and the

young lady herself, though beautiful and inviting to look upon, was

evidently one of those beings who are not to be fathomed at a glance,

and whose secret depths may contain something not indicated by the

gracious outward contours. But, for the present, she was rather grave,

rather taciturn, and full of a gentle dignity. I could perceive that

mother was making an energetic effort to " place" her : by which T do not

mean that she was trying to " put her in her place," by any means ; but

she was endeavoring to determine the social and personal sphere in which

she probably belonged. Was she, in a word, less than Mrs. Mainwaring,

or greater, or an equal ? One would be pretty safe in assuming that she

was not less. Further than that it would be rash to prophesy. She

had force, intellect, character, and singular individuality.

While we three were still in the midst of our first conversation, and

the servants were carrying Miss ForrestaPs trunk up to her rooms,

who should stride in but the lord of the manor, John Mainwaring,

Esquire, fresh from the harness-room and the groom's pipe, humming
an air in his resonant barytone, and whistling, between the catches, to

his gray collie, his inseparable companion by night and day ! He did

not see our visitor until he was within five feet of her : then he looked

with a start, and her tranquil eyes met his.

III.

I wish I were a short-hand writer. I would have taken down the

scene word for word as it happened. John, in spite of his lack of

polish, his lusty voice, his careless attire, and his fondness for the society

of English Tom, is a gentleman to the marrow of his sturdy bones.

This fact frequently produces complications and embarrassments from

which he would otherwise be free.

The careless expression of his face underwent an instant transforma-

tion. The blood rushed to his cheeks and forehead. He straightened

his broad shoulders, and drew himself up as rigid as a soldier on parade.

He did not attempt to speak, nor did he turn his gaze from her. I
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don't know what would have been the end of it, had they been alone

:

as it was, I had to say, after a moment, " John, this is our cousin, Miss

Forrestal."

He drew a long breath, and held out his broad hand, into which she

put hers. " I am glad that—you are our cousin,^^ said he ; at which I

laughed. Miss Forrestal smiled slightly, but with a very bright look in

her eyes, and John sat down on a chair, with a hand on each knee.

" Your cousin has just arrived from England," said mother, and

went on to tell the story. John maintained the same expression and

attitude throughout, and seemed unable to turn his face away from the

new-comer, whose eyes rested sometimes on the speaker, sometimes on

me, and occasionally on John, she preserving meanwhile an appearance

of quiet composure, and now and then supplementing mother's narrative

with a remark of her own. When this was over, John said, " I hope

you will enjoy yourself here. Mother understands company better than

I do ; but I'll do my best,—and Frank too. I wish my other brother

were here : I'm sure you'd get along with him."

" You have another brother ?" asked Miss Forrestal.

" Henry,—my second son," put in mother. " Yes, I think you

would find him entertaining. I miss him sadly. He has been travel-

ling abroad nearly four years : we hear from him only once in two or

three months. He has been in India, too. He might easily have seen

you and your father there, if he had known."

While my mother was saying this, I noticed that, for the first time,

Miss Forrestal's color slowly deepened. I cannot imagine why. Per-

haps the blush belonged to an earlier period of the evening and she had

merely postponed it till now. That is sometimes the way with persons

whose thoughts and emotions come from far below the surface.

" Henry Mainwaring !" she said, as if to herself Then, to mother,

" Do you expect him back soon ?"

Mother shook her head mournfully. I said, "Perhaps in seven

days, perhaps in seven years : there's no telling."

" If I only knew where he was, I'd write him to come on at once,"

said John, in an emphatic tone.

At this point the servant came in to announce supper,—a meal

which is ordinarily little more than a ceremony with us, but which
to-night was more substantial, on account of our cousin, who had prob-

ably had no dinner. " If you would like to make any changes in your

dress, my dear ?" said mother, as we rose. " You can take all the time

you want."

" Perhaps I had better brush my hair," she answered. And so the

two ladies went out, leaving John and me together. He thrust his
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hands in his pockets, turned on his heel, and walked to the window,

where he stood looking out, though he could see nothing.

" Do you think she's pretty ?" I inquired, at length.

" I don't know. IVe seen nobody like her," he replied, after a

pause. Then he came away from the window, and sat down and patted

the collie until the ladies reappeared. So far as I remember, nothing

of importance occurred during that evening.

I am of John's way of thinking : I have seen nobody like her.

But I have no doubt about her good looks. She is a beautiful girl.

She has beauty of expression and movement, as well as of form, feature,

and color. But it is an unusual type. She is as dark as a Spaniard,

with abundance of black hair, not shiny, but soft and lustreless, like

black smoke condensed. Her skin is a pale transparent brown, looking

like antique ivory at night, and almost golden when the sun falls on it.

Her eyebrows and eyelashes are black, but her eyes are blue,—a warm
blue, like spring violets. The blood shows through her cheeks more

than with Spanish women.

Her nose is a rather small, delicately-moulded aquiline. Mother

has a handsome nose, but it seems coarse in comparison with this. It

gives an exquisitely aristocratic effect to her face ; and yet it is not such

a nose as members of the English aristocracy are apt to have. It seems

to indicate refinement of soul and noble spirit, rather than mere high

breeding and blue blood. Her countenance has the charm of original-

ity,—as if she were the first of her kind, rather than the last of some-

body else's. I never saw my uncle Edward, but he must have been an

extraordinary Englishman if his daughter resembles him. She must

take after her mother, if any one ; and yet, according to mother, Uncle

Edward's wife was an invalid, and rather plain. No doubt there is a

great deal of exaggeration and humbug in the theory of heredity.

As I have already intimated, John would unquestionably marry

Sinfire if she would have him. But neither he nor I nor mother can

tell for certain whether she will have him. All the circumstances

render it probable ; but you can no more look into this girl's heart than

you can look into a polished steel breast-plate. Yet there must be

some method of reading her, and I shall discover it in time. She is

probably romantic. I came into mother's boudoir the other morning

;

mother was not there, but Sinfire was standing in front of Henry's

portrait, which hangs on the wall, rapt in contemplation of it. Henry

is a very good-looking fellow. The portrait scarcely does him justice,

and I said as much, when she became aware of my presence.

" There are some people," replied Sinfire, " whose portraits I prefer

to themselves."
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" It would need a very good portrait to make that true of Henry/'

said I.

" Oh, I mean a portrait can do no harm V she rejoined.

" Has any one ever done you any harm ?" I could not help asking.

But she only looked at me tranquilly and said, " I was not think-

ing of myself. A good portrait might correct a mistake one had made

about the original of it. The artist would see without prejudice, and

so his interpretation would be deeper and truer."

I replied that there might be two sides to that question. Prejudice

might see more keenly, if not more broadly, than impartiality ; and

love, which is the height of prejudice, is not blind, as the vulgar

proverb asserts : it " lends a precious seeing to the eye.''

" I always supposed," she answered, " that the weak point of lovt;

was, it has no judgment. It sees faults, but it interprets them as a

kind of virtues ; and it counts as fully developed qualities that exist

only in the germ and do not affect the character."

Now, though all this was put hypothetically, it bore internal evi-

dence of mature consideration. My cousin had discussed the matter

with herself, before discussing it with me. But whether she spoke

from experience or from imagination, who can tell ? It hardly seems

likely that so handsome a young woman should have hitherto escaped

all personal knowledge of the great passion ; but, on the other hand,

she may be younger than she looks ; and then her life in India (I

believe she was born there) may have isolated her from available

society. The fact is, we know nothing more than the bare outline of

the girl's previous life. It is not that she ever hesitates to answer

questions ; but she never volunteers information ; and as there is no one

but mother to interrogate her, and as mother is a poor hand at cross-

examination, that amounts to nearly the same thing. The only question

John will ever put to her is, Will you marry me ? while, so far as I

am concerned, I cannot approach her save by indirection. And it is

by no means easy to surprise her into saying anything she does not

intend to say.

For the last week, John has been having his gray horse, Sibyl,

trained to the side-saddle, so that our cousin might go riding. Sibyl is

a superb animal, with most agreeable action, but there is something

tameless in her still. Yesterday morning, before breakfast, Tom had

just girthed the side-saddle on her, and had gone inside to fill his pipe

before mounting, leaving her attached by her halter to the stable

entrance. At that moment I happened to be standing at my bedroom

window, which is above my study and laboratory, in the right wing.

I saw Sinfire appear, and cross the court-yard : she had on a scarlet
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riding-habit, trimmed with black. It was the first time she had worn

it since she has been here, and it had a very striking effect. She seemed

to have made up her mind that Sibyl was trained enough for her to

ride. Tom came out of the stable, and stood in astonishment at the

young lady's appearance. He is her devoted slave (like everybody else),

because, as he explains it, she is fresh from his native land. After a

short parley, which of course I could not hear, he gave her a hand, and

she sprang into the saddle. There was no bridle on the horse : Tom
was in the habit of riding her with the halter only. She had stood

pretty quietly thus far ; but just as Tom had loosened the end of the

halter from the ring in the door-post, and was in the act of handing it

to Sinfire, the collie came racing up and emitted an explosion of barks

right under Sibyl's nose. She threw up her head, jerking the halter

from Tom's hand, danced about for a moment, and set off at a full run

in the direction of the drive.

This brought them directly underneath my window. Sinfire was, of

course, powerless to guide the horse, but she kept her seat well, and, to

judge from the expression of her face as she flashed past, she seemed

exhilarated rather than frightened. Nevertheless, she was in imminent

danger. If Sibyl kept on her present course for two hundred yards, it

would bring her to the cliff, and that was nearly certain death. Tom
was in pursuit, but he would never overtake them. It looked like

good-by forever to our English cousin.

But just then I saw John running on a line which would intersect

their course at a point about fifty yards from the cliff's brink. Where

he came from I know not ; but he was running as I never before saw a

man run. He had a good start ; but I could hardly think it possible

that he would be in time. At the moment when I thought the horse

had passed him, however, I saw him give a spring : he was dragged off

his feet in an instant, and I knew he had caught the halter. I waited

to see no more, but got down-stairs as fast as I could, and set off for the

seat of war.

The situation, when I got there, was somewhat different from what

I had expected. Tom had hold of Sibyl's halter, and was soothing

and scolding her by turns, and at the same time exonerating himself to

Sinfire, who had dismounted and was seated on the grass with John's

head supported on her knee. At first I thought he was dead : it was a

terrible thought. But when she saw me she said immediately, '^ He has

only fainted."

I sent Tom on Sibyl after restoratives, and held John against ray

shoulder. Sinfire had already loosened his collar. He was unconscious,

and his face had a strange look that I did not like ; I could not find
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that he had been struck anywhere, and, according to SInfire, he had as-

sured her that he was not touched. ^' But just as he was saying it," she

added, " he dropped down as if he were shot, and has been this way

ever since.''

I put my finger on his pulse. That told the whole story. I won-

der I liad never suspected it before, especially as heart-disease is my
specialty in pathology. At any rate, there is no doubt that John has it

;

and he must have had it for some time. He is such a robust man that

one would never suspect him. He may live for many years ; it might

even be possible to cure him ; but when he does die the chances are

that he will die of a stroke of the heart.

Naturally, I said nothing of my discovery to Sinfire : it is a serious

matter, and may mean a great deal. I remember that when John was

a boy he once climbed to the roof of the barn and tried to stand on

his head on the ridge-pole : some fool or other had dared him to do it.

He lost his balance, rolled down the roof, and fell,—not on the ground,

luckily, but on a heap of straw that was about to be used as bedding

for the horses. He escaped with a few insignificant bruises ; but the

doctor who attended him said he had strained his heart. Probably it

has been weak ever since ; and the active exercise he has been in the

habit of taking can have done it no good. However, what is done

can't be mended : all we can hope for is to guard against mischief in

the future. I wish John were less headstrong and more phlegmatic.

He began to come to before long, and then I made him sip a dozen

teaspoonfuls of brandy, which I administered one after the other. The

sipping, more than the brandy, stimulated his circulation, and he was

able to get up and walk. He had no idea w^hat had been the matter

with him,—thought Sibyl must have kicked him. But it was of Sin-

fire that his head was full ; and I suppose he must have suffered a

strong agony of emotion during that minute and a half that she was in

deadly peril and he was trying to save her. If there had been any

doubt about his feeling for her before, there can be none now. And as

for her, if she is a woman, and not a witch (as I sometimes fancy), she

cannot resist a handsome young millionaire whose first love she is, and

who has saved her life. For, beyond peradventure, she w^ould have

been in kingdom come but for John.

" Much obliged, old fellow ; don't need any help," said the heir of

Cedarcliffe to his younger brother ; and I took the hint, like the dutiful

youngster I am, and returned with my brandy-flask to my study, while

John and Sinfire sauntered slowly across the lawn together. I expected

it would have been all settled by the time they reached the house ; but

at breakfast, half an hour later, John's face proclaimed, more loudly

Vol. XXXIX.—

2
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than even his sturdy tongue could have done, that the engagement was

still in the future. Mentally, as well as physically, he was much
depressed. Sinfire, who was still in her Mephistophelian riding-habit,

was being tenderly scolded by mother for having exposed herself to

such danger ; and she seemed to be in high spirits, and laughed and

talked with a freedom and brilliance that she had never exhibited before.

As I looked and listened, T could forgive poor John for his infatuation

:

I could almost have fallen in love with the superb young creature

myself. And yet, strange to say, I never distrusted her so much as I

did then. She is hiding some secret, and it concerns us !

But what a range and scope she has ! There was an Oriental quality

in her face at that moment, which struck me for the first time. I could

imagine that the young Cleopatra might have looked as Sinfire did

then. But Cleopatra never looked like a cold, subdued English girl

;

yet that is one of Sinfire's phases. I wonder whether she is ambitious !

I wonder whether she hates anybody ! and, if so, whom ? and why ?

It is time to give Saprani a bowl of milk. Saprani is another

superb creature, more trustworthy than my cousin Sinfire, not less

Oriental, and not, perhaps, more deadly. And Saprani is very fond of

the youngest and most insignificant of the Mainwaring family. Reason

and gratitude unite, therefore, in prompting me to bestow upon her my
budding affections ; and since I am sure not to be interfered with by

rivals, the course of our true love has every prospect of running smooth.

I will serenade her on the toumril to-night.

IV.

The past week has been one of counsel and uncertainty. I am
always involved at such times, but as a sower only, never as a reaper.

Everybody seems to think that it is just as much my duty to prescribe

for perplexing circumstances as for physical disorders. It is true, they

do not think it necessary to accept my prescriptions, unless with some

such formula as " Well, that is the conclusion I had arrived at myself
But they would not believe their ears if I were to turn the tables upon

them and consult them as to what I had better do.

Mother bore down upon me the other day in her line-of-battle-ship

manner. She is, indeed, an impressive and redoubtable old lady. My
earliest recollections of her are as a tall and slender person, dressed

generally in white, and with a cool, polished, rather sarcastic manner.

She was not cool when she got angry, however. How her cheeks would

redden and her eyes flash, and what sharp things would issue from her

sharp-cut lips ! These outbursts used to frighten me thoroughly, and
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yet I often deliberately provoked them, because they convinced me that

my mother was a human being after all. How imperious and impetu-

ous she was ! John is her own son. But she was less generous in

imparting her brains to her first-born : he never had half her mental

resources. She used to read many abstruse and improving books in

the old days ; and she could talk politics, or philosophy, or religion,

Avith anybody,—though I doubt whether she was ever more religious

than the proprieties of her position required. Of late years she has

eschewed the higher walks of literature, and has abandoned herself to

novels ; and even in her choice of these she has gradually subsided

from the classic lucubrations of Walter Scott to such humble wayside

flowers as are to be culled from the Seaside Libraries, varied occasionally

with an odd volume from the Parisian publications of Calmann, Levy

& Cie. For my part, so far from blaming her, I applaud her good

sense. An amusing novel is like the best kind of gossip
;
gossip is

proper to those whose days of youth and activity are over ; and, as we
see scarcely any company, no other gossip than that of novels is accessi-

ble to the dowager Lady Mainwaring.

Well, then, when mother approached me with the manner which I

have described, I knew at once that we were about to discuss domestic

matters ; nor was I much at a loss to divine what the particular matter

would probably be. John and Sinfire had gone out for a ride : we were

about to converse concerning Sinfire and John. Mother seated herself

in the large Japanese arm-chair,—the one made of split cane or bamboo.

She just fills it comfortably. She is very much broader than she used

to be, and her once delicate complexion has acquired a substantial and

permanent ruddiness. It sometimes seems as if mother had not so much
enlarged, as actually become possessed of a different body from that in

which she spent her youth. If it were not unbecoming to speculate

about the skeleton of one's parent, I should be inclined to think that

her present osseous framework had been designed for a British fishwife.

Except for this physical expansion, however, she remains at least as

aristocratic as ever. Rembrandt, or perhaps Rubens, would have made
a splendid portrait of her. Her eyebrows are set high in her forehead :

the spaces immediately above and below the eye are full, showing a

fluent command of words ; her nose is a moderate but unmistakable

aquiline ; her upper lip is thinner than the lower, which is moulded on

a resolute chin. Her gray hair is covered with a black lace cap, the

wide strings of which fall down on either side her cheeks. Her summer
costume is ordinarily of some substance which I will venture to call

black grenadine, with lace embellishments, and some glimpses of white

ruching at the throat and wrists. It makes no attempt to mould itself
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closely on her form ; and its ambiguities are imposing as well as prudent.

Poor mother must suffer greatly from the heat ; but she never permits

herself to complain of it ; she even fans herself sparingly, as if she were

still determined to be the cool and slender creature of thirty years ago.

There is heroism in these little things, none the less because it gains no

renown.

Our conversation led to no definite result. Mother wanted John to

marry, and she shares the general infatuation regarding our cousin

Sinfire ; and yet I could perceive that her mind was not entirely at

ease. The forces of tradition, of convention, of temperament, were

working in her against her special and arbitrary affection for this

strange young woman. Reason prompted her to distrust, or at least

to wait and prove ; while instinct, or something like that, urged blind

acceptance. Between the two, my excellent parent was unwontedly

perplexed.

" Lord Cedarcliffe is so impetuous, and so unused to restraint," she

remarked. (She still calls him by the pet name he used to bear in the

nursery, when she is especially moved about him. The Republic would

be amused if they knew how many odd scraps of feudalism and

monarchical tricks are to be picked up about this house.) " Perhaps

he would not be so set upon this if Sinfire seemed more willing to

meet his views. It's very odd, don't you think, that she should hesitate?

She can't be sincere ; and yet
"

" It isn't so very odd," said I. " She has penetration, and she

recognizes John's impetuosity as plainly as you and I do. I don't

dispute that she wishes to marry him ; but she wishes, also, to be sure

that he loves her, outside of his impetuosity."

" John is incapable of a trivial attachment," returned mother, im-

pressively.

" If he were capable of it. Cousin Sinfire is taking the best means

to make him serious," I replied. " I don't doubt it will come out all

right in the end,—on the assumption, of course, that their marriage is

the right thing."

" Don't you think it is the right thing ?" she asked, quickly.

" Well, if you don't think so, I advise you not to let them know
it."

" It is true we know comparatively little about her," said mother,

after a pause. " There is really nothing, except my poor brother's

letter and her own account. But it would be absurd to doubt either.

I should not think of such a thing."

That is to say, she does think of it. But she could not draw me
into either encouraging her suspicions or opposing them. As a matter
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of fact, I don't know that it makes much difference whether Sinfire be

really what she purports to be or not. She is a fine creature, capable

of being the mother of a noble race. All the rest is rather an object

of curiosity than of practical importance. But suppose it is John's

fortune she is after, and means, when she has got it, to disappear?

Well, that would be John's business : if he couldn't keep her, he

wouldn't deserve her ; for she has a heart, for the man who has the

stuff in him to win it.

But, if she be an adventuress, how came she in connection with my
late uncle Edward ? There is no doubt that he had one daughter, at

least. Really, there is no reason for any misgiving,—except that she

does seem to be withholding something, and that she is so remarkably

handsome. People don't expect to find women like her among their

own private relatives. But let her become Mrs. John Mainwaring, by

all means

!

John came into my bedroom the next morning, while I was dress-

ing. He is a man whose body and unconscious movements speak more

plainly than his tongue can, especially when he has anything to say.

So, as he forged about the room, stared out of the window, took up the

Medical Record from the table and tossed it down again, pulled a

sprig from my pot of heliotrope and crushed it between his fingers, or

laid hold of an Indian club and swung it over his shoulder, I took it

as said that he had been making love to Sinfire and that she was still

amusing herself by parrying his attacks. No doubt she found it good

sport : women are made that way, whether they love the victim or not.

John wanted me to begin the conversation, but I made believe to be

profoundly abstracted, and kept humming in a preoccupied way to

myself as I went on shaving.

" Strikes me you're mighty particular about your toilet, for a man
who doesn't go into society," grumbled the heir of Cedarcliffe, at

length. " Anybody would say you were in love !"

" It is the lovers who pay no attention to such things," I returned.

" That is what Shakespeare said ; and he knew. You are the one who
wears the lover's marks."

" I ! Wlio is there for me to be in love with ?" asked transparent

John.

" Well, that is your affair. But if I were you I think I should

be in love with Cousin Sinfire, for lack of something better."

" Something better !" he called out. " I'd like to know where in

this world you could find anybody better than she is !"

" Well," said I, wiping my razor and going to the wash-stand, " if

you think her the right sort, she is the right sort—for you !"
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" It isn^t what I think ; it^s what she thinks/' he replied.

"Don't you know?"

"No."
" Then why don't you ask her ?"

" I don't know that, either. I can't ask her. I try, but she

prevents me."

"Why, John," exclaimed I, "you don't mean to tell me you're

serious? Is it anything more than a flirtation? You wouldn't—you

wouldn't marry her, would you ?"

" For a fellow who sets up to be clever, you're the blindest bat I

ever came across," returned John, scornfully. " Marry her ? If I

knew that marrying her would cost me my life twenty-four hours later,

I'd marry her this minute,—if she'd have me !"

" Nonsense !" said I, parting my hair. " You don't care for

women !"

" What business have you to know or say what I care for ? You
think I don't feel, because I don't chatter !" John's handsome Saxon

face was flushed, and his blue eyes were wide open and indignant. His

innocence is really pathetic.

" If you are in earnest, of course that alters the case," I said,

gravely. "You couldn't expect me to know, until you told me.

Perhaps Sinfire doesn't know, either."

" Oh, yes, she knows !" replied he, with a groan,

" AVell, modesty is a virtue ; but you needn't carry it so far as to

imagine that, if you want her, you can't have her for the asking."

" It isn't modesty : it's common sense ! What is there in me she

should care for ? I feel no better than the groom in the stable when

I'm with her. I don't know how to talk ; and I don't know what

sort of things she's interested in."

I said, " However much of a paragon she may be, she is like other

women in being supremely interested in a certain subject ; and that

happens to be one in which you are just now especially proficient."

"What is it?"

" Why, love, to be sure ! And love is what you must talk to her.

You can do it ; and you can't do it too much ! Blurt it right out

:

never mind the words it comes in ! It will get to her just the same.

A nd sooner or later it will go hard but she will talk back to you !"

But John shook his head, and sighed. " I might talk love to her,

if I wasn't in love with her," he replied, after a moment. " But, as it

is, I can't get my mouth open : I can only act like an ass. And that

isn't all. I feel as if there were some secret between her and me,

—

something that she is keeping from me, I mean. I haven't an idea
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what it can be, but, whatever it is, I believe it^s the cause why she

doesn't want me to propose to her."

Naturally, I was impressed by this confirmation of my own notion.

But I didn't want to say anything about that to John. I laughed, and

asked him whether he imagined there was an unknown rival in the

case.

He took it very seriously3—in fact, altogether too much so for his

health. He jumped up from the window-seat in which he was sitting,

and the vein down the centre of his forehead swelled out, and his lips

became whitish, and twitched. " There shan't be any rival !" he burst

out. " I'd kill him !" And he caught up the Indian club, as if he were

going to illustrate his purpose by braining me. But it was not I that

was in danger. Poor John suddenly gasped, and looked very strange,

and staggered back to the window-seat. I knew at once what ailed

him ; and this time I succeeded in preventing him from actually losing

consciousness. The draught I gave him sent the blood through his veins

again with a jump, and the dull stare left his eyes. It was not such a

bad attack as the first one. After a minute or two, he sat upright, and

looked at me curiously.

" What does it mean, Frank ?" he asked. " What is the matter

with me?"
"Something wrong with the circulation, that's all. You smoke

too much, probably. You must take more care of yourself."

" I felt as if I were going to die."

" So do sea-sick people ; but they live all the same. How long has

this sort of thing been going on ? Was that the first, the other day ?"

" Yes ; at least—I don't know. Of course it's nothing serious : I

was born to live to a hundred. I'm as hard as nails. But it's damned
unpleasant while it lasts. Tobacco, is it ? Well, I can knock off a

pipe or two without much trouble. But what did you mean about a

rival, Frank? I'm not an unreasonable fellow, am I? but there

isn't room for a rival in this business, you know. He or I would have

to
"

" My dear fellow, I know nothing about any rival. It was you

that suggested the idea to me ; and I didn't suppose you were any more
in earnest than I was."

" I want you to understand that I'm in earnest right through !" said

John, standing up, and lowering his thick brown eyebrows, and speak-

ing in his domineering tone.

I made no reply, but went on with my dressing. The breakfast-

bell rang as I reached the last button of my waistcoat.

"Look here, Frank," said John, turning upon me at the door, as
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we were going out. " You're my brother, and I want you to help

me. There are two reasons why you can talk to her better than I can :

youVe got brains and a tongue in your head ; and you're not in love

with her. You can find out whether she cares for me, and whether

—

there's any other fellow in the case, you know. It isn't that I believe

there is ; but I want to be certain that there isn't ; see ?"

I am not a John Alden, though Lord Cedarcliffe may be a Miles

Standish. But, to make him easy, I said I would see about it.

V.

As regards the family romance, I have lost a good many entertain-

ing details from mere neglect in writing them down at the time. But

it will be a long time before I forget the afternoon my cousin Sinfire

spent with me in the laboratory, last week.

It was partly purpose and partly accident. John had asked me to

talk with her in his behalf, and I was not averse from fathoming her

mystery, if I could ; but I doubt whether anything would have been

done if I hadn't happened to mention Soprani. The Indian name

caught her ear, and she began to ask me questions. In ten minutes I

had her consumed with curiosity. At first, I had no intention of

admitting her to the sacred precincts of the laboratory. Indeed, no

human being has crossed that mystic threshold since I established my
Lares and Penates there ; and least of all did I contemplate ever enter-

taining a woman.

However, I reflected that, if I wanted to get anything out of her,

there could be no place better suited to that operation than my labora-

tory. The environment would kindle her imagination, and the dis-

closures I could regale her with yould put her in a mood to render a

return. I knew her general character tolerably well by this time,

although the particulars of her experience were still as much an enigma

as ever ; and I thought I could touch the springs that would loosen her

reserve. Moreover, I am by nature romantic (though the world may
think otherwise), and I could imagine a very interesting scene taking

place in the alchemist's cave between the magician and the maiden !

At any rate, when I had worked her up to the proper pitch of

entreaty and impatience, I allowed her to wring from me a grudging

consent to receive her in the penetralia at a certain hour. I would

have made that hour midnight, had not my regard for conventional

propriety forbidden. But the conformation of the place enabled me to

make it appear quite as impressive at one hour of the day as at another.

I appointed three o'clock in the afternoon ; and she was to come at that

time, secretly and alone.
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Punctually to the hour (in the language of the old romances) a

knock was heard on the alchemist's door. It was not a timid knock
;

neither was it a defiant one. It indicated that the person who knocked

was self-possessed, and meant to come in.

The rooms in the right wing of the Cedarcliffe mansion, which

constitute the alchemist's abode, are separated from the rest of the

house. Formerly they were accessible by the corridor communicating

with the main hall ; but at a later date the extremity of this corridor

was walled up, and the four rooms thus isolated could be entered only

from out-doors. Passing through the outer portal, the visitor would

see before him a flight of stairs leading to the tw^o upper rooms. On
his right was a door, giving access to a small library. In the partition-

wall of this library, between two bookcases, was another door, which

few persons had the privilege of passing. It was of massive oak, and

turned on hinges of polished brass. It was fastened within by a heavy

lock and bolt of steel.

The lady who sought admittance was young, and had a face and

figure of distinguished beauty. She was dressed in a thin summer

costume of some delicate white fabric, and wore a light silken shawl

with black and yellow stripes draped over her dark hair and graceful

shoulders. It was evident that she came by appointment ; for the outer

door, and that of the library, had been left ajar, and she had penetrated

without hinderance to the final barrier.

A short pause ensued, during which the young woman threw one

corner of her silken shawl over her shoulder and gave a swift glance

behind her. Then the ponderous portal swung inward noiselessly on

its hinges, and the visitor stepped fearlessly into the room beyond.

The next moment the bolt was shot, and she and the alchemist were

alone.

" Does any one know where you are ?" the latter inquired.

" Not a soul !'' she replied. " Cousin John has ridden to town to

see the sheriff about that gang of burglars ; and aunt has gone to

bed with a headache. The servants think I have gone to the cliff to

read. No one will miss me before tea-time.''

"You have done well," returned the alchemist, approvingly. " Fol-

low me !" And he led the way towards the farther end of the room.

The light of day was excluded from this chamber, but the illumi-

nation of a few lamps sufficed dimly to reveal its proportions. It was
spacious and lofty : the atmosphere was cooler than the external air, and

was penetrated by a subtile perfume of a delicately aromatic quality.

As the visitor's eyes became accust-omed to the gloom, she perceived

that the walls were of solid stone, left undisguised in their naked sim-
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plicity : the ceiling appeared to be vaulted, and at the end opposite the

door there was a large fireplace, with a sort of hollow gable built over

it, giviug it somewhat the aspect of a cavern.

On the right of the fireplace, as you faced it, there was a window

in a deep embrasure, heavily curtained. On the opposite side of the

room was a sort of cabinet of dark wood, fastened against the wall, and

glazed in front with two broad sheets of plate glass. The floor at this

end was covered with a soft Indian rug, of a dull reddish hue. Be-

neath the window stood a large table, covered with a number of objects

of singular shape, apparently used by the alchemist in his experiments.

Other paraphernalia were collected within the pent-house of the fire-

place, upon the hearth of which was placed a kind of brazier, wherein

flickered a pale-blue flame. A low sofa or divan, furnished with silken

cushions, was so arranged as to front partly towards the glazed cabinet

and partly towards the fireplace. Upon this divan the alchemist

motioned his visitor to take her seat.

" You feel no nervousness ?" he said, letting his fingers rest for a

moment on her wrist.

" I feel at home," she replied, " for the first time since I left India !''

" I must be Indian, then, for it is my home," observed the other.

" When I first saw you and heard you speak, you brought India

to my mind," was her answer. " No one but a Hindoo ever had such

black eyes as yours, or so soft a voice. You are as different from your

brother as Calcutta is from Lincolnshire."

" I have two brothers," said he.

" But Henry is not like you, either."

" A connecting link, perhaps. He is hazel-eyed, with curly chest-

nut hair. I wish you could see him."
'' I can imagine what he is. I have seen his portrait. He does not

explain you. But the Buddhists believe that the souls of the dead live

again in such bodies as Karma appoints for them. Perhaps you were a

Hindoo in vour former state."

" And Sapmni was the queen of my heart ! Well, she would

hardly have been more beautiful as an Indian princess than she is now.

A serpent is the only thing fit to be compared with a woman !"

" Most women might not think that a compliment."

" But you are not like most women, Sinfire."

" Introduce me to Saprani," said the visitor, leaning forward and

clasping her slender hands on her knees.

The alchemist rose from the divan, and advanced towards the glazed

cabinet. He wore a long dark tunic, confined at the waist, and falling

to his feet ; on his head was a cap somewhat after the fashion of a
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Turkish fez. Standing in front of the cabinet, he drew from his girdle

a long slender wand and tapped with it several times on the glass which

protected the left-hand division of the cabinet. The light from the

brazier, mingling with the red rays from a colored lamp depending by a

chain from the ceiling, shone faintly into the interior of the cage, and

revealed something moving there with a slow and stealthy motion.

Gradually this object approached the glass and partly reared itself up

against it. It displayed the head and glistening black neck of a mag-

nificent cobra, its sides spotted with gold. The alchemist touched a

pulley, and the glass rose upward like a window, leaving the front of

the cage open.

He then retired three or four paces, keeping his eyes fixed upon

the serpent, and crouched noiselessly down upon the carpet until he

squatted upon his heels. Meanwhile, the cobra remained motionless

in the cage, with its head lifted.

The alchemist now drew from the folds of his robe a short instru-

ment of cylindrical shape, pierced wath holes after the manner of a

flute. It was made of ebony, and highly polished, and was decorated

with bits of red coral and pendants of sparkling crystal. It was a

toumril, brought from India, and used by the serpent-charmers in their

incantations. Raising it to his lips, he drew from it soft and plaintive

sounds, pleasing to the ear, yet differing in some essential respects from

the music of the West. The sounds gradually grew louder, though

never losing their soft, insinuating quality, until the vault of the

chamber seemed to resound with echoes of soothing potency.

At the first notes the cobra had changed its position, turning its

head towards the player. As the music continued, a slow continuous

shifting was observable throughout its glistening coils : the forward

part of its body w^as pushed beyond the edge of the cage, and held

poised in the air, the head and neck still upright. Then the long,

tapering form, still steadily uncoiling, sank towards the floor in sliding

undulations, writhing rhythmically forward, in harmony with the sweet

throbbing of the flute. As it rested, with its jet-black scales and

golden spots, upon the dull red carpet, in the dim light,—or seemed to

rest, for it was never still,—it was a beautiful yet terrible symbol of

sensuous delight,—the subtile pleasure that bears within it the poison

of death. Onward glided Soprani, her lustrous sides tense with vo-

luptuous longing, while the toumril w^arbled louder and louder, and

the coral and crystal pendants sparkled red and white, and the player

s^vung his body from side to side in the mystic rapture of the melody.

And now Saprani's head rose in the air, and her body coiled beneath,

until half her sinuous grace was lifted above the floor, and waved to
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and fro like the waving of reeds in the breeze that breathes upon the

banks of Indian rivers ; her bright eyes sparkled, and the dark membra-

nous hood expanded on either side of her delicate and deadly jaws.

Drunk,—drunk she was with the keen intoxication of the thrilling

music

!

The notes died away ; the toumril left the player's lips ; and So-

prani sank nerveless on the Indian carpet. Then, with gentle caressing

tones, he spoke to her, and drew her towards him with his hands : she

yielded herself, obedient and drooping. He lifted her, and laid her

softly about his neck ; her chilly coils touched his cheek, and her head,

drowsy and deadly, hung down upon his forehead. The charmer

turned to his visitor, looked in her eyes, and smiled. During this

scene she had neither spoken nor moved : she still leaned forward, with

clasped hands and gaze intent.

But, as the spell of the incantation subsided, she drew a deep breath,

answered his smile, and murmured, " Yes, you have conquered death \"

" You must often have seen stranger sights in India," said he,

carefully unwinding the somnolent cobra from his neck. " The masters

of the art are there : I am an amateur only, and self-taught.'^

" Such power cannot be taught," replied the girl. " You were born

Saprani's master, and she recognizes you."

" But I can delegate the power," said the other. " Saprani is the

friend of all who are friends to me."

" Is she my friend ?" asked the girl, in a low voice.

'^ That is known to you better than to me," was his reply.

She threw back her silken shawl, and, stretching out her firm round

arm, laid her hand unhesitatingly upon Saprani's folds, as she lay in

her master's arms.

But the queen of serpents was not so deep in slumber or in apathy

as she seemed. At the touch of that slender hand, a strong quiver ran

through her, as a woman might shudder at the contact of something

she feared or hated. But with Saprani to hate was to resent. Swiftly

as the eye could follow the movement, her black neck rose, and drew

back, and was launched forward again at Sinfire's unprotected bosom.

But swiftier yet was the movement of the charmer's hand, which

caught the angry cobra just below the head and withheld the fatal

stroke. The next moment Saprani was in her cage, and the screen

of glass had slid into its place. Then the charmer returned to his

visitor.

She had risen to her feet. As he came towards her, she laughed

lightly, but laid her hand over her heart.

" You were not touched ?" he asked, quickly.
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" No ; but in that moment I made a long journey, away and back

again. Death is a remote country,—to be so near ! Well, Saprani does

not seem to believe in our friendship. Cousin Frank.''

" I will not ask you to forgive her. I need all your forgiveness for

myself, for having exposed you to such a danger."

" You saved my life ; and life is, perhaps, the most formidable of

dangers," she replied, smiling again. " But I thank you none the less.

And Saprani is a superb creature : I bear her no grudge. She is

jealous of her master."

" She has shown that I am not her master. I shall not need the

hint a second time."

" Perhaps she perceives some harm to you in our acquaintance

which you and I are still unconscious of. They are mysterious beings

—serpents
!"

" Nothing but good can come from you to me, Sinfire : though you

are more mysterious than Sslprani."

" I ?—mysterious ? Oh, Cousin Frank, you wish to make game of

me!"
" You are a mystery, from your name onward," he repeated, taking

her hands in his and looking in her eyes. " You are no cousin of mine :

your ancestors had been civilized a thousand years when ours were

eating shell-fish and shooting flint arrows on the lagoons of Europe.

I speak as a scientific man,—as an ethnologist and a physiognomist.

Sinfire, you are a gypsy !"

As he said the last words, the man of science felt the pulse leap in

her delicate wrists. These organic symptoms cannot easily be controlled,

—though, on the other hand, nothing is easier than to misinterpret

them. She instantly laughed, and said, " You are a wizard ! I have

always thought there must be Rommany blood in me. And I can tell

fortunes."

There was no tremor in her voice, nor did the color deepen in her

cheeks. But the wizard resolved to try his luck once more.

" My brother knows more about gypsies than I do," he said. " He
once lived among them for several months. If you are interested in

them, you might learn much from him."

" He has lived among them !" she exclaimed. " He never told me
so. And I thought," she added, with what seemed the lightest intona-

tion of irony, " that he had told me all he knew !"

Poor John ! This did not promise well for the chances of Sinfire

becoming Mrs. Mainwaring. But this assurance that wealth and ambi-

tion were not what Sinfire sought only tended to substantiate the theory

that w^as doubtfully taking form in the wizard's mind. He now pro-
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ceeded to spring his trap, perceiving that he should take her wholly at

unawares.

" We are not speaking of the same person/^ he said. " I expect

him here in a few days.''

'^ You expect—whom ?"

'^ My brother,—Henry Mainwarlng."
" Ah !" said Sinfire, in a low tone. But her hands turned cold, and

slipped from her companion's clasp. . . .

After all, I am still in doubt. But, henceforth, who shall dare

affirm that Doctor Frank Mainwaring is not romantic ?

VI.

I am more of a wizard than I had myself imagined.

When I told Sinfire, three days since, that I expected Henry to be

here in a few days, I told her a white fib : at least, I expected him no

more than I have done any time during the last three or four years.

He might come, of course, but the chances were about ten thousand to

one that he would not. The truth is, I was merely trying an experi-

ment. Various more or less vague indications—some of them trifles

light as air—had suggested to my mind the notion that Sinfire and

Henry had already met, perhaps in India, and that their meeting had

not been without an effect upon them both. What sort of an effect? I

cannot pretend to say. But, taking into consideration Sinfire's beauty

and Henry's incorrigible susceptibility, and the power of fascination of

both of them, it did not seem altogether unlikely that they might have

fallen desperately in love with each other.

So far, so good : there would be no particular harm done. It was

the sequel that was questionable. For, if it were probable that they

had come together, it was certain that they were together no longer

;

they had separated ; and the fickleness of Henry's disposition made me
surmise that Sinfire had not been the one to blame. In other words,

I feared that he had abandoned her. Whether his wrong had stopped

there, I had no means of knowing : I could only hope (and believe, in

lack of proof to the contrary) that he had not shown himself a villain.

Yet there was that in Sinfire's bearing—assuming my theory to have

some foundation—that seemed to point to an experience much dee}')er

and more tragic than the mere jilting of a handsome girl by a thought-

less fellow. Her misfortune, if she had been unfortunate at all, could

have been no trivial one. Her self-possession, her reserve, the very

transparency (so to call it) of her expression, which, like the transparent

sky, concealed within its depths all mysteries,—these things, and still
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mora her abrupt and practically unexplained appearance among us,

impressed me as testimony to her being the victim—but not the resigned

victim—of some grave injustice. She purposed to right herself, or, if

that could not be, to avenge herself; and to that end had she come to

Cedarcliffe.

Such was my line of argument. And there was something more. I

did not believe that Sinfire was the daughter of my uncle. I believed

her to be of gypsy blood. How she came to know anything of my
uncle's affairs, and how she came by his letter, I could only conjecture

;

but the problem was not insoluble. It was harder to account for her

cultivation, her perfect manners, and her familiarity with the ways of

society ; but great natural tact and intelligence, joined to an unfaltering

purpose, can accomplish miracles ; and moreover there might be (and

indeed must be) circumstances in her past life, of which I know nothing

at present, that would partly explain it. Still, there is an enigma

here that I don't pretend to fathom. But let us recapitulate the situa-

tion, as I conceive it at present. Sinfire is a gypsy, who at some time,

in some way, has been brought into relations with polite society and

has learnt its ways. Either before or after this time, she met my
brother Henry, and they fell in love with each other. After the affair

had gone a certain length, be it more or less, Henry deserted her. Her
acquaintance with him had brought her into contact with my uncle,

whom Henry, perhaps, was staying with. After Henry left her, she

attached herself to my uncle (he being childless, or having lost his

children, and a widower) and won his confidence. At his death, he left

her what small property he had, and gave her the letter which she

brought to us,—he being prompted thereto, let us say, by a knowledge

of the wrong done her, and a desire to see it righted. She came to

us, expecting that sooner or later Henry would return, and that she

would then be able to force him to come to terms,—either to marry

her, or to account to her in some manner : she would even be capable

of stabbing him through the heart, if it should come to that. Such

was the aspect of my theory at the time of our interview in the labo-

ratory.

The result of that interview, so far as it had any result, was to con-

firm me in the leading points of my theory,—that she was a gypsy, and

that Henry was no stranger to her. It was not conclusive, but it was

certainly not contradictory of these hypotheses. It would involve the

disappointment of John's hopes, and it would complicate my own
attitude towards Sinfire. Ought I to expose her as an adventuress ?

K'o ; for two reasons : first, that it is not absolutely certain that she is

one ; secondly, that, even if she be all I imagine, she still has human
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rights of her own, and the aiFair is Henry's rather thsn mhie. If it

came to an open trial, I could almost bring myself (on general principles)

to espouse her cause against Henry, my best-beloved brother though

he is.

But here is another point. She must be aware of my suspicions of

her : will she refuse to allude to them, or will she speak to me openly ?

If she does speak, trusting to my friendship for her, what should I do ?

I must either brutally cast her oif, or become involved in her intrigue

against the rest of the family. That would be a strange predicament

for a retiring, unaggressive man of science like myself; and there is no

telling where it might land us. I greatly prefer to stick to my time-

honored rdle of on-looker. But, if I do intend to expose her, it would

be much easier to do so now, before any irrevocable words have passed

between us, than after she has thrown herself on my honor. If she

surrenders me her sword, I cannot turn it against her. And yet, if not

against her, it must be for her.

What is the matter with me? My will, as well as my judgment,

seems paralyzed. I can adopt neither the active nor the passive course.

I feel as if changes were going on within me, or were at hand. A few

weeks ago, I recollect, my longing was for an awakening,—something

to goad me out of the torpor that was benumbing me. Is it the first

faint prick of the goad that I feel now ? or am I about to relapse into

a torpor more death-like than before? One thing or the other will

happen, I am sure ; but, standing here at the parting of the ways, I can

hardly say which course I incline to take.

Why should I bother my head about it ? When the time comes,

although I shall seem to make a free choice, I shall do as has been

predestined from the beginning. The conditions and events of one's

past life determine his present action. What has been steers one round

towards what is to be. In this sense we are creatures of fate.

Nevertheless, the future remains unknown. And that fact, which

seems a disadvantage to us, is in reality our sole weapon against blind

necessity. For if we saw all beforehand, we should be defeated before

the struggle began ; but, as it is, the surprise of the unforeseen may
sometimes stimulate us to act above ourselves.

Well, then, I will cease to prophesy what may happen during the

next few days or weeks. But I set out to record a piece of news which

has an important bearing on the situation. The other evening, as I

entered the house by the veranda, I heard a masculine voice talking

in the dining-room. It was not John's voice. I felt myself grow hot

and cold ; and then I stood in the dining-room door, and saw Henry
sitting at the table.
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VII.

o

My chief regret is that I was not present when Henry and Sinfire

met. To one who knew what to look for, as I did, that could not have

failed to reveal something. But when I came in the meeting had

already taken place, and Sinfire had retired to her room. " She is

always so thoughtful,—so much tact," mother remarked. " She fancied

we could talk more freely with Henry if she were not present. Though,

really, I look upon her as quite a member of the family, apart from her

being my niece.''

All the time that Henry and I were exchanging our greetings and

congratulations, and our first questions and answers, I was speculating

about him and Sinfire. He has been changed, improved, and also in

some respects injured, by his life in the world ; but, on the whole, he

appears more improved and less injured than might have been antici-

pated. His being thirty years old instead of twenty-five is enough, of

itself, to account for a great deal. The youthful outlines of his face

have matured ; it is the face of a good-humored man of the world,

somewhat unpriiicipled and reckless, perhaps, but what is called a

thorough good fellow ; and then there is that gleam of genius in his

eyes, and in some of his unconscious manifestations, that must always

mark a difference between him and the type to which he otherwise

belongs. Yet it is easy to see that his physical and social nature—the

life of the senses and external faculties—has been too much for his

genius : his spiritual intuitions have never gained control of him. He
has done nothing but " have a good time,'' or aim to have it. The

pictures he might have painted, the books he might have written, the

music he might have composed, are all in the limbo of the unborn. It

is a great pity ; though I don't think Henry himself is oppressed by

any regrets on that score. He probably thinks he could set to work,

if he chose, and produce a masterpiece at any moment. But the time

for that possibility is gone by. He has taken his final direction, though

he may not know it. In some respects he is already an older man
than either John or I. There are lines about his mouth, and at the

corners of his eyes, that tell a tale—in a man of thirty ! And during

the twenty-four hours that he has been with us, I notice that he not

only smokes constantly, but that he drinks altogether too much. He
does not drink as John does, until he is drunk and done with it ; he is

never drunk ; but he is always taking " nips" of brandy from his pocket-

flask, and I fancy he empties it at least twice a day. Nevertheless,

barring a little nervous disorder, his health seems fairly sound. The
Vol. XXXIX.—

3
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congenital cheerfulness of his disposition is doubtless a great sanative

agency.

Meantime, he is as handsome as the heart of woman could desire. If

his traits of either mind or body were a bit less masculine than they are,

he would be too handsome,—a mere lady's-man. But, whatever else

may be said about Henry, he is a man,—a thorough male creature.

There is not a feminine fibre in him ; even the tenderness that evei* and

anon informs his tone and manner is of a wholly masculine quality.

His voice is a sort of muffled bass, as uncommon as it is winning ; and

his laugh is irresistibly humorous and contagious. I wish nature had

given me such a laugh !

In figure he is well set up, not too tall ; but one can see he is less

athletic than he was four years ago. In every aspect he has distinction,

—the mark of a gentleman. One feels certain, as soon as one sets eyes

on him, that under no possible circumstances could he be guilty of a

low-bred or vulgar manifestation. And yet he could forsake a woman !

Sinfire being out of the room, John tramped restlessly up and down,

smoking a cigar (which, of late, he has substituted for his pil>e) and

putting an occasional word into the conversation ; while mother sat by,

looking more like a Rembrandt than ever, listening, inquiring, and

complacent, with a bit of embroidery in her hands. Henry sat in an

easy-chair, carelessly but faultlessly dressed, talking easily and pictu-

resquely, addressing himself now to one, now to another, making scene

afler scene rise before us, oflen yielding to that delicious laugh ; but I

could not help wondering, all the time, whether his thoughts were

wath us at all, or with w^hat he was saying. Were they not with that

dark-haired girl up-stairs ? and w^as he glad, or sorry, or apprehensive ?

Surprised I w^as sure he must be ; and I did not believe he could be

indifferent.

It got to be late. Mother rose at last and bade us good-night,

giving Henry both her cheeks to kiss ; John sat for a while longer,

doggedly yawning the top of his head off; but finally he too succumbed

and went off. Henry was always a late bird, and now he seems to

think that night was made for anything but sleep. So, in order to be

more at our ease, he and I went over to my apartment and disposed

ourselves comfortably in the library.

" Did you notice that pretty cousin of ours, Henry ?" said I.

" Rather : a thorough-bred beauty, I call her. A bit reserved,

though ; but that'll soon wear off. You and Jack are both in love

with her, of course?''

" Of course. But she hasn't returned our passion, yet. Perhaps

her heart was touched before she came here."
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" When I settle down, I should like to marry a girl like her.

But fancy old Uncle Ned having raised such a paragon ! It seems too

good to be true/^

" You met him while you were abroad, I suppose ?"

" If I had known the kind of family he had, I should have made

a point of looking him up. But, as it was, I missed him. I must

have been within reach of him several times when I was in India.

He held some position under the government, I believe, and it obliged

him to travel about a good deal. But—well, there were other circum-

stances : it would have been awkward. Things don^t always come out

just right when one knocks about the world as I do. But then few

people are such fools as I am !'^ Here Henry shook his head, unscrewed

his flask, and took a pull, after offering it to me. " My last friend !"

he said, with a laugh, as he returned it to his pocket.

" It is a wonder to me, though,^^ he went on, after a while, " how
you manage to exist in the way you do here, Frank. I always thought,

and I say now, that you are the man of the family. John is a good

fellow", but he has no brains. I have brains, but I'm a good-for-

nothing. You have brains and the practical element too. Father

made a great mistake with that primogeniture craze of his. You ought

to have been the heir of the Mainwarings. Think what might be done

in this country with sixty thousand a year ! And what is Jack doing

with it, I'd like to know ! If you had his chance, you'd make your-

self honored and remembered for a hundred years to come. A man
with your pale square face and big black eyes can do anything, only

give him a start ! You could marry Cousin—what's her name?—Sin-

fire?—odd name, isn't it?—and breed a race that America would be

proud to own. If you can get rid of John, I'll make you a present

of my birthright," he added, laughing again, as he lighted a cigar.

" The brandy would hurt you less if you didn't smoke so much,

Harry," said I.

^' No hygiene for me, thank you, doctor," he replied, cheerfully.

" I shall live long enough, do what I will. Besides, however good

order you might keep me in while I'm here, I should relapse again

the moment I got aw^ay."

" You're not thinking of leaving us, surely ?"

" I don't think of it ; but I shall be off before long, just the same.

I know my own frailties. Many a time have I come to a place that

seemed to be all that the heart of man could desire, and have said to

myself that I would never leave it. But after a few days or weeks, as

the case might be, I found myself somewhere else. ^ The fault, dear

Brutus, is not in' the place, but in myself, that I'm a vagabond ! Con-
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stancy has no part in me. Change is my dne qua non^ no matter if it

be change for the worse. It^s the same in my relations with people,

—

women included. If Venus herself were to offer herself to me on the

one condition that I'd remain true to her—well, I might promise, but

I should break my promise before the honeymoon was over ! That's

the way I'm made : other people are regular glue-pots ; and so the bal-

ance of nature is preserved. If I were an astrologer I should expect

to find that I was born under a shooting star or a comet. Don't you re-

member it was the same when we were children ? You never had but

one pet, that I know of, and that was a broken-down cat with half its

fur and one eye gone : you kept it alive for years by a miracle, and

when it died you mourned for it and raised a grave-stone over it, and

would not be comforted ; whereas I had a score of pets each month,

and as soon as they got to know me and like me I wanted to get rid

of them,—dogs, rabbits, cats, squirrels, or whatever else they were.

No, I shall never be at rest, either in body or in mind, although I am
the most indolent of mankind ; and when I look forward to the life

beyond the grave my only fear is that some mistaken purpose to insure

my happiness should render me miserable to all eternity. For if I

were endowed with the fairest estate and the most charming family and

neighbors in heaven, and obliged to remain there and keep up appear-

ances, it would be hell to me ; whereas my heaven would consist in

being forever on the go, never pausing throughout the immensities

of the universe, and indifferent whether the places I visited were the

abodes of the blessed or of the damned !"

" Aren't you afraid this will get you into a bad scrape some day ?"

He laughed. " A gypsy once told me that I bore a charmed life,"

he said. " No one that I have injured can ever harm me. It has

turned out a true prophecy so far ; and if I keep on as I have begun I

shall, by and by, get the whole human race on the innocuous side, and

then I shall be all right !"
. . ,

No doubt I have changed as well as Henry : what is certain is that

the result of our changes, on either side, has been to draw us further

and further apart from each other. He has followed the bent of his

nature, I of mine ; and that which once was sympathetic now seems

almost hostile. One reason is that formerly I could hope that my
brother's faults would diminish and his virtues increase ; but now there

is no room for such hope. I cannot but lament over him. Such men
as he do more mischief in the world than deliberate criminals can do

;

for they have all the charm of goodness, and yet their works are evil.

As regards the particular matter in hand, there was nothing in what

he said to disprove his former knowledge of Sinfire ; and there were
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several things that tended to confirm it. Indeed, had he been aware of

my previous suspicions, he would hardly have ventured to commit him-

self so far as he did. It is even possible (though I don^t believe it)

that their meeting here is by appointment. But the probability is that

Henry is badly perplexed, if not dismayed, by her presence here, and

that he will make a determined effort either to induce her to depart or

to escape himself. She may have some hold upon him. For the future

I shall not encourage confidences from him, because if he were to tell

me the story and ask me to assist him against Sinfire I should be

obliged to refuse.

Something decisive must happen before long.

VIII.

John, Lord Cedarcliffe, in his capacity as squire of this neighbor-

hood, has been obliged to give a good deal of attention to the gang of

burglars which has of late been infesting the region ; but so far the

*' authorities'^ have been successful only in securing evidence of past

depredations. News has just arrived that last night they got into

General Furnace's place, which is only two miles from ours, and carried

off all poor Mrs. Furnace's jewelry. This is too bad in itself, and it

also raises the interesting question whether we may not be the next

objects of attack. They were very quiet and skilful, and also very

leisurely and audacious ; for they made a most careful and fastidious

selection from the booty at their disposal, an^ took nothing that would

not be readily and immediately available. .

As a law-abiding and respectable citizen, such outrages as this have

my sternest reprobation ; but as a human being, with a good slice of

the old Adam in me, I confess to a good deal of secret amusement

and admiration, the fellows take such enormous risks and do their

work so cleverly. Of course, if I caught one of them carrying off

Saprani, for example, I should However, Saprani is not a dia-

mond necklace, and could probably take her own part. John takes

a thoroughly serious view of the matter, and he and Henry (w^ho is

always ready for an adventure of any kind) are busy devising a scheme

for bagging the light-fingered gentry in case they honor us with a call.

Mother is much comforted by the presence of a large empty revolver

on her mantel-piece, and Sinfire goes about with a derringer in her

pocket, which is not empty, and which she knows how to use. For my
part, I shall depend more on my key and bolt than on deadly weapons

;

and, besides, as I shall have to attend to the wounded, it would be foolish

in me to take measures to increase their number.
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I can draw no final conclusions from what goes on between Sinfire

and Henry. She watches him constantly, though unobtrusively ; but

when he attempts to be attentive to her (as he often does) she draws

back. This may be acting, on the part of both of them : what they

may do when they are alone together of course I don't know ; and I

can observe them only occasionally. Henry sustains with success the

rdle of a man who is anxious to make himself agreeable to a pretty

girl whom he sees for the first time. Sinfire does not—perhaps does

not care to—create exactly the same impression. In a score of ways,

voluntary or involuntary, she indicates that her knowledge of him is

of long standing. But she seems to be hesitating,—to be in doubt.

Possibly she cannot make up her mind whether to declare open war or

to try to bind him to her by a tie that cannot be broken. It is a

pathetic, almost a tragic situation, and it interests and excites me more

than I should have expected. Whichever horn of the dilemma the girl

decides upon, mischief will come of it ; but I am inclined to think that

war is her safer course. If she trusts herself to Henry again, she is

ruined beyond redemption.

On the other hand, putting myself in Henry's place, I don't under-

stand why he does not carry the war into the enemy's country and

denounce Sinfire as an impostor. It is a bad sign in him that he does

not do so. The debt he owes her must be something more than ordi-

nary, if he shrinks from repudiating it. Unless she be married to him

(which is out of the question, or she would have come to us as his wife),

she can have no legal l\old upon him,—except upon the hypothesis,

which I do not like even to mention, that she has cognizance of some

crime that he has committed against the law. Hateful though this idea

is, it must be confessed that it would elucidate much of the mystery.

One strange feature in Sinfire's conduct I have not mentioned : it

is her attitude towards me. Although since Henry's arrival she has

carefully avoided being alone with me, there is something in her manner

that makes me feel as if our spiritual intimacy, so to speak, had deep-

ened immensely since our interview in the laboratory. Her eyes have

occasionally met mine with an expression I cannot describe ; but it

makes something burn within me. What does she mean ? Is it an

appeal,—a silent cry for help ? or is it that and something more ? And
again, when she puts her hand in mine to say good-night, there is an

emanation from her presence,—from her eyes, her lips, her bosom ; it

touches me like an embrace, but it penetrates further than any embrace

can reach. I cannot analyze this emotion ; I have no wish to question

its origin or issue. For me, it is a thing out of all relation to other

things. Especially at this time must I beware of allowing it to mingle
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with baser considerations. But, if I be not misled,—if she and I, in

this separate sphere, understand each other,—then our time will come !

If Henry had lost his temper, or if I had not been present, it

would doubtless have been a great deal worse : it was painful enough

as it was. John, as usual, now that his explosion is over, seems to feel

no further animosity. Such is his fortunate temperament ; but if he

had happened to kill his brother while the fit was on him, what then ?

AYell, he is like a child, and evidently thinks that to shake hands and

say, " I^m sorry," is ample atonement for having charged a man with

all the crimes in the calendar or attempted to murder him. Henry,

for his part, appears to bear no malice : so nothing further seems likely

to come of it.

Henry had just knocked at my library door, and, having entered,

was on the point of taking a chair, when John bounced in. I wish, by

the way, Henry had had time to open the topic he came to discuss,—if

there were any topic in particular. As soon as I saw John, I knew

what was coming ; but Henry was delightfully unconscious.

" Jack, you are more like a horse than a man,'^ he remarked.

" When I hear your step, I always forget you are not a quadruped,

until my eyes have corrected my ears !''

" You are a thief and a scoundrel !" said John, trying to command
his voice and to appear cold and stern.

" That is bad change for so noble an animal as the horse," returned

Henry, lifting his eyebrows. " But I withdraw the expression. It is a

sufficient excuse and explanation of your proceedings that you are John

Mainwaring, of Cedarcliffe, Esquire."

John was too angry to be able to fathom this bit of sarcasm ; but

" You can't play with me !" he shouted. '^ This is my house : I don't

>vant you here ! Do you think I'll let you insult ladies who are my
guests ? No, by G— ! I saw you in the wood to-day ! If she hadn't

been there, I'd have knocked you down on the spot, you—you infernal

rake !"

At this, Henry threw back his head and laughed. " I begin to

understand !" said he. " But you're mistaken in one thing, Jack : if

she hadn't been there, you wouldn't have knocked me down."
" Why not ?" demanded John, with a threatening gesture.

" Because," replied Henry, looking him quietly in the eyes, " if she

hadn't been there, you would have seen no cause to be jealous !"

It took John several seconds to take in the subtilty of this argument

;

but when he understood it he set his teeth and made a spring at Henry,

who did not move a muscle. But I was on the watch, and got between
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them, and restrained John long enough for his paroxysm of passion to

subside : indeed, a struggle would probably have ended in his getting

another stroke of the heart, which very likely would have been fatal.

When I had induced him to sit down, I said to Henry, who was

composedly smoking a cigar, " If you have anything to say, I wish

you'd say it/'

" Why, Jack,'' he said at once, with perfect geniality, " I wouldn't

have annoyed you for the world. I had no idea that you were seriously

interested in our cousin. If you are, I shall be the first to wish you

both happiness. I took a cousinly privilege with Sinfire in the wood
to-day,"—John winced,—" but there are men and men, you know : one

has his way, and another has his. A kiss, with me, means friendly

good will, and that is all. I'm sure she considered it nothing more

;

but, if you like, I will ask her pardon for it in your presence."

If poor stupid John had known what I know, he might not have

taken this apology in such good part as he did. But by this time he

had caught his breath, and the congestion of blood on his brain had

subsided. After some consideration, he said, with really touching

simplicity, that he would probably have been less angry if he had had

better hope of getting Sinfire to listen to his proposals, but that he had

about made up his mind that she would never care for him, and when,

in the midst of his bitter disappointment, he had seen Henry taking a

liberty which he had never dared to take, rage got the better of him.

" I asked you the other day, Frank," he added, turning to me, " to find

out for me what she felt ; but, as you never said anything to me about

it, I supposed it was because there wasn't anything good to say.—I'm

sorry I acted like a brute, Harry," he concluded, stretching out his

hand, " and I hope you'll forget it and forgive me."

This finished the episode, to all appearances ; and the two brothers

presently went off together amicably to the stables, to smoke a pipe

with Tom the groom. There are men and men, indeed ! Neither of

these men is like me. What was the meaning of that kiss in the wood ?

This was in the afternoon. At seven o'clock I went in to dinner.

I was a few minutes late (under mother's beneficent household dispen-

sation punctuality is one of our conspicuous virtues as a family), but,

as I ascended the steps of the veranda, Sinfire came out of the door,

as if she had been waiting there to meet me. She was all in white,

and pale, with her hair like a thick black shadow ; her eyes, dark

sapphires, scrutinized mine searchingly, as I stood before her. With a

sudden movement, she caught both my hands in hers, and gripped them

hard. I could hear the white edges of her teeth grit together as she

leaned towards me and whispered,

—
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" I hate him T
"Whomr
" You know ! . . . I wished to t^^U you !''

There was no time to ask or to make any further explanations. A
few moments later, we were at the table, looking pleasantly unconscious

of mysteries or evil omens. But the more I meditate upon all this,

the more am I convinced that a crisis is not far off.

It is hard to be helpless at such a time. The things called crimes

are not the real crimes in this world. Which is worse,—to inflict death,

or to ruin and corrupt a life ?—to steal a purse, or to destroy reputa-

tion and purity ? Mankind is the victim of phrases and superstitions.

If I were a law-giver, I would institute a truer and juster dispensation.

But I am not a law-giver. I am a doctor, without work ; a man of

science, whom science knows not ; a gentleman, without fortune ; a

lover, without a mistress. I am instinct with powers and capacities,

yet I am barren and impotent. This is my darkest and most torpid

hour, yet it is the hour when I most need light and activity. Ah,

Sinfire, if I could be omnipotent but one moment, for your sake

!

IX.

During the last few days a serenity almost remarkable under the cir-

cumstances has settled down upon the inhabitants of Cedarcliffe. It may
be external merely ; but, such as it is, it is marked. John is grave and

undemonstrative, but not lugubrious, and there is a gentleness in his

demeanor that seems strange in him. He drinks scarcely at all, and

appears to have lost his taste even for smoking. He is hard hit, I fear,

but he is bearing it like a gentleman. I think I can perceive that he

avoids being alone with Sinfire ; and his bearing towards her, when I

see them together, is friendly, but abstracted. He has made up his

mind that she is lost to him ; and the conviction has quelled his stout

spirit,—whether temporarily or permanently time will show. I am
sorry for him ; but it is better so than if he had married her. You
might as well harness an English dray-horse under the same yoke with

the winged steed Pegasus.

Henry, on the other hand, wears an aspect of contented indifference

which cannot but be assumed. His manner to Sinfire has an undertone

of easy gallantry which is far from being offensive or even pointed,

and would be natural enough as the attitude of a man of the world

towards a pretty girl, but is extraordinary in a lover towards a former

mistress whom he had abandoned, and whom he intends, probably, to

ensnare again. What inducement he can hold out to her to condone
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his conduct and return to liim can only be conjectured. Is it possible

tliat, knowing or suspecting the uncertain tenure of John's life, he

counts upon becoming himself the heir of Cedarcliffe ? It is a repulsive

idea, and I mention it as a solution of the riddle, not likely, but still

barely conceivable. Henry is so impenetrable in his apparent frankness

that one cannot help being provoked to speculations which a less subtle

character would never suggest.

As for Sinfire, I know not what to say about her. If she were as

unimportant to me as I once thought she was, I might imagine that she

felt as she appears to feel,—happy, thoughtless, and high-spirited. But

of course I know better. She is passing through a crisis in her life.

She is on the brink of doing or forbearing to do something momentous

and irrevocable. I wish I could advise or help her ; but it is impossible,

under the circumstances, either for her to ask or for me to volunteer

such help. When she has decided, then my opportunity may come

:

not till then.

She is more than ever before a superb object to contemplate. She

is full of excitement and restless energy, says brilliant things, and

laughs often ; but her laugh, though musical as a peal of bells, has no

mirth in it. It is defiant, mocking, and cold. Deeply as I sympathize

with her, I cannot say that I understand her; nor do I understand

myself. What do I wish to do ?

Sometimes I am sure that she cares for me ; at other times I doubt

it. But, say she does, am I willing to take to myself a woman of

whom I know nothing but that she has beauty and a great soul ?—

a

woman who it is probable is sailing under false colors, and who has

been wronged, either morally or materially, by another man ? As re-

gards the last, however, I cannot look at her and believe that she has

ever lost what women hold most dear. She is too proud, too inaccessi-

ble, for that. And yet I must confront that possibility too. Well,

then, if it were so, could I excuse it ?

I have always held myself superior to the conventionalities of life

:

even when I outwardly conform to them it is but to avoid remark,

and reserving the freedom of my own thought. It has alw^ays been

my belief that civilization is unjust to women. Whatever is best in

human nature is theirs ; and it is by taking advantage of those better

qualities that men oppress and degrade them. It will never be well

with the world until woman rules it,—not with the strong hand, but

with love. Love is the basis of her nature, and it is by giving all to

love that she falls ; but, were men true lovers, fall she never would.

It is by her generosity, and by his selfishness, that she suffers.

Nevertheless, once fallen, she is capable of becoming more danger-
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Oils and wicked than man himself. But this is because she knows, by

the long and bitter experience of her sex, that the world is thenceforth

against her. We call her a sinner ; but how wide is the difference

between her sin and the crimes of men ! Her sin, at the worst, is a sin

against herself, and she is the sufferer : man sins against his fellow-

men for the sake of his own gain. Yet the thief and the murderer are

not punished more remorselessly than is she ; for death itself is a light

penalty, compared with the lingering tortures of a life of shame. If

she were made the object of compassion and protection instead of scorn,

she would still remain good and pure,—yes, pure ; for impurity begins

only after love has been profaned and obliterated.

Sinfire's fault has surely been a generous one ; but, though she may
have made a tragical mistake, all is not yet lost for her. Love has led

her astray : may not love redeem her also ? She stands now at the

point of peril : one step more, and it is too late ! If I can win her

now, . . , should I cherish her or reverence her less than if she came

to me, fresh and unbreathed-on, from her mother's bosom ? The world

may doubt it ; Sinfire herself might hesitate ; but in my own mind

there is no doubt at all. If she loves me, then that love condones all.

And should any one sneer, let him beware !

Who am I, indeed, that I should judge her? " There is no crime,''

said Goethe, " that I might not have committed." I go further, and

say that I do not hold criminal many of the things that men, in the

specious interests of society, have arbitrarily adjudged to be such.

Actions should be estimated, not in themselves, but according to their

motives and consequences. A lie may be wrong ; but not the lie that

saves a friend from unmerited disaster. A theft may be wrong ; but

not the theft that deprives the drunkard of his fatal draught. A mur-

der may be wrong ; but not the murder that removes a monster from

the earth. The binding together of a man and a woman may be wrong
;

but not if the bond be an interior, a voluntary, and a loving one.

There is nothing in me that need cause me to shrink from Sinfire, were

she as wicked as she is beautiful. If her eyes have looked upon hell,

yet there can be no heaven for me where she is not ; and that dark

experience of hers would only unite us more absolutely.

Is it I who write in this way ? Am I in earnest ? Is not this a

mere intellectual passion,—diversion, rather,—which I cultivate for the

sake of variety and occupation ? I have never kissed Sinfire : I have

never told her that I loved her : I have no reason to suppose that she

loves me,—quite the contrary ! And what, after all, is this mystery of

intrigue that invests her, but a sheer invention of my own ? I have

seized upon I know not what hints and innuendoes and appearances,
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and have welded them together, with the ardor of an impassioned

imagination, into an ingenious chain of circumstantial evidence. A
tenth-rate lawyer in a frontier village would pull it all to pieces in five

minutes of cross-examination. He would prove, to the satisfaction of

the dullest jury, that there existed not the slightest reasonable ground

for my suspicions and inferences ; that I was wantonly maligning my
uncle, my brother, and my innocent cousin,—whose supposed g}'psy

extraction was due solely to her happening to be a good-looking bru-

nette. The jury would bring me in guilty of malicious libel without

leaving their seats, and I should be sentenced without having a word

to say in my own defence. And this is Frank Mainwaring, Esq.,

M.D.!

At all events, I ought henceforth to entertain a profound respect

for this imagination of mine, the power of which I have never until

now appreciated. It is certainly the most effective feature of my char-

acter, apart from which I possess no life or activity worth mentioning.

It is not only my imagination that has made me fall in love, but, were

the attributes which I have imagined to invest my lady-love proved

to be non-existent, I should undoubtedly cease to feel the slightest in-

terest in her. It is not herself that I love, in other words : it is some-

thing that I have endowed her with,—something proper to my own

mind,—in short, myself ! And cannot I love myself without going into

raptures and heroics and I know not what more and worse? De-

cidedly, Frank Mainwaring, Esq., M.D., you are neither more nor

less than a fool !

Sinfire has just left me.

She did not stay long, and I do not know that either of us said

much ; but it has made a great difference. She entered abruptly and

swiftly, with a stealthy, ophidian movement that somehow reminded

me of Saprani. All the flush and the mockery and the brightness

were gone out of her face, which was ivory pale and with a sort of

rigidity in its beautiful lines. All her life seemed to be in her eyes

;

but they did not flash or sparlde : they absorbed light, and gave none

forth.

I was sitting in the big arm-chair, at my writing-table, and before I

could rise she was at my side, and her hand, lightly pressed on my
shoulder, kept me down. I put up my hand and took hers in it.

Presently she half seated herself on the arm of the chair. She was

breathing deeply, but for several moments she did not speak. Her

hand was cold, and its grasp upon mine nervously tightened and re-

laxed, and tightened again, without her appearing to be aware of it. I
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had never felt her so near to me ; I do not mean physically : I felt as

if we were living one life.

" If I am mistaken in you, tell me now !" were her first words.

I looked up and received her downward gaze. I don't remember

making any verbal reply : we were in a mood to speak without speak-

ing.

Suddenly she began to sob. " Oh, how helpless I am !" she moaned,

brokenly and passionately. " I meant to make him pay the uttermost

farthing. I promised myself !—I swore it ! Why did I ever see you ?

He is your brother ! he is your brother !''

" I have no brother, Sinfire," I said.

She took her hand from mine and pressed it over her eyes. " I did

not know I was coming here,'^ she said, after a moment, below her

breath. " You seemed to understand I don't see how you could,

though," she broke off.

" Because I know him, and love you," said I.

At the last words, spoken with all the meaning of a man, her cheeks

flamed, and that strange feeling of being one with her seemed, for a

moment, to become absolute. But no ; she stood back, with repelling

hands, and said, " I do not wish it ! I cannot bear it !" She was

trembling ; and no wonder,—standing between love and hate !

Something sweet, but terrible, bloomed in my heart. A veil was

withdrawn from my eyes, and I saw my way, clearly, to the end.

X.

It is decidedly irritating to be laid on one's back in this way, just

when one would most wish to be more than usually active and efficient.

But the milk is spilt, and worrying will not restore it to the pitcher. I

must keep quiet and hope for better things. At all events, I have

abundant opportunity to indulge my new hobby of writing.

The topic of special interest at present is the burglars. From in-

formation we have received, as the newspapers say, we are in a position

to state that there is a probability of our being their next victims. No
doubt they are a skilful gang of rascals ; but even an amateur thief

might operate in this neighborhood with comparative security. We
have two or three infirm and erratic constables to take charge of twenty

or thirty square miles of territory ; and the facilities for escape and

concealment afforded by the topography of this region are all that the

most fastidious could desire. Accordingly, we have seriously made up
our minds to defend ourselves, and not only that, but, if possible, to

bag the burglars into the bargain.
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The Cedarcliffe estate is two or three miles in circumference, and

the surface is a good deal diversified,—rocks, woods, ravines, cliffs, cul-

tivated lands, and gardens. The force available to guard this frontier

consisted of four persons,—John, Henry, Tom the groom, and myself;

but my own involuntary defection reduces it to three. Still, with

proper arrangement, three ought to be enough. Sinfire wants to come

in ; but that is hardly practicable. She would unquestionably do her

part, however, should any chance bring her in contact with the enemy

:

she not only has no fear, but she is very clever in suggestions ; and, in

fact, it was she who first proposed the scheme which will probably be

put in operation.

The theory upon which we are proceeding is that our robbers are

members of the community, and probably among the most zealous of

those who are clamoring to have the villains caught. They have shown

such competent knowledge of the locality, of the obstacles to be en-

countered and the facilities to be depended on, they have made so few

mistakes, and their success has been so uniform, that it is difficult to

suppose them strangers, unfamiliar with the ground. This hypothesis

being granted, it follows that although our task is made harder in one

way it is simplified in another. On the one hand, they will be able to

arrange their attack with more certainty and confidence; but, on the

other, we shall be able to play off upon them a bit of strategy that

might else fail of its effect. Let me explain.

We are in the habit, every summer, of making a party to go to

Pebble Lake and camp out there a night or two. The lake lies some

ten miles to the southward, and is surrounded by woods Avhich have

stood beyond the memory of living man. In former years we built a

small log hut there for the ladies of the party, or for refuge in case of

storm ; and we carry tents, cooking-apparatus, and all other parapher-

nalia with us.

Father bought the lake, with the surrounding woodland, at the

time of our first settlement here : perhaps he intended it for a fish-

preserve; or possibly his motive was merely aesthetic. At any rate,

there it is ; and there is not a prettier sheet of water within a hundred

miles. It is about two hundred acres in extent, and remarkably deep

at one end, where Mount Sachem descends, rocky and precipitous,

sheer into the water. At the other end it is comparatively shallow

and the shore slopes gradually : Pebble Brook enters it at this point,

and on its banks the log cabin stands, commanding a view of the

whole stretch of the lake and of Mount Sachem reflected in it. The

fishing is very good, for the place is so secluded that few people find

their way there : I have caught pickerel there three feet long ; of perch
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and bream there is no end ; and there are very good trout to be found

in Pebble Brook. The shooting is also excellent in the season : only

last year John actually bagged a deer.

Well, we had been discussing the feasibility of going out there this

summer before the burglars were heard from, and John had been look-

ing forward to it with particular good will ; but, as he remarked a

night or two ago at the dinner-table, " No use thinking of that now.

Those fellows would be sure to hear of it, and they'd have the house

gutted before we could get back.''

" Maybe we can catch them before the summer's over," remarked

Henry. " And, after all, it would be as good fun hunting them as

stalking deer."

" I'm sure I hope you will let the police attend to that," said

mother.

" Let us pretend to go, and then come back and surprise them,"

exclaimed Sinfire.

" By George, a good idea !" cried John. " The only trouble would

be to make sure they heard we were going : we'd be certain of them

then."

" That's easy enough," rejoined Henry. " We are all agreed that

they are native here and to the manner born. I'll tell you how to do it.

Drive into the village, and go about in the shops, buying a whole lot of

things, and letting everybody know that we are going out to camp at

the lake on a certain day. Give the news time to spread ; then load up

a couple of wagons, and drive off just before sunset, singing and blow-

ing horns, so as to leave no doubt in the minds of their spies, if they're

on the lookout. Then back again after dark with our shooting-irons,

and it'll go hard but we'll see some fun !"

" But what do you expect Sinfire and me to do ?" demanded mother,

in some consternation. " Spend the night in the woods, in a wagon ?"

'^ We can arrange to have you go quietly and put up at one of the

neighbors'," said I.

" I want to be here !" exclaimed Sinfire. " Let me stay in the

house."

" My dear, you would be murdered in your bed !" mother said.

"I shouldn't go to bed," she returned. "I should be perfectly

safe ; and I might be of some use."

^'The house doesn't need ventilation, or you might shoot holes

through the doors with your derringer," said Henry, laughing.

" I should open the door before shooting," said she, laughing back

at him. " Otherwise I might happen to hit John, or you !"

^' I wish you wouldn't all talk in this way," put in mother, se-
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riously :
" it makes me feel very uncomfortable. Of course it^s out of

the question that you should stay here alone, my dear ; and none of the

servants would dare stay with you, or would do any good if they did.

But really, John, I don't approve of the plan in any way.''

" Don't worry, mother," he returned, good-naturedly :
" nobody's

going to get hurt. We shall use our revolvers just to make them stand

quiet and be handcuffed,—that's all. I don't suppose there are more

than two of them, or three at the outside. And we shall be a match

for any three men in this county,—eh, Frank ?"

" Who shall go and lay the bait in the village ?" I inquired.

" Henry has the best gift of the gab," replied John ; " and I can

go with him, in case any loud talking should be necessary. We can

give them a good dose, between us."

" It is my opinion that there ought to be no untruth," mother de-

clared. " We should not do wrong that good may come of it. Nothing

can justify falsehood ; and to deceive even a burglar is to bring yourself

down to his level."

" Bless your dear soul !" chuckled Henry. " I should like to be the

one rascal in a world made up of people like you ! But you needn't

be anxious, mother. We are going to camp out, sure enough, as soon

as we have provided our burglars with a safe lodging. There may
creep in some trifling ambiguity about the date ; but 'tis not in mortal

man to avoid all error, even in a burglar-hunt !"

We chatted over the matter till late in the evening, examining it from

all points of view, and perfecting the details of the scheme. Mother

dropped asleep after a while, in the midst of formulating some moral

criticism ; but Sinfire was as wide awake as an angel, and her eyes had

a gleam in them which, if not angelic, was at least demonic, and she

was more fertile in ideas than any of us. She seemed to hold the

whole scene, in all its complexities, before her, noting any imperfections

in the plan and immediately providing remedies for them. My expe-

rience, certainly, has never brought me in contact with a woman's mind

so brilliant, original, and replete with resources. It was strange to

think of us three sitting there with her, each of us regarding her so dif-

ferently, and yet all united in one thing. Only she and I, however, com-

manded the entire situation : only we knew the inner secrets. But the

talk never touched on or turned towards the hidden things : we spoke

on the surface, and of it. I confess, too, that I do not altogether com-

prehend why her interest in this affair should be so intense. What
bearing can she suppose it to have on her fate ? Probably it merely re-

lieves the strain of other thoughts. Indeed, I cannot otherwise account

for my own absorption in it. As for Henry, it amuses him, and he may
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have other motives ; there is no telling : he may intend to captivate Sin-

fire by some deed of valor. John is the only unimpeachably sincere

one among us : he wants to capture the burglars, and that is all. It

will be a clever thing to do, and he has the temperament to enjoy it.

The next day we began to put our scheme in operation. Tom drove

John and Henry in the farm-wagon. I had intended going with them,

but some singular twinges in my right leg from the knee to the foot

prevented me ; I thought I must have rheumatism, and deemed it best,

in view of the coming adventure, to run no risks. Tom has not yet been

admitted to a knowledge of the whole of the mystery : he believes that

we are actually going to the lake on Friday evening ; and this persua-

sion of his will greatly increase the spread of the delusion among those

whom we wish to reach, and will also obviate any possible indiscre-

tion on Tom's part ; for there is no telling but the one particular and

confidential crony to whom alone he would venture to confide the great

secret might turn out to be the very individual to whom it would be of

the utmost possible use. In times like these your nearest friend may
be your deadliest enemy : so it behooves to keep your eyes open.

Off they went, and in due time came back, having fully succeeded

m their object, at least so far as filling the neighborhood with news of

our proposed expedition Avas concerned. They had also loaded them-

selves down with sardines, Bologna sausage, smoked beef, canned soup,

hard tack, and all other such miscellany as amateur pioneers are sup-

posed to want. We could have fared sumptuously in the wilderness for

a month on the supplies laid in for a single twenty-four hours. To be

sure, most of the things would be as good next year as they were now,

and this was probably not their first year, either.

" The army's stores are ample," said Henry, at last, after we had all

been talking and laughing together for a while ; " but how about the

armory and the drill ? Which of the warriors here present can per-

forate a green-turtle-soup-can at twenty paces ?''

The challenge was received with acclamations. We all went out on

the grass-plot at the side of the house towards the knoll, and Henry
drove two forked stakes into the ground at the foot of the acclivity and

close together, laid the soup-can in their crotch in such a way that its

circular end was presented towards us at a height of five feet above the

ground, then measured off twenty paces, and we all took our places,

Sinfire standing by to adjudge and award the prize,—an Oriental dag-

ger, with a jewelled hilt, which Henry had brought from Damascus.

Then John shot first, and nicked one of the stakes, just below the

crotch. It was a good liner, but a miss all the same. Henry came
next, and his bullet grazed the top of the can, cutting a swath in the

YoL. XXXIX.—

4
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paper label pasted upon it, and scratching the surface of the tin. The
dagger was his, unless I could " get into the soup," as he expressed it.

I aimed carefully ; but I must have been in bad form : my shot flew

wide by several inches. We had all used thirty-two-calibre revolvers

of the best make.

^'Well, Harry, you're the lucky man," said John. And if my
honest brother were capable of a double meaning, I should have looked

for it in that speech.

But Sinfire said, " I am the judge. I say none of you can have the

prize ; for none of you have hit the mark. I could shoot better than

that myself."

" If it were a human heart I could believe you ; but a soup-can,

—

no !" said Henry, glancing at her, with a laugh.

She met his look, and a retort seemed on her lips ; but she closed

them, and drew from the pocket of her dress her little derringer. Ex-

tending her arm, and scarcely seeming to take aim, she pulled the trig-

ger. The small weapon went off with a loud bang, the soup-can vibrated

as with a mortal blow, and, behold ! there was a round hole in the cen-

tre of the tin disk, out of which welled the essence of the green turtle.

The dagger was Sinfire's.

But she waywardly refused to take it. " I was not in the match,"

she said.

" But you drew the first soup," argued Henry.

" I don't care for daggers : I prefer derringers," she returned.

" So I should suppose. But have you no regard for your

friends ?"

" Well, I'll compromise with you," she said, at last :
" I will

accept the dagger as a legacy : you may bequeath it to me in your

will."

" So be it ; only, that codicil must contain a stipulation that

the bequest shall not be carried out in case the testator dies of a

derringer."

" If the bullet passes through his heart, I agree," said Sinfire. But

whether she meant that his heart was too small to be thus penetrated,

or too hard, or what else she meant or did not mean, is probably not

of much consequence. We returned to the house in an hilarious mood

;

and that evening my supposed rheumatism declared itself as an acute

case of gout.

XI.

Considering that my regimen of life has been the least self-indul-

gent of any of my father's sons', this seems hardly fair. But there is
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nothing fair in heredity, whether its gifts be good or bad. It is arrant

theft or bribery, as the case may be. Father himself came of a line of

free-livers, and yet he suffered scarcely at all from the hereditary ail-

ment ; and it has cropped out in me in pure wantonness, direct from

my grandfather (who suffered terribly, by all accounts), while my two

elder brothers go free and drink their fill. However, it so happens that

I have made a special study of the disease, and shall be able to doctor

myself, without calling in my worthy friend Drysdale, my popular and

successful rival in the local field. Gout is confoundedly painful,

—

especially when you cannot solace yourself with reminiscences of

Anacreontic nights of compensation.

It would be useless for me to think of leaving my rooms for the

next three or four days at least ; and, inasmuch as the burglar-hunt

comes off to-morrow night, it is plain that in this, as in the other things

of life, my part is to be still that of an on-looker. Certainly, if any one

attempts to burgle my precious Saprani, for instance, I shall—well, on

second thoughts I would as well allow Saprani to act for herself. She

has arguments as effective as ever proceeded from a feminine mouth.

Seriously, I shall be as secure as a robber-baron in his castle, and as

comfortable as the gout permits ; and, since no one will know but that

I am away with the rest, I might chance to pick off an unsuspecting

Jack Sheppard from my bedroom window.

It has been finally arranged that the party shall really drive down

to the cabin on the lake, arriving there soon after sunset, and that when

the ladies have been settled there they shall be left under the protection

of the old Scotch gardener and his boy, while John, Henry, and Tom
the groom shall ride back to Cedarcliffe, and lie in wait in certain

favorable spots for what may turn up. The house is to be locked up

and left absolutely empty,—except for me. Mother was very anxious

that somebody should be left to attend upon me ; but I explained to

her that that would be enough to give me St. Vitus's dance in addition

to my other troubles. In fact, I have rather a genius for solitude, and

this affair will give me a brief opportunity of indulging it.

They started an hour or more ago, and by this time are nearly at

the lake ; and I am here alone, with books, paper and pens, a box of

cigars, and my foot bandaged up in flannel and resting on a stool. A
pair of crutches lean against the table at my side, with which, when
necessary, I can make shift to hobble about. My bed is made up on

the sofa close by. I decided to put up in the library, instead of in the

bedroom up-stairs, partly because it is more cheerful, and partly because

I can have access to Saprani in the laboratory adjoining. The gout,
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like everything else in the universe, comes in waves : it has crises and

intermissions. During the intermissions it is probably not more trying

than some pleasures are ; and, except for the inactivity it enforces, I

believe I should rather like it.

Another phenomenon worth noting is that I have never felt in such

extraordinarily good spirits as I do now. I remember, several weeks

ago, lamenting my depressed and torpid state and pining for some torch

to kindle me into a blaze. The torch seems to have been applied : this

very night is my apogee. It was no delusion : I can be great,—as the

future will show. All is well with me. And, standing where I do

now, I can understand all the obscurities and mistakes and disappoint-

ments of the past. I can see the path I should have taken, and the

points where I strayed from it. How strange and laughable is the

human race, voluntarily blinding, gagging, and fettering itself in

the name of liberty and civilization ! The air I breathe is not the

sluggish vapor of the earth, but the free and mighty atmosphere of

space.

We call men fools and liars ; but it is their cowardice that has most

harmed them. Who has been free from cowardice of one kind or an-

other ? To be fearless at all points, yet without rashness, is the begin-

ning of wisdom and of power. Dare to know what you are, and to be

it,—to know what you want, and to do it : surely this is not much ; and

yet what more is there ?

Women have been at the bottom of most of the mischief. In that

way they have taken a full revenge for the outward tyranny of men.

They have stolen courage and fortitude from the hearts of their masters.

Without them we could not exist
;
yet by them we lose the noblest

spirit of life. But if woman be placed where she belongs, she will

strengthen us where now she makes us weak. And Sinfire shall be

placed where she belongs ! The security I shall find in her will be the

keystone in my arch of strength.

I have lighted my lamp, and closed the shutters. It is a dark night,

but fair and dry, and, for a summer night, unusually still. The crickets

and tree-toads are almost silent ; ever and anon I hear the cry of a whip-

poorwill. It is nine o^clock : the burglar-hunters are probably back

by this time, and perhaps the game is not far off. Deuce take this foot

of mine ! I would give more than I can tell to be under the trees at

this moment, or at least for a few hours' clairvoyance, to see through

distance and darkness and know all that is going on. Well, unless all

signs fail, the storm will have come and gone before long. Word is to

be brought to me as soon as anything happens.
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What is Siiifire thinking of now ? And what is she doing ? She

does not seem far off. The sympathy between us is no fancy : we live

one life. In time, perhaps, we shall be aware of each other's thoughts

and movements, even at a distance.

What a gulf night is, between one day and another ! Sometimes

it may mark a transition as great as between this life and the next.

The night that separates the maiden from the woman, the wife from the

mother, innocence from guilt,—is the distance between the body and the

spirit wider than these ?

What will the morning bring forth ? Will it find me as I am now ?

Hardly. Nothing will be as it is now,—not even the Creator of all.

The veil of the future is not so impenetrable as has been maintained.

Again and again has it become transparent to certain eyes at certain

seasons. Sickness and health, calamity and joy, life and death, have

been foreseen and foretold ; but one thing has never been foretold ; and

that is, the effect of a new experience upon a human soul. . . .

Have I been asleep ? I fancy so ; and I have had a strange dream.

But it was only a dream. Everything around me is unchanged,—my
paper, my books, my chair, my stool with my foot upon it. But it is

near morning. Was it a dream? Has anything happened outside

while I slept ?

Some one is knocking at the door !

XII.

Henry, my brother, forgive the hard things I have thought of

you ! Everything dwindles into insignificance in the presence of a

calamity such as this. How futile and insincere all my speculations

seem now ! And now repentance is as futile, however sincere it may
be. But we must not think of our sorrow yet. The first thing to be

done is to discover, and to punish.

I shall never forget that knocking at my door. I can hear it now :

I shall hear it in my dreams. It seemed to carry its message with it,

before a word was spoken. And yet, when the words were spoken, I

could not understand them : they fell like meaningless sounds on my
ear. And I cannot help thinking that, had I been well and about that

night, this would not have happened. He must have exposed himself

needlessly. He was always heedless, confident, and fearless. I re-

member his saying, once, that he bore a charmed life. A curse on all

superstitions ! And be those juggling fiends no more believed who
palter with us in a double sense

!

It could not have happened earlier than two o'clock in the morning.
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I must have slept more than three hours when I was aroused, and when
I last looked at my watch it was between eleven and twelve. It was

three when Tom knocked on my door, and he had just come from him.

He found him still warm, and he could hardly have been dead more

than half an hour. But he was dead ; and he must have died instantly.

The bullet, fired from behind, struck him below the left shoulder, and

went through his heart. The body lay at the foot of the cliff; and,

from its appearance, Henry must have been standing near its verge

when he was struck, and have fallen or been pushed over. The fall

was upward of twenty feet : there were bruises on the body, and some

dirt and a small fragment of rock had fallen with him from above. He
must have been standing there, looking down into the wood below,

when the villain crept up behind him and fired. The shot was at

close range,—not more than eight or ten feet away. It seems strange

that he heard no footstep. Yet, if he had, he would surely have turned

round, and then the bullet would have struck him in front.

These points will probably be elucidated at the trial,—when we know
whom to try. Of course there is no doubt that the murderer was one

of the burglars. Thus far, however, no trace of any burglars has been

seen. Neither John nor Tom discovered any signs of them, either

before or after the shooting. This is the more strange because the

murder proves that they must have been there. They had made no

attempt upon the house, however, though they must have known that

it was empty ; and if they got wind of our intention to capture them,

or if, on arriving on the ground, they discovered our ambush, why did

they not retire at once, instead of putting their necks in a noose by a

wanton assassination ? Had there been signs that Henry had attempted

to arrest one of them, and that a struggle had taken place, we might

suppose that they had shot him in self-defence ; but the indications are

that he was approached unawares. The evidence on this point will

have to be carefully sifted. At present it is perplexing.

The dominion of mind over matter can seldom have been more con-

clusively illustrated than it was in my case, when I was made to com-

prehend what had happened. A moment before, I was as helpless as

any cripple can be, and suffering acute pain. Five minutes afterwards,

I was beside my brother's dead body, a quarter of a mile away : I have

been conscious of no pain since, and now even the traces of inflamma-

tion are gone. I have no distinct recollection of what I did ; but I

must have sprung from my chair and run at full speed, all bandaged as

I was, to the place where he lay. This, indeed, is Tom's account of the

matter.

He says that towards two in the morning he heard a report as of
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a pistol ; but it was at some distance, and he was at first disposed to

think he had been mistaken. He had for more than an hour past

given up all expectation of the success of the ambush, and was begin-

ning to feel somewhat sleepy. However, he went along in the direction

from which the sound had seemed to come, stopping every now and

then to look and listen, but detecting nothing ; and he was just on the

point of abandoning the search, when he saw something dark lying

near the foot of the cliff. He took it for a small rock or fallen

boulder ; but, as he did not remember having before noticed anything

of the kind in the place, he came nearer to examine. Until he stood

within a yard of it, no suspicion as to what it really was entered his

mind. Then in a moment he knew it was a man's body ; but even

then he thought of a tramp fallen asleep, and not of Henry or of any

one he knew. But when he noticed how the body lay—face down-

ward, with one arm doubled under it—he recognized death ; and, bend-

ing down, he saw the curly hair that could only be Henry's. With

that a fit of the horrors took possession of him : he does not know what

he did, but thinks he shouted in the dead man's ears, as if to awaken him

from that irrevocable sleep ; and he felt for his heart, and got his hand

smeared with blood. He was thoroughly unmanned, and ran hither

and thither, not knowing what to do, but probably hoping to meet

John. At length he reflected that I was in my rooms, and without

further delay he made a straight line for my door.

He was a ghastly-looking object when (the door being unfastened)

I bade him come in. My first idea was that he had himself been at-

tacked and had barely escaped with his life. He was white in the

face, hatless, his dress disordered, and his hand bloody ; he was shaking

all over, like a man chilled to the marrow ; and he could not command
his tongue to speak clearly. I asked him several questions before

getting any coherent or comprehensible reply. At last he said,

—

" It's a murder,—that's what it is ! And somebody's got to swing

for it
!"

"Who?" I asked.

"Ah, if I knowed that, wouldn't I tell?"

" Who's murdered, I mean ?"

" Lord 'ave mercy on us ! Your brother, sir !"

"My brother? John?"
" ISTo, sir, not 'im. Master 'Enry, sir !"

" Henry !" I cried out. I jumped up and caught the man by the

breast of his coat. " Henry ? murdered ?"

" As sure as there's a God in 'eaven, Mr. Frank ; and 'e's lyin'

under the cliff, on 'is face."
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That was the way the news came to me. So far as I can recollect,

my first feeling was one of violent anger against poor Tom, who, as I

imagined, was telling some hideous falsehood. That Henry could be

dead was not possible. Anybody else might be dead,—but not Henry.

Henry, my playmate in boyhood, from whom I had parted only that

afternoon, alive and well,—Henry dead ? I was almost ready to kill

Tom for saying so,—as if that would bring my brother back to life.

But after a few moments of dizzy incredulity I steadied myself and

confronted the truth ; and with it came a wonderful glow and buoy-

ancy of strength, so that I became entirely unconscious of my body,

and seemed to be all will and power. I motioned Tom to lead the way,

and he went off at a run, with me at his heels. We crossed the lawn

and plunged down the slope into the wood. Just as we turned to the

right to reach the cliff, we met some one : it was John. At sight of me
he uttered a cry of astonishment ; I did not then know why, forgetting

that I had been a cripple five minutes before. " Come ! come !'' was all I

said ; and he turned, and ran beside me. He asked some questions,

but I only shook my head. Tom, before us, dodged along between

the trunks and beneath the boughs of the trees : it was dark, but I saw

all his movements distinctly, and could describe every one of them at

this moment. Every sense was dilated and intensified almost to the

point of suffering. And when we drew near the fatal place I believe I

pushed on in a4vance of the others, and was actually the first to reach

the body.

With the touch of my hand upon it came a change : the frantic, un-

conscious energy which brought me to him was transformed into a no

less unnatural serenity and self-possession ; it might almost be called

coldness. My nerves were steady, my perception clear, my voice calm

and authoritative. The others followed my directions and waited upon

my movements with involuntary submission. After carefully noting

the position of the body and assuring myself that no life was left, I

asked for a knife, which Tom handed me, and cut off the coat and

underclothing, laying bare the wound. It was small and dark where

the bullet had entered, but in the breast there was a ragged hole, half

as large as the palm of my hand : the effusion of blood, however, had not

been great,—death had been too sudden. The left side of the skull was

slightly crushed, evidently from the fall, and the left arm was fractured

at the elbow. The face, when the leaves and clay which adhered

to it had been removed, appeared calm in its expression : I lit a wax

match from a box that John carried, and scrutinized it closely. The

match burnt without flickering in the still air. It was a handsome

face,—never handsomer than then,—and a dignity invested it which
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was seldom seen m life. Tom shrank, appalled, at the aspect of those

quiet features ; and John broke down and cried like a child. I felt

neither appalled nor inclined to weep : I was conscious only of a stern

determination to see justice done upon his assassin.

Some trees had been felled near by a few days before : we selected

some stout stakes cut from their boughs, placed the body on them,

and carried it slowly and with difficulty up the hill to the house,

and laid it on the sofa in my library. Then I sent Tom for the

coroner, and wrote a note to mother, which John carried. It told her

that Henry had had a bad fall, and bade her return at once. When he

had gone, I was left alone with my dead brother. It was about four

o'clock, and the dawn was already in the east.

That strange serenity of mind did not abandon me, though I was

fully aware of its strangeness. During the past week or two I had

thought of this man as an enemy : I believed he had done a great

wrong, and circumstances had brought the wrong home to me, to be

shared with his immediate victim. I had even admitted the thought

that his presence, if not his very existence, was hostile to my happiness

;

and now, like a swift answer to that unspoken thought, he was dead,

and his body lay upon the same sofa where he had lounged and smoked

so short a while ago. But I felt as little fear as animosity. All

passions, both good and evil, were absolutely still in me. I stood and

looked down at him for a long time. It was to be ; and I, like him,

was the creature of destiny.

I stood with my back towards the door. I heard no sound, but I

was suddenly aware that I was not alone. I turned ; and there stood

Sinfire.

XIII.

There was nothing miraculous in her appearing at that moment

;

but it is certain that I was never more startled in my life. So far as I

have noticed, genuine surprises are not nearly so common as they are

popularly supposed to be. For my own part, at any rate, I have gener-

ally found myself in an attitude to accept whatever happens as some-

thing to be more or less expected : it is not a conscious premonition, but

a kind of instant and instinctive accommodation of one's self to circum-

stances. It simply means that the man and his environment are essen-

tially in harmony. But now and then there is an abrupt exception to

this rule, and then ever}i:hing seems to break away, and there is chaos.

The news of Henry's death, profoundly though it affected me, and

amazed me too, did not startle me at all. Perhaps it struck too deep

for that
;
perhaps the dream from which I had just awakened had been
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a dream of foreboding. Be that as it may, it steadied even while it

appalled me. But this sudden apparition of Sinfire at my elbow un-

manned me completely. I had not been thinking of her directly at all

;

she had formed in my mind no more than a feature of the general cir-

cumstances ; I was not prepared to consider her separate relation to the

event ; she was ten miles away (as I supposed), and hours would pass

before any hint of what had occurred would reach her. Yet here she

was mysteriously on the spot, almost before the corpse of the man she

had loved and hated had stiffened into its final rigidity.

I stared at her in silence, striving to prepare myself for I knew

not what other shock. Had she witnessed the murder ? Had she any

purpose to fulfil ? . . . A score of wild conjectures flew through my
head. I loved her ; she was the great and only passion of my life

;

she had transfigured me,—almost created me ; whatever I might do or

be hereafter would be due to her : but there are a time and a mood for

all things, and I was in no mood, standing where I did, to think of

anything tender and sacred. My nerves and faculties were tuned to

something different ; and I could not divest myself of the idea that

she was about to connect herself in some way with the omnipresent

horror.

She was dressed in her scarlet riding-habit, which she had taken

with her to the lake, intending, as she said, to ride back the next day.

In the darkness of the night, it would have been indistinguishable from

any other color ; but with the rays of the lamp-light falling upon it, its

vivid hue gleamed out with a striking intensity. Her derringer hung

in a sling from her belt, on the right side. Her lips were compressed,

her eyes brilliant with concentrated light. Her glance seemed to

question or challenge me ; but after a few silent moments she turned

her face slowly towards the couch, which she approached lingeringly.

Within a few feet of it she paused, and gazed down upon the dead.

" How came thisV she asked, at length, not altering her attitude.

" He was murdered in the wood. We brought him here.'^

" Murdered in the wood ! Murdered !" she repeated, in a murmur.
" I thought you were ill," she added, glancing up ; and then, before I

could reply, " Who did it?'^ she inquired.

" The murderer alone knows,'' said I.

" It seems cruel : he loved to be alive ; and he didn't expect it/'

was her next remark. She fetched a long sigh. " I would have spared

his life."

" Would you have him alive again ?" I demanded.

" How can I tell ?" she returned. " It is done !"

Those words, " it is done !" had a sadness and solemnity in them
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that pierced through my resentment and sternness, and made me feel,

as I had not done before, that the horror was not only a horror, but

that it was irrevocable forever. I could not speak : I turned and

walked down the room. Life is all possibility ; there are few riddles

that time cannot answer, few wrongs that years will not remedy ; but

death has no cure ; everything must stop there and begin afresh.

The life that is gone out is no longer an element in the problem ; the

Gordian knot is cut, and the severed strands are intractable and mean-

ingless. Then we see, what was invisible till then, how much might

have been saved by the strong magic of patience. But it is done ; it is

no dream or imagination ; it is done !

I turned again : she had stepped nearer to the body, and, stooping for-

ward, took something from the breast of her riding-habit and laid it on

the dead man's heart. As I came towards her, I saw that it was a gold

ring set with an opal.

" What does that meanV I asked.

" It is his," she replied. " Let it be buried with him. I have no

more to do with it.''

" How came you by it ?"

^' Call it a bequest : I always meant to return it to him," was her

answer. " It meant a great deal once ; but, now that he is gone, it

means nothing. It is his."

" I have no curiosity to gratify, Sinfire," I said, after a pause. '' I

have always accepted you and everything concerning you on your own
representation, and cared for nothing more. If you were compelled to

answer any questions I put to you, I would ask none. Nothing that

is past is any concern of mine,—or of ours ; and this is no time to think

of the future. Let that, too, take care of itself. But I may ask you

why and how you came here. It seems strange to me, and might seem

stranger still to others, if they knew."
" Oh, there's no mystery about it, Cousin Frank," replied she, look-

ing at me with a half-smile, and speaking in a much lighter tone than

she had used before. " You know I asked to be allowed to stay ; and

though, to please your mother, I agreed to go to the lake, I made up my
mind from the first that I would come back. So, when they were all

asleep, I saddled my horse, and came. I was ready to do my part,"

she concluded, touching the derringer at her side.

" You rode ten miles through the woods alone ?"

" I feel at home in the woods. I can find my way anywhere."
" How long have you been here ?"

" I don't know ; not long. I left my horse a mile from here, in the

old barn, and walked the rest of the way. A little while ago some one
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passed me,—I think it was John,—riding back. I thought something

must have happened ; and I saw a light here, and found the door ajar,

so I came in."

" I wish you had come at any other time," said I ; for I could not

help perceiving that her presence in the neighborhood so near the hour

of the murder might prove an awkward circumstance hereafter. " It

would be best that no one should know of it. Are you afraid to go

back to where you left your horse ?"

" That is what I am going to do," she replied. " It is almost sun-

rise."

^^ It will probably be at least two hours before the others are here,"

I went on. " I advise you to stay near the barn until you hear them

coming. Then ride to meet them, and give them to understand that

you lost your way in the woods. They will be too much preoccu-

pied to take any special notice, and the whole thing will probably be

forgotten."

" Why should there be any concealment ?" she demanded, drawing

her brows together.

" Because," said I, " there has been a murder ; and murders are

followed by inquests. Everybody who can be supposed capable of

giving any information will be examined. If you were put on the

stand, you might be asked questions that you would not wish to an-

swer. There are things which you have not told me, Sinfire : would

you wish to tell them to the world ?"

" Nobody could make me say anything I did not wish to," replied

she ; but, after a little thought, she added, " I suppose your advice is

good. I won't be imprudent. But nothing seems of much conse-

quence, compared with this !" The last words were spoken in a lower

voice, and with a sort of momentary drooping of her whole figure.

But she pulled herself together promptly, and faced me with a smile.

" Good-by !" she said, holding out her hand.

I took her hand in mine. " I'm not myself now, Sinfire," I said :

" I can't be, for some time to come. There are hard things to be done

yet, and I must keep myself hard, so as to do them. But when it is

all over I shall have something to say. Meanwhile, good-by !"

She went out, with her light, vigorous step, and I was alone again.

It was now daylight : I put out my lamp and threw open the shutters.

I went into the laboratory and drew aside the curtain of Saprani's cage.

I tapped on the glass, and called to her : she came out from beneath her

blanket, glided forward, and reared herself up. She knows me well

now, and will allow me to take any respectful liberties with her. For

my part, I feel an affection for the beautiful, deadly creature that would
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seem absurd to any one else. This world is the heaven of animals

:

there is no past or future to them, no memory or hope ; nothing but

the fulness of the present. They are born into their sphere of life, and

they fill it completely, whether it be mischievous or beneficent. But

man, poor fellow ! is little more than a striving, a regret, a folly, and a

disappointment. He never becomes what he is capable of being, and he

is never satisfied with what he is. If it were not for this effortless self-

fulfilment that we see in animals, the world would be a grim place, in-

deed ! And so it was a comfort to me to play with my queen of cobras,

knowing that she was untroubled and content, and that no rumor of the

grief and dread and evil that made the day hateful to the rest of us

would ever pass the portals of her consciousness or alter the serenity of

her demeanor. I could hold her in my arms and let her coil around

my neck, but, though she could feel the beating of my heart, no knowl-

edge of what stirred it could ever cross the bottomless spiritual gulf

between animal and human. Were I the wickedest or the most fault-

less being that ever lived on earth, her relation to me would remain

unchanged, provided I treated her with the same attention. The de-

nunciations of my bitterest enemy would leave her as unmoved as the

eulogies of my dearest friend. No one but myself can disturb her con-

fidence in me ; the whole world would be powerless to shake it. Such

an attitude has in it something of the sublime safety of eternity itself.

Presently I heard noises and voices without, and I left Soprani with

a mind once more composed. Tom had returned, bringing the coroner

and the village doctor with him. They made their examination and

took my deposition ; and by the time that was over, the wagon, with

mother and the rest, had arrived. Sinfire rode up to the door on her

horse, and gave me a look, as she dismounted, to say that all was well.

XIV.

Death, as I have always believed, is no evil to those who die ; but

distress remains behind them. It seems as if one calamity had a

tendency to breed others ; and when the sufferer most needs peace and

repose, he is most certain to be confronted with fresh hostile influences.

There is only one sure consolation to look forward to ; and that is,

that the day will come when you, too, will die, and, in your turn, leave

all behind you.

Mother's condition gives me anxiety. John managed his mission

clumsily, and allowed her to discover too abruptly that her favorite son

was murdered. A species of hysterics immediately seized upon her,

accompanied by a tremor of the whole body that has remained ever
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since and yields to no treatment. She is old, and for years has led an

indolent and in some respects self-indulgent life, and her vital energy is

at a low ebb. She insisted upon seeing the body, before it had been

properly arranged, and this made her worse. Since then, her memory
seems partially impaired ; she ever and anon forgets what has happened,

and then again remembers it, and her anguish begins anew. If she

does not soon recover, there is a probability of her sinking into complete

forgetfulness ; and that, perhaps, would be easier for her than to continue

in her present state. Sinfire is constant in attendance on her, and has

taken charge of the household routine, much to the benefit of us all.

The examinations and investigations are still proceeding in full vigor.

John has engaged the best detectives that are to be had ; and there is

little reason to fear that the burglars (if they were the murderers) can

escape. It is a singular circumstance, however, that as yet no traces of

the gang, later than three days before the fatal night, have been dis-

covered in this vicinity ; nor do the detectives agree with our theory

that the burglaries were the result of local enterprise. They think they

were the work of experienced and scientific professionals, and are

apparently at a loss to understand why they should needlessly have

compromised themselves by staining their trail with blood. Such men
kill only in the last extremity.

John is restless and irritable, and is constantly having speech with

one or other of his detectives and making all sorts of crude and im-

practicable suggestions. He sleeps badly, he tells me, and has fearful

dreams. He is looking haggard and ill, and smokes from morning till

night. He will accept no advice as to the care of his health. " If I

can only catch the scoundrel that shot him," he says, " I don't care

what becomes of me." He avoids Sinfire more than ever,—I presume

because he hates to remember that he and Henry were in the position of

rivals for her favor. I don't know how he would feel if he knew as

much about that matter as I do. I do all I can to keep up his spirits

;

but nothing appeases him. " The only medicine that will do me good

is to see a hanging," he declares. But (though I do not tell him so) it

begins to look as if that comfort would be indefinitely postponed.
9|C *jC 5(C 3JC «}« 5jC JJC JjC ?|C ?)C

The burglars have proved an alihi. They were captured yesterday

in Chicago. There are three of them, all known already to the police.

They had in their possession some of the property stolen in this neighbor-

hood, and have confessed the robbery ; but their movements since three

days before the murder have been traced, and it is perfectly clear that

they were all in Buffalo at the time it was committed. John is thun-

derstruck and bewildered, and I am greatly disappointed ; though I
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must confess that I was not entirely unprepared for this turn of affairs.

There was a strong prima facie probability that the burglars were

guilty ; but, on the other hand, apart from their supposed presence in

the neighborhood at the time, there was every reason why they should

have abstained from any capital crime. If Henry had cornered them,

so that they could not escape, it would have paid them better to sur-

render than to get away by the sacrifice of his life ; and the fact that

Henry's pistol was found undischarged in his pocket is evidence the

more that he could not have put them in peril of either life or liberty.

He was attacked unawares, and, so far as can be seen, unprovoked,

—

that is to say, by some enemy who had been cherishing a grudge against

him and had improved this opportunity to satisfy it.

There was one circumstance, too, which struck me at the time, but

which I mentioned to no one, that may have had something to do with

his being surprised in the way he was. This circumstance was a flask

of brandy, nearly empty, in a side-pocket of his coat. I know that the

flask was full just before he started for the lake, because he produced it

in my room, when he and John looked in to say good-by, and took a

pull at it. As he had already drunk a good deal, even for him, during

the day, it is fair to surmise that he must have been somewhat over-

weighted by midnight. John, it is true, does not seem to have noticed

anything especially distraught in his behavior ; but then John is a man
who has room in his mind for but one thing at a time, and just then it

was full of burglars : moreover, he could have seen but little of Henry
after they took up their allotted stations in ambush. Tom the groom

would be a more expert witness, if I chose to interrogate him ; but I

did hear him observe, as if recalling a consolatory circumstance, that

*^ Master 'Enry was a-feelin' mighty good the night it ^appened.'^ It is

even possible that he may have dropped asleep.

But these speculations are unimportant. Since it is proved that he

was not killed " in the way of business,^' as the detectives put it, it fol-

lows that he was a victim to some enemy ; and the next step is to find

out who his enemies were. At first sight this would not seem difficult,

for Henry was a man to make friends with everybody, and therefore his

enemies should be few. But, upon second thoughts, no one can be said

to know much about Henry's real life ; and it is often the good-natured,

easy-going men Avhose enemies, when they have any, are the bitterest

and most unrelenting. Who can say into how many desperate scrapes

Henry's lax ways with women, for instance, may have led him?
Some revengeful husband or brother may have been following him half-

way round the world, waiting his opportunity to strike his blow. Mani-
festly, we could hope to apprehend such a person only by the merest
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chauce. He might buy a house here and settle down to-morrow, and

we should never recognize or even suspect him. A habit of secrecy and

reticence may be all very well so long as a man lives or gets into no

trouble, but then it is liable to react against him. Henry has prevented

us from knowing how to avenge or to help him.

Meanwhile, the detectives, as their manner is, seem disposed to

exhaust whatever material may be at hand, before going on to the

region of speculation. In other words, they are aiming to find out

what Henry^s relations were with the people with whom he was in

contact here at home. This list would include practically no one besides

John and myself, Tom the groom, and Sinfire. We saw little company

during his stay with us, and that only in the most formal way. No
one expects, of course, that the inquiry will result in anything ; none

of the persons named is likely to be seriously suspected of any share

in Henry's death ; but it is, no doubt, right and proper that the form

of investigation should be gone through with. It will leave the field

clear for further investigation. John agrees with me in this, and as

soon as the idea was suggested to him he expressed himself as anxious

to have it carried out. " If I shot him, I want to know it V^ he said,

with a touch of savage humor. '' You're not in it, you know, Frank,"

he went on :
" your gouty toe, that you found such fault with, served

you that good turn, at least : so it lies between Tom and me. And,

upon my word," he added, after a moment's thought, " either he or I

might have done it, so far as opportunity goes ! We can't prove an

alibi, like the burglars and you !"

I laughed ; but the fact is, I felt a little uncomfortable, not so much

on John's or Tom's account, as for another reason, of which John as

yet knows nothing. He thinks, as everybody else does, that Sinfire

was miles away at the fatal moment. But, in truth, no one but she

herself knows exactly where she was after twelve o'clock that night.

Should this leak out, it might lead to disagreeable complications.

Something might be discovered of the reasons she had for hating

Henry : indeed, were I to tell all that has come to my knowledge, it

might actually endanger her life. People have been hanged on cir-

cumstantial evidence no stronger than that. Of course I know, as

certainly as I know anything that I cannot prove, that she is utterly

incapable of such a deed ; but of course also this certainty is based

upon my intimate personal knowledge of her character, which would

be of no value as evidence in a court of law. If my testimony is

called for, I am resolved to profess ignorance of anything but the most

external acquaintance with her movements or motives ; and for the rest,

she is amply able to protect herself, if she chooses.
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I have just said that my knowledge of her character is intimate

;

and yet it is not,—for I do not know whether or not she will choose

to protect herself. It is impossible to foretell where a woman's notion

of independence will begin or end. It is more than conceivable that

Sinfire, out of mere wanton defiance, or waywardness, might tell in

the witness-box the whole story of her previous life, which she has

permitted even me only to guess at. A jury might see in that story

motive enough to warrant a conviction.

Fear of that same waywardness withholds me from speaking to her

on the subject. If I were to tell her that she is in danger, she would

be as likely as not to go deliberately off and thrust her head into the

lion's mouth. If, on the contrary, she discovers her danger herself, the

instinct of self-defence and of justice may prompt her to repel it. If

hers were a nature that I could control, I would put forth my power

without hesitation and give her a lesson to repeat by rote ; only that

if I could control her I should care nothing about her and she might

do what she liked.

Fortunately, or unfortunately, neither she nor I have any leisure to

pass in each other's society. Her hands are full with household cares and

nursing mother, and I am sufficiently employed upon other business.

But in the evenings, after the work is done, I retreat to my library, and

write, or play with Saprani. 1 have an idea that I should like to put

on gypsy attire and wander off on foot through the world, with Saprani

and Sinfire. Soprani's performances would earn us a living, and Sinfire

and I would make each other happy. It would be a truer and sweeter

life than all the wealth and resources of civilization could give us, for

we possess all we care for in ourselves. A few months ago I thought

my highest happiness would consist in governing mankind ; now I

know that my only happiness is to be found in serving this mysterious

girl. But shall I ever realize that happiness ?

I say, yes. But I have my doubts, for all that. I have never

asked her, she has never promised, and all may turn out a dream.

XV.

They have not yet found out who murdered Henry Mainwaring.

The authorities—more out of consideration for us than for any

other reason—undertook to focus their suspicions first upon poor Tom.
The coroner's jury had come to the conclusion that " the deceased came
to his death by a bullet discharged from a pistol in the hands of a

person or persons to this jury at present unknown." Now, Tom had

been provided with a pistol on the night in question,—a brand-new
YoL. XXXIX—

5
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Smith & Wesson revolver, with seven cartridges, and various auto-

matic and other improvements ; and he had further been fitted out with

a belt to sling it in ; and all this apparatus he had faithfully borne from

sunset till sunrise. This, and his presence in the forest when Henry

was shot, were the damning facts against him.

Tom^s English straightforwardness, combined with his evident affec-

tion for the dead man, his indignation at being supposed capable of

working him injury, and his consternation at being arraigned before the

majesty of the law, were both comical and pathetic. When the re-

volver was produced, moreover, all the seven cartridges were still in it,

and there was no sign of its ever having been discharged. No one of

the witnesses called to testify as to his character could find a word to

say against him ; nor could it be shown that he had ever had any mis-

understanding with the deceased, or had anything to hope from his

death. And when he was put up to answer for himself, his testimony

was as convincing as it was involved.

" 'Twas this way, please yer honor,'' he began. " We was to drive to

the lake for to spend the night : there was me an' the young gentlemen,

—barrin' Master Frank, as was laid up with a bad foot, sir,—an' the

mistress, an' the young lady : so, when we got there. Master John,

says 'e, ' Saddle up, Tom,' 'e says, ^ an' take the pistol,' 'e says, ^ an'

back we goes to wallop them burglars,' 'e says. So I didn't know
what 'e'd be hup to, yer honor, not 'avin' 'ad the tip : 'owsomever, I

saddles up, an' hoff we goes, me an' Master John an' Master 'Enry.

An' there was the young lady, she was achin' to go too, an' they wouldn't

'ave it ; but says she to me, private-like, says she, ' I'll be heven

with 'em yet, Tom,' she says ;
' I knows 'ow to put on a saddle myself,'

she says, ' so look out,' she says. Well, hoff we goes, leisurely-like,

an' the young gentlemen a-chaffin' an' a-laughin', an' Master 'Enry

'e gives me a pull at 'is flask, God bless 'im, for to keep my gall up,

'e says. Well, 'twas that dark as we missed our way oncet or twicet,

an' it might be 'alf after eleven when we was back in our hown woods,

yer honor. Well, we dismounted, an' tied up to
"

" Try to be more succinct," interposed the examining gentleman.

" How did you dispose yourselves after arriving in the vicinity of

Cedarcliffe?"

^' Master John, says 'e, ' You keep by an' along 'ere, Tom,' 'e

says, ^ an', 'Enry, do you look out for that side,' 'e says, ^ an' I'll do

this 'ere slice,' 'e says ;
^ an' if any one on us raises the game,' 'e says,

' jest up pistol an' fire in the hair,' 'e says, ' an' t'others on us will close

up an' nab 'em,' he says. So hoff Master 'Enry an' I goes, one one

way an' t'other the bother, an' leaves Master John where 'e was. Well,
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I sneaks up an' I sneaks down, an' I stops an' listens, an' oncet I

thought I 'ad 'im sure enough, but 'twas only a rabbit, yer honor. An'

thinks I, ^ This 'ere's a rum way of passin' the night,' I thinks. Well,

it might be two in the mornin', yer honor, when I 'ears somethin'

;

an' says I to myself, ^ Was that a pistol,' says I, * or wasn't it ?' With

that I begins nosin' round a bit, gettin' more an' more hover towards

Master Henry's beat, as it might be, but nothin' at all does I see, yer

honor, till says I, ^ You're naught but a fool to be thinkin' it, Tom,'

says I. I was just below, alongside the cliff, when I spoke them words,

yer honor, when what does I see, it might be ten yards hoff, but a—but

a black—a black 'eap o' somethin' " At this point Tom snivelled,

and broke down, and there was a pause in the proceedings.

" In short, you discovered what turned out to be the deceased ?"

said the examiner.

" An' it went nigh for to break my 'art, it did," said Tom, in a

tremulous voice. " 'Ardly cold, 'e was ; an' 'twas honly when I see 'is

'air that I knowed 'im ; an' there was an 'ole clean through him, yer

honor, an'—dang the devil what did it, whoever he be !" exclaimed

Tom, with sudden veliemence ; and then he broke down once more, and

wept bitterly.

After a while he went on to tell how he left the body lying there,

and, returning to the house, knocked at my door ; how he found me
just awaking from sleep, propped up in my chair with pillows and

bandages, and how at first he had great difficulty in making me com-

prehend what had happened. " But as quick as Master Frank got the

rights of it," he added, " he 'ops up, an' hoff 'e starts, with no more 'eed

to his bad foot than nothin' at all ; an' thinks I to myself, ^ The doctor's

a quiet man till 'e's awake,' thinks I, * but 'e's got the grit of a two-

year-old winner when 'e gets started,' thinks I." Then he related our

meeting with John, and how we carried the body home, and how he

went for the coroner; and thus concluded his interesting deposition,

which had stirred both tears and smiles in many. At the end, " he left

the stand without a stain upon his character," as the newspapers say.

John's experience was, naturally, of a very different complexion.

He bore himself throughout like a man and like a gentleman, with a

dignity and composure which were never so marked in him before. He
proved himself in every respect worthy of" the name of Mainwaring.

The legal gentlemen treated him with the highest respect ; but it was

evident that his examination aroused much greater interest than

Tom's had done. The most critical feature of it was the unexpected

exhuming of the old quarrel between John and Henry about Sinfire.

How this affair had come to the knowledge of outside persons I cannot
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pretend to say ; but I remember that the two went to the stable after

the reconciliation, and may perhaps have talked it all over there in the

hearing of the men, with the assistance of Henry's brandy-flask. At
all events, it was evident from the questions that they had the whole

story, or a good part of it ; and John (who is the most wretched failure

in the world at lying) answered directly and unhesitatingly, so far as

the queries had reference to the quarrel itself But when they began to

probe for the cause of the trouble he took another attitude at once.

" I got angry about something. I get angry easily," he said. " It

can't make any difference what I got angry about.''

"In ordinary cases, certainly not; but at present we wish to judge

whether the occasion was such as might rankle in your mind after the

immediate reconciliation had taken place."

" I don't bear a grudge," John replied. " I break out, and am done

with it for good and all. When I forgave my brother, I forgave

him."

" Precisely. But the cause might be renewed. If, for example,

two men are paying attentions to the same lady, a dispute might arise

and be settled, but further inquiry might develop hitherto unsuspected

facts, or fresh objectionable acts might occur."

"There's no need to bring any lady's name into the matter," said

John, curtly.

" All irrelevant disclosures will be avoided. But it is not irrele-

vant to inquire whether you w^ere particularly interested in any young

lady at or about the time of this altercation."

" I never said anything to her about it," returned John, his face

flushing, " and I don't see why I should say anything to you."

" Nevertheless, you were conscious of feelings towards her which

would render liberties taken by a third party objectionable ?"

" I have no right to say who shall or shall not meddle with what

does not belong to me."

" We are not discussing abstract rights, but facts, Mr. Main-

waring."

" I have always understood that facts were things that could be

proved," said John, who was becoming restive.

" Your impression is perfectly correct, sir ; and we have evidence in

support of the intimations which have been advanced. But let me
point out that, should that evidence be called, it would involve a

mention of names and details which you have expressed a desire to

avoid. If, on the other hand, you admit the points I have raised, no

further definition would be required."

This argument told upon John visibly. I don't know, for my part,
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what witness they could have called, unless it had been myself; and

they might have found it difficult to get satisfaction from that quarter.

But John would run no risks of drawing Sinfire into the scrape : so, as

the least of two evils, he replied, after a pause, that he was willing to

admit the existence of such a situation as had been outlined in the pre-

ceding dialogue. " And I want to say this,'' he added,—" my reason

for keeping back information is not to save myself from whatever may

come of it. If you can show any motive strong enough to make me
guilty of such a crime as this, you are welcome to do it. It is only

because the motive you were trying to get at would make an innocent

person sufiPer pain that I wished to say nothing about it." To this the

lawyer bowed a polite assent.

It occurred to me, however, that there might be some object behind

the ostensible one in these questions ; and this suspicion was strength-

ened by the fact that John's examination was continued but a short

time longer, and concluded with the decision that there was not suffi-

<;ient evidence to warrant his being held. But just before he left the

box, the counsel, as if from an after-thought, requested permission to

refer to another matter. "After leaving Dr. Frank Mainwaring's

rooms," he went on, " what did you do ?"

" I rode back to the lake," replied John, " to bring back the party

there."

" Exactly. And of what persons did the party at the lake consist?"

"There were three servants," said he, naming them, "and my
mother, Mrs. Mainwaring, and " He hesitated.

" No one else ?"

" I believe I noticed no others at the lake."

" Was there not a young lady, a relative of yours ?"

" She had been there, but I didn't see her at that time," said John,

hastily. " But she joined us on our way back. I suppose she must

have ridden on in front, and missed her way, or something of that sort. I

was occupied with my mother, and didn't notice."

" Thank you. I believe I need not detain you any longer, Mr.

Mainwaring," said the other, with a bow ; and John stepped down,

smiling at me, and not knowing what he had done.

XVI.

Some cynic once declared that the heaviest calamity that can befall

a man is to see all his hopes fulfilled. It must be an old saying, for

the legend of Tithonus illustrates it ; and many an unhappy victim of

success has proved its truth since then. It seems that I, too, am to

realize its bitterness.
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When John's testimony was concluded, yesterday afternoon, an ad-

journment was taken until the next morning ; but when we had nearly

finished supper, a visitor was announced, and I went out to see him.

It was the sheriif, Mr. Faxon, looking very gloomy and embarrassed.

" Anything new, Mr. Faxon ?'' said I.

" I've come on a disagreeable errand, doctor," he replied, " and that's

a fact. Is that young lady inside ?—Miss Forrestal ?"

" She is at table," said I, affecting an indifference I was very far

from feeling. " What about her ?"

" I must see her, doctor," said the sheriff, with a sort of groan.

" I've a message for her."

" A message for her ? What is it ? Can't I deliver it ?"

" No, sir, you can't. And if giving up my place would save her

from it, I'd have resigned an hour ago. But there's no help for it.

She'll be acquitted to-morrow, of course ; but I have a warrant for her

arrest to-night."

" Arrest Miss Forrestal ? Oh, that's absurd, Faxon !" exclaimed I,

forcing a laugh. " You might as well make a clean sweep, and arrest

Mrs. Mainwaring and me !"

" I have my orders, doctor," he returned, gloomily ; " and I must

carry 'em out."

As he spoke, a figure advanced from the darkness at the lower end

of the hall, and came forward into the light. It was Sinfire, with a

proud smile on her lips.

" Good-evening, Mr. Faxon," she said. " I have heard. I am ready

to go with you."

Faxon ducked his head, put his hand in his breast-pocket, muttered

something unintelligible, and then glanced appealingly at me, as if he

expected me to make myself of some assistance. " There's no help for

it," I said to Sinfire, as cheerfully as possible. " I anticipated that you

would be examined, but I didn't think they'd go quite so far as this.

Of course it's only a matter of form. We'll drive over to Judge Daly's

and bail you out,—it won't take an hour,—and be back before eight

o'clock."

" People accused of murder cannot get out on bail, I believe," said

she, quietly. '' At any rate, I will not allow bail to be asked for. Mr.

Faxon will take me where I am to go."

" Thank you. Miss Forrestal," said the sheriff, gratefully. " I was

thinking maybe my wife could fix you up pretty cosey at my house for

to-night. That'll be secure enough, I guess," he added, with a dismal

grin. " But I ain't going to hurry you. Finish your supper, Miss

Forrestal, and when you're ready to start, I'm here."
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" I have had all I want," she answered. " I will get my hat and

cloak and come at once."

At this juncture John appeared, and said, " Halloo ! what's the

matter?"

" I am going with Mr. Faxon," said Sinfire. " They want to

examine me about the murder."

" It's my orders, Mr. Mainwaring," remarked Faxon, dejectedly.

" And right sorry I am for it."

" What !" shouted John, in a terrible voice, and seeming to grow a

foot taller, as he stepped forward threateningly. He stared fiercely at

the poor sheriff; then his eyes passed over me, and rested upon Sinfire.

After a moment he added, doggedly, " This lady shall not leave my
house against her will while I'm the master of it

!"

" It is not against my will, John," she said, stepping up to him and

laying her hand on his arm. " If I cannot defend myself against this

charge, no one else can defend me. I am not afraid : why should I

be ?" And indeed she showed no signs of fear. There was color in

her cheeks, her eyes were bright, and her voice was full and cheerful.

She even seemed to have been stimulated and inspirited by the sinister

event ; for her close attendance on mother, and the reaction from the

excitement of our calamity, had made her unusually silent and depressed.

But the sudden blow of the arrest had restored her to herself, as great

natures are restored by what would crush lesser ones. She was ready

for battle.

John and 1 accompanied her to Faxon's house, and saw that she

was established as comfortably as circumstances allowed. Then we

returned home, and both of us were silent : only, as we separated for

the night, John said, " If anything happens to-morrow, Frank, you'll

find a bundle of papers in my desk. The estate is entailed, of course

;

but I have my personal property, and can do what I like with it." I

hardly grasped the meaning of this announcement, and do not under-

stand it even now ; for he could not possibly have foreseen what was to

happen. That night I took Sinfire's place beside mother, who was,

happily, unconscious of what was going forward, and appeared to be

on the verge of a still further relapse into vacuity. She required very

little attention, and I was able to give all my thoughts to a considera-

tion of what was to come on the morrow, and to the course which I

might pursue in case things took a bad turn. Towards morning I

had made up my mind, and then I got some three hours' sleep. I

believe John paced his room all night.

I shall not attempt any orderly record of what happened the next

day. A crowd of persons filled the room in which the examination
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was being held. We met Sinfire outside : she looked brilliant and

superb; but there was an expression about her mouth that troubled

me,—a defiant curve which, at such a moment, was not auspicious.

A chair had been placed in the dock, in which she took her seat

:

she held her head up, and her bearing was indescribably vigorous and

buoyant, as if she were brimming over with life and health. But no

sign betrayed that she was even conscious that hundreds of eyes were

scrutinizing her. They oppressed her not a whit. She was as self-

poised as a princess.

Some preliminary formalities passed : then

—

" What is your name ?"

"Sinfire."

" And Christian name ?"

" I have none."

The law started, and put up its spectacles. The people murmured

aloud with a hundred voices. John caught his breath, and was about

to start to his feet; but, with an immense effort, he sat back, and

folded his arms, and set his teeth upon his lip. An intense stillness

followed the first sensation.

" Will you explain your meaning ?" said the interrogator, at length.

" My mother was a gypsy : she was never married : that is all,"

was the steady reply.

" Have your—your friends been made aware of these facts ?"

" This is the first time I have mentioned them."

" And you bear no relationship to the Mainwaring family ?"

" I have a claim upon them."

"Of what nature?"

" I decline to say."

Again the murmur and the stir. Sinfire looked at her examiner,

and smiled. He turned and whispered something to those near him.

Then he said,

—

" You probably had some object in coming to them ?"

"Yes, I had."

"What was it?"

" I wished to meet Mr. Henry Mainwaring."

" Mr. Henry Mainwaring ? The gentleman who "

" Who has been murdered. Yes."

" What was your business with him ?"

She paused a moment, and during that moment her eyes rested on

John and me. Then she replied, " To return him a ring."

The lawyer had another whispered consultation, resulting in the

question,

—
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" Had you known Mr. Henry Mainwaring before meeting him

here?^'

She bent her head, and answered, indifferently, " I had previous

knowledge of him.''

^' Were your sentiments towards him of a—a friendly character?"

^^ No,'' she replied, firmly and distinctly. " I regarded him as an

enemy."

At this point Judge Daly interposed. " I consider it my duty to

inform you," he said, " that you stand in a very critical position. You
are suspected—ah—in connection with the murder of the deceased

gentleman. You are gravely and, it would appear, recklessly compro-

mising your own case. I advise you, before going further, to select

some legal representative to watch your interests. You need to be pro-

tected against yourself."

" Thank you ; but I have already declined to engage counsel," she

replied. " I understand what I am doing. I shall betray nothing that

I care to conceal."

The judge muttered something, and pushed back his spectacles.

The lawyer continued,

—

^^ Do you care to conceal the reasons for the enmity you have

admitted ?"

'^ If Mr. Henry Mainwaring were alive," she answered, " I should

take pleasure in telling, in this place, the cause I had to hate him.

But he is dead, and I have no further quarrel with him. He has

paid his debt, though not to me."

The audience were by this time as much excited as attentive, and no

movement nor intonation of this beautiful and mysterious stranger was

lost upon them. The next questions referred to her proceedings on the

afternoon preceding the murder, to which her replies were in substance

as follows

:

^' When I was told of the plan to entrap the burglars, I asked to

be permitted to join the party, but they would not allow it. I made up

my mind to be there, nevertheless ; but I said nothing to any one about

my determination. I accompanied the party down to the lake in the

wagon : all went except Dr. Frank Mainwaring, who was confined to

his room by illness. I had my gray horse which Mr. John Main-

waring gave me brought along, and also my riding-habit ; the reason I

gave was that I wished to ride round the lake the next morning ; but

the real reason was that I intended to ride back to Cedarcliffe that

night.

" Aft;er arriving at the lake, we unpacked the wagon, stabled the

horses, and made our preparations for the night in the log cabin. Then
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Mr. John Mainwaring took Tom, the groom, aside, and told him of

the scheme to capture the burglars. Tom had not known of it be-

fore. The three other servants were not told. We had our supper,

and then the two gentlemen and Tom saddled their horses and rode

off. It was a dark night, though it did not threaten rain. After they

had gone, Mrs. Mainwaring and I sat for a while in front of the door

of the cabin, looking out across the lake. By and by she became

sleepy, and proposed that we should go to bed. The servants were

already asleep. I helped her to bed, and then lay down myself. I

don't know what time it was : it was dark. When I felt sure that

Mrs. Mainwaring was asleep, I got up and put on my riding-habit and

went out to the stable. I took out my gray horse and saddled him.

I understand the management of horses. I took with me a small

pistol, a derringer.
'^

At this there was a murmur among the listeners, which the judge

silenced.

" Where is the derringer you speak of?'' demanded the lawyer.

" I gave it to Mr. Faxon last night," she replied. " It is in the

same condition as it was the morning after the murder."

Mr. Faxon here advanced, and handed up the weapon, which was

passed round between the judge and the lawyers. Sinfire continued her

story

:

" I rode towards Cedarcliffe through the woods, and I rode fast. I

had been to the lake on horseback before, and I am fond of the woods,

and never miss my way. I remembered a deserted shed or barn, a mile

or two from Cedarcliffe, and aside from the path on which I was riding,

and I decided to lead my horse there and go the rest of my way on

foot. I found the barn without any difficulty, and unsaddled my gray

and made him comfortable; then I walked towards the Cedarcliffe

woods."

" Will you state," interposed the lawyer, " whether your object in

this escapade was to assist in the proposed capture of the burglars ?"

" No : I took no interest in that at all. I wished to see Henry

Mainwaring."

" For what purpose ?"

" I had been waiting, ever since he returned home from abroad, to

speak to him on a subject of importance to us both," replied Sinfire, her

cheeks and eyes glowing, while her voice augmented in volume and rich-

ness. " I had never found the opportunity that suited me. He did not

suspect my intention ; indeed, he misinterpreted it ; and at one time I

thought of taking advantage of his mistake to accomplish what I wanted.

But that course proved to be too difficult,—I mean, too revolting,—and I
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gave it up. And afterwards something happened/'—here, for the first

and last time, her voice faltered somewhat,—'^ something that almost

made me decide to give it all up—give up all I had come so far to do

and had promised to do—and to leave Cedarcliffe as suddenly as I came

to it. But then, when I remembered the wrong he had done, I said to

myself that I would stay, and not break my promise. So, when the

ambush was planned, I knew that it would give me what I wanted : I

could meet him ; and then I could ride back to the lake, and no one

would know that we had met.''

" Allow me a moment, madam," interposed the judge again. " The

inference from your words is—the ostensible inference—especially when

viewed in connection with the event which afterwards took place—that

you were acting with the deliberate design of waylaying Mr. Henry

Mainwaring, and, being armed, of either compelling him to do some-

thing or agree to something (we do not know what), or, in case of his

refusal, or for whatever reason might seem to you sufficient, taking his

life. I say, this is an allowable inference from your words. Is it

what you intended to convey ?"

" It was in my thoughts that I might take his life," Sinfire answered

;

" but other things were also possible : I could not know what I should

finally do until I had spoken to him and heard him speak. I think,

now, that I should probably not have killed him ; but then he is dead,

and one feels more gently towards the dead."

" Very well, madam," replied the judge, scribbling some words on

a paper, and then scratching his chin with his pen-holder. " You may
proceed."

" I have told nearly all," she said. ^' I searched for Henry Main-

waring, but I did not find him. I once caught sight of some one I

thought was he, but it was his brother John. They must have altered

their original intention, and watched in different places from those they

had at first determined on. The body Avas found in a spot I had not

looked in. At last, as the dawn began to break, I went back to the

barn, and saddled my horse, and rode towards the lake. At that time

the murder must have been done, and John Mainwaring and the groom,

after carrying the body to the house, had returned to the camp ; and

presently the wagon came up, and I joined the others, and they told me
what had happened ; but no one asked me how I chanced to be mounted

and abroad so early. That is all."

" Pardon me : I have one more question to ask," said the lawyer,

who held the derringer in his hands. '^ I think you said this pistol was

in the same condition as on that morning. Are you aware that it has

been discharged, and that the shell of the cartridge still remains in it ?"
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At this announcement, John, whose face had lightened a little

during the previous few moments, suddenly turned white, and leaned

heavilv asrainst the back of his chair.

" Yes, I know that," returned Sinfire, quietly.

^' How do you account for it ?''

" As I was on my way back to the barn, I saw a rabbit crossing

the path, and I fired at it. It was the impulse of a moment, and I

was sorry, directly afterwards, that I had killed the poor creature."

"It was an impulse that may have fatal consequences for you,

madam," rejoined the lawyer, while a low muttering of discordant

feeling ran through the room.—" Your honor," he continued, " we have

treated this lady with every consideration, and she has been allowed to

take her own course in the story she has told. We had witnesses ready

to speak to several points, but the cynical frankness which has charac-

terized the greater part of the narrative to which you have just listened

renders their confirmation superfluous ; while as for the conclusion of

the tale, so manifestly artificial and out of keeping with the rest, it will

not, I think, carry any weight of conviction with it. We have been

told that the witness had a motive for enmity and hatred against the

deceased, reaching back to a period antecedent to her appearance in this

community ; and her presentation of herself before us as the offspring

of an unconsecrated union, and therefore without recognized social

status, justifies the inference that in whatever may have happened

between her and the deceased he was not the only or the chief one to

blame. Be that as it may, she conceived a malignant purpose against

him . .
."

Why should I concern myself to reproduce the fluent rigmarole

uttered by this solemn legal fool ? He spoke according to his light,

but his light was darkness. He ended by proposing that Sinfire should

be committed for trial, without further ceremony, on the charge of the

wilful and premeditated murder of Henry Mainwaring ; and it would

doubtless have been so ordered, if I had not arisen and stated that I

was prepared to make a deposition of the gravest importance, which

would put a very different construction upon what had just been heard.

The judge accorded me permission to give my evidence in my own way.

In accordance with what I had resolved upon the night before, I re-

quested to be sworn ; and when the oath had been administered, this is

what I said

:

" I do not pretend to explain why the lady who has just testified

has wilfully laid herself open to a charge of which she is as innocent as

I am myself. It is my business only to prove that she is innocent of

it ; and that I shall do beyond any doubt. As to the account she gives
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of her origin, something of it I already knew or suspected, and, also,

that she was hostile to my brother Henry,—though the causes of that

hostility I was content to conjecture : I never asked her, and she never

told me, what they were. I must reveal, also, what hitherto has been

known only to her and myself,—that I have loved this girl almost from

the beginning of our acquaintance ; and in due time I had reason to

believe that my love was returned. But no definite contract was made

between us, because it was first necessary that some conclusion should

be reached in her relations with my brother. I did not know what she

intended as to that, and she probably did not know herself. But, on

the night of which so much has been said, we agreed to meet. My illness

prevented me from taking part in the proposed ambush, and everything

was propitious. She could come to me without suspicion or peril, and

we could remain together many hours. Accordingly, she left the camp

at the lake before ten o^clock, and reached my rooms at eleven. She was

still with me when the groom came to announce the murder, and while

he was with me she withdrew into the laboratory. She was still there

when we brought back the body ; and after my brother and the groom

had departed on their errand she helped me to lay out the body, and she

put upon his breast the opal ring which was the witness of his fault.

Then, at my advice, she returned, as she has told you, towards the camp,

until she met the returning party.''

While I was uttering these perjuries, I looked neither at my brother

nor at the lawyers, but straight at Sinfire. At first her eyes encoun-

tered mine ; but presently she dropped them, and the flush in her

cheeks faded and faded, until even her lips were white. I was pre-

pared to have her spring up and give me the lie : but she did not stir :

she hardly seemed to breathe in her stillness. What she would say to

me in private remained to be seen ; but at least I should have saved

her life ; and, inasmuch as her fair fame was already overshadowed by

her relations with Henry, she might recognize that my action was, at

worst, the only possible means of clearing her from complicity with his

murder. Nevertheless, her utter undemonstrativeness made me more

uneasy than any outbreak would have done. It was the sign of inward

storm.

Meanwhile, the sensation produced among the listeners by my
testimony was lively and ill suppressed. But I had not yet done.

"I am fully aware," I said, ^'that what I have told is a sorry

tribute from a man to the woman that he loves ; and I can only add

—

to show that I took no base advantage of the confidence she placed in

me—that it is the purpose and pride of my life to make her my wife.

I would defend her with my life against the shadow of dishonor ; but
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I could not stand by and see her life endangered by some unknown
villain's crime. What she would have died rather than confess, I have

confessed for her, against her will
"

There was more to say, but it was never spoken. A calamity as

terrible as it was unforeseen interrupted the words forever.

No one, apparently, had thought of keeping an eye upon John while

I was speaking : he had been forgotten in the interest concentrated upon

Sinfire and myself Suddenly, in the stillness of the crowded room, a

sound burst out which I can liken only to the roar of an angry lion

;

and I was conscious that some one had sprung towards me. It was my
brother. His face was deformed with passion ; he screamed out some

words that were too furious to be articulate. That he meant to kill me,

no one who saw him could doubt. There were two benches between him

and the witness-box in which I stood : he cleared the first, but caught

his foot on the back of the second, and fell forward with a crash.

Three or four men lifted him : his features were contracted ; there was

a quivering about his eyebrows, and his eyes closed, opened, and closed

again. ^' Don't lay him down ! he hasn't fainted : it's the heart !" I

cried out ; and in a moment I had got out of the box, and was sup-

porting his head against my shoulder. But he was beyond help. The

strain upon the great organ of life during the past eighteen hours had

been too severe, and the violent emotion caused by Sinfire's deposition,

culminating in the rage kindled by my story, with the shock of his

fall, had dealt him his death-blow. I felt his pulse shiver beneath my
finger, and then stop. His head dropped forward with a hoarse sigh.

I laid him gently down on the bench, and covered his face.

XVII.

So, by these strokes of good fortune, I am become heir of Cedar-

cliflPe ; and my dreams of power and felicity are within my grasp.

It is now three days since the scene in the court-room. The per-

jury which I committed answered its purpose. After considerable dib-

cussion, Sinfire was acquitted ; and Henry's murderer still remains un-

known. Even Sinfire's strong nerves were overthrown by the shock

of John's terrible death, and, whether or not she had previously in-

tended to challenge my testimony, she let the time pass by when she

could have done so with effect. Since then she has remained at Faxon's

house, where his wife waits upon her. But to-day I shall speak with

her and learn her mind. What I have done has been done for her

:

that is my consolation. Even should she reject it, it will be a consola-

tion still.
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Were the past weeks still in the future, would I pursue the same

course ? Well, I cannot argue from what I am to what I was. Up to

the time when Sinfire appeared, my life had been all thought and spec-

ulation, but, so far as action was concerned, only a dull level of monot-

onous routine,—no memories, no anticipations, no events. Then, during

one flying summer, I lived through the full height and depth of my
nature. The action and passion of a lifetime w^ere concentrated in that

little space. The torch flamed up royally for a moment ; but now it

flickers, and perhaps it will die out. Indeed, I feel an indifference steal-

ing over me : few terrors, and few joys, could quicken my pulses now.

I have made trial of myself, and the result is not very satisfactory. I

thought I had in me the making of a great man ; but a great man is

great for a lifetime,—not merely for an hour. I have cleared my way,

and am ready to begin my career ; but, now that all else is won, the

enterprise is lacking. Some men, it would seem, are mocked in their

very creation : they feel within them the stirrings of what seems to be

a mighty soul ; they follow its dictates, and, behold I all that fine flame

exhales away, and leaves nothing but dust and ashes. It was but the

spectre of a mighty soul,—a will-o'-the-wisp, that tempts them to

destruction.

Yet there is one thing that can reanimate me, and perhaps stimulate

me to fulfil the destiny I had imagined. If Sinfire gives herself to me,

I am happy, I am in heaven, and the powers of hell shall not prevail

against me. She is my life-blood, and the breath of my nostrils. Who
she is, whence she comes, and for what end, I know not ; but she has

made herself my earth and my heaven, my space, my fate. Will she

vanish as she came ? The sun sets, and darkness falls ; but anon the

cast is afire, and he comes again. But upon the night of her departure

—if she depart—no dawn will ever rise.

I cannot feel any confidence or security. She seems, when I fix my
-thoughts upon her, to be far off, and still receding. I am crushed down
by some nameless oppression of evil visions. The ghosts of my dead

brothers seem to be lying in wait for me in the gloom. But Sinfire can

rescue me : her soft white hand can save me. She is my God : I can

look to no other. But if she fails me, what then ?

Well, there is still Saprani.

This little blank-book,—now no longer blank,—which I picked up

in an idle moment, and resolved to make a journal of, has but a few

pages left ; and when it is finished I shall not begin another. So does

the Creator of men pick up the white leaf of their ignorant souls, and

trace black marks upon it, and then fling it aside. But who reads
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them ? Angels, perhaps, and sigh at what they read ; and devils read

them, and tear them to pieces, and laugh. But no soul interprets its

fellow-soul : it cannot even interpret itself. It knows that it is no

longer white, and that is all.

Sinfire has been with me ; and now I am alone again. My library

is cool and quiet, and the lamplight shines upon the backs of the books

upon the shelves ; and yonder the door opens into the laboratory, which

is dark ; and in these rooms my days and years have been spent ; but

not my life : that has been lived elsewhere. Is it immortal ? It may
be so ; but what is immortality to me ? Will it give me Sinfire ?

" All the obstacles that separated us have disappeared,'^ I said to

her. " One after another, they are gone. If there is any other thing

to keep us apart, it must be in you, and nowhere else. You know
why I took that sin upon myself. Do you forgive it f'

" What sin ?" she asked.

" Perjury."

" Oh, that r
" Did you wish to die under a false accusation ?" said I.

" How do you know it was false ?'' she returned.

" At any rate, I know it.''

" Perhaps, then," she said, " I may have wished to save the one

who was really guilty. Why should I so greatly care to live ? The

man who had given my life its object was gone : what had I to wait

for?"

" Then you loved him still ?" I exclaimed.

She gave me a strange look. " Loved him still ! I never loved

him. From the time I first heard his name, I hated him."

^* Surely you did love him once, only too well
!"

" Have you thought so ill of me as that ?" she replied, smiling a

moment. " I might have expected it of the judge and the jury ; but I

supposed your eyes were keener. If I were a man, I would believe in

a miracle sooner than in the dishonor of the woman I loved. No

;

you are wrong. I never saw Henry Mainwaring till I met him here."

" Then why was he your enemy ?" I demanded, in astonishment.

After a pause, she said, " I will tell you a little story, which will

perhaps help you to understand it. A good many years ago, a gentle-

man, who had a wife and a little daughter, saw another woman, who

was young and wonderfully beautiful. A man may love as many

women as he pleases, but he can bring honor to only one, at most ; to

all the rest his love means disgrace. This other woman returned his

love, knowing no harm ; and she belonged to a people who have no

social rights, and who understand love and hate, and joy and grief, but
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not the niceties of the law. After a time, they too had a little

daughter. But after a year or two the mother learned that, though she

was a mother, she was not a wife ; and she died, but sent the child to

him. By and by the man's wife died also, and he was left with his

two daughters. He educated them both ; but he gave the elder prece-

dence over the younger, who, knowing neither whence she came nor

that her companion was her sister, accepted her position willingly and

joyfully, as was her nature.

" So they grew up together, and loved each other well. But one

morning the elder took the younger to her room, and threw her arms

round her neck, and kissed her, and then she showed her some papers

she had found, which revealed all the secret. * You are my sister,' she

said,
—

' my darling sister ; and, whatever any one may say or do, you

are my equal, and whatever I have is yours. No one shall be unjust

to you while I live, and whoever is your enemy is mine too. You
shall have no shame that I will not share, and I will accept no honor

that is not given to you as well !'—After that, do you need to be told

that I loved my sister better than ever?—better than myself?'^

Of course I had perceived from the first that the story she was

telling was her own story ; nevertheless, the passionate emphasis she

gave to the last sentence startled me. Up to that time, she had spoken

with a curious imaginative languor, as if she were following in fancy

the thread of a complication in which she felt no vital concern ; but

this demeanor vanished in a moment : she sat erect, and threw her very

life into the words. And then, too, a foreglimpse of what was to come

flashed upon me, and I felt, rather than saw, the fatal error I had

made.

" At last some one came to court her,—an elderly and reserved

man, but wealthy ; and she obeyed her father, and married him. She

would have taken me to live with her, but I was needed at home

:

her father had begun to realize that he was mine too, and to value me.

She wrote me many letters. Her husband's affairs kept him much
away from her. Then for a time—for some months—she did not

write. I knew there was mischief on foot; and when, at last, her

letter came, I said nothing to any one, but left home that night, and

was with her the next day.

" She was alone : husband and lover both had abandoned her. She

told me what her life had been. There were two chapters in it : first

she had been sold for money ; then she had been betrayed for love.

She told me all : it will never be told again ; God knows it, and that

is enough, for He only can understand, and forgive,—and punish. I

comforted her as much as a broken heart can be comforted ; and
Vol. XXXIX.—

6
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another thing that gave her happiness was that she was ill, and knew
she would not recover. We were sisters together again, and we used

to laugh and chat, sometimes, as we did when we were children : when
there is no hope, peace comes again. At other times she told me about

her love.—Oh, my sister ! my darling sister !'^

She hid her face upon the cushion of the couch,—where that dead

body had lain a week before,—and wept like a summer storm.

Her tears ceased as abruptly as they had come, and she sat erect

again, composed and stern, and spoke rapidly and coldly :

" At the end she gave me the ring, and asked me, if I ever met

him, to return it to him and to give him a message. It was a loving

message : there was no reproach in it. I took the ring, and promised
;

and I made a promise to myself also, which I did not tell her of.

Afterwards I learned from my father that this Henry Mainwaring was

a relative of ours ; but perhaps he had not recognized my sister as his

cousin, under her married name. I did not tell my father that Henry

was the man, for I meant to punish him myself, and in my own Avay.

You know the rest,—how much I succeeded, and how much I failed."

She rose to her feet at this point, and I rose also. I thought she

was going to leave me ; but, instead, she came a step nearer, and laid

one hand upon my shoulder. The expression of her face was sad.

" It was you that made me hesitate until it was too late," said

she.

"I? How?"
*' Only because you were his brother."

It was said so quietly and sadly that a moment passed before I com-

prehended the significance of that admission. It was no delusion : she

had loved me. But there was no invitation, no consent, in her eyes.

Her hand, which had seemed to hold me, kept me back. It was like

balancing on the partition between life and death.

" Let me know what it is to be, Sinfire," I said. " I fathom you

less than ever. Are you angry that I misjudged you ? My soul knew

what my reason questioned : you could not be yourself and not be pure.

Was it my perjury that offended you ? In what other way could I

have kept you ? And the sin is mine."

"What do you call it, to keep me? Would you rather I died

loving you, or despised you and lived ?"

" Do you despise me ?"

" Despise you ! Oh, what shall I say to you !" she cried out, in a

voice of mingled menace and anguish. ^* Why don't you speak ? AYhy

do you hide yourself from me? Was there no other way to clear me
than by staining me? Could you have told no other story of that
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niglit ? Oh, Frank, Frank ! it was tlien that you lost me,—not when

you crept upon liim in the wood and shot him through the heart ! I

believed then that you were an avenger ; but in the witness-box you

revealed yourself as a murderer. Even if you had been silent, and let

them hang me, I would have rejoiced in you, for love lives by sacrifice

;

as you had saved me from the guilt of blood, I would have saved you

from its consequence. Or, if you had taken my hand over his body,

and said, ^ I have done this for you T I would have come to you for-

ever, and gone with you to the end of the world ! But you did not

trust me ; and the lie you told was a shameful and a timorous lie !^'

^' So you were in the wood and saw me kill him ?'' said I.

" Yes, I saw it."

" I wish you had told me before," I rejoined. " But it is no matter

now. I see that I have made a mistake. You are right to go. By
the way, the estate descended to me in tail, but on my decease without

issue it falls to the next of kin, which is yourself. John's personalty is

already yours, by his will. As for Henry, he had not much besides

his life, and that, as you say, I took from him,—on your account chiefly.

That is all, I think ; except my mother : she will not last long : will

you see that she dies in decent circumstances ? It would not be too

exacting a recompense for having taken from her her three sons and

the estate of Cedarcliffe."

She looked at me a long time. I do not know what she sought, or

what she found. But all passion and suffering had burnt themselves

out in me. I stood there, wishing that she would go and leave me in

peace. I knew that she had never been more beautiful ; but her beauty

could not impress me or interest me : I looked upon it as unemotionally

as an animal might have done. Indeed, she was phantom-like to me,

at the last. I thought. If I pinch myself, or stamp my foot, she will

not be there. And at last, in truth, she was not there ; and as I re-

seated myself in my chair I was inclined, half in jest, to ask myself

whether such a creature as Sinfire ever really existed.

I might doubt it, but for one little thing that she said at parting,

just the moment before she disappeared. She said No ; I will

not write it down. Let me take that one thing away with me, un-

touched. "*

And now for Soprani, my Queen of Cobras ! Faithful are the

wounds of a friend. Ah, Saprani, I was foolish to wander from you.

There is a virtue in your cold, sharp kiss that makes all other caresses

tame.

THE END.
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THE STORY OF ANGELA.

TELL you? Yes, I will try. I will try to do just as you wish,

—

lie still, speak quietly and slowly, search my memory and my con-

science, forget nothing, tell all. That is what you said, isn't it ? Well,

I will try. The pain is gone now ; and I feel warm and easy among

these soft pillows, with the sun shining across my feet. Do you see

how the sun shines in a broad golden band across my feet ? And yet

it is New-Year's Day,—midwinter. It seems more like a day in April

;

and to me it brings back all those strange, keen feelings that begin to

stir in one's heart in the spring. It is a great change from last night.

Last night there was a fierce wind, and it rained, and the sky was black,

and—and the water,—^how black and cold the water was, too !—There !

My head is very light and far away. But if they will leave us two alone

together, like this, and if you will keep that calm, kind, beautiful look

in your eyes, and if only the cough will not come back, I think I shall

be able to tell you all.

And yet, all,—that means so much. That means more than you

think. This latest thing was caused by that earlier one ; and that, by

something earlier still : so that I cannot make you understand what I

did last night, without going back, back, back, into the past,—back

to the very first beginning,—and then starting and coming down step

by step to now. That will be long and hard. I don't know whether

I shall have strength enough to do that. But I will try.

What did you say ? Begin by telling you my name and who and

what I am ? Ah, yes ; that will be the best way to begin.

My name is Angela,—^Angela Teresina,—and I am eighteen years

85
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old. My birthday fell last month. Scarcely older, that might seem,

than a girl ; but I have been a woman for such a long time now that

I can hardly believe I ever was a girl,—a mere girl, with nothing to

think about or to worry about. You see, even before my father fell

sick—even before I was twelve years old—I had to be almost a woman ;

and after that I had to be wholly one. My father used to play the

flute in the theatre ; but when I was twelve years old he got a cough,

and could not play any more : so then I had to earn a living for both

of us. But even before he got the cough he had needed a great deal

of care : I had had to be more like a mother than like a daughter to

him. He was so forgetful and absent-minded that I always had to be

looking after him, and making him remember the things he ought to

do. I always had to see that he wrapped himself up when it was cold,

and that he took his umbrella with him when it rained, and—just think !

—when he would start for the theatre I alsvays had to remind him

not to forget his flute ! Then, besides, there was the housekeeping,

—

the marketing, the cooking, the sweeping, the dusting, the mending,

—all these : so that, as I have said, even before I was twelve years old I

had plenty to do and plenty to be anxious about.

But afterwards,—after he began to cough, and had to give up play-

ing,—then, added to the other things, there was our living to be earned

somehow. Oh, I wasn't afraid of work. I did everything I could

do,—everything that would bring in a little money. In the daytime I

would run errands for people, or I would give out circulars in the street,

—yes, once for a whole week I gave out circulars every day,—and in

the evening I would sell opera-books in front of the Academy of Music,

or flowers in front of the theatre. I used to sell flowers on Sunday,

too,—on Fifth Avenue, just below Madison Square. In these ways

I almost always earned enough to buy our food and to pay our rent.

The medicines he needed they gave us at the Dispensary. And if, as

it sometimes happened in spite of all I could do, if I found that I had

not earned enough, I would take something to the pawn-shop (my

mother had left a little jewelry,—a few ear-rings, a breast-pin or two,

a coral necklace),—I would take something to the pawn-shop, and so

eke out what was wanting. This I had to do secretly,—without letting

my father know. He had grand ideas of pride, my poor father, and

would never have digested his supper had he known that it was paid

for with money borrowed from the pawn-shop. It made me feel al-

most like a thief when I would do this ; but what else was there to be

done?

I have told you—haven^t I ?—that on Sunday I used to sell flowers

on Fifth Avenue near Madison Square. I used to stand on the corner
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of Twenty-Second Street, when the avenue was most crowded with

people ; and there in a few hours on Sunday I would often make more

money than I could make in all the other days of the week put to-

gether. I don't know why, but people seem less unwilling to part with

their money on Sunday than on other days. They don't stop half so

long to make up their minds, they don't put on half such a surprised

look when you tell them the price, on Sunday as they do on Monday.

Well, I was going to say, one Sunday in October—this was when I was

fifteen, and he had been sick three years,—a w onderful, soft, sunny day,

that this day reminds me of—I was there as usual, on my corner,

when Ah, now I have reached the real beginning ! That Sun-

day in October was the real beginning. I have talked all this time,

wasted all this breath, and only now reached the beginning. You
must let me rest a little, to get strength and courage to go on. . . .

Yes, courage. I need courage to tell you about that Sunday.

When I think of it, when I remember it, there is such a wild, hot pain

here in my breast, there is such a quick, hard beating of the blood here

in my temples, that—that it is not easy to speak about it quietly and

slowly, as you wish me to. It is not easy to speak about it at all.

When I think of it, what I want to do is not to speak, but to cry out,

—-just as you would want to cry out if you had fire in your heart. And
yet I must speak about it, because that was the very beginning of what

is ending now.

What happened on that Sunday, when it happened, gave me no such

pain, no such strange, strong feeling, as I have now in recalling it ; for,

when it happened, had I any idea of what it would lead to ? of what its

end would be ? What happened was simply this.

It was after one, nearly two, o'clock. The crowd had dwindled.

Not many people were going by now. I had done well,—had only one

buttonhole-bouquet left unsold. That was just a single red rose and a

geranium-leaf. I said to myself, " I will wait till five more people have

passed. Then, if no one buys, I'll stick this red rose in my hair, and

go home." So I turned to count the wayfarers. One—two—three

—

four went by. Now for the fifth. The fifth was a long while coming.

I got impatient. Why hadn't I said four ? Why should I wait for

this fifth ? What likelihood that the fifth would buy ? I was tired :

I had been standing there ever since ten o'clock,—nearly four hours,

standing at the same spot. Besides, I had done so well that I thought

I could afford to keep this one rose for myself. It was such a sweet

rose ; and I knew that the deep red color of it would show finely in my
black hair.—Well, so I stood, looking at it, and coveting it, when,

all unnoticed by me, the fifth person came, and stopped, and spoke.
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" A penny for your thoughts, my dear, and how much for the rose?^'

—that was what he said.

At the sound of his voice, I glanced up. I saw a tall young man,

with light hair and blue eyes, standing in front of me, and laughing

down at me. As our eyes met,—his and mine,—" Dio mio,^^ he cried,

in Italian, " if thou art not come straight from the island of Capri,

carina mia, then is that red blossom that thou eyest so jealously not a

rose, but a leek. Art thou trying to read thy fortune in its petals ?''

And he laughed.

" I do not come from the island of Capri—I ; but my father and

mother came from there," I answered. "How did you know?''

" How do I know that that your red rose is a rose ? So do I know
that the light in your two brown eyes was kindled by no other sun than

that of Capri. It is you that I have been looking for, these six months

gone by.'* (When he first spoke, he had called me tu, but now he

changed, and said voi.)

" Me? Looking for me? I don't understand," I said.

" Of course you don't. But here's the explanation. Without sus-

pecting it, I've been painting your portrait, piccolinaj and—a curse upon

the models !—I've sought far and wide without finding the proper head,

—your head, you know. The figure I've had no trouble with. But

the head,—ah, the head ! Now that good luck has led me to you, say,

when will you come?"
" Come ? You speak riddles, sir."

"To speak plainly, then, I am a painter, and you—no need to

blush—you are a beauty. I'm painting a picture of a Capri girl,—

a

Capri fisher-girl, mending nets. And you,—you have the hair, the

eyes, the nose, the lips, the teeth, that my mender of nets has been

waiting for. Come to my studio, and sit for me, and I'll pay you

whatever you ask,—more by the hour than you can make here, selling

flowers, by the day. Besides, think how much easier it will be. When
will you come ? To-morrow ?"

" Oh, that I cannot tell. I must speak to my father, first."

"Your father? Who is he? Where? Take me to him. Let

me speak to him."

" No," I said, " no need of that. Tell me your name and where

your studio is, and I'll let you know whether my father is willing."

The young man gave me a card, on which was printed " Mr.

Eugene Leffingwell, No. — West Seventeenth Street."

" That's my name, and that's my address," said he. " You'll find

me there as long as the daylight lasts, every day."

" Leffingwell ?" said I. " Then you are not Italian ?"
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" By the accident of my birth and the chemistry of my blood, no.

But by the affinities of my heart, yes/'

" What does that mean?'' I asked.

" It means that I am not Italian, but that I have lived in Italy.

And whoever has lived in Italy cannot help loving Italy as a father-

land. Of Capri I am familiar with every stick and stone."

" I thought surely you were Italian," I said. " I have never heard

another foreigner speak our language so well."

" Ah, it pleases me to hear you say that. The reason is simple.

You have never known another foreigner who was so fond of it. But

you—you tell me you do not come from Capri. How is that ?"

" My father and mother left Italy before I was born. I was born

in New York."
" Your father and mother were foolish. But it's an ill wind that

blows no one good ; and if they had been wise, and stayed at home,

what would my fisher-maiden have done for a head? Your name

is ?"

'' Angela,—Angela Teresina Kosmarino."

" Rosemary !" he said, in English. " Well, good-by, Rosemary.

Be sure not to forget me. And for a token,—what will you give me
for a token?"

"A token?" I questioned.

" A pledge : give me this for a pledge," he said ; and, dropping a

silver piece upon my tray, he snatched my rose from my fingers, and

laughed, and went striding off down the street.

That was all. There ! I have told you the whole story of that

Sunday. It was nothing,—a simple interchange of words, a bargain

talked of, between an artist and one whom he wished to hire as a model.

Nothing ; and yet everything, because it was the beginning of all the

rest. A simple interchange of words ; and yet every word he spoke,

and every intonation of his voice, and every smile and gesture,—trifles

that I have not stopped to mention in telling you about it,—I can re-

member as vividly as if only a day, and not years, had passed. Think

!

If I had said to myself, " I will wait till four more people have gone

by," instead of saying five, w^hy, then I never should have seen him,

—

then my whole life would have been different from what it has been.

I never should have had this story to tell to you. I never should have

done what I did last night. I w^onder where I should have been

now, at this moment, and what I should have been doing, if I had said

four instead of five. I suppose the rest of the world would have gone

on just the same. This New-Year's Day would have come just the

same,—would have been just the same wonderful, bright day that it is.
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But I—I should have been an entirely different woman, because it is

my life since then that has made me what I am. Is it not strange to

think that such a little thing—saying five instead of saying four—can

change the whole course of a woman's life ?

When I got home that afternoon, I told my father just what I

have told you. I should not have told him, had I foreseen what he

would do. But I did tell him ; and he—it made him very angry. His

face flushed up, and the veins in his forehead grew big, and he began

to cough, and coughed, coughed, coughed, till I was afraid he might

die, the cough racked him so, and he was so weak. But by and by he

got over coughing, and I dried his eyes, and gave him some medicine,

and made him rest a little ; and when he was able to speak, he said,

" Where is his card,—the fellow's card ?" He took the card, and tore

it into a hundred pieces, and threw the pieces into the fire. " There !"

he said. " Never mention that again." I could not understand why
he should be so angry ; but I took for granted that he had his reasons,

though I thought most likely they were reasons of pride ; and so I

made up my mind that it would not be possible for me to sit for the

young artist. I should have sent him word ; only, I could not remem-

ber the address that had been on his card.

That week went by just like any other week; and next Sunday I

was at my usual place with my flowers. I half expected that he—the

young artist—would come to find me, and reproach me for having

failed him ; and come, surely enough, he did.

" Ah, Rosemary," he said,—he shook his finger as one does at a

naughty child, but his face and his voice were kind,—" ah, Rosemary,

you were false to your promise ! My Capri girl has waited for you all

through the week. You were cruel to keep the poor thing in such

suspense."

" My father forbade my going to you," I explained. " He got very,

very angry, and burned your card. That is why I did not send you

word,—because the card had been burned up."

" He got angry, did he ? What is he—what is his calling,—this

father of yours ?"

" He was a musician,—a flute-player. Now he is sick, and can do

nothing but cough, and grow thin and pale."

" What is his name ?"

" Haven't I told you my name ? His is, of course, the same."

" But I mean his baptismal name."

" Oh, that is Pasquale."

" Pasquale Rosmarino, flutist. And he won't let you come to me ?"

"No."
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" And you won^t come without his consent V^

"No/'
" I shan't ask you to. But it's a bitter disappointment,—very

bitter."

" I am sorry," I said.

He looked suddenly into my eyes, in a way that made me start,

and asked, " Do you mean that you are sorry you can't come to me ?"

" I meant I was sorry that you should be disappointed."

"Oh!" he said; " only that."

Then he stood for a little while without speaking ; and then he

asked me whether I did not get very tired, staying so long on that

corner, selling flowers, and whether I made mu ?h money. I answered

him ; and then we talked together about differt 'it things ; and then at

last he said, " A rivederci, piccolina/' and went away.

I thought I had seen the last of him,—at least till next Sunday,

—

but I was mistaken. The very next afternoon, towards sundown, we

were seated in our living-room, my father and I,—he, with hands

folded, gazing into the fire, as he used to sit for hours at a time ; and I,

busy with some mending,—we were seated there, like that, when there

came a rap upon the door ; and when I opened it, who should meet me
there,—^^vho but the young artist, Eugene ! He put his finger upon his

lips, and whispered, " Make believe you do not know me,—have never

seen me." And then, aloud, he asked, " Signor Rosmarino,—does he

live here ?" I did not answer, I was so much surprised and puzzled
;

but my father, whose back was towards us, he called out, " Yes. Who
wants him ?"

" Ah, Signor Kosmarino," said Eugene, walking up to my father's

chair, and holding out his hand, " I trust I am not disturbing you or

the signorina, but I wished very much to speak with you about a

matter of business, and so I took the liberty of coming here without an

invitation." (This in Italian.)

My father said he was very welcome, and asked him to sit down,

and excused himself from rising, explaining that he was ill and feeble.

Then Eugene went on :
" To come to the point at once, Signor Ros-

marino, I was talking with Merotti (who keeps the restaurant) the other

evening, and telling him that I wished to take lessons on the flute.

He said that the best flutist in the city was Signor Rosmarino, and

that if I could get him for a teacher I might bless my luck. I asked

him for your address, which he was good enough to give me, and—and

here I am, a petitioner for your favor."

I spoke. " My father, sir," I said, " is not able to play his flute

any more. It makes him cough."
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" Exactly/' said Eugene. " But—don't you see ?—it is I who am
to play. All he will have to do will be to listen and correct my
blunders."

My father said, " I should be most happy.—Have no fear, Teresina

mia ; it will do me no harm : on the contrary, it will be a pleasure to

instruct the gentleman.—You know something of the flute already, sir,

I take it ?'' he asked Eugene.

" A little," Eugene answered.

" Bring my flute, Teresina," said my father. " And then you will

play for us, sir, will you not ?"

I brought the flute, and gave it to Eugene. He looked it over, and

carried it to his lips, and began to play. He played that oldest of old

songs,— Santa Lucia,— but he played it so prettily that, when he had

done, my father and I both exclaimed for real pleasure. Then he and

my father made terms together,—very generous terms. He was to

come every day, from five o'clock to six in the afternoon, and for that

he was to pay—what was wealth to us—nine dollars every week.

Nine dollars ! Perhaps it does not sound like much when I say it

now ; but, ah, how much it meant to us then ! Nine dollars added

every week to what I could earn,—why, it made us rich.

Well, after that—all during that fall and winter—Eugene came

every day. I don't think he missed a single day. At first he really

played the flute, a little ; but towards the end he scarcely touched it at

all,—would only sit and talk,—talk to my father, to me, to both of us.

And yet I am sure my father honestly believed that he was giving

Eugene lessons and earning his money. I knew better. I didn't like

to have him take the money without giving something worth it in

exchange ; and I told Eugene so. But he laughed, and said it was a

private matter between him and my father, and not my concern ; and

afterwards I held my peace.

This winter, the last winter of his life, my poor father was very,

very happy. It made him happy to think that he was earning nine

dollars every week ; and, besides, with those nine dollars a great many

comforts could be bought,—dainty food, and good wine to warm up his

blood. Eugene had a friend who was a doctor. This doctor used to

come quite often. He said my father could not live many months, but

that he would not have to suffer much pain. He spoke the truth. My
father scarcely suffered at all, and only coughed a little. He simply

grew weaker and paler every day.

We got into the habit of thinking of Eugene, not as a pupil, but as

almost one of our own kin,—as the closest and dearest of friends. My
father cared more for him than for anybody else in the world, except
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me ; and I,—I can't tell you how much he was to me. All that worry

and anxiety, that fear lest to-morrow I might not have money enough

to buy our food with, that feeling of being alone in the world, of having

such a great load of care to bear alone, which used to stay with me
wherever I went,—Eugene cleared it all away. And in place of it he

gave me a sense of warmth and peace and safety,—a sense of well-being,

something like that which you give me now, wh^n you look at me with

those calm, kind eyes of yours. And more than this was the happiness

of being with him,—in the same room with him, in the next chair to

his, listening to his voice. To hear his voice, to hear him speak the

simplest word, made such a joy come here, in my breast, made my heart

grow so big and so light ! You can hardly understand this, I suppose
;

but I think you would have understood, if you could have seen him

and listened to him. He was tall and strong and beautiful, like the

pictures of St. Michael ; and his face was full of sunshine and sweetness,

like—like this day ; and his eyes laughed with kindness and merriment

;

and his voice,—I can't describe his voice, but it was hearty and ring-

ing and spirited, and yet could be soft, soothing, tender, like a woman's.

Yes, he came every day. I don't think he lost a single day. His

hour for coming—dusk or sunset—was one when I was most often at

home. But even if I would be away, my father would tell me, when I

got back, that he had been there. And in all this time not once did he

speak to me about the picture he had wanted me to sit for,—his Capri

girl mending nets. I was glad he did not speak to me about this,

because that showed that he remembered my father's wishes and had

respect for them. At the same time, I used to wonder how the picture

was getting on, and whether he had found somebody else whose face

pleased him better than mine had done. But I never asked him. J

did not like to ask him,—I don't know why. We—he and I—always

spoke English with each other, not Italian. This was because I told

him that I liked English better. And he always called me—not An-
gela, nor yet Teresina—but always Kosemary,—the English translation

of our family name.

Well, that spring my father died. It was more like going to sleep

than like dying. He just sat in his big chair before the hearth, with

Eugene on one side, holding one of his poor, thin hands, and with me
on the other side, holding the other hand,—^just sat there quietly, and

closed his eyes, and died,—little by little died. " Teresina mia,"—these

were his last words,—" Teresina mia, I am going to take a nap ; and,

Eugene, if I should not wake up, you will be good to Teresina, won't

you ?" Then he closed his eyes, and died. Yes, died ; though it

seemed so little like dying that I could not believe it at first. But
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Eugene had sent for his friend the doctor ; and he came, and said that

it was so,—that my father was dead. What should I have done then

but for Eugene ? Oh, I—I am sure that I should have died too !

—

pity, pity that I did not !—I should have died from terror and lone-

someness. But the terror and the lonesomeness,—Eugene drove them

away. He made me feel strong and safe,—made me feel that so long

as I had him I need not be afraid. He took care of everything, did

everything that there was to do, and had time, nevertheless, to stay

with me, helping me to bear it, all the while. No need that I should

tell you about all this,—about my grief, about all the things that had

to be done. You—you know how it is when a person dies, don't you ?

My father had been sick four years. I was now sixteen years old.

I think it was a little less than two weeks later,—these two weeks

I had gone on living in our old rooms, now so changed, so big and

dark and empty,—about two weeks later that Eugene said to me one

afternoon, " Rosemary, put on your hat and cloak, and come with me.

It will make you sick to stay all the time in these sad rooms. Come

;

you must have a little change."

" Where do you want me to go ?" I asked.

" Oh, just for a turn in the streets,—for a breath of fresh air ; and

perhaps, if the air makes us hungry, we'll get dinner somewhere outside."

So I put on my cloak and bonnet, and went out with Eugene.

We walked around the streets for a while, talking together about—

•

I don't remember what,—about all sorts of nothings,—the people we
passed, the sights we saw, the shop-windows we looked into, the beauty

of the afternoon,—about whatever trifles came into our heads. And
then, by and by, Eugene said, ^^ I am ravenous, Rosemary ; and unless

I have dinner pretty soon, I'm afraid I shall eat you up."

I said, " Let's go back home, and I'll cook something for you."

" No," said he, " we'll go to Merotti's restaurant, which is not far

off, and feast like a king and queen."

So to Merotti's restaurant we went. During the dinner Eugene

laughed and talked very gayly, trying, as I knew, to cheer me up and

make me forget my troubles. And towards the end of the dinner

Merotti himself—great, good, kind Merotti, with his dirty apron and

his shirt-sleeves rolled up to the elbow,—I never saw him otherwise

—

Merotti came to our table, and spoke to me about my father, whom he

had known very well, and told me to remember that he would always

be my friend, for my father's sake. Eugene made Merotti drink a glass

of wine with us ; and then Merotti, saying, " Alia hellezza della fan-

ciuUina/' made us drink a glass of wine with him ; and then Eugene

and I shook hands with him, and went out again.
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In the street Eugene asked, " Are you having a good time, Rose-

mary?'*

I answered, " Yes/'

"Not tired?"

" No/'
" Not in a hurry to get home ?"

" No."
" Then come with me."

"Where?"
" Wait and see."

It was night now,—a soft, sweet, spring night. The sun had gone

down while we were at dinner, leaving just a dim rose-color in the

west ; and that was fading out very quickly. We walked along from

Merotti's through Fourteenth Street, all brightly lighted up with

electric lamps, and across Union Square, which smelt of the young

leaves of the trees. Then we turned into Seventeenth Street ; and then

I said to Eugene, " Ah, I can guess where you are leading me. You
are leading me to your studio."

He said, " Yes. I wanted to show you my pretty things,—though

none of them is half so pretty as something that you can see any day by

looking into the glass, to be sure."

That made me laugh.

I said, " Anyway, I shall be glad to see the place where you live

and work."

Pretty soon we reached a house, the front of which was quite dark,

and the door of which Eugene opened with a key. Inside the house he

led me through a long passage-way, at the end of which was another

door, and this, too, he opened with a key.

" Here we are," he said.

We passed through the door, and Eugene closed it behind us. We
were in the dark. I could not see Eugene, but I could hear him

groping his way across the floor. I could also hear my heart beating,

—beating with pleasure and excitement to think that I was going to see

Eugene's studio with my own eyes. Then I heard him scratch a match
;

and then he lit a candle, and two more candles, all three fastened in a

sconce against a mirror.

"Now, Rosemary," he said, "this is my studio. What do you

think of it?"

Oh, it was such a wonderful place ! The light shed by the candles

—the light was faint, and the flames kept flickering in the breeze from

the window—made it seem doubly wonderful. The ceiling was very

high, and the room was very large. The walls, I could see, were
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stained a beautiful, soft, gray color ; and on them were hung many,

many pictures. And all about the room were other pictures, framed or

without frames, standing on easels, or simply lying on the floor ; and

there were all sorts of curious pieces of furniture, and big books in dark

brown leather bindings, and lamps, and vases, and draperies, and I

can't tell you what all. Away off among the shadows in one corner,

the candle-light played upon a polished suit of armor ; and in another

corner, seated on a chair—oh, what a start it gave me !—I saw the

strangest-looking woman. She—it, rather—was seated stiff and up-

right, with its arm held out in front of it ; and I—I took it to be a

real living woman, till Eugene showed me that it was only a wooden

make-believe dressed up in real clothes. I just stood still, and looked

around, and wondered ; and again Eugene asked me what I thought

of it.

"Oh," I answered, "it is like a dream,—like an enchanted

castle."

He laughed.

" And," I asked, " these pictures,—did you paint them ?"

He said yes.

" How beautiful they are !" I said.

Again he laughed.

" And this—this frame with the curtain over it,—is this a picture,

too?"

" Yes," he answered.

" Why do you keep the curtain over it ?" I asked.

" So that nobody may see it," said he.

" Is—is it your Capri fisher-girl ?" I asked.

" No. I never finished my Capri fisher-girl," said he.

" And why don't you want any one to see it ?" I asked.

" Because I want it first of all to be seen by the person whom I kept

thinking about while I was painting it," he said.

"And who is that?"

" Oh, a friend of mine."

" And not even for me?—you won't lift the curtain even for me?"
" Oh, for you ? Yes, if you wish."

" Oh, then, do so at once," I begged.

He scratched another match, and lighted a row of gas-burners that

hung under a reflector just above the picture that I wanted to see.

Then, standing at one side of the frame, he pulled a string ; and the

curtain went rattling across the rod that held it up, and left the picture

uncovered. When I saw that picture, I could not help it, but uttered

a little cry of surprise.
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For—what do you suppose ?—it was a picture of me ! a picture of

myself ! I was standing out-doors, on the street-corner, with my empty

flower-tray slung by its strap from my shoulder,—standing there, looking

at a red rose which I held in my hand. Do you see ? It was a picture

of me as I had stood on the corner of Fifth Avenue and Twenty-Second

Street that Sunday when Eugene first saw me. Low down, on one side

of the canvas, in red letters, was printed,

—

Sweet Rosemary

Looks into her rose

:

Ah, what wonders

She sees there, who knows ?

Not more wonders.

Not more to surprise,

Than I see when I look

Into Rosemary's eyes

!

Well, I looked at that picture for a little while, and then I turned

around and looked up at Eugene. He was very close to me. I looked

up at his face, and my eyes met his. Oh, how can I tell you ? how
can I describe to you the strange, swift, awful thrill that went coursing

through my body, and stopped the beating of my heart for a moment,

as our eyes met and stayed together ? It was as if something magical

had darted from his eyes into mine. Next instant—next instant he had

wound his arms around me, and was straining me hard against him,

and whispering hot, swift words into my ear. His words,—it is not

needful that I should repeat them, is it ? I don't think I could ever

bring myself to repeat them,—no, not even to you. But what they

meant,—you know what they meant. They meant that he loved me.

That is what his words meant. Oh, that was a wonderful moment,

when Eugene held me in his arms and whispered those words to me !

In that moment my life seemed to undergo a change,—greater, greater

than the change of water into wine. I seemed to feel all my old life

sinking and flowing away from me, and then suddenly a torrent of new

life rushing in to take its place. It was as though I had just been

roused from a long dull doze into eager wakefulness,—as though a

whole world of feelings, deep down within me, which I had never known
was there till now, had suddenly been uncovered. But all this talk

gives you no idea of it. That moment was too great and too wonderful

for me to describe in talk.

By and by I asked Eugene how he had been able to paint my picture

when he was away from me. I thought an artist needed to have his

model right in front of him all the time, as he painted. He explained

to me that every day, while he was taking his lesson on the flute^ he
Vol. XXXIX.—
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had studied my face, and so had painted from memory. Then I asked

him what he was going to do with the picture ; and he answered, " That

is for you to say. 1^11 do whatever you want me to, with it."

" Perhaps I ought not to feel so," I said, " but I should like to

have you keep it just for you and me, and not let any one else see it.

Will vou?"
%/

He said, " Yes, if that is your wish. I'll never let any one else see

it, till you give me your permission."

I said—this was after we had not spoken for quite a while—I said,

" Eugene, what did you do with that rose,—^the rose you took from me
that day ?"

" I kept it," he said ; " and here it is."

He opened a tiny ivory box, and showed me the rose.

" It is black and withered, isn't it ?" I said. " Not much like the

fresh, beautiful flower it was last time I saw it."

" But it still keeps some of its perfume," he said ; and he gave it to

me to smell. That was true. Black and withered as it was, it still

kept a faint, sweet perfume.

"I remember how I hated to part with that rose," I said. "I
remember how I longed to keep it for myself. But you took it away

without asking. I am not sorry now ; though when you did it I was

sorry. But if you had not done that, perhaps "

" Yes, perhaps," he said, understanding what I meant. " Yes, that

was the first step. But I, too, was sorry after I had done it. After I

had left you, I remembered how wistfully you had been looking at it

;

and my conscience smote me to think that I had taken it away from

you. But now—now I am glad."

After this we did not speak again for some time. I wanted to ask

him why he had waited so long before telling me that he cared for me

;

but somehow I did not like to, and so kept still. By and by he asked

me whether I was happy ; and I answered that I was happier than

words could tell, and asked him whether he Avas happy too. He said

that he had never been so happy in his life before.

" To think," he said, " that after this you and I are going to live

together—alone together—all the time !"

*^ Oh, then," I asked, " shall we be married soon ?"

" ^larried ?" he repeated, and his voice was strange ;
" married ?

Ah, yes, to be sure—married. Why, we are married, aren't we?"
" Why, no," I said, " we haven't been married yet."

" Oh, that's so ; we haven't been married yet. But we're the same

as married. When two people love each other, they're the same as

married, don't you know ? Marriage is merely a form."
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" Marriage merely a form ? Why, no ; marriage is a sacrament.

We are taught that marriage is a sacrament by the Church, don't you

remember V^

" Ah, yes ; so we are. The Catholic Church does regard marriage

as a sacrament, that's so. But then, you know, that's only a super-

stition."

" I don't think I understand what that means," I said,
—" only a

superstition. I know that I have always been taught that the love of

men and women for each other is not perfect until it has been hallowed

by the Church. It seems only right that with such a heavenly thing

as love, the Church, which represents heaven upon earth, should have

something to do. It seems only right that when two people love each

other they should go to church, and kneel before the altar, and confess

their love there in the presence of Our Blessed Lady. I should think

they would want to tell her about the beautiful love that their hearts

are full of, and to have her smile upon them, and say that their love is

good, and bid them love each other always. I know that whenever I

have any great feeling of any kind, sorrowful or joyful, it is sweet to

confess it to Our Lady."
" Ah, well, I am not a pious man, I. But you shall have your wish

in everything. Married by a priest, though not in a church, we shall

be. When?"
" Oh, that is for you to say."

" Then we shall be married to-morrow,—but not in a church.

Spare me the church. I'll get a priest, and bring him to your rooms

to-morrow, and he shall marry us then and there. So long as we are

married by a priest, it isn't necessary that it should be done in a

church."

I was sorry for this,—sorry that he did not want to be married in

a church. But I was afraid it might hurt his feelings, if I insisted

upon my way ; and so it was agreed that we should be married in my
rooms to-morrow.

Eugene got up, and turned out the gas ; and afterwards we sat

together in the candle-light, and talked. The windows Avere wide open
;

and through them came in the hum of life from the streets ; and clear

and distinct above all we could hear the voice of a woman, not far

away, singing a song,—a very sweet and plaintive song, that went like

this. . . . No, no. It will make me cough. My voice is broken. I

can't sing it for you. But it was a sweet song, and very, very sad. Eu-

gene said it was from an opera,—Faust, I think he said. We sat together

there, and talked. You would laugh if I should tell you all the things

we said,—such trifling things, and yet so pleasant ! One thing we re-
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peated over and over again, and never tired of ; and every time that we
repeated it it seemed somehow as if we had not said it before,—as

if it was something new, w^hich we had just found out. This was, that

we loved each other. Oh, we talked a great deal about the future,

—

about the happiness that was waiting for us in the future,—about the

things we should do,—about the place where we should live. Eugene

said that we should do the next best thing to living in the country : we
should live near Central Park. By and by I said I thought I had

better go home now ; and Eugene took me home. On the way through

Fourteenth Street we met a young girl selling flowers. Eugene

stopped, and bought a great bunch of red roses, and gave them to me,

—

just as time and time again young gentlemen had stopped, and bought

my flowers, to give to their sweethearts. Then, at my door, Eugene

said good-night.

He said good-night, and told me to expect him early next morning

with a priest. I climbed up-stairs, and went into our rooms,—the

same rooms that I—the same I—had left only a few hours ago. I

looked around. Yes, they were the same rooms ; and I was the same

woman ; and yet everything—the rooms, I, and all the world besides

—everything had been so strangely, so mysteriously, altered ! Have
you ever been at the theatre? And do you remember how you will be

looking at a certain scene, and the scene will be just thus and so, and

then, all at once, without any of the scenery being shifted, the whole

character of the scene will change,—because they have changed the

color of the light shed upon it, and where a minute since there was

white light, now there is rose-colored light? Well, it was a change

something like this that had come over me and over my world since in

the afternoon Eugene had told me to put on my hat and cloak and go

out with him. Everything was the same,—the scenery had not been

shifted,—and yet the character of everything had been altered. The

white light had given place to rose light.

What did I do? I did nothing. I sat down, and thought, and

was happy. I sat there in the dark, and held the flowers he had given

me in my hand, and breathed their wonderful fragrance, and was happy,

—happy, I mean, in a very deep and grave and solemn way. Yes, it

made me feel grave and solemn to think that I was going to be Eugene's

wife. It made me feel something as one feels in church when they

chant the Ave,—joyful, and yet, at the same time, quiet and full of awe.

How long I sat there, how quickly the time flew while I was seated

there, you may guess when I tell you that by and by there came a rap

upon the door, and I started up and saw that it was broad day. The

day had broken without my noticing it, and now it was full morning.
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I started up, and opened the door ; and there stood Eugene. Eugene

came in. He was followed by a priest. Then we were married. In

a little while I was his wife.

Our wedding-day was the 28th of May ; and I was then sixteen

years and nearly six months old. Less than two years ago,—only one

year and a half ago. Lying here on this bed now, and looking back,

it seems as though it must have been years and years ago, a whole life-

time ago, I have lived through so much since then. But let me tell

you. Let me keep calm, and think, and tell you.

We went to live in a little white wooden house, with a back garden

in which there grew a peach-tree, far up town,—in Ninety-Eighth

Street, just west of Central Park. We went to live there the first week

in June Wait. I want to ask you something. Isn't this

strange ? Till now it has been perfectly easy for me to tell you. All

that I have told you till now has seemed to tell itself. And now, all

at once, I feel as though I could not go on,—as though I could not tell

you any more. My strength seems all at once to have left me. I

cannot fix my mind. My thoughts are scattered. There is a pain

here, in my breast, burning here like a flame ; and there is a lump here,

in my throat, that makes it hard to speak, and that hurts when I swal-

low. I—I think you had better let me rest again for a while. Let

me close my eyes, so, and lie still for a while, and then perhaps I shall

be able to go on

There ! Now I will begin again. Now, say, what is it that you

want me to tell you ? The rest ? Oh, how quietly you speak the

words,—the rest ! Do you know what that means,—the rest ? That

means all that has happened since, doesn't it? That means all my
love and joy and pride and sorrow and shame and hatred ; it means all

the misery and hardship I have gone through,—all the madness I had

when I was sick,—all the heartache I had when I got well,—every-

thing, down to last night. Oh, it is very easy for you to sit there and

say, " The rest," so quietly ! But I tell you it was not easy for me
to live through it,—that rest. No, it was hard, very hard. It was

almost enough to make me disbelieve in God. It did make me dis-

believe in God,—until you came, and spoke, and looked at me with

your good, mild eyes, and kindled new faith in my heart,—my burnt-

out heart. But I will try to tell it,—to live it all over again in mem-
ory,—suffer it all again here, now. God help me !

At first our life together was like a long holiday. He never left

me,—not even for a single hour. How did we spend our time ? Oh,

we had no trouble spending our time. We used to take long walks
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in Central Park, or sit out in our garden under the peach-tree, or

up-stairs in our room ; and we would talk together, or I would sing

to him, or he would tell me stories,—stories about Italy and Capri

and his life there,—or he would read to me. Ah, the books he read !

I can't remember the names of half of them. But to listen to him

reading was like closing my eyes and dreaming a marvellous dream. I

remember, one of the books was called " The Arabian Nights,"—another,

^' Treasure Island,^'—a third, and this was the one I liked best of all,

a third he translated for me from the French, and it was about an

Italian girl named Consuelo. Then, laughing all the while, he would

help me cook our dinner ; and then we would eat it at sunset time out

in our garden. AVe always ate out there, except when it rained. And
often we would just sit for hours together, and smile, and be silent.

In the evening we used to go to the theatre, or to a concert ; and after-

wards we would have supper at a restaurant. Oh, such good times !

It was summer ; the weather was soft and warm ; the sunshine was

like pure gold ; and the air always had a fresh, sweet smell that it

caught from the trees and flowers in the Park. I have no words with

which to make you understand the peace, and the happiness, and the con-

tentment of that summer. As I recall it, it seems like a song, a bed^-

tiful, rich, glad strain of music,—but with a sad, harsh ending. The

end came very gradually. I did not know when the change began.

But by and by I felt that there had been a change. He—Eugene

—

was the same ; and yet I felt that he was different. He seemed some-

how less light-hearted ; he seemed to have something on his mind ; and

yet there was no time when he was not cheerful, or when I could ask,

" What are you thinking about, Eugene ?'' without getting the answer,

" About you, Rosemary." I cannot describe it,—cannot make it plain

to you,—but I felt it. I felt that everything was not as bright as it

had been. And then, one day in September, one Sunday, he spoke

;

and then I knew that my feeling had not been wTong.

AVe had just got back from the Park, where we had gone to listen

to the music. I think it was between four and five o'clock. The day

had been warm and sunny ; but now a breeze had sprung up from the

east, and it was chilly, and a few clouds had begun to gather in the

sky. We sat down in our room,—Eugene at the window, and I

before the glass, to fix my hair,—and for a while neither of us spoke.

Then at last Eugene said this. He said, " Rosemary, the summer is

nearly over : did you know it ?"

I said I knew it was September, and that the summer could not

last much longer. He asked whether it had been a happy summer

;

and I said it had been by far the happiest summer of my life.
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" And of mine too," he said. " I wish it might last forever. But

now the autumn is upon us. My play-day is over. I must go to work

again."

I said, " That means you must go to your studio ?"

" Yes, to my studio," said he. " Hereafter I must go every day.

I must wake up and buckle down to work. Why,—do you know,

Rosemary ?—here I am twenty-six years old, and not a thing to show

for it ! I've been an idler all my life. Fve been thinking about this

lately. Other fellows, with not half my talent, have distinguished

themselves, while I have been—loafing. It's the old story of the

tortoise and the hare. It won't do; it won't do. Why, the only

picture I have, that isn't a sheer botch, is that picture of you ; and that

you don't want me to exhibit. Yes, I must go to work. I ought to

have gone to work long ago. To-morrow I'll begin. I'll stick to my
easel, like a cobbler to his last, till I've accomplished something ; and

then—after that—then we'll take another holiday, with an easy con-

science, Rosemary."

I said, " Oh, dear !" I knew that he was right. I knew that he

ought to go to work, and that it would be wrong of me to try to keep

him from doing so. But I could not help saying, " Oh, dear !" That

was saying very little, compared to all that I felt.

Next morning he went away. Why, if he had been starting upon

a long journey, to stay for months, instead of only a few hours, it

could not have been harder to let him go. I kept calling him back

;

he kept coming back of his own accord. But—but at last he went in

earnest. Then I climbed up to our room, and sat down, and tried to

get used to thinking that I should not see him again till night. Night

!

it seemed years away.

It rained, and the wind shrieked and whistled, all that day. I was

very, very lonesome. The house,—oh, how big it seemed, and empty !

The hours,—oh, how slow they were ! The twilight,—oh, how it dragged

itself out ! But at last it got dark. At last, when I had almost begun

to think that he would never come, Eugene came home. I had ex-

pected to be so happy then. But I was not,—not much happier than

I had been during the day. For Eugene,—I asked him how he had

succeeded,—whether he had painted w^ell,—and he said, ^' Idleness

has told upon me. My right hand has lost its cunning. Don't, please,

speak to me about my painting. It's a sore subject." And after that

he was silent and absent-minded.

Next morning he left me again. Again there was a long, lonesome

day. Again it got dark, and he came home. This time I did not

speak to him about his painting ; but I guessed that it had not gone
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well, because he was again silent and absent-minded ; and when he

kissed me I thought he scarcely knew what he was doing ; I thought

his heart was far away, somewhere else.

Oh, why do you make me tell you ? Can't you—can't you imagine

how it was after this ? Look. The summer changed to autumn, did

it not ? The days grew colder and darker, didn't they ? Just in the

same way, Eugene's mood seemed to have changed,—from summer to

autumn. But now and then a warm, summer-like day came back

;

now and then a day came that might have been a June day : is it not

so ? Just in the same way, now and then Eugene would brighten up

and be like his old self. Still, on the whole, the season kept creeping

farther and farther away from summer, closer and closer to winter ; the

warm days became fewer and fewer ; at last there were none at all,

—

or, at least, if one day was warmer than those that had gone before it,

still it was not at all like a real summer day,—do you understand ?

Well, so with Eugene. Little by little he got more and more absent-

minded and morose and—and indifferent to me. It was more and

more seldom that he would be anything like his old self, and then he

would be only a very little like it. I knew that he was anxious and

troubled about his work. I knew that his work had come between

him and me. I was miserably unhappy. Bat I used to get a little

comfort from the thought that perhaps it would not last forever,—that,

just as the winter would by and by pass away, and the summer come

again, so perhaps Eugene would by and by throw off the shadow that

hung over him, and be happy and light-hearted and—and loving,

again. But that—that was a mistake. Oh, yes ; I used to try to

cheer him up. I used to try to take him out of himself,—to talk and

laugh,—to make believe that I was contented, and so to put a little

contentment into his own heart ; but it was no use. He would just

smile for a minute, and then he would sigh, and the cloud would settle

over him again. I was so sorry for him ! I knew that he was suffer-

ing very much.

Well, one evening in December, late in December, Eugene came

home as usual. But after dinner, instead of throwing himself into his

arm-chair, as his custom was, to sit there silent and brooding till bed-

time,—instead of doing this, he said, " I am going out,—going to spend

the evening out ; and, as we're so far up town, I shan't come home,

but shall sleep in my studio."

I did not like this. He had never spent his evenings away from

me. I hated to let him go. But he said it was necessary. He said,

*' I've got to go into society a little, in order to make friends. It's

necessary to my success that I should make friends." I said nothing
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more. He went. He did not come home again till the next night.

That was hard to bear,—twenty-four hours without seeing him once.

But that was only the beginning. After that, he got into the habit

of going out almost every evening. Often, after that, he would not

come home at all, but would go to the parties he had to go to, directly

from his studio, and then go back there to sleep. After that, I hardly

had him to myself a single evening in the week. And then—then he

would be silent and cold and absorbed ; his thoughts would be some-

where else. Oh, dear, dear ! How my heart used to ache !

One day the postman rang our door-bell, and left a newspaper. It

was addressed to Eugene. I did not think it would be wrong for me
to open it. It was only a newspaper,—not a letter. I opened it.

There was a column marked with blue pencil. I began to read it. It

was all about an exhibition of pictures. And from that I learned that

he—Eugene—had exhibited his picture of me,—which he had promised

not to, without asking me. There was a description of it ; and, printed

in that newspaper, for all the world to read, I saw the little poem that

Eugene had put in red letters down in the corner of the picture,—the

one about my looking into my rose, and his looking into my eyes,—

I

think I repeated it to you, didn't I ? Oh, I did not like this ! If he

had wanted very much to exhibit the picture, and had asked me, I

should have said yes ; but to do it without asking, especially when he

had promised not to,—that did not seem right. And then to let other

people read that poem,—that I never should have consented to. Why,
that was like letting other people know our secrets. I did not like that

at all. And yet he had gone and done that, too ! He did not come

home that night ; but the next night he came home, and then I gave

him the paper, and told him that I had opened it and read it. I should

have gone on to tell him hoAV badly it made me feel ; but he did not

give me a chance. For, when I said that I had opened and read the

paper, he got very angry. Oh, he spoke to me so angrily and so

loudly, and said such hard, cutting things ! Oh, I wished that I was

dead, a thousand times ! He made me cry till I thought I should never

get over crying. He said that I was prying and jealous, that it was

outrageous for me to have opened his paper, that it was a crime. He
said it was a crime to open anything addressed to another person,—that

I had been guilty of a crime. He said I must never dare to do it again.

And then he went ofP,—went out of the house,—and left me crying, and

stayed away all night.

After that, I was more unhappy than ever. After that, Eugene
never showed me any sign of love at all,—at least of the kind of love

that I wanted, and that he had used to give me.
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It was in February that—that a most wonderful thing came to my
knowledge. Very gradually, but very surely, just as gradually and as

surely, just as wonderfully and as beautifully, as, after a long, black

night, the sunrise begins to come up from the east,—oh, there came to

me the knowledge of this thing,—that I—that somehow I—was going

to have—a little baby. Oh, when that knowledge came to me, how my
heart thrilled, and yet how awe-struck I felt ! I had been so very, very

wretched ! No one can ever know how wretched I had been. And I

had felt so far from Eugene. But this,—oh, this changed the whole

world, and gave my life such a great meaning, and made my heart yearn

so towards him,—my husband ! It made all my trials seem so small,

—

it made his coldness, even his anger, towards me, seem so little and so

unreal,—compared to this great, real, joyful truth. It made my love

of him all at once deepen and grow stronger and graver and more trust-

ful. And I was sure that when I told it to him he would come back

to me, and be even more to me than he had been in the old time. I

thought to myself, ^^ This is what we needed to complete our love and

make it everlasting.^'

I was going to tell him. I had put off telling him, because

first I wanted to get used to knowing it myself; and then, besides, it

seemed to grow better and more wonderful by keeping. But at last I

was going to tell him. One evening he came home, and we had dinner

together. I was happy—happy ! My heart was singing. I talked

gayly to him dmnng the dinner. He smiled, and said, " Why, what

has come over you ? I have not seen you half so merry for a long

while." I laughed into his eyes, and loved him.

After dinner he sat down in his big arm-chair before the fire.

" Now," I said to myself, " now I will tell hiin !" It made my heart

tremble, and yet it made it thrill, too, to think of sharing my great

secret with him. I left the dinner-things on the table^ and went up to

him, and sat down at his feet, and looked into his eyes, and took his

hand, and said, ^' Eugene, I have something to tell you."

^' Have you ?" he asked, not very kindly. " Then tell it quickly,

because I've got to go out pretty soon."

*^ Oh," I said, " are you going out to-night ?"

" Yes," he answered.

" Oh," I said, " won't you stay home with me to-night,—just this

one night ?"

" I can't," he said. " I've made an engagement to go out."

" Oh, if you would only break your engagement, just this one

night," I said, " and stay home with me ! I want you so much to stay

with me to-night."
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" I'm sorry," he said. " You ought to have told me beforehand.

It's too late now."

" Too late?" I said. " Why is it too late? I don't often ask you

to stay home. You're home very little nowadays, you know. Only,

to-night, to-night I wish you would not leave me. I've set my heart

on having you to-night."

" It can't be helped," said he. " I've made a positive engagement."

He spoke sharply, as though my pleading had annoyed him, and he

took his hand away,—^the hand that I had been holding.

I waited a little while. It hurt me, to have him speak sharply, and

take his hand away, when I was going to tell him that—that thing. I

waited a little while, and then I said, ^^ Eugene, don't you love me at

all any more ?"

" Love you ? Why, of course I love you," he answered ; but there

was no love in his voice.

Again I waited a little while. Then, " Eugene," I asked, " doesn't

our love—the love that has been between us—doesn't it give me a right

to expect anything of you ?"
»

I meant no harm by asking this. I did not mean to find fault, or

to hurt his feelings. I was only going to say that I thought I had a

right to expect him to stay at home with me once in a while. But he

misunderstood. He started to his feet. I saw that I had made him

angry. I was sorry. I put my hand on his arm, and would have

begged his pardon. But he shook me off.

" A right ? A right to expect anything ?" he cried. " Why, for

heaven's sake, what more do you expect than you get already ? Don't

I feed and clothe you? Don't I support you? But for me, where

would you be now, I should like to know? Selling flowers in the

street, as you were before I took up with you ! Don't you stand

between me and success ? What's the reason I don't become a success-

ful artist ?—as successful as any one ? What reason, except that, like a

fool, I've gone and tied myself down to you !—handicapped myself at

the start ! A right ? Expect anything ? By God ! I think you get

as much as you have a right to expect, and more !"

He said that,—very low, very fiercely,—and stamped with his foot

on the floor. If he had struck me a blow in the face, it could not have

startled me so completely. If he had stuck a knife into my flesh, it

could not have hurt so much. I fell back into a chair, and pressed my
hand to my breast, to keep down the pain, and bit my lips till they

bled, to keep from crying out, and made no answer. He went off. I

heard his quick tread in the hall ; I heard the street door slam behind

him ; and I knew that he had gone. He had said that to me, and then
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gone off I I—I just sat there, dazed with pain, for—oh, I don't know
how long. My heart—it was as though it had been crushed with a

stone. I felt bruised from head to foot, and sick,—deathly sick.

There was a fearful ringing in my ears. Those words that he had
spoken, I kept hearing again and again :

" Don't I feed and clothe

you? Where would you be now but for me? Don't you stand

between me and success ?'' And then, " By God !" Oh, the way he

had cried out, " By God !" And the way I kept hearing it again and

again ! It was hateful. I sat still there, and could not move, for the

weight that was upon me,—sat there, and knew for the first time in

my life how much it is possible to suffer,—knew how wildly, madly

miserable it is possible to be.

I have only a confused memory of the rest that happened that night,

—such a memory as one has of the things that happen in a nightmare. I

remember that by and by—after I had sat there, rocking to and fro,

and thinking it all over, for a long, long while—by and by I said to

myself, " Well, he shall not be tied down to me any more. I won't

stand between him and success any more. Feed and clothe me ? I

will feed and clothe myself. I will never give him a chance to speak

to me like that again." Then, I remember, I put on my hat and

cloak, and left the house,—^the house where we had been so happy. I

remember how my heart sank, as I crossed the threshold, and thought,

" There ! Good-by, little house,—little house where I have been so

happy. Good-by to all my happiness." Yes, I went out into the

street, with my mind made up to just one thing,—to this, that he

should never have a chance to speak to me again like that. It was

bitter cold out-doors. There was snow on the ground. But I did not

mind the cold : I did not feel it. I felt as if I was burning up. No,

no ; I had no idea where I was going. I walked, and walked, and

did not stop to ask, did not care, where my walk would end. The

mere walking, the mere bodily motion, was a relief. The cold, too,

—

that was a relief. The wind stung my cheeks, and pierced like a

needle through my clothes, and made my teeth chatter and my fingers

ache ; and that was a relief. It kept me from thinking. All this I

remember in a vague way, as if it was sometliing that I had heard

or read about another person, more than as if it was what I had gone

through myself. My brain was spinning round and round, and I was

faint and dizzy. I walked as fast as I could,—almost ran,—onward,

onward, and took no notice of the places that I passed.

But all at once—after what length of time, I cannot tell—all at

once I stopped, stood still. All at once my strength seemed to leave

me,—my legs seemed to grow weak beneath me,—my knees knocked
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together. I was afraid I was going to faint away. " No, no ; I must

not faint away/' I remember I said to myself. " If I should faint

away in this cold, I might freeze to death." I did not want to freeze

to death, because—don't you understand ?—because I was no longer

only myself. There was another life united with mine. I had no

right to die. I must go somewhere and get warm,—at once, before it

was too late. I wondered where I was. I looked at a lamp-post. I

was clear down town,—on Eighth Avenue near Fourteenth Street. I

had walked all that distance since leaving home. Well, where should

I go now, to get warm, and to rest ? I should not be able to go much

further. I must go somewhere at once. Where ?

" Why," suddenly I thought, '^ why, to Merotti's, of course. Where

else ? Merotti's,—it is only a few blocks away. Why, of course, to

Merotti's."

And towards Merotti's I set my face.

My memory of that night keeps growing dimmer and more

confused. Though Merotti's was only a few blocks away, yet, I

remember, I was so tired, and so stiff with the cold, that it seemed as

if I never should get there. I remember what an effort every single

step cost me ; my feet had become as heavy as lead, and hard to lift.

And then I remember that at last, with a great leap of the heart, I

found that I had reached Merotti's door. I dragged myself up his

stairs, and went into his big room, and sank down upon a chair. I

remember how hot the room was, and how it smelt of wine and food

and tobacco-smoke, and how the smells made me deathly sick for a

moment, and how the lights blinded my eyes. I sank down upon a

chair, and closed my eyes, to shut out the dazzling lights ; and right

away I forgot everything, and only felt a tingling in all my limbs, and

a throbbing in my temples, and heard a loud roaring in my ears.

By and by some one spoke to me. I looked up. I saw Merotti,

—great, kind Merotti,—with his dirty apron and his shirt-sleeves

rolled up, the same as ever. I don't remember what he said to me,

—

no, nor what I said to him. I remember he gave me some hot wine

to drink, and that afterwards he led me out of the big room, and up a

flight^—or two flights ; I think it was two flights—of stairs ; and I seem

to have a very dream-like recollection of going into another room, a

small room in which there was a bed ; and then I must have gone

straight to sleep, because there—at that point—my memory breaks off,

and I cannot remember anvthing; more until the next mornino-, when I

woke up.

But, ah, how well I remember that—that waking up ! First of

all, before I opened my eyes, I felt just a sense of ease and warmth
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and softness through my body,—a delicious sense of comfort. I lay

there, with eyes closed, enjoying this as long as it lasted. But that

was not very long. Little by little, as I got wider awake, it passed

away, and left me with a feeling of strangeness,—a feeling that some-

thing strange had happened, or that I was in a strange place, or that

somehow things had been changed. Then I opened my eyes ; and then

at once I saw that my feeling had been right. I saw that I was in a

strange place. The sun was shining through the window; and my
clothes were on a chair in the midst of the sunlight. What could this

mean? Where could I be? For a minute or two I was perplexed

and frightened ; but only for a minute or two. Suddenly everything

came back. Memory sprang like a wild beast upon me. I buried my
face in the pillow, and bit the pillow-case, and moaned aloud.

Yes, in a single, vivid flash, everything came back,—everything

from the time I had started to tell my secret to Eugene, down to the

time of my going to bed last night,—all that he had said to me, and

how he had gone away and left me, and how my heart had burned. Is

it needful that I should tell you how I lay there, and thought, and suf-

fered? Can't you put yourself in my place, and guess? It was all

over and done with ; my life as Eugene's wife was all over and done

with. That was the thought that clung like a thorn in my mind, that

would not be plucked out, that made every breath I drew a pain. It

was all over and done with,—all. He had said that I was a burden to

him. He did not love me. Well, I should not be a burden to him

any more. I would try to get along without his love. It may not

sound like much when I tell it to you now ; but to lie there then, and

think it, and understand it,—oh, it made me want to scream out and

tear my hair. It was as if all that I cared for on the earth had turned

to ashes. There was nothing to look forward to,—nothing but weari-

ness and misery. I wished that I was dead
;
yes, though I knew that

I had no right to die, that I must not die, still I wished with all my
heart that I was dead. That was the worst,—to hate life so, to long

so for death, and yet to know that I had no right to die, and must go

on living ! Life,—it stretched before me like a dark wilderness, peopled

by terrors, into which and through which I should have to make my
w^ay alone. I lay there in the bed Merotti had given me, lay there and

thought,—thought about the past and about the future,—until the sun

had risen so high that only a narrow strip of sunlight was left in the

room. Out in the street there was a great deal of noise,—voices of

people passing, horse-car bells, rattle of wagons on the pavement, thun-

der of trains on the elevated raihyay, and in the distance the melan-

choly strain of a hand-organ. These noises sounded strangely in my
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ears, because, you know, where we had lived—where I was in the habit

of waking up—the streets were very quiet. Then, besides, it seemed

so strange, and somehow so terrible, too, that the city should be just the

same as ever,—that people should come and go about their business

just the same as ever,—and yet that everything I cared for should have

changed so much. It made me realize how indifferent the world is to

us, how little it matters to the world what we do or suifer. I heard

the great, loud laugh of a man, down on the sidewalk. It seemed very

strange to me that any one should have the heart to laugh.

AVell, I lay there in this way for—it must have been hours after my
waking up. Then, at last, without knowing why, I got out of bed. I

had no purpose in getting up. Only, I was tired of lying there and

thinking, and so I got up for the sake of change. As I was dressing, I

asked myself, ^' How much did I tell Merotti last night ?'' I could not

remember very clearly ; but I hoped, and half remembered, that I had

not told him anything. I asked myself, too, " Now where shall I go ?

What shall I do ?'' I had no money. But I said to myself, " I will

borrow a little money from Merotti, and hire a room to sleep in, and

then What did Eugene say I should be doing now, but for him ?

I'll do that. I'll buy a few flowers, and earn my living in the old

way."

After I was dressed, I went down-stairs and into the public room.

The room was empty. The clock was striking twelve o'clock,—noon.

I could see Merotti, through the folding-doors, far back in the kitchen.

When he saw me, he came forward.

^'Well," he said, with his good-natured smile, ^^you are better,

eh?"

"Yes," I said, "better."

" You were half frozen when you came here last night," said he.

" Yes, I was very cold."

" Where did you come from ?'^

" From far up town."

" We haven't seen you for an age. What are you doing nowadays ?

Still selling flowers ?"

" Yes,—still selling flowers," I said. That was not true—yet. But
it would be true very soon.

" Not married yet, I suppose ?"

Then he did not know of my marriage !
" No," I said, " not

married." This was true. I was not married any longer. It was the

same as if I had not been married.

" And that friend of yours—Mr.—what's his name ?—Leflingwell,

—have you seen him lately ?" asked Merotti.
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" Have—have you ?'' I asked.

"Oh, he comes here once in a while to dine,—but not often,"

Merotti said ; then he added, " You must be hungry. What do you

think of a little breakfast ?—Giuseppe !''

Merotti ordered Giuseppe—the waiter—to bring some breakfast;

and then, as he ate, he told me about his business, and about his rheu-

matism, and about the opera, and about the plague that had been in

Italy last summer, and so on and on, till, finishing his last glass of

wine, he asked, " Well, where are you going from here, fanduUina

miaf
" I don't know exactly," I answered. " I—I wanted—I was going

to ask you,"—oh, it was hard work to say this !
—" I was going to ask

you to lend me a little money—to hire a room with. I haven't got any

money just now."
" Why, of course, my child," said Merotti, in his big, kind way.

'^How much do you want? And where are you going to hire the

room ?"

" Oh," I said, " I don't know how much. You can judge of that.

And as for the room, there are plenty to let around here,—on Third

Avenue, you know."
" Well, will this be enough ?" he asked. And he pulled out a great,

fat purse, and gave me a ten-dollar bill.

"It is too much," I said.

" Too much money, my dear," said he, laughing, " is a contradiction.

It cannot be. Take this ; and when you need more, you know where

to seek it."

By and by I said good-by.

" Good-by," said he ; " and don't let it be so long again before you

come and see me."

Well, that afternoon I hired a room on Third Avenue ; and that

evenino; I be^an to sell flowers in front of the theatre at the corner of

Thirteenth Street and Broadway. My life as Eugene's wdfe being over

and done with, I simply went back to the life I had led before our

marriage.

There is no need that I should dwell upon the next few months.

That I was very unhappy, very lonesome, I surely do not need to tell

you. I do not need to tell you, either, about the hardships, the trials,

the humiliations, that I had to put up with,—no, nor about the bodily

pain that I had to suffer towards the end. But it was the end that I

looked forward to with something like real happiness. It was the end

that gave me a motive for living and suffering. After my baby was
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born, I thought, I sliould not be quite so lonesome,—I should have a little

something to gladden my dreary life. I used to dream very often about

him,—my baby. Only to hear him cry in my dreams made me happy.

" So," I thought, " how much more happy shall I be when I really

have him,—when the dream comes true !"—No, I never saw Eugene.

In all this time, from February to August, I never once saw him.

Often and often I used to long for just a sight of him. Often and

often, in cold weather and in hot, when the snow was on the ground,

and when the sun had heated the city through like an oven, I would go

and stand on the corner of Seventeenth Street, and wait there till I was

all tired out, or till the cold had made me ache from head to foot, or

till the heat had made me faint and dizzy, watching the door of the

studio building, and hoping that he would pass in or out, and that so I

might enjoy just one good look at him, and then run away before he

could notice me ; for I would not have had him know that I cared to

see him,—not for anything in the world. But this was all in vain. I

was always disappointed. Not once did I catch even a glimpse of him.

I used to wonder, too, whether he ever felt sorry that I had left him,

whether he ever missed me, whether he ever thought longingly of the

old times and wished that they would come back, and all that ; but I

made up my mind that he did not, because he never tried to find me, or

to get word to me, which he could have done easily through Merotti.

He knew—of course he knew—that I would go to Merotti. Every-

body—I mean everybody who is Italian—goes to Merotti, if he is poor

or in trouble. He knew that I would go to Merotti, and that if he

cared to learn anything about me he would only have to ask Merotti.

But he never did. So I made up my mind that not only his love, but

all his interest in me also, was dead.

Well, the winter passed, and the spring came; and the spring

passed, and the summer came ; and at last it was August. In August,

I thought, my baby w^ould be born. I had saved up a little money ; and

I had told the woman whose room I rented ; and she had promised to

look after me ; and then There ! Now I want to ask you whether

it was not natural that I should disbelieve in God. Listen to this, and

answer me. I tell you, when a woman goes through some things it is

hard to believe in anything, except in badness and in Satan. I had

been through a good deal already,—you^ll not deny that. But I had not

yet been through the worst. In the darkest hours of my misery I had

had one bright light to look forward to,—hadn't I ? I had had the

birth of my baby to look forward to, and to live for,—hadn't I ? So

that it would have been false if I had said that there was nothing good

left in the world,—wouldn't it ? But now Well, listen.

Vol. XXXIX.—

8
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One day—one morning early in August—I woke up, feeling very

sick. My head was hot ; and there were pains shooting through it

;

and I felt weak and languid all over. But I got up, all the same. I

did not think that my sickness would be anything more than passing

;

and so I got out of bed, and went out-doors, as usual. I went first to

the florist^s on Third Avenue, where I used every morning to buy my
flowers for the day ; and then I dragged myself—it was hard work—

I

dragged myself through Fourteenth Street, towards the west. I wanted

to reach the corner of University Place. That is where the crowd of

ladies shopping is thickest, and where, therefore, most money is to be

made. But when I had got as far as Fourth Avenue I felt so very

sick that I said to myself, " I must cross over to the Square—Union

Square—and sit down on one of the benches and rest a little." Oh,

I felt wretchedly sick,—a sort of dazed, stupid feeling in my head, and

heat and dryness in my mouth, and languor and weakness everywhere.

It makes me feel something the same way now merely to remember it

and speak of it. Well, I crossed over to the Square, and sat down on

the first bench I came to. There was a poor-looking man on the bench

already, reading a newspaper and smoking a pipe. The smell of his

pipe made me worse. But I took that bench, because I was afraid I

should not be able to reach the next one. I remember how heavy my
head was, and how the streets and the houses and the people all seemed

to be whirling around and around in a mist. I remember it seemed

as though the bench was a seesaw, and I kept rising and falling on it,

and the man with the pipe rose as I fell, and fell as I rose. Then

suddenly a fearful pain shot through me, as though a hot iron had

pierced my breast, and all at once everything grew as black as night.

I could not see my hand before my face. I was in mortal terror. I

thought surely I was going to die. I tried to cry out, but I could not

make a sound ; my tongue clove to the roof of my mouth, as it does in

dreams. The bench gave a great lurch, and I fell over,—I remember

that,—but then I cannot remember any more.

As I found out afterwards, I had fainted away, there on the bench

in Union Square ; and an ambulance came, and took me to the hospital.

Later on, I was moved from that hospital to the other one,—the one

on BlackwelPs Island. But I remember nothing about that. The

nurse told me about that, afterwards. The next thing that I remember

clearly is my waking up in the hospital bed. That was in October.

All the meantime—the rest of August, the whole of September, and the

first part of October—I have not quite forgotten, but my memory of it

is strange and distorted,—a memory of heat and noise and redness and

confusion, which I can't describe. You see, I was sick with fever, and
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out of my head. But when the fever left me, and I was myself again,

I found that I was in the Charity Hospital on BlackwelFs Island, and

that it was October. The nurse explained this to me.

"October?'^ I said. "Oh, if it is October, then—then my baby

has been born !''

" Yes,'' said the nurse.

" Oh, then, where is he ? Why don't you bring him to me ? Oh,

bring him—quick !"

The nurse went away. I thought she had gone to bring me my
baby ; and I lay there listening to my heart beat for the joy and the

excitement of thinking that in a minute I was going to hold him in my
arms and hear his voice. Oh, how my heart leaped, and how hard it

beat, at that thought ! I held my breath, waiting for the nurse to come

back. And pretty soon she did come back,—but without my baby.

There was a man with her,—a young man. He came right up to my
bedside, and looked down at me, and then he took my hand, and put

his finger on my wrist, to feel my pulse. I let him keep my hand for a

moment without speaking. But then I said, " Well, aren't you going

to give him to me ?—aren't you going to bring me my baby ?"

The man—he was the doctor, you know—he turned to the nurse
;

and they spoke together, so low that I could not hear. Then the nurse

came to me, and said, " You can't have the baby just yet, dear : the

doctor says you are not well enough yet."

She said that,—but there was something—something in her look or

in her voice—I can't tell what—something, oh, that made a terrible

fear rise in my heart.

" Oh," I cried, " has anything happened to him ? Oh, for God's sake,

tell me ! Has anything happened to him ? Don't keep me in suspense !"

Again the nurse and the doctor spoke together, so low that I could

not hear. Then the doctor said, "Don't you think you had better

close your eyes, and rest a little, before talking any more ? We'll tell

you about the baby after you get a little rested."

I started up in bed. " Oh," I cried, " you'll drive me crazy ! Oh,

for mercy's sake, why do you torture me like this ? Give me my baby,

or tell me what has happened to him."

Well, they didn't hold it back any longer. They told me. They

told me that my baby had been born dead.

I stayed in that hospital, as you know, till a week ago last Monday,

—till the Monday before Christmas. I stayed there more than two

months after I had waked up and learned about my baby. I was very

weak. I had got this cough ; and I coughed almost all the time. By
and by they moved me from the room where I had first been, into
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another room,—the room for people who are getting well. In this

room I had a chair near the window. I used to sit at that window,

and look out upon the river, and across at New York, and think. Oh,

I used to think pretty bitter things sometimes. When I would remem-

ber all that had happened, the thoughts that I had were not good

thoughts or happy ones. Sometimes thinking would make me feel so

desperate, would make me hate all the world so fiercely, that I would

just gnash my teeth together till I thought they would break, and I

would tear my clothing and scream out loud. But sometimes I would

simply feel numb and indifferent, and as though I should not care, no

matter what happened to me. Yes, I used to sit at that window, and

watch the boats sail by, and watch the colors of the day come and go

in the sky and water, and look over at New York, and think, and

remember. One day when I was seated there like that I caught the

reflection of my face in the window-pane. Then I saw how my sick-

ness had changed me. At first I did not know myself. I looked at

that face in the window-pane for a moment, without knowing whose it

was ; and then, when I realized that it w^as mine, it made me start for

surprise. I saw how thin and white my cheeks had grown, how hollow

my eyes were, and how queer I looked without my hair. You know,

my hair had all fallen out. Now it has grown in again. But the

color has never come back to my cheeks, and my eyes have been sunken

and hollow ever since. Sometimes I used to wonder who lived in the

houses straight across from my window,—the houses on the terrace by

the side of the river. That was strange, as you will find out in a little

while. It was strange that I should have wondered about those houses.

But I did not spend much time that way. Most of my time I spent,

as I have told you, thinking.

Now I have nearly reached the end. Now I am ready to tell you

what I did last night, and why I did it ; and then I shall have finished.

Well, last night—I had been out of the hospital, back in New
York, about ten days—last night, just after dark, I was walking along

Fourteenth Street, in the rain, when I met a gentleman who stopped

and spoke to me. He was that friend of Eugene's,—the doctor, who

used to come and see my father. I had not seen him since those days.

He stopped and spoke to me,—said, " Why, is this you ? How
changed you are ! I scarcely should have known you.'' Then we

talked for a little while together, and then he turned to go away. But

just as he was turning he stopped again and said, " Oh, by the way,

do you ever see Leffingwell—Eugene Leffingwell—nowadays ?"

Of course I had expected that he would speak of Eugene ; and I

was surprised at his starting to leave me without having done so.
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" No," I answered ;
" no."

" I suppose you heard of his marriage, eh ?" the doctor went on.

" Whatn asked.

" Why, yes ; his marriage. You heard that he had got married,

didn't vou?"
" When did he get married ?" I asked, as quietly as I could.

" Let me see. It—it was in September, I think."

" He got married in September," I said. " And who—whom did

he marry ?"

" A Miss Appleton,—immensely rich. A very brilliant match."

"Oh!" I said.

That was all I could say. Suddenly I felt as if the sidewalk was

sinking from beneath my feet. I reeled, and put out my hand to catch

hold of something and keep from falling. The doctor took my arm,

and held me up.

" Are you sick ? Are you faint ?" he asked.

" Oh, no," I said. " Only I slipped,—my ankle turned."

Now I felt better.

" You did not tell me," I said ; " do they live in New York,

—

Eugene and his wife ?"

" Oh, yes," said he :
" they live in Beekman Place,—No. 57 Beek-

man Place."

" Beekman Place : where is that ?"

" That's up-town, on the East River, just above Fifty-First Street."

" Oh !" I said. " Good-night."

" Good-night," he said, and went away.

I waited till he had gone out of sight. Then I just pressed my
hands to my sides, and laughed,—laughed out loud, there in the open

street. So he was married ! A Miss Appleton ! Rich ! A brilliant

match ! I laughed and laughed. I don't know, I can't understand,

now, as I look back, what it was that had come over me and that

made me laugh so hard. I was not laughing for merriment. My
laugh was not a happy laugh : it was as if an evil spirit had some-

how got into me, and was laughing for spite and malice. I laughed

till the laugh made me cough ; and then I coughed till I thought I

should fall down, the cough weakened me so. And, oh, I felt as if

I would give all the world just to see this Miss Appleton, and—and

trample on her, and defy her, and make her heart ache a little, as mine

had ached. Yes, that is what I felt. I hated her, and I w^anted to

make her suffer ; that is what I felt. And then I tried to think what

the best way would be to do it. What could I do that would hurt her

most,—this rich woman who dared to pretend to be his wife ? That is
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the question I asked myself; and I walked around the streets in the

cold and wet for a long while, thinking about that. And at last I

made up my mind. I said to myself, " I will go to her,—I will go to

their house in Beekman Place,—and there I will tell her that she is not

his wife. I will let her know the thing she is. I think that will hurt

her enough,—to let her know that though she is living with him, yet

she is not his wife T'

That is what I had made up my mind to ; and that is what I started

at once to do.

I walked up Third Avenue as fast as I could walk. The wind

and the rain were fierce and cold ; but I did not mind them. All the

time, as I was walking, I kept going over and over again in thought

the scene that would take place in a little while,—kept making pictures

to myself of her shame and her agony when I had told her what I had

to tell. I thought that she would be tall and proud ; I could see the

way she would look at me with her proud eyes ; and then I could see

her tall body tremble, and the pride in her eyes give way to horror, as

I began to speak. So I walked on and on, up Third Avenue, and

eastward through Fifty-First Street, until I had reached Beekman

Place. And now I want to ask you whether this wasn^t strange.

Beekman Place,—the place where Eugene was living with his new wife,

—it was the very same place—the very same row of houses, on the

terrace at the river's side—that I had used to wonder about, as I looked

across at New York from the hospital window ! I used to wonder

who lived in those houses : do you remember my telling you ? And
now who should be living in one of them, who but Eugene? I think

this was very strange.

Well, I reached Beekman Place, and found No. 57, and climbed

the stoop, and rang the bell. Ah, how hard my heart was beating now !

In a minute—in a minute, oh, what pain I was going to make her suffer !

A servant-girl opened the door, and I asked her whether Mrs.

Leffingwell was in. She said she would go and see. Then she let me
into the hall, and left me standing there. The hall was brightly

lighted and warm, and there was a soft, red rug upon the floor. I

waited there, trying to think what I had better say first of all. But

I could not think very clearly, for the hatred and the fury that were

in my breast. At the same time, I could feel my heart trembling at

the thought that perhaps Eugene himself was in the house, within

sound of my voice, at this very instant.

But pretty soon I heard a footstep. I listened. Yes, it was a

lady's footstep. She

—

she was coming. Now ! Oh, I thought my
heart would choke me, it leaped so now

!
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I turned around to look. A lady was coming down the stairs,

right in front of me. I looked up at her. I saw her clearly. And
when I saw her, the moment my eyes first rested upon her, then—then

the change came. Then, suddenly, all the bitterness and fury and

hatred melted out of my breast, and left there only a feeling of pity

and tenderness for this little lady. If you could have seen her, you

would have felt the same way. She was such a pretty little lady, with

such a sweet mouth, and such beautiful blue eyes. I looked at her,

and at once my heart went out to her, and I thought, ^' What ! Did I

want to hurt that poor little thing ? Did I want to make tears come

to those beautiful blue eyes ? Oh, shame !^^ And I felt as though,

instead of hurting her, I should like to take her in my arms, and soothe

her, and comfort her. She was not the least like what I had expected

—not the least proud-looking. She looked more like a little, soft,

innocent child.

She came on down the stairs, and when she had reached the bottom

she lifted her eyes to mine, and asked—oh, in such a kind, soft voice

—

asked, " Did you want to see me ?"

Now, what could I say ? What excuse had I to give for having

asked to see her ? I could not think of anything to say, and so I stood

there, dumb.
" You look tired and sick," she said. " Won't you come in and

sit down and get warm ?"

I—I can't remember just what I answered. I was very much
ashamed and very awkward. But I said something about having made

a mistake, and then I turned around, and opened the door, and ran out

into the street.

Well, you know what I did after that. Why did I do it ? Oh,

can't you see why? I felt so sorry for that poor little lady, who
thought she was his wife, and yet never could be his wife so long as

I lived,—I felt so sorry for her that I said to myself, " Why not let her

be his wife in earnest ? If she should ever find out that she is not his

wife, she will be so unhappy ! Why not put yourself out of the way ?

You are of no use to anybody, living ; but by dying, you would be of

use to her." And then the river was right there,—only a few steps

away,—and so—— Well, you know the rest. I could not help crying

out, the water was so cold. But I never meant that they should come,

—

that the man should come and jump in after me. That was not worth

while, because you say that now I cannot live much longer anyway

;

and I might as well have died then as now That is all

I think I have told you all.

Sidney Luska.
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THE WATER OF GOLD,

" pUY,—who'll buy?'' In the market-place,

-L^ Oat of the market din and clatter,

The quack with his puckered persuasive face

Patters away in the ancient patter.

" Buy,—-who'll buy ? In this flask I hold-
In this little flask that I tap with my stick, sir

—

Is the famed, infallible Water of Gold,

—

The One, Original, True Elixir

!

"Buy,—who'll buy? There's a maiden there,

—

She with the ell-long flaxen tresses,

—

Here is a draught that will make you fair.

Fit for an emperor's own caresses !

" Buy,— who'll buy ? Are you old and gray ?

Drink but of this, and in less than a minute,
\

Lo ! you will dance like the flowers in May,
\

Chirp and chirk like a new-fledged linnet

!

5.1

" Buy,—who'll buy ? Is a baby ill ? \

Drop but a drop of this in his throttle, )

Straight he will gossip and gorge his fill,
J

Brisk as a burgher over a bottle !

'

t>'

" Here is wealth for your life,—if you will but ask
;

Here is health for your limb, without lint or lotion;

Here is all that you lack, in this tiny flask
;

And the price is a couple of silver groschen !

" Buy,—who'll buy ?" So the tale runs on,

And still in the great world's market-places

The Quack, with his quack catholicon.

Finds ever his crowd of upturned faces

;

For he plays on our hearts with his pipe and drum,

On our vague regret, on our weary yearning

;

For he sells the thing that never can come.

Or the thing that has vanished, past returning.

Aitsiin Dohson.
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MY BOOK AND L

PERHAPS the best of a song heard, or of any and all true love,

or life's fairest episodes, or sailors', soldiers' trying scenes on land

or sea, is the floating r^umS of them, or any of them, long afterwards,

looking at the actualities away back past, with all their practical exci-

tations gone. How the soul loves to hover over such reminiscences !

So here I sit gossiping in the early candle-light of old age,—I and

my book,—casting backward glances over our travelled road. After

completing, as it were, the journey (a varied jaunt of years, with many
halts and gaps of intervals—or some lengthened ship-voyage, wherein

more than once the last hour had apparently arrived, and we seemed cer-

tainly going down, yet reaching port in a sufficient way through all

discomfitures at last)—after completing my poems, and letting an inter-

val elapse to settle them, I am curious to review all in the light of their

own (at the time unconscious, or mostly unconscious) intentions, with

certain unfoldings of the thirty years they seek to embody. These

lines, therefore, will probably blend the weft of first purposes and

speculations with the warp of that experience afterwards, always bring-

ing strange developments.

Result of seven or eight stages and struggles extending through

nearly thirty years, I look upon " Leaves of Grass," now finished to

the end of its opportunities and powers, as my definitive carte visite to

the coming generations of the New World,* if I may assume to say so.

That I have not gained the acceptance of my own time, but have fallen

back on fond dreams of the future (^' Still lives the song, though Reg-

nar dies"),—that from a worldly and business point of view " Leaves of

Grass" has been worse than a failure,—that after thirty years of trial

public criticism on the book and myself as author of it shows marked

anger and contempt more than anything else (" I find a solid line of

enemjes to you everywhere,"—letter from W. S. K., Boston, May 28,

1884),—and that solely for publishing it I have been the object of two

or three pretty serious official bufPetings,—is all probably no more than

I ought to have expected. I had my choice when I commenced. I bid

neither for soft eulogies, big money returns, nor the approbation of ex-

isting schools and conventions. As fulfilled, or partially fulfilled, the

best comfort of the whole business (after a small band of the dearest

*When Champollion, on his death-bed, handed to the printer the revised

proof of his " Egyptian Grammar," he said gayly, " Be careful of this,—it is my
carte de visite to posterity."
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friends and upholders ever vouchsafed to man or cause,—doubtless all

the more faithful and uncompromising—this little phalanx !—for being

so few) is that, unstopped and unwarped by any influence outside the

soul within me, I have had my say entirely my own way, and put it

unerringly on record,—the value thereof to be decided by time.

In calculating that decision, William O'Connor and Dr. Bucke are

far more peremptory than I am. Behind all else that can be said, I

consider " Leaves of Grass'' and its theory experimental,—as, in the

deepest sense, I consider our American republic itself to be, with its

theory. I think I have at least enough philosophy not to be too ab-

solutely certain of any thing or any results. In the second place, the

volume is a sorticj—whether to prove triumphant and conquer its field

of aim and escape and construction, nothing less than a hundred years

from now can fully answer. I consider the point that I have positively

gained a hearing to far more than make up for any and all other lacks

and withholdings. Essentially that was from the first, and has remained

throughout, the main object. Now it is achieved, I am certainly con-

tented to waive any otherwise momentous drawbacks, as of little account.

After continued personal ambition and effort, as a young fellow, to

enter with the rest into competition for the usual rewards, business,

political, literary, etc.,—to take part in the great melee^ both for vic-

tory's prize itself and to do some good,—after years of those aims

and pursuits, I found myself remaining possessed, at the age of thirty-

three to thirty-five, with a special desire and conviction. Or rather, to

be quite exact, a desire and conviction that had been more or less flitting

through my previous life, or hovering on the flanks, mostly indefinite

hitherto, had steadily advanced to the front, defined itself, and finally

dominated everything else. This was a feeling or ambition to articu-

late and faithfully express in literary form and uncompromisingly my
own physical, emotional, moral, intellectual, and aesthetic Personality, in

the midst of, and tallying, the momentous spirit and facts of its imme-

diate days and of current America,—and to exploit that Personality in

a far more candid and comprehensive sense than any hitherto book.

Perhaps this is in brief or suggests all I have sought to do. Given

the nineteenth century with the United States and what they furnish

as area and points of view, " Leaves of Grass" is, or seeks to be, simply

a faithful and doubtless self-willed record. In the midst of all it gives one

man's—the author's—identity, ardors, observations, faiths, and thoughts,

colored hardly at all with any coloring from other faiths, other authors,

other identities or times. Plenty of songs had been sung,—beautiful,

matchless songs—adjusted to other lands than these—other days, another

spirit and stage of evolution ; but I would sing, and leave out or put
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in, solely with reference to America and myself and to-day. Modern

science and democracy seemed to be throwing out their challenge to

Poetry to put them in its statements in contradistinction to the songs

and myths of the past. As I see it now (perhaps too late), I have un-

wittingly taken up that challenge and made an attempt at such state-

ments,—which I certainly would not assume to do now, knowing more

clearly what it means.

For grounds for " Leaves of Grass," as poetry, I have abandoned

the conventional themes, which do not appear in it : none of the stock

ornamentation, or choice plots of love or war, or high, exceptional per-

sonages of Old-World song ; nothing, as I may say, for beauty's sake,

—no legend, or myth, or romance, nor euphemism, nor rhyme. But the

broadest average of humanity and its identities in the now ripening

nineteenth century, and especially in each of their countless examples

and practical occupations in the United States to day.

One main contrast of the ideas behind every page of my verses, com-

pared with established poems, is (as I have said once before) their dif-

ferent relative attitude towards God, towards the objective universe, and

still more (by reflection, confession, assumption, etc.) the quite changed

attitude of the ego, the one chanting or talking, towards himself and

towards his fellow-humanity. It is certainly time for America, above

all, to begin this readjustment in the scope of verse, for everything else

has changed. As I write, I see in an article on Wordsworth, in one of

the current English magazines, the lines, " A few weeks ago an eminent

French critic said that, owing to the special tendency to science and to

its all-devouring force, poetry would cease to be read in fifty years.''

But I anticipate the very contrary. Only a firmer, vastly broader, new

area begins to exist—nay, is already formed—to which the poetic genius

must emigrate. Whatever may have been the case in years gone by,

the true use for the imaginative faculty of modern times is to give ulti-

mate vivification to facts, to science, and to common lives, endowing

them with the glows and glories and final illustriousness which belong

to every real thing, and to real things only. Without that ultimate

vivification—which the poet or other artist alone can give—reality would

seem incomplete, and science, democracy, and life itself finally in vain.

Few appreciate the moral revolutions, our age, which have been

profounder far than the material or inventive or war-produced ones.

The nineteenth century, now well towards its close (and ripening into

fruit the seeds of the two preceding centuries*),—the uprisings of

* The ferment and germination even of the United States to-day, dating back

to, and in my opinion mainly founded on, the Elizabethan age in English his-
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national masses and shiftings of boundary-lines,—the historical and

other prominent facts of the United States,—the Secession War,—the

stormy rush and haste of nebulous forces,—never can future years

witness more excitement and din of action—never completer change of

army front along the whole line, the whole civilized world. For all

these new and evolutionary facts, meanings, purposes, new messages,

new forms and expressions, are inevitable.

My Book and I,—what a period we have presumed to span ! those

thirty years from 1850 to ^80—and America in them ! Proud, proud

indeed may we be if we have culled enough of that period in its own
spirit to worthily waft a few live breaths of it to the future !

Let me not dare, here or anywhere, to attempt any definition of

Poetry, nor answer the question what it is. Like Religion, Love, Na-

ture, while those terms are indispensable, and we all give a sufficiently

accurate meaning to them, no definition that has ever been made suf-

ficiently encloses the name Poetry ; nor can any rule or convention ever

so absolutely obtain but some great exception may arise and disregard

and overturn it.

Also it must be carefully remembered that first-class literature does

not shine by any luminosity of its own, nor do its poems. They grow

of circumstances, and are evolutionary. The actual living light is al-

ways from elsewhere,—follows unaccountable sources, and is lunar and

relative at the best. There are, I know, certain controlling themes that

seem endlessly appropriated to the poets,—as war, in the past,—in

the Bible, religious rapture and adoration,—always love, beauty, some

plot, or some pensive or other emotion. But, strange as it may sound

at first, I will say there is something far deeper and towering far

higher than those themes for the elements of modern song.

Just as all the old imaginative works rest, after their kind, on long

trains of presuppositions, often entirely unmentioned by themselves,

yet supplying the most importaAt parts or bases of them, and without

which they could have had no reason for being, so " Leaves of Grass,"

before a line was written, presupposed something different from any

other, and as it stands is the result of such presupposition. I should

say, indeed, it were useless to attempt reading the book without first

carefully tallying that preparatory background and quality in the mind.

Think of the United States to-day—the facts of these thirty-eight or

forty empires soldered in one—fifty or sixty millions of equals, with

tory, the age of Francis Bacon and Shakespeare. Indeed, when we pursue it,

what growth or advent is there that does not date back, back, until lost—perhaps

its most tantalizing clues lost—in the receded horizons of the past ?
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their lives, their passions, their future—these incalculable and seething

multitudes around us, and of which we are inseparable parts ! Think,

in comparison, of the petty environage and limited area of the poets of

past or present Europe, no matter how great their genius. Think of

the absence and ignorance, in all cases hitherto, of the multitudinousness,

vitality, and the unprecedented stimulants of to-day and here. It

almost seems as if a poetry with anything like cosmic features were

never possible before. It is certain that a poetry of absolute faith and

equality for the use of the modern never was.

In estimating first-class song, a sufficient nationality, or, on the

other hand, what may be called the negative and lack of it (as in

Goethe's case, it sometimes seems to me), is often, if not always, the

first element. One needs only a little penetration to see, at more or

less removes, the material facts of their country and radius, with the

coloring of the moods of humanity at the time, and its gloomy or hope-

ftd prospects, behind all poets and each poet, and forming their birth-

marks. I know very well that my ^' Leaves'' could not possibly have

emerged from any other era than the latter half of the nineteenth

century, nor any other land than America, and from the absolute triumph

of the National Union arms.

And whether my friends claim it for me or not, I know well enough,

too, that in respect to pictorial talent, dramatic situations, and especially

in verbal melody and all the conventional technique of poetry, not only

the divine works that to-day stand ahead in the world's reading, but

dozens more, transcend (some of them immeasurably transcend) all I

have done, or could do. But it seemed to me, as the objects in nature,

the themes of sestheticism, and all special exploitations of the mind and

soul, involve not only their own inherent quality, but the quality, just

as inherent and important, of their point of view^"^ the time had come to

reflect all themes and things, old and new, in the lights thrown on them

by the advent of America and democracy—to chant those themes through

the utterance of one, not only the grateful and reverent legatee of the

past, but the born child of the New World—to illustrate all through the

genesis and ensemble of to-day—and that such illustration and ensem-

ble are the chief demands of America's prospective imaginative litera-

ture. Not to carry out, in the approved style, some choice plot or fancy,

or fine thoughts, or incidents, or courtesies,—all of which has been done

overwhelmingly and well, probably never to be excelled,—but that while

in such aesthetic presentation of objects, passions, plots, thoughts, etc.,

* According to Immanuel Kant, the essential reality, giving shape and
significance to all the rest.
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our lands and days do not want, and probably will never have, anything

better than they already possess from the bequests of the past, it still

remains to be said that there is even towards all those a subjective and

democratic point of view appropriate to ourselves alone, and to our new

genius and environments, different from anything hitherto, and that

such conception of current life and art is for us the only means of their

assimilation consistent with the Western world.

Indeed, and anyhow, to put it specifically, has not the time arrived

when, for highest current and future aims, there must imperatively

come a readjustment of the whole theory and nature of Poetry? The

question is important, and I may turn the argument over and repeat it :»

Does not the best thought of our day conceive of a birth and spirit of

song superior to anything past or present ? To the effectual and moral

consolidation of America (already, as materially established, the greatest

factor in known history, and far, far greater through what it preludes

and necessitates, and is to be in future)—to conform with and build on

the concrete realities and theories of the universe furnished by modern

science, and the only irrefragable basis for anything, verse included—to

root both influences in the emotional and imaginative action of our time

and any time, and dominate all that precedes or opposes them—is not a

radically new verteber of the best song indispensable?

The New World receives with joy the poems of the antique, with

European feudalism's rich fund of epics, plays, ballads—seeks not in the

least to deaden or displace those voices from our present time and area

—

holds them indeed as indispensable studies, influences, records, compari-

sons. But though the dawn-dazzle of the sun of literature is in those

poems for us of to-day—though the best parts of current character in

nations, social groups, or any man's or woman's individuality, Old

World or New, are from them—and though if I were asked to name the

most precious bequest to American civilization from all the hitherto

ages, I am not sure but I would name those old and less old songs

ferried hither from east and west,—some serious words and debits re-

main ; some acrid considerations demand a hearing. Of the great poems

received from abroad and from the ages, and to-day enveloping and

penetrating America, is there one that is consistent with these United

States, or essentially applicable to them as they are and are to be ? Is

there one whose underlying basis is not a denial and insult to democ-

racy ? What a comment it forms, anyliow, on this era of literary ful-

filment, with the splendid day-rise of science and resuscitation of history,

that our chief religious and poetical works are not our own, but have

been furnished by far-back ages out of their arriere and darkness, or, at

most, twilight ! What is there in those works that so imperiously and
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scornfully dominates all our advancement, boasted civilisation, and

culture ?

Even Shakespeare, who so suffuses current literature and art (which

indeed have in most degrees grown out of him), he too belongs essen-

tially to the buried past. Only he holds the proud distinction for cer-

tain important phases of that past, of being the loftiest of the singers

life has yet given voice to. All, however, relate to and rest upon con-

ditions, standards, politics, sociologies, ranges of belief, that have been

quite eliminated from the Eastern hemisphere, and never existed at all

in the Western. As authoritative types of song they belong in America

just about as much as the persons and institutes they depict. True, it

may be said, the emotional, moral, and aesthetic natures of humanity

have not changed—that in these the old poems apply to our times and

all times, irrespective of date; and that they are of incalculable value as

pictures of the past. I willingly make those admissions, and to their

fullest extent; then advance the points herewith as of serious, even

paramount importance.

I have indeed put on record elsewhere my reverence and eulogy

for those never-to-be-excelled poetic bequests, and their indescribable

preciousness as heirlooms for America. Another and separate point

must now be candidly stated. If I had not stood before those poems

with uncovered head, fully aware of their colossal grandeur and beauty

of form and spirit, I could not have written " Leaves of Grass." My
verdict and conclusions as illustrated in its pages are arrived at through

the temper and inculcation of the old works as much as through any-

thing else,—perhaps more than through anything else. As America

fully and fairly construed is the legitimate result and evolutionary out-

come of the past, so I would dare to claim for my verse. Without

stopping to qualify the averment, the Old World has had the poems of

myths, fictions, feudalism, conquest, caste, dynastic wars, and splendid

exceptional characters and affairs, which have been great ; but the New
World needs the poems of realities and science and of the democratic

average and basic equality, which shall be greater. In the centre of all,

and object of all, stands the Human Being, towards whose heroic and

spiritual evolution poems and everj^lhing directly or indirectly tend.

Old World or New.
Walt Whitman.
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STATESMAN AND NOVELIST:

A TALK BETWEEN SENATOR INGALLS AND MR. HOWELLS.

ON the evening of March 12, 1886, I spent a few hours at the

Washington home of Senator and Mrs. Ingalls, whither I had

accompanied Mr. and Mrs. Howells, and there heard about the follow-

ing conversation.

The sketch is, of course, stripped of the picturesque language of the

speakers ; but the spirit and sentiment are retained.

In person Mr. Howells is about five feet four inches in height, quite

stout, with short neck, large head carried a little in front,—probably

a result of continual leaning forward to write,—pleasant blue eye, iron-

gray hair and moustache, colorless Napoleonic face.

Senator Ingalls, tall, straight, slender, with large head, piercing

black eye, gray hair and moustache, looks the scholar and distinguished

man even in a crowd of distinguished people.

Two persons could scarcely be more antipodal : Ingalls argumenta-

tive, pungent, picturesque ; Howells gentle, graphic, and absorbent.

After the preliminaries, Mr. Howells said, " Mr. Ingalls, what do

you think of Cleveland ?"

" In many respects I have not made up my mind. I will give you

my data, and you can come to your own conclusions. It was some-

thing to see a man who had been in Washington but once before, enter

the Senate-chamber with perfect self-possession in company with Mr.

Arthur, that polished, self-poised gei^leman. The leading men of the

nation were present ; the galleries were full of distinguished people.

More anxious to see him even than the others were the leaders of his

own party from the South, to whom he was personally unknown.

Amid such surroundings he coolly took his seat- beside Mr. Arthur,

with every eye, every opera-glass, centred on him. He looked neither

embarrassed nor nervous in the least. He never moved during that

half-hour of preliminary exercises,—not his hand, not his foot ; he did

not wink ofcener than usual : he might have been bronze, for any effect

the inspection seemed to produce. He then moved out to the front,

where he took the oath of office and delivered the first inaugural I ever

heard pronounced without manuscript. He stood there and delivered

that harangue of dogmatic platitudes without any attempt at oratory."

" Did he not have notes ?" asked Mr. Howells.

" He held a card between the second and third fingers of the left
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hand, which he kept mostly behind him. Occasionally he would bring

that card in front of him ; it probably contained only a few catch-

words. The fact that in the few months of intense excitement between

the time of his election and inauguration he should have gotten that

speech into his mind so as to give it calmly before that vast multitude,

whom no man could number, was to me inexplicable."

"Was his immobility training or temperament?" asked Mrs.

Howells.

" Temperament, I should say," continued the Senator. " Then he

has what his friends call firmness, what his enemies denominate obsti-

nacy. He is perfectly self-reliant. I have quietly asked nearly every

Democratic Senator, * With whom does Mr. Cleveland advise ? Who is

his best friend T Not one of them knows ; and it is now acknowledged

by them that he has no intimate friend, no adviser, no counsellor : no

one but Grover Cleveland is responsible for his acts. Now draw your

own conclusions."

" Do you think he has kept faith with the Mugwumps ?"

" Yes, if he has kept faith with any party. The Democrats certainly

think he has failed them."

Mrs. Howells then said, " That Mugwumpian movement was very

singular, was it not ? It was considered a gentlemanly movement.

The aesthetic men lost their heads, and staked ever}i;hing on this man
without a history except as mayor of Buffalo and a one-term governor

of New York."
" Yes," said the Senator, "a man who left a lucrative professional

practice at thirty-five to become sheriff of his county, and hung two

prisoners with his own hand to save the fee he would have been com-

pelled to pay a deputy : it seems rather ghastly, does it not ?"

Mrs. Howells said, " May he not have thought it more noble, as he

had accepted the office, to personally fulfil all its duties ?"

" You are very kind, Mrs. Howells, to take such a charitable view

of the case," said Mr. Ingalls. " If you want charity you must go to

women."
"Y—e—s," said Mr. Howells, with a little shrug,—" charity to the

—actions—of—men."

"Those Mugwumps," continued Mr. Ingalls, "thought to purify

the country by precipitating into the Presidential chair the representa-

tive of its worst element. Is there not some Mugwumpian influence

generated from Harvard University ?"

" Mr. Ingalls," said Mr. Howells, " you may be said to represent

both the East and the West. You are originally from New England,

aren't you ?"

Vol. XXXIX.—

9
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" Yes ; I was born and brought up in Essex County, Massachusetts,

educated at Williams College, went to Kansas in 1858, where I have

been ever since. Yes, I think I am both Eastern and Western."

" That West is a marvellous country, and I hope I shall yet see it.'*

" Yes,'' said the Senator, " Kansas is more truly the New England

of books and ideas than what is now left in New England. The

enterprising young New England graduate has gone West, carrying

with him the church, the school, the Puritan ideas, the moral earnestness

attributed to New England in books. The foreign element has captured

New England farming-land. My father's farm has long been occupied

by an English peasant. We have the real New England in the

West."

" You will hear," said Mrs. Ingalls, " more profanity in an hour

around a New England railway-station than you would hear in Kansas

in a month. Western people also observe the Sabbath."

" We are not Sabbatarians," said Mr. Howells.

" Mr. Howells, you should come to Washington and write the great

American novel," said Mr. Ingalls. " We have had ^ Democracy' and
' Through One Administration,' but they have not hit it.'

Mr. Howells replied, " I am too old now" (he does not look over

forty). " I could not stand the going into society to catch the spirit of

things. There will come a young man who will yet write it. Every

good English novel has some politics in it ; but there it is the fashion.

Ladies, and even children, talk public affairs in London."
" So they do in Washington ; and in a residence of two years here

you would get the spirit of things. Have you ever thought how well

Washington is situated for a capital? It has no manufacturing or

commercial interests. Had the complications of '76 occurred in New
York instead of Washington, there would have been revolution. The

fathers were wise to make this strictly a political capital. Mr. Howells,

do you think ^ Uncle Tom's Cabin' a great novel ?"

" Yes ; I have read it of late years, and I consider it one of the

great novels."

Mr. Howells, in some connection, remarked,

—

" When I first went to Boston the literary men were very kind to

me. Longfellow gave a dinner every Wednesday evening, where I met

Agassiz, Holmes, Lowell, Tom Appleton, Emerson, and many others.

No one who rang the door-bell was admitted. To knock was the sign

of membership. Longfellow was translating Dante. Before dinner he

would read his translations, while we kept the Italian in hand and

commented upon and criticised his work."

" Is it a literal translation ?"
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" Yes ; it is an exact reproduction of the Italian poem."
^' Was Longfellow a good talker ?" said the Senator.

" Yes : he did not talk as much as Lowell, Holmes, or others, but he

gave the flavor to the evening. He had a personal loveliness and

sweetness quite indescribable. When the evening was gone, you would

find what Longfellow said or did pre-eminent in memory.''

Mr. Ingalls said, " Of course Longfellow is not to be ranked with

Shakespeare and the greatest poets ; but he has lines of descriptive

poetry unsurpassed. That description of a New England snow-storm is

perfect of its kind. It begins,

—

' Out of the bosom of the air,

Out of the cloud-folds of its garments shaken/ etc.

Did Longfellow keep his powers to the last ?"

" Yes," said Mr. Howells :
" he suffered much from neuralgia of the

head, and complained of feeling confused, but he did not show it : he

suffered much from insomnia, that disease of the aged. Emerson, you

know, totally lost his memory. I saw him looking at Longfellow in

his coffin with a dazed, confused look, and I said to myself, * He does not

know his old friend.' When the funeral was over, he said to Mrs.

Agassiz, ^ The gentleman whose funeral we have attended was a sweet

and beautiful soul ; but I cannot recall his name.' Emerson remem-

bered the use of things, but not their names. He would speak of ^ that

we use to keep the rain off' for the word umbrella. His daughter went

everywhere with him, to be memory for him."

Mr. Ingalls said, " I remember Emerson came to Williams College

in 1854 to address the societies. I was sent to his room to tell him the

particulars as to hour and place. He was yet writing. his address. As
he finished page after page he flung them to the floor, and they were

scattered all over the room. We took a walk before sunrise, and as we
saw the sun come up over the horizon he said, ' O Sunrise and Sunset,

ye great magicians !' I never saw him again. Does Dr. Holmes retain

all his powers ?"

" Yes : when you meet him he may be dim a moment, then his

mind instantly clears, and he is the same brilliant, wonderful talker.

How many good things he has said and written ! Lowell is probably

the most charming living talker. When he talks, everybody else

listens."

Some one said, " What of Whittier ?"

Mr. Ingalls replied,

—

^' Longfellow and Whittier are so different as not to be comparable.

Whittier always wrote to help some good cause : he writes for a pur-
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pose. Longfellow wrote as the birds sing. Mr. Howells, is Whittier a

good talker ?''

" Whittier is double- distilled silence. He is from New England,

and a Quaker ; but what he does say is always worth hearing.'^

Some one asked Mr. Howells if he had read Tennyson's last. He
replied, " Yes : it is hardly equal to his other work : he is growing

Tennysonian,—has mannerism rather than matter.'^

Mr. Ingalls said, " With the first money I earned I bought Whit-

tier's ^ Voices of Freedom.' The school-mistress was sick, and I took

charge of the school. I was only sixteen, and the students thought they

wouldn't obey. I did not teach much. The week was chiefly spent

in flagellations. Many stayed away, and I was fast scattering the school.

Luckily, the teacher got well. The committee handed me five dollars.

With that I bought a copy of Whittier, a portfolio which I have yet,

and a copy of Byron."

Mrs. Howells here rose to go. The Senator said to Mr. Howells,

" May I offer you a cigar ?"

" No : I don't smoke."

"Novices?"
" Yes ; but I conceal them."

Harriet Earhart Monroe,

TO WALT WHITMAN.

BOLD innovator in the realm of thought

;

Strong-sinewed Titan fighting for the right,

And wresting from the panoplies of night

The glories that the patient stars have caught

From an evanished sun ; brave teacher, taught

By Nature's lips to see with Nature's sight.

And so to shed day's fair unsullied light

Upon the work thy rugged hands have wrought,

—

Thou stand'st serene upon thy mountain crag.

Unmindful of the shallow hum which fills

The valleys with derision. Thou canst wait.

And, waiting, find thine own, when prescient Fate

Shall grant thee justice, and unfurl the flag

Of Innocency on a thousand hills.

Francis Howard Williams,
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THE GEORGE MOVEMENT AND PROPERTY.

I
APPROACH this question from a necessarily conservative stand-

point, that of the great body of people who are not wealthy but

nevertheless own something,—let us say from one thousand dollars to

fifty thousand dollars. Probably it will be admitted by all that no

class is, as a whole, more respectable or reliable, none less likely to

indulge in oppression on the one hand or violent revolt on the other.

In numbers, as in every other respect, it is powerful enough to be a

determining element in public affairs and social arrangements ; and it is

very certain to take a vivid interest in the proposed radical changes in

land-tenure and the evils which these are meant to remedy. Very many

of such moderate property-owners will agree with me in thinking that

Mr. George^s success in securing a multitude of votes and bringing

prominently before the world the necessity for reform is an excellent

tiling ; that the actual ascendency of his measures and methods would

do more harm than good and involve much inequity ; but that means

can be devised for checking the ruinous tendencies which we see around

us, without robbing any one.

Mr. George's great merit is as an alarm-bell ; for men must be

awakened before they can see or think or act, however little they may
approve the music after thought and action are once in full play. He
tells us little that is really new ; but his old things, right or wrong,

have taken the voice of the times and will have their audience. Much,

very much, that he has insisted on with regard to the unchristian and

inhuman side of the present system where men are gathered in great

numbers is beyond denial, and should be beyond toleration.

Too many fail to see that the situation is steadily getting worse.

The opening up of new land, which cannot last forever, hides to some

extent, as yet, the process of acquisition ; but even in rural neighborhoods

how often do we see a single greedy hand drawing in farm after farm

till it closes on a large fraction of a county ! In mixed properties,

like railroads and their appurtenances, centralization is even more active,

more notorious and conspicuous ; and when we come to deal with

products of all sorts we find the evil at its height. In this country at

least, our typical monopolies, our more flagrant abuses of power, have to

do not so much with land as with the making of things, the digging

of things, and the transportation of things. Similarly, our great peri-

odical uproars are not between landlords and tenants, but between

manufacturers and their " hands," mine-owners and miners, railway
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companl^ and their more diversified employees. Incidentally, the

capital-element in the controversy often owns a few acres ; sometimes

the labor-element occupies a part thereof under tenancy ; but the power

on the one side and the grievances, real or alleged, on the other are of

very different origin. If the rails of the Jay Gould system were

laid on leased roadways, or the packing-houses of Mr. Armour were

built on lots belonging to some other party, the points at issue be-

tween these magnates and those who draw pay from them would not

be affected in the least. These commonly relate to remuneration, the

hours of work, or some matter of internal management. Such disputes

never become formidable to the public at large, except where men are

gathered in large bodies ; and this cannot occur in agriculture or stock-

raising or lumbering, almost the only pursuits in which the control of a

large area is important. Land is one object of monopoly, but not the

most important as yet. Long before there can be any imminent danger

from that quarter the chattel-magnates and their organized workmen

will be grinding us between the upper and nether millstones.

The growth of great fortunes has been often harped upon, but it

will bear a moment's further consideration in passing. Not many
years ago a millionaire was a very rich man indeed, and nobody had

more than about twenty millions. Now the maximum is ten times as

great, and the twenty-fold millionaires may be counted probably by

the dozens, while those who have rounded the six ciphers are dotted

all over the country. But there has not been a corresponding improve-

ment of finances at the other end of the line. The very poor are as

poor as ever, and very much more numerous. They are none the better

for the enormous increase of the aggregate wealth of the country ; and

a very little investigation w^ill suffice to show that their ranks are

largely recruited from the industrious comfortable intermediate class of

which I have spoken, as the members of it are ground into dependence

by the impossibility of competing in any line with great and merciless

accumulations of capital. From dependence there is often but one step

to penury. Any serious accident, even that of displeasing an employer,

may bring it about.

But this is not the end. The present system continuing, the in-

crease of fortunes must go on at a constantly accelerated rate ; and a

continually greater portion of the increment will be drawn from the

pockets of those who own property in small or moderate amounts, our

natural resources being by no means an inexhaustible reservoir. This,

again, will increase the number of hired workers and make the com-

petition between them more grinding. The same greed that unfits the

money-glutton for the enjoyment of literature, science, or art increases
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the death-rate among the tenement-house infants, and works moral,

mental, and physical evil all along the line; and as the pecuniary

standards get higher and higher and the avarice generated thereby more

absorbing, we must look for the multiplication and intensifying of all

vicious tendencies. It is in this sense that we find the love of money

the root of (nearly) all evil. We cannot serve equally both God and

Mammon, but we may at least sigh to be relieved from serving the

latter in an ever-increasing ratio.

Now, there are two corollaries to this continual and rapid accumu-

lation of capital in certain hands. First, the instinct of self-preservation,

with doubtless other less laudable ones, will drive the working-men

more and more into systematic combination on a large scale, the organi-

zations thus formed being militant in temper, and tending, at first only

as individuals or detached bodies, to acts, of violence. On the other

hand, the men who possess property in large masses and are determined

to protect it against injury will hire bodies of armed men, just as the

Italian princes did in the Middle Ages. They are not to blame in

this, any more than their oj>ponents are to blame for organizing to

advance their interests. But, human nature being what it is, the result

of these antagonistic drillings and armings is sure to be disastrous.

We have seen something of them already. When before have we

had anything to comjmre with the Knights of Labor ?—so numerous

in personnel, so vast in territory, so coherent, intelligent, and formidable ?

Yet, again, when before has an individual capitalist put into the field a

half regiment of riflemen and kept them there at the expense of him-

self and friends till all danger was over? Technically, Mr. Armour
probably did not do this ; but the public estimate that he practically

did is most likely correct. Calling these troops deputies and their

employers an association cannot materially alter the case, though it

may disguise the real nature of the occurrence and divide the re-

sponsibility.

Another point. As every demand brings about a supply, it is not

surprising to find that a certain man makes a business of supplying

soldiers by the hundred when thus called for to defend the rich. No
doubt he would supply them by the thousand as readily. If hundreds

are needed now, thousands very well may be, ten years hence ; for not

only will the interests at stake be greater and the adverse forces more

formidable, but the exchange of injuries will develop more and more

bitterness of feeling. The Knights of Labor are avowedly a peaceful

folk ; but every great demonstration in which they engage seems to

bring a trail of unforeseen homicides behind it. The money-kings

want nothing but protection for life and property ; but this generally
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involves the shooting of somebody,—now and then after the danger is

past. These incidents must breed a longing for revenge on both sides,

and teach them the necessity of greater permanence and regularity of

armament. By the time we have an armed and drilled proletariat and

a knot of billionaires with a mercenary standing army (of course under

another name) at their back, the lesser property-owners of the country

will be in very uncomfortable quarters indeed. There will not be so

many of them then, to be sure ; but for that very reason they will be

far more helpless.

It is not desirable to draw startling fancy pictures without good

reason ; but causes, if left alone, will work out their natural effects.

There is no wisdom in closing our eyes to them ; and the sooner some

effort is made to find and apply the true remedy the better it will be

for the public. This Henry George has no doubt honestly tried to

do ; but, if common sense be good for anything, he is wide of the

mark. When a man writes and publishes, " Although the whole people

of the earth in one generation were to unite, they could no more sell

the title to land against the next generation than they could sell that

generation," and quotes with approval Jefferson's wild saying that " one

generation should not hold itself bound by the laws or the debts of its

predecessors," we feel that he is a blind guide indeed. Government

would be impossible under such conditions. Generations overlap, a part

of one going out with every minute and a part of another coming in.

Are we, then, to have the lightning law-maker, as well as the lightning

calculator, among us ? As this would be plainly impossible, and as we

can hardly do without laws altogether just yet, Mr. George must neces-

sarily sacrifice some part of his logic in order to make a system which

will even appear plausible. He does, in point of fact, throw over a good

deal, explicitly excepting from his doctrine all property which is not

land ; though he does not explain how (in conformity to his principles)

a man can sell a horse for more than his own lifetime, nor what should

be done about the unearned increment which will come in the way of

growth. Even land he will deal with tenderly, not confiscating it eo

nomine, but " in a much more simple and easy manner." He explains,

" All it is necessary to do is to abolish all other forms of taxation until

the weight of taxation rests upon the value of land, irrespective of im-

provements, and takes the ground-rent for the public benefit."

The objections to this hopeful scheme are multitudinous. In the

first place, it must be an oddly-distorted code of morals which can

justify the taking of tax from a thousand dollars invested in a ship

or a cargo of coffee and putting it on a thousand dollars invested in a

farm or a city lot,—unless, indeed, the public interest can be shown to
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demand the change. Mr. George's theorizing about fundamental rights

must surely count against him, if it counts at all. It may be best to

leave such indeterminable topics and confine our attention to utility,

which at least is capable of being dealt with on a basis common to

both parties.

Mr. George wishes to make the distribution of wealth less unequal.

To effect this, he will exempt Mr. Stewart's palace from taxation and

lay a ruinous impost on the lot of the poor man round the corner, who

would very gladly build if he were able. He will exempt for the

small farmer his frame house, his cheap fencing, perhaps a little some-

thing which he may have added over and above these here and there

;

but he will exempt for the Astors all their millions invested in costly

rent-paying buildings. He will utterly ruin the tenant or laborer.

North or South, who has just fought his way through to a foothold on

his own soil, but he will leave untouched Mr. Vanderbilt's sixty millions

of government bonds, and, indeed, very nearly all his remaining enor-

mous accumulation of property. As one rises aghast from these reflec-

tions, there is a strong temptation to inquire, " Is it the millennium of

millionaires that Mr. George is preparing ?'' There is a cruel irony in

this summing up :
" Thus would the sacred right of property be ac-

knowledged by securing to each the reward of his exertion." Surely

our philosopher must have taken lessons of Sir Christoplier Gardiner,

Knight of the Holy Sepulchre,—" the first who bore to this barren

land apples of Sodom and ropes of sand.''

He claims that this ground-rent confiscation would make speculation

and land-monopoly impossible. It is difficult to see how the former

could be greatly affected thereby, unless assessments were to be made

(especially in the case of city property) with very great frequency ; and

this, by unsettling business, might introduce a greater element of chance

than that which it would take away. Again, speculation driven from

one quarter would reappear in another : there is no object of property

which men cannot speculate in. As to monopoly, if taxation were

made so heavy that farms could not be profitably worked, agriculture

would languish, and the whole country would suffer, until a rise in the

prices of grain and other produce would stimulate the farmers once

more. But is it not plain that in this case the excessive tax would fall

on the consumer, after all ? Either in this way or by the first adjust-

ment of the tax the farms would necessarily be left in a condition to

pay a profit ; and, if so, they would be bought up one after another

—

that is to say, monopolized—as greedily as they are now. So long as

farms are a good investment, the man with money will get them, as the

man with money will get everything else that he wants.
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So, whichever way one looks at this Georgian project, it is eminently

unpromising ; certain to bring about tumults and revolution
;
going too

far in one direction and not far enough in another ; and sure to fail in

accomplishing most of the good that it aims at.

The true remedy must recognize the real evil, the real enemies. It

must deal with all property alike, seeing that the danger lies not in

its kind, but in its amount ; the man who owns a hundred thousand

dollars worth of anything not yet being too powerful for public policy,

while the man who owns a million may well be so reckoned, no matter

what the nature of his possessions. It must recognize, further, that

sudden changes are likely to do more harm than good, and that no

man should be in a position to say that society tempted him into ac-

cumulation with the belief that he might leave his property en masse

by will, and then denied him a satisfaction he had given up so much
to gain.

I would not deprive any man of anything which he owns ; but I

w^ould recognize, subject to the above qualifications, the perfect right of

society to deal with the matter of testamentary disposition and inherit-

ance as may seem best in its own interest. This is no new doctrine.

It has been asserted by repeated enactments, making radical altera-

tions for much less cause, at divers times since the earliest period of the

English law. Even to this day frequent changes in details serve to

reaffirm the undoubted fact that this is a fair field for reforming legis-

lation. Where there have been so many recastings and restrictions,

one more does not even involve inconsistency. Why not enact in

every State that from and after a certain date, set well ahead to avoid

surprise and unfairness, no testator should be at liberty to devise or

bequeath more than a certain sum, say two hundred thousand dollars,

to any one person ? A similar provision might be inserted with re-

spect to the proj^erty of intestates. The State need not get anything,

unless in case of failure of discoverable relatives ; nor need a will pur-

porting to convey more than the legal amount be void except as to the

surplus, which might be treated as if liot mentioned, but left to the

operation of the law of intestacy. Deeds made in contemplation of

death, and other evasions which ingenuity would no doubt suggest,

would have to be provided against as stringently as possible.

Of course a rational man does not look on a suggestion of this

kind as a panacea of immediate, certain, and perfect efficacy. There

would be a long fight ahead of it, no doubt. But one who has seen

civil service reform, to go no further back, pass in a very short term

of years from the status of a derided impossibility to that of a very

respectable success, will not readily accept No for an answer when
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proposing a solution, more radical but more needed, of a much graver

jiroblem. Along with it may go, of course, many palliative measures

for lessening the stress of the times during the period of transition.

Perhaps one of the wisest of these would be some incentive to settle-

ment in the regions where land is yet cheap and wild along the Appa-

lachian range and the Atlantic seaboard.

The chief measure would, unlike Mr. George's plan, have this in its
j

favor, that it would not directly apply to the possessions of a very I

large class. Even the comparatively few wealthy men who would be

compelled to distribute on decease would have accumulated or inherited

their property with full knowledge of its ultimate destination, and with

every facility for spending it before death should they so desire. The

present array of moderate property-owners would not be even dis-

quieted, and their ranks would be continually recruited from those of
]

the non-property-holders, who would be raised from indigence by the <

operation of the law of distribution. It would be reasonable to expect |

the growth of a healthy public sentiment in favor of the system, and 1

the natural corollary of this w^ould be a development of prohibitory i

morals on the line of Christ's teaching. We know what was His i

opinion of those who devour widows' houses and grind the faces of ,

the poor. His denunciations of inordinate acquisitiveness were as in- j

cessant and unsparing as they have thus far proved ineffective. Under

such a system as I have suggested, we might reasonably hope to have '

them practically accepted and enforced. Greediness would become dis-

reputable ; and men, finding so many obstacles to the keeping of wealth
I

together, and so much discredit attending any attempt at evasion, would
I

direct their energies into worthier channels. This would be all the j

better for literature, science, art, education, government, and everything
]

that tends to elevate or improve our race. We must either go upward 1

towards some such ideal of better national life, or downward in pursuit j

of mammon to the grand crash which probably is not very far ahead.

The present condition changes under our eyes, and the choice cannot |

be delayed very long.
I

W. H. Babcock, J
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THE DILEMMA OF THE NINETEENTH CENTUBY, i

I.

JUDITH YON STUMP fell sick, or fell to ailing,—

That was as clear as day to any one,

—

And it was settled Judith's health was failing.

That something was the matter, something must be done

;

!

And so a meeting of the wise physicians

Of either sex was called upon to sit
|

In counsel upon Judith's sad condition I

And charged to find a speedy cure for it

:

From far and near they came, and saw, and—sat

!

Of conquering I speak not : you shall judge of that.

II.

'Twas marvellous indeed how many doctors.

Of every school and age, of either sex,

Came at the call,—from fierce concocters

Of potions blue the gastric juice to vex,

To those exponents of a dispensation

Whose sugar-coatings, redolent with ease.

Soothing and pleasant in their application.

Outside or in, can never fail to please.

Nor lacked there those astute manipulators

Who charge upon disease like gladiators.

ni.

"Well, after some profound investigation,

The following were found to be the leading facts

In Judith's case. Her education.

Life subsequent, her birth, and other acts.

Were found to be correct, and well conducted.

And after the approved, accepted plan.

Mamma Von Stump herself was well instructed.

Papa Von Stump was no unlettered man.

She kept the house, he kept the store : together

They went to the right church in pleasant weather.
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IV.

Or when it happened that a rain was falling,

Or papa's stock, why, then it is not queer

They kept the Sabbath day at home, in calling

On God to rain salvation far and near.

The Sunday columns of The New York Weakly

Gospel of Truth they read, too, at this time,

Receiving all its wise instructions meekly
;

And both declared 'twas excellent, 'twas prime.

Thus, by this wise hebdomadal arrangement,

There came to these elect no sad estrangement.

V.

In such an atmosphere was Judith nourished,

And, at the proper age, to school was led.

Where all that genteel ladies learn was flourished

In pleasant breezes round her youthful head

;

And, that no native airs or foreign graces

Should Judith lack, which fashion can invent.

To dancing-school (quite moral), where the paces

And bows of polite life are taught, she went

;

And, as a finish to her education.

To boarding-school was sent for graduation.

VI.

And here she learned to calculate eclipses.

And tell the structure of the earth beneath,

And estimate the measure of ellipses,

And the idea, from Paley, of a heath

"With a watch on it ; and from Bishop Butler

A confirmation of the Nicene Creed

;

And from a little work by Mr. Cutter

All the pathology nice women need.

And from Lord Kames she learned the critic's art,

And how the passions agitate the heart.

VII.

And then the august day of graduation

Drew up the curtain on the pretty scene

Where Judith reads with nice articulation

Her Vahj tied with ribbons in between.
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Mamma Von Stump weeps fondly at its pathos,

Papa Von Stump looks all around with pride,

And Judith bends her pretty head, while gracious

Dr. Trigelgus hands the sheepskin tied.

The bouquets rustle, every one's elated :

The curtain falls, Judith is educated !

VIII.

It next appeared, the relatives decided.

The proper time for Judith to appear

In social life had come : so she presided

At a grand fete given for her eighteenth year.

The iron gates of upper-tendom tingled

At Judith's graceful knock, and open rolled

;

For from her taper jewelled fingers jingled

Distinct suggestions of her papa's gold, •

Judith's first season was a royal heyday.

She was crowned queen, and every day was May-day.

IX.

A year passed on, and Judith still was reigning.

Her empire just a little less, 'twas said

;

Young rivals said her beauty fast was waning.

And old ones called her auburn ringlets red.

'Tis true that Judith (naughty Judith !), flirting

Implacably, had cracked a dozen hearts

And broke a couple ; " didn't mean to hurt 'em,"

She said, and always gathered up the parts

And gave them back ; and, singular, but true,

They all turned out again as good as new.

X.

Another year found Judith's empire shaken :

The sceptre was departing,—that was clear.

The Grundys said (and when were they mistaken ?) 1

That Miss Von Stump's unparalleled career
^

Was at an end, and Judith now or never \

Must change her base, or abdicate in full

;

•;

No longer beautiful, now to be clever ^

Was her last rope, and she must sink or pull.
*

She could no longer rule by beauty's part

:

j

What now she gained must be by wit or art.
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XI.

Here testimony all agreed, Judith was clever,

And found her tongue as potent as her face,

With different results ; for the endeavor

To scathe with wit diminished from her grace.

At least the Grundys said that it was certain

People began to think her sharp and queer

;

Society considered her a burden.

Too smart by half,—that truth was very clear.

So much for facts. Judith is twenty-one.

And our review of her past life is done.

XII.

What time was taken in the rapid mention

Of ih^^Q few facts, the doctors all sat round

With faces grave, in eager, rapt attention,

Some dubious, some shrewd, and all profound.

The crowd was calm, save that I saw a very

Young man at one time feeling of his heart

;

I noticed, too, just then, a missionary

Look somewhat shocked and give a little start.

After a pause, what next my tale discloses

Is the announcement of a diagnosis.

XIII.

And thus it briefly ran : " We find this woman
Existing without life, at twenty-one

;

Possessing all those forces which a human
Nature can boast. The patient should be one

In robust health. Upon investigation,

We find the nervous centres and the brain

A little strained ; local ossification

Threatens the heart, and yet no trace of pain

Is to be found. In fact, we are not sure

Of cause, and therefore find, as yet, no cure."

XIV.

On this a doughty doctor rose, and, calling

For silence, said, " The cause, sir, was a fall.

The woman fell in love, sir, and, in falling,

Got hurt a little in the head,—that's all.
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And as to all your stuff about the heart, sir,

Nonsense ! Among all woman-kind you can't

Single out one who don't possess the art, sir,

To make her heart as hard as adamant ?

If it suits her. Now bother all this chatter ! J

The woman is in love,—that's what's the matter."

XV.

In a great heat and much exasperation,

A little burly doctor then cried out,

'^ You're wrong, sir,—wrong ! The proper explanation

Is quite the contrary, I have no doubt

:

The woman's not in love, and thaCs the trouble.

Give her a husband, sir, a house to keep.

Children to rear, and this romantic bubble

Will soon collapse. Why, you must be asleep !

A woman, sir, is an absurd anomaly

Found anywhere but in the house and family."

XVI.

At this a murmur of shrill indignation <

Arose from where the crinoline was dense.

A female here cried with determination,

" Sir, we insist on truth and common sense '

i

And seiencey sir. The musty old traditions ^

Left to us by the elders will not do. ;

In seeking to improve the sad condition

Of our sick sister, we must learn to view

Her case in the broad light of progress, which advances

Beyond the pale of these effete romances."

XVII.

Amidst the tumult, one, with face exuding

With fat complacence, smiling pleasantly.

Said, " My dear friends, I hope I'm not intruding.

Our fair friend's sickness, it is clear to me,

Is one caused by unwholesome agitation

Of thought : in truth, her history -

*

Makes clear that fact : it is an aberration 1

From woman's law. The patient must be free ^

From all brain-labor. It is foul, inhuman, ;

And out of nature, sir, for lovely woman."
"
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XVIII.

Then up there jumped, with jovial air and bustle,

A little man, rubbing his hands with glee,

Who said, " The cause of all disease is lack of muscle.

Turn out the patient ; let her climb a tree

;

Feed her with bran ; teach her to roar with laughter

All day
;
pack her in air at night

;

Burn up her books, spill all her ink, and after

Ten months 1^11 warrant her all right.

A woman's proper sphere is vegetation

In air and sunshine, with good cultivation."

XIX.

The next who gained a hearing was a woman
Of visage resolute and purpose fell.

Who now proclaimed, in accents superhuman,

" The true cause of this illness I can tell.

And will. Our patient is a wretched sufferer

From man's injustice : you will please to note

The cause, 'tis soon explained, and 'tis enough, sir,

To make a woman sick, sir, not to vote.

She never told her grief, yet how it cankers !

Give her the ballot, sir : for this she hankers."

XX.

Immense applause, tremendous acclamation.

Followed tlie speaker. Quickly then arose

Another voice, which said, " This explanation

Is good enough, and true, as far as it goes.

Our Radical Committee of Research, however,

Are happy to assure you that they can

Announce the final cause. Our patient never

Can hope for perfect health until she is a man
;

Which metamorphosis our noble science

Hopes soon to reach, bidding to doubt defiance.

XXI.

" Since in all sciences exact investigations

Have made it clear that a desired end

May be attained by close approximations,

We feel quite confident our female friend

Vol. XXXIX.—10
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Will soon have reached the last round of the ladder

Reaching from woman's up to man's estate.

In truth, if Miss Yon Stump long since had had her

Feet free to climb, we do not hesitate

To say, this piece of ailing femininity

Would have attained a robust masculinity."

XXII.

The speaker ceased, and furious applauses

Closed in about her,—or, I should say, him.

'Twas evident at last that the first causes

Were reached. I heard, indeed, a dim

And insignificant remonstrance blowing
\From certain parts : the missionary men
j

Looked somewhat pale, but that, no doubt, was owing ij

To change of air,—a little strong for them. J

One glance at the reporters made me dizzy 1

With admiration, they appeared so busy.
"

XXIII. «

1The case being made clear, just how to treat it |

Was next the subject of prolonged discourse. I

Some clamored, ^' Teach her medicine : you cannot beat it J

For making an already bad thing worse."

Others cried loudly, " Put her on a rostrum

;

To talk is woman's chief necessity

;

It makes her comfortable ; and no other nostrum

Is suited to her taste so perfectly."

And others cried, with vehemence still madder,

" Just let her vote, and soon she'll climb the ladder."

XXIV.

Just then, amid the murmur and outcrying,

Nature gave out. I slept, and, sleeping, dreamed

I stood at one end of a ladder lying

Level across a gulf which without bottom seemed.

With purpose fell and step unhesitating,

This perilous bridge from round to round I stepped.

The shore I left from sight was fast abating.

And yet the farther one as distant kept.

Or seemed to keep,—an optical delusion,

I thought, and with this wise conclusion
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XXV.

I still kept stepping on, and fondly hoping

The longed-for shore soon with my feet to press

;

Yet ever farther seemed its blue hills sloping.

While still the one behind grew less and less.

On, on I went, yet by no footstep nearing

The shore beyond ; and then the night drew on

;

Backward I could not turn : trembling and fearing,

I fell, and, falling, woke. My dream was gone !

Gone were the doctors,—gone the crowd. All over !

And of the patient naught could I discover.

XXVI.

Yet, I have heard it said, the woman-tinkers

Still wrangle o'er her case most faithfully.

And still it baffles the profoundest thinkers.

" Who shall decide when doctors disagree ?"

Ah, Judith ! wheresoever we turn we see you.

Your pretty, puny face, your helpless hands

Lying in graceful ease, while still to free you

From chains yourself has forged, fermenting bands

Of yeasty quacks prescribe without a fee

For this sick woman of the nineteenth century !

XXVII.

Yet yeast is good. Now let no critic wonder

We bid it hearty welcome and God-speed :

The air is murky, and the rolling thunder

Proclaims a storm of which we stand in need.

No revolution ever boiled and bubbled

Up from the stagnant pool of human thought

But it wrought good. The waters must be troubled

Before the impotent folk may be brought.

And when an honest doubt is agitating

Men's minds, not far an angel calm is waiting.

XXVIII.

My creed is short, and easy of digestion.

Provided you possess those organs sound

And eager to discuss the woman question,

A subject strong and tough, as I have found.
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I do believe a woman is a creature

Sent forth of God to run the race of life

As free of choice as man in every feature

And phase of this most noble strife.

The man has brain and soul and body ; woman
The same ; and this makes up the Human.

XXIX.

I do believe that life, for each, is just precisely

What each one's living makes it for that one.

Circumstance is the mould that turns us nicely

To just that shape we are when life is done.

Yet this is only half the truth,—receiving

Which as the whole is that most damning lie

Which fatalists may try to live believing,

But ever fail when called upon to die.

Behind the circumstance the soul sits, choosing

That circumstance,—accepting or refusing.

XXX.

A fact's a fact. This fact is past disputing.

Given a certain means, the end makes no delay

;

Like causes, like effects. There's no refuting

A truth experience teaches every day.

Is demonstration wanted ? What for dinner

Tickled your dainty palate this P.M. ?

If cabbage, then I say, herbivorous sinner.

You'll find yourself a cabbage-head pro tern.

Cabbage you'll talk, or, if you live by scribbling.

You'll think and write just what you have been nibbling.

XXXI.

Not to pursue this somewhat homely figure

To the inevitable bitter end.

We beg you to apply yourselves with vigor

To that whence all these observations tend.

We live by what we feed upon. Our diet

Makes us ourselves. I hold it true.

And challenge any reader to deny it,

Four comes from putting two with two. }^

An angle-worm is just a mud wire wriggling; >

A rose-worm's just a rolled-up rose-leaf wiggling.
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XXXII.

Ascend the scale, and, as you run, remember

That compound causes give compound eifects.

You'll find this simple truth needs no defender

:

'Twill fit at every step in all respects.

And when you reach that acme of creation

Where lordly man steps out upon the stage,

You'll find its most conclusive application

Unlimited by pedigree or age.

A man is just precisely what his food will make him :

Learn first his diet, then you can't mistake him.

XXXIII.

Of course you understand I mean by diet

Just all that feeds the man in head and heart,

Omitting not the stomach ; for, deny it

Who will, the liver regulates no meagre part.

Make out your formula, choose your affinities,

Say, equal parts of ball-room, club, and horse.

So much flirtation, some few printed asininities,

Et cetera, et cetera, in course.

And, if you strictly follow out your plan.

You'll have that " thing of hair and neckties" called a man.

xxxrv.

Or, given the brain for food and cultivation

The problem of coiffure, the fitting of a glove.

And to the heart a serum of flirtation

Instead of the rich, royal wine of love,

And for the stomach, too, such choice confections

As best become her station and her taste,

All warranted to bleach the worst complexions

And to reduce an apoplectic waist.

And you'll have one from out a countless myriad

Of pulpy, pretty Women of the Period.

p n* 1* *!* 5p ^J* *t* 'I* '1* "f*

XXXV.

Ah, Judith ! send the doctors off! Look round you

At Nature's bounty open to your choice

;

Rise from the chains of custom which have bound you

To slavish deference to Fashion's voice
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And stale convention,—chains that must be riven

By the same hands that forged and placed them there,

—

Those same soft hands that God to you has given

For better use than always ^^ doing hair/'

Or advertising by their jewelled glimmer

Your heart a bait for any golden swimmer.

XXXVI.

Teach your proud will to make those nobler choices

Which bring to soul and heart enduring health

;

Deafen your ears to these contending voices
;

Look in your heart, learn your own being's wealth,

Its resource vast, its undiscovered treasure

Waiting for these same idle hands to mine.

Dare not to sound its depth or take its measure

By any human gauge or finite line.

Learn that the grandest of all God's creations

May not be bounded by man's limitations.

XXXVII.

Teach your great soul to call no mortal master

;

Reckon no other's reach sufficient for your own

;

God's highway leads from all chance of disaster,

Albeit each soul that treads it walks alone.

Learn your best uses : catch that understanding

That heaven distils to hearts which, seeking, lie

In Reason's dusk ; and heed no voice demanding

Tribute to Caesar. Fear not to defy

The loud vox populi. Hark ! through its thunder

God's deathless diapason rolling under !

XXXVIII.

Choose work,—the work at hand. Nay, do not linger

Where others wrangle over what just suits

To such a cast of brow or turn of finger

:

God makes no blunders : over our disputes

He smiles Godlike forbearance, surely viewing

His own work good, though we indeed perceive

That the Almighty grossly erred in doing
|

Thus with his creatures, and so, '^ By your leave," I

We say, " we'll do far better,"—while the tolling '^

Of Death-bells through Time's stealthy march is rolling. y

i

i
-1
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XXXIX.

Choose Love, the marvel,—Love, the old magician

Whose alchemy divine transmutes our dross

To finest gold,—Love, the unschooled physician

Who, healing, takes no note of gain or loss.

Ay, choose thou Love : albeit in the choosing

Thou choose a day's feast and a life-long dearth,

Thou gainest still a greater gain in losing,

For Love and Pain are beings of one birth.

Love the Divine, Love the self-abnegating.

Love the Eternal, all Time antedating.

XL.

Choose Faith, the salt of work, the soul of Love, whose laughter

Chimes through an arid Present, o'er a barren Past,

With full sweet echoes from the great Hereafter,

Assuring work contenting Love, at last.

Faith in thyself, thy greatness surely knowing

:

Faith in thy work, undoubting of its worth

;

Faith in thy Love, ever more trustful growing

;

Faith in the Pain that came with thy Love's birth.

Choose for thy soul such rich, sufficient diet.

And thou shalt find abounding health and quiet,

—

XLI.

Such quiet as the sea knows where abideth

All moving life, all treasures rich and rare.

Such quiet as the untrodden forest hideth

Albeit all the singing birds are there.

So steadfast bide, whilst 'midst man's dreary chiding

Eternity is surging o'er the beach of Time,

And underneath thy feet its sands are sliding

Into that Ocean vast with sound sublime.

Its surf shall salt thy patient work's endeavor,

While Love and Faith echo its grand Forever !

Rose Elizabeth Cleveland.
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IN October, 1872, when I entered Harvard College, hazing began as

usual in a small and not very outrageous—though undoubtedly

objectionable—way. My room, for example, was invaded in my absence,

some furniture broken, and an injunction to prepare for eternity—still

in my possession—left conspicuously on the table. At the same time, the

Freshmen and Sophomores prepared, after a time-honored custom, to

test the respective merits of the classes of ^75 and '76 by the simple

process of charging each other in an open field. Expressly forbidden

by the faculty, the rush none the less took place. If my memory
serves me aright, a body of proctors, shielded by darkness, executed a

flank charge on the combatants. At all events, a number of students

were captured in open rebellion, and so were liable to suspension from

college. At this point it became generally known that if all the

members of the offending classes would pledge themselves to take

no part in hazing during their college course, a petition for the par-

don of the culprits might be favorably considered. The pledge was

given ; the petition was presented and granted ; and hazing at Harvard

was at an end. For at the expiration of the two years' truce thus de-

clared, public opinion had grown to regard hazing as conduct unbe-

coming a gentleman.

What makes this bit of local history significant is that it marks

more clearly than anything else the moment when, under the operation

of the elective system, class-feeling ceased to be the predominant fact in

social life at Harvard. Under the old system the class was the social

unit ; under the new, the social unit is the college. The fact that a

congenial man happens to be academically a year or two older or younger

than you no longer affords the slightest ground for hostility, or indeed

any bar to intimacy. On the other hand, the fact that a man you do

not fancy is your class-mate does not necessarily establish even a

bowing acquaintance. Indeed, you may well pass through college

without knowing so much as the names of many class-mates whom
you might like extremely if accident once brought you together.

Classes still exist. In the Freshman year they formally organize them-

selves, and the organization continues throughout the college course.

On graduating, they organize themselves afresh, and elect a secretary to

keep track of all the members and periodically to publish biographical

notes. But when you say that a class in college supports a crew, and that

in or out of college it has occasional subscription dinners and passes
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obituary resolutions, you have said pretty much all. In short, the time

seems coming when, socially speaking, the college class at Harvard will

be little more than a rudimentary survival in some of the older college

societies.

These college societies are to-day the most conspicuous factor in de-

termining a student^s personal acquaintance. They may be roughly

classified under three heads,—the social, the athletic, and the technical,

in which I include the college papers, as well as both scholarly and

religious organizations. These three groups I will discuss in turn.

Of the three, the first is socially by far the most important. Stu-

dents who belong to these are technically known as " society'' men ; and

the most conspicuous social line at Harvard to-day is that between the

" society" men and the " non-society." So marked is this that the non-

society men have been known formally to organize themselves on occa-

sions when class politics grew warm, and that during the past few

years several students of a radical turn of mind have declined election

to any society, on the ground that societies establish invidious dis-

tinctions. To my mind, this objection would apply equally to all

social clubs, out of college as well as in : what evil it points out is an

inherent part of civilized life. At Harvard, too, the societies generally

include distinctly more than half the students ; and those who are un-

willingly left out are generally so left on account either of such

unavoidable accidents as extreme poverty or of such possibly avoidable

ones as aggressive eccentricity.

The large and important societies of which I speak are strictly Har-

vard ones. They are distinct from the Greek-letter societies common in

other colleges. Such of these as exist at Harvard are either at present

socially unimportant, or, in one or two cases, practically free from affili-

ation with organizations bearing the same names in other colleges.

Chapters of these, I believe, have lately sprung up at Harvard : they

can hardly be said, though, to form an integral part of technically

" society" life there.

This begins only in the Sophomore year, when students have been

long enough in college to establish some kind of reputation. Members

of the Sophomore societies are customarily elected in the Junior year to

others whose membership is confined to Juniors and Seniors ; and of

these latter they retain active membership until towards the close of the .

Senior year, when the management and the debts of the concerns are

handed over to the ensuing class. In all Harvard societies, I believe,

an active membership of one year, during which the dues are rather

heavy,—ranging perhaps from fifty to one hundred and fifty dollars,

—

makes you an honorar}- member for life. And not their least agree-
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able feature is the frank good-fellowship with which even gray-haired

graduates often appear at important meetings. These important meet-

ings—at least of the societies of which I was a member—take place

three or four times a year, and generally consist of a theatrical per-

formance, followed by a simple supper and the singing of college

songs. Ordinary meetings, which honorary members rarely take the

trouble to attend, are commonly occupied with preparations for the im-

portant ones ; and, at least in my time, they sometimes assumed a

political character.

I said a moment ago that non-society men had been known formally

to organize themselves when class politics grew warm. This they did

because when important class action was to be taken—when, for example,

class-day officers were to be elected—each society often decided on its

candidates and supported them in a body. At present, I am informed,

this practice is not so common as it used to be. But, at any rate a few

years ago, it sometimes made feeling between rival societies run high

;

and at such moments they would assume, both to their members and

to outsiders, an aspect of rather amusingly grave importance, which

generally disappeared as soon as the election was over.

The real significance of belonging to one of these societies, however,

has never been political : it is simply that you are at once on intimate

terms with all the older members and prepared so to be with all that

follow. Of course you may know, and know well, men who belong to

other societies than yours or to none at all. But, generally speaking, the

lasting intimacies which are to Harvard men among the most precious

results of college life begin either in one of the groups that gather in

society rooms or in one of those that are excluded from them. In a way

this may seem to contradict what I said a little while ago,—that the social

unit at Harvard is really the college. I believe, however, that the two

statements are not inconsistent. During undergraduate years, to be

sure, society squabbles and jealousies sometimes keep men apart ; but

nothing is more conspicuous to any graduate of Harvard than the

swiftness with which these matters vanish in the distance when once

the threshold of the college is crossed. The bond that to-day binds

Harvard men together is stronger than any old class bond, and strong

enough to break what barriers social lines at one time seem to raise.

But this common feeling of loyalty to the college is not identical with

the close personal intimacies that the societies encourage.

In addition to these large societies there are one or two smaller ones

which should be mentioned here. These are the clubs, which are con-

fined to no single class, but are supposed to include the few men who

are in various ways the leaders of college fashion. Ten or fifteen at
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most out of each class of nearly three hundred are members of these

clubs, which, from all I can learn of them, are respectable counterparts

of the more exclusive clubs common in cities. They are regarded with

some jealousy by students who vainly hope for an election, and with

friendly indifference by those who do not care for one. As a rule, I

believe, they are very tolerable schools of manners, by no means so

favorable to dissipation as their enemies would have you think, and

objectionable—if objectionable at all—only because they are perhaps

apt to encourage a tendency to luxury and extravagance. But of these,

I hasten to say, I speak only with the authority of an outside observer.

This fact may perhaps bias the opinion I have long held about

them. I think them too small. The kind of easy social life they

afford to members is a thing which might to advantage be shared not

by a few dozen men at most, but by several hundred. In such a case it

would not only gain in breadth and interest, but it would cease to be

what it certainly is now,—rather needlessly expensive. To my mind,

then, a large University club, which should embrace officers, students,

and graduates of the college in such numbers as to keep the dues

distinctly low, would go far not only to make college life pleasanter for

every-day men, but to break down the barriers which now cause a

number of highly respectable undergraduates to regard many equally

respectable ones as what they call snobs.

There is one notable fact, which to strangers I find smacks of novelty,

about all the organizations I have mentioned. Although one is almost

always more favored by fashion than another, the social position of a

student's family has very little to do with his social position in college.

There a man of tact and agreeable address is often to be found in a

place of far more prominence than is accorded to his people in every-day

life : on th'e other hand, an eccentric man of the most fashionable con-

nections is often nowhere in college. And few facts in Harvard life are

more diverting to an observer with a taste for the humorous than the

curious freaks that fashion plays with the same man in college and out.

Before I pass on to the discussion of athletic and technical associations,

it seems worth while to say a few words of another purely social way in

which students are brought together. This is at the tables where they

take their meals. Of the thousand-odd undergraduates now at Harvard,

some six hundred are accommodated at Memorial Hall : the remainder

take their meals at private boarding-houses, for at Cambridge there is

neither hotel nor restaurant of the better class. Both at the Hall and

at the private houses there are two kinds of tables,—the general and

the club. At the former whoever is willing to pay the price may be

accommodated if there is room for him. The company is therefore apt
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to be as heterogeneous as that in any boarding-house or hotel,—though

I am bound to say that at more than one general table I have heard

talk good enough to suggest that Dr. Holmes's books are not necessarily

feats of purely creative imagination. At the club tables—be they at

Memorial Hall or in private houses—the company is selected by mutual

agreement. A dozen men, more or less, gather together and secure a

table to themselves. Ordinarily these men are members of the same

society ; and friendships begun in society-rooms are often cemented at

club tables, or vice versa.

The management of Memorial Hall, by the way, exhibits a phase

of student life not strictly included under any of the headings T have

mentioned, but perhaps deserving a word here. This great dining-room

was formerly managed by a steward chosen by the college authorities

and responsible solely to them. Dissatisfaction was constant, and

eminently proper, for the food and service were apt to be abominable.

A true and typical anecdote of this period is to be found in an early

number of the Harvard Lampoon^ where an untidy darky with a ubiqui-

tous thumb presents to a student a plate of soup, with the remark that

it will probably taste a little better than it smells. A few years ago

the whole management of the Hall was placed in charge of a committee,

consisting chiefly of students, and elected by the students and officers

who dine there. This plan has worked admirably ; and, in addition to

the great improvement in food and service, it is worthy of remark that

what few cases of discipline have occurred in the Hall under this student

management have been dealt with in the most firm and sensible way.

Board at Memorial Hall—which is managed on co-operative princi-

ples—varies a little with the price of food and the number of boarders.

It is rarely less than four dollars or more than five dollars a week.

Extra dishes may always be ordered, and are generally well served at

no great price. At the private boarding-houses the cost of living is

somewhat higher, reaching at the better ones eight dollars a week. The

chief advantages received in return for this extra pay are a private

room, a reasonably pretty waitress instead of a male negro, and liberty

to drink what you please at table and to smoke. Nothing stronger

than coffee is allowed in Hall ; and after dinner smoking is prohibited

there,—leaving a faint smell of boiled meat to pervade the building.

I come now to the second group of societies that I have named,

—

the athletic. These demand little special comment : once named, they

describe themselves. All the world knows that at Harvard there is

what used to be called a College Crew, and now, by an innocent freak

of Anglomania, is described as the 'Varsity, and a base-ball nine,

and a foot-ball team, etc., etc. Membership of one of these picked
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bodies is an object of much undergraduate ambition. And class crews,

and teams of various kinds, are generally established as soon as a class

enters college, to serve as feeders to the great ones. Candidates for any

of these bodies—large or small—are much together. To quote from a

student^s letter, " athletic men meet daily for practice in the afternoon,

dine together at club tables, and live under common rules of strict train-

ing.^^ Whoever has any marked athletic aptitude is thus thrown into

constant intercourse with all men in college who have similar powers

or who are interested as spectators in his performances. Indirectly,

then, athletic societies often in some degree determine a student's general

social career, by bringing him in contact with men whom he might

otherwise not meet, and by very conspicuously breaking down barriers

that might be expected to separate men whose families occupy different

ranks according to the scale of fashion.

Two facts about athletics at Harvard seem perhaps worthy of special

comment. The first is that since the opening of the Hemenway Gym-
nasium and the careful preparation of the athletic grounds behind it,

physical exercise has ceased to be the special course of training for athletic

honors that it was ten or fifteen years ago. At present the average

student, with no thought of training for any contest, devotes an hour or

so a day to exercise in the gymnasium, or to whatever may be his chosen

game : lawn tennis is now the most popular. So marked is this that

the physical type of the Harvard student is visibly improving. The

unwholesome book-worm once described as the " long-haired grind" is

becoming, although his name survives, almost as obsolete as hazing.

The other fact is less welcome. Any prolonged observation of

athletic contests goes far to show that—particularly in inter-collegiate

ones—there is a terribly strong tendency among the contestants to care

more about winning than about fair play. In foot-ball, a few years

ago, the methods had become so scandalously dishonest that the faculty

put a temporary stop to the sport. And in general, I think, it is to be

feared that, at Harvard as well as elsewhere, athletic contests, unless

very carefully guarded, tend to arouse, in whoever is engaged or deeply

interested in them, what is called the "professional spirit," which

may be expressed in the phrase, "Win !—fairly if you can, but win

anyway !"

It is but fair to say here that I have shown this passage to a number

of students, who have been almost unanimous in thinking me in error.

The Harvard spirit, they declare, and, I believe, with perfect honesty,

is heartily opposed to anything like sharp practice. Of this Harvard

spirit, in which I believe as heartily and with as hearty admiration as

they and theirs, I shall have something to say by and by. In college
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I used to believe, as they do, that it was as potent in governing our

actions as it is in fixing oar ideals. But at the same time I used to

think what I find these students thinking to-day,—that the athletic prac-

tices of rival institutions of learning were by no means as admirable as

ours. I permit myself the expression of this opinion because of late

years I have thought I discovered, beneath the courtesy which my friends

in these rival institutions have invariably shown me, a lurking notion

that our athletic methods are as crooked as we have sometimes thought

theirs. And in fact, I begin to fear, both sides are in the right. The

professional spirit of which I speak is certainly not peculiar to Harvard

;

but, in spite of the ideals that both sides strive to keep before them, it

tends more and more to creep into all inter-collegiate contests, and so

to make them in the end rather sources of inglorious dissension than

occasions of friendly and manly rivalry.

I come now to the third and last group of societies that I have

named,—the technical. For many years scholarly societies have existed

at Harvard ; and their recent growth under the favoring influences of

the elective system is a marked feature of modern life there. In many
of the college departments—classical, French, Semitic, etc.—there are

either independent clubs or what are somewhat barbarously described

as seminars and are directly under the guidance of professors. In

some of these societies—just as in laboratories and in geological field-

^vork—a good deal of special work is done, and the excellent technical

talk greatly stimulates scholarly interest in the subjects in hand.

Others, for one reason or another, are little more than names. In

societies of the former kind the same disintegrating and reintegrating

social process is at work that I have noted in athletics ; societies of

the latter kind are of no earthly importance.

Under this head come, too, the college papers, of which there are

now four, and which bring together in the conduct of periodicals that I

think by no means contemptible most undergraduates of all social ranks

who have a taste for literary expression. Here, too, come the Union,

where public debates are held fortnightly ; and the religious organi-

zations ; and the Total Abstinence Society, whose efforts are, to my
thinking, rendered peculiarly heroic by the unpalatable quality of the

unquestionably wholesome water they are compelled to recommend.

I have said enough, I think, of societies. In speaking of them I

have wandered a good way from the non-society men whom I mentioned

at first as the second of the two great groups into which Harvard is

socially divided. These, as I said before, are such students as do not

belong to the purely social organizations. They are often members,

and active ones, of the athletic and the technical societies. Of their life
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I shall say little, for I believe that there is in it little that is peculiar

to Harvard. In its social aspect it is much like that of every-day

people in cities, who attend pretty strictly to business and neither

belong to clubs nor frequent what describes itself as society. It is

rather more serious, though not necessarily better or more intelligently

studious, than that of their gayer fellows. And what purely social side

it has generally takes the form either of table-talk or of such friendly

calls in one another's rooms as are common among all students during

the Freshman year, when the lines of the college societies are yet to be

drawn.

In this hasty picture of Harvard life I may perhaps have sadly

disappointed readers who have formed their notions of the subject from

sundry common reports frequently alluded to in the public prints.

Harvard, according to these authorities, may be an excellent place for

learning, but morally it is held to be a sink of iniquity. Dissipation

—

a conveniently general term—is described as rampant, and the state-

ment is clinched by an occasional anecdote of some student who has

been brought before the police-courts, or who has betaken himself to

Florida without so much as by your leave.

In most such reports as these there is more or less truth, just as

there is in the reports that now and then arise concerning the state of

society in any of our great cities. At Harvard College there are to-day

more than a thousand students, from all parts of America, between the

ages of eighteen and twenty-five. , Among these are naturally a certain

number of young reprobates, who rather dislike their escapades to re-

main unknown. As a class, these students are rich, and may be said, I

believe, to come of families not yet used enough to fortune to know
quite what to do with it. Generally they are good company, and they

are apt to belong to the more fashionable societies.

I do not mean for an instant to give color to the charge, which

would be absurd if it were not so frequent, that money is a recognized

standard of social position at Harvard, that men of limited means are

deliberately excluded from any college society, or that a man w, ever

elected to one simply because he is rich, much as certain public men
are elected to the Senate. A man who has nothing but money to recom-

mend him is much more surely put in unenviably conspicuous soli-

tude at Harvard than in most parts of the world. But, although I

venture to assert that there is no society at Harvard where men of

moderate means are not and have not always been among the most

popular members, it would be absurd to deny that a good fellow who
has plenty of pocket-money will generally be a more fashionable figure

than a poor one,—having less need of being anything else.
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These fast men, then, like a similar class anywhere, are conspicuous

to the outer world to a degree quite out of proportion with their actual

numbers and their actual importance. They are conspicuous chiefly to

the outer world, though. In view of what this outer world sometimes

says of Harvard, it is almost comical to think how little we who are at

work there see or hear of these gentry. Our time is so fully occupied

with the hundreds of quiet, steadily-working men of all social ranks,

who, to use the academic phrase, fulfil the purposes of their residence

at the university, that if it were not for occasional breaches of disci-

pline, usually of little gravity, most of us would hardly realize that there

were at Harvard any such students as outside observers appear to think

typical. But such students, of course, there always must be ; and the

legends of hardened villany to which their aspect gives rise are encour-

aged by what is, in my opinion, perhaps the most deeply admirable trait

of Harvard men as a class.

This is hatred of hypocrisy. In general, I believe, the besetting

sin of English-speaking people is that kind of mouthing virtue typi-

fied by the godly gentlemen who may be found serving terms for defal-

cation in any penitentiary. At Harvard the " Veritas" of the college is

so far a true motto that a man who is known to pretend to be better

than he is meets once and for all with the contempt he deserves. And,

as youths of twenty are rarely temperate in any matters which they have

at heart, nothing is commoner among these young haters of hypocrisy

than the complementary vice of irony. For fear of seeming better than

they are, they pretend to be worse. And the public, not unnaturally,

takes them at their word in a way that would be amusing if it were a

shade less serious.

Exaggerated as reports of dissipation at Harvard may be, however

it would be thoroughly insincere to deny that dissipation exists there,

—

just as it exists anywhere else. All I assert is that vice at Harvard is

in no way more inherent than it must be in our time wherever a

thousand young men, not given to seeming better than they are, gather

together. I do not hesitate, however, to declare, after fourteen years

of intimate acquaintance with Harvard life, my sincere conviction of

two facts : it is no rare thing for men to go through Harvard Col-

lege, in full ^^ society'' life, without yielding to the temptations that sur-

round all men on the verge of manhood ; and what vice exists at Har-

vard very rarely develops into a vicious course in after-life. Among
the hundreds of Harvard men I have known, I can almost count on

my fingers the number whose habits have ruined them. And this, I

believe, will be the story of all who really know the subject in all its

aspects.
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I have said enough of the life of students among themselves. I

wish now to say a few words about their social relations with officers

of the college, and with people in Cambridge and in Boston who have

no connection with Harvard.

At this moment it cannot be denied that the relations between stu-

dents and officers are not as intimate as could be wished. So far as

they go, they are charming : each body treats the other with a courtesy

that can hardly be excelled. The elective system, among its other

benefits, has worked the destruction of the time-honored hostility that

used to exist. A dozen years ago, a roomful of students liked nothing

better than making an instructor's life wretched. This was so generally

the case during my undergraduate days that when I came to Harvard as

a teacher I went to meet my first class in an agony of dread. What
met me was what has met me ever since, and what I believe meets every

officer of the college. The company gathered to hear what I had to

say listened with such courteous attention as would be found at any

public lecture. Those who found my teaching beneficial came regu-

larly, with the same unfailing politeness ; those who did not find it so

were at liberty, within my discretion, to stay away and prepare them-

selves by outside reading for the examinations that finally tested their

knowledge of the subject in hand. This fact not only removed all the

zest of misbehavior, but also acted as a most salutary check on me. I

did my best to make my lectures worth attending ; and in six years I

have had no complaint to make, either of lax attendance or of dis-

courtesy. In but a single instance has there been so much as a sign

of it.

At the same time, pleasant as the professional relations of students

and instructors are, the great size of the college and the consequently

great expense of any formal entertainments prevent these relations

from generally becoming more than professional. A few exceptionally

good scholars find warm and sympathetic friends in their instructors,

and students who are personally introduced to instructors are sure of a

cordial welcome. But here the matter ends.

It is worth while to remark, however, that when any personal rela-

tion exists between a student and an officer it is apt to be of a closely

intimate kind. The officers, as a body, are more than willing to im-

prove the present state of things ; and one of the chief obstacles in their

way is the extremely quiet and secluded habit of life which chance or

necessity compels most of them to adopt. I know of hardly any in-

stance where an officer has neglected to improve opportunities to know
students personally. I wish that I could say as much for the rather

diffident youths who, doubtless unmeaningly, have more than once

Vol. XXXIX.—11
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failed to respond to friendly advances. What I have said, however,

should be enough to show one of the reasons why I hope in time to

see at Harvard a University Club that shall include both students and

officers.

Coming now at last to the students' relations with people who have

no connection with the college, I find myself compelled, once for all, to

admit that they are so varied that no short discussion could describe

them in detail. Perhaps, then, I may best say in a word what my
consideration of the subject has suggested.

A student, as a student, has no more acquaintance with the world

about the college than a clerk has in a town where he may happen to

be employed. If he is introduced to people, he is sure of a hospitable

reception ; if not, he may stay there for years without knowing a soul

whom he does not meet in a professional way.

This is a rather more serious matter than it seems at first, for it in-

volves the fact that the life of many students is passed chiefly in the

society of men ; and this state of things I believe to be radically un-

healthy. Notliing is so good for the moral tone of a growing man as

knowing—and knowing well—young girls. Nothing so surely keeps

him out of mischief; nothing better helps him out if he have once fallen

in. The importance, then, of securing for students who come from

a distance some introduction to people living near the college can

hardly be overestimated. I am informed, I may add, that some find

such social life as introductions would bring in membership of the

churches of Cambridge.

I have now sketched, hastily, but not, I think, untruly, what social

life at Harv^ard is like. There remains but one word to say, and that

would be commonplace were it not almost always forgotten by those

who talk about such matters as I have been discussing.

The function of a college is to educate. Its work must in the end

be judged by results, and by no a priori reasoning. This whole matter

of social life is a part—and no small part—of the education which a

college student receives.

In many aspects this social life is full of charm ; in some it seems

at first sight alarming. We are tending, our critics say, as they have

said any time these hundred years, to rear a race of good-humored do-

nothings, if not worse ; and so on.

There is but one answer to this. That is to be found in the Har-

vard spirit of which I have already spoken. Go where you will and

look at Harvard men and the work they are doing in the world. It

is not brilliant, perhaps ; it may lack the uncompromising vigor that the

cant of our day describes as practical. But wherever you find Harvard
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men in a body you find honest, self-respecting gentlemen, alive in rare

degree to the best ideals of their time.

These men have grown to manhood, just as their brothers and their

sons are growing to-day, among the trials and the temptations and the

puzzles that make up the social life of Harvard ; for, though of late

years the external features of the college have changed, I cannot per-

ceive that life there is essentially different in its influences from what it

used to be. In their college days, these men have quarrelled among

themselves. Some have thought others vulgar fellows at best, and in

return have been thought silly rascals for their pains. Hard words

have been bandied, and hard thoughts. But, as college days have

grown to be things of the past, these college quarrels have been for-

gotten. It is a trite old fashion to call the college our alma mater

,

—
our gentle mother. I like sometimes to carry the figure a little fur-

ther,—to think of the quarrels and the vices of our college life as of

the squabbles and the naughtiness of the nursery.

What comes to us in the end from our four years of Harvard life

is a loyalty that grows with time towards the great thing we have in

common,—a thing for which we care so much that what we have not

in common, the membership of this society or that, is quite forgotten.

Before all of us has stood for years the college shield with the " Veri-

tas" written on it. And what in the end the social life of Harvard

brings us, just as much as the formal training, is ever-increasing loyalty

to that motto.

Barrett Wendell.

SHOULD CRITICS BE GENTLEMEN?

"VTOT long ago I received from a lady of much culture and fine natural^ intelligence a letter whose chief contents chanced to bear upon a

recent hostile newspaper notice of a book which she had herself cor-

dially admired. One paragraph of this letter especially struck me.

It ran thus :

" The attack upon Mr. 's book has served more than ever to

convince me that there is something all wrong with modern ' criticism'

—so called. Why should not the same courtesy be preserved in writing

of a new book w4iich accepted usage forces upon us in speaking of one

before its author? Reckless personality is condemned in social inter-

course as vulgar, and even odious ; why should it be held admissible

the instant that the reviewer takes up his pen ? I remember hearing,
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as a school-girl, of ^polite literature.' Is politeness an imperative

requisite of literature alone, or are there similar kindly demands upon

the people who set themselves to consider it ? . . . Suppose we put into

actual life the same ill-breeding which now exists among the newspaper

critics. My husband, as you know, is a Wall Street banker. Imagine

that some gentleman strolled of a morning into his office, and, instead of

the usual decent ^ good-day,' began coolly to assure him that his busi-

ness ability was overrated, that his financial success had been cheaply

purchased, that he owed his present prosperity to a mere drift of luck,

and that, taken altogether, he was a person of very little real conse-

quence. I am nearly certain that my husband, under such circum-

stances, would become exceedingly angry. And if he added to his

anger a flat request that this same outspoken individual should never

again cross his threshold, I am positive in my belief that hundreds

of thoughtful and fair-minded outsiders would promptly support the

course he had taken. . . . The great difficulty with all you literary

people is that you almost wholl}' waive good manners in your discus-

sions of one another. You pour upon the book of a fellow-writer abuse

which you would despise yourselves for venting if it were a question of

his ill-cut c(5at, his inseparable squint, or his hereditary freckles. You
draw quite too sharp a line between what you may hold to be good

criticism and what your own sense of common propriety has long ago

convinced you to be good breeding."

This communication, after I had read and pondered it, struck me
as a somewhat lucid view of the whole matter. If not a comprehensive

judgment, it is certainly one which contains the true reformatory ele-

ment. There is perhaps no one of its factors with which civilization

could less easily dispense than with that of courtesy. Imagine the hor-

rors of a drawing-room or a dinner-table where everybody said to every-

body else precisely what he considered to be deserved or appropriate,

regardless of the pain it would cost. In the republic of letters, it might

be answered, we are supposed to replace formality by sincerity. That

is not unlike the method, take it all in all, adopted by Robespierre in

his republic. There was a great deal of sincerity about that. Critics

and criticism there had it all their own way. It was an incisive way,

and one essentially brutal. For the latter reason its admirers were

numerous.

Censure would find it hard to adequately discountenance the arro-

gance and rudeness of the newspaper critic as they exist at the present

time. His effi3rt to show mental superiority and notable acumen quite

too often makes him forget that he is also expected to appear a gentle-

man. He may not be one (he is, alas! too frequently the dreary
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reverse), but he is nevertheless required to seem one by that very

standard of high cultivation which he has so emphatically assumed.

Even he would admit that there is something in good manners, after

all. Only, it is difficult to remember manners while you are being

radiantly judicial. The sun has beams that kill. Is it so painful a

calamity that you should give some one poor Jones his quietus while

you illuminate your entire period and pour consequent benefit on many

Joneses ?

I know the modern critic to be a very sensitive person,—quite as

much so as the most thin-skinned poet who ever bled under his bodkin.

I have never been able to explain this peculiarity except through the

tremulous effects of an evil conscience. It is constantly manifest, how-

ever, and it has more than once led me to realize the keenness of those

shocks which its possessor must find himself called on to sustain when

he encounters printed impressions of fellow-critics diametrically different

from his own. That he is always finding himself disagreed with there

can be no admissible doubt. I don't know what heroic self-reliance

buoys up his sense of infallibility under these trying conditions. For

my own part, I have more than once examined with amusement the

variations between the verdicts passed by " authorities'' upon my own
humble work. I have read the eulogies of Rhadamanthus in the

Tomahawk till my cheeks tingled with pleasurable blushes. " How
entirely charming of Rhadamanthus !" I have said to myself. ^' He
understands me ; he and I are kindred souls ; and the next time I meet

him on Broadway I hope it will be lunch-time, so that I can ask him

to join me somewhere for a chop and a swallow of claret." Then I have

taken up the Hatchet^ and discovered that Minos thinks I have just

added new indignity to the persecutions of an over-patient public. I

am styleless and flaccid ; I am i spiring, but effete ; I have blundered

into a pseudo-reputation, and am a complex junction of dulness, falsity,

and feebleness. This both alarms and depresses me. I ask myself,

with the vague and meek ratiocination of one simultaneously petted and

persecuted, how I can be, on account of the same piece of literary

achievement, at once wise and foolish, profound and shallow, talented

and vacuous. But the Lancet soon reassures me. I am, according to

JEsLCOS, neither large nor small ; it is quite explained now : I am simply

a nice blending of mediocrity and industry. Here are three mighty

judges, all stoutly opposed to one another. They cannot all be right

;

and if one is right the other two are fatally wrong. But how shat-

tering to my own impulses of reverence ! It is like a vulgar family

quarrel in the household of Jupiter.

These discordances of opinion are not occasional ; they occur every
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day. They are to my mind the great proof of how absurdly needless

are all published comments on books in current newspapers. Many an

author might find two or three of his works adorning the "parlor

table'^ of some " flat" in Harlem owned by the reviewer who has hotly

abused them all during jmst months. This gentleman has no doubt

forgotten his own abuse. Perhaps he has really read the books after-

ward, unprofessionally, as it were, in the quiet of his own home and

beneath the light of his evening lamp, enjoying their contents. Most

fair and thoughtful criticism is of necessity kindly, and you are very

apt to cut a sorry figure in recommending a book which you have not

thoroughly read. In nine cases out of ten your praise rings false and

silly, for your ignorance of what you are praising betrays itself, like the

piece of futile hypocrisy it is. You resemble a maid who rouges her

mistress in a dim light ; there is danger of the lady's nose getting a

little rosy accidental spot on its tip. But the criticism that puts down
its head like a bull and " makes" for a book never requires the least

preparation, premeditation. Not very long ago I met a critic who en-

gaged me in conversation on the subject of more than one recent book

which I myself happened carefully to have read, and which he had

presumably read, as he had reviewed each of them. To my surprise,

he spoke of one of these books in tones of extreme praise. He had

forgotten, no doubt, that he had ever denounced it. I could not help

feeling that I should altogether have preferred this gentleman^s blame.

Nothing is so easy as to be what we nowadays call a critic. Unless

you are mentally unsound, you must have certain opinions regarding

the books which may come under your eye. Entertaining such opin-

ions, you are required to express them with moderate ease and glibness,

though the integrity demanded of your syntax will, I suppose, vary

according to the " tone" of your journal or the liberality of your wage.

For my own part, Avhen reflecting that I too possess, in common with

the rest of my race, opinions about the literary performances of my
contemporaries, I cannot but feel that I would sell almost anything else

in the world rather than become a daily—or weekly—vender of these

opinions. Oranges, bananas, gentlemen's braces, lead-pencils,—you may

go through a very long list of salable things (if you will only leave

me my good name), and I feel certain that you will hit upon nothing

which I should not prefer to sell rather than these inevitably haphazard

and often grossly unjust personal opinions. I have not the slightest

doubt that some future day will see newspaper criticism as completely

abolished as the whipping-post, the stocks, imprisonment for debt, and

other exploded nuisances. And I would here make a little passing

note and refer to two gentlemen who at present are doing their best,
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from all that observation teaches me, toward killing this wide injustice,

throughout our own country at least, by substituting for crude enco-

mium on the one hand and raw invective on the other a patient and

wholesome consideration of the literature subjected to their scrutiny.

I allude to Mr. Julian Hawthorne and Mr. George Parsons Lathrop,

in their Sunday feuilletons for the New York World and the New York
Star. Here are two men of marked ability, of tried creative accom-

plishment, and sufferers in the past, themselves, no doubt, -from ruf-

fianly attacks, whose weekly essays are in the main merely discursive

and brilliant commentaries upon the growth and tendency of American

letters, rather than illogical panegyrics or hysterical fault-findings.

It is my belief that both these gentlemen would perhaps be better occu-

pied in contributing to the national belles-lettres which they have already

richly adorned. But that is their own affair ; and so long as their

virile and yet gentle essays in this particular department are continued,

so much more useful will be the example w^hich they show to the un-

thinking rabble that pours its heedless hot shot from many quarters.*

The first delicious sense of power in a young writer is always

accompanied by a conviction that he can teach others how to write and

how not to write. He may himself have done nothing more note-

worthy than a few lyrics in the Waverley Magazine, that publication

which takes pride, I am informed, in asserting that it thrives upon the

cacoethes of the would-be Tennysons and Thackerays, and which boasts

of never having paid a dollar for any of the extraordinary verses and

stories thronging its innumerable pages. He may only have written a

vapid little tale for some local journal,—let us say in Brundusium,

Ohio,—or a peppery editorial or two in the pages of a sheet eagerly

subscribed for by the citizens of Gomorrah, Wyoming Territory. But

he will feel himself a critic, just the same. Give him his head, and he

will scamper rough-shod over Dante and Robert Louis Stevenson,

Milton and Henry James, with the same unsparing ardor of treatment.

He will adore, he will hate ; he will dissect, he will generalize ; he will

vituperate, he will condone ; he will scorn, he w^ill worship. In other

words, he possesses prejudices pro and con for w^hich he desires unre-

stricted vent. If the editor of the New York Tribune were to advertise

for a critic to-morrow^, I have no doubt that the applicants for such

office w^ould swiftly swell into thousands throughout a single day. The

* I must here state that Mr. Hawthorne has lately betrayed an energy of

dislike with regard to that faulty but wonderful writer, " Ouida," which gives

me a desire to cross pens with him in friendly tilt hereafter,—a desire which the

editor of LippincoWs Magazine may perhaps gratify.
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one thing that all literary tyros believe themselves capable of doing,

and of doing superlatively well, is criticism upon writers of recognized

name. They think it, in the words of the old phrase, to be " as easy

as lying f and I regret to add that in other respects they often make
it not dissimilar from that wide-spread weakness. Newspaper offices

naturally swarm with persons of just this analytic and ambitious turn.

The editors will tell you that many more neophytes aspire to do " review

work" than to embark upon the mundane reportorial drudgeries. It

is chiefly from these very self-sufficient and audacious beings that the

author receives his worst assaults. The world appears to perceive that

this is true, and yet with regard to the author himself it rather curiously

misunderstands and misvalues the whole situation. " Do not notice

your critics !" it cries to the indignant victim, about whose ears peas

from ambuscaded shooters may be whizzing, and with some annoyance,

if with no actual peril. " They are quite beneath you. It is in the

worst possible taste for you to show the least consciousness on your

part that they exist at all.'' But meanwhile the injured author, re-

cipient as he so often is of absolute insult, finds himself called upon to

observe that the world gives his critics a fair share of respectful atten-

tion. My own experiences of this self-contradictory movement have

been rather amusing. I have on certain occasions inly smiled as I

heard comments delivered to me upon my own works which echoed

with a servility that was perhaps unconscious more than a single state-

ment extant in yesterday's newspaper. Whether, indeed, the general

reading public does concern itself with these observations is, after all,

questionable ; but it is true that there are two classes who do peruse

them and often study them carefully as well,—an author's friends and

his enemies. This is a constituency which never fails the most spiteful

reviewer, and it is one upon which he probably counts in the main-

tenance of his wholly useless position.

I insist that it is in every case a useless position, even when it is

charitably rather than maliciously maintained. Newspaper critics are

as little wanted as newspaper advertisements are greatly wanted,—and

paid for on that account. Publishers send books to the daily or weekly

press with but one motive,—that they shall be copiously praised. Some

three or four volumes of a work are for this reason given away when-

ever publication occurs. The distribution is made for commercial

reasons alone, and the publishers, through slender sales, are often losers

because of it. Upon them the loss alone falls ; they are so many copies

" out." They read adverse notices—too frequently tissues of reckless

falsehood when not the product of minds either jaded from underpaid

overwork or by nature meagrely equipped for the tasks entered upon

—
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with a bitterness quite as acute as the author's. Hostility that touches

a man's pocket irritates him quite as much as that which touches his

self-esteem. Publishers are to-day groaning at the churlish paragraphic

treatment which their gratuitous copies receive from newspapers to which

they are sent. And yet these gentlemen still continue to send. They

recognize the absurdity, the foolhardiness, of the whole system, but like

many another abuse it obtains because it has become time-honored,

and they still go on practically sanctioning it. A few months ago I

received from a publisher of excellent standing and universally accepted

shrewdness a declaration that surprised me because of its unexpected

frankness. It was distinctly to the effect that he himself would be glad

enough to do away with the whole custom of offering books for journal-

istic attention and discussion, provided three or four houses of similar

repute to his own would agree upon a similar course. But there lay

the fatal impediment. His confreres were always "hoping that a book

issued by them would have the luck to secure wide approval from the

critics, be written about in one homogeneous strain of praise from Ver-

mont to Utah, and hence secure a " boom" that would swell financial

receipts afterward. But such a golden trouvaille of good fortune is very

rarely hit upon. It is nearly always the same order of things with the

despots of the many petty provinces. They may be clad with a little

brief authority, but they propose to get all the wear procurable out of

this flimsy and transient vestment. They are determined to strut about

in it, to drape its folds, as might be said, with a becoming personal

dignity. Tompkins would not write of the last novel or poem or

biography as Smith has done for even an extra dollar a week added to

his pathetic salary ; and there are nine chances out of ten that Brown
will feel himself equally thrilled by his own individualism and mental

importance when examining the decisions of Tompkins or Smith. No;
the commercial value of the whole arbitrary and whimsical process is

almost always nil to the aggrieved publisher. He finds that as a rule

his " selling" books are those which the critics treat even more shabbily

than usual, or concerning which they disagree with an unwonted ardor.

He feels in his heart that the newspaper is to be trusted simply as a

medium of information between himself and his public, declaring that

certain works have been issued by him, and can be bought just as he

has bought the means of so asserting. He has a full perception of the

flippancy, the acrimony, and the incompetence by which his donations

are incessantly rewarded. And he still makes them, notwithstanding.

Some day there will be a quiet and effectual revolt against this flagrant

injustice. Some day the wrong will right itself, and instead of receiving

bundles of new books by the morning mail or express, that sapient in-
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stitution, our modern newspaper, will find the avowal of its literary-

loves and hates alike unsolicited. Such a prophecy may sound millen-

nial ; so does that of an international copyright law, whose absence

makes us properly the jeer of almost every other civilized nation, and

turns all our authors into men without countries. But one day we
shall have international copyright, nevertheless, just as one day we
shall carelessly and almost unconsciously dispense with all such minor

tyrannies as newspaper critics.

As an example of extreme sincerity and honesty among members

of this guild, I should like to chronicle a particular incident which be-

fell myself. One evening, about eight years ago, just before the appear-

ance of my first book of poems, *^ Fantasy and Passion,'' I went to a

reception given at the Lotos Club, in New York. Among the assem-

bled guests was a certain person whom some optimists have seriously

stated to be a poet. He had a position, then, upon some evening

paper as its literary critic ; I am not quite sure whether or no it was

the journal which he at present represents, though I think not. He
had been writing with belligerence and not a little clear malignity

about certain poems of mine in the Atlantic Monthly and elsewhere,

and when I received from a mutual acquaintance his request to cross

the rooms and speak with him, I felt considerable surprise. After

very little hesitation, however, I refused point-blank; and yet I sent

no uncivil message, since the whole affair was one of quite too much
indifference to me for that. As I subsequently learned, however, he

became excessively angry on hearing of my unwillingness, and indeed

lost all control of his temper. *^ I will kill that man !" he exclaimed to

my peaceful and astonished emissary, finishing his sentence with a ro-

bust oath, and beginning his next sentence with another. " By
,

IVe killed bigger men than he is, and I'll kill him /" This murderous

threat bore no allusion to my own life, but rather to that of my first

book of poems, " Fantasy and Passion." On the appearance of that

book, the gentleman certainly behaved like a critic with a private grave-

yard for the corpses of those reputations which he had already wrath-

fully slain. Whether he succeeded in burying my own there or not I

leave his most amiable conscience to decide. I seem to have somehow

risen from my ashes, if this is true ; but it may be only one of those

delusions born of an author's inextinguishable egotism, even after he

himself has been given a permanent quietus.

But I deny that the least egotism has impelled me to record this

dramatic little episode. I have merely wished to show what exquisite

fidelity to principles, what honorable discharge of responsibility, may

exist among these critics of newspapers, from whom we are entitled
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surely to expect an unbiassed and disinterested expression of their likes

and dislikes, if nothing more final and valuable. There is no part of

my narration at all doubtful as to fact. The gentleman who was a

witness of this critic's fine rageful outburst and an auditor of his

anathema, made no mistake in what he saw and heard. Now, let us

consider, from an article signed with his own name in a recent issue of

his journal, just what philosophic and flawless theories of criticism

this reviewer, who vowed he would kill me and who has killed bigger

men than I am, fosters enough diverting effrontery to print. " They,"

writes our Thalaba, alluding to certain other reviewers whom his own

rancorous postulates have offended, " might keep their temper, as I do

mine, and they need not attribute personal motives to me, for 1 have none.

No man who is worthy of the name of a critic ever writes from a personal

motive. His business is not to deal with the author, the artist, the actor,

but with his work." Yes, my lusty arch-foe, you are for once wholly

right. And you might have added, " His business is also not to growl

profane and ridiculous menaces against an author whose book he has

not yet even seen, and then to indulge in slanderous comments regard-

ing that author, whenever occasion serves, during a period of eight

succeeding years." I can scarcely explain why memory wanders just

here to that tragic incident in " Pendennis" where the " Spring Annual"

containing poor Pen's verses (and very lovely verses they were, as we
all recall in thinking of " The Church Porch") fell into the hands of

Mr. Bludyer. " Mr. Bludyer," runs the passage, " who was a man of

very considerable talent, . . . had a certain notoriety in his profession,

and reputation for savage humor. He smashed and trampled down the

poor spring-flowers with no more mercy than a bull would have on a

parterre ; and, having cut up the volume to his heart's content, went

and sold it at a book-stall, and purchased a pint of brandy with the

proceeds of the volume."

I am well aware that it is nowadays the fashion for authors not to

^' answer" their critics. If Byron should write his " English Bards

and Scotch Reviewers" at the present time, its pungent satire would be

denounced as in execrable taste, and all his friends would pull long

faces when they met him, in sorrow at his exceeding temerity. The
newspapers are now supposed to be omnipotent in crushing a man, and

to *' fight" them, as the phrase goes, is looked upon as courting sure

destruction. But while the law mercifully draws a line at positive libel,

I cannot see just why the publicity which they are capable of causing

should deter an honest man or an honest woman from resenting outrage.

If you are reviled because you have dared to write a book, I fail to un-

derstand Avhy you should shrink from a little more abuse for denying
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false cliarges against it. You say to me, my friend, that I should hold

all critics in contempt. So I will, when the publishers refrain from

holding them in respect. So I will, when I cease to find their praise

used in advertisements of my works, like the certificate of a school-boy's

good conduct. So I will, when I know them receiving disregard, and

not propitiation. So I will, when society says to me, " It is a very

serious and great art, this art of criticism, and it is neither the ruffianly

swinging of a bludgeon nor the insecure handling of a scalpel."

It seems to me that if a true critic should arise in the world he would

be as worthy of homage and reverence as the noblest philosopher or poet

who ever lived. He would be as dispassionate as the law of gravitation

and as charitable as the all-dispensing sun. But, alas ! when and where

have we had a true critic ? Emerson ? He is as divine in his mis-

judgments as he is trustworthy in his splendid intuitions. Carlyle?

He was a poseur, a shrieker, who scolded ostentatiously and made peo-

ple remark his tempest because it was enclosed in so fantastic a teapot.

Besides, these men were not literary critics in any true sense. But

Taine, the remarkable and brilliant Taine, is a literary critic; and yet

who can forgive him for being so much of a Frenchman as to put De
Musset above Tennyson ? There is no criticism at all except that which

founds itself upon inflexible, logical science. If beauty, eloquence,

poetry, rhythm, harmony, style, taste, insight into human character,

sympathy with the phases and subtleties of nature, are not susceptible

of scientific definition and classification, they are not truth,—for all truth

is so susceptible, sooner or later. It will not do for A to tell me that

Poe's ^^ Annabel Lee'' has an " indefinable melody," an " unfathomable

tenderness." B, who does not see with the eyes ofA at all, may think

" Annabel Lee" a mere sensuous and senseless jingle. Both sides may

rave, for and against, over the merits or the shortcomings of these

stanzas. But enthusiasm settles no more than vituperation does. De
gustihus non disputandum is a sword of epigram that simply tries to cut

the throat of criticism. I do not mean that he who tells me why a

poem is beautiful should explain to me w^hat beauty is. He can no

more do that than he can tell me what matter is w^hen he states that one

mass of it, the earth, moves round another mass of it, the sun. But he

can find some living law—as I almost believe the German thinker

Schopenhauer has done—which governs beauty in all its forms of de-

velopment and manifestation. All modern criticism is summed up in

this :
" I, John Smith, declare that John Brown has or has not genius,

has or has not ability, is or is not a poet, a philosopher, a historian, a

novelist." AYe are overrun with essays and disquisitions on writers; we

are surfeited with ipse dixi ; we have had enough and more than
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enough of a priori dogmatism. I know that tliere are a great many

people who are prepared to shudder at the thought of science being ap-

pHed to any of their aesthetic pleasures. Whenever it is a question of

their bodily health, of the bread they eat, of the air they breathe, of the

clothes they wear, of the colds they catch, of the deaths they are likely

to die, they accept the only aid and guidance which their reason assures

them to be the potent one. But with literature they must indulge a

sentimental acceptance of the inscrutable. It appears to me that news-

paper critics and all the numberless foibles which their random dicta

beget are a result ofjust this drowsy bigotry. " How,^^ cries the quiv-

ering voice of sentimentality, '^ can you demonstrate to me the fragrance

of the rose or the whiteness of the lily ?" My answer must be, ^' I can

do neither ultimately, but I can do both relatively. If I were a news-

paper critic, I might assert that the rose was odorless and the lily blood-

red. These would be statements no less unsupported by proof than

many which stare at us from the pages of our morning journals, in their

'literary' columns. But I can prove inductively and comparatively,

if you will, that to you the odor diffused by your rose has a right to be

called agreeable, and similarly that the purity of your lily has a right to

be called chaste." I am prone to believe that very marvellous things

may be done in literature when this abhorred science has begun to in-

vestigate it. There must be very powerful radical reasons why we are

all so willing to think " Hamlet" a work of genius. Thus far nearly

all the writers who have told us why have considered quite too much
who is telling it and how it is being told. The paths of the essayist

and the analyst are widely divergent. ' One is full of the pretty buds

of rhetoric,

—

the flosculi sententiarum,—which it is hard not occasionally

to stop and pluck. The other is bloomless, and even granitic, with no

temptations for the rhapsodist over floriculture and a very stern method

in the recurrence of its mile-stones.

There is a publishing-house in New York—that of Messrs. Funk &
Wagnalls, if I may be permitted to mention its name without bringing

on myself the awful accusation of wishing to " puiF" it—which has

struck me as having hit, in the turmoil and fatuity of newspaper criti-

cism, upon a mode of winning public attention at once legitimate and

salutary. This house has conceived the plan of sending to authors of

established fame copies of the new books which it has issued, and asking

from them a few lines, to be printed as advertisement if thought ad-

visable. Surely this attitude, if persistently preserved, is one which in

time could be made stoutly to prevail over all the haphazard treatises

of the ordinary reviewers. If the author under consideration, who-
ever he may be, could look into the columns of a newspaper and find
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that Temiyson, Mr. Herbert Spencer, Mr. Lecky, Mr. Tyndall, or

Mr. Froude, had not only praised his work, but allowed their praise to

be openly published as a help to him against the puerilities and jeal-

ousies of the mere empirical bunglers, what happy tears of thanks might

besiege his eyes ! And even if lesser writers could be brought to lend

each other their warm, sweet aid, whenever they could truthfully and

sincerely do so, what a gentle but telling fight would be waged against

those wrangling " professionals'' who now swarm about a book like

minnows round a freshly-dropped bait ! True enough, there would be

no real criticism in all this. It would be a compromise, not a settle-

ment ; an improvement, not a remedy. Authors are not critics, because

all individual talent (or genius, which is precisely the same as talent in

kind, though not in degree) presupposes limitation. But authors are in

most cases vastly better critics than the so-termed critics themselves. I

know with what derision the latter might feel inclined to hail my state-

ment. It would be as extraordinary, if they did not so hail it, as the

popularization of agnosticism among the clergy. And yet if you,

reader, had written a poem, whom would you choose to have for its

eulogist ?—the Dryasdust who glares at it with a preconceived hatred

because the Muses are nine and so are the children whom he has to sup-

port by hack-work on the Saturday Scorpion f Or would your prefer-

ence be just one brief sentence from the wise and tender lips of such a

man as the late Mr. Longfellow? Whose approval would please you

more ? Would not the first, indeed, turn to utter tameness beside the

last? Surely yes, I think, although few poets have ever been more

infamously assailed in their time than Longfellow was. I remember

that once while I was a guest in his lovely home our conversation

drifted upon critics. His mild, lucid eye almost flashed as he said to

me, " Whenever I have been attacked by one of those fellows I always

feel as if I had been blackguarded in the street V^ This may prove in-

teresting to a few of " those fellows" who still live ; but, whether it does

or not, I repeat Longfellow's exact words. A little later, during that

same visit, he said to me, " Never notice your critics, under any cir-

cumstances." And I have always remembered the little gesture of dis-

dain that went with these words ; for Longfellow was by no means the

milk-and-water personage whom some of his biographers have painted

him, but a man of the world, trained in the choicest niceties and ele-

gances, and with a savoir-faire and dignity of demeanor that I have

seldom seen equalled. Even if he had not been the true and noble

poet he was, he could never have become a critic : his manners were

far too good for that. In allusion to Poe's pitiable dirt-throwing

he spoke with the gentlest reserve ; and yet he told me, shaking his
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liead for a moment with evident melancholy, that Poe was in his debt

for a considerable sum of money at the period this scurrilous onslaught

had been made. Well, time has been the avenger, and Poe's meanness

has borne no fruit. The fame of Longfellow will stay luminous for

generations to be, while that of Poe, in the poetical sense, is kept fever-

ishly alive by fanatical admirers whom the meretricious tawdriness of

his verse (apart from the really astonishing quality of his prose) fails to

convince that he was by no means a poet. I have always been able to

understand just why Poe was so ferocious, narrow and ungentlemanly

a " critic" of other men's writing since I heard the words of a man who
had once seen and talked with him. The man was a printer, the head

of a reputable printing-establishment, and what he communicated to me
regarding his single experience of Poe I then had every reason to be-

lieve, and still believe implicitly. " I once saw Edgar Poe," declared

my informant, " and I shall never forget the meeting. He called upon

me and made to me a proposition regarding a newspaper which he

wished to establish. His proposition was thoroughly immoral, involv-

ing a distinct scheme of fraud, and his condition when he made it was

one of the most revolting drunkenness." If Poe had ever succeeded in

starting that newspaper, we can easily imagine, from the insolent per-

sonalities which some of his miscellanies now contain, how detestable

would have been its " critical" posture. What he wrote in it regarding

his contemporaries would probably have been as foolish as his poetry,

and a great deal more poisonous. As a weaver of wondrous romances

his exceptional intellect deserves all honor ; but when he attitudinizes

as a newspaper critic he almost teaches us to forget ^^ The Fall of the

House of Usher" and " The Cask of Amontillado," while we remember

vividly enough the strut and nonsense of ^^ Ulalume" and the verbose,

theatrical prolixity of " The Raven." Scientific criticism can make plain

enough just why such poems as these are worthless, and a like test will

serve, I am very certain, to demolish as equally trivial the Volleys

poured upon Longfellow and others.

If all the misery, the despondency, the feeling of brutal wrong and

the despairing apathy which has resulted from newspaper criticism

could be massed together in one dolorous chapter, such accumulation

would form a tragedy horrible past thought. No writer has ever been

young and striven who has not passed through stages of needless pain

at comments which are sometimes bruited abroad concerning his work
by people who might not wish, in the ordinary following of their lives,

to injure a fly. Giiford may not have really killed Keats, after all : I

hope there never has been a Gifford in the world strong enough to kill,

or a Keats weak enough to let himself be killed. But if the free lances
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of the press really could see the red and vital blood which their calum-

nious thrusts will sometimes draw from young and sensitive breasts, I

am confident that they would blush with shame as red as the blood

itself. I have thought a great deal on the subject, and I am wholly

unable to understand why a young man who publishes a trashy novel,

or a trashy poem, or a trashy anything else, should have it fulminated

against in the newspapers. It may be as bad as human intelligence

can conceive of, and it may write its author down an ass fifty times

over. But it is nearly always a work of perfectly unconscious absurdity.

I have always suspected that the " Sweet Singer of Michigan" was a

clever man or woman who played a deliberate part in those apparently

well-intentioned stanzas of his or hers. But there are many singers

who believe themselves to be sweet and are not, and who have got into

print, and yet who possess nerve-centres, capacities for trembling under

fierce rebuff, organizations fit to thrill under quite as much emotion as

their verses are powerless to express. Why rail against these harmless

victims of an illusive will-o'-the-wisp? Why call them names, and

stamp upon them, and question Jove himself as to the object of their

creation? No service to literature is done by giving them sleepless

nights and days of torment. Their feeble books are perfectly sure of

dying, without denunciation being hurled at them the moment they are

born. Nobody will read them, in any case. Pray do not flatter your-

self, fiery-eyed critic, with your furious foot still upon one of their gilt-

edged offspring, that you have performed the slightest public benefit by

your frenzy of condemnation. You have simply Succeeded in making

a fellow-creature's heart suffer,—nothing more. Your rhodomontade

was not at all wanted ; society could have done quite as well without it.

The world at large has the same reluctance to buy the book of a new

author that you or I may have to strike an acquaintance with some

plausible person who accosts us on a steamboat or a railway-car. And
with the author of fixed position it is very much the same. He has

won his spurs, and you critics can neither burnish them brighter nor

cast upon them the least film of tarnish. There is more potency in a

word or two, favorable or unfavorable, about my last book, delivered by

X to Z over their friendly dinner, than in all the glory of

your panegyric or all the darkness of your diatribe. Leave the authors

alone, and their destinies are just as certain as though you did not

seek to manipulate them. A good book was never yet made unpopular

because you contemned it, nor a poor one salable because you shouted

in its behalf. The community can find out what they want to read

without your multiplex and bewildering counsel. There is one thing

that you can do, and I am impressed with an idea that you do it most
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pertinaciously and relentlessly : you can inflict torture upon the callow

authors and sharp annoyance upon the veteran ones. Don't believe

any author, though his hair be as white as eighty years can turn it,

when he tells you that he doesn't care for your stabs and pin-pricks.

Of course he cares. I will warrant you he is a pretty tepid and spine-

less kind of an author if he does not. Would not you care, messieurs,

if you were trying to ford a muddy street, and a troop of vicious roy-

sterers passed you in another direction, splashing the mud further than

your boots,—as far even as your eyes ? Mud is mud, you know, gentle-

men, no matter who throws it at you. It dries easily, and Jane the

housemaid, or John the valet, can quite nicely dust it from one's

trousers or waistcoat the next morning. But you have a disagreeable

after-thought, nevertheless, of how easy it would have been for those

riotous persons who met you yesterday not to have cast it.

I should like for once to see and shake hands with a newspaper

critic who had no conscientious belief that he was one of the guardians

at the gates of his national literature. It would be delightful to find

so welcome a product of modern intelligence. I should naturally object

to him for being a newspaper critic at all, but I should control that

objection without difficulty because of gratitude at his charming rarity.

If it were in my power to secure him a clerkship in a bank, a position

in the custom-house, how gladly I would offer to do so ! And I am
certain that he would accept with alacrity, for he would be so anxious

to leave the company of his fellow-critics, who all had convinced them-

selves that they held, each one, an especial grip upon the wheel that

moves public appreciation this way or that. Ah, let such autocrats as

these go to their elders, who have passed years in supposably moulding

the fates of authors. Let them ask such warriors in a trifling war if

they honestly think they have ever either slain or saved an author. I

fancy that I know what the answer will be, if it is truly an honest

one. And then comes the irreversible question. Why harass and

retard and irritate energies which, after all, provided they be energies

of the slightest real momentum, must finally brush away such embar-

rassments as if they were gnats ? Learn your trade, gentlemen, or your

art, if it be an art, before you attempt to practise it. Science points

you the path, not whim or conceit or vainglory. It is a strait path,

but a clear one. And its first foothold, if I mistake not, is humane

courtesy.

Edgar Fawceit,

Vol. XXXIX.—12
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To the question "Shall we have morality in novels?" the majority of

answers would very certainly be " Yes." To the question " Shall we have im-

morality in novels ?" it would certainly be a small minority that would not also

answer " Yes." Literature that should not in some measure reflect life would be

hopeless and valueless, even if it set before us the loftiest of ideals. Temptation,

sin, victory, defeat, each must have its representative in fiction. To grant this,

however, is by no means to acknowledge that everything in life is worth deline-

ating in fiction. It is even entirely consistent with claiming that there should be

more morality than immorality in literature, whatever may be their relative pro-

portion in life. Vernon Lee, in a recent admirable article on the novel, has given

just expression to the legitimate effort of fiction " to artificially increase those

rare moments when our meaner part is in abeyance, our better in activity." Be-

lieving in " the power of reiteration of emotion in constituting our emotional

selves," she deems the directing of human feeling into certain channels rather

than into certain other channels to be one of the noble uses of literature, especi-

ally of the novel, and one of the things which put this sort of half-art above the

perfect arts which can attain perfect and unmixed beauty. Again, as she perti-

nently puts it, " we receive the impressions of literature on what in the intellec-

tual order corresponds to an empty stomach," and " have no right to present to

the intellect, which by its nature expects essences, types, lessons, generalizations,

a casual bit of unarranged, unstudied reality, which is not any of these things
;

which is only reality, and which ought to have reality's destructibility and fleet-

ingness."

It is a forcible, just, and convincing plea for the deliberate choice, in fiction

which shall mirror life, of more good than evil. Granting, however, that we
must have both morality and immorality in literature, but more of good than of

evil, the question which remains of " What is moral and what is immoral ?" will

cause more disagreement than even the first discussion. Between morality and

immorality many would like to draw as definite a line of demarcation as the

equator that separates the northern hemisphere from the southern ; but let them

try to draw it, and it will exhibit an isothermal irregularity in sounding the

depths and scaling the heights of character in fiction.

What is it that makes a novel moral or immoral ? Not its choice of a sub-

ject : it is possible to deal with a noble subject in a way to degrade it utterly, as

it is possible to deal with an unworthy one in a way to strengthen the moral im-

agination. It goes without saying that morality in a novel does not consist in

delineating on paper easy and beautiful victories over sin and temptation. Nei-

ther does it consist in drawing pointed morals* of the very highest standard to

adorn a tale which has been questionable throughout till the novelist thinks to

retrieve himself by a sentence or two on the last page. Perhaps the final test of

a moral or immoral novel is the mood in which it leaves us. It matters very

little what the subject or the treatment has been, if it leaves us filled with a sense

of the beauty of holiness, longing to go forth and put wrong to right, convinced
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either of the horror or the weariness of evil, or, in short, with our emotional

selves strengthened in right directions by the reiteration of emotions not right

because they are all moral, but right because, whether moral or immoral, they

leave in us an abiding sense of the desirableness of what is right.

The immorality of such a book as " The Pagans" is of the kind which should

be utterly beyond the pale of literature. The wretched pages of Zola are more

legitimate, as portraying the frightful tendency and results of vice, than the litera-

ture which deals with comparatively mild immorality based upon lax and loose

standards, admitted plainly, but with hypocritical covering of decency, in society

supposed to be, if anything, above the average. Those with a most intense dis-

like of and disbelief in Zola's methods can yet see a possible object in his coarse

delineations. For depicting such life as that of the " Pagans" there is no excuse.

The author himself would not attempt to offer any plea for it but the fact that

such phases of life exist. What if they do exist ? Shall they exist over and over

again ? Shall we dwell upon them with " reiterated emotions" till we cease to

think of them as extraordinary ? They are not shown to be degrading, not felt

to be a warning : they are simply " depicted." The author does not rage against

them, or expect you to do so : he even expects you to be mildly tolerant of them

as something that " exists." Of similar evil tendency is the really frightful and

utterly unpardonable immorality of Miss Alma-Tadema's novel " Love's Mar-

tyr ;" it is not aimed to show any moral result whatever, but merely to " depict"

a phase of passion, with the author's tacit belief and teaching that passion can-

not be helped, and that if you happen to have a passion you must of course yield

to it. It is not the depicting of a man or of a woman who yielded to the tempta-

tion of ungovernable passion that is in itself objectionable : who ever objected, or

would object, to " The Scarlet Letter" ? It is the implication that the one passion

depicted is a vital, omnipotent influence in all human life which is deplorable as

an artist's lack of conscientiousness.

Yet it is not by any means enough that an author rages against the sin he

may choose to depict. Who could rage more finely than Joaquin Miller in his

horrible story " The Destruction of Gotham" ? One might take him for a very

Sir Galahad in his horror of vice, to judge by the vehemence with which he de-

nounces it, the pious zeal with which he professes to wage war upon it, the vials

of wrath he calls down upon those who indulge in it. But of what avail, so long

as he makes of his whole book merely a revolting revelation of vice and sin, the

effect of which is neither to warn, to explain, nor to excite a crusade in behalf

of virtue, but merely to disgust ? To read the book is to have a literary delirium

tremens, in which there seems to be no possible escape from the slimy serpents

of sin and loathsome snakes of vice that you know to be wholly a work of imagi-

nation, but which nevertheless pierce you to the marrow with horrible sensa-

tions. The author fairly seems to gloat in describing wickedness, even localizing

its haunts and methods till you cannot walk down-town without a shuddering

sense every few minutes of " This is the place." Does any one suppose such a

book can do any good as a crusade against the evil it depicts with such a show
of virtuous horror ? A thousand times no.

That the subject chosen is not accountable for the morality or immorality of

a novel is well illustrated in Vernon Lee's novel of " Miss Brown." Great waa
the hue and cry in some quarters against the immorality of that book. Why ?

The author did indeed dwell upon wretched tendencies and miserable situations,

but her whole book was an ardent outcry, not only against lax society life and
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customs, but against the habits of thought, the tendency of ideas, harmless at

first, but wreaking folly, because with no moral stamina to keep them straight.

So true a crusader against social evil is Vernon Lee that she hates sestheti-

cism, the dilettante luxuriousness which makes taste its standard and beauty its

idol, because of its slow, sure descent to self-indulgence that cares for no duty

but that to art. Unfortunately for herself, she chose the homoeopathic method
of cure : she hated with her whole soul the lax moral sense that would indulge

in "anything for art's sake" in writing verse or novels bordering dangerously on
immoral art, till by "reiterated emotion" immoral art degenerates into immo-
rality, and to show how she hated such books she would herself write a book to be-

wail theil* tendencies. Alas I the reading world saw only her methods, not her

object. She wrote on distasteful subjects, on questionable situations ; her book
was immoral ! Yet, judged by the final test, what was the mood in which it left

us ? It left us warned not only as to the danger of insidious immorality, but aa

to the danger of insidious beauty.

To say that morality should preponderate over immorality in fiction is not to

insist that the bulk of a book should be made up of moral situations. Take that

most admirable study of life in the novel called " Children of the Earth." So
truly is the story one of what is of the earth, earthy, that one might almost say

there was but a single spasm of virtue in the delineation of much that was faulty.

But how efiective is that one episode of nobility ! how it outweighs all the rest

of the book in leaving us in a mood not only to honor virtue, but to practise it I

What is the situation? After pages and chapters of struggle, a young girl de-

cides not to elope with a married man. The mere decision would not make the

book a moral one after it had dwelt persistently on an immoral situation and

wrought up the " reiterated emotions" of the reader to sympathize with the sin-

ners. It is what caused the young girl's decision that throws the balance so

firmly on the side of morality. The girl does not conquer herself,—this might

liave been one of the easy victories on paper which have no genuine value as a

stimulus to morality,—nor does she submit to the good advice of some excellent

and virtuous friend. She picks up a letter which her lover himself had written

to her when he believed himself dying, in which she finds how high he had held

her for her first determination not to fly with him. It is a revelation to her of

the beauty of holiness ; she will not lower herself in his eyes from that ideal

which the tempter held of the victim who would not yield to him ; and it must

be a very hardened reader indeed who does not feel to his heart's core the un-

conscious sermon that makes the whole book a powerful plea for morality.

Take again that wonderful little story published recently in Harper^s,
" The

Ministration of Death." Here again the situation deals with an incident im-

moral in itself,—the projected elopement of a young Washington wife with a

foreign count. But few of the so-called moral books of fiction could produce so

telling an effect in behalf of virtue as this wonderful and powerful rendering of a

thing in itself evil. It is the " ministration of death" that the guilty wife, saved

from flying with the count by a fatal trance which is taken for death, is roused

from the trance at last, not by the skill of physicians, not by the mighty love of

her husband and child, nor by the thrill of her own wakening love for husband

and child, but by the ecstasy of horror with which she shrinks from the now
hatefiil count when he approaches her coffin to touch her waxen hand. A story

of immoralities,—but a wonderful, wonderful sermon.

It is sufficiently surprising sometimes to see the immoral novels which the
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world reads and tacitly likes while confessing that they are immoral ; but it is

infinitely more surprising to see sometimes the novels which the reading world

pronounces especially moral and edifying, but which are in reality full of an in-

sidious immorality more penetrating and more dangerous than that of many an

apparently worse novel. Take, for instance, the story of " Justina," recently

published. It has been extolled to the skies by numerous critics for being an

exquisitely moral story, elevating and ennobling, full of dignity, purity, and

moral worth. Why ? Because the heroine will not run away with a married

man. This may be exquisite morality ; but to our mind it is simple decency,

not worth making any fuss about as extraordinary virtue. And taking out this one

moral point, which, after all, is not anything particularly noble, being only what

we expect of human nature, there is left a multitude of situations not only ques-

tionable, but beyond doubt unlovely, unworthy, and immoral. The heroine and

already-married hero do not elope, but they do everything just short of it. They

meet and talk as lovers, discuss the situation, and have not the slightest moral

sense of the iniquity of their behavior. The hero even offers to support her ; this

Justina declines, but apparently only because it is not necessary, as she has

money enough of her own,—for she frankly confesses that if she ever loses her

money she will not hesitate to let him support her, because they love each other

so ! Here again, however, the immorality of the story does not lie so much in

the depicting of immoral situations as in the representing immoral situations as

highly moral. Nothing can exceed the pride of the novelist in his beautifully-

discreet heroine, who is careful to avoid everything that might create " talk," and

whom he dutifully rewards by having her lover's wife die at last, except perhaps

the pride with which most of the critics have pointed to Justina as a beautiful

illustration of how a pure and noble woman ought to behave under the circum-

stances. Much of this same morbid and immoral insidiousness is creeping also

into Miss Woolson's work. Its danger lies, not in dealing with immorality, but

in giving to immorality the successful garb of the highly virtuous and commend-
able. Young girls read her novels, and, taught to see the excellent moral in the

fact that the heroine does not run away with a married lover, or herself obtain a

divorce to marry a man whom she loves better than her husband, openly ad-

mire the books which have been one long and pei'sistent dwelling on a morbid

and immoral situation, which have turned the "reiterated emotions" of the

reader into channels of dangerous sympathy with temptation and into an uncon-

scious belief that it does not matter how much you allow yourself to trifle danger-

ously and enjoyably with what is immoral if only you don't yield to the last great

point of absolute infidelity. It is entirely possible for a novel in which the hero

or heroine does not yield to a vividly-described temptation to be more pernicious

than one in which they do. Take, for instance, Wilkie CoUins's recent novel
" The Evil Genius." It deals not only with temptation, but with sin

;
yet it

leaves the reader with an intense appreciation of the beauty of holiness, not be-

cause sin is resisted or punished, but because it is shown to be utterly, hopelessly

unsatisfying. If your young daughter must read stories of married women in

love with another man than their husband,—and I do not say she must not, be-

cause mere literary ignorance is not necessarily innocence,—let her read, not

Miss Woolson's " East Angels," but a little story called " A Moral Sinner," re-

cently published, which is a treatment of the situation far more edifying than the

sickly, morbid self-indulgence of heroines of whom you can only say that at least

they are not so bad as they might be. A. W. R.
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With reference to the article signed A. W. K., in the "Monthly Gossip" of

your November issue, one is led to ask, Are we warranted in assuming that the

author of " East Angels" upholds, or intends to uphold, Margaret Harold as the

" embodiment of a lofty ideal," rather than as the mistaken and somewhat repel-

lent victim of a mania for moral suicide that—so far as we can learn—most

readers decide her to be ? Does the mere fact that a character is elaborated and

made central in a literary work authorize us to draw conclusions as to the writer's

personal predilections?

It seems to us that Miss Woolson's great merit and charm as a WTiter lie in

the art with which she keeps herself out of her work. Only once throughout

the book in question does she forget the artist in the woman, and, pitching im-

pulsively to the foreground, both vex and amuse us with Miss Woolson's indi-

vidual opinion. Only once ! and she, doubtless, chock full of opinions ! only

once ! and she a woman ! What more could be said in her praise as an artist ?

Why, then, conclude that Margaret Harold is the author's ideal of lofty virtue

any more readily than that Edgarda Thorne is her ideal of incorruptible truth?

And wherein lies "inartistic failure"? The verdict, surely, of representa-

tive womanhood must side with A. W. E. Is not, then, the fact that this over-

strained idea of duty and self-sacrifice fails to charm, and elicits—even when
commanding a certain respect—a cold and unconquerable disapproval, in itself

an evidence of artistic success? To fitly contrast the irresponsible yet by no

means vicious character of Garda was requisite just the morbidly responsible

yet by no means loftily virtuous character of Margaret. That the two were

brought in natural juxtaposition, and thus contrasted, seems to us a remarkable

indication of genius. And in the equal patience and faithfulness with which the

author has dealt with her minor characters we find additional reason for conclud-

ing we know nothing of her personal estimates. She has shown partiality to none.

As to the alleged impossibility of Margaret Harold, we are reminded of an

occasion when, after an animated and blood-w^arming discussion of a work of

Dickens, our companion concluded, " Of course he exaggerates : there are no

such characters, you know." The fact is, one sees that which escapes another,

and to aim at the realistic, so called, is too often a limiting one's self to the

minutely superficial. Why, history itself is fiill of Margaret Harolds,—full of

self-elected martyrs who slew moral truth and beauty in a stubborn devotion to

duty, robbing their idol in the act. We have often thought that, keen and

accurate of sight as Mr. Howells undoubtedly is, many a profound phase of

character might pass him close and he not see it,—a consequence of his literary

principles. How is it with A. W. R. ? M. M.

Mr. W. W. Crane's article on " Dreams and Coincidences," in Lippincott's

for October, has tempted me to write out two or three experiences which are to

me unaccountable.

One bright summer night, years ago, the schooner Charles Y. Richmond was

working her way up through the Straits of Mackinaw against a pleasant westerly

wind. Leaving the wheel at midnight, I turned in forward, and within a minute

after putting my head on my pillow was sleeping as soundly as one not too tired

and without a care could sleep, lulled by the gentle, monotonous lapping of the

waves against the planking of her bows a few inches from my head. I realized

nothing more until I found myself standing, rather less than half clad, b&side

the weather windlass-head, and shouting to the man at the wheel,

—
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** Down with your helm. Hard down, now, lively !" Then to the men
below, ** Tumble out, men, and be alive about it, if you don't want to go down
in her !"

By that time the waspish old mate had come forward, and demanded,

—

" What the devil do you mean by giving orders on my watch?"
" I don't know, I'm sure," I replied, half asleep, and wholly bewildered by

finding myself on deck when I should have been below. The man at the wheel

had, of course, promptly obeyed my order, and the schooner was already paying

off on the other tack. Instinctively we went to start the tack of the fore-staysail,

and there, within twenty feet of us, was a big black schooner in stays. Had not

my unconscious order been given as it was in the very nick of time, one of the

two vessels must have crashed into the other. Even though no lives might have

been lost, great damage would have resulted from the collision. I have never

been able to find a reason for my action. In the discussions that took place

among the crew it was suggested that my ears might have caught the sound of

the dashing of the waves against the bows of the other schooner ; but it was

agreed that the lap of the waves against the bows of the Richmond must have

drowned the other sound. It was thought that I might have heard the creaking

of a block or the whipping of a rope against a spar on the other vessel ; but any

sound of that kind would have been heard more plainly by the men on deck

than it could be heard by any one in the forecastle. In short, no tenable hy-

pothesis appears, unless it may be in the supposition that some influence, which

we call unnatural because we cannot define its origin nor describe its nature, im-

pelled me to act unconsciously and at the right instant and in the right way t<3

prevent impending disaster.

One stormy night, a few years later, I lay soundly sleeping in the Plymouth

Rock as she was hammering along against the wind off Thunder Bay, in Lake
Huron. Suddenly I found myself standing, half dressed, on deck. At that in-

stant the vessel grounded slightly on a gravelly shoal. No harm resulted, for we
rounded up her centre-board and she went on as if nothing had happened. In

that case it is possible to find a theory to account for the occurrence. Before I

started from my berth the centre-board may have touched ground hard enough to

impart to the hull suflicient tremor to awaken me. Yet it seems remarkable that

none of my companions were aroused.

In the spring of 1880 I was sleeping in my room at home. Suddenly, and

without cause so far as I knew, I sprang out of bed and hurried through the next

room to the bay-window overlooking the tracks of the Rock Island and Pacific

Railroad. My wife, awakened by my hurrying through her room, asked,

—

"What is the matter? Why did you get up so early?"

" I don't know," I answered ;
" but I believe some accident has happened, or

is about to happen."

I turned from the window to dress, but before I reached my room two or

three quick w^histles sounded through the fog. A second later we heard a dull,

grinding crash of timber and the loud roar of escaping steam. The heavy morn-
ing express had run into the rear end of a long freight-train standing on the

main line. Two men were killed, and the engine and many freight-cars were

wrecked. The incidents described happened in the exact order mentioned,

and were discussed so often and so soon after their occurrence that they were

clearly fixed in our memories. E. W. Perry.
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Not long ago Mr. Howells, in one of his monthly disquisitions on Russian

novelists, took occasion to say that a writer who should strike an equally tragic

note here would do an untrue thing. He therefore pointed the way to mild and un-

exciting themes. This reminds one of his curious earlier proclamation that noth-

ing now remains to the purveyor of fiction but to state his views on man and the

universe. We have not forgotten, either, what an uproar of dissent arose over the

companion statement that Mr. Henry James's literary style is " finer" than that

of any other novelist,—the comparison, one must suppose, including Thackeray,

George Eliot, and Hawthorne, to mention no more. In view of these reminis-

cences, the cautious American dabbler in imaginative work may be pardoned

for declining to accept Mr. Howells's outstretched index-finger as a guide-board

which it would be invariably safe to follow. Probably he will go further, and

deny that the differentiation of Mr. Herbert Spencer's "Anglo-Americans an

example of a new variety" has as yet quite eliminated the needs and feelings

common to the rest of the race.

We are apt to lose sight of the fact that all forms of literature, except lyric,

and perhaps dramatic, poetry, have their origin in—talk. The novel is as veri-

tably an outgrowth of the anecdote as the oration is of casual declamation, or

the treatise of crude street-theorizing. It does not take much mental effort to

find in the ghost-story the seeds of the psychological romance, nor to identify

the historical romance with the oral war-tale and the grocery-door election-yarn.

" Kidnapped " or " King Solomon's Mines" has its cruder parallel in the marvels

which may be reeling off around the corner anent Captain Sam Jones's escape

from Libby, or some prospector's adventures in the mountainous Northwest. The
novel of analysis and domesticity crops up again in some species of feminine tea-

table-talk and in the soporific interminable " says she's" and " says he's" which

keep even pace with the accurate needle.

No doubt every one of these has its function and value. We all like to hear

other people picked to pieces now and then, so it be not done too mercilessly

;

and even a moderate dose of platitudes and trivialities may pass occasionally

without protest. Sometimes we wish to be soothed, and even resent anything

of an awakening nature. But these moods have to do with pathology, and no

one wishes to be treated as an incurable invalid. In health and vigor we are

conscious of vivid feelings, lively passions, either present or reminiscent, personal

or sympathetic. These attributes claim their right to ministry, as well as the lan-

guid desire to know the material of a lady's dress or the precise way in which a

man gets up in the morning. Do we not all avoid the steady prosy drone ? Are

we not all glad to hear something bright or stirring, funny or mysterious?

If " the stories have all been told," it is curious how many of them will well

bear retelling. I have often pleased myself in passing down the street by catching

scraps of conversation from those whom I met or overtook, or who were loitering

near, just enough to classify their conversation from a literary point of view.

First and last, probably nineteen-twentieths of these overhearings have been bits

of narrative, and eighteen at least have had to do with violent action, trenchant

speech, pain or pleasure, adventure or comicality. In a word, the people were

alive, and they told living stories. Topics and treatment varied with class and

race, but the primal ideas of what is essentially interesting did not vary. One
man gets his drama out of a scramble for real estate ; another out of unfragrant

remarks on the base-ball ground, ending with a blow between the eyes ; one is

in terror of damnation, another of the night doctors ; one finds endless amuse-
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merit in horse-play, another prefers a quaint turn of speech or a witticism that

sparkles ; but these differences are incidental only. What is true of oral narra-

tive is true of written also. Universal human nature demands that stories shall

be more than intellectual exercises,—that they shall lay a finger on feeling in some

form and make it thrill; and Mr. Howells cannot reason us into accepting any

artificial substitute. We decline to believe that boiled water is the best of pos-

sible drinks, or that the tame and commonplace is the worthiest field for the

creative imagination.

It has been suggested in divers quarters that higher and finer art is required

to make every-day trivialities interesting than to get picturesque or tragical effects

from things of greater rareness or remoteness. If this were true, it would prove

nothing. A mere tour deforce undertaken without warrant has gymnastic rather

than truly artistic merit. We must not confuse the workman with his work.

For a different purpose Dr. Holmes long ago cited the case of a laborer with no

skill in carpentry who put together every part of his eccentric house in the out-

skirts of Boston. It was working wilfully against odds, unless circumstances left

him no choice ; and all that he could claim of us is the admiration we give to

pluck, effort, and ingenuity,—personal qualities all. Now, in art the house is

the main consideration, and it is of little avail to show us that the builder picked

out the least promising material and worked away on it with his jack-knife. Se-

lection is the first, and perennially the most important, step in art ; and to take

for topic any insipidity that comes to hand is no less crude and unwise than to

deal with the subject-matter altogether at random. A sheep's ear is no more

realistic than a floss of silk, and not half so well adapted to produce a purse

which will hold treasure.

Mr. Howells is much better in practice than in theory, and best where he is

least consistent. One cannot claim to have read him entirely, for he is in danger

of becoming as formidable as Anthony Trollope ; but after going through with

moderate enjoyment a good part of his later writings, I find that nothing of it all

has left so keen an impress as one tragical situation of " The Pilot's Story," ex-

cept perhaps the sense of power working in twilight which pervades many -parts

of " The Undiscovered Country." The one springs out of fundamental human
passion wrought to a pitch of agony, the other gropes amid those parts of our

nature which echo rather than answer the awful query, " If a man die, shall he

live again ?" Either is vastly more real than the dilution and anaemia of " The
Garroters" and some others of Mr. Howells's writings in vacuo.

In the intermediate array there is much to be forgotten, but something also

that insists upon being remembered; happily, for the unforgettable element in

literature is, after all, the only thing that finally counts. Bather oddly, that

something commonly seems (with Mr. Howells) to take the form of an imper-

sonal problem. One might set forth a string of conundrums, each of which
should be the germ of a Howells novel. Thus, Can a journalist of cheap ideals

escape damnation? What shall a professional young lady do with her heart?

Throw a daughter of the seminaries and the ball-rooms on the world, and how
shall she earn her bread? Is the man to get above his money, or the money to

keep above the man ? In each of these it will be seen that there are latent tragi-

comedies. They have to do, in varying degrees, with interests in which we all

share ; the solution necessarily involves events and situations which stir us sym-
pathetically. This is effective in the direct ratio of the importance of the subject-

matter from the stand-point of feeling.
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It is notable, too, that one remembers best those of his characters which are

least completely and effetely civilized. Silas Lapham, with his invincible hill-

side rusticity and graniteness ; Bartley Hubbard, facile, enterprising, impudent,

foredoomed, " a very much vulgarized but more real Tito Melema ;" passionate,

angularly-upright, cleanly-minded Marcia, and her old Roman of a father ; that

other father (of Egeria) who had stared so desperately after truth that he grew

half truth-blind and wholly pitiable,—these, and not many more, come up dis-

tinctly, the rest melt and fade. Now, these are for the most part the people

with whom his tragical elements have to do. There would be more of them if

there were more tragedy in his writings.

In a different—perhaps one should say a scientific—way his note-book tran-

scriptions have value. We are the better mentally for knowing how a Maine
village looks and how its people live ; the appearance of a lumber-camp, and

whether the cook is male or fem£|jle ; what sort of people one would meet in seek-

ing for Boston lodgings or at an apartment hotel wherein Massachusetts family

nomenclature has varied since the Scripture-labelling days ; what a Shaker is

like, or ship-life en route to Trieste, or a sick-room with a feminine doctor. These

are facts which are well worthy of record, and Mr. Howells's treatment of them

implies a wdde experience and a conscience in his work. But too many of them

in a book make it a little "slow;" and now and then the slowness is increased

by very smooth passages which have hardly even this chronicle or guide-book

merit. This is the more noticeable when the central topic happens to be less

absorbing than common, as now happens rather often. One still reads him, to

be sure, with interest, but not such interest as will make it a real hardship to lay

his book aside half finished on some slight interruption. I find on slight inquiry

divers other readers who express the same state of mind. Men and women watch

for Mr. Stevenson's newest book, pounce upon it, and will by no means be turned

from getting to the end. It would be better for Mr. Howells, and better for all

of us, if he would conclude that the romance is not " an obsolete form," as I

think he once called it, and give us, by way of variety, another Pilot story (in

prose), or something that will really go home.

BOOK-TALK.

IN a Roundabout Paper on " Some Great Victories" contributed to the seventh

number of the Cornhill Magazine^ which had been started under his editorship,

Thackeray takes occasion to celebrate the " six great, complete, prodigious, and

undeniable victories achieved by the corps which the editor of the Cornhill

Magazine has the honor to command ;" and, in humorous fashion, he goes on to

imagine a triumphal procession in honor of the Magazine, with the Imperator

thereof riding in a sublime car to return thanks in the Temple of Victory.

Under shadow of so illustrious a precedent, might the managers of LippincotVs

Magazine be allowed to lift up their voices in " Book-Talk" to sing a song of

glorification over the success that their new departure has achieved? It was a

bold manoeuvre, perhaps, to include a complete novel in the contents of a monthly
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journal ; but the manoeuvre has captured the reading public. Like Thackeray's

Imperator, the managers might imagine themselves to be standing outside the

Temple of Victory, reminding their Quirites of the prisoners they had made

in their last campaign,—their thousands of subscribers and readers. And, to

continue in the rather mixed metaphors of the Imperator and so avoid some

of the awkwardness that would naturally attend self-praise from lips so modest,

the managers might conceive themselves as saying, " To the strong and capable

our ranks are ever open, and in addition to the warriors who surround us, we

tell you, citizens, that we are in treaty with other and most tremendous cham-

pions, who will march by the side of our veterans to the achievement of fresh

victories. Now blow, trumpets ! bang, ye gongs ! and, drummers, drub the thun-

dering skins I Generals and chiefs, we go to sacrifice to the gods !"

Those of us who feel a personal interest in W. E. Norris, and a thankfulness

for all the pleasant entertainment which this writer has aiforded us, could not

help feeling a slight shock of surprise when, some months ago, it was announced

that he (to avoid linguistic awkwardness by a sort of bull) is a woman. The
first announcement, however, was coupled with the further statement that the

same writer wrote under the name of George Meredith,—an absurdity so patent

that it threw discredit upon the whole story. But the rumor about the author's

sex received corroboration in a more circumstantial statement which followed

later on, and which represented that " Mrs." W. E. Norris was a lady who had

formerly been the assistant-editor of the Cornhill Magazine under Thackeray,

and had fallen so completely under the master's spell that she had never been

able to shake it off in her subsequent literary work. The rumor is still nothing

but a rumor ; it has neither been aflirmed nor denied ; and the sages who are

fond of being wise after the event are still holding their breaths in expectation

of the event. People who are content to be fallible have no hesitation in ac-

knowledging that until the question was raised they had taken for granted the

masculinity of W. E. Norris, as they took for granted the masculinity of Charles

Egbert Craddock, and many of them may even be bold enough to cling to their

first impression until further light is vouchsafed. If they prove to be wrong,

they can comfort themselves with the reflection that so acute a critic as Thack-

eray, who had at once divined the sex of Currer Bell, was mistaken in the sex

of George Eliot. From intrinsic evidence it is impossible to dogmatize, but the

masculine element seems, on the whole, to dominate. There are, to be sure, oc-

casional touches, as some subtile insight into woman's ways and foibles, or an

amiability towards the more lovable forms of male rascality, which might be

taken as indications of a feminine hand. But the point of view^that of the

kindly cynic, who knows his world and takes a certain amount of pride in the

knowledge, yet is regretfully conscious of the loss of his illusions,—the point of

view is essentially manly, is Thackeray's, in fact. For it is true that the influence

of Thackeray over Norris has been enormous. There are not many instances in

literature of a mind with so much native force as Norris's being so thoroughly

dominated by a still stronger mind. Even Mr. John Bach McMaster is not more
obviously a follower of Macaulay than Norris is of Thackeray. Not only the

point of ^dew, but the cadence of the sentences, the little mannerisms and tricks

of style, have been caught from the master.

Next to Thackeray, George Eliot has had most influence upon the author of

"Matrimony" and "No New Thing." An ungenerous criticism might plausibly
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trace most of the characters and situations in these stories (which still remain

Norris's masterpieces) to one or the other of the elder novelists. Is not the sup-

posed chronicler of the first novel a sort of middle-aged Pendennis ? Are not

Captain Kenyon and Margaret in their characteristics and their relationships re-

productions of Dobbin and Amelia, spiritualized, indeed, and refined, but less

vividly and pungently presented ? Is not Marescalchi Tito Melema in modern
English dress? Were not Genevieve's marriage to Freddy Croft and Nina Flem-

ing's to Claud suggested by the unions of Dorothea with Ladislaw and Rosamond
Vincy to Lydgate? "A Bachelor's Blunder" (Henry Holt & Co.) suggests no

such obvious parallels, though the voice is still the voice of Thackeray. Hope
and Dick Herbert, who are the principal characters, betray their ancestry by no

patent hereditary likeness. The true-hearted, innocent young woman, so frank

and honest that she makes no secret of her affections and likings until at last she

is shocked and outraged at finding herself misinterpreted by the world and in-

sulted by the man she had considered her friend, yet so reserved that it is long

before she is conscious of her love for him whom she had married for love and

believed she had married for convenience, is a thoroughly artistic study. And
so is Dick Herbert, the " Bachelor" whose blunder the reader at first believes to

be that he should have married at all, but whose real blunder is that he should

have married without making known his love. We have had many studies of the

warm-hearted, kindly, generous nature masking itself under a cold and unde-

monstrative exterior; yet Dick is thoroughly original. The contrast between

his cleverness of thought and word and the exasperating obtuseness and want

of insight which make him do many things that are foolish and many that are

cruel is cleverly managed. His treatment of Jacob Stiles is the perfection of

refined torture. He forgives him the one crime of his weak and tempted boy-

hood, he heaps coals of fire upon his head in the shape of food and raiment,

but he withholds from him the kind word that might have made a new man of

the repentant sinner, the poor lonely soul who longed so much for kindness and

sympathy that he laid down his life for the woman who had shown him a little.

Does the author mean to point a subtile moral in the contrasted characters of

Jacob Stiles and Cunningham, the young Guardsman, who is really the rascal of

the novel, but whose sins are not against the conventional code of society, and

who finds friends everywhere and never learns the need of repentance ?

Mr. W. H. Mallock seems to have lost that gift of readableness which was

so pre-eminently his. In the past he has written wisely and has written foolishly,

but his wisdom and his folly have been alike entertaining and delightful. His

last book, " The Old Order Changes" (G. P. Putnam's Sons), is ftill of good sense,

full of clever and even brilliant things, but it fails to hold the attention of the

reader as it was held by " The New Republic" or " The Romance of the

Nineteenth Century." Perhaps this is because the book is a clumsy mixture of

the two styles. The first half, like " The New Republic," consists of a series

of discussions between representative men masked under very thin disguises

(thus, Foreman is Hyndman, Lord Aiden is Lord Lytton, and Mr. Stanley is

Cardinal Newman), and these discussions are held together by just enough story

to annoy the serious reader, while the latter half is a love-story, with just enough

thought interjected to weary the reader for amusement. The hero of the book,

a Mr. Carew, is the heir to the name and the estates of an ancient English family,

and all his traditions and modes of thinking wed him to the old order which the
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title tells U3 changes. Yet he is liberal-minded and open to conviction. He
casts an eye of commiseration upon the pain and suffering engendered by the

present distribution of property, but he sees no suggestion of a cure in the

rant and bombast of Snapper, a cheap demagogue, nor in the fallacious though

thoughtful and earnest reasoning of Foreman, a socialistic agitator. Mr. Stan-

ley, a Catholic priest who keeps all knowledge on tap, astonishes and confounds

Mr. Foreman by his extensive acquaintance with socialistic views, his ready ac-

quiescence in the truth they contain, and his exposure of their fallacies. The

final conclusion reached by Carew, with the assistance of Mr. Stanley and of

Miss Consuelo Burton, a beautiful devotee who reads deeper meanings in Mr.

Stanley's speeches than he had dreamed of himself, is that it would be mere

Utopianism to think of making a new distribution of property on socialistic

principles, for the vulgar many need the stimulus of the expected rewards of

wealth in order to force them to create that wealth, but that on the nobler few,

to whom, in Catholic parlance, the counsels of perfection are addressed, there

rests a duty to use their possessions for the amelioration of the condition of the

laboring classes. The narrative portion of the book is furnished by the fickle

loves of Mr. Carew, an impressionable sentimentalist of five-and thirty, whose

affections are first bestowed upon Miss Consuelo Burton, then shift to Miss

Violet Capel, a new study of the American girl abroad, and in the end shift back

again to Miss Burton.

Last month we quoted approvingly from Mr. Howells the saying that " the

stories were all told long ago." The leading situation in Mr. Mallock's book

—

that of a man who is in love simultaneously or interchangeably with two women,

one of whom appeals to his moral and intellectual and the other to his animal

nature—is an old one. It has been handled in Julian Hawthorne's " Bressant,"

in Henry James's " Benvolio," a short story contributed many years ago to the

Galaxy, and, best of all, perhaps, in that little masterpiece by Alfred de Musset,
" Les deux Maitresses." It has also been hinted at by Howells in his " Indian

Summer," where he makes the acute remark that " after eighteen, hundred years

of Christianity man is only imperfectly monogamous."

But, though the situation is old, it is always new when freshly treated. Mr.

Mallock has treated it admirably. Miss Capel herself is excellent, with her

mixture of ingenuousness and simplicity and utter worldliness. " She does not,"

says her cousin, Madame de Saint Valery, " know even the look of evil ; and

yet, for that very reason, it is in her nature to do it, and to do it as ingenuously

and simply as she would do good." And, again, '' She would go to her ruin with

the same look in her eyes that most girls would have in going to their confirma-

tion. She has all the heart of Eve after the fall, and all the conscience of Eve
untouched in Paradise." The beauty of this girl and her winning frankness

kindle in Carew a love in which he himself is conscious that sense and not spirit

is uppermost. He struggles against it, and just as he has succeeded in withdraw-

ing from her spell she allows him to believe that he has broken her heart. In
reality she is merely nursing a pet emotion, pleased with a child-like pleasure in

looking at herself in sad and soft self-pity. He believes that he is in honor bound
to marry the poor girl whose life he has made wretched. But, to his astonishment

and relief, he finds that not only she would not dream of sacrificing her worldly

advantages to love, but that during the whole period of their acquaintance she

has actually been married to a French prince whom she despised.
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Why is it that a parallel situation to that chosen by Mallock, the love of

one woman for two men, has never been treated? Howells, indeed, prefaces the

saying quoted above by insisting that no woman will understand what he means.

But, though Howells is true here to the conventional traditions of fiction, is he
true to life ? Has the reader never met a woman who was in love with two men
at the same time, or fancied herself so, or was not quite certain which of two

men she did love? Women of that sort may be very rare (whereas most men
feel within themselves the possibility of being thoroughly in love with more
than one woman), but are they impossible? Thackeray, who knew women pretty

well, has left us in doubt whether Laura Bell might not at one time have been in

love with both Arthur Pendennis and Warrington. But the nearest approach in

fiction to a psychological study such as is suggested above is in " Emily Chester,"

where a woman respects and admires a man who is physically repulsive to her

and loves a man for whom she has little respect.

Mr. John Habberton concludes the " Literary Experiences" which he con-

tributed to the December number of this magazine, and which are so admirable

for their humor and their good humor, by confessing to periods of discomfort

" when wiser and better writers seem inclined to hold me, as several have done,

in some way responsible for the failure of their own books while mine were

selling largely." It is one of the absurdest conventions of literary men,—and

they are rather prone to harboring absurd conventions that flatter their own
vanity,—this tendency to look upon themselves as personally aggrieved if the

public fails to buy their books, and to lay the blame upon those authors who,

in a favorite phrase, " pander to the popular taste." Abstractly considered, of

course, it would be only fair that the writer who has devoted a lifetime to

the completion of a great historical or philosophical work, the poet or the sage

who has sown the seed in one generation that is to revolutionize society in the

next, should receive a larger pecuniary reward than one who has only produced

a pleasant little story. But, abstractly considered, the laboring man who provides

us with necessaries, the' real wealth of the world, deserves a higher recompense

than the one who ministers merely to our pleasures. The work performed by

the farmer and the mechanic is indispensable to our existence, the opera-singer

merely charms an idle hour. Yet the farmer and the mechanic earn a dollar or

two for ten hours of drudgery, and Patti receives a thousand dollars a night.

The inexorable law of supply and demand cannot be argued out of existence

by appeals to sentimental justice. There are thousands of men able to per-

form the work of the laborer, there is only one Patti. Patti demands her

own terms, the laborer accepts the market value of his services which is the

final result of mutual underbidding. The same law of supply and demand

applies, in another way, to the literary market. The remuneration which an

author receives depends upon the popular demand for such work as he can pro-

duce. If Jones's last novel sells a hundred thousand copies, that merely means

that there are just a hundred thousand people who value the pleasure and profit

they derive from the book more than they do the dollar with which they pur-

chase it. Why shouldn't they be allowed to spend their dollar as they choose ?

And why should not the popular author receive his ten per centum or whatever

larger proportion of that dollar his generous publisher may decide to be his due ?

If, on the other hand. Smith sells only a thousand copies of his great philosophical

work, that is simply because there is only a limited audience who can enjoy or
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profit by his labors. It may be deplorable that such is the case, but it is idle for

Smith to rail against the world, and it is idle also for him to rail against Jones.

The great mind of Smith may not be able to descend to the level of Jones's novel,

but he should remember that there are poor creatures in this world to whom that

level is an ascent. In so far as Jones in his humble way assists in elevating his

fellow-men, he is a public benefactor.

It is the fashion to talk about the baneful effects of reading trash. But trash

is a merely relative word. What is trash to one man is not trash to another.

Shakespeare's poetry would be trash to an angel. People who fancy themselves

geniuses are rather fond of differentiating mankind into geniuses and dunces.

After all, there is no such great difference between a genius and a dunce : only

our microscopical vision, accustomed to take note of the infinitesimal, is able to

detect it. Was it not Thackeray who defined the difference between Shakespeare

and an ordinary mind as the difference in length between two maggots ? The
average height of a man is five feet eight inches. If he rises a foot above that

we call him a giant, if he falls a foot we call him a dwarf. Twelve inches is a

great matter to us, what matter is it in infinite space? In the intellectual world

a man looks for assistance to one just a little higher than himself. Therefore,

what is trash to you and me may not be trash to our neighbor who is less splen-

didly endowed. It is impossible to put ourselves in another's place and under-

stand the pleasure and nutriment he may draw from what is poison to us. The
poor laborer may enjoy his crust of bread more than a pampered monarch does

the richest viands. Yet we pity the laborer and envy the monarch.

These thoughts have been suggested, not by Mr. Habberton (for an author

who can write such a story as " Brueton's Bayou," an author who has been praised

by George Eliot, needs no defence of any sort), but by the Rev. E. P. Roe, whose

last story, " He Fell in Love with his Wife" (Dodd, Mead & Co.), is on our book-

table. Mr. Roe has long been a pet target for the humor of critics. Julian

Hawthorne is one of the very few who have had a good word to say for him, and

Julian Hawthorne's good word was rather a surprise to that portion of the public

who do not take Roe seriously. Yet Mr. Roe is no doubt a power for good in

the world. He is not an intellectual giant ; but (to continue our physical meta-

phor) he is a six-foot man, let us say, who thoroughly understands the needs of

the average man,—the five-foot-eight man,—and knows exactly how to help him.

It is no difficult thing to understand how his stories may afford both delight and

instruction to many excellent people who would find Howells and James unprof-

itable and unbearable. In the first place, he is no imitator. He sees things and

interprets them in his own way. To be sure, he sees only the obvious and com-

mon things. His retina is not sensitive to the light that never was on sea or

land. The types of character which he offers us have been exploited by hun-

dreds of his predecessors
;
yet you feel that he did not draw from the latter,

—^that he did draw direct from nature. Mrs. Wiggins and Mrs. Mumpson are

not new, and they show only an ability to sketch exterior traits ; but they are

humorous and true to life. The hero, James Holcroffc, is a well-drawn portrait

of the plain American farmer, honest, big-hearted, and narrow-minded. The
story of how he fell in love with his wife is told in a straightforward, manly way,

with touches of genuine pathos. The book shows no literary training. Occa-

sionally it even errs in grammar. It is full of what are usually called common-
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places and platitudes
;
yet these may be refreshing, comforting, and even novel

truths to the large audience whom the book will undoubtedly reach.

It is rarely that a reviewer comes across a book so symmetrically and har-

moniously bad as George Morlein's " A Trip around the World" (M. & R. Burg-

heim, Cincinnati). The binding is hideous, the typography is elaborately ugly,

the illustrations are uncouth in themselves and are printed in glaring colors that

fairly set the teeth on edge, the letter-press is slovenly and ungrammatical and

has all the exhilarating interest of a guide-book. The author explains that he

undertook the journey in the hope that it would greatly benefit him both men-
tally and physically.

" Two Thousand Years Ago, or the Adventures of a Roman Boy" (Dodd,

Mead & Co.), is an historical romance for young people, by Prof. Alfred J. Church.

The story opens in B.C. 72, just ten years after Sulla's final victory over Marius.

The hero is a nephew of the latter, named Lucius Marius, whose fortunes are

followed from the age of seventeen to that of twenty-seven, a postscript of two

chapters taking up the thread of the story twenty-four years afterwards. During

the first ten years a great number of adventures are crowded together, and the

hero is brought in contact with Cicero, Spartacus, Mithradates, Pompey, and

other famous characters. It will be seen that ample scope is afforded for the

historical information which Prof. Church possesses so abundantly and dispenses

so gracefully. There are eight illustrations ; and it might be difficult to decide

which is the worst among them.

" Chivalric Days, and the Boys and Girls who helped to make them" (G. P.

Putnam's Sons), is a juvenile by E. S. Brooks, made up, on no distinct principle of

selection, of more or less historical stories, beginning with " Cinderella's Ancestor

(B.C. 2500)," a new version of the old story to which the nursery-tale of Cin-

derella has been traced by comparative mythologists, and ending with "The
Little Lord of the Manor (a.d. 1783)," a tale of the British evacuation of

New York, and of Dolly's Duane's heroism in saving the young Tory Phillipse

from the hands of a " rebel" mob. The stories are well told, and the illustrations

are good.

The title of Willis J. Abbot's "Blue Jackets of '61" (Dodd, Mead & Co.) is

explained by its sub-title to mean " a History of the Navy in the War ofSecession."

The principal naval engagements of that war are related rapidly and succinctly,

though with no great literary art, the illustrations—principally by W. C. Jackson

—are many of them spirited and striking, and the binding merits a word of com-

mendation for its refireshing originality.
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A SELF-MADE MAN.

CHAPTER I.

" TT^H ? what? Who did you say the big fellow was ?"

-L^ " Ned Anthony, the millionaire.''

The questioner, a thick-set man witli a snub nose, rose hastily and

opened the window of the hotel smoking-room and leaned far out,

eager to inspect the broad shoulders and the brown slouch hat of the

money king. For blood, or beauty, or breeding, he would not have

turned upon his heel ; but for gold, no exertion could be troublesome.

When the brown hat and the broad shoulders had been swallowed up

in the sea of other hats and shoulders, similar in outward aspect if not

in intrinsic value, the snub-nosed man returned to his chair and his

pipe, bubbling over with the inquiry and speculation Avhich the con-

templation of financial success is potent to inspire.

*^ This must be a new lay-out. I seem to have heard the name

somewhere before. Not here : I never heard of him here until I came

up this time. I've been ranching down in Texas, you know, and am
sorter behind the times in city items. It's all ^ cow' down there. He
ain't * cow,' I reckon."

He addressed himself to no one in particular, being, as he said, a

stranger to most of them, but he had no fear of the result. Money
is a text on which the learned discourse eloquently and even the un-

learned feel that they have a few remarks to make. One of a group

of miners who were enjoying a holiday in the city laid down his cards

and turned himself in his chair. The game was " California Jack" with

a twenty-dollar pot, and was admirable pour -passer le tenips, but paltry

in interest when compared with the discussion of millions.

" No, sir-ee. I believe you !" the miner observed, contemptuously,

for the recent losses among the cattle-men had put " cow" at a dis-

count in his estimation. " You don't catch none of Ned Anthony's

stock roaming around on four legs, locking horns with a Norther. The
cold wave ain't left the pole yet that'll rush his property up into the

corner of a corral and go over it. Ned'll take risks with any man
alive, but he ain't fooling with cattle this season."

195
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The Texan slipped away from the subject. He had lost consider-

ably on cattle himself, and discussion of the topic was still painful.

He changed his ground from suggestion to direct inquiry.

" How'd he make his pile V
" Same way we all do,—or try to," responded the miner :

" mines,

an' stocks, an' sheers. We all take to the water pretty much the same
way, sink or swim. Most of us sink, a few swim ; and Anthony is one

of the few."

" Good swimmer, eh ?"

"First-rate; strong in the lung, clear in the head, good action, fine

muscle, and a big will. He'll make what landing he aims for, you can

bet your bottom dollar, even with the current dead ag'inst him. It

will take a pretty heavy freshet to drown out Anthony. His belief in

himself is something wonderful : he holds it for a dead sure thing that

it ain't in the power of man to git his head under water."

"It may be in the power of woman, though," remarked a slender,

gentlemanly-looking man who was leaning on the back of a chair,

listening to the conversation, and whose accent proclaimed him to be a

Virginian. "Such things have happened before now. The biggest

Samson of us all meets his Delilah sooner or later and comes under

the shears. It's a fate few escape."

" That's so !" acquiesced the miner, regretfully. " They're mortal

hands with scissors, women are, and they'll snip-snap around a man so

bright and fast his strength is done up in a bundle ready for stuffin'

pincushions, an' such, before he gits a notion of what they're up to.

It's always a lock for a keepsake, and down a fellow's head goes into

their aprons, to come up again as clean as a billiard-ball. Lord

!

Lord ! what a world it would be without women !"

The Virginian laughed. "A world I'd rather be excused from

living in, my friend," he said. " Angels, or devils, or whatever they

are, life w^ould be a tame affair without them. What's that that West-

ern poet-fellow said ?

—

' Whether a man be hell-bent or heaven-bent,

somewhar in his tracks thar will be found the print of a woman's

feet.' That's it, isn't it ? And your poet had brought the matter down

to bed-rock."

The talk had drifted far away from Ned Anthony and his money

:

the Texan brought it back with the resolute jerk of another down-

right question. He was a man who stuck to his point and was impa-

tient of frivolous digression. He liked reverting to primal cause, and

considered exhaustive investigation of the career of successful compet-

itors in the race of Mammon likely to be rich in hints for the guidance

of those less well placed in the running.
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" Oh, dog women !'' he said. " TheyVe well enough ; but don't

let's bother about 'em now. I want some of you fellows just to tell

me how this man Anthony got his start."

The miner picked up his cards and looked them over deliberately.

Then he winked across at his partner, to call his wandering attention to

the fact that " Jack" was on top to be played for. When this matter

had been settled to his satisfaction, he turned back to the Texan and

gave the desired information in two words :

" Prairie-dogs."

A deep abstraction fell upon the man of kine, and his pipe went

out unnoticed. He had been hearing of the wonderful Prairie-Dog

Mine for the last four years. Even down in the cattle-country the

mine was known and talked about. Its phenomenal richness, the queer

story of its discovery, the unprecedented luck of everything and every-

body connected with it, had made exciting variety in the " cow" con-

versation around the root fire in many a ranchman's hut, and ^' Tony

Ned," the hero of the find, was regarded with the respectful admira-

tion which is a concomitant of success.

" Was there any truth in the leper story ?" he roused himself to

inquire ;
" or was it just a newspaper canard .^"

" Well," deliberated the miner, craftily saving his partner's ten and
" low" for himself at the same stroke, " I guess there was a grain or

two of truth in the dirt the papers panned at so damnation hard some

years back. Nobody ain't intimate with that story, nor got the run of

the back door on details, except one man, and that's ^ Tony Ned,' as he

was called before he made his lump. Ned ain't likely to gratify the

morbid hankering after sensation that agitates the journalistic breast

any more than suits him, neither."—He paused to murmur to his com-

panions, ^' Hear that f good words, them,—able-bodied fellows," and

then proceeded :
" No, Ned don't give himself away much. Most of

them stories were written up in the offices by the men that know all

about it, as usual. Still, they couldn't miss getting a grain or so of

metal out of all that grit."

" And those were " suggested the Texan, eagerly.

" That Tony Ned (high to me, if you please) went prospecting in the

Sierra Madre country five or six years back, and chanced on the biggest

find any fellow has made since I've been digging : a thundering find, as

good as the Comstock any day. The way the story runs, as the miners

tell it, is just this ; and I reckon it's as true a bill as any, because Ned
never contradicts it." The miner, having secured the pot, laid aside his

hand, and turned to face the room. " Ned was prospecting down there-

away, and he had a run of bad luck at first, black enough to set the devil
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swearing. After digging around for a month or so, and getting nothing

for it but pain in the back, Ned saddled up his broncho and came down

out of the hills, swearing he was going to quit sending his bucket

down a dry well. He pulled right and he pulled left for a while before

he could get himself to agree all round to quitting ; for Tony Ned has

as good a grip in the jaw as most bull-dogs going, and he mortally hates

to leave hold of a thing he's once set his teeth in. He had a sorter

feeling, too, that there was ore about, if only he could strike it. How-
ever, he quit, and took out across the plains into Arizona, and the more

he went forward the more he hankered after going back, and the more

sure he w^as that the Madres had a secret they were hiding from him.

At last he left the thing to chance, as they say miners and sailors are

fond of doing.

^' It was the morning of the second day, and a good square sixty

miles lay behind him. He was cooking his rasher and coffee, and cursing

his luck, and his broncho, having eaten up all the grass in his lariat-

circle, was looking on and listening. Two little prairie-dogs sat on a

mound close by, enjoying the early sunshine ; but the rest of the village

were asleep. Presently the little beggars fell out about something, and

set to for a regular rough-and-tumble. One was bigger than the other,

and a queer notion struck Ned as he sat and watched 'em. He named

the big dog ^ sense,' and the little one he called ^ instinct.' ' If ^^ sense"

whips,' he said to himself, ^ I'll push on and try my luck in Arizona.

But if '^ instinct" wins, I'm going back to the Madres.' He eyed 'em

close, and presently he got up and walked over to his saddle : the little

dog had got the big dog down, and fairly rolled him down the mound."

The Virginian removed his arms from the back of the chair, and

seated himself in it. The story probably interested him as much as it

did the other men. The initial steps of success are always interesting

when success has been achieved ; it is only the chronicle of failure that

is tedious.

" When he got back to the hills," proceeded the narrator, " he went

on a good bit farther north before striking into them again. He nosed

around for all he was worth ; but for about a week bad luck held on

like a burr: then the tide turned. He was driving the broncho up

a steep, ugly-looking spur, on a track that a cat could hardly scramble

over, when all at once the beast put his blamed little hoof on a rolling

stone, and, before Ned could make a decent grab for his tail, turned

heels over head and rolled like a log down into the canon. It wasn't

a healthy-looking place to try the ' foliow-my-leader' dodge, so Ned

nosed about for a better. After a little he came upon what looked to

be an old trail, and he followed it down into the canon, where he found
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the broncho, with his baggage smashed up, but otherwise all right.

Tough little beasts, bronchos.

" Half-way of the cailon there was an open space, with trees like a

little park, pines and red-woods, and near the centre was a deep snow-

fed pool. Against the wall of the cliff at one side was a rough cabin

built of red-wood slabs, and inside of it, at the back, was the moutli

of the Prairie-Dog Mine.''

The speaker paused and filled his pipe, as though he had nothing

more to say on the subject. A silence fell, during which the sounds

of the street stole into the room, the roll of vehicles, the stir and bustle

of traffic, and the voices of the street-gamins quarrelling in the gutter.

" What became of the leper ?" It was the Texan's voice that put

the question.

" There the story grows misty. Nobody knew anything about the

leper until after the find, except a few trappers and Indians. Some

said he was an Apache, and others that he was a Mexican priest. No-

body knows for certain what he was, except perhaps Ned Anthony,

and he won't talk about it. The leper was dead, he told them all,

and buried under a red-wood-tree close by the pool. He'd made the

grave himself, and put the poor wretch in it : uncommon kind of Ned,

I say, for whether leprosy is catching or not, it's a damned unpleasant

thing to handle. Some fellows that wanted to upset Ned's claim to the

find started the cry of foul play, in hopes that the boys would take it

up and lynch him. But Ned soon snuffed that out. He just marched

the whole gang out to the grave, and laid his hand on it, and swore by

the Lord that made him that the leper had had nothing but kindness

from his hands, and then he told the fellows that if they doubted his

word they could open the grave and satisfy themselves."

"Did they?"

" Lord love you, no !" cried the miner, in surprise. " Of course

they didn't ! Who do you reckon was going to monkey with a corpse ?

—and such a corpse ! Why, they set fire to the hut and burned it

to the ground before they'd been in the canon two days. They didn't

hanker after going in and out to their work through it all day long :

the thought of the leper sorter got away with the stoutest of 'em,

whenever the sun quit the gulch : 'twasn't comforting to their in-

nards. Nobody cared a damn about the poor devil anyway, beyond

wiping all sign of him off the face of the earth. The mine was there,

and the ore was there,—rich, too, and in good bulk. That was the big

interest. Ned made a lumping good thing out of that prairie-dog hole

of his'n. He panned out in the millions."

This appeared to exhaust the subject for most of the listeners, who
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began moving away and talking of other matters. Not so the Texan

:

he had emptied the vessel of its contents, and now he proceeded to in-

spect the label for the maker^s name. He wished to discover what

country, State, or Territory stood in loco parentis to this man of gold.

Here the Virginian took up the testimony. " You'll hardly be-

lieve it,'' he said, amusedly ; " I didn't myself at first, although the

fellow that told me had it from Anthony's own lips. The Old Domin-

ion claims him : he is a Virginian. This kind of offsets the Comstock

story, doesn't it ? We don't always trade off a big find for a barrel of

whiskey and a mule. You Western fellows don't have such good times

with us now since we have started the eye-tooth business."

The miner whistled. " A regular Old-Dominion swell, is he?"

quoth he. " Well, I never should have guessed it. He ain't got the

trade-marks of an F. F. V."
'^ He isn't one," remarked the Virginian, quietly. " Mr. Anthony

is as much a self-made man as " " any of us," he was going to say,

but the memory of a long line of white-handed forebears peacefully

asleep among the blue Virginia hills rose and choked him, so he

changed his sentence, "— as any of our mining plutocrats. His father

was an overseer on a big tobacco-plantation in the James River valley

in the old days. Anthony started from the ground, if that's any advan-

tage ; and, mind you, I'm not denying that it may be. All the purple

and fine linen of his career will be of his own providing."

" So I thought," responded the miner ; " and it's all right for him,

anyhow. If he hankers after that sort of thing, and stops out here, or

goes North, he can set up a patent on being a Virginian ; and if he goes

back ilierej he can start three letters of his own and break down the old

monopoly. ^ P. D. M.' makes as good a show as ^ F. F. V/ any day,

and it's got more solid back to it."

The Virginian made no comment.

CHAPTER II.

There are more agreeable ways of passing an hour than in sitting

on the top rail of a Virginia ^^ snake-fence" on a north hill-side in the

cheerless gray of a raw November evening. Yet that was what Ned

Anthony was doing.

The fence wound along the hill-side in the zigzag fashion of its

kind, leaning now to the right, now to the left, and humoring the in-

equalities of the ground handsomely. It was a new fence, aggressively

new in contrast to the gray of the sky and the subdued drabs and browns
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of the rocks, the bare branches and the fallen leaves. The clean split

sides of the chestnut rails shone whitely, and the stakes which held all

secure where the rails lapped at the corners were finished off with work-

manlike caps, made of bits of board with a couple of auger-holes

drilled through them, instead of the usual slovenly twist of wild grape-

vine. A thrifty-looking fence, stout and substantial,—evidently the

line-fence enclosing the property of a thrifty and substantial man.

The proprietor sat upon it and stared about him, whistling softly

and trimming a hickory stick cut in the woods just back of him. The

land, twelve hundred acres of it, had formerly been a portion of the

patrimonial estate of the Beverley family, to whose present representa

lives there remained the old family dwelling and a modest surrounding

of three hundred acres at the upper end of the original tract. Mr.

Anthony had desired to become possessor of the entire plantation, house

and land, just as it had passed from father to son in the Beverley line,

and to that end had instructed his lawyer not to stand on an extra

thousand or two, and had learned, to his surprise and disappointment,

that the tract had been divided, and that the upper end of the farm,

including the house and lots about it, had been assigned to Mrs. Hector

Beverley in lieu of her right of dower in the whole.

" It is hers in fee," the lawyer wrote, being naturally proud of a

good compromise with creditors effected by his own sagacity, " and I

hardly think any offer would induce her to part with it, as she is deeply

attached to the place, although not born a Beverley. I have secured the

major portion of the estate for you at more advantageous terms than

those suggested by yourself, and have had the necessary papers recorded

as per direction. The body of land is fine, but the buildings are in-

ferior,—only a dozen or so cabins and the old overseer^s house. All

the home-buildings are on the widow's part. However, if you propose

settling in Virginia, you will of course soon remedy all that."

" The devil I will !" muttered the impatient recipient of the epistle

from which the above sentence is quoted. " What in thunder does he

suppose I wanted with the land without the house ? I can have new
houses by the dozen : what I wanted was the old one. I didn't know
the old lady was living still. She must be hard on to seventy, for she

had left the middle mile-stone well behind twenty years ago. I'd have

liked owning the old house ; though the Lord knows what I want with

it, or the land either !"

However, he wrote to the lawyer again, giving the necessary in-

structions about fencing and other matters, and intimating that his

business might require his presence in the East before many months

had passed, and that in that event he would probably visit Virginia.
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The months had passed, bringing with them the necessity which

Mr. Anthony had forecast : he had come East, and was now in Virginia.

He had arrived in the village the evening before, and established him-

self for the present at the solitary boarding-house (it could not be called

hotel) of the place, which was kept by new people, who had been

resident in the village only a matter of ten or twelve years and of

course were unconnected with that by-gone time which to Anthony

seemed to move forward and join hands with the present the moment

he left the train at the wayside station.

Twenty years : had it been twenty years since he had seen it all ?

It might have been twenty days, he thought at first, for the little change

apparent. The same river flowing on with gracious curves and wind-

ings, the same willows on its banks, the same fields and hills, the same

soft blue mountains in the distance. Could it be twenty years since he

had seen it ?

It was a fair picture for loving eyes to rest upon, and even the chill

unkindness of the November evening could not spoil it ; but the eyes

that gazed from under drooping lids were more critical than loving.

Soon to their searching quest changes began to make themselves ap-

parent. In place of the sleepy old canal of his boyhood there was a

single-track, unprosperous-looking railway, and telegraph-poles marked

the line of what was formerly the tow-path.

And there were endless quiet changes of the kind that mark the

progress of decay, the slow inroads of poverty and desolation. Twenty

years had left behind them traces of their flight in galled and gullied

fields that formerly were fertile, in hill-sides grown up thickly with

broom-sedge and sassafras, and in a general dilapidation of fencing and

buildings. What the devastation of war had commenced, poverty and

unthrift were completing, and the foot of Time but marked the road

that was leading to destitution.

Anthony gazed over it all, and scorned it. He was so full of energy,

will, and activity of purpose that the evidences of unthrift filled him

with impatience. All the tender beauty of the scene, all its old-world

calm, its repose and soft enchantment, were utterly lost upon him. The

lotos-eating phases of existence were beyond his comprehension,—would

have been beyond his endurance.

" How small it all looks !^' he mused, slightingly, as he paused in

his whittling to stroke his beautiful brown beard with a strong sun-

burned hand ;
" and yet when I was a kid I thought this valley was

the world. Now it looks to me as though I could straddle that river

and push the hills apart with my two hands. Lord ! how the country

has gone down !—down to the very dogs, for want of money and push.
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They liadn't much practical energy to start with, these people, but, with

one thing and another, they seem to have lost the little they had. They

can't make work telly any more than a kitten can pan ore. They run to

extremes, and hit the best part of their licks in the wrong place."

He finished trimming his stick thoughtfully, handling his knife

dexterously, cutting with firm, capable strokes, and making every cut

further his design. The grain of the wood was close, its fibre tough,

but he worked on persistently, without hurry or waste, and when he

had completed the job to his satisfaction he closed the knife with a

sharp snap and returned it to his pocket. The new-made cane was

stout, and he balanced it in his hand and then struck it smartly against

the rail to test its strength.

" Vye known the time when a good Virginia hickory would have

been a mighty pleasant thing to handle out yonder,'' he thought.

" That night in O'Hara's saloon when I caught Neal cheating at draw-

poker and pinned his hand to the table with my knife, a stick like this

would have been a handy plaything to amuse the roughs with. Lord !

how long ago the old time seems, when I remember what's come be-

tween !"

There was a slight rustling among the dead leaves and grass of a

brier-patch near. The man turned his head instantly, as one accus-

tomed to note the slightest noise, and peered down into the tangle. At

first he could distinguish nothing, but soon two long brown ears, crown-

ing a soft brown lump materialized from the uniform brownness of its

surroundings, and two black eyes, big and startled, regarded the intruder

speculatively, evidently trying to determine whether his intentions were

friendly or the reverse. A sharp whirring sound as the hickory stick

left the strong hand settled all doubts in the rabbit's mind, and with a

terrified bound she left her form, as the missile came clattering among

the bushes.

Anthony leaped from the fence and stooped for a stone, which he

sent whizzing after the little beast, causing its heart to jump in unison

with its terrified legs, but doing no other damage. Anthony trampled

about among the briers until he found his stick again, a trifle nettled

by the futility of botli throws. He revolted against failure of any kind.

The evening was drawing in, and the air was heavy : from the

river mists rose and mustered in thick vaporous masses which rolled

across the low grounds and stormed the heights : the atmosphere was

dense with chill and moisture. Away in the distance a cow lowed

with long-drawn insistence, and from nearer a calf answered. Along

the road at the foot of the hill the form of a woman passed slowly,

her steps so deadened by the dampness that she appeared to drift rather
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than walk. Anthony leaned forward, scanning the road through the

gathering dusk. Only a negro woman returning to her home from an

errand to the village, but so magnified by the shifting fog, so ethereal-

ized by the illusive mists, that she seemed an apparition rather than a

thing of human mould.

With hand upraised, she steadied the burden on her head, and

passed on, singing, her voice rising and falling, with the wild pathetic

cadence of her race. And the burden of the refrain was disappoint-

ment, and sorrow, and weariness, and the air, as it floated back to the

listener, was weird, and sweet, and infinitely alluring.

CHAPTER III.

The road led through a stretch of woods, crossed a shallow creek,

and gradually ascended to the summit of the long, low hill where it

branched, one fork leading back into the country, where it merged into

the broad county road, and the other diverging to the left and following

the crest of the elevation to the old Beverley homestead. Into this

Anthony turned, following it, even in the dusk, with the assured step

of a man to whom the way is familiar. After a little, he peered about

him for a small gate which, he remembered, used formerly to admit

pedestrians to the orchard, through which a path gave a short cut to

the house. It was still there, and as he raised the latch with one hand

he lifted the whole gate slightly with the other : it had always swagged

a little and been hard to open ; it swagged still.

The orchard was on ground a trifle higher than the house, which

stood on a small plateau in the side of the hill. In front, next the

river, the hill sloped, giving to the yard on that side a deep undulation,

while at the back it was almost level until it gained the trifling rise of

the orchard-ground. The old trees in straggling unkempt rows came

down to the yard fence, and to a person standing under them the slight

elevation gave a good view of the premises.

The fog, dense in the low grounds, was scarcely perceptible here,

and the moon had risen. With the coming on of night it had grown

colder : the air was sharp, and by morning there would be frost. From
his station under one of the leafless trees, Anthony could see very well

in the moonlight. The house, an ample old brick structure, stood in a

grove of oaks and locusts, and the moon cast the interlacing shadows

of their bare branches in fantastic tracery over the time-stained walls.

At the southern end a thick mantle of English ivy concealed the old

imported bricks.
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On one side of the big back yard were the offices, the carriage-

house, stables, smoke-houses, houses of the in-door domestics, and

other necessary out-buildings. On the other side was the old-fashioned

garden: from where he stood, Anthony could see the tall quaint box-

trees and the long formal borders. How familiar it all looked in the

moonlight ! In that old garden, he remembered, he had once killed a

rattlesnake five feet long, with thirteen rattles. He had carried it to

the back porch, dangling across the stick with which he had slain it, to

show it to little Mary Beverley. All the family had come out to see it

and wonder over its size and rejoice in its death ; and old Mr. Beverley

had cut off the rattles with his penknife, and, saying that the boy must

have a dime for every rattle and two for the button, had dropped three

bright half-dollars in his hand ; and Mrs. Beverley had smiled on him

and called him a " brave boy f and little Mary had danced about, full

of excitement and pleasure in his prowess, but durst on no account come

very near, for fear that it might still harm her, although its head had

been crushed.

Anthony laughed a little when he thought of his pleasure in that

first money he had ever owned, and of his pride in his own achieve-

ment. He had done far bigger things than kill a rattlesnake since,

and for every cent of the sum that had looked so large then he could

now have laid down many thousands. Time had brought changes to

him, if not to his old surroundings, but it had never brought any-

thing that seemed as good as little Mary's praise and those first three

half-dollars.

" I wonder if she's living still," he muttered, ^^ or whether she's

married and gone away. I came near asking that lawyer fellow this

morning, but he's new to the place, and somehow I didn't like to.

I've always been a fool about that child : it's the only soft spot in me.

Lord ! if she should be dead ! I'd rather that, though, than the other

thing,—a damned sight rather."

From the window of the room which he remembered was the parlor

streamed a broad glare of light, making on the ground beneath a fac-

simile of the casement, the divisions between the panes checking off

the light into squares with slender cross-bars of shadow. Hampered
by no nice discriminations, Anthony opened the gate and crossed the

yard to the lighted window, keeping in the shadow as much as possible,

and treading as softly as a savage. No fear of dogs disturbed his mind,

since if there had been any they must have discovered him ere this.

The house was low, the window-sills of the first floor scarcely the

height of a man's breast from the ground. The curtains of thin lace

obscured without concealing the interior, and through their parting
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Anthony could obtain a satisfactory view without pressing his face

against the glass.

The room, cheerful with the light of the shaded lamp and the

glowing wood fire, had a quaint picturesque charm which appealed even

to the unimaginative nature of the man outside. It was different from

any room to which he had ever been accustomed,—as far removed from

the gorgeous pomp of his later experience as it was from the rude

simplicity of his boyhood and early manhood. It was a room that had

grown old in the keeping of one race : it was tender, harmonious, full

of associations. The lofty ceiling, the tall mantel, under whose narrow

shelf a man of ordinary stature could stand upright, the wainscoted

walls, and the old-fashioned furniture, all told the story of contentment

and conservatism, of respect for associations and obedience to traditions.

Even the active man of the present felt the subtile charm of the

past, as he gazed into the old room and let his eyes "wander from the

antlers above the door to the family portraits on the walls. The light

touched the faded gilding of their frames, and made a faint golden

glimmer here and there against the darkness of the wainscot. He
knew them all, those pictured men and women,—the founder of the

Virginia branch of the family, in a curly wig and lace ruffles, the

statesmen, soldiers, men and women of repute who were little Mary's

grandfathers and grandmothers and great-uncles and great-aunts.

When he was an unkempt lad in homespun and used to steal over

from the overseer's house across the ravine to play with the dainty

little daughter of the Beverleys, she used to tell him stories about

them, for she was an earnest child, older than her years. He had for-

gotten all the stories, and had never cared much about them, but he

had never forgotten the narrator.

There were changes in the room which his eye was quick to note,

—

slight changes, such as grow into most rooms with the passing of the

years. A soft red cover with an arabesque border covered the old

piano on which Miss Cornelia Beverley, the elderly young lady of the

house, used formerly to practise scales and tinkling threadbare old

tunes,—Miss Cornelia, whom his boyish soul had abhorred because she

treated him exactly as she did the little negroes, with imperiousness and

condescension, and, if differences arose, preferred even them before him.

He wondered what had become of her, and whether she was dead, and

rather hoped that she was.

Against the wall, in the recess by the fireplace, underneath the

portrait of the Revolutionary soldier, five modern sabres were fastened

into a sort of star, between the points of which hung five worn gray

caps. Anthony ticketed them off,—Mr. Beverley and his four sons,
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Hector, Boiling, Archer, and Randolph. There had been ten years at

least between little Mary and her youngest brother, he remembered.

Within the first few years of his absence had come the civil war, and

he knew that Mr. Beverley and three of his sons had laid down their

lives for Virginia, He knew also that, since the ending of the strife.

Hector Beverley had married and died, leaving behind him some chil-

dren and a widow.

The centre of the picture of which the old room formed the back-

ground was a woman seated by the hearth-rug, reading. Anthony

had been conscious of her presence from the first, although an awk-

ward shyness had prevented him from looking squarely at her and sent

his eyes roving about the familiar objects of her surroundings. His

bold, assertive nature chafed under the unaccustomed restraint, and he

shook himself, and squared his strong shoulders, as though ridding

himself of a visible oppression. If this was little Mary,—and he

hoped it was,—he would take a long look at her, and discover into

what manner of woman she had developed.

The lady was sitting by a small table, with her profile towards the

window, but partially concealed by the shadow of her wrist, for her

head rested on her hand, and her elbow was on the table. Her figure

was full and womanly, her dress plain and well fitting, and her general

appearance indicated height. Her book lay upon the table, within the

circle of the lamplight, and she bent over it in an attitude of deep ab-

sorption. There was something grand and gracious about her that

impressed itself on Anthony and made the wish in his heart grow

stronger.

" By George ! if thafs Mary," he muttered, pressing his face to the

glass, " she'd stand to a fellow as steady and true as she used to do in

the old days when every damned nigger in the yard used to laugh at

her for playing with the overseer's brat, and Miss Cornelia used to twit

her with her taste for low company. Mary didn't care a continental

for any of 'em. She was stout of heart and straight of grain for a

little kid. God bless her!"

Now that he was here, he was fain to admit to himself that this was

what he had come for ; that as all the romance and beauty of his bare,

prosaic boyhood had been gathered around Mary Beverley the child, so,

when a scarcely-understood yet keenly-felt yearning after romance and

beauty cropped up amid the sterility of his bare, prosaic manhood, that

strange conservatism, that mysterious clinging to things of association,

which is inherent in Virginians of all grades, had brought him back to

the vicinity of Mary Beverley the woman, to seek its fruition.

And yet, so complex are human moods, so subject to the ebb and
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flow of impulse, passion, or presentiment, when Ned Anthony turned

away at last from the window and retraced his steps across the yard his

face was clouded and his eyes dark and moody under their heavy lids.

His gloom deepened as he let the orchard gate slam shut behind him,

and as he walked away beneath the old moss-covered apple-trees it

culminated and found expression in one short sentence.

" You fool !" he muttered, apostrophizing himself, " you blamed,

infernal fool ! What did you come back for ? What do you suppose

you're going to make by it? Why couldn't you rest satisfied out

yonder, and agree to let the old days go ?"

CHAPTER IV.

The ^' overseer" class of the South in ante-bellum days constituted

as distinct a grade as can be found in any country where birth, not

wealth, is the standard of respectability. ' From the higher class—their

employers—they were removed by ignorance and poverty ; from the

lower—their charges—by race-instinct.

There was no antagonism between the inhabitants of the large house

where the proprietor lived and the inhabitants of the small house in

which dwelt his prime minister, such as appears to exist between the

rich and poor of other sections. Nor was there any effort on the part

of the upper class to keep the lower down, or to hinder members of it

from acquiring knowledge or property. On the contrary, there existed

between the two great amity and friendliness, and, in some instances,

where the tie was of long standing between employer and employed, a

sort of feudal feeling which led the one to yield protection and cordial

liking, and the other an admiring respect and loyal, if lazy, service.

It is no uncommon thing even yet in the South to hear one man
say of another, " I've knowed him all my life. My father was his

father's overseer 'way back in slavery times. They are right down

clever people, his folks are : we alius liked 'em mighty well." The

liking was generally mutual ; and that the " overseer" class of the

South remained so long, and remain still, in a great measure, in a lower

position is due partly to their own willingness, partly to the habit of

subordination.

Across the ravine from the Beverley mansion, beyond a little stretch

of woods, stood a settlement of cabins which had formerly been occu-

pied by slaves belonging to the estate. Some of the houses had fallen

into partial or total ruin, but a few were still inhabited, as was shown

by the curling smoke ascending from their chimneys. Above them,
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nearer the crest of the hill, stood the overseer's house,—a neat building

of hewn logs, with a rough porch in front, and still in a good state of

preservation.

It had been occupied by a family of white tenants at the time when

this portion of the Beverley plantation passed into other hands ; but the

lawyer, in obedience to instructions received from the new proprietor,

had moved them out and had the house done up a little. Not that Ned

Anthony cherished any sentiment connected with the house in which

he had been born ; on the contrary, he considered it emphatically '^ a

dog-hole f^ but he was a practical fellow and well used to roughing it,

and thought that the " old shanty" would do well enough to live in for

a month or so while he should run up a decent house ; that is, if he

should decide to make any sojourn in Virginia.

Anthony stood in one of the rooms, whistling softly, and looking

about him, one morning about a week after the night on which he had

renewed his acquaintance (as he thought) with his old playfellow

through the parlor window. The next day he had gone down to

Richmond to order some things he needed for his temporary establish-

ment, and to talk to a contractor about putting up a house for him in

case he should decide to " stop on the ranch" for a year or so. He was

not a man that ever let the grass grow under his feet.

Standing in the middle of the old room, the past got hold of him

somehow, and pushed its way tlirough the hard crust of the outer man
to the sanctuary which even the roughest of us keep somewhere about

our anatomy for the refuge of a few tender associations,-^our youth,

our homes and mothers, the girl, perhaps, whose eyes gave us our first

heart-ache.

Old Mrs. Anthony had not been in any way a show-figure. She

was tall, and spare of limb, and slow of speech and gait ; her eyes were

sad, and her thin sallow face had rather a mournful expression. She

wore rough clothes, and a kerchief folded cornerwise over her grizzled

hair, and smoked a corn-cob pipe in the intervals of her labors ; but

she was a good woman, a faithful, dutiful wife, and a devoted and self-

sacrificing mother, kind and gentle and patient, and indulgent to her

offspring, as women of her class usually are. Her son—her youngest-

born—had loved her, and it was of her alone he was thinking as he

vStood by the hearth-stone and looked at the corner where her spinning-

wheel and her old split-bottomed rocking-chair used to stand. Poor

old mother ! if she could see him now, standing there, wealthy, educated,

well dressed, honored among men, and owner of the old plantation on

which they had lived as servants !

Of the saturnine, long-haired father, and the five lank, slab-sided

Vol. XXXIX.—14
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brothers, the problem of whose useless existence it had taken a civil

war to solve, he thought little. He had not cared for them greatly,

and it was no distress to him to know that they were dead. But his

mother was different. She had been the one human creature he had

loved imselfishly,—besides little Mary Beverley. He was thinking of

her, of his grief at her death, his indignation when within the year his

father had brought home another in her place, his hatred of his step-

mother, which had resulted in his running away from home to seek his

fortune, and all the old-time matters, when he was aroused by hearing

a voice outside. It was a clear, full voice, softly modulated, and its

intonation was very pleasant : unmistakably the voice of a lady.

" Stay here, laddies," she was saying, " and play until I get through

talking to the old people, and then we'll walk over to Judge Wilmer's

for some apples. I can't let you come, indeed. Ban. The last time I

took you to the cabin you upset Aunt Kitty's churn and wasted all the

poor old woman's buttermilk on the floor. Yes, my child, I know it

was an accident ; but such accidents are always happening to you.

You are a very unlucky and heedless little boy, and to take you visit-

ing is simply to invite calamity. Stay here, and be good children. I

won't be long."

Anthony drew near the window, and in a moment had the satisfac-

tion of seeing a tall, graceful woman, with a little willow basket in her

hand, pass, and enter the farthest of the group of cabins.

Meanwhile, the boys, two in number, and aged respectively five and

seven years, had taken possession of the porch, and were climbing on

the railings. They were large, straight-limbed children, and the smaller

had a crop of chestnut curls that fell almost to his waist. As they

jumped about, they laughed and chattered. The door was a trifle ajar,

and Anthony could hear every word.

" Aunt Neelie didn't want mamma to put any coffee in her basket,"

remarked the smaller child :
" she said mamma oughtn't to give the

servants things, 'cause maybe we'd want 'em ourselves. That's mean,

ain't it, Hector ? We've got a whole bucket of coffee in our store-room,

and poor old Aunt Kitty hasn't any in her cupboard. She asked

mamma to save her the grounds : I heard her, that day I knocked the

churn over."

" Aunt Neelie's such a hunks 1 I hate her !" responded Hector.

" She's always fussing about something. Other folks want coffee too,

just as well as she does, I reckon. Mamma don't listen to her, one

good thing, and gives the old folks things all the time. White people

always give to black people : Aunt Neelie ought to know that. If they

didn't, who would ?"
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But this was much too difficult a question for little Ran to settle

:

he avoided it, therefore, and introduced another topic. " Hec, what is

paupers f^

^* Folks that haven't any money, nor any place to live, nor things to

eat, nor clothes to wear," defined Hector, comprehensively.

" Then we ain't that. I thought we weren't, because we've got land,

and a house, and lots of things. And you've got a calf, and I've got

ten cents, and a gander, and a little pig, and a speckled pullet, and—

"

growing weary with the enumeration of his wealth, "and—oh, yes,

—a drake with a wen under his chin."

" Who said we were paupers ?" fired Hector. " It's a lie
!"

"So 'tis," acquiesced Ran, pleasantly, "if not having things is

being paupers. But you must not say it's a lie, Hec, because 'twas

Aunt Neelie that said it. She said it when mamma told her that the

gentleman had come that bought the land, you know,—grandpa's land,

and father's. She cried when mamma told her, and said the Beverleys

were paupers, and that mamma didn't care one bit, and was glad the

land was gone, because she wasn't a Beverley."

" She is a Beverley," asserted Hector ; " and I'm going to have the

land back when I get to be a man. I'm going to work hard and make

a lot of money, and ask the gentleman to let me have it back ; and I

know he will, because he won't love it like we do. He's just a stranger,

you know. Ran : so he won't care for it, and will like the money

better."

" That will be jolly," said Ran. " I'll help."

The listener inside smiled to himself. Prosperity had departed from

the old family, and they felt the change : he had thought they would,

when he saw the land advertised. He had not bought it himself to

gloat over their downfall and his own uprising. He scarcely knew
yet why he had bought it. Perhaps he was a little influenced by the

feeling that the land had better be in his hands than in those of stran-

gers
;
perhaps it was only a passing whim ; but, anyhow, he had bought

it, and, while he knew perfectly well that it was a poor investment for

his money, he was not sorry that he had done so. These boys were Hector

Beverley's sons, of course : indeed, their names. Hector and Randolph,

made that fact patent. He wondered if there were any more children.

" Aunt Neelie" must be his former object of detestation,—Miss Cor-

nelia : he recognized her at once.

The little boys were sitting on the steps. Hector had a straight

pine tobacco-stick in his hands, and was splitting it with his knife into

long slender splinters to make a bird-trap. Ran was watching him
with interest. Anthony, looking out at them, remembered many a
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time when he had sat there splitting tobacco-sticks for the same pur-

pose.

Hector took up the discourse. " Ran !'^ he said, and paused to

wrestle with a knot.

"What?"
" Mamma says we must not talk about Aunt Neelie. I asked her

what made Aunt Neelie so nasty one day, and she said when I got old,

and had lots of trouble, and a pain in my back ^most all the time, I

wouldn't like folks to call me nasty. And I reckon I wouldn't, neither.

She tells us bully stories sometimes, too, and then I almost like her.

Maybe when she gets to heaven, where her back can't ache, and the

cofiPee won't ever be burnt, and the rolls won't ever be sour, she'll be

real pleasant."

Ran pushed back his hat with his hand until the brim rested on the

mass of curls on his shoulders, and regarded his brother steadfastly, an

expression of dismay on his face that was comical. Evidently the

future held possibilities for which he was unprepared.

"Is Aunt Neelie going to heaven?" he demanded, abruptly.

" Of course she is," responded Hector. " There ain't any other

place for her to go. She's old, and she's a woman. You couldn't say

a woman was going to hell, could you ? I'd like to know what sort

of manners you'd call that. Of course she's going to heaven."

With which triumphant settlement of the difficulties of the future

state on the plain principles of life laid down for him here below by

his very old-fashioned mother, Hector returned to his whittling.

Ran pondered. " Hec," he said, " I reckon she will go in a good

way ahead of us, and she's sure not to like it down by the gate,

because she'll think somebody else has got a better place. I tell you

what we'll do : we'll squat down right by the middle walk, behind the

box-bushes, and wait till we hear some of the angels talking about

her and saying where she's gone, and then we'll clip the other way

and hunt for father."

" That ain't a good way," objected Hector :
" you're sure to meet

her walking round, anyhow : so there isn't any use of dodging. You
can't stay in one place fifty hundred millions of years without seeing

all the people."

" Can't I ?"—despondently ; then, with more hopefulness, " I can

everlasting toddle, Hec, and Aunt Neelie walks so slow. When I see

her coming towards me, you just watch out sharp, and you'll see one

little angel hustle.^^

Hector laughed, and the listener had much ado to keep from join-

ing. There was another skeleton over in the old gray house besides
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straitened means. In his blunt, straightforward way he was begin-

ning to be sorry for Mary Beverley, and to feel, as he would have

expressed it, that life " wasn't toting fair with her/'

With his habitual quick movements and light, almost stealthy step,

he passed into the inner room and out at the back of the house. After

a moment he came around and seated himself on the steps beside the

boys and made overtures of friendship. They were friendly little

fellows, neither shy nor pushing, and the trio got on well together.

Indeed, when they discovered that he knew all about making bird-

traps, and had a knife with six blades in it besides a corkscrew and a

pair of scissors, and could imitate wild birds and creatures, and—oh,

bliss !—had seen live bears, the acquaintance showed signs of deepening

into intimacy.

After the talk had gone on some time and Anthony felt that his

popularity justified it, he commenced plying them with questions.

How many children were there in all? Who took care of them, and

the like ? Only them, the children said : they had had a little sister,

named Mary, but she had gone to heaven. She had been older than

Hector. Their mother took care of them. Who else should ?

" They had an aunt," Anthony suggested.

They admitted that they had ; but she was old ; she could not take

care of anybody. She needed people to take care of her, to wait on

her and fetch her things.

" I don't mean the old lady," said their new friend, brusquely.

" You've got a young aunt,—a girl named like your little sister." An-
thony could never remember that Mary, if living, was only a couple

of years younger than himself. " The idea of my wanting to know
anything about Miss Neelie ! She's an old tartar, ain't she ?"

Now, the children, while ready to discuss their relative between

themselves and to pass judgment upon her freely, were quite well aware

of what was proper and becoming in the matter. They would com-

ment and criticise themselves, but no stranger should take the liberty.

Hector drew himself away a little, and remarked, in a reserved tone,

that Aunt Neelie was an old lady, and had been ill, and had trouble

;

she must be treated with consideration.

Anthony did not know that the child was rendering verbatim his

mother's daily precept to himself, nor did he at all realize that he should

not have put the question. He was amused at the boy's change of

manner, but he was a little annoyed, too.

" You have another aunt," he asserted, rather than questioned, a

second time.

" No," said Hector ;
" we haven't."
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But Ran was a child who liked exactness.

" We haven't now/' he amended ;
" but we used to have before we

were born. There was a little Mary once that wasn't our sister. She

must have been our aunt, you know, Hec ; although it seems funny,

don't it? She was grandpa's baby long ago, and she's over there with

the rest." He pointed, as he spoke, towards a spot back of the home-

buildings, where a group of cedars were outlined darkly against the

clear blue sky.

Anthony felt as though some one had struck him in the face. He
knew that those trees stood in the family burying-ground. Things

looked black around him for a moment, and the dream of years shriv-

elled slowly, like a morning-glory when the day grows old. The chil-

dren watched him as he slowly cut into the bit of wood he had picked

up from the path. They were not surprised at his knowledge of their

family matters. Their world was small as yet, but it was the world,

and with its concerns and history of course all men were familiar.

A lady came out of one of the cabins with a little willow basket in

her hand. Behind her hobbled an old negro man who was talking to

her volubly, chuckling to himself, and seeming very well pleased about

something. Anthony watched his Grandisonian bow, and the sweep he

gave to his old ragged hat as he stepped forward to open the gate for

her. She was tall and stately, but no longer in her first youth, Anthony

could see, as she lingered to give a last word or direction.

'^ Who's that?" he asked, abruptly, almost harshly.

She was walking towards them now, and Ran was racing down the

path to meet her. Hector, who had started likewise, looked back over

his shoulder.

" It's my mother," he said, and then ran on.

CHAPTER V.

A RUMOR had gone abroad in the neighborhood to the effect that the

new owner of two-thirds of the old Beverley estate was a very wealthy

man. It originated with the lawyer, who, to be cautious and" well

within the limits of probability, estimated his client's worth at fifty

thousand dollars. It did not stop at that, of course ; for every one

that told it added on ten thousand more at least for the credit of the

story. They never grasped the actual sum, because as yet the arithmetic

of the South stops a good way short of millions, but they speedily made

out enough to know that they had among them a vara avis in the shape

of a man with a great deal of money.
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At first they talked about it among themselves, and rolled the

thousands over in their minds and mouths to get accustomed to the

taste of the gold. Then they began to call and to invite him to their

houses, for the aroma of wealth is pleasant to the nostrils of Puritans

and Cavaliers alike, and they took to calling his plantation " Lower

Kepton,'' to distinguish it from Repton proper, which was still attached

to the Beverley name, and the overseer's house they called " the

cottage."

Anthony was not without a sense of humor, and he enjoyed some

quiet chuckles over the turns of fortune. He valued his money, and

he valued himself,—both more highly than either deserved,—but he

valued other things also. He liked to feel himself welcome and well

received among the gentry that had always seemed to him the flower

of the earth, because of its exclusiveness, its traditions, and the position

of his own class in regard to it. He made no effusive response to their

kindly advances, but he was gratified by them ; neither did he hauut

their houses, because of a subtile consciousness of difference, which op-

pressed him most in intercourse with ladies, a shyness that had never

afflicted him in the society of women of a lower grade. Still, the

knowledge that he could mingle with cultured and courteous women on

terms of outward equality, at least, was flattering to his self-love.

With men, this feeling rarely troubled him, for in his nomadic life

he had been thrown into intimate association with all grades, from gen-

tlemen to " greasers," and possessed to the full his share of American

adaptability. He was clever and observant, and shades of coarseness

in men are rarely conspicuously defined in their intercourse with one

another.

His sturdy self-respect prevented any approach to snobbishness ; and

if in his soul he considered sense, or " smartness," as he called it, and

ability in money-getting a fair equivalent for birth, and the bouquet of

wealth as fine as that of old-time gentility, he refrained from overt ex-

pression of his views, and did not swagger to any offensive extent.

His appearance was also in his favor ; for he was a handsome man,

in the flesh-and-blood style of the athlete who bounds into the ring with

a triple summersault and rides four horses abreast. And, from the high

esteem in which " manners" are held among the common people of the

South, Ned Anthony's could pass muster tolerably well. They lacked

grace and suavity, certainly ; but the want was not more conspicuous

in him than it is in many men far better accredited.

On his return from his initial call on the new arrival, old Judge

Wilmer summed him up to his wife with pith and perspicuity

:

" He's something of a gentleman, my dear, but not quite so. In
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the new school, I suppose, he would stand rather above the middle of

the class ; but in the old he would grade lower. There's good metal in

him, but a wonderful deal of alloy mixed in. Among men he is a

shrewd, intelligent, and rather agreeable fellow, quick and clever in

conversation on all practical subjects (which are the only sort likely to

be broached with him), and not aggressively braggy, considering that

he Can fill up the bushel measure and shake it, while none of his neigh-

bors can conveniently even up the quart. But I think that when you

ladies come to try him on you'll find him a misfit in a good many
places.''

Mrs. Wilmer, a picturesque old lady, with soft faded hands on

which were quaint old red gold rings that had been in her family many
generations, looked up from her knitting with a smile of large indul-

gence on her sweet old face.

" He is a Western man, you know," she said ;
" and that is the

reason, perhaps, that he appears somewhat different from us old-fash-

ioned folks who have lived in one spot all our lives and carried on the

old traditions. The new era is inaugurated now, my dear, and they

say the changes are fundamental. We old-fogyish people, who are too

settled for progression, should be at least indulgent. The West is very

untrammelled, I have heard."

The good lady's knowledge of the subject of Western ways was

nebulous, but she felt that it was a large one, and not amenable to rules

applicable to Virginia. She was a kindly woman by nature, and

lenient to outsiders, although strict enough in regard to her own people,

which term of course included all the inhabitants of her native State.

When she spoke of Anthony's origin as " Western," she established at

once in her own mind a reason for his roughness, and also an excuse.

The judge poked the fire meditatively. " He uses Western idioms,"

he remarked, " but it is along with those of other sections. He used

one or two to-day that I never heard except from people who have

lived among negroes. They had the true cotton and tobacco ring.

And in the next sentence came Maine logging terms. His language is

cosmopolitan, but the timbre of his voice is Southern, and his intona-

tions sounded mighty familiar in my ear."

" Dear me !" said the old lady, to whom an unconventional West-

erner was a thing of interest, but an unconventional Southerner an

abomination ; " perhaps I had better not have him here until we find

out more about him. I have asked the Harveys and the Carringtons

and Mary Beverley to take tea with us on Thursday. I'm very fond

of Mary, and I want to show her some attention, now that so much of

the land is gone and their circumstances so altered. I thought of asking
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Mr. Anthony also, because I know Mary has no feeling about his having

bought the place, and, as they will be such near neighbors, it seemed a

pleasant thing for them to meet at once and be quite friendly. But if

he's a Southern man, and common, perhaps she wouldn't like to meet

him. Indeed, I don't know that I shall myself."

The judge, who could not appreciate the distinctions of locality in

commonness, and whose hospitality was proverbial, laughed outright.

" There is nothing the matter with the man, my dear," he explained.

" You've flown off at a tangent. He's quite presentable, and, if his

grain is a little coarse, he won't hurt us any. Invite him by all means,

and let's be friendly with him. If we turn our backs on settlers with

good money in their pockets, how will the country ever improve

materially ? Have all the people ; and let Anthony come too, by all

means : we have no marriageable daughters."

The same familiarity of tone and intonation which had struck the

judge commended itself to the attention of Mrs. Hector Beverley

when the new-comer was introduced to her on the Thursday evening in

question ; for the original programme was carried out, in spite of sun-

dry misgivings on the part of the hostess. He was a presentable man,

she was fain to acknowledge, well made and well dressed, and if he

lacked a certain fine bouquet of gentility she did not, and, having

accepted him as her guest, she did the very best she could for him,

introducing him to her other guests with marked and gracious courtesy,

and bringing him finally to Mrs. Beverley, to whose special care she

commended him.

" Such near neighbors should know each other and be friendly," she

said, with a smile :
" you may make it pleasant for each other."

Mrs. Beverley smiled also, as she gave Anthony her firm white hand

and intimated by a slight gesture that he was at liberty to take the seat

beside her on the sofa.

" I think that in coming to be my neighbor at Repton, Mr. An-
thony, you are in some sense coming home," she remarked, pleasantly.

" Your voice is very Southern. Perhaps we can claim you by birth as

well as adoption."

Anthony regarded the clear-cut, intellectual, but scarcely pretty face

turned towards him, a trifle resentfully. She was Mary Beverley, but

not the one whose memory had lived a solitary violet amid the barren-

ness of his ambitious, practical existence. He owed her a grudge for

being here in the real Mary's place,—for having deluded him, although

unconsciously, into the belief that the real Mary lived and had grown

from fair, loyal childhood into a womanhood as noble. And she was

not even pretty according to his standard. Her face was colorless, ex-
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cept a dash of crimson in the lips, of which the under one was a trifle

full. Her dark hair crowned her head in coils that had shadows but

no lights : it waved slightly at the temples, where there were already

lines of gray, and it was parted graciously over the broad brow. Her

eyes were handsome, dark, and straightforward in their outlook, with

no tricks of lid or lash, no droopings and upraisings, no pretty coquet-

ries of glance. A woman past her first youth, a woman who even in

that youth had never been beautiful, and yet a woman to be trusted,

admired, and loved.

This the man beside her vaguely felt, and it increased his unrea-

sonable resentment. She was such a woman as the child he had loved

with unconscious chivalry might have developed into, and she was only

—Hector's widow.

Not being versed in social amenities, he let his resentment get

uppermost, and replied to her courteous remark brusquely :

^^ I'm not a Yankee, if that's what you mean, and I wasn't born

out West. I've lived out there for twenty years, though : so I suppose

I can call myself as much of a Westerner as anything."

He was not ashamed of his birth, and, being a Virginian, he took

a self-satisfied pride in his birthplace. Neither did he hold his father's

profession in contempt, nor his own position as a self-made man. Of
the latter, on the contrary, he was, as we have hinted, extremely proud,

holding it a proof of unusual ability. It was not every man that

could show his record, from so poor a start to so fine a finish. He
was proud of himself, of his money, of his shrewdness, of the knowl-

edge he had acquired by indomitable industry and in defiance of ad-

verse circumstances, and of his general success in life. It was neither

from false pride nor from snobbishness that he forbore to proclaim his

origin, but rather from a rough sense of humor, and keen, if slightly

malicious, enjoyment of the situation. It seemed to him so good a

joke, this riding over old-world traditions on the wave of financial

success.

Mrs. Beverley, feeling that her first venture had been a failure,

changed her subject, and talked to him of Western scenes and life, the

stirring romance of mining-camps, and the homely experiences of the

frontier, where Civilization doffs her hat to nature and rough humanity.

Her knowledge, gleaned from books, was theoretical, and by no means

accurate, but, such as it was, it sufficed to put Anthony on familiar

ground and make him forget himself. The subject interested him ; he

was versed in every detail, and saturated with information and expe-

rience, so that he forgot to be shy, or bold,—his two methods in dealing

with women,—and talked well arid cleverly, rising at times to a rude
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eloquence of description which delighted not only Mary, but also the

rest of the company, who had gradually ceased their own desultory

talk and gathered near to listen. He was led on gradually to speak

of himself and of his own adventures, and before he realized it was

telling them the story of the Prairie-Dog Mine. He told them of his

luckless prospecting, his long failure, and his determination to abandon

so bootless an enterprise, in spite of the instinct which urged him to

persistence. With quaint humor he described his own chagrin, and the

combat of the liliputian champions of sense and instinct, the result of

which had altered all his future.

Then he told them of the mishap to his broncho, and of the strange

wild canon to the discovery of which it had led him. He described the

aspect of the place, its dark pine- and red-wood-trees, its masses of gray

rocks, its snow-fed pool, near which stood the rough slab hut which

was once the home and the prison of an outcast from humanity. As

well as he was able, he made them see the forlorn habitation, and feel

the solitude of the place, the awful pathetic loneliness of the wretched

creature, suffering day after day, week after week, without a human
hand to aid him, a human voice to speak a word of cheer.

The language in which the tale was told was rough and simple,

almost profane at times, but it did not grate on the listeners, nor revolt

them, as it would have done had the theme been different. It seemed

the natural setting of the story, as the mountains, the forests, and the

mighty solitude had been the setting of the tragedy of the outcast's, life

and death.

It was so far removed from all they knew, from all to which they

had been accustomed, that they crowded around him, plying him with

questions, and making much of him in their interest in the things he

told them. To their old-fashioned country simplicity, he seemed a

wonderflil creature, a man whose life had been filled with the stir of

large events and the interest of strange happenings, and in their un-

worldliness they envied him his experiences far more than the success

which was their practical result. A past so full of adventure, of en-

durance, of achievement, of life, appeared to the bucolic mind a richer

treasure than mere gold.

Then, before Anthony could grow inflated with his victory, and

self-assertive and arrogant, and so spoil it all, the tea-bell rang, and

changed the current of thought and conversation.

'^ What do you think of him, my dear V^ Mrs. Wilmer found

occasion to whisper to Mary Beverley as they seated themselves around

the table.

" He is interesting and original,'^ Mary replied, at once. " He is a
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very strong man ; and he doesn't grate upon me as much as I thought

he would at first."

He grated on her horribly before the evening was over. When the

company reassembled in the parlor after tea, he sought her side once

more, attracted in spite of himself and of his already waning resent-

ment. A pretty young woman with a very sweet voice had gone to

the piano, and was playing softly. The rest were gathered near, urging

her to sing, and combating her objections, which were couched in grace-

ful language, but rested on a solid foundation, since her supper was still

almost in her throat. Mary leaned back in the corner of the sofa,

watching the flames curl around the great oak logs, and wondering idly

whether her little boys were in bed, and whether Miss Cornelia had

remembered to make them wash their hands and faces and say their

prayers properly before going. She usually attended to these things

herself, for Ran was still too young to cope with either religion or soap

unaided, and she was a careful mother.

Anthony watched her from under his eyelids : he had a trick of

drooping them until pupil and iris were indistinguishable in color or

expression.

Suddenly he bent forward and said the thing he should not

:

" I hope you don't bear me any grudge for buying the old place,

Mrs. Beverley. I know the old families hold on to their land like

death, even when it isn't doing them a cent's worth of good and is

bringing them dollars in debt every year. I know, too, that when you

can't hold out any longer and the land comes to the hammer you think

it's a devilish hard case, and curse the fellow that buys it for an inter-

loping blackguard, and would crucify him if you could. You ought

not to feel that way, you know : it isn't common sense, or the way to

push things and help your section."

Mary, thus accused by implication of narrow-mindedness and old-

fogyism and small contemptible meanness, was naturally indignant.

They had extended sufficient courtesy to hirriy she thought, to have ex-

empted them from this indictment. Turning her dark eyes full upon

him, she replied, quietly and coldly,

—

" You do not understand us at all, Mr. Anthony, if you imagine

us so contemptibly small as that. We love our lands, of course, and

it is a keen distress to have to part with them ; but we are not so petty

as to resent on an outsider what is, after all, the result of actions or

faults of our own. If our lands come into the market, they are open

to any and every purchaser ; and your opinion of us must be poor in-

deed if you think a grudge against those becoming possessed of them

rankles in our breasts ever afterwards."
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Anthony felt snubbed, without knowmg exactly wherefore. In his

consciousness of their relative positions he had seemed to himself to be

putting in a plea against all possible hard judgment, and had rather

despised himself for caring how she felt about the matter. It seemed

natural that she should feel sore about the land, and he had simply

deprecated the soreness and suggested that any such feeling was un-

reasonable. For the life of him, he could see nothing offensive in

his remark ; and yet she clearly was offended. He thought that, for a

woman of her age and intelligence, she was lacking in common sense.

On ,Mary the impression made was deeper. She was annoyed by

the tactless bluntness of the speech, and by the low estimate of human
nature it showed ; and, in addition, it revealed a coarseness of fibre

that repelled her. Women usually form their estimates of humanity

from instinct or subtile divination, and Mary's instincts were all antag-

onistic to the man beside her. He might rough-hew great actions, but

there was in him none of that delicacy of touch, that fineness of per-

ception, which make small actions great.

With instant rebound from what displeased her, her mind returned

to the impressions formed at the opening of their intercourse, and the

modification of the time between was blotted out,—which was really

an injustice to Anthony.

CHAPTER VI.

Miss Cornelia Beverley had reached the age of sixty-three

without having attained a modicum of the patience, self-control, or

gentleness inseparable from all idea of a gracious, kindly autumn.

Hers was the autumn of equinoctial disturbances, rather than the

loveliness of Indian summer.

Without being a clever woman, or a deep thinker, or a student of

philosophy, Miss Beverley had arrived by sheer instinct at a scheme of

life that, for pure materialism and unconscious exaltation of the eternal

selfhood, beggared all philosophy. The earth was hers, and the in-

habitants thereof,—created for her benefit, to minister to her whims and

wants in the ways she deemed befitting. Having been born into a

world incomplete until her coming, she had accomplished all that could

reasonably be expected of her. She had given creation a centre,—her-

self; that was her merit, for which she must be rewarded : if creation

failed to avail itself of the privilege of going around her, that was its

sin, for which it must be punished.

In short. Miss Cornelia Beverley was a silly, spoiled, and selfish

woman, who, without having ever read a line of Emerson in her life,
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made one of his maxims her daily rule of conduct,—the one which

refers to the soft side of existence being the special perquisite of the

cantankerous and foolish.

It must not be understood that Miss Cornelia was an anomaly,

unlike all other human beings and utterly intolerable and destitute of

redeeming qualities, for such was far from being the case. She was

extremely good-natured when her wants were properly attended to and

she was given the best of everything ; and she was liberal in a way,

—

that is, she would lavishly bestow such favors as were in her gift on

the persons who happened to please her ; and she never said ill-natured

things of people behind their backs, unless she were unusually angry

:

she possessed the negative virtue of being spiteful to their faces. It

was a common saying among her kindred that " the worst thing Cor-

nelia ever says about you she says to your face."

Perhaps those whose daily life and conversation were tinctured with

her presence at times deplored this excellence, and would have cheerfully

submitted to any amount of backbiting could they have thereby escaped

the many trials in which they were both criminal and counsel for the

defence. Still, so elastic is human nature, and so noble in the main,

even the people who lived with Miss Cornelia found many excuses for

her. She had had a great deal of trouble in her youth, and some very

stern affliction, and in compassion for her sorrow her family had gradu-

ally learned to throw a mantle of charity over her selfishness. Trouble

like hers, even when self-caused, carries with it an atmosphere that

touches sympathy so keenly as not unfrequently to disarm judgment.

In her youth Miss Cornelia had been a handsome, high-spirited

girl, wayward and passionate, but attractive enough to have many
admirers. At eighteen she became, with the consent and blessing of

both families, engaged to a young man of the neighborhood, a Mr.

Spotswood Carrington. The courtship was a stormy one, the engage-

ment stormier, and the end total wreck. The lady insisted upon

carrying on a foolish, wilful flirtation with another man for whom she

cared nothing, simply to demonstrate to her lover that she would submit

to no interference or dictation. The gentleman was violent in temper

and jealous in disposition, and the termination of the miserable affair

was a fierce quarrel between the two men, and a duel which resulted

in the death of one and the maiming for life of the other.

After the death of her lover. Miss Beverley fell into a deep melan-

choly, alternated with wild gusts of remorseful passion which unsettled

her brain to such an extent that for years she required strict attention

and most careful nursing. The horror of publicity which distinguished

the old-time gentry prevented her family from sending her to an
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asylum, even when she was at the worst. Tender care and years of

tranquillity finally restored her mind to its balance ; but by the time

she resumed her place in the family her natural selfishness had been

fostered by unlimited indulgence and developed by the consideration

which had become the habit of the house.

She had some trifling property, derived from her mother, sufficient

for her support in other people's houses, but not enough to enable her

to have one of her own. It was a standing grievance with her that

her brother Hector, her guardian and trustee, had sold her land and

invested the proceeds in such a way that the principal was beyond her

control. Her nephew Hector had been equally faithful to her interests :

so she drew her little income regularly, unvexed by the storms that beset

and finally stranded the family property. Her home she made princi-

pally with her nephew's widow, to whom she was kind in a fitful way,

and spasmodically attached.

She preferred her old home and her old rooms and familiar sur-

roundings, she said ; but the truth was that in other houses she was

forced to exercise a self-restraint that was irksome to her. She went

about among her kindred, and made long visits, during which Mary
and her boys enjoyed themselves and their immunity from blame ; but

always sooner or later she returned to them.

This lady (as has already been more than hinted) Ned Anthony had

disliked from his earliest boyhood. Once she had accused him unjustly

of trampling down the tulips in the garden, and had taken the word of

a little negro boy, who was really the guilty party, in preference to his

own. The race-prejudice between the poor whites and negroes of the

South is a thing of wonderful strength, their mutual contempt immense

;

and to have a negro believed before him, and that, too, when he was

speaking the truth and the negro was lying, was an insult that was

likely to live and rankle.

The grudge was added to by a little scene which occurred about two

weeks after Anthony's introduction to Mrs. Beverley. He had called

several times, and had established quite an intimacy with the boys,

having some fondness for children and a decided partiality for those of

his own sex. Miss Cornelia had been absent, or otherwise engaged, at

the time of his visits : so that the pair had never met since the tulip

episode, so fresh in the memory of the one, so completely obliterated

from that of the other.

They had all come out for a walk,—Mary, the boys, and Miss

Cornelia. A splendid dam of sticks and stones and mud had been

constructed across the creek in the ravine which separated the two por-

tions of the estate, and the little engineers, wild over their first success,
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had scampered to the house to entreat their mother to come out and

inspect it. In the hall they were joined by Miss Cornelia, whom the

children in their glee invited to accompany them. It was Hector that

proffered the invitation, and, as he was the old lady's favorite, she

readily consented.

The party proceeded on their way pleasantly, little Hector helping

his aunt over all the rough places, as his mother had taught him. At
the pond made by the dammed-up stream they were joined by Anthony,

who had seen them from his window as they left the yard.

Mary introduced him to her aunt, who had heard of his wealth and

was prepossessed by his appearance and therefore disposed to be gracious

to him. She even gave him her delicate old hand to shake, although

the nod and slight motion of the hand towards the hat with which he

had acknowledged the introduction was not the mode of salutation to

which she had been accustomed. She talked to him also, and made

herself pleasant, in spite of his careless replies and the fact that he

addressed most of his remarks to Mary and the boys.

" The old girFs broken all to pieces,'' was Anthony's inward com-

ment. *' She used to be a good-looking woman, I remember, but I'll

be damned if she's good-looking now : her nose is a regular parrot's

beak. I wonder if she thinks I'm fool enough to bother myself doing

the civil to an old squaw like her when there is metal more attractive at

my elbow. I don't pan sorry grit when I can get paying rock."

He made himself agreeable to the children, however, showed them

how to strengthen their structure, promised to bring a hatchet and some

bits of plank the next day and help them to secure it against all possi-

bility of the water's washing it away, and finally suggested getting a

bucket of carp for them to stock the little pond.

They ascended the side of the ravine by a path a good deal higher

up the creek than the one they had used in coming down, Mrs. Bever-

ley walking first, with Anthony close beside her, and feeling a trifle

annoyed because of his neglect of the proper observances and the

knowledge she had that Miss Cornelia was being slighted and most

probably growing resentful. Had she been sure of the man beside her,

she would have bidden him remain behind and help her aunt ; but she

was not sure of him.

As likely as not he would have declared that the old lady was as

well able to mount the slope unassisted as any of them,—which would

have been the truth, since Miss Cornelia was a hale and singularly

healthy woman for her age, in spite of the complaints she continually

made of untold suffering from mysterious maladies, and her assumption,

upon occasion, of the airs of invalidism. Or, if he should do her
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behest, it might be in a fashion that would complicate matters further.

Mary was afraid to take the risk, and walked on gravely, scarcely

answering him by more than monosyllables, which, however, proved in

no way disconcerting, for Anthony was full of the new house he was

about to build, and quite willing to do the talking.

Half-way up the side of the slope a branch from one of the trees

had fallen across the path, obstructing it a little. Most men would

have kicked it aside, or else have tendered some assistance. Anthony did

neither, from the simple fact that neither occurred to him. He stepped

over the branch and went on talking, letting Mary step over it as he

did. A few steps farther on, Mary turned instinctively to see that her

little boys performed their devoir, and Anthony turned with her. Kan

had laid hold of the branch to drag it aside, and Hector stood ready

with his hand. All would have gone well if Miss Cornelia would have

waited, but she was nettled and impatient, so she told Ran testily to let

it alone, and stepped forward just as the little fellow gave it a final

jerk : her heel caught, she stumbled, and would have fallen heavily if

Hector's shoulder had not been in the right place at exactly the right

moment and saved her. Mary gave a quick little cry, and Anthony

—

laughed out aloud.

It was funny. Miss Cornelia was stout, and her face, from exertion

and anger, had become the color of a peony. She had an old flapping

straw hat on her head that was lined with faded blue muslin and had

ends of ribbon streaming down behind ; her dress was hooked uj)

fantastically by the twigs of the branch, the end of which Ran still

held, and her two fat hands on Hector's bending shoulders gave her

the appearance of being about to take a flying leap over the boy's back.

Surely, if it is ever excusable to laugh at another person's misfortunes,

Anthony was excusable then.

But Mary did not think so. She was so angry with him that she

could scarcely speak, and would not look at him at all. Retracing her

steps, she drew her aunt's hand firmly through her arm, with a few

quick words of sympathy, and, calling to the boys to follow, led the

mortified and now trembling old lady down the path again, and around

by the other way to the house, leaving Anthony standing where she

had forsaken him, astonished and indignant.

He was at a loss to know what could possibly be the matter. He
always laughed at people when they fell ; they looked so ridiculous

that he could not help it. If they hurt themselves very badly, he

would help them, and be handy and considerate, after his laugh was

over. Had Miss Cornelia rolled to the bottom of the slope and broken

her leg, he would have gone for a shutter and have helped to lay her

Vol. XXXIX.—15
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upon it and to bear her home, with more care and efficiency than most

men ; but he would have roared with laughter at the grotesque figure

she cut during the tumble. But she had not hurt herself at all, and

because of his natural appreciation of the absurdity of her aspect Mrs.

Beverley had treated him in a way which, if he did not quite com-

prehend, he disliked intensely. The old lady w^as as inimical to him

now as ever, he told himself morosely, and, instead of blaming himself,

he blamed her, and detested her more than ever.

CHAPTER VII.

The feeling entertained by Anthony for Miss Beverley paled into

utter insignificance before the depth and earnestness of the dislike with

which she distinguished him. In vain, in extenuation of his conduct,

Mary suggested the offender's palpable lack of familiarity with social

amenities, and argued that so small an affront was beneath the notice

of a gentlewoman ; in vain she besought her aunt to dismiss the whole

occurrence from her mind,—it was annoying, certainly, but, after all,

it was a trifle, not worth any great prodigality of thought or speech.

But Miss Cornelia could not see it in that light at all. In her cir-

cumscribed life every incident was an event, and, when connected with

herself, an event of magnitude. So far from dismissing the evil-doer

from her thoughts as utterly beneath well-bred contempt, she allowed

him to usurp a considerable portion of her mind, and nearly her entire

conversation, until poor Mary, with her patience worn to tatters, was

forced through sheer weariness and aggravation to constitute herself a

sort of champion of the man for whom she had no admiration and

very little liking.

" I wonder where he comes from ?" pondered Miss Beverley, one

day, using no name to designate the subject of her thoughts, since in

aversion, as in love, the object speedily attains the dignity of a pronoun

and becomes the sole representative of a sex.

^^ Who, auntie ?'^ questioned Mary, absently, her hands busy with a

torn blouse, her thoughts with the contents of an old trunk of clothing

of her husband's, from which she proposed to evolve certain garments

needed by the children.

" That odious Mr. Anthony, of course. Wlio else ?" replied the

old lady, with indignation in her voice. " You never vnll pay the

faintest attention to me, Mary, or listen to a single word I say. For

all the companionship I have, I might just as well live in a hollow tree

on the top of the Blue Bidge as in this house. You haven't an idea
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in your head beyond those tiresome boys,—their clothes, their manners,

and their mending. You don't care an atom for anything outside of

them and their concerns, and I ought to be used to it by this time.

3Ii/ thoughts and conversation are never worthy of attention/^

This was true, although not in the way in which the resentful old

lady meant : her thoughts were commonplace, and their expression

about as worthy of attention as the rattling of beans in an empty

gourd, and yet they met with a consideration often denied to better

things. Mary smiled placidly, and broke off another needleful of

thread, leaving her reprehensible motherhood undefended.

^' He isn't a gentleman," pursued Miss Cornelia :
" anybody can

see that with half an eye. And if he was swaddled in bank-notes, and

had Koh-i-noors and moonstones strung on every hair of his head and

of his hideous brown beard besides, he wouldn't be one. I wonder

what family of Anthonys he belongs to ? There are Anthonys in the

southwestern counties, connections of the Beverleys by marriage. He
doesn't belong to them, I know, because Judge Wilmer asked him

about it, meaning to trace out the connection for him. Very officious

in the judge, I must say, considering the number of disagreeable kin

people can find without searching. The man denied any relationship

with the southwestern Anthonys, however. There was another set

down in the lower counties, quite ordinary people : I went to school

with one of the girls in Richmond, and detested her. She had red

hair and a freckled skin, and such hateful ways. I think he must

belong to them."

Mary laughed. " He is a Western man, auntie, or calls himself

one," she said.

" He isn't," snapped Miss Cornelia ;
" and I don't care what he

calls himself. He's a Southern man, I know, and a Virginian, I

think : indeed, he owned as much to Mr. Meredith, the lawyer. He's

too familiar with the ways and the life here to have come to Virginia

for the first time last month. Belinda, the woman who does his cook-

ing, told our Sophy that the first morning she got out breakfast he

called to her to make him an ash-cake and bake it with cabbage-leaves

around it ; said that he hadn't tasted one baked that way since he was

a boy. Nobody raised outside of the South knows anything about

wrapping corn dough up in cabbage-leaves and baking it in the

ashes."

Mary gave up the point of Mr. Anthony's Western origin without

contest. There were other shibboleths besides an affection for the ash-

cake of his boyhood w^hich forbade the idea of his being a stranger in

a strange land.
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Miss Cornelia stared into the fire, lost in thought. There was some

mystery about her enemy's antecedents, she felt convinced, and she was

determined to unravel it, and, if possible, to his confusion and over-

throw. Her mind went hunting about with its nose to the ground like

a hound on a cold scent. Presently it seemed to her to warm a little,

and she threw up her head and gave tongue at once.

" Mary,'^ she said, turning in her chair and regarding her niece

solemnly, " my brother's overseer, the man who lived with him so

many years and was with him at Shiloh, was named Anthony, and he

had a lot of sons. Perhaps this is one of them !''

The solemnity of this announcement, which was made with the air

of one loosing the seals and sending upon the earth pestilence and judg-

ment, was almost too much for Mary's gravity. She bent her head

over her sewing, so that Miss Cornelia might not be offended by her

mirth. Presently she remarked,

—

" I thought all the Anthony boys were killed, auntie. Hector said

so, and they were in his regiment. He spoke well of them always,

their gallantry, patience, and endurance at a time when courage and

patience were the rule. You know, old Mr. Anthony, the father, saved

my husband's life at Malvern Hill. He must have been a brave, un-

selfish man."
" Yes, he behaved very well," assented Miss Cornelia, impatiently

:

she was not interested in that part of the subject. ^^ Everybody was

always saving somebody else's life in those days ; that is, when they

weren't all killing one another. That's war. Mr. Anthony was a re-

spectable old man,—shockingly slouching and untidy. My brother

thought a good deal of him, I remember. Never mind him, though :

it's the boys I want. What were their names? Lanky, slab-sided

creatures, and so many of them,—four or five. Let me see : what were

their names ?'^ Miss Cornelia's brows contracted perplexedly, and her

memory returned and grappled with the past.

Mary rose and crossed the room to an old-fashioned secretary, bound

and mounted with brass, and opened one of the drawers. Her fingers

passed from one pigeon-hole to another until she found what she was in

search of,—a small leather-bound book, such as men sometimes carry in

their pockets. With this in her hand she resumed her seat and began

turning the pages rapidly. Miss Cornelia watched her, still striving to

ensnare those elusive names with the mesh of recollection.

Mary found the page she was in search of, and ran her eye down

it. " I can tell you, auntie," she said. " Hector kept an account of

all his men, and, as near as he could, what became of them. The

Anthony boys are all mentioned here. There were five of them.
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Hugh was killed at Sharpsburg. David was wounded in the fights

below Kichmond, and died of his wounds in the hospital. Jim was

captured, and died of prison-fever at Point Lookout. Robert lost his

life in a charge in the Wilderness ; and Albert was shot at his post

on picket-duty in the Valley. A terrible list of casualties, but not

uncommon for those times. Old Mr. Anthony died of typhoid fever

the same summer that your mother did. There is the family history,

auntie, and you must confess that it's a sad one. Stay ! I remember

hearing Hector mention a second wife; but she had left the neighbor-

hood before I came to Kepton, and IVe heard somewhere that she

married again. She had no Anthony children."

Miss Cornelia had been tapping her fingers impatiently on the arm

of her chair for several seconds. " I know all that," she said ;
" but

there was another son,—a much younger child. I remember him

distinctly, a saucy, freckled little fellow, full of mischief and sly ways,

and so dreadfully untruthful. He was always coming over to the

house to play w^ith our little Mary. The child was devoted to him,

and, being delicate, she was allowed to have her way in everything,

and indulged until it was sinful. She used to have him here continu-

ally, and taught him all her lessons, and dear knows what besides.
,

I

disliked it so much ; but then no one ever listens to my advice. / am
but a cipher in the family ; although it would be better if I was more

heeded,—better for the rest, I mean." Miss Cornelia paused to allow

this reflection to sink into Mary's mind.

" The boy ran away before the war," she presently resumed, " be-

cause he couldn't endure his step-mother, a tidy, respectable woman,

who told me herself that he was past all human standing. She couldn't

make him mind her, or behave as she wished, although she whipped him

constantly until her arms quite ached,—and she was a remarkably strong

woman, too. We had a terrible time with Mary after he ran away :

she cried and fretted and went on really outrageously ; and my brother,

instead of being a little strict with her and making her behave herself,

carried her off to Richmond and kept her there with him the whole

time the Legislature was in session. He was State Senator, you know.

What was that boy's name ?"

Mary had laid aside her sewing, and was listening quietly. Poor

little boy, she thought, pitifully, alone amid a houseful of slothful,

unsympathetic men, beaten cruelly by a high-tempered, strong-armed

woman, loved by a tender, high-souled child, forced into life's battle all

unequipped for the struggle. Poor child !—poor little man !

" His name—his name—was " pondered Miss Cornelia. " What
is this man's name, Mary ? Have you ever heard ?"
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" Edward, or Edmund : at least he told the children Ned," replied

Mary.
" And that boy's name was Jackson,—Jack Anthony. I remember

perfectly now ; and it's just come over me that IVe heard somewhere

that he died of yellow fever in New Orleans.'' Miss Cornelia's tone

was one of bitter disappointment, and her face had lengthened quite

an inch. She had been hunting on a cold scent, after all.

Within a month from that day Mrs. Beverley was in a position to

have restored joy to her aunt's soul by the assurance that her conjecture

had been absolutely correct, had she been so minded. And the way
that the knowledge came to her was this.

CHAPTER VIII.

Mrs. Beverley was in the habit of going at least once a month,

sometimes oftener, to the family burying-ground, to see that everything

was neat and trim and the place free from fallen twigs and rubbish.

It was a lovely, peaceful spot, on the crest of the hill just beyond the

orchard, which it overlooked, as well as the house and yard and a

magnificent stretch of view made up of hill and dale and wooded

mountains and broad shining reaches of slowly-flowing river. Around

it, instead of the usual wooden paling, was a close cedar hedge, broken

only at the spot where the gate gave access to what is so beautifully

termed ^^ God's acre." In the centre were three tall cedars standing so

as to form a triangle, and under the shadow of their spreading branches

rested the dust of many generations of Beverleys.

It was a soft, still April evening. The cloudless sky bent lovingly

over the earth, as the bridegroom bends over the bride, and the earth

smiled with the joyous promise of the season of love and hope. Soft

green things pushed up through the brown mould, crocuses opened

golden hearts to the kisses of the breeze, violets unfolded white and

purple petals and sweetened the air with their fragrant breath, and lilies

of the valley and snow-drops were waiting coyly for the sun to coax

and woo them into shaking out their snowy bells. On the hickory-,

oak-, and poplar-trees downy little knots of leaves were bursting their

brown shells and coming forth to view the world. In the budding

branches birds twittered and chirped of love and housekeeping, and

every instinct was for germination, and growth, and pressing upward.

Mary passed through the orchard, under the budding apple-trees,

with a feeling of peace in her heart that was partly the outcome of

deep sympathy with nature and partly the atmosphere of her own sweet
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soul. In her hand she carried a little basket of spring flowers to lay

in loving remembrance on the gray slab of granite that covered the

grave of the tall fair-haired soldier who had wooed and won her twelve

long years before, and whose blue eyes still gazed into hers from under

little Ran's brown curls.

Her mind was full of thoughts of him, and her mood was soft

and tender, as she opened the gate gently and entered the sacred spot.

She did not glance about, but passed straight along the little centre

walk to the granite slab w^hich was close to the trunk of one of the

cedars. She shook out all her flowers and formed with them a wreath

around the short inscription, ^^ Hector Beverley. Obiit April. 18—

,

setat. 35." It was only when her task was done that she became aware

of the presence of a man in the corner by the cedar hedge, kneeling

beside the grave of a little child.

His back was towards her, and he had a trowel in his hand, and a

large basket on the ground beside him, from which he took clamps of

green and planted them on the grave. The breath of violets filled the

air with perfume, and Mary, attracted in spite of herself, and slightly

curious, went softly over the short green grass and stood close behind

him, looking down. She had known at once that it was Anthony, and

seeing him there beside the grave of her husband's little sister brought

to her mind the thought of the lonely boy, with his hard unlovely

childhood, and she knew, with one of those swift intuitions women,

have, that that boy was kneeling there at her feet.

Anthony had cleared away the sod from the centre of the mound
in the shape of a cross, and was planting it thick and close with great

tufts of hot-house violets, purple and white, whose fragrance rose purely

and seemed to breathe of a love that was deathless.

After silently watching the strong brown hands at their work for a

moment, Mary unfastened a bunch of white and lilac crocuses from

her bosom, and, stooping, laid them on the foot of the grave. Anthony

glanced up at her with a brief " Thank you !" and went on with his

work. He was not surprised or startled : his trained senses had made

him aware of her approach from the moment her hand touched the

latch of the gate, and as she stood behind him he had taken a sudden

resolution. He would tell her about himself, his connection with her

husband's family, his love for the child whose little form rested beneath

the cross of violets.

In that sacred place and presence, he forgot to wonder how it

would affect her, or what change, if any, it might make in their rela-

tive positions. He forgot to think of himself at all.

Rising to his feet, he turned his face, which was not noble in line
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or expression, and yet was honest and manly and straightforward, full

upon her, and, pointing to the grave at his feet, said, simply, " I was

poor, and uncouth, and ignorant, but she never grudged to put her

little hands in mine, nor felt soiled when I took her in my arms to

help her over rough and rocky places. She was all the poetry and

beauty and sweetness I ever knew or had. I loved her.''

Mary impulsively put out her fair ungloved hands, and took between

them the brown earth-stained hand of the man beside her, pressing it

with quick sympathy. " I know," she said, gently,—" I know it all

;

and I understand."

CHAPTER IX.

" Mamma !" shouted Hector, at the top of his voice, dashing into

the parlor in a state of great excitement, followed closely by little Ran,
" please come over to the quarters right straight Uncle Patrick is in

the kitchen, and he says that Mr. Anthony is going to pull all the cabins

down and send all the colored folks away. Uncle Patrick says he

hasn't got any place to go. He's old, and can't work any longer, and

nobody wants to be bothered with him and Aunt Kitty any more,

because they ain't any use. He's crying, mamma, awful hard, and he

says they'll have to go to the poor-house if you don't help them. Mr.

Anthony says they will."

^' He don't want to go to the poor-liouse, mamma," chimed in Ran,

eagerly. " Don't let him go : it's drefful to see him cry, and he's so old.

He says he can't stand it to go : he would liever be dead !"

The boy's eyes filled with tears, and his little lips trembled, as he

pressed close to his mother's side, trampling on her dress with his dusty

little shoes in his excitement and distress.

" And, mamma, Mr. Anthony is going to pull the houses all down,"

insisted Hector. " He ought not to do that. The servants won't have

any place to go, and father always let them live there. Mr. Anthony

ought not to pull the houses down."

By the exercise of considerable patience and a good deal of ability

in cross-questioning, Mrs. Beverley finally arrived at a clear compre-

hension of the case. The cabins, five in number,—all that were left

of the original row,—stood, as has been stated, just in front of the

overseer's house, and not a stone's throw from it. The site selected (at

Mary's suggestion, as she remembered now) for the handsome new resi-

dence which the owner of Lower Repton proposed to erect for himself

was on the crest of the hill, in a fine grove of trees, and commanding

a most magnificent view. The cabins would be in full sight of all
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the front windows, and were anything but an addition to the landscape,

looking, in truth, as their owner expressed it, like " a lot of miners'

shanties round an old shaft.''

As the work upon the new house was to commence immediately, the

material all engaged, and the architect actually on his way to Virginia,

Mr. Anthony had decided not to wait about moving the cabins until

after its completion, as he had spoken of doing when he talked the

matter over with Mrs. Beverley, but to take them away at once.

Accordingly, the work of demolition had been inaugurated that very

morning, and the cabins were being taken to pieces and carted to other

parts of the estate for re-erection. The negroes whom Anthony wished

to retain in his employ had arrangements made for their accommodation

during the period of their homelessness, while those of whom he wished

to rid himself simply had notice given them to quit by a certain day.

Among these last was poor old Patrick, and his equally old and still

more infirm wife. They had never been house-servants, nor very In-

timately associated with the family life ; but they had been born and

raised on the Beverley estate, and had occupied that particular cabin

ever since their wedded life began, nearly sixty years before, and had,

not unnaturally, counted on being allowed to die in it. They had long

outlived their children, and their grandchildren had all drifted away to

seek a livelihood in other places, leaving the ancient couple still a fixture

on the old plantation, firm in the conviction that the white people would

never see them come to want. They were so old that, beyond their own

few household matters, no work was expected of them, and they lived

on from year to year, their few wants supplied and their comfort looked

after by the white family, just as it would have been had they never

been emancipated.

When the sale of the lower part of the estate put the cabin in

w^hich the old people lived beyond her control, Mrs. Beverley had

been anxious to move her pensioners over to a house In her own yard,

where she could see that they were properly attended to. But they w^ere

loath to leave the cabin to which they had grown wedded in sixty years

of occupancy, and had procrastinated, always willing but never ready,

until they found themselves, as the old man expressed it with the tears

streaming down his cheeks, literally ^' tu'ned out In de road to die."

Mary found the old negro sitting in the kitchen door, in a state

of tremulous excitement and indignation, with a fringe of sympathetic

darkles around him. He had no real apprehension of the poor-house

suggestion's ever being carried into effect, for he knew very well that

" Miss Mary" would always stand between him and such an awful

calamity as that. What hurt him was that the suggestion should have
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been made. That he, Patrick Beverley (for so he styled himself), who
had lived " right here 'pon de home plantashum 'long wid de famb'ly"

for eighty years, should have had such an insult put upon him, " jes'

like he were one common nigger, whar didn't have no famb'ly,"

—

this was where the iron entered ; and Mary had much ado to persuade

him to desist from turning and twisting it in the rankling wound it

had made long enough to arrive at any clear understanding of what

she wished him to do.

" I'm sorry you have to leave your old room you've lived in so

many years," she said, gently, when she had made all the arrangements

to have them moved over at once. " It's hard for such old people to

have to make any change. You'll be comfortable here with me, and

you must try and grow used to your new quarters as soon as you can."

" Yes, honey, Lord bless yo' sweet face ! 'tis hard fur to tu'n out'n

de room you bin shuttin' yo' eyes 'pon every night an' openin' 'em

'pon every mornin' fur gwine on sixty ye'r. But dar's things whar's

harder to b'ar en dat. I'se bin livin' 'pon de Beve'ley 'state, man an'

boy, close on er hund'ed ye'rs, kase I'se gwine ter be eighty-seven ye'r

ole ef I live twell de second day in harvest. An' I ain't never had

nothin' 'tall said to me like what dat strange white man—whar never

had no gent'man fur his daddy, I knows—took 'n' said to me dis

mornin'. ' You'll be mighty comf'table at de po'-house, ole man,' sez

he :
^ dey has er good room, an' clo'se, an' fire, an' vittles plentiful, an'

nary lick o' work to do. You'll think yerse'f in clover,' sez he. An'

I sez, sez I, ^ No, sar. I'se er Beve'ley man, an' I 'longs to de quality,

I does. De Beve'leys ain't got nothin' 'tall to do wid no po'-house, nor

no po'-house doin's, nor no po'-house talk, nother. An' befo' I'll go to

dat place I'll die right 'pon de roadside,—me an' de ole 'ooman too.'

"

There was something almost ludicrous, if it had not been so infi-

nitely pathetic, in the old servant's pride and assertion of dignity and

position, and in his readiness to die of want in a ditch, or on a roadside,

rather than suffer what he considered a social degradation. There were

tears in Mary's eyes which made the smile on her lips a trifle tremulous

as she patted the old man's feeble arm and assured him that such

ignominy should never be his portion while there was a Beverley above

ground to protect him.

She watched, still with an April countenance, the little group,

—

the old negro walking slowly leaning on his hickory staff, and her two

bold boys dancing around him, full of eagerness about the move, and

of desire to help in it.

She thought the whole matter settled and done with when she had

got the old people established in their new quarters with their house-
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hold gods around them ; but it was not. Mr. Anthony at their very

next meeting chose to introduce the subject, and to express himself

with some force upon it.

CHAPTER X.

Ned Anthony's feelings towards Mrs. Beverley had undergone

considerable change during the months that had elapsed since their

introduction. The barrenness of his nature alternated with very prac-

tically tilled fields, and the only rill of sentiment that had ever trickled

through it was his love for the child whose name Mrs. Beverley bore.

The soil being adverse, this little stream had been powerless to irrigate

to any great extent either the barrenness or the cultivation, but it had

never been choked with the refuse of other sentiments, or absorbed in

any stronger stream : it had simply trickled on, wearing a channel for

a similar but mightier current. Having, by some process that was

more than instinct and certainly less than reason, come to an identifica-

tion of the dead child with the living woman, Anthony began to realize

that the little rill was rising, increasing in volume and strength, and

that the channel it had worn was filling with a stream whose power he

could not gauge yet, and only vaguely understood.

After their meeting in the cemetery, his visits to Mrs. Beverley in-

creased in frequency, until there appeared justice as well as acrimony

in Miss Cornelia's complaint that he was in or about the house from,

the rising of the sun until the going down of the same, and after.

The old lady's position towards her unwelcome neighbor remained un-

changed, and appeared unchangeable save in one direction, and that was

increase of bitterness. " He rubs me all the wrong way," she explained,

fretfully, when Mary pointed out that he had changed his tactics and

was trying to be polite to her in a rough and bearish fashion. " I dis-

like his attempts at courtesy quite as much as I do his natural rudeness.

I dislike him altogether. He rubs me the wrong way."

In spite of the flagrant injustice of this, Mary was fain, in her soul,

to yield assent. She took his part from sheer kindness of heart and

love of fair play, and she made excuses for him to herself and others,

but in her heart she confessed candidly that he was a terrible irritant.

When he was out of her sight, she could recall and dwell with pleasure

on his really fine qualities,—his ambition, energy, intensity of will and

purpose, his lack of false pride, his real, if circumscribed, kindness of

heai-t, and his liberality. She could ticket them all ofP on her fingers,

and give to each good trait its meed of admiration, when their owner

was at a distance ; but when he was beside her they faded into the back-
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ground, leaving prominent the consciousness that he " rubbed her the

wrong way'' also.

It was a pity ; for he really was far from being a bad, or stupid, or

brutally oiFensive man. His genius consisted, not in saying and doing

wrong things, but in leaving unsaid and undone right ones. Mary was

self-convicted of lack of generosity in liking him with reservations, and

yet deprived, by the very feeling the absence of which she deplored, of

the comfort and certainty of her aunt's position. " He is truly insup-

portable, which is his only defect," that lady announced, with decision,

and after that never wavered.

" Why do you cumber yourself with those old niggers ?" he ques-

tioned, suddenly, after he had told Mary all about the materials which

had come for his new house, and the plans he had made. There was

an architect, a friend of his, coming from New York to undertake the

work for him, and no time, or trouble, or expense was to be spared in

making the building perfect.

Mrs. Beverley looked across at him, but made no answer. They

were alone in the parlor, as Miss Cornelia seldom troubled herself to

appear. " He doesn't come to see me," she said, " and he doesn't want

to see me. I wish he didn't come to see you so often." And Mary
was beginning to wish so herself.

" You'll have to support 'em, you know," he proceeded. " They

are too old to work, and they haven't anything to live on, and of course

they're going to live on you. You might have known that when the

old rascal persuaded you to let him move over here."

" I did know it," Mary replied, quietly. ^' I had them moved

over for that purpose. They are old family servants, and we have

supported them always. Their children are dead, and they have no

one else to look to for assistance, and nowhere else to go."

Anthony whistled. " That's all done away with," he said, " and a

miglity good thing for the land-owners, too. Every tub stands on its

own bottom now. They are as free as anybody, and ought to look out

for themselves. You ain't bound to support them any longer. As to

a place to go, there's the poor-house, if they can't do any better. We
all pay taxes to support that, and it would be unreasonable to expect us

to support the paupers of the community outside too."

Mary knew that the feudal feeling, the sense of mutual dependence,

which had been so strong a tie between her own class and their humble

retainers, in the nature of things was non-existent in his class, and

possibly beyond his comprehension. She cast about in her mind how

to make him understand without reminding him ungenerously of their

difference of caste.
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" These old people are singularly destitute of friends among their

own race on whom they have a claim for support," she explained.

"As I told you just a moment ago, their children are dead, and their

grandchildren have shaken them off and moved away. They are very

old, and very much attached to their home. They wouldn't be com-

fortable at the poor-house."

" Oh, yes, they would," he contradicted, understanding her to mean

in the material sense. " You're mightily mistaken about that. The

paupers are well treated by the county : they have good accommodations

and clothing, and firewood provided, and hardly any work to do. I

rode over there myself the other day to tell the overseer to send a wagon

for old Patrick and to make arrangements about them. I don't like

niggers : I never did. But I'm not a brute, either ; and if I hadn't

seen with my own eyes that the darkies were comfortable and cared for,

I wouldn't have moved them."

" It isn't that/^ said Mary, impatiently :
" it*s the feeling they have

about it. They would die if they were sent to the poor-house. It is

their pride, the degradation of being considered paupers, the ignominy

of being on the county. Can't you understand ? It's the feeling that

made Dickens's old woman run away from everybody and die on the

roadside, rather than be taken to the workhouse."

But Anthony had never read a line of Dickens in his life, and the

parallel which Mrs. Beverley had cleverly drawn from his own class was

utterly thrown away upon him. What struck him was the absurdity

of supposing negroes capable of feelings and aspirations other than

those relating to physical comfort, of imagining that they cared for any-

thing outside of being warmed and housed and fed without undue ex-

ertion. This idea of hers appeared to him so humorous that he threw

back his head and laughed uproariously.

Mary felt as though she could have struck him.

" Well, well !" he said, as soon as he had got the better of his

mirth, "you are verdant, if you'll excuse me for saying so, Mrs.

Beverley. To think of the cunning old beggar taking you in like that,

and of your believing him ! He lied like a thief all round. What
he wanted was to stay in my house, and, when he found he couldn't do

that, to spite me by not falling in with my arrangements for him. It's

a shame that you should be the victim, though, and I'll just let my
gentleman see that he can't get ahead of me like that. I'll have the

overseer of the poor here after him inside of a week."

Mrs. Beverley's eyes blazed. " You will do nothing of the kind,"

she said, shortly. " You are taking a very great liberty in interfering

in my affairs in this way. Those old people were brought here by my
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orders and of my own free will, and here they shall remain. They
have lived on this plantation for upwards of eighty years, and they

shall die on it. They worked for the Beverleys in their youth, and

the Beverleys profited by their labor ; now in their age they look to

the Beverleys for protection and support, and their trust shall not be

betrayed.^'

Anthony stared at her, a light of admiration beginning to glow in

his eyes. He enjoyed seeing a woman " fire up,'' as he expressed it,

and anger had given to Mrs. Beverley's face a beauty it did not ordi-

narily possess,—a beauty of flashing eyes and scarlet cheeks, a beauty

of light and color, such as the man opposite her could keenly appreciate.

Never had she looked so attractive in his eyes as at this moment
when he was appearing utterly odious in hers.

He drooped his lids according to his custom and watched her color

slowly fade. It was a pity it should go, it was so pretty. H© felt

suddenly certain that he loved her, and that he wanted her for his wife.

When that should come about,—for even at this early stage he ad-

mitted no possibility of failure,—she should have her way in all things

;

should support a regiment of paupers, if she liked, and believe all their

lies, if it pleased her. He would build a barracks for them, and issue

rations, or any other tomfoolery that she might wish. He could stand

it, and such a woman as this was welcome to throw his money about

w^ith both hands. It was a shame for her to be imposed on now, as he

still felt confident these old negroes were imposing on her : after a

while, when she had a pocket-book at her back and some one to keep

it plethoric, it would make no difference.

What he said was, " You'll never make buckle and tongue meet, if

you let people ride over you this way. What you need is somebody to

look after you who has got the right, and the means to do it properly.''

CHAPTER XI.

A SMALL square sign beside the post of a door in one of the busi-

ness streets of New York set forth the fact to all whom it might interest

that Daniel Stewart, Architect, had his office on the second floor. Ap-

parently this announcement had been of interest to no one, for it had

stared the public blankly in the face for more than twelve months and

the public had vouchsafed it no attention.

A very difierent thought had been in Mr. Stewart's mind when he

put it there, and his intention had been to be discriminating, and a

trifle hard to please, in his selection of patrons, and just a little diffi-
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cult in regard to the orders which would inundate him,—not enough

to dam the tide of prosperity, of course, but sufficient to increase its

impetuosity. A man must not cheapen himself; he must demonstrate

that he has full belief in his own ability, and consciousness of its worth,

so that the world in its unthinking haste may find this view ready to

its hand and adopt it. So thinks every man who is worth his salt,

when he embarks on a new venture; and so he should think, for if in

youth he has not belief in himself, and hope for the world, his case is

a sad one, and the sooner he buys himself a revolver and hies him to a

better country, the better for his comfort.

Dan^s was a sunny, hopeful nature, and it took twelve full months

of persistent discouragement to convince him that a callous public was

resolved to give him no opportunity to house it in a style and for a

price heretofore undreamed of, and to make him realize that belief in

one's self, while undoubtedly an excellent thing, is inadequate to force

from the world substantial recognition of one's talents. Houses he

could build, and that right well, for he had a thorough knowledge of

his business ; but an ability can scarcely be considered of practical

value when there seems no market for it. Houses there were in plenty

to be builded, but other men got the work somehow, through being in

the ring, or having interest, or other things, to push them, while Dan
was a little outside of it all, not being even a native-born New-Yorker.

He had first seen the light of day (or rather of twelve wax candles,

for it was eleven o'clock of a pitch-dark night) in a stately room of a

stately house near the city of St. John, New Brunswick. Some super-

stition of his house, handed straight down from a Highland grandam,

demanded that to insure good fortune to an infant he must be ushered

into the world by the aid of candles twelve in number, and that, to

secure exceptional good fortune, such as intellectual gifts and the power

of winning affection, he must be born as near the magic hour of mid-

night as he conveniently could manage. Dan had missed the supreme

good by undue haste, but he had small right to gibe at Fortune for the

way in which she used him.

When he was fifteen he was sent down to New York to an old-

bachelor uncle, a brother of his mother's, w^ho had offered to adopt and

educate him and to leave him all his fortune.

He went to Andover first, and afterwards to Harvard, where he

graduated in several courses and took a good degree. His talent for

drawing, modelling, and construction was so decided that he desired to

make architecture his profession ; but to this his uncle would in no

wise consent. He had adopted the boy that he might have a son to

succeed him in his business, he averred, not that the son might draw
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lines on paper. The noblest architecture, in his eyes, was that which

constructed fortunes.

Blessed with a sunny temperament and the manners which unselfish-

ness and kindliness of heart bestow, Dan was a general favorite, pleasing

quite as much by his unaffected enthusiasm and genuine boyish high

spirits as he did by his cleverness and exquisite tact. He was not

handsome, and was rather small, and his hair was wellnigh scarlet ; but

nobody minded that,—he least of all,—and a couple of years passed

away very pleasantly in learning the ways of finance and flirtation and

becoming converted from a charming student into an equally charming

man of the world.

Then suddenly the foundations of his prosperity slid from under

him, leaving him stunned for a while and inclined to question his own
identity. There was a crisis of affairs, a wild panic, followed by a deep

hush, in which men looked about stealthily to see who was hurt and

who was killed, and fortunes fell like leaves before frost, and were

whirled away on the winds of ruin ; and here and there a pistol-shot

rang through handsome chambers, and there was a quiet, hasty burial

at Greenwood.

After his uncle's death, Dan Stewart was forced to look about him.

After the creditors were satisfied, there was very little left of what was

to have been his inheritance,—only a few thousands, but enough for a

start, Dan thought, in some new place. *A horror of the hurrying,

heartless city in which his fortunes had suffered shipwreck seized on him

for the time, and, his home in New Brunswick being broken up, he

went out West, and roved about for several years. Although he failed

to add much to his store of material blessings, he contrived to get con-

siderable enjoyment out of life, for the same traits which secured him

popularity in his youth won him affection in his manhood.

It was during this portion of his career that he made the acquaint-

ance of Ned Anthonv. It was in a saloon in a little minino; town in

one of the Territories, kept by an Irish bully named O'Hara. A party

of roughs were drinking, and at a small table in one corner four men

were playing poker. Dan noticed one of the players particularly, be-

cause of his being a stranger in the place, and because of a certain

rough grace in the poses of his splendid athletic figure, the beauty of

his silky brown beard, and a trick he had of lowering his lids and

looking out through half-shut eyes. He was wondering who the man

could be, when there arose a cry of foul play in the corner, and he saw

the brown-bearded man quick as a flash pin the hand of one of his

opponents to the table with a long, keen double-edged knife which he

had whipped out of the breast of his hunting-shirt.
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In less than a minute, a scene of the wildest confusion was in-

augurated : blows were struck, shots fired, and the air surcharged with

threats and profanity. Dan, whose every instinct was to espouse the

weaker side, forced his way to where Ned Anthony stood with his back

to the wall, fighting with coolness and science, but at a terrible disad-

vantage, because of having emptied the only chamber of his revolver

that was loaded, in the beginning of the affray. It would have gone

hard with the pair in a very short time, for the roughs were heavily

armed and growing dangerous, but for the interference of the Irish

proprietor, who with a Donnybrook-Fair taste for fighting combined a

warm regard for his own possessions. In language that reeked of

brimstone, he proclaimed that the personal welfare of the combatants

was a matter of utter indifference to him, but that he objected to having

his furniture smashed or his saloon turned into a slaughter-pen with

any of their foolishness, and rushed into the meleey follow^ed by his

bar-tender. With the aid of this reinforcement, our two friends did

such effective work that in a comparatively short space of time the

roughs found themselves thrust ingloriously into the street.

The acquaintance, from this stormy beginning, developed into a

queer kind of friendship and some intimacy. The men had little in

common, save physical courage and high animal spirits, unless a love

of adventure and of the solitude of nature, and a mutual taste for sport,

be taken into account.

In character and intellect they were totally dissimilar, although both

were strong men. The causes of their attraction for each other might

have repaid investigation had either man been given to analysis or

interested in psychological subtilties. Unfortunately, the opportunity

was thrown away ; for Ned's acquaintance with the word " analysis''

was confined to its appearance in the columns of the dictionary and its

application to minerals, and Dan's mind was without the twist which

leads to morbid research and subtile investigation. Human emotion

thrilled and interested him, but he had no promptings to examine it

under a pocket-lens.

Perhaps this was as well for poor humanity, for Dan's nature was

so sympathetic, his interest so warm, and his tact so perfect, that had

his tastes directed him to emotional dissection he would never have

been without a subject. Men, women, and children confided in him

copiously : to know him was not merely to love him, but to lay bare

the mental and moral anatomy to him also. Given a pipe, a camp-fire

in a lonely cailon, and Dan Stewart for a companion, and the most

reserved man on earth would forget his caution, and turn himself inside

out, like a glove draAvn from a hand too large for it.

YoL. XXXIX.—16
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It is not surprising, therefore, that durhig their lonely mountain-

expeditions Ned Anthony's heart should open to his companion's sunny

influence, and that all of his history should pass into Dan's possession,

even to the tiny vein of pure, true gold that enriched the rugged quartz

and grit.

The discovery of the existence of this vein was delightful to Dan,

who had all a clean-natured man's reverence for romance. It gave his

companion a deeper, more individual interest for him, and drew closer

the bond between them. The cherishing of an emotion so tender and

fragrant touched him, from its sharp contrast to the rest of Anthony's

character : it was like finding a pale, sweet arbutus-flower in the clefts

of a granite cliif.

^' You must make a lot of money, Ned, and go home and marry

the young lady," he said, brimming over with enthusiasm. ^' Let me
see : it's fifteen years since you came away,—or say fourteen and a half^

to be strictly accurate. Why, Ned, she's a grown young woman long

ago ! You must hurry up, old fellow, or somebody will step in and

spoil the romance. I couldn't stand that, you know : it's flat and dis-

concerting. No : you must marry little Mary yourself. I can't pos-

sibly play any other way. The curtain must fall upon this idyl to the

music of the Wedding March." ^

Anthony had laughed aloud, and pretended to think this scheme

utterly visionary and his friend a wild enthusiast, but the idea pleased

him immensely. He would recur to it ao:ain and again, and all the
»' 7

purposes and ambitions held in solution in his mind began to crystal-

lize. Once he essayed to set before Dan a picture of the caste-prejudice

so strong among Virginians, and to explain to him what a barrier it

was likely to prove in such a matter as the one under discussion. But

Dan would have none of it,—puffed it airily away with the smoke of

his pipe, and relegated it to the limbo of things obsolete with a wave

of his shapely hand. Three letters were as nothing, a mere cipher, he

maintained, which could be used to demonstrate manly worth as well

as to reduce it to confusion. Narrow-mindedness must expand under

the influence of love, and prejudice must doff its cap to merit. All

this he delivered with fluency and fervor, feeling the honest glow of

pure democracy which oftentimes warms the heart of an aristocrat

while arranging affairs for other people.

" It isn't as if you were an ignorant fellow, Ned," quoth he

:

'^ you've educated yourself in spite of all sorts of adverse circum-

stances, and that's a mighty plucky thing to do,—more than I could

have done, I know. And you're a good-looking fellow too, Ned, and

popular among men. I've never seen you with ladies, but I'm sure
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they'd like yon. Women like great broad-shonlderecl men with curly

beards like brown silk. Only I'd advise you to open your eyes a

little more : a man has need of all the outlook nature can afford him

when women are around, and particularly ladies,—there's such a lot of

things a man must notice if he wants to please them. You must make

a fortune, though, Ned. You can't go back without it. Money is a

great leveller, and that face of yours in a frame of gold would look

attractive even to an F. F. V."

Such talk as this was frequent between the men, and it was not

without its influence on Ned Anthony. Their intimacy lasted for more

than a year, and then the edict of inexorable circumstances parted them,

sending Anthony away to the south, where fortune and the Prairie-Dog

Mine awaited him, and Dan Stewart northward to Eureka. And after

a while Dan was overtaken by weariness of a roving life, and a longing

after the refinements of civilization. He wanted a home and belongings

of his own : therefore he returned to New York, and, finding his place

filled up and himself wellnigh, if not utterly, forgotten, settled himself

in an office within his means, and spread his net, and sat him down to

dream of whales and come finally to long for minnows.

CHAPTER XII.

" What the deuce am I going to do ?" questioned Mr. Stewart ot

his inner man, as he sat in his empty office and surveyed his empty

order-books and his empty table, which should have groaned under a

weight of plans, and pondered over the general emptiness of time and

circumstance which surrounded him.

Failing to elicit any satisfactory response from the invisible partner

of his joys and trials, he ran both shapely hands through his sanguine

curls, and pulled and twisted them about until his head resembled a

caricature of the flaming;: torch in the hand of Bartholdi's statue. Prob-

ably he had some vague notion that if he could not coax an idea out

he might rub one in ; but the attempt—if attempt it was—was abortive.

Ideas were coy and elusive, slipping away into the waste places of his

mind, and concerning themselves with trivialities.

Dan was fain to expostulate. ^' This w^on't do, you know," he

ruminated, reproachfully. " Here have I sat a solid year, booted and

spurred, ready for the call of the populace to house its homeless millions,

and the populace, instead of shouting, ' Stewart to the rescue !' trots on

with its hands in its pockets, and doesn't even look on my side of the
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street. The confession is humiliating, but it really appears as though

the homeless preferred the sky for a shelter, to a roof of my con-

struction/'

A pause, filled by the careful trimming and polishing of a set of

unusually handsome nails, almond-shaped, and pink as a woman's. Dan
was scrupulously neat, almost fastidious, about his person, and refined in

all his habits.

" You're the child of Destiny, I know, my boy," he pursued, " and

until recently she hasn't been altogether a step-dame to you ; but it

won't do to press the old lady too far : it really won't, you know. She's

getting a little tired of you, and beginning to turn her shoulder. You
must give her a rest, and strike out for yourself before matters grow

complicated, or you'll be getting a grand and uninterrupted view of her

back. She has other children to look after besides you."

But, at the very moment when he was accusing her of waning

interest in his affairs, Destiny, still mindful of her favorite, was coming

up the stairs in the guise of a uniformed postman and slipping through

the slit in the door in the form of a thickish, white parallelogram.

The dear old lady often serves us so : it is one of her ways of con-

victing us of participation in the universal sin of ingratitude.

Stewart's correspondence was not so extensive as to make the arrival

of the mails a weariness to him, and it was with cheerful alacrity that

he rose and possessed himself of his letter. The postmark (round,

staring, and distinct, as unhurried village postmarks always are) was

that of some small place in Virginia, and the handwriting was bold,

heavy, and intensely masculine. " Uses a stub," Dan thought, as he

ran the blade of his penknife along the edge of the envelope. " Who
ever can he be ? I don't know anybody in Virginia." This proved to

be a mistake, as he found on glancing at the signature, the sight of

which elicited an exclamation of pleasure.

" Dear Stewart,"—the letter ran,—" I chanced on your adver-

tisement In a stray Nation day before yesterday, and the sight of your

name made the memory of the old days crop up through the drift

pretty strong. I want to tie together again. Times have changed

with me since we shook hands last in Chippewa Gulch. I've done

some of the things we talked of." Here followed a concise sketch of

his fortunes, and brief mention of his pecuniary success. However

much boasting Ned might be guilty of orally, nobody could confront

him with written orations on the theme. ^' I'm back In Virginia

now," the letter proceeded, " and have bought a part of the old place

I told you of, where I was born and raised, and where my father lived

so long as old Mr. Beverley's overseer. Perhaps you'll remember
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about it. Queer how things swop round, isn't it? Anyhow, I'm here,

and I've bought the land, and am going to knock up a decent house

and settle down if things go as I want them. There's a shanty that

we used to live in, on my farm, but no house. I'm in it now, and

there's a room for you besides, if you'll fall in with my scheme. The

old homestead is on the other part of the plantation, and the Beverleys

own it still. I wanted it, but they wouldn't sell : so, as I say, I've got

to build, and I want you to come down here and put up for a year with

me and do up the thing in style. Money is no object, but taste is, and,

as I have plenty of the one, and you of the other, we ought to make a

success of my house. I see that stone and mortar are in your line now.

Come down and pay me a visit anyhow,—and as soon as you can ; be-

cause I never was a hog after delay. I'll meet you at our dog-hole of

a station any day you name, and we can talk things over and arrange

about the business part. Bring a gun, and fishing-tackle, and dancing-

shoes too, if you still hanker after the petticoats. The old State can

show a pretty woman or two yet, and we've got some sport left, in spite

of the niggers and the clay-bank mongrels." The letter w^as signed

his '^ faithfully, Ned Anthony," and across the top was scrawled hastily,

—an evident after-thought,—'^ Wire what day I shall meet you."

Dan returned the letter to its envelope, amused and pleased and

interested. So old Ned was back in the neighborhood he had left

twenty years before, a barefooted boy without a second shirt to his

back, in the plumed helmet and golden spurs of a knight of Plutus.

He wondered how his former chum had been received in the stately,

old-fashioned society of a conservative country neighborhood,—whether

they were gracious, or turned their backs on him because of his father

having worn shabby homespun and superintended another man's plan-

tation and slaves and gone down to his grave in ignorance of a written

language. He wondered also whether Ned grated on his neighbors, or

whether the original grain of the man had compacted with the growth

of years and become susceptible of polish. To him, Ned seemed im-

proved : he liked that open reference to his father and his father's

calling : it show^ed an absence of that meanest of all qualities, false

pride. There was a delicacy about his reference to business matters

also which did not escape Dan's notice, it was so unlike the Anthony

of old. Most decidedly, he thought, his friend had improved.

The little romance they had discussed was doubtless in process of

completion,—was rounding into the circle of a marriage-ring, as he had

always said it should. The cheerful tone of Ned's letter, its hopeful-

ness, this talk of building and of settling down ^' if things go as I

want them," all pointed the same way. And Dan, who liked Ned,
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and loved romance like a school-girl, loosed the reins of his imagina-

tion, and took a breezy canter of conjecture and arrangement.

The " things'^ to be bent to the conquering hero's will were, of

course, primarily Miss Mary Beverley's affections, and secondarily the

aristocratic proclivities of Miss Mary Beverley's family. With the

young lady, the romance of having lived the solitary sentiment and

blossomed the solitary flower of a strong man's nature for twenty years

of toil and roughness and struggles and adventure would, he thought,

be better vantage-ground than most lovers possessed at starting. With

the family—ah, well, most locks turn to keys of gold, and if this one

should prove obdurate Ned Anthony had strength and skill enough to

pick it. A man who could unhorse Fortune and bind her captive was

not likely to let himself be unhorsed by prejudice.

He would hie him down to Old Virginia, and shake his friend's

brown hand, and have a chat about old days, and perhaps entice a few

James River bass to respond to his soft advances. Then, if things

went well with Anthony, he would remain awhile, and build " little

Mary's" house for her, in his noblest style, and have a shot at the

partridges, and act " best man," and all that. And then he would

come back again to the bustling city and try to put in some more effec-

tive strokes on the canvas of his own future than he had done hereto-

fore.

CHAPTER XIII.

Mrs. Beverley was beginning to be oppressed by certain fears

and intuitions that made her extremely uncomfortable. Of late her

intercourse with her neighbor, always frank and friendly, had shifted

its ground a little, and, do what she would, she failed utterly to restore

it to its old footing. In her impulsive sympathy with the glimpse he

had given her of a refined and tender side to his hard nature, and her

keen anxiety to show him that she understood and appreciated it, she

had put out her hands to him. And after that she had let him talk to

her of little Mary, as of a creature in whom he had far more intimate

concern than she had,—had let him tell all of the little tale, and speak

of his love for the child, and of hers for him, and of his plans about

her, and even of his disappointment and resentment when he found

that she was not little Mary,—without a single word to remind him

that there had ever been a social barrier between her class and his.

When he had spoken of his old father, she had hastened to tell him

the story of how he had brought her husband out from the tempest of

hostile bullets, wounded sorely, but still alive, and of how he had
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watched and tended the son of his old employer until such time as he

could bring him home to his own people.

" Poor old father !'' Anthony had said. " There wasn't a mean

streak in him when it came to sticking by a man he liked. Mr. Bever-

ley was a good friend to him, and they set store by one another. I'm

glad the old chap didn't funk. I'm uncommon glad he was brave and

loyal. I couldn't stand having to be ashamed of the old man."

He had no cause to be, she had answered, and then had gone on to

tell him of how the long, slothful, indifferent brothers had redeemed

ignoble living by most noble dying. She had enlarged upon the theme,

pleased with the pleasure she gave him in the description of qualities

and conduct he could so thoroughly appreciate and understand.

She had not thought of herself at all, only of him, and now she

was doubting if she had done wisely. Not that she regretted her im-

pulse, or even her manner of showing it, but she feared he was not

sufficiently fine of fibre to understand what she had done, and would

simply regard her conduct as a woman's acceptance of a man's advances.

Already he was showing her that he recognized no barrier between

them, nor any reason why he should not come to her as a man comes

to the woman he loves. Nor did she w^ish to set up barriers in his case,

highly as she regarded them generally. He had lifted himself above

his class,—more, had elevated his class itself by the strength of his

manhood, the worth of his endeavors. In him were still flavors of the

parent stock, and they were disagreeable to her, but she was not weak

and narrow-minded enough to think that because nature and circum-

stance had finished her class a little more finely than his, therefore she

had a right to exalt herself and abase him.

What she desired was no acknowledgment of superiority, but to

be unloved. She did not care for him, nor for anything he had ; and,

as she was not the kind of woman that craves promiscuous incense-

burning, she objected strongly to his caring for her. It put her at a

disadv^antage. She was receiving something she did not want and

could not reciprocate, and as yet had no way of ridding herself of,

for Anthony had not spoken, and appeared in no hurry to speak, al-

though there was no disguise of his intentions. She tried to make him
understand how very distasteful he was to her, in the quiet incisive

ways a well-bred woman always has at command ; but she might as

well have spared herself the trouble. Ned's lack of perceptiveness

was great, and his knowledge of women—to say nothing of ladies

—

so small that it would have required a powerful lens to enable one to

analyze and describe it ; and of sensibility he had not one grain.

When little Ran rushed in for the second time within one month,
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and rapturously told his mother of a great basket of provisions which

had been sent to her old pensioners by Mr. Anthony's orders, Mary
felt as though she would go distracted. If he had liked the poor old

people, or felt a human, or even a philanthropic, interest in them, Mary
could have reconciled herself to both his bounty and old Aunt Kitty\«

senile pleasure in it. But he made no secret of his dislike of negroes,

and, she knew, still considered her the victim of cunning imposition

and thought that her pensioners ought to be in the poor-house. No

!

humiliation of humiliations ! he was not doing it for sweet charity's

sake, nor entirely for love's sake,—although he wished to please her

too,—but rather because he was " better able to stand being gouged

than she was."

When she had thanked him, after the first donation, very prettily,

in her old servants' name, and said that they appreciated his kindness,

he had laughed right out, and replied, at once,

—

" No, they don't. They like the things, not me. Bless your soul,

Mrs. Beverley, that old nigger hates me worse than a rattlesnake.

He'll eat my flour and bacon, though, and my coffee will go down all

right, even if he curses me between swallows. I don't blame him

:

the things taste good, and you ought not to have the wliole burden on

you. You won't let the county help, you know, so 1^11 stand in the

county's place. I don't mind it, I assure you."

Mrs. Beverley did : she minded it horribly, and would fain have

had old Patrick reject the aid thus given. She found him quite con-

tent, however : the provisions had been sent by another negro, and there

had been some excitement and importance in unpacking and inspecting

the things, and some vainglorious enjoyment in the distribution of

bounty in their turn to other negroes less fortunate ; there had been

no unpleasant contact with the donor, and old age, like childhood, for-

gets easily. Mary forbore to disturb the old man's peace of mind, or

to reawaken a grudge that apparently was laid to rest.

But she felt that she had a fine stalwart grudge of her own, and

that it was capable of growing. Both his consideration for her and

his method of showing it annoyed her inexpressibly.

CHAPTER XIV.

In a stagnant country neighborhood, where there is little to think

about and less to talk about, people concern themselves a great deal

with their neighbors' affairs, and fairly wear them threadbare with ex-

cess of handling. The bloom was hardly off the topic of Anthony's
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arrival, his manners, appearance, and probable income, before his at-

tentions to Mrs. Beverley began to excite interest and comment. In a

quiet place, if a man so much as looks at a woman with intention, the

very birds of the air all notice, and twitter and carry the news hither

and thither, near and far.

Mrs. Beverley's friends and acquaintances knew all about Ned

Anthony's hopes and intentions long before they forced themselves

upon her notice, almost before he realized them himself. But then it

must be admitted that he conducted himself in a manner highly provo-

cative of gossip. He was friendly, almost intimate, with the male por-

tion of the community, and saw a good deal of them in the village and

about generally ; but of the female portion he saw next to nothing. He
was invited to the different houses, to be sure, even after Miss Cornelia

had spread the report that she suspected him of low origin, and he went

sometimes, but not very often. He was different from them all, he

felt, and he did not enjoy their society. He was of the present, they

of the past, and he had not the talisman which can unite the two.

They were slothful, he was energetic ; they were conservative, he was

progressive ; and his was not the nature to appreciate and enjoy the

quaint, reposeful charm of their old-world thoughts and ways.

Mrs. Beverley formed a kind of border-land on which he could

enter freely. Her nature was so large, and her adaptability so great,

that there were few circles she could not touch sympathetically, even if

but their outer edges. To her, therefore, Anthony devoted himself with

a singleness of purpose which speedily attracted attention and provoked

comment.
" Mary," remarked Miss Cornelia with sharpness one morning

before breakfast, " every human creature, I do believe, in this neighbor-

hood has asked me, in some way or other, your intentions in regard to

that man across the ravine. As if I ever was taken into your confidence

or given the faintest intimation of your intentions ! I am your

husband's aunt, of course, and, one would suppose, the person most

likely to be consulted in all matters connected with the family. But

you have never treated me with proper consideration or respect, and I

may as well give up expecting it."

Mrs. Beverley was paralyzed by the suddenness of this onslaught,

its virulence, and the time selected for it. In most natures combative-

ness is at a low ebb before breakfast : the system usually craves some-

thing more sustaining than excitement. Then, too. Miss Cornelia's

habit was to come down late. Nothing; less than an overwhelmino^ need

to free her mind would rouse her from her slumbers before eight o'clock

in the morning. Whenever she made the exertion, some member of the
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household might confidently count on having a very bad quarter of an

hour.

Mary\s heart sank like lead when she beheld her relative enter the

dining-room and seat herself at the table.

" Intentions ?'^ she repeated, vaguely. " I don't think I understand

you, Aunt Neelie." She was tying on Ran's eating-apron, carefully

moving aside his heavy curls to avoid fastening them with the strings,

and she did not raise her head, or glance towards her aunt.

" Oh, yes, you do !" asserted Miss Cornelia. ^^ You understand

perfectly. You know as well as I do that that man has been paying

you all sorts of compromising attentions, and that he is going to address

you, if he hasn't already done so. I know nothing, of course. / am
nobody. But that is what everybody says."

Feeling very sure that a storm of unusual violence was impendmg,

Mary quietly directed the servant to take the little boys and their

breakfast out to the kitchen. Miss Cornelia's tongue was unbridled

when her temper was up, and she did not care what she said, or who
heard her.

As soon as the door had closed behind the children, Mary turned

to her aunt. "Who says the things you alluded to just now?" she

demanded.

" Everybody. And they say that you're going to marry him, too,

and ask me about it. It's perfectly disgraceful. It makes me furious

to think of it ; and I've denied it until my tongue cleaves to the roof

of my mouth, and nobody will believe me. They are not going to

believe me, either, as long as you allow him to come here. The only

way to put a stop to the outrageous gossip is to forbid him the house

at once."

The knowledge that we are the subject of comment and imperti-

nent conjecture, that our affairs are being discussed and canvassed,

always comes with a kind of shock. That people should gossip about

us is revolting, even when we ourselves are given to gossip about

others ; when we are not, it becomes insulting in addition. Mary

talked so little of her neighbors' affairs that to discover that they

talked a great deal of hers made her exceedingly angry.

Miss Cornelia's proposition to garrote gossip and rob it of subject-

matter by forbidding Ned Anthony the house made no more impres-

sion than the falling of a cinder. Even if disposed to perpetrate such

injustice, what pretext had she? He always behaved in her house,

and in her presence, in the most gentlemanly manner of which he

was capable : he wished to please . her and to stand well with her,

and to that end exerted himself according to his lights. It is not
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in the power of kings or kaisers to do more. She knew very well

that he loved her, and that he would ask her to be his wife. It is

of no consequence how she knew : such knowledge is arrived at by

women by a process as inscrutable and as difficult of explanation as

some theological dogmas. All the women in the neigliborhood, appar-

ently, were as wise as she was on the subject.

One thing, however, they did not know, and that was that Anthony

had not spoken yet, and, with Mary's good will, would never speak.

Miss Cornelia, meanwhile, enchanted with the possession of so

sturdy a grievance, and that most fascinating of all forms of grievance,

a new shoot on a familiar stock, abandoned herself to its full enjoy-

ment. She had a thing concealed about her which gave her superiority

and a sense of mastery of her subject. In her pocket was a cartridge

which was to blow Mary's obstinacy and impenetrability into a hundred

mortifying fragments.

" That man ought never to have been allowed to set his foot across

this threshold," she averred. " It is absolutely disgraceful, his having

presumed to visit in my father's house ; and that he has been allowed

to become actually intimate here is a thing that is too awful to contem-

plate. I have opposed it all along ; but when has my advice evef)^ been

taken in this house ?" An intense pause,—probably for contradiction,

or some other form of reply : none came.

Miss Cornelia proceeded :
'' He is a horrid, presuming, pushing

creature, and I know he comes of odious, common, uneducated people

;

his whole bearing, as well as his offensive manners, shows it ; and he

has no business mixing with genteel people. I don't care for his money.

Anybody can make money,—even negroes. That's no criterion. I
never encouraged him to come here, or made the place pleasant for him.

But you are so perverse, and think yourself so much cleverer and more

capable of judging than people of twice your age and experience, that

there's no doing anything with you. I wonder what Hector would

say, if he were alive, of the way you manage your affairs, and the scrapes

you get yourself into. I'd write this man a note myself and forbid him
the house, except that, as likely as not, you'd turn on me and say that

the house was yours, not mine."

Mary's eyes were beginning to smoulder, and her face to pale.

The lines about her mouth hardened, and in her low voice there was a

quiver of intense anger.

" Aunt Cornelia," she said, " you are taking a most unwarrantable

and unjustifiable liberty not only in repeating to me all the idle im-

pertinent gossip of the neigliborhood concerning me and my affairs, but

also in taking part in it yourself. As you say, this house is minej
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and I shall receive in it whom I please and when I please, and treat

them always with such courtesy as in me lies, so long as tliey do nothing

to forfeit my esteem. You had better not intermeddle in my aifairs,

now or at any time in the future, for I tell you frankly that I neither

can nor will endure it. As to my husband, you have no right to bring

up his name in connection with the wicked gossip of a set of scandal-

mongers. I can answer to my own conscience for my actions, and I

am accountable to no other tribunal."

Miss Cornelia quailed a little ; but she had been too long the family

tyrant to surrender at the first charge.

" The man is of low birth," she snapped, malignantly. " He isn't

a fit associate for you. It's disgraceful, his being allowed to visit

here."

Mary's eyes blazed : "If the man were the son of a scavenger, born

in a workhouse, and reared in the streets, and had no taint of crime

upon him, I should treat him like a gentleman if he came to my house,

so long as he conducted himself like a gentleman while in it. That is

all I have to say on the subject, now or at any other time ; and as this

discussion is bootless and exceedingly disagreeable, I must beg you to

drop it."

Mrs. Beverley spoke firmly, emphatically ; but she reckoned with-

out her host, or rather without her Cornelia, if she counted on a re-

quest to drop the subject ending the discussion. The old lady was for

a moment stunned by the comprehensive democracy of her niece's state-

ment, but only for a moment : rallying all her forces, she took the field

prepared to do battle for her own way until she should rout her adver-

sary or wear her out. Mary, knowing by experience what was coming,

settled herself to endure with what patience she might.

For twenty minutes the battle raved, and raged, and howled, until

poor Mary was driven to wish herself deaf and dumb and senseless.

She stood to her guns, and defended her position gallantly ; but such

contests always exhausted her, mentally and bodily, and the victories

she achieved were as depressing to her as defeat could have been. In

one of the pauses of the engagement Miss Cornelia suddenly brought

her heaviest gun, held in reserve till now, to the front. " What do

you say to this .^" she demanded, producing a crumpled envelope from

her pocket and spreading it out right under Mary's eyes. It bore the

New York postmark, and was addressed, in a neat, clear hand, to

'^ Edward Jackson Anthony, Esq."

" I picked that up in the ravine yesterday afternoon when I was

coming home from my walk. It was so near dusk I couldn't see the

name without my glasses, so I put it in my pocket, and forgot all about
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it until I put my dress on this morning. As soon as I laid eyes on it,

I remembered that boy's whole name,—Edward Jackson Anthony. I

ought to have remembered it before, because my brother Hector named

him, after an old college mate. It was his looking so different from

the rest, and calling himself Ned, that misled me. That yellow-fever

report was false, it appears, and your fine ^ Mr.' Anthony resolves him-

self into Jack Anthony, our overseer's son. Will you forbid him the

house nowf
" No," responded Mary, positively. " I wonder you dare ask me

such a thing, when you know that his father was with your brother in

that awful charge at Shiloh, and that he saved my husband's life at the

risk of his own. Those very brothers—the slothful men you scorn

—

died, sabre in hand, fighting side by side with Hector, and Archer, and

Randolph, and Boiling, for its, and for Virginia."

" Perhaps you have known of this all along ?" sneered Miss Cor-

nelia, almost foaming with passion.

" I have known it a good while," acknowledged Mary, briefly

;

" not ever since I have known Mm^ for Mr. Anthony does not thrust

his affairs on any one. He waited for a fitting opportunity, and then

he told me, as a gentleman should. He isn't ashamed of his origin,

and he has no cause to be : his father was a poor man and an ignorant

man, but at the same time he was a good and respectable man."
" And I suppose it is your intention to introduce the son of this

* good and respectable' father into my father's family !" ranted Miss

Cornelia. " But I tell you, Mary Beverley, if you do, you will live to

repent it. The man is low-born, and common, and odious, and the

very idea of putting him in Hector's place is enough to make the bones

of all the Beverleys for generations turn in their graves. You may
stultify yourself with what excuses you please for this man, but J think

that he has acted most dishonorably, and I shall take care to let my
opinion be known. I wash my hands of you and of the whole affair.

I will not remain in this house, either, to see my family disgraced by

such an alliance. I will not countenance you a single moment. I

shall leave for Richmond to-morrow."

Mary bowed her head in acquiescence in her punishment, and en-

deavored loyally to hide the look of relief that stole from her heart

to her face. She was accustomed to these stormy withdrawals of her

aunt's countenance, and was perfectly aware that within a week she

would be in constant receipt of long and amicable epistles from her,

and also that as soon as Miss Cornelia should weary of her kindred, or

should fancy that they were neglectful, she would return as though

nothing had occurred to mar the harmony of their intercourse. Her
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threats, having lost all significance, had become to Mary but as the

crackling of thorns under a pot.

Miss Cornelia's determination to abandon her to her own sinful

ways was a special relief to Mary at this particular juncture, for the

necessity of upholding the standard of justice and doing battle con-

stantly in behalf of the man who loved her, and towards whom she

felt resentment for loving her, was beginning to tell upon her,—to make
her feel hedged in and committed.

She had no desire to become his champion, to espouse his cause, or

to place herself, even mentally, by his side. She wished earnestly to

hold herself, her life, and her environment, separate and apart from him

;

and yet her nature, her abhorrence of all narrowness and injustice and

meanness, was constantly forcing her into a position Avhich distressed

and annoyed her, and w^hich was, moreover, open to misunderstanding

and misrepresentation.

Mary had made no vows of eternal widowhood. She had loved

her husband with all her heart, faithfully and fully. When he was

taken from her, she mourned loyally. She cherished his memory with

tender, loving care ; but time had brought the inevitable change, the

inevitable passing onward. Hector was no longer her first thought,

her first consideration: the past had given place to the present, and

Hector's sons reigned in his stead. Wifehood had merged into mother-

hood, and the omnipotence of noio transcended in importance the retro-

spective claims of then.

In this question of a marriage with Anthony, the thing that

offended Mrs. Beverley most deeply was not the suggestion that she

was capable of giving her husband such a successor, but that she was

capable of giving her sons such a step-father.

CHAPTER XV.

Miss Cornelia put her threat of abandoning Mary to her own

evil devices into execution the following day ; but before her departure

she wrote notes of farewell—an unprecedented thing—to all her neigh-

borhood friends, for the express purpose of letting them know what a

viper they had warmed in their bosoms. She made no overt mention

of her niece's name, for she was a lady in most things, despite her

dreadful temper. But she inveighed at length and with bitterness

against the degeneracy and dangerous democracy of the times, which

overthrew all class-distinctions and allowed the upper and the lower
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crust to come together in the social pudding without even a thin layer

of proper pride to keep them from welding into one sodden mass.

Her outraged feelings, and a sense of the stupendous importance of

her theme, gave the foolish old lady a certain eloquence that was touch-

ing, and almost pathetic, in its futility. It was the voice of the past

crying out on the present, the voice of conservatism protesting against

innovation.

The notes made considerable stir in the county, provoking a good

deal of comment, and—oh, shame !—much laughter. The ladies, it is

true, were a trifle nettled, and somewhat resentful, just at first, but

more because they had been kept so long in ignorance of an animating

bit of gossip than from any feeling of pique at having extended hospi-

tality to a social inferior. In their own minds their position was too

well assured for any mere external to derogate from it, and Anthony

touched their lives in no other way. When the gentlemen were made

aware that they had been fraternizing with the son of an overseer, they

appeared to regard the matter in the light of an exquisite joke, and

chuckled over it immensely among themselves. Like their wives and

daughters, they were too accustomed to their own position to dwell upon

it much, and they had all along been perfectly aware that Anthony was

what is called a self-made man,—a fact which he had never either thrust

upon them or concealed. The discovery that he was the son of old

Bill Anthony, who had lived all his life among them and had been well

thought of in a way, served to invest that process of self-making, which

'

had been so successful in result, with a personal instead of an abstract

interest for them. They were proud of him as a county man and a

fellow-Virginian who had gone out in the world and done the old State

credit. They beheld him through the illusive rose color of pronounced

success, and bestowed upon him both admiration and approval.

" To think of old Bill Anthony's boy turning out such a clever

blade !" chuckled Judge Wilmer, delightedly. " I remember the old

man perfectly,—a slouching sort of fellow, always whittling sticks, with

his mouth full of tobacco. Capital overseer he was, too,—kept the ne-

groes up to the collar, and wasn't brutal to them. Any of us would

have snapped him up if we'd had the chance ; but Beverley hung on to

him. Beverley thought a great deal of him, I remember. He came

out well during the war, too,—saved Hector's life at Malvern Hill.

There's good stuff in most Virginians."

Mrs. Wilmer let this bit of vainglory pass, while she took up a

stitch in her knitting. She was a Virginian also.

" "Weren't there a good many brothers ?" she questioned. " I seem

to remember a quantity of tow-headed children across the ravine."
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" They were all killed during the war/^ replied the judge, cheer-

fully, ^^ and a mighty good thing for this fellow, too. They were a

w^orthless set, and would have hampered him. He need not be ashamed

of them now, however, for they all died well, with their faces to the

foe, as brave men should. That is the solitary good feature of war •

it can burn away refuse creditably."

" I wonder why he never told us that he belonged to the neighbor-

hood,'' mused Mrs. Wilmer. ^'I think he should have. It doesn'*

seem altogether fair."

" Nobody ever asked him any questions, that I ever heard of,"

replied the judge. "A man isn't obliged to go around with a per-

sonal history pinned to his back. You wouldn't expect it of one of us

if we returned to a place after twenty years' absence and found none of

our belongings about. The man didn't change his name, or make a

big mystery of himself, and he hasn't thrust himself upon us. I can't

see that he has done anything amiss in keeping his mouth shut about

his own affairs. If he had become intimate in any of our houses, it

would have been different ; but he hasn't been intimate anywhere

except at the Beverleys', and it seems that he did tell Mary."
^' Cornelia is terribly afraid that Mary will marry him," observed

Mrs. AVilmer. " I was over at Repton the evening before she left, and

she was in a miserable stew over it. Tliere had been a scene of some

kind that morning about him. Cornelia wanted him 'forbidden the

house on account of his birth, and Mary refused to do it. Cornelia was

leaving for that reason. She said that Mary had insulted her."

" Mary is a wonderful woman not to insult her every day she lives.

Cornelia Beverley is enough to make a saint caper and blaspheme," the

judge said, crossly. " Ned Anthony is a good-enough fellow, but he

isn't the sort of man to captivate a woman like Mary Beverley, if she

is left to herself. If that is ever a match,—and I, for one, would be

sorry to see it, in spite of his money,—it will be of Cornelia's making."

" How so, my dear ?"

" Anna, how can you ask so stupid a question, and you a woman ?"

reproved her husband. "Why, by attacking him unjustly for things

he can't alter and is not accountable for, in season and out, and forcing

her to espouse his cause and make herself his champion. There's a lot

of impulsive, generous South Carolina blood in Mary, and if she thinks

a thing unjustly oppressed she'll rally to it, without a single glance at

the ultimate cost. If she ends in Anthony's arms, it will be Cornelia's

doing."

" I wish the man had been born a gentleman," remarked the old

lady, regretfully.
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Her husband laughed. " A gentleman makes himself/' quoth he,

scntentiously :
" he isn't made by his forebears. Many an arrant snob

and rascal has a pedigree as long as my arm. Race is a mighty good

thing, my dear, in men as well as in horses ; it helps powerfully in the

start ; but there are other things that tell at the finish. Old Anthony

had some traits which, if he transmitted them to his son, won't disgrace

any stock that they are grafted on. He was poor and ignorant, to be

sure; but Ned has mended that. Some of our best and noblest have

risen from the ranks, you know. Henry was as poor as a broom-sedge

field, and Clay rode to mill in the Hanover slashes in a costume which

was, to say the least, unfinished."

" But they had genius, my dear," retorted his wife, impatiently.

" We forgive anything to that sort. This man has no genius."

"He's made a lot of money," the judge observed, tentatively, "and

that's the end that nineteenth-century genius has in view. Judged

by the commercial standard, which is getting to be the universal one,

Ned Anthony is about the biggest genius Virginia has ever produced.

He's got millions in his pocket."

" I don't care if he has the United States Treasury in his pocket,"

asserted Mrs. Wilmer, positively. " I don't want Mary Beverley to

marry him."

" Nor do I. But it isn't because his father was a good overseer

instead of a sorry gentleman. My objection is to the man himself.

Anthony's fibre is coarse,—good of its kind, you know, but not like

Mary's. She belongs to a higher development ; and if she makes

this unnatural selection in a fit of generous enthusiasm, she will regret

it,—the more, because she is too fine in the grain, and too stanch, ever

to admit, even to herself, that she had made a mistake. I'd hate to see

a woman like Mary smiling over a heart-full of broken ideals. She'd

better go doAvn to the grave as Hector's widow than spoil her life as

another man's wife. Hector never disappointed her."

Mrs. Wilmer nodded her handsome gray head over her knitting.

" Mary will never go down to her grave as Hector Beverley's widow,"

she declared :
" her heart is too big, and her nature too sympathetic.

She was strongly attached to Hector, and no mother could be more

devoted than she is to his children ; but her capacity for love is not

exhausted yet, and she is young and attractive. Her marrying again

will be no disloyalty to Hector : she will not love his children less, nor

push his memory out of her heart. I consider it quite certain that she

will marry again."

" Then I hope she'll get another sort of husband than Ned
Anthony," said the judge, with whom Mary was a favorite.

Vol. XXXIX—17
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CHAPTER XVI.

Dan Stewart had been domiciled in the little house across the

ravine for more than a week, and, with his usual adaptability, had

niched himself into his new environment. The few people who had

met him were so charmed with him that more desired to share the

privilege, and already the ripple of his popularity was circling around

the neighborhood.

Mrs. Beverley's little boys were the first to make his acquaint-

ance, being on terms of familiar intimacy already in the house of his

entertainer, and they came home to their mother, after a lengthy call,

perfectly enraptured.

" He's the nicest gentleman that ever was, mamma," quoth Hector,

with enthusiasm. " He lived, when he was a little boy, far away in

a country where the snow lays on the ground all the time, and the

people go about on snow-shoes,—such funny things, like great long

paddles,—and they have sleighs with bells on the horses' collars, and

all the children have sleds, and slide down-hill, and run races, and

have lots of fun. And they skate, mamma, like in the picture-books,

on rivers twice as big as this, and walk about on the paddle-shoes.

Look ! I've got a picture of them, Mr. Stewart drew me." And he

produced a rough sketch and exhibited it with rapture. " Oh, mamma,

it must be lovely to live where it's awful cold ! Wouldn't you like

to go?"
" Go where ?" asked Mary, smiling.

Then Ean, the accurate, took up the tale. " It's JSTew Brunswick,^^

he said. '' I said it over to myself lots of times, and I remember it

quite right, because of the stew with loads of pepper in it that Aunt

Neelie likes. And, Hec, Mr. Stewart didn't say 'twas winter there all

the time. Don't you know he told us about the flowers in the woods,

and going after berries with his sisters ? That couldn't be if there was

snow all the time."

^' That's so," acquiesced Hector, yielding the point ;
" but I didn't

mind about the flowers. I can get them here ; and I should so love to

walk on paddles."

Mrs. Beverley herself was very favorably impressed when, the fol-

lowing evening, Ned Anthony brought his friend to call, a little proud

of him, and vain of the intimacy, and anxious to show her that he had

friends of his own making who could bear comparison with any in the

land for birth and breeding. He sat very complacently and listened to

their conversation, putting in a word or so now and then, for he was no
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great talker, and needed to be specially roused and drawn out. He
wanted these two to like each other ; and he seemed in a fair way of

having his wish gratified, for Stewart and Mrs. Beverley had many

things in common.

Dan's sunniness of temperament, and vivacity, which was free and

yet suggested reserves of gracious repose, were captivating to the woman

who had had so much of moods and storms and senseless domestic up-

heavals. He was charming and sympathetic, and did not exhaust her

by demands and exactions that kept her at high pressure. There

was no necessity of partisanship, even in her own mind, or of self-

reproach, or self-arraignment, in regard to him. She could like him

without reservation, and enjoy his society absolutely, restful ly, knowing

that he would never grate on her in any way, or jar, or make a discord.

He understood at once a suggestion, a word, almost a thought, and was

instantly responsive.

What impression she made on Stewart shall be given in his own
words to his friend as they took their way home together in the moon-

light after the first visit.

"What do you think of her?'' Anthony asked, lowering his lids

and speaking calmly.

" That she's altogether the most charming woman I have met for

many years," replied Dan, heartily. "She's intelligent, cultivated,

sympathetic, and has the loveliest manners I have ever seen. If she is

a fair sample of an F. F. V., and not a noble exception, I doff* my
hat, and say, God grant that the race never becomes extinct. Ned, is

she ^ little Mary' ? I thought you said Mrs. Beverley."

A shade crossed Anthony's face, for he regretted the old dream still.

" Little Mary lies there," he said, pointing towards the dark cedars

standing clear and black against the moonlit sky. " You heard me
right. That is Hector's widow."

Dan laid his hand quickly on his friend's broad shoulder. Such

demonstrations were habitual with him, and never seemed effusive or

womanish. He was sorry for the sad ending of a sweet, romantic

dream, grieved for the pain that Anthony must have felt in its dissolu-

tion, yet even now in his heart there was satisfaction in the knowledge

that the lady from whom they had just parted was in no way connected

with that dream, and was simply " Hector's widow."

He threw himself into the project of the new house with enthu-

siasm, critically examined the site proposed, took in all its capabilities

and even its possibilities, and set himself to work at once on plans and

estimates.

He saw a good deal of Mrs. Beverley, and fell quite naturally into
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Anthony^s way of frequenting her house. They would take their plans

over in the evenings, and spread them out on her parlor table, and

discuss them, and argue over them, for Anthony had a good many
notions which he was disposed to set up in opposition to his friend^s

views. When differences of opinion arose, both men would appeal to

her, and Mary, unless the case involved a flagrant breach of taste,

always decided in Anthony's favor, because she liked him the less and

wished to balance matters. When she was forced to dissent from him,

she would do so very gently, explaining her grounds of diiference

courteously and making quite sure that he understood her. With Dan
she took no such pains, contradicting him often for the mere pleasure

of matching her wit With his, and provoking merry arguments in which

she held her own with skill and had trouble enough in securing a vic-

tory to enjoy it. Even when, as sometimes happened, defeat became

her portion, she enjoyed that too, for her adversary's mode of triumph

never grated on her, and his society was a stimulus and pleasure.

In their merry talks and wrangles Anthony took keen interest in

his way, listening, and applauding loudly when it seemed to him that

Mrs. Beverley had scored a point. It did not occur to him to be jeal-

ous : he was always present at their interviews, and could see their

growing friendliness, but attached no importance to it. He had come

to regard Mrs. Beverley as in some sort a possession of his own, and,

being unversed in women, was confident that she liked him the better

because she showed him the more consideration. Who was so fit to

marry her as he ? Who could afford her so many indulgences, and give

her her own way in all her whims, and everything she wanted ? Not

Dan, certainly ; for Dan was poor.

The week after Miss Cornelia's tempestuous retreat, two young

cousins of Hector Beverley's arrived from Richmond at the old home-

stead, with big Saratoga trunks and the announcement that they had

come to pay a good long visit.

" When the word went round that Aunt Neelie had invested Rich-

mond, a perfect panic seized us," quoth Ella Henderson, the younger

of the two o:irls. " Father beat his breast and tore his beard all the

way down to his office, and wept copiously when he got there. I have

it from the best authority ; for Charlie Warwick was in to see him in

the course of the morning, and says that the dear old gentleman was so

unnerved that he couldn't attend to business. Mother is, unfortunately,

Aunt Neelie's favorite sister : so we are to have the major portion of her

visit. She is at Cousin Janie Carrington's now, but she's coming to us

next week. Mother went to see her the morning after she arrived, and

returned with the fatal intelligence. Then I looked over at Nan, and
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she looked back at me, and by common impulse we decided to refugee

at once.''

Mary had ushered her guests into a cool, shaded chamber, and was

helping them to make themselves at home. The girls chattered gayly

as they removed their dusty travelling-dresses, and Mary listened,

much amused. She could gauge their consternation at their unloved

relative's advent by her own joy in her departure. She was very fond

of these two bright and pretty cousins, and glad to have them with

her. Indeed, if they had not come of their own accord she would

have summoned them. She had come to a crisis in her affairs when

she longed for the support and refuge of the presence of other women.

Nan's pretty dark face was down in the cool water in the big old-

fashioned bowl, but she managed to remark, between the dips, " We
are going to stay until you send for the sheriiF, Mary : so I thought it

was just as well to tell Charlie he might follow later on. It's horribly

stuffy in town, and I've ordered him to pay Aunt Neelie lots of atten-

tion in my stead." With a smothered laugh that gurgled in the water,

" I wish you could have seen the gloom of his countenance : the Dane

was a fool to him ; melancholy distilled from every pore. He'll do it,

though, because he really is a good-hearted fellow. I hope you won't

mind his coming : he isn't a bit troublesome, and he'll need recuperation."

Mrs. Beverley assured her that she did not mind in the least, and

that the fiance would be most welcome. Then she turned smilingly to

Ella and offered hospitality to her friends as well. But that young

lady airily waved the offer aside. She was in the enviable position of

caring for nobody and being the object of nobody's care, she said, and

intended to loaf and wear out her old clothes and enjoy herself in

delicious untrammelled solitude. To secure this end, she had, even

amid the demoralization of their flight, retained sufficient presence

of mind to quarrel with every man she knew. She was not going to

let such disturbing elements as men spoil her rustication.

" There isn't much of that to dread up here," she added, laughing.

An idea dawned on Mary which sent a light of laughter into her

eyes and caused a hidden dimple to play hide-and-seek in her smooth

pale cheek. But when Nan asked for an explanation of her amuse-

ment she refused to give it.
'

CHAPTER XVII.

A SEASON of gayety now set in unknown to that quiet neighbor-

hood since the last visit of these enterprising young ladies. Ella's

declaration that she had come to the country to rest, and to be quit
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of the disturbing element of masculine society, appeared like the breath

of one's nostrils,—a thing that passes, leaving no trace that it ever has

been. She neither rested herself nor allowed much rest to others, and

she had not been in the county a week before every unmarried man
within a radius of miles had found his way to the house.

In Dan Stewart she had an able auxiliary, for all his instincts were

social, and between them they organized and carried through successfully

quite a number of picnics, fishing-parties, and impromptu dances. Mary,

drawn into the vortex by her impetuous cousin, enjoyed it all as much
as any of them, and felt, somehow, as through the springs of youth and

joy were being renewed within her. She rode and w^alked and fished

with the rest, enjoying their pleasure and her own, and one evening she

actually danced again,—a thing she had not done for years.

Dan had a very nice tenor voice, and both the Hendersons were

musical : so a part of the evenings was usually devoted to music, sing-

ing and practising duets, and having strange and inharmonious concerts,

wherein Dan imitated a French horn with his mouth (and thought he

did it very well, too, although he sometimes had difficulty in making

the rest agree with him), and Ella whistled like a mocking-bird, while

Mary and Nan performed the instrumental part, and Anthony picked

bravely on a banjo.

For Anthony had suddenly become a candidate for musical dis-

tinction. He had a good, although untrained, voice, and the natural

taste for music which is so noticeable in his class in the South. One

evening he surprised them all by appearing with an old banjo under

his arm, which, he said, he had bought from a white man living back

in the woods, for five dollars. The man was under conviction of sin,

and mindful to be rid of Satan and all his works : so he had sold his

banjo to Ned in preference to destroying it ; for in all the Scriptures

there is no verse which teaches that for his soul's salvation a man shall

turn his back on profit, if so be he is poor already. This Ned told

them while he strung his banjo up; and afterwards, sitting down before

them so that he might beat time properly with heel and toe, he trolled

out mining-camp ditties, and old plantation melodies that he had picked

up from the negroes when he was a boy, to a rattling accompaniment

that made the sheepskin sound again. Once he droned for them a really

excellent imitation of an Indian funeral dirge, interspersed with wails

and curious long-drawn howls, which performance transported the little

boys with admiration and caused them for days to fill the house with

such hideous sounds of mourning that Mary was forced to interfere and

make it a punishable offence.

Anthony through his intercourse with Mrs. Beverley had overcome
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his shyness with ladies, and enjoyed this intimate association with

well-bred women more even than he realized himself until he came to

look back upon it. He was sometimes over-bold, and often decidedly

boisterous ; but it was summer weather, and everybody was happy,

so they were not captious or critical about him. With Mary, what he

did and said no longer made a particle of difference : he had ceased

even to jar upon her. For her, heaven and earth were filled with soft

content, and all things were beautiful, all people tolerable, if not abso-

lutely pleasant.

The days rolled on in peace and beauty until a month had passed,

and then came the little rift in the lute, the tiny cloud in the sky.

They had been dancing,—that is, the girls and Dan and Mr.

Warwick, who had come up from Richmond " for repairs,'' he said,

after a damaging course of civilities to Miss Cornelia. Mary played

for them, and Anthony, who did not dance, leaned on the end of the

piano and watched them. Dan was dancing with Ella Henderson, and,

after a dozen turns or so, at a word from her they stopped in the

corner by the piano.

" Let me play now, Mary,'' said Ella, with mischief in her eyes,

" and take a turn yourself. It will do you lots of good, and Mr.

Stewart's step is just perfection."

" Please do, Mrs. Beverley," Dan pleaded, eagerly. " You have

never danced with me once, and I've begged you so often. Miss Ella's

compliment is to be taken with salt, but I'm sure we should get on

together."

,

Mary hesitated. " I haven't danced for years," she said, half rising.

" Then don't lose any more time," said Ella, usurping the piano

imperiously. '' All thought of the years is bootless : our part is to

' chase the glowing hours with flying feet.' Go dance, my dear, and

never heed the years. Listen : I'm going to tempt you both with

' Woman's Love.' " She glanced up smiling as her fingers swept the

keys.

Mary danced with the beautiful undulating movements of a daughter

of the South whose feet have learned to follow the mazes of music from

the very cradle, and Dan was the partner whom every woman he danced

with felt at once that she had waited for for years. Never was a waltz

more beautiful, never seemed a waltz more perfect, since music and

movement first lent themselves to the embodiment of dreams and re-

ceived a soul from love.

As Ned Anthony's eyes followed the pair, moving softly to the soft-

ness of the music, for the first time a suspicion of what might be im-

pending broke coldly, like the dawn of a winter day, upon his mind.
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He was stunned for a moment, and stood quite motionless, with his lids

drooped as was his custom. Ella spoke to him once or twice, but, re-

ceiving no answer, glanced at him over her shoulder. The pair were

passing close, Dan's head a little bent as though he were speaking : his

moustache almost grazed her hair, for he was but little taller, and Mary
was smiling, and her eyes were downcast. Ned's jaw squared itself

cruelly, and about his mouth deepened lines that would have shocked

the girl who was watching him, could she have seen them,—hard,

wolfish lines that the beautiful brown beard concealed, as the soft fur

conceals the leopard's claws, and the soft marsh-grasses the serpents.

The drooping lids seemed to intensify the sullen fire of the eyes, which

glowed like a furnace through half-opened doors.

Ella stopped suddenly, and, obeying a curious impulse, touched as

if by accident with her own the hand that rested on the edge of the

piano. She afterwards described to her sister the sensation experienced

:

" It was hard and tense, you know, like a man's hand is when he

is about to deal a blow, and the knuckles stood out a little. I just

touched it—barely grazed it—with my fingers, but it made them tingle.

If I had taken hold of it, or laid my hand down on it, I should have

got an electric shock. It was curious, Nan, to be within the circle

of his sphere. He was almost rigid with jealousy, and yet was quiver-

ing with emotion. That man can be dangerous. I felt as though I

wanted an insulator between us."
'

Nan found the topic one of more than ordinary interest. " You
think that Mr. Anthony is in love with Mary ?" she suggested.

"To be sure he is,—terribly in love,—quite head-over-ears. If

you were not in love yourself, and consequently purblind, you would

have discovered it ages ago."

" I did think so at first," Nan responded, thrusting aside the impu-

tation of obtuseness. " Lately I haven't noticed much, because Mary

has been throwing him with you ever since we came. She has really

manoeuvred to do it ; and that is unlike Mary. I took it into my head

that she was trying to bring on a match between Mr. Anthony and

y(My because of all that money."
" She has been trying on that very game," quoth Ella, who occa-

sionally elected to be slangy, " but it hasn't worked at all. It wasn't

the money, though, Nan. Mary doesn't care for money. She's the

most unworldly creature alive, and has lived in the woods so long that

she has lost all appreciation of the dependence of mankind on the root

of all evil. With Mary it isn't the universal root, the tap-root, the

real foundation. What she wanted was to rid herself of an unwelcome

adorer and to hand him over to me,—the hospitalities of the house,
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you know. I saw through her at once ; but I'm fond of Mary, and

she's Hector's widow, and all that, and she can't bear the man, besides

:

so I tried to help her."

" I don't think you've succeeded, either of you," remarked Nan,

impartially, not meaning to be disagreeable, but as one who states an

undeniable fact.

" No, we haven't," admitted Ella, whose belleship rested on too

sure a foundation for her to resent occasional failure. " We might as

well have tried to alter the course of the Mississippi. The mischief

was done, past all remedy, long before I entered the engagement.

From my observation, I should say that Mr. Anthony is a man of one

sentiment, and that of the colossal type. He is madly in love, and so

is the other man, and both with the same woman."

Nan was standing before the mirror, brushing out her long black

hair. She turned with the brush in her hand and regarded her sister

earnestly.

" Mary doesn't care for Ned Anthony the value of a wooden tooth-

pick," she said, slowly.

" I know she doesn't. I think—that is, I'm afraid " hesitated

Ella.

"What?"
" Never mind. I'd rather not say. I'll wait a little before telling

you."

" Very well : it doesn't matter. I think so too."

CHAPTER XVIII.

The new house progressed but slowly. There were delays upon

delays, such as are known only to the builder who must get most of his

material from a distance. By the middle of August the walls were up

half-way of the second story ; then the supply of bricks became ex-

hausted, and Anthony, having telegraphed in vain to the contractor,

went down to Richmond himself to investigate the causes of delay.

Mary's guests were to leave her the following week, to join their

parents at Capon Springs, where Miss Cornelia was also. Dan had

come over by himself to spend the evening, because it was " lonely in

the house across the ravine without Anthony," he said. He sat in a

large arm-chair beside the centre-table, and the light from the lamps

fell full on his ruddy locks and made them glow and glitter. Little

Ran, who was rarely absent from his side, was perched on the arm

of the chair, with his small bare feet on Dan's knee. Suddenly he
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put up his hand to his friend's head. " How red your hair is !" he

said, touching it; '^just like coals of fire. I could make believe it

burned me."

" Hush, Ran !" said Mary, quickly :
" you must not be rude, my

child.''

But Dan put his arm about the boy and drew him closer. " Listen,"

he said, softly, "and I'll tell you about it. Long ago,—more than thirty

years,—away in New Brunswick a little child was born. It was in

the winter, and there was snow on the ground. From the trees, and

the ledges of the rocks, and the eaves of all the houses, icicles hung in

long, close rows, and every bough and branch and tiny twig on the trees

and bushes in the forests and the shrubs in the garden were cased in ice,

and when the sun shone on them it was very beautiful. But at night

it was cold,—so bitter cold ; and the wind would rise, and take the snow

up in its arms, and toss it about in fine soft clouds that blinded }>eople's

eyes and made them stumble, and sometimes lose their way ; and it was

very dangerous to go abroad at night.

" When the little boy was one week old, there came a dark, dark

night, with snow and wind and terrible sleet. The house where the

baby's father lived was in the country, and stood in a great yard that

was almost a little park. About twelve o'clock there came a noise

under the windows of the mother's chamber, and the dogs howled, and

the cat on the hearth-rug set all her fur on end. The nurse went to the

window and drew aside the curtain, but it was so dark she could see

nothing. ^ Some one is lost in the storm, and old Bruno is straining on

his chain,' she said, coming back to the fire, which glowed warmly, and

touching with her foot the rocker of the cradle where the child was

sleeping.

" Then the mother cried out from her bed that it must be seen to,

and sent and had the father waked ; and he and the nurse went out,

and found in the snow beneath the window an old, old woman, bent

and gray and shrivelled, so that the wonder was how she ever got there.

She was almost frozen, and they carried her into the house, and into

the mother's room, because there was the noblest fire. They laid her

near it, and chafed her limbs, and wrapped her in warm clothing, and

comforted her with wine. And the mother, from her pillows, looked

on and told them what to do. Soon the old woman opened her eyes-,

and the first thing they beheld was the fire. ^ How beautiful !' she

muttered, and held out her withered hands ; ' so beautiful ! so beauti-

ful !' and she went on for many moments murmuring about the beauty

of the flames. Presently she espied the infant, and, leaning over the

cradle, she scanned him long and earnestly."
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Dan paused, his eyes shimmering with mirth.

" Go on ! go on !'' said the boy, impatiently.

*' I know the old witch gave the child red hair," murmured Ella

;

" but go on."

Mary said nothing, but leaned nearer.

"The poor little thing lay there so pink and still and helpless,

with its round bald head on the pillow, and its small hands folded like

rose-leaves," continued Dan, "and he looked so innocent and lovely,

that the old woman's heart was stirred, and she longed to do something

for him. Passing her hand, therefore, over his head, and gazing ten-

derly on the fire, she said, slowly, ^ To the child of the house that has

sheltered me and warmed me I give the most beautiful thing in all

the world. He shall be crowned with locks that glow and curl like

the flames that leap from the heart of the coals. Their color shall

rival the ruddy hue of the wine which is warming my frame, and

their texture shall be as soft and as fine as the silk in the hands of the

spinner.'

" Then the mother cried out against it, for it seemed to her a cruel

wrong to put on a little child. ' Not so : it is a blessing,' the old

woman said; ^for to those who love him the locks shall glow with

warmth and beauty until they think that nothing in all the broad earth

can compare with them ; while to those who hate him they will seem

hideous and suggest many unpleasant images, and all who hate him

will speedily depart from him. And that will be good for the boy

;

because he will always have around him only those who love him.'

Then the old woman vanished up the chimney, Ran, in a big puff of

smoke ; and everything she said came to pass ; for the old woman was

a fairy."

There was a pause when the tale was done.

Then Ella said, " After this I shall defend red hair from all as-

persions. I shall maintain with all my strength that it is the color

preferable to all others, and shall call it Titianesque and lovely."

Ran climbed up on the arm of the chair again and rested his soft

round cheek upon it. " I love it," he announced :
" it warms me all

through to my heart, it does, and I think it's more beautifuller than

any hair in the world."

There was nothing in the little story to account for it, but that

night, when Mary was in her chamber, she took from between the

leaves of her Bible a faded photograph of a fair, noble-looking man
with eyes like Ran's, and gazed at it long and earnestly. Suddenly

she bent her face down on it with a whisper that was almost a wail,

" Oh, my dear, my dear ! forgive me !"
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CHAPTER XIX.

Lounging in a comfortable arm-chair on an old wooden porch in

the witching light of the August moon, inhaling the breath of the

mountains and speculating dreamily over the illusions of moonlight

and mist and evening shadows, with a pipe, and a quiet conscience, and

the friend of your heart beside you, is a situation that to most minds

suggests possibilities of enjoyment, with discourse, tranquil, grave, con-

genial, or, better still, the silence of perfect companionship, and a soft

yielding to the subtile enchantment of moonlight and tobacco. As the

smoke rises from the bowl, or floats in tender wreaths from the lips,

how limitless become the bounds of thought, how infinite grows its

power ! The earth is ours, and the fulness thereof; the world, and they

that dwell therein ; the mystery of eternal darkness, the effulgence of

everlasting light ; the depths of the inferno, the heights of the empyrean;

the illusions of speculation, and the glory of revelation. All things

finite, some things infinite, are ours, and we enter upon our heritage

untrammelled save by such limitations of time and space as even the

divine within us, the power of thought itself, may not altogether lay

aside.

How changed is this when, instead of the friend of our heart, the

woman of our love is beside us ! Tranquillity vanishes with the smoke

in which we may not indulge ; thought contracts, intensifies, individual-

izes ; our solution becomes a crystal. Even the thought of her, un-

aided by visible presence, is destructive to that peace of mind and

inactivity of conscience so necessary to the full enjoyment of profound,

or idle, speculation. One thought dominates all thought, and love is

the nebula of a new world.

So Dan Stewart sat on the porch of the small house across the

ravine, and thought of Mrs. Beverley, and failed of appreciation of

his environment and opportunity, and wofully failed of deriving en-

joyment from either. In good sooth, Dan was more than commonly

troubled, and his conscience was as restless as a bird whose nest is

threatened. His love for Mrs. Beverley (for, like a straightforward

gentleman, he acknowledged to himself that he was in love with her,

and very much in love with her besides) had been a thing of such

gradual development that it was only latterly that he had come to full

knowledge of its existence and its strength.

A word, a glance, the chance touch of her hand, an inflection of

her sweet voice,—who knows how such knowledge comes ? Sufiice it

that it had come : the scales had fallen, and revealed a passion grown

to man's estate, imperious, insistent, powerful.
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What should he do about it? Manhood as well as passion de-

manded that no time be lost in making the disclosure, and in seeking

happiness, or at least the negative comfort of definite conclusion. Dan
had little thought of himself in the matter, or of the downfall of his

hopes, which was quite within the range of possibility. He thought

himself unworthy of his love, as every man whose love is a thing of

value must, for nobility of love is twin-born with humility, and he

resolved, in an honest, manly way, that should he prosper in his woo-

ing he would endeavor in all after-life to decrease that unworthiness.

He thought also that Mary must be aware of the state of his mind

towards her, since woman's intuition in such matters is keener than

man's ; but he longed to give them both the certainty of spoken words,

and to put the issue at once into her hands, where it belonged. To
Dan the meanness of indefinite giving was impossible : what he con-

ceived in intention he substantiated in deed, and abided the result as a

gentleman should.

The trouble, therefore, was not Mary,—at least not the present

trouble. The element of discord which marred the harmony of the

present and the anticipations of the future was Ned Anthony. His

friend, who was now his rival, had never confided to him his later love,

nor even hinted at its existence, but Dan's nature was too sympathetic

not to have made the discovery speedily for himself. He had not in-

vited Ned's confidence, as on another subject he would have done, and

had it been offered he would have shrunk from and evaded it. But

all the same he knew of the existence of Anthony's love for Mary
Beverley, just as he suspected at times that Anthony was beginning to

be aware of his own passion.

Had she been in truth the " little Mary" of the story he had lis-

tened to, and grown tender and sympathetic over, out in the lonely

canon, with the stars overhead, and the camp-fire smouldering down
to a bed of embers, and the walls of darkness and solitude shutting

them into a sanctuary of confidence, Dan's course would have been as

plain as though sign-boarded at every step. He must have gone away

at once, leaving the field free to his rival,—ay, and have stayed away,

holding down all hope with a strong hand until such time as his rival's

fate should be decided beyond all question. This he could and would

have done as the natural outcome of honor and manhood ; for it would

have been an ignoble thing, and a cruel and treacherous one besides, to

seek to snatch the solitary flow^er of a hard and barren life before it

was clearly proved that the flower could never deepen its roots, and

grow, and flourish into larger life.

But this necessity of abnegation had not arisen. This woman
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whom they both loved was free for both to strive for ; no past tie

bound her to one more than to the other : there was no treachery, no

theft, no breach of confidence, involved. They started almost even in

the race, moreover ; for, if Dan had gifts of mind and manner and

position, Anthony had those of person and wealth and priority of ac-

quaintance.

Yet, because of a feeling that he had, that to come to a man's

house and partake of his hospitality, and then enter into rivalry with

him for what perhaps he valued most in life, Avas not exactly the thing

for an honorable man to do, Dan determined to bring his visit to a close,

and to cancel his business engagement and leave the neighborhood as

soon as his host should return.

Ned's manner had changed to him of late,—had grown fitful,

sometimes almost surly. He would have a talk with Ned and explain

exactly how matters stood, what he had done, and what he proposed to

do, and how the affair was beyond his control and must be submitted

for decision to a higher power. " He would be quite open and fair and

frank with Ned, as became good men and true who had stood by each

other squarely in time of danger. Then, after all things were .made

straight with his host, he would leave the house before he should seek

Mrs. Beverley, which of course he must do before quitting the neighbor-

hood.

Having arranged all this in his mind, Dan felt more in harmony

with Nature, more lifted to her level, as it were, and capable of enjoy-

ing her. He moved his chair more forward into the moonlight, and

opened his cigar-case ; then he turned himself so that his face was

towards the opposite side of the ravine and his eyes could rest on a

tiny point of light which streamed in reality through the nursery

window, but which he thought came from Mary's.

He was not very much afraid of Anthony's rivalship, and it had

only been the decision in regard to his own conduct towards his host

that had occupied his attention. Vanity and himself aside, he felt very

sure that Anthony had made no serious inroads on Mrs. Beverley's

affections. She was too considerate, too carefully courteous, in her

treatment of Anthony, to admit of the suspicion of any large or tur-

bulent emotion. Then, too, Dan had noticed how persistently she had

contrived to throw Ned with her cousin, how delicately she had man-

oeuvred that he should be Ella's escort on their little expeditions, should

stand beside her when they sang, walk beside her when they strolled in

the evenings, and be associated with her intimately in the thousand ways

which have the alchemist's power of converting friendship into love.

He had helped along the little comedy, knowing it to be comedy, and
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suspecting that Ella shared his knowledge, although she played her

part with spirit. He was amused at Mrs. Beverl"ey's absorption in

her scheme, and the ingenuity she displayed, and the trouble she took

to spread nets and place honey for the bear who never even saw them,

and whose whole thought was on the hive.

" I think Mr. Anthony admires Ella very much," she remarked one

evening, complacently, after watching him give her pretty kinswoman

a banjo-lesson, which seemed to involve proximity and some contact of

hands. " He pays her a good deal of attention, and she is very pretty.

Don't you consider her uncommonly pretty?"—a little anxiously.

"Quite so," he assented, readily. "She is clever and vivacious,

too, and I know she amuses Anthony immensely. He says that she

is all around the joiliest girl he knows, and has no nonsense about

her."

Mary did not know exactly what this comprehensive form of mas-

culine commendation meant, and to her ear it sounded too free-and-

easy to be specially complimentary. To her mind, the phrase " has no

nonsense about her" implied the absence of some qualities which she

knew very well that men greatly value, and it was not one that she

wished to think representative of Anthony's state of mind about her

cousin. It was entirely too practical to be suggestive of much romance.

Still, Anthony was an eminently practical man, and she refused to

loose her hold on hope, in spite of a tolerably extensive acquaintance

with masculine nature.

Anthony's position in the matter was summed up by himself in a

few words in a subsequent conversation with Stewart, of which the

Henderson girls, and particularly Ella, were the theme. Both men
agreed that Nan was a lovely little creature, just the sort of woman
most men—themselves excepted—would desire for a wife. Of Ella,

Anthony said,

—

" She's a rattling good sort, that's what she is. Just the woman
for a chum, for she's up to everything that you are, and knows how to

give and take,—hit you a good square blow straight from the shoulder,

and then shake hands. She's got a head for business on her, too, and

is as practical and keen as a claim-jumper. But for a wife ! Good
Lord, deliver us ! She knows how to look out for herself far too well.

She doesn't give a man a chance."
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CHAPTER XX.

The girls had been gone two days,—long enough for the edge of

their departure to be turned a little on the granite of daily routine, but

not long enough for the space their going left vacant to be filled with

other matter.

As she sat in her softly-lighted, quaint old parlor, Mrs. Beverley

greatly missed them. She felt miserable and downcast too, for Ran,

although a good child in the main, was subject at times to fits of stub-

bornness that exhausted his mother and tried her patience and self-

control far more than Hector's temper. And he had taken the occasion

of the very hottest day in all the year, in the middle of the afternoon,

when the thermometer stood at ninety, to get into a tantrum, and to

remain in it with a dogged persistence which Mary really thought

would be the death of them both before she could subdue it.

The trouble arose out of a dispute between the brothers relative to

the proper time for taking the old drake with the wen under his chin

(numbered among Ran's possessions) down to the little pond in the

ravine for his daily swim. Ran wished to take him at once, because

of the heat, and Hector, for the same reason, desired to defer the trip

until later in the day. From some cause,—the heat, perhaps,—both

children were out of tune, and in the most favorable condition for

taking offence, so that an able-bodied quarrel was in progress before

either combatant realized whither persistence and temper were leading

them. In the course of it, statements were made with force, and as

forcibly contradicted, until finally Ran deliberately applied to his

brother an insulting epithet composed of four letters, and emphasized

the same with a word of strength picked up from intercourse with Ned
Anthony, who was careless in his talk ; and for rejoinder Hector

promptly knocked him down.

Things had reached a crisis before Mary appeared upon the scene

and summoned her unruly sons to judgment. With Hector she had

little trouble : his disposition v/as like her own, and she could under-

stand and cope with it. He was fiery of temper and instant in resent-

ment, but he was also generous, sympathetic, and well balanced. There

was rarely any difficulty in making him comprehend the moral aspects

of his conduct, or in helping him to self-government, which was his

mother's aim.

But Ran—poor little Ran, over whom her heart yearned most,

because he was most unlike her—was of a totally different type. With

depth of nature and many endearing traits he united persistence of will

and an unforgiving temper. It was difficult to make Ran abandon a
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point, still more difficult to make him express or—worse still—fed

regret for wrong-doing. His actions were more often the result of

deliberate intention than of impulse. '^ I know it was wrong. I did

it on purpose, and I won't say I'm sorry. I'm not sorry," he had de-

clared on one occasion. And his disheartened mother knew that the

child was speaking the literal truth.

Mary sat thinking of her little son somewhat mournfully. Every

struggle with him left her weaker, cost her more in vitality and will,

and she was owning sadly to herself that, young as he was, the boy was

getting beyond her power of management, that he needed, even now,

a stronger hand, a more resolute will, than hers. She felt so helpless,

so weary, so powerless to guide aright either herself or her boy.

It was not Ran alone that lay heavy on her mind. Business cares

oppressed her,—tenants' quarrels and mismanagement, the knowledge

that she was going behindhand, and that the remnant of property on

which tliey all depended was decreasing in value in her hands, and that

she was powerless to help it. All this was making the present hard,

and the future dark; and when the evening mail brought her a letter

from Miss Cornelia announcing her immediate return, and giving mani-

fold directions about preparations for her reception, most of which

Mary knew must be carried out by her own hands, she felt that her

cup was indeed full to overflowing.

In this mood Dan Stewart found her. He had walked over, partly

influenced by the restlessness which oppresses lovers out of sight of the

beloved, partly to announce Ned Anthony's return the following morn-

ing and to hint at his own intended departure. In coming through

the garden, which was the nearest way, he broke off a branch of pale-

pink rose-buds of a kind rarely seen save in old-fashioned gardens, and

brought them in to her, laying them in her lap with a remark upon

their delicacy and beauty.

He did not try to make her talk, or to attract her attention, or to

make demands upon her courtesy. He said a few words about her

being tired, and not troubling to amuse him, and then he went over

to the old piano in the corner, from whose faded, time-worn keys his

skilful fingers could still coax sweet music, and played for her a

long time all the soft and tender strains he could remember. After

a while he sang to her, in his sweet pure tenor, a grand old chant or

two,—" Come unto me," and " I know that my Redeemer liveth,"

—

and then a cradle-song that was a mother's crooning over her infant's

slumber.

The tears came to Mary's eyes, and overflowed them, falling like

bright drops of dew upon the roses in her hands. She did not try to

Vol. XXXIX.—18
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stanch their flow : they comforted her. He was not looking, only

helping her with such tenderness, such delicacy and skill, that somehow
all her troubles seemed to be slipping away and a dawn of joy and

peace to be drawing near.

When at last he rose to go, and, leaning over her chair, held both

her hands in his, perhaps her eyes disclosed more than she was aware

of, for he stooped and kissed the hands he held, and whispered that he

would come again,—that he had something which he wished to tell her.

CHAPTER XXI.

An alteration of one's plans, after definite arrangements have been

made, cannot always be said to be attended with success, even when
time is saved thereby, and inclination or impatience gratified.

In the first place, the haste consequent on any sudden change is

injurious to that repose of mind and movement which is the summun
bonum of rational existence ; in the second place, it argues a mutability

of purpose which is subversive of character and conduct ; and in the

third place, it is apt to precipitate the changeful person into the very

position least welcome to himself and others. The moral of which

short sermon is ; if a plan is definitely made, stick to it in its entirety,

unless driven from your stronghold by positively overwhelming cir-

cumstances.

Ned Anthony telegraphed his friend that he should leave Richmond

on the night train and be with him at Repton to breakfast the follow-

ing morning, and, instead of that, finding, after the message had been

despatched, that he could arrange to leave by a much earlier train, he

did so, and at the very time that Dan was playing to Mrs. Beverley,

instead of being in a Richmond restaurant consuming food and iced

drinks, he was removing the dust of travel in his own room across the

ravine.

When his outer man was made presentable, Ned opened a small

valise standing on the table, and took from it sundry packages, which

he stowed in his various pockets. He had thought of them all during

his short absence, and had remembered them all in his preparations for

his return. He bought confectionery for the young ladies, and two

dangerous knives with so many blades and of such wicked keenness

that there was no possibility of Mary's allowing him to carry out his

intention of presenting them to her little boys. He also bought a book

on architecture for Dan, a copy of which had been in that gentleman's
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possession for many years, only that Ned did not happen to know it,

nor that the work was an old one. This last he laid upon the table,

for presentation when they should have smoked their pipes out and

discussed his trip in all its business aspects and Dan should have

reported building progress. It was a bulky volume, and would not

readily aiccommodate itself to a man's coat-pocket. Last of all he

took out an oblong package, wrapped in layers of soft white paper,

which he removed with his supple brown hands and laid carefully

aside, disclosing a beautiful blue plush case with dainty clasps and a

look about it that was unmistakable. Anthony touched the spring,

and, lo, in the prosaic lamplight there was a flash and a sparkle as

though myriads of fireflies had been caught and pinned to the soft blue

satin.

Anthony turned the case in his hands, catching the flash of the

jewels and admiring the play of the light and the sparkle of the pris-

matic colors. Diamonds of the purest water,—thousands of dollars'

worth of diamonds,—a necklace and pendant, a pin and ear-rings,

bracelets, and ornaments for the hair,—a complete set, even to the ring,

and valued at Tiffany's, from whence they came, at two hundred thou-

sand dollars. Anthony's Western training had in no wise eradicated

the instincts of his Southern blood towards reckless extravagance.

He lifted first one ornament, then another, and pleased himself

with fancying how their sparkle would light up the dusky coils of

Mary Beverley's hair and intensify the lustre of her eyes. His thoughts

about his love were practical and material, as was his nature. He had

made up his mind to marry Mary, just as he had made up his mind to

achieve fortune, and his methods of compassing the two ends were

precisely similar. Sheer force of will, steadiness of purpose, and abso-

lute disregard of aught that might stand in his path had made him a

millionaire; and unconsciously he expected the same forces to make
him Mary Beverley's husband. Latterly an occasional thought of Dan
as a probable rival had kindled a smoulder of jealousy, but he had

stamped it out contemptuously. What had Dan to offer a woman
like Mary Beverley in comparison with what he, Ned Anthony, could

show?

When he had enjoyed the richness and beauty of the gems until the

pleasure palled on him, Anthony removed the ring, which he slipped

into his vest-pocket, and closed the case, enfolding it once more in its

layers of soft paper. There was in the room a heavy sole-leather

trunk with brass clamps and a combination lock. This Anthony

opened, and deposited the case inside, amid a heterogeneous collection

of miner's clothing, specimens of ore, a bowie-knife in a worn sheath
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a lariat in a coil, a broken rifle, a pair of Mexican spurs, and a couple

of revolvers. One was an English " bull-dog,^^ the other an ordinary

Coitus navy, and both had a look of use and service. Something in

the sight of them seemed to stir old memories,—and memories of a

wild and reckless sort, to judge from the light that came into his half-

shut eyes, and the lingering, almost caressing, way in which he raised

and handled them.

When he rose from his stooping position the English pistol was

dtill in his hand, and he held it to the light, and turned it, and polished

it with his handkerchief, and examined the chambers to see whether

they were loaded. He held it after he had closed and locked the trunk,

and finally, obeying some old influence, he slipped it into the breast-

pocket of his coat.

It had been months since he had laid aside this pistol, which for

years he had worn habitually. During one of his visits to Mrs. Bever-

ley in the weeks subsequent to his return to Virginia, he had allowed

little Ran to draw the weapon from his pocket, and was thoughtlessly

beginning to explain its mechanism to the child and to instruct him in

its use, when Mary, in wild alarm, descended upon the pair and almost

snatched the revolver from the boy's hands. She entreated Anthony

never to come near her sons again with a pistol in his pocket, as there

was no telling what ghastly accident might be the result.

He had been amused at her terror, which he considered superfluous

and foolish, but he had been moved by it to lay aside his pistol. To-

night, however, the old feeling of comradeship for the weapon, the old

liking for the feel of it against his breast, returned with the memories

and associations called up by the sight of its familiar stock and barrel,

and he slipped it instinctively to its old place.

Leaving the door of the house on the latch, as was his custom, he

started briskly across the ravine to the quaint, pretty parlor, where he

expected to find the party as he had left it,—the girls at the piano, with

Dan, and perhaps the young fellow from Richmond, in attendance,

Mrs. Beverley in her favorite low chair near the hearth-rug, and thf

children mercurially revolving about, as was their wont before the

waning of the evening despatched them to the nursery.

The air was still oppressive, although a little fresher than at night-

fall : there was no breeze stirring, nor any suggestion that a breeze

might spring up later. The moon, a silver bow, rested on the topmost

branches of the dark old cedars, its power of illumination feeble still,

but on the increase. The silence of nature was so profound that ex-

traneous sounds were intensified and made more penetrating.

As Anthony leaped lightly across the brook at the bottom of the
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ravine, the sound of music stole down to him,—soft, slow music, with

a tender, hushing cadence, as of a mother wooing slumber to her babe :

some one was singing a cradle-song.

Through the garden he went, between the stiff box borders and

past the old rose-trees bowed down with a weight of blossoms. He
struck at them with his cane as he passed along, sending the pink

petals and the little buds to the ground in showers. The gate swung

to softly after him, and he crossed the yard with his heart as light as a

boy^s, his thoughts busy with anticipations. As he neared the window

through which he had gazed that evening in November, nine months

before, the same impulse seized him to approach and look in on them,

himself unseen ; and some boyish idea of a practical joke, such as striking

suddenly on the window-ledge, or vaulting in among them, presented

itself.

The window was wide open, and the long lace curtains hung straight,

unswayed by the motionless air. Anthony parted them with his hand

and looked in. The room was still, the light clear and soft ; the music

whose sound had reached him as he crossed the ravine was hushed, and,

instead of the gay party he had expected to surprise, there were only

two figures in the room,—a man and a woman.

The woman sat in a low chair, and the man bent over her : her

head was thrown back, her eyes raised to other eyes which gazed down
into them with a look easily enough interpreted. No need to tell him

who she was,—who both were : he knew only too surely. The knowl-

edge was burned into his brain with the fire of that bitterer knowledge

which came to him like a revelation.

With an oath so savage that it seemed as though the very air must

shudder to receive it, he dropped the curtain back into its place and

turned away.

CHAPTER XXII.

In his brute rage it seemed to him that he had been foully dealt

with,—that an enemy, in the guise of a friend, had invested his camp
and laid it waste,—that he was being stabbed with a knife drawn from

his own sheath. This man had listened to his story, had encouraged

him in his aspirations, had counselled, sympathized, and suggested, and

then, like a thief in the night, had crept in and stolen the treasure.

In the burning heat of wrong and outrage, all possibility of justice,

all power of rational discernment, were consumed. His identification

of the woman with the child had been so complete that his mind had
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no longer power to separate them. He could not think ; he could only

feel. All the earth and the air and the spaces of the infinite were

pulsing madly with his wrong. His passion made his heart beat like

the sledge on burning metal, sent the blood to his brain and oppressed

its power of perception, and filled his ears with a dull roaring as of

imprisoned waters ere the ice breaks to rush and rend and destroy.

A door opened, and closed quickly ; footsteps sounded on the porch,

the steps, the walk in front of the house ; a whistle clear and joyous as

that of a school-boy cleft the brooding air. Dan was on his way home

now, to the house across the ravine, where the door was on the latch,

and the gift on the crowded table. Somehow Anthony drew back under

the shadow of the trees, out of sight, and let him pass.

The moon still hung poised above the cedars, but it had won free

from the obstruction of their branches, and cast what light was in its

gift to the earth ungrudgingly. The path was light enough, but under

the trees the shadows lay dense and black. Dan came down the walk

whistling : his step was light, as though, in the sense of universal good

new-born within him, the touch of earth were pleasant to his feet.

He neared the shadow where his friend lay ambushed, passed it, and

went on in the pale moonlight. Anthony's hand was in the breast-

pocket of his coat, and his eyes gleamed narrow through the drooping

lids.

At the gate Dan paused to light a cigar, striking the match against

the upper bar : his hands were raised protecting the flame instinctively,

although the air was still : his back was towards the shadow. An-

thony's hand stole forth with the revolver : his right arm stiffened as

he took aim at the bending head : his eye was steady, and his finger on

the trigger was as firm as the metal it touched : the moonlight made a

little track along the barrel of the pistol.

The arm twitched, the finger on the trigger shook, the eye faltered,

and the aim grew unsteady. A thought had flashed through the mad-

dened brain, a recollection powerful enough to balk the deadly purpose,

to strike the arm to his side. Was it ruth, or memory of friendship,

or compassion for the woman whom he loved, and whose love he was

about to slay ? Not one of these things would have moved him.

What did, was the simple fact that Dan was unarmed, and that his

back was towards him.

He stood and watched his rival pass through the gate and down the

path which led across the ravine by the longer way,—the same on

which Mary had left him in indignation some months before. A baf-

fled, beaten feeling was growing in his breast, a sense of impotence and

failure
;
jealousy and brute animosity strained on the leash like blood-
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hounds, but rough honor held them back with a strong hand, and the

man stood shaking from head to foot, cursing under his breath. He
could not shoot down an unarmed man from behind.

Turning in the opposite direction, he retraced his steps through the

old garden. He was not going home : he had no wish to meet his

rival : the sense of impotence was growing. What had come of it all,

—the long struggle, the waiting and working, the ambition, and the

final success ? What had it availed him ? Money ! a place among

men ! a monster fortune ! Of what use was the money ? He wanted

love,—this love, no other ; and all the wealth of that fabulous mine of

his was inadequate for its purchase.

His mind went back to that lonely canon, the red-wood hut by the

snow-fed tarn, the leper driven forth to die, and die alone. Of what

use had this gold been to the leper? Could it buy him pity, sympathy,

tendance, even tolerance, among his fellows ? Had it been powerful to

avert misery, loathsomeness, death ? He remembered how he himself

had sickened at the sight of the scarred visage and had shrunk from

the touch of the leprous hands ; how the cup of water had been given

with averted face, and the vessel afterwards broken to prevent all possi-

bility of its ever touching cleaner lips ; how he had fought with disgust

in the performance of those last offices for the dying and the dead

;

how hastily he had fashioned the rude resting-place, how shudderingly

he had placed in it the poor defaced thing that had once been human,

how he had shovelled in the earth with a sense of relief that from this

fair world had been removed a foul blot.

He felt strangely drawn to that lonely grave, strangely akin to its

miserable occupant. Was not his case like the leper's ? Was not he

driven forth from the love and sympathy he craved, to dwell for

evermore amid the rocks and the awful solitude? The leper's fate

was his,—and the leper's gold.

Oh, the mockery of it !—the bitter, bitter mockery ! It was his,

that store, his to hold and enjoy, his to spend or save or give, and he

stood a lonely man beside a tiny grave under the shadow of a dark old

cedar, breaking his heart over a broken dream

!

CHAPTER XXIII.

Dan Stewart was puzzled. Three days had elapsed since the one

appointed by Anthony for his arrival, and there was still no sign of its

taking place. He was more than puzzled ; he was worried and im-
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patient. He wished matters squared between them at once, so that he

should be free to speak to Mrs. Beverley, free to drink deep of the cup

of happiness standing ready for his lips. And he wished most eagerly

to be rid of his business engagement to his host, to be relieved from the

irksome position of guest in a house where his welcome was already a

thing of the past.

He had plans of his own, too, with which delay interfered,—plans

for the future which were growing in importance. He wanted to be up

and doing, to be working with all his strength to bring that future

nearer. This delay made him restless and ill at ease.

On the morning of the fourth day he telegraphed to Richmond, to

Ned himself, at the hotel where he usually stayed, and to the agent at

the ticket-office. An answer came promptly from both places, from

the clerk of the hotel and from the ticket-agent, and the intelligence

they gave was substantially the same : Mr. Anthony had left the city

several days before, but by an earlier train than the one appointed ; of

his subsequent movements they were ignorant.

Then Dan's restlessness increased. He was under no apprehensions

about his friend, for he had full confidence in Anthony's ability to take

care of himself. What he feared was a complication of business-matters

which might detain him from home for weeks, or even months ; and

Dan was in no mood for waiting. He was sustained in this view by

the arrival of the delayed building-materials, and of a couple of skilled

mechanics, whose services he had requested Anthony to secure.

He had no doubt that Anthony would communicate with him in a

few days, but he chafed under the necessity of inaction, the impossi-

bility of opening communication himself. He felt that he was not

acting fairly by Mrs. Beverley, in that he had promised to speak and

had not spoken. Altogether, Dan was in a much exercised state of

mind.

Under the influence of his restlessness, he went into Anthony's

chamber, which he had not entered since Ned's departure. It was in

some disorder : a coat lay on a chair, a dark-blue hunting-shirt on the

floor at the foot of the bed, and a pair of dusty boots under the table.

Dan glanced around curiously, a little oppressed by that feeling of in-

trusion we all have when entering unauthorized another man's premises

while they still retain the stamp of his individuality. His eye fell

upon the space beside the bed where the brass-clamped trunk formerly

stood. The space was empty. This surprised him, for he remembered

that Anthony, having meditated only a short absence, had taken with

him a valise. Could the trunk have been stolen, or had it been re-

moved by its owner's orders? The latter appeared unlikely, as, had
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he required the trunk, the most natural mode of procedure on An-

thony's part would have been to write to him—Dan—to forward it.

Then, too, he knew that the doors of the house were seldom secured,

even after nightfall, and that he himself was often away.

With this new train of thought uppermost, he walked over to the

table, and began moving the things about, searching for some evidence

of a nature likely to prove useful in case his conjecture in regard to

the missing trunk should prove correct. As he moved the things with

which the table was littered, his hand came in contact with a hand-

somely-bound book on architecture. He pushed it aside without a

thought, and in doing so displaced a blotting-pad under which lay a

couple of letters. These were addressed in Ned Anthony's bold, thick

hand, and one bore the name of the lawyer already mentioned, and the

other his own.

With a feeling that there was something here that he did not

understand, Dan broke the seal of his at once. It was written on a

half-sheet of business paper, and had no form of address at the com-

mencement. A half-dozen lines conveying brusquely the information

that Anthony had determined on suspending the building of his house,

and that he had placed his Virginia affairs in the hands of his lawyer,

—that was all. In it was enclosed a check for the full amount agreed

upon between the two men as the sum to be handed over at the com-

pletion of the building.

Not a word of his future plans, not a word of his present move-

ments, not a sign of regret for the friendship he was so rudely break-

ing, or of sorrow for the rupture of old associations. Only those few

rough lines, and the long pink slip of paper that represented so many
dollars.

Dan stood bewildered, feeling as though he had received a blow in

the face, as though his honorable intentions, his consideration and his

friendship, had been flung back upon him with a curse. His mind,

quickened by a sense of outrage, worked back feverishly and gathered

a tolerably correct estimate of the case. He saw the stunned enlighten-

ment, the jealous fury, and the deadly animosity, and, with a swift im-

pulse, he tore the check in fragments and cast them beneath his feet.

* *!» ^U «^ ^i« «1^ «l« «^ ^^ ^^* ^^ ^^ ^^ Jfi f^ ^^ J^ ^S

But he did not see the sinking arm, the trembling hand, the falter-

ing eye, nor the quivering frame lying prone on the ground with its

fierce eyes hidden and its burning heart pressed against the unresponsive

sod of a little grave.
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CHAPTER XXIV.

The weeks and months passed swiftly. Summer deepened into

autumn, autumn drooped and faded into winter, and a year had passed

since Ned Anthony sat on the fence in the November twilight and

trimmed the hickory rod. Within that time many changes had oc-

curred which had afforded the neighbors much delectable gossip and

great store of keen enjoyment.

Something was occupying the public attention now that appeared

likely to afford endless interest and discussion and to usurp the place

occupied in the popular mind by Mrs. Beverley's approaching marriage

to Dan Stewart, the New York architect, and Miss Cornelia's un-

looked-for pleasure therein.

There had been so much happening to the Beverleys for more than

a year that the family had come to occupy a large place in the thoughts

and conversation of the neighborhood, and in this last item concerning

them the interest culminated. It was an unprecedented happening,

—

nothing less than the filing in the records of the county court-house

by Mr. Meredith, the village lawyer, of a deed of gift wherein it was

stated that, " in consideration of benefits received and moneys given by

Hector Randolph Beverley, deceased, to Edward Jackson Anthony,

said Edward Jackson Anthony conveyed, assigned and deeded to

Charles Warwick, of Richmond, and Howard Wilmer, of County

in the State of Virginia, as trustees and assignees, the estate'^ (fully

described) " known as Lower Repton, for the use and benefit of Hector

Beverley and Randolph Beverley, infant grandsons of said Hector

Randolph Beverley. '^ The instrument was clear and concise, and the

property was to be equally divided between the boys when little Ran
should attain his majority.

The neighborhood could not get over it, and Ned Anthony rose in

the estimation of his old county to the very pinnacle of popularity.

It was a noble thing to do, they said,—quixotic, perhaps, but generous

and fine ; delicate, too, since, with her boys, Mary would be indirectly

benefited. The neighborhood had decided long ago that Mary had

refused Ned Anthony, and, in the glamour cast by this deed of his,

they were disposed to think that she had acted unwisely. The way in

which it had been done appealed to them particularly,—the putting back

of the benefits which this gift was said to acknowledge two generations,

so that the increase of prosperity to the grandsons might seem the

natural outcome of the grandsire's generosity, instead of the bounty of

a stranger. The affair in its entirety was worthy of a gentleman and a
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Virginian. In that phrase their eulogium culminated. It was the

highest encomium they could conceive.

" He's a noble fellow, after all/' remarked Mrs. Judge Wilmer, as

she took her knitting from its bag, " and Mary might have done worse

than marry him. Cornelia never would have consented, it is true, and

would have made herself intolerable ; but she does that often anyhow,

so nobody need have minded. Decidedly, Mary might have done worse

than marry him."

" Then you're not satisfied," observed her husband, " and would

reverse the decision of the court and move for a new trial, if you were

able?"

"No, I would not," contradicted his wife. "I'm fond of Mr.

Stewart, and Mary is as happy as possible, and the children are devoted

to him, particularly little Ran, who is a difficult child. Still—poor

Ned ! He has done a noble thing, that we must all allow."

" I do, my dear," replied the judge. " It was a noble thing, and

delicately done for the man. He is capable of many noble actions ; but

there are gaps between, and in these very gaps come the most of daily

living. It is far better as it is."

Mrs. Wilmer knitted on in silence. Presently she said, softly,

" Poor Anthony ! I wonder what his future life will be, and what he

will do with it."

The judge laughed in genuine amusement. " You women are so

romantic !" quoth he. " I believe you are picturing Anthony to your-

self dying slowly of a broken heart, like the hero of a novel, or with

a pan of charcoal on the table and a revolver under his pillow. He
will do nothing of the sort, if my estimate of his character be a true

one. For several years to come he will throw himself into the fever

of money-getting ; and, as he doesn't need it, success will hang upon

his skirts, and his prosperity will increase until his wealth becomes

phenomenal, and the Stock Exchange will wait upon his nod, and the

money-market will fluctuate with the waving of his hand."

" And then ?" she questioned ; for the lot seemed glittering but

empty,—the splendor of an inlaid case in which there is no soul of

music.

" And then," replied her husband, " he will weary of it all : the

sport will grow stale, the excitement lose its zest. And in search of

new interest he will probably turn to politics, and go to Congress, where

he will hammer ^ vital questions' into ponderable and practical shape,

and become a ^ bulwark' or an ^ obstruction,' according to the point

from which he is regarded. Party-men and placemen will alternately

canonize and crucify him, and lobbyists will speak of him with wailing
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and gnashing of teeth. And through sheer force of will and lack of

perceptiveness, sheer presence of sense and absence of sentiment, he

will become a power in the land ; but whether for good or for evil, is

beyond my power of divination."

Mrs. Wilmer folded her beautiful hands together and turned her

face towards her husband. " Will he be happy ?" she questioned.

And the judge replied, ^^ God knows. Who among us dare affirm

that he is happy, or would win belief if he should make the affirma-

tion?"

ITHE END. h
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A BAY WITH THE PRESIDENT.

IT is only in the United States that the subjects are the sovereigns

and the ruler is the slave. The President cannot even have office-

hours without offending some part of the body politic, who not only ex-

pect him to devote his entire time to their interests, but insist that he shall

occupy it in doing them favors. Ninety per cent, of those who visit the

White House seeking an official audience do so knowing their mission

to be a doubtful one. Half of them realize that there is only one

chance in a thousand of getting what they are after
;
yet they will waste

their own time, and, what is more serious, that of the President, follow-

ing a forlorn hope, to gratify their friends, or to convince themselves of

the accuracy of their own judgment. The ordinary man of business

would not tolerate such intrusions ; but what is a President for ?

Mr. Lincoln, whose boundless humor was a tonic as well as an

armor, once asked Surgeon-General Barnes where he could get the

smallpox. " For then," he said, " I shall have something I can give to

everybody.'^

President Cleveland is blessed with an enduring constitution, infinite

patience, a phlegmatic disposition, tough nerves, and sensitiveness far less

acute than that of his immediate predecessor. He can say " No" with

composure. Grant was able to dismiss an important bore without the

slightest sign of favor or disfavor, and could repeat the operation in-

definitely without a quiver of the nerves. His reputation for taciturnity

was a great protection. Hayes seemed always to assent to everything.

He had a book in which he made, or pretended to make, a note of all

that was asked of or suggested to him, and would dismiss a caller with
285
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a promise to give it consideration. The Congressmen and others who
saw him frequently regarded this object with suspicion, and called it

" The Book of Oblivion." An office-seeker said one day to Judge

Kelley,—
" I think the President will appoint me : he listened attentively to

what I said, and was so much impressed that he made a memorandum."
'' Did he write it in a little red book ?"

" Yes : he made full notes of what I told him.'*

" Then you had better go home," responded the Father of the House

of Representatives. " You will not get the office. Hayes keeps that

book to write down what he wants to forget."

Garfield never was able to say "No." His sanguine, generous

disposition could not recognize the impossible, and he promised bread

where he must of necessity give only a stone. He gave every caller

encouragement, and then tried to perform the miracle of the loaves and

fishes.

Arthur was an intensely sensitive man. He had an abundance of

moral courage, a thorough realization of the dignity and responsibility

of his office, and a conscientious desire to treat every man with honor-

able candor. When asked what was impossible to grant, he always

tried to explain why, and he wore himself out in the endeavor to satisfy

the public craving, or at least to deny it in a courteous manner.

Mr. Cleveland is made of sterner stuff. No one accuses him of

deception, but he is charged with being rude, and his blunt frankness

does often fall with crushing weight upon intruders. He does not

measure words, but endeavors to express his meaning in a manner that

is not capable of misconstruction, and cannot be misunderstood. He
is brusque, direct, and positive,—does not hesitate to talk of ears in the

presence of donkeys, or of ropes in the hearing of those who ought

to be hanged. The fear of giving offence does not affect him, and un-

worthy people are learning from some wholesome examples to keep out

of his way. The rebuke administered to an Oregon editor who know-

ingly endorsed a rascal for the office of judge, and then wrote to warn

the President not to appoint him, has been repeated more times than

the world knows of, and was not without effect. The story is told of

a Western politician who called to urge the President to be more rapid

in the distribution of patronage among his party. Mr. Cleveland

recognized in his adviser a man who had induced him a few months

before to appoint to office a fellow previously convicted of horse-stealing,

and, filled with righteous wrath, he bluntly exclaimed,

—

" I suppose you would like me to appoint two horse-thieves a day

instead of one."
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Very few men in private affairs devote so many hours to labor, and

so few to rest and recreation, as the President. He is not a rapid man,

but by nature and training deliberate. He pays minute attention to

details, and takes nothing for granted. Every official paper receives

the same attention that he gave to legal documents when he was prac-

tising law, and much time is consumed by him with matter that any

other President would send to a Cabinet officer or a clerk. Not long

ago, one of his ministers went to him with an Executive order drawn

in proper form for his signature.

" What is this about ?'' asked the President.

The Secretary explained that it was purely a formal affair ; but Mr.

Cleveland required all the papers to be sent to him, and examined them

thoroughly before he would sign the document.

A member of Congress from a Southern State called to ask the

appointment of a constituent to an office. The President remarked

that he should not be in any haste to fill the place, as he wanted to

select the best man among the several candidates.

" But I assure you, sir," said the Congressman, " that this is the

best man. I know them all, sir, and give you my word, sir, on the

honor of a gentleman."

" I^m obliged for your opinion," replied the President, " but I prefer

to make an inquiry."

The Congressman was very indignant at what he considered a re-

flection upon his honor, and, as he left the room, remarked,

—

" You will discover by inquiry, sir, that my word is good where I

am known."

The President refused to go to the Capitol on the last day of the

session to sign bills as fast as Congress passed them, as his pred-ecessors

had done, and declined to approve any measure until he had had

an opportunity to give it a personal examination. Congress was pro-

voked at this lack of confidence in its honesty and judgment, and

several bills failed to become laws that any other man would have

signed on faith. The attention he devotes to minor matters is an ag-

gravation to those who have to wait for his conclusions, and causes the

wheels of government to move slowly, but, like the mills of God, they

" grind exceeding small."

The President's breakfast is served in the private dining-room, just

west of the main entrance to the White House, at eight o'clock every

morning. He has no valet, and would not know what to do with one.

He shaves himself, as he did when he was a private citizen. Ever since

the days of Lincoln the same colored man has shaved all the Presidents

except Hayes and Garfield, who wore full beards. This man has a
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desk in the Treasury, and has done the work of a clerk from the time

of Johnson, who took him from a public barber-shop into government

employment. His habit has been to stop at the Executive mansion

every morning on his way to the Department, to shave the President,

who has paid him for the service as he would pay any other barber.

After breakfast, which is always a hearty but a plain meal, for the

President is a good eater, and cares little for fancy cooking, he goes to

his desk, where his secretary has laid his private mail. These letters

are many, and, with the morning papers, furnish him employment until

ten o'clock, when the official day begins. Never having acquired the

habit of dictation, he seldom uses a stenographer. Not only does he

write all his private correspondence and many official letters, but seals

and addresses the envelopes himself, and even puts on the postage-

stamps. All his messages, his inaugural address, the one hundred and

ten vetoes he has sent to Congress, and every published paper from his

pen, have been written with his own hand, and many of them after

midnight. He loves work, has peculiar methods, and claims that he

can accomplish more, and be better satisfied with the results, by doing

things unaided and in his own way. Even his wedding-invitations

were autographs, and he addressed the boxes of wedding-cake that were

sent to friends. He writes a small, feminine hand, and seldom corrects

his manuscript.

At ten o'clock in the morning the President receives official callers.

Members of the Cabinet, Senators, Representatives in Congress, and

other officials have precedence. Strangers are required to present their

cards to Charley Loeffler, the official usher, who for many administra-

tions has been a buffer between the Presidents and the bores. Long

experience has given him an acquaintance with the public men of the

country, and the faculty of acute discernment, so that he can distin-

guish with almost clairvoyant power between the worthy and the

unworthy applicants for Executive attention. The former are admitted

at his discretion, or their cards are taken to Mr. Cleveland with an

explanation of their errand, while the rest are sent into an anteroom.

The seats in the latter apartment are usually occupied by a motley col-

lection of office-seekers, claimants, and cranks, whose patience and

powers of endurance are equal to those of the President himself, whom
they are seldom able to see.

Until the coming of Arthur, the library was reserved as a private

apartment. Mrs. Grant and Mrs. Hayes used it as a family sitting-

room, and official visitors were received in the Cabinet chamber, which

adjoins it on the east and is connected with it by a wide door. The

library is a large oval room, plainly furnished in brown leather, with
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dwarf book-cases around the walls, filled with a heterogeneous assem-

blage of books, the accidental accumulation of years. Most of them

are gift-copies from the authors or publishers to the several Presidents,

who did not think it worth while to take them away. The shelves

were once covered by a well-chosen collection of standard works, but

the sets are broken, and many of the most valuable volumes are said to

have been carried off by a certain President who claimed them as the

perquisites of office.

At the end of the room, in a wide semicircular window which

commands one of the most beautiful views in the world, stands a hand-

somely-carved oaken desk, with a brass plate upon its face to tell its

history. It was presented to the President of the United States during

the administration of Franklin Pierce, by Queen Victoria, as a souvenir

of the rescue by an American whaler of Her Majesty's ship Resolute,

which had been sent to the Arctic seas in search of Sir John Franklin.

The hulk was finally recovered and towed to England, and this desk,

among other mementos, w^as manufactured of its timbers.

While at work the President wears a pair of enormous ox-bow

spectacles nearly two inches across the lens, mounted in horn, which

were made for him by a Buffalo oculist. Formerly there hung behind

him an ordinary bird-cage, in which was imprisoned a beautifid canary

hatched on the day he was elected President, and he is very fond of its

songs. But since the inauguration of a mistress at the White House

the pet has been taken to Mrs. Cleveland's room.

The people who come to see him are seated around the library in

the order of their arrival, and the President either invites them one by

one to a chair by his side, or goes to them, standing as he talks. Often

he asks some to remain after the rest have gone, that he may see them

privately, or when he notices some one whose time he knows is pre-

cious, he singles him out for an immediate conference. Thus his time

is spent till half-past one o'clock, except on Cabinet days, when the in-

terviews close at twelve. Three times a week he goes down-stairs to the

great East E-oom, where he holds a public reception for the benefit of

those who have the curiosity to see a President or wish merely to pay

their respects. At this hour one can find a gathering of all the tourists

who happen to be in the city, and the company is mostly composed of

strangers, who are marshalled in line by the doorkeepers and pass in re-

view before him. Usually precedence is given to the ladies and the

aged, and a reception seldom occurs without the discovery of some old

chap who has shaken hands with all the Chief INIagistrates from Wash-
ington down. The President enjoys these incidents, and has a pleasant

word for every one. There are always bashful girls, who blush at the

Vol. XXXIX.—19
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gallant remarks he makes, but will remember them to tell to their

grandchildren, and a dozen or more brides, with the brand upon them,

whom the President has learned to detect with accuracy. To them he

always offers his congratulations and a blessing. Next, perhaps, will

come a motherly old lady, who tells him that she had an only son

killed in the war, or some blooming matron, who has named her baby

"Grover" and would like to take some memento home to the child.

Then there are half a dozen men who have always supported the Demo-
cratic ticket, and would like to vote for Cleveland again. Such people

the President dodges with an impatient motion, for fear they will ask

him for an office. Lingering at the end of the line Avill come some

conscious beauty to tender the President a bouquet. To children he is

always attentive, and to the old ladies who say they pray for him he

has a grateful word of thanks ; but any one attempting to talk about

offices or politics is roughly hurried along.

In the days when the President announced that he would hear no

applications for office, there came to Washington from a Western city

an Irishman, with his member of Congress, to apply for a consulate.

Having failed to reach the President in the regular way, they deter-

mined to try one of the public receptions. The applicant was a mon-

strous fellow, by profession a bridge-tender, but had political influence

enough to elect himself to the Legislature, and was now ambitious to

serve his country abroad.

" I knowed it was a mane trick to pull a cowld deck on him at wan o'

thim bloody reciptions,'^ he remarked to me the evening after it hap-

pened, " but it wuz Mike—he's me Mimber, y' know—that put up the

job. Says he, ^ Jerry, y' lunkhead, lave it t' me.' An' he tuk me up

to th' Exicutive mansion, a place I wuz niver in afore in me life. Ther'

wuz a big crowd there, an' Mike he p'inted thim out to me. ^That

man a-sittin' yonways,' says he, 4s Sinator So-an-so, an' the wan fer-

ninst 'im is Governor This-an-that,' an' he rattled off the names o' the

big-bugs, till I says to meself, says I, ^ Jerry O'Toole, ye wuz niver in

sich company in all yer life, an' ef th' ould woman wuz here she'd be

proud o' ye,' says I, fer ther' wuzn't a man among thim all that I

couldn't 'a' throwed over me showlder. By an' by His Nibs comes in,

an' as th' crowd wuz gittin' in a row t' go by 'm, Mike he turned t' me,

an' says he, ^ Jerry.' ^ An' what'll ye be havin' ?' says I. An' says he,

* Whin we come to the Prisident, an' I introjuce ye as bein' afther a con-

sulate at Dooblin,' says he, ^ ye must git in yer work, me boy,' says he.

* Jist watch me,' savs I.

" So whin we came up to the Prisident, Mike shpoke up as big as a

jedge, an' he says, ^ Mr. Prisident,' says he, ^ I'd loike fer t' introjuce to
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yer Honor/ says he, Hhe Honorable Jerry O'Toole, late a E,iprisintative

in the Ligislature of me State/ says he: ^Mr. O'Toole wud loike t' pass

a few words wid yer Honor/ says he, ^wid regards t' th' Dooblin

mission, fer which he is a ladin' canderdate,' says he. His Nibs looked

at Mike, an' thin he looked at me, an' thin he shpoke up, an' he says,

says he, ^Oi'm glad to mate ye, Mr. O'Toole, an' ye're a large man,

sorr,' says he. ^ Ye're no slouch yerself, sorr,' says I, havin' it back

at 'im, plisint-loike, ye see, ^an' ye're han'somer than yer picturs, sorr,

by a big sight,' says I, by way o' compliment ; an' ' Thank ye, sorr, an'

good-day t' ye,' says he, as he grabbed th' flipper uv a galoot behind

me, an' divil a wurred about the Dooblin consulate.'

" I turned around t' Mike, an' he says, 'Why didn't ye git in yer

work?' says he. ^An' how could I,' says I, *wid it as ivident as th'

nose on yer face,' says I, ' that he didn't mane t' discuss it ?'

"* We'll go t' th' State Dapartmint,' says he; an' we wint. Mr.

Bayard is a very foine man, an' he lives in a foine room, an' he has a

nayger t' take th' tickets at th' door. An' purty soon th' nayger came

out, an' he says, wid a bow an' a wave o' his hand, jist as if he owned

th' place an' all th' contints, an' he says, says he, ' Mr. Bayard is purty

busy this day, but he'll give ye two minits,' says he; and wid that he

opened th' door. ^ An' what kin we do in two minits,' says I, ' wid

the Dooblin mission ?' ^ Wud ye howid yer tongue ?' says Mike ; an'

in we wint.

"Now, Mr. Bayard is as plisint a shpoken man as iver y' saw, an'

whin Mike towld him who I wuz, he said he wuz glad I had done him

th' honor t' call. ^ Don't mintion it,' says I. Thin Mike he says,

'Mr. Secretary,' says he, ^Mr. O'Toole wud be afther acceptin' th'

Dooblin mission, sorr,' says he, an' comminced t' tell him what a shwing

I had wid th' boys. Thin Mr. Bayard he looked up, an', in a most

gintlemanly way he has, says, ^I regrit, sorr,' says he, ^that the place

yeez wuz good enough to mintion wuz filled some time since, before w^e

knowed Mr. O'Toole wuz a canderdate,' says he. ^ How's that, Mike?^

says I ; but, takin' no notice o' me, an' not th' laast bit rattled, he says

t' Mr. Bayard, as big as a jedge, says he, ' Mebbe Mr. O'Toole wud
accipt some other place,' says he. ^That I wud,' says I, not bein'

willin' to lose a p'int in th' game ; an', lookin' at me, says Mike, ' Where
be thim papers, Jerry ?—the recommendations, I mane.' An' whin I

fetched frum me pocket the papers the boys got up, he begun ag'in t'

tell him what a big man I wuz. Mr. Bayard, sort o' hasty-like, says, ^ I

suppose what y'd be givin' me is writ down in thim papers,' says he,

an' says I, ^It is, an' a hape more too, sorr.' ^Well, thin,' says he,

*av ye'll be lavin' 'em wid me I'll rade 'em at me laisure,' says
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he, ^an^ communicate wid ye/ says he; an' wid that he bid us good-

day, an' I don't think Oi'm goin' t' git th' place."

From his public reception the President always goes to luncheon

at which he entertains Mrs. Cleveland by relating the incidents that

daily occur. After luncheon he returns to his desk, attending to

official matters, and conferring with his Cabinet on current business.

The regular Cabinet meetings are held at noon on Tuesdays and

Thursdays of each week, in the long narrow room in which Lincoln

and Grant and a dozen of their predecessors directed the affairs of the

nation. The old table around which the ministers sit, if it could talk,

w^ould tell stories that have no place in history ; for the most interest-

ing events that occur in its presence never reach the public ear. This

historical room is always open to visitors when the Cabinet is not in

session, and many tourists inspect it every day. The interior is

plainly furnished, the walls are painted of a drab tint, and the ceiling

is frescoed with a group of cherubs climbing among clusters of gay

flowers. The mantel is a simple affair of cinnamon-colored marble,

and a fire of hickory logs is usually blazing cheerfully on the hearth

in w^inter-time. On the walls hang portraits of John Hampden, by

"Vandyke, and of Washington, by Cadena, a South American artist,

which was presented to the government in the time of Hayes, and a

bird's-eye view of the city. Maps of the Continents hang from a patent

rack, and in one corner is a large globe which affords the Cabinet an

opportunity to study geography in the intervals of their discussions.

In another corner is a revolving book-case, containing a set of the

Revised Statutes and the last reports of the Executive Departments.

Near the entrance to the library is an old-fashioned secretary, where

Colonel Lament sits when he is called into the conference.

The members of the Cabinet sit around the table in large arm-

chairs upholstered in leather, the President at one end, with his back

to the window, and the Secretary of the Interior at the other. At the

President's right is the Secretary of State, at his left the Secretary of

the Treasury, then the Secretary of War and the Postmaster-General

on one side, with the Secretary of the Navy and the Attorney-General

opposite them. No records of the Cabinet meetings are kept, beyond

an occasional memorandum made by the members to remind them of

matters to be attended to, and the sessions are not at all formal, being

often varied by story-telling, the Attorney-General usually having a

yarn to relate. Each member brings a large, old-fashioned portfolio^

and some of these have been in use for a century. They contain docu-

ments to be submitted, and commissions for the President's signature.

When he signs them they are sent to the Executive clerk to be re-
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corded, and are then forwarded, with a blank oath of office, to those

who have been so fortunate as to draw prizes in the official lottery.

Beginning with the Secretary of State, and following the order of

official precedence, each member submits such matters as he desires,

and they are informally discussed. No vote is ever taken, but each

expresses any views he may have on the subjects under consideration.

Memoranda from one are often submitted to another for examination

and review, and legal questions are referred to the Attorney-General

for an opinion. All the proceedings are supposed to be confidential

;

but the newspaper correspondents are usually able, by means of their

own, to ascertain what has been under consideration, and how it was

disposed of.

At half-past four or five o'clock every day the President goes out to

drive with Mrs. Cleveland or Colonel Lamont, and is usually absent

for an hour and a half or two hours. He uses a victoria if the

weather is pleasant, or a coach if it is stormy, drawn by a pair of

large seal-brown horses. His coachman is Albert Hawkins, a hand-

some colored man, who has served seven Presidents in this capacity and

is very proud of the fact that no accident ever happened while he was

on the box, although he has had all sorts of horses to handle. The

official stables are some distance from the White House, hidden in a

clump of hemlocks south of the State Department. They belong to

the government; but the President is obliged to buy his forage and

pay the wages of the coachman and hostlers. Mr. Cleveland has no

footman, but if one is needed the steward serves. Usually he drives out

to his country-place to watch the work of repair, for he takes great

interest in the property, and expects to reside there at the end of his

term. In the mean time Mrs. Folsom will occupy it, and the President

and Mrs. Cleveland will use the house as a resort when they are weary

of the official atmosphere of the Executive mansion.

Returning from his drive, the President dines at seven o'clock, and

then, after reading the evening papers, resumes his desk till midnight,

Mrs. Cleveland sitting beside him, reading or doing fancy-work, and

often assisting him at his labors. Before he was married the President

often remained at his desk until two or three o'clock in the morning,

as Mr. Arthur did, but now seldom sits up beyond midnight. He
has no taste for society, and is more at home at his labors. Mrs. Cleve-

land's callers never see him. President Arthur ordinarily had a party

of friends around him in the evening ; but scarcely once a month does

his successor leave his w^ork to entertain company.

jNIr. Arthur was fond of horseback-riding, and had a thoroughbred

on which he enjoyed a rapid canter whenever the weather permitted,
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his companion usually being his son Alan, or one of the Senators from

South Carolina, both of whom, although they are each minus a leg, are

good horsemen. He also had a splendid roadster, which he enjoyed

driving to a light wagon, as Grant did, and often he could be seen

at the Soldiers' Home making the gravel fly from under his horses'

feet. President Grant was once arrested by a green policeman for fast

driving, and used to relate the incident with great zest. i

From the time of Lincoln to that of Arthur, the Presidents spent

the summer months in a cottage at the Soldiers' Home, three miles from

the city, driving to town every morning and returning at night ; but

the latter preferred the Executive mansion, and Mr. Cleveland will

occupy his own house another year.

The government provides the furniture for the White House, keeps

the building and grounds in order, and pays the salaries of the clerks,

the steward, three ushers, five messengers, two doorkeepers, a watchman

in charge of the grounds, and an engineer to attend to the heating-appa-

ratus. The fuel- and gas-bills, and the expenses of maintaining the

conservatory, are defrayed from the public treasury. The President

pays for his food, and for the personal service of the household. The

entire appropriation for the expenses of the Executive, including the

salaries of the clerks, is about forty thousand dollars a year.

The President's salary is fifty thousand dollars, the same as is paid

by the British government to its minister to Washington ; and he, as

well as the President, has a house to live in. The Chinese minister

receives a similar amount. It is impossible for the President, if he

lives in a style befitting his exalted office, to save much, if any, money.

General Grant spent all his salary, and at times lived ahead of it.

President Hayes was a frugal man, and has the reputation of having

laid away over a hundred thousand dollars. General Arthur was able

to save a little, the most of it during the first year of his term, when

he escaped the expense of state dinners, because of the period of

mourning for his predecessor. These official entertainments are the

most serious attacks upon his purse the President has to meet, as he is

expected to give a series every winter, which cost never less than five

hundred dollars each, and often more than a thousand. The govern-

ment ought to pay for these banquets, as they are much more of an

official necessity than the conservatory and many other features of the

President's life. One dinner is given annually to the Cabinet, another

to the Justices of the Supreme Court, a third to the Diplomatic Corps,

a fourth to the prominent officers of the army and navy, and every

member of Congress expects to receive an invitation at least once

during his term. Very few people enjoy the formal and stupid affiiirs,
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and usually the guests as well as the hosts vote them bores. Under

the Hayes administration they were abandoned because Mrs. Hayes

would not allow wine to be served, and Secretary Evarts insisted that

a state dinner without wine was absurd. President Cleveland gave

only two during the first year of his term, but in place of them his

sister entertained the wives of all the Senators, Representatives, and

leading officials at luncheons, or high teas, which were more agreeable.

In addition to dining the notables, the President gives a series of

receptions every winter, and two or three public levees, as they have

been called since the time of AYashington, at which all the world, with

their wives and children, have the opportunity to see and clasp the

hands of the President and his wife. On Saturday afternoons during

the season Mrs. Cleveland receives the public, assisted by the ladies of

the Cabinet and such others as she may choose to invite. Two even-

ings in the w^ek also she is " at home'^ informally to friends ; but no

one is expected to call who has not the acquaintance of the lady of

the White House. •

The etiquette of his position prohibits the President from accepting

general hospitality, as it excuses his wife from returning visits. He
may dine with the members of his Cabinet, or with the Justices of the

Supreme Court, or with General Sheridan, Admiral Porter, Speaker

Carlisle, or Mr. Sherman, the President of the Senate ; but there he

must draw the line. The wife of the President is governed by the

same restrictions, except that she may accept private invitations to the

houses of friends where no other company is expected.

President Cleveland has been more economical in the expenditure

of the contingent fund appropriated for his use than any of his prede-

cessors, and the White House for that reason is beginning to look a

little shabby. He is as frugal in his official as in his personal expendi-

tures, and, although by no means penurious, practises the " Jeffersonian

simplicity" that he preaches. No man cares less for public opinion in

one respect, and none cares more in another. He has an abiding faith

in the correctness of his own convictions, and believes in a "guiding

hand." His faith is a mixture of the Calvinistic doctrine of fore-

ordination and the fatalism of the Hindoos. The former was inherited

from his Presbyterian father, and the latter was born of reflection upon

his own remarkable career. He has faith in his own sincerity and in

the eternal endurance of the right. He believes the people will sustain

him in the policy he has adopted, and that the politicians will have to

follow. One of his first acts when he reached the White House was

to discharge the " newspaper clerk," whose sole duty was to clip from

the papers everything that related to the President, favorable or un-
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favorable. The extracts were pasted in scrap-books and laid on the

President's table every day. At the end of his term Mr. Hayes took

to Fremont several large boxes of these books. Mr. Cleveland is not

insensible to the compliments or the criticism of the press, but cares

less about either than most men. He reads the leading papers every

day, and Colonel Lamont, with the skill of a trained editor, runs over

those he does not see, and marks such articles as he thinks the Presi-

dent should read.

The position of private secretary to the President is one of the

most important under the government, and the man who holds it has

a power second only to that of his chief. He is the keeper of his

records, the custodian of his confidence, the guardian of his ear, the

bridle of his tongue, and the censor of his correspondence. He stands

between the President and the public, and the dependence of both upon

him is absolute. It is he that is responsible for the execution of the

President's will, and when he speaks it is with the voice of an oracle.

Mr. Cleveland is fortunate in having by his side a man in whom he

has unlimited confidence and who is entirely worthy of it. Lamont

is his alter ego. Faithful and judicious, prudent and cool, quick of per-

ception and keen of penetration, he has saved the President from many
blunders, and has never led him astray.

Since the President's marriage the daily routine of the White House

has been little changed. The mistress of the mansion has no cares

except those of a social nature. There is a housekeeper, whom the

President brought from Albany, and a colored steward, who has charge

of the cuisine. During the society season a French chef presides in

the kitchen, but after the state dinners are over the President employs

a colored " auntie," whose cooking he prefers. Mrs. Cleveland spends

her time reading, answering her letters,—and she receives a great many,

from strangers as well as friends,—going shopping and driving, looking

after her own wardrobe, for she has no maid, and entertaining her

numerous callers ; and when the President is alone she spends as much

of her time as she can with him. She conscientiously answers all the

letters she receives that are worthy of a reply, and her compositions are

in excellent taste. To a lady who addressed her on the temperance

question she wrote,

—

" The subject to which you refer and ask my advice is one in which

your own conscience must dictate the wisest course for you to pursue.

You have better opportunities for knowing how you can do the most

good, and it seems to me that should be the standard by which we women

should settle all great questions in life. It rarely occurs that a woman
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needs for herself the restraining inflnence of a temperance pledge ; but

if by placing ourselves under the obligations of such an organization

we can better help our fathers, brothers, husband, lovers, and friends,

I think there should be no hesitation in the matter. I know something

of the Good Templars, and that they do good work. It Is quite certain

you can do no harm by casting your lot on the side of temperance ; and

you may do much good. I do not consider it a small matter by any

means, and am glad you ask the question. It is encouraging to know
of ev^ery sister who wants to add her strength to the cause which

happily some day will rid our land of ruined men and broken families.

" Very truly yours,

" Fbances Cleveland."
"Executive Mansioit, Washington, D.C.

To a lady in Kentucky who announced the christening of her baby

as " Frankle Cleveland Winter,'^ the President's wife wrote,

—

" Many thanks for the kind way In which you remembered me in

your little glrFs name. May she be blessed through life as I have

been. But will you do me the favor not to call her Frankle, but Frances

or Frank ? I am never called Frankle, and dislike the name very much.

With congratulations and best wishes, I am
" Sincerely yours,

"Frances Cleveland."

In the catalogue of Wells College, where she was educated, Mrs.

Cleveland's name appears as " Frank," but since her marriage she has

written It " Frances." The Christian women of the country will be

glad to know that she is a devout member of the Presbyterian church

and without ostentation carries her principles Into the conduct of her

daily life. She refused to join the President in his journey to Boston

because she had conscientious scruples against travelling on Sunday,

and is a regular attendant upon the services of the First Presbyterian

Church of Washington, with which she united soon after her mar-

riage. Of her beauty and accomplishments much has been said. No
woman was ever subjected to a severer test than she, and none could

have endured It with more charming grace. A mere girl, just out of

school, she was placed in contrast with the social leaders of the land,

but thus far has received and deserved nothing but the admiration and

affection of the people.

William E. Curtis.
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MERE EGOTISM,

THOUGH I had my start from an uncultured, unreading stratum

of society, and grew up amid surroundings the least calculated

to awaken the literary faculty, yet I early took pleasure in trying to

express myself upon paper,—probably in my sixteenth or seventeenth

year. Earlier than that, I think, the act of composition had anything

but charms for me. I remember that while at school, at the age of

about fourteen, I was required, like the other students, to write a " com-

position" at stated times, but usually evaded the duty in one way or

another. On one occasion I copied something from a comic almanac

and unblushingly handed it in as my own. But the teacher detected

the fraud, and required me to produce something original of not less

than twelve lines in leno-th before I again left the school-room. I

racked my poor brains in vain : not an idea, no light in any direction.

The short winter day was near its close, and school was soon to be

dismissed, when one of my school-fellows, who sat in the seat behind

me, a bright and favorite scholar, who has since turned out to be the

Napoleon of the world of stocks and railroads, wrote twelve lines of

doggerel on his slate and passed it slyly over to me. I coolly copied it,

handed it to the teacher, and went forth with the rest of my mates when

school was dismissed. -

A few years later, when I attended the seminary at Ashland and at

Cooperstown, though only standing at about the average in general

scholarship, I often received the highest marks in composition. I had a

" knack" of expression which came easily. My taste in reading took

rather an unusual turn for a boy. I was attracted by everything of

the essay kind. In the libraries and book-stores I was on the lookout

for books of essays. And I wanted the essay to start, not in a casual

and inconsequential way, but the first sentence must be a formal enun-

ciation of a principle. I bought the whole of Dr. Johnson's works at a

second-hand book-store in New York, because, on looking into them, I

found his essays appeared to be of solid essay-stuff from beginning to

end. I passed by Montaigne's Essays at the same time, because they

had a personal and gossipy look. Almost my fir^t literary attempts

were moral reflections, somewhat in the Johnsonian style. I lived on

the " Rambler" and the " Idler" all one year, and tried to produce some-

thing of my own in similar form. As a youth I was a philosopher; as

a young man I was an Emersonian ; as a middle-aged man I am a literary

naturalist ; but always have I been an essayist.
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It was while I was at school, in my nineteenth year, that I saw my
first author; and I distinctly remember with what emotion I gazed

upon him, and followed him in the twilight, keeping on the other side

of the street. He was of little account,—a man who had failed as a

lawyer, and then had written a history of Poland, which I have never

heard of since that time ; but to me he was the embodiment of the

august spirit of authorship, and I looked upon him with more rever-

ence and enthusiasm than I had ever before looked upon any man. I

do not think I could have approaclied and spoken to him on any con-

sideration. I cannot at this date divine why I should have stood in such

worshipful fear and awe of this obscure individual, but I suppose it

was the instinctive tribute of a timid and imaginative youth to a power

which he was just beginning vaguely to see,—the power of letters.

It was at about this time that I first saw my own thoughts in print,

—a communication of some kind to a little country paper published in

an adjoining town. In my twenty-second or twenty-third year I began

to send rude and crude essays to the magazines and to certain New York
weekly papers, but they came back again pretty promptly. I wrote

on such subjects as " Revolutions," " A Man and his Times," " Genius,"

" Individuality," etc. At this period of my life I was much indebted

to Whipple, whose style as it appears in his earlier essays and in the

thin volume of lectures published by Ticknor, Reed & Fields about

1853 is, in my judgment, much better than in his later writings. It

was never a good style, not at all magnetic or penetrating, but it was

clear and direct, and to my mind, at that period, stimulating. Hig-

ginson had just begun to publish his polished essays in the Atlantic

;

and I found much help in them also. They were a little cold, but

they had the quality which belongs to the work of a man who looks

upon literature as a fine art. My mind had already begun to turn to

out-door themes, and Higginson gave me a good send-ofP in this direc-

tion. But the master-enchanter of this period of my life and of many
following years was Emerson. While at school, in my nineteenth year,

in my search for essays I had carried to my room one volume of his,

but I could do nothing with it. What, indeed, could a Johnsonian

youth make of Emerson? A year or so later I again opened one of

his books in a Chicago book-store, and was so taken with the first taste

of it that I then and there purcliased the three volumes,—the Essays

and the Miscellanies. All that summer I fed upon them and steeped

myself in them : so that when, a year or two afterwards, I wrote an essay

on " Expression" and sent it to the Atlantic^ it was so Emersonian

that the editor thought some one was trying to palm oif on him an

early essay of Emerson's which he had not seen. Satisfying himself
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that Emerson had published no such paper, he printed It in the No-

vember number of 1860. It had not much merit. I remember this

sentence, which may contain some truth aptly put :
" Dr. Johnson's

periods act like a lever of the third kind : the power applied always

exceeds the weight raised."

It was mainly to break the spell of Emerson's influence and get

upon ground of my own that I took to writing upon out-door themes.

I wrote half a dozen or more sketches upon all sorts of open-air subjects,

which were published in the New York Leader. The woods, the soil,

the waters, helped to draw out the pungent Emersonian flavor and

restore me to my proper atmosphere. But to this day I am aware that

a suggestion of Emerson's manner often crops out in my writings. His

mind was the firmer, harder substance, and was bound to leave its mark

upon my own. But, in any case, my debt to him is great. He helped

me to better literary expression, he quickened my perception of the

beautiful, he stimulated and fertilized my religious nature. Unless one

is naturally more or less both of a religious and of a poetic turn, the

writings of such men as Emerson and Carlyle are mainly lost upon

him. Two-thirds of the force of these writers, at least, is directed

into these channels. It is the quality of their genius, rather than the

scope and push of their minds, that endears them to us. They quicken

the conscience and stimulate the character as well as correct the taste.

They are not the spokesmen of science or the reason, but of the soul.

About this period I fell in with Thoreau's " Walden ;" but I am not

conscious of any great debt to Thoreau : I had begun to write upon out-

door themes before his books fell into my hands, but he undoubtedly

helped confirm me in my own direction. He was the intellectual child

of Emerson, but added a certain crispness and pungency, as of wild

roots and herbs, to the urbane philosophy of his great neighbor. But

Thoreau had one quality which I wish I might have imbibed more of

from his books : he was not afraid of men. Here, as in so many other

respects, he had greatly the advantage of me. He seems to have been

as insensible to people as he was open and hospitable to Nature. It

probably gave him as much pleasure to snub a man as it did to open

his door to a woodchuck.

Let me confess that I am too conscious of persons,—feel them too

much, defer to them too much, and try too hard to ad^pt myself to them.

Emerson says, " A great man is coming to dine with me : I do not wish

to please him, I wish that he should wish to please me." I should be

sure to overdo the matter in trying to please the great man : more

than that, his presence would probably take away my appetite for my
dinner.
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In speaking of the men who have influenced me, or to whom I owe

the greatest debt, let me finish the list here. I was not born out of

time, but in good time. The men I seemed to need most were nearly

all my contemporaries ; the ideas and influences which address them-

selves to me the most directly and forcibly have been abundantly

current in my time. Hence I owe, or seem to owe, more to contempo-

rary authors than to the men of the past. I have lived in the present

time, in the present hour, and have invested myself in the objects nearest

at hand. Besides the writers I have mentioned, I am conscious of owing

a debt to Whitman, Ruskin, Arnold, Wordsworth, Coleridge, and Ten-

nyson. To Whitman I owe a certain liberalizing influence, as well as

a lesson in patriotism which I could have got in the same measure

from no other source. Whitman opens the doors, and opens them wide.

He pours a flood of human sympathy which sets the whole world

afloat. He is a great humanizing power. There is no other personality

in literature that gives me such a sense of breadth and magnitude in the

purely human and personal qualities. His poems are dominated by a

sense of a living, breathing man as no other poems are. This would

not recommend them to some readers ; but it recommends them to such

as myself, who value in books perennial human qualities above all

things. To put a great personality in poetry is to establish a living

fountain of power, where the jaded and exhausted race can refresh and

renew itself.

To a man in many ways the opposite of Whitman, who stands for

an entirely different, almost antagonistic, order of ideas,—to wit, Matthew

Arnold,—I am indebted for a lesson in clear thinking and clean expression

such as I have got from no other. Arnold's style is probably the most

lucid, the least embarrassed by anything false or foreign, of that of any

writer living. His page is as clear as science and as vital and flexible

as poetry. Indeed, he affords a notable instance of the cool, impartial

scientific spirit wedded to, or working through, the finest poetic delicacy

and sensibility.

I have not been deeply touched or moved by any English poet of

this century save Wordsworth. Nearly all other poetry of nature is

tame and insincere compared with his. But my poetic sympathies are

probably pretty narrow. I cannot, for instance, read Robert Browning,

except here and there a short poem. The sheer mechanical effort of

reading him, of leaping and dodging and turning sharp corners to over-

take his meaning, is too much for me. It makes my mental bones ache.

It is not that he is so subtile and profound, for he is less in both these

respects than Shakespeare, but that he is so abrupt and elliptical and

plays such fantastic tricks with syntax. His verse is like a springless
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wagon on a rough road. He is full of bounce and vigor, but it is of

the kind that bruises the flesh and makes one bite his tono;ue. Swin-

bume has lilt and flow enough, certainly, and yet I cannot read him.

He sickens me from the opposite cause : I am adrift in a sea of melodious

words, with never an idea to cling to. There is to me something grue-

some and uncanny about Swinburne's poetry, like the clammy and

rapidly-growing fungi in nature. It is not health, but disease ; it is not

inspiration, but a mortal flux. The Saturday Review, in noticing my
last volume, " Signs and Seasons," intimates that I might have found

better specimens of sea-poetry to adorn the chapter called "A Salt

Breeze'^ in Mr. Swinburne than those I have given, and quotes the

following stanzas from him as proof:

Hardly we saw the high moon hanging,

Heard hardly through the windy night

Far waters ringing, low reefs clanging,

Under wan skies and waste white light.

With chafe and change of surges chiming,

The clashing channels rocked and rang

Large music, wave to wild wave timing,

And all the choral waters sang.

Words, words, words ! and all struck with the leprosy of alliteration.

Such poetry would turn my blood to water. " Wan skies and waste

white light,''—are there ever any other skies or any other light in

Swinburne ?

But this last is an ill wind which I fear can blow no good to any

one. I have lived long enough to know that my own private likes and

dislikes do not always turn out to be the decrees of the Eternal. Some

writers confirm one and brace him where he stands ; others give him a

lift forward. I am not aware that more than two American writers

have been of the latter service to me,—Emerson and Whitman. Such

a spirit as Bryant is confirmatory. I may say the same of Whittier and

Longfellow. I owe to these men solace and encouragement, but no new

territory.

Still, the influences that shape one's life are often so subtile and re-

mote, and of such small beginning, that it will not do to be too positive

about these matters. At any rate, self-analysis is a sort of back-handed

work, and one is lucky if he comes at all near the truth.

As such a paper must of necessity be egotistical, let me not flinch

in any part of my task on that account.

What little merit my style has is the result of much study and
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discipline. I have taught myself always to get down to the quick of

my mind at once, and not fumble about amid the husks at the surface.

Unless one can give the sense of vitality in his pages, no mere verbal

brightness or scholarly attainments will save him. In the best writing

every sentence is filled with the writer's living, breathing quality, just as

in the perfected honey-comb every cell is filled with honey. But how
much empty comb there is even in the best books ! I wish to give

an account of a bird, or a flower, or of any open-air scene or incident.

My whole effort is to see the thing just as it was. I ask myself,

" Exactly how did this thing strike my mind ? What was promi-

nent ? What was subordinated ?'' I have been accused of romancing

at times. But it is not true. I set down the thing exactly as it fell

out.. People say, " I do not see what you do when I take a walk."

But for the most part they do, but the fact as it lies there in nature is

crude and raw : it needs to be brought out, to be passed through the

heart and mind and presented in appropriate words. This humanizes

it and gives it an added charm and significance. This, I take it, is what

is meant by idealizing and interpreting Nature. We do not add to or

falsely color the facts : we disentangle them, and invest them with the

magic of written words.

To give anything like vitality to one's style, one must divest one's

self of any false or accidental or factitious mood or feeling, and get

down to his real self, and speak as directly and sincerely as he does

about his daily business or affairs, and with as little affectation. One

may write from the outside of his mind, as it were, write and write,

glibly and learnedly, and make no impression ; but when one speaks from

real insight and conviction of his own, men are always glad to hear

him, whether they agree with him or not. So much writing or speaking

is like mere machine-work, as if you turned a crank and the piece or

discourse came out. It is not the man's real mind, his real experience.

This he does not know how to get at : it has no connection with his

speaking or writing faculty. How rare are real poems,—poems that

spring from real feeling, a real throb of emotion, and not from a mere

surface-itching of the mind for literary expression ! The great mass of

the poetry of any age is purely artificial, and has no root in real things.

It is a kind of masquerading. The stock poetic forms are masks behind

w^hich the poetlings hide their real poverty of thought and feeling. In

prose one has no such factitious aids : here he must stand upon his

own merits : he has not the cloak of Milton, or Tennyson, or Spenser,

to hide in.

It is, of course, the young writer who oflenest fails to speak his

real mind or to speak from any proper basis of insight and conviction.
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He is carried away by a fancy, a love of novelty, or an affectation of

originality. The strange things, the novel things, are seldom true.

Look for truth under your feet. To be original, Carlyle said, is to

be sincere. When one is young, how many discoveries he makes,

—

real mares'-eggs, which by and by turn out to be nothing but field-

pumpkins !

Men who, like myself, are deficient in self-assertion, or whose per-

sonalities are flexible and yielding, make a poor show in politics or

business, but in certain other fields these defects have their advantages.

In action, Renan says, one is weak by his best qualities,—such, I sup-

pose, as tenderness, sympathy, religiousness, etc.,—and strong by his

poorer, or at least his less attractive, qualities. But in letters the

reverse is probably true. How many of us owe our success in this

field to qualities which in a measure disqualified us for an active career

!

A late writer upon Carlyle seeks to demonstrate that the '^ open secret

of his life'^ was his desire to take a hand in the actual affairs of English

politics ; but it is quite certain that the traits and gifts which made him

such a power in literature—namely, his tremendous imagination and his

burdened prophetic conscience—would have stood in his way in dealing

with the coarse affairs of this world.

In my own case, what hinders me with the world helps me with

impersonal Nature. I do not stand in my own light. My will, my per-

sonality, offer little resistance : they let the shy delicate influences pass.

I can surrender myself to Nature without effort, but am more or less

restrained and self-conscious in the presence of my fellows. Bird and

beast take to me, and I to them. I can look in the eye of an ugly dog

and cow or win him, but with an ugly man I have less success.

I have unmistakably the feminine idiosyncrasy. Perhaps this is

the reason that my best and most enthusiastic readers appear to be

women. In the genesis of all my books feeling goes a long way before

intellection. What I feel I can express, and only what I feel. If I

had run after the birds only to write about them, I never should have

written anything that any one would have cared to read. My talent is

a very limited one, and has a pretty short tether. I must write from

sympathy and love, or not at all : I have in no sort of measure the gift

of the ready writer who can turn his pen to all sorts of themes, or the

dramatic, creative gift of the great poets, which enables them to get

out of themselves and present vividly and powerfully things entirely

beyond the circle of their own lives and experiences. I go to the woods

to enjoy myself, and not to report them ; and if I succeed, the expedition

may by and by bear fruit at my pen. When a writer of my limited

range begins to " make believe" or to go outside of his experience, he
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betrays himself at once. My success, such as it is, has been in putting

my own personal feelings and attractions into subjects of universal

interest. I have loved Nature no more than thousands upon thousands

of others have, but my aim has been not to tell that love to my reader,

but to tell it to the trees and the birds and to let them tell him. I

think we all like this indirect way the best. It will not do in litera-

ture to compliment Nature and make love to her by open profession

and declaration : you must show your love by your deeds or your

spirit and by the sincerity of your service to her.

For my part, I can never interview Nature in the reporter fashion : I

must camp and tramp with her to get any good, and what I get I absorb

through my emotions rather than consciously gather through my intel-

lect. Hence the act of composition with me is a kind of self-explora-

tion to see what hidden stores my mind holds. If I write upon a

favorite author, for instance, I do not give my reader something which

lay clearly defined in my mind when I began to write : I give him

what I find, after closest scrutiny, in the subconscious regions,—a result

as unknown to me as to him when I began to write. The same with

out-door subjects. I come gradually to have a feeling that I Avant to

write upon a given theme,—rain, for instance, or snow,—but what I may
have to say upon it is as vague as the background of one of Millet's

pictures : my hope is entirely in the feeling or attraction which draws

my mind that way ; the subject is congenial, it sticks to me : whenever

it recurs to me, it awakens as it were a warm personal response.

Perhaps this is the experience of all other writers : their subjects

find them or bring the key to their hidden stores. Great poets, like

Milton, however, cast about them and deliberately choose a theme : they

are not hampered by their sympathies, nor are they prisoners of their

own personalities, like writers who depend upon this pack of uncon-

scious impressions at their back. An experience must lie in my mind

a certain time before I can put it upon paper,—say from three to six

months. If there is anything in it, it will ripen and mellow in that

time. I rarely take any notes, and I have a very poor memory, but

rely upon the affinity of my mind for a certain order of truths or

observations. What is mine will stick to me, and what is not will

drop off. When I returned from England after a three months' visit

in the summer of 1882, I was conscious of having brought back with

me a few observations that I might expand into two or three short

essays. But when I began to open my pack the contents grew so upon

my hands that it reached many times the measure I at first proposed.

Indeed, when I look back over my seven volumes I wonder where they

have all come from. I am like a boy who at the close of the day looks

Vol. XXXIX.—20
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over his string of fish curiously, not one of which did he know of in

the morning, and every one of which came to his hand from depths

beyond his ken by luck and skill in fishing. I have often caught my
fish when I least expected to, and as often my most determined efforts

have been entirely unavailing.

It is a wise injunction, " Know thyself," but how hard to fulfil

!

This unconscious region in one, this unconscious setting of the currents

of his life in certain directions,—how hard to know that ! The influences

of his family, his race, his times, his environment, are all deeper than

the plummet of his self-knowledge can reach. Yet how we admire

the ready man, the man who always has complete control of his

resources, who can speak the right word instantly ! My own wit is

always belated. After the crisis is past, the right word or the right

sentence is pretty sure to appear and mock me by its tardiness.

There is, no doubt, a great difference in men with reference to this

knowledge and command of their own resources. Some writers seem

to me to be like those military states wherein every man is numbered,

drilled, and equipped, and ready for instant service : the whole male

population is a standing army. But men of my type have no standing

army. They are absorbed in mere living, and, when the occasion re-

quires, they have to recruit their ideas slowly from the vague, uncertain

masses in the background. Hence they never cut a brilliant figure

upon paper, though they may be capable of doing real heart-felt work.

John Burroughs.

COUNTERPARTS.

I
CANNOT lure them !—I, who cannot fly !"

AVith listless petals on the summer air.

The drooping flower breathed a quivering sigh

For dainty butterflies that would not care.

Upon her breast a touch of velvet wings :

—

Even as on the air her sigh arose.

Had come to her the restless, fluttering things,

Lured by the loveliness of her repose.

Alice Wellington Rollins.
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ROTHENBURG FELICITY,

AFTER THE GERMAN OF PAUL HEYSE.

IT was Tuesday in Easter week. Those who had been enjoying their

holiday among the blossoms of spring were returning to their

homes and to the work-day 'troubles which were to begin on the mor-

row. The roads were full of pedestrians ; the railways, in spite of the

extra trains that had been added, were crowded : such delightful and

settled Easter weather had not been known for many years.

The evening express, in the Anspach station, bound for Wiirzburg,

although twice as long as usual, seemed overcrowded ; a tardy second-

class passenger knocked in vain at the door of each carriage, hearing

from within a peremptory " No room here !'^ At last the guard walk-

ing at his side grew impatient, opened a first-class carriage, and, pushing

his charge into the dim interior, closed the door upon him with a bang,

as the train began to move.

A lady, the only occupant of the carriage, lay curled up in an oppo-

site corner asleep. Disturbed by the intruder, she sat upright, and cast

at him a glance of haughty displeasure. There was nothing to attract

her in the fair-haired young man in very modest attire, with a portfolio

under his arm, and a shabby old-fashioned embroidered travelling-bag

in his hand. She acknowledged his courteous bow and stammered ex-

cuses by a supercilious scarcely-perceptible inclination, and settled her-

self to resume her interrupted nap as unconcernedly as if her new com-

panion were only a piece of luggage thrust into the carriage.

The young man, who felt himself an intruder, took care not to remind

her of his presence by any restlessness : indeed, for the first five min-

utes, although he had been running fast, he fairly tried to hold his

breath, and never stirred from his first uncomfortable position in a cor-

ner. He took off his hat and with his handkerchief furtively wiped the

moisture from his brow, discreetly looking out of the window the while,

as if deprecating his intrusion into this higher sphere. As, however,

the sleeper did not stir, and the landscape outside had but little charm,

lie ventured at last to look around, and, after sufficiently admiring the

broad cushion of red plush, and the mirror opposite, he began a cau-

tious survey of his companion, allowing his glance to travel slowly from

the tip of the little boot, peeping from beneath her skirt, up to her

shoulder, and, last, to what was to be seen of her face.

That she was a lady of rank was beyond all doubt, and a foreigner,
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too, from Russia, Poland, or Spain. Everything about her had an

aristocratic air,—her dress, the elegant crimson travelling-bag placed so

carelessly beneath her feet, and the delicately-gloved hand upon which

her cheek was leaning. Moreover, there was perceptible in the carriage

a peculiar fragrance, a mingling of Russia leather and cigarettes, and in

fact upon the floor there were several little white stumps, with scattered

ashes, and grains of Russia tobacco. A book also had fallen there. He
could not find it in his heart to let it lie, and as he carefully picked it

up and laid it on the seat he saw that it was a French novel. All this

filled him with that mysterious and yet not unpleasant sensation of awe

which young men of the middle class feel when in the presence of a lady

of rank. Woman's natural ascendency is heightened by the charm

which the unfamiliar ease of manner and the surmised intensity of the

joys and sorrows of a higher sphere must have for those of a lower one.

Indeed, the chasm existing between social spheres does but deepen this

charm : it excites in the man a vague audacious desire to vindicate his

manhood by boldly leaping across what seems to be an impassable gulf.

No such desire, however, possessed our young traveller : when he felt

quite certain that the lady's slumber was not feigned, he softly drew

from his breast-pocket a small book, bound in gray linen, and stealthily

began to sketch, in bold, rapid strokes, the sleeper's delicate and haughty

profile.

This was no easy task, smooth as was the motion of the train. He
was obliged to steady himself as he sat, and stroke followed stroke with

rapid decision. The head was worth the trouble, and as he saw it lean-

ing on the hand, and framed by the soft folds of the hood, he thought

he had never seen in any living creature so classic an outline. Appar-

ently she had passed her first youth ; even while she slept the delicate

lips trembled now and then with an expression of vexation or weari-

ness. The brow was exquisitely beautiful beneath the soft, waving, and

abundant hair.

For about ten minutes he worked on eagerly, and the sketch was

nearly finished, when the sleeper suddenly sat upright, and in excellent

German calmly asked, " Are you not aware, sir, how discourteous it is

to sketch a sleeper by stealth ?"

The poor fellow, caught thus in the act, dropped his sketch-book in

dismay, and, blushing violently, stammered, " Excuse me, madame :

I did not think—I supposed—it is only a very slight sketch—only as

a remembrance."

" What right have you to remember me, and to assist your memory

thus ?" the lady rejoined, scanning him coolly, and rather disdainfully,

with her keen blue eyes. Meanwhile, as she sat upright her hood fell
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back : he saw how fine was the contour of her head, and, despite his

embarrassment, continued to look at her with an artist's gaze.

^^ I must confess that I have played the highwayman,'' he replied

;

^* but perhaps you will temper justice with mercy if I proffer you my
booty, not for your acceptance, but only to show you how little there is

of it."

He handed her his open sketch-book : she cast a hasty glance at it

and nodded approvingly, declining by a slight gesture to take the book.

" It is like, but idealized," she said. " You are a portrait-painter,

sir?"

"No, madame, or I should have made a better sketch. I paint

principally architectural pictures ; and just because my eye is quick to

observe pure lines and exquisite proportions,—so rarely seen in the

human countenance " He became confused, gazed at the tips of

his boots, tried to smile, and blushed deeper than ever.

Without noticing his confusion, the stranger said, " Probably there

are some of your drawings in your portfolio : may I see them ?"

" With pleasure." He took from the portfolio sketch after sketch

for her inspection. They were water-color drawings, representing an-

tique buildings, Gothic towers, and high peaked gables, executed with

artistic skill and ability. The stranger looked at one after the other,

without addressing any further question to the young painter. Now
and then she looked at one longer than the others, returning it with

some hesitation.

" These are not yet quite finished," he said, apologetically, " but

they belong to the same series. I have employed my Easter holidays

in negotiating with a Nuremberg publisher with regard to them. I

want to publish all these sketches in chromo-lithography. Others have

been before me, it is true, in this branch of art, but E-othenburg is not

so well known as it should be."

" E-othenburg ?"

" Yes. These are all views of Rothenburg. I thought you recog-

nized them, madame, since you did not ask about them."
" Eothenburg ? Where is it ?"

" Why, on the Tauber, not many miles from here. But do you

really not know it ? Have you never even heard its name ?"

" You must excuse my ignorance of geography," she replied, with

a smile :
" I am not a German ; but I have known many Germans,

and I confess I have never heard of Eothenburg on the—what is it ?

—

on the Tiger ?"

He laughed, and at once regained his self-possession, as if conscious

of his superiority in important matters.
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" Excuse me," he said, " for treating you as all Rotlienburgers

treat strangers, although I was not cradled on the banks of the Tauber.

We are so infatuated with our town that we really cannot imagine how
any human being lives who knows nothing of Rothenburg. When I

went there for the first time, nine years ago, I myself knew little more

of the old imperial stronghold than that it stood, like Jerusalem, upon

a plateau, above the bed of the river, surrounded by walls and towers

built more than five centuries ago, and that it had the honor of num-
bering my ancestors among its citizens. Allow me to introduce myself:

my name is Hans Doppler."

He bowed with a smile, looking at her as if anticipating delighted

surprise on her part such as she would have felt if his name had been

Hans Columbus, or Hans Gutenberg. But her face did not change.

" Doppler,'' he went on, a little crestfallen, " is the modern spelling

of the name Toppler, and was adopted in the last century by the branch

of the family to which I belong. It is an historic fact that the founder

of our family was no less a personage than the great E-othenburg bur-

gomaster, Heinrich Toppler, of whom of course you have heard.''

She shook her head, evidently amused by his naive assurance.

" I regret that I am as deficient in historical as in geographical

information. But what did your ancestor do to make it disgraceful for

me not to know him ?"

" Good heavens !'' he said, laughing now at his own presumption,

'^ do not be afraid, madame, that my family pride will inflict upon you

a long extract from the chronicles of Bothenburg. I have no cause for

pride ; I hold no official position in the home of my fathers, wherefore

I need not fear the fate of my ancestor, or that, after adding to the

warlike fame of my good town, I may be thrown into prison and

delivered over by my fellow-citizens to death, either by poison or by

starvation. Terrible, was it not, madame? Solely on account of a

pure calumny. There was not a word of truth in the slander that he

had lost the town to a royal prince on the throw of a die. True, Dop-

peln in old times signified dice, and in our coat of arms "

He broke off suddenly, for he thought he perceived the lady's deli-

cate nostrils quiver as if she were suppressing a yawn. Slightly discon-

certed, he turned to his sketches and began to rearrange them in his

portfolio.

" And how did you succeed to the inheritance of the man who Avas

so unjustly sacrificed ? Did they wish to atone to you for their sins

against your ancestor?"

" You greatly mistake, madame," he replied, ^' if you suppose that

the Bothenburgers thought it any honor to have a Doppler among
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them again, or that they were willing to pay for that honor. When I

strolled through the Roder-gate, nine years ago, simply curious to see

the old town, not a soul in the town knew me, and even when I men-

tioned my name it produced no effect. But the past, as the poet says,

decides the future. The failure of the magistrates of Rothenburg to

give me a public reception, and to hand over to me the houses once pos-

sessed by the great burgomaster, and to regard my life as one precious

to the town, was made up to me by fate or by a kind Providence,

whichever you please. I came to Kothenburg merely to make a couple

of sketches and to look at an old time-worn stronghold ; and I found

there the happiness of my life, and a dear home of my own, to which

I am now returning.''

" Will you tell me how it happened ?''

" Assuredly, if it interests you. My parents had sent me to Munich,

to the Art-School. They were not rich, but their means were sufficient

to maintain me respectably and to enable me to pass through all the

classes. I wished to be a landscape-painter, and, after I had gone

through the schools, to spend a couple of years in Italy. When I was

just twenty-one, before leaving Germany, I was fain to pay a visit to

my dear old mother in Nuremberg : my father had died a short time

before. ' Hans,' said he, * before you go to Rome you ought to under-

take another pilgrimage,—to the spot where our family tree flourished

before it was torn up and transplanted here.' She was a genuine pa-

trician,—my good mother,—and used very grand genealogical expres-

sions. Well, I made no delay ; I took my staff in hand, and set out,

travelling slowly westward, sketching diligently by the way, for our

German landscape was dearer to my heart than any unfamiliar southern

scenes. Having looked through my portfolio, you can perhaps un-

derstand how immensely I was impressed by our German Jerusalem,

and that I had neither eyes nor hands to note down all that I wished.

But there was something in Rothenburg that interested me more than

all its antiquities. In fact,—I will not bore you with the details of a

love-story,—at one of the weekly balls, given by what was called the

* Harmony Society,' I was presented to the young daughter of a wealthy

citizen and former town-councillor. She was at least three years younger

than I, and—I must say it—the prettiest girl in the whole town. After

our second waltz I was but too well aware of the state of my own heart,

but unfortunately I knew nothing of hers, nor of the sentiments of her

Herr Papa. And so there might have ensued a woful story, and the

descendant of the great Toppler, like his ancestor, might have lain

languishing in chains in the old imperial town, had not the fate of

which I spoke interfered with a lucky throw of the dice. Afler three
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days I was sure that the girl cared for me, and after three weeks I knew
that the fiither would shut his eyes to my youth and inexperience, since

he had—heaven only knows why—taken a great fancy to me. His

Kothenburg heart warmed towards me because of my name, Doppler,

and because I could sketch in color all the interesting old corners of the

ancient town, its gray ruined towers, its walls, and its curious fountains.

After a short year of probation, he gave me the hand of his only child,

upon condition that while he lived I should not take her from beneath

his roof, and that I sliould exercise my art chiefly to the glory of his be-

loved town. You can understand, madame, how cheerfully I agreed.

My father-in-law was not only a well-to-do man, with a house and

vineyard, a garden and some meadow-land, but he was the best of men,

and never angry except when other ancient towns were extolled extrav-

agantly, and Nuremberg, or Augsburg, perhaps, admired more than the

* Pearl of the Tauber Valley.' He lived with us after our marriage

for four years, and whenever I sold one of my pictures at some exhibi-

tion in another town he would fetch from the cellar a flask of a par-

ticular Tauber vintage, in which to drink my health. When he died I

was too much at home in our odd old house to wish to leave it, and I

had, besides, orders and work in plenty. If the old man could only

have lived to see these sketches of mine printed in color, I believe he

would have gone almost crazy with delight.^'

After this long story he paused, and, lost in the emotions which it

had awakened, sat looking out of the window at the fleeting landscape,

now rapidly darkening. At last it occurred to him that the stranger

had not uttered a syllable of reply, although he felt her eyes steadily

gazing at him from the dim corner where she sat.

" I am afraid I have bored you with this village tale," he said,

" but you are to blame ; and if you only knew ''

" You are quite mistaken," she interrupted him. " If I am silent,

it is because I am puzzling over a problem."

" A problem ? One suggested by me ?"

" Yes, by you, Herr Doppler. I am asking myself how the artist

whom I know from that portfolio, and the home-keeping father of a

family, can You have children, I suppose?"

" Four, madame,—two boys, and two little girls."

" Well, then, how to reconcile such an artist with the young husband

and father who, buried in his Kothenburg felicity, cannot leave it

except for an excursion,—to Nuremberg at the farthest. For your

sketches show an uncommon degree of talent, I assure you. I have

seen Hildebrandt's and Werner's drawings, and I am familiar with the

work of the Water-Color Club at Eome, and I can state positively that
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your drawings would create a sensation there ; they show such free-

dom of execution, such feeling for landscape. And to think that this

rare talent is to be employed for the next thirty or forty years upon

nothing but an endless variety of the towers, archways, and gables of

a mediaeval stronghold, that bears much the same relation to the world

of to-day as does excavated Pompeii But pardon me for criticising

your scheme of life in this perfectly unjustifiable manner. You wished

to know what I was thinking of: it was this problem : Can the soul

of a genuine artist be content with so prosaic an existence ? Possibly.

But I, accustomed as I am to absolute freedom, to boundless liberty of

action, cannot conceive how you, barely thirty years old
"

" You are right,'^ he interrupted, and a shade suddenly appeared

upon his frank, fresh face. " You give expression to what I used to

say frequently to myself, but always thrust away from my mind. Do
you really think that I give promise of something greater and higher ?

Good heavens ! is there stuff in me for a great artist ? You know
Schiller's poem, ^ Pegasus in Harness.' A horse, of noble birth though

he be, that allows himself to be yoked to the plough, and endures the

yoke, proves by such endurance that he has no wings. Still, he might

be fit for something better than a mere plough-horse. But if you knew

—if you could see my Christel, and the little ones
''

" I do not for one instant doubt that you have a dear, good wife and

charming children, Herr Doppler, and far be it from me to suspect that

your domestic bliss is not perfect. But that, young as you are, you

should consider it as your settled state of existence, not to be interrupted,

even for a while, in pursuit of higher aims,—you, who were actually

on your way to the land of Art, and had seen and heard enough to know
what joys aw^aited you there,—that you still could '^

" Oh, madame,'' he exclaimed, rising from his seat, as if the rail-

way-carriage had suddenly become too close and stifling for him, ^^ you

are uttering my very thoughts ! How often in the night when I wake

—especially in clear spring nights—and hear my dear wife's quiet

breathing beside me, with the children sleeping in the next room, and

the moonlight flickering dim and ghost-like on the walls, and the clock

which the old man used to wind up so regularly, and which dates from

the Thirty Years' War, ticking so sleepily, I cannot stay quiet in my
bed : I spring from it and gaze through the small round panes of the

little window, down into the valley. And when I see the Tauber there,

running swiftly along its winding bed, as if it could hardly wait for the

time when it shall emerge from its narrow bounds and rush into the

Main, and with it into the Rhine, and at last into the open sea,—ah, I

cannot tell you how I feel, as I creep back at last to my bed, weary and
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heart-sick. I have never told a human being of this ! It seemed to

me such rank ingratitude for the kindly lot that has fallen to me. But

the next day I cannot, for the life of me, touch a brush, and if I see

the word Rome, or Naples, in a newspaper, the blood rushes to my head,

and I feel like a deserter who has been caught and is being carried back

to prison handcuffed."

He ran his hand through his curly hair, and sank down again in his

seat. She had observed him keenly : for the first time his face seemed

to her interesting. Its expression had lost its immaturity ; the clear

eyes flashed, and the slender figure, in spite of the oddly-cut coat, took

on an air of strength that was almost heroic, and that well beseemed

the descendant of the great burgomaster.

" I understand your emotion," said the stranger, as she took a cig-

arette from a little silver case and calmly lighted it with a wax vesta

;

" but all the more impossible is it for me to understand your mode of

life. To be sure, I have been used from my youth to do only what was

in harmony with the requirements of my nature. I recognize no fetters.

If they are weak, I sunder them ; if they are too strong, let them

strangle me. I cannot live in chains.—Do you smoke ? Do not hesi-

tate to do so. You see my example."

He thanked her, but shook his head, and continued his gaze at her,

eagerly listening.

" As I said before," the lady continued, letting the smoke curl slowly

from her beautiful lips, " I have no right to criticise your plan of ex-

istence. But you must permit me to wonder how a man can bewail his

fate when to alter it would be so very easy. Perhaps you are afraid

that, while absent from home in the interest of your art, your Christel

might prove faithless."

" Christel ?—Faithless to me ?" He could not help laughing, in

spite of his melancholy.

" Beg pardon," she said, calmly. " I forgot that she is a German,

and a Rothenburger besides. It makes it all the harder for me to

understand why you should condemn yourself to spend your life in

portraying the St. James's Church, and the Klinker-gate,—or whatever

it is called
"

" Klingen-gate, madame."
" I mean these commonplace walls and Gothic rubbish, as if the

Coliseum, the Forum, and the Baths of Caracalla did not exist. And
such luxuriance of vegetation among the sacred old ruins ! such pines

and cypresses, with the sea and the mountains on the horizon ! Believe

me, I myself, although I am not yet an old woman, should have been

dead and buried long ago, had I not made my escape from an environ-
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ment that was paralyzing to the mind,—my escape to a land of beauty

and freedom/^

" Madame is not married ?''

She threw the glimmering stump of her cigarette out of the window,

bit her full lip, and then said, in a tone of indescribable indifference,

—

" My husband, the general, is governor of a tolerably large fortress

in the interior of Russia, and could not, of course, accompany me.

Besides, at his age, he would sadly miss his home comforts. So we

agreed to have a meeting every two years somewhere on the Russian

border, and since then each has led a much more contented life.

" I am well aware,'^ she continued, as he looked at her in some

surprise, " that this view of matrimonial content is in direct opposition

to sentimental German prejudices. But, believe me, in some respects

we barbarians are in advance of your boasted civilization, and what w^e

deny ourselves in the matter of political freedom we make up for in a

greater measure of social liberty. If you were a Russian you would

have emancipated yourself long ago, and have followed the example of

your Tauber, only in an opposite direction. And what would you

have lost by it ? When, after a year or so, you returned, a finished

artist, would you not find your house in the same place, your wife as

domestic and as virtuous as ever, your children, grown, perhaps, but

just as good, and with faces as well washed, as when you left them f^

" You are right ! You are only too right V^ he stammered, running

his hands through his hair. " Oh, if I had only considered this long

ago !''

" Long ago ! w^hy, you are scarcely over thirty now ! But I see

plainly you are hopelessly given over to the flesh-pots of Rothenburg.

All right ; stay where you are, and make an honest living. The plan

which it was on the tip of my tongue to propose would strike you as

scarcely more sensible than if I were to ask you to go into a desert in

search of tigers and crocodiles, instead of subjects for landscapes."

She shot this arrow at him with so much quiet grace that he felt

wounded and attracted at the same time.

" No, madame,'^ he exclaimed, " you must tell me what plan you

were thinking of. Short as the time has been during which I have

had the happiness, of knowing you, I can assure you that your looks,

your every word, have made a deep, an ineffaceable impression. It

actually seems as if I were being transformed, and this hour with

you "

He paused and blushed. She saw it, although apparently not

looking at him, and came to his relief. " My proposal," she said, "was

not intended to transform you, but only to help what there is in you to
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burst its bounds. I am going to "Wiirzburg, to visit an invalid friend

there. After spending two days with her, I shall return by the same

route, not stopping until I reach Genoa, where I shall take a steamer

for Palermo : I am not yet familiar with Sicily. Now, I have always

been filled with envy by what Goethe says in his ^ Italian Journey' of

his travelling-companion the artist Kneip, whom he engaged to per-

petuate in a sketch every place that pleased him. I am not a great

poet, nor a wealthy princess : my means are not so limited, however,

that I need deny myself a like travelling-companion. To be sure, we
now have photography ; but I need not tell you, of all men, how much
more satisfactory it is to have at one's disposal an artist's pencil than a

photographic camera. What I thought was that it could not harm you

to be conducted into this paradise by one who is familiar with the

language, and who is, besides, no novice in travelling. You would be

free to remain with me as long or as short a time as you pleased.

Perfect liberty of action would be the foundation of our contract. And
if upon your return you should like to pass a little time in Kome or

Florence, the means to do so shall not "

" Oh, madame," he interrupted, eagerly, " under no circumstances

could I take advantage of your generosity. My means are quite suf-

ficient to enable me to pass a year in the South, and if your proposal

seems to me providential it is only because the prospect of seeing all

these glories with you makes my departure from home so much easier

for me. For this I am eternally grateful. It is really as you say : my
wife, my children, would miss me much less than I have imagined.

Christel is so sensible, so self-reliant, that if I explain everything to

her,—or, better still, if you, madame, would say to her just what you

have said to me But of course you must go on to Wiirzburg,—

I

could not ask you to take the branch-line to Rothenburg : to any

one who has seen the Baths of Caracalla our modest mediaeval village

must "

A whistle from the engine Interrupted him. The train moved more

slowly, and lanterns gleamed along the track.

" Steinach," said the artist, as he rose and took up his travelling-

bag and portfolio :
^' here our ways separate

;
you go farther north,

and I take the little branch-line that will carry m,e to my home in

half an hour. Oh, madame, if you could only stop for a day on your

return
''

" Do you know," she said, suddenly, " I have been thinking''—and

she looked at her watch—"it would be wiser to stop to-night in

B-othenburg and continue my journey to-morrow? I should arrive in

Wiirzburg too late to-night to see my friend. Instead of which, I can
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improve my knowledge of geography and history and take a look at

your Jerusalem on the Tauber. To-morrow, if Frau Christel has no

objection, you will kindly act as my guide.'^

" Oh, madame," he exclaimed, delightedly, " I never should have

dared to ask so much ! How happy you make me ! How shall I

ever
''

The train stopped, the door of the carriage was opened, the young

painter respectfully helped his newly-won patroness to alight, and then

accompanied her to the door of a second-class carriage, where she called

out a few words in Russian. A queer little personage in a hat and

feathers, and carrying a multitude of bundles, bags, and baskets, scram-

bled out from the overcrowded interior, and scanned her mistress's fair-

haired conductor with a look by no means friendly out of her little

Calmuck eyes. The lady seemed to explain the change in her plans,

without receiving from this much-burdened individual a word in reply.

She then took her young companion's arm and walked up and down

the platform with him, conversing in the liveliest manner about Italy,

Russia, and the German states with which she was familiar, all so

easily, and with so graceful a hint of malice now and then, that her

companion thought that he had never been better entertained in hig

life, and that he could never be weary of listening to this irresistible

Scheherazade.

Was it not like a fairy-tale that this beautiful woman, whom he had

seen for the first time an hour before, should now be leaning on his arm

and be going with him to his humble out-of-the-way home ? And then

there was everything delightful to look forward to in the future. He
was known in the little railway-station, but never had he been greeted

so respectfully as to-day, when he appeared in such distinguished com-

pany. By the flickering light of the lanterns her fair face looked more

than ever like that of the princess in a fairy-tale. She wore an oddly-

shaped cap of black velvet, trimmed with reddish fur, and her short

cloak with its hood had the same trimming. She had taken off her

gloves, and a large sapphire sparkled on the little finger of the hand

upon which her companion glanced down from time to time as it rested

upon his arm. He thought he had scarcely ever seen so slender and

snow-white a hand : each finger seemed to have an eloquent expression

of its own. But when they had got into the little way-train, which

consisted only of an engine and two small cars, he began to have mis-

givings. They all three sat alone in the little second-class carriage,

—

since there was no first-class,—and glided slowly through the dim

moonlit night. The maid had squeezed herself into the darkest corner,

and sat there, buried, as it were, beneath a mountain of packages. The
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full light of the lamp above fell upon the face of her mistress, and the

young artist gazed with increasing admiration upon the noble features,

which corresponded almost exactly with the ideal of beauty formed in

his mind from the casts which he had studied at the Art-School. But

the nearer the train approached its destination, the more embarrassed

he became at the thought of how the nooks and corners of his old

Rothenburg would appear to those glorious eyes which had seen half

the wonders of the world. Suddenly everything with which he had

been familiar for years, and which he had admired so much, seemed

to him sordid and mean, and he thought with terror of the contempt

that would appear upon her exquisite features the next morning, on

beholding all the antique glories in which he had taken such pride.

His terrified fancy took refuge in his own home. Even there, alas ! he

found but small comfort. How would his little wife, who had never

been outside of her native town, conduct herself towards this cosmo-

politan ? And his boys Avith their tumbled curls, and his little girls, all

untrained as they were !

He repented bitterly having thus committed himself with this dis-

tinguished stranger : she suddenly ceased to suggest a fairy-tale. There

was no need to force himself to talk : the lady had closed her eyes, and

seemed to be really asleep. The Mogul orbs of her Calmuck attendant

did indeed stare at him fixedly from hfer corner, but she uttered no

word.

The train drew up at the station. The sleeper sat upright, seemed

to have some difficulty in recollecting where she was, and then asked

if there was a tolerable hotel in Rothenburg. Her companion, whose

pride was irritated by the contemptuous tone of her voice, recommended

to her the " Golden Stag," the omnibus from which was at the station.

Would not his wife be waiting there to receive him ? No ; the hour

—

it was ten o'clock—was too late, and she did not like to leave the chil-

dren alone. To-morrow he hoped to have the pleasure of presenting

his family to Madame.

To this the Russian made no reply ; her former good humor seemed

to have vanished, and perhaps she, too, privately repented her hasty

change of plans.

All three, without another word, drove in the hotel omnibus through

the dark gate-way, and were soon jolting over the uneven stones of the

sleeping town. When they reached the market-place, however, and the

moon emerged from the clouds, the stranger cast a glance through the

window, and expressed her admiration of the noble proportions of the

Rathhaus, which showed to great advantage in the silver light. This

reanimated the drooping courage of her companion. He began to talk
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of this building, the pride of Rothenburg, and of its erection after a great

fire. It was in the best style of the Renaissance, and in summer, when

the broad balcony that extended along the entire front was filled with

fresh flowers, nothing could be imagined more beautiful and stately.

He was still talking when they stopped at the door of the " Golden

Stag." Hans Doppler sprang out, and lent his aid to the stranger,

while he bade the host good-evening, and whispered to him to prepare

his best rooms.

*' Numbers fifteen and sixteen are unoccupied,'^ the host replied,

with kindly familiarity.

" You will have a beautiful view of the Tauber valley, madame,''

said the artist, " when the moon rises a little higher. You will be

really pleased with the double-arched bridge, and the Gothic church.

I shall have the pleasure of calling to-morrow to ask how you have

slept, and when you would like to begin your inspection of the town."

She noticed that he was a little cool and embarrassed : she instantly

held out her hand to him, and, as he respectfully touched the slender

fingers with his lips, she said,

—

" Au revoivy then, my friend. Do not come too early : I am a bird

of the night, and your Rothenburg moonlight and the Nixies of your

Tauber will not let me sleep very soon."

With these words she follow^ed the host into the house, and her

maid, whom the porter had relieved of some of her packages, tripped

after her.

Hans Doppler turned away, and walked towards his home, not so

quickly as was his wont after a short absence, but with the slow step of

a very weary man who does not know what his reception is to be. His

house stood near the principal gate of the old walled town, and looked

towards the northwest, while the windows of the inn which he had just

left opened on the southwest. As he w^alked he pondered deeply upon

whether it would be best to make a full confession to-night, or to wait

until to-morrow. Now that he was no longer under the spell of the

seductive stranger, the whole affair seemed to him absurd, and even

wrong. But he had gone too far to withdraw without disgrace. The
next day must be gone through with, and then he could plead pressing

engagements which made it impossible for him to leave : nothing should

induce him to accompany her.

After he had thus quieted his conscience with regard to his un-

suspecting young wife, he felt rather easier. He walked up the steep

street, past the market-place, and then turned to the left, still with some

hesitation, until he reached the tower of the city gate. But upon turn-
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ing to the right in the narrow street that led to his home he saw in the

distance a dark figure standing beneath the archway of the high garden-

^vall, and he had scarcely time to recognize it as his little wife, before

two soft plump arms were thrown around his neck, and a pair of warm
lips sought his own in the darkness.

As he was carrying his bag and portfolio, he could neither return

the embrace nor avoid it ; the latter he w^as rather inclined to do, for he

saw several of the neighbors' windows open, and he was afraid lest this

tender meeting might be observed. His wife, perceiving his embarrass-

ment, soothed it by telling him that they could be seen only by old

friends, who knew perfectly that they two, after seven years of mar-

riage, still loved each other dearly. Then, talking softly and merrily

of a hundred trifling matters, she drew him into the house, where all

were asleep. It was an ancient dwelling, the walls of which had with-

stood many a tempest and warlike shock. Within, its age was still

more evident ; all the wood-work was black and cracked, the staircases

were steep and worn, and the floors were uneven. But to repair it the

entire structure would have to be rebuilt from the very foundation, and

this its former possessor could never have found it in his Rothenburg

heart to do ; nor could his daughter's young husband, in whose veins

rolled the blood of the great burgomaster.

To-day, for the first time, Hans Doppler, as he mounted the steep

narrow staircase, saw defects in this historic dwelling, although he pru-

dently kept them to himself. The sitting-room, as he entered it, with

its low raftered ceiling, its very old-fashioned furniture, and the family

portraits on the walls, seemed to him for the first time poor and rude,

in spite of the pretty brass lamp lighting up the table, with its snowy

cloth and shining plates and glasses, where w^as set out his frugal sup-

per. He was wont upon a return home to be full of gay talk : to-

night he was quite silent, although he smiled frequently, a little con-

strainedly indeed, and stroked his pretty wife's cheeks with so paternal

an air that she was privately a little surprised at his manner. But in

the room where the children were sleeping, his heart and his lips were

freed from restraint for the first time, and when the younger boy, his

favorite, because he so resembled the mother, awoke, and, with a ciy

of joy, jumped up in bed in his little night-dress and threw his arms

about his father's neck, Hans immediately produced a toy that he had

bought for him in Nuremberg, and a big cake. These delights were

enjoyed but for a moment, however, for the lamp was immediately

carried out of the room. Then he sat down opposite Christel on the

old sofa, the hair-cloth covering of which had never before seemed to

him so cold and hard, ate a little, and drank some red Tauber wine
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from his own vineyard, while he told his wife, sitting opposite, leaning

on her elbows, of the favorable result of his trip.

And in the Anspach train he had accidentally travelled with the

wife of a Russian general, the commander of a fortress on the borders,

and the lady wished to see Rothenburg, and was lodging at the " Stag."

Unfortunately, he could not help being her guide on the morrow ; in-

deed, he wondered whether it would not be best to ask her to dinner.

" You know, Hans," said the young wife, " that our Marie does not

understand much about cooking, and that I myself cannot work mira-

cles without some notice beforehand. And why do you want to ask

this perfectly strange old lady to dinner immediately ? She has never

been to see us. Is there any reason for paying her special attention ?

Is she an old acquaintance from your Munich days ? If so, I will do

everything that I can."

" No," he said, with his eyes fixed upon his plate, " she is not

a former acquaintance ; nor is she so very old. And you are right, my
child : she must come to see us. She certainly \y^\\\ do so, for I have

told her so much about you and the children. Oh, you will find her

very interesting, very artistic : she may be able to say a good word for

me sometime, for she knows half the world."

" Well, I shall be glad to see her," replied his wife. " Moreover,

that even Russians should want to see Rothenburg "

He blushed, for he knew well enough what had been the cause of

this Russian's interest. "My child," he said, "go to bed now: you

ought to have been there an hour ago. I am still restlass from my
journey, but I will soon follow you."

" You are right," she replied, yawning, and revealing a large but

very sweet mouth, filled with white even teeth. " I see you are not

quite yourself: your eyes have a restless look. Open the window and

sit in the cool air for a while. Good-night."

She gave him a hasty kiss, and went into the adjoining room, leaving

the door open. He arose, went to the window, and opened the casement

with its little round panes. The night-wind had scattered all the mists

below the moon ; the winding valley, with its feathery trees and freshly-

ploughed fields, lay at his feet, bathed in silver sheen, and in the pro-

found stillness he could hear the whisper of the Tauber, as its swift

waters rushed past beneath the little tower which his ancestor had

built. Peace and content possessed him ; at present his thoughts did

not follow the course of the stream, as they had so often done before

;

he could fancy that he heard the breathing of his sleeping children in

the room to his right, and in that on his left the soft footfall of his

wife, as she busied herself about this and that before going to bed.

Vol. XXXIX.—21
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The Russian episode seemed to him like a dream : to-night at least it

should not disturb his slumbers.

AYhen Hans Doppler waked early the next morning, and found his

little wife, who had long been in her nursery, absent from his side, his

first thought was of all that was expected of him with regard to his

distinguished patronass.

By the light of day his dwelling, his historic furniture,—nay, even

his own dear wife and his red-cheeked children,—no longer seemed to

him as soul-satisfying as upon the previous night of his return. He
found his ChristePs fresh morning-dress much too countrified in cut,

and he discovered for the first time that the patches upon little Heintz^s

trousers did not, either in material or in color, quite match the stuff of

which they were made. His own costume of the day before fairly

disgusted him. It was of as venerable a black as the coat of a theo-

logical student : it had been the young artist's aim to impress the

Nuremberg publisher with his extreme respectability. In his own town

he dressed as did all his fellow-citizens ; as he was here the only one of

his profession, a picturesque garb w^ould have been too conspicuous.

Still, he did not wish to appear again before his fashionable friend

looking like a bagman, and so he brought from the depths of his ward-

robe a velv^et coat,—the very one that he had worn w^hen he made his

first appearance in Rothenburg,—and a broad-brimmed hat, and a pair

of light-colored trousers. Christel opened her eyes wide when she saw

liim thus transformed, and he remarked that it was a great pity to leave

such a good coat to be eaten by moths. And, besides, now that his

fellow-citizens were to learn that tlirough his art their fame was to be

spread far and wide, he need no longer shrink from proclaiming his

profession. To this his prudent young wife made no reply, but observed

him from time to time with calm, searching eyes. She had better be

prepared, he remarked, casually, as he left the house : it was impossible

to say when the Russian lady might make her appearance. She should

be welcome, Christel replied. She herself was always ready to receive

a visitor, and so were the children. Whoever did not think them

pretty enough in their every-day clothes could have but little taste. In

Russia, she had read, the children of very well-to-do people ran about

like mere little animals, ragged and unwashed. As she spoke, she

lifted up little Lena in her arms and stroked back the curls from the

child's forehead with gentle pride, kissing it on its blue eyes,—eyes like

its father's. Her own were brown.

Hans Doppler suppressed a sigh, tried to smile upon his little flock,

and then quickly took his way to the " Golden Stag."
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He thought he should arrive there too early, but his evil conscience

gave him no peace in his liome. Pie meant to saunter about a little

before presenting himself to the fair Russian.

But when he reached the market-place, and glanced down the street

leading to the inn, he saw the lady standing there opposite the church,

studying attentively through an eye-glass its Gothic windows, and its

ancient bas-reliefs, among which a black St. Christopher was especially

prominent.

He feared that he was very late ; but when she saw him hastening

towards her she nodded gayly, and called out,

—

" You see, my dear friend, Rothenburg has infected me : I am filled

with admiration for the good old times. I was too impatient to sleep

later tlian seven : to Sascha's horror,—she is a perfect sloth,—I sprang

out of bed and ran to the window in my bare feet, to admire, in the

morning light, the Cablezeller—no, the Cadolzeller Church, and the

double-arched bridge which enchanted me down in the valley by

moonlight last night. Your Tauber Nixie is a maiden of excellent

taste. And I have been learning the Rothenburg proverbs and legends.

When I praised the bread at breakfast the head-waiter quoted to me
the old saw,

—

' In Kothenburg the Tauber's flow

Makes bread and biscuit white as snow.'

And when I stepped out of the house to look about a little, the host

remarked that this was the famous Smith Street, and that in the Peasant

War, when sixty of the rebel leaders were beheaded by a certain mar-

grave in the square before the Rathhaus, the blood flowed in streams

down this steep street. If I should stay here three days I believe I

should become a perfect Rothenburger. For really everything that I

see pleases me. Even you please me much better than you did yesterday.

Do you know that your artist costume is extremely becoming ? But

now come, we must not stay so long in one spot. You must show me
not only the common sights here, but all the out-of-the-way corners,

not mentioned in Baedeker. And, as I am the wife of a general, I will

first inspect the walls and towers, in case Russia should lay siege to

Rothenburg in revenge for its conquest of me.''

He had been gazing at her steadily while all this came trippingly

from her tongue. She wore the same travelling-dress, but it seemed to

fit her more jauntily than before, and the little fur cap was cocked co-

quettishly upon one side of her head. He offered her his arm and led

her through side-streets to the city wall, which, in excellent preserva-

tion, ran quite round the town, and on the way he told her that there
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were as many towers here as there were weeks in the year, that most of

them were still perfect, and that for centuries they had served as retreats

for both friends and foes. She listened to what he told her, looking

attentively at everything, and only interrupting him at times by excla-

mations of pleasure when they passed some fine old structure, some

picturesque hut nestling between the buttresses of a tower, or a street

which opened a vista through which there was a view of the curious old

town. She climbed the ancient gray steps leading to the top of the

wall, and pursued her way under the old shed beneath which so many
a brave burgher had crouched to return the fire of the foe. Now and

then she paused opposite a loop-hole, peeped through, and asked the

names of various points in the landscape, and of the roads that inter-

sected the outlying country. Thus they passed from the Faul Tower

through the Koder-gate to the White Tower, where she declared her-

self at last satisfied with her studies in fortification, and wished to re-

turn to the town. She still lingered, however, before the statue of the

holy St. Wolfgang, standing with an air of such meekness and patience

in his niche in the front of his church, resting one hand upon the model

of it, and holding his broken crosier alofl in the other. " If I were to

stay in Rothenburg," said she, "I should find this- holy man perilously

tempting. Only look what a dear face he has ! so innocent, and yet so

tempting ! I always wanted to meet with a living saint, that I might

play the temptress a little. Do you think that this one could have

withstood me if I had tried to snare his soul ?''

He stammered some foolish reply to her jest. In fact, he felt as if

neither saint nor sinner could resist this charming woman if she chose

to spread her nets. As he saw her slender figure tripping up and

down the moss-grown steps and along the shady paths on the wall, her

face now and then illuminated by a flitting sunbeam, his heart beat

with a strange sensation, which he took for the stirring of his artist

blood. It surprised and almost offended him that she never referred to

yesterday^s plan for the Sicilian journey. And, his firm resolve of the

previous night notwithstanding, he now saw himself in fancy standing

beside her on the steps of the amphitheatre of Taormina, and heard her

express a rapture very different from any called forth by the old watch-

towers of Rothenburg.

She took his arm again, as they retraced their steps, and he con-

ducted her directly to the venerable St. James's Church, the minster of

the place. She surveyed the beautiful Gothic structure, however, with

much less interest than he had expected ; and even the famous altars,

with their excellent carvings, lefl her quite indifferent. She gazed for

some time at the crystal case that held the sacred blood, and crossed
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herself. He thought to interest her by telling her that the high altar

was tlie gift of Heinrich Toppler, as were the pictures by Michael

AVohlgemuth, and by showing her the scutcheon of the great burgo-

master, with the two dice. But she sup])ressed a slight yawn, and

asked to go out into the open air again. There she was interested in

the huge black spot on the vaulted roof of the passage by which the

street runs directly through the church. A peasant, he told her, who
cursed his horses as he drove through here, was seized by the devil and

hurled against the vaulted roof : his body had fallen down, but his poor

soul still, stuck fast.

She laughed, showing her glistening white teeth. " You are infatu-

ated antiquarians, you people of Rothenburg ?^ she exclaimed. " And
now let me see your Rathhaus, and then enough for to-day."

" Do you know," she said, as they took the short cut to the market-

place, " that it seems to me as if this German Pompeii were inhabited

only by really good men, whose faith and honesty had been buried, like

their old stones, for a couple of centuries, and were just now being

brought to light ? I have not seen one bad face here yet. Every one

bows : it is like some large well-bred family, where each one behaves

himself well because he knows that the others are observing him. You
yourself must once have led a freer, more adventurous life, but now you

too have the same meek, pious look. Don't be vexed at what I say."

He assured her eagerly that, on the contrary, he was delighted with

her frank appreciation of everything. She proceeded to put him to the

test in the great hall of the Rathhaus. When the custodian told the

story of the extraordinary feat of old Burgomaster Nusch, how he ob-

tained clemency at the hands of the ferocious Tilly for the inhabitants

of the town, and the lives of the principal citizens, by performing the

incredible feat of draining at one draught a goblet holding thirteen

quarts of Bavarian beer, the inconsiderate lady burst out laughing.

She excused herself afterwards by declaring that it was not on account

of the pretty story, but because of the touching and solemn manner in

which this exploit was exalted into a deed of the loftiest heroism. And
it had occurred to her that this legend was the mate to that of the

Roman knight Quintus Curtius, who to save his city plunged into a

gulf, while the Rothenburg Curtius made a gulf of himself,—which

was, to say the least, an irreverent jest.

Hans Doppler was obliged to admit to himself that this woman, in

other respects a creature of rare perfection, seemed entirely devoid of a

sense of the dignity of history.

" Would you like to go on the tower ?" he asked. " It is a little
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terrifying, but perfectly safe. The masonry is held together from the

bottom to the very top by iron clamps, keeping the square stones firmly

in place : sometimes, however, the whole structure rocks to and fro like

a tree."

" AYhat a pity that the air is so still to-day !" she replied. " Of
course we will go up."

He climbed up the steep wooden staircase before her, until they

reached the top, where, at a knock, a trap-door opened, and a little gray-

headed old man, whose office it was to keep watch, received them with

a smile.

She looked curiously about the airy room, through the four small

windows of which streamed in the bright noonday light, and, seating

herself upon the stool which the old man had vacated, began a conver-

sation in which the solitary watchman took part with great zeal.

On the table were sewing-materials, and a half-finished waistcoat,

for the watchman was a tailor by trade, and, being clothed w^ith office

by his fellow-citizens, clothed them with garments in return. She put

on the steel thimble, in which her delicate finger was fairly buried, took

a few stitches, and asked whether he would resign his office in her favor.

He was the only man in the world whom she envied, as, in spite of his

high position, he could not be besieged by petitioners, and if he were

struck by lightning he would be so much nearer heaven than other

people. The little man then told her that he had a wife and several

children, and that his salary was only sixty groschen a day, so that his

life was not entirely free from care. He showed her the signalling-

apparatus for fires, and complained of the fright he sometimes under-

went during storms, when the tower rocked so that the water in his

basin was spilled. She asked whether there was no way of getting

outside upon the gallery that ran around the top of the tower. The

watchman let down a little ladder fastened to the ceiling, and crept up

it to open a metal trap which closed a small triangular hole. Would
Madame venture to slip through there ? Certainly she would : she was

still slender enough ; only the gentlemen must precede her.

Hans Doppler, who had never been able to induce his little wife to

squeeze through this small aperture, expressed his admiration by an

ardent look, and climbed lightly up after the watchman. The next

moment he saw the fair lady appear, and he held out his hand to help

her up. There they stood, shoulder to shoulder, breathless, upon the

narrow space beside the belfry, separated only by a slight balustrade

from the giddy depth below. The town lay at their feet, as trim and

neat as a Nuremberg toy-village ; the tower of St. James's Church,

around which the swallows were flying, was below them ; they saw the
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silver Tauber winding through the country, and the smoke from a hun-

dred chimneys wreatliing upward in slender spirals. It was noon, and

the streets were deserted.

Suddenly she turned to her companion. " If two people were to kiss

each other up here, could it be seen from below ?" she asked.

His face flushed crimson. " That would depend upon the sharpness

of the eyes looking up," he said. " As far as I know, no one has ever

seen anything of the kind."

" No, really ?" she said, with a light laugh. ^^ Do no lovers ever

come up here,—or others whom the lofty situation tempts to commit

such a slight indiscretion ? Fancy how the worthy citizens below there

would be scandalized if on some sleepy afternoon, happening to glance

up here, they should behold such a jolly piece of fun ! Perhaps the

mayor would put up a notice here, forbidding kissing under penalty of

a fine of three marks."

He laughed, but the laugh was forced.

" I once went up into the dome of St. Peter's," she continued, "with

a young Frenchman, who insisted, as we sat together in the great cop-

per ball, that he must kiss me, arguing that it was a time-honored cus-

tom. But I would not hear of it : the security there from prying eyes

is so perfect that the risk of being seen, which alone could have tempted

me, was entirely absent. We must have the courage of our follies, or

they are mere follies. Don't you agree with me ?"

He assented hastily, growing more and more confused and uncom-

fortable, while becoming more and more conscious of the power that

this woman was gaining over him.

" You are born for the lofty places of this world," he stammered.

" I feel so free, so happy, when I am with you ; I could fancy that if I

stood awhile here beside you, wings would grow from my shoulders, and

bear me far away from this commonplace existence."

She shot a sharp, sidelong glance at him. " Well, then, why not

let yourself be so borne away ?"

He looked in confusion into the depths below them. At this

moment twelve struck from the tower of St. James's, and instantly

the little watchman struck twelve strokes upon the large bell behind

them.

The lady shrugged her shoulders and turned away. " Come," she

said, coldly, " it is late. Your wife will be waiting dinner for you."

Then she smoothed her gown down about her hips, that she might

gather it tightly around her knees and ankles, and then slipped through

the narrow hole, carefully feeling with her little feet for the rounds of

the ladder.
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He was too late with his offer of assistance : when he reached the

little room she was standing before the tailor's tiny muTor, arranging

her hair.

She seemed to have lost some of her gay humor, and he confessed to

himself that he was to blame. He was vexed at having been such a

blockhead, for not having snatched his chance. Not that there was

anything sinful in his heart, any lack of fidelity towards his little wife.

But there had been an opportunity for an audacious jest, as at a game
of forfeits, and he had played the spoil-sport. What must she think of

his Rothenburg boorishrfess ? And would she have anything further to

do with such a dunderhead ?

She bade the watchman good-by, leaving him quite paralyzed by the

thaler that she slipped into his hand. They did not speak as they de-

scended the stairs. He now walked beside her in silence in the broad

quiet street where, a little while before, he surely would have pointed out

to her the tablets on the houses, telling when and how long this or that

monarch had stayed in the old imperial town. She saw that vexation

and regret sealed his lips, and, as she liked him well in his embarrass-

ment, she began to talk again in her old familiar tone. When, passing

through the castle gate, they emerged upon the small terrace, planted

with trees and flowering shrubs, where centuries before the original

Rothenburg fortress had stood, she expressed her admiration of the

foliage, although it was but scanty as yet, and of the ancient Phara-

mond's tower, and of the distant view. Then he too grew more cheer-

ful, pointed out to her the little tower by the water-side in the valley,

that Heinrich Toppler had built and within its modest walls had hos-

pitably entertained King Wenzel ;
^' and up there,'' he said, " where you

see four little windows,—the wall of the house forms part of the wall of

the town,—there I live, and if you would so far honor me "

" Not now," she said, quickly. " I have been dragging you about too

long. I am going back to the inn alone now : I could find my way

about the town easily in the darkest night ; and if I should lose it, so

much the better. La recherche de Vinconnu has always been a favorite

pastime of mine. Therefore you go home : I invite myself to take a

cup of coffee with you this afternoon, but you must not come for me : do

you hear? Adieu."

She held out her hand to him, and he took it ; but he could not

make up his mind to bestow upon her glove the kiss that he might have

bestowed upon her lips, and, strangely agitated, he left her.

When Hans Doppler reached home he found that Christel had not

waited dinner for liim, but had put some aside in case he should be
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hungry. For the first time in his life he did not relish his simple

meal. While he partook of it she sat opposite again, chatting merrily

about things which, after he had been enjoying such elevated sensations,

seemed to him very stale and uninteresting. The children were play-

ing in the garden, all but the eldest, who had gone to school, aad they

were not dressed in their best clothes.

^' Dear child,'' he said, " you might as well put another ribbon in

your hair, and put on Lena's blue dress : the general's wife is coming

to take a cup of coffee with us.''

" Does not the ribbon look fresh enough t(f you ?" she asked, look-

ing at herself in the glass. " I bought it only a w^eek ago. Why
should we dress ourselves up when an old Russian comes to see us ?"

" H'm !" said he, " I told you before that she is not so very old,

—

somewhere between thirty and forty,—and very elegant. Since we are

well off, why should we appear poorer than is necessary? We can do

nothing, of course, with the old furniture, but you might at least put

away these worn old spoons and get out the new ones ; and if you do

not want to put on your best gown "

He paused ; although she had uttered no word to interrupt him, the

look with which she seemed to read his very soul made him hesitate.

" See here, Hans," she said, " you seem to me in a strange humor.

Did you not use to think everything here dear and good, and have you

not often said that you never would part with that old sofa, where we
sat when our betrothal was celebrated ? And were not these coffee-

spoons good enough for you when I made my first preserved cherries

and gave you some in one of them ? The new ones, you know, belong

to Heintz : his godfather gives him one every year, until the whole

dozen shall be complete. Must I borrow from our boy to make a show

before a strange lady ? My coffee is famous all through the town, and

Marie shall run to the baker's for fresh biscuit : if your Russian is not

pleased, I am sorry for her. And you seem to have acquired more

exact information to-day with regard to her age : I am glad she is not

such an old thing. Tell me, has she any children?"

" I think not : she did not mention them."

" No matter. Her silver spoons may be finer than mine ; as for our

children, they, I think, may hold up their heads beside the children of

all the Russian generals in the world. I will just wash their hands :

they have been digging in their gardens. And earth is not really

dirt."

She went into the garden, whilst he, glad to be alone, looked round

the room to see if there was anything to clear up or to be more artisti-

cally arranged. He brought down from his garret-room, which he had
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converted into a studio by half covering a north window, a couple of

water-color sketches, and hung them on the wall, instead of the pastel

portrait of a deceased great-aunt. He put an easel in the corner by the

window, and placed an oil-sketch upon it. He would gladly have got

rid entirely of a small glass cupboard, containing pieces of china, bou-

quets of artificial flowers, and alabaster figures, even if he had to throw

it out of the window, but he knew that this museum of tasteless trifles

was too dear to his wife's heart to allow of her ever forgiving such a

sin. With a sigh he finally contemplated his work : the room was not

much changed ; he could not but confess that the stamp of provincial

respectability was too deeply impressed upon his life to be effaced in a

moment.

This cage was too confined for an artistic flight. He must travel,

if the veil that had hitherto hidden from his eyes all that was common-

place here were not to obscure his sight forever.

When Christel came in she glanced in some surprise at the easel and

the pictures on the wall, and smiled slightly, but said not a word. She

spread a pretty cloth on the table, and took from the cupboard her

best coffee-cups, which were, however, rather old and decorated after

the fashion of a by-gone day. The pride of her modest store of silver,

a little sugar-bowl, on the cover of wdiich a swan was spreading his

wings, was placed between the two plates which the maid filled with

biscuit. The little woman did not appear to find it extraordinary that

her Hans sat silent beside her work-table at the window, with a book

which he seemed to be reading. She soon lefl him alone again, smiling

gently to herself, which made her pretty mouth still prettier ; but this

he did not see.

A short hour passed ; he heard her moving about the kitchen, talk-

ing with the maid, and her calm sweet voice, which he used to love so,

troubled him now,—why he could not tell. Suddenly the house door

below opened ; he started and rushed out into the hall. There Christel

met him.

^' Must you really receive her on the stairs, like a princess ?'' she

asked, calmly. " We are not such very insignificant people."

" You are right," he said, in confusion. " I only wanted to see if

you were there."

She preceded him into the room, and immediately the stranger ap-

peared. Christel received her with easy courtesy ; the young husband

bowed silently. The lady seemed almost to overlook him, and to turn

exclusively to his little wife, who asked her to take a seat beside her on

the hard sofa, and thanked her for finding time during so short a stay

to visit them. ^^ Our house is not one of the shows of Kothenburg,"
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she said :
" we have no wainscoting as fine as in some other houses, and

although everything here is old it is not therefore beautiful. Of course

it pleases me, because I have known it from childhood, and have seen

people whom I love sitting upon these poor chairs. But my husband''

—she glanced towards him archly—" would without a pang see all our

furniture sent to auction, or even put into the fire. Our best posses-

sions belong equally to each of us, and may be seen from the window.

You must look at our prospect, madame, and then you will understand

how even an artist can be satisfied with this ancient nest,—for how long,

who can tell ?''

Again she looked saucily at her Hans, who now moved the work-

table aside to allow the stranger to observe the view ; but the lady sat

still, saying that she had already studied the view of the Tauber valley

from the tower, and that she had come here now only on ChristeFs ac-

count. Evidently she had intended to be very gracious and condescend-

ing, and to encourage the timid young wife in every way. When she

perceived that there was no need of this, she herself grew rather uncer-

tain in her demeanor, was more silent than was her wont, and listened

to the artless talk to which the husband added only a word now and

then. The maid brought in the coffee, and Christel quietly handed a

cup to her guest. As she did so she scanned the countenance of the

stranger, and as a result of her investigation she grew gayer and more

self-possessed, asking the Russian lady various questions about her

travels, and her husband, and inquiring if she had any children. When
the stranger quickly shook her head in answer to this last question,

Christel changed the subject. But immediately afterwards the three

eldest children came running up-stairs and into the room, the biggest

boy carrying in his arms his little two-year-old sister : all four looked

blooming and pretty, and were only a little shy when their mother told

them to come and shake hands with the lady. She looked at them with

apparent approval through her eye-glass, but evidently did not know
how to talk to them. Then, glancing towards a little old-fashioned piano

standing in a corner, she asked whether Frau Christel played upon it.

. As a girl she had been fond of playing ; now her housekeeping gave

her too much to do, and she opened the old instrument only when the

children wished her to accompany them in their songs.

Of course the guest begged that she might have the pleasure of hear-

ing one of these songs, and, although the father remarked that it was a

very modest entertainment, the young wife did not wait to be asked

twice. She gently placed in the corner of the sofa the youngest child,

who had clambered into her lap, then opened the piano, struck a few

chords with an unskilled but musical touch, and played the melody of
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the song " Within a cool green valley." The two boys and little Lena
ranged themselves behind her, and began to sing, a little timidly at

first, but at the second verse the young voices sounded fresh and strong,

and the mother then joined in with a fine clear contralto, that lent an

unusual fiDrce and intensity to the sweet, tender air.

Hans sat at the window, glancing from time to time at the stranger,

whose face as she listened grew dark and sad. When the song ended

she did not speak. Christel rose and whispered something to the chil-

dren, whereupon they nodded farewell and went out of the room. She

then took up the youngest, who had fallen asleep, and carried it out to

the maid. When she returned, she found her husband and the stranger

still plunged in silent revery.

" Do you not wish to show Madame your studio ?" she said, gayly.

" There is more to see up there than down here."

He rose at once, and the stranger also. " You do not know how
well you sing," she said, holding out her hand to Christel. ^' Music

always makes me melancholy ; not the loud, stirring music of operas

and concerts, but that of a pure human voice. And now let us visit

tlie workshop of art."

Hans led the way up a dark, narrow staircase, and opened the door

of his studio. The whitewashed walls of the spacious garret were cov-

ered with sketches and studies from his academic days, a table stood

close to the window where he worked at his water-colors, and upon

a couple of easels he had placed a finished and an unfinished painting

in oil,—of views taken from Eothenburg, of course.

She seemed to take but little interest in his work to-day, scarcely re-

marking upon the sketches that he showed her, and she soon turned to

the window, through which, across the slopes of the plateau, the Tauber

could be seen as far as the village whose spire soared aloft in the misty

spring air through trees not yet in full leaf.

" There is nothing remarkable in these colors and lines," he said,

" but they make a tolerable frame for the picture of the antique town.

How different it must be to stand upon the Capitol, and, with Caesar's

palaces and the Forum in the foreground, to contemplate the classic

outline of the Albanian Hills ! I, indeed, know it only from pictures,"

he concluded, with a sigh.

" You will see the reality one of these days, and much else that is

beautiful besides. Meanwhile, this is not to be despised : each has its

charm."

Then she changed the subject. It was enough for Hans that for the

first time during the entire day she had alluded to his journey south.

He was pondering how to resume the subject, when she abruptly
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asked him to conduct her down-stairs. She had several letters to

write before leaving town, and would rather write them here than at

Wiirzburg, it was so much quieter. When did the train leave in the

evening ?

" At eight/' he replied.

" Very good. We shall see each other again at the station. Now
I must go home.''

In the room below they did not find Christel : the mistress was in

the garden, they were told by the maid, who blushed scarlet, and ut-

terly refused to accept what the stranger lady tried to put into her

hand. In the garden Christel came towards them with her hands full of

hyacinths and spring flowers which she had just cut and tied together.

" Pray accept them," she said. " My roses, of which I am very

proud, I cannot offer you yet. But these yellow hyacinths with the

green calyxes I have raised myself, and it would be difficult to find any

finer. I have good luck with children and flowers : it is my only

talent."

The stranger took the flow^ers and kissed the giver on both cheeks.

She walked about the garden, which was surrounded by high walls and

at this season of the year was not entirely free from damp. But a luxu-

riant ivy had taken compassion on the black walls, and had covered

them with a dark tapestry that contrasted well with the tender green

of the fruit-trees, and with the beds of primroses, crocuses, and hya-

cinths. Tlie children went on playing in a corner where they had a

little garden of their own, without heeding the visitor.

" I must now bid you good-by," said the stranger. " Unfortunately,

I cannot invite you to return my visit in what is called my home. In

our fortress it does not look green and smiling as it does here, and I

have never tried my luck with raising either children or flowers. But

I thank you for a pleasant hour ; I shall never forget it. You have

given me more pleasure and pain than I have had for a long time.

Farewell."

She embraced Christel, and kissed her again,—this time upon the

lips,—and, nodding to the young husband, with a scarcely audible "^u
revoiry^ she hastily lefl the garden by the gray arched gate-way.

It was just eight o'clock, and the sun had hardly set, when the

omnibus of the " Golden Stag" rolled through the eastern gate of the

little town and drew up behind the station. Even before the porter

could open the door, the young man in the picturesque hat, who had

been waiting there, sprang forward to help out, first the Russian lady,

and then the bundle-burdened Calmuck maid.
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He himself had on a light paletot, from the pocket of which pro-

truded a large package, and he held under his arm a thick sketch-book.

His face was rather flushed, and his look distraught and excited. He
asked if the tickets were taken, and then hurried to the office, whence

he quickly returned. Two little cards he handed to the lady, and a

third he slipped into his own pocket.

" Are you going too ?'' asked the stranger, pausing on the platform

while Sascha took her various bundles to the waiting-room.

He only nodded assent, looking surprised and not a little dismayed.

" Whither are you going ? You only returned to your home yes-

terday.'^

" Whither ? I hoped to learn that from you, madame.'^

She looked at him for a moment as if she had been addressed by

a lunatic.

" Did you not prove to me beyond doubt," he said, his heart beat-

ing fast, " that I owed it to myself to see a little of the world before

I settled down in this small nest for the rest of my life ? And were

you not so kind as to wish me to be your travelling-companion, that I

might take sketches everywhere of the views that pleased you? I

have thought it all over, and I find I have no time to lose in making

up for lost opportunities : therefore here I am at your service."

She did not speak for a moment, but looked past him into the west-

ern sky, where Venus shone with a mild silvery light.

" Does your wife know of this resolve of yours, and does she

approve of it ?" she asked.

" My wife? I told her only that I was going to the station to bid

you farewell. I mean to telegrapli to her from Steinach not to expect

me home, as I am about to make a little sketching-tour. I will write

to her in detail from Wlirzburg, and explain to her my reasons for

leaving thus. A leave-taking would have distressed us both uselessly,

and at the end of a year we shall meet again, God willing, well and

happy. She is a very sensible creature, much more quick and certain

in her resolves than I, and she loves me too much not to be willing to

do anything for my good. During the last twenty-four hours I have

represented all this to myself. Have you changed your mind in the

mean w^hile ? I liave with me only two or three articles : I did not

wish to arouse curiosity. I have money enough, and I will buy a trunk

on the way. But why do you look at me so strangely, madame ?"

^' My dear friend," she said, calmly, " do you not know that if I

am not far more prudent than you, you will inevitably commit a folly,

—nay, a sin against yourself, imperilling the happiness of your whole

life?"
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'^ For heaven's sake, madame '^

" Hush ! do not speak, but listen to me. First, however, answer

me one question, honestly and truly : Are you not a little in love with

me ?"

" Madame !" he stammered, in extreme confusion. He dropped his

sketch-book, stooped to get it, and was a long time dusting it off, after

he had picked it up.

" You are right,'' she said, without smiling, " it is an embarrass-

ing question, to which indeed you need make no reply : I know it

already. Of course I am not angry with you for it : you are not the

first. The same thing has sometimes happened to me Avhen I had less

reason to be vain. But what did you think could come of it ?"

He was silent, and she gave him a sidelong glance, in some enjoy-

ment of his dismay and perplexity.

" I will tell you," she went on. " It seemed to you quite romantic

to be carried off to play a ' Sentimental Journey' in easy chapters, and

to illustrate it with pretty Italian views. And you, I confess, pleased

me enough to make me think your society desirable : I am a lonely

person, apt to be discontented, and not quite resigned to my lot. Yes,

I am willing you should know,—for I do not wish to assume a virtue

I do not possess,—I took some pains—it did not need much—to turn

your head a little. You really did seem to me too good for a petty

provincial life in dressing-gown and slippers beside a w^orthy little

goose such as I imagined your wife to be. Yes, I even fancied it to be

my mission, as it were, to rescue an artistic nature from the curse of

mediocrity. I have been put to cruel shame."

" My wife " he began.

" Do not speak of her," she quickly interrupted him. " Do you

know that you are not worthy of that wife? After tlie way in wdiich

you spoke of her, I expected to see an excellent, insignificant creature,

and instead—why, your famous Rothenburg has nothing to show more

remarkable than that little woman ! And you would have left her, to

run after an absolute stranger ! I do not mean to w'ound you, but you

are about to make a perfect fool of yourself ; and I am not vain enough

to find any satisfaction in the fact that it is for my sake."

Her voice sounded harsh and hard : she evidently felt deeply what

she w^as saying. He tried to collect himself, and said, as he took her

hand and pressed it slightly,

—

" I thank you, madame, for all the kind and unkind words that you

have just said to me. I will be no less frank than yourself. Yes, you

have turned my head, but not at all in the ordinary sense of the phrase :

you have given me a glimpse of the heights of life, and of art, upon
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which I turned my back long ago to find my happiness in a modest

mediocrity. I have found it there, and I am not so blind and un-

grateful as to regard it lightly. But ought not a man to strive after

higher things ? Ought he, when he has devoted himself to art, to be

contented with Kothenburg felicity—you called it so yourself—instead

of seeking the Unknown?^'
" ^ Strive after higher things' !" she interrupted him, " ^ the Un-

known' ! Be thankful that you have had nothing hitlierto to do with

these fine words. They are will-o'-the-wisps, luring to swamps and

abysses. Sliall I tell you a story ? There was once a young girl, the

daughter of a serf, a peasant : a good young fellow was in love with her,

the tutor in the house of the lord of the estate : he looked a little like

you, except that his hair and beard were less artistically cut. He wanted

to marry the young girl, and, as he had some little property of his own,

it would have been a very good match for her. But the foolish chit

strove after ^ higher things,' and, although she did not quite understand

French, felt a desire for the ^recherche de Vinconnu.^ A certain gen-

eral visiting the estate found the young person extremely pretty, paid

court to her, and finally offered to marry her. Here was the higher

sphere of which she had dreamed, and the ^ Unknown' besides, for the

great world of St. Petersburg would be opened to her. And so she

forsook her faithful lover and became the wife of a general ; and when

she had a nearer view of the ^ higher sphere' she found it was poor

and mean, and when she came to know the ^ Unknown' it was poor and

commonplace. Perhaps she never would have been satisfied by the

side of a simple tutor, but she could not have felt so wretched nor have

made others so unhappy as she did. Of course she tried to help others,

hoping thus to atone for her fault, and one among these she might have

made happier, only, unfortunately, the general was a perfect pistol-shot,

and thought nothing of giving one of his young officers a lesson that

degraded the poor fellow from the ranks of the living. The wife

—

fool that she is—has been restless ever since, and runs about the world

still in search of the ' Unknown,' or, when she feels particularly capable

of self-deceit, after * higher things.' Do you know that she has found

nothing ^ higher' hitherto than the sweet, calm look of your little wife,

the peace of her old-fashioned room, and that good luck in raising

children and flowers that brings out their colors so finely ?

" There ! I have nothing more to say. If you still think that you

cannot be happy without portraying the ruins of the Forum, instead of

your White Tower,—although you are scarcely the stuff of which a

Kaffaelle is made,—get in and come with me. The road is open to all,

and perhaps long enough to allow my extremely unselfish mood to pass
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away. But, if yoii are wise, postpone your tour until your children are

old enough to be left with strangers for three months, and then take

your Christel under your arm and go across the Alps with her, and

I'll engage that, Rothenburger child as she is, she will not disgrace you

upon the Monte Pincio,—always supposing that you yourself do not

undervalue her, but let her have her share in your life and in your art.

For when we are good we are what you make us. Otherwise, we are

what we make ourselves, and neither good nor happy. And now enough

of this ! Adieu. My remembrances to Frau Christel. When your

work on Rothenburg is out, send it to me to Home, to the care of the

Russian embassy : I subscribe for three copies. I will make converts

to the German Pompeii."

She held out her hand, which he, deeply touched, pressed to his

lips. Then she drew her veil down over her face, and hurried into the

train, which was ready to start. She nodded once more from the win-

dow. The little engine whistled, and the black serpent slowly glided

away from the station. The stranger had nestled into a corner, whence

she stared into vacancy for a long time. Suddenly she opened one of

her leather bags, rummaged among its contents, and took out a morocco

ease. " There, take it,'' she said to the sullen maid. " You always

admired this bracelet, Sascha : I will give it to you. I am in a gen-

erous mood. I only wish that my generosity never cost me anything

more than a trinket like this."

Sascha fell on her knees before her, kissed her hand, and then with-

drew to her corner again, playing with her gift. She thought she heard

her mistress sobbing softly behind her veil : she did not dare to ask

w^hy.

Just about this time, Hans Doppler had returned to his little wife.

The children had gone to bed. He seemed unusually gentle and tender

;

two or three times he stroked the soft brown hair that waved so prettily

above the delicate ears. He told her of the stranger's farewell, without

saying much of the departure. Several times during the evening meal

he was tempted to make a serious confession. At last he merely said,

" Do you know, my darling, that the general's wife seriously contem-

plated carrying me away on a sketching-tour, all through Italy and

Sicily ? What should you have said if she had carried out her plan ?"

" Well, Hans," she replied, " I would not have tried to keep you,

if you had wished to go. I do not know, indeed, how I could have

borne it. I cannot imagine life without you ; but if your happiness

depended upon it
"

" My happiness ? that depends upon you alone," the rogue assured

Vol. XXXIX.—22
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her, trying to conceal his blushes. " You ought to have heard the lady

expatiate upon my good luck and your merits. But you—were you

not a very little jealous ?"

" Of whom ? Of that old Eussianr
" Old ? With that hair and that complexion ?"

" Oh, you blind-eyes !'' she cried, and laughed merrily, giving his

hair a little twitch. " Did you not see that this dangerous Muscovite

was thickly powdered, and wore a big, false braid ? And if everything

about her had been real I should not have been afraid of her. The

Tiber may be very beautiful, but surely it cannot compare with the

Tauber."

Mrs. A. L. Wtster.

THE GOLDEN AGE.

MY love and I laugh o'er the page

That tells the varied story

How love ran in the Golden Age,

—

We care not for its glory.

Idly we read how Grecian maids

Entangled Jove, the mighty,

Or how Adonis in the glades

Played with fair Aphrodite,

Pan the coy river-nymph may woo

;

Pygmalion, Galatea

:

Our love is just as sweet and true

As theirs by blue ^gea.

Nor lacks it the enchanting power

That blends divine with human :

My dear will change at any hour

To goddess or to woman !

Thus Love's eternal heritage

Doth gild our modern portals :

Cupid and Psyche know not age,

And we, too, are immortals !

C. H. Crandall,
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OUR ACTORS AND THEIR PREFERENCES.

THE favorite plays and favorite lines of the stage are viewed almost

exclusively from the audience's stand-point. Very few regard the

" Hamlet" or the " Richelieu," the " Spartacus" or the " Adonis," in

any other light than that which reflects from the portrayal on the stage

back into their own minds. They say without hesitation of this actor,

" His best part is Romeo," and of that artist, " He ought always to

play Othello," never turning their attention to the preferences of the

impersonator himself. For all they know, the very part which they

think is made perfection by a certain actor may be the part above all

others that he least likes to play. Who can say but that the ideal lago

when he so subtly carries out his plot is at heart bound to the thought-

ful moods of Prince Hamlet ? Who knows but that the fair Juliet

while pouring forth the words of love with such poetic beauty and

passion that all who hear must say, "A very Juliet indeed,"—who
knows but that she is yearning to change this character for the one

more congenial to her mind,—Lady Teazle, perhaps ?

We would like to know what characters the elder Booth, Macready,

Kean, Forrest, and the other famous actors of the past most liked to

assume, and what lines thrilled them more than any others did, when

they declaimed to admiring audiences. That, however, is impossible,

except in a few cases where an actor may have expressed his preference

in conversation. Yet even this reported statement is not as satisfying

as a declaration written by the actor's own hand.

In order that the preferences of the present generation of leading

players might be secured and placed on record for the interest of those

who now witness their acting, and of those who in the future will read

their histories, the writer has obtained from the eight actors and actresses

ranking highest in America and in England their expressions on these

two points :

1. Their favorite character on the stage.

2. Their favorite lines, either for the sentiment that is in the lines

or for their dramatic effect on the audience.

EDWIN BOOTH.

Edwin Booth, the genius of the American stage, had some hesita-

tion in declaring without any qualification his preference among the

host of famous characters he has essayed. He had to choose from his

shrewd Cardinal Richelieu, from his wily lago and his fierce Othello,
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from his Shylock with all the effective action of that part, from his

soul-stirring Lear, his vigorous Brutus of Payne's tragedy, his de-

formed and ugly yet artistic Bertuccio of " The Fool's Revenge," his

strong-lined Richard III., his mysterious Hamlet, and even the grace-

ful and gallant Romeo, Don Caesar de Bazan, and Claude Melnotte,

parts now of the past. Sir Giles Overreach, Sir Edward Mortimer,

Petruchio, St. Pierre, David Garrick, The Stranger, Pescara,—the list is

innumerable. His friends would probably agree on Hamlet as their

favorite. Mr. Booth does not so unreservedly assert his preference.

He writes

:

"Dear Sir,—
" I have no preference for any one character, as a whole, but for the

quieter passages of ^ Hamlet,' ^ Lear,' and ^ Macbeth.'

" The lines, ' If it be now, 'tis not to come ; if it be not to come, it

will be now ; if it be not now, yet it will come ; the readiness is all.

Since no man knows aught of what he leaves, what is't to leave be-

times ?' of ^ Hamlet,' are my favorite ones.

" Truly yours,

"Edwin Booth."

These favorite lines of Mr. Booth are uttered by Hamlet to Horatio,

in Act V. Scene 2, just after having signified his willingness to contest

with Laertes on the wager.

HENRY IRVING.

The leading tragedian of England is placed in a quandary. Mr.

Irving, with a repertoire equalling that of Mr. Booth and in many
respects similar, feels for all his characters an attachment that is undis-

criminating. He has his Louis XL, his Hamlet, his lago, Othello,

Shylock, Romeo, Richelieu, Macbeth, Richard III. ; and in the latter

role during the great Shakespearian revival in England many critics

considered that he had reached his best. He has his leading rdles in

" The Lyons Mail," " The Lady of Lyons," " The Corsican Brothers,"

" Eugene Aram," " The Bells," and his less attractive though fully as

artistic conceptions of Malvolio and Mephistopheles. With this list

under consideration Mr. Irving writes :

"My dear Sir,—
" Please do not think me in any way remiss if I do not answer your

questions directly. It is no easy matter to indicate any such preference

as you suggest, for my interest in all the characters I have essayed is so
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strong that I cannot separate one from its fellows and say, ^ This holds

all my mind and sympathies.'

" I am in the same difficulty with regard to the choice of a par-

ticular speech ; but I have no doubt that your own taste and judgment

will supply your readers with ample material for deciding what imper-

sonation and utterance they will chiefly associate with

" Yours very faithfully,

"Heney Irving."

lawrence barrett.

Lawrence Barrett, the student of the American stage, chooses at

once his favorite character and favorite lines. His decision will be of

especial interest, since, as a rule, all his impersonations are equally ad-

mired by his friends. He has his Shakespearian characters, Hamlet,

Shylock, Lear, and Cassius. He has his Kichelieu, his artistic creation

James Harebell of " The Man o' Airlie,'' his Rienzi, his Garrick, and

his star roles in " Yorick's Love" and " Francesca da E-imini." From
these and others on his list he selects quickly

:

"Dear Sir,—
" My favorite character is Caius Cassius ; my favorite lines are in

the speech beginning

—

* Well, honor is the subject of my story.

I cannot tell what you and other men
Think of this life ; but, for my single self,

I had as lief not be as live to be

In awe of such a thing as I myself.

I was born free as Caesar ; so were you

;

We both have fed as well, and we can both

Endure the winter's cold as well as he ;'

etc., etc., in the first act of ^ Julius Caesar.'

" Yours truly,

"Lawrence Barrett."

The favorite lines quoted by Mr. Barrett are from Act I. Scene 2

of " Julius Csesar,'' being part of the address of Cassius to Brutus when
he seeks to lead the friend of Caesar from his allegiance to the emperor.

WILSON BARRETT.

Wilson Barrett, the talented young actor of England, whose tour

of the United States this year has made him well known in this coun-

try, has a repertoire of leading plays divided essentially into two very

different classes. He has the melodramatic roles which at his theatre
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have served to push tlie " sensation'' plays into renewed prominence,

but which have not been given by him in America, his Harold Ar-

mytage in " Lights o' London/' Jack Hearne, the gypsy lover, in

"Komany Eye," Wilfred Denver in *^The Silver King," and Jack

Yeulett in "Hoodman Blind." Then he has the characters of the

classical school, Hamlet, Claudian, Clito, besides the lighter roles, as

Kev. Eichard Capel in the touching sketch "A Clerical Error," and

Chatterton, the young poet. Mr. Barrett, with the same enthusiasm

that has characterized his acting, writes briefly but to the point

:

^^My dear Sir,—
" Hamlet is my favorite character.

" I love no special lines, but the whole glorious creation.

" Faithfully yours,

"Wilson Barrett."

clara morris.

Clara Morris (Mrs. F. C. Harriott) has made her sad plays familiar

everywhere by the power of her emotional acting. Her tearful Miss

Multon, her plaintive Magdalen, her pathetic Camille, her determined

Cora, are all of that type which, when acted as ^liss Morris acts them,

stir the mind even while they seem less useful to humanity than rdles

of purer nature would prove. Miss Morris, using the pen of her

husband, responds

:

"Dear Sir,—
" In reply to yours concerning two questions :

" 1. (The favorite character,) JNIagdalen.

" 2. (The favorite lines,) ' Joy shall be in heaven over one sinner

that repenteth, more than over ninety and nine just persons which need

no repentance.'

" For the articulatory processes there is not another sentence or

sentiment in the English like it.

" Eespectfully,

"F. C. Harriott,
" for Mrs. Harriott (Clara Morris)."

The favorite lines, that come originally from the Sacred Scriptures,

are repeated by Mercy Merrick in Act I. of " The New Magdalen,"

when conversing with her chance acquaintance in the army hospital.

HELENA MODJESKA.

!N'o one who has studied the impersonations of Helena Modjeska

(Countess Bozenta) would hesitate to agree with her expression of
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favoritism. The dainty acting of this artiste is shown, indeed, in

many parts,—in her Rosalind of "As You Like It," her Viola of

"Twelfth Night," her Julia of "Two Gentlemen of Verona," and

her Donna Diana in the play of the same name. Besides these rdles,

she has essayed the heroine of " Camille," " Mary Stuart," " Adrienne

Lecouvreur," " Odette," " Frou-Frou," and again has been a Juliet on

one occasion and a Cleopatra on another. Mme. Modjeska writes

:

"Dear Sir,—
" In reply to your request, I will say that my favorite part, at

present, is Rosalind.

"My favorite sentence, 'Time is the old justice that examines all

such offenders, and let Time try.'

" Yours sincerely,

"Helena Modjeska."

The quoted phrase calls up to mind the mock Ganymede, in Act

IV. Scene I. of " As You Like It," bantering the love-sick Orlando,

but with a serious under-tone all the while for fear he might fail to

keep his appointment.

MRS. D. P. BOWERS.

The versatile Mrs. D. P. Bowers (Elizabeth McCollom) presents an

elaborate list of plays from which to choose. She has many rdles that

in the past have been made famous by her talent, and now on her return

to the stage as a star she again presents a number of these for admira-

tion. Among the roles that she now essays are Mary Stuart, Queen

Elizabeth, Lady Macbeth, Mrs. Oakley in " The Jealous Wife," Lucretia

Borgia, and the heroine of "Lady Audley's Secret." Mrs. Bowers

writes :

"My dear Sir,—
" You set me a most difficult task,—I have played so many favorite

parts. I think in the near past Julia in ^ The Hunchback' was my
favorite role; and perhaps I enjoy acting Elizabeth now the best.

" But to think over the category of favorite or effective speeches or

lines ! Think how short is life. I like to say, in ^ Mary, Queen of

Scots,' ^Tis not the diadem that makes the queen;' and it is very

effective, too. In ^ Elizabeth,' ^ A most unspotted lily shall she pass

to the ground, and all the world shall mourn her,' or ' I am not a

woman : I am a king.'

" For the sentiment, Avhat shall I say ? My favorite plays are so

full of exquisite sentiment. Viola's lines, ^Make me a willow cabia
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at your gate, and call upon my soul within the house/ etc., are among

the choicest ; or Julia's ^ Oh, Clifford ! while you are here, I'm like a

bark distressed and compassless that by a beacon steers ; when you're

away, that bark alone and tossing miles at sea.'

" Yours sincerely,

" Elizabeth McCollom (Mrs. D. P. Bowers).'^

FANNIE DAVENPORT.

Fannie Davenport, the daughter of her father,—she would not

ask for any higher praise,—made an impression last year by her strong

interpretation of Fedora. This year she does not confine herself to

that one part, but plays in "School for Scandal," "London Assurance,"

"Oliver Twist," "As You Like It," and "Much Ado about Noth-

ing." Her other roles are familiar. Miss Davenport's letter, like every

other article that she pens, breathes out a tribute of devotion to the

honored father whose memory to her never grows dim. She writes

:

"Dear Sir,—
" With pleasure in answer to your request. My favorite rdle is, at

present, Rosalind. Perhaps I may transfer my affections after I play

Beatrice.

" My favorite speech is, ^ All the world's a stage, and all the men

and women merely players,' etc., being the last one I ever heard spoken

upon the stage by my father. For the sentiment I like this.

" For dramatic expression, Juliet's speech :

* Gallop apace, you fiery-footed steeds,

Towards Phoebus' lodging : such a wagoner

As Phaethon would whip you to the west,

And bring in cloudy night immediately.

Spread thy close curtain, love-performing night,

That runaway's eyes may wink, and Romeo
Leap to these arms, untalk'd of and unseen,' etc., etc.

" For beauty and consistency of character, Imogen in ^ Cymbeline.'

"Fannie Davenport.'^

Both these selections are well known,—the one, Jaques's soliloquy

in " As You Like It," Act II. Scene 7, the other, Juliet's impassioned

words, Act III. Scene 2, when waiting for Romeo. '

It is not wonderful that w^e find so many expressions of affection

for the characters and lines of the great master dramatist, but it is

an instructive point, especially when connected with the names of the

leaders of the stage.

Charles E. L. Wingate.
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TWO WAYS OF TELLING A STOBY.

A DRAMATIC DIALOGUE.

DRAMATIS PERSONS.

John Eobbins, a writer of realistic novels.

Haery Belknap, a writer of idealistic novels.

SCENE.

—

A sitting-room with table arranged for breakfast. John Robbins and

Marry Belknap come out simultaneously from bedrooms on either side of the

stage which open into the sitting-room, advance towards each other, and shake

hands.

T> OBBINS. Good-morning, Belknap.

Belknap. Good-morning. Do you feel in a writing mood to-

day, Robbins?

Bobbins. I'm no believer in moods, you know. I can compose at

one time as well as another. The idea of a man's being unable to

write until he feels inspired is all nonsense, to my mind. A merchant

or lawyer doesn't need inspiration to transact business ; and why should

a writer? I sit down at my desk directly after breakfast every morn-

ing and write, no matter how I feel.

Belknap. I couldn't do that. I have to wait until I feel in the

humor for it, which is frequently after midnight. I can very often

write best in the " dead vast and middle of the night."

Bobbins. I suppose so.

Belknap (gayly). However, I'm all on fire this morning. As
soon as I have had my coifee, I shall be ready to begin.

{They sit down at the table and help themselves.)

Belknap (munching). I've got the plot all worked out : I finished

it in my sleep.

Bobbins. Humph ! The plot is the last thing I usually think of.

Belknap. Why, one must have a plot. Otherwise there would be

no story.

Bobbins. I let the story take care of itself. The characters are

what interest me.

Belknap. There can't be a plot without characters. So it comes to

the same thing.
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.Rohbins. Excuse me, I don't think it does.

Belknap. Well, we won't quarrel until you've heard the plot.

Shall I tell it to you ?

Rohbins. If you like.

Belknap. The scene is laid in a tenement-house in New York city.

I thought you would prefer low life, Robbins.

Bobbins. Art is art, my dear fellow, whether the phase of life it

seeks to reproduce be high or low. Go on.

Belknap. The heroine, Henrietta Golden

Bobbins. Stop there ! Henrietta ? Golden ?—You wouldn't find a

Henrietta Golden in a tenement-house.

Belknap. You might.

Bobbins. Pshaw !

Belknap (fiercely). Lizzie Black, then. Will that suit you ?

Bobbins. Admirably. I couldn't have picked out a more appro-

priate name myself.

Belknap. The heroine, Lizzie Black, and her old grandfather,

Ralph Black

Bobbins. Humph ! No matter. Let Ralph pass.

Belknap. Are living together. He is a rag-picker by trade, but is

now in his eightieth year and so feeble that he cannot work. She is

nineteen, and employed in a large cloak-making establishment, where she

earns just enough to keep them from want. She is very beautiful

Bobbins. Pooh ! Cut that last.

Belknap. Would you have her ugly ?

Bobbins. Not ugly, necessarily, but she wouldn't be likely to be a

beauty. She might have a pretty face, but the chances are that her

teeth and voice and

Belknap. Oh, well, we'll decide about her appearance later. Both

her parents are dead.

Bobbins. I see. Old man's wife drank herself to death, and neg-

lected daughter, who went to the bad and left Lizzie a baby on the

grandfather's hands. That's the situation, I suppose ?

Belknap (doubtfully). Yes. There's no objection to that, if you

wish.

Bobbins (decidedly). That's the most natural. (Musing) Chance

for good work there. I can see the whole surroundings. Squalid

tenement. Dirty children playing on door-steps ; one is eating water-

melon-rind. Rickety staircase. Drunken couple up two flights oppo-

site the Blacks. Forlorn apartment. Old man lolling out of window

to catch a breath of air. Girl comes in with a greasy package under

her arm and a cheap flashy bonnet on her head. " How late you are
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again, Lizzie !"—" Always complainin' about somethin', ain't yer,

grandfather V^

Belknap (interrupting). That's not my idea at all.

Bobbins (surlily). What's the matter with it ?

Belknap. I can't see the use of mentioning all those disagreeable

details. I had pictured Lizzie and her grandfather living in a room,

small but neat, in a garret above the city's " rout and noise and hum-

ming." Lizzie's corner is hidden by a screen, from behind which she

loves to peep in the early morning and watch the sunbeams kiss her

geraniums growing in a rough deal box on the window-sill.

{Bobbins groans.)

Belknap. That deal box ought to please you. I put it in solely on

your account. But for you, I should have had it painted.

Bobbins. Oh, go on !

Belknap (sentimentally). There she lies, waiting for a step on the

stairs,—a well-known step. It comes at last, and the voice of Will

Somers, the milkman, whispers, " Liz,—Liz,—time to get up, Liz."

Her cheek flushes. She springs lightly from her bed, and, throwing a

cloak over her graceful shoulders, steps to the door. She opens it a

crack, and takes from the hand of the strapping, handsome young

fellow with the bronzed complexion, who is w^aiting outside, the can of

milk which she and her grandfather are to drink for breakfast.

" Thank you. Will," she murmurs, sweetly, whereat his eyes

sparkle and his cheeks flush too, in spite of their bronze.

" These are for you, Liz," he says, holding out to her a bunch of

wild flowers. " I picked them this morning."

" They are lovely," she answers, shyly. ^^ I love flowers."

Then the door closes, and Will goes down the stairs with the re-

membrance of her voice to keep him diligent and happy for another

twenty-four hours. For Will Somers is in love with Lizzie,—has been

in love with her ever since she w^as fifteen,—and it is love that sends

him flying up the stairs to knock at the door of her garret at peep of

day every morning.

Bobbins (ivho has listened with a scornful expression). That might

be made a strong scene. This is how" I should treat it. At six o'clock

in the morning, as was his invariable custom, a tall, gaunt young fellow

with a white-and-red complexion, who wore a greasy cap and a Cardi-

gan jacket, came swinging along Blind Alley. He w^histled as he went,

and now and again banged the can which he carried in his hand against

the area-railings and the sides of the houses. When he reached No. 5

he emitted a vociferous war-whoop, by way of terrifying an emaciated
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cat reposing on the threshold, and climbed the rickety staircase two

steps at a time. He thumped at the garret door.

" Hit her up inside there, now !" he shouted.

While waiting for some response to his summons, the young fellow

proceeded to execute a double-shuffle in the passage-way with whistling

accompaniment, in which occupation he was discovered by Lizzie

Black, who, putting her head outside the door, surveyed him with a

complacent giggle. As he brought down his right foot with a final

bang and looked up for her approbation, she exclaimed, saucily,

—

" Quit your fooling, now, and give me that milk. I can't stand

here wasting time over you all day."

" What's riled yer, Liz, this morning ? Old man at his tricks

again ?" he inquired, with a grin.

"Give me that milk. Will Somers,'' the girl repeated, tossing

towards him the empty can which she held. It struck the floor with a

clinking sound and rolled across the passage.

" What's the hurry, Liz ? I want to look at yer," he said, as he

picked up the can, and, seating himself leisurely on the top stair,

chewed at a straw. " Who was that feller I see you walking with last

Sunday night ?" he inquired.

Lizzie tossed her head. "What's that to you?" Somers scowled,

and examined his finger-nails. Presently she gave a laugh. She had

closed the door, and was leaning with her back against it. " Say," she

exclaimed, w^th a giggle, " you're real mad, ain't yer ?"

He made no answer.

Lizzie sauntered across the entry, and, leaning on the balustrade,

looked down mockingly at him. A hair-pin fell from her head to the

ground, at which Somers grabbed eagerly, but only to have his fingers

trodden on. He sprang to his feet. As though she divined his pur-

pose, Lizzie rushed for the door. He seized her in his arms.

" Let go. Will Somers, or I'll never '^

Her words were stifled by a smacking kiss, which resounded loudly.

With another war-whoop, the victor let her free from his embrace, and,

picking up the empty can, scurried down two or three stairs. Then he

turned and looked back at her. She stood pouting and trying to re-

compose her disordered hair.

" I suppose you think yourself real smart," she exclaimed. Where-

upon she re-entered the room and slammed the door behind her.

Belknap. Disgusting, that's what I call it.

Rohhins. That's because it is strong and true. One should paint life

as it is. That's the way in which people of their class make love. But

let me hear what you mean to do with them.
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Belknap. Will Somers has been saving up his earnings for several

years in order to marry Lizzie. The old grandfather has nothing except

his bed.

Robbins. His bed !

Belknap, Yes. He has often told Lizzie that he would leave his

bed to her when he died. The bed is a shabby, ramshackle affair, but

Kalph has always insisted on making it himself every morning, ever

since Lizzie can remember.

Bobbins. Some mystery, I see. I hate mysteries.

Belknap. Will Somers has saved three hundred dollars, so he and

Lizzie decide to get married. The money is in the bank, and Will

goes down town to draw it. The ceremony is to take place the next

day. On his way home with the three hundred dollars a young fellow

comes up and claims acquaintance. Will doesn't recognize him, but

the stranger—to whom Will tells his own name and business—insists

that he used to work for a farmer near where Will lives. He tells

Will that he has just drawn a prize at a lottery,—a splendid copy of

Longfellow's poems,—and he persuades Will to go with him to

Robbins. Bunko, of course. Not a bad scheme. Only it wants to

be carefully worked up.

Belknap. I meant to describe that part merely in a few sentences,

just to show that Will accompanied the young man, and found himself

at a gaming-table, was induced to try his luck by the sudden idea of

making his fortune, and lost the whole three hundred dollars.

Robbins {with animation). Oh, but think of the chance for character-

conversations ! The whole scene stands out before one. I can see the

bunko sharp, w^ho of course has watched Somers come out of the bank,

go up to him, clap him on the shoulder, and hold out his hand.

^' Wrong man, I guess, mister," says Will, staring at him.

"Oh, come off. Nothing wrong about me. Ain't forgotten me,

have yer ?'^

" What's yer name, anyway ?"

" That's a good one. Maybe you've forgotten yer own name."

"My name's Somers. Where have I ever seen you on my route ?

Are you that slim chap as used to drive for old man Powers ?"

" That's about the size of it. Shake."

Belknap (despairingly). I don't see the use of all that.

Robbins. Use ? You couldn't have a bunko scene without it.

Belknap. Then cut out the bunko scene. I merely wanted to have

Somers lose the money in gambling, or some such way, with a view to

what follows. You'll see presently.

Robbins. Bah ! The bunko idea is first-rate. He would have been
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likely to lose tlie money in just that way, no matter what is to follow.

It would spoil the story to cut it out.

Belknap. Will goes in the evening in a dreadful state of mind to

see Lizzie. She opens the door for him in tears. Old Ralph has died

suddenly only an hour before.

Rohbins (scowling). What's the good of that?

Belknap. It belongs to the story. You can't say it isn't natural for

him to die. Every man must die at some time.

Bobbins (with a sneer). It is so extremely likely that he would die

just then. Clap-trap !

Belknap [angrily). I suppose you are disappointed at not having a

realistic death-bed scene.

Bobbins. Oh, go on. You weary me. Our methods are so entirely

different.

Belknap. Entirely. (With a gulp) Well, as I was saying, Will

finds the grandfather dead. He takes Lizzie in his arms and tries to

comfort her. " I have only you now. Will," she murmurs. What is

he to say? What can he say? He vows never to leave her. She

leans her head upon his shoulder. Then—he tells her all.

Bobbins. They go to the dogs, of course.

Belknap. Hold on a minute.
(
Continuing) Lizzie bears up bravely.

" We will wait," she whispers. " In another three years you will have

earned it back. Besides, I can save a little." The undertakers enter.

Bobbins. Humph ! One might get in a few good touches there.

I suppose they say they'll be blowed if they lug a coffin up all those

stairs.

Belknap (thoughtfully). That might help us out. Yes, that will do

capitally. The undertakers ask permission to carry Ralph's body down

to the door on a mattress. They take that on his bed, and in lifting it

one of them feels something hard below the surface where it touches his

hand. He calls Lizzie and Will. The mattress is cut open, and they

find

Bobbins (springing up). This is too much ! A deus ex machina

!

Bah!

Belknap. They find a purse of money

Bobbins. You needn't go on. I understand. Sentimental rubbish !

Belknap. Give us your version, then.

Bobbins. The natural thing, of course, would be for them to drift

apart. Lizzie gets into debt on account of the funeral expenses. She

takes to drinking,—you remember her mother and grandmother, so the

chances according to the laws of heredity would be all that way : she

and Will quarrel. Or let them marry on nothing and come to grief
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gradually. Let them have half a dozen children, let WilFs health

break down, or let him be crippled by an accident, and finish them up

in that way. It's perfectly easy to manage. But this purse-business !

Bah!

Belknap. You don't seem to see the idea I wish to express. The
point of the story is the contrast between the prodigal expenditure of

Will and the miserly saving of old Ralph. The one risks his savings

on a single cast. You can realize the other hoarding bit by bit from

year to year with miserly stealth.

Rohhins. I hate a moral. Give me real life.

Belknap. Why isn't that real life ?

Bobbins. Do you mean to tell me that the logical consequences of

Will Somers's losing his money are that a purse would be found in old

Ralph's bed ?

Belknap. You are incorrigible, Robbins. You want to blot all the

poetry out of the world.

Bobbins. No, sir ; I am merely protesting against false sentiment.

When we agreed to write a story together I knew how it would end.

Belknap. So did I.

Bobbins. Humph

!

Belknap. Pish !

{They walk up and down disgustedly.)

Bobbins (stopping short). Will you cut that purse out ?

Belknap. Never ! It's the key-note of the whole business. But if

you don't want to ruin our chance of success you will omit that vulgar

first interview between Lizzie and Will.

Bobbins. Indeed ! That is one of the few artistic touches in the

entire story.

Belknap. Despicable photography

!

Bobbins. Romantic nonsense

!

[They exit savagely by doors of respective bedrooms.)

CUETAIN.

Robert Grant,
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There is a story told of an English lawyer avIio, finding the superior tone of

the judge to himself and his client hard to bear, begged finally to inform his

honor that " We too are vertebrates, and the manner of your lordship would be
inadmissible from God Almighty to a black beetle I" There are times when the

attitude of certain critics and writers towards the common mass makes one echo

this vigorous protest. We all remember Camille Desmoulin's conception of

democracy,—" No superiors !" It is crude, but it touches the weak spot in hu-

manity which, above all things, hates condescension, or what it thinks such.

That based on geographical lines is always hard to bear, and from Boswell down
every man of spirit resents it. It is not infallible proof of superiority to be born

in a literary centre, though a good many so born seem to think it. Yet the geo-

graphical is sometimes less trying than that other assumption, property, it is but

fair to add, of a small number, who seem to take seriously the saying that God
has created men, women, and Herveys, themselves being the Herveys. To them
there are two worlds,—one small, blameless in culture, rich in ancestry, but not

always equally rich in personal achievement, a world whicli never needs to con-

sider vulgar problems, and has no ideal, because nothing can be above it ; a world

where cross-lights are avoided, and disagreeable odors unknown. And besides

this there is another, the broader realm of the bourgeois and the Philistine, only

these are not all its inhabitants ; a world anxious often as to money, but anxious

also for things better than money ; a world in which besides ignoble strife there

is plenty of young enthusiasm and keen study and brave endeavor. And the

curious feature is that, existing side by side, there is so little fellow-feeling be-

tween them. The upper world thinks of the lower as a vulgar majority,—ma-
jorities are necessarily vulgar in its creed,—a Barbaria to be viewed at a distance

through a photographic glass, and whose mission in art and literature is chiefly

to amuse their cultured brethren. It is to this end that a recent review of Silas

Lapham expressed a grateful surprise that his author, having made him so

humorously vulgar, so apt to waken our laughter, did not rest content with

having amused his select audience of the best society, but went farther, and

showed us that this common fellow struggling with his gloves, uncertain as to his

clothes, his house, and all those details of life which, to the Brahmin, make it

worth living, had yet a soul of honor and honesty in him, made a brave fight

against temptation, and was worthy even of a Brahmin's respect. When young

Corey defines the plane of vulgarity on which the Laphams live by saying,

" They are the sort of people who take ice-water and coffee"—instead of wine

—

"for dinner," his father has a sympathetic shudder at his son's fate, allied with

such a family ; and the author lightly points his meaning by adding, farther on,

" It is certain that our manners and customs count for more in life than our

qualities."

One would like fairness and tolerance everywhere; but the ignorant and

awkward who resents a superiority he . does not understand is more excusable

than his more fortunate brother, whom the world of life and books should have
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trained to toleration. And since literature has ceased to depict the Herveys,

since it concerns itself now with the average, struggling, failing man, since, in

short, democracy is in, the question of sympathetic treatment is of importance.

Lack of sympathy may not be fatal to comprehension, but it is to the noblest art.

We are past taking up these common folk as a spectacle, amusing ourselves with

their awkwardness and mistakes, their narrowness and superstition. But to an

aristocratic exclusiveness has succeeded, with some writers, an aristocratic inclu-

siveness, whose graceful condescension is nearly as hard to bear. The tone is

everything, and the critic's measure of these common folk is, after all, the measure

of himself. If one thinks that manners, always and chiefly manners, are the

bond of society, the indispensable of all life worth living, he will inevitably

condescend to people who haven't them. Only in their quality of human beings,

with hearts and souls like ours, can we get any genuine or noble satisfaction

from their experiences. It is the real, av:erage, sinning and repenting vertebrates

that we need to know,—to know them so that, in George Eliot's words, we
may " tolerate, pity, and love" them. And it is the fault of the new school of

literary photography that just this we do not do. Some one has defined the pho-

tograph as "justice without mercy;" and the definition would suit much modern

realism. But tbe photograph is not a portrait, and the portrait's superiority is

partly due to the artist's " mercy," which softens asperities and brings out the

best of a man. The portrait, too, in the hands of a Raphael, aims not, indeed, to

" improve nature," but, in representing her, '' not as she is, but as she would be,"

permits a degree of idealization. It takes account of soul as well as outside, and

is truer, because it is the whole man. When in his Silas Lapham Howells makes

his lack of manners, his crudeness, and his external vulgarity so overshadow

his real force and goodness that our first and last impression of the man is of

this outside, he is guilty of just this fault. We do not learn to " pity and love"

him in his trials ; we hardly learn to tolerate his faults for his virtues' sake.

We part from the whole family with the feeling that in real life we should have

as little as possible to do with these " cofiee-for-dinner" people. No greater

tenderness to our common failing humanity has been wakened in us. So we
endure, but never love, those vulgar Bostonians to whom Mr. James has lately

introduced us. And one asks, seeing how hard he has tried to be just to Olive

Chancellor and Verena Tarrant, and how he has failed to touch our sympathy,

what a George Eliot would have made of these unique products of modern life.

After all, justice without sympathy is only a finer condescension, since always

our superiority is implied. Too often also the new school is fatal to romance.

If one studies chiefly the outside, if one spends most of his time " verifying the

externals of life," one may easily end by doubting the presence of the deeper

things, and, doubting the soul, becoming sceptical as to all action whose motives

pass the common tests of expediency or environment. Reviewing the " Prophet

of the Great Smoky Mountains," Howells says of Kelsey's final sacrifice that " if

voluntary it was romantic, which is worse than uninteresting." If so, the worse

for the New Departure.

When one considers it seriously, there is something almost appalling in this

condescension, this apparent belief in the saying as to men, women, and Her-

veys. They are the remnant who shall be saved in the coming deluge of democ-

racy. Nay, good friends, one feels like answering, we be brethren in a deeper

sense than that of political equality. These, too, are vertebrates, these, too, have

hearts and souls like yours, and the tragedy or comedy of their lives should be
YoL. XXXIX.—23
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matter of more than photographic observation. Without sympathy you will not

get the best even of their comedy ; and the tragedy will leave you untouched if

you think of them chiefly as " cofFee-for-dinner people." Like it or not, democ-

racy has got into literature, and it has not got here simply to afford you matter of

infinite jest. It is here because these, too, are of our common clay, and, one must

repeat, condescension to it as literary material is not far removed from the be-

havior of the offending judge. Lincoln is reported as saying, " I think God must
like common people, he has made so many of them." Perhaps, also, it is meant

that we shall like them even against our taste. But we must like them for the

best that is in them ; not with a mocking echo of Browning's line,

—

*' The soul, doubtless, is immortal—where a soul can be discerned."

The more honor, then, to him who discovers this forgotten conscience and spirit-

ual force, who sees the best even in the clod, and makes us feel all that dimly

moves in the breasts of our lowest brethren. e. f. w.

Charles Egbert Craddock has thousands of admirers : is it possible that

he has not one friend ? Is there nobody to remonstrate with him against his mis-

use and abuse of language, the excess of his adjectives, the extravagance of his

epithets, and his occasional trips in taste? The greater the enthusiasm for his

genius, the deeper must be the regret for the affectations, exaggerations, and

other faults of style which disfigure his writing. It would seem as if mere grati-

tude for the pleasure he gives should prompt somebody to point out the flaws

which are making headway in his pages so fast that people are beginning to say

they cannot read him any more. Such people are to be pitied, certainly : it is a

misfortune to be so much more alive to the blemishes than to the beauties of a

great work, to lose the enjoyment of a noble composition through inability to

overlook defects in its execution. But there is another side to the case : readers

have xheir rights, and if a work of the imagination, the prime object of which

is to give pleasure, displeases through breach of the laws of style, the public has

just cause of complaint. In these cases the critic is counsel for the plaintiff,

but that implies a hostile attitude towards the author; and there is a position

which I would much rather fill, if I might, when the writer in question is con-

cerned. It has long been a favorite notion of mine that every author should

have his private critic, like his groom or valet, or like the familiar of a medi-

seval wizard, or the daemon of Socrates,—a disinterested spirit, devoted to his

master's service and possessing his entire trust. Let Charles Egbert Craddock

accept me for once in that capacity, and forgive my telling him some harsh truths

for the sake of the pride I have in his splendid gifts as a fellow-countryman, and

the desire I have that he should make the very best of them.

In the first place, his fondness for unusual words leads him out of the way to

look for an expression which has no advantage over the common one, except that

it is less used,—if that be an advantage. Having found it, he repeats it again

and again until he impresses a hasty reader not with the wealth, but with the

poverty, of his vocabulary. To take an example from his latest book,—" In the

Clouds,"

—

luculent is to be met with repeatedly in one number, and in another

the word glister occurs five times, being applied to the dew, sunshine, starlight,

moonbeams, and to a woman's hair. If the more ordinary word glitter does not

give the author's full meaning in relation to these various objects, neither can

glister, which, moreover, has an ordinary signification that makes it an unlucky
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choice for the euphuist. Elsewhere we are told of Mink's having " exploited his

mission,"—an expression to be found in the dictionary from Dr. Johnson to

Worcester, but justified by a single quotation only, and that from no more modern

writer than Camden. When " the experimental baby brought down the chum
with a crash," the lexicographers probably turned in their graves, as they define

experimental " Built upon experiment ; formed on experience or trial," and the

Jessup baby was not undergoing but trying experiments. There are terms of

the author's invention, too,—glamorous, murmurous,—not good in themselves nor

supplying any need hitherto felt in the language. Even when the words are un-

objectionable they are often so out of place and unfitting that they grate on the

ear through the understanding :
" The lowing of the homeward-bound cows had

fugue-like communings with their echoes ;" " there were pensive intimations in

the reduced splendors" of the sunset. The following passage is full of them

:

" The morning dawned with a radiant disdain of mists. . . . The air was no in-

sipid fluid : ... it seemed the subtle distillation of all the fruitage of the year,

enriched with the bouquet of the summer and reminiscent of the delicate

languors of the spring. The sky had lifted itself to empyreal heights lumi-

nously blue : . . . the white summits of the mountains were imposed against it

with^a distinctness that nullified distance : . . . down their slopes the polychro-

matic vestiges of autumn were visible," etc., etc. Fifty years ago this sort of

writing was known as the Laura Matilda style ; but Laura Matilda never knew
half so many fine words. The worst of this inflated description is that it has no

business at all where it is. There are twenty-five lines of it at the opening of a

chapter which relates a jury-trial, and they should be struck out, for the chapter

really begins with the sentence, " Within the court-house great blocks of sun-

shine fell upon the dirty floor." Twenty-five lines follow which depict a country

court-house in Tennessee, a suitable and graphic introduction to the trial-scene
;

but even this is spoiled by hackneyed allegorical allusions to flies and spiders'

webs. There is a great deal more about those court-house windows : they are

busy by and by casting dim squares of sunlight through their dirty panes ; later,

they themselves have become " indefinite gray squares ;" then the moon rises, and
" the windows, each with its great white image upon the floor below," again stop

the ju(iicial proceedings and claim the attention of the impatient reader. The
windows of the prison are duly noticed in their turn, with moonbeams " slanting

through the bars," and the windows of the hotel, with " light slanting out in

broad shafts," and the window of a log cabin, through which " the moonlight

lay in glittering rhomboids on the puncheon floor."

If there were any connection between these common phenomena and the

course of events or the state of men's minds in the story, there would be an excuse

for mentioning them, but in most instances there is none. They are not only often

irrelevant, but impertinent, alien to the spirit of the occasion. Take for instance

the long dialogue between the herder and farmer " trading." It opens thus

:

" ' Ye 'lowed day 'fore yestiddy ye wanted ter sell yer steer.' There was now no

sound from the cove. The burnished glisters of the sunshine hung above it

almost materially visible, holding in suspense a gauzy haze, through which the

mountains were glamorous and darkly vague. ... * Yes, yes,' said Jacob, has-

tily. ' Buck, ye know. Yander he be.' " What on earth have glisters of sunshine

and glamorous mountains to do with their "trade" ? The untimely intrusion of

similar details is of such perpetual recurrence that it ends by rasping the nerves

like the constant slamming of a shutter or creaking of a weathercock during
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a high wind : the brain is in a state of irritated expectation. It is still more
annoying when the author imputes his own modes of thought and speech to the

simple mountaineers. " *Put the jug in the hollow tree, then, like we promised,

an' let's go. Mos' day, ennyhow,' " says Mink as he starts on the drunken frolic

which is to get him into a bad scrape. When the mischief is done, and he is

fleeing from justice, his reflections are rendered in these words :
" Ah, should he

ever again see Chilhowee thus receive the slant of the sunrise and stand re-

vealed in definite purple heights against the pale blue of the far west ? Should

he ever again mark that joyous matutinal impulse of nature as the dawn ex-

panded into day ?" Mink should not be made to talk in one lingo and think in

another. The inimitably comical child " 'Gustus Tom" comes upon the stage

" a scapegrace three feet high, clad in a suit of cotton check of light blue. His

trousers reached to his shoulder-blades, and were sustained by a single suspender.

A ragged old black hat was perched on the back of his tow head. He had the

clothes-line tied to the hind leg of a pig he was driving." His address to his

little sister, " Look a-hyar ! what ails ye ter let yer tongue break loose that-a-

way? Shet up !" is perfectly consistent with this disregard for appearances; yet

within the same hour he is made to tell his tale after a very different fashion.

" It was very still, 'Gustus Tom said. The frogs by the water had ceased their

croaking : ... he heard only the surging monotone of the gleaming cascade."

A nocturnal rider comes in sight, galloping furiously, dismounts, lays a snare for

an unwary foe, gets into the saddle again, " and away he went along the grassy

margin of the road, noiseless, swift, dark, like some black shadow, some noisome

exhalation of the night. 'Gustus Tom explained at this point, with tears and

many anxious twistings of the button on his shirt-front," etc., etc.

Mr. Craddock's fine intuitive perception of the mental processes of men,

women, children, and beasts ought to keep him from putting words into his per-

sonages' minds so dissonant with those he puts into their mouths. Even for the

sake of probability he cannot forego the cumbersome description and the man
flitting away like a shadow. He has long been haunted by shadows : in this

book they take up almost as much space as their solid doubles. The sheriff^s

hat and its shadow are like " some double-headed monster," and, directly, " the

double-headed monster, chewing as he went, the action reproduced in frightful

pantomime, slowly withdrew." " A double file of horsemen and their mounted

shadows . . . passed slowly along." There are shadows of vine-leaves and

tendrils, of dogs on the hearth :
" one, . . . with his muzzle stretched flat on

the floor between his paws, had saurian suggestions,—he was like an alligator."

Worst of all are those of Judge Gwinnan and the lawyer Harshaw, " pacing

along in the plate-glass windows, as if their doubles were stalking without in the

snow," " the (judge's) reflection in the plate-glass duplicating the posture on the

snowy sidewalk, as if that other self, . . . now meditated, and now spoke, and

now lifted a fiery glance .'" The realistic fancy pushed beyond its due limits

becomes totally false to reality.

Unfortunately, when Mr. Craddock gets hold of a word or a "suggestion,"

or when it gets hold of him, there is no hope of their parting until they have

worn each other out ; and meanwhile what becomes of the reader ? If our author

has no eudsemon to caution him, let him take warning by Mr. William Black

not to indulge in this " damnable iteration," and not to interrupt his narrative

or clog the dramatic energy of his sceiies with descriptions and pictures. Mr.

Black, whose "Princess of Thule" set the fashion of summer cruises to the
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Hebrides, and whose " Adventures of a Phaeton" started Americans off posting

through England as before the days of railroads, is now among the novelists of

whom many people say, " I can't read him any more : his tricks have grown too

tiresome." Mr. Craddock's descriptions of scenery are as fine as Mr. Black's, and

carry their truthfulness home to lovers of nature. The aspects of Thunderhead,

the Great Smoky, Piomingo Bald, are familiar to every one who has read " The
Prophet," or " In the Clouds," even though he has never seen the Tennessee

mountains. The author's enchanting pictures of those heights and depths, those

wide horizons and narrow gorges, by sunrise, noontide, sunset, moonlight, in storm,

in fog, in snow, at all. times and seasons, arouse somewhat of the rapture which

Nature herself inspires when beheld in her most chosen solitudes and at her

divinest moments. But he is not always true to her or to his own instinct, as

may be noted in the extracts already given, and the fatal tendency to overload

and overdo robs not his word-paintings alone, but some of his finest scenes, of

their full effect. There is a description of a moonrise crammed into a descrip-

tion of the crowd waiting outside of the court-house, and another equally out of

place in the stirring account of an attack on a jail, in " In the Clouds," which

damage them very much. In the next chapter, when the story should march on

without let or hinderance, it is brought to a stop while we are told that " It was a

day of doubtful moods, of sibilant gusts of wind," etc., etc., for half a column,

the weather having no more to do with the business in hand than the moon of

next year's Rhamadan.
Beautiful passages of natural feeling and deep emotion are marred by the

same false touch. The reader's eyes are moistening for poor Alethea, alone in

the roof-room with her bitter grief, when,the sympathetic dimness is checked by

the following sentence :
" An isolated star blazing in the vast solitudes of the sky

burst suddenly into a dazzling constellation before her eyes as she felt the hot

tears dropping one by one on her hand." Yet this might have been a touching

detail if it had been simply told. We are jarred in the same way, as if by an

unfeeling tone, in the pathetic episode of the moonshiner's wife lamenting over

her deserted cabin :
—

" ' An' 1 had to leave my home and the three graves o' my
dead chill'n yander on the rise, ez lonesome and ez meagre-lookin' ez ef they

war three pertater hills.' She burst into a tumult of tears. 77ie smoke wafted

down, obscuring her,—there ivas commotion in its midst, for the wind was astir,

—and Jier sobs sounded from out the invisibility that had usurped the earth, as if

some spirit of grief were abroad in it. ' Shet up, M'ria ! Ye talk like ye hed

no mo' sense than a sheep. The chill'n ain't in them graves,' Marvin said,

with the consolations of a sturdy orthy^doxy. 'Thar leetle bones is,' said the spirit

of grief from the density of the clouds" How bad this is! how good it would

have been without the smoke and the wind and the cloud and the spirit of

grief!

And so it goes, until some readers throw the story aside in weariness, while

wiser ones surrender themselves to the charm, the humor, the power, the intense

human interest of the story, which lift them as on a flood-tide over the shoals.

Some of this class, however, complain that Mr. Craddock spins out the tense and
critical situations of his narrative, such as Mink's trial, or Harshaw's visit to the

moonshiners. Long as they are, it would be a pity to cut out anything except

the inopportune descriptions and needless repetitions : let these go, and the story

will not drag.

Enough and more than enough has been said to convince Mr. Craddock that
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his mannerisms are likely to cost him his popularity just as he has achieved fame.

It would be impudence, even in the daemon, to urge his author to aim at perfec-

tion,—every writer hears that, in one form or another, from the days of his copy-

book maxims,—but the editor, the critic, and the public have a right to protest

against his aiming at imperfection.

BOOK-TALK.

SOME months ago a lady recited a poem called " Ostler Joe" before a Washing-

ton audience. It was not a familiar selection, and the audience seem to have

been prejudiced beforehand by misapprehending the name of the author, which

they understood to be Swinburne instead of Simms. Before the poem had been

finished, a number of ladies rose and left the room in real or affected disgust.

The reading broke up in confusion. Next morning nearly all the newspapers

in the country denounced the lady who had read so wicked a poem, and the

leaders in the blame were certain journals whose columns had only a few days

before been filled with nauseous nastiness cabled over from England. The poem
acquired a sudden celebrity. The book-stores were besieged with applications

for the volume of Swinburne which contained " Ostler Joe," and even the good

editors sent their reporters .to ransack the libraries in search of it. At last the

poem was found, and the good editors published it, many of them in the Sunday

editions of their papers, to let every one see what a very wicked thing it was, and

how thoroughly unfit to be laid before pure-minded women and girls.

Yet in spite of all this hubbub the poem is not immoral. It merely tells

the old story of woman's fall from purity,—a story so old that the penny-a-liner

is used to emphasize its age by calling it the old, old story,—and it tells it without

any attempt at making vice attractive. It does not even aim, like " The Bridge

of Sighs" or " Beautiful Snow," to excite sympathy for the sinner. The woman
sufiers as she deserves, and all the real pathos centres upon the poor wronged

husband, the rude, uncouth, true-hearted Ostler Joe, who shelters his dying

wife when all her lovers have abandoned her. If the poem is unfit for a mis-

cellaneous audience, then some of the greatest and some of the most popular

of modern dramas, novels, and poems are equally unfit, and no pure-minded

woman should read " David Copperfield," " Anna Karenina," or " Spring

Floods," or witness a performance of "Faust," " Camille," or " La Traviata."

In fact, the whole episode is amusing for its rampant hypocrisy.

In " My Recitations," by Cora Urquhart Potter (J. B. Lippincott Co.),

the lady of whom we have been speaking has made a collection of the pieces

which compose her repertoire, and she has shown courage and good sense in in-

cluding among them the obnoxious " Ostler Joe." The other selections com-

prise much, of course, that is familiar to every amateur elocutionist, but he ought

to be grateful to find so many old favorites bound together in so compact, conve-

nient, and handsome a form. For the rest, what is comparatively new and un-
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hackneyed seems to be well adapted for purposes of recitation, and there is a

comfort in knowing that all have been successfully recited by the compiler

herself.

Henry James's new book, "The Princess Casamassima" (Macmillan & Co.),

contains six hundred closely-printed pages,—a statement which may seem all the

more alarming when it is added that there is hardly any story. The pages are

filled out with conversations and descriptions, so clever—so brilliant, indeed

—

that you are exasperated with yourself for taking only a languid interest in them.

Perhaps this is because the characters are so realistically unreal. Mr. James

concerns himself only with the actual world of to-day : he carefully eschews the

ideal characters, the romantic incidents, which the finer art of the modern nov-

elist has taught him to abandon. He banishes from his stage Harlequin and

Columbine, Prince Charming and the Fairy Godmother ; he lays his scene in

modern London, attends carefully to all the accessories, and sustains the local

color with admirable art. Yet the illusion is incomplete. Hyacinth Kobinson,

Paul Muniment, Lady Aurora, the Princess herself,—all these characters who talk

so much and do so little and are so cleverly manipulated,—strike you not as real

men and women, but as ingenious manrkins who excite curiosity by the closeness

with which they simulate life. You are never really deceived by them, but you

feel as if at any moment you might be deceived. When their creator lays bare

their inner selves and explains the motives of their actions, he does not appear in

the light of a social philosopher probing the secret springs of human action, but

rather of an inventor explaining the mechanism by which his puppets are made
to play their appointed parts. The book makes one sigh for the methods of those

great masters whom Mr. Howells has told us are of the past,—for the confidential

attitude of Thackeray or the mannerism of Dickens. Here is a novel which

glances at some of the most important and far-reaching problems of the present,

whose chief characters are conspirators plotting against the existing social order

and discussing the wrongs of the oppressed,—material enough, one would think,

for stirring incident, and ample opportunity for pointing a moral, expressing a

conviction, or delivering a warning. Yet the author's attitude is that of a mere

observer: he preserves throughout the calm, superior air of one who has out-

grown emotion and enthusiasm ; he looks upon his fellow-beings only as available

literary material. What does he believe? Does he hate? Does he love? If you
prick him does he bleed ? These questions cannot be answered from his work.

Tt is a comfort to turn from "The Princess Casamassima" to such a book as

" The Old Order Changes," which covers somewhat similar ground, which has

the same fault of brilliant unreadableness, but in which you can at least hear

the beating of a human heart.

Mr. Howells takes a more humane interest in his fellows than Mr. James,

for he is essentially a humorist, and humor in its higher forms is always kindly

and sympathetic. Mr. James, who has plenty of wit, is almost devoid of humor.

But " The Minister's Charge ; or, The Apprenticeship of Lemuel Barker" (Tick-

nor & Co.) is lit up with the most pervasive yet most delicate and elusive spirit

of fun. Even that awful nightmare, the New England conscience, loses all its

grimness in the person of Mr. Sewell, and becomes conscious of its own incon-

gruity, despite the monitions of the self-constituted guardian angel, Mr. Sewell's

wife. It is this spirit of humor that makes it possible to preserve the friendli-
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ness of the reader towards such every-day characters as 'Manda Grier and Statira,

and makes one follow with interest all the scenes in the police court, in the Way-
farer's Lodge, and in the street-cars, which have excited the ire of more than one

critic. But the best character in the book is that of Lemuel Barker himself.

The author has, to be sure, forsworn his own literary tenets even when he seems

most anxious to conform to them, for Lemuel is quite as much an ideal, an im-

probability, as if he had been drawn less awkward and countrified. It is a sort

of accepted convention to praise the homely virtues of the country at the expense

of the city; but people who know their world would not look very confidently

towards the rural districts for any marked examples of purity and simplicity.

Many of us, however, can find it in our hearts to pardon Mr. Howells for

cherishing old ideals, and he certainly has succeeded in presenting a very capti-

vating picture of young, unspoiled, untrained manhood, strong and upright, yet

painfully conscious of its own gaucherie. And one of the most admirable effects

is produced by the way in which the character of Lemuel defines itself in the

reader's mind not so much by what he himself says and does, as by the impres-

sion he makes upon others. It recalls that famous picture exhibited some years

ago in London, where a gladiatorial combat is represented, not by a direct scene

in the arena, but by its reflection in the faces of the spectators.

The following lines occur in the Envoi which Austin Dobson has contrib-

uted to the edition of " She Stoops to Conquer" which Edwin A. Abbey has illus-

trated and the Harpers publish

:

Ah, Goldsmith ! if we who, with pencil and pen,

Have here sought to praise you, most kindly of men,

Could have hoped but a touch of that humor to find

Which you lavished so freely on careless mankind,

—

But a touch of your genial, your innocent laughter,

—

She Stoops would need nothing to grace it hereafter,

And the critics, delighted, would all make admission

That this was the only—the final edition !

Mr. Dobson's hope has been gratified. This is altogether one of those books

which are disheartening to the critic because he can say nothing novel or striking

about them, but can merely exhaust the commonplaces of admiration. Mr. Dob-

son's own share in the work, consisting of a short Envoi and a rhymed introduc-

tion, has been gracefully and pleasantly performed. Mr. Alfred Parsons has

done the "decorations," which probably include the binder's stamp, whose

design is remarkable for quiet elegance. The binding itself is of strong leather,

stamped with gold. The typography and press-work are excellent. But after

one has said these good words he has not touched the crowning glory of the

whole,—the illustrations by Mr. Abbey. Here, indeed, we have all the kindly

humor of Goldsmith reproduced for us in artistic form. Here we have the real

Tony Lumpkin,—the author's Tony, not the stage Tony,—and Mr. and Mrs.

Hardcastle, full of all the cheery life of the original, and young Marlowe in his

alternations of bashfulness and forwardness, and Miss Hardcastle, by turns the

fine young lady and the pert little bar-maid, and all the varied crowd of friends,

neighbors, followers, servants, and supernumeraries, drawn with a loving pencil.
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KENTON'S WIFE.

CHAPTER I.

^^ CJHE is very young, I don't deny; but still Loretta's always had

O a deal of good sense/'

Mrs. Lyons spoke slowly, as was her wont even when deeply inter-

ested, but her eyes were fixed upon the doctor's face with anxious

scrutiny. Perhaps she expected him to argue the point with her. But
he had no intention of the kind. Although he had opened the subject,

his thoughts had already strayed away to another branch than the one

under discussion. Loretta's age, her good sense, her probable capabil-

ity as Kenyon's wife,—tliese points were not the questions disturbing

the good man who had known Loretta from her infancy. He was
thinking of the girl's personal happiness ; and the proud sweetness of

her glance when he had questioned it a few hours ago seemed to rise

to his vision, defying his vague, unformulated fears. Meanwhile, Mrs.

Lyons w^as going on placidly :

" I was married myself at nineteen, and Loretta's nearly twenty-

one ; and then she's known Kenyon off and on all her life. That
ought to make a difference."

" Yes," the doctor assented, rather absently, " that makes a differ-

ence, certainly. But Loretta is so different from all other girls. She's

twenty-one in some ways and about six in others."
" Oh," exclaimed Mrs. Lyons, " Loretta has spirit enough ! She's

grown to discretion, I should say, and has character enough for half a

dozen Fenn girls."

The doctor smiled :
" Yes, Loretta may be young in some ways,

but she has a woman's heart and a woman's soul."

Dr. Maynard was considered on the Fenn Islands to have what
was called a " gift" of speech, and Mrs. Lyons accepted this remark
just as she accepted many of the ambiguous things he often said, but
without considering its application to her niece. She felt a little dis-

turbed, however, and looked out at the tremulous gray sea below the

cottage with a silent indecision for an instant, then brought her eyes

back bravely to the doctor. " I hope," she said, with determination,
*^ you feel sure she is a Christian, anyway ?"

" Yes. And I think Kenyon is, or means to be."

Mrs. Lyons moved forward suddenly with a little anxious gesture of
her wrinkled hands. Kenyon Blake had travelled over leagues of the

earth's surface of which the gentle widow and her niece Loretta Gardi-
ner knew nothing, but Mrs. Lyons would at any time have declared

herself sure of his orthodoxy according to Fenn standards. But Dr.
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Maynard's tone of voice seemed to imply a sort of doubt of Blake's

creed.
^' Means to be !'' she echoed, a little dubiously, and watched the

doctor's finely-cut profile defined against the window. A queer twitch-

ing about the corners of his mouth was evident before he said, in a

reassuring tone, and bringing the kindliness of his glance around to

Mrs. Lyons's face again,

—

" Means to be. Yes, Mrs. Lyons : I think that rather describes

what you may call Kenyon's attitude on various subjects. Perhaps it

is as much as can be said of any of us.''

" Well, I do' know," said Mrs. Lyons, promptly. " I never held

with those who put mayhes for musts. There's both kinds ; and we
ought to know where they belong."

Dr. Maynard laughed outright as he rose to leave, and the widow
smiled in a sort of triumph.

" But you know that as well as me," she said, half apologetically.
" See here. Now, there's Loretta,—quiet, reserved sort of girl, but she

knows where to find her principles every time she needs them. You
never need be afraid of her not knowing a shall from a shan't or a can

from a can't."

" Never," said the doctor.
^' Now, what's the use of your going ?" Mrs. Lyons said, suddenly,

insistent in her hospitality, after the fashion of The Fenns ; and, fol-

lowing out the customary method, she argued with him that, even if

a mist was rising, he could always have the lantern, and supper would
be ready as well here as at his own house. But he continued his

adieus, and was presently walking down the road towards his own
quiet fireside.

Mrs. Lyons stood a moment in the door-way, watching the old

man's figure disappear around the only turn in the main road of tlie

island. A strange pang of loneliness shot across her heart as she closed

the door-way and confronted the solitude of her sitting-room, conscious

that in a few weeks at furthest there would be no girlish presence to

break it and give it the charm of youth and of what she began now
to appreciate as Loretta's own personality. She could not think of

any possible reason for objecting to a marriage which in the eyes of

the island people actually had an element of worldly splendor. For
thirty years her own life had known no higher exhilaration than an
occasional trip to " The Main," as Fielding's Point six miles across

from The Fenn was designated, and there had been few cause.^ for

emotion or surprise : so that no undue elation had tempered her feelings

when ten days ago Loretta, returning from a long walk with Kenyon
Blake, had announced the fact of her engagement. Indeed, the young
man himself had been almost irritated by the quiet acceptance of his

future by Loretta, and for her by her aunt ; but there had been an un-

reasonable ache in the good woman's heart ever since,—an exasperating

desire to find some reason for complaint which Loretta's joyous content

in the whole affair pricked unconsciously twenty times a day. Mrs.
Lyons seated herself in her rocking-chair again, picking up the mat she

had been braiding when Dr. Maynard appeared, going on with her
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work, a little line of irritation deepening between her brows w^hile she

realized, in no analytical way, but witli the power of conclusion many
commonplace women have, that she would lose what Kenyon Blake

might not care to win, or, it might be, to develop, in the companion-

ship of his wife. The quiet and increasing darkness seemed prophetic.

How many afternoons, the widow asked herself, would she be likely to

spend in this very room with nothing but the shadows for company ?

And why had she not taken " more good" out of the girl when she

really had her ? Loretta's presence was generally a quiet one, and yet

somehow it pervaded the house in a fashion her aunt loved. She was
not particularly rapid in her speech, yet her voice had a clear childlike

ring almost of gayety in it at times. She was lithe in her movements,

her ways w^ere deft, and anywhere but on The Fenns, where she had

been known from infancy, the peculiar charm of her face, the poise of

her head, and the fine walk of the girl, even, would have been known
as beautiful. Something of all this had reached Kenyon Blake's inner

consciousness, perhaps stirring him to the decision whose rapidity and
its consequences looked startling to himself; but at this very moment,
while Mrs. Lyons in the twilight was counting up every trick of gesture,

every charm of voice or smile or word of her child which it seemed to

her were suddenly of value, Kenyon, in a boat making slowly for

The Fenns, was saying, lazily,

—

" Handsome ? Well, perhaps she is. She has the advantage, you
see, of a fine physique, which few Fenn girls possess, and a healthy

color, though she seldom has much in the cheeks. You'll see her,

however, in a few minutes and judge for yourself.''

Kenyon's companion, who had been treated during the last few
days to a great many indifferent speeches about Miss Gardiner, smiled

grimly.
^ " Do you expect to find her standing out on a boulder, for instance,

straining her eyes for the first glimpse of yourself?" he replied.

Kenyon laughed, pushing his hat back a little carelessly, and re-

vealing by the gesture the real beauty of his face,—the broad imagina-

tive brow, with its outline of short waving dark hair, the eyes dark,

often sombre, but when the glasses were removed, as at this moment,
shown to be capable of an infinite sweetness of expression. The
rest of the face was too rugged, perhaps, to be called handsome ; and
yet the man himself had an invincible sort of assertion about even
his quiet moods which defied criticism of any kind so successfully that

to remember any irregularity of feature, for instance, seemed alDSurd,

and the easy muscular and sinewy frame was what made him always
goodly to look at. There seemed not an atom of superfluous flesh on
the tall, well-balanced young figure

;
yet he could not be called slight

;

every bit of muscle and nerve told, and whereas his companion, Angus
Loring, presented a physique of somewhat more athletic attributes, no
one could have questioned that Blake was the stronger of the two.

"She is sure to be watching for the boat," Blake said, presently.
" Here we are, old boy. Take a good look at these islands, and re-

member I am sole lord and master of Little Fenn,—sterile hill-side,

tumble-down house, and all."
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The faint mist which had been for half an hour gathering about the

craggy shore just below Mrs. Lyons's cottage seemed now to be drifting

away, and as the two young men left tlie boat there was revealed to

Loring's view an uncertain building which presently defined itself as a

shingled school-house ; above this a steep bank, along which lay the

main road, and at irregular intervals the few houses of which this side

of the island could boast, built evidently only because the locality had
at one point or another some inducement to oifer that had nothing what-
ever of the sentimental or picturesque in it, and, after perhaps twenty
years or more of hard usage from wind and weather, long dreary winters

and lazy summers, they presented a comfoi'table appearance of solidity,

stone and framework combining cheerfully. But of individuality there

was almost none. So far as Loring could see in this first misty view of

things, the dwelling-houses might have grown out of the materials of the

earth, with no suggestion of personality in design or idea beyond solid

walls and carefully-protected windows. Away farther down than the

visitor could see at that moment, a bridge spanning a really pictu-

resque sort of inlet or bay saved from absolute cruelty the rocky hill-side

dominated by a white frame church whose walls and uncompromising
steeple bore the marks of time with a gaunt kind of forbearance.

Beyond, a little farther still, the road seemed to end abruptly in a huge
wharf, which the boat-builders of long ago had deserted, but which con-

tained the one store of the place, situated in a building erected to hold

huge masses of timber, and whose rafters echoed queerly enough to the

modest demands made by the children of the island for such small

confectioneries as they could purchase and at once consume.

The charm of the place, however, lay not in any accidents of arch-

itecture or coldness of native feeling where outlines and rocks were
concerned. Something at once pastoral and yet sage there was about

the careless-seeming island,—something secure of its own purpose, and
yet with no need or desire for tradition. To call the ways or ideas of

the people to account in any way would have seemed far more intrusive

than any one had ever tried to be, and to object to their indifference to

agriculture would have been to acknowledge one's own inability to be-

lieve in the honest simplicity of minds which preferred green pastures

and undisturbed woodlands to cart-tracks and marketable clearino;s.

And, however remote to the Philistine intruder all this might seem,

Fenn people certainly understood themselves and one another, and,

never having been known to ask advice, it was to be presumed they

did not need it.

" Well, what do you think of it all, Loring ?'' Kenyon said, sud-

denly, putting his hand on the other's shoulder. ^' Queer little spot,

isn't it ?—but well w^orth your spending a few weeks on it. After the

first four days a delightful sense of nearness to E-ilskin will come on

you ; Communism will appear practicable ; and, best of all, you'll have

to admit that the civilization of Paris or London does not approach the

instinctive refinement of these people."
*' Your uncle came here to live just in a sort of freak, didn't you

tell me?"
They were pushing their way up the cliff. Blake nodded.
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" Yes,—across at Little Fenn ; and somehow I think he got it into

his dear old head that he really belonged to The Fenns. He lived quite

apart, you know, and yet he always thoroughly understood the people.

It was he that insisted, when Loretta's father died, that she should

come down here to live with Mrs. Lyons."
" Then she was not born here ?"

" No : we are both intruders.—Halloo ! what's this ?"

There was a jerk backward. Kenyon's tone took on suddenly the

ring of impatience many regarded with him as so bad-tempered, but in

an instant there was another change. He had picked up and set on a

pair of sturdy legs a little child who had apparently slipped from the

ledge of rock wliere she had been sitting with two other figures, whom
for a moment the mists held concealed, but Blake said quickly, and
looking upward,

—

" "Why, is it you, Loretta ?"

And there came an answer from a very sweet voice with a sort of

contralto cadence in it,

—

" Kenyon, we were here watching for the boat,—and—little Lena
Bartlett it is—was stooping down, and slipped off, you see.''

Loretta laughed, very softly, but Loring thought her voice sweet as

a thrush.

Kenyon had stretched up his hands, and two girlish ones were
quickly placed within them. Then in the twilight was gradually re-

vealed a face which suddenly brought back to Loring a picture painted

and hung years ago in Paris. A man named Legros had done it, and
the model was the only genuine Andalusian girl he had ever seen in a
French studio. The tints of this face, half held, half revealed among
the mists, were of clear ivory-white ; the lips, at once proud and sweet

in curve, had the purity of a child about them, the strength of a woman

;

and the gray eyes that were looking straight at Kenyon contained a

suggestion of many things in the wide unknown world they had never
seen, and yet, if need be, would meet bravely. Under a sort of scarlet

cap the dusky masses of the girl's hair showed with little flecks of light,

small waves clinging to her brow, or loosely moved back by the child's

hands that had a moment since been clasped about her waist.

Loring knew well enough that there was nothing especially romantic
about this wooing, and it had puzzled him for a week to understand
why or how it had come about ; but his perplexity was only deepened
by seeing Loretta, and a moment later, when the two men had sprung
np on the rock and Loring was walking along by the side of this tall,

grave-eyed girl, he could think of little but the fascination of her voice,

and the way she held herself, now and again turning her eyes towards
him, smiling, or listening with a peculiarly sweet and simple manner.

Blake had been captured by the children, Loretta explained : she

had promised they should be safely conducted home after the spectacle

of Kenyon's arrival, and so the quartette sauntered along the misty
road, across which came presently a stream of light from a wide-open
door at which the children made a plunge, trying to drag Loretta and
Kenyon, and even the stranger, in with them, \yhat seemed the whole
interior of the cottage was revealed, and Loring, politely lingering in
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the rear of the party, was struck by the exquisite cleauliness, the bril-

liancy of coloring in carpets and chairs, and the very unaffected manner
with which both the man and the woman of the house invited them in

and congratulated Kenyon on his return.
" I should call it polish in Washington, you know," he said a few

moments later to Kenyon, when the two men were for a moment left

alone in Mrs. Lyons's sitting-room.

Kenyon had grown absent-minded suddenly.
" Yes, I suppose so,'' he said, and added, irrelevantly, " I'll have to

talk very soon to Loretta about my work. I must tell her the place

I'm trying for."

Loring was startled to find that this question had taken on an en-

tirely new aspect to him since he and Blake had discussed it two hours
ago. How shadowy Loretta Gardiner had seemed to him then !—how
unlikely that she could or would have any views on the subject ! But
now ! He shifted about, and walked over to the window with an
altered manner.

" Why, so you must, of course," he said. But when Kenyon gave
an impatient gesture of inquiry, he only added, " By George !"

CHAPTER II.

Blake made their visit to Mrs. Lyons's cottage very sliort ; but he
explained that Phoebe Sparks, the old woman who kept house for him
at Little Fenn, would be looking for them for supper, and they would
come back later and perhaps show Loring what a fine thing it was
to row in moonlight nights at Fenn. Kenyon's mood had not been

particularly cheerful all day, but it relapsed into something almost

despondent when he and his friend started in the boat to cross over to

the smaller island, which seemed by night to Loring to consist of one

hill only, with a large, rather weather-beaten, though finely-propor-

tioned old house on its summit.
" It has always seemed to me," Kenyon remarked, suddenly, " the

queerest thing that my uncle—a brilliant man in his day—should have
chosen this place to seclude himself in

"

'' Queer to seclude himself?" said Loring from the darkness. " Dis-

appointment in love, perhaps. See here ! there teas something ! I

remember hearing the story."

" Oh, rubbish, Loring !" Kenyon exclaimed, with sudden energy. " I

verily believe that the world thinks there can be but the one sentiment

in a man to influence him to any of the serious acts of his life ! Women
do us so much good and so much harm we end by laying everything

at their doors
!"

There was a brief silence.

Kenyon continued in a duller voice :
^^ My aunt Rachel, you know

of course, was his older sister. It was so strange to go from him to her."

" From The Fenns to Mrs. Dolliver's ! I should think so. Yet I

shouldn't be surprised if you liked it here the best."
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" The old man fascinated me the most,—probably because of his

impenetrable reserve. He never really was frank and fluent, I may
say, except on one subject."

"Which was V
" My marrying Miss Gardiner. Last year it became a sort of hobby

of his."

" Oh, then, he urged it ?" said Loring, promptly.
" Here we are," remarked Kenyon. '' I can't tell how I feel about

The Fenns,—they have always seemed so much a part of my life, and

yet so outside of it too ! Remember our discussing it in Paris ? The
contrasts my existence presents have been an endless source of amuse-

ment to me, but I verily believe my torment consists in a certain fasci-

nation every phase has for me."

Something which Loring was about to say would have led the sub-

ject on much further, but that their boat had reached its destination,

and Kenyon turned in the darkness to hold out his hand and bid his

friend a welcome.
" This is my own, my very own shore," he said, laughing. " I

ought to have inherited my uncle's love of an exclusive possession.

However, come on and see what you think of it all."

There was a tall youth swinging a lantern, who preceded them in

an uneasy silence up the rather poorly kept walk to the garden, whence
some loose stone steps led to the short terrace and the entrance of the

house itself. Delightful possibilities connected with the old house

flashed throuo;h Lorino-'s mind as he followed Blake into the wide hall-

way and caught sight of wainscot, deep fireplaces, and spacious low-

ceiled rooms. Indeed, much might have been done years ago with the

house had Phoebe Sparks understood how to develop what were cer-

tainly artistic tendencies or cravings within her ; but these were cher-

ished in secret, and the tall, gaunt-looking old woman who received her

master and his friend gave no hint of anything that was latent in her

soul. Perhaps she had expressed it best when on the occasion of re-

ceiving some scarlet and yellow mats for her old master's bedroom she

had rushed up into the attic to conceal them at once and forever.

Loring lingered awliile after a comfortable supper to talk to the old

woman, who freely expressed her joy at the wedding ; and Blake, de-

claring he had letters which must be written, went up to the room
which had served him since his boyhood during his long although

irregular visits to The Fenns.
He carried a lamp in his hand, and, setting it down mechanically

on the chimney-piece, stood near by in silence a moment, and then went
over to his secretary, where in an absent-minded fashion he began to

turn over some of the papers which were in its side-drawers. But
presently he let them fall, and sat with his elbows hard upon the open
part of the desk, his head resting on his hands. The strangest thing in

all the world seemed to the young man at that moment that he was
actually engaged to Loretta Gardiner ; and at the same time there

seemed to him a desperate feeling of the fitness in it ! Just how the

last decision had come about he could scarcely say. It was only ten

days since their promises were made, and yet Kenyon had allowed him-
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self to have spasms of reminiscence, of self-torture, of what he called

disenchantment, and of what he felt sure was an inherent fickleness in

himself, which might prove permanent discontent. Yet were time to

slip backward,—were he once more to be walking through The Fenn
woods with Loretta, as had happened a few days after his uncle's

funeral,—were the influences of those last hours with the old man to be
again upon him, would he not act precisely as he had done ? And if

so ? Kenyon almost groaned aloud. Could the speculations of Teu-
felsdrockh be more maddening !—the plausibility of Mephisto more be-

wildering ! It was himself,—himself,—himself always in these analyt-

ical hours that he doubted ! Oh for one brief respite of faith in what
a woman's love could be, and of trust in her understanding this queer

complex nature of his ! But scepticism forced its way in between the

currents of his desire to see the best outlook for both Loretta and him-
self; and the almost divine radiance of the girl's eyes as she stood by him
that day in the woods, the boughs held back for her to walk beneath,

yet her very step reluctant to move from him,—even this seemed to rise

to mind only to torture him. It brought a sense that he had yielded to

its influence from a motive too foolishly imaginary to have Loretta ever

understand. The mere fact that he had taken one instant's joy out of

the feeling that his arms had been about her, his lips for once laid upon
hers, seemed to him to set them apart forever,—theories of his own,
justice, honor, of what he felt to be the only fitting reason for one man
and one woman to join their lives together, standing between Loretta

and himself with the drear solemnity that some figures graven in the

silence of Egyptian stone might have, warning, prophetic,—nay, when
the careless cui bono rose within him, mocking him for his unreason-

ing folly. What was or ought to be this pale distant girl to him, this

creature of fair lips and eyes, of tender meaningless little ways ? Always
a child,—never a woman. And what fiend was it that had whispered

that she was wholly and despairingly in love with him ? What resist-

less fate had brought him to the belief that by sacrificing every feeling

to a sense of duty he could answer for a wrong which had been done
years and years gone by? To Blake in the last ten days had come
hours in which every ambition or fancy of his life, all the vacillations

which had in passing been to him only picturesque, seemed to rise and
bid him try his fate, to wander out into the ideal world he had meant
to create, conscious that if not an impostor he had now made himself an

outcast. And yet, in a maddening fashion, the very sound of Loretta's

voice seemed to come over to him, waking the feeling that he tried

to say must have been within the " chambers of his heart" for years,

stirring it to what—if she but understood him, if he dared to hope
she did or could—he told himself would develop into the most exalted

love.

Kenyon lifted his head with a sort of savage despair over his own
inability to solve these questions. After all, was he not simply doing

his duty ? But even as he again used the word to himself there rose

involuntarily to his mind a by-gone scene, one of many which, however
securely fastened into the past in sacred niches, could with torturing

distinctness arise at any moment and stand unveiled. On such an occa-
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sion Kenyon recalled discussing with a chosen Mentor this fine question

of actual duty in the problems of a man's life, and the conclusions then

liad been such as belong to immature theorists who see the heroic only

in renunciation. Yet had she not said—that girl whose quiet face and
reposeful charm seemed so entirely womanly to him—that her idea of

Duty also seemed to be a striking fearlessly in the direction of what
could combine discipline with our best kind of power ? Vaguely, much
as one might see, long after waking, the phantasmagoria of some vivid

dream, Blake seemed to recall the Avords of that moment, the influences

of the hour, and, strive as he might, he could not wholly shake off the

sickening sort of regret which such retrospect produced.

He turned at last to a sheet of paper on which a letter was begun,

and wrote on, with a feverish kind of haste :
'' I must tell you that I

have asked Loretta Gardiner to be my wife,—that we are to be married

in August if I have to go off to Germany for the Albion—if the

Russian appointment comes. It is hard to say what I can do ; but I

shall know something definite shortly. I am doing my duty, I feel

sure, and she will not—need not—know I liave no heart to offer her.

What can I say about my frame of mind ? I know that you wish me
—us—well, and that I am to marry one of the sweetest, gentlest

creatures God ever made.
" Be as prudent and oracular as you like,—as judicious and severe.

Only write. K. B.''

He folded the letter, addressed and sealed it, and went out of the

house like one in a dream, down the craggy path to the little wharf,

where he stood a moment scanning the misty stretch of water with well-

accustomed eyes. Presently Thompson's boat, which had brought him
over from the Main, and the figure of that ancient mariner, were revealed,

—dark, ponderous objects.
^' Going over to the Main by any chance Sunday morning ?" Kenyon

called out, waving an energetic arm.
" Ye—es,'' was the slowly-uttered answer. " Hev to break the

Sabbath for something over there.''

" Then mail this, will you, Thompson ?" Blake said, tossing him
the letter.

Thompson looked the letter all over carefully, and then put it into

his pocket, addressing a fervent remark to his sails.

Blake stood a moment and watched him veer about, slowly becoming
absorbed in the thin mist.

When the last outline of the dingy sail was obscured, Kenyon laughed
bitterly.

'' It's the way to end it, I suppose," he thought ;
" and yet the

frieftidship may be real,—one of the things in life, as she would herself

say, which might now become tangible in form and according to her

sense of the fitness of thino^s."

But it was with rather an affected jocularity that he greeted Loring,

who was smoking his pipe contentedly upon the porch.
" Are you trying to wake up the romance of the island ?" Kenyon

inquired, with very barefaced satire.

Loring shook his head. '' Come," he answered, " it's about time
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that we rowed across for the hidies, isn't it? Miss Sparks, with.whom
I have been making acquaintance, seems very anxious that they should
come/'

CHAPTER III.

LoRiNG was rather glad that the next day was Simday. He be-

lieved that the Islands would present something unusually interesting

on such a day,—something peculiarly characteristic. It was a soft,

warm day, with breeze enough, however, to let the two men sail about

awhile before crossing to Old Fenn, and Loring had time to take in a

view of the island, with its irregular shore, its half-cultivated uplands,

and such elements of village life as he had seen the evening previous

in the mist.

Mrs. Lyons and her niece were waiting for them at the little gate

of the cottage, and, naturally enough, Loring walked with the elder

lady down the main road above the beach.
" What sect does this church belong to?'' Loring asked, politely.

Mrs. Lyons answered slowly, but with perfect simplicity.

" Well, it's kind of Methodist," she said, looking straight at the

young man. " I mean, ever since Mr. Johnson came here. Before

he came, for more'n two summers we were more like Unitarians, /
should say."

Loretta, who was just behind them, never knew why Loring looked

for a moment as if he wanted very much to laugh aloud. There was
something so young and innocently happy about the girl, she seemed
always in her quiet way so ready to answer to any smile with a little

responsive gleam of mirth in her eyes, that Loring could not help

glancing at her, after her aunt had spoken.
" What is the matter ?" she asked him, confidentially. It drifted

them apart, Mrs. Lyons joining some elderly friends, and Loretta

walking between Kenyon and Loring.

"Oh, I was just thinking," answered Loring, "of the state of

mind in any religious community which took on its sect with its

season, as it were."
" My dear fellow," exclaimed Kenyon, who had been striding

along looking at the familiar objects about him with less melancholy

than heretofore in his eyes, " v/e are the most primitive people in one

way, since we are the very starting-point, as it were, of Christian doc-

trine. We never analyze ; but we have the most absolutely unformed
soul-surface to be worked upon."

" And is this Mr. Johnson doing it ?" Loring inquired, still much
amused.

" Johnson !" echoed Kenyon. " Not he ! At least, not in the way
you mean it. He is a young man of really very fine mind, and he

belongs to Fenn in a certain way, so you see he understands precisely

what is required of him. I think if you went among the people here

you would be chiefly impressed by two things,—their complete morality,

with no especial reason for the same, and their incapacity for belief in
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the doctrines of a future,—abstract comparison, isn't it ? but it's only to

indicate their kind of mind. They taice their religion not at all as

means to an end, but as a conventional Sunday part of the week. You
have no idea how entirely unsymbolical it all is/'

"But I understand " Loring was beginning, when he broke

off suddenly to say, " By the way, didn't you tell Margaret Chetwynde
something of all this sort of thing that never-to-be-forgotten day at

Dulwich ?"

Loretta, who was listening very carefully to everything that was
said between the two friends, had time to observe that several Fenn
people were trooping out of their different gate-ways, that Sammy
Hexam's face was unusually radiant, and that the new school-teacher

was by his side, before Kenyon answered, in a queer sort of voice,

—

" Yes ; I believe I did."
" I fancy," said Loring, who had a very pleasant manner, " that

you and she talked about nearly everything."

A long time afterwards this morning returned to Loretta's mind,
bringing with it in distinct memories every element which it included.

Sammy Hexam's broadly prosperous expression, the school-teacher's

fluttering ribbons, came back as vividly as did every line of the two
figures walking beside her, and she could look back and almost see

herself: tlie Loretta of those days, a tall, quiet-looking girl, waiting

on the very inflection of the voices near her, Kenyon's rather spare

sunburned profile, Loring's good-looking young face, his light laugh,

his kindly eye, all became indelibly part of her association with that

morning, which for many reasons seemed to the girl later the starting-

point from which her life began.

Kenyon broke in upon the silence suddenly.
" Here is Mr. Johnson coming down to meet us," he said, in a low

tone, while Loretta smiled joyfully, holding her hand out to the min-
ister. He was a rather young man, indefinite as to coloring or feature,

but evidently desirous to be eager or up and doing, although it was
well known that he never disturbed certain precedents of The Fenns.

It was quite an occasion for him, this meeting of the two men from
Boston, one of w^hom was his parishioner's lover.

" I was watching for you all," he said, when the introductions were
over and Mr. Loring had explained that his coming to The Fenns was
in response to an oft-repeated invitation from Kenyon Blake. The
minister listened with a very pleasant manner, although it presently

became absent-minded. A little later Loring observed that a great

many people on The Fenns had this air of preoccupation, although it

never seemed to be merely the result of reticence or a misunderstanding

of what was said. Once he told Loretta that their eyes had the look

of those who were always gazing upon a sailless sea, and she said per-

haps that was just it : now she came to think of it, she could remember
that was just their look. Loring began to observe likewise, as they

walked up to the church, the difference between Loretta and the other

people who were slowly forming a congregation. It was slight, but
subtile,—indeed, but little more than a hint of what it might very
readily become. Loring was beginning to be definitely pleased with
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the girl, and, looking at her young figure, with its curves, her half-

repressed manner, and her entire unconsciousness of any grace or beauty,

he thought again of the study the man in Paris named Legros had
made years since for the " Child Psyche." The other men in their set

had condemned the picture, saying the model looked like an inexpe-

rienced country-girl ; but five years later, having met unexpectedly the

girl who had posed to Legros, he felt that the painter^s instinct had
been keener and finer than that of the men about him, in this instance

at least.

As they sat in church ten minutes later, Loring, continuing to think

of the Psyche, looked at INIiss Gardiner seated at the end of the pew,

her head slightly uplifted, a certain still look about her mouth and
eyes. No doubt the young man from Boston told himself there was a

meagreness of outline, a lack of finish, as it were, no special consciousness

of any 7ng}it to be; but while she raised her face and parted her lips to

join in the first hymn the choir in a high loft above them and back of

a fluttering green curtain took it up readily. Loring wondered when
and where and how the soul of this girl might be awakened. What
would it be to her if fright and dismay came with that awakening,—if

her gaze turned outward upon the world as seen from that new point

of view fell inward to break her woman's heart ? But the tragic could

hardly be connected with this childish young creature, and Loring,

looking around at the slim congregation, the few young people and
many older ones, decided that it was a queer venture certainly on
Blake's part to take Loretta away from the spot, although it would be

her fate to drift into the perfectly unanimated middle age, the decreas-

ing physical well-being, the narrow existence, of the well-bred and
kindly-hearted women he saw about her. But there was no use in

analyzing or trying to settle this whole affair of Kenyon Blake's.

Loring and Blake had been fast friends when Blake was striding far

ahead of Loring at Harvard, and they had continued such in rambles

abroad and more recent meetings in Boston. There Loring's aunt, who
knew everybody, was a second-cousin of Kenyon Blake's, and at her

house they were continually meeting. Meanwhile, other haunts of

their artist and literary life brought them together.

Of Loretta Gardiner Loring had heard Kenyon speak so often and

with so little emotion that when, ten days before, he had burst into

Loring's studio announcing in an off-hand way the fact of his engage-

ment, it was more like some ridiculous surprise than anything in real

life, for Blake was known or thought among his set to be the last man
who would ever marry. He was certainly not one who cared an atom
for the smiles or beguiling ways of the many women in society who
admired him. Could this one, or that, or the other, thought Loring,

see him now ! Constance Hazlethorp, for example, young Mrs. May-
dew, or the Carey girls ! And that he gave no reason whatever for his

engagement, and certainly treated Loretta as little like a lover as possible,

seemed like a climax of mystery in which this whole affair was clouded !

Loring knew Miss Gardiner to have been the daughter of one of the

oldest friends of Kenyon's father, and that she had been brought down
to Greater Fenn Island when a mere child to be educated there by her
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aunt, Mrs. Lyons. There was no further background, no liint or

tradition of romance, connected with the girl,—nothing but the look

and manner of Loretta to make her worthy of a moment^s considera-

tion in the life of such a man as Loring's friend. Yet, after years of

a social life which would have set him apart from any mere piece of
Arcadian folly, he had pronounced himself engaged to her

!

The choir droned on, sometimes singing in tune, and generally so

far out that Loretta's sweet contralto notes were like a distinct melody
of her own. They sang " Paradise," Loring afterwards remembered,
recalling the- apathy on nearly every one of the good-humored faces.

Most of the people, although plaintive in tone, were singing but the

words. Yet he turned his eyes,—caught by the intensity in Loretta's

voice. The depth of sweetness, the hope, the very mystery of those

joyous delights beyond, seemed to have stirred Loretta into something
emotional in her singing. Her face had grown very pale, and there

was certainly something shining in her blue-gray eyes as she ceased.

When they came out of church and the young men had partaken

of a joyless little feast. Dr. Maynard^s gaunt figure suddenly appeared
in the door-way, the doctor suggesting that they should walk across the

island and show Mr. Loring some views from the other side.

Kenyon was well aware, as they started out, that the doctor scruti-

nized him keenly, and this lent a certain exhilaration to his tone and
manner. He declared, laughingly, that he and the doctor should lead

the way, leaving Loretta to discuss questions of Sunday-school matters

with Loring just in their wake. But the pebbly shore reached through
a walk in the woodlands found the party rather widely separated.

Loring had been thinking of too many things to know whether he
cared for the view or not, and it was certain from what he caught of
Kenyon's last sentences to the doctor that the subject of their discus-

sion had not been nature, for Kenyon was saying, in decided tones,

—

" I telegraphed to know if the place is open. If it were, I^d go
myself to Turkey on the spot."

It occurred to Loring that this was scarcely the kind of conversa-

tion to put Loretta at her ease, and she had distinctly told him that

she was anxious for a talk with him. Kenyon and the doctor paced
slowly back and forth, while now there came a sound like Loretta's

name from the older man, and the words " as my wife" from Kenyon.
The other two, Loretta apparently unconscious of it, sat down upon the

shingle fronting an expanse of water where the lobster-nets were sway-
ing softly near the curve in Little Island, divinely colored with rich

greens, a tangle of wild flowers, and the first pale rays of the sunset,

which seemed to be preparing to drift across to their very feet,—lines

of mystical, sea-touched light. But Loretta, looking at none of these

objects, said, lifting her eyes to her companion's eagerly,

—

" Mr. Loring, I am so glad of a chance to talk to you ! I think
there are so many things about Kenyon you could tell me. In your
conversation last night, for instance, I listened to every word ; and—do
you know?—I could hardly understand it at all."
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CHAPTER IV.

There are a certain class of men to whom it seems natural to look
for sympathy in the minor or greater emergencies of life, and towards
whom one instinctively carries a heart overburdened by its woe or a
conscience seeking a certain balance ; and Angus Loring, much to his

own disgust, had found himself one of these. It may be that it had
increased his own self-repression or reticence, but certainly against his

will he had developed a faculty of comprehension and sympathy which
was always delicate enough, never obtrusive, and generally agreeable to

his companions. But what on earth should he say to this girl ?

" I was afraid," he ventured, " that Kenyon and I made it rather

slow for you and Mrs. Lyons last night."
" Not at all." Loretta spoke quickly, but with some embarrass-

ment of manner. " Not at all ! Do you mind telling me more of all

those things ? I remember, for instance, your speaking of a place you
called—Clichy : was that it ?"

"Oh, yes." Loring laughed, and tossed a pebble far out into the

water. " Oh, yes, you would like to know of that street. You see, it

was a street,—the Boulevard Clichy. A lot of us fellows lived about
there. Some of the men were artists ; others were studying one thing

or another. There was a man from Boston, named MacWilson, and
old Whewell, and Dickson, and Legros,—and Blake and myself.

Well, you see, as we were saying last night, it w^as all very delightful.

You see, we were perfectly untrammelled,—came and went just as we
liked. Queer times, I declare. Sometimes we had a great deal of
money, and sometimes none at all ; and T remember that often tragedy

lurked very near our farcical existences."

Loring broke off, to turn his gaze away to the sea. A curious look

crept into his eyes, and the lines about his mouth deepened. He was
thinking of a night at Mrs. Chetwynde's apartment in the Rue de
Chevreuil. He remembered just how it all looked, and how wild

Polioskowski, the Russian artist, had been about Margaret. Scobold,

just from the Leipsic Conservatory, was there too. He played some
Russian music gloriously, and Margaret Heavens and earth,

thought the young man, how to make Loretta now beside him under-

stand any of it at all ?

Loring brought his face around nearer to Loretta's quiet figure on
the shingle, marking her composed although rather anxious expression.
" Perhaps you would have thought us rather a queer set," he said,

presently. " Not a man among us had any special responsibilities.

Blake was our dominating influence. I don't know that he did things

better than we did, but he had a way, for instance, of suddenly point-

ing conclusions when we thought he had not listened to a word we had
been saying. I can hardly tell you how or why, but, somehow, his

opinion was of the first importance." Loring was evidently trying his

best to tell the story so that she should understand it ; but how could

he bring to her ears the echoes of that merry Paris of theirs, or present

to her mind any vision, however fleeting, of Mrs. Chetwynde's salon.
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for example, or even the more splendid, althougli dreary, Embassy
affairs to which they sometimes had been obliged to go ? '^ No ; we
had no particular responsibilities, and the life of an art-student is a

free sort of existence at any time over there. Do you know what were

our days of maddest frolic and rejoicing? when some of the men
painted a good thing. How we went on ! I^m not blase in that re-

gard yet, but in those days our madness was all a wild exhilaration

and joy. It has a sort of method now."
^'But," said Loretta's girlish contralto very steadily, and she brought

the deep inquiry of her eyes nearer to Loring's face, " you were not all

artists, and you had to stud^ and to work too. Last night it sounded

like -"

Loring made haste to speak. " Oh, yes, of course we had to.

Why, some of the fellows worked like the very mischief. There was
Whewell. I declare, I never saw anything like the amount of work
that man could get through with and enjoy life too. And Kenyon,—he

stuck to it at times, I can tell you. He was hard at work over some
terrible investigations in Hebrew at that time, and it was in the midst

of this that he wrote such delicious poetry. You see, Paris is a limit-

less sort of place : one can work and play there too, if one likes. And
I fancy there grows upon most men a sense when theyVe had enough
of it."

There was no answer for a moment. Loretta sat very still, but for

the movement of one of her hands among the drift-wood at her side,

her eyes fixed upon the stretch of sailless water, colored brightly by the

final point of Little Fenn, which they could see from this portion of

the beach, and which was always first to catch the deepening of the

sunset glow.
" You said last night," the girl began, and looked at her companion

with a sweet glance that pleased him very much : he remarked how
becoming was her sailor hat, with its straight white wing, and wished
that she carried out the suggestions of a fitness of things in other parts

of her costume,—" I think these were the words, for I tried to remember
them,—you said, This sort of thing seenis colorless after itJ'

Her tone was very anxious. Her eyes seemed to be urging him to

be entirely frank.

Loring felt puzzled, but decidedly interested. If there was one
thing on which he especially prided himself, it was his discrimination

and appreciation of the subtler traits of human character. Human
nature, he was wont to declare, was his daily lesson, his ever-open book.

He carried that pleasant shrewd look of his from place to place, study-

ing the world's lesson, reading new chapters in every fresh face, every

phase of character or development of life, and his only regret was that

the strikingly original in human nature was so rare. In this, King
Solomon certiiinly had the best of it. He knew precisely what he wa.s

saying when he declared, no doubt with many an inward pang, that

there was nothing new under the sun. But Loring allowed himself at

times slight diversions from this rigorous standard. A character so

unexpected, so unsophisticated, and—if he could use the expression

afler listening to certain notes in her voice and catching something of the

Vol. XXXIX.—25
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possibilities in her face—so toneless as this girPs was enchanting to our
modern philosopher. He looked at Loretta with genuine admiration,

pleased at the very crude, undeveloped condition of her inner and outer

being. The question that rose first into his mind had a special charm
for him. What was her personality ? Had slie any individuality

worth striking into life?

" Colorless ?'' He repeated his own word, which had seemed to him
to have a different meaning on Loretta^s lips. " Well, yes, I suppose
in one sense. You want to know what I meant exactly ? You see, life

was very full. Miss Gardiner, very active : it had in it things which
appealed very strongly to the highly-colored, vivid side of life. I find

it hard to explain all this to you without seeming to compare it to The
Fenns in a way."

" Oh, you need not mind," interrupted Loretta, quickly. " I want
so much to know about it." She spoke decidedly. " I don't care so

much for The Fenns. We've wanted to sell for a long time."

Loring looked at her with the most alert scrutiny.
^' No," he said, slowly, '^ no, I don't suppose you do care so much.

By the wav, did you ever read a book of Black's called ' A Princess

of Thule' ?"

Loretta shook her head, but she repeated the title sedately :

"
' A

Princess of Thule.' No. Is it a nice story ?"

" Well," said Loring, ^' it is possibly one of the most delightful

stories ever written. I was thinking, when I spoke, of the heroine,

who lived on an island very much as you do, only the very difference

between The Fenns and the Hebrides illustrates what I was saying.

Now, this girl in the book—Sheila her name was—led a life full of so

much that was picturesque and active, and, as I was saying, strongly

colored^ that outside influences were not needed to make her a real

companion for her "

Loring stopped short, hesitated a moment, furtively, painfully watch-

ful of Loretta's unmoved face. Then, much more cheerfully, he went
on :

" You understand that in all those olden countries there is a lot of

background, as it were, ready to hand,—old houses, picturesque stone-

work, quaint customs and manners, no end of traditions that go far to

make life very fascinating for a man like—Blake, for instance, with a

quick imagination, which needs a sort of response, as it were, in the

things about him all the time. I try to define it, and think I can. Miss

Gardiner, yet suddenly my ways and means fly from me, for all I can

see just where the difference is."

'' But," she said, in a low tone, " Kenyon always cared more for

The Fenns than I did."

Loring stood up. " Ah," he said, and complimented the girl with

a very sunny smile, " you see, that was just because, coming down here

from time to time, he found something which appeals to this very sort

of fancifulness of his. I take it there is a side of his nature you may
not have given much thought to. You have appreciated his strength,

his cleverness, his fine warm heart."

The girl's face was beautiful as Loring said these words.
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" Yes," she answered, " that is true ; but the other part,—has that

all come because of life in other places, in that Clichy street, for

instanceV n

Loring hesitated, turning a questioning frown towards the ocean.

The figures of the old doctor and Kenyon were well defined on a rock

almost beyond the curve. Loring looked at his friend as he answered
Loretta.

" No ; but—don^t you see ?—he found things there that he liked,

things in other people as well as in the place. He enjoys the compan-
ionship of people who have seen, thought, felt. It developed him, and
he liked it. I think I may say he best enjoys experienced people."

Loretta remained silent for some moments after this. She was
turning over in her mind Loring's words, trying to extract from them
some clue to Kenyon's present dissatisfaction, which she felt in some
way depended upon herself. She made none of Loring's careful defi-

nitions, yet in her gentle untried heart was a passionate desire to cZo, to

be, to supply in some fashion or at least be in sympathy with those

unknow^n parts of Kenyon's life. Everything was too confused and
vague just then for her to take much comfort in anything Loring said,

yet she felt sure that he could help her.

" Experienced people," she repeated, lifting her eyes anxiously to

the young man's face. *^ You mean people who have had some events

in their lives ?"

" Who hsiYefelt and seen and heard," said Loring, rather dreamily.

Another pause ; then

—

'^ How ought a person to grow experienced ?" the girl asked, slowly.

Something in her voice struck upon Loring suddenly, and as he
looked around quickly he seemed to feel the very depths of her sor-

rowful, anxious meaning.
^' Miss Gardiner," he said, in an altered tone, and dropping into

his former position on the sands, " a man's life and a woman's are very
different. I can't give you any better idea of what Blake needs than to

say he is one who needs action, response,—let us say, friction. But
you are to be his wife, and know twenty times better than I just what
is best for him."

"No," said Loretta, very simply, "that is just it. I donH ;> but
there is no reason why I shouldn't learn. That—that girl you spoke

of in the book,—was she an experienced person ?"

" Well, no," rejoined Loring, in a kind tone ;
" but, then, her hus-

band and Blake were two different sorts of men. Sheila's story was
very near being a tragic one, but the force of her womanhood tri-

umphed. Read it, I advise you."
" And—do you know the names of any other books that I could

read ?"

She was still carefully regarding him, and Loring observed now
for the very first time how extremely young she looked. The eyes,

eager, wistful, intent as was their glance, might have belonged to a

child of ten. He remembered this later, just as he often thought of
the little figure in the dark-blue gown sitting in the sunlight, the dark
braids of her hair uncovered, the firm little hand moving restlessly, all
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the composure and gravity of her feelings evident in lips and question-

ing eyes.
^' Any that people who you say think and feel things the right way

would be likely to read V' she asked again.
" Suppose/' Loring thought, " I were to classify a library for her

instruction in human nature? Who was the girl in Tourgenieff's story

whom a man educated in his fashion only to make wretched ?''

" I can remember some good books," he said, presently. " What
bort of reading do you like ? What have you read ?''

She slowly enumerated a very dreary set of books.
" Do you like poetry ?" he asked.
" Very much/' Loretta asserted.

"Do you know—oh, I suppose you don't—Rossetti or William
Morris? Now, that's just the sort of thing Kenyon used to moon over,

I remember." Loring laughed. " You should get him to tell you about

a club we had in Paris. We were very keen in those days about a

certain set of pre-Kaphaelites,—they were a band of poets and artists

in England,—and I remember a long debate as to the probable meaning
of one of Rossetti's small poems,—a little thing about wood-spurge.

Kenyon was wonderfully clever that night : you know, as a rule, he

isn't brilliant,—that is, not especially epigrammatic; but he fairly

shone that evening."

Loring remained thoughtfully silent for a moment. He recalled the

feverish state into which Blake had worked himself that evening, their

walk home through the moonlit streets, Blake's eloquent, daring talk,

his declaration of a sort of radicalism the little clique affected rather

too strongly, their stopping under the Chetwyndes' windows
There the reminiscence began to be very puzzling. He looked up at

Loretta, and asked himself again why Blake had come down to the

Islands to marry this girl.

As for Loretta, everything seemed to be in a whirl in her mind.
" Oh," she said, suddenly, and clasping her hands with a gesture as

of physical pain,—" oh, there is so much, so much to learn !"

Loring started. "Let me help you if I can," he exclaimed, resolved

once and for all to help this girl along in the problem sure to be con-

fronting her.

CHAPTER V.

During the last few moments a row-boat had come in sight,

making for that portion of the beach occupied by our party, and both

Kenyon and his companion were speedily aware that the boy who sat

within the boat, had his eye fixed upon them.
" Halloo !" he shouted up. " Kenyon Blake there ?"

Kenyon was down the bit of crag in an instant, and helping the

boy to shove up his boat.

" Telegraph for you, sent over from the Main," said the boy, regard-

ing Blake for the instant as the distinguished one among them. " Phoebe

Sparks sent me to find you."

The others had all gathered near, but Kenyon tore the yellow en-
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velope open with his back turned, and must have read and re-read the

contents several times before he brought his face, with the expression it

had worn wholly gone from it, back to them. He looked at Maynard.
" It's the very thing we were talking of,'' he said, trying to smile,

but evidently laboring under some strange excitement. " The only

thing is the question of time. It may be I must sail Tuesday, and yet

I may have a month or two's waiting. At all events, the place is

mine, if I choose to take it."

He came forward to Loretta with more of gentle deference in his

manner than he had yet shown to her.

" This is the post I was expecting," he said, in a low voice,—" the

offer to go out as special war-correspondent to Russia."

Loretta looked at him with a dumb sort of entreaty in her expres-

sion.

" Where they are—fighting ?" she said, tremulously.

Kenyon laughed, but continued to have much of gentle kindliness

in his manner.
" Yes, dear ; but it's what I've been longing for. There are to

be two others, it appears. The names are not given me, but I must
go to the office to-morrow morning, ready, if necessary, to start the

next day."

Every one was silent, until Loretta said,

—

"You want to go, then?" and she added, "When shall you be

back ?"

" In a few months," he answered, absently. Something else had
begun to occupy his mind. He turned to the others, speaking much
more quietly than was his wont when excited.

" If you and Loring will walk on, doctor," he said, " I will take

Loretta in the boat." Turning to the boy, he added, " Can you row
Miss Gardiner and me back in that boat ?"

The boy grinned. " Could row ye aZZ," he said ; but the others

understood it, and it ended in Loring and the doctor's waiting.

The boat, with its three figures, faded out of view, Loretta sitting

quite apart with Kenyon, who began from the very first to talk to her

in low tones, but of matters which even had the boy caught the words
would have been perfectly unintelligible to him.

The doctor and Loring talked a great deal about the two others as

they made their way through the woods. The doctor explained that

his home was in Massachusetts, and that he very rarely visited Fenn,
where he had a small cottage, but that he had always known both
Kenyon and Loretta.

" What do you think ought to be done about this ?" Loring in-

quired, with much deference of tone.
" I have already thought of many ways," the older man answered,

" of arranging for Loretta's happiness. I think I understand Kenyon
pretty well ; and it would be unwise now to urge him to give up this

expedition. But Loretta's position is to be consulted. Perhaps you
don't know," Dr. Maynard continued, turning suddenly upon the

young man at his side, " how very lonely her place might be pn The
Fenns if—anything happened to her aunt."
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However definitely the doctor had intended to elaborate this idea,

there was no further time for it. Their starting-point was reached,

and in the twilight of the widow^s sitting-room they saw three figures,

—Kenyon standing by the fireplace, Loretta near by, and Mrs. Lyons
rocking anxiously ; while two of the voices showed some question to

be under serious discussion.

Loring and his companion entered the house, and Mrs. Lyons looked

Avith an air of great relief upon Dr. Maynard.
^^ Oh, just come in, doctor," she said, in a tone of complete de-

spondency. " Kenyon won't mind telling it all to you. I suppose you
understand where he is going and what he is to do, but it seems queer
to have Loretta married right straight oif."

Kenyon's voice came quickly from his side of the fireplace :
" Dr.

Maynard, and, Loring, you too, I am sure, wdll understand what I

wish to say. Loretta and I have talked it over thoroughly. I am
going away a great distance, and I don't think I ought to leave her

alone where she may be unprotected. As I have explained to you, I

may have two or three months in Boston or New York, or I may not

have twenty-four hours. In either case, I think, we ought to be mar-
ried at once. I can leave her here with full instructions as to what to

do in my absence, and she will have the great protection, in case of

\ any harm befalling any of us, of my old aunt in Massachusetts. She
will receive my wife where she might not receive the girl to whom I

had only been engaged a few days."

Everybody was silent for an instant. Loring looked at Loretta,

and saw that her face, white as marble, was fixed upon Kenyon's, but

that no impulse of her own seemed to move it.

" I see it in exactly that light," said Dr. Maynard, solemnly.

Mrs. Lyons gave a sort of gasp.
" Oh, welly then !" she said, as though further argument were un-

necessary ; but she turned swiftly upon Kenyon Blake. " What do you
mean to do about it ?" she asked. " The minister's gone over to the

Main."
" We can easily bring him back," said Dr. Maynard. "If Kenyon

starts, as he says he may, by Tuesday night, there is nothing for him
to do but to take a boat at daybreak to-morrow and get the early steam-

ship. My opinion is like his. He had better marry Loretta at once,

and start off to find out what further plans the Albion may have for

him. If there are to be some months of waiting, it will be easy enough

for Loretta to join him, and the whole trip, even if he sets out with-

out an hour's warning, will be done with before winter."

Mrs. Lyons, who had been making sundry little sounds half of

admiration and half of annoyance, now began to see things laid before

her in fairly logical fashion. It would have seemed strange to Loring

that Loretta's voice was so completely left out, but that he knew well

how skilfully Kenyon had presented the case on their journey from the

other shore.
" I will sail across myself," said Kenyon, decidedly. He glanced

at Loretta, whose eyes, heavy as though with unshed tears, were lifted

to his face. With a new discernment he understood that the hours of
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waiting might be very liard if passed alone in Mrs. Lyons\s company,
and he added, putting his hand upon Loretta's shoulder, " Suppose
Loring takes you and Mrs. Lyons across to Little Fenn : the ceremony
may just as well be performed there, and you can help Phoebe Sparks

to get things together, as it were."

Loretta moved and walked like one in a dream. She was conscious

that from some hazy point Thompson's boat had been made ready and
Dr. Maynard and Kenyon had set off in it, that Loring had rowed her

aunt and herself across to Little Fenn, where the case was explained

to Phoebe Sparks, and that Loring himself had kindled a wood fire

on the hearth in the bare little sitting-room, while he talked quickly

and lightly to Loretta and Mrs. Lyons, occupying everybody's attention

with trifles which seemed to the girl of strange unimportance. She had
taken off her bonnet and light jacket, and had begun in a meaningless

sort of way to work with Loring, but the outward apathy was of no
account at all. The girl's heart and brain were fairly whirling, and
she seemed to find herself in some curious envelopment of misery that

she could not understand.

The hours passed. It was scarcely ten o'clock when Phoebe Sparks,

who during this time of waiting had regarded Loretta with anxious
and aifectionate silence, put a thin hand upon the girl's shoulder and
looked at her with intense compassion in her wrinkled, honorable old

face.

" Lorette," she whispered, " I hear the boat a-coming. I guess

they'll be here in a minnit."

Loretta had been straining her gaze out into the night, where the

moon seemed to make dense shadow as well as quivering spaces full of
light, and she turned now with a startled look, as though this boat

might contain her executioners. But presently Loring's voice was
heard in cheerful accents, and coming up the rough steps leading to the

house were Dr. Maynard, Kenyon, and the young minister.

A long time afterwards that strange scene, that queerly-consorted

party, used to come back to Angus Loring's mind like something that

might be legendary, so mythical did the elements w^hich were its facts,

its deepest reality, seem to him. Mrs. Lyons was hovering about, as

though on such an occasion there ought to be something special for her

to do and say ; Phoebe Sparks was kneeling on the hearth, making a
great show of activity in keeping up the fire, for the night had grown
decidedly chill ; Loretta stood still in the window, like a marble image

;

and Kenyon, scarcely less pale than she, but for some reason looking
ten times finer than he had when the day began, approached her slowly.

A curious kind of deference still characterized his manner towards
the girl. He certainly had seemed to feel that it was he that should
decide it all,—he that should confer the favor

;
yet there was that in

the look of the young girl before him which defied anything like con-

descension, although no lover who could read the message of a face

rightly need to have questioned that the girl would have laid down her

very life for him.

The little groups shifted about. With scarcely a word between
them, Loretta and Kenyon stood before the minister, and the service
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began. It might have been the queerness of it all, it might have been
the isolation of their surroundings, yet Loring, standing by, one of the

few spectators, could not shake off the feeling of unreality, though in

Loretta's voice as each response came from her lips he understood that

no oath cried aloud to heaven could have seemed more solemn than this

pledge '^ Until death do us part'' that the girl was giving.

It was over at last, and there was a relief in Mrs. Lyons's voluble
talking to Mr. Johnson ; and even when Phoebe Sparks made a rush
into the kitchen, and it was well known that she moaned there in soli-

tude, that was better than seeing her old face among them like some
unhappy prophetess of woe. Kenyon still held Loretta's hand in his.

With decided inconsistency, he wished that the girl would look at him
or say something, now that she was his wife. Would that she were
glad, or even demonstrative ! But, as nothing came of their silence

save one exquisitely tender look from underneath her half-lifted lashes,

Kenyon was relieved when Mr. Johnson explained that he could row
the ladies back to their house, and Mrs. Lyons, in the midst of their

weeping, declared she should sit up to get a good breakfast for them by
three o'clock. Of course, she continued, tliey'd be waiting to see them
before they crossed over to the Main, while Loring said, hastily, that he
and Kenyon would be over there before daylight; they had arranged

with Thompson for his boat by four o'clock, and would have a good
hour to spare at the widow's cottage.

Loretta walked beside her husband down to the beach, where he
helped her into the little boat that was swaying back and forth in the

moonlight. The girl could not quite lose her sense of preoccupation in

all this, and yet she already felt that the dividing-line between her new
life and the old had been made. The first dip of the oars as they went
in and out of the dark water seemed an accompaniment to the words
which had just been spoken, " Until death do us part."

Loretta, lightly wrapped in a shawl of fleecy wool which was the

only bride-like thing about her, sat in the stern of the boat, quite un-

conscious of the infinite and solemn beauty of the night under which
they were speeding. The waters rippled away from them shining,

here and there forming into shadows that might have been cast by
some fair-tinted opal. Little Fenn had its moment of transformation

when they were midway across, and Loretta, turning back for some
glimpse of her husband in the house upon the hill, saw the garden and
orchard there bathed in a wonderful effulgence. All the mystery and
charm of moonlight seemed upon them and around them ; but would it

always seem to her like this ? Would it always seem as though the

lights of her new home came from lofty and hidden places? Above
them the sky was filled with stars, and to these old friend^ of Loretta's

she lifted her face, as though telling them the story of her marriage.

Kenyon would have been startled by the look upon his wife's face in

these quiet moments,—might perhaps have understood something of all

that had been throbbing and burning within her while she seemed to him
an ice-maiden,—an image of marble, about whose very power of loving

him he had suddenly become faithless. What he had expected the man
could not say ; but, his whole motive having been to satisfy the desire,
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—nay, what was due her life,—he had found himself a moment after

his marriage scornfully regretful of the whole affair. He had been

mistaken, he told himself, going slowly up the stone steps again.

Loretta had not really loved him. He had been disappointed once,

—

fooled now.

CHAPTER VI.

" May just as well let her have her own Avay,'^ Mrs. Lyons said, a

few moments after entering the cottage. " She never was a selfish girl,

but she wants to go up to her own room now, and I guess I can get

around, for everything there is to do. I expect she'll sit up there

with that forlorn look of hers upon her face until they're gone away.''

Mr. Johnson, who was standing in the gaudy lamp-lit little parlor,

looked as though it might be a time to say some words of consolation

;

but Mrs. Lyons felt in too much of a hurry to listen to him, and he

went away, determined, however, to be back in time to see Kenyon's
party off.

Mrs. Lyons was quite right, for Loretta, after certain attempts to

prove of assistance, had looked so incapable of anything like accom-

plishing what she undertook, that Mrs. Lyons was glad to see her going

up to her own room.

An hour or so later her aunt stood in the door-way, saying that she

thought she'd take a little sleep until they came over : she didn't

doubt they'd make noise enough coming in, and she'd be sure to wake

Loretta was at the window, apparently gazing at the lights of

Little Fenn, but she turned swiftly to beg that her aunt would lie down
upon her bed and let her wake her in time.

" I shall not go to sleep, you know," she said out of the darkness

;

and Mrs. Lyons, whose nerves were thoroughly unstrung, suffered her-

self to be led by the girl and made comfortable upon the small bed on
the western side of the room, w^iere, however, she said she thought

Loretta might just as well talk to her for a moment. The girl, who
had always been in many ways the stronger of the two, knelt down
and took her aunt's hands in both of hers.

Mrs. Lyons had closed her eyes, but she turned her head a little on
the pillow nearer Loretta to say, shortly,

—

" S'pose you ain't exactly glad to be going away from home, Lo-
retta?"

And, though not an eyelash quivered, she was decidedly alert for

the answer.
" No, no ; not as you mean," Loretta said, but somehow it seemed

to her it was like talking to a child, her own thoughts were so different

from the words that she was saying.
" Well, even if you do stay only two or three months in New York

or Boston, it will sort of smarten you up for the time he is away,"
pursued Mrs. Lyons, with closed eyelids. " But," she added, in a

moment, " I do hope he'll come back. Although it is better, all things
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considered, to have married you, it is, I do say, a forlorn thing for a

woman to live apart from her husband.^^

For some reason it seemed impossible, even in the darkness, for

Loretta to be able to discuss the question. There was rarely any
demonstration between these two who had lived so closely together for

nearly twenty years, and it was much now to them both that Loretta

held her aunt's hands firmly and tenderly in her own and bent her face

down to kiss them.
^* I declare," said Mrs. Lyons, with a little jerk, and not lifting her

lashes, perhaps lest Loretta should detect the moisture beneath them,
*^ I believe I am getting as nervous as old Miss Hexam. I shall be

sending you up 'round about afternoon to get one of her quieting

powders." There was a moment's silence, and the widow added, not

loosening her hands from the sweet young grasp in which they lay,

" S'pose you try saying one of the hymns."
It had been an old custom with the two on Sunday evenings or

windy, lonesome nights to " say the hymns,"—an occupation which
had originated with Loretta in her childhood, the hymn-book being

at the time all of the sublime that she knew, and accordingly the most
soothing and restful of all influences.

^^ Perhaps it may quiet you," said Loretta, very tenderly. Her
voice, though saddened, was full and clear when, recalling the service

of the morning, she began, with her soft cheek on her aunt's pillow,

—

" Paradise ! O Paradise I

Who doth not crave for rest ?

Who would not seek the happy land
Where they that love are blest,

Where loyal hearts and true

Stand ever in the light,

All rapture through and through,
In God's most holy sight?"

She went on in the same tone, but with something deeper in its

notes

:

" Paradise ! Paradise

!

The world is growing old :

Who would not be at rest and free

Where love is never cold,

Where loyal hearts and true

Stand ever in the light,

All rapture through and through.

In God's most holy sight ?

" Paradise ! Paradise !

I greatly long to see

The special place my dearest Lord
In love prepares for me,

—

Where loyal hearts and true

Stand ever in the light.

All rapture through and through,
In God's most holy sight."

She had repeated the verses twice, when the regular sound of her

aunt's breathing, and the loosening of the tired wrinkled hands in her
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own vigorous ones, told their story. She went back to the window,
pushed open the shutters, closed it in part, and then, crouching on the

floor beneath, or sometimes kneeling against the sash, did not move from

her vigil till daybreak.

Whatever came to Loretta during these hours she could not say, but

when the morning fairly awakened, and the pulsations of its life seemed

stirring all nature newly to her gaze, when through a streak of carmine

in the water the boat from Little Fenn was to be seen, something like

a possession of peace she had not known filled the girl with bravery to

meet the long parting she knew well enough was close at hand

CHAPTER VII.

Never had Mrs. Lyons's volubility been so welcome ; for how else

the breakfast prepared could have been eaten by the party, who were all

more or less impressed by a sense of tragedy about them, no one of them
could say.

Loring and Dr. Maynard tried to be cheerful. Loretta's face was
white as marble, but her eyes sought Kenyon's with a look of deep

trustfulness and content within them. He had the business-matters to

talk over with Dr. Maynard and herself, and they went into the little

parlor, where the first rays of the morning light were beginning to bring

out its familiar objects clearly. Dr. Maynard had but few words to say.

He had witnessed Kenyon^s will, had promised to see that Loretta was
taken early in the autumn to visit Kenyon's cousin, Mrs. Bailey, in

Boston, and to see the aunt he had spoken of at Mayridge, five miles

from town. There were scarcely fifteen minutes before the boat was
going, and Kenyon had said in the course of the business talk that it

was better for Loretta not to attempt to sail across ; the good-byes on
the landing might be annoying.

Dr. Maynard had left the room. Kenyon was standing with his

arm leaning on the chimney-piece, while Loretta sat in one of the

windows through which the day was slowly entering. Never, never for

an instant could she forget that moment,—Kenyon's face stern and
grave, filled with what seemed to her misgivings, his voice in speaking

as set and cold as though the matters in hand were the merest business

details.

" I had meant in any case," he was saying to her, " to take you
dway for the winter to Boston, and to make you known better, dear, to

my family ; and now, you see, that you are my wife, you can go there

freely, or if I should send for you to almost any part of Europe you
could come. You see, this makes of you an independent woman and
sets my mind at rest." He paused a moment, and added, looking

straight at the quiet young figure which had risen now, and at the eyes

regarding him so gravely, " You are not sorry, Loretta, I hope, and you
quite understand my motives ?"

What it meant to the girl chiefly was that he himself had no hope
of coming back.
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"How long will it be?^' she said, in a low tone. "No; of course

I am not sorry."

From the window she could see Thompson's boat all ready, with
such luggage as the young men had brought down prominently in view.

Mrs. Lyons's voice was heard in the distance : Loring and Dr. May-
nard were evidently urging some point upon her.

Loretta put her hands suddenly close together, with a wild desire

to say something to her husband of her misery at this parting. He
came nearer and took her hands in his.

" You are a mere child, Loretta,'' he said, with a ring of disap-

pointment in his voice. " But don't forget me ; and try to love me

;

and " He broke off, and saw that the tears were running down the

girl's cheeks while he was speaking.

Mrs. Lyons was almost at the very door.

Kenyon started, desiring to comfort Loretta in what he thought her

childish sense of dismay, but he could not bring himself to be demon-
strative to such a perfectly unresponsive creature. She had wiped the

tears hastily from her eyes, and he stooped down, kissing her very
tenderly on her trembling lips.

Loretta would have given worlds to speak, but not only dumbness
but a sort of strange confusion seemed to come upon her. She knew
that Mrs. Lyons, Loring, and even Kenyon again spoke to her; but

she pressed her hands against the window-pane and said nothing, while

they walked out of the house and down through the early morning
light to Thompson's Wharf.

When they had turned to wave their handkerchiefs to the figures

above, and the boat had curved about Little Fenn, Loretta found Dr.
Maynard at her side.

" My dear child," he was saying, very gently, " Kenyon desired me
to say to you that there was little or no chance of his coming back to

The Fenns until he had made the first trip,-7-at least until he was re-

placed by a man called Ranford, who has undertaken the same work
with him. And it will be three months anyway, Loretta ; and you
must be brave. Another thing Kenyon left me to tell you : he wants

you and Mrs. Lyons to go across to Little Fenn, to live there at once."

CHAPTER VIII.

The traditions of Loretta's girlhood were fortunate on the day of

her husband's departure, for it was impossible to let any question on
The Fenns long take on a tragic importance, and after, a brief sleep the

girl woke to find herself in her own room, the mid-day sun risen, and
a sensation that her new life and the old were curiously blended.

She could hear Mrs. Lyons rattling among the tins in the kitchen

with familiar alacrity. While she lay still for a moment, the sounds

of neighboring voices floated up to her window, and Loretta asked

herself why they should seem in any way now disassociated with her

life. When she was dressed, she went down as usual to the sitting-room,
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where for the most part since her leaving school her occupations had
lain, Mrs. Lyons persisting in the notion tliat there was no use whatever

in two of them doing the kitchen-work at once. But over the finer

part of the household labor Loretta ruled supreme, and, just as though

nothing had occurred the day before to startle her life out of its ordi-

nary calm, she began dusting the chimney-piece and setting the room
to rights, but finally decided upon going out into the kitchen for the

broom.
Mrs. Lyons turned suddenly from the dresser, where she was count-

ing out plates, and before either of the two spoke they made a tacit

acknowledgment of the fact that the wedding need not be talked of

between them. So Mrs. Lyons said, in a very ordinary tone of voice,

" You will find the broom out on the door-step,^^ but added, as the girl

went down to take it from its nail, " I should not fuss much, if I was
you, with sweeping, or anything like that. You will be all tired out

for your long journey to-morrow.'^

Loretta stood still in the sunlit door-way of the little kitchen,

and, leaning her hands on either side, said, smiling almost compassion-

ately,

—

" Why, aunt, Kenyon isn't coming back until he has made that first

trip. He is to write something further about our going over to the

other house. But I am very sure he could not take me to New York,
—just now. We must go right on as usual.''

Mrs. Lyons regarded her niece for a moment in silence ; then,

turning to the dresser, she said, curtly, " Well, have it as you like

:

take your broom, I suppose." And presently the sounds of Loretta's

even strokes with the broom were heard.

From the kitchen Mrs. Lyons proceeded :
" If we're going to move

out in a day or two, I should think we'd better be looking round us a

little. Easy enough for Kenyon Blake to tell us to root up branch and

twig and go over to Little Fenn, but it's going to be a piece of work,

I can tell you."

It seemed queer to Loretta that a desire to be in her husband's house

—in the house she ought to call her own—had possessed her during all

her waking hours.

She answered, without pausing in her occupation,

—

" Oh, but. Aunt Liddy, you know you have always liked the Little

Fenn house and said you wished you could live in it." She stood

in the door-way, having tidily collected her dust, and smiled almost

brightly. " There isn't any harm in going over there ; and you like

Phoebe Sparks,—and everything ; and as for this house, why, you have
said it would be just the place for your sister Martha if you could give

it right up part and parcel to her : it was only that you and she could

not very comfortably make use of the same four walls."

Loretta- had turned one of her aunt's recent caustic remarks to very

good purpose, and the older woman was pleased to note the little tone

of childlike gayety with which Loretta concluded her sentence.
*^ Well," slie said, slowly, " I suppose if you've got to mind him

last you might as well begin first." And this subject, like the other,

was understood to be dismissed.
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It was early the next morning that the telegram which Loretta had
taught herself in every fibre to expect came. Kenyon found himself
compelled to start at once, but would be away at the most only three

months. Loring would be down to The Fenns in a few days with some
things he wanted her to use at Little Fenn. She and Mrs. Lyons were
to go there at once. Good-by.

"So those are his orders/' said Mrs. Lyons when Loretta had
finished reading.

" It's very long for a telegram," said the girl.

" And mighty short for a wedding-trip/' returned the elder woman.
Loretta's new sense of importance really filled the good woman

with satisfaction, and probably for this reason she felt bound to show
as much contempt for Kenyon's way of doing things as possible. Her
niece's hand now lay very gently upon her arm as she said,

—

" But, aunt, I have often heard you tell that when you were mar-
ried Uncle Job had to go straight off whaling."

" That was his business,^' rejoined Mrs. Lyons. " I don't see why,
as Dr. Maynard—or was it Mr. Loring?— tried to say last night, this

sort of war-correspondence requires a man fit to write a book. But
I don't hold with the savageries that are going on there among the

Turks, either. A married man ought to stay at home when he can

do it."

All this kind of opposition on Mrs. Lyons's part made Loretta able

to endure her own inward struggles, and she had nothing that was
impertinent or intrusive or unkind to bear from the neighborhood.

Every one was interested and came to see her, but their compassion

was not loudly expressed, and during the reception of her friends Mrs.
Lyons's whole tone changed to one of complete satisfaction with her

niece's position. The fact that they should move at once into the

great gaunt house of Little Fenn interested the neighbors, but did not

move them to any of the officiousness which belongs to circles consid-

ered far more active and civilized. Years of culture and refinement

could not have made these people more delicate in their reticence or

kinder in their way of showing that silence did not preclude good
will.

Once roused to the novelty of removal, Mrs. Lyons began her

preparations with cheerful activity.

Mr. Loring was to be expected within a week, and she was de-

sirous, for some reason, that he should find them settled in their new
home : so the packing went forward with great celerity, and by the

following Tuesday Mrs. Lyons was heard to declare that Martha
Thornier and that daughter of hers could have the place all to them-

selves by the next day if they liked.

During this period Dr. Maynard had been a frequent visitor. Be-

tween him and Loretta there was a silence on some questions which

both understood. The kind-hearted friend knew that the day would
come when the girl would have much to say to him, perhaps, but it

certainly was not just yet ; and he could afford to wait.

It was one very quiet afternoon that Loretta Blake found herself

for the first time mistress in her husband's house. Mrs. Lyons had
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insisted upon her beginning her reign there in that name, though both

knew that the aunt and Plioebe Sparks would rule the establishment

between them. Indeed, while preparations for tea were being made in

the capacious kitchen, Loretta roamed about the garden, which was
full of old-fashioned blossoms, stood a long time in front of the ragged

stone wall dividing it from the orchard, and wondered how long a time

it would be before she would feel finally at home there.

Things must be changed very much, she knew^, for Kenyon's com-
fort. He had always during his uncle's lifetime declared the house to

be hideous, but Mr. Loring had remarked how full of possibilities it

was. What were they ? thought the girl, turning her face back from
the w^estern glow to look at the large, irregular building, with its

weather-beaten aspect, and yet its capacity for much finer things.

Well enough she knew that Loring, whose sagacity certainly was cos-

mopolitan, could answer all these questions satisfactorily ; but she

would so much have preferred to know a little of them for herself.

The three women alone in the house partook of their tea together

almost in silence. Three huge packages had come down by Mr.
Thompson's boat during the past two days, and were awaiting Loring's

arrival at a later hour. Phoebe Sparks would have given a great deal

for permission to untie those systematically-strapped cords, but as

Loretta did not seem disposed to meddle with the packages—indeed,

Loring's coming had meant no material advantage to her—the ancient

hand-maiden and friend of the household could offer no such suggestion,

and w^hatever her feelings on the subject, Mrs. Lyons considered she

had concealed them by completely ignoring the parcels during their

time of Avaiting in the wide, dingy hall.

It startled Loring, as he came up in the little boat, to see a girlish

figure in a blue flannel gown standing on the wharf. It was almost to

the young man as though he had left her there on the morning of his

departure and she had merely moved from one island wharf to the

other since. But her manner showed decided alacrity. For a moment as

they w^ent up the ragged steps she was silent, but presently w-as eager to

ask and listen about her husband, his departure, etc. ; and Loring, who
had been plunged in misery over the whole affair since he had seen the

stern lines of something like despair on his friend's face the night of
his marriage, tried to answer her in the simplest fashion by handing
her a letter written by her husband just as he was starting. But as

she sat down at once upon the bit of wall to read it, Loring could think
only of the storm-driven night upon which Kenyon, in the w^ild dis-

order of his room, had sat writing it, his face set and pale, if newly
determined in expression at least most mournfully so, and, although
Loring knew not one word of its contents, the message could scarcely

be one of fond farewell and devotion to the girl who sat before him
now reading it.

Loretta made no comment on the letter, except that as they walked
onward she reuiarked,

—

" I suppose he told you I was to put the house in order ?''

Loring nodded. " Oh, yes, indeed, and insisted on my buying a lot

of things afler he went away and bringing down some traps of his own
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from his Boston rooms. Do you suppose we can get any one to hang
paper, or do any painting, or that sort of thing, about here ?''

" Oh, yes,^^ said Loretta, quickly :
" over at the Main there are

good workmen.'^
*^ Then that will be all right,'' said Loring, cheerfully. He looked

at the face just beside his shoulder in the twilight, and added,

—

" I suppose Blake wrote you as pleasant a letter as he could under
the circumstances ?''

" Yes/' said Loretta, quietly :
" it was very kind."

Mrs. Lyons and Phoebe were awaiting them at the side-entrance,

which was the one generally used at Little Fenn, because of its square

porch and wide door-way. Although they greeted Loring with great

cordiality and had questions enough to ask about the departure of Mr.
Blake, yet it was very evident that the minds of both women were
burning with desire to see the parcels opened. Loring caught this with

a sense of great amusement to himself, and as soon as he had finished

the supper bountifully set before him he suggested opening the things

then and there in the hall. Midway in that ancient place a long table

stood, above which brackets for lamps were set,—a portion of the

hideous which Kenyon meant to pull down. But they served very

well now to illuminate this grave interior, shining from above as Lo-
ring knelt down and, with Loretta's aid, cut the cords of the famous
parcels and displayed the treasures first of one and then of another,

Mrs. Lyons and Phoebe moving in shadow at a sort of contemptuous

distance.

Loring had taken his sister to the most artistic places to be found in

Boston, and the result was a collection of stuffs for window-hangings
and other draperies, and some rolls of paper of the most perfect then

known design, all of which thrown open to these spectators produced

the silence of dismay.

Loretta, it is true, was about to lay a furtively admiring hand upon
a heap of silk in which the pomegranate was outlined against a paler

red, when Mrs. Lyons, touching it disdainfully with the toe of her boot,

exclaimed,

—

" For the land sakes alive ! Where ever did Kenyon Blake hunt

those things up ! If that poor thin thing ain't just about the look-

ingest I ever did see !"

It had flashed across Loretta's mind that perhaps all this was part

—it might be something like the surroundings, or the color—of that

life of Kenyon's she so longed to penetrate. She did not like these

things, exactly ; she too thought them queer and odd and out of place

;

but Loring's face was gravely approving, and he opened the second

parcel with evident relish, showing off various odds and ends of china

in an artistic design, some book-shelves in pieces ready for joining,

and finally—what caught Loretta's eye quickly—a small case of books.

He brought the color like a flood of damask to her cheeks by saying,

quietly,

—

" I brought those down because I know they are Kenyon's favor-

ites."

Long and anxiously did the two older women turn over the silks
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and portieres and look at the rugs which two days before the point of

Miss Bella Loring's parasol had touched with such pleased approval.
" Where in the wide world was all this going to be put?'^ was what

they thought first, not having as yet grasped the idea that Loring in his

friend's name meant to bring painters and plasterers and paper-hangers

into the house and make of it something such as Kenyon thought a

home. And it should be the first rudiment of what he called Loretta^s

nineteenth-century education, it not being worth while, he surmised,

for her to study or learn to care much about the dead-and-gone people

of a thousand years ago. Heroes or heroines she should have, but they

should come either of the living present or its twin-sister, that past

which is our own because it was only of yesterday.

He seemed, as they both rose from turning the silks over on the

floor, to divine something of the meaning in Loretta's expression.
" You must set your house in order," he said, smiling, and, in a

pleasant undertone, " and really it will be good fun for you to do it

;

and then—do you know ?—did Kenyon tell you ?—my aunt Mrs. Bailey

wants you to come and see her as soon as possible. Just now she is at

her summer place ; but I take it you will like it there best for a little

while.''

And he followed Loretta afler her aunt and Phoebe Sparks, leaving

the hall-way colored richly, and the very staircase heavy with the

Oriental rugs cast down upon it, while the glaze of a blue jar stood in

the midst of a hundred peacock plumes which had been strewn be-

side it.

CHAPTER IX.

" Now, Don, I really must go."

"Oh, just a minute longer!" The little thin nervous hand tight-

ened its grasp upon Loretta's. " One minute can't make any differ-

ence, even if you do have to put on a party dress."
" But, Don, what if I were to be late?"
" Well, Aunt Pen wouldn't mind. Tell her it's me, and you know

Angus won't care if you say that."

Loretta laughed in the candle-light with almost more of childish

inflection than the voice of the child before her could have shown.
The room in which she and the child were seated was large and some-
what heavily furnished, although every device for an invalid's comfort
had been essayed, and there was certainly no lack of luxury or cheerful-

ness about it. From the wide open fireplace to the introduction of
bamboo furniture, all that could be devised had been carried out, and
the candles lighted in sconces on the walls gave here and there gleams
of pictures such as were scarcely suited to a child's taste, but very
pleasing to Angus Loring's little brother.

It was nearly four months since Loretta had taken up her abode
with the Baileys, the strange chances of war, so much more to be ex-
pected than to be wondered at, keeping Kenyon away, and it is hardly
a matter for surprise that the tall young figure kneeling by the couch,

Vol. XXXIX.—26
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now moving away into the firelight, looked very different from the girl

who four months ago Angus Loring had thought might be a Sheila.

But .perhaps only one who had not seen her in the interval could fairly

judge of and detect the change. She wore an out-door costume of
rich dark velvet with some touches of fur about the throat and wrists,

which may have done something towards setting off the peculiar

character of the girPs beauty, but well did Loring know that the

change was not so much in tlie girl's outward bearing or in the dress

she might or might not wear. He had urged nothing upon her, had
taken her very slowly and with infinite prudence and tact, but had seen

to it that she was living out every hour of her new life, and, whether
in repose or in action, the influences about her were slowly being felt.

^' If I come back and show you myself in the new party dress, will

that do ?" said Loretta, smiling from the fire upon him.

Donald surveyed her critically.

" I think that's a splendid dress you have on now," he said, taking

in the perfection of finish in the costume, Avhich certainly became her

very well. ^^ A lot of those men that Angus calls the boys were up
here the other day, and—do you know that Whewell ?—well, he means
to paint your picture in that very dress ; for he said so."

" Oh, I guess not," said Loretta, hastily. " The new party dress is

beautiful, Don ; and I will tell you something else, very early to-mor-

row morning."

Master Donald interrupted her with a sweeping gesture. " Say you
will do it to-night if I am awake when you come home."

" Oh, my dearest, 1 cannot promise that : Aunt Pen and Angus
would be very angry."

'' But if I arriy'^ persisted the little invalid, querulously ; "just if I

" Well, then," said Loretta, slowly, " if it should just happen so, I

could come in for a minute afterwards and tell you about it,—something,

that is."

" It's at the Caulfields', isn't it?" he said, severely.

" Yes, dear
;
you know we have to be early, because that Russian

violinist is to be there, and you know"—she smiled—" that I am to

sing."
" There, now !" cried the boy, glad of a new grievance. " You never

told me what you were going to sing."
" Oh, I think it is because I must have sung them so often for you,

dear, that I forgot to mention it," said Loretta, kneeling down again by
the sofa. "I am to sing something of Rubinstein's,—that 'Good-
Night' you like, you know,—and the song about the nightingale !"

The boy considered this question for a moment before answering,
" Why can't you sing the Russian song ?"

He might have felt the slight quiver that passed through Lo-
retta's frame, but her hand, held in both of his, did not move as she

answered,

—

" You know, dear, we said the other day we'd save that for just up
here or over in the studio. I was never to sing that in a crowd of

people."
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They rested thus a moment in silence, Donald no doubt turning

over in his mind some pretext for detaining Loretta, but, none appear-

ing, he said, in a dejected tone,

—

" Well, then, if you want to go."

The girl rose to her feet. " I will be back in a few moments," she

said, stooping down to kiss one of his thin little cheeks, and a moment
later she was walking swiftly down the wide hall-way to her own
room.

When Loring had brought Kenyon's wife up to Boston, she had
said to him before they entered Mrs. Bailey's house, " You have been

so good to me, is there anything in your aunt's home I can do for

you ?"

" Yes : you can be good to my poor little brother Donald. I know
how well you can treat children. I have not forgotten that night on
the rocks, nor how you looked with those little arms clinging about your
neck. And a suffering child,—one condemned perhaps to years of
pain and weariness,—such a one would appeal to you, Loretta, I am
sure."

He had fallen into the way of speaking to her by her Christian

name, the cousinship with Kenyon giving him a certain right, and, as

he himself said, it made so many matters easier for them both, since in

the days to come he might be the only man she could call upon for all

sorts of small services which a man can yield to the women of his

kin.

Nothing further had passed about the little lad, but what Loretta

began for Loring's sake she did now for her own. A bond of friend-

ship had sprung up between her and the boy which was certainly the

truest she had ever known. If it came to pass that he was called by
all the household too exacting in his demands upon the girl, yet what
would she have taken in exchange for all their hours of talk, during
which he told her more of the world than she had ever known, yet told

it in his simple fashion ! And among all the kind people in the house-

hold she knew that, except it were Angus, he cared the most for what
she thought and felt, for what she did and said, for how she came and
went and what impressions she gained of all things in this strange

world about her. They met on many common grounds, yet Donald
was oftenest her counsellor. If to him Kenyon Blake's wife was of

all beautiful beings on earth the fairest, she I fancy at that time would
have been quicker to write the word friend against the boy's name than

that of any other upon earth. That the friendship might die away
with the years to come Loretta never thought of for an instant. It

was not that she expected his own life to be shortened, but she had not

yet learned what, in part, Loring would like to have had her, to doubt
the sincerity of word or look, to question the absolute truthfulness of

what might be said.

Mrs. Bailey, under strict orders from Kenyon, and with every

possible desire and inclination to do as she was bidden, thoroughly
enjoying having Loretta with her, had provided the girl's room with
every luxury of modern art, and it was into an apartment almost too

exquisite in its appointments that the girl stepped this evening to make
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ready for the musicale and be in time to show the new evening dress

to Donald.

The boy lay still upon his couch, his hands above his head, watching
the spots of light and shadow upon the wall before him. The house

was very still. Dinner was long ago over, and these hours just about
twilight were the times above all others when he counted on a visit from
Loretta. From her drives, her walks, her expeditions out shopping or

into society, she would bring into his room the cheerful glow of her

presence, giving him her hand out of her muff to feel how warm it was
or to tell him promptly the last funny thing she had seen or heard

;

then there would be talks perhaps of quieter things. He liked to see

Loretta sitting in the fire-light, and he liked to hear about the Fenns

;

and he had told her, as I said, many things, and there was a tacit

understanding that every bit of news about Kenyon he was to garner

and let her have. There were days when he would be carried over to

Loring's studio, and the ebb and flow of conversation there of course

reached the boy with very direct meaning whenever Blake and his

affairs, or perhaps Mrs. Blake herself, were talked about. And from
him Loretta, whose ideas about the duties of a war-correspondent were
still unsubstantial or undetermined, gathered suggestions which made
her, as she thought, able to piece out what they called Blake's campaign.

And from the boy she learned of Kenyon's wide popularity among all

those of his brother's friends whom he knew. He remembered nights

when Angus and Kenyon had sat with him during some of his very

painful hours, and how their careless eloquence about events passing

in their lives had fascinated him. How little any one in the house-

hold, save perhaps Angus himself when he came and went, guessed

of the sacredness of the friendship of these two ! Donald longed now
for strength of limb, for bravery of arm, for firmness of step, that he

might do something—be something—for Loretta's sake. But his

friendship, his interest, had he but known it, were all-sufficing.

Awakened to many happy things in life, Loretta had yet that craving

at her heart to feel herself of some real consequence to some one human
being, and this she unquestionably was to Donald.

The boy's following of a streak of light across the wall suddenly

ended in a dazzling apparition of Loretta standing in the door-way in

her new gown, her cloak of fur and pale gray velvet thrown back from

her shoulders and revealing the exquisite simplicity of a dress of white

silk with lines on either side of some silvery embroidery.

Lace of a filmy kind revealed the fairness of her neck and arms,

but in the square cut and broad band of the bodice was something

which gave her the look of a heroine in Donald's favorite King
Arthur.

The boy sat up, uttering a cry of delight, but presently drew down
his face again as Loretta stooped to kiss him good-night, and again the
" Must you go ?" was wailed forth, and the girl, hastening along the

corridor and down the flight of stairs to the drawing-room, knew well

enough that afler her hint of " something" in the morning Donald
would force himself to keep awake.
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CHAPTER X.

Mrs. Bailey was spoken of so often as a " type" that it became

necessary to explain of what, and then it was discovered that the

charming elderly lady combined all sorts of qualities which go to make
up a perfect hostess, a fast friend, and a cultivated though cosmopolitan

American. Her home had almost always been in Massachusetts,

—

rather persistently so, some of her friends said,—but she had taken

many a trip abroad. She had had responsibilities in regard to the Lo-
rings, had received Angus into her home and heart directly he was
left alone in the world, and Donald was brought to her as a matter of

course. Secretly her cousin Kenyon Blake was her ideal of very much
that was worth while in a man, and his thin fine young countenance

looked at Loretta from various frames throughout the house and con-

fronted her with distressingly different expressions and at various

periods of life in the albums which Mrs. Bailey kept in her charming
library.

There was one girl among the Lorings, rather the down-trodden
member of the family just at present, since she was determined upon a

career, but, as ^' everybody'^ in the musical or literary Avorld worth
hearing or knowing came in turn or time to Mrs. Bailey's house, Bella

Loring had ample opportunity to indulge her enthusiasms without

carrying them too far. This young lady visited a great deal among
her friends, and, although quite independent of her aunt or brother,

made a point of asking their advice on all financial matters, generally

to discover that her own point of view was directly the opposite of

theirs. When definitely in town for the season or part of it, she di-

vided her time between Mrs. Bailey's house, where her room was al-

ways sacredly kept for her, and " The Brunswick Hotel," where she

shared a very gorgeous apartment with some friends from another State

who came thither regularly to enjoy Boston and Miss Loring together.

One of Angus's first remarks to Loretta after her arrival at her

aunt's had been to beg of her to be sure to make friends with his sister

Bella.

" Because if you do," he declared, ^' you will find her the jolliest

sort of girl going."

Loretta had learned since then something of what this phrase meant
and might be made to mean, but she had walked unconsciously directly

into Miss Bella's good graces, first by admiring a dog which she had
brought to Donald, a pug with the most audacious eyes ever set in

canine head, next by assuring her that she knew very little and was not

clever in any way at all, upon which Bella Loring got up and kissed

her.

" My dear girl," she said, taking a place upon the sofa next her,

" you are the only wise woman I have met in ten years."

Loretta's utter inability to meet these remarks produced a silence

which led Miss Bella on to talk ; and before the morning was over, the

two were fast friends. The pug was christened ^' Bismarck" and trans-

ferred to Donald's room, and thenceforth became his companion except
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when taken out tenderly in Loretta^s keeping. Many a morning during
this season had the two girls led him a tramp across the Common, talk-

ing on all sorts of subjects, as Miss Bella liked to do, Loretta never
afraid to question this downright good-hearted and unworldly adviser,

who certainly had the faculty of laying facts bare before the eye in the

most unscrupulous fashion, and who never failed to criticise freely her
own relations as well as other people, if she believed that they de-

served it.

Just at present Miss Loring was at her aunt\s house ; and Loretta,

enjoying as she still did the rustle of silk draperies about her feet, went
down to the library, knowing that both ladies were probably awaiting
her.

It was not always a good " evening room,'' that which Loretta en-

tered a little shyly, unless all the candle-lights were ablaze on state

occasions. The rich luxuries of the room, the old oak, the carved fur-

niture, the fine pictures and solemn book-shelves, seemed rather gloomy.
Twilight or firelight subdued all these ; while their morning hours were
perfection. Loretta's figure in the shining white silk with the little

touch of silver about it seemed to create a central space of light as she

entered, while from another door leading into the drawing-room Bella

Loriug and her aunt appeared, evidently just at the end of a discussion.

Miss Loring might have been twenty-five, or thirty, or thirty-five,

or, in some lights and some costumes, twenty-two ; but one thing was
clearly apparent to all beholders, which was that no adventitious aids

were employed to set ofP her elderly good looks or dignify what might
have been her youthful ones. She was a slight, graceful woman, rather

taller than Loretta, and she wore gowns in the daytime that came
straight from her London tailor, and in the evening much that was
brilliant in silk and satin. The fair type of the Lorings was shown to

great advantage in her finely-cut high-bred features, the coil of soft fair

hair which seemed ready to adapt itself to any fashion, and the blue

eyes, which, if less critical than those of Angus or brighter than those

of Donald, had still the one characteristic of the Loring eye,—a shrewd
good humor. Miss Loring reduced every one of her theories to com-
plete insignificance by her own course of action ; but this Loretta need

never know, or, if she did, Loring argued to himself, it would not harm
her : she would like Bella all the better.

" Very good indeed, my dear," was Miss Loring's comment on the

new gown ; and Mrs. Bailey, whose blonde type was, with certain char-

acteristics strengthened, merely her niece's grown older, came forward,

beginning to fasten the fur cloak about Loretta's shoulders, smiling

approval gently, and then glancing with satisfaction at their three fig-

ures, for Miss Loring was very smart indeed in a new gown of black

satin and lace, and Mrs. Bailey, in one of her gowns for evening wear,

looked so precisely like herself that no doubt a dozen people in the

room would know her from the color of the gown, the turn of her

shoulders, or the whole graceful courtesy of her manner, before they

heard her name or saw her face.

" The Caulfields are such dreadfully punctual people," said Bella,

enveloping herself in furs and a great deal of black lace about the
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head :
" do let us be on time, aunt. I want to hear Valsati's violin

solo so much.''

But when the three had driven through the clear cool streets to

their destination it was Miss Loring that detained them all in the dress-

ing-room, declaring that they had better not go down-stairs before

somebody worth talking to had arrived.

To Loretta, as well may be imagined, all these occasions of social

life were still somewhat spectacular. But she already knew that her

appearance in a room created some sort of special attention,—some half-

audible comment,—something which produced a sensation ; and, having

so often ascribed it to the fact of her husband's fame or the splendor

of her apparel, she had begun to feel it of late as something more di-

rectly personal,—as though the chance acquaintances she was making
daily knew more of her history than she had supposed. Not that even

now Loretta regarded herself as in any degree a heroine of romance.

The Fenns, with their somewhat sombre traditions of commonplace
and yet strong active life, her own bringing up, the strangeness of her

wedding,—none of these things appealed to the girl as likely to give

her presence in the Boston season a charm peculiarly their own. Lo-
ring had so studiously tried to avoid all talk about the war, had man-
aged so often to keep daily papers from her sight, that she had not as

yet acquired the habit of looking regularly for news from Russia ; but

scarcely an hour of her life passed that she did not think of Kenyon
as in some land of burning sunshine and pitiless marches, or of fog

and rain, of sleepless nights and anxious hours of watching. For it

was natural to one of this girl's temperament that the few impressive

points which reached her mind should remain there to the exclusion of

even a thought of detail. In her very sleep she had started up, fancy-

ing that she beheld her husband flung from his saddle or perhaps en-

gaged in some deadly combat, and daytime would bring a letter in

which a merry scene of bivouac life would be depicted. One such

Kenyon might have painted for her : he had written with shells flying

about him, and the merry-making, such as it was, going on within a
hundred yards of where the dead from the field of battle were being

laid away. The fact that there was a confusion in her own fancies and
Kenyon's careless words seemed to make it possible for her to obey
Mrs. Bailey and go out into scenes like this. To-night a sense of

personality was growing upon the girl, and she meant to talk to Loring
about it when he should return on the morrow ; and as she followed

Mrs. Bailey into the drawing-room all these thoughts combined
to give her face its gravest, sweetest look. There was, as usual, the

quick buzz of conversation, the interchange of small talk which she

was beginning to understand, going on around them ; but presently,

with a little nod to Mrs. Bailey, Loretta went away on the arm of one
of her special friends, an old army officer who had known Kenyon's
father long ago.

Their destination was the music-room in the L of the house, and
Loretta seated herself with her venerable companion on one of the

crimson benches extending along two sides of the room, the grand piano

occupying a central space, from which Valsati, with the emotions of his
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music still lingering about him, approached her, smiling and wiping
his brow.

" I am sorry you were not here while I played," the young man
said, ruefully, and turned to the old officer :

^' Sir, when Mrs. Blake is

present I do my best. I know how it is : the music reaches her."
" But I know nothing of it," Loretta said, smiling up at him*
" One does not need to know to feel," said the Russian, gravely.
" True enough," thought Loretta. " I wonder how one would feel

if one did know."
There was a little movement among a group near the piano, and a

young lady w^hom Loretta had noticed on entering the room was coming
forward to play. She was small but exceedingly graceful in figure, and
her dress, if a trifle original in its combination of colors and the flash

of Oriental jewelry, became her wonderfully well. A well-set head,

masses of golden hair, dark eyes that were bent upon the keys, a pro-

file of dainty regularity,—all these characteristics Loretta noticed, won-
dering where she had seen something like the face or the movements of

the girFs hand upon the keys before her. But her music put a stop to

any speculative tendency of the kind. She might have been playing

for a roomful or for herself alone, so absorbed did she appear in pro-

ducing those sounds w^hicli seemed to be her very own. She played

first a gavotte of Bach's, from which she seemed of her own accord to

drift into a strange wild sort of melody which made her lift her eyes

to Valsati and bring him at once to the piano. Every one understood,

it would appear, the caprices of the young violinist, and no one seemed

at all surprised when he produced his violin and joined the girl

promptly in the music, that seemed to glide from ofl* the tips of her

fingers delicately and yet with that sort of reserve force which belongs

to all true artists.

" Is it not beautiful ?" Loretta said to her old companion. " Oh,
I should like so much to know her ! Besides, there are ever so many
people coming near here I don't care to talk to." And the girl indi-

cated with a wave of her fan two or three young men who usually fol-

lowed in her train.

The old soldier laughed. " I have no doubt she wdll be delighted

to know you," he said, and, with much gallantry, rose and went over

to the piano when the music had ceased.

Loretta saw the two approaching her, and, though she did not catch

the name of the girl, held out her own hand eagerly and with such a

pretty look of welcome that the look of surprise or half-annoyance on

the other's face melted aw^ay. It proved to be the one episode of Lo-
retta's evening, for even her own singing amounted to very little, she

thought to herself, since she did not feel at that time like singing either

of the ballads put down for her, but her talk with this girl seemed

worth coming tw^ice as far to have enjoyed. They began at once about

the music, and Loretta learned that her new acquaintance had studied

abroad in tAvo or three foreign capitals, that she knew nearly every one

in the room, and that she was likely to leave Boston the next day.

How Loretta contrived to extract all this information she hardly knew
herself, since she had been rather the silent one of the two, but her
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companion recalled later the frank challenge in Loretta's look which

had accompanied every word. To question where she wished to under-

stand, to express opinions when she felt them,—were not these proper

things ? thought Kenyon's wife ; and the other girl, half amused, and
more than half fascinated, indulged her charming curiosity.

'^ I live so quiet a life,^' the stranger said, as they were parting,

" that coming up to Boston is quite a change for me ;" but she added,
*^ I may see you to-morrow some time in the afternoon at Mr. Loring's

studio.^'

It seemed a moment later that the whirl of the evening in which
Loretta found herself engrossed separated them. She had to sing

again, and when she looked around it was to encounter a number of

faces known to her, but not that of her new acquaintance. She might,

indeed, not have known her name, but for what occurred later in the

night. She had made her promised visit to Donald, had knelt down
beside the boy for an instant and told him something of the evening,

and was in her own room again, when Miss Loring's maid came with a

message from her mistress to say that if Mrs. Blake had not gone to

bed, would she come into her room ?

There had been some threatening, so Loretta thought, in Bella's eye

when the three ladies lingered on the staircase-landing before separating

for the night, and she wondered wiiat word of counsel or suggestion,

what piece of satirical fun about the evening. Miss Bella had to impart

before she slept. She had not even taken off her evening dress, and
came in to find Miss Loring fresh from the hands of her Abigail, look-

ing, as she always did, remarkably well in a white wrapper, and very
comfortably arranged for the next hour upon her sofa, with a book and
a lamp on a little table at her side.

" With Donald again, I suppose,^' said Miss Loring, shortly.

" How many good hours of your life you waste spoiling that child,

Loretta I"

Loretta came over to the chimney-piece, and, leaning her hands upon
it and her head rather wearily against one of them, said, quietly,

—

" We won't discuss it, Bella. I know I am right.''

" No, we won't," she assented, " because I have something much
more important to tell you. I know it would be very disagreeable if I
were to go about in company telling you whom you might and whom
you might not talk to," but, seeing the pink color steal up Loretta's

cheek, Miss Loring made haste to add, '^and of course you would
have the right to tell me to mind my own business if I did so, Loretta

dearest."

Bella sat upright, and Loretta, struck by something unusual in her

tone, turned suddenly, facing her with very scarlet cheeks. '^ Loretta,

I do want to tell you just this. Don't try to make a friend of Miss
Chetwynde, and take my advice for it, and don't talk about her before

Aunt Pen."
" What have I done ?" said Loretta, eagerly. " Do you mean the

girl who played so well ? General Macrae introduced me to her, and I
didn't catch the name, and I thought her delightful."

Miss Loring made a gesture of something like despair. " My dear,
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there are some things here among the people I know better than you
do, which you must take my word for. Now, pray understand, I say
all this for all our good. Let Margaret Chetwynde alone.''

CHAPTER XI.

Loring's studio was situated so far within sight of his aunt's

dwelling that by going up to the observatory at the latter one could

see the roofing and tlie upper windows of the building where Loring
had set up his special Lares and Penates. Quite early in the year
Donald had, with Loring's and Loretta's assistance, established a set of
signals between the houses, which were merely decorative and amusing
to the boy, since at any time a message could have been sent back and
forth to announce Loring's return to town, or the fact that Donald and
Loretta were going out in the carriage, or that Miss Loring had come
home, or other similar pieces of intelligence which Donald vainly be-

lieved caused his brother to toil up-stairs several times a day in order

to discover them from the variety of indications made in the observa-

tory window. That these pieces of information reached him in any
quicker or more direct fashion the child never suspected ; and indeed

it did sometimes chance that Loretta's first knowledge of Loring's re-

turn to town was when the little flag on its very shaky stick which was
all, he declared to her, the owners of the building would permit, made
its appearance on the roofing, to be tied up with black ribbon when he

was away, and decorated with a bold streamer of red, white, and blue

when Angus, so to speak, was in residence.

Loretta and her little companion felt certain that the promising

signals would appear that day. Loring had gone on to New York
to a club dinner, and had arranged before starting that Donald and
Loretta, and his sister, if she chose, should come over to his studio for

what the child called a " long afternoon," and what to one of the party,

at least, always seemed the very shortest that any week could contain.

About three o'clock in the afternoon Loretta returned from a trip

to the observatory to inform Donald that the flag was out and the

streamers flying. Miss Loring, who had been reading aloud to her

brother, looked from the child to Loretta with an expression of almost

contemptuous amusement.
" I really cannot understand this thing between you," she said,

laughing. " Donald, why are you so silly ? It would be so easy to

send James over to ask if Mr. Angus had come back ; and I should

think," she added, ruthlessly, " that Angus would feel too foolish for

anything, going up and sticking out that ridiculous little thing on the

top of a great big building."

Loretta looked at her from behind Donald's sofa imploringly. " I

never feel foolish about it in the least," she said, reprovingly. " Donald
and I like it, and we think it great fun. We^ve all sorts of little sig-

nals for Angus." (She didn't add that they, being almost invisible

from the studio-building, had to be explained to him by special mes-
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senger before he appeared at his aunt's house in the evening.) " We
find out how he is getting along with any picture that we specially like,

and all sorts of things."

Whatever Miss Loring murmured as she went away, it sounded

like, " What a pair of geese !" but it was very certain that she loved

Loretta none the less for these so-called foolish marks of understand-

ing what the boy cared for and what amused and comforted him, and
she bore with good humor Loretta's little scolding as the two followed

Donald and his attendant down the stairs.

" I suppose I never could do that sort of thing, carry it out well,

or enjoy it," said Miss Loring, decidedly subdued, and inclined to show
real humility. " I don't know what it is about you, Loretta, that

makes you different from other people. By the way, there is an old

friend of yours coming up to dine to-night,—Dr. Maynard. You
shall make the most of him this evening. Aunt Pen has asked him
to dinner. The only way I chanced to hear of this first was through

having seen Angus. Of course I couldn't pretend before Donald to

anything of the sort, because it would have spoiled your little drama
with the signals."

" Dr. Maynard !" Loretta's heart fairly stood still. He was her

first visitor from The Fenns, and, although she had kept up as close a
correspondence as the weather would permit with her relations on the

Islands, yet to see one of them, even though it were a man who so

rarely lived with them, yet one whom she had known there always,

how joyful would this encounter be !

Miss Loring, as they drove the slight distance around the corner to

her brother's studio, explained that he would join them later there and
come across back to Mrs. Bailey's with them.

The elevator took them easily up the one flight of stairs to Loring's

studio, which was a room large enough to satisfy the demands of half

a dozen artists, and which perhaps Avas mucli more noticeable for its

air of luxury, bric-a-brac, and fine hangings than for its mere conve-

nience as a workshop. But, at all events, to Loretta during this win-
ter it had become a place sacred to many hours of what she might
have called her growing upward or her receiving new impressions

from a Mentor as wise and genial, as keen and anxious to defend her,

as ever woman knew. For her the soft Eastern hangings of the room,
the divans, the shining polished floor and rugs, the huge fireplace,

which was one Loring actually had brought from Holland and set up
here, the space where the piano stood, all were no less dearly associated

to the o:irl than the sketches hano^ino: about, or those standing; face to

the wall which he sometimes permitted her to bring out to the light of
day and scrutinize.

And to enter this beloved room and find its master standing at his

easel, but ready enough to turn with greetings of all sorts for the party,

—this was enough to gladden Loretta's life for many days to come.
Donald had to be made comfortable upon the sofa, and Miss Loring

to move about gracefully to detect any novelties in the room, and then

Angus and Loretta shook hands and made their special inquiries of
each other, which could not be spoken by either of them without some
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little thrill of gladness and of special welcome when there had been
some days of separation between them, and Loretta, still holding her

friend^s hand, whispered, very confidentially,

—

" Oh, Angus, there is something special I have been wishing to

talk to you about. But it will take quite a time. I don't mind Donald,
but I do mind Bella just a little."

" But she is going out presently," said Angus, in his kindliest tones.

"A young lady I believe you met here last night is coming to the

studio, and Bella"—he laughed a little queerly—" is going to take hex
round to see something special at Williams and Everett's."

The color rose quickly in Loretta's cheeks. She had liked Margaret
Chetwynde too thoroughly to hear her spoken of in this way, as some
one to be got rid of, but she only said, with a little reproach in her

tone,

—

" I know whom you mean, of course,—Miss Chetwynde. I thought
her very lovely."

" Ah me ! ah me !" half sighed, half laughed Angus. He moved
back to his easel ; but, sitting in front of it with no effort towards
putting so much as one stroke to the half-painted picture, he began to

tell them about the dinner in New York.
" You should have heard the talk about Blake," he said, looking at

them with beaming eyes. " By the way, Loretta, has he mentioned in

his last letter the fact that the Albion may discontinue this special line

of correspondence, and that the English daily press has already offered

him and Ranford together splendid work to do ?"

Loretta from her place at Donald's side looked up swiftly. " No,"
she said, and added, " Then that will delay him."

Loring felt confused, or as though it might have been agreeable to

give his information from the shaky little signal-staff on the roof.

Face to face with Kenyon's wife, into whose whole attitude and manner
had come something which showed how vital this question was to her,

it was difficult to proceed with a story Kenyon ought to have written

first to her himself. But he took up his palette and began working
boldly as he went on :

^' Perhaps there hasn't been time for him to write of it. Young
Robertson told me how it came about, and that Kenyon was wild to

stay and see things on a little further." " I am doing this thing

beautifully," was Loring's private reflection. He looked furtively at

Loretta, whose face was now slightly averted, composed and resolute.

*^ You see," he went on, " there is something about a war-correspondent

which it is terribly hard work to understand unless you have the gift

for it yourself. The first stroke of work Blake ever did seemed to

light the fire in him ; and it has raged there ever since."

There was a moment's pause, and then Loretta said, very gravely,

—

" It isn't patriotism ?"

" Not in the least,—not any more than fox-hunting is ; though I

don't know that I am right in speaking even so lightly of what the

war-correspondent feels, for he is seeing history, remember. He is

reviewingr and record ino^ the events of the life of nations. Blake had
tried his novice hand at it before the Germans got into Pans. He was
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tremendously popular with some special Uhlans, I well remember, and

there were some boys in the regiment that would, I believe, have laid

down their lives for him/^
" I was almost a child then," said Loretta.

" AYell, you were by no means the delightfully grown-up and

sophisticated young person I see before me now," said Loring, trying

to look humorous. '' Now, you might say, womanlike. How could he

be so fierce and excited over the Franco-Prussian war, and now have

his whole heart and energy perhaps bound up in Skobeleff^s ventures ?

You can fimcy living right in the thick of these historic occurrences,

—

the life of adventure, how far away all else can be put from one, and

what it is to a man who has done as well as Blake has so far to carry

on his work to the bitter end, whether the Cossacks or the Turks come
out victorious. At all events, he will have lived ten years of life while

these pages of history have been turned before his eyes."

Loretta was silent so long that Loring began to torment himself

lest he had not put things in the best way for his friend, but she said

presently, and looking at Bella with a little wistful smile,

—

" I wonder how much of what you would call an episode, Kenyon's
visits to The Fenns of late will now mean in his life."

Ten minutes later, while Bella stood in the window awaiting Miss
Chetwynde's arrival, Loring said to Loretta, earnestly,

—

" Whatever you may have to ask me about, Loretta, whatever ad-

vice you want, let me tell you something. Once upon a time you were
a child hidden away back somewhere in a shell. Do you know what
a wonderful woman you are fast growing to be ?"

Loretta was eager to answer this, but the portiere moved, and Bella

was seen taking a note from a servant addressed to herself. She read

it aloud at once. It contained a few lines from Miss ChetAvynde ex-

pressing her regret at not appearing at the studio that day ; whereupon
Bella promptly said she had no intention of w^asting her whole after-

noon there, and, warning Loretta and Donald to be ready for her within

an hour, went away on some errands, leaving the two friends virtually

alone together, since Donald counted only as a little occasional note of
affection or approval when something which he liked in the conversa-

tion caught his ear.

CHAPTER XII.

" I HAD a letter to-day," said Loretta, putting her hand into her
pocket and looking rather quizzically at Loring, " but before I show it

to you I Avill ask my questions. You remember our talk at Choke
Harbor on Little Fenn that day when you tried to make me under-
stand something of—of this life here ? Well, I want to ask you why
it is I feel so thoroughly and entirely different as a human being, some-
way, than I did then." She had thrown aside her fur-trimmed jacket,

and was standing not far from Loring's easel, looking to him, as she
had looked for some time past, like the awakening Psyche. It was
with the young man as though some secret hand were touching lightly
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the girlish brow and lips, putting grace into her movements and new
vigor into the strong young limbs. Still, it was Loretta of The Fenns.
She went on : "I feel it, somehow, more in a crowd of people. When
I go into a room I have a queer sensation of myself, as it were. I want
to know why it is they look at me, or seem to care to talk to me, or

make me a kind of companion. It has puzzled me all along, but of
late more and more."

Loring laughed joyously. " My dear Loretta,'' he exclaimed, going
towards her, " do you not see just what it is ? But no, you don't

:

it would spoil it all if you did. You are finding out yourself; you are

learning what it is to become one of the moving active multitude. It

is not self-consciousness, it is not vanity : it is only just as it should

be."

No, thought Loring, no vanity as yet had stirred the exquisite

delicacy of the girl's feeling. The beautiful grave face before him had
lost none of its first charm, and as Loretta turned away he felt a deep
sense of satisfaction simply in observing how entirely she was working
out his prophecies.

" Now for the letter," said Loretta, smiling ; and, possessing herself

once more of Donald's little hand, she sat down upon the child's sofa,

and with the other hand smoothed out a sheet of blue-lined note-paper,

two sheets of which were closely written in a cramped, old-fashioned

hand. The letter was dated Mayridge, February 27, and began,

—

" My dear Niece :

^' I returned last week from my trip to the West, and, hearing that

you are still in Boston, ^Tite urging you to come to see me as soon as

possible. I have a suggestion to make to you which I think your
friends will approve. There is no reason why I should not mention it

here. Kenyon Blake is my only nephew, and has lived, as you know,
a large part of his life with me. My brother and I did not agree ex-

actly as to the methods of the boy's education, but my brother, with

much generosity, forbore to press any of his theories upon Kenyon
until his judgment was formed, so that he actually spent the greater

part of his boyhood with me, going down to The Fenns when you
were a little girl, and when you were growing up to womanhood only

from time to time. Whether you know it or not, it was the desire of

my brother's heart that Kenyon should make you his wife, and he also

had my approval when the engagement was pronounced. Now for my
plan, or suggestion. It seems to me an unfitting thing that you should

not, as his wife, place yourself as near to direct news of him as possi-

ble : therefore I have to suggest your accompanying me as soon as

possible to England ; and I suspect Miss Bella Loring would not mind
being our companion, if not my cousin Angus himself. Kenyon,
whether foolish or not in the business he has undertaken, is in a posi-

tion of peril from illness or from the chances of war. The most direct

news of it all would come to us in London ; and there, I think, we
might remain until he felt free to come home, which I suppose will be

when the Turks have got everything their own way, for I don't believe

Russia is capable of at once organizing and sending out a good army
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and treating her general officers decently at the same time. But this is

not the place for a political discussion. Will you come to me quite by
yourself on the ten-o'clock train Thursday morning? You shall be

met at the station, and I will see to it that you get home in safety early

the next day.
" Kind regards to all of Mrs. Bailey's household.

" Yours sincerely,

"Kachel Dolliver."

" I suppose it is about time you went down there," said Loring,

when the letter had been read. ^^ It is the place for you, of course,

—

where Kenyon spent so much of his time : so no doubt you will find it

full of memories,"—he smiled,—^' ghosts, perhaps. I have heard it

stated that wherever there are memories there must be ghosts."

But Loretta shook her head.

''Perhaps I have not lived long enough," she said, "to own any
ghosts. Don't you think we have to kill something or let something

die first?"
'' No doubt at all," rejoined Loring ;

" and, as we are very sure

nothing of the kind has ever happened to you, you need not be looking

about you for spectres just yet awhile. You must expect to find Mrs.

Dolliver entirely devoted to Kenyon's interests."

" Why not ?" said Loretta, promptly looking up.
" Well, I mean in this sort of way : if it would advance Kenyon in

any way, and if not particularly sinful, I think she would willingly see

every one of us ground to powder. I am stating the thing pretty

strongly, and you will think so, no doubt, all the more when you see

her; but she is certainly as devoted to her nephew as all that. A
curious phase of it is her entire complacency in Kenyon's working as

he does in his profession. She is aware that it pleases him; she is

aware that he obtains a certain amount of downright gratification from
it : therefore she would keep the Turks and the Kussians fighting for

the next ten years, if Kenyon saw fit."

'' This is all very dreadful," exclaimed Loretta, trying to laugh, but
really beginning to feel dismayed. Nobody in Mrs. Bailey's family,

unless it might be Angus himself, impressed one as being at all ready

to put himself out for anybody else. There were no very strong en-

thusiasms one for the other, few demonstrations of any kind, but a very
silent good-humored sort of interest in the world to which they belonged
and in the open events of the day which they could enjoy in common.
But this picture of Kenyon's aunt presented an old lady and a house-
hold of entirely different proportions, and, while Loring had his usual
manner of banter about him, something decidedly serious lurked in his

expression, and as he talked he looked down upon his companion with
a very shrewd and anxious manner.

"I was just thinking," he said, "that in all this European idea you
must be made to see that she is not considering you in the least. She
has got hold of some idea that it is going to Le a great benefit for

Kenyon. If your judgment goes against it,—indeed, if you don't want
to do it,—just show that you have a will of your own in the matter."
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^^ The idea is too new a one/' said Loretta ; and she added, in a

moment, " How do you suppose I feel after living here among you all

these months, and hearing and seeing the people and the things I have
to remember ?—that, for instance, six months ago I simply never thought
about Europe at all ? I had never in my life seen any one but Kenyon
who had been there, and he never talked to me about his life abroad.

To go there seems nothing at all to all of you, but I '^ Loretta

smiled, and came nearer to where Loring was standing by the chimney-
piece. ^' Do you remember the day,'' she continued, '^ when you brought
me up from The Fenns ? Well, I feel precisely as if I had been taking

steps on and on since that time. It is even something quite important
for me to go to a country-place like Mayridge. You have seen The
Fenns : suppose that was all you had ever known of the world for

twentv vcars ? I don't often talk about this : but you can't think how
wonderfully beautiful even the trees on the Common have looked to me
at times this winter. But all that has nothing special to do with the

letter, has it ?"

Whether or not certain events in Angus Loring's past had made
him somewhat of a cynic, certain it is that he rarely betrayed himself;

but now he had no hesitation in continuing to describe Sirs. Dolliver

as a woman with one idea, to the gratification of which she would
sacrifice all else, and he was in the midst of beseeching Loretta to
" hold her own," when the sound of Bella's voice was heard outside,

and she and Dr. Maynard came into the room.

Loretta hardly knew where she was as she found her hands held

closely in those of the kind old man ; and if Miss Bella Loring had
planned a surprise for him she certainly ought to have felt gratified,

for the good old doctor made no attempt to conceal his astonishment at

the change these months had wrought in Loretta Blake. Holding the

girl by the hands, he looked at her almost with tears of delight ; and
when he saw how entirely able she was to sustain her own part in the

little whirl of life going on about her, it seemed to the old man that he

was beholding some of his own prophecies coming true.

It was hard to dash her bright spirits by telling her that Mrs.

Lyons was far from well and was longing to see her, and that he was
going back to The Fenns in a few days and wanted her to accompany
him, no matter for how short a time.

But this came later. He observed it more critically when he was
seated next to Loretta at Mrs. Bailey's dinner-table, where he silently

enjoyed the quiet elegances and luxuries of the room and noted how
prettily all her new honors sat upon the girl at his side. He was very

certain that Loretta was enjoying herself. It had been indeed during

these weeks that a sense of enjoying life and herself, a consciousness of

belonging to something that was fascinating in life, had come over her^

warming the inner fibres of her nature, gently and yet generously

awakening something which seemed to the girl to diffuse itself softly

over her whole being. She met such tender stirrings of the power of

joyousness with a real delight. Each new pulsation seemed to her to

set in motion, as it werie, happy and prosperous feelings. Loretta felt

herself expanding, and, with no attempt at analysis, had simply given
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herself up to the joy of life. Loruig, however, looking on, did all the

analysis necessary, and he enjoyed what he saw and observed in the

most redundant way, learning to know something of what Kenyon^s

young wife was feeling and thinking by the very changes in her ex-

pression, by the peculiarly happy smile that came sometimes to her eyes

and to her lips when she was scarcely aware that she was smiling. Dr.

Maynard might be in sympathy with all this, but his delight took the

form of almost solemn utterances to Loring when they were alone, and

it might have been commented on later by either of tli^m that Kenyon's

name had been carefully avoided. That Loretta was to decide for her-

self in regard to going to Mrs. Dolliver's or back to The Fenns every

one seemed to think wise and riglit, though a little chorus of opinions

showed how many individual sentiments there were .on both sides.

Loretta went to bed more contented than she had felt in many a day,

the only drawback to her feeling being a dread of finding that Mrs.

Dolliver's exactions would be more than she could fulfil. But it

was all arranged that she should accept the old lady's invitation the

Thursday following, and go down to The Fenns directly afterwards for

a few weeks' visit at all events.

CHAPTER XIII.

It was a short enough journey from Boston to Mayridge, but

Loretta, who had begun to be quite keen where novelties wxre con-

cerned, enjoyed the spice of adventure connected with taking it alone.

Loring and his sister, and even Mrs. Bailey, whose general frame of

mind was that of a large complacency about most of the things in

life, had given her innumerable warnings, but they seemed to slip from
her careless mind before she found herself at the Mayridge station,

where she had only glanced about a moment before she saw a very

quiet-looking family carriage with a respectable coachman in a subdued
livery, who was looking at her, if the truth were known, with a most
profound and surprised admiration. For it need scarcely be said that

the servants in Mrs. Dolliver's house had freely discussed the *^ young
master's" marriage, and Thomas's expectation was of some doll-faced

country-girl, whereas the only human being on the platform was a

stately young person wearing her garments of dark blue with the air

of a princess, and who, when she smiled in his direction, seemed to

him by far the most beautiful creature he had ever seen.

The man hastened forward to explain that Mrs. Dolliver could

not come herself, but—was this Mrs. Blake? Then tlie door of the

carriage was opened, and Loretta took her place, and was quickly
whirling through a country where all that was possible to expect of
February sunshine—certainly some faint hint of the spring—gave a
look as though some wind or fragrance of the South had wakened it

into vernal life. It was an historic part of Loretta's country, had she

but known it. Down yonder hill the last colonial governor had ridden
one night a hundred years ago, flying for his life, and leaving all his

Vol. XXXIX.—27
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household gods behind him. On the bridge spanning the river, over
which they crossed, the council on which hung heavy issues for her

country had taken place, while there had been a day when the whole
country-side echoed to the sounds of w^ar. But to Loretta it presented

only one of the rare pictures of inland scenery which had come within

her knowledge. This girl from The Fenns, made fearless about many
things, had known the world only until the last few months as a rather

barren place, hard to cultivate or make beautiful, and with a turbulent

and exacting sei|^ dashing about it on every side. But what she saw
now was what Loring painted : this was the entrance, as it might be

called, into a country where everything that nature could do welcomed
and gladdened the eye. Had Loretta but known it, her frame of mind
during that short drive had become perfectly in harmony with the very

poets Loring was fondest of reading to her ; and, indeed, bits of their

verse were confused in her mind with the deeper and more pulsating

emotions that stirred her heart.

The Dolliver house stood upon so slight an eminence that it was
hard to agree with its mistress that it overlooked any of the verdant

valley ; but it had its own peculiar sweep of view across the country,

and, standing as it did in i\\Q midst of a lawn dotted richly with fir-

trees, with a garden which was one of the household traditions to the

right and a row of terraces to the left, it looked to Loretta like a

fitting centre-piece for so much of rural loveliness.

The drive from the gate to the door-way was a short one, but

Loretta caught sight of fluted columns, a wide veranda, and a door

which was opened before she reached it, and within which the girl saw
a wide hall with polished floor, dark rugs, and suggestions of more
solid coloring and something more harmonious in design than ever

belonged to the Bailey mansion.

An elderly servant met her,—a woman who looked as though she

might have belonged all the years of her life to the place, and who had
in her manner a mixture of deference, admiration, and condescension

;

for, beautiful and fascinating as Kenyon's wife might be, good Mrs.
Melbury had to remember that she had carried him up and down this

very hall a wee baby, had cast him into outer darkness as a boy when
he had misbehaved too outrageously for Mrs. Dolliver's presence, had
given him of her best of stores in her famous closet, and had seen him
grow to the stalwart manhood which she had for years predicted would
be his prosperous fate.

" You've had quite a journey, my dear,'' said Mrs. Melbury. It

was impossible not to add something caressing to her first words with

Kenyon's young wife, and Loretta smiled back at her, and said, " It

seemed so short ; but the country is so beautiful. You know I am not

used to seeing things like this."

She had begun to wonder whether this were Kenyon's aunt,

—

whether she should stoop to kiss the small brown cheek of the old

woman, which looked like a comfortable russet apple,—but Mrs. Mel-

bury said, quickly,

—

^' Mrs. Dolliver is waiting for you in the library. She hurt her

foot yesterday, and has to keep very still.'^
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And Loretta, pleased with everytliing she saw about her, followed

the housekeeper dowu the hall to a door which opened unexpectedly

into the most charming room she had ever seen.

The girl stood a moment on the threshold, surprised, and almost

too confused to recognize tlie fact that in a western window, propped up
carefully in an easy-chair, an elderly lady was seated, looking at her

with anxious eyes; but her name was spoken, and she found herself

crossing a shining space of floor, to either side of whicli Turkish carpets

gave their warmth and color, while the rows of low book-shelves ex-

tending nearly all around the octagonal walls lent the dignity of their

contents to the tiers of paintings above. The great chimney-piece in the

centre of the room, the wood fire blazing on the hearth, tlie irregularly-

arranged bits of old china, the feather fans, the screens here and there,

the easels so arranged as to catch the sunshine flitting through the sky-

light, the windows of stained glass, and the bits of furniture wholly but

charmingly devised for comfort,—all these elements in the room seemed
to present themselves to the girl with a strange sort of confusion and
yet familiarity, and before she and Mrs. Dolliver had fairly exchanged
greetings Loretta with a start remembered something Kenyon had told

her, and, looking at the western wall of the room, saw a picture which
dominated all the rest. It portrayed the scene which Kenyon had once

told her seemed to him the most memorable one in the nation's history.

There was the court-house at Harper's Ferry ; soldiers were ranged on
each side, the bayonet of one lordly-looking man was lifted, a group of
Southern gentlemen occupied the background, and on the lower steps

stood the figure of Kenyon's hero, his arms bound, the lines of his gray
beard parted, while his lips rested for an instant on the brow of a negro
child. Loretta scarcely felt as though she needed to loolv at the brass

plate below the picture. Kenyon had described it to her in glowing
terms :

'' The Last Moments of John Brown."
Loretta was recalled to herself by a quick, imperative voice. " So

you are Kenyon's wife : sit down, my dear."

Mrs. Dolliver's sharp bright eyes scanned the girl with a little

twinkle in them, not of amusement, but of evident satisfaction. The
old lady put one of her fine white hands on Loretta's arm, and the two
beings nearest on earth to Kenyon looked at each other, and there was
a kind of challenge in the glance of each. Loretta's seemed to say,

although merrily, " Grind me to powder if you dare ;" and the old
lady's expressed, " Venture to disobey me."

'' Yes," said Loretta, a pale pink in her cheeks,—" I am Kenyon's
wife, Mrs. Dolliver."

"Stand over there," said the old lady. "I want to see just what
you are like, my dear. Kenyon's wife," she continued, reflectively, as

Loretta moved back into a space of the shining dark-wood floor and
stood as fair a picture as the old room had ever known. Her shining
lips and eyes, the pose of her head, and the careless grace of her attitude

affected the older woman visibly : her glance softened ; she nodded her
head, and, taking in every detail of the tall young figure in its rich

dress and with its unconscious girlish dignity, she put out her hand and
beckoned Loretta to her side asrain.
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" I am glad to see yon," Mrs. Dolliver said, very gently for her.
" Of course I should have had to ask you here no matter what you
were like ; but I am glad now. I think, my dear, that we shall be

good friends.'^

Loretta's truthful lips scarcely knew what answer to frame, but she

said, '' I hope so/' with sincerity, as she might have said it to any one

near or dear to Kenyon.
" When Kenyon announced his intention of marrying you,'' the old

lady continued, blandly, ^^ I took many things into consideration ; but

of course my brother's strong desire in the matter influenced me most.

Now, my dear, I will not keep you here just yet awhile. Mrs. Mel-
bury will take you across the hall into my room, and you must take

your things off and then come back and sit with me, and we will have
a nice chat before dinner. I dine early. I dare say the Baileys don't.

How is Penelope? Very well? And Bella Loring? But there,

there ! I'll ring for Melbury, and you shall go with her."

Loretta observed that Mrs. Dolliver waited for no answers to her

slowly-uttered fluent inquiries, but seemed to take for granted whatever

she chose to make of her visitor's silence. She touched a bell at her

side, and Mrs. Melbury's glowing autumnal sort of face appeared, her

brisk good humor being far more agreeable, tliought Loretta, than Mrs.
Dolliver's superior manner. Phoebe Sparks was the only handmaiden
Loretta had ever known at The Fenns, and this pleasant woman in

some fashion reminded her of that ancient servitor and friend more than

any one she had seen since leaving the Islands.
" You are to take Mrs. iBlake into my room," said Mrs. Dolliver,

" and—perhaps she would like a cup of tea, or something."
^' Not a doubt of it," answered Mrs. Melbury from her position near

the door. But Loretta protested. She followed the housekeeper down
the hall and into a capacious bedroom which it could easily be seen be-

longed to a woman whose life had long been luxurious. It was richly

furnished, but with no attempt at artistic effect like the charming boudoir-

like rooms in Mrs. Bailey's house. Ponderous hangings, comfortable

chairs, a variety of arrangements for the toilet, and an open fire briskly

glowing, were the objects which caught the girl's eye as she laid aside

her wraps ; and it seemed to her as if in such a house as this one might

grow old unconscious of the passing by of years or any of the small dis-

tractions of life without. It was a silent kind of house, the voice of

Mrs. Dolliver being its chief note of animation, and yet it was curiously

self-assertive. Certain signs and sounds of animation in the gardens

without rather accented the interior stillness. It was in no degree

gloom ; it was rather the quiet of a dignified and elegant seclusion.

" It is very quiet here," said Loretta unexpectedly to her com-
panion.

" Quiet, dearie !" rejoined Mrs. Melbury, who was eager for conver-

sation. " Well, if you'd see it all sometimes ! And when Master

Kenyon was a boy !

"

" Yes," said Loretta, eagerly, as the old woman paused, smiling and

looking up into the girl's bright face.

^^ Why, he would come into the house like a—well, like a young
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whirlwind ! It would be, ' See here, Jacky,'—that was one of his

names for me,—^ I want my boots cleaned right off. And where's that

rascal Jim got my fishing-tackle ?' Oh, dear ! Oh, dear !" said the

old woman, with a happy sigh. " How we do miss those days T^

"But Kenyon is never very lively," said his wife, answering the

look of interest in her companion's face. " When I was a little girl,"

she continued, '' he used to tease me a great deal, and sometimes run

after me ; but he "

. Loretta stopped short. AVhy was it that she loved him so, and yet

until lately she seemed never to have known or understood him in the

least? What had drawn them together? Could it be that some of

those mysterious influences about which only the other night Mrs.

Bailey's friends had been talking so wisely had been at work here, lead-

ing them blindly to each other ? These were distracting thoughts, and
Loretta had resolved, if possible, to indulge in very few of their nature,

since they seemed to deprive her of any capacity for observing the simple

effects in the new life she was leading. Mrs. Melbury was evidently

waiting for her to continue what she had been saying.

" Used to tease you !" she exclaimed. " I don't doubt but he did,

my dear. Such a torment as he was to us ! And always meant to be

a soldier, he'd say
"

The tinkle of Mrs. Melbury's bell sounded.
" That's for you to hurry up," said the housekeeper, in a confidential

undertone. " It's for you to go and talk as nice as you can to her about

Mr. Kenyon."
Loretta walked slowly down the hall, thinking as cheerfully as pos-

sible of what might be in store for her. Mrs. DoUiver certainly looked

impatient, but her good humor returned when Kenyon's young wife was
at her side. There was a deep easy-chair, low and comfortable. This
had been drawn near to the old lady's place in the window for Loretta's

service, and whether it were to prove the mill of which Angus had
warned her in which she was to be ground for Kenyon's sake, or a

place of comfortable repose, Loretta did not know, but she took it

with an indefinable sense of pleasure in the mere fact that she was really

in her husband's home. She leaned back and smiled up at a landscape

hanging before her in w4iich a stretch of country near Mayridge was
depicted by Loring's faithful hand. The lights were of a November
day, but there was scarcely any look of chill in the picture : autumn
had not vanished. There was a bit of road-way with alder-bushes and
some lingering sumach. The distance showed a level meadow broken
by a stream, pollards upright against a flaming sunset sky with gray
tones westward. If the general impression was sombre, Loretta knew
the painter well enough by this time to feel sure it had been done
in his happiest mood. Underneath the landscape a crayon hung,—

a

girl's head, carelessly sketched. Yet as Loretta's joyous glance wan-
dered from the Mayridge road-way to the pictured face below, she

started slightly. Surely she knew the eyes, the curve of brow and
chin, the little touch of scorn or girlish cynicism which she became
suddenly aware had lingered in her memory as belonging to ^largaret

Chetwynde.
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Mrs. Dolliver's eyes were upon her.

" That crayon/' said the old lady, suddenly, " was done a long time
ago. I keep it here simply because—well, because Kenyon hung it up
there almost the last thing before he went away.''

CHAPTER XIV.

The early dinner and tea were over. Loretta and Mrs. Dolliver

were in their former places in the library, but a more confidential rela-

tionship was established. The afternoon had seemed to Kenyon's wife

to include many incidents of conversation or society. Some visitors had
appeared. Loretta had been very properly introduced as " my niece

Mrs. Blake," and had come to feel herself part of the household, while,

encouraged to frankness by the evident interest the callers showed in her,

the girl had talked brightly and fluently except when asked direct ques-

tions about Kenyon himself; the pauses here were readily enough
supplied by Mrs. Dolliver, or the visitors concluded that Mrs. Blake's

anxiety made it a painful topic. But the impression Loretta created on
her friends delighted Mrs. Dolliver. As the last carriage drove away,
Loretta turned from the window to encounter the very friendliest ex-

pression on the old lady's face.

" You will know them all better some day," said Mrs. Dolliver

;

" for of course you and Kenyon wdll live here a great part of the

time."

Loretta started, but her lips curved with a lovely smile. There was
something peculiarly grateful to her in the fact that Mrs. Dolliver so

constantly referred to her as Kenyon's wife, giving these hints of a pros-

perous future. She had been summoned to her tea at that moment, and,

sitting alone in the large old-fashioned dining-room, the girl indulged in

delicious speculation as to how it might seem when Kenyon perhaps faced

her at the other end of this very table. Nothing at Mrs. Bailey's house

had suggested this. It seemed to her now almost as though every one

but Donald had ignored the fact that sooner or later she and Kenyon
would make their home together. But this house, with its dignified

air of comfort and prosperity, its stillness that was so agreeable, was
really in a sense her home,—to be hers and Kenyon's ! Facing the table

where she sat was a mirror, and Loretta smiled gayly and nodded at her

own reflection there. And where would Kenyon sit ? She mentally

assigned him a place, fancied his dark eyes, and his inquiring if often

absent gaze, fastened upon her own, and planned joyfully how she would
like to serve him. She would show him, when he returned, how well

she understood his moods, his likes and dislikes, his ambitions even,

and perhaps his very soul. Suppose he came in by that door ? Lo-
retta, left alone by Mrs. Melbury, turned her head furtively, looked at

the framework of the door and at the quiet hall beyond, and fancied

Kenyon's figure, strong and vigorous, appearing unexpectedly. Sud-
denly there came to the girl's heart like a flash the memory of the kiss

he had given her in parting. For an instant it seemed to her that her
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husband's lips were laid in benediction upon her own, and it was like

dispelling a happy dream to leave this place and go back to the library

and Mrs. Dolliver.
" It is certainly very singular, Loretta/' the old lady had remarked

when they were by themselves once more, the firelight outshining the

glow from two heavy sconces across the room,

—

'' very singular that you
seem to know so little of Kenyon's life. But then he has often told me
the Fenn people were devoid—utterly devoid—of curiosity. I'm sure

I don't know where their American ancestry came from. You were

asking me a little while ago about his parents."
" Yes," came in happy tones from Loretta.
" It's like telling a story to a child," said Mrs. Dolliver, looking at

the girl critically. ^' Kenyon's father was my brother, you know, of

course. There were two boys, and they were inseparable. One was the

Mr. Blake you knew at Little Fenn,—Kenyon—or Ken, as we called

him,—the other, George. I don't deny that Kenyon's father was my
favorite. George Blake was, I think, the finest young man in the

county. Well, it is like a great many stories, my dear Loretta. They
both fell in love with the same girl, and"—a blush came into the old

lady's fine white cheek—" perhaps I did wrong, but I admit that I

secretly helped George in his wooing, and no doubt acted a little cruelly

by poor Ken. The result was that George carried the day. Of all

handsome couples I have ever seen I would give the palm to Jane
Forster and George Blake ! The wedding made a great stir, especially

as nearly every one suspected what I knew to be the fact, that Jane
had really been engaged for a time to Kenyon,—indeed, had jilted him.

People came from far and wide to the wedding, and, of course, naturally

looked for a glimpse of poor Ken's face in the company. Every one

likes romance, you know, even if it be tragic."

^'And where was he?" asked Loretta, turning her face quickly

towards Mrs. Dolliver. This story was like some cruel bit of Kenyon's
history flung before her, and the easy tones of Mrs. Dolliver's voice

Avere unendurable for a moment. Sitting there in the soft lights of the

fine room, it seemed to Loretta as though she could see the picture con-

jured up by Mrs. Dolliver's " romance ;" and then as swiftly rose a

recollection of her old friend down at Little Fenn,—the melancholy old

man Avho had lived a life which any but Fenn people would have
thought impossible. And he was the " Ken" this old woman talked of

so lightly !—the " Ken" whose presence as a wedding-guest was looked

for to add piquancy to a cruel scene

!

" Where was he, do you say ?" Mrs. Dolliver disliked interruptions

when she was in the midst of a recital, and, moreover, there was some-
thing which annoyed her slightly in the expression of the young face

before her. Loretta's emotions had of late been developing, so that she

was swift to show her feelings, and there was indignation, if not horror,

in her eyes, and her lips wore the look of pride which seldom touched
them except Avhen she was roused by some of the opinions she heard
carelessly uttered in society.

^' He had disappeared," said Mrs. Dolliver, continuing her narrative

with some impatience. ^' Not forever. He had simply gone down to
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Little Fenn, which he owned, and there, as you know, he lived and
died. He was much younger than he seemed to you, I don't doubt. I
am the oldest of my family.^^

" But—tliat wicked girl !'^ said Loretta.
" Kenyon's mother ! My dear Loretta ! Not at all. Jane Forster

was one of the most brilliant women I ever knew. It is true she

never was thoroughly satisfied with her own life. But''—Mrs. Dol-
liver in her luxurious chair moved a little uneasily—'^ which one of us

ever is? Jane did not care for George, after all, as much as I had
supposed."

"She loved Kenyon, then?" said Loretta, steadily,

—

"our Mr.
Blake?"

Mrs. Dolliver laughed. " Possibly. Matchmaking is dangerous
business. The fault with it all was the way in which Jane broke with

Ken,—pretending up to the last However, my dear child, your

Mr. Blake, as you call him, had his own compensations. When
George's boy was born he was named Kenyon, and within a Aveek my
poor brother was killed by a railway-accident. We managed to keep

it from Jane. She was terribly ill, poor girl ; and, indeed, she never

recovered her health again.
'^

There was a pause. Events in Loretta's life of late had awakened
all the imaginative quality in her nature. The deeper currents of feel-

ing had begun to stir and carry with them comprehension of life and
human nature which would have been impossible to the island girl from
whom Kenyon had parted. Perhaps the subtlest side of this story of a

broken life Loretta understood but vaguely. The actual fact of treach-

ery—of her old friend's misery—she saw plainly as though the picture

Mrs. Dolliver carelessly drew were visible in the very flames before her.

The burning logs that the girl was gazing down into were not more
clear to her vision than was the Kenyon of that other generation who
had been so cruelly deceived. And his brother's wife ? Had she lived

here ? Where were the shadows of her life ?—the shadows of the three

who had gone their way forever, leaving only this cynical old woman
to tell their story? Loretta turned her face suddenly towards Mrs.

Dolliver.
" Did—Mr. Blake ever see her again ?'^ she asked, gently.

" Yes.'^ Mrs. Dolliver had not intended to give this old family

romance any tragic importance, but Loretta's way of listening—or was
it of looking at her?—made the old lady uncomfortable against her will.

She had so long reconciled herself to her own part in her brother's life

that it was certainly unpleasant to have Kenyon's wife, with that grave

sweet look of hers, stir any feelings of remorse. She went on a little

hurriedly

:

" Yes. It was about a year later. Jane sent for him. She was
afraid she was going to die : she was that sort of a woman. They had

a long talk, here in this very room. I know the substance of what
passed. She made Ken promise to look after her boy. I have always

had an idea," said Mrs. Dolliver, smiling, as though discussing one of

her visitors of the afternoon, " that she fancied she could revive some
sentiment in Ken's heart. He certainly did not give her much encour-
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agement. But lie promised to do all she wished in regard to the child.

George's will had left her very free to do as she liked. So time went

by. Kenyon—your husband—was about eight years old when his

mother died, but I think he had learned one or two lessons thor-

oughly.'^
^' What were they ?'' came eagerly from Loretta.
" To begin with, that under no sort of circumstance was he to go

against his uncle's will."

" And then he w^nt to live at Little Fenn/' said Loretta, smiling

now, but with traces of emotion. The mer^ pronouncing of the name
of her home seemed queer to the girl in this great room, with its air of

remoteness from everything at the Islands.

" Yes ; that was before you were born. It was from your father

my brother bought Little Fenn. I don't know what his idea was in

making the purchase, unless it were to provide himself with a place of

retreat when the world tired him. Loretta, very few men could have
felt as he did. Nothing would have induced Ken to marry George's

widow ; and yet the shock of it all changed his whole life. Kenyon
went, as you know, back and forth between this place and The Fenns.

When do you remember him first ?"

. " It seems to me alwaySj^ said Loretta, quickly, and with very

happy eyes. She stood up, and came nearer to Kenyon's aunt, kneel-

ing down at the old lady's side, a delightful feeling of sympathy with

one so near to her husband thrilling her through and through. " One
day I remember so distinctly. Mr. Blake had me on his knees. We
were on the shore, waiting for Thompson's boat to make the turn

around by the Cove. Kenyon was coming, and Mr. Blake said, ^ Some
day, Loretta, you wdll be Ken's wife and go sailing away in that boat

with him.' When Kenyon came I remember I asked him if he w^ould

take me." .

Mrs. Dolliver's silence would have been impressive to almost any
other observer than the one before her. She laid one of her slim old

hands upon Loretta's shoulder, and looked earnestly into the girl's deep

eyes.
^^ Did you always expect that, my dear ?" she said, gravely. " Were

you surprised when Kenyon asked you to marry him ?"

^^ Oh, no," said Loretta, quickly. ^' He had not been very much at

Fenn, you know, those last two years, but we often spoke of it,—Mr.
Blake and I. Now I am perpetually wondering how it came about so

naturally,—wdiy he told me so little of—things—life—here,—why the

people I meet in Boston seem to know him so much better than I
did."

But Mrs. Dolliver's attention seemed to have wandered. She leaned

back in her chair, and, folding her hands, looked so grave and thought-

ful that Loretta felt as if her being there Avas an intrusion. From
somewhere down the corridor a clock struck, and Loretta, going back to

the fireplace, counted ten.

Mrs. Dolliver roused herself. " INIy dear," she said, smiling at

her companion, ^'you and I must say good-night now. I have put

you into Kenyon's old room*up-stairs. It is just as he left it the day
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before he sailed. He and Angus Loring brought a quantity of things

doAvn here, and they spent a couple of hours packing and unpacking."
Loretta remembered suddenly that Angus had bidden her search in

a certain box for some brushes left there by mistake and which were of
special value to him. " You'll find them in Kenyon's room," he had
remarked,—" I rather think in a tin box in the little corner cupboard."

Loretta was thinking of this while Mrs. Melbury was summoned.
The good-nights were exchanged, and Loretta found herself being led

down the hall and up a wide old-fashioned stairway, thence to a room
facing westward.

Mrs. Melbury began lighting candles, and keeping up a little ripple

of talk which it was evident would gather force on any encouragement

;

but Loretta was eager to be alone, to look about her ; and at last, with
a final hope that " Mrs. Blake would sleep well," the good woman
departed.

For a moment Loretta stood still, taking in a swift impression of the

generous width and air of old-fashioned comfort which characterized

the house, so far as she knew it.

CHAPTER XV.

Even this careless survey of the room seemed to have brought

Loretta face to face with much that was strongly personal in Kenyon's
life,—at least what she had now come to call his life, since she recog-

nized the days or weeks or months he had spent at The Fenns as mo-
ments not to be counted as heart-throbs. Signs of his eager, active

spirit were in the various adornments of the room : his guns, the flag

that his father had brought home, an eloquent fragment, from the battle

of the Wilderness, some battle-scenes in engraving, portraits of historical

characters who had fought for some special cause,—these objects six

months before might have puzzled the girl, but now she moved from

one point to another, observing all with great interest. It all spoke to

her as significant in his life of what was enthusiastic, daring and done

by one man for the love of his brother. It seemed strange to her

that she should have gradually awakened to discover a new Kenyon.
How, thought the girl, smiling sadly to herself, how could she have

thought him so long a man of indifferent tastes and feelings ? But in

fact she had never asked herself of what kind or make he was. She
had simply and entirely loved him.

It might have been eleven o'clock when she again remembered
Loring's request, and went to the cupboard near the chimney-piece to

search for the box where the pencils and those specially dear brushes

were to be found. It was a large tin box, and Loretta carried it to the

table in the centre of the room when it was opened, and lifted out a mass

of papers, to discover the brushes, just as Loring had explained she

would find them, but the papers slipped from her grasp in replacing.

They fell a scattered mass near to the wood fire, and Loretta went

quickly down upon her knees to save some of them from the flames.
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Only a few were scorched, and these she was hastening to put together

in their proper shape, when her own name written in Kenyon's hand on

one of the letters startled her, naturally enough, into a closer inspection,

for might it not be, thought the girl, joyfully, some letter from him to

her which had never been received ?

She opened it carefully enough, fearing that the scorched edges

might prevent her reading every word, but after the first three lines

there was no danger that the meaning would seem obscure or the written

sentences ever fade from her mind. For, one of a pile which had been

tied together, it was the letter which long ago Kenyon had written

down at Little Fenn and had given on that misty evening into Captain

Thompson's keeping.

Had it come to her months ao^o,—had Kenvon asked her to be his

wife yesterday, when this world of his had stretched out its arms to fold

her tenderly in its embrace,—Loretta thought she could have borne this

so much better. She could have told him bravely enough to leave her

and go whither his inclination led him. The girl, seated on the hearth-

stone, with the letter rigidly held in both her hands, read and reread

the cruel lines. Nothing seemed real,—nothing tangible : of the facts

that the wind had risen and that the fire was burning low she was
utterly unconscious, sitting there as she might sit holding in her hand
the mask of the face of one whom she had called a loving friend. It

was not in her nature to know jealousy, yet there was a wild passionate

outcry in her heart against the woman who had advised him, who had
forced her into this cruel fate ; and yet she was his wife, and whatever
might have grown dull or lifeless in her love for him, strangely, pa-

thetically enough, sprang up now as it fled away, revealing to her what
seemed in the silence of the night too horrible to bear,—the fact that at

no moment of her life had she loved him so wholly and entirely. Days
later, even, the girl could look back to that moment and think of how
it all confronted her as suddenly as a revelation from the future. Why
was it that this cruel emphasis needed to be given to make her see how
completely Kenyon Blake seemed part of her very being ? No chance

of happiness ever again with him seemed even remotely possible at the

time, and the barren future confronted her, mocking her for the love

that she had given, for the pledge that she had sworn, for the loyalty

to Kenyon, for every word and thought to which she could find a clue

which had sent her so far forward into what Loring called her awaken-
ing. The candles that Mrs. Melbury had lighted on the dressing-table

cast but a faint glow throughout the room ; but of what consequence
was light or darkness to this girl sitting crouched in the shadow of the

fire-light, since her thoughts were already away off in stretches of sunny
lands, where her eyes, which seemed to have concentrated all the pain

that came surging from her heart, could see the tall well-knit figure, the

spare olive-tinted face, the dark eyes which had looked at her so many
times throughout that winter? and while the very horror of her discovery

hung about her it seemed to Loretta as though the sunshine of the plain

where he and other comrades were lying might be filling all this shadowy
room with its own light, and as though, looking into that far-off country,

she could feel the fathomless beauty of those great dark eyes looking
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straightway into her own. Could it be that no message from her own
might be made to reach them ? Could it be that, however far away in

person this man might be, he could not feel the story that she had to

tell hinf ? When, a moment later, flinging herself upon her knees be-

fore the couch, Loretta said, audibly, " Oh, my love ! my love ?^ it seemed
to the girl as if away off from a break in some pass which he might be
climbing, from some hill-side on which amidst the din of battle he
might be standing, her voice, all tender, all piteous, all pleading, must
reach his ears. Never before for one instant had the girl comprehended
how she loved him ; never before for one instant had it seemed to her

that tragedy might be going hand in hand with the joyous expectant life

she had been leading. It was not possible to ask herselfjust then what
else she could do but cry out into the voiceless night that she was his

wife, even though never again on earth they should see each other face

to face.

The candles burnt down and flickered. Loretta, moving like some
one in a dream, conscious that her limbs seemed to drag wearily beneath
her, lighted another candle, and carried it back to the fireside, where
she sat down again mechanically, taking up the packet from which this

awful letter had made its way. Whether she was right or wrong,
whether they were hers to read or to leave, the girl never for an instant

asked herself. She opened them seeking some clue that should help

her towards the course of action most fitting for her to take, but when
she had begun to read she went on, regardless of any motive, carried

on by the letters themselves, by the one desire to know why and where
they had been written,—why there had come a time when they had
been laid aw^ay.

There were three of them in a woman's handwriting at odd times.

The rest were Kenyon's. These three, which the girl took first into

her hands, bore dates so widely apart that they must have been pre-

served for some special reason. The first one had only the date Sep-

tember 10, 18 7-, and the writer began with no special address : "You
did wrong to leave here to-day, for we have been fairly revelling in

what nature has to show us, and when we were tired of roaming about,

Arcadian fashion, what do you suppose we did ? We climbed up the

little hill near Mt. Barnard and asked admission at Madame Vaubray's
door. You have never seen w^hat she calls her chalet. It seems to

me at once the most sensible and most fascinating of country dwellings.

The old woman found it out years ago, a common little farm-house,

which she has turned into a picturesque dwelling so simple that one is

minded to eat bread-and-honey on the small square veranda, Avhere she

actually has her tea-table set on nights when the sun is going to make
a fine appearance in departing. There is a small parlor, which Madame
calls a salon, and which is entirely draped in a pretty chintz, the com-
fortable sofas and easy-chairs being of the same material. But the

special point of attraction is her piano, drawn out well from the

wall ; and this evening we played, she and I, alone or together, every-

thing you would like to have heard. Mr. Meredith had his violin,

and became quite inspired when we put part of the Ninth Symphony
up before us. I wondered all the way home, and am wondering still
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while I write to you, what it is that makes musical interpretation and
emotion so utterly different from any other power or feeling in the

world. I sit down to play, and presently, behold, I am no longer

Margaret Chetwynde, but simply part and parcel of the music* that is

flying from my fingers. It places me in altogether a different state or

condition of being, and the nervous strain or tension has a fascination

about it so far beyond my powers of description—certainly those of

analysis—that I demand of you, who know everything, what does it

mean? why does it affect my life and hundreds of other people's, and
yet have no power whatever in other souls, Avhich are awakened doubt-

less to all that is fine and high and suggestive even in the spiritual side

of existence ? Still more inclusive is the feeling when I listen to music

that I love. Coming home, since the night was divinely starlit, I kept

repeating to myself that the stars were singing unto Him. Those far-

away lamps of the Most High seemed to me capable of carrying out

my thought about the music that was filling me, of bearing it on and
on, an endless piean of perfect song, until it mingled with the voices

of the ^ choir invisible,' and it was, I am very sure, the music and
that only which made me stand for a time with Angus Loring on the

ridge near to our little place, look up into the sky, and feel as though
it might be peopled with all the images of things done or undone in

the world. I could fancy in one trail of cloud the melancholy move-
ment of some dead-and-gone opportunity, some moment of life wasted.

Tn the fine, clearly-pointed light of a very distant star seemed to me
the concentration of some best energy or power within us. Is this all

enthusiasm of temperament? I think not, since I am very sure that

it goes as deeply and securely into my—as you call them—^ Christian

beliefs.' You know that, dearly as I love the word, I like ^ Catholic'

better. Were I called upon at this moment for a commonplace hard
definition of my creed, you would find that nothing about it appealed

to me in any imaginative or romantic way. Frederick Faber wrote, as

you know, verses of the tenderest and most imaginative quality, and
yet from the pulpit in the Oratory he could define the faith, which he
lived to assert, in sentences as logically practical and clearly defined as

ever INIanning's were. All this, if you please, monsieur, to defend

myself from the charge of letting my sensibilities carry me away. Do
you know what hour it is ? Just two o'clock. So much for music
and an impulse to write to you. At the same time, I rather fancy I
should have sat up in any case until this time of the morning, since I

have two uncut magazines and Prosper Merim^e's Letters. M^rimee
comes in well—does he not?—after Robertson's Life, and the most
beautiful and pathetic story of a young French priest, Paul Vennard by
name, who joyously laid down his life for his Lord. A story reached

me from an unknown hand the other day which you must read, I insist.

It was called ^ Mary Benedicta,' and is so absolutely true to life, and
so natural, in spite of wliat most of your people would call the absurd
fanaticism of the heroine, that if there ever comes a time when we can-

not talk about anything in heaven or upon earth it will give us a fine

opportunity for discussion. As a story it enchants me."
There was another letter, evidently from a town in France. The
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first page was missing, and the second began abruptly :
" We failed, of

course, in getting the model we wanted. Somebody with rortunatus\s
purse had appeared and carried her away, and, after listening to her old

grandmother's audacious lies and apologies for some ten minutes, we
went in search of some less captivating creature, and found a peasant-

girl with the strangest sort of expression. She could not have been
more than sixteen years of age, and yet her eyes were those of a broken-
hearted woman. G thought she would compliment me, I suppose,

by saying that my eyes resembled this child's ; however, she added,

very good-naturedly, ^ I hope the day will never come when that ex-

pression need be in yours.' In the course of the sitting, the girl, who
proved most successful as a model, informed us that she had gone
through various horrors during the Franco-Prussian War. You may
fancy that I was interested in all this ; and do you know, my friend,

that it turned out that you and Maclntyre when he went in search of
you slept in the very barn which was the last bit of a home those

precious Uhlans of yours left her family ? The girl, who was in reality

over twenty, gave us a graphic picture of that wonderful and memora-
ble night. It seemed so odd to me to think that she had made the

soup and the bread that you and little Maclntyre must have devoured
so eagerly ; and she told me, furthermore, of your going out in search

of some poor wounded soldiers away up the road, she carrying the lan-

tern. One of these was this girl's lover, who lay mortally wounded
while her hands served you and your comrades. You see, it is hard
for me to keep a certain bitterness of tone away when I think of her

face and voice and remember that her very callousness seemed the result

of all the tragedy she had witnessed. But I liked to think of you as

ministering to those poor lads, some of whom had died with the words
of home silent upon their lips. You, it seems, cared for her lover,

—

wrote a letter to his father for him,—were, so far as she knew, the

bearer of some little treasure for those he had loved at home ; and you
saw to it that she had every privilege of guarding him in death and of

burying him with some token of respect. Do you intend, I wonder, to

go often out into the world as chronicler of its saddest, cruellest events ?

I beg of you, come back with us in the summer, and settle down at

Mayridge, where you can write your book and see the country ripen

and the harvest come, and go with none of these marauders of the world
to blot it out."

Only one more remained ; and Loretta, who had read on and on,

now and then giving vent to something like the sob of a child as she

drew her breath, turned to it as though it might have been a message
left her by some dead hand.

There could be no doubt that it was written here,—here, or in May-
ridge anyway,—for Mrs. Dolliver was referred to as having just said

something, and the picture of John Brown, and the arrival of a land-

scape by GifPord, " which makes one for the moment think that all fine

effects in sky and shore must be marine," were noted. And then the

writer seemed to have been left alone a day which she devoted to the

library. " Such a wild, windy niorning and afternoon ! The rain

seemed, however, to have a direct method in its madness, which was to
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drench the flower-beds,—to make all those sweet old-fashioned blossoms

bend downward, the lady's-slippers and the sweet peas droop, and what

I always call the court beauties in that old-fashioned strip below the

terrace look like aifrighted and indignant maids of honor. Every-

body was away for the day : so I divided my time between hunting up
all the old memoirs I could, and getting myself thoroughly drenched,

as I once heard Angus say, in the ' patch and powder' period. I only

needed a volume of Praed or of Frederick Locker to make my condition

complete. It was so fascinating to sit down on the floor before the

book-shelves and draw back the little green silk curtains to find one's

self face to face with the small volumes, Lady Mary Wortley's Letters, in

no less than ten tiny brown-covered books, to be in the midst of Lepells

and. Herveys and of the Dorothys and Mollies and Susans of a hundred

years ago,—and then, just as I was beginning to feel somewhat dis-

heartened at the lack of romantic background, socially speaking, in our

own history, to lift my eyes and confront that solemn figure of John
Brown, who seems to me forever and forever reminding me, when I am
here, that our nation has proved itself worthy to have its history

handed down as an example and legacy of honor for all the world to

come. I own to being far more interested in my own rather childish

recollections of the war than in even those stories of the Revolution

which your aunt Dolliver can furnish so entertainingly as told by her

mother. I liked, for instance, to-day to look at the John Brown picture

and then shut my eyes and let my thoughts drift back to the time when
all our actions seemed to go to the accompaniment of the tramp of the

soldiers' feet, and the excitement and interest of the place seemed to be

about those groups of boys in blue, wdio were either going or coming,

and when there seemed but three colors in all the world to care about,

and those red, white, and blue. All of which brings me to think that

I ought to tell you how bravely it does seem to me those Southern

cousins of yours, along with many others, are behaving. I do think

that in the developments North and South since the Avar we have all of

us reason to be proud. However, I am not writing you a Fourth -of-

July oration. I am writing at the library-table ; it is nearly twilight,

and the rain is reduced to a tender little patter, above which the flower-

gardens seem to have risen with defiant bloom, and, best of all, Angus
and Bella Loring have come down for the night, and Angus is at this

moment importuning me to come and sing that ^ Come, Dorothy, Come'
and * Bid Me to Live' which were your last contributions to the Dolli-

ver musi(5-rack. Where are you and how are you now ? I must go
in a minute, for already those two people have begun to tantalize me
with Dorothy. Wherever it may be, my friend, you know that in

my prayers daily I ask always that it is safely in God's keeping."

How long a time had passed while Kenyon's wife read these letters,

which somehow showed her more of his past, told the story of his own
letter more thoroughly, than volumes might have done, she could not

tell. She sat still, with the loosely-opened packet on her knees, and,

putting her hands up against the side of the oaken fireplace, leaned her

cheek wearily upon them. This, then, was the woman whom he loved
;

this was the one who for some strange reason had bidden him to marry
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her. That she was the girl with whom Loretta had talked so eagerly

but a short time since seemed the only unreal part of it all. She took
no thought of the fact that she had seen the girl,—seen her in bodily

presence. The musician to whose strains Valsati had so eagerly re-

sponded—the girl with the quiet, high-bred face, the soft gray eyes,

and the sweet voice, with whom she had spoken—might have been a

myth or a delusion ; the woman who at different times, daring several

years perhaps, had written Kenyon the letters now in his wife's hands
was an actual, forcible, cruel reality.

Loretta's hands moved back and touched her husband's letters,

—

the ones which for some reason had come back to him, and which a

brief glance showed her were written to the Avoman who had so com-
pletely absorbed his life long ago; yet, strange as it may appear,. she

would not for worlds have opened one of these further than to glance at

the address on one of them. She held them in her hands as she mio;ht

have held some hidden treasures of his past which she had found long

after his death ; but, after sitting thus, thinking, thinking, thinking

always, she moved, and with tremulous fingers tied them carefully to-

gether. It seemed to her that she was a long time in replacing the

papers in the box, locking it, and putting it away ; and when she had
done so she came back to the table, and stood mechanically counting

over Loring's brushes and pencils, wondering vaguely why he wanted
them, wondering how they came to be there, and wondering if anything

in all the world would ever seem of use or worth her caring for again.

The first faint lines of the March morning had begun to show them-
selves in the horizon. Loretta recalled in a lifeless sort of way a vigil

she had kept, it, seemed now, years and years ago : had she not said to

herself that day that her life had just begun ? and now—and now, six

months later, she was telling herself that it was ended. The dream
that had made The Fenns so beautiful to her that night had come and
gone,—had swept away, leaving her only with a sense that the realities

of life had been learned and that its illusions had faded.

There came across her mind a strange impulse to go down-stairs

again to that very library where Margaret Chetwynde long ago had
written,— to look about it,— to see it, if possible, as Margaret and

Kenyon had seen it, with her own eyes.

There was light enough slowly filling the hall and the staircase

to guide her as she went down. The stained-glass window facing the

library door was filled with the first of the ruddy beams, but the great

room itself was full of gray lights,—uncertain tones that soon enough

would break into the splendor of the morning. Loretta paused on the

threshold, like some strange visitant of the room wherein so much of

Kenyon's young life 'had been passed. If we could see all the unex-

pected, unknown, and chance movements of those we love, their im-

pulses born of feelings which are perhaps far stronger than any shown
to us, what sort of verdict should we render? Loretta, Kenyon's wife,

standing in that door-way, was like some fulfilment of a future he had

half shunned, half courted, and then wished that he could have flung

away forever. Tangible, sorrowful, strangely pathetic as the figure

of this drooping, sad-hearted girl was, yet her action in coming to the
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room seemed even to herself fantastic ; for she had come to conjure up
that past of which she knew nothing more than the letters had been

able to reveal to her, and as she moved slowly through the shadows of

the room it seemed as though the presence of Kenyon^s early love must

be there,—must face her as she stood by the writing-table, must bid her

lift her eyes to the old hero or put out her hand to those fascinating

book-shelves.

But Loretta made little movement. For some reason which she did

not try to define or explain, she could not have touched one of the books

about which Margaret Chetwynde had written ; but she turned at last to

the portrait of Kenyon's early manhood which hung in one corner of

the room. Loretta leaned her hands, almost as if for support, against

the frame, and the sobs came now quickly and heavily. It was impos-

sible to look longer at anything like this. Better be up-stairs again

alone with the shadows of her own misery, with what visions of that

country near the Bosphorus she could summon up. Better seek him
with the eyes of her soul and mind than look at this presentment of

what he had been when Margaret Chetwynde loved him.

The glow of the morning did not reach Loretta in her own room,
but she liked the gray lights better ; and there, kneeling in the window
just as she had done at Fenn so long ago, the words of the old hymn
struggled hard to come back to her through the chaos and tortuous

complication in her mind. The words " Where loyal hearts and true''

seemed clearest. With these upon her mind, the girl lay down, worn
out with this second vigil of her life, trying to sleep, or at least to check

the tears that rolled down beneath her closed eyelids.

CHAPTER XVI.

Miss Bella Loring was given at times to saying that conscience

was a mere matter of discrimination ; that is to say, that it was just

how you happened to see things and feel them,—the savage, for ex-
ample, having no sentiment about disposing of his wife and children

by the promptest method, or, let us say, about preferring no garments
at all to those introduced by the eager missionary.

^' So I suppose," Angus remarked to her on one special occasion,

—

the morning after Loretta's long day at Mayridge,—" that when you
stick to the truth you do it from no stirrings of the inward monitor,
but simply because your discrimination leads you to prefer the truth to

falsehood V'

"Well, supposing that is the truth," said Bella, "doesn't that
answer the purpose just as well ?'^

Angus, who was painting in a very laborious manner, while his
sister occupied the end of the sofa in his studio, leaned back and re-

garded her with an absent-minded smile.
" What do you suppose Loretta's view of this sort of thins; would

be?" he asked.
" That is just what I was coming to," said Miss Loring. " I want
Vol. XXXIX.—28
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to find out what that girFs guiding principles can be. She goes directly

to the root and heart of things, and her results when she has thought
anything out for herself are at times almost sublime/'

" And you want to know/' said Angus, dryly, " how much of all

this is that girl's deep-rooted Christianity, or her sensitive conscience,

or her fine faculty for discriminating."
" I never put it into so many words," said Bella, '' but I want to

know whence it comes. In some respects she is precisely on a level

with Donald, and in others she is far beyond either you or me."
Angus painted on in silence, until his sister inquired,

—

" How do you suppose she has got along with that old woman at

Mayridge?"
'^ I can't imagine," he answered. " Mrs. Dolliver's selfishness may

not seem so apparent to Loretta, because she regards Kenyon in the

light of so exalted a being."
" Do you suppose," said Miss Loring, " that Loretta and Kenyon

Blake will ever understand each other on earth ?"

Angus started. " My dear Bella !" he exclaimed. ^' What do you
propose for them to do ?"

Bella looked down into the fire, with all the scoffing gone from her

face.

" I'm not quite sure that I know," she replied, suddenly standing

up, ^' but^—let me confess to you, Angus—there have been moments
when I almost hoped—that—he never would come back."

Angus Loring's face became scarlet, and a queer look came into the

man's eyes. His sister went on :

" One day we were talking of him, and Loretta exclaimed to me,

with one of her sudden bursts of emotion, ^ I often tremble when I

think of Kenyon's coming back. I have nothing but my love to offer

him ; and suppose '
"

" But she stopped there," said Angus.
Bella nodded. ^' Yes, she stopped there. Of course the pause was

the significant part of the sentence. As I interpreted it, it meant, ^ Sup-

pose he didn't care for that.'

"

Loring flung aside his brush, and, thrusting his hands into his

pockets almost roughly, began to move around the room.
^' I wonder if we have done her any good," he said, " or how it is

all going to end. For, Bella," and the young man looked at his sister

earnestly,
—"you will keep this to yourself, of course,—that's just the

abominable part of the whole thing : he won't care for her ; he doesn't

care for her : he didn't even when he married her. Something lies

back of the whole thing,—further back than you or I, perhaps, can

ever penetrate ; but there have been times when, looking into Loretta's

honest eyes, I have felt that I could go out and hang myself for having

been a sort of conspirator against her happiness. It is pretty hard

work," he added, with a queer smile, and looking his sister straight in

the face, " to be satisfied, not with having made a blunder of your own
life, but with being stupid enough to let another blunder go on under

your very eyes without so much as trying to put out a saving hand."

Bella remained thoughtful a long time, and she had scarcely uttered
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the words " I can't help believing that it need not be all misery," when
there came a light knock at the door.

Loring called out a gruif " Come in," and the portidre was drawn
aside by Loretta herself.

She had contrived to take an early train from Mayridge, and had
brought her white, drawn face, the consciousness that her whole future

might have to be resolved upon at once and forever, directly to Angus
Loring. Not that she for an instant intended telling him Kenyon's
miserable secret ; but she might confess herself so anxious to return to

The Fenns, might admit herself so unhappy, that Loring's counsel

would be of service. In any case, the girl's coming had been almost

mechanical. She had found herself that morning whirling over the

country which had looked so beautiful the day before, but which
seemed to her now all a confusion of browns and pallid greens, seen

sometimes with aching eyes, sometimes through a mist of tears which
welled up but were quickly cast down again to the depths of her

heart. It had been comparatively easy to bid Mrs. Dolliver good-by
and betray nothing more than evidences of a headache. It had been

possible, moreover, to take an earlier train than the one determined upon
the day before, and on reaching Boston she had no hesitation about

ordering a cab and directing the man to drive her as quickly as possible

to Mr. Loring's studio.

It was as though some pale shadowy ghost of the girl had risen to

answer all that was dismal in the conjectures of Angus and his sister
;

for nothing seemed to suggest, in this pale woman who might have
lived through years of life since they had seen her, the Loretta who
had left them radiant and light-hearted the day before. And even her

commonplace excuse of a headache and a tired feeling, w^hich she made
almost before they spoke, did not explain her outward appearance to

her friends. But, sick at heart and in body, with a sensation of trem-

bling about all her limbs, almost too weak bodily to cross the floor

of the studio and sit down by Bella's side, Loretta never before

had been so resolute or fixed in purpose. She must go down to The
Fenns at once, no matter what plans Dr. Maynard might have made.
She would go alone ; or she would ask him to accompany her. All
of this Loretta made as clear as possible before the trio went back to

Mrs. Bailey's house for luncheon, to find Dr. Maynard prescribing a

trip to The Fenns for Donald, the whole atmosphere being so full of

friendly good humor that Loretta was forced into a sort of smiling

assent or sympathy with the things about her, and it happened that

the morning passed and the decisions for her going down to Little

Fenn were made with no opportunity for private conversation with
either Loring or his sister.

Loring's expression at the luncheon-table was completely puzzling

to the family assembled there. He had learned to be so observant of
every change that crossed Loretta's face, every movement of expression

which indicated that she wanted to be helped or cared for, that it baffled

him to find her face now so entirely a blank. For there was none of
the sweet joyousness or the pretty pensive manner which had made
her almost as charming a companion when silent as when speaking.
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Luckily for Loretta's sake, Mrs. Bailey was in one of her " general^'

frames of mind, as Angus scoffingly called it. She had been to a

meeting of a literary club, and her conversation would have been quite

delightful had not three at least of the assembled party felt something
strained and anxious in the atmosphere. Loretta sat facing the door-

way of the dining-room, and finally Angus contrived to understand,

from certain anxious glances in his direction, that she wished to escape

as soon as possible, and, smiling, suddenly he asked her whether Donald
did not particularly wish to see her.

It was almost as though he liad relieved her from a physical pain,

and as he looked at her again he saw that there was something very

near to tears about her eyes.

" Oh, go, of course, my dear,'' said Mrs. Bailey. " You must come
to the club some time with me.'' And, her generous glance taking in

Dr. Maynard's whole personality, as it were, she added, *' Really, Dr.
Maynard, I think the day is not far off when we shall create some-
thing like a Salon in this country. We are so rich in material ; and
yet we cannot learn to concentrate. I suppose that is it."

Loring was only half conscious that he said, in a stilted fashion,

—

" We never can do it until we have a few more generations back
of us. What epigrammatic person was that you were telling of, Bella,

who remarked that we are only creating ancestors now?"
It showed how close was the sympathy between the Lorings and

Loretta Blake, that without a word brother and sister had a tacit under-

standing that Loretta was suffering mentally. Bella, answering in a

rather superb way that ^^ people are always saying witty things nowa-
days," rose from her chair and let Loretta pass swiftly by, the luncheon-

table at Mrs. Bailey's being so informal that there was no further need

of explanation.

But out in the long hall, among the old-fashioned but luxurious

objects, all of which had grown dearly familiar to the girl, Loretta

stopped for a moment, and, leaning against the balustrade of the stair-

case, turned to look at everything about her, conscious that she might
be bidding it farewell. Down through the hall she could still see the

table which had at first so surprised her, since Mrs. Bailey's dinners

appeared to be a sort of means towards conversation. Should she ever

see these friends of her newer life gathered about it again? She could

see Mrs. Bailey's fine impressive figure, and the beaming face which
always suggested the perpetual kindliness of some fine old portrait, and
Bella looking at Dr. Maynard with the gentlest sort of courtesy. Lo-
retta took in every detail of it all. The fascinations of the place that

she was leaving seemed for one moment to flash across her mind and
make her either doubtful or cynical about her own position in the

world ; but it was looking last at x^ngus that brought her back to the

simpler, more natural, and finer emotions of life. Never had his face,

with its shrewd fine lines, seemed kindlier ; and she knew that his

gray eyes were on the door-way through which she had just passed.

How many of these silent farewells are taken ! Would it not almost

seem, in the face of their fine feeling, that words are the idlest parts

of our existence ?
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CHAPTER XVII.

If to be incapable of any emotional variety in life is fortunate,

Mrs. Lyons was certainly to be envied ; but common sense was almost

unduly developed in the good woman, and on receiving a hurried tele-

gram from Dr. Maynard that he was bringing Loretta home again,

notliing occurred to her as necessary to be said or thought about it,

beyond the fact that Phoebe had to be directed to air the rooms which

Loretta had occupied in the house at Little Fenn, and to see to it

that Captain Thompson brought over from the Main some articles

of diet such as the girl must have been indulged in during her stay

among the Bostonians.

Mrs. Lyons had been an invalid more or less during the winter

;

but invalidism of her sort is one of the commonest and dreariest feat-

ures among the Fenn people, who accept it with entire resignation,

and grow thin and pale with a cough, or a disordered digestion, or a

worn-out back, without the slightest inclination to make much of them-

selves or to see their diseases in an heroic light.

" She ain't took to her bed,'' Phoebe Sparks would say to herself

from time to time, watching for the moment to come when her com-
panion would give way so far as that ; and meanwhile the array of

well-advertised quack medicines grew larger in the store-room closet,

and what vitality Mrs. Lyons might have possessed was day by day
being sacrificed to them.

The two women, of course, had made Loretta the subject of most
of their conversation during the winter. They could not possibly

form any picture of her with her new friends, and Loretta had not

indeed attempted much that was descriptive, but they knew enough to

expect a change in her. To begin with, her clothes would look very
different. She was likely, as Phoebe put it, to seem more " peart" than
when she went away ; and the school-teacher at Old Fenn, who was a

bright girl from Fielding's Point, came over sometimes of an evening

to discuss such questions with the two elderly women, her experience

of ways and manners on the Main giving a certain flavor to the con-

versation.

Whatever financial arrangement Kenyon had made with Dr. May-
nard, it was well known that Loretta's income was an ample one, and
out of it she had done everything in her power to make her aunt and
Phoebe comfortable. To none of them had there seemed the slightest

sense of obligation in receiving from Loretta anything she chose to

send, and the question of taking Kenyon's money had not arisen in his

wife's mind as a doubtful one until this very moment. But as she

made the journey, still dreary and mechanical in mind and body, down
to Little Fenn, the thought of what she could do now with her hus-
band's fortune drifted back and forth before her mind, and took cer-

tain shape at last. A sort of revulsion from employing it for her own
personal needs had come to the girl, but might, she realized, pass away :

meanwhile, there were other things which she could do, and which
would ceitainly result in pleasing him. She had discussed with Dr.
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Mayiiard the idea of Mrs. Dolliver^s foreign trip, and expressed her-

self positively as against joining the old lady in it.

^' I want to stay here/' Loretta said, as she and the doctor were
seated in the sail-boat that took them to The Fenns. " I don't know
yet what I shall do with myself, but, whatever it may be, it will be
here. I have thought a great deal about going to Europe, but I be-

lieve that I shall in reality feel nearer to Kenyon down here at home."
Dr. Maynard agreed with this, in the same fashion that he had gone

on agreeing with everything Loretta had said since her return from
Mayridge. There were certain things about the girl which startled

and bewildered him, and, above all, this sudden development of self-

wdll or power of decision, before which he yielded as unquestioningly

as he would have admitted the fact that a flash of lightning above a

field of daisies and buttercups was as powerful as though it had
occurred while he was traversing a macadamized road. Not one word
had Loretta said of her discovery, as yet, to the good old man ; but

when the boat touched at the landing in front of his little cottage

first, and he was about leaving her, she turned to him eagerly, with a

glance which showed him something had been weighing on her mind,

to say,

—

" Can you come across to Little Fenn to-night for a while ? or

shall I come to you to-morrow?'^ She paused a moment, and then

added, decidedly, " To-morrow will be the best. I will come, doctor,

—

if I may,—about four o'clock." And a moment later the boy who was
managing the boat, and who had been stricken as with a helpless silence

by the sight of Loretta's changed appearance, was making slowly for

the wharf of Little Fenn.
lioretta turned, facing the island, with her heart beating almost to

suffocation. She had not dreamed that the sight of these familiar

shores, the stretch of sailless water which she had crossed just now, the

outward look of things belonging to her past, would affect her as they

did. It was not happiness in any way. It seemed to the girl all a

sickening sort of misery,—a shame, a sense of something like igno-

minious failure with which she was returning to Kenyon's home. If

only she could cry aloud and say something of this terrible burden

pressing upon her ! But there was not alone the reticence of years to

contend with, but the fact borne in upon the innermost fibres of her

soul that she must not betray Kenyon in any way save to protect him.

When Loretta had been very young,—a slip of a girl going to the

old school-house and enjoying many an evening with old Mr. Blake

during Kenyon's visits,—the young man had once said to her,

—

" Loretta, there is one thing about you I don't know how to under-

stand. You have the greatest obstinacy of any human being I ever

knew."
And old Mr. Blake had interposed quickly :

" What are you talk-

ing about, Kenyon ? What do you call obstinacy in the child ?"

And Kenyon had laughed lightly, and answered, ^' Well, it isn't

obstinacy. I suppose it's loyalty. I verily believe, Loretta Gardiner,

that if you had ever cared about an old stick or a stone you would go

on caring for it until you were in your grave."
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And, to the amazement of both her companions, Loretta had nodded

brightly, and said,

—

" If you wanted to care for it, you could in the grave and long

afterwards just as well ; because whatever I love here I mean to ask

God to let me go on loving there/' A remark which it is highly

probable the Loretta of these days would have made with the same
simple sincerity.

The garden, the stone walk, and the steps, as well as the outer

aspect of the house, had all been changed, and for the better. Phoebe

Sparks, standing in the door-way, experienced a certain pride and self-

satisfaction in having such a house for Loretta to return to ; but every

other feeling on Phoebe's side was merged into one of surprise and
admiration at sight of the young mistress of the place making her way
up the zigzag path, and had it been possible to carry Mrs. Lyons in her

arms to the door to witness this spectacle, Phoebe would gladly have
done it. But Mrs. Lyons saw it for herself in an instant. Loretta,

after a hearty hand-clasp with the old woman, hastened through the

hall and up the staircase with swift feet to her aunt's room, and in the

door-way the thought of the night that she spent beside her adopted

mother when for a brief time they had allowed themselves to show each

other what their hearts felt came back to her, and made it easy to

kneel down beside Mrs. Lyons's easy-chair and put her strong young
arms tenderly about the worn figure, kissing brow and cheek and lips,

and half crying and laughing together.
" Well, so you're back, are you ?" Mrs. Lyons contrived to say,

and, putting her hands upon Loretta's shoulders, she looked eagerly

into the girl's sweet face. '' Well, Loretta Blake ! I do declare !

—

Phoebe Sparks," she called out, trying to be very matter-of-fact, "just

come here and see this, will you ?" And, as Phoebe was heard coming
slowly through the hall, Mrs. Lyons's eye swept over Loretta, taking

in every unfamiliar detail in her niece's dress and general appearance.
" I don't see but you're rather pale," she said, with her old accent of
contempt, " and you've lost flesh, too. But there !—Phoebe, just look

at her, will you? Here's Loretta come back again as fine as a new
fiddle. How long do you suppose w^e'll keep her ?"

CHAPTER XVIII.

" They'll all be wanting to see you, Loretta," Phoebe Sparks re-

marked, as she took Kenyon's wife into the room that had been care-

fully and lovingly prepared during the day. The well-remembered
ornaments of her childhood, the carefully-arranged table with a keep-
sake and an album and a showily-bound Bible upon it, suddenly sur-

prised Loretta into something like a laugh, and she turned, revealing

a face to Phoebe that made the good woman sit down and exclaim,

—

" There, now, you do look something like yourself, and I don't see

as Boston has done you so much harm."
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Loretta was standing before the chimney-piece, her hands resting

upon the little black-painted ledge.

" Did you think it would hurt me, Phoebe V^ she asked.
" Well, there is no tellin' what ever happens when you go from

home, and often and often we've said to each other this year how much
you must miss the real comforts of home. There was a time we thought
of sending up some good cake and pie, or something of that kind ; but

Thompson wouldn't take it,—said no such stuff was needed."

Loretta had been laying aside her things and listening with a queer

sense of reality and unfamiliarity to what Phoebe was saying. The girl's

ear had always been keener and quicker, so Fenn people were wont to

say, than anybody else's, and yet never before had it occurred to her

how much voice and accent can do.

" Yes, Phoebe," she answered, smiling in a gentle way ; but it was
disheartening to feel herself in a certain sense removed from the kindly

parts of Fenn life.

Phoebe planted her hands upon her knees, and stood up, saying,

—

" AYell, guess you'll be ready for your supper when you can get it.

I'll look around and see for the best we can do."

When Loretta had made some slight changes in her dress, she stood

for a moment in the window, her hands locked together, while she asked

herself what had really brought her back to the Islands, and she knew
that it was an instinctive feeling that Kenyon ought to find her there,

ought to see her among the people he took her from, and there was a

craving, perhaps, for the peculiar restfulness of the place. Of one thing

she was certain : nobody here would trouble her with questions or ex-

planations. There would be no lack of interest, but there was little

or no curiosity to be developed among Fenn people. Loring had
declared that they were too well bred to care for the events in the lives

of the people beyond their waters. And the fact that Loretta had been

absent would be certain to make them treat her with a more gentle

courtesy, if possible. No one on the island ever demanded speech if

silence seemed preferable. Half a dozen men or women might group

together and sit out of doors on a summer evening or in some friendly

parlor, without feeling the least necessity for speech, yet a cheerful socia-

bility could prevail.

That Loretta's apparent depression of manner came from anything

mental or specially startling and perplexing in her life never occurred

to either Mrs. Lyons or Phoebe. Phoebe in the kitchen was saying to

herself that she needed something stronger than the sort of " fixin's"

over at the Main, and for this reason Loretta was treated to the very

finest fish that could be found.
" If she don't like that," said Phoebe, " we may just as well give

up. Pd call anything else only fooling."

By the time tea was over, Loretta, who had stationed herself in the

window of the sitting-room, beheld signs of unusual animation on Old
Fenn. Several people were on the shore, in various stages of readiness

for departure in half a dozen different boats, and, in spite of the wind
that had arisen, these small barks made their way across to Little Fenn
without much difficulty, the tossing up and down being to Fenn people
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as natural as sitting in their rocking-chairs at home. Phoebe Sparks,

who hovered near Kenyon's wife with a little flutter of pride and admi-

ration, was delighted by this spectacle.

" There, see !'^ she exclaimed, every wrinkle of her honest old face

showing pride and delight. " I said they'd be over the first thing

to see you, Loretta. You didn't know Sam Hexam was married ? No

!

"Well, after all, he has married that Verona Jackson : poor thing !

—

shouldn't wonder if he buried her soon. Folks say the school-mistress

took it considerable to heart ; but Verona she was in love with him
vears aso, and she'd 'a' broken her heart if he'd thrown her over.

There, they are landing now."
It was dusk, but the people who had come to pay their respects to

young Mrs. Blake knew their way well enough up the craggy walk, and
presently Loretta found herself going out with Phoebe to the door-way,

receiving Samuel Hexam and his wife, her aunt's sister-in-law, Mrs.

Sharp, and various other old friends from the larger island.

Sam's marriage had seemed to reduce him from the picture of

smiling content Loretta remembered to something dogged, if not sullen :

his wife was a consumptive-looking girl, thin to attenuation, with a

homely freckled face, scant yellow hair, and of so faded an appear-

ance generally that it would seem as though she counted only as a pale

shadow in the life about her.

Hands were extended with more or less shyness, but with the usual

air of good breeding which characterized the Fenn people. The figure

of Kenyon's wife, tall and beautiful, with her new air of dignity and
sweet self-possession, must have occasioned surprise in the minds of

those old friends now before her, but not so much as by a quiver of an
eyelid was this betrayed, and Loretta found it easier to go through
these first greetings than it would have been to enter a drawing-room
in Boston with Mrs. Bailey and Bella Loring or even Angus himself

at her side.

'Not but that she felt the contrast between her old life and that which
she had just been leading was emphasized almost painfully in these first

few moments, but she observed now what had never before occurred to

her as remarkable,—that the Fenn people had reached a degree of civil-

ization by instinct which in some people she had seen Loretta felt sure

was merely a matter of education.
" We've got her back, you see," Mrs. Lyons said, when she was

assisted down-stairs to receive the guests. "And she looks pretty well,

doesn't she ?"

" She doos," said Samuel, permitting himself the luxury of a laugh.

Dead silence followed this, but all countenances were friendly. The
visitors had been ushered into the sittino;-room, which still retained the

adornments Loring had sent down, and Hexam and his wife took their

places carefully on the sofa, with a peacock screen Bella Loring had
selected for a background. Captain Thompson and his niece, an
anxious-looking girl, were among the company, and he alone seemed
to have anything speculative or questioning in his gaze.

" War's a terrible thing," said Mrs. Bartlett, suddenly, looking

across the room to where Loretta was standing talking to Mrs. Sharp.
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!Mrs. Bartlett was the mother of the children with whom long ago
Kenyon and Loring had found Loretta seated on the rocks. The
children were with their mother, and they clung to her skirts timidly,

regarding Loretta with a sort of uncertainty which was more than the

girl could endure.
^' Yes, war is pretty hard for any one anywhere," said Loretta, in

her clear tones ; but the reluctance of the children to approach her occu-

pied her more even than the conversation, or Mrs. Hexam^s pallor, or

Captain Thompson's shrewd observation. Could these children see

a change in her that Avas repellent ? Loretta answered Mrs. Sharp's
last remark hurriedly, and went over to Bobby Bartlett, kneeling

down at his side.

'^ Come, Bobby," she said, in caressing tones, " I do believe you
have forgotten me ! And little Lorrie, too ! after being my namesake !

You must come with me a little while and make friends ag^ain."

Mrs. Bartlett gave the small Lorrie's hair a brush backward and
pushed her towards Kenyon's wife.

" She's got a spell of shyness on her," said the mother, who her-

self felt more or less overawed by Loretta. " I say sometimes I wish
I hadn't chick or child to bother with, and then, again, seems as if I'd

pine without 'em."

Loretta, who had her arms and hands fully occupied with the two
little people by this time, looked up at their mother and nodded and
laughed. Later Mrs. Bartlett sat down at home to tell them how
very handsome Kenyon Blake's wife had grown,—" like a picture, I

think," the good woman said :
" her eyes looked as if she had some-

thing going on in her soul all the time."
'' I should think you would pine, Mrs. Bartlett," said Loretta, " if

these young people were to run away. Now see what good friends we
all are again."

She led the children to a divan which Loring had cushioned com-
fortably, and there they seated themselves, still eying Loretta cautiously,

but evidently with a more friendly feeling.

" Bobby shall come over to-morrow, and we'll go and take a walk,"

said Loretta, eager to put herself back into the old traces.

^' And Lorrie must stay at home," announced this typical brother.

" There !" cried Mrs. Bartlett, with something like a touch of pride

in her only son and heir. ^' That is the way he does : he's got to be

first or nowhere."

"Lorrie shall come, of course," said Loretta, laughing; "and if we
sit on the rocks I'll hold her in my arms." '

The face of the small Loretta broadened into a smile. " And put a

shawl all over my head," she said, tracing a pattern with one chubby
finger on the sleeve of Loretta's gown. " I remember how you used to

do it."

Loretta's heart seemed to stand still for a moment, but she answered,

tranquilly enough,

—

" Yes ; I'll hold you just that way, and tell stories about—about a

little boy I knew in Boston."

The rest of the company began to show now by various movements
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of feet and hands that they mnst leave, but Mrs. Lyons and Phoebe

pressed them to remain, and Loretta joined in the demand, recalling

suddenly that this was a primary law of Fenn hospitality ; and it

occurred to her also how entirely kind they had all been, even in their

reticence : not a question that could hurt or startle her, not a word or

a look that could embarrass her. The timidity of the children alone

showed her that to them as well as to herself she was changed.

She crossed the room to where Sam Hexam's wife was now sitting

alone, and tried to induce her to talk a little. But Verona never re-

membered Loretta like this. True, she had always been regarded on

the island as different from and superior to the other girls ; it was
understood that her family belonged to the Main, and old Mr. Blake
had always made a pet of her and seen that she got the best teaching

that could be procured ; but this self-possessed, queenly-looking young
creature beside her now made Mrs. Hexam afraid of any powers of

conversation she might call her own. She smiled faintly when Loretta

asked after her health.
^' Oh, I guess I'll get along,'' she said, shyly. " I am taking a bottle

of medicine Sam got over at the Main, and I do' know but it's doing

me some good."

The girl's pale-blue eyes were fixed earnestly on Loretta, whose
bloom had seldom seemed so apparent. The traces of her mental suffer-

ing had not vanished, but beside this frail-looking creature Kenyon's
wife seemed to have the vigor of a young Hebe.

" You're looking pretty well," went on Mrs. Hexam, admiringly.
" Why, it don't seem, Loretta, 's if it was you, someway." She laughed

nervously. *^ I am glad to see you," she added, and put out one of her

thin hands to touch Loretta's. The slight action was enough to make
Loretta suddenly realize how stifled in certain ways life at The Fenns
could be for such as Hexam's poor little bride. She closed her own
hand warmly about the girl's.

^' I shall see you very often, I hope," she said softly. " I am going

to stay here, now, till my husband comes home."
" That sounds pleasant," replied Verona.
The voice of Captain Thompson suddenly pervaded the room. " I

should say," he remarked, in a well-kept guttural, " that these Kooshians
had done all the fighting that was good for them."

Hereupon two or three voices arose in argument, and, to Loretta's

great astonishment, she found that the Turco-E-ussian war was almost
as well understood on The Fenns as in Mrs. Bailey's drawing-room.
Indeed, it may be that the point of view held by the island people was
more direct and conclusive, since they exercised very little of the imagi-

native faculty in criticism or discussion. It is possible that some of the

Russian generals would not have recognized their names as pronounced
by Fenn people, but the work of different campaigns was clearly under-
stood, and the geographical part of the question had been reduced to a
nicety. Loretta wished that Angus, Loring, or Bella, or any one from
the household she had lately left, could have been present ; and it seemed
to her the more remarkable since during the winter-time communication
with the Main was rather difiicult and newspapers were by no means
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easy to obtain. But it served to show Kenyon's wife how thoroughly
interested these Fenn people had been in her marriage, and how clear-

headed most of them were. Very few among the younger ones could

recall the civil war, and as a matter of fact the Fenn Islanders had but
the meagerest sort of patriotism, events in the United States occupying
their minds but slightly. The fact that Kenyon Blake, whom they had
known ever since he came down to Little Fenn an active dark-eyed lad

of ten years, had gone into the very thick of a war was enough to sug-

gest an interest in the question ; and that the scene of action was near

the Danube or before Plevna occupied their minds as anxiously as

though it had been just across the Main, since remote countries to The
Fenn people were in effect as near as Boston or Washington might be.

The political discussion ended almost as suddenly as it began, and
the guests declared with settled intention that they must be leaving.

Accordingly, they trooped out, Phoebe Sparks and Captain Thomp-
son carrying lanterns, and presently Loretta, who had conducted

her aunt up-stairs, heard the splash of oars and the sound of voices

on the water dying away in the distance. She exchanged her wool
dress for a loose garment, a soft white thing with lace about it which
had been Bella Loring's selection, and came back to assist her aunt in

getting into bed. Mrs. Lyons looked at this apparition of Loretta

in mute surprise.

" Why, Loretta Gardiner !" she said, slowly. " What in the name
of sense have you got onto you ?"

Loretta laughed, came nearer, and let the prim little lady put her

hands on the folds of white wool and the creamy lace.

^' It's only a sort of wrapper, Aunt Liddy,'' she said, in a fond

tone, glad to amuse and interest Mrs. Lyons so easily. For an instant

her mind sped back to the nights she and Bella had sat up in the

latter's room, thus attired, talking over all the events of the day and

evening. How easily she had fallen into the ways of that household !

how soothing its air of complete satisfaction in all its surroundings had

been

!

" A wrapper .'" Mrs. Lyons leaned back in her chair with a con-

temptuous sniff. " Where's Phoebe Sparks ? There she comes. Just

let her see what the folks up to Boston call a wrapper .'"

Phoebe's step was sounding along the corridor, the gleam of her

lamp lighting its dark corners. Mrs. Lyons's open door revealed Lo-
retta in her ^' wrapper" before Phoebe entered ; and if Mrs. Lyons had

been anxious to surprise her old companion she ought to have been

fully satisfied. For Phoebe stood still, with her face suddenly fixed

in an expression of absolute delight. Some ancestor of this ancient

woman must be held accountable for Phoebe Sparks's love of the

beautiful. There was unalloyed admiration in the way she surveyed

Loretta's tall young figure in the flowing wool gown, her hair loosely

falling on her shoulders, and in the fairness of her face that touch of

something new to old Phoebe which had puzzled her from the hour of

the girl's return.

''Stuff like that for a wrapper!" said Mrs. Lyons. "Did you

ever see such a thing, Phoebe ?"
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The older woman came In and set her lamp down, paying careful

attention to the chimney before she spoke.
" I remember a cousin of my father's," she said, critically, " who

had a thing something like that. It was pink. Well, I can't say but

what it's a beautiful kind of a dress, if it ain't fit for a wrapper."

Loretta laughed, and asked her aunt if it would make her more
comfortable to see her in a little jacket such as she used to wear at

home.
'' Oh, fiddlesticks !" said Phoebe, suddenly. " Why should you

change your ways? If you've been wearing things like that up to

Boston, don't you go and run down hereJ^

With this expression of opinion the old woman took one more
grateful survey of this changed Loretta, and departed, her intense

satisfaction showing itself in the way she hummed or chanted a sort

of tune going down to her own room.

Loretta made her aunt comfortable for the night, as she had often

done before in one of Mrs. Lyons's "spells" of sickness, but she ob-

served how much weaker the poor woman was than she had suspected.

It was agreed that they should leave their doors open, and Mrs. Lyons
was to call upon Loretta if she needed her. The simple incidents of

the evening, the calm or commonplace of the home to which she had
returned, helped Loretta more than she was aware of until she lay

down to sleep. Strange faces seemed then to haunt her pillow. The
sad eyes of Verona Hexam came back to her, confused with some
thoughts of that older Kenyon Avhose story seemed now to make the

only tragedy of Little Fenn. But the evening among her old friends

had suggested possibilities unthought of when Loretta left; Boston.

The Bartlett children seemed to be asking her to infuse something
bright and joyous into their young lives. Verona's impulsive touch of

her hand, slight as it was, seemed a claim upon the womanly sympa-
thies which were springing into life within Loretta's heart. Surely,

thought Kenyon's wife, as she lay still in the darkness of her first

night at home again, surely there was something here for her to do.

Why had it never occurred to her before ? Could it be that she had
served her apprenticeship in the outer world in order to bring back
something like new life and animation to the people of her girlhood?

And then suddenly it came over her, almost with a sense of physical

pain, why she had found it hard to understand Kenyon, and as well

what it was he had found lacking in her.

Had Loring known her thoughts, he would have told himself that

the Psyche had returned awakened.

CHAPTER XIX.

Dr. Maynaed's house on Fenn had for its prospect a curve in

tlie shore, and, in a comfortable hollow. Captain Thompson's boat-house,

and his " second-best" boat, usually turned sidewise for investigation

or repairs, the captain being given to close consideration of his boats
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when not actually on the water. Beyond this warm spot of shore-line

rose the old warehouse in which the store was situated, and thence ran

out a small peninsula, rocky, and perhaps disastrous to careless walkers,

but considered by many Fenn people a very agreeable promenade.
This was the final extension of land on the island ; but following the

main road past the doctor's house there was a sharp hill-side, uncul-

tivated, and barren but for one large patch of pine- and fir-trees. It

was characteristic of The Fenns that old Mr. Blake and Dr. Maynard
had both been able for years to live their secluded lives on the islands

free from any unpleasant intrusion, cross-examination, or discussion

;

but the doctor's house was regarded by many people as a sort of social

centre. It invited hospitality, and it excluded no element in Fenn
life which the people enjoyed. The doctor always welcomed a caller

;

he took a decided interest in the names and ages of the young people.

When on the island, he loaned his books and newspapers freely, and
when away, as during this year from time to time, he sent daily journals

to various people ; and yet—a state of things which could have existed

only at The Fenns—his own personality was never disturbed or inves-

tigated. He might, like old Mr. Blake, have lived and died there

unmolested by one curious or intrusive person.

The house itself was of stone, differing, therefore, from some others

along the road. There was a small patch of garden in front, tangled

with old-fashioned flowers in summer-time and warmed by two fir-trees

in winter. The door-way opened into a small square hall, with a

spidery staircase leading only into an attic; for the doctor's sitting-

room, bedroom, and kitchen were on the ground-floor, and his old

servant slept in a neighboring house, coming daily to minister to her

master's very simple wants. The sitting-room commanded the view
above described, and so conveniently that the doctor by opening his

window might converse with Thompson when that worthy chose to be

communicative, or he could see the main road up and down for a dis-

tance which included the angle of Little Fenn and some windows in

the Blake house.

The sitting-room was capacious enough to be library, parlor, and
dining-room in one, and the doctor encouraged evidences of the two
former, since he liked to cheat himself into a belief that he had very

comfortable and home-like quarters ; but Loretta, entering the house

on the day after her return to The Fenns, was struck by the loneliness

of the room she had thought quite a paradise of comfort a year ago,

and the doctor's figure turning to welcome her seemed out of place,

with its air of kindliness and content, in such barren surroundings.

There was one capacious easy-chair, and there was a blazing fire on the

hearth, and the blue-and-white curtaining in the lower windows and
an old-fashioned escritoire produced a good effect in that portion of the

room ; but the upper part was shabby, and unlike what Loretta fancied

the doctor would enjoy.

The girl came in fresh from her walk down the road, with quite a

color in her cheeks to balance the dark circles about her eyes.

" I have been looking for you for a full hour, my dear," said the

doctor. His friendly accents had a faint tinge of compassion.
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" So many little things came up to do/' said Loretta. " You know
Aunt Liddy is very weak ; and Phoebe liked to have me from time to

time in the kitchen."

She sat down as she spoke, loosened her long wrap, and leaned her

head back wearily.

The doctor, as was his habit when thoughtful, began slowly to pace

the room.
" Loretta," he inquired, " do you really mean to remain at The

Fenns until Kenyon's return?"

Without moving her head, Loretta let her eyelids express that it

was so.

^' But Mrs. Dolliver's plan, of going to Europe?"
" I have written to her to-day," said Loretta. " I brought the

letter across, hoping to induce Captain Thompson to take it to the

Main. Dr. Maynard, I could not go to Europe—now."
^' What is the matter ?" He came over to the chimney-piece and

stood still, looking at the girl's figure in the old chair, a pang striking

him as he observed its lines of dejection.

" I mean to tell you," Loretta answered, hastily,
—" at least part of

it; for some help—human help—I must have. I have prayed and
prayed about it ; but there are times when we need a friend's voice and
counsel here, are there not?" The doctor showed his sympathy, and
Loretta went on, sitting upright and clasping her hands tightly together

:

" I don't know that I need say much about it, only I have found out

that Kenyon—Kenyon married me for some reason,

—

not because he

loved me."
She rose and walked over to the window, her face, pale and misera-

ble, averted from the doctor. But, before he could answer her, Loretta

went on hurriedly, turning back again as impetuously as she had left

him

:

" I cannot think what it all means. But it is true. I do not want
to pry into his life. I want to hear whatever he has to say from him-
self first. This I have made my mind up to do. Perhaps you could

tell me the whole story,—I am almost sure Angus Loring could, or

Bella,—but I will not hear it. I mean to live my life here as well as

I can until he returns, and then I will ask him if he wishes to go away
again, or to tell me anything, or to explain anything."

She was standing near the old man now, looking at him with a

fixed gaze.
'^ I know I was not what he thought. I remember a great many

things now, and I am sorry for him with all my heart ; but, I keep
saying to myself, why did he do it ?" She put her hands to her eyes

and forced the tears back. " It would have been so much easier to

tell me he did not love me,—to let me live. my life here as I was
doing."

" Loretta," the doctor exclaimed, " listen to me. I think I know
something of Kenyon's life that you do not

"

The girl stopped him by an imploring gesture. She put her hands
upon his arm and leaned her head down upon them wearily.

*' No, no ; not one word. I want him to know I never listened to a
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syllable except from himself. The day I came up from Mayrldge I

was desperately afraid that Angus or Bella would question me,—would
tell me something I did not wish to hear."

" My child, my child," the old man said, as tenderly as though she

were his very own, ^' may I not ask you some questions ? How did

you find this out ?"

Loretta started back and looked at him pitifully.

" Then you know it to be true !" she said, almost whispering the

words. She had in some recess of her heart hoped the doctor would
controvert her opinion ; but his face sent her last doubt to the winds.

" I cannot tell you," she said. " I ought perhaps not to have come
to you with this much. But I felt I had to speak of it ; and you are

the only one ; and I want you to help me."
" For anything I can do, you know, Loretta, that I am at your

service." The poor doctor felt helpless as a child before the misery of

this girl whom he had loved so tenderly and for whom he had hoped
so much. But with every word she uttered he felt more and more that

the woman in her had developed ; the Avife was asserting herself, and he

could not venture to penetrate the silence she had reserved to herself.
^' I mean to make something better of things if I can," the girl

went on, " but it is terribly hard. I have thought a great deal about

it all, the last few days, and—do you know ?—a queer feeling has come
to me that perhaps it is not intended that all of us should have happi-

ness for our portion, and if we make mistakes that involve responsi-

bilities we must bear them,—must help each other with whatever is

hard in them. How do I know but that my lot in this world, my
way of working out my salvation,—and perhaps his too,—is to take

all of this as part of the discipline of life ? I don't mean to give up
or feel cowardly if I can help it. Only sometimes it seems all misery

that I love him as I do ! I know now how much Kenyon must have
missed in me. Tell me,—try to think and remember,—what was I

like when he married me ?"

The remembrance of that July evening long ago rose to the doctor's

mind and blotted out all other objects for a moment. When his eyes

came back to Kenyon's wife standing before him, he was startled by
the change time—or, had he but known it, the depth of her love for

Kenyon—had wrought in her. The shy though fearless, trustful girl

whom Kenyon had married might have been a faint picture or fore-

shadowing only of the pale, beautiful woman before him now. In her

eyes there seemed to be a sort of challenge to the future, a passionate

demand for what it was her right to wrest from life, the exchange for

the heart whose every pulsation counted as a thought of the man who,
it seemed to her, had so lightly pledged her to himself.

" Not what you are now, my dear," said the doctor, gently. " Lo-
retta, listen to me, and let me speak to you. I do not believe Kenyon
thought, after all, that you cared for him. You have been away among
other people. You know what life at The Fenns is like : no one ever

stops to think what they feel or are or might be. It is a place entirely

devoid of any thought of what one might call possibilities ahead. But
from the time you were a little child I always saw that you were different,
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and I longed to see you take your right place in the world ; and so Mr.
Blake and I used to talk of Kenyon '^

Loretta, who had resumed her seat in the deep easy-chair, started

suddenly.
" You too !" she exclaimed.
" I know what you mean/' the doctor answered, quickly. " You

feel that Kenyon was urged to marry you. We will not discuss that,

my dear. Only I always knew you needed but to have your heart

awakened to know what you were worth,—what you could do. You
were quiet enough," added the doctor, reflectively, '^ but there was
always that repressed energy.'^

^' And it is only six months," said Loretta, drearily, " and I have
learned so much !"

" You were ready for the lesson," said her old friend, gravely. " And
now, Loretta, remember one thing : you are Kenyon's wife. There is

nothing for you to do but to make the bond stronger, firmer, holier.

Whether he returns next month or next year, you are his. You belong

to him."
She raised her eyes with a mute inquiry to his face.

" It may be as well," he went on, '^ that you have returned here.

You have some money at your command. You have learned what you
can make profitable to others. Your new^ vitality can be given out to

those around you. Try to forget whatever has been morbid or un-
wholesome in all this ; and, Loretta,"—the doctor paused a moment,
looking earnestly into the face lifled to his,

—

" simplify everything.

Don't torture your soul with doubts and wonderments. If you have
made your mind up to hear nothing about Kenyon's life except from his

own lips, then wait with womanly patience. You have work to do al-

most at your very door, and there is no surer refuge for those w^hose

hearts are aching than in toil for the benefit of their little world."

The doctor was silent for a moment, and then added, with a sigh,

—

" But I suppose it is easy enough to talk."
" You help me," said Loretta, quickly. " I felt as though it was all

drifling, somehow. So many things have been crowded into my life,

you see, and now, now that this thing has come, I feel as if I have to

make definite decisions. But it is better for me to be here ; and when
Donald comes down I will be happy."

Dr. Maynard held out his hands, and Loretta's were quickly laid

within them.
^' It will be all right," he said, composedly. " Loretta, I never

have had any doubts of your capacity even for suffering ; and you see

things in a clearer way than you know."
There were voices at the door. It had been pushed open, and in

the hall-way Loretta saw unexpectedly the figures of the two little

Bartletts. They stood still, hand in hand, regarding Dr. Maynard and
his guest with unsmiling fixity of purpose.

Loretta started up. '^ I forgot the children," she said, smiling through
a mist of tears. " I promised to take them for a walk. And Sam
Hexam's wife,—I must see her too."

The children ventured no farther than the threshold, but Loretta

YoL. XXXIX.—2y
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said good-by hurriedly now, and the doctor promised to go over to

Little Fenn as soon as possible.

" We are going to see Captain Thompson now," said Loretta, as

cheerfully as her voice would permit, and giving a hand to each of the

children. ^' I have a letter for him.^'

They had relapsed easily enough by this time into their old view of
Loretta as a companion and ally, and were contented to go along at her
side down the little strip of shore to where the captain might be found
in his boat-house. His actual residence was on a windy corner of the

road ; but in the boat-house he kept a fire, some provisions, and a bunk,
in order, as he sometimes explained, to feel himself at sea now and
then,—marine life being all that he recognized as a lawful occupation.

In old times he had seen as much as any man who ever set sail from
New Bedford ; but rheumatism had driven him to seek a more
sheltered existence, and he had long been known as The Fenn mes-
senger, carrier, express-man,—in fact, permanent link with the Main.

However, it was all a matter of inclination when he crossed to Field-

ing's Point, and he frequently examined a customer who wanted a

letter or a parcel carried over or one brought back as to the merits of

the case, sometimes insisting upon having the letter read aloud, or the

package opened for his inspection, making his decisions with the air of

a judge who liked impartiality but was driven by the force of things

to be critical. There was no reason why a rival boat should not have
been started, except that, as Dr. Maynard remarked, the tendency of

Fenn people was not in the direction of ^^ possibilities.'^

Thompson was in his boat-house as Loretta and the children ap-

proached. When she was a child the place had acquired a fascination

for Loretta which lingered still,—the same that might attach itself to the

idea of a caravan or a peddler's wagon which was convertible into a

temporary abode. The windows were high and narrow, and showed
little flaps of red curtaining ; and when the captain's fire glowed, ruddy

streaks enlivened the shore, and there would issue forth odors of fried

bacon, and perhaps of coffee ; and on entering by the three little steps

the captain was to be discovered in the narrow place, with these home-
like suggestions about him, the walls decorated with prints from illus-

trated papers of a remote date, and the ceiling festooned with queer

objects, some of them nautical, others of the purely domestic hardware

character.

He was sitting on a bench now, engaged in mending a sail, and, if

such a thing were possible, I would say his face brightened visibly at

Loretta's approach. He made a place for her and the children, and

waited for her to speak. The letter was in her hand.
^' If you can get it across to-morrow morning, it will do, captain,"

Loretta said, and, from force of habit, added, " It's to my husband's

aunt in Mayridge. She wanted me to go to Europe with her ; but I

thought it wiser not to do so.''

The captain looked at her shrewdly. " You stay where you are,"

he said, in a tone meant to be kind, if firm, " and you stick to it."

Loretta smiled, but colored faintly. " I will," she answered, and

looked as if she would like the captain to give his reasons.
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"You stick to it/' said the captain. "You're a—well, you're a

new woman, I tell ye. There's nothing you ain't fit for now. You're

up to any of 'em,—up to anything he'd like to see ; and you stay here

and stick to it. Yes, I'll take that letter, if I feel like it, in the morn-

ing."

CHAPTER XX.

A COUNTRY railway-station, however sechided and dignified a vil-

lage it may belong to, has invariably its knot of gossipers and people

given to speculation about matters in general, from forecasts of weather

to remarks about local visitors and their motives. Subdued as this

element was in a place like Mayridge, it yet existed to an extent suffi-

cient to warrant an animated discussion one August morning over some
events in the Dol liver family. The Boston express was on its way,

and it was well known among the gossipers that Mrs. Kenyon Blake

might be expected in it,—the fact that her husband had arrived the

day before, stricken with fever, being already a stale piece of news.

"As I remember him," a tall man with a careless manner and
a shrewd eye was saying, "he was forever in some scrape or other.

And going off among those Russians ! That's the Blake blood,

though ! George—this one's father—was the same."

^'Old Ken warn't," put in an aged individual very comfortable on
a barrel, who gave the impression of waiting for events by rail as a

matter of duty and occupation in life. He scanned the track up and
down with a familiar glance. " Old Ken was a steady-going man
until he took it into his head to go off to Maine somewheres. I won-
der how the old lady'd take it if Kenyon Blake never pulled through
this ?"

" Oh, he will," said the tall man, in drawling contempt, " unless the

doctors kill him. He's one of your wiry, tough kind."

A distant whistle smote upon the air. The August morning seemed
to vibrate with it.

" There she comes," said Rufus Spaulding, the man on the barrel.

The pronoun was inclusive. It was interesting to the little group to

welcome the train, but to see Kenyon's wife might be tragic. The
news of Kenyon's arrival stricken with illness had flown about May-
ridge as though the birds of the air carried it. Those who had seen
the sick man tenderly lifted from the train and carried to the Dolliver
house had reported the spectacle with 'bated breath. Those who heard
of it remembered all their dismal prophecies when Kenyon had gone
away a year ago ; and the fact that Mrs. Dolliver was still abroad

—

Kenyon's return having been merely for the purpose of taking his wife
back to England with him—served to intensify the public interest.

Report stated—and correctly, as it happened—^that Kenyon had insisted

on being, taken from Boston to Mayridge, and that the young wife down
at the Fenn Islands had been telegraphed for. No direct information
was to be obtained at the Dolliver house, except at the outer kitchen
door-way, where a young housemaid, who could be communicative when
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she cliose, was given to studying tlie weather as a means of escape from
Mi's. Melbiiry now and then.

Loretta occupied a compartment with Bella Loring in the train that

was speeding so fast to Mayridge.

" I thought it better not to go and meet him/' she was saying, ex-

plaining her apparent neglect for the twentieth time. ^' Oh, Bella, it is

all very cruel ?'

Miss Loring considered that many things in life might be readjusted,

but she disliked to hear Loretta accuse lierself.

^' You were doing just what you felt right," was her answer.
" Which of us can do more ? Not the wisest, not the most pious

of us ! And your Fenn work was so absorbing."

Loretta's cheek flushed. ^' That ought not to have kept me," she

said. ^' It would not. The school is all right, and Aunt Liddy toler-

ably comfortable. Bella, it was pride, I believe in my heart of hearts

it was pride."
^

As Loretta had never made an admission of the kind before, or

said anything that would suggest that such a sentiment had been

provoked by Kenyon's course, Bella looked at her with alert inquiry.

But Loretta said no more. She turned her face towards the window,
watching the fleeting landscape, recalling the day she had come down
here in the pale springtime,—recalling also, with a dull pain at her heart,

the day she had returned alone.

Angus was in charge of the invalid. Bella had waited in Boston
for Loretta, who came up from The Fenns, arriving that morning.

Bella knew enough of the people among whom they were going to feel

sure the faces at the d6p6t when they arrived would reflect something

of Kenyon's condition, and when the train slackened speed she began
to search nervously for signs of what might be expected ; but curiosity

partially veiled and entirely kindly was the only expression on the

faces of the loungers, and Bella swept Loretta along with her to the

Dolliver carriage, where the first words from the servant in waiting

were " About the same, miss," and in an instant they were driving

over the smooth, well-kept country road, past gate-ways and fine

lawns, to draw up in a few minutes at the white house Loretta felt as if

she knew so well.

Emotion, sentiment, dismal conjecture, all these seemed to the girl

now idle things, merged into the one supreme feeling that she was
about to see her husband, doubtless on his death-bed. She was scarcely

conscious of Mrs. Melbury's welcome ; she knew that in Mrs. Dolli-

ver's old room she laid aside her hat and light summer wrap, Bella in

anxious attendance upon her ; that Angus appeared in the door-way
and spoke to her ; that she was told Kenyon was unconscious, but that

the doctor was waiting to see her. The staircase sfeemed endless ; the

long corridor above, with its cool matting and shaded lights, did not

look familiar ; and Angus led her to a door at the end of the hall,

—

not into the room where she had kept that mournful vigil long ago.

Whatever Angus had contrived to say to the doctor, it had been

arranged that Loretta should go into the room alone,—should for a

moment at least see her husband with no other eyes upon her.
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" The doctor will see you in a moment," Angus said, in quiet tones.

" Go in, Loretta. Perhaps Kenyon will wake and know you.'^

The door was ajar, and Loretta, laying a soft hand upon it, went

slowly into the half-darkened room.

He lay there apparently asleep,—the man whom she had loved all

her life, for whom she had waited with a proud sort of patience, and

to whom she was bringing the most loyal heart that man or woman
ever knew ; and that he had no power to speak or to respond to any

word or look of hers filled Loretta with a compassion that seemed al-

most deeper than her love. The pale face upon the pillow, the dark

hair tossed back, the eyelids closed heavily upon the eyes that she had

pictured waking or sleeping so many times of late, had a pathos that

made her, kneeling down at the bedside, almost cry aloud that once—
just once, if no more—there must be a change ; Kenyon must look up
at her, must see her, hear her, be conscious as she was of that intensely

living, breathing, vital thing, her presence. But Loretta knelt on,

gazing at her husband's face in silence. There w^as no movement in

the lifeless figure. She might look and look, feel every heart-beat

pulsating with but the one desire, and yet it would be useless. Now
and then a long-drawn breath showed her that he was living. She put

her face softly down against his, and, holding it there, she stretched

one of her strong young arms about him. She had pictured their

meeting in so many ways !—had thought of him sailing across from

the Main,—coming up the craggy walk,—looking at her,—speaking to

her,—explaining to her. Darkness had never checked these fancies.

The vision of Kenyon's return had been always luminous, but there

had been moments when, springing from her bed at night, she would
have to walk about her room, forcing herself into calm about it all

;

yet daylight had come bringing the same feeling with the sunshine or

the rain, the mist or the gloom of winter. In and out of all her many
new occupations at The Fenns but one thought had haunted her : How
and where would they two meet ? And it had come now ! She was
beside him, but in a way she had never dreamed of. It was almost to

Loretta as though he had returned poor, friendless, and alone; and,

holding him in her arms in that first moment of their strange reunion,

every sense of bitterness or reproach of him drifted away. God had
sent him back to her. He lived. Hope need not yet turn to despair.

It seemed to the girl that with her arms about him, with her eyes for-

ever on his face, with that continual prayer from the one heart that

needed him going upward hourly, she must be capable of holding him
to earth ! Loretta's frame shook with sobs that could not reach the

vent of tears, and yet in it all was an undercurrent of passionate de-

light. He had come back to her,—whether for an hour or a day or

forever,—and at least for this moment of time she need not show him
anything but her love. Might it not be that God meant he should stay

a little time tenderly in her keeping and die without the knowledge
that she knew he had deceived her? Woman's love and trust, her

loyalty and her tenderness, it seems to me could go no further than
Loretta's carried her in that moment of mixed misery and joy.
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CHAPTER XXI.

Ko warfare ever can be like that of life fighting against Death who
conquers with disease. The silence of this grim battle-field, the tension,

the stretching out of some hours into endless repeated seconds, each one
accented with new power to pain, the dragging on of other times when
the uplifted finger of suspense may point either to life or to the last

entrance into the Valley of the Shadow,—who among us but has counted
some such drear campaign ? Who but has known the wounds given on
that field of warfare ? Death-scars they may be, not to be healed until

thev are carried, emblems of the fight, into the presence of the Most
High.

It seemed to Loretta in these first days at Mayridge beside her hus-

band's sick-bed that the watch-fires of her very soul were lighted. Not
for an instant did her courage fail. Not for an instant did the girl flag

in her perpetual hope and watch of him. And her very readiness to

take rest from time to time, w^hen possible, showed the fixity of her

purpose better than an hysterical endeavor to keep always on her feet,

always widely awake. She had to garner strength. Looking at him
during the days when he was half in stupor, half lost in wandering,

Loretta kept telling herself that some hour of great emergency might
come when her whole strength would be needed. The girl's superb

physique stood her in good stead : the others looked on in amazement,

seeing that her step never faltered, gentle as was its tread in the sick-

room, that her arms were strongest to hold Kenyon when he wearied

of the pillow and seemed to find unconsciously a comfort in resting his

head upon her breast, that her hands were always skilful and firm, yet

so softly womanly, and that her voice never showed an accent of im-

patience or anything that could betray the ache that went on hourly

within her heart. A strange feeling possessed Loretta at the time.

Kenyon, unconscious of her presence, not knowing whose hand it was
he seemed instinctively to seek, not recognizing the voice which they all

knew he turned to with a look of relief, not realizing that he rested

most tranquilly when her arms were about him,

—

this Kenyon, Loretta

would tell herself, was all her own ! Anxiously as she prayed and
waited for the crisis to be over, there was the dread of meeting in his

eyes something which she must answer, the dread of knowing that the

love that she poured forth now in care of him must be locked away,

hidden, crushed from sight ; and if death, as it seemed to be approach-

ing, looked to her like some cruel vengeance, life at times mocked her,

or bade her beware of what it might well enough contain.

The days sped or drifted on. The August weather sometimes sent

hot rays of sunlight into the room where Kenyon lay, bleached the

flowers in the garden, made every blade of grass and every wayside

shrub sharply prominent. Sometimes cool evenings followed such a

day, and Loretta, with Bella Loring, would steal out into the starlit

gardens, and walk up and down, always talking of Kenyon, always

wondering what the verdict of heaven was to be. No tension can be

like that which comes with such experiences ; but the kind of exultant
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sense of possession in her husband which made it easier to bear was
strange even to herself. Life might bring hours that were tranquil and
full of deep content, but could they ever mean as much, Loretta won-
dered, as these passing ones, when Kenyon's eyes met hers, knew her

not, and yet looked for her first among those who tended him,—when,

sitting by him, she could hold his hand and feel his fingers close in-

stinctively about h€r own, or, looking at him, study unheeded and un-

observed every line of the strong face, gaunt now with illness, but

dearer a thousand times to her woman's heart than it had ever been

when vigorous in health ? The household was small enough to make
all things in the care of Kenyon easy. Mrs. Melbury hung upon every

word and look of Loretta, who had been at once recognized as the

mistress of the house ; Angus Loring left Mayridge only when business

actually demanded his presence elsewhere ; and Bella remained a fixture,

having gradually come to the conclusion that Loretta Blake was her

superior in too many ways to make it possible ever again to attempt

instructing her, and if she could be of help in odd moments when
companionship was needed. Miss Loring felt that she was playing a

satisfactory part in life. It was impossible to say how this girl, whom
a year ago they had treated so like an unthinking child, had acquired

an influence Avhich made her dominate all things about her. Perhaps
it was the realizins^ of this that led Bella Lorino- to a frame of mind
in which many of her old ideals as to what was necessary for life's

happiness crumbled away.

As I have said, Bella rarely left Loretta alone in the house ; but

there came an afternoon when, Angus being absent, some one had to

go to Boston on an errand for the sick-room. Loretta declared herself

quite capable of being left with the untrained but strong man-servant

who was her assistant in Kenyon's room. The morning had been

fitful in temperature ; Loretta, awake at sunrise, had noted the lurid

streaks of light that shot in between lines of uncertain primrose, and
when the twilight of the morning was over there was a look of rain,

if not actually storm, on the horizon ; but Bella went her way, and the

rain came only fitfully in little gusts that sent a shower of drops upon
the window-panes and gave a passing chill to the air. The doctor had
been in twice, and was to return within an hour. He had bidden Lo-
retta watch Kenyon's every movement, for the crisis surely was at

hand, and four o'clock found her sitting in her usual place, her hand
clasped in his, her eyes fixed upon the roadway she could see from the

window. Kenyon had been sleeping; of that she was sure. The
house was absolutely silent. Anthony—Loretta's assistant—was down-
stairs, taking his daily recreation in the kitchen or the garden, but the

quiet was not oppressive. Such hours of late had been rare, and Lo-
retta prized them. How soon might she not have to yield her place,

stifle her heart-beats, compose her loving looks to those of a studied

calm ! The roadway that she could see wound like a white ribbon
between the dense August greens, and as Loretta sat there every por-
tion of the landscape to be seen was like a picture painted on her mind,
—so many days had she watched thus, so unconsciously unfamiliar had
it all become. Some carriages went by. Loretta found herself dreamily
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speculating as to who the people were w^ithin them,—where they were
going,—whence they had come,—humanity in general having taken on
an aspect as remote as it had recently seemed near. How far away all

the outer world had grown !—and yet a month ago people and events

at Fenn had seemed to the girl vitally clear and interesting. And then

suddenly the fingers clasping hers relaxed, then closed again. Loretta

turned swiftly, to find Kenyon gazing at her with full consciousness

and life in his glance.

She moved, looked at him, and smiled faintly, but, without letting

him see her emotion, stretched her hand out for the medicine the doctor

had ordered if he awoke to anything like normal life ; and, in the

voice which she had not yet heard, Kenyon said, quietly,

—

"It is you, Loretta?'''

She smiled, and nodded her head at him, skilfully bringing the

glass to his lips. He obeyed her, and then fixed his eyes upon her

face with the same deep, searching glance.

" You have been here all the time ?''

Loretta was standing at the foot of the bed, looking at him com-
posedly, but with her heart beating so madly she could scarcely speak.

" Yes,—ever since the first day."

"How long is it?''

" Nearly three wrecks. Is it not better to keep quiet ? The doctor

will be here soon."

He drew his brows together impatiently. " Come here,—here close

beside me."
She obeyed him, trembling in every limb.
" Give me your hand."

She held it out, nerveless and cold. The room seemed to be reel-

ing about her ; but Kenyon saw only a quiet woman with beautiful sad

eyes and parted lips.

" Hold my hand closely."

She tried to obey him, closing her hand about his and laying the

other down upon it.

" It must have been your hand." He spoke wearily, and added, in

a moment, " Did I not see you here last night ?"

Her lips formed a " yes." She tried to speak, and at last accom-

2)lished it.

" Yes. I was here." Her hand slid from his. She pressed her

palms closely together.
" You put your face down on my pillow. I know that it was you."

There w^as a silence, and Loretta said, quietly, " I listened for your

breathing."

There was a moment's perfect stillness. Would the doctor never

come? This was the all-important moment; but it had been almost

unconsciously that Loretta refused to admit by one movement or one

word that she loved him ! Presently the sick man's hand wandered

to the gown she wore.
" You had a white dress on before."
" Yes : the weather has been very warm."
He closed his eyes, and at once there sprang into the girl's face all
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the passionate love that she must now and forever put away. Good
heavens ! what was she to do ? To spend days and weeks like this,

perhaps ?—having dreamed of what was life's paradise, to see the gates

close before her ? But a movement from Kenyon sent composure to

her face again.
" It is the old thing, I suppose,—the same fever I had at Bucha-

rest."

" Yes, I suppose so. But, Kenyon, thank God, you are better now.
If you will do as we will tell you, it will all be well.''

He looked at her searcliingly, the depths of his eyes seeming to

express that death might not be unwelcome. Something, a strange

pale shadow, crossed his face. Every fibre of Loretta's nature thrilled

suddenly in misery and dread that perhaps this was the supreme mo-
ment of forgiveness and of parting. No after-time could ever hold

the agony or the emotion of that moment, as, with a thought that God
would be merciful, Loretta bent her face down and laid her lips

sacredly upon his.

The silence between them for an instant seemed to stretch out end-

lessly. Loretta moved back, trembling and unnerved. Something
seemed to be stifling her ; but Kenyon lay still, looking at her with a

strangely searching glance.
" Sit down beside me," he said, in a low tone. " I want to know

that you are here."

Loretta's face had grown deadly white.
" In a moment," she said. She had touched the bell without his

seeing it, and she stood still, trying to smile at him, but counting the

seconds until Anthony appeared ; but the footsteps in the corridor

were Dr. Paget' s, and the next instant he and Angus Loring were in

the room.

CHAPTER XXII.

About four weeks later, Bella Loring stopped her brother on his

way to Kenyon's room to say something that weighed upon her mind.
"Come in here," she said, with a judicial sort of manner, and

ushered him into her own apartment. " I want to talk to you for a

few moments," she continued, "and you may as well sit down and
make yourself comfortable."

Angus was in that frame of mind when any kind of suggestion

from some one more vigorous than himself would be likely to be
heeded. He flung himself into an easy-chair, and signed to her to

go on.

" I want to know," said Bella, " whether you ever saw anything
or anybody like Loretta."

The question appeared to be superfluous. Angus evidently con-
sidered it so ; and Bella continued,

—

" Now that Kenyon is getting better, she seems turned to marble.
It is pitiful to see the way she represses every sign of feeling. She
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is always cheerful, always ready to do his slightest bidding, to humor
his caprices and his fancies, but—what is it?''

" Good Lord !'' ejaculated Angus, " how am I to tell ? Yesterday
she told me the three weeks before the crisis came seemed to her years

and years ago."
^' There is something working on her mind. But, Angus, who

would have thought the girl you brought up from The Fenns a year

ago could turn into this wonderful creature ?''

^^ She was always what she is now,'' remarked Angus, " only the

needed events had not happened."

Miss Loring was silent for a moment, and then she looked up, to

say, anxiously,

—

" What will they do ? She is evidently convinced that he will

never care for her."
" She is going back to The Fenns." Angus spoke deliberately.

He did not tell his sister that only the day before he had vainly used

every argument to turn Loretta from this purpose.
" It must not be. Angus, do you hear me ? It must not be.

These two have just one chance of happiness before them. I shall

talk to Kenyon if it goes on."
" You might warn her not to give him a set-back for a while, but

I would not try to argue much with her. She has given me a queer

commission."

"What?"
" She wants me to go to Margaret Chetwynde and ask her if she

cares to see Kenyon."
Miss Loring's face colored violently. " What madness !" she ex-

claimed.

Brother and sister were silent for a moment. ,

" If I do not go, she will do it for herself," Angus continued,
" Her mind is bent on seeing Margaret here."

" Oh, Angus !" Bella could say no more.
" Who would have fancied Loretta's developing so much quiet

resolution ?" he went on. " No wise woman of fifty could be firmer

than she is now. Well, I must go to Kenyon. He is waiting for me.
Loretta has been reading to him an hour, and the girl is looking ter-

ribly dragged lately."

" Stop a minute." Bella put out a detaining hand. " There is

another thing. She has begun to take up all her Fenn duties again.

She has written to that Mrs. Hexam, a long letter. Dr. Maynard, she

tells me, is looking after various of her schemes down there. She
talked yesterday of trying to take Mrs. Lyons aw^ay for a little change."

" It is all the same thing," said Angus. " Don't you see ? he is

getting well now% and she means to leave him alone. The fact is
"

He broke off suddenly. Angus found it difficult to discuss even with
his sister the subtilties in Loretta's character wliich he had discovered

for himself. Bella was watching him with a pair of anxious, tired-

looking eyes.

" I suspect," said her brother, laughing unexpectedly, " we're all a

little overstrained just now. As for yourself, old girl, you don't look
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aiiy too well. Suppose—suppose you were to suggest taking Loretta up
to Boston for a day or two. It would perhaps be a good thing,—

a

change, anyway,—and I can see to Kenyon here. It would emphasize

her ideas about the whole thing to be away from him for a little while.

Yes, I think, Bella, that is a good plan."

Bella brightened, but she said in a moment, with some dejection,

—

" We can't plan for Loretta any more. We can love her and take

care of her, but she is going to mark out her way for herself
" Unless Kenyon does it,'' said Angus, as he left the room.

If Loretta looked tired, she certainly betrayed no consciousness of

new fatigue. Since the day that Kenyon had rallied, she had kept her

place in his sick-room by a supreme effort of will, the self-control being

hidden, as she thought, although the complete change in her manner
towards Kenyon himself could not fail to attract observers so keen as

Angus and Bella Loring. Whatever Kenyon himself recalled of the

days during which she had so unreservedly shown her love for him, he

said nothing, but he w^atched her, morning, noon, and night ; with the

persistency of an invalid he demanded her presence, and it had come
about during these days that much of her time was spent in reading to

him, or in long conversations the topics of which were all unconsciously

guided by Loretta so that she contrived to hear a great deal of hi-s

personal experience during the last year and to tell him in a quiet way
much of her own life at The Fenns. She was sitting near a window
of Kenyon's room when Angus entered. The book she had been

reading was one much talked of at the time,—a psychological sort of

novel, brilliant in dialogue and epigrammatic almost to a fault. Keil-

yon, lying with his hands clasped behind his head, listened sleepily,

now and then giving vent to impatient criticisms, which at times Lo-
retta, to his great surprise, contested. But when Angus appeared she

stood up with an air of great relief.

"Loretta is glad to get away," said Kenyon, smiling at Angus.
" I don't doubt I have tired you all out."

Loretta*s manner had certainly shown an anxiety to escape, but she

turned now with a smile for Kenyon.
" I will stay if you like," she said, quietly.

"My dear child, don't think of such a thing. I will burden
Angus for a time."

Loretta moved towards the door, and Kenyon's eyes followed her
with a strained look in them. He said nothing until the last sound of

her footsteps died away, and then he brought his gaze back to Angus.
" She is worn out," he said, shortly.

Angus remained silent for a moment, and then gave an idea of his

plan for Bella and Loretta's trip to Boston. Kenyon listened with
darkening eyes, but said, in a languid tone,

—

" Yes, I suppose it will do her good. When could they go ?"

Angus began to be detailed now, and found, to his relief, that it

was an easier matter than he had expected to talk of Loretta to her
husband. They had hitherto avoided the subject in a certain way,
but Kenyon seemed now chiefly desirous of pushing the topic to the
limit of Loring's ability to answer questions or give information.
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While his friend talked, Kenyon's mind drifted back to the days of
his semi-unconsciousness, trying to piece certain confusing remembrances
together. They conflicted with the experiences of the last fortnight in

so painful a way that at last he felt driven to believe them the fancies

of delirium. And yet it was almost impossible to question the reality

of certain moments, when Loretta, in the abandonment of her love

and almost despair, had clasped him in her arms, had kissed his brow
and lips, his hair, his hands, and prayed audibly to heaven for his

release. Her face from time to time glowing and paling with emotion

was one of the pictures of that drifting time which recurred now in

forcible contrast to the quiet, self-contained girl who showed by no
word or look that any sentiment was expected between them. Certain

trifles made it the more impressive. For instance, that morning he
had said to her, " Where is the blue ribbon you wore about your neck ?''

and Loretta had blushed scarlet. He remembered it,—connected its

pale hue with the face that he had seen in that strange dream-land,

and, taking her hand suddenly in his, he had looked at the slim fingers,

saying, " You had a queer ring on the other day. Where is it ?"

Loretta turned the stone around so that he could see it,—an opal with

some sparks of diamonds, which Bella Loring had given her at

Christmas. These were disjointed pieces in the puzzle; but Kenyon
was bent on finding the missing parts.

" Where do you suppose she has gone ?" he said suddenly to Angus.
The other laughed. " Not very far away, you may be sure of that.

Let me know when you want to see her, and I will find her easily

enough."

But Kenyon protested against this. " You know she is tired out,''

he answered, as though Angus needed a rebuke.

CHAPTER XXIII.

Kenyon was up and dressed the next day, and, to the joy of the

household, was able to go into a faded little sitting-room which had

been during his illness Loretta's place of refuge when her thoughts

became oppressive or there was need in her soul for absolute solitude

and rest. The room had belonged in days gone by to Kenyon's mother.

Whether from indifl^erence or association or dislike of change, nothing

had been altered there by Mrs. Dolliver, and it presented to the eyes

of Kenyon's wife the same aspect that it had to the Jane Foster of

Mrs. DoUiver's tragic story. The room had been for years entirely

unnecessary to the requirements of the house. It was not pretty,

nor even particularly bright, but there was something which pleased

Loretta and gave her a sense of seclusion which at times she liked.

Angus had planned to surprise her with Kenyon's appearance in the

room when she returned from an afternoon walk, and the scheme was

successful.

I^oretta came in glowing from her exercise, the dampness of the

air having put color into her cheeks and .given a soft waviness to the
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loose locks of hair upon her brow. She uttered a little cry of delight

ou beholding her husband. He was not even sitting down, but was
standing by the chimney-piece, gazing absently into the long narrow

mirror which hung above it. Loretta caught sight first of the reflection

therein,—the face thinned by illness, but so dearly familiar in its strong,

rugged lines, the eyes whose greeting she had waited for, the lips whose
slow curve formed the smile that made the fascination of Kenyon's face

composed now. But Loretta\s own glance fell : Kenyon turned. A
look of great joyousness sprang into the man's face, and he came for-

ward holding out his hands.
" Loretta ! I thought you would never come."

She stood still, looking at him with an exquisite shy grace.

" Come here ! You are cold after your walk.'' He possessed

himself of her hands and drew her towards the easy-chair he had
lately occupied.

" It is my turn to take care of you," he said, a flush rising in his

dark cheek, while Loretta continued to look at him with a tremulous

manner.
" Oh, Kenyon," the girl spoke hurriedly, but in very low tones,

" I am so glad to see you up ! Are you really better ?"

" Very much so," he answered. He stood still, looking down at

her, as though he could not move his eyes from off her face. Loretta

was standing near to him, and suddenly Kenyon put out his arms
and drew her towards him with a sigh of unutterable content. The
feeling of her husband's first caress thrilled the girl to her very heart

;

but she moved back swiftly, looking at him with a pained, dilated

vision.

" Oh, Kenyon ! no ! no ! you must not pity me !" The words
seemed to choke her. " I know it all. I know that you have never

loved me, and now I want to tell you ever}i:hing." She had Avithdrawn

in a sort of terror from the joy of being near to him, for her story

must be told calmly and dispassionately. Kenyon must listen to it all,

and then they could both decide the future.

" What do you mean ?" There rushed over Kenyon's mind a

sickening remembrance of the careless wooing which had preceded his

marriage. The girl who stood before him now must recall it all,

—

must, with her fine developed vision, judge him by it.

^^ I will tell you," said Loretta, still looking at him, but with com-
passion in her glance and in her voice. " I know that you married

me because you were urged to do it. I know that you thought you
were doing right. But, Kenyon, why did you not tell me just how
you felt ? I should have set you free. I should not have held you by
so meaningless a bond as that. And another thing : I came here one

day, and Mrs. Dolliver put me into your old room for the night, and I
found a letter that you had written down at Little Fenn to

"

" Good God !" Kenyon took a step forward, and sat down by the

table in the centre of the room, leaning his head upon his hand.

"A letter to Margaret Chetwynde, perhaps," he said, lifting a

haggard face to Loretta's. " It was returned to me, I remember, that

last dav here. The address was wronor."
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Loretta made haste to give him an outline of that mournful night

at Mayridge long ago.
" I said no one should speak to me about it until I had seen you,

Kenyon/' the girl went on, the sweet cadence of her voice reaching
him like pitying music. " I would not discuss it even with Dr. May-
nard. And now I ask you to tell me, absolutely and entirely, the

truth."

Kenyon lifted his eyes, and saw in those of his wife perfect trust,

but also a compassion which it was impossible for her to conceal. If
by word or deed he had wronged her, thought the man, he called

heaven to witness that he loved her now entirely, and that to win from
her one response to this new and bewildering passion of his, to win the

respect and the sweet comradeship he knew were worth so much in such

a woman, he would humble himself to the very dust. But it was not

the first hour of Blake's life in which he doubted himself. He looked

at Loretta's face, so softly girlish and yet so womanly. He noted with
aching eyes every line of the tall young figure, in which pride and
dignity were so unconsciously blended, and it came upon him with
cruel force that by his own doing perhaps he had lost her forever.

^' Loretta," he said, going back to the fireplace and making a su-

preme effort at self-control, " I did wrong you in marrying you with-

out saying how I then felt. But you are mistaken, dear, if you think

that Margaret Chetwynde and I were lovers. . I can hardly tell you
how it was. Perhaps there was a time when I did feel that we might
be something more than chosen friends and the best of companions,

but it seems to me away off now in some period of my life I cannot

account for. She helped me to think better of many things in life and
human nature. I caught the spirit of her finest feeling, and perhaps I

helped her with what I tried to be myself. But there could not for an
instant have been real sentiment between us, because " Kenyon
stopped suddenly, hardly knowing how even to Loretta he could frame

the next sentence ; but the girl's eyes demanded from him all that he

had to tell,

—

" because I knew for a long time that she cared for some
one else. She had moved me strongly, but not—not in the way a man
should feel for his wife ; and she was as wise as I in seeing and under-

standing it."

There was a silence, and Loretta, in a low, constrained voice, said,

—

" Angus,—did she care for him ?"

Kenyon bowed his head. ^' What it was that separated them I do
not know ; for I am certain Angus loved her. We were altogether,

up to that time, a happy, light-hearted set of friends ; but about the

time I went abroad something happened which Angus has not forgiven."
" But you wrote to her," said Loretta, a wave of color dyeing her

cheeks, " that you had no love to give to me ! And you asked her

to write to you. You needed, T suppose, to be consoled for the terrible

sacrifice that you were making." It was her one burst of weakness.
" Loretta," Kenyon exclaimed, passionately, " it was so different

then ! Dear, I did not know you ! I think now I must always have

loved you in my very inmost heart ! But then ! My uncle had made
me promise not to hurt your life in any way. He told me on my re-
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turn from Paris two years ago that he had discovered you loved me,

and of all women on earth he preferred that I should ask you to be

my wife. I heard then for the first time the cruel story of his own
life, and it seemed to me that in some way I should be living over

again the treachery of my mother if I deserted you. I did not stop

to study you or learn what you were worth : I was filled by an idea

that there would be a sort of poetical justice—a sort of compensation

or balance of things for the part she had played—if I proved true to

what you expected of me. I felt as if otherwise an inheritance of de-

ceit would weigh me down. I can tell it to you now, you see, because

it seems to me as though the very winds of heaven had swept it all

away. I cannot explain it any further to you. Why need we torture

each other ? Have you not heard enough ? Can the present do nothing

to soften your heart towards me ? Oh, my darling, why need we waste

one moment in such miserable questionings ? Loretta !'^

She had moved nearer to him. By stretching out his hands he
could have touched hers, but there was something in her whole look

and bearing which forbade him.
" All that I can say," he went on, " is that everything now seems

changed. Donald—poor little chap !—WTote me repeatedly about you,

and you never knew it. I followed all your life in Boston through
the little letters he enjoyed sending in a surreptitious fashion. Many
a night I have read and re-read the boy's letters by the camp-fire

and thought of you as he described you,—racked my memory to re-

call the books he said you and he were reading,—pictured you in the

wonderful gowns he said you wore,—thought of you with a mad kind
of jealousy among all the people who I knew were looking at you and
admiring you and perhaps drawing you away from me. Good heavens,

child, you do not know what it is for a man to feel as I have felt at

times out there, and here,—here since I have been ill and have seen

that you only pitied me ! I have fancied lately it was my punishment
that I learned to love you so madly,—so entirely. But I cannot give

you up now. You shall not draw yourself away from me. I will

teach you to care for me, dear heart ! I will show you what it is to be
loved and cared for, to have one human being always thinking only

for you. If you were to go from me now to the uttermost ends of the

earth, I should find you. I should never rest until I heard from your
own lips that you loved me ! Whether you were young or old or blind

or deaf or dumb, it would not matter : you would be my wife before

heaven, and the only woman I have ever loved."

It seemed to Loretta as though the joy of it all would kill her
unless he let her make some sign of what was rushing wildly through
heart and brain into her very soul

!

She put her hand out,—tried to speak : the words faltered on her

lips, but her eyes were shining. Kenyon caught their glow. Heaven,
it seemed to the girl, was all mercy, God all tenderness and love, to

give her even this brief hour of unmixed delight. To stretch out her

hands to her husband was all that she could do ; but an instant later

he had her in his arms, kissing her lips, her cheeks, her eyes, the soft

waves of her hair, and beseeching her to look at him and say that she
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loved him. The whirlwind of Kenvon's feeling seemed to envelop
her, and brought her almost unconsciously to the deep chair which he
had bidden her take, and he was kneeling before her now, his arms
clasped about her waist, his head upon her shoulder, and his frame
shaken with sobs. Could life do more than this for her ? And was
not this moment worth all the doubt and misery of the past ?

CHAPTER XXIV.

One soft sunshiny afternoon in July two ladies were seated on
the porch of the Little Fenn house, watching with intense interest the

distant progress of a yacht which was making for the island with as

much speed as the calm weather would permit. It had been remarked
of Miss Bella Loring that time made no impression upon her fair good
looks ; and indeed as she sat in a patch of sunlight, with her head bared

to the glow of the afternoon, it would seem that this opinion might hold

good indefinitely, since in the three years which had elapsed since the

days when Loretta Blake knew her first the only change had been that

a certain softness had taken the place of her old half-bored, half-cynical

expression ; but, as Angus w^as wont to remark, ^^ Bella would be Bella

always, defying time, wind, or weather."

The girl at her side looked quietly out upon the water. Hard to

tell what she was waiting for or expecting, since now and then the color

flickered into her cheeks, or a sudden spark of light seemed to touch

the depths of her gray *eyes ; but it was easy for Miss Chetwynde to

sit calmly at Bella's side, since the latter was ready to express all the

animation and interest due the occasion.
" It certainly is odd, Margaret," Miss Loring was saying, " for you

and me to be down here in Kenyon's house to welcome them home again.

But I confess to having given up the study of life. I simply accept

things nowadays and try to do as Loretta does,—turn it all to good

account and then go on to the next thing."
^' That is profitable," said Margaret, dreamily.

"After you have refused Angus once or twice more," continued

Miss Loring, not looking at her companion, but speaking with merciless

severity, "you will probably realize that he wholly misunderstood, just

as I did, your course towards hira. I once thought never to talk to you
about it again ; but, as I was so much to blame in the matter, it keeps

crying out within me. I have been pursued the last few days by an

impulse to say just one word more."

"Dear Bella," Margaret Chetwynde turned her face towards the

older woman, looking at her tenderly, " I know how well you mean it

all. And it is such a comfort to be taken back into your good graces

again ! Yes, I admit frankly I would have humbled myself very fiir just

for that, many a time before Loretta found me out and explained things.

If you could know how wretched I felt over our estrangement ! But
I wonder if you know how I feel now when I think of renewing

the other thing. Angus chose to misunderstand me,—to think I had
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led Kenyon on and on while I was pretending to care for him. Well,

then I waited patiently and hopefully,—gave him every chance to make
things clear, to ask me for an explanation ; and it never came. Bella,"

—Margaret rose and stood a few paces from the other, looking at her

with sudden passion in her face,

—

'^do you know there were times when
I should have gone mad for joy, I believe, to think that such an hour

as tills could ever come to me? My faith was so long-enduring, my
hope so very strong, and I ke^^t on telling myself over and over again

that the daylight must come. I tried so hard to blame no one. I tried

so hard to make every day of my life contain something that should be

done for Angus's sake,—something he would like to know of when he

came back." Margaret dropped into her seat again. She leaned her

head wearily upon her hand. ^'It must have been that I waited too

long; for it is dead now. I cannot tell you what a lifeless feeling

there seems to be about my heart. It is like something physical."

The tears were in Bella Loring's eyes. She had talked the question

over often enough with Margaret Chetwynde, the girl whom they had so

long accused of trifling with Angus and leading Kenyon Blake to fancy

she cared for him, but Margaret had never spoken quite like this. It

was Loretta that had set the mistake right in so far as it could be

rectified,—Loretta that had sought out the woman she had supposed

her rival and in the fulness of her own great joy tried to infuse some-

thing of vitality into the love which Angus's doubt of her had slain in

Margaret's heart. And then Bella had come forward, pleading her

mistake and her remorse. Margaret had been willing enough to forgive,

to forget, but Loring she had never seen face to face since a day six

years ago when he had parted from her believing her untrue.
" When he comes now," said Bella, in a moment, and stretching

out her hands to Margaret's, ^^ perhaps it may be different. Remember,
you have only had his letters. You have never seen him ; and you
cannot tell what the first words that pass between you may revive.

And Loretta has such faith in him ! She has been so proud of his

friendship,—so proud of him abroad."
" Loretta is like no one else," said Margaret, gently.

Which Miss Loring acknowledged to be the fact.

The changes on The Fenns, to which Kenyon and his wife were
returning after an absence of three years, were very few. The house

on the little island was unaltered. Mrs. Lyons was drifting into a

complacent stage of invalidism, when her seclusion and the careful at-

tendance upon her were rather gratifying than otherwise. Dr. Maynard
still came back and forth, reporting news of the Blakes with keen de-

light. Phoebe Sparks ruled Kenyon's house, and Captain Thompson
continued to hold his own as mariner of the seas between The Fenns
and the Main. However lacking in background or tradition Loring
had thought the Islands in his first interview with Kenyon's wife, cer-

tain it is that among the Fenn people she had acquired the reputation

of quite a heroine of romance. And her life abroad, the long honey-
moon Kenyon had insisted upon, had not prevented her from taking an
active interest that concerned the Islands and their people. Letters,

books, papers, boxes full of various gifts for everybody, had come back
Vol. XXXIX.—30
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from time to time. When Loretta's little boy was bom and news was
sent of him to The Fenns, the excitement went so far as to induce
Samuel Hexam to light a bonfire on the barren hill-top beyond the

doctor's house. The beams sped out ruddlly upon the waters between
Fenn and what might be the country where the Blakes were staying,

—

might (so the old doctor fancifully thought) reach as a kindly message
Loretta, who at that moment was sitting by her child in the English
home which she and Kenyon had temporarily made. When word
came of the Blakes' return,—when Miss Loring and Miss Chetwynde
appeared one day, having been desired to meet Loretta and her husband
at Little Fenn,—the enthusiasm on the older island was very great.

Kenyon and his wife were coming down on Angus Lorlng's yacht, and
it was for their arrival that Bella and Margaret Chetwynde were now
waiting.

Meanwhile, on the yacht, which was slowly heading towards the

island, a tall young lady with a beautiful and very joyous face was
standing at Lorlng's side, straining her gaze to discern every object on
shore. Angus corrected her mistakes with a careless smile.

" Margaret will be there, and Bella, of course," Loretta said,

proudly. " Kenyon, come here, will you, and put Angus down. He
insists that I cannot see my own garden."

Kenyon, who had been absorbed in a question of reefing with the

captain of the yacht, turned as his wife spoke, and sauntered over to

her side.

" I don't know what you are either of you looking for," he said,

shortly. " There is the island ; there is the red roofing of the house.

Did you mistake that for the dahlias in the garden, Loretta ?"

" You are both ready to laugh at me," said Loretta. But in a mo-
ment she looked up at her husband with a meaning smile, which his

face reflected. This was the home-coming she had planned and
dreamed of ! Though it was but for a few days, since Mayridge was
their final destination, it was a comfort to go back with Kenyon to The
Fenns. Would not these islands always hold a first place in her heart ?

The yacht curved about the shore. Bella and . Margaret on the

porch stood up, trembling with excitement,—with suspense. For one

instant Margaret closed her eyes, asking herself whether, by any chance,

Bella might be in the right. But there was the confusion and excite-

ment of the people on older Fenn, who had gathered about the shore

to make Loretta welcome. Whatever might follow, this moment cer-

tainly should be given only to greeting Loretta Blake's return.

THE END.
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CONFESSIONS OF A REFORMED HUMORIST.

THE arrival of a new boy in the little village of Greensborough,

Greene County, Pennsylvania, on the 30th of July, 1844, interested

me about as little as any event that ever occurred on the banks of the

Monongahela. Other villagers came to inquire after the boy and his

pretty mother ; they decided whom the baby looked like, and what his

. name should be ; they dandled him and guessed at his weight ; they

petted and praised him, and loved him. But I and the baby didn^t

seem to get on. At first sight of him I broke into pitiful wails, and

brandished my fists as though I had met my mortal enemy. As the

boy grew older, and opportunities for annoying him presented themselves

more frequently, I persecuted him the more. I thrust my thumb into

his eyes ; I kicked the blankets off his sleeping form of nights ; often

I had fallen down-stairs with him, had not my sister Mary protected

him. I have fidgeted and struggled until I thrust concealed pins into

the person of that innocent, shrieking child. As the years of his boy-

hood came and went, more than all other people in the world I led

that boy into mischief and got him into trouble ; and I never got over

this singular antipathy. I have been unkind to him where I would

be tenderly merciful to a stranger ; I have been pitiless with him where

I was gracious to my enemies. I have been the cause of all his mis-

takes and misdeeds : a thousand times I have been a stumbling-block

in his way, and then I have smitten him because he stumbled over me.

Often and often I wonder how bright and happy and good that boy's

life might have been had he never met me.

The boy went West with my parents in 1846. Family traditions

459
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state that he wept aloud all the way from Greensborough to Cincinnati.

Possibly he was heart-broken at leaving his native State, to which he

returned long years afterwards. Perhaps he wept because he knew that

the earth and several coaling-stations would one day be seized by the

Ohio man, and he was born beyond the Panhandle. Whatever caused

his grief, he kept it a secret forever. He merely announced, firmly

and distinctly, to every living soul on that boat, that he was crying, but

did not say what he was crying about. He never told me : if he did,

I have forgotten it.

Six years they abode in Cincinnati. The boy grew in few years

and some wisdom. He learned to read in the old family Bible, his

mother teaching him his alphabet from the big initial letters. He
went to school to Mr. Dinkelman, in an old market-house, somewhere

near the river, in Fulton. He learned to swim in the Miami Canal, at

Cumminsville. In the eighth year of his age he followed the course

of empire towards the setting sun. The family took ship and sailed

for Peoria, Illinois, by the overland route, the Illinois river boat, which

they took at St. Louis, walking over the sand-bars most of the way

from Alton to Kickapoo Bar, five or six miles below Peoria. Just

before the boat reached that point, some cows came along and drank up

the river. The next week, however, it rained, and the " Clipper" sailed

into port. With all this delay, the steamboat reached Peoria three or

four years ahead of the railroad,—which might be considered excellent

time, in those days.

In Peoria, this worthy boy was thrashed by a succession of edu-

cators through a long intellectual gauntlet, beginning at " Hinman's,''

a model "all-round" school in its time, and extending through the

grammar-school to the doors of the high school. Here the rod could

not follow him, and as he entered the college of the people he rejoiced

to know that if he failed to spell " phthisic" when the teacher said

"tizzik" he could not be caned for it. All through his school-days

he hated mathematics, never stood very high in any of his classes, was

poor in declamation, very fond of history, while " composition-writing"

he regarded as a pleasant recreation. Whatever his theme, he treated

it lightly. He soon learned that what was such an easy task for him

some of the boys most dreaded, and he established a little contraband

traffic with them :
" I'll write your composition if you'll do my al-

gebra." I have known him to have half a dozen " compositions" in

stock, viewing with a tranquil mind a secured mathematical future.

Alas for such false training ! all he knows about figures now is that

his manuscript averages two hundred and forty words to the page.

Had he but faithfully studied his own algebra, he might now be able
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to write a serial story on a postal card. But lie wouldn't be able to

invent the story.

In 1861 he graduated from the Peoria High School with high

honors, standing about third in the class. John Chalmers was the

other boy ; he stood first : he was a good student, and one of the best

boys I ever knew in school. Mary Luccock stood second : there were

only three in the class, and that brought the boy from Greene pretty

close to the foot. But he showed no undue elation. He modestly

suggested for the class motto " Ex pede Herculem," worried through

his examination, and read his first serious attempt at an essay, " The

Press and the Ballot-Box." I heard him read it. I don't remember it,

but I think it was about as tame an article as a boy of seventeen could

possibly write on such a subject. When the doors of the school closed

behind him, for his education was completed in the public schools, he

was greatly pleased. So were his teachers. I cannot say that his

school-days were pleasant to him. He has often told me, in the strictest

confidence, that he never wishes he were a boy again. His teachers

were kind, sympathetic, I think, and infinitely patient with him, I

know ; and he often wishes he had not made them so much trouble.

But then, you know, school-days are not pleasant to some boys.

In the summer of 1862, at the tender age of eighteen, he was invited

by President Lincoln, in a proclamation issued about that time, to save

the country. He did so. He entered " C " Company, Forty-Seventh Illi-

nois Infantry, as a private gentleman, and put down the rebellion with

a musket longer than himself, for he was brief of stature, being but five

feet three inches short. He saved his country, although he hasn't got a

deed for it yet. The government wouldn't promote him, and couldn't

reduce him : so he held his rank steadily,—which is more than some gen-

erals did. He knew General Grant intimately by sight, but was not

on speaking terms with him. At General Banks's urgent solicitation,

he, with a number of other private gentlemen, accompanied the Red
River expedition to Pleasant Hill and back to Atchafalaya Bayou, on

an excursion-ticket good both ways, conquering in one direction and

running in the other, his pay going on all the same. At the beginning

of the Vicksburg campaign he laid his blood-stained sword down long

enough to write his first letter for publication. It was a private letter

to his father, but it contained some very patriotic sentiments, couched

in the earnest language of a young soldier, and it was published in the

Peoria Transeript, greatly to the surprise of the author. The woods

that fringed the bayou at Young's Point, Louisiana, can tell you how
proud he was of it. His head swam with delight. He wished he had

known it would be published : he would have made it longer. See
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what a blessed thing it is for the world of readers that authors do not

know whether their articles will be published. That is the way editors

stand like protecting bulwarks between the writer and the reader.

Now, look at the length of this article : anybody could tell that the

writer knew pretty well it was to be printed.

After the close of the war, the young veteran at once entered the

profession of letters, being appointed a clerk in the Peoria Post-Office,

where he served about two years, occasionally running as extra man on

the railway mail-routes running out of Peoria. All this time he was

ambitious in an artistic direction. He was haunted by a presentiment

that he was destined to be a great artist, and passed much of his time

drawing pictures on the good manila paper furnished by the govern-

ment, and often he dreamed of painting a great historical picture as big

as the side of a barn, with at least twenty dollars' worth of paint. So

he journeyed to New York to see about it. After a few months' resi-

dence in that city, it began to dawn upon him that he was about two

hundred and fifty years too late to be a great artist. Had he gone to

New York in 1667, he could have bought all Manhattan Island with

the money that a few materials and a quarter's tuition were now costing

him. He took his pen in hand, and began to write New York letters

for the Peoria Transcript. One of these, " The sailing of the Arizona,"

pleased Mr. Enoch Emery, the editor, and he wrote to the great artist,

asking him to come home, that he " might make an editor outen him."

He went, and was set to work reading proof and " editing telegraph"

on a morning paper, and from the day he bent over the first proof he

wondered that he ever thought there was any pleasant occupation in the

world outside a newspaper office. The Transcript was a good school

of journalism, for Mr. Emery was one of the best editors I ever knew :

I guess the first editor a youngster writes under always is. But he was

a man of excellent ideas. When the paper was full of long editorials

he scolded everybody for laziness. When it was only half filled with

short paragraphs he praised all hands for industry and brightness.

" Only a lazy man," he said, " will write long editorials." " Young
man," he said to me one day, when I had printed something that would

have looked better for our side unprinted, " it isn't knowing what to

put into a paper that makes an editor ; it's knowing what to keep out.

Any fool can fill a paper with original matter every day, but a good

editor will reject three or four fifths of all that is offered him." He
never had any faith in my so-called humor, and frequently repressed

my exuberant flights. " Young man," he said, " I want you to learn

to walk before you try to prance." And on another occasion he said,

" See here, young man, when I want anything funny in this paper I'll
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write it myself." He was right : the tendency of a " funny" young

man is to be too funny ; to be as funny as he can be all the time ; to

be a "grig," which is to be a bore. I always liked Mr. Emery, in

spite of, and, I think now, because of, his severe training.

Alas ! I see I have glided into the upper-case I. It was my in-

tention to keep my identity carefully concealed until the close of these

confessions, and then suddenly spring the revelation upon the startled

audience, " That boy now stands before you." I have seen this done

with great eifect in Sunday-school conventions and on Commencement

occasions, although I must confess that it always detracted a little from

the impressiveness of the revelation when the " boy" standing before

us was bald as an egg, wore throat-whiskers, and was seventy years

young. I am rather an old boy myself, or at least I will be by the

time I reach the end of these memoirs, so it is just as well that I

should break my identity to the reader gradually. Sometimes these

sudden revelations are fatal.

From this point my confessions will be replete with the most

interesting incidents that ever delighted a listening audience, most of

which I will carefully suppress. You see, I have learned " what to

keep out." That is the disappointing part of a confession : the part

that everybody wants to hear isn't confessed. When I was a light-

hearted school-boy, I once, in alliance with a boy named George Larue,

secretly put a large rubber overshoe in a hot-air flue of the school

furnace, by means whereof we got a half-holiday while the school-

house was aired. Two days later, I danced before the delighted pupils

to the sibilant pleasing of the birchen switch. After school I asked

George about it. He said he had reformed,—that his conscience

wouldn't give him any peace about our deception until he had con-

fessed. " But," I said, " how was it that you didn't get licked ?" The

conscientious lad explained that he didn't confess on himself; he only

confessed on me. I rather liked this : so I told George that I was

beginning to feel certain qualms of conscience myself, and if he would

just take oif his jacket and hat I would endeavor to unburden my
mind to him. I think I was really a more conscientious boy than

George, for I had to sweep up a large portion of the back yard with

him before I felt that peace of mind which follows confession and

reparation of wrong. Ever since that day I have observed that it is

easier to confess on other people than on one's self, and that there are

always plenty of conscientious people around ready to confess all that

the penitent leaves out.

On the 4th of March, 1870, 1 married Carrie S. Garrett, of Peoria.

From this time on, so much of her hand and influence ran not only
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between but in the lines of my work, that whatever I wrote should

have been signed " Robert and Carrie Burdette/' Not only by her

brave, cheery, hopeful nature—and her courage and cheerfulness I

never knew to be equalled—but by her wonderful good sense and judg-

ment did she aid me. Against her advice, shortly after our marriage

I and some friends established an evening paper of our own, the Peoria

Review. The gods loved it, though the advertisers didn't, and in one

short year it died, sincerely mourned by its numerous creditors, and

leaving in my hands a library valued at about fifteen hundred dollars.

I have this library yet. It consists of one volume of ZelFs Encyclo-

paedia. It may not be worth so much money in the market, but that's

about what it cost me : that precious book was all I got out of the

Review. Since then, several times I have been offered splendid oppor-

tunities for starting a new paper to fill a long-felt want. I have never

started a second one. I don't want to. I lack business capacity. If I

Avere to print a nine-column quarto on gold-leaf, I couldn't sell it for

two cents a copy. In 1874 I was engaged on the editorial "staff of

The Hawkeyej and removed to Burlington, Iowa, where at last our

ship, long expected, and, as I then thought, considerably overdue, was

signalled in the offing. She was yet several years away from the dock,

but she came in steadily, and as we began to make her out we saw that

she wasn't a bit classical in her model ; she was no trireme ; she was

no full-rigged ship of the line, like the " Thackeray," the " Charles

Lamb," the " Charles Dudley Warner," or the " Howells ;" she wasn't

a stately Mississippi steamer, light and airy as a dream-work of white

and gold, and a blaze of light and music and merriment, like the " S. L.

Clemens :" she wasn't even a barque rig. She was just a comfortable

brig, with a little common summer-day sunshine on her sails, with a

jest for her figure-head and a brave little woman at the helm, and

carrying an assorted cargo of nonsense and earnestness that lifted her

owners clear out of debt and seemed to please the consignees.

My work was very easy all the time I was on The Hawkeye. That

is, it came easily. There never seemed to be any trouble either in

selecting a subject—and it's always more difficult to find the text than

it is to write the sermon—or in writing the sketch. Very rarely, either

at that or any other time, was there an effort to invent anything

" funny." Such an effort is usually a failure. When I sit down and

think—I do think, sometimes—I seldom think of anything humorous :

my thoughts, with rare exceptions, are serious,—indeed, rather sombre

in their tendency. Of late years especially I am aware of a constant

struggle against melancholy. But when I look away from myself I

see a world full of ludicrous situations, comical incongruities, humorous
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incident, and often I find myself laughing at people and things while

others around me see nothing but commonplace surroundings. This

sometimes wretched faculty of seeing the humorous or ludicrous side

of everything was born with me, I think. Ofttimes it got me into

trouble when I was a boy, in school and in church and in society. So

I write usually of what I have really seen, dressing the incident in a

good deal of spangle and high complexion, of course, to make it appear

well before the footlights. And yet I don't like to laugh at people.

I don't think the people about whom I write ever recognize themselves

in my sketches. I know I don't want them to. I'd rather laugh with

a man a hundred times than laugh at him once. For that matter, I

figure as the centre-piece in the most ridiculous light in many of my
personal sketches. But all that goes for nothing. It never hurts you

to pinch yourself, you know.

As Mrs. Burdette's health failed, I did more and more of my work

at home, soon withdrawing entirely from desk-work in The Hawkeye

office and writing altogether at home. " Her Little Serene Highness"

was at this time quite helpless, suffering every moment, in every joint,

rheumatic pain, acute and terrible. But in these years of her suffering

helplessness more than ever is visible her collaboration in my work.

All manuscript was read to her before it went to the paper. She added

a thought here and there, suggested a change of word or phrase, and, so

tenderly that in her trembling hand the usually dreaded and remorse-

less " blue pencil" became a wand of blessing, struck out entire sen-

tences and pet paragraphs. How well she knew " what not to print" !

Blessed indeed is the man who writes with such a critic looking over

his shoulder, a wife who loves and prizes her husband's reputation far

above his own vanity or recklessness ! At times she wove into our

work whole pages of her own, and in some instances she wrote one-

half of a long sketch or letter, and I think only ourselves could see

where the sketch was joined. One day, as I was gathering up the

"copy" which represented the morning's work, she slipped into the

leaves with comically feigned timidity a little poem, which, she said,

she ventured to lay before the great editor, and would like a copy of

the paper containing it, if published. It was " Robin's Nest," a tender

little story of her own life. It was her only published poem ; although

after she fell asleep I found several fragments of her verses, written

with pain-stricken fingers that could scarcely hold the pen.

In the winter of 1877 I wrote a lecture about two hours long, and

went out and said it without hesitation, manuscript, or remorse. The
writing of that lecture, " The Rise and Fall of the Moustache," was a

comical piece of business. Dr. Charles Beardsley, then editor-in-chief
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of The HawTceye^ said to me one day, " Why don't you write a lecture?"

Straightway I went home and told Her Little Serene Highness what he

said. Her face lit up like a ray of sunshine. " Ah/' she exclaimed,

" Dr. Beardsley is as wise as he is good. IVe been waiting for this for

years." I was afraid to venture ; but Her Little Serenity coaxed and

petted and argued in her womanly way, and at last the lecture was

completed. She calmly sent her little blue pencil cruising over its

blotted pages, and, after making many prizes and sinking many a gal-

lant rhetorical three-decker, she sent me out. I am afraid I didn't go

out very grandly. I was badly frightened. I had no voice, no elocu-

tionary training, no presence, no attitude, no gesture ; my pronuncia-

tion was faulty, and my grammar uncertain : I had nothing but my
lecture and my wife. How could I fail ?

The critics were kind ; they were more than kind. Indeed, they

have always dealt very gently with me. Possibly—I think probably

—because I am scarcely worthy of the envenomed steel, but possibly

because the critic is not so lurid as he is painted. Certainly I have

every reason to feel grateful to him for his forbearance, because he has

in silence passed over faults that are so glaring I can even see them

myself, and has often given me praise where censure was due. And
if ever he shall see fit to withhold the honey-comb of pleasant words

and hand me the bitterest gourd that ever stung the palate, I will chew

it with all meekness and content, for the sake of the many sweets I

have already eaten from his hand.

There was so much money in the lectures that they drew me more

and more away from the desk, sordid man that 1 am. You see the

difference between " spoken" and " written" literature ? A lecture that

no magazine would pay me one hundred dollars for has lasted nearly

ten years, is still in steady demand, and is w^orth four or five thousand

dollars a year. And yet that lecture has been published, in book form,

ever since the first year of its delivery. But, you see, nobody reads my
books. Neither do I.

Alwavs with fear and tremblino; do I face an audience. This is

due partly to a keen consciousness of my own limitations, and partly

to that indescribable something which terrifies most public speakers.

They go before the audience as before a jury. This feeling passes

away in a few moments, however, especially with a warm-hearted

audience. Still, I have grown very tired of lecturing,—almost as tired

as my audiences, perhaps. Nine w^inters of lecturing at night and

writing newspaper sketches on the railway-trains by day have given me
all I want of it, and I am anxious to leave the platform and return to

the desk. I am tired of the railroads, tired of the restaurants, tired
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of the hotels, tired of scrapple, tired of spare rooms, tired of late

hours and early trains, and so nervous and apprehensive about the

lecture every night that I had rather run away from an engagement

than fill one, any time. I think I would like to be a hermit and spend

the rest of my days in some quiet old monastery like Vassar College or

Taylor Hall.

In time we wrote other lectures, and in time I published some

books. Mrs. Burdette warmly approved of the lectures, but she earn-

estly endeavored to dissuade me from publishing the books. The lec-

tures were financial successes : in a few years the fee grew from any-

thing I could get, to one hundred dollars a night and as many engage-

ments as there are nights in the week. The books were colossal

failures. All I ever got out of the three of them wouldn't pay me for

the time spent in their compilation at a day-laborer's wages. She

always knew. And right here is as good a chance as I shall ever have

to express my honest regret that I ever wrote my " Life of William

Penn.'' It was a book entirely uncalled for : there was really no

reason for making fun of a character worthy of the admiration and

esteem of men. It was a foolish thing and a wrong one, the writing

of that book. It did no harm, however. Nobody read it, and I will

say in confidence—and I don't want this repeated outside the office

—

tliat I still owe the publishers eight dollars for indexing. The original

bill was twelve dollars, I think, but in three or four years enough

books have been sold to apply my royalty, four dollars, on the bill for

indexing. Still, I am sorry I wrote it. But that's nothing for me.

Every day of my life I am sorry for something I did yesterday. So

constantly am I doing penance that I live in a state of chronic remorse

and habitual hair shirt. I only hope that the day after I die I may
not be sorry I did it.

I drifted away from The Hawheye to the Brooklyn Eagle, the only

journal with which I am now connected. Six years ago we came to

Philadelphia to secure medical treatment for Mrs. Burdette, and shortly

afterwards made our home in Ardmore. Here, w^earied with the long

struggle with pain and helplessness. Her Little Serene Highness fell

asleep ; and as I close this paper I miss the loving collaboration that

with so much of grace and delicacy would have better prepared these

pages for the reader. The first throb of literary ambition, my earliest

and later successes, so far as I have been successful, whatever words of

mine men may be pleased to remember most pleasantly, whatever of

earnestness arid high purpose there is in my life, whatever inspiration I

ever had or have that enters into my work and makes it more w^orthy

of acceptance, I owe to the gentlest, best, and wisest of critics and
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collaborators, a loving, devoted wife. And if ever I should win one

of the prizes which men sometimes give to those who amuse them, the

wreath sliould be placed, not on the head of the jester who laughs and

sings, but on the brows of her who inspired the mirth and the song.

Robert J. Burdette.

PSYCHE.

SOFTLY, with palpitating heart.

She came to where he lay concealed apart.

The lamp she held intensified the gloom.

And in the dusk wrought shadowy shapes of doom.

Her starry eyes

O'er-brimmed with troubled tears.

Her pulses throbbing wildly in her ears,

She stood beside him where he lay

Hushed in the deep

Of sweet, unconscious sleep.

But as she stifled back her sighs

And tried to look upon that cherished form,

Remembrance shook her purpose warm,

And, chiding, seemed to say,

" Why seek to solve, why, curious, thus destroy.

The mystery of joy ?

What doubt unblest, what faithless fear, is this

Which tempts to paths none may retrace.

Which moves thee—fond one !—to unveil the face

Of bliss?

Is't not enough to feel it thine ?

Like Semele, wouldst gaze on the Divine ?

Secret the soul of Rapture dwells

;

Love gives, yet jealous tests repels,

Nor will of force be known,

And bashful Beauty viewed too near—is gone.'''

Florence Earle Coates,
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THE POLICY OF INSURANCE.

THE fact that insurance has been the gradual growth of the last

seven or eight hundred years shows that it has been in some

degree a factor in the wonderful development of the industrial age of

civilization. But for its meeting a want in the progress of humanity,

it could never have attained its present importance. Commencing with

an occasional application to merchandise in transportation, it has been

extended to cover risks of the most varied description, and human in-

genuity is constantly at work to discover new fields to which it may be

applied. Its theory is faultless : by association, losses which would be

crushing to the individual are subdivided so that the burden becomes

trivial to each. The command of St. Paul, "Bear ye one another's

burdens,'' by the alchemy of modern enterprise is transmuted from a

barren effort of charity to a profitable business in which both the

succorer and the succored find their account. Credit is facilitated and

commerce is stimulated ; the widow and the orphan are protected from

poverty.

Such is the theory of Insurance ; and yet, in spite of the experience

of so many centuries, it may be questioned whether the evils inseparable

from the modern development of the system have not grown to out-

weigh its advantages. The fact that a thing has been long practised in

many lands raises of itself only a faint presumption in its favor.

Strongly akin to insurance in the aleatory character common to both is

the lottery, which for centuries after its invention, or rediscovery, by

Benedetto Gentile was favored by every government in Christendom,

and has only within little more than a generation been forbidden by a

portion of them as contrary to public policy. Even the legal pro-

hibition of the lottery is insufficient for its suppression, and contraband

speculation in its chances is still one of the commonest of offences.

It would seem worth the while of our legislators to consider whether

the prohibition of the lottery should not be followed by the suppression

of insurance. The evil of the lottery is the temptation with which it

lures the people to risk sums w^hich they cannot prudently afford in the

hope of securing gain without labor; its benefit, when conducted by

governments, is that it affords a liberal source of revenue willingly

contributed by the taxables. The benefit of insurance I have already

described ; and as this is greater than that of the lottery, so are the

correlative evils greater. The fact that insurance can be obtained upon

almost any risk, thus relieving the individual from responsibility for
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his own laches or recklessness, exercises a moral influence on the

community even worse than the gambling spirit fostered by the lottery.

More than this, it is a direct incentive to crime. Underwriters have

told me that it is a received axiom in insurance circles that from

twenty to thirty per cent, of fires are incendiary, purposely set for the

purpose of gaining the amount insured. Even more serious is the

case of marine risks, where life as well as property is sacrificed. To
say nothing of absolute barratry, can any one imagine that without

insurance such legislation as that of Mr. Plimsoll would be requisite ?

—

that merchants would deliberately send forth unseaworthy ships, over-

loaded and undermanned, taking the chance of making a sale of vessel

and cargo to the underwriters ? On every ocean " PlimsolFs line" is a

standing advertisement of the effort required to abate in some degree

the wrongs arising from insurance. Any system which can stimulate

the perpetration of a crime like that of Thomassen at Bremerhaven

must involve possibilities of evil well worthy the thoughtful considera-

tion of the publicist.

When New Hampshire not long ago enacted the valued policy

law which induced all the insurance agencies to withdraw from the State,

there was a general chorus of ridicule and a confident prediction that

a twelvemonth would see the obnoxious law repealed and the insurance

companies supplicated to return. Yet New Hampshire is thoroughly

well satisfied with the position, and has no desire to invite the un-

derwriters back. Since they expelled themselves and deprived the

State of the benefits of their presence, losses by fire have diminished

by about thirty per cent. Take the tremendous aggregate of annual

loss on the continent, which for 1886 is estimated at ^116,600,000, and

assume that this would be reduced even one-quarter by the abolition of

insurance, and we will see how much property, how much of the result

of human labor, would be saved, and how much richer the community

would be. The saving, morever, w^ould grow as the years rolled on

;

for not only would each individual be rendered more watchful and more

careful, but a safer style of building would prevail, more substantial

structures would b§ imperatively demanded, and the " defective flue"

and other death-traps would in time become things of the past. A
minor but yet highly important consideration is the fact that under

modern methods the rates charged for insurance are absurdly greater

than the risk. The statistics of the last five years show that more than

half the fire-companies of the United States have paid out for expenses

and dividends as much as they have for losses, thus forcing the assured

to pay for protection double the value of the real risks assumed. At

the same time, no one can afford not to insure, for his property is at the
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mercy of his neighbors or of his tenants, rendered reckless or possibly

criminal by the temptations of insurance.

The same reasoning applies to marine insurance. Deprived of it,

the ship-owner would be compelled to see that his vessel was stanch,

fully found, safely loaded, well manned, and ably commanded. He
would do this not only for the sake of the bottom, but because shippers

would not otherwise intrust him with their freights. The list of mari-

time casualties would diminish, including the frightful aggregate of the

loss of human life by sea.

There is another class of insurance against those casualties which may

be described as acts of God, against which human prudence is virtually

unavailing,—such as the cyclone insurance so rapidly growing in this

country, and the insurance against hail common in Southern Europe.

Of this class, the only one of magnitude sufficient to render it of public

concern is life insurance, and in this the evils are not, at least as yet, so

great as in fire and marine underwriting. Cases of murder or suicide

for the insurance-money are, happily, rare, and speculative *^ graveyard

insurance" is not practised to any great extent. Yet there can be no

question that, looked upon in the light of a savings-bank, life insurance

is a very costly depository for the accumulations of thrift, and that it

could scarce flourish but for the attractions of its aleatory or gambling

character. In the reckless effort to create business the commissions

granted to agents are so large that a charge for premiums becomes

necessary greatly in excess of what is justified by the expectation of

life. The insured is practically contributing a notable portion of his

premium, not for insurance, but for the support of a horde of can-

vassers traversing the land and pursuing an unproductive industry

of no value to the community. A system of post-office saVings-banks

would furnish a vastly cheaper and more wholesome incentive for small

economies. The rich can take care of their own accumulations.

For these reasons it seems to me a question well worthy the at-

tention of the sociologist whether public policy does not require that

insurance should follow the lottery in being subjected to legal prohibi-

tion. The favor shown by underwriters to what are known as coin-

surance policies, in which the assured participates in the risk, is in itself

an admission that the whole existing system is a vicious one. It points,

moreover, to the adoption of the strictly mutual plan, so successful in

the case of what are known as the " Factory Mutuals," by which in fire

underwriting the evils are reduced to a minimum. If insurance should

not be wholly abrogated, it might at least be restricted, as regards fire,

to this basis.

Henry C. Lea.
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WAS IT WORTH WHILE?

WHAT had brought me to Seville?

The brightest man in the trade had said to me, after a tedious

London book-sale, as we were dining together, " Try Spain. I have heard

of some good finds made there in your special line. I could not tell

you where to go, only there is nothing to be done in the beaten tracks.

The large cities have been quite ransacked. In a hay-stack of rubbish

you might, however, find your needle."

I had six weeks before me. It was the middle of August. I

had never been in Spain, and I was due in New York some time in

November.

The steamer landed me at Cadiz. Now, in book-hunting, a whim
sometimes is an inspiration. On board of the steamer was an ex-

ceedingly pretty South American lady, accompanied by a man-servant.

Such slight attentions as I could pay her were gratefully accepted.

OflF the French coast the weather was very bad, and once on a rough

day I had given the lady my arm when she found it impossible to go

below unassisted. My Spanish was limited, but she spoke English

fluently. Arriving at Cadiz, a package belonging to the lady went

astray, having been turned over to another passenger. I fortunately

was cognizant of the mistake, and succeeded in restoring her lost prop-

erty. She was profuse in her thanks. In course of conversation, she

told me she was from Valparaiso, and that her ancestors had come from

old Spain to Chili in the middle of the eighteenth century. This was

her first visit to the Peninsula. She spoke with enthusiasm of the

delights in store for her. She gave me the name of some small town

in Aragon which had been the home of her people. She was going to

spend a year there at the very least. She might still, she hoped, find

some one who bore the family name. Things changed so slowly in

Spain. She had educational plans, and no matter if her people were

poor or ignorant, she would care for them. She would so love to pose

as the beneficent fairy. " It was to her,'^ she said, with rapture, " as

some pilgrimage to a shrine.'^ But first she was going to Seville.

Had I ever been in Seville? she inquired, and she gave me the

name of a hotel where she would stop.

" As well Seville as anywhere else," I said, as I bade her good-by.

At Cadiz I spent four days, without giving another thought to my
pleasant companion. Having exhausted Cadiz, I made up my mind to

go to Seville, and, strangely enough, en routCj bound for the same place
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I met the Chilian lady. She greeted me kindly, and we chatted to-

gether. She was in love with Cadiz, and would have prolonged her

stay, only she had received letters from her friends in Seville. In

course of conversation, replying to a compliment on her English, she

told me that she had been for two years at a school in Baltimore. She

expressed regret that I was a stranger in a strange land, with no home

to go to, and contrasted my condition with her happiness and the

welcome she was to receive in Seville.

The lady's servant, an old Chilian, was utterly unfamiliar with

travelling, and I attended to her luggage. Arriving at the hotel, I

engaged a comfortable apartment for her, as both the lady and her ser-

vant were incompetent to take care of themselves.

In Seville I went about my business, hunting through the old shops

dealing in books, passing a good many hours in the library. Occa-

sionally at the tahle-dliote I met the lady. Presuming on our slight

acquaintance, I proffered my services, and one day she begged me to

post some letters for her. I fancied that she looked depressed, but I

did not venture to question her. The hotel was a gloomy one, and, as

I found, had been in repute some thirty years before, but was now

little frequented. The rooms were cheerless and the furniture shabby.

The melancholy appearance of the house had little effect on me, as

I was all day in the streets, preferring dining out of the hotel.

Around the first story of the hotel ran an iron balcony, protected

from the sun by a parti-colored awning. One evening, tired with

sight-seeing, and wishing to smoke my cigar, I sought a place on the

balcony. The street was not wide, and the moonbeams scarcely pene-

trated the gloom. There was apparently somebody already in posses-

sion of the narrow balcony. It was the Chilian lady. I touched my
hat, hoped she was well, complained of the warm day and of the lassi-

tude it caused, apologized for my intrusion, and was about leaving,

when she dropped her slowly-swaying fan and placed a finger on my
arm. I noticed at once that her hand was tremulous.

In a low tone she said to me, " Pardon me, sir, if I take a very

great liberty with you, but I am placed in a most embarrassing posi-

tion. I hardly know what to do, or how to break the matter to you.''

I was amazed at this strange introduction,—at her seeming agitation.

" In my own country," she continued, " I enjoy a certain amount

of esteem,—of consideration. If I did not tell you something of my
history, you would not understand me, nor the reasons I have for

begging your attention."

" I must confess, madam, that I do not understand." I was feel-

ing quite uncomfortable.

Vol. XXXIX.—31
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" I was married very young, to, a most worthy person of mature

age, who was very, very good to me. When he died,—poor gentleman !

—some four years ago, all my troubles began. He left me in possession

of a handsome income ; but then a year ago a second marriage was

proposed to me by the relatives of my late husband, and the person

they wanted me to marry was exceedingly distasteful to me. They
spun their toils around me ; and I might have been forced into a most

uncongenial alliance had I not at the very last moment escaped by

what was nothing else than flight. Taking the Isthmus route with

my servant, I made my way to New York, and thence, by the first

steamer, to England."

" Did you not tell me that here in old Spain you would find true

happiness? What about those friends here who were to welcome

you ?" I inquired, in a rather cross-questioning way.

" It was the saddest, the bitterest delusion. All my dream of hap-

piness has vanished. It seems that the family of my husband have

written to the elder branch here, people of high standing in Seville,

and I regret to say I have been treated by them in the rudest, the

harshest way. The simple accident that we were thrown together on

the same steamer and are at the same house has subjected me to the

vilest suspicions. Now, under these most painful circumstances, what

in the name of heaven am I to do ?''

I replied, on the spur of the moment, " Madam, it is not what you

have to do, but what I must do.'^

I must confess that what she told me was by no means pleasant.

Perhaps some night or other when I am coming home—I recalled

Alfred de Musset—some fellow enveloped in a dark mantle will

pounce on me, drive a knife into the small of my back, and a dead

bookseller will encumber a street in Seville. Was Seville getting too

hot for me? Was this a Spanish intrigue,—a new version of Gil Bias?

I hardly knew what to think. I looked at the lady, and saw grief and

chagrin painted on her face.

" Oh, it is very wretched," she said. " And what I have told you

sounds, possibly, from my ignorance of English, as if it were the story

of—of an aventuriere. But as an honorable gentleman, which I

believe you to be, there is only one course for you to take, and you

show your keen sense of propriety by having suggested it."

I was just then imagining two paths of egress. One would sin-

gularly relieve the strained conditions of the situation, the other was

much more complex, very chivalric, but entangling. I must either

leave Seville at once or make honorable love to her.

Was I the least bit in love with her? She could not have been
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more than twenty-two. Her conversation and manner showed slight

acquaintance with the world, but she was all the more charming from

her natural simplicity. She was utterly unaffected. I had, however,

studied her mental qualities but little. That she was exceedingly

beautiful I was quite conscious of. I felt saddened when I contrasted

her child-like gayety of a week before wnth her present unfortunate

realizations. Her servant had told me, unasked on my part, of the

great wealth and high social position of his lady at Valparaiso, but

that made little impression on me, for I deemed it only the vauntings

of a self-important lackey. She had, however, a day or so before,

asked me about her letter of credit, the intricacies of which she was

unable to fathom. She had even shown me her credit from Brown
Brothers for a very handsome amount,—so large, in fact, that I stared at

the big figure.

" They are," continued the lady, '^ exceedingly censorious, stupid,

and conventional in Spain about family relationships, and they follow

out the customs of feudal times. A poor woman who has lost her

husband is absolutely under restraint. Oh, the things they have been

telling me,—what I am to do, what I am not to do ! There are

millions—millions of the simplest actions on my part which, they in-

form me, will ruin me. They have, I believe, actually set spies on me.

I have the consciousness that I am watched. They want me to dismiss

my poor old Ramon. I absolutely think they have some designs on

my liberty, and hint that I shall never leave Spain. Oh, it is nothing

like holding me in confinement : they would not dare to do that, because

—Our Lady be praised !—I am not a"Spanish subject, and then, besides,

I have taken my precautions. You posted some letters for me : you

did not forget them ?''

" They were put in the post-office with my own hands not a quarter

of an hour after they were given to me,'' I replied.

" Had you read the addresses, you would have found that one was

to the diplomatic representative of Chili at Madrid, the other to the

wife of the Spanish minister in France, who is a South American. I

wrote to them so that in case I were spirited away search might be

made for what was left of me. My husband's relatives might not be

capable of a crime, though they seem leagued together to torture me
to death. 1 am one poor woman against fifty of them."

" Is it a question of money ?" I inquired.

" Precisely. My husband's fortune was a large one. Although I

was an orphan, I was by no means portionless. They have set a terrible

old lawyer at me, who quotes long rigmaroles of Spanish jurisprudence

for my benefit. The very sight of him gives me a headache. My poor
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husband was born in Seville, as I told you, and there had been some

large commercial transactions between him and his family here. They
claim that the estate of my husband was largely indebted to them.

Had it been true, my husband, who was the soul of honor, would never

have left a single debt unpaid. The more they talk to me about their

laws, the less I understand them. They will drive me crazy. They

threaten suits. They impugn my character. But I must return to

where I started.''

" Which is. What am I to dof

'

" Do not throw away your cigar. Well, light another. Nervously

agitated as I am, a cigarette might calm me.'' Out of her pocket she

drew a silver case, and took from it a cigarette. I proffered a light,

and she smoked away. The pause in our conversation became distress-

ingly prolonged.

" I might have written you all this," she said, " but women never

can write to men without compromising themselves, and I am glad I

did not."

" And what would you have written ?" I asked.

" I do not know," she simply replied. " It has been hard enough

for me to tell you." And she threw away her cigarette and covered her

face with her hands.

" You have given me," I said, " a portion of your life-history,

which I am bound to believe."

*•' Sir," she cried, as she stood erect before me, with blanched face,

her lips quivering, " am I to understand that there is on your part the

least suspicion of a doubt ? Pray let me pass."

" On my honor, I believe you. Now listen to me. What do you

know about me ?"

*^ Nothing. What should I know, or want to know? I have

taken you for a gentleman, and, notwithstanding your cruel doubts

about me, I believe you to be one still. I have fancied you were a

student,—why I scarcely know ; because, perhaps, on board of ship you

were constantly reading, and your pockets were full of books. But

what you are, or how you earn your living, is really none of my
business."

"Your judgment of me is really not at fault. In the United

States I sell rare books. I spend my summers abroad hunting up my
special merchandise all over the Continent." That confession I thought

would knock out all the romance and place me on a commonplace

basis.

"An honorable profession, doubtless. I know, however, nothing

about it. But what has that to do with the situation ? If you were the
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son of one of those men of fabulous wealth who live in your country,

or a tailor, or a shoemaker, how would that interest me? But it is

getting late, and still I see no solution to my troubles."

She looked inexpressibly beautiful, as she bent towards me with an

anxious, solicitous gaze. Following the Spanish fashion, a deep red

rose bloomed in her dark hair, her shapely head having thrown over it

a heavy veil. She had pushed back her head-covering ; the rose had

fallen, but she had picked it up, thwarting my effort to secure it, and

now she was twirling the flower nervously in her fingers until some of

the leaves were thrown off.

"Would you give me that rose?'' I asked, boldly.

"Never," she answered. As I stretched out my hand impatiently,

she threw the rose over the balcony.

" Suppose I went after it ?"

" Over the balcony ? That would be silly."

"Still, I should so very much have liked to claim the flower as

my sole reward. My presence here in Seville, so I must understand

it, is a source of embarrassment to you. I am supposed—supposed to

be "

" For the Madonna's sake, do not give breath to the word, or I

shall die of shame. It is sufficient that you comprehend me."

" But you must understand how humiliated I must feel at being

forced to leave Seville. Any one with the least spark of manhood

would hardly brook it. I might bid this precious family defiance,

—

snap my fingers in their combined faces,—tell them to go to the devil."

I was getting angry.

"I can understand that, and feel for you. I should despise a

coward ; but, save some slight inconvenience, there can be no sacrifice

on your part of self-respect."

" How do you know ? You are very lovely."

" Must I then leave you ? and has your good determination come

to naught ?" She said this with a gasp. I looked at her long, eagerly,

yearningly. She stood as motionless, as impassive, as a statue. Had her

hand, her snow-white hand, which clung to the iron balcony, only

trembled, I might have stayed.

" But," I cried, " it would be dastardly to leave you now."

"You are very good. You could not help me except in one way,

and that must be by bidding Seville good-by."

" Nothing keeps me here,—nothing," I replied, bitterly. " I can

bid this stupid old town good-by to-night. I will leave, then, to-

morrow. It is indifferent where I go to." She uttered not one word.

" Good-by," I said. I offered my hand. She took it, after a moment's
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hesitation, and then in a whisper I heard this :
" Not as a recompense,

but simply as a remembrance,—for the poor rose has gone,—would you

accept this etuif
" It is very ungracious on my part, madam,'* I said, with pique,

" but I must decline your gift/'

^^ It is very precious to me, because it belonged to my poor husband.

Were you unworthy I would not have offered it. I am so sorry ! But

now good-evening. You have been so good, so considerate to me, that

your refusal does not wound me. Good-night." And, bowing to me,

she left the balconv.

Had I made a fool of myself? I scarcely knew. I went out of the

hotel. Happening to look on the pavement, I saw between the inter-

stices of the rough stones the identical rose, stripped only of a leaf or

two. I stuck it in my button-hole. It was late before I went to bed,

and later when I slept.

I had never seen my Chilian lady at breakfast before. Next morn-

ing, just as I was seated at the table, dawdling with a bunch of grapes,

the man-servant entered, and, either by accident or design, moved a

chair for his mistress directly opposite to me. The lady sat down. At

once she spoke to me. " I have not closed my eyes all night. I never

breakfast before twelve ; but I could not let you go away angry with

me, without—without—" she had not lifted her face from her plate,

but now she looked at me with her large, dreamy eyes—" without apolo-

gizing for my indiscretion. But indeed it was the best thing for me to

do. Oh, the weary days I shall have to spend ! Why—why did I leave

home ? If I only had an adviser ! Is that my rose ?" she suddenly

asked, indicating with outstretched taper finger the flower. It was fresh

still, for I had placed it in water over-night.

" It is, madam. I did not jump over the balcony, but found it

—

poor thing !—just where you had thrown it."

" Then you must have looked for it."

" Do you give it to me now ?" I asked.

" I could not claim it," she sadly said. " But let us talk of other

things. Fortunately, no one here understands English. Had I better

take some chocolate ? I am faint for want of food, for I broke no bread

yesterday." Then she talked of Seville,—what little she knew of it.

She had seen, so far, nothing. Next she asked, very quietly, " Are you

going away to-day ?"

" All my preparations are made, and you will have the supreme

happiness of never seeing me again. In less than a month from now
I shall be in the United States."

" God give you a safe return home ! I shall pray devoutly for
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that.'^ Her voice was broken. " I must leave you now : this food is

choking me. Will you not, as a token of peace between us, put your

rose, when it is dead and withered, in this cigarette-case of mine?

—

keep it as a remembrance ?"

" Of you ?" I asked, passionately, as I stood beside her.

" I do not know. It was so strange you found the rose. I had

hoped you would find it. I cannot lie to you, for I saw you pick it

up, and knew ''

" I loved you."

" No, scarcely ; that you had forgiven me.''

" Suppose," I said, " I give some substantial evidence to this most

illustrious Seville family that they are not mistaken, after all,—that this

comedy might have some basis of fact."

" Comedy ! Alas ! it might be a tragedy. I can no longer talk to

you : we shall be observed. I shall be forced to leave you, at once,

—

at once." Was she yielding? But then there was no mistaking the

words that followed :
" If it could be otherwise, you would despise me,

for all the world might think, you would think, that I had flung

myself at your mercy. I am not to be won so. W^e must never talk

of this again. Here is the landlord,—probably paid to watch me."

Then she said in Spanish to me, " Yesterday, seiior, I saw in a by-

street back of the cathedral an old woman who was arranging her

wares. As you are looking for curiosities,—antiquities,—you might find

some there. Ramon bought an old flint and steel there. As a stranger

here, perhaps the landlord will tell you of the place."

" Certainly, sir : I know the old woman," said the landlord ; and

the exact locality was given me.
^' It is, I believe, so near that you can go there before you leave

to-day," said the lady.

" The gentleman is then going to-day ?" inquired the landlord, as

he left us.

" Go there," she said, in English, " for T, most unfortunate, might

bring you luck. And now God bless you ! Though I never may see you

again, I will never forget you." Then she offered me once more her

hand, and in its soft palm there was the Muij which was slipped

into mine. Then a servant came, announcing some visitors who were

waiting for her, and she left the dining-room.

I hurried to my room. Was there anything in the etuif It

was empty. I arranged my baggage, and went out for a final stroll.

I wanted to get rid of my distress. Did she care for me ? I could

not tell.

I remembered the old curiosity-vender. The direction was plain
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enough. I found it at once. The stock in trade was insignificant.

A single board had heaped up on it miscellaneous goods. For a back-

ground, on a butcher's rack were suspended a variety of things. It was

nothing more than a Spanish junk-shop. A brace of rusty swords, a

blunderbuss, an old saddle, a cruel-looking bit, a mule's tufted head-

stall, three guitars in various degrees of smash, hung from the hooks.

On the board, an old door which stood on trestles, was a bronze cru-

cifix worth the price of the metal, a brass barber's basin, the cast-off

jacket of some bull-fighter, with its tawdry velvet and lack-lustre

spangles, the works of a clock, a peasant's hat, a tray of shells, a rosary

or two, and a -leather Cordovan cushion with a tear in it. There was

not a single book. A dirty old woman appeared suddenly, and made

for me at once. " What would the gentleman buy ? Everything was

very precious. The swords were of the time of the Cid. Would the

noble gentleman come inside ? She had a picture to show which was

wonderful "

I wanted some souvenir of Seville, and, seeing a small earthen-ware

crock of Moorish form, gaudy in color, picked it up, but it disclosed a

badly-mended crack. Then I handled the brass basin. It was imper-

fect, having several holes in it. I put it back in its place and stood it

on what I took to be a block of old wood. As I touched the latter I

found it was leather and had the semblance of a book, the back of it

being towards me. The leather had dropped off* of it, but that old

stitching, which defied time, was still solid. It looked venerable ; but

I had handled a thousand old fellows of the same kind, only good for

the paper-mill. I touched it again ; but no sooner had I done so than

I felt an electric thrill pass through my arm. Account for it as you

please, there is some occult sympathy between mind and matter.

" How much for this old basin with holes through it like a sieve V^

I asked.

The old woman mentioned a price about equivalent to forty-five

cents, and added, ^' There is not such another in all Spain. What are

a few holes ? Solder will stop them up ; then you can furbish it up

until it shines like gold."

I took up the basin, lifting up the book with it. It was what is

known as a pot-quarto. On a fragment of leather, hanging by a fila-

ment, I made out a portion of what must have been a commonplace

title,
—" SuMMA CoLLATiONE.'^ I had seen cart-loads of books of the

sixteenth century with this meaningless title. With seeming indiffer-

ence I fluttered the leaves. I was, somehow or other, feverish with

impatience. It was, of course, all in Latin. A bound-up volume

composed of tracts, papers, dissertations on abstract religious questions
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of the sixteenth century, old theological quarrels, exponents of im-

possible dogmas,—wordy trash, dead, gone, and forgotten. All this was

bound together, without any attempt at chronological order. I had just

about got to the end of it, was in the act of putting it down, when

—

what was that magic head-line which blazed before me flashing with

electric fires ? Could I believe my eyes ? I was Stone-cold now. Was
I dreaming?—the subject of some delusion? Still there was the ugly

brass basin, the dirty old woman with the pendulous ear-rings and

garlicky breath, and I was standing in the full blaze of the hot Spanish

sun in the dirtiest street in all Seville. I read the famous title, " De
Insulis nuper inventis."

That was enough. What was it? Nothing else than the first

printed account of the discovery of America by Columbus,

—

"JEpistola

Christoferi Colombi,'^—and known as " The Columbus Letter,'^ a prize

among prizes, a discovery almost unique of its kind. I nervously

thumbed over the few leaves. I turned my back to the woman : she

might see my emotion. I devoured the first lines. Quick as lightning

I examined every page. They were w^ithout a thumb-mark,—had not

an abrasion. Having been a trifle smaller than the other things bound

in the book, they had escaped the least trimming. For centuries no

one had even looked at the book.

Did I feel ashamed of an act of duplicity ? Not at all. You have

to do it under such circumstances.

^' The old basin," I said to the woman, in the most indiflerent way,
'* I do not mind taking at your price, providing you throw in this old

book.'^

^' Santa Maria ! I should be ruined, my noble gentleman ! It is a

good book, cram-full of piety. You might read it and save your soul.

If I knew my letters, no money would pay me to part with it. It is

cheap for a quarter of a dollar. You would not have a good Christian

woman starve?"

Oh, the delight of playing with her, as a cat would play with a

mouse ! It gave such zest ! I had courage enough to pretend leaving

the stand. The old woman seemed willing to yield. I turned quickly

on her.

"You are very hard to deal with, and think I must be made of

gold." I stroked my long beard. " I shall have to shave in order to

use your basin, and then perhaps the leaves of this old trashy book

—

see how the binding is all gone—will serve me, when torn up, to cleanse

my razor of lather."

" It might be," said the old woman. " Quien sabe .^"

I handed her the money,—some sixty-five cents,—and she gleefully
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shoved my purchases under my arm, half afraid that I would back out

of my bargain. I no sooner had book and basin than I ran off like

mad. As I jumped over a gutter the basin fell with a clang on the

stones. Was it a scene of enchantment ?—the sound of a magic gong,

and then the vanishing of everything ? No ! the pot-quarto was safe,

and I was pressing it so tight to my side that it hurt me. I did not

deign to pick up the miserable basin, but left it in the kennel. At last,

bathed in perspiration, I arrived at the hotel.

I rushed to my room and locked the door. I closed the shutters

:

some inquisitive eyes might see my prize. I danced around that pot-

quarto as one possessed. When I came to my sober senses I examined

the book carefully. In a lot of dross had been set my wedge of gold.

Then all of a sudden came despondency,—cruel doubt : some one might

prevent my leaving Spain with the book. I looked up my revolver

and saw it was in good order. I put the loaded weapon near the book.

I thought what I had better do. Like the thief who gouges out the

diamond of purest water from the bracelet, I took my knife and cut

clear the great leaves from the binding. I put them carefully between

some sheets of strong paper, covered that again with my finest pocket-

handkerchief, and slipped it all under my shirt. It was an exceedingly

warm day, but how much hotter the old black-letter leaves as an article

of personal wear or a literary plaster made me I was utterly indifferent

about. Every trace of the old book I felt must be destroyed. All

evidence had to be obliterated. I must get rid of it. The body might

perish, now that I had the soul. There are no fireplaces in Spanish

hotels. I could not burn it. I looked out of the back of the hotel.

There was a gloomy grass-grown court-yard, and on one side of it

something that looked like a ruined cistern. It gaped black to me.

It required some skill to pitch the book into the yawning gulf. I

studied the distance accurately, and gave the volume a toss. It spread

out its old covers, hovered with flapping wings like a bird in mid-air

for a moment, and then, with a swoop, hawk-like, pitched right into the

centre of the cistern and disappeared.

I looked at my watch. It was fifteen minutes of twelve. I rushed

down-stairs. " Take what you want,^' I cried to the landlord ; and I

am convinced that from the contents of my purse, which I emptied on

the table, he helped himself very liberally. I sprang into a carriage

which was at the door.

" Is the gentleman ill ?'^ asked the head waiter.

There was a moment's delay : an obstinate w^ater-carrier's mule

blocked the way. I looked up at the balcony. There was no one

there ; but a window was opened, and a fair white hand was waved
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towards me. I had almost forgotten the lady, and felt ashamed of

myself. On my part it looked like a precipitate flight.

Suppose, after all, I had been mistaken ! My swan might be a

goose. The most prudent man is sometimes carried away, overlooking

a palpable absurdity which in his sober senses he would instantly

detect. Still, my acquaintance with such things was not superficial, for

I had devoted years to their study.—I was only thinking about my
Columbus letter. Was the texture of the paper all right ? I had not

examined that, perhaps, as critically as I should. It was in the cars,

one hundred miles and more from Seville, that I first ventured to

touch the precious package. I had dozed for a quarter of an hour. I

had dreamt of those dark, sad eyes, those small shell-like ears with

the brilliants sparkling in them, the crackling of her fan, when all

semblance of her was obliterated by the thought that I had been

robbed of my Columbus letter. I woke with a start. Horror ! It

was not there. Had I lost it ? I must retrace my steps. No ! It

was safe, after all. It had only slipped around, and it was on my
back.

I reached Paris. I made up my mind I would not show it. I

dared not excite cupidity. Men had been murdered for something far

less valuable than a Columbus letter by reckless book-hunters. I

spent two days at the Bibliotheque. I read with dismay that there

had been forgeries of this precious document. A cunning Pole had

manufactured several of them which would have deceived his Satanic

majesty.

I went to London. Here was an expert, the cleverest man in the

world. I could trust him. I presented my precious document without

a word. I was too much excited to speak. He neither hemmed nor

hawed over it.

"It is genuine,—perfect,—all right. It is in better preservation

than ours in the Grenville Library. Nine leaves,—twenty-seven lines

to the page,—six wood-cuts. You have a treasure beyond price. Where
on earth did you find it f^

Then only was my heart at rest about my "i)e Insulis nuper in-

ventisJ'

I have since then, for this happened some few years ago, pondered

over it all for many an hour. It has been my business to buy and sell

books, not to keep them. Would it have been better for me never to

have found this famous Columbus letter, or to have secured a greater

happiness ? Alas ! I do not know. The precious leaves are still mine,

dear to me because I think I made some great sacrifice in order to

obtain them. As I look at them, they are just as fresh as ever. But
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the South A merican lady ? I wonder what swiftly-passing years have

brought about for her.

As I study this grand relic, that tells for the first time in printed

characters of the discovery of a new world, an event in comparison with

which all others are of the uttermost insignificance, there waves over

it a snow-white hand, making as if to me the gesture of an eternal

adieu.

De insulis nuper inventis ! The story of the islands newly found !

Alas for that mare teneh^osum into which I may not have had the

courage to plunge ! Still, I took her at her word,—and was a fool.

What happiness, what joy, might not have been mine ! I might have

been the discoverer of the fairest world man ever declared was his own,

and by right of conquest.

I put back the carefully-bound volume, and as I lock my book-case

there steals over my senses the faintest perfume of a rose, and I say,

with a sigh, " It might have been worth while."

Barnet Phillips.

BLA82.

THE world has outlived all its passion

;

Its men are inane and hlas^,

Its women mere puppets of fashion

;

Life now is a comedy play.

Our Abelard sighs for a season.

Then yields with decorum to Fate

;

Our Heloise listens to reason,

—

And seeks a new mate.

Our Romeo's flippant emotion

Grows pale as the summer grows old.

And our Juliet proves her devotion

By clasping—a cup filled with gold.

Vain Antony boasts of love's favors

From fair Cleopatra the frail,

And the death of the sorceress savors

Less of asps than of ale.
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With the march of bold civilization

Great loves and great faiths are down-trod

;

They belonged to an era and nation

All fresh with the imprint of God.

High culture emasculates feeling

;

The overtaught brain robs the heart

;

And the shrine now where mortals are kneeling

Is a commonplace mart.

By the lady-like minds of our mothers

We are taught that to feel is " bad form ;''

Our effeminate fathers and brothers

Keep carefully out of life's storm

;

Our worshippers, now, and our lovers,

Are calmly devout—with their brains
;

And we laugh at the man who discovers

Warm blood in his veins.

But you, O twin souls, passion-mated,

Who love as the gods loved of old,

What blundering destiny fated

Your lives to be cast in this mould ?

Like a lurid volcanic upheaval

In pastures prosaic and gray

You seem, with your fervors primeval.

Among us to-day.

You dropped from some planet of splendor,

Perhaps, as it circled afar,

And your constancy swerveless and tender

You learned from the course of that star.

Fly back to its bosom, I warn you,

As back to the ark flew the dove :

The minions of earth will but scorn you

Because you can love !

Ella Wheeler Wilcox.
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BENT AND TAXES.

THE State of Nebraska has now a magnificent opportunity to eman-

cipate its people from taxation and to prove to the world that a

state can live without taxes. It can do this without touching a vested

interest, without changing the title to a dollar's worth of.property, with-

out doing a thing, in fact, that a private individual could not do and

would not be wise in doing.

The United States government gave the State of Nebraska for

educational purposes, mostly for the support of common schools,

2,838,124 acres of land. In every township the sixteenth and thirty-

sixth square miles of the thirty-six square miles making a township

were given to the State for the support of common schools. Besides

this, 46,080 acres were given to aid the establishment of a State

university, and 90,000 acres for the agricultural college.

The constitution of the State forbids the saLe of these lands at less

than seven dollars an acre. The commissioners are not obliged to sell

at that price, but it appears from the State documents that it is usual

to sell when the land reaches that value. Some of the school-land

statistics of Nebraska are striking. In the six years following 1876,

160,190 acres of school lands were sold. In the two years 1883 and

1884, 267,173 acres were sold. I have no report later than 1884, as

the reports are made only biennially. But, as nearly twice as much
land was sold in the two years last reported on as in the previous six

years, it is reasonable to suppose that half a million acres or more have

been sold in the past two years. On December 1, 1884, there were

under lease 953,638 acres, valued at $2.49 an acre, or, in the aggregate,

$2,375,744. The annual rental was $160,919, or a little less than seven

per cent. At the same time there had been sold and were being paid

for 461,407 acres of land, which yielded six per cent., or $186,752,

on the unpaid portion of the purchase-money, $3,112,542. Money
already received from land-sales is invested in securities that yield

$84,585 a year, making a total revenue to the State from school lands

of $432,256.

Why should the State sell any of these lands ? Obviously, owner-

ship is not necessary to cultivation. In six years following 1876 the

State leased 659,501 acres, and in two years following 1882 it leased

687,471, or a greater amount in two years than in the previous six.

The Commissioner of Public Lands and Buildings shows that since

some little chang^es have been made in the laws there is no trouble
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about collecting rents. Why should the State retain these lands while

they are worth less than seven dollars an acre and individuals own them

after they pass that figure? Who raises these wild prairie-lands to

seven dollars an acre in value, and then to seventeen, and to more than

seven hundred, it is safe to say, in the case of the town lots? The

pioneer who settles down on a quarter-section of land in the middle of

a wilderness and who never acquires any neighbors will plough and reap

many seasons before he will see his land worth in the market seven

dollars an acre, no matter how carefully he may have cultivated it or

what comfortable buildings he may have erected. But if other people

follow him,—if a community grows up around him, some men culti-

vating the soil, some selling goods, some carrying on the work of trans-

portation, some working at trades,—the land rises in value to seven

dollars an acre, and seventy dollars, and, it may be, seven thousand or

seventy thousand dollars an acre ; and if the rest of the community were

industrious and prosperous and grew in numbers this land would rise in

value just as fast if its owner were a loafer or a tramp as it would if he

were a hard-working and exemplary citizen. No matter to whom the

law may assign the increased value of that land, the fact is plain and

unquestionable, that the value is created by the community in general.

In Nebraska it is the community that is enhancing the value of those

school lands from possibly one dollar and twenty-five cents an acre to

seven dollars. During this time the community gets its portion of

what it has created, for it receives for the maintenance of its schools an

income whose increase is proportioned to the increased valuation. But

at seven dollars an acre there is to be a change. The community is to

go on increasing the value of these lands, but all the increased value is

to go to a relatively small number of individuals. The income from

the lands will increase in the same ratio as its value, but it will not go

to its creator, the community : it will go to the fortunate or the far-

sighted person who bought, or whose ancestor bought, these lands at

seven dollars an acre and calmly waited for other people to increase its

value. As the community increases in size it will need increased school-

accommodations : if the land-endowment were retained, this increased

accommodation would be provided by the increased revenue from the

leased lands. But, the lands having been sold, the people will have to

be taxed to raise the necessary money, and the tenants on those lands

given by the nation to the State for public purposes will have the pleasure

of paying the private owners of the land its full commercial rental value,

or what in Ireland is stigmatized as " rack-rent," and in addition thereto

taxes to the State sufficient to build school-houses and employ teachers.

Whereas, if the State were the landlord, it would use the rentals for
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educational purposes, and there would be no tax, at least for school

purposes.

The consent of the general government might be necessary to enable

the State to use a part of the income of these lands for other than

educational purposes, but if the schools were amply provided for this

consent would probably be given. After deducting the lands already

sold, the State owns some two and a half million acres of land, in-

cluding non-educational lands. Within a very few years these lands

will average in value twenty dollars an acre, amounting to fifty millions

in all. The time is probably within sight when these lands will be

worth fifty dollars an acre, or one hundred and twenty-five million

dollars in all. A rental of five per cent, on that—it is now nearly

seven per cent.—would yield six million two hundred and fifty thou-

sand dollars a year, probably much more than the schools would de-

mand, and the excess would support the State government without the

levy of a tax.

Nebraska may well take warning from the city of Chicago, which

like a spendthrift heir bartered a magnificent prospective income for a

little present spending-money. The sixteenth or school section of the

old town of Chicago is bounded by State, Madison, Halstead, and

Twelfth Streets. It is a square mile in the heart of the great metrop-

olis of the West. It was given by the nation whose property it was

to the young municipality on whose enterprise and success its future

value depended, to serve a great public purpose and supply that munici-

pality with a revenue for the perpetual maintenance of common schools.

With characteristic far-sightedness for individual interests, but with the

blindness of moles for the interests of the community, the city of

Chicago sold one hundred and thirty-eight of the one hundred and

forty-two blocks into which this tract was divided, in 1833, for $38, 619.

Of the four blocks that were saved from the sale, two were saved not

as investments, but as sites for school-buildings. The schools, however,

have retired to quieter and cheaper neighborhoods, and these blocks are

now covered by business buildings that yield a revenue to the school

fund. One of the blocks is among the most valuable in the city. It

is bounded by State, Madison, Dearborn, and Monroe Streets, and

among other expensive and handsome buildings that stand on it are

the Chicago Tribune building and McYicker's Theatre. The ground-

rentals are I, believe, six per cent, on the valuation assessed every ten

years. Five years ago, when I had occasion to investigate the figures,

this block was paying the school fund $82,369 a year. So much of

the school revenue was provided without taxation. The one hundred

and thirty-eight blocks that were sold for $38,619 can hardly be worth
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less than fifty million dollars now, and the additional value was created

by the whole city of Chicago. But the revenue from the tract, which

is estimated at three millions, does not go to the school fund or to any

other public purpose. It goes to private individuals, and the school

fund gets the interest on the $38,619. The present cost of the public

school system is eleven or twelve hundred thousand dollars, and the

total cost of the city government about four millions. The revenue

from the school section would pay the total cost of the schools nearly

three times over, and it would not fall very far short of supporting the

entire city government without resort to taxation. But the public

ownership of land, we are told, is socialistic, and so the people of

Chicago are allowed the privilege of paying rent to private owners and

taxes to the municipality, when the rent would abolish the taxes if it

went to the municipality.

Land has very generally been recognized as an endowment for the

good of the community in the early stages of the latter. It is when
individual enterprise gets the better of the public good that the land

becomes private property and taxation becomes the chief end and aim

of government. When the English conquered Bengal they found the

land the property of the monarch,—that is, the state. The rents were

collected by zemindars, who kept a portion as their pay and turned the

rest over to the state as its revenue. The rents were not excessive

;

land was not rack-rented, but its rental was based on the necessities

of the monarch instead of on the maximum mercantile value of the

land. The English came, with their accursed ideas of the threefold

division of population into landlords, tenants, and laborers, and prac-

tically made the zemindars a present of the lands on whiph they collected

the state's revenue,—let them have for their private income almost the

whole ground-rent. Then they assessed taxes upon the impoverished

peasantry for the support of their government. It is hardly necessary

to say that, the zemindars being now private landlords, their estates

are generally rack-rented ; while it is notorious that the peasantry are

nearly taxed to death by the beneficent English officials, and taxation'

has made even salt such a luxury that it is not uncommon for people

and cattle to suffer in health for the want of it. A writer in Tlie

British Quarterly for last April shows that the zemindars are paying

less than fifteen million dollars a year, the same amount that was agreed

on a century ago with Lord Cornwallis, while they are squeezing sev-

enty million dollars a year out of the ryots, and the Indian govern-

ment has to wTing the missing fifty-five million dollars, or as much as

it can get, out of the people by every device known to the most relent-

less tax-gatherer.

YoL. XXXIX.—82
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Japan has started in on the same road. In a report a few years

ago Mr. Consul-General Van Buren said,

—

" All the land of the empire was the emperor's. Through the

Shogun [Tycoon] it was granted to the military favorites for the main-

tenance of the military power. These favorites leased it in small

divisions to the farmers, who held it at the pleasure of the lessors. So

long as the lessee paid the stipulated price in produce he was left undis-

turbed. Such was the land-tenure up to 1868. Since that time the

feudal institutions have been abolished, the land-tenure has been

changed, and the land has been sold and is held in fee-simple. This

great reform has infinitely bettered the condition of the farmer. About

three-tenths of all tilled land is now in the possession of small pro-

prietors, the balance being held in larger divisions.^'

Seven-tenths of all the land in the empire was then in the private

and absolute possession of great landlords and held as large estates

;

and yet free trade in land had only been in operation thirteen years

when this was written.

The consul-general should have given a little more study to the

history of land-ownership, or have waited longer for results to manifest

themselves, before he was so confident about the beneficial results. The
fact that he states is that the land belonged under the old regime to the

state ; that it was leased to military chiefs, who paid for it by military

services and reimbursed themselves by collecting rents from their sub-

tenants, but the land was not rack-rented. Now the rents are to go to

private parties, and the expense of supporting the army will be met by

the taxation of the very peasants who pay rent to the private landlords.

Japan is indeed becoming Westernized ; she has even borrowed Chris-

tian taxation. England knows the end of the road that Japan has just

entered upon. At the Conquest, the land of England naturally became

the property of the crown, which was the state. The crown made

grants of land to nobles, but these grants were not in fee ; the nobles

were only tenants, paying for their land with military services, and the

nobles had no right to bequeath their estates. They sublet to the

small farmers, and so reimbursed themselves, but the net result to the

community was that the people did not pay rent and taxes ; they paid

rent which supported the military portion, at least, of the government.

Several generations elapsed before the noble tenants of the crown were

strong enough to exact the right of bequeathing their estates. This

right had been denied before because the lands might pass by bequest

to women or invalids, who could render no military service, and the

land of the nation was its military endowment. The invention of

gunpowder revolutionized warfare and ushered in the era of standing
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armies. The feudal nobles and their retainers were no longer of value

in war. The nobles were no longer able to pay rent for their estates

in military services, so they no longer had any riglit to the estates

;

but they were in possession, not only of the estates, but of the political

powers of the nation, so they were not to be dislodged. An attempt

was made to commute the military services into a land-tax that would

probably have supported the British army, and so the nation's land

would still have served as an endowment for national defence. But

the land-holding nobles prevented this, and compromised on a land-tax

to the state, which at the then valuation was pretty fair, but which was

never to be increased, and it never has been. In the mean while popu-

lation has increased ; land-values have increased ; rents have increased
;

the land-owners have large incomes for which they render no service to

the state, and the tenants are permitted the exquisite luxury of paying

the landlords rent for the state's land, and taxes to the state to support

the army. If the British government now received ground-rent as

originally assessed at four shillings in the pound of the rental, it would

be able to remit nearly one-half of the taxes. But this assessment

gave the state, the natural and original owner, only one-fifth of the

ground-rents, while four-fifths went to the landlords, who no longer

rendered any service to the state. Historically and equitably, there-

fore, the whole rental belongs to the state. If the state received it, it

would be able to remit all taxes and reduce rents sixty per cent. A
few hundred idle nobles and gentry would have to work for a living,

and an industrious but for the most part poor people would find all

the conditions of life vastly easier for them. The real question before

Americans is not whether they will have a tenant class, but who the

landlord class shall be. The tenant class is here in large proportions,

in town and in country, and it is growing : the question is whether

the people shall pay rent to private parties and taxes to the state, or

rent to the state and no taxes. If the rentals were based on the

necessities of the government, local and general, they would be low

;

if they were rented as high as possible, the state would have a revenue

ample to enable it to undertake every public work, the desirability of

which is conceded, but the expediency of which is denied so long as

the money must be raised by taxation. In either event the community

would come by its own, the increased value of land resulting from

increased population. The actual users of the land would find the

change beneficial, for they would not have to lock up large amounts

of capital in land-ownership. The emancipation of the slaves im-

poverished only those Southern owners who needed to sell and sud-

denly found they had nothing to sell. The actual employers found
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they could get laborers as cheaply as before, and without the necessity

of investing a large capital in slaves. To the producing interests of

the country the emancipation of the land would be equally beneficial.

But this is socialism, or something a great deal worse, we are told.

Mr. John McDonnell, an English lawyer, who wrote on the nationali-

zation of land before Henry George did, remarks, with great accuracy,

" Socialism is nothing other than what the majority of the moment
think society should not do, and what the minority of the moment
think society should do."

Fred. Ferry Powers.

AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL NOTES OF A CONGRESSIONAL
CHAPLAIN.

I
WAS born in Philadelphia, and when five years old received an

accidental cut in the l^ft eye from a sharp missile in the liand of a

playmate of my own age. The injury was not a fatal one, and if the

doctors had let me alone it is probable that I should have had the use

of two good eyes for the rest of my life. After the wound healed it

was covered by a slight scab, which the physician said must be removed

by the use of nitrate of silver. This he applied in so large a quantity

that the eye was seared as with a hot iron, and the sight went out forever.

A fierce inflammation was set up, passed to the oth^r eye, and with two

blazing furnaces under my forehead I spent two years in a room dark as

night, on a diet of gruel, mush and molasses, and rice, with almost

daily doses of medicine, cuppings, leechings, and bleeding, administered

after the heroic method of that time, the eyes kept constantly wet with

a solution of sugar of lead. When I came out of the prison it was

with a small fraction of the right eye, for the solution had left a deposit

which, uniting with the lymph from the inflammation, had formed

opacities in the cornea which in time blotted the sun from my sky and

shut out from me the beauty of the world.

By the use of a shade over the eye, the middle finger of the right

hand under it, to make a kind of artificial pupil, the book near the end

of my nose, in a strong daylight I could see a single letter of good

print, and, slowly bringing every letter of the line to the point on wliich

the sight was fixed, I managed to spell my way through school and

partly through college.

My father was an enterprising and successful merchant, but his

business was overwhelmed by the financial crash of 1837, and in the
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spring of the following year we set out to find a new liome in Illinois,

then the Far West. A journey of two weeks by rail, canal-boats,

steamers, and stage-coach took us from Philadelphia to Jacksonville, a

pretty village of fifteen hundred inhabitants, where our tent was pitched.

The country was new ; land not far from the town was then, and ten years

after, bought for one dollar and twenty-five cents an acre ; the people were

enterprising, kindly, and hospitable. Every man's coat of arms bore the

legend " Root, hog, or die.'' It w^as said to be a " a good country for men

and horses, but death to women and oxen." However that be, it was a

good country for boys, for it taught them to depend upon and help

themselves and not be ashamed of work. I learned to be my mother's

housemaid, my father's clerk and book-keeper, to cut wood, make fires,

set the table, get the breakfast, sweep the house, open the store, sell

sugar, coffee, and " them molasses," or exchange these things for the

butter, eggs, and chickens brought to town by the country-folk, and

to pursue these varied occupations while studying Greek, Latin, and

mathematics, with my bit of an eye, at school and college.

The narrowness of the opening by which knowledge might reach

me from the printed page and what seemed my unfriendly surroundings

whetted my appetite for information. With the shade drawn close

about my brow, the book near the face, seated by the store door in

pleasant weather, by a window when it was cold and stormy, so as to

get the best light, I had to be ready to lay aside Euclid, Virgil, or

Homer to wait upon a customer, count out a hundred dozen eggs, or

trade for picked chickens. The posture in which I was obliged to sit in

order to read, resting the elbows upon the knees, was unfriendly to a

growing boy, and it told seriously upon my health. In February, 1843,

my symptoms were so alarming that a council of doctors was called.

After due examination, they said I had a curvature of the spine, mal-

formation of the breast-bone, and an organic disease of the heart ; that

my earthly career would probably be run within six months ; that the

only thing to save me was to mount a horse and take regular out-door

exercise. Peter Akers and Peter Cartwright, the most famous Methodist

preachers of Illinois, had before this time suggested that I should enter

the ministry, but I had begged that I " might tarry at Jericho until my
beard grew," and gain a little intellectual outfit. Now they said,

" There is the finger of Providence." The 1st of May saw me well

mounted on a spirited horse, sold to my father by his late owner because

he had been in the habit of running away with him or throwing him

over his head,—a fact, however, which was not communicated at the

time of the sale, indeed, not then held as necessary in a horse-trade.

As I jogged alongside of my remarkable friend, Peter Akers, who had
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taken me as Paul took Timothy, we reached the edge of an unfenced

prairie, five miles wide, when it began to rain, and I started to raise an

umbrella which my mother had kindly provided for me. My steed,

seeming to think this an improper proceeding, began to run, and, un-

skilful rider as I was, my best efforts were required to keep my place

in the saddle, and away went the umbrella. Father Akers shouting

as well as he could for laughter, while I was quitting him at top

speed, " Good-by, Billy ; I hope we shall meet again/' Charlie and I

did that five miles in twenty-five minutes. Brother Akers joined me
an hour later. Charlie never ran away with me again. I spent a year

and a half in the saddle, preaching, or trying to do so, once or twice

almost every day in the week and three times on Sunday, riding two or

three hundred miles a month, committing to memory every day some

parts of the Bible and hymn-book, carrying in my saddle-bags the best

books I could get hold of and studying them as I could find time and

place. My preaching-places were usually log cabins, used by the early

settlers for their homes, my pulpit a split-bottomed chair, the congrega-

tion sometimes composed, in corn-planting or harvest time, of three or

four mothers in Israel, dressed in homespun, with check aprons in front,

and coal-scuttle sun-bonnets on their heads. When the young brother

stood up to begin the service, the old ladies would deposit their pipes

in the fireplace, and, disposing their chairs on the puncheon floor, would

assume the air of a waiting assembly while he read the hymns and

Scripture lessons from memory. Close to me as my hearers often were,

I never saw any one to whom I spoke : a veil of darkness has always

hung between my fellow-men and me.

The graduates of "Brush College and Swamp Divinity SchooF*

had a severe course of training ; but the schooling is wholesome. If

they do not learn to know human nature, to speak to men and women
in a direct, practical, and earnest way, the fault is their own. Cold and

hunger, loneliness and weariness, hard fare and harder beds, floods and

tempests, are stern professors, but the curriculum they enforce should at

least develop manliness.

After another year spent in St. Louis, I was sent by the bishop upon

a mission to try and gather funds in the Eastern cities to help a strug-

gling college for boys and start one for girls. An old and valued friend

offered to go with me as travelling companion.

We left Cincinnati, in the steamer Hibernia, on a Friday morning

in November, 1845, the captain promising to land us at Wheeling by

Saturday night. The boat was crowded, and among the passengers

was a number of Congressmen, members of both Houses, on their

way to the capital to take their seats. I cannot say how I was shocked
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nor how indignant I became at discovering that not a few of these

representatives of the sovereign people of the United States swore out-

rageously, played cards day and night, and drank villanous whiskey to

excess.

The river was low. Fogs came on. Sunday morning arrived

:

we were yet eighty miles below Wheeling, and there was no place

w^here we could land to spend the Lord's day. At breakfast-time a

committee of the passengers waited upon me to know if I would preach

to them. Never did I say yes more gladly ; for never had I been so

anxious to speak my mind. A congregation of nearly three hundred

persons assembled at half-past ten o'clock, and I took my stand between

the ladies' and gentlemen's cabins. Seated in the places of honor upon

my right and left hand were the members of Congress. At the close

of the discourse I could not resist the impulse to speak a straightfor-

ward word to the men on my right and left : turning to them, there-

fore, I said, " I understand that you are members of the Congress of

the United States, and as such you are, or should be, the representatives

not only of the political opinions but also of the intellectual, moral,

and religious condition of the people of this country. As I had rarely

seen men of your class, I felt on coming aboard this boat a natural

interest to hear your conversation and to observe your habits. If I

am to judge the nation by you, I can come to no other conclusion than

that it is composed of profane swearers, card-players, and drunkards.

" Suppose there should be an intelligent foreigner on this boat travel-

ling through the country with the intent of forming a well-considered

and unbiassed opinion as to the practical w^orking of our free institu-

tions : seeing you and learning your position, what would be his con-

clusion ? Inevitably, that our experiment is a failure and our country is

hastening to destruction. Consider the influence of your example upon

the young men of the nation,—what a school of vice you are helping to

keep up. If you insist upon the right of ruining yourselves, do not by

your example corrupt and debauch those who are the hope of the land.

I must tell you that as an American citizen I feel disgraced by your

behavior ; as a preacher of the gospel I am commissioned to tell you

that unless you renounce your evil courses, repent of your sins, and

believe upon the Lord Jesus Christ with hearts unto righteousness, you

will certainly be damned."

At the close of the service I retired to my state-room, to consider

my impromptu address word by word, and whether if I were called to

a reckoning I should be w^illing to abide by it and its consequences.

Plain speaking and stern acting were common things among the men
of the West and the Southwest, and whosoever started to run a race of
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this kind must be prepared to go unflinchingly to the goal. I came to

the conclusion that nothing had been said of which I ought to be

ashamed, and that I would stand by every word of it, let the issue be

what it might. Just then there was a tap at the door. A gentleman

entered, who said, " I have been requested to wait upon you by the

members of Congress on board, who have had a meeting since the close

of your sermon. They desire me to present you with this purse" (hand-

ing me between fifty and one hundred dollars) "as a token of their

appreciation of your sincerity and fearlessness in reproving them ; they

have also desired me to ask if you will allow your name to be used at

the coming election of chaplain to Congress. If you will consent to

this, they are ready to assure you an honorable election.'' Stunned by

this double message, I asked time for reflection and to consult with my
friend.

My new friends went on to Washington, and I tarried in Wheeling

to preach : they secured my election, their money paid my expenses to

the capital, and I entered upon my duties as chaplain to Congress.

These duties were simple enough,—to open the two Houses of

Congress with prayer daily, and to preach in the Hall of Representa-

tives on Sunday morning. There were two of us to perform them.

From the foundation of the government until a few years ago the

chaplains were chosen under a joint resolution of the two Houses, each

electing a man to serve alternately. That rule has now been dropped,

and the preaching in the Hall of Representatives has been abolished,

by whom I know not, nor for what purpose.

As I then officiated as much in one House as in the other, my rela-

tions with the members of both were equally agreeable and friendly.

It was a rare opportunity for a youth of twenty-two to be brought so

close to the leading men of the government. The Senate then occupied

the chamber where the Supreme Court now sits, and the House met in

what is called Statuary Hall. It is probable that the smaller size of

those apartments had something to do with the style of parliamentary

oratory then in vogue, now almost unknown.

The chair of the Senate was then occupied by Mr. George M.
Dallas, of Pennsylvania, elected Vice-President on the ticket with

James K. Polk, of Tennessee. He was urbane and courtly; his

abundant hair, white as wool, was a beautiful crown to his graceful

person ; and his dignified, high-bred manner seemed to fit him pecu-

liarly for his place. Here is one instance of his good breeding. The

State of Arkansas was represented at that time by Messrs. Ashley and

Sevier, who were in the habit of pronouncing its name differently,

—

Arkansas and Arkansai^. In recognizing them upon the floor, Mr.
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Dallas never failed to say, " The Senator from Arkansas," or " The

Senator from Arkansai^,'' according to each man's use of the accent.

The solemn hush that pervaded the Senate-Chamber betokened

the grave decorum of the fifty men who stood with their gray heads

bowed reverently, as a beardless boy commended them to the care and

guidance of the God of nations.

Among those who have filled a prominent place in the nation's eye,

there were Messrs. Dix and Dickinson, of New York, John M. Clay-

ton, of Delaware, Reverdy Johnson, of Maryland, W. P. Mangum
and G. E. Badger, of North Carolina, McDuffie, of South Carolina,

Berrien, of Georgia, Dixon H. Lewis, of Alabama, Crittenden, of

Kentucky, Corwin, of Ohio, Hannegan and Bright, of Indiana, Atchi-

son and Benton, of Missouri, Cass, of Michigan, Simon Cameron, of

Pennsylvania, and John Davis, of Massachusetts. To these were

added during the session, from the new State Texas, General Houston

and Mr. Rusk. But high over all their colleagues in authoritative

influence and general estimation towered Daniel Webster and John C.

Calhoun, two of the immortal triumvirate of the Senate. Mr. Clay

had resigned his seat in 1842.

The chair of the House was filled by J. W. Davis, of Indiana, and

here are the names of some of the men who sat on the floor : Henry

W. Hilliard, William L. Yancey, of Alabama ; Howell Cobb, A. H.

Stephens, Robert Toombs, of Georgia ; E. D. Baker, Stephen A.

Douglas, John A. McClernand, John Wentworth, of Illinois ; Robert

D. Owen, of Indiana ; Linn Boyd, Garret Davis, of Kentucky ; John

Slidell, of Louisiana ; Hannibal Hamlin, of Maine ; Amos Abbott,

John Quincy Adams, Julius Rockwell, R. C. Winthrop, of Massachu-

setts ; Jefferson Davis, Jacob Thompson, of Mississippi ; Sterling Price,

of Missouri ; Washington Hunt, Preston King, of ]^ew York ; Colum-

bus Delano, Joshua Giddings, Robt. C. Schenck, Allen G. Thurman,

Saml. F. Vinton, of Ohio ; Chas. J. Ingersoll, Alexander Ramsey, David

Wilmot, of Pennsylvania ; R. Barnwell Rhett, of South Carolina ; Mil-

ton Brown, Andrew Johnson, of Tennessee ; Jacob Collamer, Geo. P.

Marsh, of Vermont ; R. M. T. Hunter, John S. Pendleton, of Virginia

;

and Augustus C. Dodge, of Iowa Territory.

My fancy had pictured the Capitol as an Olympian summit, where

the greater and lesser gods held their festivals and dispensed their

favors. The debates of the two Houses were to furnish me an endless

fund of entertainment and instruction. What w^as Hebe's nectar to

that which I should quaff from the glittering chalice of Congressional

discussion? I had heard a great deal of speaking—good, bad, and

indifferent—from the stumps and pulpits of prairie-land ; but here, with
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the flower of the nation in council, I should enjoy a repast whose deli-

cacies could never cloy and whose abundance could never fail. But
our ideals fade away into thin air when brought to the touchstone of

experience, and disappointment is the common lot. The first eifect of

life in Washington for a young enthusiast is that of disenchantment

;

and he must become familiar with the routine of business and inured

to the commonplaces and platitudes of speeches for ^' Buncombe" be-

fore he is thoroughly prepared to enjoy the gladiatorship of the Capitol.

It was mortifying to see an honorable Kepresentative speaking to " a

beggarly array of empty seats/' while even such of his colleagues as

v,^re present seemed to treat him and his discourse with utter contempt,

engaged as they were in writing, reading newspapers, chatting jovially,

or even lunching.

In the days of Hamilton, Madison, and Jay, public opinion was

created by a few men, and Congress represented an oligarchy. But

now the multitude claims its rights. We have become a nation of

newspaper readers. Every man affects to be informed upon the ques-

tions of the day ; and every Congressional speech delivered to an in-

attentive and listless House is nevertheless read by some thousands of

the speaker's constituents and political adherents. The fitness of their

audience might compensate the fathers of the Republic for its small-

ness ; its ample size must satisfy our contemporaries for its want of

quality.

Congress must be for some time to come less and less a theatre of

high debate, more and more a kind of lyceum for the delivery of lec-

tures on current topics, usually addressed to hundreds, sometimes to

millions, of listeners. The intellect of Congress now has the lightning

harnessed as its post-horse, and the symbol of the age is a saucy news-

boy straddling a telegraph-wire, shouting, ^^ Herald, Tribune, World,

and Times !"

Forty years have passed since the date of my first chaplaincy. I

was called to the place again in 1853. Clay, Webster, Calhoun, and

their contemporaries were gone ; Seward, Chase, Sumner, and their

associates had come to the front. Abraham Lincoln had served one

term in the lower House.

The Mexican war broke out during my first term of office : the

Republican party was born in my second.

I am here again, after an interval of more than thirty years. Not

a man has a seat in Congress w^ho filled it when I was first here, and

but two or three when I was here the second time. Three generations

of our public men have passed away since I was first chaplain to

Congress. W. H. Milbum.
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GENERAL JOHN A, LOGAN.

EAELY in tlie present century an Irish gentleman named Logan,

of good family and education, emigrated to this country and took

up his residence in Maryland. His son, who had already studied med-

icine in the north of Ireland, accompanied him, completed his studies

here, and formed his first American tie by marrying a young lady from

Baltimore, who bore him one daughter and soon after died. The tide

of progress towards the West seemed to be setting largely in the di-

rection of Illinois, and young Dr. Logan, left almost alone in the world,

decided to try his fortunes in what was then known to many people as

the Country of Black Hawk, since the Indians still retained possession

of a large tract of land in the Western States. Dr. Logan went to

Jackson County, influenced, no doubt, by his friendship with the lieu-

tenant-governor of the State, A. M. Jenkins, and purchased a farm

near Brownsville. In the family of Mr. Jenkins Dr. Logan was w^el-

comed as a constant visitor and chosen friend, and in that wild pioneer

country we can fancy the pleasure experienced by the cultured young

Irishman in the friendship of Mr. Jenkins's sister,—a girl who is

described as possessing sterling qualities of mind and heart, educated

far beyond the average woman of the day, keen, discriminating, strong

in feeling, and yet perfectly self-controlled ; one to whom a deviation

from the literal truth was impossible, but with a nature so full of sym-

pathy for her fellow-beings that a harsh judgment of any one could

not linger. I fain w^ould pause longer on such recollections of Elizabeth

Jenkins as have been given me, had I space, since only she and one

other woman ever influenced John A. Logan's life,—the mother with

her brave enduring spirit and her fine purpose in the midst of the

hardships of pioneer life in the West, and the wife who at sixteen

began to fit herself to be the companion of her husband's political

career, and who, after Fort Donelson, was capable of nursing her hus-

band and his comrades in the hospital wdiich the tremendous battle

had made necessary and of sending him as her hero back into the

thick of the fio-ht.

Blest with parents who united perfectly harmonious qualities of

heart and mind, John Alexander Logan, their eldest child, was born

February 9, 1826. The commodious log farm-house in which he first

saw the light and where he passed his childhood was standing until

recently, giving evidences of comfort and even of what in those days

in Illinois might have been regarded almost as luxury. Dr. Logan
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had the entire practice of the county. He was a man who liked room

for his books, his writing-table, his globes and maps, to say nothing of

his surgery, but had neither taste nor inclination for anything in life

which took him away from his own fireside after his duties of the day

were over. Consequently, the children of the family had the advantage

of association from their earliest years with their father. He was dem-

ocratic in his ideas almost to fanaticism, making a boast of the fact that

when a choice lay between a hard-working poor patient and an idle rich

one he decided unfalteringly in favor of the first. Many anecdotes are

still told of his entire disregard for aristocratic prejudices. All of this,

however, did not interfere with his respect for scholarship and intellect.

The schools of the State were limited and at a distance from Browns-

ville. The clever doctor took his eldest boy's training into his own
hands, teaching him Latin and Greek, reading to and with him, and

opening to his mind in early boyhood pictures of classical heroism

which must have fired a spirit already evincing military impulses and

notably patriotic.

The lad is described as of an ardent temperament, fiery, impetuous,

and daring. Every trait of character developed—almost rough-hewn

—in maturity was evinced in the child. Whether he was helping a

miller to replace a broken belting, or leading his comrades in an ad-

venture on a raft, Logan, boy and man, proved himself equal to swift

emergencies, always thoughtful in the midst of vehemence and intrepid

whether the danger lay in the enemy's fire or in a fault of his own to

be conquered almost as quickly as it was recognized.

The amusements of Logan's boyhood were all of a character cal-

culated to develop his physical strength and to make him fearless.

Dr. Logan was passionately fond of fox-hunting. In the Illinois of

those days, where a " bag-man" was not known, the finding and the

pursuit of the fox were genuine work.

Young Logan was early accustomed to the saddle and the gun.

An amusing instance connected with the use of the latter is related by

one who knew him at the time. A certain corn-field belonging to the

doctor had been injured by the squirrels which abounded in the neigh-

borhood, and Mrs. Logan sent her boys to try and drive the little in-

vaders off the ground.

A short distance down the road stood a tree against whose bold

trunk the notices for the townspeople were tacked up, and a countryman

riding by a few hours after Mrs. Logan's charge to her sons paused to

read a freshly-written announcement in the familiar place. Presently

the man woke the echoes with his laughter, for in a large, boyish

scrawl were the following words :
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^^ I give notice to all the Squirrels to keep out of this Cornfield.

If they don't they will be shot.

" John A. Logan."

Years later, when a secret society with Confederate interests at

heart tried by threats and cajolements to entice young Logan to join

their ranks, he sent them a message not unlike his boyish one to the

squirrels

:

" If you fellows don't keep out of the Knights of the Golden Circle

you will be strung up."

At sixteen years of age Logan entered Shiloh College, having been

so well grounded in the classics by his father that he passed creditable

examinations and quickly took a prominent place.

His college days lacked many of the advantages oifered young men
of to-day. The variety afforded students at present was wanting, but

the Shiloh boys contrived to enjoy themselves ; and young Logan, who
could never go half-heartedly into anything, was prominent in all

college sports and festivities, whether he was carrying out some plan

for general amusement, or giving an entertainment to which the music

of his violin lent a charm, or conducting a spirited debate in which his

patriotism was always alert and his sentences even then forcible and

dramatic.

From college life and its well-earned scholastic triumphs young

Logan passed almost directly into the thick of the swift warfare with

Mexico, which may be said to have formed most of the military chiefs

who afterwards led the armies, North and South, in the campaigns of

the Rebellion. Over many a camp-fire fifteen years later men who had

fi:)ught in Mexico side by side almost as boys sat now as commanders,

discussing those old days, sighing, doubtless, for friends of "lang

syne" against whom they were now doing battle.

Among the list of men governing the army under General Taylor

we find Jefferson Davis in command of the regiment of Mississippi

Volunteers, while Generals Fremont, Kearny, Wool, Sherman, Thomas,

Reynolds, French, Lee, Ewell, McClellan, and Beauregard were promi-

nent in the series of brilliant victories whereby the American flag

was carried into the heart of the Mexican country. Among these

comrades young Logan, of the 1st Illinois Volunteers, soon distin-

guished himself. A painting made of him about this time shows us

a face whose boyish outline is strongly in contrast with the features

familiar to us in the hero of Donelson, Champion Hills, and Atlanta,

though there is the same resolution about the mouth and eyes and the

same look of intelligent purpose combined with sweetness of expression
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that was an inheritance from Logan^s mother. He had no idea of

pursuing a military career : therefore his zeal in the Mexican war was

simply the outcome of that pure-minded patriotism which distinguished

the man whether his services were given on the field of battle or in the

halls of the Senate. His personal inclination was entirely for a legal

life. The facilities for study of the law in those days in the West were

limited unless the student threw himself heart and soul into the necessi-

ties of his work ; but Logan was not one to shirk study where there was

a desirable result in view. Returning from the Mexican war, he at once

entered the office of his uncle, A. M. Jenkins, the former lieutenant-

governor of the State, and an evidence of his entire devotion to the

work in hand is given in the fact of his declining a public office simply

because its duties would interfere with his legal studies.

At this time a friendship destined to bring about the most important

influence in Logan's career dominated his life. One of his comrades

in arms before the walls of Churubusco had been a gentleman from

Jackson County, named Cunningham. His grandfather, Robert Cun-

ningham, of Virginia, had done valiant service in the war of independ-

ence. The republic established, he removed to Tennessee, and later to

Illinois, which was still a Territory. There he gave papers of freedom

to all his slaves.

Captain John M. Cunningham, grandson of the Revolutionary

officer, served first in the Black Hawk War, and, after represent-

ing his county in the legislature of Illinois, entered the army that

marched directly into Mexico. Here he met young Logan, whose boy-

ish qualities endeared him to the older man, and when Logan studied

law and took up his residence once more in Illinois the Cunninghams

welcomed him cordially as an intimate friend of their family. The

oldest daughter in that happy home circle was about eleven years of

age when Logan first saw her, but, as she has said herself, she cannot

remember a time when the cares of womanly thought were not pressing

upon her. While her father was braving the perils of war or the pri-

vations of a miner's life in the Sierras, Mary Cunningham was her

mother's main stay in the little household. After the victories in Mex-

ico the child was permitted to listen to long talks between her father

and the young man whom he regarded as a hero, who with his rich

voice and forcible eloquence seemed to her the embodiment of a noble

ideal. But when after some years Logan returned to Shawneetown,

found the child grown into a tall, happy-looking, laughter-loving girl

of fifteen, and fell desperately in love with her. Miss Cunningham

was startled and surprised. Her hero was her hero still, but the idea

of his having been transformed into her lover bewildered her. Frank
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and honest in love as in war, with all the chivalrous side of his nature

apparent, he talked to the young girl of his devotion in terms which

showed her that his love as a husband would be the bulwark and de-

fence of her life. From her he went to the father, pleading earnestly

that the question of Mary's youth might be overlooked. The wooing

was successful.

At sixteen Mary Cunningham became a wife. Self-poised as the

circumstances of her life had made her, capable even then of discrimi-

nating judgment beyond her years, and above all things reverent and

pure in her ideas of a woman's loyalty to the man who had vowed to

cherish and protect her, the young girl stepped at once into the position

of chosen companion and counsellor of her husband, happy in the fact

that from first to last his schemes of life involved nothing which would

put her fine sense of honor to the blush. The faculty, not common in

a woman's nature, of seizing upon the salient points in any question and

working therefrom logically, with no frittering away of impulses or sen-

timents in merely side-issues, has formed the key-note of Mrs. Logan's

sweet and successful life. The qualities of heart and mind which have

enabled her to understand and do good service for her fellow-beings

concentrated their force naturally in all labors connected with her hus-

band's career, and the bond of feeling between the two was never

shadowed. The lute that held the music of their lives never knew a

rift.

Logan's political rise w^as rapid. He had been made prosecutor of

the pleas in Illinois before his marriage, he was soon after sent to the

State legislature, and in 1856 he was elected to Congress as a Douglas

Democrat.

His association with the civil war began with the first demonstration

that force against the South was needed. He had tried to avert the

terrible calamity; but when it was apparent that only by bloodshed

could the Union be preserved, he made good his assertion that if neces-

sary "he would shoulder his musket to have Abraham Lincoln in-

augurated." Dramatic scenes in the lives of individuals in that day

were numerous, but often passed unheard of and unseen. Logan, who
was then in Congress, watched one day from the Capitol building the

long lines of troops carrying their bayonets among the proud display

of stars and stripes, and listened to the roll of the drums and the music

of the fifes playing " Three Cheers for the Red, White, and Blue," and

the air even then known as " John Brown's Body." Returning from

this stirring sight to his place in the House, Logan found that his heart

and soul had been shaken to their depths by the illustration given him

of the country's emergency. Could he sit still and silent when the
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nation was at war ? Saying little of his purpose, he hastily grasped his

hat, and, leaving the halls of Congress, overtook the troops before they

got outside of Washington, securing from Colonel Richardson a musket

and a private's place in the ranks. From the very threshold of the Capi-

tol he marched to Bull Run ; and one who saw him there speaks of the

man as so prominent on that disastrous battle-field, whether loading a

musket with bloody hands or helping a wounded or dying comrade,

that he was lost in wonderment as to who this distinguished-looking

and energetic volunteer might be. Later they met at Fort Donelson,

clasping hands as comrades, though one was then a subordinate and the

other in command.

From Bull Run Logan hastened back to Washington, where the

mingling of depression and excitement among the people fired him

with determination to do all that was possible to stimulate the West,

and, if necessary, force troops to the relief of our army. He ap-

pointed a time for addressing the people at his place of residence in

Marion, Illinois ; and at this turning-point those best qualified to judge

do not hesitate to say that the whole feeling of the Southwest depended

upon Logan's attitude towards the people. Mrs. Logan was in Marion,

and when the hour appointed for his arrival had come with no tidings

from her husband she was naturally intensely anxious. A vast con-

course had assembled to hear him speak, and already signs of tumult

and disfavor were evident among those who were regarded as Southern

sympathizers. Saying what she could to the crowd near her house,

Mrs. Logan took a horse and buggy and drove rapidly ten miles to

Carbondale, to meet her husband or find out, if possible, the cause of

his delay. She found that the train on which he was bound from Wash-

ington had not appeared, and, driving back, she quieted the angry

people, promising them that her husband would certainly be on hand

to address them within a few hours. Undaunted by her exertions or

the weather, she returned to Carbondale once more and waited for him.

Scarcely a word was exchanged between them before he sprang into the

buggy at her side, understanding the tact and wifely devotion which

had prompted her journey, and they dashed back in hot haste to Marion.

Here he stood up in the carriage and addressed the people, whose sym-

pathies vacillated so that Logan was compelled to use his most de-

cisive eloquence, declaring that it was his determination to enter the

service of the State as a private if need be, or in whatever capacity he

could serve his country best. " I shall defend the old blood-stained

flag," he announced, " over every foot of land in the Union." *

* This account is authorized by Mrs. Logan, January 22, 1887.
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Ten Jays later, on September 13, 1861, the 31st Illinois Volun-

teers was organized, with John Alexander Logan as its first colonel.*

The regiment became part of General McClernand's brigade, and

saw its first fighting at Belmont, scarcely two months later, when

Logan's horse was shot beneath him and the pistol at his side shat-

tered by rebel bullets. Forts Henry and Donelson followed, the latter

demonstrating Logan's capacity as a military commander. Undis-

mayed by the brave defence of the fort, he led his men on, urging

them upon the ramparts, and only failing in active fight when too

much weakened by his wounds to raise his voice or sword. There was

little question among those about him that Logan's daring and bravery

did most for the successful issue of that battle.

In vain thy ramparts, Donelson,

The living torrent bars

:

It leaps the wall, the fort is won,

Up go the Stripes and Stars.

Thy proudest mother's eyelids fill,

As dares her gallant boy.

And Plymouth Eock and Bunker Hill

Yearn to thee, Illinois

!

Wounded severely, Logan was compelled to remain some time in

the hospital of the forrt, where his wife nursed him and where such

care as could be given made his period of captivity endurable. He in-

sisted upon returning to active service before his wounds were fully

healed, and during Grant's Northern Mississippi campaign—1862-63

—he was promoted as major-general of volunteers, and subsequently

was given the command of the Third Division, Fifteenth Army Corps,

under General IMcPherson. He assisted in the movements upon Vicks-

burg and Port Gibson, and, in General Grant's opinion, saved the day

at Raymond by his unflinching daring; while at Champion Hill he

may be said to have made a leap into the position he thenceforward

held among the soldiers and the people.

Champion Hill is not one of the famous battles
;
perhaps it will

never illumine the page of history or the canvas of the painter ; but its

story is unique in the record of the civil war. Overpowering statistics

are not needed to prove a conflict desperate or a victory brilliant, and

at Champion Hill, May 16, 1862, Logan demonstrated his peculiar

abilities : his daring, which was never bravado, never thoughtlessness

of his men ; his capacity for endowing a hopeless situation with some-

thing of his own personal courage ; let us say briefly, his sublime faith

* Official Reports.

Vol. XXXIX.—33
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in the " survival of the fittest," which he took into the great issue and

brought forth strengthened and made clear.

At this battle General Grant, intensely anxious as to the progress of

the fray, dispatched one of his staff to Logan, demanding if he could

not "push some men forward a little."

To the commander-in-chief came the answer so famous since, al-

though its origin is so little known that we may be pardoned for quoting

it here

:

" Tell General Grant my division can whip all the rebels this side

of hell, and we will push forward till he gives orders to halt."

From this point we must hasten on to the decisive events of Atlanta,

which involved so much for both North and South, which placed in

the Federal hands the stronghold, as it were, of rebellion,—which wit-

nessed one of the saddest losses on our records, the death of General

McPherson,—and which bore testimony to the bravery, the loyalty,

and the devotion of General Logan. The story of the battle has been

officially reported, discussed, and called back to the memory of those

brave men who took part in it, but there are many points of what I

may call personal interest which have not been gathered together for

publication. Twenty-three years have elapsed since that day of desper-

ate conflict, but, fortunately, many survive who can recall events con-

nected with the day and the scenes thereof which possibly were over-

looked in the first rush of conflicting, painful, or triumphant memories.

It will not be possible even to enumerate all of those who were most

valiant in the action. The story which I am telling is mainly that of

one life, and to those who seek statistics and purely technical details the

official reports are open ; but for the benefit of many who may not un-

derstand the position of the national army between July 20 and the

eventful 22d I will try to make as clear a statement as possible, having

as my authorities officers of high rank and ability who have been kind

enough to put me in possession of needed facts and who have verified

my statements.

The capture of Atlanta was the result of the battle of July 22,

1864, fought by the armies of the Tennessee, Cumberland, and Ohio,

under Generals Sherman, McPherson, Logan, Thomas, and Schofield,

and the Confederates under Generals Hood, Hardee, Cheatham, and

Wheeler.

On the 17th of July Jefferson Davis dispatched to General John-

ston, then in command of his army, an order which resulted in John-

ston's relief from the command of the army and department of Tennessee.

In Hood's opinion, Johnston's policy was Fabian ; but the Union gen-

erals considered it most sagacious.
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Hood and McPherson were thereby placed in strange relationship

to each other. Friends from boyhood, class- and room-mates for two

years at West Point, they naturally understood each other's methods of

thought or action better than any other men in the army, and there is

no doubt that in spite of their strong bond of friendship both men

were roused to do their most skilful work when the competition was so

close. A direct change of tactics was made by Hood, who on the

20th of July made a desperate attack upon the Army of the Cumber-

land at Peach Tree Creek at a jDoint nearly north of Atlanta. The
Confederates having been repulsed, McPherson and Blair then moved

slowly out of Decatur, leaving Sprague's brigade in charge of the rail-

way there, with orders to stop all trains, one of Sherman's princi]3al

ideas in this campaign being to destroy the Augusta Kailroad. Mc-
Pherson was strongly desirous that the Seventeenth Corps, commanded

by General Frank P. Blair, should carry Bald Hill (before Atlanta),

which was fully fortified and occupied by the enemy. Blair, acting on

McPherson's advice, sent instructions to General Leggett, commanding

the Third Division, to make the attempt. But the orders did not reach

him in time. Night came on, and Bald Hill remained in the enemy's

possession, with our troops closed up against it. On the afternoon of

the 20th, about three miles out of Decatur, General Blair's corj3s, which

had the advance, struck the enemy's infantry in considerable force. A
sharp engagement followed, during which General W. Q. Gresham was

severely wounded, and General Giles A. Smith succeeded him in com-

mand of the Fourth Division. The fight lasted until nightfall, and the

enemy was forced into his works at Bald Hill. On the 21st, General

Hickenlooper, chief of artillery, was sent by McPherson to urge on

the attack, the heaviest work falling upon General Manning F. Force's

brigade, which held the left of General Sherman's army. The position

they occupied brought them squarely in front of Bald Hill, on the main

right flank of the enemy. The slope of the hill was steep and bare,

so that the enemy's skirmishers and sharp-shooters had every advan-

tage ; but the only officer who dashed up the hill was General Force,

leading the first line of infantry in person. The 16th Wisconsin

and the 20th and 31st Illinois, directed by Captain Walker, followed.

The charge was successful. The Federals gained possession of Bald

Hill, which was a key-point commanding the country in every direc-

tion.

We have now to consider the position of the army on the night of

July 21. It must be understood, of course, that the prominence given

to General Logan's division is because the events of the day are of

peculiar interest to us in considering his life. Only a careful historian
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could calculate the deeds of bravery, the exhibitions of skill, the indi-

vidual efforts, which went to make up the story of that terrific conflict.

Leggett's division on the niglit of the 21st held Bald Hill. On the

left the Fourth Division of the Sixteenth Corps, commanded by General

Fuller, bivouacked on two lines. At the foot of the hill General Giles^

Smith's division fortified the position, while between this intrenched

line of the Seventeenth Corps and Leggett*s division Battery C, Second

United States Artillery, was placed. The Fifteenth Corps, commanded
by Major-General John A. Logan, bivouacked along the Augusta Rail-

road. The men lay on their arms, the brigades encamping parallel, or

nearly so, to the road. One division or more was thrown to the front

and connected with the Seventeenth Corps, thus forming a strong line

along the railroad. The head-quarters of General Dodge were directly in

the rear of the right of Logan's corps, and here the Second Division,

commanded by Sweeney, bivouacked. The head-quarters of General

McPherson were established on the south side of the railroad, a short

distance below Logan's camp, and about two miles, or perhaps less,

from the front. A portion of the artillery of the Army of the Ten-

nessee was parked along the railroad and to the south of it, while the

remainder of the train was at Decatur, well guarded by the Second

Brigade, Fourth Division, Sixteenth Corps, under the command of

General Sprague.

The heat of that July was intense. During the fight on the barren

hill-side three staff-officers in Force's brigade alone were prostrated by

sunstroke. The hill was strongly fortified by the Union troops, and

from its summit in the glare of the summer sun Atlanta might be seen.

Just within the city's defences, and in direct range of Leggett's guns,

was a large rolling-mill.

Hood's flanlvs were deemed insecure, and he retired from the Peach

Tree line in the night. This diversion, with other movements, led

General Sherman to the belief that the enemy were leaving Atlanta.

About daybreak on the morning of July 22 a scout appeared at Gen-

eral McPherson's head-quarters while the latter was watching with in-

tense interest a sharp and brilliant contest between a portion of the Sev-

enteenth Corps (General Giles Smith's division) and the enemy. He
turned from his observation to receive an Atlanta newspaper from the

hands of the scout, which contained the farewell order from General

Joseph Johnston to the Confederate Army of the Tennessee, relinquish-

ing the command to General Hood. Sherman was already aware of

this fact, but had not as yet had time to communicate it to McPherson.

While that officer was reading the printed statement, the commander-

in-chief, with some of his staff, was reconnoitring the country near his
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head-qnarters and determining upon his action for the day. McPherson,

roused by what he felt was a critical moment, immediately set about

planning for a day which he now knew would be desperate. While it

was impossible for him not to feel certain heart-throbs at the thought

of this close contest on the field of battle with the man who had been

to him as a brother, he knew precisely the sort of military opponent he

had to deal with,—knew that Hood would fight desperately and with

every possible unexpected turn. Hood, witnessing the capture of Bald

Hill the day before, had uttered significant words :
" he would exchange

the Fabian tactics of Johnston for the aggressive policy of Stonewall

Jackson.^' And the losses at Peach Tree Creek, the capture of Bald

Hill, inspired in such a man only new impetus and more desperate valor.

Sherman, confident that a pursuit to the south and east of Atlanta

was necessary, dispatched Colonel Warner with orders which were in

turn to be forwarded to Logan. In that anxious daybreak, Logan,

early astir, was as surg as McPherson and Sherman were that a critical

moment was impending. It was not possible for one of his nature and

ardent temperament to ignore trifles, especially when they bore upon

an issue so stupendous. Moving from one point to another in that

summer dawn, watchful of everything that could have a bearing on

the strength, the courage, or the hope of his division, he made his pres-

ence vitally felt and stimulated his men by his own indomitable spirit.

One of his subordinates recalls him, a strong figure outlined against the

flush of the morning sky, his face, to be seen later in that awful day

flashing fire and " the vengefulness of a righteous indignation," then

pale and composed, the intensity of the dark eyes alone showing what

he must have felt. He was on his way to make sure that his famous

black stallion " Charley" was in readiness, and returning to his head-

quarters was met by the messenger of General McPherson.

The order read as follows :
" You will immediately put your com-

mand in pursuit to the south and east of Atlanta, without entering the

town. You will take a route to the left of that taken by the enemy,

and try to cut oif a portion of them while they are pressed in the rear,

on our right, by Generals Schofield and Thomas. Major-General

Sherman expects a vigorous pursuit."

Had the enemy's action been such as the commander-in-chief and

his staff supposed it would be, no plan of opposing action could have

been more sagacious. But McPherson and his chief of staff. Assist-

ant Adjutant-General (then Colonel and since General) Clark, with

others of his staff, had reason to believe that the city was in a position of

defence. The midnight order to encompass the lefl flank of the Federal

army had reached McPhei'Son by this time, and afler a brief discussion.
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well knowing that no time was to be lost, McPherson and his staff rode

over to Logan's head-quarters, where all decided that the enemy was

still in possession of Atlanta and consequently that different tactics

must be used. An immediate course of action was planned, after which

McPherson, Colonel Clark, and several officers rode back to Sherman's

head-quarters and received the full commission of the commander-in-

chief to act upon this change of plan.

About eleven o'clock in the morning, McPherson and his staff, ac-

companied by some officers from Logan's head-quarters, were returning

towards the railroad and the scene which later was the field of battle.

The road now presents few evidences of the past in the picturesque

suburban town of Edgewood. The landmarks of the fearful battle are

obliterated ; but I understand a cyclorama has been prepared, under the

superintendence of the officers best qualified to judge of accuracy in

detail, and an admirable view of this point is given, interesting not only

because of what followed later in the day, but ajso because it was the

last spot on earth on which McPherson talked to his friends,—the last

place where that kindly face was seen, where that genial voice was

heard. In telling me the story of that dreadful day, General Clark

recalled McPherson's fine appearance, seated on his horse in the sun-

shine of the summer morning. After lunch, cigars were handed around,

and McPherson was enjoying one, when there came suddenly the sounds

of a volley and a shell, announcing the attack which McPherson had

feared. Everything had seemed quiet along the entire line until that

moment, and McPherson had written a letter in pencil to General

Dodge, with directions based upon his recent interview with the com-

mander-in-chief, which referred particularly to the railroad between

that point and Decatur. General Logan and staff, and General Blair and

staff, were present, and of McPherson's staff the adjutant-general and

chief. Colonel W. T. Clark ; Hickenlooper, chief of artillery ; Reese,

chief engineer; Captain Hilburn; Knox, Pose, signal officer; Dr. Dun-

can; Buel, chief ordnance officer; Generals Strong, Millard, Gill, and

Steele, McPherson's personal aides.

The officer who was dispatched with the letter to General Dodge

had scarcely disappeared when shots were heard to the left and the rear,

followed by a volley of small-arms, and at almost the same instant the

trees above the company of officers seemed to part asunder as a shell

burst through them, while from Dodge's corps incessant firing sounded.

Every officer was on his feet and had called for his horse before five

minutes had elapsed. General Strong reports the hour as quarter-past

twelve. General Clark, in a recent conversation, told me that it must

have been about noon. Instantly Generals Logan and Blair left for
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their corps. Steele was sent to Decatur, five miles away, with instruc-

tions for Sprague, who, it will be remembered, was guarding that point

on the railroad. McPherson's staff were dispatched with important

orders to different parts of the field, with the exception of General

Strong. McPherson, accompanied by this member of his staff and

their respective orderlies, dashed forward, taking a position on the

rio:ht of Dodo;e's line.*

The scene, says General Strong, was grand and impressive. The

flower of both Northern and Southern armies was engaged, and the

question of mate and check-mate in this terrific game of warfare was

known to be on both sides in the hands of men who added science

to their valor, desperation to their daring. The Confederate troops,

massed densely in columns of three or five lines deep, pushed from out

the dense thickets, and, when the open fields were gained, halted only

to open a rattling fire upon the Sixteenth Corps. It is to be supposed

—and indeed I believe that the Confederate generals have since stated

—that their first shock of surprise was in finding the Union troops

ready for attack ; but Fuller and Sweeney covered the enemy with

a deadly fire, and, to quote the words of one who witnessed it,t " the

guns of the 14tli Ohio and Welker's batteries fairly mowed great

swaths in the advancing columns.^' The Confederate troops proved

themselves equal to this unexpected emergency, closing their gaps

rapidly under the fiery hail-storm pouring down upon them ; but flesh

and blood could not long endure this, and before reaching the open

fields Hood's army at that point was thrown into confusion. Fuller and

Sweeney's divisions charged the enemy and drove them back to the

woods, capturing many prisoners.

The Sixteenth Corps had proved themselves worthy of McPherson's

expectations ; and the general from his point of observation saw that

Dodge maintained one stronghold of the position to the right and

Leggett the other at Bald Hill. A few moments later. General Mc-

Pherson, who was near the centre of the gap between the flanks of the

two army corps, suddenly checked his horse to give his companion,

General Strong, an order for Logan, which was for that general to

throw Wangelin's brigade across the gap to make the line continuous

by connecting with the flanks of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Corps.

Strong was to carry the order, guide the brigade to the point as directed,

* Besides studying official reports and obtaining impressions of people es-

pecially connected with that day, I am indebted to General W. T. Clark for

direct information on the subject, and to the report of General Strong before the

Army of the Tennessee.

t General Strong.
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and return to join McPlierson at Giles Smith's division. In giving this

order, General McPherson spoke for the last time on earth to a familiar

friend. Strong turned, dashing up the road towards the Seventeenth

Corps. He found General Logan near De Gresse's battery, gave him
McPherson's order, and the brigade started towards the gap indicated,

but before they reached there they perceived the utter folly of their

attempt to fill it, for the enemy were sweeping the roadway desperately

with a mass of shot and shell. Strong dashed forward to the left of the

Seventeenth Corps, where he expected to meet McPherson, but as he

neared the grove he beheld a dismal sight. McPherson's horse, wounded

and riderless, was staggering about, the saddle and equipments riddled

with bullets. It took the experienced officer but an instant to feel sure

that the commander must be somewhere near at hand and in peril, and

he was hurrying forward, when he encountered a wounded soldier helped

along by an unhurt but terrified-looking man. The wounded man was

E-eynolds, his companion Sharland, and in faltering accents, " the tears

coursing down their cheeks,'^ they announced that McPherson lay dead

within the grove, declared that they had a moment previous left his re-

mains, and in corroboration of the statement produced a knife, bunch of

keys, etc., belonging to the commander.

A party at once started in search of the general's body. Wangelin's

brigade was still waiting orders, and from them a four-mule ambulance

was procured. Captain Buel and his orderly, General Strong and his

orderly, George Taylor, of the 12th Wisconsin, George Reynolds,

and Joseph Sharland made the attempt to dash into the woods and re-

cover the general's remains, Reynolds, although nearly fainting from

loss of blood, leading the way. I quote General Strong's words :

" Twenty or thirty yards from the main road we came upon the

general's remains. He was lying upon his back, quite dead, his head

resting upon a blanket which Reynolds had placed there. His hat,

watch, sword-belt, and field-glass were missing, and the book which he

carried in the side-pocket of his blouse, which contained memoranda,

papers, telegrams, etc., was also gone. His buckskin gauntlets had not

been removed, and a diamond ring of value still remained on the little

finger of his left hand.

" Raising his body quickly from the ground and grasping it firmly

under the arms, I dragged it, with such assistance as Reynolds could

offer, through the brush to the ambulance, and with the aid of the

other members of our party deposited it therein, and then we all went

out as we went in, ^ on the keen run.'

" When we reached a safe position the ambulance was stopped, and

the general's remains were placed in a proper position : his limbs were
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straightened, his arms folded upon his breast, his head tightly bandaged

and supported upon a blanket, and thus we carried to General Sher-

man's head-quarters all that remained of the gallant soldier and beloved

commander of the Army of the Tennessee.

" General McPherson was killed or mortally wounded between

half-past twelve and two o'clock, and probably in less than two minutes

from the time I left him in the execution of his orders."

General McPherson's orderly with him at the time of his death

was taken, and remained in captivity for nine months. He was at

McPherson's side as they entered the fatal wood. Suddenly a shadowy

group of figures rose up on the left, speedily defining themselves to

McPherson and his comrade as Confederate soldiers. They called upon

the Union men to halt. McPherson raised his hat and turned quickly

to the right, when a volley was fired. Thompson's head was struck as

his horse dashed against one of the trees, knocking him for a moment

senseless. ^' When I came to," says Thompson, ^' General McPherson

was lying on his right side, his right hand pressed against his breast,

and every breath he drew, the blood flowed in streams. ... I went

up to him and said, ^ Are you hurt ?' He raised his letl: hand and

brought it down upon his left leg, and said, ^ Oh, orderly, I am,' and

immediately turned over on his face, and straightened himself out,

trembling like a leaf." *

* The accounts of General McPherson's death have either been furnished to

me by officers of his command or derived from books and papers loaned to me
by General W. T. Clark. I have thought it best to put together the story in a

condensed form, thus bringing together for the first time the various reports

connected with the event.

Captain Beard, of the Confederate army, was in command of the 5th

Regiment, Cleburne's division, from which came the shot that killed McPherson.

He has furnished to the Nashville Union an interesting account of the general's

death, in which he says, " He was certainly surprised to find himself suddenly

face to face with the rebel line. My own company, and possibly others of the

regiment, had reached the verge of the road, when he discovered for the first

time that he was within a few feet of where we stood. I threw up my sword to

him as a signal to surrender. Not a word was spoken. He checked his horse

slightly, raised his hat as politely as if he was saluting a lady, wheeled his horse's

head directly to the right, and dashed ofi" to the rear in a full gallop. Young
Corporal Coleman, who was standing near me, was ordered to fire upon him. He
did so, and it was his ball that brought General McPherson down. He was shot

passing under the thick branches of a tree, and as he was bending over his

horse's neck, either to avoid coming in contact with the limbs, or, more prob-

ably, to escape the death-dealing bullet of the enemy that he knew was sure to

follow him. He was shot in the back, and, as Sherman says in his * Memoirs,'
* the ball ranged upward across the body and passed near the heart.* A number
of shots were also fired into his retreating staff.
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A moment later, Thompson, half senseless, was taken prisoner.

Young Reynolds, the wounded soldier who found the general directly

after Thompson's capture, reports that, having received a wound in the

left arm, he was going to the rear to find the field-hospital, when he

came upon General McPherson lying upon the ground, mortally

w^ounded. He raised the dying general's head, placing it upon a

blanket, and tried to give him a drink of water from his canteen, ask-

ing him if he had any message to communicate ; but McPherson's lips

moved in silence only as he breathed his last. Soon after, Sharland

came to the woods and joined Reynolds.

The news of this terrible event spread like wild-fire. General

Clark—who I may mention here received his two brevets through the

battle of Atlanta—hastened to find Logan and give him the sad tidings.

In telling me the story, " I was weeping like a school-boy,'' said Gen-
eral Clark, " and you can think of the effect of the event, for in the

midst of the awful emergencies of that day I remember leaning my
head down because I could not check the fresh b\irst of sobs, and I can

venture to say that not a man among us but went back to the fight from

that hour with his eyes wet."

Logan was just riding along his own corps when Clark came dashing

up, and as the latter told his story it seemed that every nerve and fibre of

Logan's poT\'^rful frame vibrated with the shock. If there had been

a listless hand, a careless heart, or a forgetful mind in the Fifteenth

Corps on that eventful day, the scenes which followed must have fired

such with the enthusiasm which perhaps comes to men only once in a

lifetime. Logan, assuming command in McPherson's place, dashed

along the ranks, his first effort being to reassure and stimulate the men,

who had been half paralyzed as the news of McPherson's death flashed

along the lines. ^' Never shall I forget," wrote one of Logan's boys,

" never will one of us who survived that desperate fight, until our dying

day, the grand spectacle presented by Logan as he rode up and down in

front of the line, his black eyes flashing fire, his long black hair stream-

ing in the wind, bareheaded, his service-worn slouch hat swinging in his

" I ran immediately up to where the dead general lay, just as he had fallen

upon his knees and face. There was not a quiver of his body to be seen, not a

sign of life perceptible. The fatal bullet had done its work well : he had been

killed instantly. Even as he lay there, dressed in his major-general's uniform,

with his face in the dust, he was as magnificent a looking picture of manhood as

I ever saw." The name or the rank of the officer whom they had killed was not

known to Cleburne's men ; and it is due to the Confederate troops who fought

in that terrible battle to say that the deepest sorrow for the death of such a man
was expressed then and later.
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bridle hand and his sword flashing in the other, crying out, in stentorian

tones, ^ McPherson and revenge !' It made my blood run both hot and

cold, and moved every man of us to follow to the death the brave and

magnificent hero ideal of a soldier who made this resistless appeal to all

that is brave and gallant in a soldier's heart ; and this, too, when the

very sky was alive with whistling bullets and howling shell ! If he

could only have been painted as he swept up and down the line on a

steed as full of fire as his glorious rider, it would to-day be one of the

finest battle-pictures of the war.''

How swiftly the battle developed is emphasized by scenes recounted

to me by an eye-witness,—pictures which flashed before the vision of

those engaged in conflict,—revelations like the sudden slides of a magic

lantern defining themselves from out the smoke and dust, from their

awful significance burning themselves forever into the minds of those

who beheld them. Just before the battle began, some of McPherson's

staff" had been at Giles Smith's head-quarters, conversing with Belknap,

Walker, Saunders, and Hall. An hour later General Clark encountered

the body of Major Walker, of the 13th Ohio, stark and dead, a bullet

through his forehead. Only those in the field saw the brave deeds done

about them. Belknap on the parapet heard a voice amid the sound of

crashing guns just at his side :
" Shall I bring that flag over, colonel ?"

Corporal Crowder, of the colored guard, was the speaker. " Yes, if

you can.'' Over the parapet, through the thick of the shot, .dashed

Crowder, coming back with the battle-flag of the 45th Alabama, a

Confederate regiment conspicuous for its valor. So close was the con-

test, so hand-to-hand the struggle, that the combatants actually talked to

one another. As an officer said to me, " I looked one reb in the face and

told him he might as well give up : he and I both remember it."

Seven diff'erent times did the two armies exchange positions. A few

moments after the capture of the flag, Belknap, recognizing Colonel

Lampley, of the 45th Alabama, actually took him prisoner by pulling

him over the parapet by his coat-collar. Writing of this incident later

to Belknap, Captain Irving A. Buck, adjutant-general of Cleburne's

division, a gallant officer, now residing in Baltimore, says, " Lampley

was too slightly wounded to have caused his death, which occurred some

days later, and it is supposed that depression from chagrin at his misfor-

tune contributed largely to his sad end. How little cause for shame or

mortification he had upon his own account, or that of his command,

none other than yourself, who witnessed their gallant conduct, better

knows."

A detachment of prisoners being taken about the same time, the

question was put, " Who will guard these prisoners ?" The flash of a
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suddenly-drawn sabre was seen, and the voice of Colonel Jones, of the

53d Indiana, said, " I will/' He was seated near a tree, severely-

wounded, but ordered the prisoners around him, a tragic little company-

enough, with the dying soldier on guard. An hour later, as a stretcher

was bearing the colonel from the field, he breathed his last. General

Clark, riding along the line, saw suddenly two figures, first that of

Captain Walker, shot in the thigh, then General Force bending over

him, and at the same instant a ball passed into the latter's cheek ! Soon

after mid-day a heavy force of the enemy gathering in the rear of the army

captured twelve guns, including De Gresse's famous twenty-pound Parrot

guns. Logan, still " flashing like a meteor'^ through serried ranks, led

in person Wangelin's brigade, and, by one of the most brilliant strokes

ever made in any battle, recaptured every gun. Seven successive charges

of the enemy Logan routed, and when the conflict raged at its maddest,

and the roll of musketry was fiiirly deafening, Logan's voice was still to

be heard, his darl^ face and flashing eyes still to be seen. That the horror

of that tumultuous occasion did not escape him, in spite of his reckless

bravery, was shown when at the unveiling of the McPherson statue in

Washington he told briefly but in thrilling sentences the story of that

day,—of the valor shown on both sides of the line. ^^ Right and left, left

and right," he said, ^^ like a weaver's shuttle, went the Army of the Ten-

nessee athwart the serried ways, amid heat and dust, shot and shell,

blood and tears, weaving the crimson net-work of revenge, till the field

was in the bloody toils and fairly won. ... As wave after wave of

Hood's daring troops dashed with terrible fury upon our lines, they

were hurled back with a fearful shock, breaking their columns into

fragments, as the granite headland breaks into foam the ocean billows.

Across the narrow line of works raged the fierce storm of battle, the

hissing shot and bursting shell raining death on every hand."

Upon this scene, still stormy and desperate, the summer twilight

fell and its darkness gathered, the stars coming out in silent majesty

above the death-stricken fields, the moonlight painting with awful

clearness the conflict as it still raged. On groups of fiercely-fighting

men, on Logan's stalwart form, on the prostrate figures of the wounded

and the dying, on the awful silence of the dead, who were alive when

the sun rose that morning and were in the presence of their Maker

now, the starlight and the pale rays of the moon shone alike. Men
live who tell the story of the last hours of that battle, but tell it, if with

flashing eye, with 'bated breath. Midnight found Logan still urging

his men for the conclusion of what was the most desperate and yet

triumphant conflict in his career. He had, of course, promptly assumed

command of the Army of the Tennessee on McPherson's death, and the
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desultory fighting had scarcely ceased when General Clark accompanied

Logan to Sherman's head-quarters, where the question of permanent

command was discussed. General Logan left with the understanding

that he was to continue at the head of the Army of the Tennessee,

which he had so victoriously led that day. General Sherman was en-

thusiastic over Logan's conduct, remarking in his " Memoirs" that on

that eventful day of the 22d he had let the Army of the Tennessee

fight the battle alone. For reasons, however, which Sherman later ex-

plained, the command of the army fell to General Howard.

After the rush and fury of that dreadful day the men who had

formed McPherson's military family assembled at Logan's head-quarters,

—a mournful group under those midnight stars. Even the triumph of

the day was forgotten in the sorrow which every one felt to be personal,

for McPherson had not been at any time of his command aloof from

his men. There was one mess, one camp-fire, one place of rendezvous,

for his officers ; and they, accustomed to be cheered by the presence of

their commander, gathered sorrowfully together, Logan in their midst,

asking themselves why he had not been spared to share in the victory.

Those Avho knew his life's short story talked of its brilliancy and earnest

purpose. No uncommon career in its outset was that of McPherson.

Born at Clyde, Ohio, he had worked hard to obtain his education. At
West Point he had distinguished himself, and then followed the oppor-

tunity for putting into practice the gifts which he possessed. The cir-

cumstances of that decade in our century were tremendous developers.

North and South, and talent sprang into prominence, genius burned at

its fullest, under the rush of dramatic and powerful events. McPher-

son, dead before his five-and-thirtieth year was ended, had lived enough

to cover boyhood, youth, and prime ; and happy is he whose heroism and

example may as proudly endure as the generations roll on.

Early the next day General Sherman rode over the field, and Gen-

eral Orlando M. Poe, chief of engineers, made a careful examination

of the locality where McPherson was killed. Later the spot was en-

closed, and a cast-iron gun, surmounted by a shell, erected on a pedestal

bearing McPherson's name and the date of his death.

General Logan on resuming command of his old corps continued to

push forward. Skirmishing and artillery practice were kept up night

and day. About this time a little incident occurred which will show

the tender depths of Logan's nature. Sherman's army swept Hood's

rear, General Logan leading the advance. At Flint River the enemy

had planted a masked battery. The puffs of smoke rising whitely

above the deep verdure of the trees were the only indications whence

came the shots fired by the enemy ; and General Logan's staff rode back
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and forth, In and out, trying to pierce the column of smoke. Above
some evergreen shrubbery in a bend of the road was seen the yellow

drapery in the window of a log cabin. One side of the cabin had been

cleft in by a shell, and as General Logan and his officers rode up they

saw framed in the disjointed door-way the figure of an old woman, whose

face, pale and wrinkled, looked as though wistfully searching for human
aid or relief. General Logan immediately rode up and asked her whether

she was in trouble.

She lifted her sallow, anxious face, sweeping the soldierly form

with a glance at first contemptuous and then appealing. *^ Come in,

sir,'' she said, and led the way into the wretched cabin, pointing with

dumb misery at a mattress laid where the shell had burst in the roof.

Stretched upon this perilous couch was the figure of a young girl, the

widow of one of the Confederate soldiers killed at Atlanta. Half an

hour before, she had become the mother of a child. The baby lay be-

side her, sleeping, but uncared for, and the young mother looked as

though she might be drifting away forever out of this strange battle-

field in whose din and terror her fatherless child had been born. Gen-

eral Logan at once gave orders for the care of the desolate little family,

saw to their safe removal, and a day or two later, although nearly broken

down by fatigue and anxiety, rode eight miles to insure their safety. On
this occasion the grandmother declared her intention of having the baby

ba])tized, and General Logan stood godfather, the staff selecting the name

of '^ Shell-Anna."

General Logan, after the battle of Ezra Church, and when the

fierceness of activity lulled, returned home to take part in the Presi-

dential campaign ; but he was once more with his corps when they

made that terrible march through the Carolinas of which General Sher-

man has said that none could form an idea of its perils and privations

save those who had endured them. Glaring emergencies and brilliant

conflicts carry excitement with them, but these dreary hours in swamp
and morass, this breasting of the waters under a pitiless rain, this period

of almost starvation and lonely physical misery, test the commander's

real heroism ; and Logan during that terrible time was always alert and

always keen, forgetting no one but himself. Breakfasting by the light of

the camp-fire, often with the storm of sleet and hail pouring down upon

him, his food dry corn and wretched coffee, it was generally midnight

before he again broke his fast ; and yet—I have it from the men Avho

served with and under him—his courage never deserted him. General

Clark, in speaking of this period, says that the remembrance is like a

nightmare to him. For sixty hours he and his men ploughed their way

through the watery swamps, dragging artillery-trains out towards the
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banks. AYhen the commonplace discomforts of illness are upon us, let

us reflect upon the miseries of our " boys in blue" or " boys in gray"

during those days ; whatever the ultimate result, think of the depress-

ing hours they spent, not knowing what would be the final issue of the

work to which they were sacrificing their vitality, the buoyancy of their

youth, and every physical fibre of their being. General Clark tells me
of a time when, worn with patient endeavor to drag the trains through

the water, having stood up to his waist for hours in the muddy streams,

the rain pouring down upon his face and weary shoulders, his only food

dry corn off the cob, he hailed as the sound of an angel Logan's voice

piercing the darkness :
^^ Ho, Clark, are you there ?" and through

the gloom came the bright dark face and the stalwart form of the

chief, bringing cheer to Clark's soul in an hour of depression which

seemed as though it must come from the very Valley of the Shadow of

Death.

With tlie end of the war General Logan could not give up the

service of his country. We are so accustomed to considering our public

men as tools, whether of party, clique, or personal interest, that we fail

at times to believe in one who acts from undivided interest, and that

interest only the service of the people. Not mine the province to

detail the years which General Logan devoted to Congressional and

Senatorial work. The vast number of men alive to-day who passed

through the war and have returned to civil occupation testifies to the

disinterestedness of the man who carried through bills which benefited

the nation and respected the individual. His character for honesty, as

we all know, stood the test of a Presidential campaign,—what is better

still, it stood the test of years of public life,—of home life in which he

so bore himself that neither enemies nor friends, neither the public nor

the charmed circle at his fireside, could see that he was wanting in that

fine integrity which dignifies the man of moderate means, who has the

courage to spend only wdiat is his own, and who bows his head before

no decree of fashion, no conventionality of custom, wdiich shall lead

him to defraud his soul of its honest purpose, his posterity of the

inheritance of honor which is their most enduring fame.

The last year of General Logan's life was rendered conspicuously

happy to those who loved him, since it saw the realization of the dream

which had been his and his wife's, to own a Washington home of their

own. The dignified and solid red brick mansion on Calumet Place,

built half a century ago, when architecture was solid, interior spaces

wide, door-ways ample, and windows many, was selected as a residence

by the general and Mrs. Logan. He showed how strong had been his

self-denial in not sooner purchasing a home by the exuberance of de-
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light with which he found himself master of his " ain fireside/'—nay,

shall I not say ^^ theirs'^ f for, as in the days of early married life, when
Mary Logan, a girl of sixteen, placed her hand in his and knit her

future into his, she was the constant companion of his life, whether in

spirit she followed him to the Capitol or to more distant fields of work,

or sat beside him reading, writing, discussing, and planning for the

career which had never been marred by unholy ambitions, and which

was therefore freed from all that was sad or depressing as middle age

took the place of youth and its enthusiasms. To them, of course,

flocked friends, enthusiastic admirers, the suffering and the afflicted,

those to whom a hand-grasp of the general's meant much, a kindly

word of suggestion or cheer from Mrs. Logan help and encouragement,

and the wheels within wheels of political life revolved about them with-

out marring the harmony of that happy home. His life was active al-

ways, regular even in its routine. His work was apt to be brought into

the very family circle. There he would sit at his desk, writing, pre-

paring memoranda, notes, etc., while his wife and children were near by,

oftentimes looking up to smile and nod at a visitor, sometimes conscious,

with good-humored recognitions, that the adjoining room had become

half full of guests. He hated, however, wholly to absent himself from

family life, although there were times when to pay for this indulgence

he and Mrs. Logan together worked out some vexed question through

the whole night. On one occasion, as she has herself told me, for three

nights and days, while he was searching profoundly into the honor of

some question, they never slept, but toiled together, and he triumphed at

the end !

The end of this honored life came, as we know, all too swiftly. At

Fort Donelson the general contracted the rheumatism from which he

suffered excruciatingly at times ; but this attack of last December

seemed at first only like those which had preceded it,—painful, but

not dangerous. He came into the library one morning, having been

out among his favorite animals, and complained that the old enemy

was upon him. Then, I believe, he drove out. A lady who had wished

much to bring a friend to see him told me that, having called at the

house, she waited his return, but they were all gathered on the porch,

and she was about leaving, when the general appeared, driving in his

phaeton. At once she detected something less vigorous or hopeful in

his countenance. With his usual kindness of heart, however, he shook

off his physical depression and turned to welcome cheerfully the young

lady who had come so far just " to shake hands" with the hero of

Atlanta. He went into the house, and soon after to his room. For

two weeks he lay upon a bed of suffering in the room which seemed
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to me, as I stood there yesterday, consecrated by that sad death-scene.

No matter what his pain or weariness, say those who watched and

nursed him, his interest in the family matters going forward, the

pleasant stories of the Fair in which they were so deeply interested,

never failed to kindle his smile and the response which always glowed

in his eyes, and there w^ere hours precious for all to remember, although,

until the very last, no dread of parting was upon them.

I think it was upon the Friday preceding his death—Christmas

Eve—that, holding her hand tenderly in his, he asked his wife why she

was weeping ; but she faltered in her answer, and he was silent, fixing

his eyes upon her face and pressing her hand the closer. He knew it

then, happily, before the gloom of death was upon him, and doubtless

in the watches of that last Christmas Eve on earth, with the one he

loved most in life beside him, his peace made with his Creator, his mind

went back to the period of joyous and expectant youth, and happy,

thrice happy and blest, were they in that hour of parting, since the am-

bitions with which they had started out in life found them at its close

unstained by aught which could make the one to be left turn ever from

one recollection in their dear comradeship. What shadow^s of the old

war-days, what forms and faces, may have come to the dying hero

!

" Peace and good will to all men on earth,^' was the message of the day

which was his last on earth, but the scars of the fight which he had

fought for his country and his people John Logan carried as eternal

witnesses of his integrity into the presence of his God.

As I write these words in the library so sacred to his life and its

many occupations, I lift my eyes and can see on all sides tokens of the

man's vitality, which seems to be breathing in the very atmosphere.

Portraits of his comrades hang upon the walls ; emblems and souvenirs

are here and there ; but the sword and gun hang peacefully in their

places now. The flag yonder is a mute reminder of the past, but it

has the glory of Donelson and Atlanta in its faded folds. Across the

hall the drawing-rooms have windows open to the sunshine of the

winter morning. The light falls upon spaces whose solitude seems to

have a hidden meaning ; but, while the nation endures, can we say that

we have not something present with us always of him to whom the

Master must have said,

—

" Well done, thou good and faithful servant."

One who knew him.

Vol. XXXIX.—34
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Me. Fawcett, in the January number, objects to critics and criticism, be-

cause of the bitterness of spirit shown by caustic remark and excitable rhetoric

in reviewers of books. In reality, it would be hard to recall any review of a

book as bitter and biting in tone as Mr. Fawcett's own criticism of critics. He
believes in homoeopathic remedies, perhaps, and it would be, possibly, injurious

to his own cause to show that any criticism could be calm : nevertheless, he would
hardly like to claim the honor of having established his point by personal exhi-

bition of the fact that the mere effort to be a critic unhinges one's brain and

ruins one's conceptions of courtesy. Mr. Fawcett's criticism is worth noting,

however, by those of us who do believe in criticism, and who are therefore will-

ing to listen even to his. His chief objection to book-reviewing is the cruelty

of the stinging sarcasm which, from his account of it, one would take to be the

spirit of all reviewing; but, so far as it goes to any extreme, is not the tendency

of modern criticism far more towards fulsome flattery than towards wholesale de-

preciation ? Here and there one comes across a pin-prick or a mosquito-sting
;

but, as a rule, the reviewer does not linger long over what displeases him, while

he will gush in as many columns as the editor will give him over work that he

likes. Mr. Fawcett only generalizes ; he does not call by name a single review

written in the spirit he deplores, except one written against one of his own books,

while if he had looked about for reviews of books full of the wildest praise or

the keenest appreciation, how many he could have found ! Secondly, it is to be

remembered that critics live only at the will of authors and publishers. If critics

criticise, it is because authors and publishers want them to criticise. The profes-

sional critic does not exist who would remain a critic if he had to buy the books

he reviews ; and while author and publisher think it worth while to give him
books for the sake of what he may say about them, they must surely expect him

to be sincere in saying what he thinks. Nor is it true that his happening to

think unfavorably of a book, and saying so with considerable spirit, is the death-

warrant to the author's peace of mind that Mr. Fawcett implies. It is entirely

true, as Mr. Fawcett states, that " a good book was never yet made unpopular

because a critic condemned it," nor a poor one salable because " a critic shouted

in its behalf;" but Mr. Fawcett has lost sight of that other indubitable fact that

many a book has been "made salable'* by a critic's %\ioMt\n.g against it. Mr.

Fawcett cannot be ignorant of the expression " damning with faint praise," and

when he implies that "just one brief sentence from the wise and tender lips of

such a man as the late Mr. Longfellow'* is worth infinitely more to an author

than pages by a professional critic in the way of review, he forgets a very signifi-

cant fact,—that there are " wise and tender" men as incapable as the poor minis-

ter who came near ruining Lemuel Barker's career, of telling a young author

the sad truth about his work, who drop their "just one brief sentence" in a way
kindly, but not invaluable, not, indeed, of half the value to the author that a

few columns in the Saturday Scorpion might be, even if the latter were not
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heavily weighted with praise. How many, many people could repeat kindly

verdict on their work from the wise and tender lips of Mr. Longfellow 1 but how
few have risen to the dignity of a column in the Saturday Scorpion ! The young

author may congratulate himself who has risen to the height of being discussed.

That your book or your poem or your article has provoked thought, challenged

reply, received notice at some length, been thought worthy of the dignity of

opposition, is far more of a compliment than any " wise and tender" nothing

dropped from kindly lips at the moment, with no sense of responsibility in utter-

ing it, and forgotten the next moment by every one but the amiably-treated

author. " The community can find out what they want to read without your

multiplex and bewildering counsel," says Mr. Fawcett to the critics. Of course

they can ; there is not the slightest doubt about it. But critics do not exist for

the benefit of the community ; they existfor the benefit of authors and publishers,—

•

for the benefit of authors and publishers who want the community to find out

something about what they didn't want to read,—to be piqued to curiosity about

what they would otherwise let alone, either by a good deal of praise or a good

deal of blame, it does not much matter which. Mr. Fawcett will never be able

to convince the community that publishers give away, and authors do without

the royalty on, two hundred or more copies of any important book issued from

the press, unless they have an overwhelming conviction of the value of criticism.

Mr. Fawcett calls attention to what he considers an admirable device of Messrs.

Funk & Wagnalls to get rid of superfluous criticism : they send, he says,

copies of their books to authors of established fame, requesting a few lines of

"opinion," if thought advisable. But is Mr. Fawcett ignorant of the fact that

the Messrs. Funk & Wagnalls also send to the newspapers, and that the copies

sent to the authors of established fame are only so much extra bid for the criti-

cism which Mr. Fawcett thinks of so little importance ? And if all publishers

were to adopt the plan advised by Mr. Fawcett, of sending books only to " authors

of established fame," how long does he suppose the authors of established fame
would stand it ? The professional critic has to read and write about every book
sent him ; but it is to be feared that the " authors of established fame," left to

give an opinion if thought advisable, would think it not advisable a good deal

oftener than would suit the publishers and authors who so frequently demand
even of reviews and reviewers, '* Why haven't you noticed that book yet ?" More-
over, is it possible that Mr. Fawcett does not know to how much criticism almost

every author subjects his manuscript before publishing it? One might almost

say the greater the author the more criticism does he try to secure, from wife,

sister, friend, or professional critic. A recent case occurs to me as one of many.
An author of established reputation, whose work is sure of acceptance whatever

it may be, has been careful, out of pure regard to make his literary art as fine as

possible, to subject his manuscript to two professional critics. Though both were
personal friends, neither of them was of the " wise and tender" kind ; neither hesi-

tated to differ from the author; both knew that to discuss certain points of treat-

ment by no means implied wholesale censure, and the delightful evenings spent

in almost violent argument resulted in the talented author's accepting more than
one suggestion from his untender critics. In a letter to one of them, he states

that he has adopted one of the suggestions, as to the wording of a single sen-

tence, and is amazed to find how it improves the whole aspect of the scene :
" It

improves the whole flavor of the story," he writes,
—

" leaveneth the whole lump.
Indeed, so vital is the improvement, my flesh creeps when I think, What if I had
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left it as it stood originally?" and again he says, "I don't believe there is a case

on record where one literary worker has received such generous aid from

another;" and, mind you, though he kindly says, "one worker from another,"

the aid was not given by an author " of established fame" to another author, but

by a critic to an author. The poor little critic could no more have written the

splendid novel than he could have flown ; yet he ivas able to give a suggestion

which the brilliant author thought of importance enough to record his accept-

ance of it in such words as the above, though the critic's change implied censure

of the severe kind that never falls from the " wise and tender lips" of such kindly

patrons as the late Mr. Longfellow. A. R. w.

The point of view of M. M., in asking of Margaret Harold, in the Monthly
Gossip of January, " Wherein lies ' inartistic failure' ?" is that Mrs. Harold is

certainly not attractive, but that A. W. R. has not been keen-sighted enough to

discover that Miss Woolson meant her to be unattractive. It is certainly, as M.
M. claims, the mark of a true artist to be able to delineate a character without

showing personal predilections ; but, according to M. M., Miss Woolson did, after

all, have decided " personal predilections" in regard to Margaret, when she in-

tended to make her unattractive. An artist who does not like his heroine, but

delineates her as a human curiosity, rarely is able to let the other personages of

his story revolve about her in mistaken admiration, as they do in " East Angels."

If he likes his hero, he may take a keen pleasure in letting his other characters

all fail to appreciate him, meanwhile keeping the; reader in the secret and holding

outside sympathy for his Rip Van Winkle ; but if he doesn't like him, it would

be almost superhuman art to let his other characters feel towards the hero as the

people of " East Angels" feel towards Margaret. M. M. states with truth, " Why,
history itself is full of Margaret Harolds,—full of self-elected martyrs who slew

moral truth and beauty in a stubborn devotion to duty, robbing their idol in the

act." But this is not the point in question : the point is, that there have been

indeed plenty of " self-elected martyrs," but not plenty of self-elected martyrs

who have been admired as charming, as well as respected for their sincerity of

purpose. If, as M. M. suggests secondly, Miss Woolson was not using impersonal

art, but purposely laboring to show Margaret's overstrained idea of duty to be

disagreeable, the " inartistic failure" is certainly conspicuous, inasmuch as the

general verdict of the public has had its key-note struck by the reviewer in the

Tribune, who praises Margaret not only for her sincere conception of " duty," but

for being fascinating and "delightful," "altogether winning" and "beautiful."

One cannot claim, of course, to have seen all reviews written of a book, but of

the very great number of " East Angels" that I have seen, only one, which I

wrote myself, failed to find Mrs. Harold " charming" as well as devoted to her

conception of duty. This, then, is " inartistic failure," from M. M.'s own point

of view ; from mine, it is inartistic failure that in trying to depict a colossal ideal,

whether intended as her own colossal ideal or as Winthrop's colossal ideal, Miss

Woolson has only succeeded in creating a prig. A. w. R.
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FOR some years past it has been the custom of the small wits of the press to

poke fun at Lord Tennyson as a dotard who is unconscious of the fact that

he has fallen into second childhood. Were this true, it would be brutal and un-

grateful treatment towards one who has added so much to the happiness of all

English readers to remind him of the fact. But a poet who at threescore pro-

duced such magnificent work as " Rizpah" is no superfluous veteran lagging on

the stage. When " Locksley Hall Sixty Years After" was cabled over to thia

country it was received with the usual chorus of derision. The newspaper has

not only the first say in such matters, but for some days it has the only say, and

the wits seemed to be expressing the general opinion. By this time, of course,

the voice of competent criticism has been heard, the poem has received the re-

spectful hearing which it deserved, and the small wit has been silenced. Still, it

is not too late to protest against the ungracious and unseemly behavior of these

would-be funny men. It is not too late, either, to remind the many worthy

people who allow others to shape their opinions for them, that, although donkeys

do love to kick dead lions, it is not safe to assume that a lion is dead because the

donkeys kick him.

Among the criticisms which have thus far appeared, none—not even Mr. Glad-

stone's—is more notable than that in the Athenceum. It has that happy choice of

phrase, that wealth of illustration, and that peculiar ingenuity of thought by

which the initiated have learned to identify the work of Mr. Theodore Watts.

The Saturday Review is thoughtful and scholarly enough, and in addition to its

regular criticism it has published a little skit intended to burlesque some of the

ridiculers of Tennyson's poem. This is simply a pretended criticism of *' Caliban

upon Setebos," in which Browning is seriously taken to task for the false the-

ology and low ideals of his Caliban. The implied parallel is not a happy one.

Tennyson's is essentially a lyrical as Browning's is a dramatic intellect. Brown-

ing makes his way to the heart of his characters, looks abroad through their

eyes, and speaks with their voice. No one could confound him with Caliban, or

with Blougram, Sludge, Hohensteil-Schwangau, or any of the many persons

whose natures he has revealed to us in their own speech. Tennyson, on the

contrary, is never anybody but himself, even when he aims to be most dramatic.

There is a story that a stranger once calling upon Tennyson was ushered

into a dark room. A tall form rose as he entered, and to the stranger's query

answered, in melancholy tones, " No, this is not Alfred : this is Samuel, and the

gloomiest of the family." This gloom, this melancholia, this "divine despair,"

as he himself phrases it, is a predominant mood with Tennyson. For a smaller

or less balanced mind it would be a dangerous mood. Morbid pathologists tell us

that its symptoms are a vague unrest and irritability, a fancied superiority to the

rest of the race, a feeling that the victim is made of finer clay than his fellows,

a love of isolation, an acute sensitiveness' to criticism or opposition as being
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prompted by hatred and malice. It causes the arrogance which often distin-

guishes men of genius as well as patients in the incipient stages of insanity. To
men of this stamp the world divides itself readily into two classes, the children of

light who agree with them, the knaves and clowns who oppose them. Shelley

addressed John Wilson Croker as one of the meanest of all God's creatures, and
believed that he was telling the truth. Byron, Lamartine, Victor Hugo, and Car-

lyle have been betrayed into equal energy of scorn. In the present, Swinburne's

shrieks against those who differ from him are traceable to a similar morbid source.

Tennyson's intellectual life began at the time when the reaction against Byronic

egotism and world-weariness had set in, aud his mind was too broad, too far-

reaching, not to be in accord with the higher tendencies of his age, and a leader

of them. Yet again and again his poems voice the struggle to overcome a natu-

ral mood. " The Palace of Art," for instance, in one of his earliest volumes, is

a parable, showing how a proud and arrogant soul was converted to the simpler

humanities of life and taught to look upon the common run of men with kind-

liness instead of scorn. It is more or less autobiographical, for the same volume
contains " The Poet," which teaches the hate of hate, the scorn of scorn, with

far more earnestness than the love of love. " In Memoriam" and " Maud" may
be placed in juxtaposition, as showing the two opposing elements in the struggle

we have noted. The first exhibits the poet under the mellowing, sweetening, and
broadening influence of a great sorrow, which takes him out of himself, swallows

up all lesser and more selfish emotions, and disposes him to look out upon the

world with gentle charity and sympathy. In " Maud," on the other hand, the

morbid mood has free vent. The poet loses his grip upon himself and finds a

safety-valve through which his pent-up emotions escape with a shriek. Maud,

to be sure, is put in the mouth of a madman, an effort is made to give it a dra-

matic form, but the effort is a failure, and you feel that the poet is simply hiding

behind a mask to give himself freer play.

But of the poems in which the struggle and the victory are both celebrated,

the most magnificent and characteristic is the original " Locksley Hall." The
hero has been jilted, he is sore and wretched, and he abandons himself to his

mood. He denounces the girl, her parents, her lover, the dreams of his boyhood,

the whole social order. But he recovers himself, recognizes the wildness of his

words, and schools himself to self-conquest by dwelling on the insignificance of

the individual, the mighty meaning of the race, and the splendid future unfold-

ing before it. With advancing age, however, Tennyson has lost the power of

self-conquest. He lets his gloom dominate him. He looks out upon the world,

and his weary eye sees only crime, vice, horror, wretchedness. He may be wrong

in his point of view. But art does not concern itself with points of view. You
may not agree with the beliefs of Voltaire, Luther, or Cardinal Newman, you

cannot deny them magnificent genius. And nobody with a feeling for poetry can

fail to be carried away by the thunderous energy of Tennyson's denunciations

of the present. " Locksley Hall Sixty Years After" is not only interesting for

its self-revelations, it is the most virile and vigorous bit of verse that has appeared

in recent English literature.

" The Promise of May," a drama, which was performed some years ago in

London with small success, and which is now bound up in the same volume with

*' Locksley Hall Sixty Years After," only offers one more evidence that Tenny-
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son's intellect is not a dramatic one. Some of the village scenes are idyllic and

pretty, and are even illumined by some gleams of humor,—a rare quality with

Tennyson,—and the character of Dora has a certain sweetness and charm. But

the mere fact that the whole aim of the piece is to enforce a serious moral shows

a comical inability to appreciate the temper of an average audience. The moral

itself—that agnosticism and the seduction of young girls go hand in hand—is

hardly a fair one to draw until we have some authoritative statistics as to the

relative frequency of seduction among professed agnostics and professed Chris-

tians ; and one cannot help feeling an amused sympathy for that eccentric ag-

nostic who rose from his seat while the play was being performed and loudly

protested against the injustice done to his co-antireligionists.

Some dozen years ago, when " A Passionate Pilgrim" and " The Madonna
of the Future" and other little masterpieces were appearing in the Galaxy and

the Atlantic over the signature of Henry James, Jr., many of us who were active

readers of periodicals used to be exasperated that this brilliant young author

seemed to be making so little headway with the public. " Roderick Hudson"

came out, and rather disappointed us; "The American" followed, and justified

our most sanguine expectations
;
yet Henry James, Jr., though he had a small

number of devoted admirers, though many critics praised him, was still ignored

by the public. At last *' Daisy Miller" made him known to two continents.

Bret Harte, again, had published his " Condensed Novels" and his " Luck of

Roaring Camp, and other Sketches," he had gained a following, and a very en-

thusiastic one, but he had no public until the appearance of the "Heathen
Chinee." Among the number of brilliant young writers whose work is growing

in strength and in favor, are there not several whose names may, by some lucky

stroke, to-morrow or the next day become household words ? There is J. S. of

Dale, for example. In any brief summary of modern American literature his

work might be overlooked without evoking any general protest. Mr. Howells,

in his late admirable little chat upon short-story writers, has forgotten him alto-

gether. Yet this author has at his command such stores of pathos and humor,

such delicate fancy, such exquisite grace, that it is a marvel he is not better

known. In the " Sentimental Calendar," which he has just published through

Charles Scribner's Sons, there are three stories at least
—"Mrs. Knollys," "The

Consul at Carlsruhe," and " In a Garret"—which ought to have made his literary

fortune. They are all slight in texture, hackneyed, if you choose, in plot, yet

the witchery of art he has thrown over them makes them positive masterpieces

in their way. When will he produce his " Daisy Miller" ?

Barrett Wendell is another writer who is less known than he deserves to be.

His " Duchess Emilia" had a succls d'estime, but it was not widely popular. His

last book, " Rankell's Remains" (Ticknor & Co.), is a masterly satire. Its moral

is excellent, and much needed at these times when Mammon is the only god that

has retained a more than tepid worship. The hero is an amalgamation of A. T.

Stewart and Jay Gould, and the leading incidents in the career of those

worthies have been skilfully blended into unity. The book does not pretend to

be more than a sketch. Only the bold outlines of Rankell's character are given.

We are shown both sides of his nature, to be sure,—^the tenderly sentimental side

which he strove against and repressed, the hard, cruel, and repulsive side which
he cultivated and presented to the world. These are roughly yet powerfully
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drawn ; they affect you strongly in this crude shape, but the author does not

attempt to pluck the heart of the mystery and harmonize these conflicting ele-

ments. In other words, Rankell's character is presented as a problem. Now,
a social philosopher like George Eliot recognizes no problems, but aims to

give the solution that robs them of their problematic character. We can under-

stand the banker Bulstrode, in " Middlemarch :" under similar circumstances we
can imagine ourselves becoming Bulstrodes. But we do not understand Rankelh
We are simply interested and perplexed.

The blight of tiresomeness which has fallen of late upon Henry James
seems to have affected also some of the younger men who have grown up
under his influence. Mr. W. H. Bishop's " The Golden Justice" would have

been an excellent novel if he had not tried so hard to make it a great one. The
central idea is worthy of Hawthorne. The character of David Lane, whom a

sudden ungovernable impulse has urged into crime, who hides his secret from

the world, yet feels the constant sting of conscience and writhes under the honor

and success that crown his career, and who is urged to the extraprdinary substi-

tute for confession which renders the golden statue of Justice above the court-

house a haunting Nemesis, is admirably worked out. All the purely romantic

part, in fact, is worthy of high praise. But the political scenes, the legal scenes,

the scenes of low life, the long conversations between the men and women, who
seem afflicted with a desire to present their own characters artistically and

picturesquely,—these, with all their cleverness, retard the progress of the story

and distract the reader's interest.

" The Memoirs of Robert E. Lee," which has been written by General A. L.

Long, with the assistance of General Marcus J. Wright (J. M. Stoddart & Co.),

will take its place in the literature of the civil war as the authoritative life of

the leader of the Confederacy. General Long was a member of General Lee's

personal staff from the time of the first fight before Richmond to the end of the

war, and took an active part in the important engagements during that period.

He therefore writes as an eye-witness of these events and a trusted personal friend

of the hero of them. His style has the enthusiasm and ardor which we are ac-

customed to from natives of warmer latitudes than our own, and he communi-

cates something of his spirit to the reader. The value of the work is enhanced

by the documentary evidence and the correspondence which he has gathered

together. The maps are remarkable for elegance and for accuracy.

Among the young poets who have recently come to the fore and give ex-

cellent promise for the future, Clinton Scollard occupies a high place. His

second book, " With Reed and Lyre," shows a distinct advance upon " Pictures

in Song." Our readers cannot have forgotten "As I came down from Leba-

non," with its Oriental picturesqueness, nor that pleasant little idyl " The

Dryad." Many of the other poems, " In the Library," " Premonition," " In

Woods Arcadian," " The Book-Stall," etc., have a dainty grace and a fine feeling

for the niceties of rhythm.
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THE PROLOGUE.

I.

LAMPS had begun to flicker in the wintry dusk. They gleamed

with a flaring and very eartliy mimicry of the first earlier stars

which already had orbed clean little disks of silver above the city's

numberless roofs. It was December, and though as yet slight snow
had fallen with the dying year, an icy breath made the quick gusts cut

like blades. The broad boulevard of lower Second Avenue gleamed
quiet enough, for the hour that brings weary swarms of laboring-folk

home from shops and factories across to the big East districts where so

many of their dingy dwellings are huddled together, had not yet arrived.

But the six-o'clock whistle soon sent its loud shriek, with eerie effect,

to pierce the stillness of even this drowsy quarter. And then, in what
seemed a strangely brief interval, the shabby throngs began pushing
their way from a few of the near side-streets.

Varied indeed were the countless forms and faces for any eye that

might care to look on them with more than indifferent heed. But none
the less a universal sombreness and rustiness enfolded them in one
visible fellowship of toil. Some of the men, women, girls or lads

wore merry and smiling visages ; others told of worriment and fatigue

as plainly by their pallor and spareness as by the halting drag of their

gait. The spacious avenue was suddenly alive with their dim swarms.
Not a few, perhaps, were going hungry to boards where bread would
greet them in no plenty and meat was yet more scarce. Along these

same pavements, morning after morning and evening after evening, has
passed for years this dreary procession, forever decimated by death yet

forever swollen by fresh living recruits. It is a far more piteous parade
than if mendicancy and not toil were the meaning of it ; for here we

531
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may guess what bitter vetoes poverty can lay upon human struggle

—

how large is the doom that bows and even crushes our effort to thrive

—

how few of us in the mighty mill of life may g^t fat sacks of grist from
its cruel and ceaseless wheels ! Here in the early gloom of night always

as now move this forlorn soldiery, with misfortune and endurance for

their captains, and with uniforms cut as if by the shears of fate itself

into one woful pattern of want. They march with no color and music
;

we marvel that any laughter should go with them instead, as it does go
;

but this breaks mostly from the lips of youth, which persist in laughing

simply because they are young. As for the sighs that other lips give,

we cannot hear those. But both sighs and laughter must serve for the

strains of the march, and in the way of light and pomp there is nothing

save the grim reverse of either. No windows are opened to see this dull

procession file onward ; it has become so monotonously commonplace.
The masses are seldom picturesque except when they turn bloodthirsty

and fling up barricades. They have never flung up barricades in Second

Avenue—or in any part of New York, as yet. The politicians and the

millionaires cry that such mad anarchy would be impossible in a country

where all voters are equal at tlie polls. Perhaps the real facts of this

bruited equality may be questioned. But the politicians and the mil-

lionaires say not. And they ought to know ; they have studied the entire

matter so closely.

But to-night, w^hile the stream of working-folk was in full progress,

an occurrence took place which indeed caused a picturesque consterna-

tion among its journeying pairs and groups. From the door-way of

a small basement-house not hundreds of yards beyond the transverse

route of Clinton Place, an old woman, stout and of decent dress like a

weli-to-do servant's, emerged, uttering plaintive cries. The woman was
evidently in a half-hysteric state. She wrung her hands for a second

and then for another lifted them quite wildly to that niggard stretch of

heaven supplied by all cities. Her plump face shone unduly pale in

the faint light. She expressed past doubt the dismay wrought by some
abrupt calamity. AYords were spoken by her in a pell-mell, distraught

style, and those of the homeward crowd who paused in front of her,

thus making on the instant a new crowd of much denser sort, heard

her repeat several times with comparative clearness a certain chilling

dissyllable.

This was " murder." The multitude thickened to a pressing mob
in briefer interval than it takes to record that they did so. The woman's
audience, thus rapidly summoned by her own mad demeanor, felt swiflly

the thrill which made it one incarnate curiosity. Whisper in any fre-

quented street a prophecy of disaster, and that latent relish for the hor-

rible which the best and worst of us might as well own to, since it lies

alert in all of us, will leap up avid for facts. Men and women were

glued together before that low little stoop, in a trice. If the woman
had wanted to leave it she must have used wings, now, and not feet.

The narrow-fronted house behind her gleamed ordinarily high, and
with no more lurid suggestion in one or two of its lighted windows
than that opaque blank which drawn shades give to any gas-lit interior.

The awe she had roused vanished for her immediate surrounders afler
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a very slight lapse of minutes. A number of male figures were soon

on the stoop beside her. The desperation of her language and attitude

promptly underwent a change. She seemed to realize the publicity for

which her cries and gestures had made her responsible. A tumult of

questions assailed her, in various tones and accents :

"What's the matter?''

"What's happened?"
" What's up wid yer, annyhow ?"

" Vat's de madder?"
" Are ye crazy ?"

" Who's been murdered ?"

" Is thieves inside there ?"

" Say, ole gal, w'at d'yer mean ?"

" House on fire ?"

" W'at ye howlin' about?"
" Borglairs—zis house—eh ?"

" Want us to 'sist yer, ma'am ?"

These appeals came in a torrent. The woman had now seen what
a riot of excitement her behavior had evoked. Her arms had fallen

limply, and she stared about her, with a new sort of fluttered dismay,

till her eyes lighted on the face of a man who had pushed himself

nearer than any of the others. It may have been that something in

this man's gaze and mien struck through her bewilderment with a sense

of refuge and aid. She caught his hand and drew him toward the open
door-way. He yielded willingly enough to solicitation thus frantically

shown. He let himself cross the threshold into the hall beyond.

Then the woman dropped his hand, and dashed the heavy front door

shut. The two now stood in the hall, facing each other. He who had
come there with her was a man of perhaps not more than thirty years.

He had a smooth-shorn face, with some strong lines in it ; he looked

like one who could think with both force and speed in such a crisis as

the present. You would have said that he was of the people, or rather

that he did not hold himself above them ; but his voice and phrasing

bespoke education, as he now swiftly said,

—

" Tell me at once, in the plainest way you can manage, just what
the trouble is."

The woman sank into the one chair which the hall contained. Her
observer thought at first that she was about to swoon, for her eyes closed

and her head fell slightly backward against the upper carvings of the

chair. But she rallied while he drew closer to her, and said in a suc-

cession of gasps which her starting tears rendered still more painful,

—

" I rushed out there a few minutes ago—I guess I didn't know
what I was doing any more than a baby—there's only me and the cook
here besides . . them. But I didn't think about her—she's down-stairs,

and I'd just come from up-stairs, where they are. .
."

" They ? who ? Tell me who." The young man's voice was tender

yet firm ; he could hardly have used an inflection at once more diplo-

matically suave and frankly demanding. He let one hand rest upon
the woman's fleshy and trembling shoulder. " Come, now ; be a little

brave about it," he went on. " There's no hurry—at least, I suppose
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not. There, there
;
you say something's gone wrong np-stairs. Well,

that's a beginning. Now for another point or two. Is anybody hurt ?

Or is it worse ? You said
"

*^ I said it—it was murder/' broke in the woman, just here, with a

shuddering fall at the end of her exclamatory little sentence. " And

—

and a double murder, too. My employer, Mr. Demotte, has killed his

wife, and then killed himself. Or—or it seems to be that. I heard

the two pistol-shots. I was in a room on the story above theirs."

" I see. Well ? You hurried down, and you entered their room.

You found them both dead ?"

The tears had begun to stream from the woman's eyes. But per-

haps on this account her tremors of agitation were much slighter, and
her speech was more controlled. " I think he was dead. He's laying

stretched right on the floor. His head is all bloody, and his eyes are

shut. I guess he must be dead. He's got a pistol gripped in one hand.

But she . ." Here the woman gave a great wailful cry and rose from
the chair.

" She isn't dead, then ?" queried her companion.
" Oh, no. She was breathing when I dashed out of the room.

She was on the lounge, all blood-spattered like him, but worse. . .

She saw me and knew me. She said * 'Lizabeth,' once or twice—that's

my name . . 'Lizabeth. Her eyes were kind of rolling. I ran out

of the room to get help. I must have been thinking about Susan, the

waitress. I wanted somebody near me that was real alive like I was. . .

And then, when I got down here into the hall I—I must have remem-
bered that it was Susan's day out, and I was to set the dinner-table and
—and wait on it. Then I s'pose I recollected there was only cook.

And cook's an old foolish thing. So there was nobody but me. I—

I

lost my wits, then, and darted out on the stoop. .
.^' By this time

'Lizabeth, as she had named herself, was at the first step of the stair-

case, in act of ascending it. " And she's up there, not dead !" came
the poor creature's next dolorous cry. " Oh, may the Lord forgive me
that I forgot her as I did ! That lovely woman !" She essayed to

mount the stairs, but soon paused, as if from severe bodily weakness,

clinging heavily to the banister.

" Let 7ne go," said the young man, who had sprung nimbly past

her, and then had stopped, with his quiet, clean-cut face turned half

backward. " I may as well tell you, Elizabeth, that I'm a detective

by profession. This sort of horrid thing isn't as new to me as I would
like it to be. I'll see to the lady, and if there's any hope of saving

her I'll call you. Don't come up yet ; wait till I either call you or

come down."
The woman dropped into a sitting posture on the stairs as he fin-

ished this hurried bit of tidings and counsel. But some new access of

faintness, caused perhaps by the realization of her mistress's neglected

agony, had overwhelmed her already strained nerves ; and whether

or no he had spoken as he did, she would probably have failed, just the

same, to re-seek that lair of horror from which she had but lately fled.

Meanwhile, the young man sped up-stairs. He saw an open door

—

that of the room which faced on the street—and hurried toward it.
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Elizabeth^s information now frightfully corroborated itself. The apart-

ment was evidently a kind of sitting-room, prettily and modestly ap-

pointed, and lighted by two jets of gas. At the foot of a large arm-
chair lay the body of a man, his head bathed in blood, and the pistol

of which Elizabeth had already told clutched in one hand. The sui-

cide, as it looked, had sought to reach the arm-chair after dealing him-
self death, and had fallen too soon, in ghastly failure. There seemed

a sort of flutter about his lips ; and yet the new-comer was barely cer-

tain if any such token of life still remained. Nor could he verify his

doubts, just then ; for beyond, on the lounge, gleamed another shape,

that of a woman ; and Elizabeth's remembered words made common
compassion seek to aid the living before scrutiny did more than sweep
a few glances over him already declared as dead.

The young man now sought the lounge, and bent over a face

which even the hideous spots marring it could scarcely rob of its great

inherent beauty. She could not have been more than twenty-three

years old, at the most. Her hair was a soft dark yellow, and her

features were of that fine chiselling which pallor only turns more ex-

quisite. The wound given her was in the right temple, but her head
had fallen sideways, concealing all grosser disfigurement. The white

lids had dropped mercifully upon her eyes. Her delicate lips met in a

line that was not a smile, and yet attested no suffering. It seemed to

express a material sigh of regret, though not too deploring a one, at

her own miserably violent end. And he who stood beside her soon

felt confident that she would never breathe again. He stood there

longer than he knew, thrilled by the mystery of a fate so untimely, and
fascinated by the tragic presentment of its victim's loveliness.

A boarse cry suddenly made him start in dismay and wheel eagerly

round. And then he perceived something which seemed to stop the

beating of his heart. The corpse on the floor had come to life. It had
lifted itself on one arm and was starino* up at him with a mournful
madness in its eyes.

The young man had never been troubled with feeble nerves, and so,

in a brief while, his alarm vanished. But the presence of mind he now
showed was even better than hardy courage. It flashed through his

brain that this murderer and would-be suicide, who had shot himself

once without mortal effect, might soon use the pistol near him in a

second similar attempt. He therefore hurried toward the pistol, with an
instant view of securing it. But in this achievement he did not at first

succeed ; for the half-prostrate creature on the floor appeared to divine

his intent, and caught up the weapon with a hand that shook like a
leaf in wind. That he would have sent one more of its bullets at his

own skull without further hesitation, was highly probable. But the

young man who had watched him and who now sprang upon him,
fearless, alert, and sinewy, was quite opposed to any such summary
behavior. As a consequence there now ensued the most ghastly contest

between these two, one vigorous and whole, the other wounded and
wildly desperate. It seemed almost marvellous that the pistol did not

go off while they were fighting for its possession. But it did not ; and
at last the assassin, breathing hard, surrendered. As he sank once
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more upon the carpet, his quivering lips just shaped these words, in

faint yet audible whisper :

" My God! To live, after alir
Meanwhile, his assailant, having possessed himself of the pistol, had

thrust it into one of his pockets. A minute later he gave an exclama-

tion of disgust, for his hands and the linen at his wrists were both

dabbled with the red evidence of his recent odious conflict.

The man on the floor soon afterward appeared to have fainted again.

Or had death, as we so often find in these hideous episodes, visited with

unmerited mercy the most flagrant guilt ?

The young man did not pause to inquire. Discovering that the

door was provided with a key, it was not long before he had locked the

chamber from the outside. As he reached the head of the stairs he

found Elizabeth waiting at their foot, in the lower hall.

^^ You were wrong," he said to her when he had descended to where
she was now standing, with her hands knotted tightly together and an
appalled, frozen look on her face.

^' Wrong?" she faltered.

" Yes. The lady is dead."
" And he ?" murmured Elizabeth.
" Well, he may be dead too, by this time. But he gave some sure

signs of life when I first went into the room. . . Now tell me, before I

begin to act—and I must soon act in good earnest—what do you think

was the motive for this crime ?"

" There was none—none that anybody could dream of."

" Did those two live happily together ?"

" Happily ! I never knew a husband to love a wife more—no, nor

a wife to love a husband more, either
!"

" Had any quarrel ever taken place between them ?"

" No ; they never quarrelled. But I thought "

" Well, keep as calm as you can. You thought what?"
" That they were having excited woi'ds together as I passed their

room when I went up to mine."
" This was how long before you heard the first pistol-shot ?"

" Only a few minutes."
" Did you hear any words that you can remember while you were

passing that room ?"

" Yes ; I heard a name. It was spoken by Mr. Demotte himself.

It was spoken quite loudly, as—as if in anger and surprise, both. It

was the name of his dearest friend—a gentleman who has been away
in Washington for a good while—several months, in fact. But lately

there came a report that he was missing ; no one could make out where
he had gone. They wrote to Mr. Demotte about it from Washington,

some days ago. He and his wife felt very bad. They talked of going

on there together. They thought the world of him, but they hadn't

seen him in all that time, and when the bad news came they took it

very hard. They were going abroad soon, and they wanted to hear

about him, on this account, before they went. I don't see what he could

liave had to do with this awful thing—a trusted friend like him, that

they hadn't even set eyes on for months."
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" What was his name ?"

" Duane. Douglas Diiane/'

The young man started. " Douglas Duane," he repeated, as if he

spoke to himself rather than to the pale, perturbed woman whom he

had been questioning. " I remember. He disappeared mysteriously

from his home in Washington not long ago. The papers have been

full of it. He was a chemist, a scientist, or something in that line. I

recollect the name perfectly. . . Yes, of course. . , Douglas Duane."

II.

Great crimes rarely aifect great cities. Twenty-odd years ago the

Burdell murder in Bond Street sent a protracted shiver through New
York. Men of commerce, meeting one another, postponed queries

about the revival in beef or lamentations concerning the depression in

molasses, to discuss the probable guilt of Mrs. Cunningham or the

alleged complicity of Snodgrass. An entire number of Frank Leslie^

s

was made up of illustrations that depicted every hateful detail of the

lurid aifair. To have your pet theory regarding this dark deed was
expected of you, very much as though it were your preference with

relation to the next most satisfactory mayor, or your conviction that the

abolition of slavery would or would not be an outrage. The taking off

of this ill-fated dentist left a deep damnation behind it that clung to

the whole stunned city as if it were some pertinacious malarial vapor.

An uncanny dread chilled people for months afterward when they

bolted their bedroom doors at night, and it is nearly certain that those

nocturnal nomads, the rats and mice, had their midnight caperings very

obstinately misunderstood during that special period.

But now a murder in New York hardly will stir more than a ripple

or two of public concern. When, on the day that followed Floyd De-
motte's totally unexplainable atrocity, its full ghastliness and savagery

had transpired, there is no doubt that the multitudinous metropolitan

breakfast was consumed without the faintest decrease of appetite.

Dollars were deposited in banks or drawn from them, during the next

twenty-four hours, with quite the same diligence or reluctance as of old.

The immense scheme of life was not interrupted or accelerated by a

hair's breadth of inertia or momentum. Sugar did not go down in its

market-price, and Wall Street stocks, whose unlimited sensitiveness to

the most absurdly foreign incidents no political economist has ever yet

satisfactorily explained, continued quite unaffected in their leaps and
tumbles by this deplorable event.

Floyd Demotte had not been a man of wide personal acquaintance.

His Second Avenue home, in which the crime had occurred, was a part

of that large real-estate property bequeathed him a year or two before

his majority by his father, Wooster Demotte, an old New York mer-
chant, whom everybody knew. But Floyd, for years previous to his

marriage, had never sought social distinction. He had travelled in

Europe after quitting Columbia College, and had returned to his native

city when about two-and-thirty years old, with the tastes of a book-
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collector, a bibliomaniac, a man for whom the last bristlingly elegant

ball at Delmonico's or at Mrs. Spuytencluyvil Suydam's Knickerbocker
residence offered extremely slight inducement. Like nearly all men
who love the outsides of books for their shapes and finish and tradi-

tional or historic attributes, he was a poor and spiritless reader. They
say of a capable librarian that if he reads he is lost. Floyd Demotte
would have made (if fate had not given him through inheritance a clean

income of twenty thousand dollars a year) as serviceable a librarian as

the resources of our own unscholarly country could well light upon.

He came back to America with no intent of marrying. His aifection

lay all in the rare books which he had gathered together abroad. But
he did marry, nevertheless. More might descriptively be written of
him in this biographic strain. But our present narrative interest must
on the contrary concern itself with two men, one of whom the reader

has already seen and known.
In partial way I allude to the observer of Floyd Demotte's calami-

tous crime after its commission was so horridly apparent. The name
of this young man was Ford Fairleigh. He had drifted into his

present position as a detective under the best municipal endorsements,

for the reason that a near relative of his had been among the influen-

tial potentates allegiant to the sway of Inspector X . Fairleigh

had always had his own opinions about Inspector X 's mode of
administration, ever since his bright, exact mind had quitted the excel-

lent discipline of tlie New York College. His parents had been poor

people, and had sent him, after a few years of preparatory training, to

that pretty, turreted brick building on the corner of Lexington Avenue
and Twenty-Third Street, which is an honor to our hazardous and
faulty city government. Fairleigh left the New York College with

sense enough to understand just what errors that government tolerates.

But he was like a good many more quick-witted young men than our

patrician classes take account of. He had abilities, and there seemed
no earthly means of his putting them into operation. He did what so

many of his contemporaries are doing, in this vast republican city,

every new day that shines over it : he took the first chance that offered.

He did not like the chance at all, but he saw no other, and by degrees

he found himself dropping into methods which had before seemed most
stiffly uncongenial. Meanwhile, he had made a friend, in the ferreting

and spying business to which inexorable environment had so subjected

him. This friend was of his own age, or nearly so. He, too, had
been graduated at a free college, though one in Boston, not New York.
The destinies of the two young men were similar. They were both

fitted for better things than the tracking of thieves to lewd dens of

refuge, the prowling vigilance needful for discovery of this or that

criminal, the face-to-face meetings with grossest blackguards. But here

they both were, confronted by the necessity of either thus earning their

bread or of not earning it at all. Fairleigh and his friend (whose

name was Hiram Payne) had often talked together over the harsh

requisites of their own destinies. What they said between themselves

(both, be it recalled, w^re young men of ample mental training) might

have roused astonished comment on the part of certain self-satisfied
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thinkers with regard to social possibilities of advancement. The
common phrase of the prosperous—of the men who have striven and
won—was repeatedly discussed between Ford Fairleigh and Hiram
Payne. " Oh, if he's got anything in him he'll be sure to come to the

front/' was this phrase, as these two young detectives (each detesting

his compulsory office and each feeling that he was trained for better

things) delivered it. But they constantly delivered the phrase in de-

jected satire to each other. They had tested a truth which even the

humanitarians sometimes coldly overlook. They had discovered that

thousands of able men like themselves, in the fierce rush of civilization

toward success and fortune, are inevitably and frigidly driven to the

wall. They had satisfied themselves that there are a great many
members of this tossing and turbulent element which we call modern
society who are forced to draw blanks in the huge, cold, throng-beset

lottery, however richly they may deserve prizes there. This is a truth

full of anguish to any keen and true thinker. No man who has fitly

used his intelligence and guarded his probity will take on himself to

assert that the oak-crown, in our wild, mad modern game, goes usually

or even ordinarily to the best athlete. Or, if the umpire be one in the

full purple of monopoly, he must grant that the oak-crown, when not

meanly bought, is seldom awarded to either the fleetest or the strongest.

And even if this be fact, the fleet and strong are legion. There lies

the unspeakable pity of our nineteenth-century developments, greatly

as they promise, miserably as they fulfil

!

Ford Fairleigh and his friend Hiram Payne had talked this and
many similar questions over between themselves again and again.

They had met in a peculiar and strangely exceptional way. They were
both detectives, employed by civic authorities. They were both fitted

for higher modes of employment, though neither of them possessed

any creative gift suggestive of really lofty end.

But it would have been interesting for some man, their superior

both in mental force and worldly position, to have heard a few of their

talks together. These talks might have struck for their hearer the

true note of so-called modern socialism, and divested from his secure

belief in the certain rise of human desert under all circumstances, the

fallacious doctrine that there are none meriting ascendency who do not

by right of personal power attain it.

Ford Fairleigh, several days after the Demotte murder (that was
what the current newspapers of a better class called it, leaving others

of a worse class to call it " Demotte's Desperate Deed,'' or something
equally foolish and alliterative), held a serious talk with his friend

Hiram Payne.

Payne was quite the opposite in physical type from Fairleigh. He
had stout limbs w^iich a good height redeemed from clumsiness. His
frame was large and firm, and the visage that overtopped it was of the

wide German look, lit by a pair of blue, amiable eyes. Fairleigh con-

stantly accused him of being a sentimentalist ; but he would genially

resent this charge, and bring as evidence against it acts of stringent

severity toward outlaws whom the hand-cuff could alone potently ad-

dress.
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^^ I don't know what you would make out of this case I'm working
now/' said Fairleigh to him, one day, as they sat together. " I am afraid

you would be inclined to think that Floyd Demotte's insanity was in-

duced by some hidden infidelity on his wife's part, or a cause just as

romantic."
'' I've followed the case in the newspapers," replied Hiram Payne,

with a touch of belligerent distaste. "And I shouldn't be inclined to do
anything of the sort."

" Ah," said Fairleigh, brightening intimately, with a pleased look
that his friend met by one of unpropitiated coolness. '' So you see, then,

what an act of mere empty madness it all was."

'^Do you think it that?" returned Payne inscrutably.
" Do you ?" came Fairleigh's questioning and surprising response.

Payne laughed in his mellow, reserved way. ^^ Oh, that isn't fair,"

he protested. " As a detective of vast sensibility and—what is your pet

word for me? . . sentimentality?—I consider your appeal a trespass

on my own preserves."

Fairleigh smiled and shrugged his shoulders. " Oh, very well," he
retorted. '^ I'm prepared to be matter-of-fact enough, Hiram ; I always
am. To my thinking, coarse and commonplace as its method may be,

Floyd Demotte killed his wife simply because he was riotously and
furiously mad."

" You don't believe, then, that Douglas Duane had anything to do
with the affair?"

" Douglas Duane ! Why, man, he hadn't been in New York for

months. He'd been living in Washington."
" From which city," said Payne, ruminatively, " he disappeared in

the most unexplained manner."
" Yes. A few weeks before the commission of Demotte's crime."

"And nothing has ever been heard of him since his disappear-

ance 9'^

" Toothing."
" He is thought to be dead ?"

" He is tlionght to be—missing."

Payne softly laughed once more, and drew out a cigar, which he

proceeded serenely to light. The two friends were in a little room at

their official Broadway head-quarters. They had lunched together at a

German restaurant in William Street, near by, a place where they could

get a glass of fairly good Phine wine and a brace of succulent sausages

for a moderate expenditure of dimes. This was a possible hour of

leisure with both of them. They were awaiting potential orders from
closeted powers beyond. Fairleigh never smoked. He watched the

smoke of his friend's cigar curl, however, in misty spirals toward the

ceiling, and told himself how much better the man who wrought them
w^ould have been fitted for a less practical calling than his present one.

Breaking the silence, which had become a little onerous, Payne now
said,

—

" Oh, very well. Call it missing or call it dead, as you please.

Meanwhile, Floyd Demotte lies in a hospital, shot through the skull,

yet in a fair way of recovery."
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" If he recovers/' said Fairleigh, " he will be a worse madman than

he was before."
" Ah/^ said Payne, shifting in his chair and crossing his substantial

legs. '' So you persist in saying that he killed his wife from sheer in-

sanity alone ?''

Fairleigh made an irritated gesture. " Hiram/' he exclaimed,

"you're incorrigible. You will cling to fanciful theories. I know so

well just what you're trying to suggest."
" What ?" inquired Payne, phlegmatically.
" W hy, this : that a man neither of them had seen for an age had

something to do with the crime. It's true that this servant, Eliza-

beth, heard the name of Douglas Duane spoken irately by Demotte
just before the murder occurred. But that proves nothing. Mrs.

Demotte was a saint of virtue. She adored her husband. There isn't

the faintest indication that she ever cared for Douglas Duane except

as a friend."

" I didn't suggest that there was, Ford."
" Oh, the devil you didn't !" cried Fairleigh. " You never allude

to the aifair that you don't imply something of that description. You
make me feel it, even if you don't say it. You exhale an atmosphere

of it, somehow. You ought to have written novels. I suppose you will,

some day, old fellow. And then you'll make proper use of the rich

imagination that's so mournfully out of place in a pursuit like ours.

Come, now, I know what you're secretly brooding over."
" I don't doubt you do," was Payne's placid answer.

Fairleigh gave a kind of sarcastic nod. " Wizard," he broke forth,

rising, " you think this missing Washington chemist was the lover of

Floyd Demotte's wife. I'll wager you do."
" Of course I do," said Hiram Payne, smoking quietly. " So do

you."
" Nonsense !" disclaimed Fairleigh, bristling. " Do you take me for

a man steeped in falsehood ? I tell you I think nothing of the sort.

Please note that. I thiuk nothino; of the sort."

" Excuse me," said Payne, with a smile so covert and subtle that it

went near exasperating his friend ;
" I apologize, then, Ford. I own

that I was under a different belief."

" Bah !" cried Fairleigh, flinging himself annoyedly into his chair

again. ^'You'll maintain that Douglas Duane held that picturesque

position, in spite of every existing disclaimer. You always look at a

case, my dear fellow, as if you expected to find a new plot in it for

Gaboriau or Wilkie Collins."
" Well, you know how I look at this one, and I suspect that you

would have a rather hard time of it if you tried to prove me wrong."
" I couldn't prove that the side of the moon we don't see is not

comjx)sed of plum-tart ; but I have, nevertheless, a firm conviction to

the contrary."
" What about the testimony of Demotte's friends ?" Payne said,

after another little pause.
" He had no friends."

^•Really?"
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" Oh, there were some people, of course, who went to the house in

Second Avenue, but it would be worse than exaggerating to call them
friends. The truth is, Floyd Demotte, who was a book-collector, fell

into the habit of treating his wife as if she were a very rare edition

indeed and by no means designed for promiscuous handing about,"
" You mean—he was jealous ?"

" Inordinately so."

" My dear fellow !" exclaimed Payne. " And you refuse to regard

Douglas Duane as the cause of this murder ! Why, you said yourself

that he once lived there in Second Avenue under the same roof with

Mr. and Mrs. Demotte."
^^ So I did, Hiram. . . Now, this jealousy of Floyd Demotte's was

by no means of the ordinary sort. I have lately fallen in with a man
who knew him as well as any man ever did know him, I suppose, ex-

cept the missing Douglas Duane. And this man assures me that De-
motte's conduct was simply of the passionately exacting kind. He
could not endure the society of his wife to be shared by others. It did

not at all matter who those others were ; it did not indeed matter what
their sex was. He had no amatory jealousy of his wife—and from
every scrap of evidence I can collect, he never had the remotest reason

to feel any. But he was stoutly, ludicrously, abnormally jealous of

her, for all that. Everybody, in his queer estimate of things, repre-

sented an adverse force, at war with his own superabundant uxorious-

ness. One by one Mrs. Demotte's acquaintances dropped away from
her; it was he who compelled her to isolate herself; life would have
been burdensome if she had done otherwise ; he would never have used

wdth her the least tyranny, but his extraordinary melancholy and his

continual implied reproach must have been a still more tedious doom.
By degrees the social circle of the Demottes became narrowed to a very

few individuals. Mrs. Demotte was the daughter of an old bookworm
here in New York, named Adam Hadley. She had lived in peculiar

retirement ; her days had been passed chiefly in the companionship of

her valetudinarian father. So, you see, there were not many people

whom Floyd Demotte's funny jealousy could offend."

" And Douglas Duane .
." here struck in Payne, musingly. " How

was it that lie continued to be tolerated by this nice, genial husband ?"

" Ah, there is a most singular feature of the Avhole singular situa-

tion. Douglas Duane appears to have been the sole human being to-

w^ard whom Demotte behaved in a refreshingly human manner."

"Yes?" said Payne, with a nod that hinted depths of doubt.

"He didn't rouse any of the monstrous morbidness that everybody

else came in for a taste of? What on earth was the matter with him?
Had he a hunch ? Or was he afflicted with goitre ?"

"Neither," replied Fairleigh, with the curtness we use when dis-

trustful of the proper respect by which our opinions are being pri-

vately greeted. " I am led to understand that Douglas Duane was
a man of very marked personal attractions. I don't mean beauty

—

rather, mental gifts."

" I was prepared to hear so," stated Payne, with a tormenting dry-

ness. " And so he was permitted to have an occasional chat with his
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friend^s wife, and not to fear being thrown out of the window as a

punishment."
" He was loved and lionored by Floyd Demotte, as I have every

reason for believing that he deserved to be. That is, to put it bluntly,

I am satisfied he never dreamed any more of nourishing a sentiment

for Demotte's wife than he dreamed of making gold or diamonds from

the chemicals in which he was so fond of dabbling. .
." Here Fair-

leigh leaned back in his chair and stared ruminatively at the ceiling.

"Ah, no, Hiram. . . The whole mystery of that murder and suicide

can't be explained in that way. . . If Floyd Demotte ever became sane,

and so rendered himself a criminal to be tried by the law, we might

reach some astounding disclosures. But I don't think we would. The
man went mad, and became the prey of hallucination. There it all

begins, and there it all ends. He was a most likely and fit subject for

lunacy. Such deeds as the one he committed are happening every day.

The brain sometimes gives no warning of its sudden collapse. We
say of a man for years, ^ he is odd,' and some morning we wake up to

the fact that he has gone mad. . . AYell, as with the brain, so with

the body. Sudden seizures kill that in a second. Acute heart-disease

or apoplexy is no less common, perhaps, than acute dementia."
" What is Demotte's condition now ?" asked Payne.
" Oh, he's in a horrible state. His life hung by a thread for nearly

a week. Then he showed signs of recovery. But it must be a recovery

that will only doom him to a more lingering death hereafter in a mad-
house."

" And they will send him to one as soon as his physical strength

permits ?"

" Yes."
" Does he talk deliriously at all ?"

" Oh, he raved a lot of nonsense at first, I was told. But they could

make nothing out of it. He is silent, now, for hours at a time. He had
an insane fancy, when first brought to the hospital, that he was "

But here Fairleigh paused with pointed abruptness. " I won't tell you
what form the fancy took," he continued, giving Payne a burlesque

scowl of hostility. They were the best of friends ; they never quar-

relled ; there was somehow a safeguard against rupture in their incessant

mutual dealing of skin-deep wounds.
Payne's eyes began to sparkle. " Come, now. Ford," he said, " let's

see if I can't guess what those ravings are about."
" Oh, you'll guess that they're about Douglas Duane," cried Fair-

leigh challengingly. " You want them to be. I dare say, Hiram, that

you've got some pet idea as to the corpse of Douglas Duane being pro-

curable, if a fellow should only search industriously enough for it, in

small fragments among the pantries and crannies of that Second Avenue
dwellintr."

" More amazing things have happened," smiled Payne. " But you
are wandering from the main question. Did Floyd Demotte rave on
the subject of Douglas Duane?"

"Well, yes, he did."
" Very empty stuff, no doubt ; eh ?"
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^^ I should say so," declared Fairleigh, with the air of one who has a
bit of refuting intelligence that he now means to pop forth from ambush.
" He insisted that he ivas Douglas Duane. He constantly called himself
by that name, and seemed quite forgetful of his own personality."

" Ah ! . . that's mere Bedlam business, of course."
" And discouraging for your theory ; won't you grant that it is?"
" Not at all," affirmed Payne, with comic stubbornness. "A mad-

man will say anything. But why didn't he think himself the President,

or the Prince of Wales, or somebody like that ? Why should Douglas
Duane have entered into his fantastic dreams ? Truly, Ford, it seems
to me that your magnificent pooh-poohing of Douglas Duane as a per-

sonality to be considered in tliis case is a trifle . . well, to phrase it

mildly, old fellow, a trifle obstinate."

Fairleigh condescended to make no reply for several minutes. Then
he said, with an air of gentle interest, as if lie were a physician whose
profound friendliness quite eclipsed the consideration of any prospective

fee,

—

" My dear Hiram, has it ever occurred to you that you smoke more
than is just good for you ? When we drench the brain with nicotine,

you know, we must not be surprised by bad results."

" I haven't found any yet," said Payne serenely. '^ Why don't you
smoke. Ford ? I think the narcotic elfect would round off the sharper

points of your mental angles."
" Delightful !" said Fairleigh. " Save that for your forthcoming

novel. What are you going to call it, by the way ?"

^^ I don't know," answered Payne, seeming to reflect. " I think
^ Douglas Duane ' Avould be a good name for it ; don't you ?"

" No," said Fairleigh crisply, " unless you're like some of these

modern American writers who believe in a story without the ghost of

a plot."

The two friends did not discuss Floyd Demotte's crime together

for several ensuing weeks. When they next touched upon it, circum-

stances had wrought radical changes in its perpetrator. He had been

pronounced sufficiently well of body to be transferred from hospital to

asylum. But his mind was now, in a general sense, the most hopeless

wreck. He had terms of utter madness, followed by lucid hours of dull

and stolid silence. But during; the latter he had indicated his desire to

write, and in this humor he had been freely encouraged.

It was supposed, at the outset, that what he wrote would prove the

most vacuous kind of absurdity. But this turned out to be very far

from the truth. These confessions of Floyd Demotte's amazed every-

body who looked at them. The writer was deceived into thinking that

they were successfully concealed from all inspection but his own.

Otherwise he would probably have destroyed them in annoyance, as

he had repeatedly asserted, during his intervals of comparative mental

order, that these most remarkable memoirs were destined to confer im-

mense benefit hereafter upon the scientific knowledge of mankind. But
not until his meditated work was complete, he furthermore avowed,

could its value become splendidly established. When the last page was
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finished he designed giving it to the world; but not until then. Rather

than do so he would leave all unwritten. The law, with its clutch still

upon him, directed his warders to watch eagerly everything he wrote.

An exposition might lie in those pages of the motive by which he was
swayed when he killed his wife, and thus a deduction might also be

reached as to whether he were sane or mad at the time the shooting

occurred. He was given every incentive, in the way of comfortable sur-

roundings, to continue his work. Meanwhile, secret copies had been

taken of it at different periods. Ford Fairleigh was among the first

who saw these copies. Their sheets impressed him greatly, but that

was all. For the most part they struck him as insanity made to pose

for its opposite. But when he mentioned to Payne the manuscript that

was in course of preparation under such weirdly interrupted conditions

of composition, his friend expressed the strongest desire to see it.

" And so you shall,'' answered Fairleigh, " when it is finished. I

make you a promise of that, Hiram. There will no doubt be a small

edition of it privately printed, and you shall certainly be gratified.''

^' The writing may take a rather long time, I should say," answered

Payne, " if it is true that Demotte is prevented from steadily proceed-

ing with it by recurrent fits of madness."
^' It is true," said Fairleigh. " And what seems wholly marvellous

about the case is the man's own perfect realization that he is insane.

More than once he has risen from his desk, put aside his pen, and
quietly declared that he had better stop just there, as he felt one of his

bad attacks coming on."
" And yet you say, Ford, that the confessions read as if they were

those of a lunatic ?"

" As far as I have got in them, they suggest an extremely fine mind,"
said Fairleigh, "yet one most seriously fevered and clouded." . . .

But a few days later he told Payne that he had seen more of them, and
that he considered they were growing wildly preposterous. " Not," he
added, " that their peculiar fascination abates in the least ; on the con-

trary, it increases ; and the narrator's air of firmly believing every syl-

lable of what he writes, lends to his story a new distinction. Already
he has shown signs of accounting for the murder of Mrs. Demotte, for

his own attempted suicide, and for—don't leap at me in astonishment,

Hiram—the disappearance of Douglas Duane from his Washington
home."

" Good heavens !" cried Payne, turning rather pale as the words left

him. " He has shown signs of accounting for these events ?"

" Yes. But in such a way ! It's very thrilling, very eloquent, my
dear boy, but . ." Fairleigh lifted both arms in the air and then

waved his hands over his head extravagantly. " Wonder-land is out of
fashion nowadays. I don't think even your imagination will be quite

elastic enough to stretch just that far. Still, there's no telling."

" I'd like to have the chance of telling," said Payne, with fervor.
" When will you give it to me ?"

" When the marvellous document is finished."
" Pshaw !" exclaimed Payne. " With an invalid, an epileptic, like

that, its end may never be reached."

Vol. XXXIX.—36
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And Payne's half-prophecy hit the truth. A fortnight later his

friend informed him that Floyd Demotte, levelled by a new stroke of
worse illness than any from which he had yet suffered, was once more
incapable of touching his manuscript.

" Do the doctors fear he will never come to his senses again ?" was
Payne's quick inquiry.

" They fear he will go out of them permanently," said Fairleigh, in

grim undertone, " and by that strait little pathway that we must all

take sooner or later."
^^ Death, eh?"
" Yes—by paralysis of the brain."
" And his papers ?"

" They'll be handed down to posterity, in that case, as one of the

most extraordinary fragments that the annals of lunacy have yet given
literature."

The very next day Floyd Demotte breathed his last at the asylum,
painlessly and suddenly.

Fairleigh had considerable trouble about procuring for Payne that

incomplete record left by the unfortunate dead. No edition of it was
printed, and only a very few written copies were made. The pity which
is so sure to follow a death like Demotte's, even when preceded by
an action as horrifying as his own, had sprung up quite lively among
the medical guardians who surrounded his last hours. He had certain

relatives, too, distant and yet bearing his name. These desired the

strange tale suppressed, holding that for it publicly to transpire would
inflict a needless notoriety upon themselves. But Fairleigh persevered

;

he had become very w^ell acquainted with one of the physicians at the

asylum, and he pressed his suit w^ith not a little tact and diplomacy.

One evening he called at Payne's lodgings and handed him a roll of

papers.
^' There," he said. " I have given Dr. F my solemn word of

honor that I will return this to him, intact as it is, in twenty-four hours,

and that not a single line of it shall be copied."
'^ Agreed," replied Payne, opening the packet.
" My reputation as an honest man, Hiram, is in your hands. Re-

member that."
^^ I do," said Payne. " As for the twenty-four hours. Ford, I

probably won't require so long a term of grace. If you've not been

deceiving me as to its qualities of entertainment, my friend, I shall

perhaps feel inclined to sit up all night over what is inscribed here."

Fairleigh put his head a little on one side and scanned the speaker

with eyelids fluttering in an impudently critical way. " Well, all in all,

considering that it's you, I should be disposed to think you would sit up
all night."

And Payne did. He read the pages which here follow.
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THE STORY.

III.

At the very beginning of this autobiographical eifort I find myself

called upon to make an announcement of so absolutely unprecedented

a sort that I shrink alike from the mockery and compassion of those

whom it may meet. And when I recall the circumstances under which

I have resolutely determined to compose this most astonishing history

—

the surroundings of mental disease or infirmity which taunts me taking

sharper stress of irritation each new day—I recognize how futile must
be the hope of my gaining respectful credence. But they who at first

deny me such tribute must afterward liberally pay it. That is quite

inevitable, provided these words of mine are read to the end. I do not

deny that the suicidal wound I gave myself has produced in me grave

cerebral results. And yet the lesion has assumed, I am convinced, a

morbidly recurrent, epileptic shape, which may subject me to acute

attacks of mania, of exhaustion, or even of entire coma, while it leaves

me interreo-nums of the most rational self-command. These fortunate

occasions I mean to grasp and use. My motive for so employing them
is not one of self-extenuation. I accept the verdict of vicious egotism

which will of necessity be rendered against me by those who fully ap-

preciate the magnitude and peculiarity of my unexampled temptation.

No, my impulse is selfish, and yet far less selfish than any contained

in the wholesale tendency to mitigate due responsibility for a desperate

though deliberate crime.

I wish to receive from my kind the full measure of fame for a dis-

covery which, as I am in no manner doubtful, will prove of golden

benefit to humanity. It is a dreary commonplace enough to state that

science, which groped darkling through many previous centuries, has

moved along during this last century with very nimble feet. Sooner or

later the great truth which I have been first of all men to tear forth

from the obscuring mists of nature's many concealments will shed its

helpful dawn upon this planet. Now that all is over for me as a sep-

arated and individual being, I desire the rather fanciful glory of a

single posthumous boon. I wish that the termination of my singular

career shall not be, on the one hand, merged into mere criminal odium
and obloquy, or receive, on the other, that somewhat undignified and
petty fate Avhich befalls a man who strangely disappears from among
his fellows and is never again heard of by succeeding generations.

If the foregoing sentence flings a challenge to sober reason and seems
to savor of insanity's most daringly insoluble paradoxes, I shall not be

at all surprised. And belief that I am merely dressing up madness
till it wears the outward garb of reason will very possibly grow for the

sceptic who now condescendingly reads me further. For in writing

these confessions T must at once declare that I do not write them at all

in the person of Floyd Demotte, but in that of Douglas Duane, his

former intimate friend, the man who has through weeks past been
missing from his Washington home—the scientist whose problematical
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spiriting away has caused so many columns of newspaper wonderment,
gossip and speculation.

Let me begin, then, from my own presumptuous and seemingly
fantastic stand-point. I, Douglas Duane, address the world merely in

the body of Floyd Demotte, husband of the woman, Millicent Hadley
Demotte, who was so cruelly murdered in Second Avenue on the even-
ing of December 8 th, 188-.

My family, the Duanes, have for seventy years and longer been
people of note and repute in this country ; and so, when I mention the

fact of my father, Archibald Duane, having moved from Boston to

New York when I was a boy and having taken a handsome residence

in the then fashionable quarter of Bleecker Street, where I, his only

child, was reared, this allusion wears but the hues of ordinary reminder
and not by any means those of novel information. My father's fine

and upright life as a member of the legal profession, when to shine at

all in that profession was to rank as a leading and honored citizen of
New York, requires from myself neither comment nor commemoration.
He was the most loving and indulgent of fathers. He never crossed

me in any but a single wish, and for doing that with firmness I often

afterward felt deeply disposed to thank him. At the age of eighteen I
had already made two trips abroad with him—one while my dear

mother was still alive, and one when later boyhood was just verging

upon adolescence. Our sojourns in Europe had been brief; I preferred

my own country, and greatly relished the idea of entering Harvard
rather than a German university. But my father, always so gently

and fondly yielding in other matters, was obdurate here. To Heidel-

berg I must go, and to Heidelberg I finally went. My father, like few
Americans of even his so-called patrician class, distrusted and was held

to undervalue the best educational resources of his own country. He
was a man whose judgments on many subjects were regretted and de-

nounced by his warmest friends ; but it delights me now to feel that I

can safely rank him with the very few unprejudiced and wholly dis-

passionate thinkers whom I have ever known. He drew a sharp line

between patriotism and that reckless glorification of everything Amer-
ican which has won the merited censure and ridicule of contempora-

neous foreign critics. He had a big heart and a keen brain. He loved

to strip the husk of sophistry from disguised truths. His tenets were

always as bold as they were sincere, and he possessed the courage of

them to a degree which won him easy foes while it made him a few

fast friends. In religion his liberality and tolerance were held as exe-

crable by hordes of pietists for whom his white life might well have
been a secure exemplar. Had he lived a few decades later, he would
have been far more outspoken and rationalistic. , As it was, he waged
a stout enough fight with orthodoxy to stir indignantly the sluggish

blood of many bigots. My own more pronounced but equally uncon-

ventional attitude in early life was a direct result of the model which
he set me. Thanks to his influence, I faced the dogmas and platitudes

of daily existence with a prepared antagonism. My natural faculties

were good, but I detested the complexities of linguistic study, and
could never master them. Latin and Greek were odious to me, and
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all my efforts to gain the slightest literary solace from such writers as

Horace or Sullust, Homer or Thucydides, were pitiably barren. At
the same time I felt an alert disposition to declare classical systems of

education a foolish traditional vagary. I have never had occasion to

alter this estimate. The more I have contemplated what huge igno-

rance our world contains, the more I am led to deplore time wasted in

any sort of culture not purely practical ; and poems, histories, essays

written many centuries ago in languages now forever dead, are past

doubt the reverse of practical. All thoughts which these enshrine,

however noble and precious, may be made clear to us through transla-

tion, and indeed have been so made clear ; it is therefore idle to set out

by a long and circuitous road for the arrival at ideas which a much
shorter one may reach. The passionate defence of the classical system

undertaken by certain zealots in this and other countries cannot but

make the truly impartial observer realize with what hard struggles old

useless faiths die. The antagonism which I now began with so much
ardor to manifest in this one direction was but a single evidence of my
multiform desire to slay prejudice by reason and dissipate superstition

in proof. Such eagerness of longing after the actual and demonstrable

in all natural, social, or ethical problems at length gave me a certain

celebrity among my associates at Heidelberg. But though, like all

enthusiasts in thought of whatever quality, I soon gathered about me a

certain rather fervent clientele, it was not long before the surroundings

of a German university began to fret and depress me. I remember
writing home several letters to my father in which I unmercifully

lashed with sarcasm the principles of tuition that confronted me and
the dreamy character of the philosophy that we students were called

upon to investigate and endorse. My wails gradually ceased, however,

as the tone of my father's responses indicated how slight a sympathy
they woke in him. And then, by degrees, a cynical but very note-

worthy and significant change took place in me. I determined to

probe the philosophies of Kant, Hegel, Fichte, and other less noted

German thinkers to their remotest roots. A kind of scornful impetu-

osity Avent with this task as I now attempted it. I had already read

the great Schopenhauer with reverence and delight, though his genius

both for the analytic and the synthetic had irritated me, not seldom,

by its a priori postures. But his hatred of nearly all the philosophy

which his own land has produced, and his cordial rapport with the

open-air vigor of the best English thinkers, gleamed forth refreshing

in my recent experiences. And yet Schopenhauer did not by any
means wholly please me. I longed for purer reason still—that which
Bacon so finely began, and Herbert Spencer so capably continued.

My career at the University may be described as a laugh of irony

lasting four years. At the end of this time I had made myself detested

by a number of my co-disciples and sincerely liked by a special rather

loyal minority of them. My professors abominated me for my hostile

disdain of what I frankly denounced as foggy idealism. I yearned for

freedom to pursue the mathematical and scientific studies which now
seemed preferable among all human cults. Occasional trips to England
during terms of vacation had brought me into contact with minds pat-
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terned most congenially after my own. Demonstration, exact thinking,

the placid and patient search after physical law, the agnostic if not the

atheistic way of regarding all final causes, and the fixed creed that

mortal intelligence could never pierce beyond defiant boundaries of
matter itself while very plausibly and sensibly hoping for large realms
of material enlightenment in the future—these considerations and assu-

rances held a prodigious rule and influence over my daily life. I drew
a deep breath of relief when the University at length delivered me (and
with no mean honors of graduation, reluctantly as these were bestowed)
from its resented tediums. On the eve of my escape, as it were, I sent

my father an almost rhapsodical letter of self-gratulation. " I quit these

bourns of insufferable German mysticism,'^ I wrote him, " for ever-

more. With your permission, I shall spend six months in England
before re-seeking you in New York. There are certain clinging vapors

yet in my lungs, and even in my very garments as well, which the

healthful breezes of Britain are needed to medicinally exorcise. Next
to the happiness of seeing you again will be that of abandoning this

priggish community in which I have so long dwelt—a spot of residence

where one breakfasts on dogmas and dines on provincialisms." . . My
letter continued for many paragraphs in just this vein of hyperbolical

invective, broken here and there with fond allusions to the happy antici-

pated meeting between my father and myself.

But, as fate bitterly ordained, he never received the lines. An
apoplexy of fearful suddenness assailed him shortly after I had written

them, and the cablegram which told me of his death reached me while

I was actually bidding farewell to my little coterie of adherents at the

University.

A dreary voyage across the Atlantic brought me to New York with

sensations of desolate bereavement. I was now in the full flush of

youthful manhood. The fortune left me by my dead father was an
exceedingly ample one. But I had no near relations, no one with whom
I could hold pleasant friendly converse regarding the dead, whose dumb
grave, in a suburban cemetery not far away, stared at me its pitiless

apology for consolation. And yet my reception back into the city of

my birth was by no means an uncheering one. I was Douglas Duane, a

young gentleman of large income and unimpeachable position. There

is no people so anxious to recognize its own arbitrary distinctions of

caste as the Americans are, in any one who strikingly represents these

equipments. When monetary points of attraction also become apparent,

the social opportunity, so to speak, is an unlimited one. In my deep

mourning I soon found that what are called " our first families '^ proffered

me numberless chances of special and flattering diversion. But I must
state abruptly and plainly that I soon perceived just what lay behind

the whole hospitable movement, and without hesitation condemned it.

I rapidly made up my mind that I did not by any means desire a wel-

come into New York society. Perhaps a fair majority of my hosts and

hostesses concluded simultaneously with myself that I would not at all

do for their salons and dining-rooms.

I was certainly not by any means a conventional figure. I did

not wear my hair long, and there was no startling eccentricity about my

^9^
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collars ; but, for all that, I chose to walk in no beaten track of fashion.

As long as I kept well within the bounds of cleanliness and good taste,

it mattered very little to me what sort of an appearance I made. Sym-
metries and graces in inanimate or impassive things never greatly ap-

pealed to me. The beauty of women rarely woke in me more than a

transient admiration. Color gave me only a neutral satisfaction, not

very far from positive indifference, and when I saw it most brilliantly

treated by Art I was fondest of those pictures in which it accompanied

the literary or ^' story-telling" element. Music I passionately loved, but

this means music of the modern, elaborated, intricately melodious sort,

and not the facile jingling tricks of earlier Italian composers. I played

fairly well myself, never having the slightest inclination to become a
*' performer," and indeed disliking persons who had gained such goal of

accomplishment, unless they held at their finger-ends that marvellous

system of telegraphy between these and the heart-strings which we
agree to call genius.

But I possessed none of the little airy, factitious, insincere courtesies

which society finds so agreeable because they ring as falsely as itself.

\yhen people bored me by their vanity or irritated me by their shallow-

ness, I kept silent. No earthly force of suasion could have made me
speak in a dialect that was detestable to my sense of manhood. I was
often held to be boorish and insolent when I really felt shocked alone.

And yet my reserve, my reticence, was by no means always uninten-

tional. The women who now showered bland civilities upon me, with
their rustling silks, their floating perfumes, their decorous and yet often

audacious nudities, their hollow phraseology of idle compliment, their

suggestions of fatigue ill hid beneath a self-imposed veneer of the mon-
daine and the femme legere, wearied and depressed me unspeakably. I
could not be of them and with them. I was man of the world enough
to see that they would never have noticed me at all were it not for my
name and fortune. While I secretly deplored their artificialities, I had
a very clear conception of how they were probably yawning at my
stupidity behind my back. And all the while I was sensible of a ca-

pacity for accepting with the gladdest welcome what was simply and
unaffectedly feminine in their sex. I was already a mathematician,

and it has been said of mathematicians that they have no positive sen-

timent for women. But of myself this was not true. I may have
been cold, ratiocinative, an idolater of fact, a hater of reveries, but at

the same time, during this dubious and unsettled term of my life, I
covertly acknowledged a wish for worthy womanly companionship.

Perhaps I should not chronicle a certain incident which befell me
one evening after dining at the house of a lady high in worldly promi-
nence. And yet to narrate it will be to explain the precise need which
haunted me, and my profound abhorrence for any mere sensual agency
which might present itself for the gratification of that need.

The hour was about ten o'clock. I had left Mrs. Van PeekskilFs
lofty Fifth Avenue stoop, thankful that I had been able to tear myself
away so uncompromisingly from the bevy of diners amid whose befur-

belowed and white-necktied company I had been thrown unawares.
Mrs. Van Peekskill, who was a distant relative of mine through my

1
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mother's family, had sent me a dinner-invitation imploring that I would
meet a few friends at her house very informally. The little scented

note bore an allusion to our kinship, and a tender touch of recognition,

also, that I was in mourning for my father. " But it will be such a

small, inoffensive assemblage," ran my third-cousin's delicate hand-
writing ;

" you will feel almost as if you were dining with me enfamille,

and that, you know, you will have a perfect right to do, as we are so nearly

united by blood." We were not in any way nearly united by blood, but

as Mrs. Van Peekskill, a New York grandee, had chosen to think so,

my acquiescence in the polite fallacy was thus rendered daintily impera-

tive. I went to her dinner, and found that a kind of gaudy trap had
been sprung upon me. It was a gathering of modishly-attired merry-
makers who soon seated themselves at a board loaded with flowers and
silver and crystal glasses. The wine (and of wine I have never par-

taken throughout my whole life except in the most sparing way) sparkled

from a little group of glasses set at each plate. The air of the room in

which we sat was heavy with roses. Viand succeeded viand, served on
plates of costly porcelain. The guests were nearly a score, and their

chattered merriments fell on my ears with an irksome monotony. I

silently execrated the whole entertainment. The lady whom I had
taken in to dinner was young and of blooming visage. But as I

looked into her conscious eyes, as I scanned the deliberated abandon-

ments of her glowing and artistic costume, as I heard fall from her lips

their neat yet empty commonplaces blent with a coquettish challenge

that seemed almost mechanical in its well-ordered adroitness, I silently

began to regret that Mrs. Van Peekskill had ever plotted to bring us

together. When the long dinner was ended, I asked myself whether

or no the lady had by this time made up her feeble little mundane mind
that I was a sort of semi-civilized ruffian. Afterward came the cigars

with the men, none of whom, in their stiff uniformity of formal shirt-

bosoms, interested me beyond a concealed inclination to cover them with

ridicule. And then, a little later, came what I could not but regard as

my most blessed escape. I was certain that while I shook hands at

parting with Mrs. Van Peekskill there lay the glitter of ice itself in

her would-be winsome smile. I was personally unprepossessing. My
countenance had a rough-hewn and sombre look, and not a single point

in my general appearance was of the kind by which women are won at

first sight. Since my entrance into these drawing-rooms I had done

and said nothing suave or graceful enough to dispel the impression

wrought by my plain and rather melancholy exterior. But I cared

nothing for any such impression, favorable or the opposite. I was only

too thankful to rid myself of a most uncongenial atmosphere.

Fifth Avenue gleamed quiet and stately as I struck downward
through its narrow and yet imposing domain, not far above Thirty-

Fourth Street, where the majestic marble mansion of the dead dry-

goods king, Stewart, loomed pale against a keen-starred sky. The
weather was almost perfect in its breezeless but stimulating calm.

November was dying, and yet no fierce news of winter had given even

a single chill premonition. The extraordinary, lingering, unparalleled

autumn of America was regnant on this especial evening, and with a
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cool, rich charm that no one can fitly value till he has seen and dis-

liked the vapory, chilling autumns of most European lands. I no

longer dwelt in the family home in Bleecker Street; it still remained

my property, but it had been rented to a German Jewess, who kept

there a theatrical boarding-house for transitory and perhaps effete

members of the dramatic profession. My present apartments were at

the Albemarle Hotel, that most dignified of New York inns, which has

preserved through many years a prosperous gravity unharmed by the

palatial smartness of the Fifth Avenue Hotel on the one hand and of

the flaring and flamboyant Hoffman House on the other. I had pos-

sibly reached Twenty-Eighth Street, in my downward walk, when I

suddenly saw the form of a solitary woman emerge from the heavy
encompassing shadow of the corner I was about to pass. In another

instant the light of a near lamp struck upon her face. I paused in-

voluntarily as I saw it. Something made my heart beat quicker. I

discerned the face perfectly, and it seemed to me full of the most ex-

quisite girlisli loveliness. In London, whose horrors of street-harlotry I
well knew, I would not have thought of pausing. But here in New York,
where vice is kept so much more decently within-doors, I at once obeyed

such a desire. The girl showed not the least aversion to pausing also.

And yet I thought she looked the very incarnation of innocence, wdth

her luminous dark eyes beaming from a face of virginal fragility and
sweetness. Her attire was so mean and shabby that it did not surprise

me when she asked for help. I stood before her simple, lily-like face

and ill-clad figure with a glow at my heart which all the grandeurs

and braveries of Mrs. Van Peekskill's dames dlionneur could not have
created there. I presently questioned her of her family, and received

such hesitating and stammered answers that for the first time I began
to suspect she was not telling me the truth. And then, in the twink-
ling of an eye, she dropped her mask. Letting her head fall backward
a little, she looked at me with the look no woman's face has to my
thinking ever worn and yet preserved its beauty. . . I scarcely needed to

hear the reckless words and the little wanton ripple of laughter wdiich

now left her lips ; I already knew the dispiriting truth as clearly as

when these had told it me ! . . Putting a few coins into the girPs hand, I

hurried away from her. In an instant her believed purity had become
for me the most repulsive shame. But her poetic face, with its eloquent

eyes, in which the chastity of a young soul seemed sleeping, haunted
me afterward amid more than a single dream. At the same time, this

brief yet pregnant episode revealed to me my own changed nature. I
had passed through a few wild follies, first at the University, and again

in Paris. These had been somewhat savage mutinies, too, of my baser

against my better parts. But now the last liad brought their foes under
inflexible discipline. I comprehended that hereafter all my mental lights

were dimmed, so to speak, except the cold and bright one of reason.

Human sin, the degradation either of man or of woman, was loathsome

to me for causes which concerned a severe moral code of utilitarianism

rather than through what we term instinctive or intuitive repugnance.

I loved the good of life and shrank from its evil exactly as I would
have chosen to walk through a daisied field rather than a snake-haunted
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marsh. I had become a philosopher who saw in all self-soilure what
he believed the worst conceivable folly,—disdain of those marvellous
reasoning-faculties which mark so broad a line between men and brutes.

In the company of my own sex I was far more contented than at

such entertainments as those of Mrs. Van Peekskill. Here immediate
flight from distasteful associates in every way was easier, and the intensely

practical character which my own mind was now each year assuming
with sharper definiteness made me find something of interest in ob-

serving or questioning almost every male mind I encountered. Some-
times—as, for example, in the fashionable Metropolitan Club of which
I had been promptly made a member—I would meet a type of man-
hood that taxed endurance and tried respect. I mean the perfectly idle

" swell,'^ who tranquilly exulted in having both his capacities and his

energies represented by the roundest of zeros, and who took for granted

that I, on account of my known wealth and some absurd claim which
he insisted on connecting with me and which he chose to call my " po-

sition,'^ was ofjust his own lazy and effortless turn. This sort of drone

in the huge hive Avoke my spleen and vexation. When he talked to

me of his four-in-hand and his betting-book, his polo-playing and his

yacht-races, his coarse gallantries and his equally coarse condescensions

as a person of matrimonial market-value, I am afraid that he more
than once noticed with surprise my discouraging apathy. But, after all,

such occasions were infrequent. Still, the club soon wearied me as a

place of habitual resort, and besides I had set myself a course of

decidedly hard reading, varied with many experiments which involved

the strictest care and the most rigorous mathematical calculations. One
day, while searching among some old scientific volumes at a second-hand

book-shop in University Place, near Washington Square, anxious to

discover here a certain treatise, long out of print, but which I had been

told there was a chance of my thus lighting upon, I made, or rather

re-made, the acquaintance of Floyd Demotte. How woful is the com-
monplace of reflecting from what trifles of incident our most vital future

misfortunes may be born ! And yet the pertinence of such a meditation

pierces me just now. Had I never known Floyd Demotte, the horror,

the strangeness and the agony of this little history might never have

been written. And I was so completely without the least presage of

what lay stored black and threatening for me in the future, when a tall,

pale gentleman, of apparently about my own age, came up to me in the

dim, dingy, book-lined place where I stood, and said, putting out his

hand,

—

" I am sure that I am right. You are Douglas Duane. It is a

good while since you and I met, and we have both changed a great deal,

of course. I hope, however, you remember me. I am Floyd Demotte.^'

^'Ah, yes ; true enough," I answered, taking his hand. " Floyd
Demotte, I am very glad to see you again."

IV.

My words were hardly true. I was not in any real sense glad to

see Floyd Demotte again. Still, I was by no means sorry. We had
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been school-mates from the age of about eleven to fourteen years, respec-

tively. Afterward our parents had separated us by sending us each

to a different institution of learning, preparatory to our making the

collegiate plunge. It was a queer school, that one of Mr. Gillespie

Gordon's, and the intimacy which soon followed upon Demotte's re-

introduction of himself in the dusty twilight of the book-shop was
perhaps first stimulated by the reminiscences which we could now
mutually laugh over.

" No wonder our fathers took us away from it," I presently found

myself saying to Floyd Demotte ;
" we ought to be thankful that they

got us away before all studious habits were completely killed in us."

Mr. Gillespie Gordon was a New York dandy with a repute for

scholarship among certain pleasure-loving people who could not have
told you whether Hector was a Greek or a Trojan : perhaps a few of

them might have agreed with you if you had called him an American.

Mr. Gordon Gillespie, finding himself with a depleted bank-account,

caressed the chronic rose in his button-hole and mused as to the pro-

priety of setting up a school. He had so many dear friends ; they

would be sure to give him a helping hand. And they did ; but this is

considerably more than Mr. Gillespie Gordon may be said to have done
to their numerous boys. Our taste of discipline was about as bitter as

the perpetual nibbling of a sugar-plum. Mr. Gordon pointed to us

with pride as the delightful testimony of his friends' tender devotion,

and whenever he most keenly realized how valuable a tribute w^e brought

him from patrician circles he would decree the entire school a half-holiday.

With all his amiability and benignity (and I once thought him a ser-

aph for both), he now appears to me, this highly aristocratic school-

master, very much more astute and self-centred than I could then have
dreamed of supposing him. His indulgences to his pupils were the

despair of every teacher he employed, and his wliole system of educa-

tional superintendence was pour rire in the polite bad faith of its laxity

;

and yet he thus managed to have all the boys on his side, and they were
w^onderful preventives against his being ignominiously found out. It

was always so pleasant for them to go on nibbling at the sugar-plum.
" That is why we all stayed on at Gordon's as long as we did," I now

said, laughing, to Floyd Demotte. " AYe each of us constituted such a
loving, selfish and zealous little advertisement for the school. I re-

member I didn't dare tell my father how every boy one day received

an orange, a banana and an excuse from studying any lessons for the

morrow, because a certain ocean-steamer which had been overdue about

a week, and which carried some relatives of our dear magister, had at

last come safely into port. I was afraid my father 7night object to such

an extension of clemency on the ground of rank imposition."
" Which it certainly was," affirmed Demotte, with the same pleasant

ring in his voice that I had liked years ago.

Time had changed him for the better. He had been a rather lank
and awkward boy, with hardly a facial line that did not err against

beauty. But now he had acquired a really classic charm of expression

that suited his almost commanding height. His pallor had lost the

least unhealthy tint, and his eyes, always notable for their depth and
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their sea-blue sparkle, had become infused with a gently meditative

light. His figure, growing taller, had smoothed away all its old

angles into a blending of vigor and elegance. He was clad with a quiet

art that made him look the gentleman as I could not have done if my
life had been the forfeit of such failure. I am compelled, just here, to

obtrude upon the reader this physical contrast between us, for reasons

which will later be fully understood. My visage was at all times a
sombre, homely and unprepossessing one. No garment, however dex-
terously cut, could charitably disguise the stoop in my shoulders or the

infelicitous modelling of my frame. But Floyd Demotte had the real

bel air, though he was so far from resembling anything foppish that you
seemed to discern in him the scholar as quickly as you discerned the

easy-going worldly saunterer.

And that is assuredly no unfair way of describing his personality.

But scholar, as I soon afterward learned, he was none. His craze for

rare editions of books meant simply the dilettante and cultivated " fad^'

of a man who was refined enough by temperament to avoid those more
frivolous diversions which are apt to accompany a copious income.

What won me about him, now that we had met after the old boyish
good-fellowship had clothed itself in a memorial haze, was his perfect

suavity of disposition wed with a natural modesty and retirement. He
was the son of a dead New York merchant who had left him conspicu-

ously rich. Like myself, he avoided the aimless unrest of the pleas-

ure-lovers. Like myself, he was exempt from stupid vices. Like
myself, he chose the silences of life's lanes and meadows rather than the

turmoil of its thoroughfares. The rosy frenzies and intoxications had
no lure for him ; he was the most domestic and shade-seeking of spirits.

But, wholly unlike myself, he Avas without the slightest dominating
purpose. All that he appeared to ask of destiny was a comfortable and
unharassed lease of existence. It struck me, at first, that he was almost

wholly passionless—that so long as he could go on collecting his library

and passing his days with a good digestion, a cheerful hearth-stone, a

commodious arm-chair and a mellow-flavored cigar, he would remain
an individual of unrivalled contentment. But while we slowly yet surely

resumed the intimacy as men which as boys we had once sought and
enjoyed with so different a zest, I began to note traits in Demotte till

now unsuspected. It had already occurred to me that he was more than

pleased whenever I dropped in upon him of an evening at the cosey

little basement-house in Second Avenue which had been one of his

manifold real-estate bequests from his father, and which he had chosen

as a residence because of the reposeful, old-time quarter in which it

stood. He always welcomed me with a brightening of demeanor and a

warm pressure of the hand which I could not mistake. He would con-

duct me up to his beautiful library on the second floor of the house,

above the dining-room, and would w^heel forward a cushioned easy-chair

for my convenience, revealing in every gesture his unmistakable glad-

ness at my coming. The visits were not all on my side, however. T

had left my apartments at the Albemarle several weeks ago, and had
taken a furnished house in one of the side-streets not far from Madison
Square, turning its entire upper story (which in no way resembled the
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traditional rude attic) into a laboratory supplied with many costly in-

struments of science. Here Demotte would in turn spend an hour or

two with me, apparently attracted beyond expression by my discourses

on chemistry, optics, the marvels of embryology, of heat, or perhaps of

electricity—a study, this last, in which I had of late most appreciably

advanced. But I at length began to notice that each of his visits always

was paid only after one of my own upon himself, and that if I let too

long a time elapse without seeking to see him he would subsequently

betray toward me that hurt sensitiveness which we are apt very unjustly

to call feminine. Finally the truth became quite clear to me. De-
motte's was the jealous temperament in almost painful excess. Most
extremely jealous people are essentially selfish, for this fault is one purely

of egotism ; but Demotte was far from selfish in his daily doings, and,

while not in any sense a religious man, gave away annual sums to the

poor w^hich many a millionaire of thrice his wealth would shrink from
thus employing. This one regrettable failing seemed to exist isolated

in a nature of much intrinsic sweetness and honesty. For him to love a

fellow-creature was for him to demand, exact, and even self-torment-

ingly to watch the object of such aifection. ' Good heavens !' I remem-
ber thinking, ^what will become of this man if he ever falls in love?

And what sort of an existence will the woman's be, should she marry
him without previously having found him out au juste f

As it was, I humored him in his failing, and hardly liked him any
the less for it. I had hitherto been capable of winning a certain amount
of personal adherence and even of allegiance, but to win a friendship

based purely on sentiment rather than admiration,—there seemed to me
a truly golden achievement, and one fraught with its own reward. I

had grown to regard everything with the eyes of science alone, and I
could not help thinking of this flaw in Floyd Demotte's character as of
a distinct flaw in the structure of his brain. How deplorable it was, I
told myself, that with all my amassed scientific erudition I had no pos-

sible power of looking upon his optiG thalamus or searching his corpus

striatum while both were still informed wnth life ! What splendid results

of remedy might spring from investigation like that ! Perhaps some-
thing resembling it will one day replace the mere empirics of our present

medical men. It seems odd enough to talk of curing a man of jealousy

as you would cure him of a bilious attack ; of eradicating avarice from
his mind as if it were a tooth taken from his jaw ; of lopping away
from his brain a depraved impulse as if it were a shattered limb from
his body. And yet this was my point of survey for looking upon all

moral questions. Evil was to me disease, good was health.

I found in Demotte a tireless listener. " You are teaching me to

think," he said, one evening, in my attic.

" That is pleasant to hear," I answered, laughing. " But please

don't imagine that I rank my instructive powers in such direction as

anything but excessively meagre."
" Come, now, Douglas," said my companion, in his smoothly genial

way, "you know that youVe gone into the roots of things with an
astonishing amount of penetration."

I smiled. " You mean that I love science, Floyd ?"
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" I mean a great deal more than that. You're positively fierce in

your radicalisms.'^

" Only comparatively so/' I responded. " It's a curious age, this

nineteenth century of ours—which we call, by the bye, the nineteenth,

when it's more probably the fifty-millionth."

"How, curious?"
" It is so abysmally divided. There's such a gulf between the ideal-

ists and the realists—between the old men and the new men—between
those who believe themselves endowed with an intuition that transcends

matter, and those who face matter in the reverential spirit of searchers

after a clue amid its monstrous labyrinth of facts."

" You sometimes give a strikingly poetic turn to your phrases,"

Demotte said, watching me for a moment with a look where fondness

and a certain sadness appeared to blend. " And yet the position you
have taken is one so antagonistic to all that is spiritual—all that is im-
aginative—I was on the verge of adding, my friend, all that is higher

and finer in either philosophy or metaphysics, as to
"

" I deny it," came my interruption, delivered with not a little heat,

though without a shade of annoyance. " There was never a more silly

fallacy than that which rests in the charges urged by orthodoxy against

science. It is perpetually crying out that we, the friends and devotees

of pure knowledge, vivisect the nightingale and anatomize the rosebud.

And suppose we do ! Which is a more impious act toward that un-

knowable agency these pietists name God and we name unsolved mys-
tery ?—to assert the nightingale and the rose a divine offspring of some
celestial beauty, or to use upon the developments of natural law which
we see in either, such forces of intelligence as nearly all mankind com-
monly possess ? For my part, I am convinced that civilization is merely

the destruction of ignorance."
" But ignorance forever remains."
'^ It may not forever remain."

My friend started. " You can't intend to even suggest, Douglas,

that science, after shattering countless ideals (or superstitions, if you
prefer terming them so) will ever pass beyond the limit of final causes?"

" It may pass beyond the limit of w^hat we term such. Who shall

dare affirm to the contrary ? The telegraph, the railway, the steamship,

would have seemed like realized miracles a century ago."
" But these discoveries, great as they are, deal only in matter."

My slight laugh, just then, must have had a very ironical ring.

" Has it ever occurred to you," I said, "that matter is the be-all and
end-all of the whole immense, perplexing scheme?"

Demotte shuddered. " Carlyle's words come into my memory," he
murmured. . .

" I know what you are going to quote," I hurriedly broke in.

" That flimsy little epigram of his about Darwinism being the gospel

of dirt. Now, to my mind, Carlyle was a shallow shrieker, and, as all

such men are, a sworn foe against the very progress and advancement
of which he made so bombastic an apostle. Whenever a great truth is

laboring for birth, some hostile conservative tries to invent a chilling

and contemptuous mot about it. Oh, that ' gospel of dirt' ! How it
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has been echoed from one pulpit to another throughout all Christendom

!

It saved such an extraordinary amount of honest thinking ! It had
so protective and preservative a sound for those who still put faith in

the legendary melodrama of Adam and Eve and the garrulous, bugaboo
serpent ! No wonder it was popular. But in reality, if taken with a

serious and not a flippantly jocose meaning, it condensed a greater truth

than Carlyle's turbid and irascible intellect could ever have lighted on.

Modern science, if you please, u the gospel of dirt. It isn't ashamed
to be, either. Dirt really means the planet, the tellus itself, the habita-

ble globe. And I have never yet been able to learn that the rhapsodists

about a less prosaic biding-place were successful, after all, in securing

a more trustworthy one than this."

" These conversations of ours," said Demotte, musingly and after a

little pause, " all lead me into one belief. I have never put the direct

question to you before, but I put it now. Do you, Douglas Duane,
place the least faith in the doctrine of immortality ?"

" None," I answered.

"I was sure of what I should hear you say," Demotte murmured.
" But do you deny immortality, then?"

" Science never asserts nor denies without proof. The moment she

does either she ceases to be science and becomes something very much
more intelligible and valuable, no doubt, but still not herself. I mean
. . sentimentality."

" How those arrows of your sarcasm sing w^ienever you make the

immaterial their target ! . . Well, then, granting that as a reasoner

you neither deny nor assert a future life, had you not just confessed

something quite too arbitrary a moment before ?"

" And this was . .
?"

" That you failed to place the least faith in immortality."
" Personally I do," came my swift words, for here was the sort of

discussion in which at nearly all times I took the keenest pleasure. " A
lawyer might glance over the plaintiff's evidence in a certain difficult

case, without attempting to study it. He might say, therewith, that on
general principles he thought the case likely to be won by the defendant.

Such a cursory and superficial scrutiny would scarcely produce anything
like an important decision."

" But if the lawyer had studied the case !" insisted Demotte. " Why
not put it in that way ?"

*^ No lawyer has," I said, smiling ; " at least not to the slightest

purpose."
" A great many think they have."
" And worse still, a great many know they have not, and yet for the

ecclesiastical salaries they draw preach Sunday after Sunday what they

themselves secretly discredit. And I'm sorry to say that this monstrous
hypocrisy increases, in our era of sceptical inquiry, at a fearful rate. . .

But good heavens !" I broke off, " what are we doing ? We have mixed
our simile in a sad way ; we have confused lawyers with clergymen.
That will never do, will it? And yet I have met more than one clergy-

man who seemed to me like the wreck of a good lawyer."
" You wander from our subject," said Demotte, eying me now as
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if he would read in my face more than I was choosing to let it convey.
" Perhaps you have done so intentionally, however/^ he went on.

" You mean that I wanted to evade your cross-examination ?''

" Yes ; I fancied you did."
" Then you were not altogether wrong. I dislike to shock others

needlessly. Still, in this instance, you would, as it were, have exploded
the bomb-shell yourself."

" Then you have another announcement in reserve ?"

" If you choose to hear it, yes."
" I do. Does it concern the mortality of what we call the soul ?"

" Yes." I rose and drew near a magnificent new electrical appa-
ratus which I had just ordered home to my laboratory. I laid one hand
caressingly upon the instrument. " It concerns the discovery of a proof
—a law—relating to such mortality."

Demotte started to his feet. " Good God, Douglas !" he exclaimed,
" you can^t mean that you hope ever to go as far as that ?"

'^ ^ As far as that^ ?" I repeated, looking steadily into his agitated

face. ^^My dear Floyd, I have not yet told you how far I hope to go."

Demotte answered my look in a fascinated way. Suddenly an ex-

pression of mixed alarm and pain swept over his face. " Oh, Douglas !"

he cried ;
^' beware ! be careful !"

"Of what?'' I asked calmly.
" Of too great, too insolent a daring," he asseverated, with an excite-

ment and a speed of utterance for which I was unprepared to see so

abrupt and yet vivid a betrayal. " God will punish one who—But ah,

you don't believe in a God : . . how can you, when you don't believe

in the everlasting life of the soul ? Only, Douglas, I—I would say

this : Don't let too strong a pride in your own great intellect master you
with too absolute a sway ! Pardon me, but I can't help recalling to you
something which you of course have read. . ." By this time Demotte,
tremulous and eager, had drawn close to my side and had laid one hand
on my shoulder. " It is that most magnificent part of all Milton's

poem—that which deals, I mean, with the ambition, the ruin and the

overthrow of Satan."
" Satan !" I echoed, with a contemptuous laugh. " Oh, he's a the-

atrical personage enough, and the whole story of ^ man's first disobedi-

ence' is only saved, to my mind, from being ludicrous, even as Milton

tells it, by the rolling and stately blank-verse in which it is enshrined.

, . Still, Floyd, that doesn't prevent your having ranked me with any-

body so abominable as this mythical Satan from being highly uncom-
plimentary."

" I was not thinking of compliments or their reverse," said Demotte,

as if he almost resented the levity of my final sentence. " I alluded

only to the boldness of revolt which you have just suggested."
" Revolt, my friend. Against what ?"

" Against that which must forever lie hidden from man until death

brings him a revelation of it."

" Ah, that is the way they talked to Galileo, and yet he insisted on

telling us that the earth moved." •

Demotte had grown pale. I saw distinctly that I had somehow
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impressed him more than I had faintly imagined that I could do by

the somewhat random nature of my recent utterances.

'* But this discovery ?" he queried. " Do you actually aim at any-

thing as—as appalling as you have implied?"

I grasped his hand and shook it warmly. " Upon my word," I

said, " you are more than stimulating !"

" I ?" he asked, with a little perplexed recoil from me. " How ?"

" Oh, you think me capable of doing something brilliant beyond

description before you have heard a word of what I meditate perform-

ing. There is so much in that
!"

" I think you a man of supreme ability," he returned, with a posi-

tive accent of awe. *' But men of supreme ability, like yourself, are

sometimes entrapped and . . and betrayed by their own powers."
" Entrapped and betrayed ?" I repeated, with perhaps a new and

rather harsh note in my voice. " Into what, pray ?"

^' Into . . punishment for their audacity," Demotte faltered.

I began to see his drift, or to fancy that I did so. I drew back-

ward from him further than he had receded from me.

"What sort of punishment?" I inquired.
" Madness," he said, under his breath. " Oh, Douglas, banish from

your mind the least supposition that by any chance you or any man
living or to live hereafter can "

" Madness," I shot in, with as cold a tone as I have possibly ever

used. I at once turned my back upon him. For a few seconds I felt

myself despising and detesting him. Then I turned again, after I had
got my leaping anger under full control, and said with what was doubt-

less a cutting curtness,

—

" A little while ago you accused me of wandering from our subject,

and I confessed that I did so voluntarily. I now insist that the sub-

ject be changed, since I also insist that you have shown yourself unable

to treat it with either good sense or common courtesy. Pray let us

never refer to it again."

He bit his lip, and his mild eyes flashed a little. But I had im-
posed silence upon him as regarded a single topic, however wounded
my uncompromising words had made him feel. But I too had been

deeply wounded, and that single w^ord " madness," applied to a man
whose brain was so collected and equable as I realized my own always
to have been, wrought upon me for a long time afterward like the

residuary sting of an insult.

V.

A coolness now ensued between Demotte and myself, lasting for

several weeks. Certain affairs, however, relating to real-estate invest-

ments in which we were mutually interested brought us periodically

together, and at last I broke tlie ice with one stout blow. Our ac-

quaintance, I told him, would be impossible on these distant and formal
terms. We must either become fully reconciled or we must once and
for all separate.

A kind of terror came into Floyd Demotte's face as he listened to

Vol. XXXIX.—37
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me. I felt then how much he cherished my friendship. He almost
burst into tears a moment later, and while seizing my hand in his own
declared quite brokenly that he had been to blame, and yet that his

admonition and his prophecy, ill advised though both might have ap-
peared, had had the one excuse of warm and profound regard.

" Well," I said, pressing his hand with a smile, " Fm glad you
don't think, after all, that I am the threatened victim of madness.''

" No. That was only a dread which flashed upon me, and at a mo-
ment's warning, as it were. There seems to be so ominous, darksome
and despotic a ^ no thoroughfare' lifted above the misty border-line of
infinity! One might indeed fancy that any mere mortal who pre-

sumptuously crossed it would leave not so much hope as reason behind
him !"

" Oh," was my laughing exclamation, notwithstanding that De-
motte's words and his inflection of them had both touched me by their

gravity and sombre candor, " I trust you won't accuse me of trying to

overleap that border-line. Infinity is a very large word ; in fact, it

isn't in the dictionary of modern science at all ; she only has what
Herbert Spencer would call a symbolic conception of it."

^' But the discovery of which you spoke ?"

" You may be sure that if I am ever fortunate enough to make
it, infinity will be no nearer to me in the end than Avas the western

horizon to Columbus after he had put an ocean between himself and
Spain."

" Some day you shall tell me of your plan and of how you expect to

compass it," said Demotte. There was a faintly gleeful ring in his

voice which he tried to repress. Our reconciliation gave him exquisite

pleasure, I knew.
'' Perhaps I will tell you," I said.

But I did not mean the words. I secretly felt that while my
truly vast idea was in embryo, to describe would somehow be to dese-

crate it. I cannot remember just when its magnitude and originality

first took full possession of my mind : if I mistake not, there was no
single primal throb of conception preceding its clearer self-portrayal in

thought. The entire process had, I think, been as gradual as the nour-

ishment of a tree by rain. Still, thus far I had accomplished little.

My experiments verifying Faraday's molecular theory with regard to

electricity may have quickened in me the germ of my own far-diflerent

hypothesis. And yet when I consider how Faraday asserts that elec-

tricity has no existence whatever, but that the phenomena which we
declare to be electrical are the result of properties and motions born of

the molecules of matter themselves, 1 can hardly trace any analogy

whatever between my peculiar conclusions and these broadly divergent

premises. Still, it was, I think, undoubtedly a close study of the

polarized condition of molecules that first turned my attention toward

forces of human vitality—those subtle and amazing energies which
exist either in the brain-tissues or the muscular anatomy of man—and

so induced that primary and almost intuitive train of argument. How-
ever this may be, I had found myself absorbed in meditations on the

one supremely attractive question of why and how, from the invisible
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nerve-centres of cerebral efficiency, motor and sensory qualifications are

forever springing. Schopenhauer's assertion of the '^ will to live" push-

ing itself up from the unknown into a million forms of organic and
inorganic matter had strangely charmed without by any means con-

vincing me ; for what, after all, is Schopenhauer but a magnificent

autocrat in philosophy ? and, hotly as he hates the mysticism of all

his German confreres except Kant, how dreamily German is the real

foundation of his superb " Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung" !

Still, that incomparable potency which we see manifested in the wink-
ing of an eyelid, in the giving to man a poem like " Hamlet," or in

the generalship that won Austerlitz, might all be the same as regards

kind. I began more than deeply to ponder this element of invariable

similitude pervading all human action, whether physical or mental. If

it all rose from a single vital principle, I asked myself, why should this

vital principle not be understood, in time, at least as well as electricity

is understood now? If, as some physicists would have us credit, all

life is dependent upon a certain electro-magnetic force in nature, why
might not the cogency which causes me to walk across my laboratory,

from a Leyden jar in one corner of it to a torsion electrometer in

another corner of it, be akin with that which sends a translatable mes-
sage across three thousand leagues of sea ? Is electricity, I again asked

myself, really light, heat and all known power ? Then why is it not in-

telligence—human intelligence as well—brought into contact with those

cells of the brain which are otherwise eifete as a stone or a log?

It is impossible for me here to elucidate the scientific origin of my
early investigations. This demands not merely an intimate knowledge
of the higher mathematics, such as I myself possessed, but it also re-

quires an acquaintance with the technical processes and nomenclature

employed by trained adepts in other kindred studies. Still, it is my
intention to write out, as a faithful appendix of these memoirs, every
detail of the calculations and deductions by which I arrived at my
present unmatched place among the loftiest thinkers of this or any
period. Such a statement may sound like vanity; but how far from the

least semblance of vanity actually it is, posterity shall both learn and
admit. I do not advance this belief. I declare it.

Meanwhile, I persevered with my experiments, and Demotte at the

same time frankly deported himself as once more my devoted friend.

I would occasionally accompany him in his pilgrimages to the book-
shops, though I satirized his mania with a persistence of ridicule which
he always bore good-naturedly. One day he said to me,

—

'^ If you cared for good books, Douglas, I would ask you to go
with me where we could see them in really splendid profusion."

" Good books !" I cried. " Oh, how amusingly you collectors abuse
terms ! Good books are books good enough to read for ideas they con-
tain, not for the archaic suggestions of their print and bindings. . .

But where is this treasure-house to which you refer, Floyd ?"

" It is a private dwelling in Clinton Place ; its proprietor is named
Adam Hadley."

" That name is somehow familiar," I said.

" No doubt. Hadley has compiled a most exhaustive biographical
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cyclopaedia of prominent Americans, from the early colonial times until

now.^^

A day or two later Demotte and I crossed the threshold of Adam
Hadley's residence. Clinton Place was once the placid domain of
Knickerbocker respectability, but now sign-boards of a hundred varying

sorts obtruded their commercial gilt over door-ways and windows. The
Hadley house, with its antiquated arch of entrance and the pervasive

suggestion of having its bricks joined together by mortar at least fifty

years old, had once risen among many prim companions, of marked re-

semblance each to each. But the quarter was fatally near Broadway

;

trade had unmercifully pushed westward toward University Place, in-

vading chambers that for many years had been almost sanctified by the

sweetest domestic privacies. Adam Hadley's house now stood quite

deserted by its former highly reputable associates. On one side of it

sprawled the immense advertisement of a Franco-American cafe, which
had a basement where lager beer and absinthe were equally distributed

to customers, and an upper story where a tahle-dlidte dinner at sixty

cents, with wine included, oiFered bewildering attractions. On the other

side flared a balcony whose colossal gold letters assured even the most
languid passer that " Robes et Manteaux " were here procurable. Just

across the street gleamed the windows of a restaurant in which you saw
uncooked beef-steaks and sanguinary mutton-chops made spectacular

with bunches of crisp- leaved and marble-stalked celery, not to speak

of scarlet lobsters brilliantly eifete on plinths of dripping ice. Clinton

Place had unquestionably become mercantile. But Adam Hadley's

house remained just as drowsy and dignified as when quiescence and not

turmoil was the key-note of its neighborhood. I had no sooner gone
into the front drawing-room with Demotte than I began to understand

how justly he had described the whole exceptional interior. Here was
the old-fashioned American " parlor,^^ and yet all the coignes of vantage

which our grandfathers and grandmothers loved to fill with wax flowers

in glass cases, or possibly with a stuffed bird or two from tropic climes,

were unrelentingly invaded by books. Books confronted you every-

where. The walls were lined with them half-way toward the ceiling,

in row after row. A large central table was piled with folios ; on the

floor, close against the lower shelves of the book-cases rose piles of large

volumes which no private library could well find accommodation for.

And presently Mr. Hadley himself appeared, welcoming Demotte with

an outstretched hand that made me think of nothing so much as of a

wrinkled leather book-binding. His face was somehow the shape of a

book ; I have never seen so square a face, nor one so preternaturally

solemn. He had a little bent figure, and the dull eyes under his tired,

drooped lids bore a sluggish, inky blackness that recalled a large blurred

O in imperfect print. He somehow seemed a part of his books ; his

clothes were dusty and his shirt-cuffs revealed the slight raggedness at

their edges which easily reminded one of a book's uncut leaf. He
talked with Demotte of books, only books, for nearly twenty minutes,

as I may conscientiously assert, before giving me more than a faint recog-

nition of the acquaintance which our friend had duly established between

us. He liad a little dry laugh, like the crackle of a stiff book-page when
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you turn it quickly, and he used this laugh a good many times while

he told my friend of an extraordinary trouvaille, a wonderful bargain,

which had lately befallen him in John Street, or Ann Street, or some
"down-town" quarter like that. I am quite ignorant of the whole

singular and unexplainable cult, but, unless I mistake, Mr. Hadley was
boasting that he had procured a Horace or an Ovid in jpetit format, or

something of this nature, with the Elzevir date of 1629. Demotte shook

his head a good many times, declaring the lucky windfall a clear im-

possibility. I was greatly bored, and began taking some of the beau-

tifully-bound volumes from their resting-places and examining them.

Presently Mr. Hadley asked me if I cared for books, but in so wander-
ing a way that I felt the question to have been somehow stimulated by

a whispered suggestion on the part of Demotte. I was about to answer

the little desiccated individual, when he suddenly put one yellow hand
on my friend's shoulder and pointed to the next room. In the next

room, where rows of books presented themselves just as amply as before

and piles of folios were still more frequent, the priceless little duodecimo
about which this tedious wrangle had been waged was finally produced

and shown. Demotte eyed it at certainly twenty different angles of

vision, and after twice confidently stating it to be spurious at last de-

clared it genuine. A new way of regarding it, however, appeared to

rouse his doubt once more ; and then, losing patience, I rather explo-

sively said,

—

" For heaven's sake, Floyd, do show mie a little pity ! You know
I can't sympathize with the mysteries of your bibliomania. Do
ask Mr. Hadley to let us have a glimpse of some rare engravings. I
shan't feel quite so barbaric then ; I've an eye for that sort of thing,

as you know."
My appeal was listened to, and soon afterward we were brought in

contact with so many tomes of quaint, skilful or beautiful pictures

that even a cursory inspection of them would have lasted well beyond
nightfall. It was not long before I observed that Demotte was letting

his glance roam restlessly and perhaps expectantly in the direction of

the doors. He anticipated another picture far finer than any which
these book-covers could reveal. And it presently appeared in one of

the door-ways.

I had heard Demotte say that old Adam Hadley lived here in

Clinton Place with a daughter who was his only child, and also that

Millicent Hadley was pretty. But I had no suspicion of what a charm-
ing face and figure this lifeless little reference failed to describe. Milli-

cent's blue eyes gave the effect of always swimming in a delicious sil-

very light, and her lovely, silky hair, growing profusely on her small

head that had the swift grace of a bird's in moving, was tawny as a
rusted leaf. Or possibly there would be truth no less than comedy in

contrasting the tinge with her father's leathern little hands. It amazed
you to think of this ethereal and blooming young creature as having
sprung from parentage whose personality was so entirely unlike her

own
;
you wondered if the dead mother of Millicent had not trans-

mitted to her all this feminine felicity of personnel, all these pure, fresh

graces of lineament. Millicent Hadley's gowns were surely made by
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no fashionable milliner, and yet her slender, flexible, maidenly shape

wore them with a sweet ease quite her own. She seemed to love her

father dearly, but the more I watched her the more I felt certain as to

her possessing a nature of such inherent womanly ardors that to love

some one clingingly and satisfyingly was her spiritual necessity. She
was by no means of a spiritual turn in her conversation ; she spoke
freely, openly, and with that happy abandonment which so many Amer-
ican girls employ to the grieved astonishment of English or French
conventionalism. Her father incessantly observed her with an indul-

gent fondness which there was no mistaking. As soon as she appeared

he gave evidence of the most pronounced paternal pride in her. It

was an exquisite enjoyment to me as I studied the complete surrender

which Adam Hadley indicated the moment she assumed her amiable

and easily-borne office of hostship. She made me think of a wood-
anemone blossoming in the dark cloisters of an almost sunless forest.

And yet her tender individual traits of modesty were combined with a

playful assertiveness that robbed them of anything like awkward con-

straint. A little later she went with us through not a few other rooms
of the house, all so crowded by volumes that I began to look on this

as a phenomenal sort of library containing everything printed since

printing began its enlightenments for the race.

Millicent's talk was meanwhile buoyant and engaging. She treated

her father^s passion for collecting books as if it were a foible no less

innocuous than droll.

" I often wonder how I've managed to keep my health in this damp,
sleepy old house," she exclaimed, '^ so packed with the records of dead
writers. But fortunately papa sent me to boarding school in Pough-
keepsie for about three years. That saved me, I suppose, from be-

coming a victim of brooding melancholy."
^' You don't look at all melancholy," I said. " Is it only due to

the boarding-school that you don't?"
" I'm afraid it is," struck in Hadley, with humorous despair. " She

calls this house a graveyard. Just think of that
!"

" Well," laughed Demotte, ^' it's a graveyard with some very inter-

esting head-stones."
^' You get tired, after a while, of reading the head-stones," cried

Millicent airily.

*' But one can always pull them up, so to speak," I said, " and find

out what lies beneath."
" And what 6.oes lie beneath ?" the girl exclaimed, looking full at

me with her curiously winsome eyes. " Nothing but dead people, after

all."

We were passing, just then, through one of the upper halls. She
led the way, moving along with her brisk, elastic step, and I chanced

to be just behind her. Lowering my voice a little, and almost without

knowing wherefore, I said,

—

"Do you prefer live people?"

She turned her face toward me so that I caught with a new effect

of shade or color the rose-leaf lines of her cheek and temple. " Yes,"

she answered. " I prefer them with all my heart."
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" And do you meet and know many of them ?" I pursued.
" Oh, so few !" was her swift answer. " I live a great deal alone.

There's papa, of course, and then there are one or two servants."
" And there are no friends, no acquaintances, even ?'^

" Hardly any. I never went to school, you know, in the way that

most New York girls go. Papa taught me at first, and then there was
boarding-school ; and after that came the home-life again, with all my
old girl-friends scattered about in various places away from New York."

" And you have no friends of another kind ?" I asked, with a per-

sistence that struck me as ill advised and a trifle aggressive, notwith-

standing that I made use of it.

She understood me with a little tender, hurrying, pink blush. " Oh,
no. Except one."

" Mr. Demotte."
" Yes."
" And he impresses you favorably ?"

She made me no answer. Just at this moment we had reached the

door-way of a room where new rows and piles of books were visible.

During the rest of our visit Millicent bestowed on me, I fancied, less

geniality than previously. I hated to feel that I had perhaps offended

her by too overt a familiarity. This thought, amounting to a dread for

which I could by no means account, remained with me for several hours

after I had quitted her society. As its annoying force wore away, I
began to tell myself that to meet her again might result in something

very like a declaration of passion. I had never seen and talked with

any woman thus far in my life whom I so thoroughly longed to see and
talk with again. Her face stole between me and my studies during the

next week. I had a strong disinclination to inform Demotte of the

rapid enchantment she had exerted. At the same time he exhibited

what I secretly pronounced a strange reticence concerning her. Had
Millicent already so won his love that my own admiration of her dis-

pleased him ? No, I soon concluded ; for if this were true he would
betray chagrin, or at least some sort of lurking resentment. But neither

manifestation remotely touched his demeanor, and after a fortnight or

so he himself proposed that we should pay another visit at the house in

Clinton Place.

I went with him more gladly than I chose to evince. Her reception

of us both was gracious in the extreme, but I noticed signs of intimacy

in her manner toward Demotte which implied that their acquaintance-

ship had probably gone on ripening since I had last seen them together.

Her father was not present, that day ; indisposition prevented him from
leaving his own room. The doctor had assured Millicent that he did

not think it at all a serious illness, and yet while she repeated to us this

cheerful medical judgment there was a cloudy light in her eyes that

needed no explanation ; and presently she confessed to us, with a candor
full of pathos, that she had tried for weeks to keep from her mind the

saddening certainty of her father's broken health. " It is so dreadful, you
know," she said, " for me to think that I should be quite alone if any-
thing should happen to him ! It doesn't merely make me love him the

more ; it mixes a continual fear with my love, . . if . . if . ." (and
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now, for some reason, lier look wandered to my own and dwelt there a
few seconds) " if you can understand how such a strange state of feeling

can exist/^

" I understand very well," was my swift answer.

If Demotte had not been there, that day, I believe I might have
shown the pity I felt by means of a decidedly passionate method. It

was of no use to warn myself that I had seen this girl but once before.

I had seen her a hundred times since first looking upon her ; she seemed
already to have filmed all the sombre surface of my life with light,

though we were still unquestionably strangers. After that day I made
no concealment of my admiration from Demotte. But I did not tell

him I loved Millicent Hadley. Shame kept me from this admission
;

with men of my frigid intellectual calibre the self-surrender to love's

divine folly will sometimes give the sense of being arraigned by all the

august faculties of reason, while common-sense, like a fussy little record-

ing clerk seated beside his superiors, adds to the general grim effect of
accusation. But if I had really divulged my love to Demotte, all that

afterward happened would have forever remained as a sealed book. He
himself, as I soon found out, loved Millicent profoundly. With a

nature of such jealousy as his own, once to be sure that we were rivals

would have meant life-long estrangement.

But it never seemed to enter Floyd Demotte's head that we were or

ever could be rivals. I failed, at first, to make out the cause of this

dogged misinterpretation. Occasionally I grew desperate under it, and
would let my praises of Millicent become as florid as a suitor's. But
Demotte never appeared to suspect in the faintest way that their warmth
was of the romantic flame. I visited the Clinton Place dwelling several

times unaccompanied by him and not consulting him as to the ques-

tion of going with me. He learned of these visits from Millicent

herself, and treated them with a matter-of-course lightness. The more
I brooded over his indifference to my attentions and at the same time

realized how deep a sentiment he himself cherished for this charming
girl, the more miserably unable I becam^e to reconcile the first with

the last. I was not by any means as personally well-favored as my
friend ; mine was indeed the expression of a brooding spirit, and one

beset by some species of relentless unrest. Still, there was nothing

repellent in my exterior ; I neither looked like a woman-hater nor a

cynic, and with no dream of boast I can state that a fair-minded

observer could not have failed to discern in my visage that mental

virility which it would be idly flippant for me to disclaim. From the

worldly point of view, moreover, I was even more marriageable than

Floyd Demotte, since my wealth counted considerably above his. After

a long reflection I concluded that my friend's absolute faith in Millicent's

attachment for him had formed the reason of his baffling behavior.

And yet in this estimate I w^as destined soon to encounter my own error.

During our further interviews together Millicent had given me proof

that seemed slowly to gather strength regarding her high valuation of

Demotte's genial gallantries. He was the one subject which above all

others she liked to discuss when I called upon her. Adam Hadley's

illness had not yet abated, and repeatedly his daughter received me
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alone in one of the lower rooms of his queer book-crammed abode.
" She loves Demotte," I at length began to decide within my own
darkening meditations. And as I drew this deduction from her words,

her bearing, the livelier gleam of her enkindled eyes, and a score of

tokens by which she would show plainly her concern in him who had
first made us acquainted, it must be affirmed that a great suffering

pierced me with its first pangs. I had no feeling of ordinary jealousy
;

I have never, in all that afterward happened, known torture of this

peculiarly poignant kind. My sensations were then, and long continued

to be, those of a penetrant and most desolating regret. My mind was
too inflexibly logical to cast the least random and inconsistent blame
upon either himself or her. In the whole unhappy affair I saw nothing

except one of those perverse and cruel freaks for which destiny is alone

accountable. Here was but a single episode of torment among the

millions of others by which humanity has through ages been persecuted.

It represented only one of the sorrowful mysteries for which earthly

philosophy has no conceivable solvent—which have flung uncounted

souls upon religion as a refuge and consolation, and which have left a

comparative few (shall I say that mine was among this far slighter

number?) who have risen up, defiant, challenging, and fiercely unap-

peased by all pious faith, even though such antagonism meant wildly

vain warfare.

Still, in these early days of gathering misery I was not completely

hopeless. After all, I might be mistaken. Millicent might not be irre-

trievably in love with Demotte, and he, on his side, might not yet have
fully persuaded himself that she Avould marry him on the asking. Why,
then, should I altogether despair of my own chances ? Demotte's tar-

diness in perceiving the state of my heart toward the woman whom it

seemed to me that he undoubtedly loved, might turn out of untold ad-

vantage in the future struggle bet^veen us ; for I had got to expect a

struggle as imminent, and I meant to push my part of it in all fairness

but with all vigor. And thus I took hope.

I suddenly found myself quite at fault, however, in any such prophe-

cies. There was to be no struggle. The full measure of my agony and
defeat was to be dealt me by one abrupt circumstantial coup de maitre,

Demotte appeared in my laboratory on a certain afternoon, just as I
had determined to leave off the engrossing studies and exact experiments

which had occupied me since an early hour in the morning. I was
jaded and fatigued, but I knew of a way to refresh and fortify myself.

It was a stimulant worth every elixir my chemical knowledge could

point out to me, twenty times over. It was to jump in a cab and have
myself driven down to Clinton Place, where the music of a voice and
the magic of a smile precious beyond all other known pleasures were
perhaps waiting my choice of summons.

The entrance of Demotte into the laboratory, whither he always
came unannounced, gave me a sharp thrill of irritation. I had sunk
listlessly into an arm-chair only a few minutes before. Rising, now, I
strove to conceal the annoyance he had roused. For an instant I felt

that I almost hated him ; he had come at so wretchedly malapropos a
time.
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VI.

But he was quite unconscious of not being thoroughly welcome.
" You look tired/^ he said, after he had taken a seat near the easy-chair

into which I had again thrown myself.
" I am a little tired," was my reply.

" My dear fellow, you\"e been overworking again."
" I'm always overworking," I returned, with a little laugh that

could not have been very jocund. " No doubt I shall always continue

to do so, until .
."

I had paused, and Demotte, with a shake of the head, murmured,
" Until you make that mighty discovery, I suppose. What a wor-
shipper of science you are ! I was talking about you hardly an hour
ago."

" Talking about me ?" I queried, with a start. I do not believe in

premonitions or presentiments, naturally ; we exact thinkers have a way
of throwing all such trifles into a single rubbish-bin, labelled " super-

stition." But nevertheless a thrill that bore in it the shiver ofpositive

fear now swept through me. ^' Well, Floyd, I hope you had pleasant

things to say."
'' Need I tell you that we did ?"

" We ? Who was the other ?"

" Why, Millicent Hadley, of course."
" Your ^ of course' is a little confusing, upon my word."
" Oh, it could hardly have been any one else,—because we have so

few friends in common. And then"—here he looked at me as though
there might be a chance of my wilfully playing with his credulity

—

" you know very well, Douglas, that Millicent cordially admires you."

That " cordially admires you" must have sent the blood from my
cheeks, though Demotte did not observe that any such effect had been

wrought by his perfectly unconscious patronage. My finger-nails began
a little clicking tattoo, just here, on the carved sides of my chair ; it cost

me self-control to keep from making some sarcastic and even bitter reply.

But, as it was, I merely said,

—

" You have been seeing Miss Hadley to-day ?"

" Yes."
" And you found nothing better than myself to talk about ?"

" Nonsense, now, Douglas ! Don't force me to tell you there is

hardly anything so good."
* What a brute I am !' flashed through my thoughts. ' Here is a man

who comes to me with the sweetest feelings of friendship in his heart,

and I secretly desire to fly from him one minute and be rude to him the

next.' Aloud I said to Demotte, almost aimlessly,-^
" Miss Hadley is quite well ?"

" Yes—very."

"And her father?"
" Worse, or something very like it. It certainly looks as if he

wouldn't last much longer. He grows weaker, and sleeps more." De-
motte dropped his eyes on the carpet, now, and spoke in a lingering,
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musing voice. " She was feeling wretchedly blue about him, poor girl.

She needed to be cheered up, if one only could think of a way . .
."

" And so you thought about me," I broke in. " That was certainly

flattering. And Miss Hadley admires me, eh ?''

" Of course she does. But '^

" Oil, there's a ^ but,' is there ?" I asked, and while the words
left me I could feel my heart beat with sudden nervous throbs, and
wondered whether my voice did not come near to betraying me by its

undue tremors.

Demotte laughed. " No ^ but' as regards her admiration, respect,

liking, and all that. Certainly not. Perhaps I should not have used

the little word at all. . . The truth is, we somehow got talking of your
intellectuality, Douglas, and of the . . the coldness which goes with it

—necessarily in most such cases, as we agreed."
" Coldness ?" I repeated—and coldly enough, too.

*^ Yes. I don't mean—or, rather, Millicent and I didn't mean—that

you are not human enough. It was about your—your susceptibility,

you know.—Confound it !" Demotte suddenly broke off, " I'm almost

sorry I mentioned the subject ; explanations of this sort are sometimes

so deucedly awkward."
" And did Miss Hadley give it as her opinion that I was cold,

although she admitted me to be human ?"

" Oh, look here, now, you're laughing at me—at us both !" cried

Demotte.
" On the contrary, I haven't the least inclination to laugh," I an-

swered, though my voice was warily schooled not to sound too serious

as I spoke thase words.
" Oh, well, then," said Demotte, still eying me doubtfully, " it can

all be summed up in this : I hazarded the theory that you were not a
man who would ever care enough for any woman to marry her, and
Millicent didn't by any means deny it. And really, Douglas, you won't

deny it, either, I'm almost certain."
" It would appear to be useless," I replied, " since you have settled

the matter."
" No, we haven't," exclaimed Demotte, now sure that I was com-

plaisant and far from satirical. '' Indeed, poor Millicent—whose expe-

rience, you know, in all such affairs must have come to her simply from
the romances that she has read—gave as an after-thought that you were
just the kind of man who might some day fall violently and sav-

agely in love." Demotte now laughed with extreme heartiness. " That
horoscope, my dear fellow, struck me as a very funny one to draw for

you."
" And why, if you please ?"

" Why ? It called up such an absurd picture of you ! I saw you
in imagination feeling your own pulse with dignified amazement. I
fancied I could see you putting your delicious frenzy, as it were, under
a microscope and tabulating the separate waves of heat produced by it,

according to their momentum and velocity."
" Ah, now I do perceive that you must think me very cold," I said,

and I said it with a great deal of coldness, rising at the same time.
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Demotte hurried toward me. He insisted on taking my hand in his

own, and his look flashed a real repentance into mine while he hastily

addressed me.
" There ! you are offended, Douglas. I beg you to pardon what I

meant in idle joke. Idle, but not malicious. I never am the last;

you'll give me credit to that extent, I'm sure. I have my oddities and
my bad flaws—no one realizes this more fully than I do myself; but
I don't wound people deliberately or mischievously—no, never. You
may be a sleeping volcano under all that equanimity of yours, dear

friend. I hope, if you are, that your fires will some day find the proper

vent. And then I'll congratulate you with . . well, with three cheers

and a ^ tiger '—no one more sincerely, depend on it. I'm prepared to

think the world of any woman you should set your heart upon. And
she must conform with a rather high standard, too, if she wants me to

believe she's worthy of you. There, now, don't maintain that solemn
look, or I shall believe you haven't forgiven me."

^' There is nothing at all for me to forgive, Floyd," I said ; and
having gained this closer view of his face I saw that he was tremu-
lously excited.

He caught my other hand and held it as he had been holding its mate
throughout the delivery of his recent eager sentences. " Ah, that is

the right way to talk !" he cried. " God knows I don't want to quarrel

with you on this day, of all days ! I'm so fond of you that the thought

of a quarrel between us is always hateful to me—but on this day it's

especially so. . . I wonder, now, if you can guess why I speak as I'm
doing. Perhaps you see that I'm happy. Perhaps you read it in my
face. Well, then, if you do, as your nod tells me that you do, can you
guess what has made me happy ?"

^^ I think that I can." As these words fell from me my heart seemed
like a burden of lead in my bosom.

" You mean that—that Millicent has made me happy ? Don't you
mean that, Douglas ?"

If I had dreamed he was not utterly unaware of the torture he
inflicted, how I should have flung the clasp of his warm hands away
from my own ! But he was unaware of it—absolutely ignorant and
innocent of doing anything except giving me an agreeable little sur-

prised shock. So I steeled myself into saying, with only an air of

amicable interest,

—

" Yes, I mean that. And I'm right, I suppose !"

'^ Of course you are ! It came about this afternoon. She was
speaking of her father's illness, and her voice broke a little. I never

have been quite sure that she loved me until then. All your sci-

ence, Douglas, could never just explain the peculiar intuition of that

moment. Her eyes swam in tears, and a light stole out of them that

was like some direct and exquisite tidings to me. I don't think I

even asked her if she did love me ; I took it rapturously for granted.

. . And now we're engaged. I want our marriage to be soon ; I

greatly hope that it will be soon. Nor, as I find with delight, is

Millicent averse to its being so. . . But you have not wished me joy,

Douglas. I know that you do wish me joy. Still, I'm capricious

—
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tyrannical, if you please. I want you to be the first who shall tell me
that IVe chosen wisely. . .

"

Somehow I managed to acquit myself with the requisite amount of

calm hypocrisy before Demotte left me that day. After he had gone I

recall passing into a room which adjoined my laboratory proper, and
which I had fitted up as a sort of scientific library and study, with not a

few well-filled book-shelves and the latest reviews, American and foreign,

that bore relation to the subjects I so preferred. The weather was early

May, mild, yet with a delicious pulse of fresh, resistant breeze. I opened

a window and sank into a seat beside it, leaning my breast against its

ledge while I looked down upon the multiform and murmurous city from
my rather dizzy attic height. A drowsy purplish haze—that light, fair

prophecy of our awakening spring—gleamed at the verge of the hori-

zon; the sky itself, already just ethereally touched with evening and no
more, curved in delicate blue above me, so much purer by contrast with

the big, impure city it overbrowed. . . A great sigh passed my lips.

Here I sat, with what millions of envious fellow-creatures would doubt-

less be willing to admit was all the world before me—with abundant
wealth, with education, with a frame whose vigor promised longevity,

and yet with an immitigable wretchedness at my heart. Demotte's

freedom from jealousy was no longer unaccounted for. He had cared

nothing at all about my being thrown with Millicent. I had been

thoroughly '' safe,'^ so to speak ; I would never marry, in all likelihood

;

my science was absorption, concentration, devotion, for me. . . Ah ! how
blind I had been not to have detected in him this trend and bias of

complete misjudgment! I clinched my hands together as I thought of

how I might have prevented by very direct means any similar fallacy in

her. Who could say that this idea of my frigid and loveless intellectu-

ality might not have been changed into something widely opposite, if

only I liad known a little earlier of its existence in Millicent's mind ?

Would that I had known it ! . . And now a vast blank swept before

me, the other distant blank of death blending with it, as mist of ocean

with mist of sky. Of all living women none could be to me what
Millicent Hadley might have been. I had never loved before ; I would
never love again—or, rather, I would never again cease to love. The
expression of a great passion in bare, bald, literal prose is such a temp-
tation of the commonplace. I cannot write of the depth of my disap-

pointment without somehow seeming to invite the shallowness of meta-

phors which may do no more than hint its ardor and its anguish alike.

So many human bipeds have suffered just as I suffered then ! If all the

dead and buried hopes, once vital with longing as mine had been, could

have their tombs visibly and tangibly shown, what new acres of grave-

yard this ill-ordered and woe-laden planet would be found to contain !

Demotte had perhaps rightly stated of me that I was a man to

put my delicious frenzy under a microscope. But alas ! when it thus

gave me ecstasy instead of sorrow I did not know of any microscope

under which to put it. My inductive reasoning had stood bewildered

before it. It was a part of me ; it had slipped into my being ; it flung

a quiet and perpetual scoff against all my training in axiom, formula,

analysis, logic, experiment. It meant a boundary-line at which the dis-
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sective postures that I sought became limp and aidless gropings. I had
paused before its thwarting repulsion as fact while it was still a novel

and unforeseen intoxication as sentiment. But now, when it had taken
the dark outline of despair, I continued to confront it as the baffled

man of science and not as the usual complaisant martyr. I wanted to

take my pain in my hand and scrutinize it, subject it to laws, treat it

as a surgeon would treat the dreadful though fascinating blight of a

cancer whose gnaw and bane taunted him with their yet ungrasped ar-

guments of decay. And all such mode of dealing was so drearily impos-
sible ! Science, I had long ago told myself, would one day reach the

pith and kernel of its cause. But science as yet, with her undoubted
wonders of accomplishment, had done so little

!

I think there was never yet a man as strangely a sufferer from what
we call heart-break, as I, Douglas Duane, at this particular moment of

my solitude and distress. Every old tradition of the being who bows
himself beneath the blow of unrequited love was in my case rendered

unprecedentedly null. I did not weep or mourn ; I strained at my
bonds and longed to learn from Avhat nameless element they had been

forged. Always incredulous and rebellious where the tenets of an op-

timistic belief were concerned, I was now a non-conformist of the fiercest

type. I felt myself siding with John Stuart Mill in his declaration

that the powers of the air are perhaps equally divided—into angels

and demons. The w^ide, dreamy hum of the encompassing city grew to

my ears like a great roar of threat as I leaned a little further across the

ledge of the window. " If we are really the sport and jest of deity," I

mused, " how easy is it to end the sport and let the jest be laughed out

!

How numberless are the doors of escape for those who would really fly

from life's rigors ! And death is annihilation of consciousness, though it

may not be of force.''

I looked at the pavements, many scores of feet beneath me. If I

were to leap down upon them I would die as I touched them. Why
not do it, without another instant of premeditation ? Suppose that for

a few fleet seconds the pain were terrific ; what would be the direst

throes it could inflict beside such visitations of forlorn disheartenment

as the coming years would multiply and prolong ?

^ You believe in no future for the soul,' said a voice which seemed

to come from that very source I had so resolutely denied. ^ Or, if you
accede to the soul's vital entity at all, you have become convinced that it

is impersonal, unindividual as the twilight breeze that now blow^s upon
your face. Possess yourself of the one supreme prize attainable to all

on whom an inevitable dower of unhappiness has descended. Lay to

your wounds the one sure and eternal balm. Cheat disaster by drink-

ing of the Lethe to which all must sooner or later bend their lips.'

I rose from my chair. For one brief flash of time I tingled with

the suicide's true headlong madness. I pushed the chair close to the

wainscot below the window, and then sprang upon it, a second after-

ward setting one foot upon the ledge against which I had just been

leaning. I meant—firmly and infallibly meant—to dash myself into

the street below. And then, as I cast my gaze downward once more, a

sensation which I shall never forget, though I should live a thousand
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years, darted through every nerve. It was not any qualm of coward-

ice, nor was it at all akin to intimidation. Completely the opposite of

either, it seized me with untold power. I almost reeled from the chair,

lifting both hands to my whirling head. . . I seemed to see with a

piercing and acute prescience into my own unlived days. A certainty

of something which I might achieve—something at once awful and un-

precedented—glared before my inner vision in lines of blinding light. . .

I must have staggered forward and then fallen ; for afterward, when an

abrupt, blurring daze had rushed over me and subsided, I found myself

prone on the soft rug of the floor, and was aware that one temple had
been slightly bruised.

Of what weird stuff had my strange ecstasy, hallucination, besieging

fantasy, been wrought? What extraordinary and portentous revelation

had burst upon me? I could not respond to the questions with which
my clearing brain now taxed its own depths. At the same time a

misty perception of the truth still remained, faint as though it were a

last pulse born of some mighty vibration. . . Again, the rationalist within

me made all this glamour of mysticism appear folly that deserved scoff

alone ; and always, in such sceptical moods, I explained on solely phys-

iological grounds the whole anomalous occurrence. But my suicidal

impulse had vanished from that hour. I had now no disinclination

whatever to live on and stoically face the future.

VII.

In the following autumn Adam Hadley breathed his last. The
leaves of his life had, so to speak, been turned very tranquilly over, one
by one, and at length ^n^s had been reached without a whit more hurry
than at the beginning of the book. I had seen Millicent frequently

during the summer that preceded her father's death. We were ostensi-

bly the best of friends. I had no reason to imagine that she dimly sur-

mised my own love for her. I masked every trace of it, though not

under anything like reserve. That task would have eclipsed my capa-

bilities. I was never less reserved, never more expansive and voluble,

than when in her company. I knew that she had pronounced me
much more amusing than she had previously supposed me to be ; De-
motte had come to me one day with this bit of tidings fresh from her

lovely lips. He no doubt thought it would diffuse an especial cheer

and gladness, having jovially informed me, not long ago, that Millicent

had " really taken a great liking to me." But these words had been
merely a dagger to stab me with. I had grown, after a fashion, quite

used to such wounds, by this ; I received, as a rule, at least one each

day. But in the very teeth of such mockery as that I was amusing to

Millicent, I continued my uncharacteristic buoyancy and volatility. It

was a sort of incessant acted part with me, and of necessity its perform-
ance took me out of myself. If I had had to present myself before

this woman whom I loved as perpetually the man who loved her to

distraction and who concealed his adoration under the mantle of a
sober restraint, I should soon have found my role insupportable. After
all, there may have been a dreary, left-handed triumph, too, in the gra-
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cious approval she gave me. Even such a hopeless attachment as mine
has its vanities no less than its despairs. Yet the former, if such a
name befitted them, brought me but a shadowy contentment. They
were like nothing so much as the mere vapory mirage of a paradise for-

ever lost ! And, like the mirage, they would soon fade. I had resolved

upon peremptorily banishing the chill, thin phantom of their comfort.

My mind was made up on the subject of permanently leaving New
York as a place of residence. I had almost determined, at one time,

on making Europe my future home. But considerations relating to my
large property here at length altered this intention. Since my return from
abroad I had sojourned for a few weeks in Washington. The agreeable

climate of our capital, combined with its attributes of social vivacity and
brilliancy, had greatly w^on my taste. Society like that of Washington,
with its cosmopolitan latitude and its necessitated freedom from sillier

caprices of unrepublican caste, appealed to me forcibly. It would be

pleasant to live near that bariole throng, I had decided, even if one

never participated in either its merry or its more grave modes of en-

joyment. And so, after some deliberation, I had concluded to purchase

a house on Pennsylvania Avenue, and to make, for at least a few years,

Washington my fixed head-quarters.

Demotte's marriage with Millicent had been arranged to take place

in the month following Mr. Hadley's death. I longed to escape the

ordeal of witnessing this marriage, but my friend would, as I well knew,
have met with grieved amaze any announcement on my own part that I

contemplated an absence from the ceremony. True, I could have torn

myself away at the last moment. But might not such a step, in con-

sideration of Demotte's deep regard for me, have given him his first

true glimpse of what I had long so successfully hidden ? And I had
now a wretched kind of pride in wearing my mask till the end. How
humiliating if at this late hour it should fall from the dejection and in-

felicity it had thus far capably shielded ! No, I would stay ; I would
stay on, till the bitter end.

And bitter it indeed was ! Demotte had actually no real friend save

myself. His retiring disposition was the sole cause of this. He might,

with his name and place in the metropolitan whirl of things, have
gathered about him hosts of intimate associates. But he had chosen

otherwise, or rather his nature had chosen for him. And so the wed-
ding, when it finally occurred at Grace Church, one rainy November
morning, was private in the extreme. There were not, I think, more
than fifteen people in the dim, reposeful interior of the beautiful and
memory-haunted little church on Broadway, when Millicent Hadley
became Millicent Demotte. Nearly all these people, I was well aw^are,

Demotte would have preferred away ; but imperative considerations of

kinship had made their presence almost indispensable. Most of them,

I fancied, looked on the match as a wofully bad one for so matrimonial

a parti as their first-, second- or third-cousin. Adam Hadley had not

been a person of the least consequence from their Knickerbocker point

of patrician judgment. They were Ten Eycks and Vanderveers and

Van Dams, and persons of that exalted Dutch extraction. (Ah ! if

they could only have seen in the flesh some of the dead Dutch grand-
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fathers they were so proud of!) Adam Hadley liad left his big library,

it was true, which might or might not go oif well at auction, provided

his posthumous son-in-law did not phiiologically retain it. But what
else had he left? Merely a few thousands of dollars, perhaps. And
Floyd

—

their Floyd—with his clean twenty thousand a year and his

irreproachable '^ position," ought to have taken some girl of his own
caste, provided he did not take one with a weighty and all-exonerating

dower. So they either addressed me or seemed to address me—I am
not just sure which it was. I felt too indifferent to their sanction or

non-sanction of the nuptials for the cultivation of any accurate ob-

servance of either. I only remembered and realized, that day, the

almost epical sorrow it brought me. Millicent looked angelic in her

satin and her pearls. . . Afterward, at her home, I saw her for a little

while, in her travelling-dress. Her eyes were sparkling ; a wild-rose

color dwelt in her cheeks ; she gave me her hand at farewell and said

some gay, sweet, timid words that just suited the bride she had become.

I hated the words, they were so agonizingly friendly, so distressingly

appreciative. I tried to forget them afterward, as I tried to forget

Demotte's warm hand-clasp at the carriage-door when he and his wife

were about starting on that mysterious voyage into transient obscurity

which we call a wedding-tour. . .

It was over at last, and I felt miserably relieved to think that it

was. I endeavored at once to absorb myself in preparations for my
departure. I had already hinted to Demotte that Washington would
be henceforth the city of my abode, but he had received from me no
distinct assurance to that effect. As it was, I wished that on his return

to New York with his wife he might find me departed.

And yet an obstacle to this course presented itself unexpectedly.

To pack my precious and frangible instruments would involve both
time and care. But just at this period other matters, which concerned

the management of my estate, were forced upon my attention. The
departure must be set forward, since my lawyers would not grant me
postponement of their special claims upon both my leisure and my um-
pireship. And so it happened that on the return of Mr. and Mrs.
Demotte I was still in New York.

It gave me a good deal of surprise to learn, after their arrival, that

the little basement-house in Second Avenue was not to be exchanged'

for a smarter or more centrally located dwelling. " Yes," Demotte
answered me, as we sat in his small smoking-room together one even-
ing during the very week of their return ; " we think we shall be
rather more comfortable here than in any finer or larger house."

" But I thought you would mix a little in the world," I said. " I
don't just know what gave me the idea. I had it, however. And
having it, I suppose that I instinctively invested your domestic air with
an influence of dances and dinners."

Demotte gave a sharp start, and then shifted almost petulantly in

his chair. " Dances and dinners ?" he muttered. " You recall, Douglas,
how I detest them ?"

" Well," I laughed, " you've not much room for the former, how-
ever you might feel about the latter. And your wife's mourning needn't

Vol. XXXIX.—38
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interfere with at least some such occasional festivity—that is, after a
few more weeks have gone by."

Demotte looked at me with a sudden anxiety. ^' My dear Douglas,"
he exclaimed, " I hope you won't say a word of this sort to Millicent

!"

" Of course not," I returned. " Why should I ?"

He sank backward in his chair, and used his cigar with a sugges-

tion of appeased disturbance. " Why should you, truly ? For no
reason, none in the world. . . Look here, my good friend, I don't at

all want Millicent to mingle in society. I don't like society. I rather

shrink from it, as you're aware. We shall be very happy down here

in this little hiding-place of ours, I don't doubt. That is, if you will

drop in upon us occasionally, and dine, and prove our nice, faithful

chum. Whenever you do appear you'll be immensely welcome; I

ought not even to tell you that, Douglas
;
you must feel so sure of it

already. But gadding about among the Toms, Dicks and Harrys
of gay life—not a bit of it, thank you ! And to have these frivolous

people at one's own house means to show up ceremonially at theirs.

No, I wish to keep Millicent from all that humbug. And I am almost

certain she hasn't the least possible liking for it. I should be very

sorry if I thought she had."
" She was very quietly brought up," I said, looking at the wall.

" That can't be denied."
" No

;
you're right. It can't ; it certainly can't. She imbibed

quiet household notions from her girlish training. So much the better.

That was one of her great charms for me. I sometimes think it was
why such a homespun, retiring fellow as I am should ever have asked

her to marry me at all. Those books, filling nearly every room of that

Clinton Place house where she was born and reared, have had their

gentle, composing effect upon her." He turned toward me at this

point in his rapid succession of sentences, looking at me with an eager-

ness of inquiry for which I was somehow not unprepared. " Don't

you agree with my views ?" he queried. " Don't you think I take a

perfectly fair estimate of Millicent's tranquil and simple tendencies ?"

^^ Oh, yes," I said. " And about the library her father left. You
haven't room for it here, have you ?"

^^ Not as it was stowed by her father," he quickly responded. " But
there are a good many books I don't particularly care for. There will

be space for those I want on these shelves" (he waved one hand toward

the low bookcases on almost every side of him) " and up-stairs in my
library proper. It's wonderful what accommodation for books we can

get by building our shelves a foot or two higher. . , As for the other

books—those I don't care for—I have two unused rooms here in my
attic where I shall store them—pile them up, I may say, from floor

to ceiling. You understand just what I mean, eh ?"

I did not, by any means. The library of Adam Hadley had been

a superb one. This little basement-house in Second Avenue was in

no manner fitted adequately to unfold its treasures. If Demotte had

bought or hired a residence that contained one or two apartments large

enough for their worthy disposition, such an act would have been

wholly In keeping with the bibliophile that he was. The plan which
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he now informed me of seemed in every way different from what any
one who knew him as well as I knew him would have thought that he

stood the least chance of adopting.

But a little later the whole truth burst upon me. That jealousy

which I had before observed in him when it was merely relative to his

friendship had now asserted an entirely new strength of manifestation.

He loved Millicent as just such a man as he was could only love. He
abhorred the idea of permitting her to associate with either men or

women who were her equals, her rightful companions. He desired that

she should be immured down there in the Second Avenue home, and
that I, whom he deemed so harmless and so entirely exempt from his

tyrannic aims and ordinations, should henceforth become the sole inti-

mate associate of his wife and himself.

This struck me as a new satiric stroke on the part of my peculiar

destiny. I began to look upon my departure for Washington as indefi-

nitely deferred. Millicent always had such a warm and sweet smile

waiting for me ! Why, afler all, should I go ? As wide a gulf

stretched between us here as that which miles of intervening distance

could make.
Besides, a new condition of affairs had sprung up between herself

and me. I represented all the human intercourse outside of that with
her own husband which she was permitted unmolestedly to enjoy. All
other she must secure for herself, either in the teeth of protest or in the

shadow of its frown. By the time that her first few months of more
funereal mourning-gear had expired, she naturally sought to become on
better terms with her husband's relatives. They had all paid visits of
formality and etiquette upon her, but she wished to know at least some
of them in a far different way. Floyd Demotte promptly developed,

however, a mauvaise langue of the cruellest sort in speaking of his kin-

dred. Oh, Millicent certainly could never stand his aunt Vanderveer

;

she was a most autocratic and restricted being ; she thought every

branch of necessary knowledge was to be found among the branches of
her family tree. . . And Townsend Ten Eyck ? Ah, he was such a

dense popinjay ; if he meant anything, it was the American snob in full

flower ; it used to be said of him that he had one eating sorrow in life,

namely, that he hadn't been born either the Duke of New York or the

Earl of Manhattan. . . Those two Van Dam girls, with their bangs,

and their simper, and their eye-glasses chronically flying up to their

little yellow-lashed eyes? They were frivolity in burlesque; they

would never do for more than ten minutes at a time ; to tire of them
was to remember that a practical day only consisted, after all, of twelve

hours. . . And so on, in highly uncharitable epigram, till poor Milli-

cent realized that every name on the rather limited list had a relent-

less black mark set over against it. But her loyalty to her husband
continued as unshaken as her love. She made no attempt to quarrel

with his edicts of intolerance. It seemed to sadden her that he should
have been so unfortunate as regarded those with whom the bonds
of blood connected him. Whatever doubts his assertions may have
wakened she kept hidden behind a meek and sweet tranquillity. Still,

her disappointment was evident to me. I felt confident that she had
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expected, in marrying Demotte, a change from the old eventless monot-
ony of previous years. The girl in her nature was not yet annulled ; it

might not be for a long time henceforth. She had married wretchedly
for one to whom repressions like these were irksome. She was still

devoted to her husband. As I watched them together I marvelled at

the unweakened stability of her fondness. Here again was presented

to me one of the incongruous features of our mundane lot. Floyd De-
motte, wholly undeserving of such allegiance, nevertheless received it as

though it were his rightful due. And I—well, my thoughts would
sometimes be intentionally broken off and restrained when I slipped

toward the drawing of a parallel between his deserts and my own. I
did not wish to hate the husband of the woman whom I still unalter-

ingly loved. I would often seek to assure myself that I yet held him
in warm regard. But perhaps the mere putting forth of such inward
effort was proof that I strove to impose upon myself by a covert false-

hood.

All this time I was deeply occupied with my scientific reading and
my most detailed and arduous experiments. Visits at the house of

Demotte were my sole sources of relaxation. Frequently I would dab-

ble with my chemicals, and test the full forces of my many and compli-

cated instruments, from early morning until far past midnight. And
during one such interval of protracted labor that conviction which had
for months existed formless and inchoate in my mind assumed startling

clearness.

It was nearly one o'clock in the morning. My laboratory was still

as death, save for the clicking caused by an electrical current of great

strength in a machine invented by myself. I trembled with awe as I

drew backward from the gleaming glasses and metals of this machine.

It had suddenly taken for me a frightful and majestic individuality. In
my nervous and overworked state I would scarcely have been surprised

if it had resolved itself into some visible figure, dusky and with a gaze

of white fire, like the guardian at a threshold of truth hitherto uncrossed

by mortal foot.

I had discovered a totally new electrical law. Of this there could

not remain with me, now, the faintest vestige of doubt. Galvani, Volta,

Morse, Ampere, Ruhmkorff, and a score of others whom one could name
hap-hazard like this—what had they ever dreamed of accomplishing fit

to be named beside my own marvellous reach of pure induction ? A
new property, a wholly unprophesied and unimagined quality of the

monstrous and all-permeating power which we call electricity, had re-

vealed itself through me, Douglas Duane. The telegraph, the telephone,

the electric light, and all other manifestations of this supreme wonder,

were as pitiable commonplaces of science when compared with the mas-
terly breadth and profundity of my message to mankind !

It was true ! I had found it at last ! I had so often felt that the

sword which should cut the Gordian knot of our human existence lay

in this wild, alert, unintelligible ardor, than which nature has none

other at once more appalling and more mysterious. Every step of my
process, every particular of my method, every verification of my novel

and peerless announcement, will be found in the purely technical treatise
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yet to be written. May I only live to complete that treatise, since with-

out it I well know that a thousand sceptics will rise up against the

testimony here offered ! Roughly told, so that they who understand

little of science may obtain something like a moderate apprehension of

what I had achieved, the results of my long and severe toil may be

thus presented

:

I had discovered that massed charges of electricity can be transmitted

from the molecules of one body to those of another^ after the latter body Juts

been deprived of all electrical receptivity save to a single special kind of
charge, induced and concentrated by myself

Alas ! how like a rushlight shows any attempt at elucidation when
science is deprived of her own terse, exact tongue and must speak in

one as alien as mere rhetorical generalizing ! Would Caselli have found

it easy to explain his renowned pantelegraph among those who were ig-

norant of how the mighty laws whence he had derived it are mentioned

and discussed ? And yet did not even many of his ieWow-savants assail

him for years with the most discouraging scoffs ? It is sometimes harder

to teach those who already know than those quite unlettered. Still, my
coming document cannot fail in clarity for those whose former training

permits them to understand its professional treatment and its authentic

drift.

One more step, as I told myself there in the still dead of night,

remained to be taken. My theory, vast as it was, had been established.

It was now fact. During my final experiments that very night, I had
reduced a broad-leaved, sturdy-stemmed plant to a sudden condition of

collapse, of thorough vegetable death. A few minutes later, within the

large oval glass repository where I had insulated it, I had seen, after

instantaneous application of the new electricity which I had learned

how to set free from a combination of certain chemicals, the plant

almost leap again into its original health and thrift. But this was not

all. The extraordinary charge had been thus unbound from one cap-

tivity to enter another ; it had penetrated and permeated the tissue of

the effete, lifeless plant, being wrung by a single intense decomposing
convulsion from its former stronghold. Now remained the next height

of discovery, more easy for me to scale, perhaps, than I had hitherto

dreamed. . . But here rapid misgiving darted through my mind. Had
I really conferred on this plant a vitalization as intimately mordant and
molecular as I had supposed it to be dowered with? Hale as it looked

now in its glass receptacle, how would it stand ordinary atmospheric con-

tact and pressure ? . . Acting on this thought, I at once released it. In
less than twenty seconds it began to droop, until presently I saw past a

doubt, by its re-established languor, that the hardiness bestowed upon
it, though genuine enough amid the surroundings I had first imposed,

had now shown itself a most evanescent stimulus.

Still, the grasp upon its atomic organism had been for a time firmly

effective. Somethino; which the idealists would surelv have called an

mspiration must at this point have seized me. My chamber contained

two or three other plants, of about equal size with that which I had
just used. I w^nt to one of these, a handsome, thrifty Agapanthus
umbellatiiSy and unearthed it from its pot. I replaced the dead growth
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(which, by the way, had been a really superb specimen of Hydrangea
quercifolia) in the glass receptacle. Then I brought about in my ap-

paratus the necessary dynamic exertion. Suddenly, while its effort was
at full work, I plunged the fresh, living plant within that peculiar

chemical solution whence I had been able to obtain my first astonishing

semi-galvanic results.

No further success crowned this last venture. Or at least I so

decided immediately after I had removed the hydrangea from the in-

sulating glass. The savage and seething liquid had swiftly consumed
all traces of the agapanthus, as a scrap of delicate paper is consumed
in a glowing coal-grate. . . But the other plant ! It had been vivified

as before, and now, on meeting the air of the room, it began, as before,

to "wilt. But life did not loholly leave it. Twice it had been dead

—

once through my own deliberate killing of it through the paralysis of

its germs by means of the new force I had mastered, and once through

its exposure to the common oxygen. But now, again exposed, it re-

tained a kind of drowsy, consumptive animation, impossible to discredit.

I let ten, fifteen, twenty minutes pass, eagerly watching its foliage. No

;

it still lived, though in a sickly, spiritless way.

I at length fell to pacing the floor of the laboratory, in the deepest

and most exasperating perplexity. Had the vital principle of the de-

stroyed plant sped with its own material dissolution into the fibrous

texture of that which yet survived? By the simple act of plunging

the agapanthus into what so mercilessly disintegrated it, had I not

fraught my electrical charge with an entirely unanticipated pungency ?

And yet the transmission had only been partial. The hydrangea still

hung dejectedly its stately head. How aggravating, how maddening,

was this rebuff at the very threshold of victory ! I had given the

plant fresh life, and that truth alone was sufficient to make me a prince

among discoverers. But it was not enough ; it was not what I had
aspired for ; it w^as achievement frosted by failure. Some other man
would come after me who would build a structure of fame on my
foundations, who would use me for a guide-post to immortality. He
would rear a palace, as it were, from the very stone I had quarried

and hewn !

Agitated by reflections like these, I chanced to let my gaze fall on

the other plants, ranged in their verdant symmetry near one of the

windows. And then, like a flash, I became conscious of a possible

reason for my late seeming defeat. A second hydrangea, almost exactly

resembling the one I had subjected to so harsh a course of treatment,

gleamed graceful among its companions. Once more I put the blighted

plant within glass confines, made good the connections of the machine,

and then dropped into its bath of destruction the beautiful plumes of

leafage which invested the flourishing and intact growth. . . A shrill

hiss followed, as the fierce fluid devoured this fair gift dipped into

its baleful tank. . . And now, again, I turned toward its less perfect

sister, plainly seen behind the glass. For a third time it had regained

its native health and beauty. I withdrew it from the glass, and for a

third time waited what would happen. Nothing at all happened. The
plant preserved one aspect of unchanging revivification. It had re-
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ceived the vital essence of something which was of its own vegetable

species. It had received the same vital essence from another plant not

of its own species, but had for this reason been unable to retain the

projected vitalization. The molecular receptivity which I had prepared

in it had shown me a new vague law of rej^ulsion, and one touching

upon that protection of species in animals concerning which Darwin
has had so much irrefutably to assert.

Well, I asked myself, with a great swelling at the heart, after all

was over, what had I actually done ?

The answer came to me, distinct and direct. I had, in the first

place, found a totally new way of dealing with electricity, and had
caught from the mysteries lying beyond all science a new electrical

agent whose birth was due to my own genius of discovery.

This last sentence may seem to flavor of egotism. Let it do so.

My genius is to myself a mental admission which no dissentient criti-

cism may affect. The treatise, yet unwritten, will make everything

clear as day ; and the writing of this treatise will depend solely on my
physical capacity to undertake it. If by any chance I should fail to

perform that additional work after I have completed this, then the very

science on which I base every assertion here advanced may possibly be

avowed fabulous. . . But I shall not fail. I shall make my confes-

sions flawlessly credible.

The night, as I have said, reigned mute around me when this last

great conviction of conquest pressed into my mind. An awe had now
filled and swayed me. I stood alone with a phantom, as one might
say, summoned from unconjectured deeps.

The very intensity of the silence bore upon me. I thought of the

woman I loved, pierced though I was with other keenly opposite sen-

sations. I could not escape such remembrance. I might hate it, but it

was still sure assertively to push itself into my consciousness. . . And
yet I abruptly asked myself, w^hile I sat there, fatigued and excited in

my unquestionable triumph, why should Millicent^s face thus intrude

upon me ? What had Millicent to do with the grand discovery I had
made ? She could never share its glory. She was Demotte's wife, not

mine. She
A horrible shudder passed through me at this instant. I rose and

tottered weakly toward the still, cold, mechanical evidence of that mar-
vellous law which I, Douglas Duane, had so strangely excavated from
the glooms of the unknowable.

Was there a God ? I had not proved that there was noty with all

my atheistic proclivities. Was there a soul—a human soul ? I had
neither proved nor disproved a human soul. But I had proved, beyond
the last imaginable protest of the materialist, that in lower orders of life

vitality was transmissible from one vegetable form to another.
" I will stop there !'' I cried aloud amid the stillness. I was still

thinking of Millicent. It seemed to me then that I dared not go fur-

ther. If I had shot the life of one plant into the body of another, why
should I not be able to shoot the soul of a fellow-creature into ?

I staggered toward the window, still thinking of Millicent, of my
love for her, of my unmeasured desire to possess her a.s my own. . . I
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faintly recall that I tried to lift the sash of the window and failed. My
brain whirled frightfully. I recollected, amid my fading mentality,

that I had dared to dream of putting my own soul into Floyd Demotte's

body. . . .

The dawn was streaming into the laboratory when I became thor-

oughly awake and at the same time aware of what had occurred. I must
have lain semi-unconscious for a long time. I now rose feebly from
the floor. I felt very weak. I was still thinking of Millicent. It

seemed as if I had been thinking of her through all this term of lethargy.

And yet certain strange words were on my lips, as if I had been repeat-

ing them amid a dream.
" Save me from tliatj^ I was murmuring. " Whatever happens, let

me not dare to dream of that .'"

VIII.

Wlien I again met Demotte and Millicent, each was far from sus-

pecting the agony through which I had passed. On this occasion I
dined with them in the Second Avenue house. That evening Demotte
was called away from home—if I mistake not, to meet both for welcome
and farewell some old college-friends who were on their way to Europe
from the West. As he bade me good-night and begged that I would
excuse him for just this once, I could clearly detect in his face the dis-

inclination which he felt to leave me at all. But he felt no shadow of

disinclination to leave me alone with his wife. " Millicent is to be more
fortunate than myself, to-night," he said, glancing toward her with my
hand still clasped in his own. " She is to enjoy your unshared society.

. . Pray don^t go too soon, Douglas. Millicent likes above all things

to talk with you."

These words, meant in the most careless geniality, stabbed me. Mil-

licent, on her own side, answered them by an amiable little smile and
nod : she was evidently not in the least embarrassed. * O blended

mockery and absurdity !' I thought. Here was Floyd Demotte, whose
ridiculous jealousy of his wife had almost turned him into her jailer,

showing this entire willingness that I—I, the man who measurelessly

loved her !—should pass three or four hours in her company while he

himself was absent

!

" I have some new music," said Millicent, as soon as her husband
had gone. She went to the piano and began tossing about some of the

loose sheets of music that lay there. She was not an accomplished

artist, perhaps, but her father had known what good instruction meant,

and had procured it for her. Apart from this, there was a tender

poetic spontaneity in her playing which had won me ; it was like her

own sweet womanliness put into audible harmonies. " I know that my
strumming never bores you," she went on, lightly, while she sought one

of the compositions to which she had referred. " You once told me so,

although you may have forgotten the careless compliment."
" I haven't forgotten telling you so," I answered, speaking with that

affectation of gayety which I had found the most capable concealment,

when near her, for grave and dangerous disclosures. " But I didn't
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use the word ' strumming ;' that's a coinage from the mint of your

own modesty.^'

She half turned toward me, smiling. She had found the sheet she

wanted, and had drawn it from the others ; a soft lamp struck her pro-

file, showing the pearly curve of one cheek, and bringing into winsome
relief the tiny salience of one dark, upward eyelash. " Shall I play

this, then ?" she asked.
" By all means play it."

She seated herself at the piano immediately, as if with a childish

pleasure in my sanction. " It is so new and yet so touching !" she ex-

claimed, while she opened the pages and spread them out on the rack

before her. " There's a gleam of Chopin in it, now and then, and of

Schubert, too . . you'll see what I mean, I'm sure." Then she peered

at the initial leaf, and shook her head with humorous despair. " I can't

pronounce the composer's name. It's made of a very Russian-looking

mob of consonants. But there's nothing harsh in this lovely pensee

fugitive, as he calls it. . . I know you'll agree with me."
She at once commenced to play, and with a taste and elegance for

which all her previous performance had ill prepared me. The melody
was fine and forcible in its grasp and finish ; if I am not wrong, the

composer of it has since won a secure fame. But, after some really

brilliant execution, Millicent surprised me by a most delicate suavity

and dreaminess of treatment. The theme had become one of longing

and of cogent yet subdued fervor. She gave every sign of being equal

to the remarkable meaning which the notes now conveyed. I had not

imagined that she could play so well. The work had clearly taken hold

of her as none other which I had heard her strive to express. I rose

in a real enthusiasm as she approached what I knew to be the end of the

whole delicious little idea. As she was striking the last minor chords

I approached her, full of the warm praise which she had roused in me.
But suddenly her fingers wrought a clash of discords on the keys.

She turned her face toward mine, very rapidly, and then withdrew it from
my sight. But in that briefglimpse I had seen that she was unwontedly
pale and that tears were streaming from her eyes. Instantly I hurried

toward her.
^' What is it ?" I exclaimed. *^ Are you unwell ? What does this

mean ?"

" Nothing—nothing !" she faltered. The next minute she had risen

and had hurried away from me. I thought she was about to quit the

room, but instead of doing so she sank into one of the chairs yards away
from where I was now standing. , . A little later I heard from her a

sound of weeping, and saw that she was pressing a handkerchief to her

face with the plain suggestion of hard struggle against a rush of almost

imconquerable emotion.

My heart began to beat ; I felt myself growing dizzy ; the control

which I knew it would be madness for me to lose threatened desertion.

Loving this woman as I did, it was unmanning pain for me to see

her suffer and yet offer her no tribute of sympathy. . . But sympathy,
with me, might foretoken a passionate disarray, an abandonment of
prudence, which I would hereafter regret unspeakably.
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What should I do ? My blood was tingling in my veins. I saw
that to remain where I was would be impossible. Should I fly from
the room by a door close at hand, thus gaining the outer hall, and
thence leaving the house ? . .

But very soon a great change took place in Millicent. She had
mastered her agitation. She rose from the chair and slowly approached
me. She was still pale, but her tears had ceased to flow.

" You must think me wretchedly foolish,'^ she said, as she came up
to my side again.

" You surprised me a little ; that was all,'^ I replied. " Was it the

music ? Yes ; what else could it have been ?''

" It was the music—and what it seemed to desire."

" And that made you think of yourself?"

"Yes. It expressed just my own . . dissatisfaction. I suppose
that is the right word. I don't mean unhappiness. I'm not unhappy.
Why should I be ? Floyd is the very soul of devotion and kindness.

And yet . ." She paused, and gave a heavy sigh, sweeping my face

wistfully with her luminous blue eyes.

" You are discontented, then ?" I said. " Only that. And you
know why. . . Am I wrong, here, in asserting that you really do know
why?"

She shook her head. " No. I can't help knowing why. It is being

kept forever from seeing people, as he keeps me ! It is feeling that

I'm almost like one of those Eastern women, except that my seraglio

doesn't overlook palms and lemon-groves ; it commands a prospect of
Second Avenue."

" Now that you have chosen to speak of this matter," I said, "you
make it possible for me in turn to talk upon it."

" You have noticed, then !" she exclaimed, with a kind of eager

sadness.
" Good heavens, Mrs. Demotte ! I am not blind !"

She laid one hand on my arm. " Why do you call me by that tire-

somely ceremonious name?" she asked. " I've told you I did not like

it from the lips of a friend such as you are to both of us, and Floyd
has told you he would much prefer you to call me Millicent."

" Well, . . Millicent," I said.

" Thanks. . . And so you have noticed how he behaves ? Of course

you must. Do you know, it seems to me like a disease with him, this

perpetual dread of my giving a word or a smile to any one besides him-

self? If he were not so mild-natured I should grow frightened about

it all ; I should feel like one of Bluebeard's wives—the last one, I

mean, that he hadn't yet murdered. . . Ah, it's horrid, is it not, for

me to say anything so hard of poor, fond Floyd, even in jest ? You
must have seen, too, how I've appeared to bear it all quite uncomplain-

ingly."
" I have seen that—and with astonishment."

"Why Svith astonishment'?" she questioned, drawing back from

me a little, and giving her tones an almost hurt inflection. " Is not

Floyd my dear, chosen husband ? Ought I to complain if it were deal-

ing him distress for me to complain ?"
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"Yes," I returned, "you ought. That is my frank answer to a

direct question. Submission with every worthy wife should have its

limits in self-respect. Floyd truly insults you by the life he forces you

to live."

She gave a little dismayed cry. " How can it be insult if it only

comes from his love?"

I smiled bitterly. " Love can be as harsh a tyrant as ever hate

was."

She clasped her hands together, and held them thus ; the troubled,

restless movement of lier eyes bespoke some earnest self-inquiry of

perhaps a new sort. Then at length she gave a little start, and looked

at me very searchingly indeed.
" Tell me, Douglas—do you think I should take some definite step ?

Do you think I should make it clear to Floyd that he is not using me
fairly as his wife ?"

" I think so," was my answer. " Either you will lay up for both

your husband and yourself an after-life of great unhappiness, or you
will now, with promptness and decision, claim your natural and proper

rights. I need not define to you what I believe these are. You have
shown me that you perfectly understand them. Still, if you wish to

use my own disapproval of his course in supporting and defending

your protest, I fully grant you the liberty to do so."

" No, no," she said swiftly, and with some excitement in her veto-

ing sentences. " I would not for the world have him even fancy that

you had thus advised me. Whatever effort I may make had far better

seem to him born entirely of my regret and sorrow at this unfortunate

defect I find in him—as indeed it should be and w^ill be." Her look

glittered tearfully again for a second or two, as it met mine ; but she

drove back the impulse to reveal further weakness in my presence,

though her lips had a tremor, now, that I could not misconstrue. " No,
no, Douglas. He is so fond of you. I should be sorry enough if he

ever broke with you. You are all that binds him to his fellow-men.

I don't know of any one else whom he cares for, whom he even does

more than tolerate, except yourself."
" I think I know of one," I said, with dryness in which I was

sure she would detect nothing but a grim drollery ; and she did detect

nothing else.

" Ah, you mean me !" she cried softly. " Of course—yes. But I

am too much to him. That is what I want to change. I don't imply
that I w^ould have him care for me any less than he does now .

."

" You would be miserable if he did ?"

She smiled in a sweet, arch, defiant way that was a declaration of
her unshaken loyalty. " You understand that I would !" she said.

" You have seen us so often together."
" Oh, yes, I don't doubt it."

She kept silent, drooping her eyes ; then suddenly she lifted them
to mine. " If I could only prevail upon you to do a certain thing !"

she murmured.
" Prevail upon me ?" I repeated. " To do what ?"

" To come and live with us !" She gave a little nervous laugh and
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leaned toward me. " Oh, it would be so pleasant ! Floyd wants it ; I
am certain that he wants it more than you dream. The house is small,

but then we could amply accommodate you here. You should have
the whole third-story for all those mysterious scientific performances

which you go through. And I am sure—or at least I am nearly sure,

Douglas—that the effect of your presence here would be beneficial to

Floyd as regards this odd, fanciful prejudice that has taken hold of
him. And I should be so glad if you would come ! . . Now will you
promise me to think it over before you refuse ?" She stretched out one
hand toward me, and there was a half-playful supplication in her look.

At that moment it seemed to me as if I both loved and hated her.

I cannot recall just how I received this most unforeseen proposition.

For some little time, as I well recall, I could not divest myself of the

idea that she was using me with a calculated, premeditated cruelty. . .

And yet in my soul I knew this was the worst of egotistic delusions.

It has been asserted more than once that no man was ever yet in love

with a woman unless the woman somehow knew it. But Millicent

Demotte never vaguely dreamed it of me. She had been reared in too

complete an isolation from those girlish experiences which are the for-

mative customs and usages of her sex. Her vanity was an unstirred

deep, if it ever really existed. In all women I believe that it is merely

the incident of an imposed education, acting upon their feminine re-

cipiency of temperament. Women are by nature no vainer than men
;

our faulty modes of education alone make them so.

The piano was close at my side, with its disordered heap of music-

sheets. I turned toward these and moved them to and fro just as Mil-

licent herself had done a short while previously. Through my pained

heart rushed the realization of how cold she must be pronouncing me.

But I could not answer her just yet ; I had a strong secret agitation to

get well within bonds before I did so. . . And presently I said, know-
ing all this time that she had been watching intently my averted face,

—

" You ask that I shall think your proposition over before I refuse

it. But you don't refer to your own kindness in making it."

" Ah !'' I heard her but did not see her exclaim. " You will accept

it, then?''
" I—I will think it over," I answered, trying not stupidly to stam-

mer the words.
" I see—you refuse."

I turned toward her. I had now gained mastery over myself,

but I was by no means certain how long it might last.

" All that I can tell you just at this time," I said, " is that—

I

will think it over. There are reasons—practical reasons—why I should

do so."

She looked at me with her beautiful eyes widely opened. "In what
a solemn voice you say that ! . . You're not going ?"

I had taken her hand, shaken it, and then moved away toward the

nearest door. " Yes—I must go. I have some business-letters that I

can't delay till to-morrow. . . Shall you adopt that new plan with

Floyd ? . . you know to what I allude."
" Yes," she said.
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When I had got out into the street, a few minutes later, I questioned

myself as to whether I had shown any piteous awkwardness in my exit

from the drawing-room. No, I soon concluded. My nerve had be-

friended me ; I had somehow managed to play no fooPs part. I had
made it appear as if those " business-letters'^ were truly substantial

claimants upon the rest of ray evening.
" Live in that house !'' I thought, as I walked along through the

lamplit quietude of Second Avenue. " What might happen, now, if I

were mad enough to really go and live there ?"

IX.

Two days afterward Demotte called upon me in my laboratory.

The moment I looked into his face I discovered that he was perturbed,

discomposed. " Are you very hard at work ?'' he asked, seating himself

near a window and absently moving the slant shadow of his cane here

and there on the sun-flooded carpet.

" No," I said, letting my gaze wander among the various parapher-

nalia that filled the apartment. " I am getting to be a confirmed idler,

I fear."

"An idler? You?"
" Yes. My w^ork has come to a kind of stand-still, somehow."

I thought, while I gave this reply, to what depths of meaning it

pointed.
" You're on the verge of some magnum opus, I suppose, and pause

accordingly."

I tried to laugh in an unforced way. " That's a most charitable

definition, Floyd, of my laziness."

" You don't know what laziness means, my dear fellow, any more
than I know what industry means. . . It might have proved of infinite

benefit to me if I'd been born a poor man. I sometimes think that

book-collecting hobby of mine has been ridden quite far enough. In
any case, the mania is a good deal less violent than formerly. Perhaps
if I'd had some true occupation, Douglas, I'd . . I'd possess a healthier

mind than at this moment."
" And you think your mind an unhealthy one now ?"

I saw precisely the drift of his conversation, but I preferred that

he should not perceive this was the case. His tone of self-pity aston-

ished me ; I was unprepared to hear him approach the subject of his

relations with Millicent; but provided he did so at all, self-defence

looked his one calculable and prospective method. Could he possibly

mean to denounce his own conduct as blamable ?

Such was his intent, as he soon made clear. " How can a mind be
anything except unhealthy that turns, as mine does, blessings into tor-

ments ? Millicent is the loveliest creature in all the world ; I should
take the keenest delight and pride whenever she won the admiration of
others." He made a gesture of the most pitiable exasperation. " But
I can't find anything except a dull, gnawing misery in her sanest,

purest diversions. It must be a kind of insanity with me ; I suppose
it is. You know all about it bv this time. . . Good God ! I don't
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imagine people haven't seen it and talked of it by scores—I^n not such

a poor head-hiding ostrich as that. . . And now, at last, she has begun
to complain. It's no feeble remonstrance, either. She doesn't merely

deplore affairs as they exist ; she demands a sweeping change in them.

It seems queer that she should, after her long and remarkable patience

"with me."
He lapsed into silence, and I straightway took the opportunity of

saying, " She has certainly shown great patience with you."
" That's your real belief, is it ?" he questioned, with emphatic anx-

iety, where contrition also appeared operative.

" It's not merely my belief," I returned ;
" it's my firm conviction."

He started up from his chair, went to the window in whose sunny
flood he had been sitting, and soon turned from it with his face full of

both sombreness and resolve.

" I'll conquer my folly !" he cried. " I'll yield to Millicent in

everything. She shall go everywhere ; she shall know everybody.

By Jove, Douglas, if the men make love to her I shan't mind—or I

shall force myself not to mind !"

"Draw the line there," I said, smiling—though I felt almost as

little like smiling as I had ever felt in my life. . . .

The next few weeks corroborated unmistakably this new resolu-

tion. The Second Avenue house was thrown open to guests with a

successful abruptness which bespoke wonders for the dormant potency

of Demotte's name and position. There is a strong flavor of nonsense

in such a fact, when recorded of a republican city like New York. If

some European nobleman had thrown open his doors to the merry
patrician monde after a prolonged retirement or absence, their acqui-

escence in his desire to meet them once more would have suggested no
element of strangeness. But here was Floyd Demotte, in the chief

city of a country whose very roots of being were supposed to strike far

down within the fresh, untainted soil of democracy, and yet who found

himself easily able, after neglecting it for years, to assert a handsome
patent of grandeeship, the reverse of all conceivable principles on which
our American commonwealth was founded.

But let the shafts of satire, that almost any hand may sharpen,

rest, so far as concerns my own sense of this national self-contradiction,

quietly unshaped. The truth remains that Floyd Demotte bared his

threshold, and that many amiable, modish and well-bred people

thronged across it into the rather limited drawing-rooms which lay be-

yond. The season suited such a dispensation of hospitality. Three or

four afternoon teas blended themselves very appositely with the festivi-

ties reigning elsewhere in town. Then, too, there was a marked curi-

osity to see the woman whom Floyd Demotte had married. Of course

the accredited umpires of society sent cards in return for those of Mr.
and Mrs. Demotte. There could certainly not be the least danger in

their doing so—as they unanimously argued. She may have been a

Miss Heaven-knows-whom, but she was now Floyd Demotte's wife, and
was not he bound by complicated ties of blood to the noblest families

of Knickerbockerdom ? Assuredly he had been a bear of seclusion
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and reserve heretofore, but now that he chose to emerge, now that he

had consented no longer tofaire la police over his wife in that farcical

fashion, it could do no harm mercifully to pardon his past stupidity.

As for Millicent, she deported herself, through all this time, with

a childlike ecstasy as naif as it was delightfully becoming. She wore the

new robes that deft milliners wrought for her with a grace the weariest

cynic could not deny her. The neat-cut, costly satins and velvets which
now ensheathed her supple form and resolved their elegance and sumptu-
ousness into folds which some intuitive tact taught her how to irreproach-

ably dispose, borrowed a new beauty from her own instead of aug-

menting it. She became a popular personage at once, because of her

sincere gladness to move amid the light and color of gay assemblages

and the entire sincerity of enjoyment which made her personal loveliness

universally attract. Demotte went with her everywhere, bored to the

soul, hating the new life he had forced himself to accept, but cultivating

a tolerance of the whole ordeal for which I knew that severe remorseful

pangs were responsible.

And I—how did I know this ? For the simple reason that I fol-

lowed Millicent and her husband into the thick of their recent exploit.

It was no more difficult for me to do so than the mere leaving of paste-

board at certain houses ; for I was that absurd personage, an American
gentleman with an inherited right to hold himself at pleasure an
active nabob or a capricious recluse. Millicent and I met each other

constantly at entertainments, nowadays. She was always infallibly

cordial to me, no matter how many devotees surrounded her. She
would sometimes laughingly tell me that I was quite as much thought

of as she, and that I helped to swell her power through my faithful

adherence. But in my heact I knew this either a grievous mistake or

else a mere friendly compliment born of that ever undisguised liking

which had so often raised itself before me as the mockery of my change-

less passion.

It had been a gay season, but it waned at last, toward Lent, and I
was certain that Demotte drew a vast sigh of relief as it did so. One
evening, after Lent had set in, I presented myself at the Second Avenue
house, prepared to accompany himself and Millicent to the opera. I
was a little late ; my own brougham had driven to the door and had met
Demotte's carriage, waiting there. I was prepared, on entering, to find

Millicent in a humorously scolding mood, and Demotte, as usual now-
adays, neutrally quiescent. But I had scarcely passed into the draw-
ing-room before it became apparent to me that some serious disturbance

had taken place between husband and wife. Millicent rose from a sofa

to greet me, her fallen opera-cloak blending with her festal draperies.

Demotte stood not far off, leaning against the mantel.
" We are not going to the opera,^^ Millicent said, as she gave me her

hand.
" Not going ?" I echoed. The '^ why ?^^ that I was about to add died

on my lips ; I had seen Demotte's clouded face. But it was he who
next spoke.

" Millicent considers me a tremendous tyrant," he said grimly.
" That, I believe, is why she has decided on not going."
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"Have I called you any such name?" she asked, turning and look-

ing at him with a full, calm, arraigning directness.

Demotte shrugged his shoulders. " Oh, no—not in words. But
you have meant it

;
you have meant it beyond the shadow of a doubt.''

" What tells you that ?'' she exclaimed, with a little despairing

gesture, as she turned to me.
" My conscience," he said.

She sank on the sofa again.
" I thought Floyd's tyranny," I ventured, " was quite a thing of the

past, if you will pardon my having an opinion at all on a subject which
does not concern me." These words were addressed to Millicent, though
I made them loud enough easily to be overheard by her husband.

" It does concern you !" Millicent cried, with a sort of good-natured

irritability. " Why should it not ? It's your fault, Douglas, if the

subject has no interest for you."

"Yes," struck in Demotte, coming a little in my direction and
watching me with an intent scrutiny. " Millicent is right. It's your
fault."

I looked from one to the other of them with wonder. I let myself

say the first thing that rose to my lips—perhaps because this very won-
der compelled me. " So, then," I faltered, " there is no real quarrel ?"

" Quarrel !" exclaimed Millicent. She instantly rose, went over to

Demotte, and threw both arms about him, kissing him on the forehead.
" How could there be a quarrel between Floyd and me ?" she continued,

while crossing the room again to within a short distance of where I

stood. " Don't you know us better than that? Surely, Douglas Duane,
you ought to know us better. We have simply found out to-night just

how much we love each other—nothing else
!'*

" Ah !" I said, with a gravity that was no doubt as colorless as I
sought to make it.

Demotte laughed uneasily. " It's this," he said, " this and this

only : I happened to give my wife a kiss when I saw how pretty she

looked in that pink silk, and to tell her that we somehow used to be

better friends in the old days than we are now. I may have said it

with a touch of rather testy sarcasm ; I "

" He did nothing of the sort !" asseverated Millicent, lifting one

hand repellingly toward him as if to wave away the credibility of his

announcement. "He said it with a voice as kind and sweet as any
that he ever used. But something in his voice pierced me with—with

contrition. Yes, that's just the word for it—contrition !" Here her

voice broke, and she caught her breath, as if in the effort to make
thorough tranquillity the dignified key-note of her discourse.

" Millicent !" her husband now struck in, reproachfully and admon-
ishingly.

She wheeled herself toward him for a moment, and then turned

again to me. "Don't mind what he says," she swiftly proceeded. "He
has been martyrizing himself all this time. I have seen it and known
it—and I have behaved like . . well, like a selfish creature !"

" You !" I murmured. It seemed to me that with her flushed face

and her richly gleaming eyes, with the thread of diamonds about her
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slender throat and the two or three tiny white feathers jutting from her

high, banded coronal of tawny liair, I had never yet seen her so beau-

tiful as now. Her loveliness thrilled me with a new enchantment.
" You !'' I repeated.

" Yes, I," she hurried. " Douglas, you are so wise, so calm, so rea-

sonable
;
you're a mathematician, a great thinker, a man who will some

day do something marvellous in science, even if you haven't really done

it already. You must see perfectly just how ungenerous I have been.

I don't want to go about in fineries and have idle flatteries talked to me,

if it is all boring poor Floyd to the very soul. I ought to have stopped

it sooner than I have. I ought never to have begun it. I want to end

it now, forthwith. That's why we're not going to the opera. That's

why we're going to live a much quieter and no doubt more sensible life.

I won't see my husband suffer any longer." And now she slipped to

my side and caught my hand in both her own, peering into my face

with her blue, vividly lucent eyes. '^ But we've made a kind of com-
promise together, Floyd and I. We're both so fond of you—you know
that. We were speaking of you before you came in. We didn't dis-

miss the carriage for the opera till you came, on that account."
" On what account ?" I asked.
" Millicent," broke in Demotte at this point, " don't cling to his

hand as you're doing. It won't alter matters. He'll never consent to

make himself the victim of our absurd foibles."

" Yes, it will !" cried Mildred. She clasped my hand still tighter

with one of her own, and loosened from it the other, raising this to my
shoulder and resting it there. '^ Our compromise, as I choose to call it,

Douglas, is that you will come and live with us. We both want you
to come—we're both devotedly fond of you. I spoke to you of this

before—I've told Floyd that I did. You will be immense company
for both of us—you shall be our sole society, our parties, our kettledrums,

our opera, our entire outside world. I'll settle down again—I'll become
Millicent Hadley once more, the little prim bookworm's-daughter. Will

you come, Douglas? I—I ask you as a sister." She had put one arm
about my neck, now, in a clingingly infantile way that expressed the

innocent eagerness of her persuasion as no other action could do. And
then her face brightened into a smile whose radiance blent itself with

the balm of her breath. But suddenly a laugh of roguish sweetness

rippled from her lips, and, with that bird-like activity of movement all

her own, she turned her face toward Demotte. " May I kiss him as a

sister, Floyd ?" she merrily shouted. '^ Perhaps he will consent to come
and live with us then ! May I ?"

Demotte lowered his head, laughing too, and thrust both hands into

his trousers' pockets. (iJe did so !—this decorous monster of jealousy,

jealous of even women's liking of his wife, yet not jealous of mine !)

*^ Oh, yes," he said. " Kiss him if he will let you. But it won't

make any difference. He'll never come and live with us—he'll stick to

his solitude, his acids, his salts, his chemical treatises and his beloved

electricity, all the same !"

Milllicent laughed again, and kissed me on either cheek, drawing
away from me with a second wilder and half-frightened burst of mirth
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as slie did so. ^^Now P^ she cried, hurrying straight to her husband's
side. He put out a hand and drew her to him.

^' You foolish Millicent !'' he burst forth. And then they both
watched me. Slie was bhishing and laughing ; he had a smile on his

face.

It seemed to me, that smile, a sort of infernal defiance. I knew
well enough that it was utterly tlie opposite, but so it seemed, none the

less.

And I laughed, too. " Millicent has conquered,'' I said. My heart

galloped so that it made a humming sound in my ears ; I fancied they

must hear it if it did not soon stop. ^' Yes, I'll come. I'll resolve my-
self into the compromise. . . I'll come and live with you both."

Millicent gave a joyous little shriek of triumph, and kissed her

husband many times. . . From that night I never felt as before

toward Floyd Demotte. He incessantly presented himself to me as

a foe, even a scoffer. He had ceased to be the man I had thus far held

him. His very friendship had become a jest, a jeer, a sinister and un-
pitying taunt.

X.

I kept my word. I soon had my possessions removed to the Second
Avenue dwelling, and shortly afterward I went there myself. Millicent

would now and then ask one or two extra guests to dine, but as a rule

she maintained her unflinching though self-imposed penance for previous

gayety. No persuasion could now move her to resume her former light-

ness of life. ^^ I suppose it would have been quite different," she said

to me, one day, '^ if Floyd had attempted either rebuke or coercion.

But instead of either, he touched my heart with his most lovable resig-

nation. Ah, he has great strength of nature, has Floyd. He knows
how to discountenance and even trample upon his own faults !"

She frequently praised him in the most glowing manner, just as

now ; and it had begun to be bane and gall to me when I observed how
placidly she took for granted my complete endorsement of her eulogies.

I can only call the months of sojourn with the Demottes which now
ensued for me an interval filled with the most feverish discomfitures.

I read a great deal, at times, but although my facilities for experiment

were excellent I now rarely availed myself of them. Somehow all

desire to do so took but a single form, and that, after I had laps(3d into

reveries and ruminations concerning it, would not seldom leave me
bathed in a cold sweat of horrified agitation.

I had now resolved to let myself drift along, henceforth, with the

stream of destiny. Against my will I had come into this house—or

rather a consent to come had been wrung from me at a time when all

emotion was one turmoil. What was to be, must be. My whole

future seemed like the slow beckoning of a gigantic shadowy hand. I

had broken loose from the just and requisite shackles of continence. . .

Had the wages of wrong-doing already set before my spirit the glitter

of their lure ? But mine, I kept assuring myself, was a position which

had never yet known earthly parallel. Perhaps the denizen of some

other planet—and I firmly believe there are thousands, even millions,
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of populated planets in the universe—had been confronted with just

such an appalling temptation as my own. But here on earth I must
almost certainly stand as the first man who had ever felt this revolting

yet overruling desire; one which involved in the first place assassina-

tion, and in the second a novelty of audacious crime still undreamed
of by all humanity.

It is marvellous that I preserved so much calm amid the turbid

reflections that now continually beset me. The more that I read, the

more confident I became of the magnificent success which would await

that final trial of my theory—a step before which even imagination

itself shrank awe-stricken. A hundred minor details of scientific inves-

tigation took for me new colors, at this period of larger enlightenment.

I reviewed the whole wide field of my previous knowledge, and recog-

nized that I had but partially understood phenomena which now as-

sumed an entirely fresh significance when observed as tributary to the

mighty and portentous truth I had unearthed. There were moments
in my life, too, when I seemed engirt by the pathos of a terrible lone-

liness. I had indeed stolen a Promethean fire from the gods them-
selves. But how agonizing might prove the consequences of this peer-

less acquirement ! The unconquerable strength of my passion was
dragging me slowly toward a base misuse of what I had so transcen-

dently secured. It might all have been so different ! If I had not

loved in this fiercely strenuous way, how great was the benefit which
I might have conferred upon my race ! He who makes two grass-

blades grow in place of one may be a benefactor to his kind ; but he
who tears a veil from the many which enshroud the last stronghold of
infinity itself does more than merely aid the temporal lot of man ; he
points either toward that priceless cheer of a future immortality for

Avhich multitudes long, or toward that absolute future annihilation

which may calm untold fanatical dread. He spells out for his groping
fellow-creatures the first sentences of an inestimably trustworthy mes-
sage. He utters to them the first premiss of a supreme syllogism.

He either begins for them an immense proof that every evangelist has

been bitterly mistaken—that they should live as divinely in Positivism
as ever Comte desired them to live—or he confirms through mediums
of corroboration unguessed by Saint Augustine the principles and
teachings of tliat clear-souled zealot. And I, with such vital fund of
aidful and instructive tidings, how meanly might I fail to utilize its

riches ! How ignoble to fling it all away on my own selfish yearning !

—to make it evil instead of good, disgrace instead of fame, crime in-

stead of honor ! . . Meanwhile, for what had I dared to hope ?—in

what had I presumptuously fixed an unbounded though darksome
trust? . . And yet I had not fully yielded. Hours were mine when I
almost swore to myself that I would never yield. . . And so the days
of my residence with the Demottes multiplied. They were not happy
days, or, if they ever resembled happiness, it was of the hectic, dubious,
fitful kind.

" You are paler than you were," Millicent said to me one evening,
afler dinner, fixedly regarding my face for an instant while we quitted
the dining-room side by side. Her husband had disappeared, leaving
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US alone together, as he frequently did. " And I sometimes think, too,*'

she went on, with a candor as intrepid as if she had been addressing a
brother or even a sister, " that you're more given to moods of silence

—

perhaps also of melancholy—than I've ever before seen you/'
" That's not very pleasant to hear," I said. " Still, it shows an

interest in me, and for that reason I should find it pleasant."
^^ How absurd of you !" laughed Millicent. " As if you didn't

know just what interest I—that is, Floyd and I—take in you !

"

" Oh, pshaw ! let Floyd speak for himself"
" And so he would—you know that very well, besides—if you

were to ask him."
*^ But I don't want to ask him," I retorted, with what she possibly

took for nothing more harmful than a bit of mock impudence to her

spouse and a little flourish of gallantry for herself. " How long ago is

it since you first noticed this alleged change in me?"
" Since you first came to live with us," she answered. We had just

entered the pretty sitting-room on the ground-floor of the house, with

its walls tapestried in plaits of crimson and its furniture of glowing
cachemire. The light was turned somewhat low, and the flames that

coiled and writhed round a huge black block of coal in the grate, like

two fiery snakes playing at hide-and-seek with each other, were on this

account more flashingly manifest. Millicent seated herself, and stared

into the vivacious and crackling fire, with its lustres in a perpetual eva-

nescent play on her amber hair, and little specks of white or blue splen-

dor leaping from diamond or sapphire on her delicate fingers. I could

not help thinking, as I too seated myself not far away from her, how
the world of which she had really seen so little had nevertheless robbed

her of much simplicity and naturalness.
^ She is more eveillee nowadays,' I told myself while I watched her.

' She may guess your secret in a trice, unless you are guarded. Per-

haps already she has begun to guess it. If you really wish that she

should not, greater caution is your policy.'

Aloud I said to her, " May you not, after all, be mistaken about

this change in me ? May it not be fancy ?"

She looked smilingly at me. " No ; I'm certain that I don't

imagine it. I became certain that I didn't only a day or two ago."

"Ah? So recently?"
" Yes. I meant to ask Floyd "

"Well, never mind Floyd, for this once."
" You appear oddly indifferent, this evening, to everything that

concerns him."
" You concern him, and I'm not indifferent to you. That is, to

your reasons for this alteration in myself. Of course you invoked

such reasons
;
you wrought them out of air, if you had nothing more

substantial. A woman always does, in these instances."

She laughed. " Perhaps, Douglas, I Jiad something more sub-

stantial."

I scanned her sweet, firelit profile. " Pray tell me what it was," I
urged.

She lifted both her hands for a moment, and then dropped them in
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her lap. It was a gesture that " society^' had not taught her ; I had
more than once seen her use it in earlier and less sophisticated hours.
" Oh, after all you may be right/' she said. " It was only a con-

jecture.''

" Well, fact or fable," I persisted, " tell me what it was."

She paused, and the smile on her lips hinted of a fleeting yet intro-

spective mood. Presently she said, with hesitation yet an unmistaka-

ble assurance, " I supposed that your going about into the world with

Floyd and me might not have left you thoroughly heart-whole."
" Ah," I responded after a little interval, during which the crackle

of the fire sounded like so many audible gibes, *'you thought I had
been possibly falling in love."

" Yes," she said, with that sense of intimacy and receptiveness which
nearly every woman can convey by a sudden confidential half-whisper.
'^ Yes—that is what I did think. Is it true? . . You need not have
the least fear, Douglas, of my betraying any such secret. No, not even

to Floyd."
" Not even to Floyd ?" I murmured. But she did not dream how

much solemnity of satire underlay the words; it was a satire meant
only for myself, somehow ; it was like the captive clanking his own
chains, just to get a dull, iron note out of them and so make morbidly
and doubly sure of his duress.

" No—neither to Floyd nor to any one living." She leaned a little

toward me, now, as if waiting, expecting my confirmatory answer.
" I have been in love," I said slowly, " but it was before we went

about into the world, as you put it."

"Ah!"
" The woman I cared for never cared for me. It was for a physical

cause, I suppose. That sounds blunt, and even coarse. But I don't

know any better way of framing it."

She nodded once or twice. " I can understand. . . She was fond of

somebody else."

" No ; I don't mean that. I mean simply that I didn't suit her.

But she afterward married some one else who did—some one of a more
pleasing presence. That is how every one falls in love ; don't you think

so?"

"Hardly," she objected. She had grown grave, but quickly,

brightening a little, she pursued, " Of course looks—the looks that

appeal to us

—

do make a great diiference. Still, there is the . . the

scml ! . . Ah, I remember that you are so materialistic on those ques-

tions !"

" You fell in love with Floyd," I said with what sounded to my
own ears like an almost cruel abruptness. " You're in love with him
still."

She tossed her head in pretty impatience. " Of course you don't

present that as a question ! And of course, if you do, you're too much
a friend of both of us not to be certain of the answer beforehand."

" Did you fall in love, then, with Floyd's soul .^" I asked. " Mind,
I use the word just as you use it. Was it the unseen in him that

won you, or the seen and tangible and palpable ? Come, Millicent,
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be honest with me. You always are honest, in hundreds of daily and
ordinary ways. But this is a . . a point that interests me from pecu-

liar motives—materialistic and . . cold-blooded ones, if you please

—

motives that relate to my scandalously frigid profession. Now, frankly,

if Floyd Demotte could become, we will say, bodily some other man,
still retaining what you yourself have termed his soul—still spiritually

being Floyd and yet corporally being another than Floyd, how do you
think such a . . a transmio^ration would affect vou?^^

She broke into a high, nervous and yet plainly chiding laugh ; she

pushed her chair away from the fire, and then rose. ^' Oh, you frighten

me, and at the same time you annoy me V^ she exclaimed. " Why ask

such questions? Why . .
?''

She paused, here, and her face noticeably altered. She hurried

toward me ; her lips were trembling ; her cheeks had paled. ^' Doug-
las !" she cried, with a fervor that astonished me. ^' Are you ill ?"

" I ?'' was my answer. ^' No. Do I look so T^

The tranquillity of my brief reply must have reassured her. I at

once rose after making it. She receded from me, saying,

—

" I—I thought you were ill. You—you looked so white. You . .

"

A step sounded in the hall outside. The next instant Demotte had
entered the room.

"Ah,'' he cried cheerfully, "you're making yourself comfortable

in this cosey place, eh?" He was rubbing his hands together as he

approached the fire. " It's unusually chilly for this season. The
up-stairs rooms are astonishingly cold. Millicent, we must have the

furnace seen to at once." Millicent was looking at me. She gave
another laugh, more composed, as she said, " I'm afraid we must have
our good Douglas seen to at once."

Demotte was bending over the fire, with outspread hands.

"What's Douglas been saying now?" he inquired. "Something in

his horribly atheistic vein, or something in his milder one of rank
rationalism ?"

I made a quick, silencing gesture to Millicent, behind the stooped

figure of her husband. It somehow seemed to me as if worse than

mortification, worse even than the most poignant embarrassment, would
be inflicted upon me by her divulgence of my late words.

She evidently understood and granted my entreaty. But her in-

clination of the head and her intelligent accompanying smile conveyed

to me a pained sadness which I swiftly interpreted.

* She knows it all, now,' I said to myself. ' At last she realizes the

truth.'

But . . was I wrong ? Her next quiet words to her husband made
me still doubt if I had not too hastily concluded.

" You're half right," she replied to Demotte, turning away from
both of us with an airy, careless grace, as if she had spoken jocularly

at random. " Oh, you know Douglas by this time, Floyd—what odd
things about life, death and the human soul he's always saying."

" Yes," returned Demotte, rather inattentively, warming his

hands. ...
That night, sleepless in my bed up-stairs, I formed and clinched
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an unchangeable determination. I would leave New York at once ; I

would take up my abode in Washington, as I had previously planned.

Let them seek to dissuade as they would ; no power of dissuasion could

shake me. Here lay my last chance.

My last chance of . . what ? I burled my head in my tumbled

pillow and shuddered amid the darkness. But the response came,

nevertheless, pealing through that tortured conscience whose divine

origin I had long ago denied, yet whose power, from whatever sources

I had chosen to derive it, was infallibly tlie same

:

" Your last chance of going to your death guiltless of a fiendish and
unexampled crime,^^

XI.

When, on the following day, I made known to them my intention,

they both stared at me in bewilderment. For some little time I failed

to win from them anything except an exchange of astonished looks, as

though they were thus mutely inquiring of each other just to what
degree I was demented. But at length Demotte quite plaintively ex-

claimed, " You can't truly be serious, Douglas ;" and then I felt that

perhaps the ice was at last broken.

I strove to explain to them that I needed change, and that I had
long silently entertained this project ; but I saw the doubt in their faces

while I thus spoke—and especially in the face of Millicent. Had I

not told her that I had fallen in love, and that the woman of my choice

had married another man? Naturally, she believed that my leaving

New York must bear upon this hidden sentiment.

Above all things, during the three days preceding my departure, I

wished to avoid any prolonged and significant converse with Millicent.

My powers of endurance were not equal to such an ordeal. I was
making one last effort to save myself; the weight of my secret burdened
me cruelly. I pleaded the hurry of preparation and a resultant siege

of engagements as excuses for not appearing at dinner and for break-

fasting very early in my own room. Within so short a time it would
have been impossible for me to have the many valuable and frangible

instruments of my laboratory packed so that their subtle mechanisms,
their numberless metallic or glass complications, might escape injuries

of transport ; and I had therefore placed the duty of properly arranging

all these possessions, and of forwarding them after my departure, in the

hands of two efficient agents. On this account my departure involved

far less trouble than it would otherwise have done. My interv^ening

avoidance of Demotte sprang only from a wish to dispense with har-

rowing and imperative hypocrisies ; my dread lest Millicent should

engage me in some discussion of my own future plans came wholly
from a fear of myself. I shrank from the desperation, the surrender,

the acharnement of which I knew my ill-starred passion to be, under
pressure, distractedly capable.

But Millicent had doubtless made up her mind in an opposite

direction. She meant to talk with me alone before I left the house,

and she thus constituted herself an event not to be averted. I had
purposely remained out until ten o'clock on the last evening before I
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was to start for Washington. I had gone up to my laboratory, which
was also appointed as a reading-room in these my days of comparative
idleness. I had seated myself at a book-laden table, beside a low lamp,
but for surely twenty minutes I had paid no heed whatever to the

volume open in my lap. When a knock sounded at my door, as

presently happened, I gave a great start ; the summons brought me
back to actuality from a sequence of such gloomy and thrilling reveries.

I rose and admitted—Millicent. " Are you surprised ?'^ she said,

as she crossed my threshold. Her manner was a trifle constrained, and
her voice not quite its full, amicable self.

"Surprised?^' I repeated, bringing forward a seat, which she at

once took. *^ No, not at all.''

She raised one finger and shook it at me, warningly. " Be careful.

You know you didn't expect me."
I seated myself rather near her. " Why, there is certainly nothing

remarkable in your coming,'' I said.

"That's just what J think, considering your treatment of us."

I affected not to understand her, at first. " Ah, you mean my not

dining here for two or three evenings," I then said, as if newly aware
of the idea she had sought to convey. " Well, I must ask your pardon
for that ; . . but my time has been so crowded since

"

I hardly paused here, but she broke in with speed and a certain

dryness :
" Yes. Since you decided to leave us."

" Since I decided to go to Washington."
" Well, it amounts to the same thing. . . Tell me," she went on,

making her tones grave and looking at me intently, " why do you go
like this?"

" I thought I left it all very clear to you the other morning."

"You left it all very obscure."
" Indeed ? Then it must remain obscure, I am afraid."

" Douglas !" she exclaimed. " Floyd and I are your best friends.

You have none truer or fonder than we are."

" Have I denied this ?"

She watched me mournfully. " Not in language."

"How, then?"
" By your behavior. You have some mystery, and you are making

us suffer because of it."

" No, no," I returned, with what she may have taken for irritation,

but which was in truth nothing except the keenest mental distress,

"there is not any mystery whatever. Floyd has instructed you to

come here and advance this objection."

She rose promptly, with more dignity than I had ever seen her show.
" That is hardly civil of you," she said.

" Well, I did not intend it to be uncivil," I answered, rising also.

She gave an annoyed movement. " That is a lame enough excuse.

. . However, suppose, if you will, that Floyd has instructed me, as

you're pleased to phi'ase it. Suppose we have conspired in this alto-

gether dreadful matter. Is there anything so terrible about our doing

so? Are we so greatly to blame for wishing to show interest in a

'friend whom we have known well and prized highly ?"
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My brain had begun to whirl ; . . the very effect of which I had
been darkly confident, provided cause should be supplied for it, had now
occurred. ^' So, then,'^ I said, feeling my heart begin to beat, " Floyd
did send you here ! You don't come of your own direct choice. You
come because he wished it V^

I saw her turn a shade paler and bite her lip. " I come because we
both wished it."

I clinched my hands, then, but no doubt the words I spoke were
given with a fair amount of composure. '^And you both think there

is some mystery about my going ? You both want to have that mystery
cleared ?"

^' Yes.'' We faced each other as she thus replied.

" I will clear it, then, to 2/ou," I said, and I heard my own voice

grow husky and strange to my own ears. " I can't live near you like

this, Millicent. I can't, because I love you." There were now a few

seconds of silence, during which she stared at me in a childish, dazed

way. ^' Remember what I told you the other evening. You are that

woman. . . I love you, and I can't stay here."

She grew deathly pale. She lifted both hands tremulously, and
then let them fall. A shiver passed through her, as plain as when
we see some abrupt breath of wind strike into the boughs of a slender

tree.

" Ah !" she faltered, recoiling from me a little. This was the only

syllable that escaped her lips, but the quick, affrighted dilation of her

glowing eyes meant more than many sentences.

I sank into a chair, still watching her. For an instant I thought
that she would speak, but suddenly, with pride in the poise of her head
yet with a great melancholy on her face, she turned and left the

room. . .

How she explained it all to her husband I have no conception.

But his cordial yet regretful adieu to me the next morning made me
certain that she had not told him how the real " mystery" had tran-

spired. . . She bade me good-by with that serenity of whose secret

nearly every woman possesses the talisman. (Ah, you women ! how
often you have been maligned for deceit, yet how often you have known
how to deceive in a good cause—with the aim of repelling ruinous

disaster
!)

That night I reached Washington. But I cannot say that I slept

there. It was a night wholly sleepless.

XII.

I soon found that I had come to the capital in an altogether un-
favorable season. The weather, after a few weeks, grew insupportably
hot. I decided to spend the threatening summer in travel through the

American continent. I visited San Francisco and many other points

on the Pacific coast. I fraternized with fellow-travellers ; I exulted

—or strove to exult—in the topographical novelties and wonders of
mountains, canons, gorges, primeval forests. At the end of it all I
assured myself that the trip had done me untold good. I came back
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to Washington in early November. No letters had been forwarded to

me during my travels ; I had ordered that everything in the way of
epistolary communication should await me on my return. A letter

from Millicent was the first one that I opened. It plunged me into a
state of mind that rendered the reading of the other letters for a time
impossible.

Nothing could have shown me more thoroughly the lovely disposi-

tion of Floyd Demotte's wife than that brief, expressive message. She
forgave me everything. She had kept absolute silence regarding my
foolish outburst. I myself had most probably meant nothing that I

had said. But whether I had or had not meant it, she was always my
devoted friend.

She could not have written more fatally unfortunate lines than

these, provided she had wished really to appease and comfort me;
and I knew well that she had so wished. All the wholesome sanity

of purpose and integrity of control that I had gained in my Western
wandering seemed to disappear as I read this letter.

She forgave me ; she did not scorn me. I was now forever haunted

by these two recollections. I resorted once more to my studies, and
with receptive faculties quickened by rest. But my researches contin-

ually pushed in one direction ; I could not restrain their most obstinate

tendency ; all science held for me, at present, but a single point of keen
attractiveness ; I need hardly tell my meaning more plainly, just here.

With the grim thoughts which Millicent's letter had revived came a

kind of fierce counteracting determination to publish my discovery. In
this way (for blunt words had best be used when all must so soon glare

nakedly) I should perhaps find it easier hereafter to resist the temptation

of becoming Floyd Demotte's murderer.

For many days I underwent a stormy struggle. Once let my great

law be known, and the deadly fascination of performing a deed which
would bring me a tremendous triumph and yet remain forever clothed

in unexplainable darkness, would of necessity vanish as well. There,

beyond doubt, would lie for me a mighty safeguard. What chiefly

lured me now was the serene ease of my opportunity. Never before

had there been builded by circumstance so complete an escalier derob^e

into the very red heart of crime. It was as though some man who
alone possessed the secret that there was any poison on earth, should

contemplate the destruction of a fellow-creature. But if I laid every-

thing bare before the eyes of mankind—as I hope to do in my yet un-

written treatise—the malign charm of mystery would forthwith dissolve

and perish.

I even went so far, in one of my remorseful and morally-stung

states, as to fix upon the very hall in which I would deliver a course

of lectures. If I had carried out such a purpose, how this country and
Europe would speedily have rung with my name ! But celebrity had
now no imaginable pleasures for me. My unrivalled discovery was of

no value as a herald or trumpeter of my having been the first to light

upon it. All that it could mean to me henceforward was the attain-

ment or non-attainment of that reward which at times loomed before

me as through a mist of blood.
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I answered MilHcent's letter, but with phrases which it took me
hours to compose. The whole reply was a model of politic discretion.

More than once, while writing it, I kissed with burning lips the sen-

tences that she had written. I did not affirm that I had spoken sense-

lessly and stupidly to her that evening, or that my words had then far

outrun the actual fervor of my feelings. But I left her to suppose

this if she were so inclined. I hid under dexterous apology what
might have been pages both of repentance and suffering.

This portion of my life, there in Washington, may turn out the

dullest kind of narration, and yet to me it teemed with ])erpetual acute-

ness of incident. Almost from hour to hour, as surely from day to

day, I underwent agonies of revulsion. Should I steep myself in

guilt?—should I dash the chance of self-damnation away? Between
these two unrelenting appeals of conscience I was incessantly tossed.

I had no friends, no acquaintances, in the populous, remarkable city

where I had chosen to dwell. I had nothing except my science, my
laboratory, my books, and the implacable temptation which assailed me
equally from each !

I dared not make the same experiment with two animal bodies that

I had already made with the two plants. It would have been easy

enough for me to do so. The lower orders of animal life offered clear

facilities for a new test. But the conditipns of my own wretched un-

certainty as to what course I would ultimately pursue rendered such an
act impious in my sight as the reckless indulgence of my already

mutinous longings. Besides, the whole truth seemed now pitilessly plain

to me. One immense vital force, entering every form of matter, from
the meanest insect to the most lordly human mind, constituted w^hat we
call life in the first and soul in the last. The material part of the in-

sect, infused by this principle as a sponge is infused by water, makes it

crawl, and forage for its food, and be the effete, inferior thing we find

it. The material part of the man, similarly penetrated and endowed,

gives to his brain, his blood, his nerves and his sinews the potency

that raises him so much higher in the largely inclusive scale of crea-

tion. This, I asserted, was all, and was the all-in-all. I had fathomed
the law which governs organic life to its final roots. I needed no
further proof than that which I had so amply gained. ^ Without the

slightest fear of absolute extinction,' I told myself again and again, ^ I

would submit my own body to the same test that I employed on one

of those plants, provided the corpse of Floyd Demotte, made previously

receptive through those molecular changes which I alone know how to

bring about, represented the other plant.' And I had thus ruminated

without a vestige of self-deception. No shadow of personal fear could

possibly affect me in the carrying out of such a design. One deterring

influence was at work, and one alone.

Strangely enough, as it now occurred, Floyd Demotte himself smote
this restrainment a shattering; and destructive blow.

I had passed a wretched night. In the early part of it I had walked
rather aimlessly about among the streets of Washington. Chancing
to pause before a certain bright-lit building, I had read on huge placards

posted at its entrance that there would be a lecture, this particular
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evening, by the world-famous religious orator, the Kev. Mr. Terebinth.

I had heard of Mr. Terebinth, the religious orator, as he chose to call

himself. I had learned that he delighted to declare an unbounded
enmity for science. Some of the newspapers had said that he was
clev^er. I had once read a report of one of his lectures, and did not

understand it. I was not irritated by it, for this simple reason—I did

not understand it. I remember fancying that the short-hand writers

who took it down had possibly mutilated its true sense. At least, I

gave Mr. Terebinth the benefit of the doubt here. But now it

occurred to me that I might ascertain whether I had been merciful or

merely just. It might prove a curious experience, too, this being

brought in direct contact with one of the foes of science. I had heard

that such a form of dementia existed, but I had never quite been able

to credit the statement. Hating science affected me as a process no less

extraordinary than hating the bread one ate or the air one breathed.

Science is knowledge—purely that, and nothing else. All the good
that has ever come to mankind has come through knowledge. If it

has received the least good from another source, I have yet to learn its

name and quality.

The large hall was filled with people ; I could not obtain any seat

whatever at so late an hour. The ticket-seller, as he told me this,

betrayed an inflection of surprise ; he evidently thought it odd that I

should not be aware of Mr. Terebinth's amazing popularity, and that

I should rashly expect a seat by nearly nine o'clock, within this the

stronghold of his burning eloquence.

I soon concluded, however, that I had no reason to regret being

among those who stood. Ten minutes of this ordeal would easily put

a limit to my endurance. Mr. Terebinth was a wiry, spare little man,
buttoned up to his pale, sharp chin (or perhaps a trifle beyond it) in

black broadcloth. He darted from one end of his platform to another

with his long hair flying behind him, and pounded the palm of his left

hand with the clinched fist of his right. Every now and then he

apparently strove to be calm. But he never succeeded in becoming
calm. He was always striving, as it looked, and not succeeding. I

could no longer foster any doubt as to his hatred of science. It found

sinewy expression in such able periods as these

:

" The domain of scientific inquiry, my friends, may be wide. Its

possessors assert that it is. I don't deny that they're right. But evo-

lution has to cower like a whipped hound before that marvellous secret

which was unfolded to John in Patmos. They say John never saw
anything at all in Patmos. Perhaps they would like to tell us that

John was drunk." (Laughter, suppressed by an amazed frown, though

not without a certain dim, pleased curl at the corners of our Demos-
thenes's lips.) " Oh, they're quite capable of such blasphemy as that,

my friends, these priests of the new faith. . . And now let us quietly

and carefully examine just what science is trying to do in the way of

ruining the old faith, the secure, immutable and glorious creed founded

eighteen hundred sacred years ago. It is deliberately putting Matter in

the place of God. ' Bow down and worship Matter,^ it cries, ^ for you'll

never get anything else, though you plod and delve for untold decades.'
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That's what Darwin says, and Huxley says, and Tyndall says, and what
the whole fine little race of new, self-sufficient, thumbs-in-their-vest-

arm-holes crowd all say !" Here the Rev. Mr. Terebinth magically

unbuttoned his funereal broadcloth, and strutted about his platform

with either thumb in either arm-hole of his newly-disclosed waistcoat.

And as he did so there was a wild laugh. And then he made a joke

on protoplasm, quickly followed by one on the ^ Darwinian monkey,'

and as quickly followed by a passionately pietistic outburst regarding

the glory of God.
I felt myself turning sick. I asked myself, as I slipped out of the

dense-thronged hall, whether these auditors, who so enjoyed such blatant

comminglement of falsehood and platitude, were themselves truly aware
of their own folly in listening to easy, non-committal slanders against

science. ' No,' I soon inferred ;
^ they gather there to be amused by

an extravagant fanatic, who dishes up for them his frivolities of epigram
with spices of a novel bigotry.'

And then, as I walked homeward, the thought of what science

really was, and of all that it might, in its firm, tranquil, irreversible

way, do for humanity hereafter, enthralled me. ^ Suppose,' I mused,
* that some one told the world, as I could tell it to-night, of how a

monstrous Nothing lay beyond every aim, effort or desire. Would not

a clear gain result from these tidings to the multitudes they addressed?

Hope might die in countless hearts, but would not a great moral desire

to make this life better and sweeter than it now is be born of such a

mighty convulsive change ? Would not men and women live for each

other far more philanthropically and unselfishly than they now live ?

If this earth were for them the be-all and the end-all, would they not

turn emotions wasted upon aimless worship into pity and love for their

fellows—a common companionship of sympathy, as it might be called

—which no doctrine or dogma of their vanished faith could equal ?'

' I could tell them what this insulted science is capable of revealing,'

still ran my meditations, as I moved through the lamplit streets of the

beautiful city I had chosen for my home. There was no flavor of

chagrin or annoyance in these reflections. I had almost forgotten the

Rev. Mr. Terebinth, with his wild onslaughts against the clear, stolid

immobility of fact. I was thinking of my own unapproached dis-

covery.

On reaching my own residence I found a letter from Floyd Demotte
waiting me. I read it with positive torture. It conveyed to me a

patronage that was both astonishing and execrable. It regretted my
absence ; it deplored my disposition toward solitude ; it professed a

warm regard for my society ; it dwelt upon my unhappy predilection

for science ; it prophesied that I would find a congenial soul in Wash-
ington, of the feminine, wifely kind ; it cracked a joke or two at my
protracted celibacy ; it referred me to the amiability and tender re-

cipiency of Millicent ; it

But I will pause here. The letter, as I have said, tortured me. If
I had never been really jealous of Demotte before, I was madly jealous

of him now. He gave me no sign that Millicent had shown him my
own letter ; if he had done so there might even have been some com-
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fort in that revelation ; it might have argued to me a vague indication

that his old unrest had broken out afresh, with myself for its indeter-

minate cause. But, as it was, the whole letter made me grind my teeth

together and think, ^ How happy he is, and how insolent in his hap-
piness ! . . And yet . . / could dispossess him of his happiness, if I
choseJ

If I chose ? Would I, after all, choose ? Somehow the Rev. Mr.
Terebinth's anathemas against science pierced through my memory,
just then. But above them rose the glowing and lovely face of Mil-
licent.

That niglit I lost myself. A certain moral bond shrivelled into

nullity. I went to bed, and slept a calmer sleep than I had known for

many previous nights. I awoke refreshed, yet obdurate. Henceforth,

as I but too clearly understood, there was to be no hesitation, no back-
sliding, no remorse, no conscientious decrepitude. There was to be
nothing except placid action and unswerving w^ill. Pity was a burnt
scroll ; let hope rise from its ashes. I had had enough of despair and
its devilish janizaries. What I wanted now was full, secure fruition.

I was a man who had torn from the Unknowable a wonderful truth. I

could use it for my race or—for myself. One path was sublime, one

was self-degrading. I took the last.

xin.

The next day I began my preparations, with a coolness that surprised

myself, for the horrible and unprecedented work which I had now de-

termined to accomplish. The first practical consideration was, how
should I approach Floyd Demotte in just the manner at present desira-

ble ? My aim was that we should meet and yet that no one should be

aware of our meeting. I was already well known in Washington,
despite my persistent retirement. If I disappeared, some day, and was
never afterward heard of or seen, such evanishment would cause very

wide comment indeed. Still, I at length decided, the adoption of this

course would be altogether best. I was not a man who could crawl

craftily out of society ; I must perforce make my exit a bold one.

On this plan I finally settled. I would mysteriously disappear

—

as many another man of prominence had done before me—and never

be heard of again. But the one most important point of all was to dis-

appear with sufficient adroitness. If I had been a pursued criminal,

personal disguise might have resulted dangerously ; the clever lurking

detective may scan a false beard or a fictitious complexion and speedily

pronounce it spurious ; but when a man who is neither suspected nor

watched quietly makes himself look like somebody else, the chances of

his having the masquerade rudely interrupted are slender past prece-

dent.

This was what I aimed to do, and did. One morning T left my
quarters in Pennsylvania Avenue. If any one had been following me
to spy upon me he would have seen me clad in my usual habit. All

that he could have defined as different about my general presentment

would have been a small portmanteau, which I carried in one hand.
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But I had repeatedly carried this portmanteau before, filled with books

borrowed from a certain public library which I patronized. After having

a lot of books forwarded me and examining them at my leisure, I would
return them in this way, strolling home again with the empty portman-

teau, since the library was only a little walk from where I lived. I

rarely brought any new books back with me in the same receptacle. I

cannot explain just why I did not; most probably my reason was lazi-

ness, as there is nothing more bulky and onerous to bear than a packed

mass of books. Trifling as this incident may seem, it held for me then

a notable import. It meant, or it helped to mean, that I was merely

quitting my lodgings as I had done many times previously. No one

was watching me pass down upon the street from my abode—or so I

felt almost certain. And yet some observer may have thus watched

me. But if he did, he could have seen nothino; in the least unusual.

The result I aimed at was simply and securely to cover my tracks.

AVhen I touched foot upon the pavements before my dwelling I took

the first step in what must be an eternal exodus. Douglas Duane
would never come back to the habitation he had just quitted. The
commonplace of my action veiled the beginning of an unparalleled

mystery. But I knew that future inquiry might snatch a clue from
the merest shred of evidence. And I wished to render the least evi-

dence impossible. There must be no attainable clue.

I had not trusted a single soul. In the library which I frequented

was a reading-room, where many newspapers were kept on file, and
where I knew of a certain alcove containing books of reference. I

entered the buildino^ and walked straig-ht to this readino^-room. The
hour was about eleven o'clock in the morning. The clerk at the desk

recognized me and nodded to me. The place was full of visitors. I

presently found myself in the small alcove which I have mentioned.

It was quite vacant. I waited, listening, for about a minute. Then
I began my transformation.

It was not difficult. My portmanteau contained but four articles

—a blond wig, a blond beard, a soft hat instead of the conventionally

stiff one which I w^ore, and a bottle of chemical fluid prepared most
carefully by myself and of a quality to act instantaneously upon the

complexion, dyeing it to a kind of mellow brown in place of my char-

acteristic pallor.

I had arranged everything so accurately beforehand that my strange

toilet now lasted hardly longer than two good minutes. My wig was the

perfection of art ; it dropped on my head and clung there with the fit

of a familiar glove. The beard needed but a second for its firm and ad-

mirably natural disposition. The soft hat was swiftly substituted for

the hat which I had worn. Nothing now remained but the alteration

in my facial coloring. A few drops of the fluid, poured into my hol-

lowed hand and then rubbed over my face, produced w^hat I needed no
mirror to assure me was just the premeditated effect. I had now under-

gone a rapid yet entire change of visage, though not of costume. My
sole purpose, after this, was to get forth from the reading-room with-

out attracting the least attention. My portmanteau must not be left

there in the alcove, especially as I had thrust into it the hat which I
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had just taken oif. Less trifling matters than this had served as airy

thread-like bridges between the known and the unknown. So I moved
boldly out into the large apartment, holding the portmanteau, nuisance

though I considered it. The superintendent took no notice of me what-
ever ; I had given to my whole demeanor a positively triumphant com-
monplace. On this latter account, perhaps, I was disregarded by him,
although he would not have questioned my right to appear in the read-

ing-room even if he had perceived that I was a perfect stranger. The
original law here had been, it is true, that none save members of the

library should enjoy the privileges of the reading-room ; but this law had
become a dead letter, I had heard, for some time past. As it was, I
passed toward the door in a loitering way, with a glance at this or that

liled newspaper. My portmanteau was a small one, and I tried to hold

it as inconspicuously as possible. When I had reached to within about
a yard of the door, I cast a furtive gaze all about me. Not a soul was
paying me the slightest attention. The superintendent himself was
absorbed with a book ; the other occupants of the apartment were in-

tent upon their journals or their magazines.

At this particular moment it was a question with me whether or no
I could literally vanish from the world of men without leaving a trace

behind me. Let me once gain that outer hall, and I would baffle all

future inquiry. The superintendent might state hereafter that he had
seen me enter the room. But he could give no account of my depart-

ure from it. The perfectly ordinary act of going beyond that thresh-

old signified a hiatus in my existence which no efforts of investigation

might hereafter bridge. . . Presently I had got close to the door and
had put my hand on its knob. I now sw^ept one more glance in every

direction, and with the same result as a brief while ago. Then, hesi-

tating not a second longer, I opened the door and went out.

Past the faintest shadow of doubt I had accomplished exactly what
I had planned. Until I wished once more to be Douglas Duane in ex-

terior seeming, I might remain the deftly-disguised individual I now was.

I need not have the remotest fear that any eye would penetrate the

clever trickery by which I had masked myself. As I walked along the

street, a little later, I saw that no one gave me more than the most or-

dinary fleeting look. I was safe, absolutely and unconditionally safe,

from all disastrous exposure. I do not by any means even imply that if

I had been a criminal anxious to evade arrest I should not soon enough
have had the visible subterfuge to which I had resorted humiliatingly

proved fraudulent. But as the case now stood, I tempted no intensity

of regard. Nobody thought of looking at me twice, I had become so

dull and conventional a person. But if anybody had really found

rae an object for prolonged contemplation, his scrutiny would, I think,

have borne no dangerous fruit. It required, as one might say, a profes-

sional eye to pierce my dexterous deceit. And no such eye, as I was
very well aware, had any motive or inclination to do it.

That afternoon I took the train for New York. At the station I

removed my former hat from the portmanteau, crushed it under my
overcoat, and anticipated an opportune moment for quietly thrusting it

out of a car-window when the train should be in full motion. As for
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the portmanteau, I placed it in the waiting-room and left it there. It

was quite empty, then, and bore no indication of him who thus de-

serted it. . Some one would profit by its possession, little dreaming of

the object which had caused its abandonment.
Arriving in New York, I secured a room at an obscure hotel, and

spent a day in searching for a habitation that would precisely suit my
coming intentions. I was fortunate in soon securing just what I de-

sired. It was a floor to lease in a building on Broadway, not far above
Prince Street. Below was a big wholesale store. Two stories were
devoted to commerce, and mine was the third. There were three large

chambers. I at once had them fitted up in the plainest and least osten-

tatious way. Then I took possession of them. All this time my per-

sonal disguise continued unchanged. I had w^ith me several thousands

of dollars in bank-notes—all that I had estimated I could possibly

spend for a long time to come. In a desk in my lodgings at Wash-
ington was my last will and testament, bequeathing all my property to

certain excellent charities. Demotte knew of this will ; I had men-
tioned it to him when I made it, months ago, and he had approved it

heartily.

A good fortnight had now elapsed. I was at last comfortably settled

in my new abode. I had engaged no servants. I dined at restaurants,

and chose only resorts of this kind where comment would be unlikely

concerning me. Just as I had expected, the New York newspapers

began to copy from the Washington newspapers accounts of my mys-
terious disappearance. But in reading these articles it did not strike

me that any great concern was shown as to my having disappeared at

all. I was gone, and gossip, wonderment, curiosity, all wagged their

heads. But I was not an important member of society. Even the

extent of my wealth was ill known. One journal declared me a poor
man ; another asserted that I was eccentric and miserly, with a possible

fortune of about fifty thousand dollars. Some hostile inventions greeted

me regarding my private life, and a few astonishing falsehoods accredited,

to the servants I had left in Washington—though I had left each of

these with his or her wages paid more than to the full of what I had:

owed.

One clear preliminary task was now before me. An apparatus of a
certain sort must be constructed within my new abode. For so con-
structing it I of course required aid, and this I invoked from various

diiferent sources, not wishing that any one assistant whom I engaged
should have it in his power to give testimony of the actual work toward
which he had lent his energies.

And at last this w^ork w^as thoroughly completed. My apparatus

rose before me in perfect readiness. And for what ? . . A wild ela-

tion filled my soul as I realized f(yr what.

The entire arrangement was on a much larger scale than that which
I had before dealt with. Instead of a small vessel to contain the liquid

whose decomposing power was so fleet and fierce, I had Ciiused a tiink

to be constructed large enough to wholly submerge myself within its

contents when it should be filled, and to do this very easily, at a mo-
ment's notice. The mixture was of so costly a nature that I almost

Vol. XXXIX.—40
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trembled lest my funds might not be sufficient, after all, to purchase its

various ingredients in such quantities ; and Douglas Duane could not

draw another dollar of his own fortune without revealing the person-

ality which he had done so much to hide, and which he soon hoped
forever to annihilate. As for the machine itself, it had been finally

tested and seen to be in faultless working-order. Every tube, wheel,

coil, plate or cylinder was admirably sound and well-disposed. It all

silently waited the one mighty trial of its capabilities. That trial

should be made immediately. I had no reason and no inclination for

postponing it.

My blood tingled in my veins with a fervid expectancy when I re-

flected upon it. Without a vestige of fear, I was still by no means free

from pangs of conscience. But that eager joy of anticipation which I

can compare to nothing so much as to a childish catching of the breath

before the occurrence of some long-desired festivity, had deadened in

me the moral monitions and intimations. Then, too, I had striven to

reach a rational comprehension of my curious situation hereafter. Re-
morse would necessarily cease, on my assumption of a new body. I

would become Floyd Demotte ; my consciousness would thenceforward

be his consciousness, and it was hardly permissible for me to even im-

agine that my memory would not become his memory as well. It was
plain to me that no spiritual inheritance like that which is generally un-

derstood by the phrase ^ human souF had ever befallen any living being.

All that man possessed was all that animal or plant or mollusk possessed,

save in a weaker degree. It was merely a vital principle, which in en-

tities of a similar species I had found the secret of translating from one

to another organism. When I died I would die eternally. But a new
life would be born for me a second or two later, and that life would
have no possible knowledge of those events which had led me to the

unprecedented appropriation of Demotte's physical shape. It would
be, I tranquilly insisted, as though Demotte should fall into a slumber

from which he afterward awaked still securely and incontestably him-
self, though with amazement at certain conditions of encompassment.

For example, he would discover that he lay within a repository of glass,

perhaps having already reached a state of semi-asphyxia through the

very limited supply of oxygen which his odd, transparent prison con-

tained. But close at his side he would see a huge iron hammer, one

blow of which could shatter this vitreous coffin into fragments. He
might wound himself a little in making his exit, for he would be en-

tirely without garment of any sort, naked as when he first came into

the world. But his clothes w^ould lie near at hand. He might marvel,

conjecture, ruminate ; he might ask himself a hundred questions as to

the cause of my having thus brutally, extravagantly and ridiculously

ill-used him ; but he would be unable ever to answer his own tumultuous

queries except in a single way—I had sought by some hideous scien-

tific means to murder him outright. For myself—my dead, extin-

guished self—that magnificence of discovery would forever be lost to

mankind. Not truly forever, perhaps ; some future mind might light

upon it and use it to nobler, less egotistic ends. But I would be no

longer I ; Floyd Demotte would have irrevocably taken my place. I
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could never know a single pang on account of the fame I had bartered.

But I would know the love of a dear and enchanting woman, and she

would return my love, not even vaguely surmising (as I also would not

then vaguely surmise) the whole incomparable tragedy and horror.

I had not, in my many walks about town, approached the dwelling

of Demotte and Millicent. But now, at last, on a certain clear, mild,

salubrious mornino^—one of those mornino;s which rise amid our muta-
ble American winter with a prophecy of the biting, arctic change a few
hours may bring—I sought Second Avenue and drew near the well-

known modest little basement-house. I passed it, but on the opposite

side of the street. My intention was to wait the emergence of Demotte.

If he came forth alone, I would begin unhesitatingly the advances on
which I had determined. If not, or if he failed to come forth at all, I
would simply delay my attempt. Of course I was still disguised, and
with an extreme care that now made the disguise very nearly impene-
trable.

As it turned out, I had a surprisingly short time to wait. I had
not taken up my post of observation longer than ten minutes when I
perceived him coming through the vestibule that opened on his low
stoop. I at once slipped across the street and accosted him.

" For Mr. Demotte, sir,'' I said, handing him a note which I had
devised and written that very morning.

He took the note, saying, " I am Mr. Demotte.'' Then he glanced

at the handwriting, and gave a great start. But looking at me a minute
later, he added, " How did you know who I am ?"

" I saw you leave the house, sir," I answered.
" But you do not know me by sight ?"

" No, sir."

He seemed as if about to reproach me for the imprudence I had
shown ; then, remembering the note, he broke its seal. As he did so

he said, " Is there any answer ?"

" Yes, sir ; I think there is."

Meanwhile he had already begun to read these lines from myself:

" Dear Floyd,—I am in New York. I have something very im-
portant to tell you. Can you not come to me immediately with the

bearer of this ? He will accompany you, if you do not object. My
quarters are not far from here.

" Yours in great anxiety,
" Douglas Duane."

The effect of this note upon Demotte was instantaneous and severe.

He turned pale, and his eyes swept my face with so much avidity and
intentness that for a while I felt keen dread lest the deception I was
practising might burst upon him.

" Tell me," he asked, with excitement. " Is Mr. Duane ill ?"

" No, sir."

He scanned my dress. " You are in his employ, then ?"

"Yes, sir."

" This note says you—^you will take me to him."
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'^I will, sir."

" Very well. I will go with you at once.'' As I made a prompt
movement to cross the street again he drew closer to me. " How long

has he been back from Washington ?''

*^ Only a few days, I believe, sir."

He seemed on the point of questioning me once more. Then he
shook his head, as if that course might result in no useful information

;

for I had sedulously cultivated a manner of much dulness. A little

later he looked back at his own house. I feared that he was about to

act on some idea of returning and communicating to his wife what had
just passed between us. If he had done this he would have wrought
a most unsatisfactory disturbance in my whole prearranged scheme. I
could easily enough have presented myself at Demotte's residence, by
this method of procedure running the risk of Millicent's knowledge
whither her husband was going—for in the event of my being asked

Douglas Duane's address I must have given it. But I had no wish that

Millicent should become aware either of the note or of her husband's

personal response to it.

But whatever thought may have crossed Demotte's mind, he soon

turned to me again and said sharply, " Well, let us be off at once."
" All right, sir," I answered. A sense of surpassing exultation

had begun to thrill me, as I believe it never has thrilled another would-
be murderer since the commencement of time. For I was that—murder
must be the sole just name for the deed whose dark edge I had now
approached. And yet in a certain way the charge of cowardice did not

so nearly apply, after all, to my meditated treachery. For I was about

to fling away my own individual life—to experience, perhaps, the full

pangs of death—to confront mysteries that my science had never yet

sounded—possibly to meet, indeed, at what I had believed the very
flush of victory, an overthrow and a degradation for which the fable

of the rebellious Satan liimself could alone furnish apposite precedent.

Still, I offer no extenuating clauses in this the history of my
strangely unexampled crime. Those who have followed my narration

thus far either will have found for me some vestige of excuse and pal-

liative through the magnitude of the temptation I underwent, or will

clothe my action in hues of an entirely unpardonable baseness. But
I do not seek to exculpate my career ; I am simply recording its fact

and confessing the motives which governed it.

Demotte scarcely spoke ten words to me as we now struck west-

ward into the big, bustling purlieus of the Bowery, and then through

side-streets toward that region of Broadway in which my rooms were
located.

All this transit now seems to me possessed by the influences of de-

lirium. I cannot recollect the exact course we took. The buildings

and the people we passed melted by me with the dimness of landsca}-)e

seen from a swiftly-darting railway-train. . . When we at last stood

together in the chamber which I had designed for Demotte's recep-

tion, I felt a sudden wholly new horror overpower me. What if my
tingling nerves and throbbing brain should play me false at this final

hour when I needed, above all things, coolness, precision and courage ?
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Breaking through the turmoil under which I was covertly strug-

gling, ctime Demotte's composed but insistent voice

:

'^ Where is Mr. Duane? Can I see him at once?'^
" Yes, sir," I answered, and passed into another room, shutting the

door behind me.

XIV.

Somehow, the moment I had thus left him, calmness came back to

me. I tore off my disguises, used upon my face a preparation that

speedily dispelled its altering stain, and wrought one or two rapid

changes of apparel. The whole proceeding lasted a surprisingly short

time. Every preparation had been made for it. A large mirror soon

showed me that Douglas Duane was now undeniably his former phys-

ical self, without one betraying hint of his past studious masquerade.

I opened the door. As I have said, I was very calm again, by this

time. Demotte sprang tovvard me the instant that he saw and recog-

nized me.
" Douglas !'^ he exclaimed, grasping my hand and shaking it with

great warmth. " Has anything unfortunate happened to you ? You
look pale, my dear fellow. Why did you send for me in that curious

style?"
" There were reasons, Floyd," I answered. " Come into the next

room, please ;" and I led the way thither. A curtain hid my one chief

apparatus from sight ; but in a general manner the chamber looked like

a laboratory.

Death must be inflicted on this man in a peculiar way. I had made
ready a certain chair, and had connected it with wires to a battery of

great power, and one capable of easily killing by shock. In my future

essay the character of this battery will be carefully described, and the

extraordinary difference between the electro-motive vigor which I had
compelled it to generate and that of the Bichromate cell, the Delaurier,

the Peroxide of Manganese, the Leclanche, the Grenet, the Highton, or

any of all the numerous cells now in vogue.

The instant that Demotte seated himself in the chair I had only to

take a few steps back of him and to place my hand on a comparatively

small instrument, set well within the shadow of a large cabinet, for the

destructive power to leap through every fibre of him with the celerity

of a lightning-stroke. The chair was of metal, but it had been so

painted and adorned as to resemble the rest of the furniture in the room.

I paused just before the fatal chair and pointed to it. " Will you
sit, please?" I said.

^^ But, Douglas," he exclaimed, still standing, and catching at my
arm, with a world of friendly inquiry in his gaze. ^' Tell me "

'^ I will tell you everything very soon," I interrupted, gently dis-

engaging myself from his hold ;
" but grant me a little time—-just a

little time, I beg of you." And then, with a quiet vehemence, I pushed
him down into the chair, placing a hand on each of his shoulders. After

he was seated I stooped over him, smiling. " You shall learn every-

thing soon," I went on. " Promise me to just sit there and wait my
announcements."
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He glanced up at me, breaking into a laugh. He caught my hand
and pressed it. " Dear Douglas V^ he said, " I wiU wait. I'll do any-
thing you say ! I'm so glad to see you again !''

I got my hand away from his. Those words, every one of them,
were like separate stabs from a dagger. I moved behind his chair. I
did not want him to see if my face was working. I felt horribly agi-

tated again, but it was a new sort of agitation. I could control myself,

so long as I was beyond the chance of encountering the frank look

from his genial blue eyes, with their old, well-known, feminine sparkle.
" Very well,'' I managed to answer, when I was once quite in the

rear of his chair. " Only sit there for a moment, and I will come back
to you, Floyd, and tell you everything."

The death that I meant him to die was as painless a one as human
conjecture could devise. It would be a precipitate and deadly paraly-

sis of all vital functions. He would never know what had harmed him.

There would be no wound—no lesion of any sort that the keenest search

of surgery could discover. The leaping death-fluid would deprive him
of life, tearing from every atom of his organization the wondrous prin-

ciple which had fed it. His residual body would present, after the

extinction of vitality, no one special point where it had been enfeebled

by violence. The physical man would remain precisely as uninjured as

before my new, marvellous agent of extermination had struck its frame-

work. If I had had a doubt to the contrary of this fact, I should have
quailed before a fresh warning of failure. But I had no such doubt.

I knew too well the unmatched nature of the force I had been fated to

discover.
" Just as you please," he called out to me, laughingly. And those

were his last words. I had already reached the instrument with which
the dread mediums communicated. . . I looked round once, to see if

he still sat there. Then I grasped the small brass knob that must mean
death to him.

I waited for perhaps ten seconds. No least sound came to me.

Then I turned and went to where he sat. His head had fallen back-

ward so that the white bulging line of his throat seemed to flare at me.

His eyes were still open. I knelt and put my ear against his heart.

Not the faintest throb. He was dead.

And now it was my turn to die !

I hurried to the curtain that draped my precious apparatus. I

flung the curtain aside. The whole complex thing glared to me with a

dumb, spiteful challenge. Had I the courage to go on with my wild

work ? it seemed to ask.

*Yes,' my hot intent responded. The empty tank stared up at

me with its void like the dull eye of a scoffing demon. I seized the

baleful drugs that stood in great jars near it and poured them within

its hollow. As I emptied the last jugful a sound came to me from the

commingling acids like the hiss of a hundred inter-writhing adders. . .

I now sprang to the corpse of Demotte. I stripped it with impetuous

speed, I made it still more molecularly sensitive in a way I cannot now
explain, and then I lifted it in my arms, without a thought of its weight,

into the receptacle previously made ready for it. There he lay, disrobed
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and dead. I closed the curving glass lid over him. Then I paused for

a few seconds. All was ready. I had only to take the last awful step.

I dared not meditate upon it, and so suddenly tore my garments from
my body, until I presently stood as denuded as was the corpse of De-
motte. The tank of seething liquid, deep and wide, a horrible bath

of death, was now waiting for me. I stood before it, and looked upon
its surface, where coils and hisses yet told of the horrid agencies I had
convened. ^ Oh, what fools these chemists are!' I remember thinking.
* With all their innumerable compounds, they have never hit upon this

one mightily destructive combination !'

Then I thought of Millicent. I do not believe that I hesitated at

all after I had made her image clear within my mind. Her name, if

I am not in error, was uttered by me as I leaped on the ledge of the

tank and then dropped downward, with its virulent tide completely

submerging me. . .

Strangely enough, after what seemed a short interval of frightful

pain, I had no sensation of death. I seemed to be flying through in-

finite space, and yet my feeling of relief was exquisite. I had suffered

untold tortures, but I was now entirely at peace. The driving and
rending, the bursting and shattering of my brain had ended. Im-
measurable visions, as of enormous planets swinging round enormous
suns, and seen with an eye to which the eye of mortal sight is con-

temptibly feeble, had rushed upon me. It was with me as though space

had laid bare all her ethereal strongholds of glittering secrets. The
feeling of disembodiment, of volatility, of splendid, untrammelled
liberty, was a rapture no language can portray. Time, as I now
deduce, could no longer either measure or concern my transports. I

had passed completely out of time. It did not then occur to me (how
should it ?) that I was still J, and that the vital principle which I had
so firmly believed an unconscious force when freed from material bonds
could not only be and think but could be sublimely and think miracu-

lously. And yet I was aware that I still lived, a naked soul, an essence

of deathless intelligence and glorious capacity. The answers to a thou-

sand mysteries of life, of nature, of science, of instinct, of religion, of

even deity itself, shone before me in luminous and magnificent revelation.

The problem of human suffering was no more a vexation ; it had be-

come lucidly solved. The whence, the whither and the wherefore both

of mankind and of all creation—those riddles which have tortured

philosophy for so many futile centuries—were as plain to my compre-

hension as the radiant wheeling spheres which I gazed on were plain to

my rarefied and emancipated vision. The universe had eloquently and
irrefutably explained itself. My past scepticism, pessimism and nega-

tion had shrivelled to nothingness as dry leaves would do if dropped
into the white blindina: fire of a furnace. But existence was not merely

a divine expansion, possession and acceptance of the loftiest spiritual

joy. It was more ; it was a sacred fellowship with eternity—and
eternity, like matter, beamed on me denuded of the least conceivable

vagueness. Every perished or sentient creed of the world stretched

before me as links in one immense necessary chain of circumstance. I

saw atheism as it had been and as it still was, and neither condemned
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nor approved It ; I simply understood its cause, its use, its meaning, I
saw the long passionate drama of inextinguishable faith enacted through-

out mankind here on my own little planet (and what an atom our earth

looked among the grandeurs of other millions of globes !), and neither

pitied martyrdom nor regretted persecution ; both were effects and events

of a development whose origin and terminus transcended inquiry.

But abruptly, in the midst of this noble and seraphic exaltation,

this piercing and triumphant omniscience, a shade, a chill, a blight, fell

upon me. I cannot put in words what I felt. It was not so much a

realization of my freed and immortal personality being unfit for the

exquisite happiness I had thus far enjoyed as it was a burdening,

horrifying conception of my having deliberately flung aside and even

murdered impulses of right in my past life by conniving at the death

of a fellow-creature. All the unutterable beauty and brilliancy of my
encompassments took suddenly an accusative aspect. The lights of the

great, lovely stars yet burned all about me, and shapes of untold

harmony and grace yet floated on every side of me, but a darkness—or

something that I can call by no other name than darkness, though it

was not what we mean on earth by that word—had crept with a fleet

and fearful stealth between my perceptions and the enchanting prospects

I observed. . . It seemed to me that a wild cry of supplication and
of anguish now broke from my lips. ^^ 3Iy sin! my sinP^ I moaned,

or seemed to moan. And at the same instant the blackness of that

sin grew a close-encircling gloom and horror. . . The efiiilgence and
majesty of my surroundings faded. . . The universality of knowledge
which had lit my mind died into an ignorance that left only a pathos

of dim memory behind it, faint as the trail of a flying meteor on the

dusky paths of heaven. And then came night, dense, weightsome,

includible, befogging thought, that seemed to flicker and struggle like

the blown flame of a candle before extinction leaps on it. . .

I awoke with a sense of agonizing suffocation. That other torture

had been no worse than this. I was conscious of the glass that envel-

oped me ; I was even aware of the iron hammer near by, yet I could

not bring myself to make use of it for what seemed an interminable

period. At last, with an efibrt that was like the breaking of some stout

fetter, I clutched it, gave it an upward swing, and felt instantly the

relief that this destructive blow afforded.

I was lucky enough to get clear of my curious, splintery cage without

any awkward hurt. I was soon standing In the centre of the apart-

ment, giddy, somewhat tremulous, but with a speedily augmenting con-

viction of my own vigor. Remembrances of the delights and wonders

I had just known were still floating through my brain, like the frag-

ments of a thousand ruined pictures. At the moment I had taken my
suicidal plunge I had glanced at a clock on the opposite wall. I now
glanced again at this clock. Exactly two minutes had passed. A sharp

cry of incredulity broke from me. The interval had been more like a

year.

As I approached a mirror and gazed upon what was now my new
physical self, I shivered from the assault of a consternation and an

affright for which no innate certainty of what I was about to behold
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had served adequately to prepare me. But as I continued regarding the

image in the mirror, this unforeseen discomfort gradually passed away

—

though another, more severe and not at all transient, soon took the place

of it. I had become Floyd Demotte in every outward seeming, every

trait of lineaments and of figure. But I was still myself. The pro-

digious experiment had succeeded, and yet its very success had flung at

me a gibe of failure ! I had mastered one superhuman task, only to

find another, of inexplicable sort, to baffle and mock me forever. I

had disproved materialism, but I had disproved it in my very effort to

confirm it. I had sought the verification of a fixed belief in the dumb,
blind irresponsibility of what hundreds of seers had claimed to be

angelically opposite ; and now, cowering, I saw the cheerless immensity
of my mistake. But retraction was impossible. If the soul was god-

like, gods could fall, and mine had irretrievably fallen. I had not

merely stained my spirit with dreadful crime, I had wedded it indis-

solubly to the fleshly and palpable evidence of that crime itself. I must
henceforth bear a brand w^orse than that of Cain ; for he merely carried,

as the legend tells, a badge and memento of remorse. But I must live

through the remainder of my days as an incarnate remorse—a murderer
prisoned till death within the shape of the being he had murdered !

I staggered backward from the mirror, whose coldly unflinching

testimony had now grown like the most maddening ofjeers. I wrapped
my shivering form in a garment that lay near at hand, and flung myself,

palsied with horror, upon the floor of the chamber. . .
^ And this,' I

thought, * is the summit of my triumph—the comble de bonheur of

my undaunted aims ! Ah, ghastliest of expiations ! The vulture that

gnawed at the vitals of Prometheus was but the sting of a gadfly com-
pared with such unremitting torment as mine ! My very shadow will

be a perpetual accusation. It will be his shadow no less than mine, and
it will dog me with inexterminable persistence, with spectral and loath-

some patience, till I die ! At night I will lie awake in my bed and feel

my flesh creep with the atrocious thought of how his corpse clasps me,
engirds me, weighs upon me. His own words of warning, spoken long

ago in my laboratory, would recur to me in mockery and in vengeance
;

perhaps my lips

—

his lips—w^ould repeat them amid torturing dreams :

" 3fen of supreme ability, like yourself, are sometimes entrapped and
betrayed by their own powers.^' He prophesied, then, that such entrap-

ment and betrayal might be madness, and I resented his very suggestion

as an insolence. Best if madness were to come now. It might deteri-

orate and brutalize intellect, and thus deaden suffering. . . What other

help can there be for me? Suicide? No man who has known and
seen what I have known and seen beyond death w^ould ever voluntarily

seek death. He who kills himself always takes the chances of an
eternal sleep.

" For in that sleep of death what dreams may come, . . .

Must give us pause."

How clear a truth the poet-sage struck there ! . . No, nothing remains

to me now but life—and that life a long, slow, inexorable hell
!'

Thus I mused, when suddenly a bright spark of comfort dawned
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upon me. I remembered Milllcent. I remembered why this black sin

bad steeped me in its guilt. I had forgotten her till now, and now a
passionate surge of recollection seemed pulsing through brain and blood

alike. . . I rose, thrilling with this new hope of comparative peace.

If I still had the soul of Douglas Duane I could still love with his

unaltered love. I would go to her at once—as soon as I could hide

or destroy every tangible record of what had lately occurred within

these chambers. A few traces must remain ; let them. They would
not be compromising ; how could they be ? No one had seen Floyd
Demotte enter here with his perished companion. I would soon slip

out, unnoticed, into the busy turmoil of Broadway.
The stimulus which now supported and fortified me was unutterably

welcome. I drank, during the process of assuming Floyd Demotte's

garments, one or two glasses of a rare old wine with which I had pro-

vided myself. These draughts acted cordially and soothingly upon me.
I grew able to think like my former self, and to exert all my natural

faculties of caution. I had a sudden dread lest my voice might be dif-

ferent from Demotte's, and spoke several sentences aloud in order to

test the dissimilarity, if any existed. And here I made a singular dis-

covery. The voice was his, just as of old, since it issued from the same
throat, the same lungs. But occasionally it rang with a new, an un-
characteristic note. Every now and then it sounded like my own former

voice. But I found that this eccentricity was one greatly if not entirely

under my own control. And the same, I presently assured myself,

with regard to my handwriting. The general formation of the letters

undoubtedly was Demotte's ; but sometimes, for a word or a whole
sentence, it would lean toward a resemblance of my own. Here, how-
ever, the variation was much less apparent than in my voice, for I had
always had a handwriting that in no marked way differed from De-
motte's, and these lapses of which I speak would probably have been

noticeable to few other eyes than mine. As for writing continuously in

the hand of Douglas Duane, I doubt if I could have done so except

with extreme effort ; nor could I, for the same recondite causes, have
used habitually my previous voice. What took hold of me thus in-

cidentally was from remoter psychic sway ; w^hat governed me in all

common daily acts must spring directly from the conditions of that

body and temperament in which I had found such eerie and reluctant

habitation.

When at last all was ready for the consummation of my audacious

work—for the bringing myself face to face with her whose love would be

the rich reward of my pain and the holy lenitive of my future com-
punction— I went forth into the great noisy thoroughfare. I felt my
courage quail as I began this fateful journey. And yet I clinched my
teeth together and swore that I would be tranquil as ice. Why should

I not be ? I had nothing to fear as disclosure, as overthrow. I had
everything to gain as recompense, consolation, alleviation and reanimated

hope.

It was now late in the afternoon. The treacherous December day,

recently so serene, had undergone the most gusty and rigorous change.

The brief Avinter term of sunshine would soon fade, to leave biting
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blasts behind it. The very roll of the wheels on the stones had taken

a harsher and more strident clatter as they smote my ears through the

dry, frigid yet whirling air. People passed me with bowed heads and
hurrying steps, as I crossed eastward to the home of Millicent

—

to my
home. A fancy beset me that they were all shunning me with one com-
mon, instinctive avoidance, as something leprous and repugnant.

During my walk I chanced to note the window of a small shop in

one of the transverse streets not far from Broadway. It was filled

with pistols of various forms and sizes. I had never carried fire-arms,

hating the practice as I hated them. But now a thought, a fear, per-

haps a prognostication, made me pause and fascinatedly scan the ex-

hibited weapons. Suicide must at any time be a frightful alternative,

now ; and yet if Millicent . . I did not dare to finish the hated specu-

lation. But soon afterward I went into the little shop and purchased

one of the pistols.

Then I moved once more toward my destination. The sword-like

gales were sweeping through the streets with a still wilder impetus.

They struck straight in my face ; they had the effect of buffeting me
back in my course, or striving to do it, and the long, bleak croons of

sound that they made in the house-tops under the pallor of the dimming
skies were like voices of elfin dissuasion.

But I bore steadily onward. Not to do so at this one most preg-

nant and emphatic hour of my whole insolent career would have been

to die in preference, deeply as I had grown to abominate the recourse

of death.

I presently reached the house. I did not ring. Why should I ?

The latch-key that he had always used was here in my pocket. I en-

tered, quietly, as he had always done.

XV.

I looked into the little familiar sitting-room on the ground-floor.

No one was there. A fire crackled on the hearth, sending its flashes in

the early dusk over a portrait of him. Some reddish transits of light

made the face leer and then scowl at me. I shuddered, drawing back-

ward and putting a hand to my throat. Perhaps I thus repressed a
cry that Millicent might have heard if it had really escaped me. For
it would have been a keen cry ; and the door of her apartment was
open, as I found a little later, when I had passed up-stairs and met her

there.

She came toward me with a smile. Her face was full of the most
loving fondness. " Dear Floyd,'^ she said, " Avhat a long time you have
been away !''

I shut the door ; I remember perfectly doing this. My inward
agitation was such that I felt wretcheiily uncertain of my own actions.

If some hideous betrayal of the truth should result, I desired no chance
servant to look on it.

She had drawn at once very close to me. She lifted her lips to

mine, and kissed me. She took my hand in hers. '^ How cold you
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are !" she said. " I liad this fire lighted. I was half perished, myself.

It's such a sudden change, isn't it ?"

" Yes/' I answered.
" Come to the fire," she went on, drawing me thither. Then she

let go my hand, and wheeled a big chair in front of the blaze.

" There !" she exclaimed, about to push me into the cushioned fastness.

But suddenly she paused, laughing. " You haven't taken off your
overcoat, have you ?" And she began to unloosen its buttons.

I let her help me with the release from the overcoat. It fell into

her hands after I was free from it, and she tossed it aside somewhere,
while I sank into the seat she had provided. And then, very quickly,

she found herself another chair, and placed it close to mine. At once,

after that, she took both my hands and chafed them against her own,
as though to dissipate their chill.

" Now do tell me," she said, earnestly and anxiously, " what luck

you have had."
" What luck ?" I questioned.
" Yes. You know. About^ " She stopped short as I withdrew

my hands and stretched them forth as if to get the warmth of the fire

better that way.
" About . . ?" I said. " You mean, Millicent, my dear . .

?"

" Why, about poor Douglas."
"Oh! . . Douglas. . . Yes."
How otherwise could I answer her ? Plainly, she referred to some

quest or train of inquiry on which Demotte had started when she had
last bidden him adieu. Of any such errand I was inevitably ignorant.

There was now a little silence, while I still sat warming my hands and
staring at the blaze.

"Well?" she at length asked.

I half turned my face toward her, in my new anxiety. " Well ?" I
repeated. The monosyllable had an imbecile sound to my own ears.

She gave an impatient gesture. " You can't mean," she exclaimed,

with a hurt inflection just hinted in her voice and no more, " that you
would jest with me, Floyd, on so grave a subject as this ? Or have
you some good news that you are keeping from me, fearing too happy a

surprise ?"

" Good news ?" I murmured. Then, with the necessity imminent
of my adding something, no matter what, " No, I haven't a scrap of

good news. Did you think that I would have any ?"

" Yes. I thought so,—and I need not say, as well, that I hoped so

with all mv heart. You remember what they wrote us three days ago ?"

"Yes.'"'

" About that Madison Avenue property, I mean. If they did not

receive advices from him soon, his failure either to communicate with

them or to appear in person might be a loss for Douglas of thousands

of dollars."

Here was light at last. My New York real-estate agents had
charge of the Madison Avenue property. Evidently Demotte had told

her early in the day that he was going to visit them, and she now
alluded to this accredited incident.
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" Ah, Billings and Storrs," I ventured. " Yes/' Then I waited.
*^ Well, you saw them ?" she presently queried.

"No."
" No ? Why, you left me for that purpose.''

" I—I changed my mind."
" Changed your mind, Floyd !" Her voice rang amazedly.

I would have given a year off my life to have answered her differ-

ently—to have told her that I had seen the real-estate men and that

they had as yet learned nothing. But retraction was now too late. I

could not contradict myself; I could only seek in some manner to

justify the contradiction that my miserable embarrassment had per-

versely forced me into employing.
" Yes," I said. " It seemed best that we should wait." I turned

and looked at her full, now, in the firelit dusk. ^' It seemed best, Milli-

cent, for one very imperative reason."
" What is that ?" she quickly inquired.

" Douglas's own possible inclinations." My head, so to speak,

was getting cooler as my body grew warmer ; I had begun to see the

sheer folly of not using what acumen I could. Hereafter I would be

compelled, in a hundred fresh instances, to use so much ! How should

I hope for successful deception then, or anything in the least resembling

it, if I proved myself thus absurdly skilless and unwary at the outset

of my coming task ? " We must consider," I went on, " that Douglas

was not an ordinary person, either in his disposition or his habits.

Provided he has chosen to vanish from the community for a certain

interval of time, may he not desire above all things that no effort be

made on the part of friends and acquaintances to discover his where-

abouts ? Is not that precisely the feeling which a man like Douglas
would entertain ?"

I knew that I was making the most desperate and random calcula-

tions, now, and I so dreaded the effect of them that her look of com-
plete amazement found me prepared to meet it.

" Why, Floyd ! What wonderful change has come over you !

Think of how differently you spoke this very morning. You said then

that you did not believe there was a chance of Douglas having delib-

erately buried himself like that. And now "

Here I perceived an opportunity for using what would be boldness

and yet not mere headlong folly as well. " And now," I broke in, ^' I

have got to look at the matter in a wholly new light."

"So . . suddenly ?" she faltered

I laughed. She sprang to her feet as I did so. The dusk had now
become so deep that I could hardly see her face ; but I saw that she

was pale. " Is it such a very short time," I continued, " between

morning and evening ?"

She made no answer. She walked to one of the windows, which

had grown squares of glimmering blue in the winter twilight. " How
dark it's getting !" she said. The next instant she left the window
again and came toward me with a little slipping step, pretty and quite

her own. She crouched down beside me, the firelight gilding her soft

undulations of hair. " I must be nervous to-night," she exclaimed,
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with a faint shiver. " They say these sudden variations of weatlier in

our American climate are apt to set one's nerves all on edge. . . I
had a queer fancy, then

—

such a queer fancy ! I mean when you . ,

you laughed." And here she laughed herself, somewhat brokenly.
" I imagined but never mind. It's too silly/'

" " Let us hear what you imagined," I said. And now the " let us^^

in these words pierced me by its ghostly pertinence.

" Your laugh, Floyd," she explained, speaking unsteadily, " was
was so like /lis."

"Like whose?"
" Douglas's."

"Keally?"
She caught one of my hands and began fondling it. " Tell me

where you have been all these hours," she demanded. " If you made
up your mind not to go to Billings and Storrs, why did you not come
home sooner ?"

I was somehow ready for this question. I had, in a way, already

put myself on the defensive against it.

" Oh, I wandered about among the book-shops," I answered, as

nonchalantly as I could manage.
" The book-shops !" she cried, with a new amazement, drawing her

hand away from mine. " Why, you must have changed your mind
again in a most remarkable manner."

" How do you mean ?" I asked, turning toward her once more.

She had her back to the light; her face was almost unrecognizably

vague.
" Mean ?" she repeated, rising. " Did you not say yesterday—only

yesterday—that you were tired of collecting books, and that you be-

lieved you would never add another to your library as long as you
lived?"

I bit my lips in the dimness. " Did I say that, Millicent ? Oh,
yes ; so I did ; I recollect. But I suppose this craze of mine will go
on for the rest of my life. I may make all sorts of good resolutions,

but fail to keep them, nevertheless."
" That isn't like you," she said. She spoke quietly. She had

moved several steps away from me. I saw the dark outlines of her

figure and the fitful fire-gleams playing upon the folds of her dress

;

but her features were all in dense obscurity.

" Have I always kept my resolutions with so much obstinacy ?" I
inquired.

She did not respond for several seconds. " Not obstinacy," she at

length said ;
" firmness."

Immediately afler this she went and lit two or three gas-jets of the

chandelier, flooding the room with light. She moved here and there

about the chamber for a little while, pulling down the shades at both

windows and drawing the warm woollen curtains across them. While
she thus occupied herself I rose from my chair beside the fire. My
heart (hh heart !) had begun to beat with a terrible perturbation. Had
I not greatly miscalculated the taxations of my new r6le f Would I

be able to continue it safely ? And yet how might one shadow of peril
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exist for me? I was proof against detection. Could it even thinka-

bly be otherwise? Suifer whatever misery I might, she need know
nothino; of such ordeal. If ^ I wanted her to live—if I wanted her not

to go mad—I would not tell her. And there was no one else to breathe

the grisly secret.

I went to the book-laden table set against the wall not far from the

fireplace, and took up a volume, turning over its leaves. She came
slowly to my side and put her arm about my neck, letting one hand
lightly tap the shoulder that was farthest away from her. (I had seen

her take just this affectionate posture many times before now !)

" Something seems to have gone wrong with you, my dear Floyd/'

she murmured, close at my ear. " What is it f'

I gave a soft, careless, deprecating laugh, that did not shock her as

my former laugh had done ; I had studied, indeed, that it should not.
*' Why have you formed any such idea ?'^ I replied, still turning over

the leaves of the book I held, and not daring to lift my eyes from them.

I felt now, for the first time, that there was an ardor of passion within

me whose mastery must include the simplest demands of discretion. If

I once yielded to this witchcraft that waited my ensnarement, I should

find myself so near self-betrayal that actual exposure would hardly

prove less disastrous.

" You . . you are somehow . . what shall I say that you are ?'' she

kept hesitating, and all the while I knew she had bent her head so as

to see my face better. "You are . . not yourself, Floyd. I don't

know that I can put it any other way.^'
" Nonsense !'' I said, and wondered if the word was too curt, or

whether it was curt at all. This strain was beyond my present powers

;

I should be wiser to quit the room for a little while. My brain was in

a whirl one minute, and the next it had a numb, leaden dulness. And
how devilishly d propos had been that last innocent sentence of hers !

" Oh, well, I suppose it is nonsense/^ she whispered, very fondly.

And then she kissed my cheek.
* You are not yourself, Floyd, meanwhile kept ringing in my ears.

The touch of her lips had left behind it what might almost have been a

little tingling speck of flame. I kept my eyes fixed on the book which
I held. I was moved far more than I had any premonition of being

moved when I first crossed the threshold of her home. I still did not

dare to meet her look. If I had done so, I might impetuously have
flung my arms about her and told her everything—until she, in turn,

had torn herself from me with disgust and terror.

I must get from the room, just now, and not only seek a more
composed demeanor, but seek to learn if my future could not be made
exempt from these jars and shocks of guilty trepidation.

And still I dared not meet Millicent's eyes while her arm thus

clasped my neck. Delicate as that arm was, it held for me the mag-
netism of a mighty attraction. Merely to gain a little time, and Avith

time a little helpful self-control, I now said,

—

" Have you read this story ? And is it worth an)i;hing, ifyou have ?"

She suddenly withdrew her arm. " Floyd !'^ she cried.

I faced her, then, as placidly as I could. " What is it V^ I said.
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She pointed to the book that I was holding. A look of the keenest

anxiety now possessed her.

" That book !'' she went on, and with actual excitement. " Don't
you remember f Why, you were reading it aloud only last night !"

She suddenly hurried very close indeed to me and peered into my face.

" Floyd," she continued, eagerly, plaintively, '^ donH you remember?"
I affected to glance at the outside title of the book, and then said,

with that assumption of rank annoyance which is often tlie easiest cloak

for agitation, " Certainly I remember. I didn't chance to recognize the

type, and I hadn't even looked at the name." Here I flung the book
on the table.

My explanation diminished her surprise, and her vague distress as

well. ^^ Oh, forgive me !" she broke forth, as I walked toward the door

of the room. ^* Are you offended, Floyd? No, surely you're not !"

" Offended ?" I returned. '' Why should I be ?"

" You're going ?"

" Yes—to dress for dinner."
" True—it's nearly time, isn't it?" She was fixedly regarding me

again. " Floyd," she said.

"Well?"
She had glided up to me with the swiftness of a bird. " Answer

me," she began, pleadingly and with an unmeasured sweetness in voice

and mien. " If you should ever feel unwell—even the least in the

world—you would tell me about it, would you not ? You—you wouldn't

keep it from me ? You would not have any fear of worrying me by
letting me know ?"

" I should tell you—certainly."

Her nearness thrilled and enticed me once more. She let both her

hands rest on my arm. Her tender, appealing eyes, with their gentle,

intrinsic splendor which made them unlike the eyes of any woman I had
ever met, seemed to brood wistfully upon every feature of my visage.
^' If you are at all ill," she proceeded, with a faint, winsome, sym-
pathetic break in her tones, " our coming voyage will be of benefit, will

it not? They say that sea-voyages are marvellous cures for nearly

everything in the way of human ailments, except when those are past

all cure."

" Sea-voyages ?" I murmured.
" Yes. . . And that is why your decision about not doing your very

best to secure some trace of Douglas struck me as so . . so peculiar.

The time is drawing very near, you know. AVe sail a fortnight from

to-morrow."
"Sail . . a fortnight . . from . . to-morrow." It is my im-

pression that I spoke these words, though I am not just sure that I did

so. Her own next words, however, I am sure of; and this is my reason

for believing that I so spoke.
" Why, Floyd, didn't you realize that it is to be so soon ? How

strange if you didn't ! You said this very morning, at breakfast
"

I took several steps away from her. I must have been wild, for an

instant. " In God's name," I cried, " don't keep forever assailing me
with what I did and what I said ! I can't endure it

!"
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" Floyd r
She pronounced the name with an intonation that I shall never

forget. It seemed to me as if she were rather repeating it to her own
tumultuous thoughts than calling me by it or directing her observatioti

at all toward me while it was delivered.

And then a horrible after-thought burst upon me as I watched her

working, affrighted face : I had spoken to her in the voice of another than

her husband. I had spoken to her in Douglas Duane^s voice. This
realization spurred me with a desperate desire to banish the amazement
and fear I had aroused. As she receded from me I hurried toward

her.

" Millicent !'^ I exclaimed. " Pardon my having spoken so harshly.

Pardon me for
'^

But she waved me back. Her face was white. I stared at her with

a speechless, doomed sensation while her gaze swept me from head to

foot.

^' What—what does this mean ?'' she stammered. " You—you don't

know about our—our going to Europe in—in a fortnight from now. I
—I saw it by—by the way you answered me. . . My God ! have you
lost your memory? And then . . then . . that other voice! You

—

you never spoke to me like that—you never spoke as harshly to me as

that in all your life—and . . yes, you spoke with his voice .'"

" No r' I cried, passionately, feeling as if the floor of the room rose

and fell beneath me. My torturing embarrassment had wholly vanished.

I rushed toward her and clasped her in my arms, against her will. I
kissed her lips and brows in a frenzy of anguish and despair. " Milli-

cent ! Millicent !'' I appealed, " I am your husband ! How could it be
otherwise? You are mad to dream that my voice is his. How could

I speak with a voice not my own ? Millicent !
''

She writhed away from me with an audible shudder that I should
hear if I were to live centuries. She staggered back from me, and
I now saw that her face was livid, her eyes dilated.

" Your—your kisses," she gasped, pressing both hands against her

mouth, " are not ^^s."

"Not his, Millicent?'' I had an infernal coolness, now;—now,
when it was too late. " Not whose f^

" Not Floyd's. I know." It would be impossible for any art of

description to convey the mingled solemnity, accusation and apprehen-
sion of that " I know."

She was so colorless and so in straits for breath that I thought she

might swoon any instant. " Millicent !" I again called to her, and
approached her with outstretched hands.

"Don't come near me." She reeled back from me as she thus
spoke. " I—I first felt it when—when you laughed, there by the fire.

I—I can't put it into words, except to say what would be a—a mad
thing to say. . . But don't come near me." Then her face grew so

fierce and bitter that she had the look of another woman than herself.

" If—if I were mad, which I am not^ I—I should say that you were . ,

Douglas Duane."
" Douglas Duane !"

Vol. XXXIX.—41
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The name leapt from my lips. I must again have spoken in that

other voice. I felt that all was lost, and a fury of recklessness had
caught me.

She covered her face for a moment with both hands, and her form
swayed as if it might fall wretchedly to the floor with each fresh

motion. I darted to her side again, but as my first touch met her
frame she dashed her concealing hands away and stood bolt upright
before me with a hate and an agony blended in her eyes.

" Douglas Duane V^ she said, with a kind of detesting hiss ; and as

she said it she recoiled.

I felt myself turn icy. She had divined—not guessed or imagined,

but divined—the whole truth. What the jurisprudence of the whole
civilized world could never have reached, her woman's heart, her

woman's nature, her woman's soul, her woman's love, had instinctively,

unerringly, effectually found. . .

I moved a little away from her. I am not sure whether or no I

screened my face. Perhaps I did not
;
perhaps I only felt the light a

very blackness of darkness. But I must have put my hands against

my breast, for in a little while I was conscious of the pistol I had
bought less than an hour ago.

There was nothing now for me to live for. Live ! To live in this

hybrid, monstrous state of being, deprived of her love, for which I

had drenched in the worst of crime the imprisoned soul that would
ever taunt with untold irony its abominated toils,—what sort of life

save clear, dread, unrelieved hell could such a fate accord me ? Best

to die ! . . But existence lay beyond death—this I had known and
tested. There was punishment, too, or, if not punishment, a gloom, a

deprivation, an interval of expiation . . what was it really? I had
not known and tested that ; I had only dimly understood it before the

great night dropped over me whose day had been this horrid awaken-
ing. . . But if Millicent died, too ! If both our souls went out together

into that vast Eternity, with its light and its dark both such phantasms
of reminiscence! . . Perhaps some mercy might come to me there at

the last. AVhatever the retribution was, it might not be endless. She

would get all that divinity, that exaltation, that unspeakable happiness,

at once. But I Possibly in the end I might atone, and so meet
her. Cleansed of sin, I might find her, as spirit finds spirit.

I was a madman, now. I cannot elucidate my next course of

action, apart from seeking to justify it. I must have drawn forth the

pistol and have hid it behind me. I retain a faint recollection that

Millicent was standing with drooped head and shivering form not far

from a lounge, and that one of her hands grasped, as if for support,

the back of a chair. It seems to me that I stole almost noiselessly to

where she stood, and then

When the quick, bloody act was done she gave a fearful start. I

recall this perfectly, and as her body swerved I seized it, bearing it to

the lounge. If she lived a second afterward I do not know. I kissed

her once, twice, and then felt the attack of an unutterable dread lest

some vengeful fatality should prevent my killing myself. . . My hand

shook in a piteous way ; I recall trying to raise it, with the pistol still
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clinched in it, toward my head, and failing more than once. But at

last I did not fail. ^ There are five other bullets left,^ I thought. . .

I had used the first. . . It seemed the most thorough surety that out

of the five remaining I could win what I craved. . . This is all that I

can remember before I fired the suicidal shot, following the murderous
one. . .

(Note.—The remainder of Floyd Demottc's manuscript is brief, but

wretchedly incoherent. On the day these final passages were written

he was seized with that final fit of epilepsy which resulted in his death.

The writer seems to have realized his own weakness, having been often

interrupted before during the perpetration of his so-called confessions

by similar fits of illness. Much of the two or three pages of half-

undecipherable writing which now follow relates to his comprehension

of failing capacity and his regret that the wonderful (?) law discovered

by Douglas Duane should not have been scientifically formulated, as he
proposed in his strange so-called biography. It is probable that the

last attack of his recurring disorder came upon him while he was
writing, and that he struggled against it, determinedly making sentence

follow sentence, as a drunken man might do, with the conviction that

he was forming a lucid and legible text. Nothing has been repressed

in the manuscript here preserved except passages of so rambling and
aimless a character as to harm the quaint and romantic value of the

whole remarkable but entirely insane recital.

The names of four well-

Signed by <

known physicians in the

Bloomingdale Asylum
for the insane^ New
York.)

THE EPILOGUE.

XVI.

Ford Fairleigh broke into a rather hilarious laugh, with a strongly

personal ring to it, when Hiram Payne, after a sleepless night over the

manuscript which had been confided to him, duly kept his promise and
returned the perused roll of paper.

" You look as if you'd seen a ghost, Hiram," said Fairleigh jocosely.
'^ Oh, no, not that," returned Payne, with neutral serenity.

Fairleigh laughed again, in a crisp way. " Oh, I dare say you
believe every word of this trash."

Payne shook his head. They were in their little chamber closely

adjoining the police head-quarters. A good, brave fire of hard-coals

was burning in the hearth. Payne seemed to be studying every separate

fierce interstice of these coals as he responded,

—

" Well, I think there are several rather curious points."
" I expected it !" exclaimed Fairleigh, who stood against a flank of

the steady blaze, as though he was a little afraid of the effects of its full

fervors upon his nimble and active frame. " What are your points, old
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fellow ? Come—name them, my boy, and I'll refute them, or try to.

The man was a jealous fiend. That's all/'

" Oh, I don't doubt. Ford, that you'll try to refute my theories,"

answered Payne, rather dreamily. " Still," he pursued, " I will give

them, as they occur to me. Mind you, however, I don't do so as a
believer in the truth of these confessions."

'* Oh, no ; of course you don't," replied Fairleigh, with unfathom-
able courtesy. " Still, there's only one explanation. Demotte shot his

wife from mad jealousy—nothing more."

Payne coughed a little dispiritedly. " In the first place," he said,

with his usual loitering repose, " I should consider the whole question

of illusion on Floyd Demotte's part singularly improbable. Crazy men
have very strange wills-o'-the-wisp to haunt them, I am well aware, but
this one would appear to move in a very orderly manner and without
any suspicious zigzags."

" True enough," Fairleigh returned. " But what one might call

the superficial sanity of the insane is a widely accepted fact. This De-
motte, I should say, might have been a novelist, or at least a teller of
logical and effective short stories, if fate had not placed his annual in-

come so high up among the thousands."
" Do you mean," asked Payne, with a kind of sceptical narrowing

of the eyelids that was not lost upon his companion—" do you mean,
Ford, that you believe this entire history has been a deliberate in-

vention ?"

" An invention ? Yes. A deliberate one ? Well, it would be

hard to state just where cunning ended and spontaneity began. Floyd
Demotte had committed a great crime ; his madness protected him
from the gallows, but it did not shield him from present or even post-

humous obloquy."

"And you think he wanted to mitigate the latter?"
" Yes."
" And that on this account he tried to throw a mysterious and ro-

mantic interest over his lot ?"

" That is just what I do think. You have described my meaning
so much better, Hiram, than I could ever have done myself. You
have such a gift of language."

" Thank you," said Payne sedately. " But in your case, for exam-
ple, this alleged strategy of Demotte's has failed. You declare yourself

not to be fooled by it."

" So I do. But there are a good many loosely-constructed brains

in the world."
" Thank you again," said Payne grimly.
'' Oh, pray don't mention it," cried Fairleigh, with twinkling eyes

but the most serious disposition of his facial muscles.
" And this scientific, mathematical treatise ?" questioned Payne, aft;er

quite a little pause had followed.
" Stuff—the stuff that dreams are made of."

" I supposed you'd say so. . . But what if he had lived to write

that treatise ? Do you assert that it would have been mere vacuous,

valueless rubbish ?"
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" Yes. But V\\ go further than that, Hiram. I'll assert that

Floyd Demotte was well aware he would never live to write the treatise."

" Good heavens," murmured Payne, with soft irony ;
" what a depth

of calculation you credit him with ! And especially vast, I should say,

for a moribund madman."
" Non omnis moriar,^^ said Fairleigh, remembering some of his

New York College Latin. " That is what Floyd Demotte kept telling

himself. He wasn't so mad but that he realized the worth of trying

somehow to rehabilitate his shattered repute. A poetical-minded being

like you, Hiram, ought to appreciate that kind of human endeavor."
" I do," said Payne dryly. A little later he added, " It is cer-

tainly odd, to say the least, how these confessions correspond with all

the facts which transpired in the testimony."
" Odd ?" queried Fairleigh, with a shrug of the shoulders. " I

don't see why it's odd. Demotte -had his tale to tell after and not before

those facts did transpire. What he records of Douglas Duane in Wash-
ington may or may not have happened. For instance, Duane's having
gone to hear the Rev. Dr. Terebinth denounce the brazen idolatries of

science might easily be an event manufactured for the embellishment of

his whole picturesque story. As for Duane's taking a trip into the ex-

treme West, he may not have been informed of that proceeding, it is true,

by his friend himself, but he could readily have learned of it from the

current newspapers of the time, many of which included it in their

columns about the doings of notable people."

Another little silence ensued, during which Payne sat with his eyes

fixed on the floor and an occasional look of incredulity, perplexity,

even trouble itself, taking possession of his dreamy, German sort of

countenance. Suddenly he lifted his head, and in almost an imperative

tone called to his friend,

—

" Ford r
"Well?"
"Why shouldn't the truth or falsity of that narrative be made

plain in one way, and one way only ?"

" Go on, please, Mr. Machiavelli," encouraged Fairleigh. " Or do
you want me to ask in what way ? No doubt you do ; so I'll ask it."

" I'll reply, then," said Payne, rising, and with a placid directness

both of voice and manner which at once told upon his listener. " The
confession declares that Douglas Duane's rooms in Broadway were not

far above Prince Street."

" I know," Fairleigh responded, in tones of unqualified seriousness

and respect. " You are going to tell me, Hiram, that I should have

found these rooms, provided they are to be found at all."

Payne bowed his head acknowledgingly. " Yes," he said, " I was
going to tell you that."

" Well, . . I didn't find them. I didn't find anything resembling

them."
" You searched for them. Ford ?"

Fairleigh laughed. He went up to Payne and put a hand with

affectionate candor upon his friend's shoulder. " Dear old boy," he

exclaimed, " do you want to insult my talents as a detective of ordina-
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rily decent abilities ? No, I'm sure you don't. Of course I made a

thorough and unrelenting search. But it all came to nothing. I had
no difficulty. Almost everybody was civil enough, not merely in the

answering of questions but in giving me full permission to search

apartments. Naturally, I made plain my legal errand and the useless-

ness of stupid objection. When I encountered surly revolt, or any-
thing that resembled it, I grew suspicious to the verge of tyranny. . .

Oh, I assure you, there wasn't a building, from Prince Street to

Waverley Place—and that's a pretty fair distance up-town, as you'll

agree—that concealed from me a single chamber. The whole examina-
tion took a good many days. Of course expedients of mystification

might have been resorted to. But what earthly reason would anybody
have had for resorting to such expedients ? Accepting Douglas Duane's
story as true, we must grant he was notably disembarrassed of all con-

federates. If he had left a room filled with the paraphernalia of his

recent extraordinary performances, nobody would have been unwilling

to show me that room. On the contrary, the desire would have operated

in another way. I should have met no reluctance whatever. Why
should I have met any ? You must allow, Hiram, that this view of

my inquiring tour is the sensible view."
" I do allow it," said Payne. He re-seated himself. He stared at

the floor again, and for surely three minutes a silence ensued which
seemed somehow significant. Fairleigh at length broke this silence.

" There is one event which you may think worth considering," said

the latter, in a voice that indicated the old relations between the two
men, it was so full of stealthy and amused sarcasm.

Payne lifted his head. " What event?" he asked eagerly.

" The fire which occurred that very cold night—it must have been

the night of that same day—in Broadway, on the west side, just above
Prince Street."

" Ah !" said Payne, starting. " I recollect. It destroyed several

large buildings, did it not?"
Fairleigh nodded. " Yes. And more than that. About six

people were burned. Among them were a certain janitor and his wife.

There^s food for your theory, Hiram ! That janitor, as I have learned,

had full leasing-power with regard to three floors above the shops below
him. One of those floors may have been that in which Douglas Duane
effected his miracle. I'll admit, from all I've since heard, that it was
precisely the sort of floor Duane might have chosen. The fire was a

frightful one. The cold and the fierce wind made the engines at first

almost powerless. That is why the fire wrought such great ravages."
" I remember the fire perfectly," said Payne.
" And it explains everything to you, no doubt," returned Fairleigh,

with an abrupt, cool, merciless satire.

Payne shook his head, but his mild blue eyes were glowing un-

wontedly. " I don't say that it explains anything," he answered.
" It seems rather to cut off explanation, short and sharp."

'^ So it does—you're right," retorted Fairleigh, walking away with an

air that seemed to add, ^ What is the use of feeding a fanatic on logic?

—he hasn't the peptics to digest it.'
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Payne sat in his chair, musing, for a considerable time. Fairleigh

had thrust both hands into his trousers' pockets, and stood staring, a

little doggedly, out of one of the windows.
" Ford,'' Payne presently called.

" Well ?" said Fairleigh, veering swiftly round and facing his com-
panion. " Have you any other remarkable statement to make ?"

" Oh, no," replied Payne suavely, with his characteristic quiet. " 1

only wanted to remind you that Douglas Duane hadn't turned up yet."

Fairleigh gave a kind of sullen, unwilling start. " I know that as

well as you do," he broke forth. " Why the devil shouldn't I ?"

" Oh, no reason—none at all. He's been missing three months,

hasn't he ?—three good months."
" Yes," said Fairleigh, and with a clear touch of ill-humor.
" Isn't that fact, all circumstances considered, a little . . well, a

little . . peculiar?"

Fairleigh sent a challenging, irritated, quizzical glance toward his

friend. Then he thrust his hands into his trousers' pockets again, and
wheeled away.

" Yes," he replied, staring out of the window once more and speak-

ing in a guttural, dogged tone that gave his voice a most unaccustomed
ring. " It's , . well, I admit that it is infernally peculiar."

THE END.
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BELGRAVIAN BOHEMIA.

A NUMBER of years ago—perhaps it was in the early days of

dear Dicky Doyle—there appeared in Punch a picture wherein a

bewildered Philistine, finding himself in Bohemia, stands helpless and

distraught, gazing about him as thougb he feared that his money or his

life might be demanded. It was only the kindly Bohemia of Thack-

eray's " J. J." and others of his ilk, and I forget the legend accom-

panying this delightful bit of pictorial satire. Doubtless it was very

piquant and amusing, but of one thing I am certain : the scene was

as characteristic of society in that day as are any of Mr. Du Maurier's

sketches now. The airy conviviality of the Bohemians—all of whom
were doubtless well-bred people—had as decidedly a flavor of their time

as have the gracefully easy guests whom we see represented at Mrs.

Ponsonby de Tompkyns's or Lady Midas's, and who belong to what

one may call—for lack of a more inclusive title—the upper ten of the

Bohemia in the England that we know. Charmed and sacred haunts

there may be still for certain kindred spirits who incline to careless

" penny nap'' or random sketching at untimely hours. But let me
explain at once that into these precincts I shall not wander in this little

gossip about literary society in England, which presents so many new

phases and distinct customs since the days of the sketch I first referred

to that the picture in Punch has no longer any meaning.

All social life is based on precedent and tradition, and for this

reason, doubtless, the present enjoyable condition of things exists in the

literary world in England, where precedents have an intrinsic value

and traditions are held in such high esteem.

If I were asked what seemed to me the standards of literary, art-

istic, or, let us say,—understanding the term in its cultured sense,

—

Bohemian society in England, I think I should answer, the first impres-

sion was of a necessity for procuring the utmost life could offer in the

passing hour ; next the free-masonry of real talent or sympathy ; and,

finally, a comprehension that abandon—or a certain disregard for what

the Philistine calls conventionality—has not the remotest approximation

to laxity or impropriety. Individuality is held high
;
personality is re-

spected ; temperament is dealt with pleasantly ; but all of these elements

are permitted their own freedom on a very clear understanding—tacit,

perhaps, but universal—that they involve no breach of Christian de-

corum or good breeding. Appreciating all this, the cultured modem
Bohemian in England certainly enjoys existence to the utmost,—tastes
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the fine flavor of whatever life affords,—has his possible hypercriticisms

balanced by the wide horizon offered him,—finds that he may have a

" genre" without growing narrow.

I think it is twelve years since the fact that certain social centres in

London were beginning to be prominent became interesting to many
pilgrims from this side of the water. At some houses in that day I recall

informal gatherings which contained many elements since developed with

more or less artistic finish in their surroundings,—possibly as well a

wider outlook upon those so-called Bohemian necessities of life. They
" went in" for something in particular, as a rule,—music, art, poetry, the

drama,—but the result was a charming infusion of " feeling" for many
things in life which perhaps had been overlooked or constrained by the

conventionalities of the outer world, to which as well as to the inner

circles these people belonged. There was very little posing. True, the

artistic or aesthetic style of dress was even more pronounced than now,

because perhaps neither Lazenby Liberty nor Burnett nor a host of

artistic warehouses were known, and perhaps because, like all innova-

tions, it was seized upon at first too radically for every-day employment.

But there was nothing lackadaisical or overdrawn in the companies I

recall with great delight in the England of 1875. We young people

had of course a passion for literary lions, but were amazed to find that

they never roared. Perhaps it is the very absence of the lionizing

element which made social London then as well as now so agreeable.

The great ones were recognized, of course, were deferred to, and were

naturally enough sought, but there was not the least suspicion that

they were on exhibition in any way or expected to do more than enjoy

themselves. In the rare exceptions which proved this rule, the most

agreeable habitues of any centre drifted away, cheap Bohemia natu-

rally enough glided in, and there was an end of it all so far as the right

kind of success for the over-zealous hostess was concerned. But in this

way were formed small cliques which may be to this day feeble imita-

tions or shadows of the larger circles.

I might name a dozen houses in those first days of my London life

where these regular social gatherings of genuine delight were held ; but

in some instances the sound of certain voices, footsteps, the light of some

faces, are no more. Sad gaps in that old-time circle make memory
painful

;
yet this was the period which undoubtedly ushered in the

present enjoyable era in society. The men and women who were fledg-

lings then have since found the strength of their wings, and in turn are

the recognized leaders, hosts, and hostesses of the day. We used to go to

one house, I remember, not far from the riv^er, and in the Chelsea neigh-

borhood. Around a delightfully hospitable board a company of young
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people were wont to gather who were just then beginning to do some-

thing in the world. It was a house where the large family were divided

in their tastes and pursuits, so that there were talks about art, literature,

and the drama,—wholesome talks, light-hearted and encouraging. The
enthusiasms were well founded, the ambitions never poor, and even in

the light of racier experiences I still am sure that the wit and fun were

fairly good. There was a studio in that house, long and roomy, with

strong contrasts of light and shadow, with a piano, and a window

worthy of the name, and the fair daughter of the house used to wear

the new sort of aesthetic dress adorably. Irving, then filling the Ly-

ceum night after night in " The Bells'' or ^^ Charles the First," was an

idol among the younger members of that family who have since distin-

guished themselves on the stage. At that time there was a piquant

flavor of the dreadful, a mystery impossible to define in words, about

any idea of taking up " The Profession ;" and I sometimes wonder

whether the young man who used to scarcely dare whisper his ambitions

remembers that time of young delights when he is brought before the

curtain so often nowadays to bow his acknowledgments to an enthusias-

tic "house." There was always an informal supper-party about ten

o'clock. It was a wandering feast, and never over before time to ex-

pect some one from the theatres,—from the audience, or possibly from

the " scene" itself. And then there would be talked of how this or that

had been done,—who had been seen, who heard from ; the current of

events since a last meeting seemed naturally to drift by, each speaker

contributing his share, and, as it seemed to us, the crudities of life could

be forgotten. Real things, worthy subjects, were talked of, pleasant

merry suggestions were made, and all in a manner so spontaneous that

it was often hard later to remember more than the general atmosphere

diffused. Sometimes from these gatherings there would be an im-

promptu adjournment to the House of Commons, if it so chanced that

a lucky being was present possessed of tickets and in case something

special was under debate, or it might be that under the midnight stars

some young Americans in the party would drive away into Mayfair to

a ball or a dance, where if the feeling was as entirely English it was a

trifle chilling after the experiences of an hour ago. Yet the fragrance

of the flowers in an English ball-room, the well-bred sights and sounds,

come back agreeably as I write, and the very conventionalities take on

a charm entirely their own. Mayfair in those days was just beginning

to reach the dividing-line with what it called Bohemia, and the debata-

ble ground between the two was being cordially bridged over. The

figures I recall most vividly are those of Carlyle, Herbert Spencer,

Gladstone, Disraeli, and the Shah of Persia. Carlyle we saw but once,
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and then by chance. He was pacing up and down a railway-station,

waiting for a train,—a tall figure, with closely-folded arms, a great-coat

whose collar came high, a head down-bent, and a face seen but in a pass-

ing glimpse yet not to be forgotten. Sorrowful, or disenchanted,—that

seemed to me the philosopher's expression, although it might have been

against his own better nature. Every one, I fancy, recognized him,

yet no one spoke. Perhaps because of this I always feel impressed by

an idea of him as a solitary being capable enough of that relentless cry

of his, " Man, man !" and his persistent ^' Wherefore f^ which en-

shrouded even his beliefs.

One evening after a charming dinner I remember findrng myself

near a gentleman with a clearly-cut intellectual face, dark hair, expressive

eyes, and a very friendly manner. He said something about a flower

that I was admiring in a vase near by : a pleasant talk followed, very easy

and unrestrained, and only when he had left the room did I understand

that it was Herbert Spencer, then talked of not only for his writings, but

also for his supposed guardianship of George Eliot. Gladstone and Dis-

raeli I remember first most impressively in a debate at the " House''

which brought out all the prominent characteristics of each. Gladstone

was like some giant who abhorred restraining his power, Disraeli calm,

cutting, and immovable. Their speeches were specimens of their indi-

vidual style, even then Gladstone showing his interest keenly in the

Irish question, Disraeli his never-disguised contempt for anything con-

nected with the island or her brave people. Two hours after this debate

was over we were whirling away in the direction of a ball-room where

the Shah of Persia was expected as a guest. This glittering monarch

seemed to absorb London at the time like some creature out of the

"Arabian Nights." He and his retinue flavored highly of the spectac-

ular ; but a deeper charm lay in their being real. It was queer and

incongruous, but nevertheless true, that nineteenth-century English and

American people were really gazing upon a potentate who retained many

of the customs of those enchanted days of yore, who went about dressed

like Haroun-al-Raschid, whose civilization was entirely Oriental, and

who walked through London society as though he had stepped out of

some strange tale hundreds of years old. We took our places where we

could see the royal guests as they entered from a door-way at the lower

end of the ball-room. It might be interesting to state that at any enter-

tainment the hour for such an arrival is fixed, and when royalty appear

the host and hostess of the evening have to meet them and conduct them

into the rooms. There was a little stir, a moving back, and some addi-

tional crashing strains from the band, and, behold, there appeared a man
of magnificent although sullen demeanor, fairly ablaze with jewels, the
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colors of his dress rich reds and blues, his whole appearance seeming for

the moment to dwarf everything about him. Later we observed how
peculiarly unpleasant were his expression and manner. He had a sort

of animal good looks, but was coarse, swarthy, and almost rough ; in

fact, it seemed apparent that his boorishness was merely restrained by

the sense that something unusual was demanded of him. There was a

great crush that night, and perhaps the evening would not have been

worth anything but for an introduction which I shall remember grate-

fully all my life. We had been talking in a little group about the

Shah, when some one pressed forward ; then a small elderly gentleman

was seen speaking to one of our party,—a man with a thin, pleasant

face, dark hair, spectacles, and, in some way hard to define, having the

look of a musician. A moment later, and an introduction was gone

through. It was Sir Julius Benedict, the prototype of Charles Auches-

ter, the friend of Mendelssohn, the pupil of old Zelter, who in turn had

been taught by Haydn, whose piano he owned, and on which Sir Julius

as a child had played his first finger-exercises. Remembering the few

times in my life that I met him, I can only recall of Sir Julius the

pleasantest and most friendly intercourse. He was always kind, always

genial, always ready and willing to show a courtesy ; and when one re-

members how wide the span of his career, it seems wonderful that we

who live to-day should have had any social association with him.

When I returned to England a few years later, this brilliant begin-

ning for Bohemia seemed to have drawn together all its forces. It was

systematized and its precedents established. It was perhaps a case of

the survival of the fittest, but at all events people of genius and those

who despised stupid conventionalities had taken their proper place, and

London presented a circle which was in its way charming, the talismans

being all fascinating, all alluring, since they combined so much, their

glow was so real, their meaning so intrinsically worth knowing. There

was a large circle, of course, and in and about this there w^ere—and are

—

cliques. There are certain sets who form special meetings, who go here

and there together, who exchange small mutual sympathies sure of im-

mediate recognition, and who furnish the friction and the stimulus which

all people who really live their lives need, but these constantly mingle

with the larger radius, and the interests are so much in common that a

man may go from one end of Kensington, let us say, to parts of the

Strand,—from house to house,—and find that he can talk intelligently

on the same topic in every place sure of quick response and understand-

ing. Every one is interested in the doings of the day among their own

especial set or in the larger circle, but shallow gossip, which might touch

it all were life less varied and ambitions less high, is rarely known. I
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think it is as though while the flowing of the small streams and their

eddies excite constant interest, one never loses sight of the fact that all

tend towards a great ocean. If there are trifles thought of or cherished,

they are the trifles that belong to wide horizons, large designs.

Nearly all the people whose methods of life we are discussing live

in Kensington, Chelsea, or the neighborhood of Hampstead Heath,

some few having colonized at Bedford Park. Kensington is the neigh-

borhood par excellence for the English artist. West House, the deliglU-

ful and, I may say, famous residence of George Boughton, A.R.A.,

stands on Camden Hill. Melbury Road is dignified by the fine houses

of Sir Frederick Leighton, most genial of all Academy Presidents, G. F.

Watts, Fildes, etc. It is a street whose architecture is throughout de-

lightful. The houses are detached, and are large red brick or stone

mansions, irregular in design, but each characteristic of the owner. One

of these stands back in a charming garden. Another is in a curve of

the road which presents something so rural in its aspect that sauntering

down there very early one summer morning it was almost hard to believe

that by a few short steps a busy High Street would come in view. Bed-

ford Gardens is also deeply associated with painters of to-day and with

social doings that have all the fascination of cultured Bohemia. The

houses are not large, but are charmingly adapted to bachelors' quarters.

There is a snug little " home" portion in front ; a long glass-covered

passage-way leads to the studios, some of which, like that of Alfred

Parsons, the landscape-painter and well-known illustrator,—the " Burr''

of the Tile Club,—are well known to the American associates of that

most hospitable clique, and show designs and finish which would dissi-

pate at once the old idea that the artist is any longer on debatable social

ground. Other studios at Hampstead—like that of George Du Maurier

—are equally charming. Mr. Du Maurier's is almost startling in its

suggestions of the materials for his best-known sketches. His work is

of so cheerful a character that the place seems full of friendly good will

and a happily-conducted hospitality. His models used to be, and I

believe are still, a married couple who adapt themselves surprisingly to

all sorts of characters ; but the artist certainly finds his field in the

society which knows him and likes him so well. Of an evening he

may be seen, agreeable and speculative in gaze, in some drawing-room

whose groups present innumerable subjects for forthcoming numbers of

Punch; and, as he is never ill-natured to any of his friends, he is as

readily to be forgiven for his graceful reproductions of the people in his

world as Mr. Howells or ^Ir. Henry James. Perhaps Du Maurier and

his work illustrate better than anything I could hope to say the precise

stability of Bohemia to-day.
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Bohemia has a winter season now in London as well as the conven-

tional spring and summer one. By January many hospitable doors are

open, the studios are to be seen, and, in spite of weather that often de-

fies the most industrious nature, brushes are busy, sketches are being

worked up, and the afternoons and evenings are agreeably social, the

one complaint to be made being of the embarrassment of riches. How
to do it all, to go everywhere, to hear everything, to live out all that

this varied and fascinating existence offers ! I used to think that the

dark days helped along a certain friendly feeling. They promoted a

sense that no one need expect to work after a certain hour, and friends

would gather informally in this studio or that drawing-room, when the

best of everything was talked about, good music was played, new songs

were sung, and criticism and good-humored banter were indulged in

freely. Sometimes half a dozen well-known musicians would meet

together unexpectedly at some house where the afternoon was the

hostess's special one at home. What mattered it if the sky held certain

yellow lights ? Was there not a glowing hearth within, a comfortable

round tea-table drawn into the glow, the constant coming and going of

interesting people, the bits of music played or sung by masters of the

art, always something worth hearing or seeing or remembering after the

hour had passed ? I recall one November day when the weather con-

tained a challenge almost to one's moral principle, and yet what an after-

noon we spent at Mrs. Thackeray-Bitchie's ! It was at her quaint

house in Young Street, Kensington,—the Old Street of her delightful

novel,—and there had met together quite informally a company who
had as many interests in common as they had distinct individualities.

There was Bichard—or, as he loved to be known, Dicky—Doyle, the

illustrator of Punch, who designed its well-known title-page, as honest

and agreeable a gentleman as ever held a pencil or entered a drawing-

room,—a round-faced, smiling, elderly man, with good humor and kind-

liness in every tone of his voice. He showed me several sketches

hanging on the wall which belonged to the early editions of Thack-

eray, and also certain pictures of the house and island where Miss

Thackeray wrote her best short story, ^^ From an Island ;" and he

talked enchantingly about the time when he was first on Punchy when

Mark Lemon was young, when Dickens was known as " Boz," and

when they had a clique as genial and enjoyable as this more aesthetic

modern one. Lady Martin was there that day, the Helen Faucit who
held London audiences spell-bound twenty years ago,—a tall, majestic-

looking woman, who entertained us by an account of some private

theatricals in which she had recently been called upon to take a part,

and which tried her severely, but her kindness of heart led her to ap-
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predate the fact that her name went far to assist the charity. There also

was Thackeray's old boon companion Admiral Follett-Synge, between

whom and the great novelist was an amusing standing joke. Admiral

Synge had written some charming nursery rhymes for the little Thack-

erays and his own children, and was known to be quick at brilliant rep-

artee in verse. How ever it was started no one knew, but there came

about a general understanding that whenever or wherever the two men
encountered each other the one was to say a line of something ridicu-

lous to which the other should promptly reply in rhyme. Of course it

became the object of each to get off the first line ; and it can easily be

imagined what amusement this occasioned both to the perpetrators and

to the by-standers who were in the joke. Admiral Synge declared that

sometimes his wits would desert him in the most paralyzing manner

when he espied Thackeray's great figure looming in the distance.

Some of these rhymes were so good as to have been preserved ; and

even after the local or family events which had prompted them were

forgotten they were worth reading, in a portfolio or album where they

were kept. If not on that afternoon, it was upon another in the same

season that at the house of a well-known musician I was much im-

pressed by the appearance of a lady who, seated in a window near the

piano, seemed to be a special guest. Tliree or four notable people in

the company stood about talking to her Avith a certain deference in

their manner tinged with alert interest in what she was saying. A
large woman, with a strong rugged face, she was not, to my thinking,

absolutely plain, for the eyes held an unconquerable charm
;
yet I re-

member thinking in that very first glance at her that there was the

most peculiar and passionate look of melancholy about them, almost as

though they had once somewhere, somehow, gazed into the very depths

of all that could be sad, and coming back again to brighter things had

brought a look no joyousness of earth could ever take away. A little

later it so chanced that some mutual sympathy about the music that

was being played led us into conversation. Her voice was exquisitely

musical, her manner very pleasant, her way of speaking, if a trifle

precise, very eloquent. I was wondering who she could be, and, since

introductions are rarely necessary, I might have gone on talking all the

afternoon without being aAvare of my companion's celebrity, had not a

pretty girl who was one of the Princess of Wales's household, and

who sat just behind me, leaned forward to whisper, "Do you know

that is George Eliot?" Mr. Lewes presently approached to talk to the

young lady I have mentioned, and we were soon all conversing in a

sociable group. Mr. Lewes I remember was peculiarly brilliant on

that occasion ; but, although I never met him again, I believe that his
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conversatioDal ability was considered by all who knew him as peculi-

arly sparkling and epigrammatic. This was not very long before his

death, and the day after that event I remember passing by the house

on North Bank where George Eliot lived, and where for so many years

she held brilliant receptions Sunday afternoons, but to w^iich many
people in London society who would have enjoyed knowing her objected

to going, since they could not accept the standard she had set up for

iierself. The house seemed shrouded in gloom. A large dwelling it

w^as, set in one of those gardens which abound even in the heart of

London and give so much picturesque effect even in the wintry season.

At all afternoon teas or at homes which vary the winter season the

guests arrive at any hour between three or four and seven o'clock. They

come in ordinary calling-costume, and are easy to entertain, because they

understand so well what to expect and what is expected of them. I

believe the first impression upon an American mind would be that of

an absence of any straining after effect. It is all simple and natural

and easy. If the tea be in a studio there is sure to be some good music

and some good art talk, for the artist is a worker who is fond of dis-

cussing his work with his neighbor, and what this one or that has done

is canvassed eagerly, critically, unsparingly perhaps, but, so far as I have

ever known, with the most sincerely kindly feeling. The music on such

occasions is apt to be from professionals, who lend their services readily

enough since they are all friends together. Sometimes it happens that

an aspirant for the concert-room is brought out on such an occasion,

the system of private hearings of the kind being very distinctively

English. To' sing in such a company is indeed to secure a verdict

which will likely be repeated by the audiences which the singer con-

fronts for the first time, let us say, in St. James's Hall, since the con-

certs at that favorite place of amusement are patronized almost en masse

by this light-hearted Bohemia of which we are speaking. Presentation-

nights of a play at the popular theatres assemble the same set ; and I

question whether any entertainment can be more agreeable. The spec-

tacle of the house is usually a very fine one, the regulation evening dress

being in force, and the boxes presenting always a suggestion of luxury

which I have heard professionals say was particularly encouraging, stim-

ulating them if it were a comedy of the day to their most approved style,

and giving them the feeling that the drawing-room interiors presented to

the audience were in harmony with what they had themselves quitted.

It is almost surprising since Bohemia has mingled with Mayfair that

the illusion of these purely society plays can remain. Mr. Irving or

Mr. Barrett, Mrs. Kendal or Miss Anderson, are discussed precisely as

though they were not in character but themselves, and the transition
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seems very slight from the theatre to any of the supper-parties which

follow, where the actor or actress is congratulated on his or her success

as though the whole affair were purely social.

Everything, of course, is so late in England that many a supper-

party breaks up only to drift away to some larger entertainment. Such

clubs as the people we are discussing belong to hold high revel of their

kind until the small hours of the morning. No wonder that few people

even among those who work hard are to be seen or heard from before

ten in the morning,—a fact which reduces the working-day to a very

few hours. It is surprising that so much in the way of literature and

art can be accomplished ; it is not at all surprising that when the time

for sending in pictures to the Grosvenor or the Royal Academy is

approaching,—when what is known as " Show Sunday'^ is at hand, the

day when nearly every studio in London is open for visitors,—there is

a general atmosphere of rush and haste, models are in perpetual demand,

brushes that have been carelessly idle a few weeks before begin to fly,

and preoccupation sits brooding on the brow of the most jovial of the

brotherhood. Then is the time when invitations to dinner must be de-

spatched with care,—when it is hard to bring together people whose bril-

liancy can be relied upon. Harrowing thoughts possibly of the hanging

committee, of varnishing day, and of private views take the place of

the charming abandon which characterized our friends earlier in the

season, and the question of frames becomes a vital topic. As every one

is interested in everybody else, this atmosphere of anxiety penetrates

even into the drawing-rooms of those whom I have ventured to charac-

terize as the sympathizers in the working set.

The well-known models are a feature in life at this period. They

enter keenly into the spirit of their employers' work, and feel a pride

in the success of their pictures which is very evident as the day for send-

ing in draws near. And if there chance to be an Academy election,

then is the model in his hour of joy ! By an old-established custom,

the man who brings the news to an artist that the magic K.A. or

A.R.A. may be written after his name is sure of a large fee ; and ac-

cordingly many excited individuals are to be found in the neighborhood

of the place of ballot, each trying to outreach the other and be first

with the intelligence. When George Boughton, kindliest and most

popular of artists, was " up" for election as an associate, the scene about

Burlington House one evening was most exciting. Mr. Boughton

chanced to be dining out. Suddenly there was heard in the hall of his

host's house a perfect clamor for admittance to the dining-room, and,

the door being flung open, there rushed in a well-known model, fairly

panting from his race, to shout out the news first that the A.R.A.
YoL. XXXIX.—42
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was elected ! Hot upon his heels came another ; but the first man
gloriously detailed how he had kept a cab by the hour in waiting, how
he had dashed by any and every short cut, and, behold, he had won
what the models themselves regard as their laurels on the occasion.

This class of humbler workers in Bohemia live curiously apart from

one another : they have no cliques, no sense of brotherhood, but all

are known equally to the leading artists, and some are so permanently

engaged that there is danger of resulting mannerism in the painter's

work. They absorb a certain sense of what, to quote from the light-

hearted vocabulary of Bohemia, is called " savais.^' They know how
to wear a costume, how to pose for a certain picture, and all this with-

out in the least caring for its motive. The costume-makers are by far

more artistically intelligent. In these days of realistic work, of regard

for technical details and fear of anachronism, the utmost care is given

to reproducing the costume of a period in every minute detail. The

artist who has a feeling for the truth of all this will go far to study an

original costume, and will count the purchase of such a one as a stroke

of luck well worth communicating to his brethren. A great many in-

formal but most agreeable luncheons are given during this critical period,

when the pictures in progress are talked over ; and, since an artist nearly

always has his studio in his own house, there are opportunities for ad-

journing to look at the works on the easels, and to listen perhaps to

the painter's desolate expressions when he feels particularly blue or to

his enthusiasm when the key-note of his mood is distinctly major. Just

before the pictures are sent in, receptions to the intimate friends of the

painter are given ; and to stay away from these private views would be

unthought of. The occasion is one which calls for all the ingenuity of

the painter, and, it may be, of his wife and family, in decorating the

rooms ; and if after a series of such " at homes" one goes away with a

confused sense of color, pleasant sights and sounds, friendly faces and

voices, flowers and music, there is at least ah agreeable impression of

having been most enjoyably and profitably entertained in the world of

art. " Show Sunday" is more public. Almost any one by presenting

a visiting-card may go through the well-known studios, even Sir Fred-

erick Leighton, Alma Tadema, Burne Jones, and others of their rank

opening their doors to the " sesame" of a very casual introduction. The

banquet at the Koyal Academy which inaugurates its annual opening is

a very splendid and formal affair, dominated by the President and the

royal princes, dignified by the presence of all the most distinguished

people in the land, and certainly giving a character peculiarly its own

to the exhibition which follows. The private views which usher in the

season of picture-exhibiting at the Academy and the Grosvenor bring
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together all the same set, the costumes of the ladies presenting a picture

well worthy of Mr. Du ]\Iaurier's facile pencil ; but I question whether

on this occasion the works of art are ever studied or appreciated by the

glittering company who throng the rooms. I remember one occasion

of the kind when a party of Americans seated on one of the circular

benches amused themselves for an hour counting up the notabilities

present and in fancy distributing them throughout the United States,

assigning a group consisting of Browning, George Eliot, and Mr.

Tom Hughes to Cleveland, Ohio, imagining the delight with which

they would be welcomed, or how far they would go, as one vagrant-

minded person in that happy coterie remarked, " to stock the city with

literary enthusiasm." Whistler was going about that day, I remember,

with a party of friends, studying some blue and gray and green can-

vases of his own, his keen quaint face and one white tuft of hair in

the black as well worthy of study as any portrait on the wall, and

Millais, tall and handsome, was talking to Alma Tadema near a won-

derfully clever portrait by Gregory and Albert ]\foore. Alfred Hunt,

who has been called the beloved of Ruskin, and charming Mrs. Mor-

gan, whose pictures have been talked of since her girlhood, were in one

of the door-ways, near some fascinating sketches by a member of the

family who long ago in my remembrance made merry over their am-

bitions and enthusiasms in the old house in Chelsea. Young aspirants

to fame and success in literature and art were numerous, and made one

think how another decade might see them the leaders, dominating Bohe-

mia as gracefully as did their elders on this occasion ; at present they con-

tributed charming effects of youth and enthusiasm, freshness and origi-

nality, the girl in the blue gown and broad-brimmed hat with a face

like some spring flower having already struck a fine note in poetry, the

tall, keen-eyed young man who was talking to her being already wel-

comed in a band of leading reviewers, and the very young, almost

childish little creature to whom a well-known landscape-pairfter was

showing a picture of " October'' being one of the joyously tuneful ones

in the world of poetry and art.

Gradually approaching them comes William Black, dark-haired

and dark-eyed, with the look of the modern man of letters about him,

but he has to stop for half a dozen recognitions, hand-shakings, and,

no doubt, much of the good-humored fun which these careless people

are forever exchanging. Presently there is a drawing together of vari-

ous harmonious elements, and a company of kindred spirits go oiF for

the inevitable afternoon tea, Mr. Comyns Carr, the hospitable Secretary

of the Gallery, leading the way to a special table in the restaurant

below. Night falls on such a scene with a happy confusion of voices
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and laughter, promises to meet again as we go out into the dusk, the

destinations being various, but all likely to reproduce something of the

same material for social enjoyment.

From the rush and whirl of the season which follows, from the

fancy balls, the theatricals, the dinners, luncheons, and impromptu

gatherings, there is, after all, a relief in the expeditions to the country,

various congenial parties forming in an impromptu fashion which

makes such little wanderings all the more agreeable. Surrey offers

endless inducements to the artist or the worker in literature or the

drama. There is a small inn not far from the town of Guilford, well

known to Bohemia, and endorsed by Tennyson, who has had many
friends stopping there, much to the worthy landlord's delight. It is

private, decorous, but quaint, and one is sure of a capital dinner and

the most obsequious service ; and a few days in this region may include

saunterings about a country whose charm is perennial, whose quiet is

never monotonous, and whose varieties are of all the diversities in

nature. From the river Wye how easy is it to reach on a summer's

day the Thames, where nowadays many house-boats are to be seen,

artists and their literary friends frequently combining in taking one of

these floating dwellings for an idle, lazy, drifting week of lotus-eating

!

In Surrey, and in the country near the Avon as well, various members

of the coterie we are discussing have set up some of their household

gods and formed delightful out-of-town homes, to which in winter or

in summer they can go for relief from the whirl of London life.

Americans whose opinions are worth having declare that they find it

now as easy to cross the ocean for a few weeks of work and holiday in

the English country where such circles have been formed as to go to

any resort at home, the advantages to the worker, whether on canvas

or in print, being too many to need recapitulation. There is not, I am
convinced, the slightest danger that transatlantic association can ever

take frbm the American heart or principle that germ of something

which must always remain loyal. The day has gone by, let us hope,

when our failure to appreciate the advantage of being cosmopolitan

stood in the light of our own advancement. Very few people would

be willing now to admit to a prejudice against the opportunities which

any country offered them in their work in life. Has it not also become

an accepted fact that we ought to be willing to burn our candle wherever

the game has been proved worthy of it, let it be in Boston or New
York, Paris or London ?

Lucy C. LiUie,
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THE MYSTERY OF CRO-A-TAN.

AN AMERICAN BALLAD.

A.D. 1587.

[The first English colony was sent to America by Sir Walter Kaleigh, under

the auspices of Sir Richard Grenville. The settlement was made on Roanoke

Island, in Albemarle Sound.]

I.

THE home-bound ships stood out to sea,

And on the island^s marge

Sir Richard waited restlessly,

To step into the barge.

" The governor tarrieth long" he ehode,

" As he were loath to go :

With food before and want behind,

There should be haste, I trow.''

Even as he spake, the governor came :

" Nay, fret not, for the men
Have held me back with frantic let,

To have them home again.

" The women weep :
' Ay, ay, the ships

Will come again' (he saith)

* Before the May.—Before the May
We shall have starved to death !'

" IVe sworn return, by God's dear leave,

I've vowed by court and crown.

Nor yet appeased them. Comrade, thou

Mayhap canst soothe them down."

Sir Richard loosed his helm, and stretched

Impatient hands abroad.

" Have ye no trust in man ?" he cried,

" Have ye no faith in God ?
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" Your governor goes, as needs he must,

To bear, through royal grace,

Hither such food-supply that want

May never blench a face.

" Of freest choice ye willed to leave

What so ye had of ease

;

For neither stress of liege nor law

Hath forced you over seas.

" Your governor leaves fair hostages

As costliest pledge of care,

—

His daughter yonder, and her child,

The child Virginia Dare.*

" Come hither, little sweetheart. So !

Thou'lt be the first, I ween,

To bend the knee, and send through me
Thy birthland^s virgin fealty

Unto its Virgin Queen.

" And now, good folk, for my commands

If ye are fain to roam

Beyond this island's narrow bounds

To seek elsewhere a home,

" Upon some pine-tree's smoothen trunk

Score deep the Indian name

Of tribe or village where ye haunt,

That we may read the same.

" And if ye leave your haven here

Through dire distress or loss.

Cut deep within the wood above

The symbol of the cross.

" And now on my good blade I swear,

And seal it with this sign,

* Virginia Dare, the grand-daughter of Governor Whyte, was the first English

child born in America.
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That if the fleet that sails to-day

Return not hither by the May, *

The fault shall not be mine !"

II.

The breath of spring was on the sea

:

Anon the governor stepped

His good ship's deck right merrily;

His promise had been kept.

" See, see ! the coast-line comes in view !''

He heard the mariners shout,

—

" We'll drop our anchors in the sound

Before a star is out!"

" Now God be praised," he inly breathed,

" Who saves from all that harms

;

The morrow morn my pretty ones

Will rest within my arms !"

At dawn of day they moored their ships,

And dared the breakers' roar.

—What meant it ? Not a man was there

To welcome them ashore !

They sprang to find the cabins rude

;

The quick green sedge had thrown

Its knotted web o'er every door

And climbed each chimney-stone.

The spring was choked with winter's leaves.

And feebly gurgled on
;

And from the pathway, strewn with wrack,

All trace of feet was gona

Their fingers thrid the matted grass,

If there perchance a mound
Unseen might heave the broken turf;

But not a grave was found.
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They beat the tangled cypress swamp,

If haply in despair

They might have strayed into its glade,

But found no vestige there.

" The pine ! the pine T^ the governor groaueil

;

And there each staring man
Kead, in a maze, one single word

Deep carven,

—

Cro-a-tan !

But cut above, no cross, no sign,

No symbol of distress

;

Naught else beside that mystic line.

Within the wilderness I

And where and what was " Cro-a-tdn'' ?

But not an answer came,

And none of all who read it there

Had ever heard the name

!

The governor drew his jerkin sleeve

Across his misty eyes :

" Some land, maybe, of savagerie

Beyond the coast that lies.

" And skulking there the wily foe

In ambush may have lain :

God's mercy ! Could such sweetest heads

Lie scalped among the slain?

" Oh, daughter ! daughter ! with the thought

My harrowed brain is wild !

—

Up with the anchors ! I must find

The mother and the child !''

They scoured the mainland near and far;

The search no tidings brought,

Till, 'mid a forest's dusky tribe.

They heard the name they sought.

The kindly natives came with gifts

Of corn and slaughtered deer

:
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What room for savage treachery

Or foul suspicion here ?

Unhindered of" a chief or brave,

They searched the wigwams through,

But neither lance, nor helm, nor spear.

Nor shred of child's nor woman's gear,

Could furnish forth a clue.

How could a hundred souls be caught

Straight out of life, nor find

Device through which to mark their fate

Or leave some hint behind ?

Had winter's ocean inland rolled

An eagre's deadly spray

That overwhelmed the island's breadth

And swept them all away ?

In vain, in vain, their heart-sick search :

No tidings reached them more,

No record save that silent word

Upon that silent shore.

The mystery rests a mystery still,

Unsolved of mortal man :

Sphinx-like, untold, the ages hold

The tale of Cro-a-tan.

Margaret J. Preston,
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MY LABrS-MAID.

[Discussions of the problems of domestic service have occupied public at-

tention more than usual this winter. The following narrative offers no solution,

but illustrates a diflSculty which employers meet at the outset,—the total absence

of comprehension on the part of the employed both of the duties they under-

take and the obligation assumed in undertaking them. It also throws some light

on the moral attitude of most young women unused to service when they apply

for a situation. Every word set down here is sad fact, copied from diaries and
letters written at the time to which they refer. The documents quoted are

genuine. Nothing has been altered except proper names.]

I
HAVE had more than one maid. I may have had a score. There

was but one of them worthy of notoriety, and she had a passion

for it which cannot fail to be gratified should she fall in with a chapter

of her biography in print. To make her story intelligible I must

begin by giving a few particulars about myself. I live half a mile from

a railway-station, at a pretty, old-fashioned country place, six miles

from Mediotropolis, one of the largest cities in the Atlantic States.

My husband's surname, which has been known and respected both in

town and in our country neighborhood since ante-Revolutionary times,

is almost identical with one that has been made familiar to the public by

nearly a century's puffing,—let us call it Roland. Living at this distance

from town, after trying various ways of finding servants, I have learned

that the best chance of securing good ones is either to advertise, or an-

swer by letter the most promising advertisements, in a daily newspaper

of good standing. To give force to what follows, I must quote my
habitual formula in advertising, which varies only as to the post to be

filled

:

" Wanted.—A lady's-maid, white, Protestant. Reference required from

private families in Mediotropolis with whom she has lived in that capacity.

Address : Mrs. Oliver Roland, Rolandseck, Shadewell P.O."

To the advertiser, if a lady's-maid for instance, I write,

—

" If the advertiser is a Protestant, good seamstress, able to cut and fit plain

dresses and dress hair, and can refer to private families in or near Mediotropolis

with whom she has lived as lady's-maid, Mrs. Oliver Roland would like to see

her" (the date given). "She can take the 10 A.M. train to Shadewell Station,

where a wagon will meet her. Her fare to and from town will be paid whether

she is engaged or not, if she can give the required references, without which she

need not call."

This seems explicit, yet when the answers come the writer as often
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as not is a telegraph-operator, a shoe-binder, a photograph-mounter, a

" shop-lady," or something else that has nothing to do with domestic

service, although maids-of-all-work now and then apply. Here are

three samples of the replies. The first is in a fine, flourishing hand,

with great contrast of light up-strokes and heavy down-strokes

;

" Mrs. Oliver Roland. Seeing your advertisement in this mornings Paper

thought I would write you in Regard to it. being a young lady whos Parents

are not residing in this City, consequently would like very much to have such

Position. My Parents having resided in this untill a few years ago. My
Nativity is of this City and can give Mrs. Roland any amount of Reference de-

sirible, although I am a Catholic and never hired out before. Also have brothers

& Relitives. Should this meet with your approbation, would be pleased to Receive

a Reply at an early Period.
*' Respectfully,

"Miss Biddy O'Brien."

The second is an almost illegible scrawl, with traces of German

current-hand

:

" Mrs. Oliver Roland. As I am no profeshional hair-dresser I thought

I would not suit you, for I never lived out before, though as I was at New Mar-

gate Hotel one week taking charge of an Infant I thought the position of Ladies

maid would be very suitable, as I seen them taking care of their Ladies when
they go out, do plain-sewing and attend to their correspondence, but I never

seen them in the Kitchen or Laundry, this would not suit me. otherwise if you

wish to try me for a week or tow you Please go for refferences to Mrs. Fritz

Schmitt, keeper of the New Margate Hotel, no doubt you know her, as the family

is from Mediotropolis.

"Respt. yours,

"LuiSE Muller."

The last is clearly written in a hand such as one sees in washing-lists

and bills from small shops in England,—in fact, the regular English

lady's-maid's text

:

*' Madam. I received your note and write to inform you that I am not a

girl just landed in the country, but have been here 5 or 6 years, and a young

lady would not want to drive along a country road with a strange man unless

she was green and not used to the country. I could furnish good references, but

consider them far too good to trouble myself to bring to your house by the way
you worded your note. You may not have meant to have written it in that style,

but any one that calls herself a Lady would write different. I have got a good

place and so will decline your very kind offer.

" Carrie Pike, an English Lady."

I suspect that I had already been in communication with this

damsel under another name, and had found her references unsatis-
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factory, although they purported to be from Englishwomen of rank,

the paper of all bearing the engraved address of a country-seat or

house in London, with monogram and coronet. Even the handwriting

was in order, being the helter-skelter, highty-tighty script now in

fashion with that class, but there were slips of style, and I had de-

clined to believe that an English countess would begin a note in the

third person, lapse into the first, and sign it with her title.

Another applicant takes a higher position :

" Mrs. Roland. Pardon my audacity. If you wish a good lady's maid
or companion I would be pleased to hear from you. I am a young lady of a

high standing family and can give you the best references. In haste.

" Sincerely,

** Miss Ella Swank.
" P.S. Address,

" No postal cards,

"No. 1646 Blank St., Mediotropolis.'*

The most extraordinary budget of notes I ever received was in

answer to an advertisement I once published when ^bout to go to

Europe, for a lady's-maid who should be *' a good sailor, accustomed

to foreign travel, and able to refer to ladies with whom she has gone

abroad in that capacity," adding, " No others need apply.'' Answers

poured in by the dozen, most of them saying in the first place that the

writer had never been at sea, and secondly that she had never been at

service. They would have made a curious collection, but after laugh-

ing at them I grew cross at having so many impertinent applications

to answer, for I follow the great Duke of Wellington's rule to answer

all letters, and threw them into the waste-paper basket. My replies

were curt, and I thought conclusive, yet the return of post brought

several rejoinders, of which I still have a few. The first was from an

English girl who had already been to see me :

" Madame,—I must apolige to you for troubling you a second time, but I

think that after all you may possibly change your mind and give me a single

trial, if it be only for a week. Although sick in crossing when I come to the

States, I do not think I should be sick going home. You can train me up in

your ways, and to do things exactly as you wish. I think it would be a pleasure

to wait on you, as I can see that you are a perfect lady, and I have seen very

few such since I came to this country.

" I remain your obedient servant,

" Mary Ann Thompson.*'

2. " Madam. Although, as you say, you thought me too old when I lived with

you once before for a month, you were so kind to me then that I would like to

go back to you. I only want you to take me as far as Liverpool, and then you
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could send me away, as I have come into a fortune in Wales and want to get

back to Carnarvon and claim it.

" Your humble servant,

" Jane Evans."

3. " Received your answer this morning. Excuse me for troubling you, but I

would not feel justified in calling. Still, I am sorry to give up the place as I know
it would be a pleasant one. I have never lived out in any family and have

never crossed the ocean. Have no doubt you will feel surprised at my answering

again, but feel sure I will be capable, as I am quick to learn. As to crossing the

ocean, although I have never been myself I have friends that have been, and

from what they tell me it would be a pleasure more than anything else. In my
disposition I am quiet and retired, but I suppose you would have no objection to

me on that account. I can, of course, give you no reference as ladie's-maid, but

feel sure I could do all that would be required of me, but can give good reference

as to character.

" Respectfully,

" Miss L. M. Brown."

4. " Mrs. Oliver Roland. Saw your advertisement and thought I would

answer it. It is true I never lived out as lady's-maid or in any other position,

but I am smart and can do anything I try, and would be willing to make myself

agreeable, for I should enjoy a trip to Europe. I never was at sea, but have

lived near it, and I dearly love the glorious ocean. Besides, I have been rowing

on a pond at a picnic and I was not a bit sick.

" Please call or address

" Miss Maggie G ."

The common characteristics of these notes were the statement of

the writer that it was her long-cherished wish to go to Europe, and the

conviction that she could do anything she tried. They were often

touching in their ignorance and expectations of life. Sometimes there

was a still more moving appeal,—a young woman out of work, unable

to find anything to do, willing to do anything to earn an honest live-

lihood. Experience oft repeated had taught me the hopelessness of

trying to train such as these to domestic service; so if I could help

them in no other way I avoided seeing them, to save mutual pain. In

spite of precautions and prohibitory clauses in answer to applicants, it

is impossible always to escape unpleasant interviews. A highly-respect-

able elderly woman once called upon me wearing a black silk dress and

velvet bonnet and an India shawl. She said she had never lived out,

no, but had kept servants herself and knew how things ought to be

done ; she had not kept a lady's-maid, no, but she knew what she re-

quired herself and could do it for another.

" But you cannot know what I require, and I do not wish to have

to teach you."

"I'm fully your equal, ma'am, in all but worldly possessions."
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" I do not wish for a servant who considers herself my equal."

" In what, pray, do you consider yourself my superior, ma'am ?"

" Probably in education ; but I think you had better go."

" I doubt it greatly, ma'am," she said, drawing herself up and

draping herself in her shawl. " I've got intellectual gifts, and poetical

gifts, and the Lord has added spiritual ones. You are not my superior

in any respect."

" Very well, then I'm afraid we should clash. That will do.

Good-morning."

"Clash? Clash is a low word, ma'am. Ladies do not clash.

Good-morning, ma'am."

Another superior person sent in her name as Mrs. Smithson, one

morning when I was expecting a visit on business, and I had her shown

up to a hall where I was lying on a sofa, having sprained my foot. A
dowdy, gray-haired woman, of rather disreputable appearance, in shabby

weeds, came up-stairs, and, as I stared in surprise, seated herself near

me and began at once :

" Good-morning. Mrs. Smithson,—Alice S., you know."
" Oh ! the lady's-maid. But why did you not come yesterday, as

you wrote you would do ?"

" I did come, and waited half an hour at the station, but nobody

come to meet me, as by promise, so I took the next train back to town.

Nobody met me to-day, neither."

" But it is impossible, for I sent both yesterday and to-day, and the

coachman said that nobody got out at Shadewell." ^

" Well, no, for yesterday I went to Wood Creek ; the conductor

said that was your station.'-'

" You had the exact address in my note."

" Well, yes, but I'd left it at home."
" You did not go to Wood Creek again to-day, I suppose ?"

" No, this morning I missed the train, so I come at noon, not to

disappoint you, and walked from the station, and a long, hot walk

it is."

I may as well own now, what the reader cannot fail to find out

later, that I have a certain weakness of character which prevents my
cutting short these visits at first. I am sorry for people, impudent

though they may be, who are struggling to make a living decently ; so

I helplessly stretched out my hands to Mrs. Smithson, saying,

—

" Let me see your references."

She produced two crumpled bits of paper from her pocket, but did

not give them to me.

" They're not exactly what you asked for. I haven't filled just that
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position. I was a lady myself once, worth fifty thousand dollars, but

I come down in the world, so I have to support myself, and IVe waited

on sick ladies, and can do all any lady requires."

" Let me see them." One was a singular production in an illiterate

hand, stating that Mrs. Smithson had lived three months with Mrs.

Harmer as attendant and companion, giving entire satisfaction in all

respects.

" Three months ! That is a very short time. Who is Mrs. Harmer,

and why did you leave her ?"

" She's dead, that's why I left. She died."

" Who wrote the recommendation ?"

"She wrote it before she died," replied Mrs. Smithson, in a tone

that said plainly none but a fool would suppose it had been written

afterwards.

" It will not do. What is the other ?" The other read as follows

:

" Mrs. A. Smithson nursed my mother, Mrs. Leffingwell, for six

weeks before her death, and I write this at Mrs. Smithson's request to

say that I know nothing detrimental of her.

" Lucy Brownell."
" What does this mean ?"

"Why, Mrs. Leffingwell she died, and Mrs. Brownell,—her's the

daughter,—she wrote me them lines. And I've waited on other ladies
;

but they all died, so I didn't get no reference from them."

" But this is not enough,'^ I said, startled at the mortality attend-

ant on Mrs. Smithson's ministrations, and anxious to get rid of her.

" I will write to Mrs. Brownell for further particulars."

" You needn't do that, for she's moved to Columbus, Ohio, and I

don't know her address."

" This will not answer. I wrote you that I required a maid who
could do certain things, and references to say that she could do them,

and your references say nothing about them."

" Anybody might know that whoever waits on a sick lady does

what's needed,—dresses her hair, does her sewing, and attends to her

regular. Mrs. Leffingwell expected me to do that, and I done it," re-

torted Mrs. Smithson, in a voice of defiance and aggression. She eyed

me as I lay on the sofa, and, as my sprained ankle was not bandaged,

she no doubt took me for an invalid and her predestined prey. " Be-

sides," she resumed, " I'm pious, and whatever I have to do the Lord

enables me to do."

" That will not answer," I repeated. " I wrote you that I required

references saying that you could cut and fit a dress, among other things

;
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you can't give them to me, and there is no more to be said." I took

out my purse, but she made no movement to rise ; unluckily, I could

not stir, and there was no bell within reach nor servant within call.

Mrs. Smithson leaned back and looked round at the rather handsome

hall, strewn with Eastern rugs and hung with pictui^es.

" Take in dresses ?" she inquired.

"What?'^
" D^ou take in dresses, I said,'' she repeated, louder. " I s'pose

anybody'd understand that."

" I don't understand you, but I see you are very ignorant and very

impertinent, and I wish you to go away immediately." And I held out

a half-dollar piece to her. She took it, turned it over in her hand, and

asked, derisively,

—

"What's this for?"

" For your railway-fare, although you are not entitled to it."

" My fare ? That don't stand me for half what I've spent coming

out here."

" It is twice as much as a return ticket costs."

" And where's the money for going to Wood Creek and back ?"

" There it is : the fare is exactly the same as to Shadewell, and I

have given you the price of two return tickets, though you are entitled

to nothing. Now go, if you please."

" And my horse-car fare in town ? I live near half a mile from

the depot, and I don't walk for nobody. I took the horse-cars yes-

terday, and I took 'em to-day, and had to walk half a mile in the sun

because you disappointed me twice, and I want my money."

Having no other resource, I lay back among my cushions and

looked at her as one does when one has said one's last word. There

was a silence.

"Are you a lady?" she asked, with a sneer. Another pause.

"I expect you call yourself a lady," she said, forced to come to

her own aid. " Well ! IHl give you a fine character in the city, I
promise you. Good-morning." She got up and began to go down-stairs.

" I'm glad to have met you, anyways, but I shan't buy no more of the

Macassar."

" The Macassar ? The Macassar ?" I mused to myself. By and

by my husband came, and I told him the story. He burst into a

shout of laughter.

"
' And thine incomparable oil. Macassar' ! Why, don't you see,

my dear ? Rowland^s Macassar."

But these anecdotes are merely introductory : they may make the

story of my lady's-maid sound less fabulous.
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It was early in June in the year when a great international conven-

tion, let us say the Pan-Medical, met at Mediotropolis, and I expected

to have a houseful of guests all summer. My Italian maid, who had

been with me foi^ years, was seized with homesickness, and declared

she must go back to Rome. I found her a place with some friends

who were going abroad, and advertised for a successor, with no result

for some time except such notes and visits as the above. At length one

day without previous communication there appeared a small, scraggy

young woman in a white gown and wide hat, "come to answer the

advertisement." She had not lived out in Mediotropolis, she didn't

belong there, she came from a queenly Western city, she had never

been in a regular situation, but she worked by the day, so she under-

stood sewing in all its branches, and she could dress hair, make dresses,

and iron muslins ; she wanted the place so bad she had come right out

without writing, and she had a letter from friends of hers in the city

who she guessed I was acquainted with, and who had told her how to

find Rolaudseck. In conclusion she gave me a note from some estima-

ble people whose name I knew, the family of a deceased clergyman w^ho

had been assistant at a church I once attended, attesting the bearer's

good character and capability of doing all that she professed to do. I

was not satisfied, and said so, and that moreover I had tried the exper-

iment of training persons who had never been in service too often and

had resolved never to renew it. She argued, urged, pleaded ; only let

her try, just give her a chance, she would come for nothing for a month

to show whether she could not suit me. She was very much agitated

;

I stood firm for a time, but could not get rid of her,—I have already

confessed to weakness of character. " We should only both of us be

sorry,'' I said, and tried to explain to her how difficult and disagree-

able she would find the subordinate position and the restraints which

would meet her at every turn. Then she clasped her hands, burst into

tears, and implored me to give her a trial ; she told me that she was

penniless, that she had come from the West with friends who were

attending the Pan-Medical, and since reaching Mediotropolis she had

heard of the failure of a bank in which she had put all her savings
;

she had not money enough to take her home, and was too proud to let

her friends pay her way back. After a few days of despair she had set

about trying to earn money enough to get home, and had attempted to do

so in all sorts of ways without success. At last she resolved to go to

service ; she had seen my advertisement, her friends in town knew of me,

and she had come, and would I not for pity's sake only try her ? I knew

that the Greenes, from whom she brought the letter, were unable to pay

for her journey, the cost of which was not small : I could not bring

YoL. XXXIX.—43
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myself to refuse, and two days later, with the worst forebodings on my
part, she entered my service.

Her name was Laura Janney ; she was twenty-two years old,

scarcely five feet high, scrubby, sallow, with scanty black hair, eyes like

brown shoe-buttons, irregular features, and thin, knotty fingers, but

her teeth were beautiful, small, pearly, perfect, and the desire to show

them produced a perpetual smile much at odds with a habitual scowl.

The first morning as she was brushing my hair I was roused from my
book by her dragging and mauling it unmercifully ; I looked up and

saw that she was gazing at herself in the toilet-glass and paying ho heed

to what she was about.

^' You are pulling my hair," I said. " Try and handle it more

gently,"

^' My !" she exclaimed, trying to grasp my superabundant locks in

both hands. " They won't go round it, they're so tiny."

" But you said you were accustomed to dressing hair."

" Oh, I've done it once in a while for my young friends for a

frolic."

She talked the whole time while waiting upon me, and, seeing

that she had no notion that there was any impropriety in doing so, I

tried to open her eyes gently by monosyllabic replies or silence. The

second morning she remarked, gayly,

—

" I haven't seen Mr. Roland yet."

" Indeed ? Would you like to knock at his door and ask him to

come out ?" She flushed, her eyes fell, and, scowling anew, she went

on dressing me, and this checked her trick of talking. But I had not

yet gauged her standard of qualification. The next day I gave her a

chintz wrapper to cut out, with one I had worn as a guide ; she asked

for a paper pattern to cut it by, but I had nothing of the sort.

" Of course I can't cut it without a paper pattern," she observed, in

the tone of one who has been asked to do something unreasonable.

" Why, you told me you could make dresses."

" So I can ; I always make my own, but I don't wear 'em loose

like that," pointing with scorn at the French peignoir, " and I always

have one of Madame Demorest's patterns to cut by."

I took patience, had the wrapper cut out by a dress-maker, and

turned it over to Laura to make up.

" Where's your sewing-machine, Mrs. Roland ?" she inquired, look-

ing round my bedroom. " I don't see it in the sewing-room."

" I have none. I like hand-sewing, and never allow my work to

be done by a machine."

" Oh, my ! I shall never get this job done without a machine."
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" You told me you went out to sew by the day !"

" So I did, to run the machine. I can run A¥heeler & Wilson,

Howe, Singer, and Willcox & Gibbs. The ladies of Imperia City

would not look at hand-made clothes/^

The reader will have made up her mind by this time that I am
either an angel or a fool. The first I certainly am not ; as to the last

there is a difference of opinion, and, not being sure myself, I leave

others to decide. In the present case I was acting from conscience.

I had engaged this little catamount, knowing much better than she

could do how unfit she was for the position and how unlikely the

experiment was to turn out well ; I had gone into it with my eyes

open and she had not ; therefore I considered that it behooved me
to bear with her and try whether nothing could be done with her.

She was intelligent, and not idle at first, and I liked her pluck
;
people

who do not know me well are apt to be afraid of me,—Mrs. Smithson

was an exception,—but this girl did not fear the face of clay. I knew

that unless she could find a place at some of the sewing-machine offices

she would be in sore straits, and she had tried them unsuccessfully be-

fore coming to me. So I thought it my duty to try and get on with

her and see if she would not learn something, as she was young. I

did my best, and as kindly as I knew how, to teach her many things

belonging to her place which she could not do, and to make her under-

stand its obligations as a mere contract, but it was of no use. She had

the entire want of order, system, punctuality, sense of propriety, and

deference for age and authority common to our young people of all

classes at the present day. She was filled with contempt for the East

and conceit about the West, the glory of which she fancied that she re-

flected and represented. She had, besides, a bad temper, an antagonistic

and aggressive disposition, and inscrutable ideas about dignity and in-

dependence ; for instance, she would address me as Mrs. Roland until

I was sick of the name, but nothing would induce her to say " ma'am,"

although she never refused to do so outright. There is no human re-

lation in which her manners would not have been unfitting. In short,

she was what is called a '^ cuss.''

One day, about the end of the first week, she knocked at the door,

—I had taught her to do that,—and, coming in with a letter in her

hand, said she should like to speak to me. I nodded, supposing it was

some question about her work ; but she said,

—

" I'll sit down, as the story is somewhat of a long one." Seating

herself on the sofa and leaning her cheek on her hand, she began :

" I've come to tell you, Mrs. Roland, who I am and why I'm here.

A month ago I was engaged to be married to one of the first physi-
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cians and finest gentlemen in loway. His mother is an amtocrat, and

objected to the match on account of my working for my living. How-
ever, slie invited me to come East on the party she and her son made
up to visit Mediotropolis, as he wished to attend the Pan-Medical, and

I accepted. She didn't treat me with respect, and after we reached here

I got mad and we had a fight. I said I wouldn't stay with her any

longer, and she said I shouldn't marry her son, and I said we'd see.

So I went off to Greenes' for a few days, meaning to go home by my-
self, and then," here her face began to twitch, " came the news the bank

had broke, and then,—and then," here the tears rained down in spite

of herself, " he wrote to say he could not marry me in opposition to his

mother's will, especially as times were so hard, and that he gave me
back my promise, and hoped I would be happy and that we would

always be friends. I wrote and told him that as he preferred his

mother to me, of course he was free," and an angry spark in her eyes

dried up the tears, " but I didn't think much of such friendship, and

guessed we'd better be strangers. To-day I got a letter from Dr.

Babcock,—that's his name,—which I want you to read, Mrs. Roland,

and advise me what to do."

She gave me a sheet of blue-ruled letter-paper covered with a

vulgar, florid handwriting ; it was a love-letter in a style of cheap

sentimentality, and, I thought, not quite an honest one. The writer

lamented that fate should forbid their union, and that they had parted

in anger, but his means did not warrant him in marrying ; he feared a

mother's curse ; the thought that his lovely Laura was at service cut

him to the soul ; she a servant and among strangers ! her dear little

hands degraded by menial tasks ! This must not be ; she must come

home to Imperia City and to her friends. He offered to lend her

money for the journey, and begged her to reply immediately.

" What do you wish me to do ?" I asked, as I gave this effusion

back to her.

" I want you to advise me how to act."

" How did Dr. Babcock come to write to you ? How did he know

your address ?"

" Well, I wrote to him after I engaged with you," she replied, red-

dening and looking down, " because I had promised to let him know

what I was going to do."

" Oh ! then you have continued to correspond with him after your

engagement was broken off!"

" We have exchanged one or two letters."

"Do you think he has a right to ask you for more promises? Do
you think he deserves anything further from you ? Why did he ask
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you to marry him if he could not support you ? Why did he jilt you

after he and his mother had recognized the engagement by bringing you

on this journey, compromising you with their friends and your own ?

He has refused you his love and you have refused him your friendship
;

now on what terms do you stand ? How can you accept money of any

man who is not your near kinsman, especially of one who has treated

you in such a way ?''

" He only offered to loan it to me," she cried, hotly.

"And how long would you have to be in his debt? Suppose you

should fall ill, and be unable to work for some time, how would you

repay him ?''

" I never meant to accept it. I only want to know what you would

advise me to do about answering the letter. It is a very delicate

position."

" It is a very simple position. Take no notice of it."

" I shouldn't wish to appear ungrateful for his interest. I only

want to let him know I got the letter."

" Why should you do so ? You owe him nothing. You have

written to him already when you had better not have done it ; if you

answer this he will write again."

" I only just want him to know that I want neither him, nor his

money, nor his letters," she retorted, angrily.

" He will know that if you don't answer."

" He might think the letter wasn't received," she persisted.

" Look here, Laura," I said. " You came to me for my advice, and

I have given it to you. What you have told me does not in the least

alter your position here. You said in the first place that you were

anxious to find a situation because you had not the means to go home,

and that is the gist of the story after all. If you stay with me and

conduct yourself properly, in less than six months you will earn enough

to pay your way back, and by that time you may like to stay with me,

and I may be willing to keep you. It would be wiser for you not to

go until you have got over your fancy for Dr. Babcock. He does not

seem to me a man to be trusted. He has no business to offer you

money, and it is nothing to be grateful for. If you are anxious that

he should know you have got his letter, and do not wish to hear from

him again, return it to him without a word, and that will ahswer it

sufficiently. I have nothing more to say.'^

She got up and left the room cross and crestfallen. I should

have taken a different tone if she had really come to me for counsel

or sympathy, but from her first words I saw that she had done so only

to give herself importance in my eyes.
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I do not know what course she took, but incline to think that she

let the correspondence drop, for she began to be listless, as if in want

.

of some new excitement. She did not drop her airs of princess in dis-

guise, however, and teaching her her work and her place seemed more

hopeless every day. I began to sympathize with the dowager Mrs.

Babcock, but I adopted the plan of taking no notice of her. My
house was full of visitors, and ray time was taken up with making

arrangements for their attending the sessions of the Pan-Medical, or in

showing them the lions of Mediotropolis and our lovely neighborhood,

and with the labors of hospitality under the conditions which admit

of such occurrences as I am relating. I seldom saw Miss Laura except

w^hen I dressed in the morning and evening, and then I was armed and

fortified with a book. Although she was not a good needlewoman, she

grew more expert in that and in other matters, and I hoped that we
might wear on together until the autumn. But she had endless surprises

in store. One day as I sat in a morning-room opening on the lawn

behind the house an Italian fruit-peddler strolled away from the shrub-

bery of the kitchen precincts, probably sent off by the cook. In an-

other moment a figure in white with floating hair tripped across the

tennis-ground, hailed the Italian, and bought an orange, quietly pro-

ceeding to eat it, and throwing the peel about on the grass ; it was

Laura, wlio had attired herself in this mode after waiting on me.

Another day I was putting flowers in water in the drawing-room at the

front of the house, and I heard the sound of wheels on the carriage-

drive, then a long and lively dialogue interrupted by laughter from a

little terrace before the hall door. My husband and son had carried

off our guests on expeditions after breakfast, and, though I had not ex-

pected them so soon, I supposed that some of the young people had

come back. By and by I heard the wheels scratch on the gravel in

the opposite direction, and looked up from the flowers to behold a light

trotting-wagon disappearing under the leafy arcade of the avenue,

driven by a man beside whom, in her white dress, bonnetless, with loose

locks and a fan in her hand, sat Laura. ^^Dr. Babcock!" I thought,

^^and she is eloping with him!" I added, ^with sudden exultation.

Before I had done with the flowers, and while still divided between

anger and amusement, I saw Laura emerge from the dense shade and

lounge across the garden, fanning herself. I rang and sent for her.

" Who was the person I saw you with just now ?"

" A gentleman I met in the city at Greenes' ; he called to take me
riding, but I only went as far as the gate."

" Gracious goodness, Laura ! You were talking to him in front of

the house for half an hour."
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" Well, and where was I to receive him ? I couldn't ask him to

walk into the kitchen and visit with him there."

" Certainly not, as I do not allow the maids to have men coming to

see them. You are at liberty to go to town twice a month, and can see

your men friends at Mrs. Greene's if she thinks proper. And never

let me see you dressed in that ridiculous way again."

She withdrew sullenly, and from that day I was aware that there

was bad blood between us. Her personal vanity was inordinate ; she

was an ugly little thing, all but her exquisite teeth, yet, although not

tidy, she took great pains with her claw-like hands and her wisp of

hair, and was always giving some fantastic twist to her poor little

gowns. She had a mania for being seen, taking every excuse for pre-

senting herself with a note, or card, or glass of water which it was

somebody else's business to bring. She may have expected some of

the young men who were staying with us to fall in love with her and

marry her, for her head was stuffed with rubbish from Saturday news-

papers and third-rate magazines. She had the evening to herself

always, and often the afternoon, a quiet sewing-room to sit in, as well

as the servants' hall, besides her comfortable bedroom, which nobody

shared with her : so, as she had both place and time for reading, I

offered to lend her books, and gave her some of Mrs. Oliphant's stories.

She returned them to me in a day or two, and said, demurely, that she

would prefer the history of France. A day or two later she brought

back the first volume, saying,

—

" I've read this, Mrs. Roland, but I haven't come to anything about

my family yet."

" Your family ?"

" Yes, the Dee Janneys. We're a French family."

" The Janets do you mean ? The artists ?"

" The Dee Janneys. I don't know whether they were artists or not,

but they were related to the queen."

Time went on, and the situation became more and more strained.

Laura was absorbed in herself, and as the preoccupations of disappointed

love and the novelty of her position lost their freshness she grew restless

and plainly pined for change. She became dissatisfied, began to neglect

her work, was very impertinent now and then, and I lost my temper

more than once. The summer drew to a close, and I decided to go

to the sea-shore for a few days. I told Laura that I should take her

with me, and gave her directions about some clothes I wished her to

put in order before we lefl home which I should need immediately on

my return. She had never been to the sea, and was greatly excited

by the idea of that and of a large hotel full of people, and plied me
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with questions about the mode of life. The evening before we were

to start I wished to see the work I had given her to do. It was not

finished.

" Why not? I told you five days ago that I should need it as soon

as I came back. What have you been about ?'*

" I needed a new dress myself, that I might appear genteel at the

hotels, and I hadn't time to get both done."

It required much self-control not to discharge her on the spot, but

I merely said that as I should require the clothes as soon as I returned

she must stay at home and finish them instead of going with me. The
inconvenience was very great, but I went away and left her behind.

When I came home I saw at once that she was still in a rage. On the

first evening I had dressed for dinner, and was about to go down,

when I asked about the work.

" It ain't done,'' she said, in full revolt. " I never touched it.

You said you'd take me to the sea-shore, and you broke your promise

;

so I just sewed for myself all the while you were away, as I'm going

to leave."

"You are, indeed," I replied. "To-morrow morning. So pack

your trunk to-night."

" I will so, and I'm glad I'm going, and I'm very sorry I ever come,

and I'm not a bit grateful to you for your kindness to me, and you've

tried to set me against my true friends, and you're no lady, and I've

hated you ever since the week I come and you insulted me by telling

me to knock at Mr. Roland's door." Wherewith she kicked my train

out of her way and marched out of the room, slamming the door after

her.

The next morning there was a revulsion ; she apologized, im-

plored, and wept ; but I paid her wages and the small additional

sum lacking to enable her to reach home, and dismissed her without

words.

I never saw her again, but I had not heard the last of her. More

than a year after she left me I got a letter from her dated from a

Western town, but not in Iowa, saying that sickness and sorrow had

taught her a lesson, and begging me to take her into my service again,

as her utmost desire was to prove to me that she could do better

than when with me before. I answered that I had a very good maid,

and that I should not re-engage her under any circumstances ; that I

was sorry for her troubles, but hoped they would not be thrown away

upon her. A year later I received the following letter, which, like all

the other documents in these recollections, I copy verbatim from the

original, changing only the date and the signature

;
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" Okeepoke, Kansas, January 29, 188-.

"Mrs. Roland:
" Dear Madam,—You will think this letter a great piece of presumption,

but I hope you will forgive me sufficiently to read it through, even if you take no

further notice of it. When I was with you in capacity of Us M. I was partially

insane and not myself. I continued in wretched health for two years, but went

to Colorado Springs to spend last winter, since which time I have been in ex-

cellent health. My brother here is highly respectable, but has a large family and

is not well off. I am poor, but being a leader in society here I have to keep up
an appearance, and I write to beg you (if you can forgive the presumption) to

please send me some of your old dresses, shoes, or anything your kind heart would

be willing to send me. The truth is I have always craved some of your old

clothes, you dressed in such exquisite taste. If you had any partie dresses or

summer ones that you cannot make further use of, oh, if you only would send me
some it would make me so happy. I am so fond of dress. Your maid could box

them up and freight them to me. I would gladly pay the -freight. This letter

will at least divert you, for it is certainly a masterpiece of effrontery. I will

send you a couple of papers to substantiate my claims to being a leader here

;

unfortunately you will not receive them until after you do this letter. I have an

elegant black silk velvet dress and everything to match, but one dress will not

support the rumor that I am worth nine thousand dollars.

" Yours most respectfully,

" Laura B. Janney."

In a day or two the newspapers came, two numbers of the Okeepoke

Democrat^ a vilely-printed little single sheet of dingy aspect, smell-

ing of cheap paper and ink. There was a column of foreign news, and

another from Washington, but it was chiefly devoted to the interests

of Lafayette County, of which Okeepoke seemed to be the principal

town. Judging from the number of " personal items," it was what is

called a society journal, and was the first specimen I had seen in this

country, where until within a very few years the comings, goings, and

doings of private people, however conspicuous, have been noticed only

by the Sunday press.

These pages showed me how far the West is in advance of the East

in such matters, and gave me a clearer notion of that portion of my
country than a book of travels by a British M.P. could have done.

There were accounts of murders by young men, " sons of prominent

citizens,'' on old men of high standing, in consequence of money trans-

actions regarding real estate or horses, with the proclamations of the

Governor of the State and sheriif of the county oifering rewards for

their arrest. There were also evidences of a system of reciprocal flat-

tery with exchange papers. I copy some paragraphs here and there

:

"Major 'Bill Gush' is still staying here with his relatives and friends. Stay

allers. Uncle Bill : we likes you."
" The senior editor and his wife received an invitation to attend a ball at
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Dardanelles given by the Knights of Honour on the night of the 4th. Thanks.

The tickets were printed at the Dardanelles Kansian office, and the job was first-

class. The Kansian does as fine printing as can be done in the State."

" The Melontown Eagle comes to us loaded down to the guard with interest-

ing matter every week."
" Thanks, to Brother Morrison for a copy of the Daily Marianna World.

Do us that way some more."

But I must not let this sociological study of the Southwest take

up more space in a story which is spinning itself out too long. There

were several marked paragraphs in each paper, and on the margin of

one was pencilled, " Laura Janney wrote this/' It took up a column

;

and I presently discovered that it was a burlesque on the account of a

fancy-ball in the previous issue.

^^THE BAL LEAP YEAR.

" On the evening of January 15th

* Night's starry hosts gathered in brightness high,

And not a cloud darkened the shining sky,

The moon rode by, and all her glittering band

Bathed in a flood of light the shining land.'

And also bathed in a flood of light a band of Okeepoke's gallant, dashing

young ladies as they joyously wended their way to Mr. Harris' parlors, there to

meet and invite the blushing beaux to^to

* Come and trip it as you go

On the light fantastic toe.*

" And they went and tripped it. In addition to our own smiling beauties

we had a number of fair visitors from the neighboring cities, among whom shone

radiantly Mr. Dicky Shepherd, of Fort Brown, elaborately dressed in a standing

collar of white linen and side-laced boots with French heels ; Mr. H. P. Sandford,

Pleasant Mount's ' bright shining light,' charmingly attired in a coat of exas-

perated mouse color. . . . Among the paragons of beauty of our own glorious little

city, without intentional invidiousness, we may mention Mr. Joshua Dillard,

* divinely tall and most divinely fair,' splendidly dressed in a tall suit of broad

cloth, who even in simple jeans would be a belle in any ball ; Mr. Ovid Ludlem,

made the observed of all observers by the fashionable short cut of his hair ; Mr.

Idus Wilder, fascinating in long and beautiful curls, and, oh, such a love of a

dancer. . . . Messrs. Magnus Montacute and Champ Cutting vied with each other

in the height of their collars. . . . Mr. Bob Bradford, attracting much attention

in high spirits and low shoes. Owe of the Girls,"

In another column there was a paragraph headisd

"the o. c. t. union
" Met pursuant to the adjournment at the Presbyterian church, on Monday

night, January 19, President Washburn in the chair. The meeting was opened

by religious exercises, prayer by Dr. J. C. Turner.
" Minutes of the last meeting read and approved.
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" The committee on odes, Col. Essig chairman, failed to report, and con-

tinued.

" Miss Laura Janney having been selected at the previous meeting to read

an essay at this meeting responded, announcing as her subject 'that wonderful

anomaly of stubbornness and softness, selfishness and vanity, hypocrisy and can-

dor, man.' She said, ' We should like to have chosen for the subject " The
noblest work of God, the honest man," but so very few could have taken a per-

sonal interest in it that the essay would have been exceedingly dull to the

majority. Man taken as a domestic animal is a wonderful creature.' Here the

essayist branched off, displaying her talent in the rare art of word-pictures, por-

traying in various phases man's foibles and weaknesses in the domestic circle.

Certainly every Benedict present felt considerably scathed. ... 'It has always

been incomprehensible why woman should have been called the weaker vessel,

when it is expressly stated in the good book that man was made out of dust and

woman out of a rib or bone ; now common sense teaches that bone would make
a much stronger vessel than dust. The solution is that man by chance has been

enabled to add an immense amount of brass to his composition, thus rendering

him stronger. . . . But one woman shows more capacity of endurance than ten

men.'

..." The above is a brief analysis of the salient points of the essay. It

was rich, tart, and humorous. In retiring from the floor the handsome critic

bowed gracefully, saying,

—

' And now, kind sirs, one and all adieu,

Good luck, good wives, and good-night to you.*

" The essay was received by rounds of applause."

Another paragraph announced that " Miss Laura Janney was chosen

secretary and treasurer pro tern, of the Union Sunday-school, last Sun-

day.'' Like one of my former applicants, she had the intellectual and

poetical gifts, and spiritual gifts had been added to her. But her social

feats were recorded in still other paragraphs, of which I give only the

most important

:

" Keceived Calls.—On New Year's Day, as previously announced, Misses

Laura Janney, Mamie Montacute, and Bonnie Cutting received calls at Mr. J. B.

Janney's. About thirty persons called. The editor of this paper was among the

number. The young ladies were elegantly attired, smiled sweetly, conversed

charmingly, and entertained admirably. To them is due the credit of initiating

the custom of ' Receiving calls on New Year's Day' in Okeepoke."

"THE BAL MASQUE.
"okeepoke second to none.

" The Old Year Dies while Witnessing a Revel among the Devotees of Terpsichore.

" Editor Okeepoke Democrat,—In the midst of the rare festival which is the

writer's present theme, he was feelingly reminded of Moore's beautiful lines

:

*As onward we journey, how pleasant

To pause and inhabit awhile

Those few joyous spots like the present

That 'mid the dull wilderness smile.'
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" The Temple of Justice, the place where the wicked meet punishment and
the righteous are avenged, was on the evening of the memorable 31st of Decem-
ber transformed for the while into a hall of revelry where thronged the bright,

the gay and joyous of every age and sex. . . . All, indeed everything, that

the most industrious preparations and fastidious taste could contrive had been
arranged with a precision and perfection rarely ever attained upon occasions like

this. . . . Among the elite of our own town may be mentioned Miss Mamie
Montacute, splendidly dressed in a black silk; Miss Bonnie Cutting, popular

and accomplished, attired in the perfection of fashion ; Miss Gussie Bradford,

whose nymphean form and countenance dressed in white silk trimmed with

black would be a model for any painter ; Miss Addie Sandford, in a gorgeously

red costume ; Miss Sammie Cutting, dressed in black tarlatan decorated with

large and beautiful cotton-rolls ; Miss Emma White, dressed in a cozy suit of

dark with snowy-white trimmings ; Miss Mattie Turner, in a superb white satin,

the most elegant costume on the floor, and the wearer not excelled by any in true

worth and beauty ; Miss Laura Janney, elegantly attired in a black velvet, and

bright as a morning-glory. ... At the hour of eleven supper was announced,

and all repaired to Mr. F. M. Harris' new hotel, where was spread in abundance

the best the land affords. Every one partook heartily and joyfully of the rich

viands spread before them. There is not a better host in any country than Mr.

H., but it would be unjust to give him all the credit, because his excellent lady

deserves an equal share of the thanks and praises.

" Again the happy throng returned to the dance, and the ' wee small hours

of the night' found them still keeping time to the inspiring notes of the Fort

Brown band, until it seemed as if they were lost in the dizzy mazes of the waltz

and rhapsodies of delight. Thus passed one of the happiest events in our history,

and a great success in every respect. The excess in proceeds over expenses is

to be donated to the Okeepoke Christian Temperance Union.
" When other temporal things are forgot this remarkable occasion will shine

above the waste of memory."

For once I broke a rule and took no notice of these communica-

tions, and I heard no more of Laura for a twelvemonth. Exactly a

year afterwards came the New Year number of the Okeepoke Democrat,

with several marked paragraphs. The first was

:

" On the 30th December, 188-, in Okeepoke, Mr. Charles Princeley and

Miss Laura Janney were married. The ceremony was performed by Priest

Heilig, of Glarus. The marriage took place at the residence of Mr. J. B. Janney

about two o'clock p.m. There were about thirty guests. The dinner was exceed-

ingly sumptuous. The large variety of cakes were as fine as we ever tasted, and

they were the handiwork of Mrs. J. B. Janney. We never attended a wedding

that went off more joyfully. We wish the couple health, wealth, and felicity."

" Committed Matrimony.—^It had been properly rumored and duly set

forth for some time that our handsome and modest townsman Mr. Charles

Princeley, of typo celebrity and formerly of Fort Brown, had won the affections

of Miss Laura Janney, sister to Mr. J. B. Janney, the grocer merchant of Okee-

poke. The matter assumed shape and culminated unusually pleasant on the

afternoon of the 30th ult. Assembled to witness the ceremony and partake of

the nuptial viands was a select group of the most intimate friends of the bride.
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. . . At 4.22 the happy pair took leave on train for a bridal tour to the former

home of the groom. We congratulate Mr. P. that he had not before fallen a

victim, but had his affections in reserve for one so worthy as his accomplished

bride. And we believe he will fully come up to the standard of husband.''

A list of presents followed, given in the style which has been called

Western Orientalism :
" From Miss J. T., a beautifully embellished

splasher ; from Mr. A. P., a sparkling silver butter-knife/' etc., etc.

Two more points in Laura's romance I made out from the Democrat

:

one, that she had become a Roman Catholic, for, besides the mention of

significant presents such as crucifix and rosary, the officiating clergyman

was spoken of in one place as Father Heilig ; the other, that her bride-

groom was on the editorial staff of the Democrat, as his name appeared

in a corner heading :
" Chas. Princeley, Assistant Local." A paragraph

in the Town and Country Notes closed Laura's career for me, as this

my last news of her came five years ago :
" Mr. and Mrs. Charles

Princeley returned from Fort Brown on Monday last."

We wish the couple health, wealth, and felicity !

A SPRING SONG,

SUNSHINE, have you made the world all golden

With wondrous, magic art.

Or can it be this light, so new yet olden,

That floods my happy heart ?

I cannot tell : I only know to-day

Life dances in the sunshine all the way.

O apple-blossoms, all the branches pluming

With feathery sprays of white,

A precious flower for me alone is blooming

:

It opens to the light.

And is it you^ with petals falling fleet,

Or is it this, that makes the world so sweet ?

O joyous birds, I think I hear you singing

A glad, exultant lay
;

And yet the song that in my heart is ringing

Outsings your voice to-day.

You cannot learn that song, dear little birds :

" He loves me, loves me, loves me," are the words.

Bessie Chandler.
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EXPERIENCES OF A PUBLIC LECTURER,

DURING the past fifteen years, I have, in addition to some work
of authorship, travelled extensively as a public lecturer. There

has been no season, and have been few months, of any year, in which

I have not filled some platform engagements. This task has been a

laborious and exacting one ; it has withheld from me some of the time

and energy that perhaps might as well have been put into literary effort

;

but it is not without satisfactions and fascinations, and carries with it

the charm of fair and immediate financial rewards.

My lecturing efforts began at home, upon my father's farm. Hav-
ing succeeded in hearing two or three good speakers who had visited

our little neighboring village, I decided straightway that forensic effort

was to be part of my life-business. So the sheep and cattle were

obliged to hear various emotional opinions on subjects of more or less

importance, and our steeds of the plough enjoyed a great many com-

fortable rests between furrows in order to "assist'' at my oratorical

displays. One of them persisted in always going to sleep before the

discourse was finished,—a custom that is not obsolete even among his

human superiors.

The first lecture-course of this series came to an end quite suddenly

;

for my shrewd, hard-headed New-England father began to suspect that

agriculture was being sacrificed to eloquence. So he appeared unex-

pectedly in the audience during a matinee, and told me he had heard

most of the harangue, and that he feared I was spoiling a tolerably

good farmer to become an intolerably bad orator. Though of a kindly,

generous disposition, he could throw into his less gracious words a great

deal of sarcasm to the square inch, and the lecturer of the afternoon,

crushed but not convinced, wakened the off-horse and thoughtfully drove

his plough towards the blue woods at the other end of the furrow.

It is a pleasant memory that my father lived to see me earning a

hundred dollars a night, and admitted, with a grave twinkle in his eye,

that, having looked the matter over from a non-agricultural stand-point,

he had concluded there was more in me than he had supposed.

But in those boy-days both lecturing and literaiture developed very

slowly. How was I to get audiences, either for pen or voice? The

harvest was ripe, but there were great reapers thundering up and down

the field and warning me, with my poor little sickle, to keep out of the

way. Gough could charm a hundred thousand people per year ; Anna

Dickinson stood in the heyday of her forensic glory ; Theodore Tilton
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was doing the youthful prodigy act in all the States of the Union
;

Phillips was making us almost glad that The Arts were Lost, by de-

ploring in so fascinating a manner the oblivion that enveloped them

;

and twenty or thirty whose names are now scarcely remembered occu-

pied more or less of the public attention. There seemed little hope for

a beginner.

But the great secret of commencing is to commence where one can.

During my course in college it appeared that several small towns in the

county which could not afford expensive lectures wanted and would pay

for something to amuse them for an evening ; that there existed among

these people a class who were tired of burnt-cork and sleight-of-hand

shows, and wanted something which professed to be intellectual ; and

so I " did'^ all the neighboring hamlets that I could induce to hear me.

The financial advantage was not bewildering, and generally consisted of

half the net proceeds. After the door-keeper had had his percentage,

and the sexton his guerdon, and the printer his dues, and the bill-poster

his back-pay, the half of what was left was almost as much as the

whole of it (although even then perhaps worth as much as the enter-

tainment).

But the practice of meeting audiences of all descriptions has proved

invaluable ever since. Declaiming upon the sea-shore would have been

a tender, mild sort of discipline compared to it. Mothers brought their

babies, and they competed with me for a hearing ; coughs and sneezes

and clearings of husky throats were seldom suppressed ; and most of

the cheering, if done at all, came from the leathern-clad palm of the

foot, rather than from the softly sonorous surface of the hand. But

these country-people had as good hearts and as healthy brains as can be

found in city or university, and I always went away in love with my
audience. ^' You have let considerable light into this district," said one

bright-eyed farmer boy ; " and you've started me on the up-track." My
payment for that evening's work was five dollars and a half in money,

and a compliment estimated at, at least, a million dollars. The rough,

homespun fellow who gave it may not read this, for he has gone on

into the Great Unknown ; but he holds an earthly residence in at least

one heart.

My resources from the platform slowly increased, and finally

resulted in enough to pay a fair portion of the expenses of a college

course. Soon after graduation, I began to receive calls from various

towns in the State, which were becoming acquainted with me through

my literary work. This soon extended to adjoining States, and so all

over this country and England, and gave me some very interesting

experiences, and many first-class exhibits of human nature.
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Of course, the hardest work of the lecturer is the travelling. The
novelty soon wears away ; the trips are sometimes long and irksome

;

many trains run without drawing-room cars or sleepers ; most brake-

men and conductors have little more than a rudimentary idea of calorics

and pneumatics ; drivers shake you up in coupling, with the huge bat-

tering-rams of their locomotives ; the dark-browed accident-angel is

always ready to make a bid for your life ; the train-boy covers you

with excellent books by other authors
;
you are snowed in and block-

aded out
;
you are stared at by some one who has heard you and commu-

nicates the curiosity-virus to everybody in the coacli
;
you are worried

about making train-connections
;
you are bewildered in the impenetrable

thickets of an '' official railroad guide f' you are sometimes " laid out/'

and unable to reach your engagement in time, if at all.

Perhaps you find you can get there at from nine to half-past ten

o'clock ; and then begins a telegraphic effort to coax the audience to

stay. If there are enough jolly, good-natured spirits among them to

induce them to make a night of it, they will do so : in six instances out

of seven this is the case. Dear old Josh Billings once clambered up

the rostrum stairs at ten forty-five, while his expectant audience were

hilariously singing, " We won't go home till morning." " If I'd ha'

known that," exclaimed the genial humorist as he turned smilingly

around to them, " I wouldn't ha' hurried up so."

The motto of the successful lecturer must be, " Never miss an en-

gagement, if money and work will put you through." " Get there,"

tolls relentlessly in his ears. He rises at all hours of the night, and

sets out on his lonesome journeys ; he drives in carriages or carts long

distances across country, from railroad to railroad, or to inland towns

;

he begs general and division superintendents by telegraph to let him

off at way-stations, or to hold an express train till he can reach it (and

is generally accommodated with prompt and splendid courtesy) ; he is

not above a trip on a hand-car or a railroad velocipede ; he charters a

locomotive, clings to its shaking arms as it hurls him along at sixty

miles an hour, and looks placidly at its red iron lips while they per-

haps devour his whole fee and part of another.

Sometimes he gets within a few miles of his goal and there is

neither train nor carriage to be had. Then, if he is full-blooded and

strong of limb, he will make a pedestrian dash for it ; and his audience

like him all the better for the effort he put forth to get to them. All

these incidents may happen once or many times in a season ; and yet

some people think the lecturer earns his money too easily.

But travelling has its pleasures. Congenial friends often spin the

fleecy distance into threads of golden miles. Human-nature-away-
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from-home is around you everywhere, and amuses and instructs, when

you are not too tired to observe it. People often talk over your last

book or lecture with charming frankness and thoroughness, not know-

ing that their Theme is in the car-seat immediately behind them, en-

veloped in great-coat and travelling-hat, and not looking at all as he

looked on the platform. In such cases you cannot help overhearing,

for the railroad tone is generally a loud one ; and you get some very

refreshing pieces of criticism, which will benefit you if permitted.

Sometimes you have the pleasure of being (Jiscussed w^th yourself.

A very pretty young lady dropped daintily, one evening, into the

empty car-seat beside me. She seemed mentally disturbed concerning

something, and finally asked me if our train was on time. I was

obliged to tell her that it was about an hour late. She gave a little

sigh, and remarked, " I am so sorry ! Will Carleton is to lecture in our

town to-night, and I wanted to get home in time to hear him." I re-

plied that I believed an arrangement had been made that he was not to

commence his lecture until the arrival of our train. At this she nestled

coseyly into the seat, and appeared quite contented. But after a few

miles of silence she asked if I had ever heard him. I replied, "Yes,

several times." " And how did you like him ?" she said. I was

obliged to reply that I had seen a great many lecturers whom I had

enjoyed better. At this she glanced up at me with a kind of " mean

old thing" expression of face, and there was a perceptible coldness

between us. But she soon melted again sufficiently to ask me all sorts

of interesting questions concerning myself, which I answered, blush-

ingly, as well as I could. I had much to do to repress my laughter,

and still more upon seeing her in the audience an hour or two later

with a very bewildered expression upon her comely face.

Upon arriving at his destination, the lecturer is generally taken in

courteous charge by some member of the committee and escorted to his

stopping-place. This is sometimes a hotel, sometimes a private resi-

dence ; but with rare exceptions he is given a comfortable, cosey place

in which to rest from his journey before the labors of the evening.

One of these exceptions I recall,—when I had travelled a night and

part of a day by rail, and then had driven on rough roads twenty-five

miles against a fierce snow-storm, to make my town. Although ap-

prised by telegraph of my coming (I arrived about half-past seven),

the urbane committee-man took no pains to meet me, allowed me to

be bundled into a cold hotel-room to change my clothes, and finally

proposed that I deduct a portion of my fee for commencing half an

hour late.

But these are cases that one strikes very rarely, and I seldom leave

Vol. XXXIX.—44
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a lecture-committee without a grasp of the hand that means, at least

upon my part, friendship and esteem.

Some lecturers prefer going invariably to a hotel ; but I must con-

fess that I much enjoy the occasional hospitality of a private family.

They generally prove to be pleasant, intellectual, cordial friends, who
introduce the weary wayfarer to cosey parlors, music, flowers, and often

pretty and well-trained children. They are usually content to let him

talk much or little, as he may wish, and, on the whole, make him a

temporary member of the family, if he will let them,—which, if he

is at all genial, he certainly feels inclined to do.

Arrived at the lecture-platform, the candidate for popular approval

is generally introduced to his audience by the chairman of the lecture-

committee, the mayor, the colonel, the leading clergyman, or some other

distinguished member of the community. These introductions form of

themselves a school of literature, and are quite a study. Some of them

are as straight as a deal of lightning, and you are left with the audience

upon your hands almost before you know it. Others occupy from ten

minutes to half an hour. Some are reminiscent in their tendency, others

biographical ; and these give you a number of startling facts concerning

your career. Some of them consist largely of material implicating the

introducer ; others remind one of Artemus Ward's friend who wanted

to speak for a culprit at a hanging and chose as his subject the pro-

tective tariff. Some of the introductions are very happy, some rather

unhappy. I was not long ago praised to the echo, and my name men-

tioned as a household word, by a gentleman who afterwards had to turn

to me, in the face of a large audience, and admit that the name had

slipped his memory. But they all mean well, and generally do well.

You are now standing before your audience,—maybe in an opera-

house, with amphitheatrical seats,—maybe in a town-hall, as angular as

a match-box,—maybe in a court-room, with the ghosts of tedious law-

suits hovering about,—perhaps in a church, with straight rows of pews

stretching back interminably. The acoustic properties of the hall may

be superb, or every tone may go to pieces as soon as it is launched

;

you have begged the sexton to turn on plenty of fresh air, and maybe

he will do it. Your hearers are from all sorts of homes, all manner of

sects, all grades of society. They have paid to get in here and see you,

and you are their property for the evening. As Topsy was the whole

family, so you are the whole show. For the first fifteen minutes you

are studied, scrutinized, relentlessly criticised, by those who have a right

to do so and avail themselves of it promptly. You are reviewed, from

front hair to gaiters ; the two twin guns of many an opera-glass are

relentlessly trained upon you.
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At the end of these ten or fifteen minutes, if you have become at

all e)i 7'apport with your audience, they cease to scan, and begin to

listen. Then your friends—the ones you would love if you lived with

them,—the ones whose souls emigrated . from the same regions of the

Mysterious Country as did yours—open the windows of their faces,

and send you carrier-pigeons of smiles. The interest grows ; new

friends join your party; you feel more and more at home; you are at

home. The old hackneyed lines of your lecture glow with new meaning

to you, furnished from the hearts of these new-old friends. You feel

that the audience is helping you, sympathizing with you, loving you.

The remainder of the evening is a garden of pleasure
;
your path is

strewn with roses, so thick that they shield you from the thorns ; and

you close with a little pang of regret.

Of course there are exceptions ; once in a while an audience has to

be encountered that would need all the tongues of men and angels, and

considerable charity besides, to make it endurable. Every one seems

in a half-comatose condition, and insusceptible of sustaining a feeling

of any kind. I have sometimes almost prayed for a mild earthquake,

or something that would rouse them. In one case it was explained to

me that a funeral had taken place, two hours before, in the same

church, and the congregation hadn't quite got over it. I sincerely hope

that they recovered before the coming of the next lecturer on the

course.

But the usual drawback in this respect is one, or two, or more, who
apparently will not have their composed features disarranged by any-

thing said or done. These well-meaning but plain-featured people are

the lecturer's rocks, upon which his enthusiasm will rive in twain,

—

if he will allow it. Lecturers differ in regard to these encumbrances.

Some ignore them, and appeal to the agreeable and helpful portion of

their audiences, leaving their indifferent foes to " fall in," if they like.

Others are attracted constantly to these sour faces by the fascination of

repulsion ; still others address themselves to the ungrateftil task of

winning the facial enemies over. The last-named are in the minority

;

for lecturers find that a face is sometimes a mask, and it may be that

the heart and the countenance are not working together.

Applause varies greatly with different audiences. Some are very

demonstrative, and respond continually ; others are quiet, but not less

appreciative. Distinguished lecturers and readers have been known to

pause in the midst of their discourse and beg their hearers, if they

pleased, to favor them with a little cheering. This, however, does not

have a very good effect on an audience ; not half so good as did the

method of poor Artemus Ward, who used to stop suddenly at the end
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of an anecdote and exclaim, blandly, "The audience will now please

laugh." They always did.

Once I remember hearing the lamented George Francis Train, in

his wild, evanescent, single-handed Presidential campaign, say to a very

self-restrained audience, " All in favor of my being President say ' Ay !'

"

Not a mouth responded. " All opposed to my being President say ' No,*

then !" shouted the agitator. Still not an auditor said a word. The
lone politician looked quietly over his hearers, not in the least abashed

at their frigidity. " I had intended to take the sense of the audience

concerning this momentous question," he remarked, mildly ; " but if

the audience has no sense, we will pass on."

But the lecturer needs all the help he can get from his constituency

of an evening, for he has many obstacles to vanquish. There are late

comers, who almost invariably break in two for a little time the chain

of thought and feeling ; there are villanously screeching doors, which

find an echo in every one of his nerves ; there are occasionally people

who desert him in the midst of his remarks and go drearily out at the

door ; there are sometimes yelping dogs in the aisles, and unruly boys

in the halls; but the grand co-operation of a sympathetic audience will

at last sweep all these obstacles before it, and a lecturer who feels that

he has succeeded in pleasing his hearers closes the evening's work with

a genial " Come to my arms and be hugged" feeling towards every one

of them, good, bad, and indifferent.

My own lectures have generally been interspersed with selections

from my poems ; so that my efforts have really consisted of a lecture

and reading combined. I have thus learned to sympathize with a large

and worthy class of elocutionists, of both sexes, who entertain audiences

splendidly, and whose interpretations have gone far towards introducing

authors to new readers. Their experience with animate and inanimate

objects is to a great extent the same as that of a lecturer.

I am often importuned by near and dear friends to cease the exact-

ing and fatiguing platform work and devote myself entirely to home

comfort and literary work. I have often half promised to do so ; but

the other half of the promise still lingers, meshed in the fascinations

of brilliant audiences, meetings face to face with dear and appreciative

readers, and close and beneficial studies of genuine human nature. I

intend to give it up very soon, indeed ; but—exactly how soon I can't

really find the heart to say.

Will Carleton,
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PRIZE ESSAY No 1.

SOCIAL LIFE AT PRINCETON.

EXTENDED along its one main thoroughfare, Nassau Street, which

is simply a portion of the old royal highway from New York to

Philadelphia, lies the little town of Princeton. If you drive down

from New York, as many do,—mostly travelling salesmen, however,

—

your first view of the town will be gained as you pass over the low

elevation of Rocky Hill. At your feet lies the little village of Kings-

ton, which in time past contended for the honor of having the college
;

below that is a canal, and a branch of the Pennsylvania Railway. Be-

yond, the country gradually rises and for several miles presents a pleasant

alternation of groves and fields, dotted with white houses, until, set

upon a hill on the horizon itself, thickly surrounded with elms and syc-

amores, rise the domes and spires that mark the location of Princeton.

If your first view be taken just at sunset, you will be ready to aver

that a more beautiful sight than that of these glittering landmarks

rising amid the sea of foliage is seldom seen.

But more probably you will come down by rail ; in which case your

sensations are likely to be of a less agreeable character. At the Junction

you are warned to " change for Princeton ;'' and so you hastily alight,

and look all about for the " other train.'' Presently there comes puffing

round a corner something that upon examination proves to be what you

are seeking. In the haste of departure, apparently, they have attached

the locomotive by the wrong end and fastened the head-light upon the

tender. These matters being righted, you clamber on board. This

branch road was built for the express convenience of the old town. It

is only three miles long, and after descending to the canal it extends up

a very heavy grade for the last mile until the half-summit is reached.

Just as you pass by an imposing building the train stops, and you

discover that the road has suddenly come to an end, upon the very

corner of the college campus.

Judging from besieging porters and beckoning hackmen, and from

the shouts for baggage that fill the air, the new-comer at once concludes

that Princeton is a great city. Of course he will ask for directions to

the leading hotel. Some one of the fraternity forthwith grasps his

valise and escorts him round one side of a block to the Nassau, and

then, without a blush, demands a quarter for his services. The trav-

eller pays it, and thus, if a prospective student, learns his first lesson.
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After dinner will come the second,—that the city consists of college

and seminary as a nucleus, around which are clustered a few business

houses, a few private residences, the colored quarter,—and that is all.

In a few days, having explored the college halls, procured a room,

passed examination, matriculated by signing an iron-clad agreement to

abstain utterly from all secret societies except two, and having hunted

up a supply of books and " other furniture," we shall find him coseyly

established and most probably at work ; for little leisure is afforded a

man just afler entrance here. He is required to get into harness at once,

and to pull steadily.

Social life at Princeton, or at any college town, can be taken to mean

little, except the social life of the students. Of what is usually known
as society, Princeton has almost nothing. Life here is semi-monastic

;

society is that of one's fellows of the cloister ; and of social events it

can only be said that they are somewhat more frequent than angels'

visits.

The first of these in the student's history occurs in a few weeks afler

entrance, afler he has ceased to tremble at the thought of midnight

visits from the upper-classmen—a social custom that is, we hope, hap-

pily discontinued by the general assent of every class now in college

—

and has become somewhat accustomed to the routine of his new life.

Every member of the incoming class finds himself in receipt of an in-

vitation from the venerable President to attend a reception at his resi-

dence. Excitement ensues ; wardrobes are ransacked and set in order

;

lessons are hastily read, or pushed aside ; visions of bright forms and

thoughts of conquest flit through the undergraduate mind ; upper-class-

men are quizzed as to the probabilities of the evening, social, and even

gastronomical. At the appointed time, a long train of students file into

the President's library, and are warmly received by that gentleman,

his wife, various members of the Faculty, and a large corps of ladies

from the homes of professors and from the families of ancient lineage,'

of which there are several in Princeton. To the inquiring mind two

things are at once apparent : first, that the upper-classmen have prevari-

cated in stating that the new-comer would meet here the same ladies that

had entertained his father before him, and, secondly, that the proportion

of ladies to students is so small that none but the brave, and moreover

the very strategical, will be likely to secure more than a word with any

one of them. But no one retires discouraged. Little systems of stu-

dent satellites revolve about the centres of attraction ; the hum of con-

versation and ripple of laughter are unceasing; while Dr. and Mrs.

McCosh move about among the groups, exerting a genial influence over

the entire assemblage.
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Refreshments announced are a signal for a general settlement of

affairs. All gravitate towards the region of cake and ice-cream ; here

whole groups, there some fortunate one with the lady of his choice, or,

it might be more accurate to say, of his capture. If we could watch

this fortunate individual till the hour of departure arrives, if we could

know what takes place as he escorts his lady homeward and endeavors

to improve his time in establishing his newly-formed acquaintance, the

probability is that we should be surprised, as he is, when the moment

of parting has come. There is a simple good-night and nothing more,

except perhaps a peculiar ejaculation from the disappointed one as he

realizes that all his efforts have failed to secure him an invitation to call

and an entrance into Princeton society. And possibly this his third

lesson will be mercilessly driven home on the following day, when he

meets the lady and no token of recognition is vouchsafed him. Not

all are so unfortunate as he ; but thus untimely fall the air-castles of

most Princeton Freshmen.

Thereupon he turns to college organizations, realizing that, for the

time at least, in them must be found his society,—that outside of college

work and college men there will be little to occupy his time and atten-

tion. He is not left long to look about him. The two most prominent

college organizations, the Cliosophic and American Whig Literary

Societies, have probably long before this waited upon him through their

representatives and have invited him within their mysterious walls

;

and within the walls of one of them he is very sure to go. No other

secret societies being permitted by college law, these absorb a large

membership, and are thus all the better fitted to promote friendships

among the students. Here begins a general acquaintance with members

of all classes, and usually almost the only acquaintanceships of the

first college year. Rivalry runs high between the two societies at all

times. Every man of the incoming class is informed and re-informed

of the respective honors won and likely to be won by representatives

of each society ; the strife for distinction is continued till Commence-

ment Day, when it reaches its climax in the wild bursts of cheering

with which the walls of the old First Church re-echo, as the lists of

Fellows and Prizemen are read, and each Hall greets its own with a

thrilling chorus, startling to the uninitiated.

Upon entrance to these societies begins to disappear the strong class

feeling between those parts of the two lower classes that belong to the

same Hall. Enough is still left, however, to give a keen relish to

public occasions in which the two come together,—notably during the

speeches and debates on Washington's Birthday. Here class feeling in-

variably flashes up for the last time, and expends itself in a ludicrous
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display of lung-power from the Sophomore gallery as the Freshmen,

foiled in their attempt to secure the aforesaid gallery, pass to seats

below.

Other planes of cleavage, temporary and shifting, divide the college

world on certain occasions, perhaps the athletic from the non-athletic,

with others to be mentioned later ; but the above are the principal ones.

They will be found not to affect in the least the intense unity of the col-

lege in any question pertaining to matters outside of itself.

As regards class feeling in the early part of the course, it is proper

and necessary to speak of hazing ; and a very few words will suffice.

The wild reports that have been circulated through the newspaper world

within a few years have had only the barest foundation in fact. The
unparalleled atrocities, and so on, have consisted in a quiet caR upon

some unwary Freshman, a reading of some Greek or Latin author to

the company by their unwilling host, probably from a recumbent posi-

tion upon the table, and, finally, an invitation given him to retire to

his couch, in most cases promptly accepted. Occasional instances of

a departure from this rule have been exaggerated to the utmost, for

reasons best known to the reporters. At last, however, Princeton has

followed the example of other institutions in this respect. By the

action of the student body itself, acting in conjunction with the Fac-

ulty, hazing this year has been unknown, and there is every reason to

believe that it will henceforth remain so.

The two Halls are the first societies, with one exception, to make the

new student feel at home by giving him friends, placing him in the

midst of responsibilities and duties, and setting before him an incentive

to their performance. That exception, the Philadelphian Society, or col-

lege Y.M.C.A., does more than either of them in a certain direction.

While the Hall representatives wage an eager contest over the new-

comer, this society sends him a quiet but earnest invitation ; and he

generally responds. Here begins a distinct feature of college life, which

in many cases leads to a first acquaintance with life outside of the col-

lege and surrounding it. The organization brings together a larger

proportion of college men than any other interest ; class lines utterly

disappear within it, as a matter of course. Large as is the membership,

general acquaintance is made more of a point than even in the literary

Halls with their lesser numbers.

The churches of Princeton and of the neighboring country-side call

upon the Y.M.C.A. for assistants in almost every variety of church

work ; every country school-house within a reasonable walking-distance

has also its Sabbath-school, and in this work numbers are employed.

Others are assigned, through proper committees, to work in class and
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college. Semi-weekly meetings are held, and in each class is organized

a Sabbath-evening meeting, in addition to classes for Bible study and

so on. The prominence given to this element of life at Princeton is

one distinguishing mark of the college. Nothing could sooner remove

from the stranger the idea that he is a stranger in a strange land.

By these three organizations a man is welcomed right heartily, is

introduced to a circle of friends, to pleasant rooms, to well-stocked

libraries, and is given plenty of work to do, and inducements for

doing it. There is no exclusiveness,

—

all are welcome,—and the fees

are almost nominal. What more could he ask ?

In the class, acquaintances form slowly : first among those who
chance to occupy adjacent rooms in the same dormitory, and secondly

among those who are brought together in the class divisions. Those

who do not meet in the recitation-room often remain mere bowing ac-

quaintances during the greater part of the course. Personal affinity

decides who are to be friends ; and it is not long before kindred spirits

begin to unite, and little cliques are formed that endure till gradua-

tion-day. It is a study in itself to note the traits of temperament that

distinguish each one : the literary ; the athletic ; the ^' pollers" and
" antipoUers" (which is, by interpretation, the studious and otherwise)

;

the wealthy clique ; the fast clique ; the medical clique,—medical in the

future tense,—and so on. Some cliques are formed simply by the influ-

ence of some popular spirit round which others gather : there seem to

be men in each class who have this power from the start. It is no-

ticeable that this popularity does not always endure after the men have

been together long enough for character to become known ; but in gen-

eral it does, and these men continue leaders among their fellows and

are honored with no end of offices by them. Another class, earnest and

self-contained, win universal respect, but are always in a measure left to

themselves. There is also the unpopular man, who may be wealthy,

while the popular one may be " working his way through." These

are the types of the most strongly marked individualities ; the rest

are average men.

Princeton is intensely democratic and practical. We venture the

assertion that in no other college is less attention paid to dress and more

to character in deciding who shall be associates. The poorest student

may affiliate with the richest one,—though as a general thing he doesn't.

And in regard to style in dress a latitude is allowed that might be

alarming to some. That is, there is no standard save that of means,

and no display by any one. No one is expected to maintain any degree

of style, save just what he is able to do conveniently ; and it does not

take long for five hundred and fifty men to become well enough ac-
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quainted to allow a degree of freedom in this respect that is altogether

home-like.

Of the smaller college organizations, the most important are those

which carry on the college periodicals, the Dramatic Association, and

the Glee Club. Of the former there are three : the first, composed of

Seniors, publishing a literary monthly ; the second, a tri-weekly sheet

of general college news; the third, but recently instituted by the

Y.M.C.A., a distinctively religious monthly. Members of the first two

are chosen by their predecessors. The Dramatic Association is partly

or wholly reorganized by competition every time a new play is to be

given. The Glee Club needs no description. Next to it come the

Banjo Club, and a host of minor assemblages,—the Chess Club, the

Gun Club, the Hare and Hounds Club, the Horse Club, etc., the

Literary Club, every imaginable sort of club except the kind that has

two or more Greek letters as its title and is a secret society.

These lead us from the literary round to the athletic side of college

life. Here, of course, stands the Athletic Association, hand in hand

with the various " 'Varsity" and class teams, foot-ball, base-ball, lacrosse,

and others. In these, every man in college takes a keen interest ; and

during the season of any particular game it forms an unfailing topic

of conversation wherever two or more are gathered together. The

number of men enlisted in any one of them is comparatively small,

however, and among that number there is a fair proportion of good

students. Betting upon games, while, like other vices, it may not be

unknown, is not generally practised. Many a slur upon Princeton

would never have been uttered had the author of it distinguished be-

tween college men and those having no immediate connection with the

college.

Just here it may be well to state that it is not at any time possible

for athletics to absorb the entire attention of the college, though for

half the year they form the topic of interest and conversation in com-

parison with which all others sink into insignificance. The hard work

goes on ; but recitations and lectures and essays are not inspiring themes

of conversation or of newspaper correspondence. Hence the prevail-

ing opinion among a certain class, and the regulation joke, that athletics

form the most important branch of study. During the winter there

is a change ; the college world settles down to work in earnest, while

the gymnasium furnishes all with needed exercise. This necessarily

involves monotony, relieved in a measure by an occasional perform-

ance by the Dramatic Association or Glee Club, interesting lectures by

professors or visiting lecturers, and other entertainments, musical and

literary. Much is accomplished in every department of college work.
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After the April vacation, work is purposely made lighter during the

short remainder of the year ; but the same unvarying daily routine

continues, the 8.15 morning chapel, and three lectures or recitations at

convenient hours. Attendance on all is obligatory, but not with the

cast-iron rigidity of the olden time : a liberal number of absences are

allowed, and all reasonable excuses are accepted. At the brief morning

service there are always some who have risen late and are thinking

about a deferred breakfast, and others whose minds are occupied with

next hour's recitation ; but we believe that there is little real dissatisfac-

tion with the system of required attendance.

Returning to our subject, we notice another variety of the club

species, last and greatest,—the Eating Club. We have no Memorial

Hall, no public refectory, hence the whole college divides into groups

of from six to thirty, each located in a room of some private house.

Each is either under the entire direction of some student, or is managed

by the landlady, who allows the club leader a percentage for each

boarder. From the nature of the case, membership in these clubs is

general j but the membership in any particular one regulates itself in

course of time on the general principle of personal affinity and the

subordinate one of cookery. In dull circles, where silence and con-

straint prevail, the best of fare will not hold the men together; in

others some ruling spirit or brilliant intellect holds sway, until men

leave tables perhaps better furnished for the sake of his society.

These circles are the centres of daily intercourse ; and here is the

proper place to study individuals and the general course of college life.

Listen to the conversation at any one of these tables for ten minutes,

and you will have a clearer idea of the character of every man there

present, and of what is actually going on in the college, than can pos-

sibly be obtained in so short a time in any other way. Each circle has

a tendency to some particular topic,—philosophy, literature, athletics,

politics, or fashion, and so on down. Each circle takes to itself a name,

in most cases, of peculiar significance, as the Eta Pi, or the Chaucer^

in which the dual object of the association is excellently set forth.

Most of these exist from year to year only. But one, the Ivy Club,

merits special attention. It is a permanent, regularly incorporated

organization, to which members are chosen by ballot ; and it possesses

a finely-appointed club-house, with every convenience not merely for

the physical refreshment of its members, but also to suit their musical

and literary taste and need of recreation.

The price of board at the clubs is in general not great, ranging

from three to seven dollars per week,—the favorite price being four

dollars.
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It is now time to consider whether there is any society for a Princeton

man outside of college walls. We have said that there is but little ; it

could not be otherwise with so large a student body in so small a town.

Still, though it is comparatively small, a second element of society does

exist ; and the problem with the average man is how to find entrance

thereto,—a problem which most fail to solve. Whether there are not

rather more failures than the numerical relation between the two ele-

ments will justify, is a question to which the writer has devoted a great

deal of study, and which he is prepared to discuss with much feeling

and eloquence.

Three clearly-distinguished classes exist in the town. Of only two

is it necessary to speak. The first prides itself upon its ancestry, its

high education, and perhaps its wealth ; the second possesses something

less of each. As regards these, the result of the writer's investigations

seems to show that, with the few exceptions that prove the rule, there is

no social intercourse between them and the college world.

The reason of this he has vainly endeavored to fathom. He has

subjected himself personally to be " suppressed and sat upon" in the

pursuit of knowledge, and has secured more suppression than knowl-

edge ; he has questioned the favored few to whom the sacred portals are

opened ; and he has sent secret emissaries abroad amid the ranks of both

society classes. The result is contradiction, absolute and discouraging.

On the one hand, the responsibility is laid upon the students. Of
them it is said, " We are willing to admit them to our homes ; but they

will not accept our invitations, therefore they receive none." On the

other hand, it is placed upon the exclusiveness of the society that frowns

upon the neighboring student body as being transient, doubtful, un-

known, and utterly unreliable.

It is hard to believe that it is the exclusiveness of the student that

keeps him shut in his cloister away from the cheerful parlors of the

homes about him ; it is also hard to disbelieve the assurance of one

whose place in the best class of society is second to none, that the

students alone are responsible.

The college man is often without social credentials, it is true, and

especially so in Princeton, whose sons gather from all parts of the con-

tinent ; it is also true that a short time among the men of any college

will stamp a man with his true worth more accurately than any number

of letters of introduction could do ; it is further true that in some other

college towns, neither greater nor less than ours, the students are freely

admitted and invited to all social events, and to the houses of professors

and society leaders. Here we are met by the objections already stated,

—that in Princeton there are no social events, and that small and quiet
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social or family circles have no wish to be disturbed by a train of callers.

We are then driven to remark, finally, with a disclaimer as to personal

experience in this matter, that it is hard to explain why, after such an

incident as that of the President's reception, the lifted hat should fall

before a stare of purposed non-recognition.

We have already hinted at methods by which a fortunate few may
enlarge their general acquaintanceship and attain to the presence and

speech of ladies other than their landlady and washerwoman. One of

these is in the line of Sabbath-school work. We presume that after

this statement there will be an unprecedented rush of laborers into this

field ; and perhaps some good may thus be accomplished. The men

who are assigned to work connected with any church step at once into

the midst of a pleasant circle of co-workers from the best class of so-

ciety. Acquaintances formed in the line of duty are no less enjoyable

than if formed with a direct view to pleasure or society, and to a cer-

tain extent may and do lead in that direction.

Further, the man of musical taste and ability may find a way open

through some church choir, or the Choral Union of the town. Another

may be more fortunate at the Freshman Reception than was the indi-

vidual we noticed, and may secure the coveted invitation to call. The

professors are, without exception, kind and cordial in their personal re-

lations with the students. But there is so strong a feeling in college

against trying from interested motives to secure the favorable opinion

of any professor, that most men refuse to avail themselves of offered

opportunities which might justly be improved, and hence lose certain

advantages, and perhaps close another door to society against themselves.

A foothold once secured, it is not necessary to specify the means

by which it is enlarged and made permanent. Great circumspection

is required ; a knowledge of lawn tennis is of value. Whatever be the

means employed, we shall soon see the lucky man with his lady in at-

tendance at a ball game on the " 'Varsity grounds ;" and when finally

she appears by his side in the gallery of Marquand Chapel, the climax

is reached : he is the envy of all undergraduate beholders ; ambition

has no higher sweep. There are in store for him, during his stay in

Princeton, calls, drives, tennis-games, excursion-parties, and all those

things that tend to relieve him from the unhappiness of a hermit life.

But what of those less favored ? We have gone the round of col-

lege life, and have shown what is open to them. The pleasure-loving

devote themselves to some club and to out-of-door sports. The studious

ones, after a time, become deeply interested in their work. The con-

finement of position and lack of society are either obviated by an occa-

sional visit to a more distant outside world, or forgotten in the com-
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petition for the many objects of ambition that present themselves.

There are college prizes innumerable ; Hall prizes ; the distinction of

high standing, of athletic excellence, and so on ad infinitum. These

exist in every college ; but we are compelled to devote ourselves to

them more closely than some others, by the circumstances above men-

tioned, and by the system of required studies, which measures a can-

didate for intellectual honors by a fixed standard.

And so in these pursuits week follows week ; course after course

is completed ; the round of the year is run ; and there is perhaps no

feeling of more unalloyed pleasure than that of being on the train

for home after the completion of the terrible first year, with the con-

sciousness of duty done, and with a well-earned summer vacation ahead

of one.

The second year is even more quiet than the first, because offering

less of novelty. Student escapades being reduced to a minimum, the

Sophomores are expected to behave nearly as well as any other class.

Little is left of the usual opening disturbances, except the cane spree

;

and this can hardly be termed a disturbance. With us it is simply a

trial of strength between six chosen champions from the two lower

classes, who enter the contest two at a time. It is carried on at dead

of night, but under the direct supervision of the moon, certain college

officers, and student representatives. It was on a small scale the first

illustration of that principle of government by faculty and students

acting together which now, as at Amherst, is more fully carried out

by the election of a student committee to confer with the faculty in

all matters pertaining to discipline.

The cane spree over, there is nothing more not already noted, except

some exceedingly social winter snowballing, until June, when a recep-

tion is tendered the Seniors by the Sophomore class. This is always

an enjoyable affair. Not infrequently it is attended with some degree

of expense to the management,—a burden which does not fall upon the

entire class, but upon a committee of wealthy men. In fact, it is at a

man's own option whether his course here shall be expensive or very

inexpensive. He need not be a candidate for the Reception Committee

or the Ivy Club ; and he need not become a ladies' man. The chances

are against his succeeding in either of these directions. And, apart from

such things as these, any student of fair capacity can get through on a

phenomenally small amount of cash capital.

Junior year comes and passes almost imperceptibly, and brings

with it the necessity of preparing and publishing the BHe a Brae, or

college annual. Men of artistic ability are elected to perform this duty,

and its performance keeps them busy till Christmas. The social event
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of the year Is the Junior Cotillion. Like the Sophomore Reception, it

is purely a college affair, and guests come from far as well as near.

Senior year has also its cotillion, and a parting reception or two by

members of the Faculty.

Graduation Day comes, when every Senior is a hero, and, laden

with all the honors he may have won, is at last introduced to the world.

He enters into a new life ; the things that made him great in college

are of no value in determining his present greatness ; and what debarred

him from society now gives him a right to enter it. But to enter it he

is not well prepared unless he has enjoyed special advantages before

his entrance to college or during his vacations. If he have these ad-

vantages, his temporary seclusion is not in the least to be regretted by

him ; if he have them not, he cannot acquire the social graces, save in

so far as they are acquired from the refining influence of man upon

man when each is bent on self-improvement. Something must be

lacking where there is no ladies' society. This something is sacrificed

by every man who takes a college course ; and if he enter too young,

it is a serious loss. But if a man has formed his manners and character

we believe that he is all the better for his temporary removal from all

distractions.
'

£^. ^. Hopkins [Class of '88).

MY GRAVE,

FOR me no great metropolis of the dead,

—

Highways and byways, squares and crescents of death,

—

But, after I have breathed my last sad breath.

Am comforted with quiet, I who said,

" I weary of men's voices and their tread,

Of clamoring bells, and whirl of wheels that pass,"

Lay me beneath some plot of country grass,

Where flowers may spring, and birds sing overhead

:

Whereto one coming, some fair eve in spring.

Between the day-fall and the tender night.

Might pause awhile, his friend remembering.

And hear low words breathed through the failing light,

Spoken to him by the wind, whispering,

" Now he sleeps long, who had so long to fight."

Philip Bourke Marston,
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OUE MONTHLY GOSSIP.

The series of autobiographical articles published in LippincoWs during the

past year or so will be permanently recognized as having more than a literary

value. Making every allowance for illusions of memory and introspection, the

truth remains that every thinking man knows more about himself than any one

else does or ever will. To him, then, we turn, when he will let us, for the greater

part of the data for explaining the development of his talent and the genesis of

his artistic work. Behind our curiosity about those who instruct or thrill or

please us, there is a sense of general laws which they illustrate. The influences

that have made a writer and his writings must merit the attention of every one

who cares at all for the panorama of man and the universe.

The facts thus coming to light confirm, now and then, rather curiously, the

impressions left by the less personal utterances of these authors. For example, I

have long had a feeling that Mr. Burroughs approached science through litera-

ture, while Dr. Abbott approached literature through science. This does not

imply any disparagement of either of these charming writers. We are not con-

cerned so much with the road a man takes as with where it takes him. Their

present stand-point, if not precisely in common, is sufficiently so for our purposes,

and one which greatly furthers our pleasure and profit.

In the absence of direct testimony, the internal evidence would need very

careful sifting to justify the distinction,—if indeed it could be done. One might

point to a more diffused enthusiasm on the part of our birch-browsing rambler,

equally at home by the Hudson and the Potomac ; to a more distinct sense of

bounds and localities, a greater need for exact measurement, careful record, and re-

peated corroborative experiment, on the part of the naturalist of the Delaware.

But it is not easy to draw lines.

We may easily imagine Mr. Burroughs lying on the ice, lantern in hand,

beside an air-hole to study the behavior of fish, till a mink came and nibbled

at his heels by way of finding out what sort of creature was thus fooling away

the hours of a winter night. With more difliculty we may see him perched day

after day in the top branches of a tree, anxiously awaiting the moment when
the wood duck should demonstrate her method, as an animated parachute, of let-

ting her fluffy brood down to the water. We may even figure him climbing the

tree to interview the mistaken wildcat, or swallowing a nest-full of bird-eggs^

shells and all, in sudden panic. These scientific performances of the Trenton

doctor are not sufficiently differentiated as science to be out of the reach of his

fellow-essayist. But it would never have occurred to JVfr. Burroughs to mark

off an arbitrary territorial limit and confine his investigations thereto ; nor do I

believe that he would have persistently^made an ant-lion unhappy in many dif-

ferent and highly instructive ways, nor taken the measure of the irritability and

timidity of all the small birds around him with mirrors and mockeries of all

sorts applied so as to yield something like quantitative psychological results.

But in this line of argument one is perpetually afraid of refutation by opposed
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instances. Only the feeling remains that, while both are sympathetic and both

are accurate, the one even yet cares more for the sympathy and the other for the

accuracy.

Now as to the facts. Mr. Burroughs, in the February LippincotVs, narrates

how he first wrote essays, inspired by Johnson and Whipple, on " Revolutions"

and kindred topics. Afterwards, in an essay on " Expression," he imitated Em-
erson. He adds, " It was mainly to break the spell of Emerson's influence and

get upon ground of my own that I took to writing on out-door themes." Since

other topics—for instance, folk-lore or anatomy—would have answered this pur-

pose equally well, the choice which he made would seem to imply a special apti-

tude ; but, after all, the fact remains that the main primary impulse was literary,

and not scientific. He wrote about nature because of the desire to express his

own individuality rather than because of any passion for collecting and classify-

ing facts.
'

When we turn from origin to method, we meet with explanations such as

this :
*' An experience must lie in my mind a certain time before I can put it

upon paper,—say from three to six months. If there is anything in it, it will

ripen and mellow in that time. I rarely take any notes, and I have a very poor

memory, but rely on the afllnity of my mind for a certain order of truths or

observations."

Perhaps Mr. Burroughs would not wish to be called on to swear to the pre-

cise accuracy of every item which he has reported from *' affinity" and " memory."

But he is seldom caught tripping, for all that.

Dr. Abbott has not as yet unbosomed himself so directly and fully ; but we
know that he took careful notes of almost everything for years before doing any

work which could fairly be termed literary, and that his second volume shows

a decided advance, as to form, upon his first, though the matter is not in all in-

stances more interesting.

Hence it seems pretty clear that my original supposition about the lines of

mental advance of the two authors named, so curiously reaching middle ground

from opposite points, is very well substantiated by what they tell us of their own
methods and life-history. W. H. Babcoch.

Messrs. J. Clayton Adams and Geo. P. Lathrop have lately been passing

retaliatory compliments through the controversial monthlies at a rate which bids

fair to leave little of the English language for common use. Barring the Lowell

interview and the correspondence that followed, there has not been a livelier

literary episode since the well-remembered rivalry in exhibiting Nathaniel Haw-
thorne in his intellectual underclothing to the gaze of a not wholly reverent

world. But the words did not fly so recklessly then,—the noble figure of the

great romancer being the only sufferer.

Not long ago a foreign member of that critic tribe whom Mr. Adams and

Mr. Fawcett find so afflictive defined a literary man as "not merely a thin-

skinned man, but a man with no skin at all." Perhaps a fiendish chuckle went

with the words ; but, again, perhaps he was ruefully recalling some experience of

that skinless hypersensitiveness. If diabolical delight really do harbor in the

critical soul, what a godsend such a spreading abroad of vulnerability and inflam-

matory nerves must be! After "pseudonymuncule," there is no hope for Mr.

Adams, unless in the chemical records of the Patent Office. Some of the six-

story Grseco-Gerraan names for new compounds would do admirably as missiles,

Vol. XXXIX.—45
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being indeed fearfully and wonderfully made. But perhaps it would be wiser to

commend to both parties a little evolution in the direction of good humor and
" the years that bring the philosophic mind."

Does not the truth, the unexaggerated, unmitigated truth, lie somewhere
between them ? To the end of time, or of magazine-producing, there will be

found selfconsoling complainers who hug to their hearts the delusion of cast-iron

" rings" surrounding most of the periodical speaking-trumpets which they vainly

seek. It does no good to point out to such men that the prosperity of a publi-

cation, which involves the prosperity of its editor, demands the acceptance of

that which in his judgment will give it the most influence or the largest circula-

tion. How, then, can he afibrd to take what is markedly inferior in both respects,

or to refuse that which he sees to excel very greatly ? Even those who are most

sceptical as to human probity commonly admit that a man may be trusted to act

justly where it is conspicuously in the line of his interest. But the skinless one

disappointed and burning, is more unreasoning and implacable than the pro-

fessional cynic.

On the other hand, editors are not angels, so far as we know ; and it would

not be in human nature to avoid some bias in favor of one who is known and

liked, or against one who has shown himself a bore with vast capabilities of

being disagreeable. Rhadamanthus himself could not exclude it; no, nor the

infallible Pope of Eome. Does not Herbert Spencer, after cataloguing and

elaborately providing against every sort of bias, give us unwittingly some first-

class examples himself? Will no one have any mercy on the involuntary lop-

sidedness, the mild conscientious aberrations, of editorial gentlemen who do

not claim to be attorneys-in-fact for the Deity, nor to carry encyclopaedias in

their heads ?

Will the gentle reader kindly give ear to an author's complaints? When I

laid down my journalistic pen for a few weeks and wrote the novelette " Taken

by Siege," I knew that I was courting criticism, but I did not object to this, as I

expected to profit by it. But, alas ! I have discovered that critics are not infalli-

ble. Take for example the criticism which appeared in the New York Tribune.

The writer seems to think that the career of the young journalist hero, while not

impossible, is highly improbable. Perhaps if it had been, as the Tribune says,

accomplished in two years, it might be. Five years elapsed between the time

Rush Hurlstone entered the office of The Dawn as a reporter and his appointment

to the managing editorship. But this does not wound my hide as does the state-

ment, " the knowledge of practical journalism possessed by the writer is clearly

superficial and defective." This, after twenty years' experience as a practical

journalist, is hard to bear. The faults of the book are many, but a want of truth

to life is not one of them. Indeed, so closely do the incidents of the story follow

the life that the author, who only conceals his name through modesty, greatly

feared detection. In the entire story there is scarcely an incident that has not

come within his personal knowledge.

Author of " Taken by Siege.'*
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BOOK-TAiK.

A NUMBER of new books of poetry have been accumulating upon the Re-

viewer's desk. Several are by authors of established reputation, and they

leave that reputation about where they found it. Celia Thaxter's " Cruise of the

Mystery" (Houghton, Mifflin & Co.) presents her in the familiar light of the

laureate of the sea, and especially of the sea that beats against the New England

coast and encircles the Isle of Shoals ; Nora Perry in her " New Songs and

Ballads" (Houghton, Mifflin & Co.) continues her excursions into the delightful

fairy-land of young-girlhood's imagination ; Mrs. Elizabeth Akers in " The
Silver Bridge, and other Poems" (Houghton, Mifflin & Co.) still aims at pre-

senting the calmer, wiser, and sadder views of maturity and matronhood ; Chris-

topher Pearse Cranch in "Ariel and Caliban" (Houghton, Mifflin & Co.) is

the same cultured, scholarly recluse we have known of yore, *a sort of minor

Longfellow, looking out upon the world of men through the medium of books,

and so presenting a marked contrast to John Boyle O'Reilly, the greatest

name on our list, whose "In Bohemia" (Pilot Publishing Co.) renews our ac-

quaintance with the warm-blooded, high-minded, large-hearted Celt whose culture

adds grace to his expression but does not fashion the mould of his thought.

Of the maiden volumes of verse on our list, the more noticeable are " Liber

Amoris," by Henry Bernard Carpenter (Ticknor & Co.) ;
" Post-Laureate Idylls,

and other Poems," by Oscar Fay Adams (D. Lothrop & Co.) ;
" The Old Garden,

and other Poems," by Margaret Deland (Houghton, Mifflin & Co.) ;
" Berries of

the Brier," by Arlo Bates (Roberts Brothers) ; and " The Heart of the Weed,"
by an anonymous author (Houghton, Mifflin & Co.). It is curious that the only

one of these that betrays any direct imitation of mightier voices is also the

one that is instinct with the most vigorous personality. The blank verse of
" Liber Amoris" might almost have been written by Tennyson, the lyrics by Shel-

ley. But the author has a story to tell, and he tells it with forceful passion and

pathos. The other books are all alike in the almost flawless perfection of their

form. It is a pity that their authors have nothing to say,—they say it so admira-

bly. Fifty years ago such beauty of expression would have been the gift only

of the favored few who had a message to deliver. To-day the most difficult

metres seem to lie within the reach of many sensitive and artistic minds. These

minor singers all resemble one another ; they differ from the minor singers of any

other generation ; through all their melodies the unmistakable note of the end

of the nineteenth century can be heard : yet they suggest no obvious models.

This paradox is explainable by the fact that the poems are a result of impar-

tial study of all the models, and they bear, therefore, the same relation to these

models that the composite photographs by which several men of striking individu-

ality are reduced to a common and often commonplace type do to their originals.

Is this one of the signs of poetical decadence, this universal accomplish-

ment of verse ? What every one can do no one will care to do. There are other
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signs which point if not to a decadence at least to an interregnum of poetry.

Chief among these is the popular apathy to this form of literature. No one buys
poetry nowadays,—a fact which may be brought home with startling insistence

to the authors of all these pretty little fledglings of verse when their publishers'

half-yearly statements come in. A novel which sells less than a thousand copies

is a hopeless failure, a book of poems which sells more than a hundred scores a

notable success. In a world where there is so much hewing of wood and draw-

ing of water to be done, one cannot help asking whether it is worth while to

spend laborious days upon trifles which at best will give a passing pleasure to

the palates of a few literary epicures ; and the very fact that we do apply such

utilitarian tests shows that our reverence for poetry is on the wane. " There is

a disposition in many persons just now," says Dr. Holmes, " to deny the poet

his benefit of clergy, and to hold him no better than other people." We are apt

to despise the cant which was once so popular and which represented the " marts

of trade" as being very well for the vulgar but degrading to the higher intelligence.

We are beginning to see something admirable in the intellect which brings vast

commercial transactions to a successful issue or spans a continent with a rail-

road. Mr. Stedman is not often behind the age, but most readers would quarrel

with him when he praises Poe for that "he never resorted to any mercantile em-

ployment for a livelihood," and adds that " there is something chivalrous in the

attitude of one who never earned a dollar except by his pen." In the days of

Byron it was thought chivalrous to refuse to earn a dollar with your pen, but the

literary guild has long outgrown that affectation.

Another sign that seems to indicate the probable decay of poetry is the fact

that among the few readers still left a majority are women. Now, women are the

conservative element in society,—the element which holds fast to what it believes

to be good long after the advance guard have decided that it has lost its virtue.

In the advance guard itself, which of course we take to be the masculine con-

tingent, many of the foremost spirits have given up their loyalty to poetry.

Carlyle, for instance, openly denounced it as a semi-barbarous form of ornament-

ing thought, much like the ring in the nose of the savage, which must inevitably

be abandoned in the onward march of intellect ; Thackeray cannot hide a dispo-

sition to associate its practice with long hair and effeminate ways ; and Howells's

views on the subject have appeared so recently in Harper's Magazine as to need

only a passing allusion.

One feels like retracting all these heresies in the face of such a book as

Browning's "Parleyings with Certain People of Importance in their Day"
(Houghton, Mifflin & Co.), If the present be indeed the twilight of the poets,

we may thank the fate which has placed us in the period when the splendors of

the sunset are still aglow in the heavens. All that Browning seeks to convey

in these " Parleyings" could no doubt have been put into prose, but it would as

effectually have lost its diviner virtue as an opera recited, instead of sung. The

book is an extraordinary performance for a man who has passed his allotted

threescore and ten years, not merely for its energy, its sonorousness, its profun-

dity, but for the robust optimism which contrasts so pleasantly with the pessimism

of Tennyson's old age. The main thesis of the book is indicated in the lyrical pro-

logue, a dialogue between Apollo and the Fates, and is still more clearly defined

in the epilogue, also a dialogue,—this time between John Fust (or Faust) and
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his friends. Succinctly stated, the thesis is simply that life is an infinitely com-

plex thing in which what we call good and what we call evil are so inextricably

blended and intertwined that a mere shifting of position—a slight accession of

knowledge—would make us alter the names by which we call them. As the

Fates sing in the prologue,

—

Known yet ignored, nor divined nor unguessed,

Such is Man's law of life. Do we strive to declare

What is ill, what is good in our spinning ? Worst, best,

Change hues of a sudden ; now here and now there

Flits the sign which decides ; all about yet nowhere.

Yet though man stumble and fall, his path is ever upward and onward

;

though his reason be a taper and no torch, it will guide him from darkness into

light. Though good and bad seem to be wrestling for the mastery, though we are

too purblind to distinguish the good from the bad and often miscall them, yet

good only can prevail. Though every note in the diapason must be struck, no

matter how discordant it may seem, the final outcome will be harmony. This

argument is clinched in the epilogue. Fust and his friends are exulting over

the invention of the printing-press. Fust has been impelled to make this in-

vention by the hope that in placing so powerful an engine for the propagation of

truth in the hands of the Church he may purchase exemption for his sins. So

that it is in a measure true that to his sins, to his selfish and ignoble fear, and to

his superstition, the world owes this inestimable boon. But Fust's joy is dashed

by the thought that the same aid given by his invention to the Church will be

given also to its enemies. The entire passage is worth quoting, for it is pregnant

of meaning

:

FUST.

Ah, friends, the fresh triumph soon flickers, fast fades !

I hailed Word's dispersion : could heart-leaps but tarry !

Through me does Print furnish Truth wings ? The same aids

Cause Falsehood to range just as widely. What raids

On a region undreamed of does Printing enable

Truth's foe to efi"ect : Printed leasing and lies

May speed to the world's farthest corner—gross fable

No less than pure fact—to impede, neutralize,

Abolish God's gift and Man's gain

!

FIRST FRIEND.

Dost surmise

What struck me at first blush ? Our Beghards, Waldenses,

Jeronimites, Hussites—does one show his head.

Spout heresy now ? Not a priest in his senses

Deigns answer mere speech, but piles fagots instead,

Refines as by fire, and, him silenced, all's said.

Whereas if in future I pen an opuscule

Defying retort, as of old when rash tongues

Were easy to tame—straight some knave of the Huss-School

Prints answer forsooth ! Stop invisible lungs ?

The barrel of blasphemy broached once, who bungs ?

SECOND FRIEND.

Does my sermon, next Easter, meet fitting acceptance ?

Each captious disputative boy has his quirk
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" An cnique credendum sit ?" Well, the Church kept " a»»"

In order till Fust set his engine at work

!

What trash will come flying from Jew, Moor, and Turk

When, goose-quill, thy reign o'er the v^orld is abolished

!

Goose—ominous name ! With a goose woe began :

Quoth Huss—which means "goose" in his idiom unpolished

—

" Ye burn now a Goose : there succeeds me a Swan
Ye shall find quench your fire !"

PUST.

I foresee such a man.

And so the epilogue and the book conclude. The poet seems to imply-

that it is in what these short-sighted people call the evils of the press that its

real benefits to mankind will accrue, that its choicest boon will prove the very aid

to heresy which they deplore, for in that heresy lies the germ of all future prog-

ress. Of course the lesson has a wider application to all apparent evils which

may be blessings in disguise. The first of the Parleyings proper is with Bernard

Mandeville, author of the " Fable of the Bees," and the aim of it is to show how
Mandeville's favorite doctrine, that evil is a necessary spur to action, without

which human progress were impossible, can be harmonized with the higher doc-

trine that in the end good must conquer evil, and that evil is hateful, good adorable.

The second is with Daniel Bartoli, the Jesuit, and historian of the Society of Jesus.

A test-case is suggested for discussion. A poor but noble-hearted girl gives up her

ducal lover when she finds that his marriage with her would entail a sacrifice of

power and what she regards as a betrayal of trust. The woman's saintship is con-

ceded, yet it is shown what mixed results followed this act which men must applaud

as heroic. The girl marries a man many years her junior and soon dies, the duke

with a sort of bastard constancy never marries, but wrecks his life in the arms of

mistresses.
One leans to like the duke, too : up we'll patch

Some sort of saintship for him—not to match

Hers—but man's best and woman's worst amount

So nearly to the same thing, that we count

In man a miracle of faithfulness

If, while unfaithful somewhat, he lay stress

On the main fact that love, when love indeed.

Is wholly solely love from first to last

—

Truth—all the rest a lie.

So Thackeray found something ghastly and grotesque yet not utterly ignoble

in the little Dutch boor George II. kneeling at the feet of his dying wife and

blubbering out, in answer to her advice to marry again, " Non, non : faurai des

maitresses." The third Parleying is with Christopher Smart, a hack-author who
amid a mass of dreary rubbish produced one inspired poem, the " Song to David."

Here we are shown how closely allied are genius and commonplace. In the

meanest human soul the divine spark lies latent, and a mere accident (in Smart's

case the apparent degradation of madness) may brush aside the obstruction. The

fourth Parleying, with George Bubb Dodington, teaches that there is such a

thing as absolute evil, shameless, self-confessed, unredeemed, and recognizable by

all men, which no shifting of light can alter into even seeming good. The fifth

Parleying, with Francis Furini, is an apology for Zolaism, as the sixth, with

Gerard de Lairesse, is for realism. The poet refuses to believe the current story
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that Furini, who was both priest and painter, begged on his death-bed that his

studies in nude art should be destroyed. Lairesse is praised for seeing the

beauty that lay behind the commonplace. A fool's wonder is raised only by the

extraordinary, a wise man wonders at the ordinary. The final Parlepng is with

Charles Avison, the English musician, the moot question being as to the immor-

tality of great art. Fashions and modes of thinking change, the masses are no

longer influenced by what swayed their predecessors, nevertheless beauty and

power still lurk in forgotten masterpieces and reveal themselves to him who can

divorce his soul from the fashion of the moment.

It is true, perhaps, that Browning's obscurity detracts from his value as

a poet. The highest art should be intelligible to all. Shakespeare's dramas

crowd both the pit and the gallery. Raphael's Madonnas have endeared them-

selves to people who never heard Raphael's name. But whatever be the final

verdict as to Browning's rank as a poet, he is beyond all question a great thinker,

a great philosopher. His poems repay the hard study you have to bestow upon

them, especially if you keep your self-love from being unduly influenced by any

pride you may feel in solving the difficult problems he presents.

There has lately been published on the other side of the Atlantic a little

book called " Canada's Poet" (London, Field & Tuer), which is the most delight-

ful piece of unconscious humor that has appeared since " English as She is

Spoke." The author is James Gay. He signs himself " Poet Laureate of Canada

and Master of All Poets," and, according to an Introduction by James Milling-

ton, the labored wit of which contrasts unfavorably with the spontaneity of Mr.

Gay's, he was born in 1810, and is still living in Canada. No better sample of

his peculiar powers could be given than the following

:

The brightest of Poets have passed away.

Never a one of them composed on the Elephant and the Flea,

At last it's composed by the Poet James Gay.

THE ELEPHANT AND THE FLEA.

Between those two there's a great contrast,

The elephant is slow, the flea very fast,

You can make friends with the elephant and gain his good-will,

If you have a flea in your bed you cannot lie still

:

A flea is a small thing, all times in the way.

Hopping and jumping like beasts after their prey,

Oft drop inside your ears—don't think this a wonder,

You will think for a while it's loud claps of thunder

:

"We can make friends with all beasts ever came in our way

—

No man on earth can make friends with a flea

;

The elephant is a large beast, and cunning no doubt

;

If you oflFend him, look out for his snout

;

Give him tobacco, it will make him ugly and cross,

A blow from his trunk's worse than a kick from a horse

;

And still they are friendly, will cause no disaster,

Beg around in shows, make money for their master

:

On this noble beast, the elephant, I have no more to say

;

And this little black insect will have its own way.

A flea you may flatten if you know how,

But an elephant no man can't serve so anyhow.

One thing seems wonderful to your poet, James Gay

—

All beasts and little animals seem to have a cunning way
j
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Just like the whales at sea, they seem to know their foes,

Upsets their boats in a moment, and down they goes.

Of course, fully to enjoy the fun of this sort of thing the reader must keep in

mind that the poems are written in perfect good faith, and that their author is

serious in believing himself the equal of " Dr. C. L. Alfred Tennyson," to whom
he has dedicated his book, with the delicate suggestion, "Now Longfellow is

gone there are only two of us left. There ought to be no rivalry between us two."

Another book of poems, widely dissimilar in other respects, but bearing

the same delightful flavor of unconscious humor, is E. A. Warriner's " I Am That

I Am" (Cupples, Upham & Co.), which the title-page describes as a metrical

essay on the philosophic basis of the Christian faith. The first stanza of Canto I.

runs as follows

:

In Being are included all that are,

And were, and will be—subject, adjective,

And predicate—each plural, singular ,•

For though but One, yet in it all must live

—

Modes, tenses, numbers, persons. We derive

From the To Be the That I Am, and thence

All parts of speech, each verb infinitive

;

For the To Be means Substance, Action, Sense;

And That I Am is of the To Be full evidence.

There are over four hundred stanzas of this sort of thing. It may be excel-

lent metaphysics, but it is hard to understand how a person of the scholarly

attainments which Mr. Warriner evidences should have chosen so extraordinary

a medium for presenting the thoughts which, as he tells us, he has " from child-

hood sought with passionate desire." He may in future find appropriate exer-

cise for his poetic gifts in turning the higher mathematics, or Coke upon Little-

ton, into Spenserian stanzas.

Of the other poetry upon the Reviewer's table at least a score of volumes

have absolutely no reason for being. The lines scan, the rhymes are monoto-

nously good. That is all. Would that you could flay a poet alive without hurt-

ing him ! Was it not Descartes who held that all animals were automata, and

whose disciples tortured dogs and cats under the idea that they could not hurt

them ? These poets have all the external signs of automata. Yet the RevicAver

will stay his hand. He will not even mention their names. And thus he may
spare them the worst punishment of all,—that of reading one another's verses.

" Our Arctic Province," by Henry W. Elliott (Charles Scribner's Sons), is a

handsome octavo volume, giving much information about Alaska and the Seal

Islands, their topographical features, their resources, the manners and customs

of the various savage or semi-civilized tribes that inhabit them, and other in-

formation that might be useful in summing up the present and prospective value

of our northwestern province. The illustrations are by the author. They are

drawn from nature, but, like the text which they illustrate, they aim rather at

use than at beauty. Altogether the book is a valuable work of reference, but

it would be tough reading for one who has no special interest in the subject.

Solomon Bulkley Griffin's " Mexico of To-Day" (Harper & Brothers), on the

other hand, would awake an interest where none had been already felt. It is

vivid, sketchy, and entertaining, it can be read through at a sitting, but it has no

permanent value.
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CUEEEISTT NOTES.

THE recent action of the Philadelphia American Society for the Prevention

of Adulteration of Food, Drugs, and Medicines, in bringing together in a

National Convention the varying interests and individual forces that are working

for the suppression of the present direful traffic in impure food, etc., with a view

to the greater effectiveness which a combined action will insure, had in it great

possibilities of good to humanity. It has come to pass that our marts are filled

with highly-adulterated food, drink, and drugs, which are sold side by side with

pure articles of the same name and appearance, without mark to indicate their

character. There can be no question but the public are both swindled commer-

cially and injured physically by these adulterated and sophisticated articles, and

action toward their suppression cannot be too pointed or speedy. The adminis-

tration of State laws, although they exist in several States of sufficient scope and

severity, seems to be ineffectual. Either the mass of the voters are not sufficiently

in sympathy with the laws, or the offenders are in too close relationship with the

officials, so that it is evident that the public must be protected, if by law, from

a source not yet invoked.

The movement toward a national law, as inaugurated by the Convention, is

doubtless in the proper direction. A law is proposed that shall prohibit the manu-

facture, sale, or transportation of adulterated or sophisticated articles of food,

drink, and drugs. The objections to a reliance upon this action alone for a

remedy arise from the fact that the opposition of interested parties, and particu-

larly from the transportation companies whose business will be seriously inter-

fered with, will be such as greatly to delay if not altogether defeat it. While
legislation should be sought and obtained for the future and as speedily as

possible, the public must be indebted for present relief to something more prompt,

and this will doubtless come, as so many of our public blessings always come,

from private enterprise.

We believe that the quickest and most effective way to break up the trade in

adulterated food is by public exposure. Let the articles and their makers be pil-

loried in the public press, and neither will long remain to molest the public. This

remedy will cut like a two-edged sword : in making the business odious it will

discourage production, and in warning the consumer of the fraud it will cut off

the market.

A notable example of the effectiveness of this method may be remembered

in the case of the adulterated baking powders. A few years ago the entire com-

munity was startled by the exposure made by the Royal Baking Powder Com-
pany of New York, of the fact that large quantities of alum baking powders

were upon the market and in daily use. The names of the poisonous articles

and their manufacturers were published. A whirlwind of public excitement fol-

lowed, but the alum baking powder was doomed.

It may be said that it should not be necessary for the individual to incur the

large expense and danger of bodily harm involved in the performance of such
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purely police work as this. Undoubtedly true ; and yet the labor was probably

not without its corresponding advantages. The Royal Company could not have

afforded to make these bold charges and exposures had there been a single vul-

nerable point about its methods or its goods for its enemies to attack. In thus

throwing down the gauntlet the public understood at once that its goods must be

perfectly pure and of the highest quality, and custom was transferred to it and
it reaped a corresponding profit,—although, however much the benefit to these

manufacturers may have been, to the public, from the exposure of the poisonous

adulterations and the consequent protection of health, it was a hundredfold

greater. There must be at least one manufacturer in each class of articles

subject to these large adulterations who possesses the boldness to expose the

charlatans by whom he is surrounded. He will certainly find his reward.

Whatever else may be urged by the gentlemen to whom the matter was left

by the National Convention, we are confident that legislation either by Congress

or the States which stimulates a public exposure will go farthest toward effecting

the most laudable object they have in view.

It is very gratifying to the managers of Lippincotfs Monthly Magazine to

note the success which has attended their experiment of publishing a complete

novel with every number. A most substantial form of encouragement has

been awarded them in a large increase in the number of purchasers and sub-

scribers ; but over and above this they take pride in the good words that have

greeted their enterprise. The series of novels to which this (April) number

furnishes the sixth have all been by authors of note, and have worthily upheld

their reputation. The majority, indeed, have been the masterpieces of their

respective authors. " Brueton's Bayou," for instance, is considered the best of

Habberton's works by such journals as the New York Tribune, Life, the

London Academy, etc. The following good words from the Academy are worth

quoting :
" No one can feel any uncertainty about Mr. Habberton's powers

;

for in originality of motive, in freshness of treatment, and in a winning pathetic

grace which is not a mere ornament of the story but is wrought into its very

fabric, Brueton's Bayou stands alone among recent novels. Having used the

word pathetic, it may be well to say that Mr. Habberton's story is not a melan-

choly one, its pathos being not the pathos of sorrow but of sheer beauty."

" Miss Defarge" has been called one of the best of Mrs. Burnett's shorter novels,

and anything from the hand of a genius like Mrs. Burnett is, of course, valu-

able. *' Sinfire" occupies the front rank in Julian Hawthorne's work. Walt

Whitman told the editor of Lippincotfs Magazine that he began reading it in

the evening and could not lay it down until he had finished it, long after his

regular hour for retiring. He considers " Sinfire" far superior to anything else

of Mr. Hawthorne's that he has ever seen. Miss McClelland's *' A Self-Made

Man" Avas hailed as a distinct advance upon " Oblivion" and " Princess," the

two books which placed that brilliant young writer among the leading novelists

of America. It is too early, of course, to obtain any consensus of criticism upon
" Kenyon's Wife" in our last number and " Douglas Duane" in the present,

but the authors of both assure the editor that they have spent unusual care and

thought upon these works and look upon them as ranking with their very best

performances.

" Cathedral Days," by Anna Bowman Dodd, is the record of a trip through
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Southern England, in places little frequented by tourists, told with so much fasci-

nation of style that the reader seems to share the delightful journey with the

travellers. One of our foremost critics says of Mrs. Dodd, " She is, of all the women
I know, the most thoroughly educated and accomplished,—one of our ablest

writers on literature, art, music, etc. I have looked over her descriptive record of

a tour among the southern cathedral towns of England, and find it very charm-

ing." Fully illustrated. Price, $2.00. Roberts Brothers, Publishers, Boston.

Hoesford's Acid Phosphate acts as a tonic for the stomach and nervous

system. Its specific use is to improve the nutrition of the nervous system. It

is also indicated in all pains and inflammations. Wherever the nervous system

is obliged to spend its force and energy, the true remedy is acid phosphate. The
greater the wear and tear the more necessary is it to supply nerve food. It is a

remedy of the highest value in dyspepsia, sick headache, mental and physical ex-

haustion, nervousness, diminished vitality, neuralgia, and debility in nursing

women. Physicians have used it with unqualified satisfaction. The utmost 're-

liance can be placed upon it, for it is without an equal m the treatment of all

nervous diseases.

Philip Bourke Marston, the poet, died in the beginning of last February,

at the early age of thirty-seven. The sonnet " My Grave" which appears in this

number of LippincoWs Magazine is pathetically appropriate. Evidently it

voices a real wish. It is interesting to note that it was one of the last things that

proceeded from his pen. Mr. Marston, it will be remembered, was blind from

early youth, and he keenly felt his affliction. He is the hero of " Philip my
King," one of the most admired poems of Mrs. Dinah Muloch Craik, his god-

mother.

Tis Nothing but an Advertisement.—Who Cares to Read It?—
The public are under the impression that it is the common practice of many pro-

prietors of Patent Medicines to manufacture their testimonials and interviews as

well as goods, and often one is about as reliable and as near the truth of their

representations as the other.

As an instance a propos of this, it was related that in a large city recently an

Advertising Agent was visited by one of the proprietors of a new bottled remedy,

with a peculiar trade-mark, and offered a large advertisement, to insert in a num-
ber of papers over the country. The advertisement contained many astonishing

testimonials, signed with names having long, high-sounding titles appended to

them.

The Advertising Agents asked if these testimonials were bona fide, and would

the persons named answer a letter written to them ?

" Oh, no," was the reply ;
" they are fictitious, as all such testimonials are.

But that makes no difference ; we are responsible for that, and are willing to pay
your price for your work according to contract."

" No, sir ; we do not do that kind of business."

" Why, sirs, you advertise for a popular firm in this city who protect their

goods by their trade-mark I"

" That is very true ; but we know that every testimonial they offer and we
publish is genuine, and the writers can be reached and their statements can all be
verified."
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So it is true of Drs. Starkey & Palen. There is not a testimonial published

by that firm, or caused to be printed by them, but what was written by the patient,

or for them by their relative or friend, as represented by the testimonial ; and this

truth is easily substantiated by writing to the firm of Drs. Starkey & Palen and

requesting the name and post-ofiice address of the writer of any particular testi-

monial. The following were written by the well-known editor of the New South^

published at Birmingham, Alabama, who can vouch for their correctness

:

" Birmingham, Alabama, November 1, 1886.

" Dear Sirs :—People who are afflicted with disease and are disposed to

resort to your great remedy naturally desire to know if its cures are lasting.

" In my own case, my experience is very satisfactory. I had dyspepsia for

over ten years, which for six years degenerated into a most painful and distressing

form. I could get no relief from the usual remedies, but was permanently restored

to health by one month's use of the Oxygen.
" Mr. C. A. Gibson, of Aberdeen, Miss., was induced by me some tsvo years ago

to use Compound Oxygen. He had for several years suffered from catarrh, head-

ache, etc., and was greatly reduced in health and strength. He found speedy

relief and permanent cure. I am told that he is to-day the very picture of good

health.

" My brother had some years ago a severe attack of asthma. It returned

every fall, and for two months or more he suffered severely. In September last

he was again attacked, but resorted to the Oxygen treatment, and in two "vteeks

was completely relieved.

" Another instance of the wonderful remedial power of Compound Oxygen

will, I hope, go far towards satisfying public confidence in it. Mr. E. B. Ward,

one of the oldest citizens of Columbus, Miss., has for more than thirty years been

a sufferer from rheumatic gout in its most painful form. He was subject to attacks

which confined him to his bed for months, and for weeks at a time suffered the

most excruciating pain. During one of these attacks, in July last, when he had

given up all hope, and frequently said that death was preferable to such a life of

pain and suffering, I induced him to use Compound Oxygen, and with very fine

effect. He improved quite rapidly, and was soon relieved from pain. He was

able to sleep at night, and his appetite returned.

" The disease may not be extirpated from his system, but he has been won-

derfully benefited, and is to-day one of the most enthusiastic believers in and

advocates of Compound Oxygen in our country."

One of the most famous women in America at present is Mrs. James Brown

Potter ; and her book " My Recitations" is one of the best-selling books of the

season, not only because its author's name is a household word in our midst, but

also because she is known to be the best of American lady elocutionists, and a

collection of pieces which have obtained her approval must be a valuable one to

all readers, either amateur or professional.

" Franklin in France," by Edward Everett Hale, is a distinct addition to

American history. Says a competent authority, " I am greatly obliged to you

for your most important contribution to our knowledge of Franklin. Your volume

shows that you agree with me in the opinion that whatever attracts readers to

Franklin's writings and to the study of his public career is a benefaction to

humanity . . . We can never have too much from the pen of a man who never
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wrote a dull line or a foolish one. . . I liave read it with the greatest satisfac-

tion."—(John Bigelow, editor of "The Works of Franklin," to Mr. Hale.)

George Bancroft, the historian, also endorses it :
" Early this morning I received

your delicious book on Franklin, and have spent the day in reading it. You have

brought together a great mass of things new and instructive and exceedingly

pleasant to read. It takes a person who is familiar with the subject of your

studies and the times to know how much of what you have brought forward was

unpublished." Price, $3.00. Eoberts Brothers, Publishers, Boston.

The recent appearance of a new edition of " Worcester's Unabridged Quarto

Dictionary," to which have been added a pronouncing biographical dictionary of

upward of twelve thousand personages and a pronouncing gazetteer of the world

noting and locating over twenty thousand places, will probably open again the

battle of the dictionaries.

While some dictionaries, by extensive advertising and work that has

secured endorsements of State Superintendents and State Legislators, have

reached a large circulation, Worcester has been and is now considered the

standard dictionary of the English language by the most eminent scholars and

authors of America, and is rapidly finding its way into the homes and schools of

our country.

The best endorsements of a dictionary are those that come from the best

writers and educators. Worcester has these endorsements. For in the making

of his great work he followed no idiosyncrasies of his own, but the orthography

and pronunciation of the best authors and scholars.

Dr. McCosh, President of Princeton College, under date of January 21, 1887,

says, "Worcester's Dictionary, so well known, needs no commendation from me.

Its value has been increased by an Appendix containing later words."

A. S. Hill, of Harvard College, under date of January 29, 1887, says, " I

have always used Worcester's, and have regarded it as the highest authority on

orthography."

Edward Everett Hale, who stands in the front rank of literary men, says

under date of January 6, 1887, " I find Worcester's large Dictionary the most

convenient for use, and by far the best authority known to me as to the present

use of the English language."

James Russell Lowell, scholar, poet, and diplomat, under date of January

27, 1887, says, " I could not easily be reconciled to any other dictionary."

Franklin Carter, President of Williams College, says, " I regard it as

authority that cannot be surpassed in matters of orthography and pronuncia-

tion."

T. B. Aldrich, author and poet, says, " I have always regarded Worcester's

Dictionary as the best in the English language."

George William Smith, President of Trinity College, Hartford, says, " Wor-
cester's Dictionary has always been a favorite, because it answered my purpose

the best of any of the many dictionaries."

Rev. Phillips Brooks's testimony is, " To possess the work in its present com-

pleteness is to be well equipped indeed."

In a letter dated January 5, 1887, Edgar Fawcett writes, " I have held

Worcester's Dictionary in the highest esteem, and now to possess this admira-

bly improved edition of his work is in every way a delight. Worcester was a

great philologist, and I sincerely congratulate the publishers upon the valuable
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addenda which have been made to his noble book. I fancy that his ghost must

now be thanking them."

A. R. Spofford, Librarian of Congress, said that "when proofs from the

Congressional Printing-Office at Washington embody the innovations upon Eng-
lish orthography which another dictionary introduced, they are invariably re-

turned with corrections restoring the established spelling, as represented by
AVorcester and the usage of all great English writers."

Major Ben : Perley Poore, Clerk of the Committee of the Congressional

Records, and others at Washington, we are informed, do the same.

The Hon. Charles Sumner said it was " the best authority," and for years

before his death carried a copy of the pocket edition in his hip-pocket.

The London Athenwum, probably the ablest critical paper printed in the

English tongue, has said that it is " the best existing English lexicon," and all

the leading magazines and newspapers of this country publicly recommend it and
adopt it as the standard authority.

This great work will ever remain a credit to American scholarship and a

monument to its author's learning and industry.

So much interest is now being taken in horseback-riding that the publication

of " Riding for Ladies," by Mrs. Power O'Donoghue, is very opportune. It is

a collection of useful and practical hints on mattei"s that pertain to the horse and

his management. The instructions given are of the plainest and easiest descrip-

tion, and are the result of an experience which has in some instances been dearly

bought. Price, $3.50. Roberts Brothers, Publishers, Boston.

It is a curious coincidence that simultaneously with the appearance of

Lippincotfs for March, containing Barnet Phillips's charming story, " Was it

Worth While?" the following paragraph should have been set afloat in Amer-
ican newspapers

:

" The first copy of the original edition of ' The Letters of Columbus,* in

Latin, printed in 1493, the year after the discovery of America, was recently sold

in Cologne for 6600 marks ($1650), said to be the highest price ever paid for a

single book in Germany."

Mr. Phillips's story, it will be remembered, turned upon the hero's discovery

of a copy of this famous book.

" Some Chiistese Ghosts," by Lafcadio Hearn, is a collection of a half-dozen

legends culled from the realm of Cathayan story. The style has such grace and

finish that it is charming, and the imagination is fresh and wholly original. This

little gem is sure to have a permanent setting in American literature. Price,

$1.00. Roberts Brothers, Publishers, Boston.

J. B. LiPPiNCOTT Company.—The illustration accompanying this article

gives the reader a somewhat impressive representation—though merely a bird's-

eye glance, as it were—of the great industrial establishment of J. B. Lippincott

Company, which in its reorganized form, now just entering upon the third year

of its existence as a joint-stock company, shows abundant evidence of possessing

all the old-time vitality and enterprise that in years past rendered the concern

of which this is the outgrowth so famous.

Following the steps of the ingenious artist of our illustration in his progress

through the difierent departments of the establishment, our course leads us first
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to a subterranean region under the Filbert Street front of the building, wbere,

surrounded by boxes of old stereotype plates and much obsolete paraphernalia,

a grimy Guebre, by the aid of powerful boilers, engines, and electric-light plants,

dispenses heat, light, and motive-power to the different rooms of the concern.

We linger not here, the surroundings displease us, but a few steps upward and

we come to the basement floor of the establishment, three hundred and sixty-five

by forty-five feet in extent, divided into various sections for some of the heavier

operations of the business, such as the receipt of goods from abroad, the packing

and shipping from the jobbing and publication departments, and at times the

package-delivery of the sales at retail. Here also are arranged, on shelves appro-

priately labelled, stores of the current school-books of the different publishers

of the United States, wdth much miscellaneous stock of paper-bound books

and other of the less expensive sort. Fifty incandescent electric lights, supple-

mented by twice that number of gas-burners, illuminate this wareroom. Easy

flights of stairs lead from this basement to the first floor proper, which is the

chief attra-ction for strangers as well as for persons engaged in the trade. The
spacious front store, extending nearly two hundred feet from the Market Street

doors to the offices near the centre of the whole area, is largely devoted to the

retail and jobbing departments. Books in all styles of binding and at all prices

here greet the eye, from the twenty-five-cent ephemera of the cheap Libraries

to elegantly-bound standard works, often of choice editions. Of these latter

we note a set of Addison's Works, Bohn's edition, in six volumes, annotated

by Dr. Richard Hurd, Lord Bishop of Worcester, "three-quarters calf binding,"

and Ainsworth's Novels, in sixteen volumes, " with numerous illustrations on

steel and wood, by Cruikshank, 'Phiz,' and Johannot." Alison's History of

Europe, printed from 1849 to 1859, " in 23 vols., with fine steel portraits and

Index" (so runs the legend), holds itself in quiet reserve, waiting for some appre-

ciative purchaser. Arabian Entertainments for a whole " One Thousand and

One Nights," illustrated by many hundred engravings on wood from original

designs by William Harvey, offer themselves in three volumes, printed in 1844.

To the devoutly inclined (and what book-lover is not more or less so?), Bida's

Four Gospels, St. Matthew, St. Mark, St. Luke, and St. John, " illustrated with

132 full-page etched plates on India paper," is offered; also Dalziel's Bible

Gallery, illustrations from drawings by Sir F. Leighton, Maddox Brown,

Poynter, Burne Jones, Watts, Dalziel, Holman Hunt, etc. Lodge's Portraits of

Illustrious Personages of Great Britain, two hundred and forty-five in number,

on India paper (large-paper copy), waits to be taken ; and Lubke's History of

Art, in tree calf, the London edition of 1874, and John Chaloner Smith's Mez-

zotinto Portraits, 125 in number, offer special attractions to those interested in

art. Boswell's Life of Dr. Johnson can be had in three volumes, nicely dressed in

tree calf, or in five volumes, three-quarters morocco. A set of Chalmers's British

Essayists, that " long series of periodical works," says Sir Walter Scott, " which,

from the days of Addison to those of Mackenzie, have enriched our literature

with so many effusions of genius, humor, wit, and learning," in thirty-eight

volumes full calf, printed away back in 1823, is offered as a fit companion to a

set of the British Poets, which is also here exhibited, in fifty-two volumes, half

calf. Coleridge's Works, in twenty-six volumes, the outcome of (as De Quincey

says) " the largest and most spacious intellect, the subtlest and most compre-

hensive, that has yet appeared among men," may here be seen, along with

Dickens's Works, standard edition, in thirty volumes, in various styles of bind-
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ing. Here also are Hawthorne's complete works, in twcive volumes, beautifully

bound "in three-quarters calf;" and the complete works of Charles Lever, in

seventeen volumes, " in red crushed levant." A fine copy of Sir Walter Scott's

Waverley Novels, the so-called " Abbotsford Edition," in twelve volumes, tree

calf binding, with one hundred and twenty engravings on steel and over two

thousand wood-cuts, attracts the eye, along with a copy of the First Edition of

the entire works of Walter Scott,—Novels, Tales, Poems, etc.,—with Life by

Lockhart, the whole in one hundred volumes. These are, however, but a tithe of

what may be seen, much of which is recounted in an elegant catalogue of rare and

choice English books, which "may be had on application." A bird's-eye view

of the stock packed upon the shelves and counters requires all the ocular power

of a far-sighted person, and to mention the name of a book not to be found here

would not be an easy thing for a bibliomaniac to do. The store itself is a model

of beauty and convenience, and the books are arranged in a manner to attract

the eye even of the casual observer.

The offices and counting-room occupy a space midway between the Market

Street and Filbert Street fronts, and here are concocted those brainy schemes that

maintain the establishment in the first rank of the publishing business. Here

the plan for acquiring the famous series of Worcester's Dictionaries had its birth,

resulting in rescuing those excellent works from the nocuous desuetude into

which they had fallen and placing them anew within the reach of an apprecia-

tive public. Here, too, were planned those elegant art works, the illustrated

"Lamia" and the illustrated "American Figure Painters," which for two suc-

cessive seasons have easily held the front rank among American holiday publica-

tions. 'Neath a perfect skylight, on the walls of the counting-room, hang the

originals of these works of art, forming no insignificant picture-gallery.

Passing the counting-room towards the Filbert Street front, we meet the

working bureaus of the Publication and Book-Importing Departments, sur-

rounded by the thousands of volumes which emanate from the presses of this con-

cern and of their foreign correspondents. Here stands a pyramid of Waverley

Novels in half a dozen or more difierent editions of from six to forty-eight vol-

umes, in all styles of binding ; there as many editions of Shakespeare's Works,

in from one to a dozen or more volumes. Thackeray's Works in several editions

of from ten to twenty-six volumes, Carlyle's Works in about twenty volumes,

George Eliot's Works in from eight to twenty volumes, and Dickens's Works in

from seven to thirty volumes, are among the most important books of British print

that here meet the eye of the visitor, while of the product of the home presses

Bulwer's Novels in from twenty-five to forty-seven volumes, Prescott's Histories

in fifteen volumes, Mrs. A. L. Wister's novels, now numbering nearly thirty, and

Ouida's Works in twenty-four uniform volumes, are among the most popular of

their issues. Stacks of those ponderous works of reference, " Worcester's Quarto

Dictionary of the English Language," " Allibone's Dictionary of Authors,"
" Lippincott's Pronouncing Biographical Dictionary," " Lippincott's Pronouncing

Gazetteer of the World," " Chambers's Encyclopaedia," and " Thomas's Pro-

nouncing Medical Dictionary," find here a temporary resting-place between the

bindery and the hand of the purchaser. Here, too, at the Filbert Street front,

are located the Educational Department and the Advertising Bureau of the con-

cern, and here at the elevator are received the tons on tons of paper, imported

sheets, and other heavy freights. Flights of stairs from this point lead to the

several rooms of the manufacturing department, one above the other, " like

Vol. XXXIX.—46
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Ossa piled on Pelion," until we reach the seventh floor from the sub-basement.

First, on the second floor, we come to the home of Lippincott's Magazine, occu-

pying a room some twenty-five by one hundred and fifl;y feet in extent, opposite

and above which are situated the book- and job-printing offices of the concern,

perhaps the most thoroughly equipped rooms of the kind in the country. Here,

besides the production of the choicest specimens of the printer's art (of which a

specialty is made), are printed and distributed to subscribers, in addition to

" Lippincott's Magazine" and the well-known " Medical Times," several other

periodicals, such as "The Therapeutic Gazette," ''The Pennsylvania Magazine"

(for the Historical Society of Pennsylvania), " The Church Magazine," "Archives

of Pediatrics," " The American Naturalist," " The American Journal," etc. Some
thirty printing-presses and, at times, a hundred and fifty or more hands are em-

ployed in these rooms. From the printing-office the sheets are carried by ele-

vators to the sixth story for drying, after which they are passed through the

hydraulic press to give them that smoothness and finish which otherwise would

be impossible after the surface is disturbed by printing. Here, then begins the

binding proper, and the terms folding, gathering, sewing, forwarding, marbling,

casing, finishing, etc., mark the successive processes, each contributed by dif-

ferent artisans, through which a volume passes in its course fi-om the printing-

press to the hand of the reader.

Other departments of this mammoth concern are the blank-book manufactory

and stock-room, located respectively on the third and second floors, where huge

masses of unruled paper and other raw material are converted into millions of

books for accountants' uses. A room some fifty feet by one hundred, where can

be found everything in the blank-book way, from the simple every-day " pass-

book" to the most elaborate bank ledger, affords the best of facilities for the

purchaser to select his stock. Convenient bridge- like passages connect these

manufacturing rooms with the Stationery Department at the Market Street front

of the concern, where, in spacious rooms, one above the other, is exhibited

perhaps the most extensive stock in stationery and cognate lines to be found in

the United States. Heavy importations direct from France, Germany, and the

British Dominions unite with the still more extensive purchases from domestic

manufacturers to make it possible for the customer to procure here anything that

he may require in the lines represented. Pens, paper, and envelopes in endless

variety, pencils and slates by the ton, school bags and all sorts of school para-

phernalia, simple games for the children, base balls and bats and foot-balls for

athletes, and playing-cards and chess in many styles for the more sedate, are

included in the stock here gathered together. Book-rests, hammocks, and dic-

tionary-holders ofier attractions to the comfort-seeking; while thousands of

albums in leather and plush, ornamental lamps in great variety, attractive

bronzes, brass goods of many sorts, and fine leather travelling-satchels and

pocket-books abound for those who desire to unite utility with elegance in their

purchases. A selection of these goods may be conveniently found at the station-

ery counter in the retail department on the first floor, near the Market Street

entrance to the store.

Taken all in all, it may confidently be premised that J. B. Lippincott

Company, with the advantages of its honorable reputation, its splendid working

plant, and its excellent business connections, will for years, perhaps for genera-

tions, exist to do honor to the name of its noted founder.
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THE DESERTER

PRELUDE.

FAR up in the Northwest, along the banks of the broad, winding
stream the Sioux call the Elk, a train of white-topped army-

wagons is slowly crawling eastward. The October sun is hot at noon-

day, and the dust from the loose soil rises like heavy smoke and
powders every face and form in the guarding battalion so that features

are wellnigh indistinguishable. Four companies of stalwart, sinewy

infantry, with their brown rifles slung over the shoulder, are striding

along in dispersed order, covering the exposed southern flank from sud-

den attack, while farther out along the ridge-line, and far to the front

and rear, cavalry skirmishers and scouts are riding to and fro, search-

ing every hollow and ravine, peering cautiously over every "divide,'^

and signalling " halt'^ or " forward'^ as the indications warrant.

And yet not a hostile Indian has been seen ; not one, even as distant

vedette, has appeared in range of the binoculars, since the scouts rode

in at daybreak to say that big bands were in the immediate neighbor-

hood. It has been a long, hard summer's work for the troops, and the

Indians have been, to all commands that boasted strength or swiftness,

elusive as the Irishman's flea of tradition. Only to those whose num-
bers were weak or whose movements were hampered have they appeared

in fighting-trim. But combinations have been too much for them, and
at last they have been ^' herded" down to the Elk, have crossed, and
are now seeking to make their way, with women, children, tepees, dogs,
" travois," and the great pony herds, to the fastnesses of the Big Horn

;

and now comes the opportunity for which an old Indian-fighter has

been anxiously waiting. In a big cantonment he has held the main
body under his command, while keeping out constant scoating-parties

to the east and north. He knows well that, true to their policy, the

699
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Indians will have scattered into small bands capable of reassembling
anywhere that signal smokes may call them, and his orders are to

watch all the crossings of the Elk and nab them as they come into his

district. He watches, despite the fact that it is his profound conviction

that the Indians will be no such idiots as to come just where they are

wanted, and he is in no wise astonished when a courier comes in on
jaded horse to tell him that they have " doubled'' on the other column
and are now two or three days' march away down stream, " making for

the big bend.'' His own scouting-parties are still out to the eastward :

he can pick them up as he goes. He sends the main body of his in-

fantry, a regiment jocularly known as ^' The Riflers," to push for a
landing some fifty miles down-stream, scouting the lower valley of the

Sweet Root on the way. He sends his wagon-train, guarded by four

companies of foot and two of horsemen, by the only practicable road

to the bend, while he, with ten seasoned ^' troops" of his pet regiment,

the —th Cavalry, starts forthwith on a long detour in which he
hopes to " round up" such bands as may have slipped away from the

general rush. Even as " boots and saddles" is sounding, other couriers

come riding in from Lieutenant Crane's party. He has struck the

trail of a big band.

When the morning sun dawns on the picturesque valley in which
the cantonment nestled but the day before, it illumines an almost de-

serted village, and brings no joy to the souls of some twoscore of em-
bittered civilians who had arrived only the day previous, and whose
unanimous verdict is that the army is a fraud and ought to be abolished.

For four months or more some three regiments had been camping,

scouting, roughing it thereabouts, with not a cent of pay. Then came
the wildly exciting tidings that a boat was on the way up the Missouri

with a satrap of the pay department, vast store of shekels, and a strong

guard, and as a consequence there would be some two thousand men
around the cantonment with pockets full of money and no one to help

them spend it, and nothing suitable to spend it on. It was a duty all

citizens owed to the Territory to hasten to the scene and gather in for

local circulation all that was obtainable of that disbursement ; other-

wise the curse of the army might get ahead of them and the boys

would gamble it away among themselves or spend it for vile whiskey
manufactured for their sole benefit. Gallatin Valley was emptied of

its prominent practitioners in the game of poker. The stream was
black with " Mackinaw" boats and other craft. There was a rush for

the cantonment that rivalled the multitudes of the mining days, but all

too late. The command was already packing up when the first con-

tingent arrived, and the commanding officer, recognizing the fraternity

at a glance, warned them outside the limits of camp that night, declined

their services as volunteers on the impending campaign, and treated

them with such calmly courteous recognition of their true character

that the Eastern press was speedily filled with sneering comment on
the hopelessness of ever subduing the savage tribes of the Northwest

when the government intrusts the duty to upstart officers of the regular

service whose sole conception of their functions is to treat with insult

and contempt the hardy frontiersman whose mere presence with the
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command would be of incalculable benefit. " We have it from indis-

putable authority," says The Miner''s Light of Brandy Gap, " that when
our esteemed fellow-citizen Hank Mulligan and twenty gallant shots

and riders like himself went in a body to General at the canton-

ment and offered their services as volunteers against the Sioux now
devastating the homesteads and settlements of the Upper Missouri and
Yellowstone valleys, they were treated with haughty and contemptu-

ous refusal by that bandbox caricature of a soldier and threatened

with arrest if they did not quit the camp. When will the United

States learn that its frontiers can never be purged of the Indian

scourges of our civilization until the conduct of affairs in the field is

intrusted to other hands than these martinets of the drill-ground ? It

is needless to remark in this connection that the expedition led by
General has proved a complete failure, and that the Indians easily

escaped his clumsily-led forces.'^

The gamblers, though baffled for the time being, of course "get
square," and more too, with the unfortunate general in this sort of war-

fare, but they are a disgusted lot as they hang about the wagon-train as

last of all it is being hitched-in to leave camp. Some victims, of course,

they have secured, and there are no devices of commanding officers which
can protect their men against those sharks of the prairies when the men
themselves are bound to tempt Providence and play. There are two
scowling faces in the cavalry escort that has been left back with the train,

and Captain Hull, the commanding officer, has reprimanded Sergeants

Clancy and Gow^er in stinging terms for their absence from the com-
mand during the night. There is little question where they spent it,

and both have been " cleaned out." What makes it worse, both have
lost money that belonged to other men in the command, and they are

in bad odor accordingly.

The long day's march has tempered the joviality of the entire

column. It is near sundown, and still they keep plodding onward,
making for a grassy level on the river-bank a good mile farther.

" Old Hull seems bound to leave the sports as far behind as possi-

ble, if he has to march us until midnight," growls the battalion adju-

tant to his immediate commander. " By thunder ! one would think

he was afraid they would get in a lick at his own pile."

" How much did you say he was carrying ?" asks Captain Rayner,
checking his horse for a moment to look back over the valley at the

long, dust-enveloped column.
" Nearly three thousand dollars in one wad."
" How does he happen to have such a sum ?"

" Why, Crane left his pay-accounts with him. He drew all that

was due his men who are off with Crane,—twenty of them,—for they
had signed the rolls before going, and were expected back to-day. Then
he has some six hundred dollars company fund ; and the men of his

troop asked him to take care of a good deal besides. The old man has

been with them so many years they look upon him as a father and trust

him as implicitly as they would a savings-bank."
" That's all very well," answers Rayner ;

" but I wouldn't want to

carry any such sum with me."
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" It^s different with Hull's men, captain. They are ordered in

through the posts and settlements. They have a three weeks' march
ahead of them when they get through their scout, and they want their

money on the way. It was only after they had drawn it that the news
came of the Indians' crossing and of our having to jump for the war-

path. Everybody thought yesterday morning that the campaign was
about over so far as we are concerned. Halloo ! here comes young
Hayne. Now, what does he want ?"

Riding a quick, nervous little bay troop horse, a slim-built officer,

with boyish face, laughing blue eyes, and sunny hair, comes loping up
the long prairie wave ; he shouts cheery greeting to one or two brother

subalterns who are plodding along beside their men, and exchanges some
merry chaff with Lieutenant Ross, who is prone to growl at the luck

which has kept him afoot and given to this favored youngster a " mount"
and a temporary staff position. The boy's spirits and fun seem to jar on
Rayner's nerves. He regards him blackly as he rides gracefully towards

the battalion commander, and with decidedly nonchalant ease of manner
and an " off-hand" salute that has an air about it of saying, " I do this

sort of thing because one has to, but it doesn't really mean anything,

you know," Mr. Hayne accosts his superior :

" Ah, good-evening, captain. I have just come back from the

front, and Captain Hull directed me to give you his compliments and
say that we would camp in the bend yonder, and he would like you to

post strong pickets and have a double guard to-night."
" Have me post double guards ! How the devil does he expect me

to do that after marching all day ?"

" I did not inquire, sir : he might have told me 'twas none of my
business, don't you know?" And Mr. Hayne has the insufferable

hardihood to wink at the battalion adjutant,—a youth of two years'

longer service than his own.
" Well, Mr. Hayne, this is no matter for levity," says Rayner,

angrily. " What does Captain Hull mean to do with his own men, if

I'm to do the guard ?"

" That is another point. Captain Rayner, which I had not the requi-

site effrontery to inquire into. Now, you might ask him, but I couldn't,

don't you know ?" responds Hayne, smiling amiably the while into the

wrathful face of his superior. It serves only to make the indignant

captain more wrathful ; and no wonder. There has been no love lost

between the two since Hayne joined the Riflers early the previous year.

He came in from civil life, a city-bred boy, fresh from college, full

of spirits, pranks, fun of every kind ; a wonderfully keen hand with

the billiard-cue ; a knowing one at cards and such games of chance

as college boys excel at ; a musician of no mean pretensions, and an

irrepressible leader in all the frolics and frivolities of his comrades.

He had leaped to popularity from the start. He was full of cour-

tesy and gentleness to women, and became a pet in social circles. He
was frank, free, off-handed with his associates, spending lavishly,

"treating" with boyish ostentation on all occasions, living quite en

gi^and seigneur, for he seemed to have a little money outside his pay,—" a windfall from a good old duffer of an uncle," as he had explained
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it. His father, a scholarly man who had been summoned to an im-

portant under-office in the State Department during the War of the

Rebellion, had lived out his honored life in Washington and died poor,

as such men must ever die. It was his wish that his handsome, spirited,

brave-hearted boy should enter the army, and long after the sod had
hardened over the father's peaceful grave the young fellow donned his

first uniform and went out to join " The E-iflers." High-spirited, joy-

ous, full of laughing fun, he was " Pet" Hayne before he had been

among them six months. But within the year he had made one or two
enemies. It could not be said of him that he showed that deference

to rank and station which was expected of a junior officer; and among
the seniors were several whom he speedily designated " unconscionable

old duifers" and treated with as little semblance of respect as a second

lieutenant could exhibit and be permitted to live. Kayner prophesied of

him that, as he had no balance and was burning his candle at both ends,

he would come to grief in short order. Hayne retorted that the only

balance that Rayner had any respect for was one at the banker's, and
that it was notorious in Washington that the captain's father had made
most of his money in government contracts, and that the captain's

original commission in the regulars was secured through well-paid Con-
gressional influence. The fact that Kayner had developed into a good
officer did not wipe out the recollection of these facts ; and he could

have throttled Hayne for reviving them. It was " a game of give and
take," said the youngster; and he "behaved himself" to those who
were at all decent in their manner to him.

It was a thorn in Rayner's flesh, therefore, when Hayne joined from
leave of absence, after experiences not every officer would care to en-

counter in getting back to his regiment, that Captain Hull should have
induced the general to detail him in place of the invalided field quarter-

master when the command was divided. Hayne would have been a

junior subaltern in Rayner's little battalion but for that detail, and it

annoyed the captain more seriously than he would confess.

" It is all an outrage and a blunder to pick out a boy like that," he

growls between his set teeth as Hayne canters blithely away. " Here
he's been away from the regiment all summer long, having a big time

and getting head over ears in debt, I hear, and the moment he rejoins

they put him in charge of the wagon-train as field quartermaster. It's

putting a premium on being young and cheeky,—besides absenteeism,"

he continues, growing blacker every minute.
" Well, captain," answers his adjutant, injudiciously, " I think

you don't give Hayne credit for coming back on the jump the moment
we were ordered out. It was no fault of his he could not reach us.

He took chances I wouldn't take."
" Oh, yes ! you kids all swear by Hayne because he's a good

fellow and sings a jolly song and plays the piano—and poker. One of

these days he'll swamp you all, sure as shooting. He's in debt noio^

and it'll fetch him before you know it. What he needs is to be under

a captain who could discipline him a little. By Jove, I'd do it !" And
Rayner's teeth emphasize the assertion.

The young adjutant thinks it advisable to say nothing that may
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provoke further vehemence. All the same, he remembers Rayner's
bitterness of manner, and has abundant cause to.

When the next morning breaks, chill and pallid, a change has come
in the aspect of affairs. During the earliest hour of the dawn the red
light of a light-draught river-boat startled the outlying pickets down-
stream, and the Far West, answering the muffled hail from shore,

responded, through the medium of a mate's stentorian tones, " News
that'll rout you fellows out.'' The sun is hardly peeping over the

jagged outline of the eastern hills when, with Rayner's entire battalion

aboard, she is steaming again down-stream, with orders to land at the

mouth of the Sweet Root. There the four companies will disembark in

readiness to join the rest of the regiment.

All day long again the wagon-train twists and wriggles through an
ashen section of Les Mauvaises Terres. It is a tedious, trying march
for Hull's little command of troopers,—all that is now left to guard the

train. The captain is constantly out on the exposed flank, eagerly

scanning the rough country to the south, and expectant any moment of

an attack from that direction. He and his men, as well as the horses,

mules, and teamsters, are fairly tired out when at nightfall they park the

wagons in a big semicircle, with the broad river forming a shining

chord to the arc of white canvas. All the live-stock are safely herded
within the enclosure ; a few reliable soldiers are posted well out to the

south and east, to guard against surprise, and the veteran Sergeant

Clancy is put in command of the sentries. The captain gives strict

injunctions as to the importance of these duties ; for he is far from easy

in his mind over the situation. The Riflers, he knows, are over in the

valley of the Sweet Root. The steamer with Rayner's men is tied up
at the bank some five miles below, around the bend. The —th are

far off to the northward across the Elk, as ordered, and must be

expecting on the morrow to make for the old Indian " ferry" opposite

Battle Butte. The main body of the Sioux are reported farther down
stream, but he feels it in his bones that there are numbers of them
within signal, and he wishes with all his heart the —th were here.

Still, the general was sure he would stir up war-parties on the other

shore. Individually, he has had very little luck in scouting during the

summer, and he cannot help wishing he were with the rest of the crowd
instead of here, train-guarding.

Presently Mr. Hayne appears, elastic and debonair as though he

had not been working like a horse all day. His voice sounds so full of

cheer and life that Hull looks up smilingly :

" Well, youngster, you seem to love this frontier life."

" Every bit of it, captain. I was cut out for the army, as father

thought."
" We used to talk it over a good deal in the old days when I was

stationed around Washington," answers Hull. " Your father was the

warmest friend I had in civil circles, and he made it very pleasant for

me. How little we thought it would be my luck to have you for

quartermaster !"

" The fellows seemed struck all of a heap in the Riflers at the idea

of your applying for me, captain. I was ready to swear it was all on
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father's account, and would have told them so, only Rayner happened
to be the first man to tackle me on the subject, and he was so crusty

about it I kept the whole thing to myself rather than give him any
satisfaction."

" Larry, my boy, I^m no preacher, but I want to be the friend to

you your father was to me. You are full of enthusiasm and life and
spirits, and you love the army ways and have made yourself very pop-
ular with the youngsters, but I'm afraid you are too careless and inde-

pendent where the seniors are concerned. Rayner is a good soldier

;

and you show him very scant respect, I'm told."

"Well, he's such an interfering fellow. They will all tell you I'm
respectful enough to—to the captains I like

"

" That's just it, Lawrence. So long as you like a man your manner
is what it should be. What a young soldier ought to learn is to be
courteous and respectful to senior officers whether he likes them or not.

It costs an effort sometimes, but it tells. You never know what trouble

you are laying up for yourself in the army by bucking against men you
don't like. They may not be in position to resent it at the time, but
the time is mighty apt to come when they will be, and then you are

helpless."

" Why, Captain Hull, I don't see it that way at all. It seems to

me that so long as an officer attends to his duty, minds his own busi-

ness, and behaves like a gentleman, no one can harm him ; especially

when all the good fellows of the regiment are his friends, as they are

mine, I think, in the Riflers."

"Ah, Hayne, it is a hard thing to teach a youngster that—that

there are men who find it very easy to make their juniors' lives a burden
to them, and without overstepping a regulation. It is harder yet to say

that friends in the army are a good deal like friends out of it : one only

has to get into serious trouble to find how few they are. God grant

you may never have to learn it, my boy, as many another has had to,

by sharp experience ! Now we must get a good night's rest. You
sleep like a log, I see, and I can only take cat-naps. Confound this

money ! How I wish I could get rid of it
!"

" Where do you keep it to-night ?"

" Right here in my saddle-bags under my head. Nobody can

touch them that I do not wake ; and my revolver is here under the

blanket. Hold on ! Let's take a look and see if everything is all

right." He holds a little camp-lantern over the bags, opens ihQ flap,

and peers in. " Yes,—all serene. I got a big hunk of green sealing-

wax from the paymaster and sealed it all up in one package with the

memorandum-list inside. It's all safe so far,—even to the hunk of
sealing-wax.—What is it, sergeant ?"

A tall, soldierly, dark-eyed trooper appears at the door-way of
the little tent, and raises his gauntleted hand in salute. His language,

though couched in the phraseology of the soldier, tells both in choice

of words and in the intonation of every phrase that he is a man whose
antecedents have been far different from those of the majority of the

rank and file :

" Will the captain permit me to take my horse and those of tliree
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or four more men outside the corral ? Sergeant Clancy says he has no
authority to allow it. We have found a patch of excellent grass, sir,

and there is hardly any left inside. I will sleep by my picket-pin, and
one of us will keep awake all the time, if the captain will permit.'*

^^ How far away is it, sergeant ?'*

^^ Not seventy-five yards, sir,—close to the river-bank east of us."
" Very well. Send Sergeant Clancy here, and I'll give the necessary

orders.''

The soldier quietly salutes, and disappears in the gathering dark-
ness.

" That's what I like about that man Gower," says the captain, after

a moment's silence. " He is always looking out for his horse. If he
were not such a gambler and rake he would make a splendid first-

sergeant. Fine-looking fellow, isn't he ?"

"Yes, sir. That is a face that one couldn't well forget. Who
was the other sergeant you overhauled for getting fleeced by those sharps

at the cantonment ?"

" Clancy ? He's on guard to-night. A very different character."
" I don't know him by sight as yet. Well, good-night, sir. I'll

take myself off and go to my own tent."

Daybreak again, and far to the east the sky is all ablaze. The mist

is creeping from the silent shallows under the banks, but all is life and
vim along the shore. With cracking whip, tugging trace, sonorous

blasphemy, and ringing shout, the long train is whirling ahead almost

at the run. All is athrill with excitement, and bearded faces have a

strange, set look about the jaws, and eyes gleam with eager light and
peer searchingly from every rise far over to the southeast, where stands

a tumbling heap of hills against the lightening sky. " Off there, are

they?" says a burly trooper, dismounting hastily to tighten up the
" cinch" of his weather-beaten saddle. " We can make it quick enough,

's soon as we get rid of these blasted wagons." And, swinging into

saddle again, he goes cantering down the slope, his charger snorting

with exhilaration in the keen morning air.

Before dawn a courier has galloped into camp, bearing a despatch

from the commanding officer of the Riflers. It says but few words,

but they are full of meaning :
" We have found a big party of hostiles.

They are in strong position, and have us at disadvantage. Rayner
with his four companies is hurrying to us. Leave all wagons with

the boat under guard, and come with every horse and man you can

bring."

Before seven o'clock the wagons are parked close along the bank
beside the Far West, and Hull, with all the men he can muster,

—

some fifty,—is trotting ahead on the trail of Rayner's battalion. With
him rides Mr. Hayne, eager and enthusiastic. Before ten o'clock, far

up along the slopes they see the blue line of skirmishers, and the knots

of reserves farther down, all at a stand. In ten minutes they ride with

foaming reins in behind a low ridge on which, flat on their faces and
cautiously peering over the crest, some hundred infantrymen are dis-

posed. Others, officers and file-closers, are moving to and fro in rear.
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They are of Rayner^s battalion. Farther back, down in a ravine a

dozen forms are outstretched upon the turf, and others are bending over

them, ministering to the needs of those who are not past help already.

Several officers crowd around the leading horsemen, and Hull orders,

" Halt, dismount, and loosen girths.^^ The grave faces show that the

infantry has had poor luck, and the situation is summarized in few
words. The Indians are in force occupying the ravines and ridges

opposite them and confronting the six companies farther over to the

west. Two attacks have been made, but the Indian fire swept every

approach, and both were unsucccessful. Several soldiers were shot dead,

others severely wounded. Lieutenant Warren's leg is shattered below
the knee ; Captain Blount is killed.

" Where's Rayner ?" asks Hull, with grave face.

" Just gone off with the chief to look at things over on the other

front. The colonel is hopping. He is bound to have those Indians

out of there or drop a-trying. They'll be back in a minute. The
general had a rousing fight with Dull Knife's people down the river

last evening. You missed it again, Hull : all the —th were there

but F and K,—and of course old Firewater wants to make as big a

hit here."
" The —th fighting down the river last night ?" asks Hull, in

amaze.
" Yes,—swept clean round them and ran 'em into the stream, they

say. I wish we had them where we could see 'em at all. You don't

get the glimpse of a head, even ; but all those rocks are lined with the

beggars. Damn them !" says the adjutant, feelingly.

" We'll get our chance here, then," replies Hull, reflectively. " I'll

creep up and take a look at it. Take my horse, orderly."

He is back in two minutes, graver than before, but his bearing is

spirited and firm. Hayne watches him with kindling eye.

" You'll take me in with you when you charge ?" he asks.

" It is no place to charge there. The ground is all cut up with

ravines and gullies, and they've got a cross-fire that sweeps it clean.

We'll probably go in on the other flank ; it's more open there. Here
comes the chief now."

Two officers come riding hastily around a projecting point of the

slope and spur at rapid gait towards the spot where the cavalry have

dismounted and are breathing their horses. There is hardly time for

salutations. A gray-headed, keen-eyed, florid-faced old soldier is the

colonel, and he is snapping with electricity, apparently.
" This way, Hull. Come right here, and I'll show you what you

are to do." And, followed by Rayner, Hull, and Hayne, the chief

rides sharply over to the extreme left of the position and points to the

frowning ridge across the intervening swale

:

^^ There, Hull : there are twenty or thirty of the rascals in there

who get a flank fire on us when we attack on our side. What I want
you to do is to mount your men, let them draw pistol and be all ready.

Rayner, here, will line the ridge to keep them down in front. I'll go
back to the right and order the attack at once. The moment we begin

and you hear our shots, you give a yell, and charge full tilt across there,
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SO as to drive out those fellows in that ravine. We can do the rest.

Do you understand ?''

*' I understand, colonel ; but is it your order that I attempt

to chars^e mounted across that ground V^
" Why, certainly ! It isn't the best in the world, but you can make

it. They can't do very much damage to your men before you reach

them. It's got to be done ; it's the only way."
^' Very good, sir : that ends it !" is the calm, soldierly reply ; and

the colonel goes bounding away.

A moment later the troop is in saddle, eager, wiry, bronzed fellows

every one, and the revolvers are in hand and being carefully exam-
ined. Then Captain Hull signals to Hayne, while Rayner and three

or four soldiers sit in silence, watching the man who is to lead the

charge. He dismounts at a little knoll a few feet away, tosses his reins

to the trumpeter, and steps to his saddle-bags. Hayne, too, dismounts.

Taking his watch and chain from the pocket of his hunting-shirt,

he opens the saddle-bag on the near side and takes therefrom two
packets,—one heavily sealed,—which he hands to Hayne.

^' In case I—don't come back, you know what to do with these,—as

I told you last night."

Hayne only looks imploringly at him :
" You are not going to leave

me here
J
captain ?"

" Yes, Hayne. You can't go with us. Hark ! There they go at

the right. Are the packages all right ?"

Hayne, with stunned faculties, thinking only of the charge he longs

to make,—not of the one he has to keep,—replies he knows not what.

There is a ringing bugle-call far off among the rocks to the westward

;

a rousing cheer; a rattling volley. Rayner springs off to his men on
the hill-side. Hull spurs in front of his eager troop, holding high his

pistol-hand

:

" Now, men, follow till I drop ; and then keep ahead ! Come on !"

There is a furious sputter of hoofs, a rush of excited steeds up the

gentle slope, a glad outburst of cheers as they sweep across the ridge and
out of sight, then the clamor and yell of frantic battle ; and when at

last it dies away, the Riflers are panting over the hard-w^on position and
shaking hands with some few silent cavalrymen. They have carried

the ridge, captured the migrating village, squaws, ponies, travois, and
pappooses ; their " long Toms" have sent many a stalwart warrior to

the mythical hunting-grounds, and the peppery colonel's triumph is

complete.

But Lawrence Hayne, with all the light gone from his brave young
face, stands mutely looking down upon the stiffening frame of his father's

old friend, and his, who lies shot through the heart.

I.

In the Pullman car of the westward-bound express, half-way across

the continent^ two passengers were gazing listlessly out over the wintry
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landscape. It was a bitter morning in February. North and south

the treeless prairie rolled away in successive ridge and depression. The
snow lay deep in the dry ravines and streaked the sea-like surface with

jagged lines of foam between which lay broad spaces clean-swept by
the gale. Heavy masses of cloud, dark and forbidding, draped the

sj^y from zenith to horizon, and the air was thick with spiteful gusts

and spits of snow, crackling against the window-panes, making fierce

dashes every time a car door was hurriedly opened, and driving about

the platforms like a myriad swarm of fleecy and aggressive gnats raging

for battle. Every now and then, responsive to some wilder blast, a

blinding white cloud came whirling from the depths of the nearest

gully and breaking like spray over tiie snow fence along the line. Not
a sign of life was visible. The tiny mounds in the villages of the

prairie-dogs seemed blocked and frozen ; even the trusty sentinel had
*^ deserted post'' and huddled with his fellows for warmth and shelter in

the bowels of the earth. Fluttering owl and skulking coyote, too, had
vanished from the face of nature. Timid antelope—fleetest coursers

of the prairie—and stolid horned cattle had gone, none knew whither,

nor cared to know until the " blizzard" had subsided. Two heavy en-

gines fought their way, panting, into the very teeth of the gale and
slowly wound the long train after them up-grade among the foot-hills

of the great plateau of the Rockies. Once in a while, when stopping

for a moment at some group of brown-painted sheds and earth-battened

shanties, the wind moaned and howled among the iron braces and
brake-chains beneath the car and made such mournful noise that it was
a relief to start once more and lose sound of its wailing in the general

rumble. As for the scenery, only as a picture of shiver-provoking

monotony and desolation would one care to take a second look.

And yet, some miles ahead, striving hard to reach the railway in

time to intercept this very train, a small battalion of cavalry was
struggling through the blasts, officers and men afoot and dragging their

own benumbed limbs and half-benumbed chargers through the drifts

that lay deep at the bottom of every " coulee." Some few soldiers re-

mained in saddle : they were too frozen to walk at all. Some few fell

behind, and would have thrown themselves flat upon the prairie in the

lethargy that is but premonition of death by freezing. Like men half

deadened by morphine, their rescue depended on heroic measures, hu-
mane in their seeming brutality. Officers who at other times were all

gentleness now fell upon the hapless stragglers with kicks and blows.

As the train drew up at the platform of a station in mid-prairie, a

horseman enveloped in fur and frost and steam from his panting steed

reined up beside the leading engine and shouted to the occupants of the

cab,

—

" For God's sake hold on a few minutes. We've got a dozen frozen

men with us we must send on to Fort Warrener." And the train was
held.

Meantime, those far to the rear in the sleeper knew nothing of
what was going on ahead. The car was warm and comfortable, and
most of its occupants were apparently appreciative of its shelter and
coseyness in contrast with the cheerless scene without. A motherly-
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looking woman had produced her knitting, and was blithely clicking

away at her needles, while her enterprising son, a youth of four sum-
mers and undaunted confidence in human nature, tacked up and down
the aisle and made impetuous incursions on the various sections by
turns, receiving such modified welcome as could be accorded features

streaked with mingled candy and cinders, and fingers whose propensito^

to cling to whatsoever they touched was due no more to instincts of a
predatory nature than to the adhesive properties of the glucose which
formed so large a constituent of the confections he had been industri-

ously consuming since early morning. Four men playing whist in the

rearmost section, two or three commercial travellers, whose intimacy

with the porter and airs of easy proprietorship told of an apparent
controlling interest in the road, a young man of reserved manners,
reading in a section all by himself, a baby sleeping quietly upon the seat

opposite the two passengers first mentioned, and a Maltese kitten curled

up in the lap of one of them, completed the list of occupants.

The proximity of the baby and the kitten furnishes strong pre-

sumptive evidence of the sex and general condition of the two passengers

referred to, and renders detail superfluous. A baby rarely travels

without a woman, or a kitten with a woman already encumbered with

a baby. The baby belonged to the elder passenger, the kitten to the

younger. The one was a buxom matron, the other a slender maid.

In their ages there must have been a difference of fifteen years ; in

feature there was still wider disparity. The elder was a fine-looking

woman, and one who prided herself upon the Junoesque proportions

which she occasionally exhibited in a stroll for exercise up and down
the aisle. Yet no one would call her a beauty. Her eyes were of a

somewhat fishy and uncertain blue ; the lids were tinged with an un-

ornamental pink that told of irritation of the adjacent interior surface

and of possible irritability of temper. Her complexion was of that

mottled type which is so sore a trial to its possessor and yet so inesti-

mable a comfort to social rivals ; but her features were handsome, her

teeth fine, her dress, bearing, and demeanor those of a woman of birth

and breeding, and yet one who might have resented the intimation that

she was not strikingly handsome. She looked like a woman with a

will of her own ; her head was high, her stiep was firm ; it was of just

such a walk as hers that Virgil wrote his '^ vera incessu patuit dea/'

and she made the young man in the section by himself think of that

very passage as he glanced at her from under his heavy, bushy eye-

brows. She looked, moreover, like a woman with a capacity for in-

fluencing people contrary to their will and judgment, and with a decided

fondness for the exercise of that unpopular function. There was the

air of grande dame about her, despite the simplicity of her dress, which,

though of rich material, was severely plain. She wore no jewelry. Her
hands were snugly gloved, and undisfigured by the distortions of any
ring except the marriage circlet. Her manner attested her a person of

consequence in her social circle and one who realized the fact. She had
repelled, though without rudeness or discourtesy, the garrulous efforts

of the motherly knitter to be sociable. She had promptly inspired the

small, candy-crusted explorer with such awe that he had refrained from
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further visits after his first confiding attempt to poke a sticky finger

through the baby's velvety cheek. She had spared little scorn in her

rejection of the bourgeois advances of the commercial traveller with the

languishing eyes of Israel : he confided to his comrades, in relating the

incident, that she was smart enough to see that it wasn't her he was
hankering to know, but the pretty sister by her side ; and when chal-

lenged to prove that they were sisters,—a statement which aroused the

scepticism of his shrewd associates,—he had replied, substantially,

—

" How do I know ? 'Cause I saw their pass before you was up this

morning, cully. It's for Mrs. Captain Rayner and sister, and they're

going out here to Fort Warrener. That's how I know.'^ And the

porter of the car had confirmed the statement in the sanctity of the

smoking-room.
And yet—such is the uncertainty of feminine temperament—Mrs.

Kayner was no more incensed at the commercial " gent" because he had
obtruded his attentions than she was at the young man reading in his

own section because he had refrained. Nearly twenty-four hours had
elapsed since they crossed the Missouri, and in all that time not once

had she detected in him a glance that betrayed the faintest interest in

her, or—still more remarkable—in the unquestionably lovely girl at her

side. Intrusiveness she might resent, but indifference she would and
did. Who was this youth, she wondered, who not once had so much as

stolen a look at the sweet, bonny face of her maiden sister? Surely

'twas a face any man would love to gaze upon,—so fair, so exquisite

in contour and feature, so pearly in complexion, so lovely in the deep,

dark brown of its shaded eyes.

The bold glances of the four card-players she had defiantly returned,

and vanquished. Those men, like the travelling gents, were creatures

of coarser mould ; but her experienced eye told her the solitary occupant

of the opposite section was a gentleman. The clear cut of his pale

features, the white, slender hand and shapely foot, the style and finish

of his quiet travelling-dress, the soft modulation and refined tone of his

voice on the one occasion when she heard him reply to some importunity

of the train-boy with his endless round of equally questionable figs and
fiction, the book he was reading,—a volume of Emerson,—all combined
to speak of a culture and position equal to her own. She had been

over the trans-continental railways often enough to know that it was
permissible for gentlemen to render their fellow-passengers some slight

attention which would lead to mutual introductions if desirable ; and
this man refused to see that the opportunity was open to him.

True, when first she took her survey of those who were to be her

fellow-travellers at the "transfer" on the Missouri, she decided that

here was one against whom it would be necessary to guard the ap-

proaches. She had good and sufficient reasons for wanting no young
man as attractiv^e in appearance as this one making himself interest-

ing to pretty Nellie on their journey. She had already decided what
Nellie's future was to be. Never, indeed, would she have taken her to

the gay frontier station whither she was now en route, had not that

future been already settled to her satisfaction. Nellie Travers, barely

out of school, was betrothed, and willingly so, to the man she, her
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devoted elder sister, had especially chosen. Rare and most unlikely

of conditions ! she had apparently fallen in love with the man picked

out for her bv somebodv else. She was eno^a^ed to Mrs. Ravner's fas-

cinating friend Mr. Steven Van Antwerp, a scion of an old and es-

teemed and wealthy family ; and Mr. Van Antwerp, who had been
educated abroad, and had a Heidelberg scar on his left cheek, and dark,

lustrous eyes, and wavy hair,—almost raven,—was a devoted lover,

though fully fifteen years Miss Nellie's senior.

Full of bliss and comfort was Mrs. Rayner's soul as she journeyed
westward to rejoin her husband at the distant frontier post she had
not seen since the early spring. Army woman as she was, born and
bred under the shadow of the flag, a soldier's daughter, a soldier's wife,

she had other ambitions for her beautiful Nell. Worldly to the core,

she herself would never have married in the armv but for the unusual

circumstance of a wealthv subaltern among the officers of her father's

regiment. Tradition had it that Mr. Rayner was not among the number
of those who sighed for Kate Travers's guarded smiles. Her earlier

victims were kept a-dangling until Rayner, too, succumbed, and then

were sent adrift. She meant that no penniless subaltern should carry off

her " baby sister,"—they had long been motherless,—and a season at the

sea-shore had done her work well. Steven Van Antwerp, with genuine

distress and loneliness, went back to his duties in Wall Street after see-

ing them safely on their way to the West. " Guard her well for me,"
he whispered to Mrs. Rayner. " I dread those fellows in buttons."

And he shivered unaccountably as he spoke.

Nellie was pledged, therefore, and this youth in the Pullman was
not one of " those fellows in buttons," so far as Mrs. Rayner knew, but

she was ready to warn him off, and meant to do so, until, to her surprise,

she saw that he gave no symptom of a desire to approach. By noon
of the second day she was as determined to extract from him some sign

of interest as she had been determined to resent it. I can in no wise

explain or account for this. The fact is stated without remark.
" What on earth can we be stopping so long here for ?" was Mrs.

Rayner's somewhat petulant inquiry, addressed to no one in particular.

There was no reply. Miss Travers was busily twitching the ears of the

kitten at the moment and sparring w^ith upraised finger at the threaten-

ing paw.
^' Do look out of the window, Nell, and see."

" There is nothing to see, Kate,—nothing but whirling drifts and a

big water-tank all covered with ice. Br-r-r-r ! how cold it looks !"

she answered, after vainly flattening her face against the inner pane.
" There must be something the matter, though," persisted Mrs.

Rayner. " ^V^e have been here full five minutes, and we are behind

time now. At this rate we'll never get to Warrener to-night. I do
wish the porter would stay here where he belongs."

The young man quietly laid down his book and arose. " I will

inquire, madame," he said, with grave courtesy. " You shall know in a

moment."
" How very kind of you !" said the lady. " Indeed I must not

trouble you. I'm sure the porter will be here after a while."
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And even as she spoke, and as he was pulling on an overcoat, the

train rumbled off again. Then came an exclamation, this time from

the younger

:

'' Why, Kate ! Look ! see all these men,—and horses ! Why, they

are soldiers,—cavahy ! Oh, how I love to see them again ! But, oh,

how cold they look !—frozen !'^

" Who can they be ?'' said Mrs. Rayner, all vehement interest now,

and gazing eagerly from the window at the lowered heads of the horses

and the muffled figures in blue and fur. " What can they be doing in

the field in such awful weather? I cannot recognize one of them,

or tell officers from men. Surely that must be Captain Wayne,—and
Major Stannard. Oh, what can it mean?"

The young man had suddenly leaped to the window behind them,

and was gazing out with an eagerness and interest little less apparent

than her own, but in a moment the train had whisked them out of sight

of the storm-beaten troopers. Then he hurried to the rear window of

the car, and Mrs. Rayner as hastily followed.
^^ Do you know them ?" she asked.
" Yes. That was Major Stannard. It is his battalion of the —th

Cavalry, and they have been out scouting after renegade Cheyennes.

Pardon me, madame, I must go forward and see who have boarded the

train."

He stopped at his section, and again she followed him, her eyes

full of anxiety. He was busy tugging at a flask in his travelling-

bag.
" You know them ! Do you know—have you heard of any infantry

being out? Pardon me for detaining you, but I am very anxious.

My husband is Captain Rayner, of Fort Warrener."
" No infantry have been sent, madame, I have reason to know

;

at least, none from Warrener."
And with that he hurriedly bowed and left her. The next moment,

flask in hand, he was crossing the storm-swept platform and making
his way to the head of the train.

" I believe he is an officer," said Mrs. Rayner to her sister.

" Who else would be apt to know about the movement of the troops ?

Did you notice how gentle his manner was ?—and he never smiled :

he has such a sad face. Yet he can't be an officer, or he would have
made himself known to us long ago."

" Is there no name on the satchel ?" asked Miss Travers, with par-

donable curiositv. " He has an interestino; face,—not handsome." And
a dreamy look came into her deep eyes. She was thinking, no doubt,

of a dark, oval, distingue face with raven hair and moustache. The
youth in the travelling-suit was not tall, like Steven,—not singularly,

romantically handsome, like Steven. Indeed, he was of less interest to

her than to her married sister.

Mrs. Payner could see no name on the satchel,—only two initials
;

and they revealed very little.

" I have half a mind to peep at the fly-leaf of that book," she said.

"He walked just like a soldier; but there isn't anything there to indi-

cate what he is," she continued, with a doubtful glance at the items

Vol. XXXIX.—47
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scattered about the now vacant section. " Why isn^t that porter here ?

He ought to know who people are."

As though to answer her request, in came the porter, dishevelled and
breathless. He made straight for the satchel they had been scrutinizing,

and opened it without ceremony. Both ladies regarded this proceeding

with natural astonishment, and Mrs. Ravner was about to interfere and
question his right to search the luggage of passengers, when the man
turned hurriedly towards them, exhibiting a little bundle of handker-
chiefs, his broad Ethiopian face clouded with anxiety and concern :

" The gentleman told me to take all his handkerchiefs. We'se got

a dozen frozen soldiers in the baggage-car,—some of 'em mighty bad,

—

and they'se tryin' to make 'em comfortable until they get to the fort.''

^' Soldiers frozen ! Why do you take them in the baggage-car ?

—

such a barn of a place ! Why weren't they brought here, where we
could make them warm and care for them ?" exclaimed Mrs. Rayner,

in impulsive indignation.
'^ Laws, ma'am ! never do in the world to bring frozen people

into a hot car ! Sure to make their ears an' noses drop off, that would !

Got to keep 'em in the cold and pile snow around 'em. That gentle-

man sittin' here,— he knows," he continued :
" he's an officer, and him

and the doctor's workin' with 'em now."
And Mrs. Rayner, vanquished by a statement of facts well known

to her yet forgotten in the first impetuosity of her criticism, relapsed

into the silence of temporary defeat.
^^ He is an officer, then," said Miss Travers, presently. " I wonder

what he belongs to."

" Not to our regiment, I'm sure. Probably to the cavalry. He
knew Major Stannard and other officers whom we passed there."

" Did he speak to them ?"

" No : there was no time. We were beyond hearing-distance when
he ran to the back door of the car ; and there was no time before that.

But it's very odd !"

^'AVhat's very odd?"
" Why, his conduct. It is so strange that he has not made himself

known to us, if he's an officer."

*^ Probably he doesn't know you—or we—are connected with the

army, Kate."
" Oh, yes, he does. The porter knows perfectly well, and I told

him just before he left."

" Yes, but he didn't know before that time, did he ?"

" He ought to have known," said Mrs. Rayner, uncompromisingly.
" At least, he should if he had taken the faintest interest. I mentioned

Captain Rayner so that he could not help hearing."

This statement being one that Miss Travers could in no wise con-

tradict,—as it was one, indeed, that Mrs. Rayner could have dispensed

with as unnecessary,—the younger lady again betook herself to silence

and pulling the kitten's ears.

^^ Even if he didn't know before," continued her sister, after a pause

in which she had apparently been brooding over the indifference of the

joung man in question, ^' he ought to have made himself known after
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I told him who I was." Another pause. " That's what I did it for/'

she wound up, conclusively.

"And that's what I thought," said Miss Travers, with a quiet

smile. " However, he liad no time then : he was hurrying off to see

whether any of the soldiers had come on board. He took his flask

with him, and apparently was in haste to offer some one a drink. I'm
sure that is what papa used to do/' she added, as she saw a frown
gathering on her sister's face.

" What papa did just after the war—a time when everybody drank
—is not at all the proper thing now. Captain Rayner never touches

it ; and I don't allow it in the house."
" Still, I should think it a very useful article when a lot of frozen

and exhausted men are on one's hands," said Miss Travers. " That
was but a small flask he had, and I'm sure they will need more."

There came a rush of cold air from the front, and the swinging

door blew open ahead of the porter, who was heard banging shut the

outer portal. Then he hurried in.

" Can some of you gentlemen oblige me with some whiskey or

brandy ?" he asked. " We've got some frozen soldiers aboard. Two
of 'em are pretty nearly gone."

Two of the card-players dropped their hands and started for their

section at once. Before they could rummage in their bags for the re-

quired article, Mrs. Rayner's voice was heard :
" Take this, porter."

And she held forth a little silver flask. " I have more in my trunk
if it is needed," she added, while a blush mounted to her forehead

as she saw the quizzical smile on her sister's face. "You know I
always carry it in travelling, Nellie,—in case of accident or illness

;

and I'm most thankful I have it now."
" Ever so much obliged, ma'am," said the porter, " but this would

be only a thimbleful, and I can get a quart bottle of this gentleman."
" Where are they ?" said the person thus referred to, as he came

down the aisle with a big brown bottle in his hand. " Come, Jim,

let's go and see what we can do. One of you gentlemen take my place

in the game," he continued, indicating the commercial gents, two of

whom, nothing loath, dropped into the vacated seats, while the others

pushed on to the front of the train. The porter hesitated one moment.
" Yes, take my flask : I shouldn't feel satisfied without doing some-

thing. And please say to the officer that I'm Mrs. Rayner,—Mrs.

Captain Rayner, of the infantry,—and ask if there isn't something I

can do to help."
" Yes, ma'am ; I will, ma'am. Oh, he knows who you are : I

done told him last night. He's goin' to Fort Warrener, too." And,
touching his cap, away went the porter.

" There ! He did know all along," said Mi's. Rayner, trium-

phantly. " It is most extraordinary !"

" Well, is it the proper thing for people in the army to introduce

themselves when travelling ? How are they to know it will be agree-

able?"
" Agreeable ! Why, Nellie, it's always done,—especially when

ladies are travelling Avithout escort, as we are. The commonest civility
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should prompt It ; and officers always send their cards by the porter the
moment they find army ladies are on the train. I don't understand
this one at all,—especially '^ But here she broke off abruptly.

" Especially what V^ asked Miss Nell, with an inspiration of maid-
enly curiosity.

" Especially nothing. Never mind now." And here the baby began
to fidget, and stir about, and stretch fi^rth his chubby hands, and thrust

his knuckles in his eyes, and pucker up his face in alarming contortions

preparatory to a wail, and, after one or two soothing and tentative

sounds of "sh—sh—sh—sh" from the maternal lips, the matron
abandoned the attempt to induce a second nap, and picked him up in

her arms, where he presently began to take gracious notice of his pretty

aunt and the kitten.

Two hours later, just as the porter had notified them that Warrener
Station would be in sight in five minutes, the young man of the oppo-
site section returned to the car. He looked tired, very anxious, and his

face was paler and the sad expression more pronounced than before.

The train-conductor stopped him to speak of some telegrams that had
been sent, and both ladies noted the respect which the railway official

threw into the tone in which he spoke. The card-players stopped their

game and went up to ask after the frozen men. It was not until the

whistle was sounding for the station that he stood before them and with

a grave and courteous bow held forth Mrs. Rayner's silver flask.

^' It was a blessing to one poor fellow at least, and I thank you for

him, madame," he said.

" I have been so anxious. I wanted to do something. Did you
not get my message, Mr. ?" she asked, with intentional pause that

he might supply the missing name.
^' Indeed there was nothing we could ask of you,'' he answered,

totally ignoring the evident invitation. " I am greatly obliged to you
for your kindness, but we had abundant help, and you really could not

have reached the car in the face of this gale. Good-morning, madame."
And with that he raised his fur travelling-cap and quickly turned to his

section and busied himself strapping up his various belongings.
" The man must be a woman-hater,^' she whispered to Miss Travers.

" He's going to get out here, too. Who can he be ?"

There was still a moment before the train would stop at the plat-

form, and she was not to be beaten so easily. Bending partly across

the aisle, she spoke again :

" You have been so kind to those poor fellows that I feel sure you
must be of the army. I think I told you I am Mrs. Rayner, of Fort

Warrener. May we not liope to see you there ?"

A deep flush rose to his forehead, suffusing his cheeks, and passed

as quickly away. His mouth twitched and trembled. Gazing at him
in surprise and trouble, Nellie Travers saw that his face was full of

pain and was turning white again. He half choked before he could

reply : he spoke low, and yet distinctly, and the words were full of

sadness

:

" It—it is not probable that we shall meet at all."

And with that he turned away.
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II.

Even in the excitement attendant upon their reception at the sta-

tion neither Mrs. Rayner nor her sister could entirely recover from the

surprise and pain which the stranger's singular words had caused. So far

from feeling in the least rebuffed, Mrs. Kayner well understood from
his manner that not the faintest discourtesy was intended. There was
not a symptom of rudeness, not a vestige of irritation or haste, in his

tone. Deep embarrassment, inexpressible sadness even, she read in the

brief glimpse she had of his paling face. It was all a mystery to her

and to the girl seated in silence by her side. Both followed him with

their eyes as he hurried away to the rear of the car, and then, with

joyous shouts, three or four burly, fur-enveloped men came bursting

in the front door, and the two ladies, the baby, and the kitten were
pounced upon and surrounded by a group that grew larger every min-
ute. Released finally from the welcoming embrace of her stalwart

husband, Mrs. Rayner found time to present the other and younger
officers to her sister. As many as half a dozen had followed the cap-

tain in his wild rush upon the car, and, while he and his baby boy
were resuming acquaintanceship after a separation of many long

months. Miss Travers found herself the centre of a circle of young
officers who had braved the wintry blizzard in their eagerness to do
her proper homage. Her cheeks were aflame with excitement and
pleasure, her eyes dancing, and despite the fatigue of her long journey

she was looking dangerously pretty, as Captain Rayner glanced for a

moment from the baby's wondering eyes, took in the picture like an
instantaneous photograph, and then looked again into Mrs. Rayner's

smiling face.

" You were wise in providing against possibilities as you did, Kate,"

he said, with a significant nod of the head. ^' There are as many as a

dozen of them,—or at least there will be when the —th gets back from
the field. Stannard is out yet with his battalion."

" Oh, yes : we saw them at a station east of here. They looked

frozen to death ; and there are ever so many of the soldiers frozen.

The bao^g^aoce-car is full of them. Didn't vou know it ?"
CIO O "

"Not a word of it. We have been here for three mortal hours

waiting at the station, and any telegrams must have been sent right out

to the fort. The colonel is there, and he Avould have all arrangements

made. Here, Graham ! Foster ! Mrs. Rayner says there are a lot

of frozen cavalrymen forward in the baggage-car. Run ahead and see

what is necessary, will you ? I'll be there in a minute, as soon as we've

got these ladies off the train.
'^

Two of the young gentlemen who had been hovering around Miss
Travers took themselves off without a moment's delay. The others

remained to help their senior officer. Out into the whirling eddies

of snow, bundling them up in the big, warm capes of their regulation

overcoats, the officers half led, half carried their precious charges.

The captain bore his son and heir ; Lieutenant Ross escorted Mrs.

Rayner ; two others devoted themselves exclusively to Miss Travers ; a
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fourth picked up the Maltese kitten. Two or three smart, trim-looking

infantry soldiers cleared the section of bags and bundles of sliawls, and
the entire party was soon within the door-way of the waiting-room,

where a red-hot coal-stove glowed fierce welcome. Here the ladies

were left for a moment, while all the officers again bustled out into the

storm and fought their way against the northwest gale until they
reached the little crowd gathered about the door-way of the freight-

sheds. A stout, short, burly man in beaver overcoat and cap pushed
tlirough the knot of half-numbed spectators and approached their

leader

:

^' We have only two ambulances, captain,—that is all there was at

the post when the despatch came,—and there are a dozen of these men,
besides Dr. Grimes, all more or less crippled, and Grimes has both
hands frozen. We must get them out at once. Can avc take your
w^agon ?"

" Certainly, doctor. Take anything we have. If the storm holds,

tell the driver not to try to come back for us. We can make the ladies

comfortable here at the hotel for the night. Some of the officers have
to get back for duties this evening. The rest will have to stay. How
did they happen to get caught in such a freeze ?"

" They couldn't help it. Stannard had chased the Cheyennes across

the range, and w^as ordered to get back to the railway. It was twenty

below when they started, and they made three days' chase in that

w^eather ; but no one seemed to care so long as they were on the trail.

Then came the change of wind, and a driving snow-storm, in which
they lost the trail as a matter of course ; and then this blizzard struck

them on the back-track. Grimes is so exhausted that he could barely

hold out until he got here. He says he never could have brought

them through from Bluff Siding but for Mr. Hayne : he did every-

thing.''

" Mr. Hayne ! Was he w^ith them ?"

" He was on the train, and came in at once to offer his services.

Grimes says he was invaluable."
" But Mr. Hayne was East on leave : I know he was. He was

promoted to my company last month,—confound the luck !—and was
to have six months' leave before joining. I wish it was six years.

Where is he now?" And the captain peered excitedly around from
under his shaggy cap. Oddly, ioo, his face was paling.

'' He left as soon as I took charge. I don't know where he^s

gone ; but it's God's mercy he was with these poor fellows. His
skill and- care have done everything for them. Where did he get

his knowledge?"
" I've no idea," said Captain Rayner, gruffly, and in evident ill

humor. " He is the last man I expected to see this day or for days to

come. Is there anything else I can do, doctor?"
" Nothing, thank you, captain." And the little surgeon hastened

back to his charges, followed by some of the younger officers, eager to

be of assistance in caring for their disabled comrades. Rayner himself

hesitated a moment, then turned about and trudged heavily back along

the wind-swept platform. The train had pulled away, and was out of
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sight in the whirl of snow over the Western prairies. He went to his

own substantial wagon, and shouted to the driver, who sat muffled in

buffalo fur on the box,

—

*' Get around there to the freight-house and report to the doctor.

There are a lot of frozen cavalrymen to be taken out to the hospital.

Don't try to come back for us to night : we'll stay here in town. Send
the quartermaster's team in for the trunks as soon as the storm is over

and the road clear. That's all."

Then he rejoined the party at the waiting-room of the station, and

Mrs. Rayner noted instantly that all the cheeriness had gone and that

a cloud had settled on his face. She was a shrewd observer, and she

knew him well. Something more serious than a mishap to a squad

of soldiers had brought about the sudden change. He was all glad-

ness, all rejoicing and delight, when he clasped her and his baby boy
in his arms but ten minutes before, and now—something had occurred

to brino^ him serious discomfort. She rested her hand on his arm....
and looked questioningly in his face. He avoided her glance, and
quickly began to talk. She saw that he desired to answer no questions

just then, and wisely refrained.

Meantime, Miss Travers was chatting blithely with two young gal-

lants who had returned to her side, and who had thrown off their heavy
furs and now stood revealed in their becoming undress uniforms. Mr.
Ross had gone to look over the rooms which the host of the railway

hotel had offered for the use of the party ; the baby was yielding to the

inevitable and gradually condescending to notice the efforts of Mr.
Foster to scrape acquaintance ; the kitten, with dainty step, and ears

and tail erect, was making a leisurely inspection of the premises, sniff-

ing about the few benches and chairs with which the bare room was
burdened, and reconnoitring the door leading to the hall-way with evi-

dent desire to extend her researches in that direction. Presently that

very door opened, and in came two or three bundles of fur in masculine

shape, and with them two shaggy deer-hounds, who darted straight at

the kitten. There was a sudden flurry and scatter, a fury of spits and
scratching, a yelp of pain from one brute with lacerated nose, a sudden
recoil of both hounds, and then a fiery rush through the open door-way
in pursuit of puss. After the first gallant instinct of battle her nerve

had given out, and she had sought safety in flight.

" Oh, don't let them hurt her !' cried Miss Travers, as she darted

into the hall and gazed despairingly up the stairway to the second story,

whither the dog's had vanished like a flash. Two of the vouno; officers

sped to the rescue and turned the wrong way. Mrs. Kayner and the

captain followed her into the hall. A rush of canine feet and an ex-

cited chorus of barks and yelps were heard aloft ; then a stern voice

ordering, '' Down, you brutes !" a sudden howl as though in response

to a vigorous kick, and an instant later, bearing the kitten, ruffled, ter-

rified, and wildly excited, yet unharmed, there came springing lightly

down the steps the young man in civilian dress who Avas their fellow-

traveller on the Pullman. Without a word he gave his prize into the

dainty hands outstretched to receive it, and, never stopping an instant,

never listening to the eager words of thanks from her pretty lips, he
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darted back as quickly as he came, leaving Miss Travers suddenly-

stricken dumb.
Captain Rayner turned sharply on his heel and stepped back into

the waiting-room. .Mr. Ross nudged a brother lieutenant and whis-
pered, " By gad ! that's awkward for Midas !'' The two subalterns

w^ho had taken the wrong turn at the top of the stairs reappeared there

just as the rescuer shot past them on his way back, and stood staring,

first after his disappearing form, and then at each other. Miss Travers,

with wonder and relief curiously mingled in her sweet face, clung to

her restored kitten and gazed vacantly up the stairs.

Mrs. Rayner looked confusedly from one to the other, quickly

noting the constraint in the manner of every officer present and the

sudden disappearance of her husband. There was an odd silence for

a moment : then she spoke :

" Mr. Ross, do you know that gentleman ?''

" I know who he is. Yes.'^
^^ Who is he, then?''
^' He is your husband's new first lieutenant, Mrs. Rayner. That is

Mr. Havne.'''

" That

!

—Mr. Hayne ?" she exclaimed, growing suddenly pale.

" Certainly, madame. Had you never seen him before ?"

" Never ; and I expected—I didn't expect to see such a " And
she broke short off, confused and plainly distressed, turned abruptly, and
left the hall as had her husband.

in.

The officers of Fort Warrener were assembled, as was the daily

morning custom, in the presence of the colonel commanding. It had
long been the practice of that veteran soldier to require all his com-
missioned subordinates to put in an appearance at his office immediately

after the ceremony of guard-mounting. He might have nothing to say

to them, or he might have a good deal ; and he was a man capable

of saying a good deal in very few words, and meaning exactly w^hat he

said. It was his custom to look up from his writing as each officer

entered and respond to the respectful salutation tendered him with an
equally punctilious " Good-morning, Captain Gregg," or " Good-morn-
ing, Mr. Blake,"—never omitting the mention of the name, unless, as

was sometimes tried, a squad of them came in together and made their

obeisance as a body. In this event the colonel simply looked each man
in the face, as though taking mental note of the individual constituents

of the group, and contented himself with a " Good-morning, gentle-

men."
When in addition to six troops of his own regiment of cavalry

there were sent to the post a major and four companies of infantry,

some of the junior officers of the latter organization had suggested to

their comrades of the yellow stripes that as the colonel had no roll-call

it might be a matter of no great risk to " cut the matinee^^ on some of

the fiendishly cold mornings that soon set in ; but the experiment was
never designedly tried, thanks, possibly, to the frank exposition of his
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personal views as expressed by Lieutenant Blake, of tlie cavalry, who
said, ^' Try it if you are stagnating for want of a sensation, my genial

plodder, but not if you value the advice of one who has been there, so

to speak. The chief will spot you cjuicker than he can a missing shoe,

—a missing Aorseshoe, Johnny, let me elaborate for your comprehen-
sion,—and the next question wdll be, ^ Mr. Bluestrap, did you inten-

tionally absent yourself?' and then how will you get out of it ?'f

The matinees, so called, were by no means unpopular features of

the daily routine. The officers were permitted to bring their pipes or

cigars and take their after-breakfast snioke in the big, roomy office of

the commander, just as they were permitted to enjoy the post-prandial

whiif when at evening recitation in the same office they sat around the

room, chatting in low tones, for half an hour, while the colonel re-

ceived the reports of his adjutant, the surgeon, and the old and the new
officer of the day. Then any matters affecting the discipline or in-

struction or general interests of the command were brought up ; both

sides of the question were presented, if question arose ; the decision

was rendered then and there, and the officers were dismissed for the

day with the customary ^' That's all, gentlemen.'' They left the office

well knowing that only in the event of some sudden emergency would
they be called thither again or disturbed in their daily vocations until

the same hour on the following morning. Meantime, they must be

about their work : drills, if weather permitted ; stable-duty, no matter

W'hat the weather
;
garrison courts, boards of survey, the big general

court that was perennially dispensing justice at the post, and the long

list of minor but none the less exacting demands on the time and
attention of the subalterns and company commanders. The colonel

was a strict, even severe, disciplinarian, but he was cool, deliberate, and
just. He " worked" his officers, and thereby incurred the criticism of

a few, but held the respect of all. He had been a splendid cavalry-

commander in the field of all others where his sterling qualities were
sure to find responsive appreciation in his officers and men,—on active

and stirring campaigns against the Indians,—and among his owai regi-

ment he knew that deep in their hearts the —th respected and
believed in him, even wdien they growled at garrison exactions which
seemed uncalled for. The infantry officers knew less of him as a ster-

ling campaigner, and were not so well pleased with his discipline. It

was all right for him to " rout out" every mother's son in the cavalry

at reveille, because all the cavalry officers had to go to stables soon

afterwards,—that was all they were fit for,—but what on earth was the

use of getting them—the infantry—out of their warm beds before

sunrise on a wintry morning and having no end of roll-calls and such

things through the day, ^^ just to keep them busy" ? The real objection

—the main objection—to the colonel's system was that it kept a large

number of officers, most of whom w^re educated gentlemen, hammer-
ing all day long at an endless routine of trivial duties, allowing actually

no time in which they could read, study, or improve their minds ; but,

as ill luck w^ould have it, the three young gentlemen who decided to

present to the colonel this view of the case had been devoting what
spare time they could find to a lively game of poker down at " the
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store/' and their petition for " more time to themselves'^ brought down
a reply from the oracular lips of the commander that became immortal
on the frontier and made the petitioners nearly frantic. For a week
the trio was the butt of all the wits at Fort Warrener. And yet the en-

tire commissioned force felt that they w^ere being kept at the grindstone

because of the frivolity of these few youngsters, and they did not like

it. All the same the cavalrymen stuck up for their colonel, and the in-

fantrymen respected him, and the matinees were business-like and profit-

able. They were rarely unpleasant in any feature ; but this particular

morning—two days after the arrival of Mrs. Rayner and her sister

—

there had been a scene of somewhat dramatic interest, and the groups
of officers in breaking up and going away could discuss nothing else.

The colonel had requested one of their number to remain, as he wished

to speak to him further ; and that man was Lieutenant Hayne.
Seven years had that young gentleman been a second lieutenant

of the regiment of infantry a detachment of wdiich was now stationed

at Warrener. Only this very winter had promotion come to him

;

and, of all companies in the regiment, he was gazetted to the first-

lieutenancy of Captain Rayner's. For a while the regiment when by
itself could talk of little else. !Mr. Hayne had spent three or four

years in the exile of a little " two-company post" far up in the moun-
tains. Except the officers there stationed, none of his comrades had
seen him during that time. No one of them w^ould like to admit that

he would care to see him. And yet, when once in a w^hile they got to

talking among themselves about him, and the question was sometimes

confidentially asked of comrades who came down on leave from that

isolated station, ^' How is Hayne doing?" or, " What is Hayne doing?"
the language in which he was referred to grew by degrees far less

truculent and confident than it had been when he first went thither.

Officers of other regiments rarely spoke to the ^' Riflers" of Mr. Hayne.
Unlike one or two others of their arm of the service, this particular

regiment of foot held the affiiirs of its officers as regimental property

in which outsiders had no concern. If they had disagreements, they

were kept to themselves ; and even in a case which in its day had at-

tracted wide-spread attention the Riflers had long since learned to shun
all talk outside. It was evident to other commands that the Hayne
affiiir was a sore point and one on which they preferred silence. And
yet it was getting to be wdiispered around that the Riflers were by no
means so unanimous as they had been in their opinion of this very

officer. They were becoming divided among themselves ; and w^iat com-

plicated matters was the fact that those who felt their views under-

going a reconstruction were compelled to admit that just in proportion

as the case of Mr. Hayne rose in their estimation the reputation of an-

other officer was bound to suffer ; and that officer was Captain Rayner.

Between these two men not a word had been exchanged for five

years,—not a single word since the day when, with ashen face and

broken accents, but with stern purpose in every syllable. Lieutenant

Hayne, standing in the presence of nearly all the officers of his regi-

ment, had hurled this prophecy in his adversary's teeth: "Though
it take me years, I will live it down despite you ; and you will wish
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to God you had bitten out your perjured tongue before ever you told the

lie that wrecked me.''

No wonder there was talk, and lots of it, in the " Riflers" and all

through the garrison when Kayner's first lieutenant suddenly threw up
his commission and retired to the mines he had located in Montana,
and Hayne, the ^' senior second,'' was promoted to the vactmcy. Specu-

lation as to what would be the result was given a temporary rest by
the news that War Department orders had granted the subaltern six

months' leave,—the first he had souglit in as many years. It was
known that he had gone East ; but hardly had he been away a fort-

night when there came the trouble with the Cheyennes at the reserva-

tion,—a leap for liberty by some fifty of the band, and an immediate
rush of the cavalry in pursuit. There were some bloody atrocities, as

there always are. All the troops in the department were ordered to be
in readiness for instant service, while the officials eagerly watched the

reports to see which way the desperate band would turn ; and the next

heard of Mr. Hayne was the news that he had thrown up his leave

and had hurried out to join his company the moment the Eastern

papers told of the trouble. It was all practically settled by the time

he reached the department ; but the spirit and intent of his action

could not be doubted. And now here he was at Warrener. That very
morning during the matinee he had entered the office unannounced,
w^alked up to the desk of the commander, and, while every voice but

his in the room was stilled, he quietly spoke

:

^^ Permit me to introduce myself, colonel,—Mr. Hayne. I desire

to relinquish my leave of absence and report for duty."

The colonel quickly arose and extended his hand :

" Mr. Hayne, I am especially glad to see you and to thank you here

for all your care and kindness to our men. The doctor tells me that

many of them would have had to suffer the loss of noses and ears, even
of hands and feet in some cases, but for your attention. Major Stannard
will add his thanks to mine when he returns. Take a seat, sir, for tlie

present. You are acquainted with the officers of your own regiment,

doubtless. Mr. Billings, introduce Mr. Hayne to ours."

Whereat the adjutant courteously greeted the new-comer, presented a

small party of yellow-strapped shoulders, and then drew him into earnest

talk about the adventure of the train. It was noticed that Mr. Hayne
neither by word nor glance gave the slightest recognition of the presence

of the officers of his own regiment, and that they as studiously avoided

him. One or two of their number had, indeed, risen and stepped for-

ward, as though to offer him the civil greeting due to one of their own
cloth ; but it was with evident doubt of the result. They reddened

when he met their tentative—which was that of a gentleman—with a

cold look of utter repudiation. He did not choose to see them, and, of
course, that ended it.

Nor was his greeting hearty among the cavalrymen. There were
only a ^q\y present, as most of the —th were still out in the field and
marching slowly homeward. The introductions were courteous and
formal, there was even constraint among some two or three, but there

was civility and an evident desire to refer to his services in behalf of
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their men. All sucli attempts, however, Mr. Hayne waved aside by
an immediate change of the subject. It was plain tiiat to them, too,

he had the manner of a man who was at odds Avith the world and
desired to make no friends.

The colonel quickly noted the general silence and constraint, and
resolved to shorten it as much as possible. Dropping his pen, he
wheeled around in his chair with determined cheerfulness

:

" Mr. Hayne, you will need a day or two to look about before you
select quarters and get ready for work, I presume.''

^' Thank you, colonel. No, sir. I shall move in this afternoon and
be on duty to-morrow morning," was the calm reply.

There was an awkward pause for a moment. The officers looked

blankly from one to another, and then began craning their necks to

search for the post quartermaster, who sat an absorbed listener. Then
the colonel spoke again :

" I appreciate your promptness, Mr. Hayne ; but have you considered

that in choosing quarters according to your rank you will necessarily

move somebody out? We are crowded now, and many of your juniors

are married, and the ladies will want time to pack.''

An anxious silence again. Captain Rayner w^as gazing at his boot-

toes and trying to appear utterly indifferent ; others leaned forward, as

though eager to hear the answer. A faint smile crossed Mr. Hayne's
features : he seemed rather to enjoy the situation

:

*^ I have considered, colonel. I shall turn nobody out, and nobody
need be incommoded in the least."

" Oh ! then you w^ll share quarters with some of the bachelors ?"

asked the colonel, with evident relief.

"No, sir;" and the answer was stern in tone, though perfectly

respectful :
" I shall live as I have lived for years,—utterly alone."

One could have heard a pin drop in the office,—even on the matted

floor. The colonel half rose :

" Why, Mr. Hayne, there is not a vacant set of quarters in the

garrison. You will have to move some one out if you decide to live

alone."
" There may be no quarters in the post, sir, but, if you will permit

me, I can live near my company and yet in officers' quarters."

" How so, sir ?"

" In the house out there on the edge of the garrison, facing the

prairie. It is within stone's-throw of the barracks of Company B, and
is exactly like those built for tlie officers in here along the parade."

" AVhy, Mr. Hayne, no officers ever lived there. It is utterly out

of the way and isolated. I believe it was built for the sutler years ago,

but was bought in by the government afterwards.—Who lives there

now, Mr. Quartermaster ?"

" No one, sir. It is being used as a tailors' shop ; half a dozen of

the company tailors work there ; but I can send them back to their own
barracks. The house is in good repair, and, as Mr. Hayne says, exactly

like those built for officers' use."

" And you mean you want to live there, alone, Mr. Hayne ?"

" I do, sir,—exactly."
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The colonel turned sharply to his desk once more. The strained

silence continued a moment. Then he faced his officers

:

^' Mr. Hayne, will you remain a few moments ? I wish to speak

with you.—Gentlemen, that is all this morning." And so the meeting

adjourned.

While many of the cavalry officers strolled into the neighboring

club- and reading-room, it was noticed that their comrades of the in-

fantry lost no time at intermediate points, but took the shortest road to

the row of brown cottages known as the officers' quarters. The feeling

of constraint that had settled upon all was still apparent in the group
that entered the club-room, and for a moment no one spoke. There
was a general settling into easy-chairs and picking up of newspapers
without reference to age or date. No one seemed to want to say any-
thing, and yet every one felt it necessary to have some apparent excuse

for becoming absorbed in other matters. This was so evident to Lieu-
tenant Blake that he speedily burst into a laugh,—the first that had been

heard,—and when two or three heads popped out from behind their

printed screens to inquire into the cause of his mirth, that light-hearted

gentleman was seen sprawling his long legs apart and gazing out of the

window after the groups of infantrymen.
" What do you see that's so intensely funny ?'^ growled one of the

elders amono; the dragoons.
^' Nothing, old mole,—nothing,'' said Blake, turning suddenly about.

^^It looks too much like a funeral procession for fun. What I'm
chuckling at is the absurdity of our coming in here like so many mutes
in weepers. It's none of our funeral."

"Strikes me the situation is damned awkward," growled "the
mole" ao^ain. " Here's a fellow comes in who's cut bv his reg^iment

and has placed ours under lasting obligation before he gets inside the

post."
" Well, does any man here know the rights and wrongs of the case,

anyhow ?" said a tall, bearded captain as he threw aside the paper which
he had not been reading, and rose impatiently to his feet. " It seems to

me, from the little I've heard of Mr. Hayne and the little I've seen,

that there is a broad variation between facts and appearances. He looks

like a gentleman."
" No one does know anything more of the matter than was known

at the time of the court-martial five vears ao^o," answered " the mole."
" Of course you have heard all about that ; and my experience is that

when a body of officers and gentlemen find, after due deliberation on
the evidence, that another has been guilty of conduct unbecoming an
officer and a gentleman, the chances are a hundred to one he has been

doing something disreputable, to say the least."

" Then why wasn't he dismissed ?" queried a young lieutenant.
" The law says he must be."

"That's right, Dolly: pull your Ives and Ben^t on 'em, and show
you know all about military law and courts-martial," said the captain,

crushingly. " It's one thing for a court to sentence, and another for

the President to approve. Hayne was dismissed, so far as a court

could do it, but the President remitted the whole thing.'
jy
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" There was more to it than that, though, and you know it, Bux-
ton," said Blake. " Neither the department commander nor General
Sherman thought the evidence conclusive, and they said so,—especially

old Gray Fox. And you ask any of these fellows here now whether
they believe Hayne was really guilty, and I'll bet j^ou that eight out of
ten will flunk at the question.''

" And yet they all cut him dead. That's prima fade evidence of
what they think."

" Cut be blowed ! By gad, if any man asked me to testify on oath

as to where the cut lay, I should say he had cut them. Did you see

how he ignored Foster and Graham this morning ?"

^' I did ; and I thought it damned ungentlemanly in him. Those
fellows did the proper thing, and he ought to have acknowledged it,"

broke in a third officer.

^' I'm not defending that point ; the Lord knows he has done
nothing to encourage civility with his own people ; but there are two
sides to every story, and I asked their adjutant last fall, when there was
some talk of his company's being sent here, what Hayne's status was,

and he told me. There isn't a squarer man or sounder soldier in the

army than the adjutant of the Biflers ; and he said that it was Hayne's
stubborn pride that more than anything else stood in the way of his

restoration to social standing. He had made it a rule that every one

who was not for him was ao^ainst him, and refused to admit anv man to

his society who would not first come to him of his own volition and say

he believed him utterly innocent. As that involved the necessity of their

looking upon Bayner as either perjured or grossly and persistently

mistaken, no one felt called upon to do it. Guilty or innocent, he has

lived the life of a Pariah ever since."

"/wanted to open out to him, to-day," said Captain Gregg, "but
the moment I began to speak of his great kindness to our men he froze

as stiff as Mulligan's ear. What was the use? I simply couldn't

thaw an icicle. What made him so effective in getting the frost out of

them was his capacity for absorbing it into his own system."
" Well, here, gentlemen," said Buxton, impatiently, " we've got to

fjice this thing sooner or later, and may as well do it now. I know
Bayner, and like him, and don't believe he's the kind of man to wilfully

wrong another. I donH know Mr. Hayne, and JNIr. Hayne apparently

don't want to know me. I think that where a man has been convicted

of dishonorable—disgraceful conduct and is cut by his whole regiment

it is our business to back the regiment, not the man. Now the question

is, where shall we draw the line in this case? It's none of our funeral,

as Blake says, but ordinarily it would be our duty to call upon this

officer. Shall we do it, now that he is in Coventry, or shall we leave

him to his own devices ?"

" I'll answer for mvself, Buxton," said Blake, " and you can do as

you please. Except that one thing, and the not unusual frivolities of a

youngster that occurred previous to his trial, I understand that his

character has been above reproach. So far as I can learn, he is a far

more reputable character than I am, and a better officer than most of us.

Growl all you want to, comrades mine :
^ it's a way we have in the
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army/ and I like it. So long as I include myself in these malodorous
comparisons, you needn't swear. It is my conviction that the Riflers

wouldn't say he was guilty to-day if they hadn't said so five years ago.

It is my information that he has paid every cent of the damages,

whether he caused them or not, and it is my intention to go and call

upon Mr. Hayne as soon as he's settled. I don't propose to influence

any man in his action ; and excuse me, Buxton, I think you did.^^

The captain looked wrathful. Blake was an oddity, of whom he

rather stood in awe, for there was no mistaking the popularity and
respect in which he w^as held in his own regiment. The —th w^as

somewhat remarkable for being emphatically an '^ outspoken crowd,"

and for some years, thanks to a leaven of strong and truthful men in

w^hom this trait was pronounced and sustained, it had grown to be the

custom of all but a few of the officers to discuss openly and fully all

matters of regimental policy and utterly to discountenance covert action

of any kind. Blake was thoroughly popular, and generally respected,

despite a tendency to rant and rattle on most occasions. Nevertheless,

there were signs of dissent as to the line of action he proposed, though
it w^ere only for his own guidance.

^^And how do you suppose Rayner and the Kiflers generally will

regard your calling on their black sheep?" asked Buxton, after a

pause.
" I don't know," said Blake, more seriously, and with a tone

of concern. ^^ I like Bayner, and have found most of those fellows

thorough gentlemen and good friends. This wall test the question

thoroughly. I believe most of them, except of course Bayner, would
do the same were they in my place. At all events, I mean to see."

^' What are you going to do, Gregg ?" asked ^' the mole," wheeling

suddenly on his brother troop-commander.
^' I don't know," said Gregg, doubtfully. *^ I think I'll ask the

colonel."

" What do you suppose he means to do ?"

" I don't know again ; but I'll bet we all know as soon as he makes
up his mind ; and he is making up his mind now,—or he's made it up,

for there goes Mr. Hayne, and here comes the orderly. Something's up
already."

Every head was turned to the door-way as the orderly's step was
heard in the outer hall, and every voice stilled to hear the message, it

was so unusual for the commanding officer to send for one of his sub-

ordinates after the morning meeting. The soldier tapped at the panel,

and at the prompt '^ Come in" pushed it partly open and stood with one

white-gloved hand resting on the knob, the other raised to his cap-visor

in salute.

" Lieutenant Blake?" he asked, as he glanced around.
" What is it ?" asked Blake, stepping quickly from the window.
*' The commanding officer's compliments, sir, and could he see the

lieutenant one minute before the court meets?"
" Coming at once," said Blake, as he pushed his w^ay through the

chairs, and the orderly faced about and disappeared.
" I'll bet it's about Hayne," was the apparently unanimous senti-
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ment as the cavalry party broke up and scattered for the morning's
duties. Some waited purposely to hear.

The adjutant alone stood in the colonel's presence as Blake knocked
and entered. All others had gone. There was a moment's hesita-

tion, and the colonel paused and looked his man over before he spoke

:

" You will excuse my sending for you, Mr. Blake, when I tell you
that it is a matter that has to be decided at once. In this case you
will consider, too, that I want you to say yes or no exactly as you
would to a comrade of your own grade. If you were asked to meet
^Ir. Hayne at any other house in the garrison than mine, would you
desire to accept? You are aware of all the circumstances, the adjutant

tells me."
'' I am, sir, and have just announced my intention of calling upon

him."
" Then will you dine with us this evening to meet Mr. Hayne ?"

" I will do so with pleasure, sir."

It could hardly have been an hour afterwards when Mrs. Rayner
entered the library in her cosey home and found Miss Travers enter-

taining herself with a book.
^' Have you written to Mr. Van Antwerp this morning ?" she

asked. " I thought that was what you came here for."

" I did mean to, but Mrs. Waldron has been here, and I was in-

terrupted."
^' It is fully fifteen minutes since she left, Nellie. You might have

written two or three pages already ; and you know that all manner of

visitors will be coming in by noon."
^' I was just thinking over something she told me. I'll write

presently."
^^ Mrs. Waldron is a woman who talks about everything and every-

body. I advise you to listen to her no more than you can help. What
was it she told vou ?"

Miss Travers smiled roguishly :
" Why should you want to know,

Kate, if you disapprove of her revelations ?"

" Oh," with visible annoyance, ^^ it is to—I wanted to know so as

to let you see that it was something unfounded, as usual."
" She said she had just been told that the colonel was going to give

a dinner-party this evening to Mr. Hayne."
"What?''
" She—said—she—had—just—been—told—that—the colonel—was

going—to give—a dinner-party—this evening—to Mr. Hayne."
"Who told her?"
" Kate, I didn't ask."
" Who are invited ? None of ours .^"

" Kate, I don't know."
" Where did she say she had heard it ?"

" She didn't say."

Mrs. Kayner paused one moment, irresolute :
" Didn't she tell you

anything more about it ?"

" Nothing, sister mine. Why should you feel such an interest in
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what Mrs. Waldron says, if slie^s such a gossip ?" And Miss Travers

was evidently having hard work to keep from laughing outright.

" You had better write your letter," said her big sister, and flounced

suddenly out of the room and up the stairs.

A moment later she was at the parlor door with a wrap thrown over

her shoulders :
" If Captain E-ayner comes in, tell him I want particu-

larly to see him before he goes out again.
'^

" Where are you going, Kate ?''

'' Oh, just over to Mrs. Waldron's a moment."

IV.

Facing the broad, bleak prairie, separated from it only by a rough,

unpainted picket fence, and flanked by uncouth structures of pine, one

of which was used as a storehouse for quartermaster's property, the

other as the post-trader's depository for skins and furs, there stood the

frame cottage which Mr. Hayne had chosen as his home. As has been

said, it was precisely like those built for the subaltern officers, so far as

material, plan, and dimensions were concerned. The locality made the

vast difference which really existed. Theirs stood all in a row, fronting

the grassy level of the parade, surrounded by verandas, bordering on a

well-kept gravel path and an equally well graded drive. Clear, spark-

ling water rippled in tiny acequias through the front yards of each, and

so furnished the moisture needed for the life of various little shrubs

and flowering plants. The surroundings were at least '' sociable," and
there w^as companionship and jollity, with an occasional tiff to keep
things lively. The married officers, as a rule, had chosen their quarters

farthest from the entrance-gate and nearest those of the colonel com-
manding. The bachelors, except the two or three who were old in the

service and had " rank" in lieu of encumbrances, were all herded to-

gether along the eastern end, a situation that had disadvantages as con-

nected with duties which required the frequent presence of the occupants

at the court-martial rooms or at head-quarters, and that was correspond-

ingly far distant from the barracks of the soldiers. It had its recom-

mendations in being convenient to the card-room and billiard-tables al
" the store," and in embracing within its limits one house which pos-

sessed mysterious interest in the eyes of every woman and most of the

men in the garrison : it was said to be haunted.

A sorely-perplexed man was the post quartermaster when the rumor
came out from the railway-station that Mr. Hayne had arrived and was
coming to report for duty. As a first lieutenant he would have choice

of quarters over every second lieutenant in the garrison : there were ten

of these young gentlemen, and four of the ten were married. Every
set of quarters had its occupants, and Hayne could move in nowhere,
unless as occupant of a room or two in the house of some comrade,

without first compelling others to move out. This proceeding would
lead to vast discomfort, occurring as it would in the dead of winter,

and the youngsters were naturally perturbed in spirit,—their >vives

especially so. What made the prospects infinitely worse was the fact

that the cavalry bachelors were abeady living three in a house : the

Vol. XXXIX.—48
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only spare rooms were in the quarters of the second lieutenants of
the infantry, and they were not on speaking-terms with Mr. Hayne.
Everything, therefore, pointed to the probability of his "displacing'^

a junior, who would in turn displace somebody else, and so they
would go tumbling like a row of bricks until the lowest and last was
reached. All this would involve no end of worry for the quarter-

master, who even under the most favorable circumstances is sure to

be the least appreciated and most abused officer under the comman-
dant himself, and that worthy was simply agasp with relief and joy
when he heard Mr. Hayne's astonishing announcement that he would
take the quarters out on " Prairie Avenue.''

It was the talk of the garrison all that day. The ladies, especially,

had a good deal to say, because many of the men seemed averse to ex-

pressing their views. " Quite the proper thing for Mr. Hayne to do,"

was the apparent opinion of the majority of the young wives and
mothers. As a particularly kind and considerate thing it was not re-

marked by one of them, though that view of the case went not entirely

unrepresented. In choosing to live there Mr. Hayne separated himself

from companionship. That, said some of the commentators,—men
as well as women,—he simply accepted as the virtue of necessity, and
so there was nothing to commend in his action. But Mr. Hayne was
said to possess an eye for the picturesque and beautiful. If so, he
deliberately condemned himself to the daily contemplation of a treeless

barren, streaked in occasional shallows with dingy patches of snow,
ornamented only in spots by abandoned old hats, boots, or tin cans

blown beyond the jurisdiction of the garrison police-parties. A line

of telegraph-poles was all that intervened between his fence and the

low-lying hills of the eastern horizon. Southeastward lay the distant

roofs and the low, squat buildings of the frontier town ; southward the

shallow valley of the winding creek in which lay the long line of

stables for the cavalry and the great stacks of hay ; while the row on
which he chose to live—" Prairie Avenue," as it was termed—was far

worse at his end of it than at the other. It covered the whole eastern

front. The big, brown hospital building stood at the northern end.

Then came the quarters of the surgeon and his assistants, then the

snug home of the post trader, then the " store" and its scattering

appendages, then the entrance-gateway, then a broad vacant space,

through which the wind swept like a hurricane, then the little shanty

of the trader's fur house and one or two hovel-like structures used by
the tailors and cobbler of the adjacent infantry companies. Then came
the cottage itself: south of it stood the quartermaster's store-room,

back of which lay an extension filled with ordnance stores, then other

and similar sheds devoted to commissary supplies, the post butcher-

shop, the saddler's shop, then big coal-sheds, and then the brow of the

bluff, down which at a steep grade plunged the road to the stables. It

was as unprepossessing a place for a home as ever was chosen by a man
of education or position ; and Mr. Hayne was possessed of both.

In garrison, despite the flat parade, there was a grand expanse of

country to be seen stretching away towards the snow-covered Rockies.

There was life and the sense of neighborliness to one's kind. Out on
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Prairie Avenue all was wintry desolation, except when twice each day
the cavaliy officers went plodding by on their way to and from the

stables, muffled up in their fur caps and coats, and hardly distinguish-

able from so many bears, much less from one another.

And yet Mr. Hayne smiled not unhappily as he glanced from his

eastern window at this group of burly warriors the afternoon succeed-

ing his dinner at the colonePs. He had been busy all day long un-

packing books, book-shelves, some few pictures which he loved, and his

simple, soldierly outfit of household goods, and getting them into shape.

His sole assistant was a Chinese servant, who worked rapidly and well,

and who seemed in no wise dismayed by the bleakness of their sur-

roundings. If anything, he was disposed to grin and indulge in high-

pitched commentaries in '^ pidgin English^' upon the unaccustomed

amount of room. His master had been restricted to two rooms and a

kitchen during the two years he had served him. Now they had a

house to themselves, and more rooms than they knew what to do with.

The quartermaster had sent a detail of men to put up the stoves and
move out the rubbish left by the tailors ;

" Sam^' had worked vigor-

ously with soft soap, hot water, and a big mop in sprucing up the

rooms ; the adjutant had sent a little note during the morning, saying

that the colonel would be glad to order him any men he needed to put

the quarters in proper shape, and that Captain Rayner had expressed

his readiness to send a detail from the company to unload and unpack
his boxes, etc., to which Mr. Hayne replied in person that he thanked

the commanding officer for his thoughtfulness, but that he had very

little to unpack, and needed no assistance beyond that already afforded

by the quartermaster's men. Mr. Billings could not help noting that

he made no allusion to that part of the letter which spoke of Captain

Rayner's offer. It increased his respect for !Mr. Hayne's perceptive

powers.

While every officer of the infantry battalion was ready to admit

that Mr. Hayne had rendered invaluable service to the men of the cav-

alry regiment, they were not so unanimous in their opinion as to how
it should be acknowledged and requited by its officers. No one w^as

prepared for the announcement that the colonel had asked him to dinner

and that Blake and Billings were to meet him. Some few of their

number thought it going too far, but no one quite coincided with the

vehement declaration of Mrs. Bayner that it was an outrage and an

affront aimed at the regiment in general and at Captain Rayner in par-

ticular. She was an energetic woman when aroused, and there w^as no
doubt of her being very much aroused as she sped from house to house

to see what the other ladies thought of it. Bayner's wealth and Mrs.

Bayner's qualities had made her an undoubted though not always popu-

lar leader in all social matters in the Biflers. She was an authority, so

to speak, and one who knew it. Already there had been some points

on which she had differed wnth the colonel's wife, and it was plain to all

that it was a difficult thing for her to come down from being the author-

ity—the leader of the social element of a garrison—and from the po-

sition of second or third importance which she had been accorded when
first assigned to the station. There were many, indeed, who asserted
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that it was because she found her new position unbearable that slie

decided on her long visit to the East and departed thither before the

Riflers had been at Warrener a month. The coloneFs wife had greeted

her and her lovely sister with charming grace on their arrival two days
previous to the stirring event of the dinner, and every one was looking

forward to a probable series of pleasant entertainments by the two
households, even Avhile wondering how long the entente cordiale would
last,—when the colonel's invitation to Mr. Hayne brought on an im-
mediate crisis. It is safe to say that Mrs. Rayner was madder than the

captain her husband, who hardly knew how to take it. He was by no
means the best liked officer in his regiment, nor the " deepest'' and best

informed, but he had a native shrewdness which helped him. He noted

even before his wife would speak of it to him the gradual dying out of

the bitter feeling that had once existed at Hayne's expense. He felt,

though it hurt him seriously to make inquiries, that the man whom
he had practically crushed and ruined in the long ago was slowly but

surely gaining strength even where he would not make friends. Worse
than all, he was beginning to doubt the evidence of his own senses as

the years receded, and unknown to any soul on earth, even his wife,

there was growing up deep down in his heart a gnawing, insidious, ever-

festering fear that after all, after all, he might have been mistaken.

And yet on the sacred oath of a soldier and a gentleman, against the most
searching cross-examination, again and again had he most confidently and
positively declared that he had both seen and heard the fatal interview on
which the whole case hinged. And as to the exact language employed,

he alone of those within earshot had lived to testify for or against the ac-

cused : of the five soldiers who stood in that now celebrated group, three

were shot to death within the hour. He was growing nervous, irritable,

haggard ; he was getting to hate the mere mention of the case. The pro-

motion of Hayne to his own company thrilled him with an almost super-

stitious dismay. Were his words coming true ? Was it the judgment of

an oifended God that his hideous pride, obstinacy, and old-time hatred

of this officer were now to be revenged by daily, hourly contact with the

victim of his criminal persecution ? He had grown morbidly sensitive

to any remarks as to Hayne's having " lived down" the toils in which
he had been encircled. Might he not " live down" the ensnarer ? He
dreaded to see him,—though E-ayner was no coward,—and he feared

day by day to hear of his restoration to fellowship in the regiment, and
yet would have given half his wealth to bring it about, could it but have
been accomplished without the dreadful admission, " I was wrong. I

was utterly wrong." He had grown lavish in hospitality ; he had become
almost aggressively open-handed to his comrades, and had sought to

press money upon men who in no wise needed it. He was as eager to

lend as some are to borrow, and his brother officers dubbed him " Mi-
das" not because everything he touched would turn to gold, but because

he would intrude his gold upon them at every turn. There were some
who borrowed ; and these he struggled not to let repay. He seemed to

have an insane idea that if he could but get his regimental friends

bound to him pecuniarily he could control their opinions and ac-

tions. It was making him sick at heart, and it made him in secret
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doubly vindictive and bitter against the man he had doomed to years

of suffering. This showed out that very morning. Mrs. Rayner had
begun to talk, and he turned fiercely upon her

:

" Not a word on that subject, Kate, if you love me !—not even the

mention of his name ! I must have peace in my own house. It is

enouo:h to have to talk of it elsewhere."

Talk of it he had to. The major early that morning asked him,

as they were going to the matinee,—
" Have you seen Hayne yet ?"

"Not since he reported on the parade yesterday,'' was the curt

reply.
'^ Well, I suppose you will send men to help him get those quarters

in habitable shape ?"

" I will, of course, major, if he ask it. I don't propose sending

men to do such work for an officer unless the request come."
" He is entitled to that consideration, Rayner, and I think the men

should be sent to him. He is hardly likely to ask."
" Then he is less likely to get them," said the captain, shortly, for,

except the post commander, he well knew that no officer could order it

to be done. He w^as angry at the major for interfering. They were old

associates, and had entered service almost at the same time, but his friend

had the better luck in promotion and was now his battalion commander.
Rayner made an excuse of stopping to speak with the officer of the

day, and the major w^ent on without him. He was a quiet old soldier

;

he wanted no disturbance with his troubled friend, and, like a sensible

man, he turned the matter over to their common superior, in a very

few words, before the arrival of the general audience. It was this that

had caused the colonel to turn quietly to Rayner and say, in the most
matter-of-fact way,

—

" Oh, Captain Rayner, I presume Mr. Hayne will need three or

four men to help him get his quarters in shape. I suppose you have
already thought to send them ?"

And Rayner flushed, and stammered, " They have not gone yet,

sir ; but I had—thought of it."

Later, when the sergeant sent the required detail he reported to

the captain in the company office in five minutes :
" The lieutenant's

compliments and thanks, but he does not need the men."
The dinner at the colonel's, quiet as it was and with only eight at

table, was an affair of almost momentous importance to Mr. Hayne.
It was the first thing of the kind he had attended in five years; and
though he well know that it was intended by the cavalry commander
more especially as a recognition of the services rendered their suffering

men, he could not but rejoice in the courtesy and tact with which he
was received and entertained. The colonel's wife, the adjutant's, and
those of two captains away with the field battalion, were the four ladies

who were there to greet him when, escorted by Mr. Blake, he made
his appearance. How long—how very long—it seemed to him since

he had sat in the presence of refined and attractive women and listened

to their gay and animated chat ! They seemed all such good friends,

they made him so thoroughly at home, and they showed so much tact
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and ease, that never once did it seem apparent that they knew of his

trouble in his own regiment ; and yet there was no actual avoidance of
matters in which the Riflers were generally interested. It was mainly
of his brief visit to the East, however, that they made him talk,—of the

operas and theatres he had attended, the pictures he had seen, the music
that was most popular ; and when dinner was over their hostess led

him to her piano, and he played and sang for them again and again.

His voice was soft and sweet, and, though it was uncultivated, he sang
with expression and grace, playing with more skill but less feeling and
effect than he sang. Music and books had been the solace of lonely

years, and he could easily see that he had pleased them with his songs.

He went home to the dreary rookery out on Prairie Avenue and
laughed at the howling wind. The bare grimy walls and the dim
kerosene lamp, even Sam's unmelodious snore in the back room, sent

no gloom to his soul. It had been a happy evening. It had cost him
a hard struggle to restrain the emotion which he had felt at times

;

and when he withdrew, soon after the trumpets sounded tattoo, and the

ladies fell to discussing him, as women will, there was but one verdict,

—his manners were perfect.

But the colonel said more than that. He had found him far better

read than any other officer of his age he had ever met ; and one and all

they expressed the hope that they might see him frequently. No wonder
it was of momentous importance to him. It was the opening to a new
life. It meant that here at least he had met soldiers and gentlemen
and their fair and gracious wives who had welcomed him to their

homes, and, though they must have known that a pall of suspicion and
crime had overshadowed his past, they believed either that he was
innocent of the grievous charge or that his years of exile and suffering

had amply atoned. It was a happy evening indeed to him ; but there

was gloom at Captain Rayner's.

The captain himself had gone out soon after tattoo. He found that

the parlor was filled with young visitors of both sexes, and he was in

no mood for merriment. Miss Travers was being welcomed to the

post in genuine army style, and was evidently enjoying it. Mrs.

Rayner was flitting nervously in and out of the parlor with a cloud

upon her brow, and for once in her life compelled to preserve temporary

silence upon the subject uppermost in her thoughts. She had been

forbidden to speak of it to her husband
;
yet she knew he had gone out

again with every probability of needing some one to talk to about the

matter. She could not well broach the topic in the parlor, because she

was not at all sure how Captain and Mrs. Gregg of the cavalry would
take it ; and they were still there. She was a loyal wife ; her husband's

quarrel was hers, and more too ; and she was a woman of intuition

even keener than that which we so readily accord the sex. She knew,

and knew well, that a hideous doubt had been preying for a long time

in her husband's heart of hearts, and she knew still better that it would
crush him to believe it was even suspected by any one else. Right or

wrong, the one thing for her to do, she doubted not, was to maintain

the original guilt against all comers, and to lose no opportunity of feed-

ing the flame that consumed Mr. Hayne's record and reputation. He
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was guilty,—he must be guilty ; and though she was a Christian accord-

ing to her view of the case,—a pillar of the Church in matters of public

charity and picturesque conformity to all the rubric called for in the

services, and much that it did not,—she was unrelenting in her condem-
nation of Mr. Hayne. To those who pointed out that he had made every

atonement man could make, she responded with the severity of conscious

virtue that there could be no atonement without repentance, and no
repentance without humility. Mr. Hayne's whole attitude was that of

stubborn pride and resentment ; his atonement was that enforced by the

unanimous verdict of his comrades ; and even if it were so that he had
more than made amends for his crime, the rules that held good for

ordinary sinners were not applicable to an officer of the army. He
must be a man above suspicion, incapable of wrong or fraud, and once

stained he was forever ineligible as a gentleman. It was a subject on
which she waxed declamatory rather too often, and the youngsters of

her own regiment wearied of it. As Mr. Foster once expressed it in

speaking of this very case, " Mrs. Rayner can talk more charity and
show less than any woman I know.'' So long as her talk was aimed
against any lurking tendency of their own to look upon Hayne as a

possible martyr, it fell at times on unappreciative ears, and she was
quick to see it and to choose her hearers ; but here was a new phase,

—

one that might rouse the latent esprit de corps of the Riflers,—and she

was bent on striking while the iron was hot. If anything would
provoke unanimity of action and sentiment in the regiment, this public

recognition by the cavalry, in their very presence, of the man they cut

as a criminal, was the thing of all others to do it ; and she meant to

head the revolt.

Possibly Gregg and his modest helpmeet discovered that there was
something she desired to " spring" upon the meeting. The others present

were all of the infantry ; and when Captain Rayner simply glanced in,

spoke hurried good-evenings, and went as hurriedly out again, Gregg
was sure of it, and marched his wife away. Then came Mrs. Kayner's

opportunity

:

" If it were not Captain Rayner's house, I could not have been

even civil to Captain Gregg. You heard what he said at the club this

morning, I suppose?''

In one form or another, indeed, almost everybody had heard. The
officers present maintained an embarrassed silence. Miss Travers

looked reproachfully at her flushed sister, but to no purpose. At last

one of the ladies remarked,

—

" Well, of course I heard of it, but—I've heard so many different

versions. It seems to have growm somewhat since morning."
" It sounds just like him, however," said Mrs. Rayner, " and I

made inquiry before speaking of it. He said he meant to invite Mr.
Hayne to his house to-morrow evening, and if the infantry didn't like

it they could stay away."
" Well, now, Mrs. Rayner," protested Mr. Foster, " of course

none of us heard what he said exactly, but it is my experience that

no conversation was ever repeated without being exaggerated, and I've

known old Gregg for ever so long, and never heard him say a sharp
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thing yet. Why, he's the mildest-mannered fellow in the whole —th
Cavalry. He would never get into such a snarl as that would bring
about him in five minutes.'^

" Well, he said he would do just as the colonel did, anyway,—we
have that straight from cavalry authority,—and we all know what the

colonel has done. He has chosen to honor Mr. Hayne in the presence

of the officers who denounce him, and practically defies the opinion of
the Kiflers.'^

" But, Mrs. E-ayner, I did not understand Gregg's remarks to be
what you say, exactly. Blake told me that when asked by somebody
whether he was going to call on Mr. Hayne, Gregg simply replied he
didn't know,—he would ask the colonel."

" Very well. That means, he proposes to be guided by the colonel,

or nothing at all ; and Captain Gregg is simply doing what the others

will do. They say to us, in so many words, ' We prefer the society of
your hHe noire to your own.' That's the way I look at it," said Mrs,
Rayner, in deep excitement.

It was evident that, though none were prepared to endorse so ex-

treme a view, there was a strong feeling that the colonel had put an
affront upon the Riflers by his open welcome to Mr. Hayne. He had
been exacting before, and had caused a good deal of growling among the

officers and comment among the women. They were ready to find

fault, and here was strong provocation. Mr. Foster was a youth of

unfortunate and unpopular propensities. He should have held his

tongue, instead of striving to stem the tide.

^^ I don't uphold Hayne any more than you do, Mrs. Rayner, but

it seems to me this is a case where the colonel has to make some ac-

knowledgment of Mr. Hayne's conduct "

" Very good. Let him write him a letter, then, thanking him in

the name of the regiment, but don't pick him up like this in the face

of ours," interrupted one of the juniors, who was seated near Miss
Travers (a wise stroke of policy : Mrs. Rayner invited .him to break-

fast) ; and there was a chorus of approbation.
" Well, hold on a moment," said Foster. " Hasn't the colonel had

every one of us to dinner more or less frequently ?"

" Admitted. But what's that to do with it ?"

" Hasn't he invariably invited each officer to dine with him in every

case where an officer has arrived ?"

^' Granted. But what then ?"

" If he broke the rule or precedent in Mr. Hayne's case would
he not practically be saying that he endorsed the views of the court-

martial as opposed to those of the department commander. General

Sherman, the Secretary of War, the President of the United "

" Oh, make out your transfer papers, Foster. You ought to be in

the cavalry or some other disputatious branch of the service," burst in

Mr. Graham.
" I declare, Mr. Foster, I never thought you would abandon your

colors," said Mrs. Rayner.
" I haven't, madame, and you've no right to say so," said Foster, in-

dignantly. " I simply hold that any attempt to work up a regimental
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row out of this thing will make bad infinitely worse, and I deprecate

the whole business/'
" I suppose you mean to intimate that Captain Kayner's position

and that of the regiment is bad,—all wrong,—that Mr. Hayne has

been persecuted," said Mrs. Rayner, with trembling lips and cheeks

aflame.
" Mrs. Rayner, you are unjust,'^ said poor Foster. " I ought not

to have undertaken to explain or defend the coloneFs act, perhaps, but

I am not disloyal to my regiment or my colors. What I want is to

prevent further trouble; and I know that anything like a concerted

resentment of the colonel's invitation will lead to infinite harm."
" You may cringe and bow and bear it if you choose

;
you may

humble yourself to such a piece of insolence ; but rest assured there are

plenty of men and women in the Riflers who won't bear it, Mr. Foster

;

and for one I won't." She had risen to her full height now, and her

eyes were blazing. " For his own sake I trust the colonel will omit

our names from the next entertainment he gives. Nellie shan't
"

'^ Oh, think, Mrs. Rayner !" interrupted one of the ladies ; " they

must give her a dinner or a reception."
" Indeed they shall not ! I refuse to enter the door of people who

have insulted my husband as they have."
" Hush ! Listen !" said Mr. Graham, springing towards the door.

There was wondering silence an instant.

" It is nothing but the trumpet sounding taps," said Mrs. Rayner,

hurriedly.

But even as she spoke they rose to their feet. Muffled cries were
heard, borne in on the night wind,—a shot, then another, down in the

valley,—the quick peal of the cavalry trumpet.
" It isn't taps. It's fire !" shouted Graham from the door-way.

"Come on!"

V.

Down in the valley south of the post a broad glare was already

shooting upward and illumining the sky. One among a dozen little

shanties and log houses, the homes of the laundresses of the garrison

and collectively known as Sudsville, was a mass of flames. There was
a rush of officers across the parade, and the men, answering the alarum
of the trumpet and the shots and shouts of the sentries, came tearing

from their quarters and plunging down the hill. Among the first on
the spot came the young men who were of the party at Captain Ray-
ner's, and Mr. Graham was ahead of them all. It was plain to the

most inexperienced eye that there was hardly anything left to save in

or about the burning shanty. All efforts must be directed towards pre-

venting the spread of the flames to those adjoining. Half-clad women
and children were rushing about, shrieking with fright and excitement,

and a few men were engaged in dragging household goods and furniture

from those tenements not yet reached by the flames. Fire-apparatus

there seemed to be none, though squads of men speedily appeared with

ladders, axes, and buckets, brought from the different company quarters,

and the arriving officers quickly formed the bucket-lines and water
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dipped up from the icy creek began to fly from hand to hand. Before
anything like this was fairly under way, a scene of semi-tragic, semi-

comic intensity had been enacted in the presence of a rapidly gathering

audience. ^^ It was worth more than the price of admission to hear
Blake tell it afterwards/' said the officers, later.

A tall, angular woman, frantic with excitement and terror, was
dancing about in the broad glare of the burning hut, tearing her hair,

making wild rushes at the flames from time to time as though intent on
dragging out some prized object that Avas being consumed before her

eyes, and all the time keeping up a volley of maledictions and abuse in

lavish Hibernian, apparently directed at a cowering object who sat in

limp helplessness upon a little heap of fire-wood, swaying from side to

side and moaning stupidly through the scorched and grimy hands in

which his face was hidden. His clothing was still smoking in places
;

his hair and beard were singed to the roots ; he was evidently seriously

injured, and the sympathizing soldiers who had gathered around him
after deluging him with snow and water were striving to get him to

arise and go with them to the hospital. A little girl, not ten years

old, knelt sobbing and terrified by his side. She, too, was scorched and
singed, and the soldiers had thrown rough blankets about her ; but it

was for her father, not herself, she seemed worrie<l to distraction. Some
of the women were striving to reassure and comfort her in their homely
fashion, bidding her cheer up,—the father was only stupid from drink,

and would be all right as soon as '^ the liquor was off of him." But
the little one was bevond consolation so lono; as he could not or would
not speak in answer to her entreaties.

All this time, never pausing for breath, shrieking anathemas on her

drunken spouse, reproaches on her frightened child, and invocations to

all the blessed saints in heaven to reward the gintleman who had saved

her hoarded money,—a smoking packet that she hugged to her breast,

—Mrs. Clancy, "the saynior laundress of Company B,'' as she had
long styled herself, was prancing up and down through the gathering

crowd, her shrill voice overmastering all other clamor. The vigorous

efforts of the men, directed by cool-headed officers, soon beat back the

flames that were threateninor the neio^hborino^ shanties, and levelled to

the ground what remained of Private Clancy's home. The fire was
extinguished almost as rapidly as it began, but the torrent of Mrs.

Clancy's eloquence was still unstemmed. The adjurations of sympa-
thetic sisters to " Howld yer whist," the authoritative admonition of

some old sergeant to '^ Stop your infernal noise," and the half-maudlin

yet appealing glances of her suffering lord were all insufficient to check

her. It was not until the quiet tones of the colonel were heard that she

began to cool down :
" We've had enough of this, Mrs. Clancy : be still,

now, or we'll have to send you to the hospital in the coal-cart." Mrs.

Clancy knew that the colonel was a man of few words, and believed him
to be one of less sentiment. She was afraid of him, and concluded it

time to cease threats and abuse and come down to the more effective role

of wronged and suffering womanhood,—a feat which she accomplished

with the consummate ease of long practice, for the rows in the Clancy

household were matters of garrison notoriety. The surgeon, too, had
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come, and, after quick examination of Clancy's condition, had directed

him to be taken at once to the hospital ; and thither his little daughter

insisted on following him, despite the efforts of some of the women to

detain her and dress her properly.

Before returning to his quarters the colonel desired to know some-

thing of the origin of the fire. There was testimony enough and to

spare. Every woman in Sudsville had a theory to express, and was
eao^er to be heard at once and to the exclusion of all others. It was
not until he had summarily ordered them to go to their homes and not

come near him that the colonel managed to get a clear statement from
some of the men.

Clancy had been away all the evening, drinking as usual, and Mrs.
Clancy was searching about Sudsville as* much for sympathy and
listeners as for him. Little Kate, who knew her father^s haunts, had
guided him home, and was striving to get him to his little sleeping-

corner before her mother's return, when in his drunken helplessness he

fell against the table, overturning the kerosene lamp, and the curtains

were all aflame in an instant. It was just after taps—or ten o'clock

—

when Kate's shrieks aroused the inmates of Sudsville and started the

cry of '^ Fire." The flimsy structure of pine boards burned like so

much tinder, and the child and her stupefied father had been dragged

forth only in time to save their lives. The little one, after giving the

alarm, had rushed again into the house and was tugging at his senseless

form wlien rescue came for both,—none too soon. As for Mrs. Clancy,

at the first note of danger she had rushed screaming to the spot, but

only in time to see the whole interior ablaze and to howl frantically

for some man to save her money,—it was all in the green box under

the bed. For husband and child she had for the moment no thought.

They were safely out of the fire by the time she got there, and she

screamed and fought like a fury against the men who held her back
when she would have plunged into the midst of it. It took but a

minute for one or two men to burst through the flimsy wall with axes,

to rescue the burning box and knock off the lid. It was a sight to see

wdien the contents were handed to her. She knelt, wept, prayed, counted

over bill after bill of smoking, steaming greenbacks, until suddenly

recalled to her senses by the eager curiosity and the remarks of some
of her fellow-women. That she kept money and a good deal of it in

her quarters had long been suspected and as fiercely denied ; but no
one had dreamed of such a sum as w^as revealed. In her frenzy she

had shrieked that the savings of her lifetime were burning,—that

there was over three thousand dollars in the box ; but she hid her

treasure and gasped and stammered and swore she was talking "wild-

like." " They was nothing but twos and wans," she vowed
;
yet there

were women there who declared that they had seen tens and twenties as

she hurried them through her trembling fingers, and Sudsville gossiped

and talked for two hours after she was led away, still moaning and
shivering, to the bedside of poor Clancy, who was the miserable cause

of it all. The colonel listened to the stories with such patience as could

be accorded to witnesses who desired to give prominence to their per-

sonal exploits in subduing the flames and rescuing life and property.
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It was not until he and the group of officers with him had been en-
gaged some moments in taking testimony that something was elicited

which caused a new sensation.

It was not by the united efforts of Sudsville that Clancy and Kate
had been dragged from the flames, but by the individual dash and de-

termination of a single man : there was no discrepancy here, for the

ten or a dozen who were wildly rushing about the house made no effort

to burst into it until a young soldier leaped through their midst into

the blazing door-way, was seen to throw a blanket over some object

within, and the next minute appeared again, dragging a body through
the flames. Then they had sprung to his aid, and between them Kate
and " the ould man" were lifted into the open air. A moment later he
had handed Mrs. Clancy her packet of money, and—they hadn't seen

him since. He was an officer, said they,—a new one. They thought
it must be the new lieutenant of Company B ; and the colonel looked
quickly around and said a few words to his adjutant, who started up
the hill forthwith. A group of officers and ladies were standing at the

brow of the plateau east of the guard-house, gazing down upon the

scene below, and other ladies, with their escorts, had gathered on a little

knoll close by the road that led to Prairie Avenue. It was past these

that the adjutant walked rapidly away, swinging his hurricane-lamp in

his hand.
^' Which way now, Billings ?" called one of the cavalry officers in

the group.
^^ Over to Mr. Hayne's quarters," he shouted back, never stopping

at all.

A silence fell upon the group at mention of the name. They were
the ladies from Captain Rayner's and a few of their immediate friends.

All eyes followed the twinkling light as it danced away eastward towards

the gloomy coal-sheds. Then there was sudden and intense interest.

The lamp had come to a stand-still, was deposited on the ground, and
by its dim ray the adjutant could be seen bending over a dark object

that was half sitting, half reclining at the platform of the shed. Then
came a shout, " Come here, some of you." And most of the men ran

to the spot.

For a moment not one word was spoken in the watching group

:

then Miss Travers's voice was heard :

" What can it be ? Why do they stop there ?"

She felt a sudden hand upon her wrist, and her sister's lips at her

ear:
" Come away, Nellie. I want to go home. Come !"

" But, Kate, I must see what it means."
" No : come ! It's—it's only some other drunken man, probably.

Come !" And she strove to lead her.

But the other ladies were curious too, and all, insensibly, were edging

over to the east as though eager to get in sight of the group. The re-

cumbent object had been raised, and was seen to be the dark figure of a

man whom the others began slowly to lead away. One of the group

came running back to them : it was Mr. Foster.
" Come, ladies : I will escort you home, as the others are busy."
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" What is the matter, Mr. Foster ?" was asked by half a dozen

voices.

" It was Mr. Hayne,—badly burned, I fear. He was trying to get

home after having saved poor Clancy.^'
'^ You don't say so! Oh, isn't there something we can do? Can't

we go that way and be of some help ?" was the eager petition of more
than one of the ladies.

" Not now. They will have the doctor in a minute. He has not

inhaled flame ; it is all external ; but he was partly blinded and could

not find his way. He called to Billings when he heard him coming.

I will get you all home and then go back to him. Come!" And,
offering his arm to Mrs. Rayner, who was foremost in the direction he

wanted to go,—the pathway across the parade,—Mr. Foster led them
on. Of course there was eager talk and voluble sympathy ; but Mrs.

Rayner spoke not a word. The others crowded around him with

questions, and her silence passed unnoted except by one.

The moment they were inside the door and alone. Miss Travers

turned to her sister :
" Kate, what was this man's crime ?

VI.

An unusual state of affairs existed at the big hospital for several

days : Mrs. Clancy had refused to leave the bedside of her beloved

Mike, and was permitted to remain. For a woman who was notorious

as a virago and bully, who had beaten little Kate from her babyhood
and abused and hammered her Michael until, between her and drink,

he was but the wreck of a stalwart manhood, Mrs. Clancy had de-

veloped a degree of devotion that was utterly unexpected. In all the

dozen years of their marital relations no such trait could be recalled

;

and yet there had been many an occasion within the past few years when
Clancy's condition demanded gentle nursing and close attention,—and
never would have got it but for faithful little Kate. The child idolized

the broken-down man, and loved him with a tenderness that his weak-
ness seemed but to augment a thousandfold, while it but served to in-

furiate her mother. In former years, when he was Sergeant Clancy

and a fine soldier, many was the time he had intervened to save her

from an undeserved thrashing ; many a time had he seized her in his

strong arms and confronted the furious woman with stern reproof.

Between him and the child there had been the tenderest love, for she

was all that was left to him of four. In the old days Mrs. Clancy had
been the belle of the soldiers' balls, a fine-looking woman, with indom-
itable powers as a dancer and conversationalist and an envied repu-

tation for outshining all her rivals in dress and adornment. " She
would ruin Clancy, that she would," was the unanimous opinion of the

soldiers' wives ; but he seemed to minister to her extravagance with

unfailing good nature for two or three years. He had been prudent,

careful of his money, was a war-soldier with big arrears of bounty and,

tradition had it, a consummate skill in poker. He was the moneyed
man among the sergeants when the dashing relict of a brother non-

commissioned officer set her widow's cap for him and won. It did
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not take many years for her to wheedle most of his money away ; but
there was no cessation to the demand, no apparent limit to the supply.

Both were growing older, and now it became evident that Mrs. Clancy
was the elder of the two, and that the artificiality of her charms could
not stand the test of frontier life. No longer sought as the belle of the

soldiers' ball-rooms, she aspired to leadership among their wives and
families, and was accorded that pre-eminence rather than the fierce

battle which was sure to follow any revolt. She became avaricious,

—

some said miserly,—and Clancy miserable. Then began the down-
ward course. He took to drink soon after his return from a long, hard
summer's campaign with the Indians. He lost his sergeant's stripes

and went into the ranks. There came a time when the new colonel

forbade his re-enlistment in the cavalry regiment in which he had
served so many a long year. He had been a brave and devoted soldier.

He had a good friend in the infantry, he said, who wouldn't go back
on a poor fellow who took a drop too much at times, and, to the sur-

prise of many soldiers,—officers and men,—he was brought to the re-

cruiting officer one day, sober, soldierly, and trimly dressed, and Cap-
tain Rayner expressed his desire to have him enlisted for his company

;

and it was done. ^Irs. Clancy was accorded the quarters and rations

of a laundress, as was then the custom, and for a time—a very short

time—Clancy seemed on the road to promotion to his old grade. The
enemy tripped him, aided by the scoldings and abuse of his wife, and
he never rallied. Some work was found for him around the quarter-

master's shops which saved him from guard-duty or the guard-house.

The infantry—officers and men—seemed to feel for the poor, broken-

down old fellow and to lay much of his woe to the door of his wife.

There was charity for his faults and sympathy for his sorrows, but at

last it had come to this. He was lying, sorely injured, in the hospital,

and there were times when he was apparently delirious. At such

times, said Mrs. Clancy, she alone could manage him ; and she urged

that no other nurse could do more than excite or irritate him. To the

unspeakable grief of little Kate, she, too, was driven from the sufferer's

bedside and forbidden to come into the room except when her mother
gave permission. Clancy had originally been carried into the general

ward with the other patients, but the hospital steward two days after-

wards told the surgeon that the patient moaned and cried so at night

that the other sick men could not sleep, and offered to give up a little

room in his own part of the building. The burly doctor looked sur-

prised at this concession on the part of the steward, who was a man
tenacious of every perquisite and one who had made much complaint

about the crowded condition of the hospital wards and small rooms
ever since the frozen soldiers had come in. All the same the doctor

asked for no explanation, but gladly availed himself of the steward's

offer. Clancy was moved to this little room adjoining the steward's

quarters forthwith, and Mrs. Clancy was satisfied.

Another thing had happened to excite remark and a good deal of it.

Nothing short of eternal damnation was Mrs. Clancy's frantic sentence

on the head of her unlucky spouse the night of the fire, when she was

the central figure of the picture and when hundreds of witnesses to her
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words were grouped around. Correspondingly had she called down the

blessings of the Holy Virgin and all the saints upon the man who res-

cued and returned to her that precious packet of money. Everybody
heard her, and it was out of the question for her to retract. Neverthe-

less, from within an hour after Clancy's admission to the hospital not

another word of the kind escaped her lips. She was all patience and
pity with the injured man, and she shunned all allusion to his pre-

server and her benefactor. The surgeon had been called away, after

doing all in his power to make Clancy comfortable,—he was needed

elsewhere,—and only two or three soldiers and a hospital nurse still

remained by his bedside, where Mrs. Clancy and little Kate were dry-

ing their tears and receiving consolation from the steward's wife. The
doctor had mentioned a name as he went away, and it was seen that

Clancy was striving to ask a question. Sergeant Nolan bent down :

" Lie quiet, Clancy, me boy : you must be quiet, or you'll move the

bandages."
" Who did he say was burned ? who was he going to see ?" gasped

the sufferer.

" The new lieutenant, Clancy,—him that pulled ye out. He's a

good one. and it's Mrs. Clancy that'll tell ye the same."
" Tell him what?" said she, turning about in sudden interest.

" About the lieutenant's pulling him out of the fire and saving your

money."
" Indeed yes ! The blessings of all the saints be upon his beautiful

head, and "

" But who was it? What was his name, I say?" vehemently inter-

rupted Clancy, half raising himself upon his elbow, and groaning with

the effort. ^' What was his name ? I didn't see him."
" Lieutenant Hayne, man."
" Oh, my God !" gasped Clancy, and fell back as though struck a

sudden blow.

She sprang to his side :
" It's faint he is. Don't answer his ques-

tions, sergeant! He's beside himself ! Oh, will ye never stop talking

to him and lave him in pace ? Go away, all of ye's,—go away, I say,

or ye'll dhrive him crazy wid yer Be quiet, Mike ! don't ye spake

agin." And she laid a broad red hand upon his fiice. He only groaned

again, and threw his one unbandaged arm across his darkened eyes, as

though to hide from sight of all.

From that time on she made no mention of the name that so

strangely excited her stricken husband ; but the watchers in the hos-

pital the next night declared that in liis ravings Clancy kept calling for

Lieutenant Hayne.
Stannard's battalion of the cavalry came marching into the post two

days after the fire, and created a diversion in the garrison talk, which
for one long day had been all of that dramatic incident and its attend-

ant circumstances. In social circles, among the officers and ladies, the

main topic was the conduct of Mr. Hayne and the injuries he had sus-

tained as a consequence of his gallant rescue. Among the enlisted men
and the denizens of Sudsville the talk was principally of the revelation

of Mrs. Clancy's hoard of greenbacks. But in both circles a singular
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story was just beginning to creep around, and it was to the eifect that

Clancy had cried aloud and fainted dead away and that Mrs. Clancy
had gone into hysterics when they were told that Lieutenant Hayne
was the man to whom the one owed his life and the other her money.
Some one met Captain Eayner on the sidewalk the morning Stannard
came marching home, and asked him if he had heard the queer story

about Clancy. He had not, and it was told him then and there. Ray-
ner did not even attempt to laugh at it or turn it off in any way. He
looked dazed, stunned, for a moment, turned very white and old-looking,

and, hardly saying good-day to his informant, faced about and went
straight to his quarters. He was not among the crowd that gathered to

welcome the incoming cavalrymen that bright, crisp, winter day; and
that evening Mrs. Rayner went to the hospital to ask what she could do
for Clancy and his wife. Captain Rayner always expected her to see

that every care and attention was paid to the sick and needy of his

company, she explained to the doctor, who could not recall having
seen her on a similar errand before, although sick and needy of Com-
pany B were not unknown in garrisons where he had served with them.

She spent a good while with Mrs. Clancy, whom she had never noticed

hitherto, much to the laundress's indignation, and concerning whose
conduct she had been known to express herself in terms of extreme dis-

approbation. But in times of suffering such things are forgotten : Mrs.

Rayner was full of sympathy and interest ; there was nothing she was
not eager to send them, and no thanks were necessary. She could never

do too much for the men of her husband's company.
Yet there was a member of her husband's company on whom in

his suffering neither she nor the captain saw fit to call. Mr. Hayne's
eyes were seriously injured by the flames and heat, and he was now
living in darkness. It might be a month, said the doctor, before he

could use his eyes again.
'^ Only think of that poor fellow, all alone out there on that ghastly

prairie and unable to read !" was the exclamation of one of the cavalry

ladies in Mrs. Rayner's presence ; and, as there was an awkward silence

and somebody had to break it, Mrs. Rayner responded,

—

^' If I lived on Prairie Avenue I should consider blindness a

blessing."

It was an unfortunate remark. There was strong sympathy develop-

ing for Hayne all through the garrison. Mrs. Rayner never meant that

it should have any such significance, but inside of twenty-four hours,

in course of which her language had been repeated some dozens of times

and distorted quite as many, the generally accepted version of the story

was that Mrs. Rayner, so far from expressing the faintest sympathy or

sorrow for Mr. Hayne's misfortune, so far from expressing the natural

gratification which a lady should feel that it was an officer of her regi-

ment who had reached the scene of danger ahead of the cavalry officer

of the guard, had said in so many words that Mr. Hayne ought to be

thankful that blindness was the worst thing that had come to him.

There was little chance for harmony after that. Many men and

some women, of course, refused to believe it, and said they felt confident

that she had been misrepresented. Still, all knew by this time that Mrs.
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Rayner was bitter against Hayne, and had Iieard of her denunciation of

the colonePs action. So, too, had the colonel heard that she openly de-

clared that she would refuse any invitation extended to her or to her

sister which might involve her accepting hospitality at his house. These
things do get around in most astonishing ways.

Then another complication arose : Hayne, too, was mixing matters.

The major commanding the battalion, a man in no wise connected with

his misfortunes, had gone to him and urged, with the doctor's full con-

sent, that he should be moved over into and become an inmate of his

household in garrison. He had a big, roomy house. His wife earnestly

added her entreaties to the major's, but all to no purpose : Mr. Hayne
firmly declined. He thanked the major; he rose and bent over the

lady's hand and thanked her with a voice that was full of gentleness

and gratitude; but he said that he had learned to live in solitude.

Sam was accustomed to all his ways, and he had every comfort he needed.

His wants were few and simple. She would not be content, and urged

him further. He loved reading : surely he would miss his books and
would need some one to read aloud to him, and there were so many
ladies in the garrison who would be glad to meet at her house and
read to him by turns. He loved music, she heard, and there was her

piano, and she knew several w^ho would be delighted to come and play

for him by the hour. He shook his head, and the bandages hid the

tears that came to his smarting eyes. He had made arrangements to

be read aloud to, he said ; and as for music, that must wait awhile.

The kind woman retired dismayed,—she could not understand such

obduracy,—and her husband felt rebuffed. Stannard of the cavalry,

too, came in with his o:entle wife. She was loved throuo;hout the retri-

ment for her kindliness and grace of mind, as well as for her devo-

tion to the sick and suffering in the old days of the Indian wars, and
Stannard had made a similar proffer and been similarly refused, and
he had gone away indignant. He thought Mr. Hayne too bumptious
to live ; but he bore no malice, and his wrath was soon over. Many
of the cavalry officers called in person and tendered their services, and
were very civilly received, but all offers were positively declined. Just

wdiat the infantry officers should do was a momentous (question. That
they could no longer hold aloof was a matter that was quickly settled,

and three of their number went through the chill gloaming of the

wintry eve and sent in their cards by Sam, who ushered them into the

cheerless front room, while one of their number followed to the door-

way which led to the room in rear, in which, still confined to his bed by
the doctor's advice, the injured officer was lying. It w^as INIr. Ross who
went to the door and cleared his throat and stood in the presence of the

man to whom, more than five years before, he had refused his hand.

The others listened anxiously :

" Mr. Hayne, this is Ross. I come with Foster and Graham to say

how deeply we regret your injuries, and to tender our sympathy and our

services."

There was a dead silence for a moment. Foster and Graham stood

with hearts that beat unaccountably hard, looking at each other in

perplexity. Would he never reply ?

Vol. XXXIX.—49
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The answer came at last,—a question :

" To what injuries do you allude, Mr. Ross?"
Even in the twilight they could see the sudden flush of the Scotch-

man's cheek. He was a blunt fellow, but, as the senior, had been
chosen spokesman for the three. The abrupt question staggered him.
It was a second or two before he could collect himself.

" I mean the injuries at the fire," he replied.

This time, no answer whatever. It was growing too painful.

Ross looked in bewilderment at the bandaged face, and again broke the

silence

:

'' We hope you won't deny us the right to be of service, Mr. Hayne.
If there is anything we can do that you need, or would like " hesi-

tatingly.

" You have nothing further to say ?" asked the calm voice from
the pillow.

^' I—don't know what else we can say," faltered Ross, after an in-

stant's pause.

The answer came, firm and prompt, but icily cool

:

'' Then there is nothing that you can do."

And the three took their departure, sore at heart.

There were others of the infantry who had purposed going to see

Hayne that evening, but the story of Ross's experience put an end to it

all. It was plain that even now Mr. Hayne made the condition of the

faintest advance from his regimental comrades a full confession of error.

He would have no less.

That evening the colonel sat by his bedside and had an earnest talk.

He ventured to expostulate with the invalid on his refusal to go to the

major's or to Stannard's. He could have so many comforts and deli-

cacies there that would be impossible here. He did not refer to edibles

and drinkables alone, he said, with a smile ; but Hayne's patient face

gave no sign of relenting. He heard the colonel through, and then

said, slowly and firmly,

—

" I have not acted hastily, sir : I appreciate their kindness, and am
not ungrateful. Five years ago my whole life was changed. From
that time to this I have done without a host of things that used to be

indispensable, and have abjured them one and all for a single luxury
that I cannot live without,—the luxury of utter independence,—the

joy of knowing that I owe no man anything,—the blessing of being

beholden to no one on earth for a single service I cannot pay for. It

is the one luxury left me."

VII.

It was a clear winter's evening, sharply cold, about a week after the

fire, when, as Mrs. Rayner came down the stairway equipped for a

walk, and was passing the parlor door without stopping. Miss Travers

caught sight of and called to her,

—

" Are you going walking, Kate ? Do wait a moment, and I'll go
with you."

Any one in the hall could have shared the author's privilege and
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seen the expression of annoyance and confusion that appeared on Mrs.

E-ayner's face

:

" I thought you were out. Did not Mr. Graham take you walking V^
" He did ; bat we wandered into Mrs. Waldron's, and she and

the major begged us to stay, and we had some music, and then the first

call sounded for retreat, and Mr. Graham had to go, so he brought me
home. I\^e had no walk, and need exercise."

" But I don't like you to be out after sunset. That cough of

yours "

^^ Disappeared the day after I got here, Kate, and there hasn't been

a vestige of it since. This high, dry climate put an end to it. No,
I'll be ready in one minute more. Do wait."

Mrs. Rayner's hand was turning the knob while her sister was
hurrying to the front door and drawing on her heavy jacket as she did

so. The former faced her impatiently :

" I don't think you are at all courteous to your visitors. You
know just as well as I do that Mr. Foster or Mr. Royce or some other

of those young officers are sure to be in just at this hour. You really

are very thoughtless, Nellie."

Miss Travers stopped short in her preparations.
" Kate Rayner," she began, impressively, " it was only night before

last that you rebuked me for sitting here with Mr. Blake at this very

hour, and asked me how I supposed Mr. A'^an Antwerp would like it.

Now you "

" Fudge ! I cannot stay and listen to such talk. If you must go,

wait a few minutes until I get back. I—I want to make a short call.

Then I'll take you."
" So do I want to make a short call,—over at the doctor's ; and

you are going right to the hospital, are you not ?"

" How do you know I am ?" asked Mrs. Rayner, reddening.
" You do go there every evening, it seems to me."
" I don't. Who told you I did ?"

"Several people mentioned your kindness and attention to the

Clancys, Kate. I have heard it from many sources."
" I wish people would mind their own affairs," wailed Mrs. Ray-

ner, peevishly.
" So do I, Kate ; but they never have, and never will, especially

with an engaged girl. I have more to complain of than you, but it

doesn't make me forlorn, whereas you look fearfully worried about

nothing."
" Who says I'm worried ?" asked Mrs. Rayner, with sudden vehe-

mence.
" You look worried, Kate, and haven't been at all like yourself for

several days. Now, xohy shouldn't I go to the hospital with you?
W^hy do you try to hide your going from me ? Don't you know that

I must have heard the strange stories that are flitting about the garrison?

Haven't I asked you to set me right if I have been told a wrong one?
Kate, you are fretting yourself to death about something, and the cap-

tain looks worried and ill. I cannot but think it has some connection

with the case of Mr. Hayne. Why should the Clancys "
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" You have no right to think any such thing/' answered her sister,

angrily. " We have suffered too much at his hands or on liis account
already, and I never want to hear such words from your lips. It

would outrage Captain Rayner to hear that my sister, to whom he has
given a home and a welcome, was linking herself with those who side

with that—that thief.''

" Kate ! Oh, how can you use such words ? How dare you speak
so of an officer? You would not tell me what he was accused of; but
I tell you that if it be thefb I don't believe it,—and no one else

"

There was a sudden footfall on the porch without, and a quick,

sharp, imperative knock at the door. Mrs. Rayner fled back along the

hall towards the dining-room. Miss Travers, hesitating but a second,

opened the door.

It was the soldier telegraph-operator, with a despatch-envelope in his

hand :

" It is for Mrs. Rayner, miss, and an answer is expected. Shall I
wait?"

Mrs. Rayner came hastily forward from her place of refuge within

the dining-room, took the envelope without a word, and passed into

the parlor, where, standing beneath the lamp, she tore it open, glanced

anxiously at its contents, then threw it with an exclamation of peevish

indignation upon the table :

" You'll have to answer for yourself, Nellie. I cannot straighten

your aifairs and mine too." And with that she was going ; but Miss
Travers called her back.

The message simply read, " No letter in four days. Is anything

wrong ? Answer paid," and was addressed to Mrs. Rayner and signed

s. y. A.
" I think you have been extremely neglectful," said Mrs. Rayner,

who had turned and now stood watching the rising color and impa-

tiently tapping foot of her younger sister. Miss Travers bit her lips

and compressed them hard. There was an evident struggle in her

mind between a desire to make an impulsive and sweeping reply and
an effort to control herself.

" Will you answer a quiet question or two ?" she finally asked.
'^ You know perfectly well I will," was the sisterly rejoinder.

'^ How long does it take a letter to go from here to New York ?"

'^ Five or six days, I suppose."

Miss Travers stepped to the door, briefly told the soldier there was
no answer, thanked him for waiting, and returned.

^' You are not going to reply ?" asked Mrs. Rayner, in amaze.
" I am not ; and I inferred you did not intend to. Now another

question. How many days have we been here ?"
,

" Eight or nine,—nine, it is."

" You saw me post a letter to Mr. Van Antwerp as we lefl the

Missouri, did you not ?"

" Yes. At least I suppose so."

" I wrote again as soon as we got settled here, three days after that,

did I not?"
" You said you did," replied Mrs. Rayner, ungraciously.
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" And you, Kate, when you are yourself have been prompt to declare

that I say what I mean. Very probably it may have been four days

from the time that letter from the transfer reached Wall Street to the

time the next one could get to him from here, even had I written the

night we arrived. Possibly you forget that you forbade my doing so,

and sent me to bed early. Mr. Van Antwerp has simply failed to re-

member that I had gone several hundred miles farther west ; and even

had I written on the train twice a day, the letters would not have
reached him uninterruptedly. By this time he is beginning, to get

them fast enough. And as for you, Kate, you are quite as unjust as

he. It augurs badly for my future peace ; and—I am learning two
lessons here, Kate.^'

" What two, pray V
" That he can be foolishly unreliable in estimating a woman."
"And the other?"
" That you may be persistently unreliable in your judgment of a

man."
Verily, for a young woman with a sweet, girlish face, whom we

saw but a week agone twitching a kitten's ears and saying little or

nothing. Miss Travers was displaying unexpected fighting qualities.

For a moment, Mrs. Rayner glared at her in tremulous indignation

and dismay.
" You—you ought to be ashamed of yourself !" was her eventual

outbreak.

But to this there was no reply. Miss Travers moved quietly

to the door-way, turned and looked her angry sister in the eye, and
said,

—

" I shall give up the walk, and will go to my room. Excuse me to

any visitors this evening."
" You are not going to write to him now, when you are angry, I

hope?"
" I shall not write to him until to-morrow, but when I do I shall

tell him this, Kate : that if he desire my confidence he will address his

complaints and inquiries to me. If I am old enough to be engaged to

him, in your opinion, I am equally old enough to attend to such details

as these, in my own."
Mrs. Rayner stood one moment as though astounded ; then she flew

to the door and relieved her surcharged bosom as follows, " Well, I

pity the man you marry, whether you are lucky enough to keep this

one or not !" and flounced indignantly out of the house.

When Captain Rayner came in, half an hour afterwards, the

parlor was deserted. He was looking worn and dispirited. Find-

ing no one on the ground-floor, he went to the foot of the stairs, and
called,

—

" Kate."

A door opened above :
" Kate has gone out, captain."

" Do you know where, Nellie ?"

" Over to the hospital, I think ; though I cannot say."

She heard him sigh deeply, move irresolutely about the hall for a

moment, then turn and go out.
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At his gate he found two figures dimly visible in the gathering
darkness : they had stopped on hearing his footstep. One was an
officer in uniform, wrapped in lieavy overcoat, with a fur cap, and a
bandage over his eyes. The other was a Chinese servant, and it was
the latter who asked,

—

"This Maje Waldlon's?''
" No," said he, hastily. " Major \Valdron's is the third door

beyond."

At the sound of his voice the officer quickly started, but spoke in

low, measured tone :
" Straight ahead, Sam." And the Chinaman led

him on.

Rayner stood a moment watching them, bitter thoughts coursing

through his mind. Mr. Hayne was evidently sufficiently recovered to

be up and out for air, and now he was being invited again. This time
it was his old comrade Waldron who honored him. Probably it was
another dinner. Little by little, at this rate, the time would soon come
when Mr. Hayne would be asked everywhere and he and his corre-

spondingly dropped. He turned miserably away, and went back to

the billiard-rooms at the store. When Mrs. Rayner rang her bell for

tea that evening he had not reappeared, and she sent a messenger for

him.

It was a brilliant moonlit evening. A strong prairie gale had
begun to blow from the northwest, and was banging shutters and
whirling pebbles at a furious rate. At the sound of the trumpets wail-

ing tattoo a brace of young officers calling on the ladies took their

leave. The captain had retired to his den, or study, where he shut him-
self up a good deal of late, and thither Mrs. Rayner followed him and
closed the door after her. Throwing a cloak over her shoulders. Miss
Travers stepped out on the piazza and gazed in delight upon the moon-
lit panorama,—the snow-covered summits to the south and west, the

rolling expanse of upland prairie between, the rough outlines of the

foot-hills softened in the silvery light, the dark shadows of the barracks

across the parade, the twinkling lights of the sergeants as they took

their stations, the soldierly forms of the officers hastening to their com-
panies far across the frozen level. Suddenly she became aware of two
forms coming down the walk. They issued from Major Waldron^s
quarters, and the door closed behind them. One was a young officer

;

the other, she speedily made out, a Chinese servant, who was guiding

his master. She knew the pair in an instant, and her first impulse was
to retire. Then she reflected that he could not see, and she wanted to

look : so she stayed. They had almost reached her gate, when a wild

blast whirled the officer^s cape about his ears and sent some sheets of

music flying across the road. Leaving his master at the fence, the

Chinaman sped in pursuit ; and the next thing she noted was that Mr.
Hayne's fur cap was blown from his head and that he was groping for

it helplessly.

There was no one to call, no one to assist. She hesitated one

minute, looked anxiously around, then sprang to the gate, picked up
the cap, pulled it well down over the bandaged eyes, seized the young
officer firmly by the arm, drew him within the gate, and led him to the
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shelter of the piazza. Once out of the fury of the gale, she could hear

his question, "Did you get it all, Sam?"
" Not yet," she answered. Oh, how she longed for a deep contralto

!

" He is coming. He will be here in a moment."
" I am so sorry to have been a trouble to you," he began again,

vaguely.
*^ You are no trouble to me. I'm glad I was where I happened to

see you and could help."

He spoke no more for a minute. She stood gazing at all that was
visible of the pale face below the darkened eyes. It was so clear-cut,

so refined in feature, and the lips under the sweeping blonde moustache,

though set and compressed, were delicate and pink. He turned his

head eagerly towards the parade ; but Sam was still far away. The
music had scattered, and was leading him a lively dance.

" Isn't my servant coming ?" he asked, constrainedly. " I fear I'm
keeping you. Please do not wait. He will find me here. You were

going somewhere."
'' No,—unless it was here." She was trembling now. " Please be

patient, Mr.—Mr. Hayne. Sam may be a minute or two yet, and here

you are out of the wind."
Again she looked in his face. He was listening eagerly to her

words, as though striving to "place" her voice. Could she be mis-

taken ? Was he, too, not trembling ? Beyond all doubt his lips were

quivering now.
" May I not know who it is that led me here ?" he asked, gently.

She hesitated, hardly knowing how to tell him.
" Try and guess," she laughed, nervously. " But you couldn't.

You do not know^ my name. It is my good fortune, Mr. Hayne. You
—you saved my kitten ; I—your cap."

There w^as no mistaking his start. Beyond doubt he had winced
as though stung, and was now striving to grope his way to the railing.

She divined his purpose in an instant, and her slender hand was laid

pleadingly yet firmly on his arm.
" Mr. Hayne, don't go. Don't think of going. Stay here until

Sam comes. He's coming now," she faltered.

" Is this Captain Rayner's house ?" he asked, hoarse and low.
" No matter whose it is ! I welcome you here. You shall not go,"

she cried, impulsively, and both little hands were tugging at his arm.
He had found the railing, and was pulling himself towards the gate,

but her words, her clinging hands, were too persuasive.
" I cannot realize this," he said. " I do not understand "

" Do not try to understand it, Mr. Hayne. If I am only a girl, I
have a right to think for myself. My father was a soldier,—I am
Nellie Travers,—and if he were alive I know well he would have had
me do just what I have done this night. Now w^on't you stay ?"

And light w^as beaming in through his darkened eyes and glad-
dening his soul with a rapture he had not knowai for years. One in-

stant he seized and clasped her hand. " May God bless you !" was all

he whispered, but so softly that even she did not hear him. He bowled

low over the slender white hand, and stayed.
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VIII.

March had come,—the month of gale and bhister, sleet and storm,

in almost every section of our broad domain,—and March at Warrener
was to the full as blustering and conscienceless as in New England.
There were a few days of sunshine during the first week ; then came
a fortnight of raging snow-storms. The cavalry troops, officers and
men, went about their stable-duties as usual, but, except for roll-call on
the porch of the barracks and for guard-mounting over at the guard-

house, all military exercise seemed suspended. This meant livelier

times for the ladies, however, as the officers were enabled to devote just

so many more hours a day to their entertainment. There were two or

three hops a week over in the big assembly-room, and there was some
talk of getting up a german in honor of Miss Travers, but the strained

relations existing between Mrs. Rayner and the ladies of other families

at the post made the matter difficult of accomplishment. There were
bright little luncheon-, dinner-, and tea-parties, where the young officers

and the younger ladies met every day ; and, besides all this, despite the

fact that Mrs. Kayner had at first shown a fixed determination to dis-

cuss the rights and wrongs of " the Hayne affair,'' as it was now be-,

ginning to be termed, with all comers who belonged to the Kiflers, it had
grown to be a very general thing for the youngsters to drop in at her

house at all hours of the day ; but that was because there were attrac-

tions there which outweighed her combativeness. Then Rayner him-
self overheard some comments on the mistake she was making, and for-

bade her discussing the subject with the officers even of her own regiment.

She was indignant, and demanded a reason. He would name no names,

but told her that he had heard enough to convince him she was doing

him more harm than good, and, if anything, contributing to the turn

of the tide in Hayne's favor. Then she felt outraged and utterly mis-

judged. It was a critical time for her, and if deprived of the use

of her main weapon of offence and defence the battle was sure to go
amiss. Sorely against her inclination, she obeyed her lord, for, as has

been said, she was a loyal wife, and for the time being the baby became
the recipient of her undivided attention.

True to her declaration, she behaved so coldly and with such marked
distance of manner to the colonel and his wife when they met in society

immediately after the dinner that the colonel quietly told his wife she

need not give either dinner or reception in honor of Mrs. Kayner's re-

turn. He would like to have her do something to welcome Miss
Travers, for he thought the girl had much of her father in her. He
knew him well in the old days before and during the war, and liked

him. He liked her looks and her sweet, unaffected, cheery manner.

He liked the contrast between her and her sister ; for Miss Travers had
listened in silence to her sister's exposition of what her manner should

be to the colonel and his wife, and when they met she was bright and
winsome. The colonel stood and talked with her about her father,

whom she could remember only vaguely, but of whom she never tired
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of hearing ; and that night Mrs. Rayner rebuked her severely for her

disloyalty to the captain, who had given her a home.

But when Mrs. Rayner heard that Major and INIrs. Waldron had
invited Mr. Hayne to dine with them, and had invited to meet him two
of the cavalry officers and their wives, she was incensed beyond meas-

ure. She and Mrs. Waldron had a brief talk, as a result of which
Mrs. Rayner refused to speak to Mrs. Waldron at the evening party

given by Mrs. Stannard in honor of her and her sister. It was this

that brought on the crisis. Whatever was said between the men was
not told. Major Waldron and Captain Rayner had a long consulta-

tion, and they took no one into their confidence ; but Mrs. Rayner
obeyed her husband, went to Mrs. Waldron and apologized for her

rudeness, and then went with her sister and returned the call of the

colonel's wife ; but she chose a bright afternoon, when she knew well

the lady was not at home.
She retired from the contest, apparently, as has been said, and took

much Christian consolation to herself from the fact that at so great a

sacrifice she was obeying her husband and doing the duty she owed to

him. In very truth, however, the contest was w^ithdrawn from her by
the fact that for a week or more after his evening at the Waldrons' Mr.
Hayne did not reappear in garrison, and she had no cause to talk about
him. Officers visiting the house avoided mention of his name. Ladies

of the cavalry regiment calling upon Mrs. Rayner and Miss Travers
occasionally spoke of him and his devotion to the men and his bravery

at the fire, but rather as though they meant in a general way to com-
pliment the Riflers, not Mr. Hayne ; and so she heard little of the man
whose existence was so sore a trial to her. What she would have said,

what she would have thouo;ht, had she known of the meetino^ between
him and her guarded Nellie, is beyond us to describe ; but she never

dreamed of such a thing, and Miss Travers never dreamed of telling

her,—for the present, at least. Fortunately—or unfortunately—for the

latter, it was not so much of her relations with Mr. Hayne as of her

relations with half a dozen young bachelors that Mrs. Rayner speedily

felt herself compelled to complain. It was a blessed relief to the elder

sister. Her surcharged spirit was in sore need of an escape-valve. She
was ready to boil over in the mental ebullition consequent upon Mr.
Hayne's reception at the post, and with all the pent-up irritability which
that episode had generated she could not have contained herself and
slept. But here Miss Travers came to her relief. Her beauty, her
winsome ways, her unqualified delight in everything that Avas soldierly,

speedily rendered her vastly attractive to all the young officers in garri-

son. Graham and Foster of the infantry, Merton, Webster, and Royce
of the cavalry, haunted the house at all manner of hours, and the

captain bade them welcome and urged them to come oftener and stay

later, and told Mrs. Rayner he wanted some kind of a supper or colla-

tion every night. He set before his guests a good deal of wine, and
drank a good deal more himself than he had ever been known to do
before, and they were keeping very late hours at Rayner's, for, said the

captain, " I don't care if Nellie is engaged : she shall have a good time
while she's here ; and if the boys know all about it,—goodness knows
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you've told them often enough, Kate,—and they don't mind it, why,
it's nobody's business,—here, at least."

What Mr. Van Antwerp might think or care was another matter.

Kayner never saw him, and did not know him. He rather resented it

that Van Antwerp had never written to him and asked his consent. As
Mrs. Rayner's husband and Nellie's brother-in-law, it seemed to him he
stood in loco parentis ; but Mrs. Kayner managed the whole thing her-

self, and he was not even consulted. If anything, he rather enjoyed the

contemplation of Van Antwerp's fidgety frame of mind as described to

him by Mrs. Rayner about the time it became apparent to her that Nellie

was enjoying the attentions of which she was so general an object, and
that the captain was sitting up later and drinking more wine than was
good for him. She was aware that the very number of Nell's admirers

would probably prevent her becoming entangled with any one of them,

but she needed something to scold about, and eagerly pitched upon this.

She knew well that she could not comfort her husband in the anxiety

that was gnawing at his heart-strings, but she was jealous of comfort

that might come to him from any other source, and the Lethe of wine
and jolly companionship she dreaded most of all. Long, long before,

she had induced him to promise that he would never offer the young
officers spirits in his house. She would not prohibit wine at table, she

said ; but she never thouglit of there coming a time when he himself

would seek consolation in the glass and make up in quantity what it

lacked in alcoholic strength. He was impatient of all reproof now, and
w^ould listen to no talk ; but Nellie was years her junior,—more years

than she would admit except at such times as these, when she meant to

admonish ; and Nellie had to take it.

Two weeks after their arrival at Warrener the burden of Mrs.

Rayner's song—morn, noon, and night—was, " What would Mr. Van
Antwerp say if he could but see this or hear that?"

Can any reader recall an instance where the cause of an absent lover

was benefited by the ceaseless warning in a woman's ear, " Remember,
you're engaged" ? The hero of antiquity who caused himself to be

attended by a shadowing slave whispering ever and only, " Remember,
thou art mortal," is a fine figure to contemplate—at this remote date.

He, we are told, admitted the need, submitted to the infliction. But
lives there a woman who will admit that she needs any instruction as

to what her conduct should be when the lord of her heart is away?
Lives there a woman who, submitting, because she cannot escape, to

the constant reminder, '' Thou art engaged," will not resent it in her heart

of hearts and possibly revenge herself on the one alone whom she holds

at her mercy ? Left to herself,—to her generosity, her conscience, her

innate tenderness,—the cause of the absent one will plead for itself,

and, if it have even faint foundation, hold its own. " With the best

intentions in the world," many an excellent cause has been ruined by

the injudicious urgings of a mother ; but to talk an engaged girl into

mutiny, rely on the infallibility of two women,—a married sister or a

maiden aunt.

Just what Mr. Van Antwerp would have said could he have seen

the situation at Warrener is perhaps impossible to predict. Just what
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he did say without seeing was, perhaps, the most unwise thing he could

have thought of: he urged Mrs. Rayner to keep reminding Nellie of

her promise. His had not been a life of unmixed joy. He was now
nearly thirty-five, and desperately in love with a pretty girl who had
simply bewitched him during the previous summer. It was not easy

to approach her then, he found, for her sister kept vigilant guard ; but,

once satisfied of his high connections, his wealth, and his social stand-

ing, the door was opened, and he was something more than welcomed,

said the gossips at the Surf House. What his past history had been,

where and how his life had been spent, were matters of less consequence,

apparently, than what he was now. He had been wild at college, as

other boys had been, she learned ; he had tried the cattle-business in

the West, she was told ; but there had been a quarrel with his father,

a reconciliation, a devoted mother, a long sojourn abroad,—Heidelberg,

—a sudden summons to return, the death of the father, and then the

management of a valuable estate fell to the son. There were other

children, brother and sisters, three in all, but Steven was the first-born

and the mother's glory. She was with him at the sea-side, and the

first thing that moved Nellie Travers to like him was his devotion to

that white-haired woman who seemed so happy in his care. Between
that mother and Mrs. Rayner there had speedily sprung up an acquaint-

ance. She had vastly admired Nellie, and during the first fortnight of

their visit to the Surf House had sho^vn her many attentions. The ill-

ness of a daughter called her away, and Mrs. Rayner announced that

she, too, was going elsewhere, when Mr. Van Antwerp himself re-

turned, and Mrs. Rayner decided it was so late in the season that they

had better remain until it was time to go to town. In October they

spent a fortnight in the city, staying at the Westminster, and he was
assiduous in his attentions, taking them everywhere, and lavishing

flowers and bonbons upon Nell. Then Mrs. Van Antwerp invited

them to visit her at her own comfortable, old-fashioned house down-
town, and Mrs. Rayner was eager to accept, but Nellie said no; she

would not do it : she could not accept Mr. Van Antwerp ; she liked,

admired, and was attracted by him, but she felt that love him she did

not. He was devoted, but had tact and patience, and Mrs. Rayner at

last yielded to her demand and took her off in October to spend some
time in the interior of the State with relations of their mother, and
there, frequently, came Mr. Van Antwerp to see her and to urge his

suit. They were to have gone to Warrener immediately after the

holidays, but January came and Nellie had not surrendered. An-
other w^eek in the city, a long talk with the devoted old mother whose
heart was so wrapped up in her son's happiness and whose arms
seemed yearning to enfold the lovely girl, and Nellie was conquered.
If not fully convinced of her love for Mr. Van Antwerp, she was
more than half in love with his mother. Her promise was given,

and then she seemed eager to get back to the frontier which she had
known and loved as a child. "I want to see the mountains, the
snow-peaks, the great rolling prairies, once more," she said ; and he
had to consent. Man never urged more importunately than he that

the wedding should come off that very winter ; but Nellie once more
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said no ; she could not and would not listen to an earlier date than the

summer to come.

No one on earth knew with what sore foreboding and misery he let

her go. It was something that Mrs. Kayner could not help remarking,

—his unconquerable aversion to every mention of the army and of his

own slight experience on the frontier. He would not talk of it even
with Nellie, who was an enthusiast and had spent two years of her

girlhood almost under the shadow of Laramie Peak and loved the mere
mention of the Wyoming streams and valleys. In her husband^s name
Mrs. Rayner had urged him to drop his business early in the spring

and come to them for a visit. He declared it was utterly impossible.

Every moment of his time must be given to the settling of estate affairs,

so that he could be a free man in the summer. He meant to take his

bride abroad immediately and spend a year or more in Europe. These
were details which were industriously circulated by Mrs. Eayner and
speedily became garrison property. It seemed to the men that in bring-

ing her sister there engaged she had violated all precedent to begin

with, and in this instance, at least, there was general complaint. Mr.
Blake said it reminded him of his early boyhood, when they used to

take him to the great toy-stores at Christmas :
^' Look all you like,

long for it as much as you please, but don't touch." Merton and Royce,

of the cavalry, said it was simply a challenge to any better fellow to

cut in and cut out the Knickerbocker'; and, to do them justice, they did

their best to carry out their theory. Both they and their comrades of

the Riflers were assiduous in their attentions to Miss Travers, and other

ladies, less favored, made acrimonious comment in consequence. A
maiden sister of one of the veteran captains in the —th, a damsel

whose stern asceticism of character was reflected in her features and
grimly illustrated in her dress, was moved to censure of her more at-

tractive neighbor. *^ If I had given my heart to a gentleman,'^ said she,

and her manner was indicative of the long struggle which such a be-

stowal would cost both him and her, " nothing on earth would induce

Tne to accept attentions from any one else, not if he were millions of

miles away."
But Nellie Travers was "accepting attentions" with laughing grace

and enjoying the society of these young fellows immensely. The house

would have been gloomy without her and " the boys," Rayner was
prompt to admit, for he was ill at ease and sorely w^orried, while his

inflammable Kate was fuming over the situation of her husband's affairs.

Under ordinary circumstances she would have seen very little to object

to so long as Nellie showed no preference for any one of her admirers

at Warrener, and unless peevish or perturbed in spirit would have made
little allusion to it. As, matters stood, however, she was in a most

querulous and excitable mood : she could not rail at the real cause of

her misery, and so, woman-like, she was thankful for a pretext for un-

corking the vials of her wrath on somebody or something else. If the

young matrons in garrison who, with the two or three visiting maidens,

were disposed to rebel at Miss NelFs apparent absorption of all the avail-

able cavaliers at the post, and call, her a too lucky girl, could but have

heard Mrs. Rayner's nightly tirades and hourly rebukes, they might have
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realized that here, as elsewhere, the rose had its stinging thorns. As
for Miss Travers, she confounded her sister by taking it all very sub-

missively and attempting no defence. Possibly conscience was telling

her that she deserved more than she was getting, or than she would be

likely to get until her sister heard of the adventure with Mr. Hayne.
" By the way," said Mr. Royce one evening as they were stamping

off the snow and removing their heavy wraps in Rayner's hall-way

after a series of garrison calls, " Mrs. Waldron says she expects you to

play for her to-morrow afternoon, Miss Travers. Of course it will be

my luck to be at stables."

" You hear better music every afternoon than I can give you, Mr.
Royce."

" Where, pray ?" asked Mrs. Rayner, turning quickly upon them.

Mr. Royce hesitated, and—with shame be it said—allowed Miss

Travers to meet the question :

" At Mr. Hayne's, Kate."

There was the same awkward silence that always followed the men-
tion of Hayne's name. Mrs. Rayner looked annoyed. It was evident

that she wanted more information,—wanted to ask, but was restrained:

Royce determined to be outspoken.
" Several of us have got quite in the way of stopping there on our

way from afternoon stables," he said, very quietly. " Mr. Hayne has

his piano now, and has nearly recovered the full use of his eyes. He
plays well."

Mrs. Rayner turned about once more, and, without saying so much
as good-night, went heavily up-stairs, leaving her escort to share with

Mr. Royce such welcome as the captain was ready to accord them. If

forbidden to talk on the subject nearest her heart, she would not speak

at all. She would have banged her door, but that would have waked
baby. It stung her to the quick to know that the cavalry officers

were daily visitors at Mr. Hayne's quarters. It was little comfort to

know that the infantry officers did not go, for she and they both knew
that, except Major Waldron, no one of their number was welcome
under that roof unless he would voluntarily come forward and say, '^ I
believe you innocent." She felt that but for the stand made by Hayne
himself most of their number would have received him into comrade-
ship again by this time, and she could hardly sleep that night from
thinking over what she had heard.

But could she have seen the figure that was slinking in the snow at

the rear door of Hayne's quarters that very evening, peering into the

lighted rooms, and at last, after many an irresolute turn, knocking
timidly for admission and then hiding behind the corner of the shed

until Sam came and poked his pig-tailed head out into the wintry
darkness in wondering effort to find the visitor, she would not have
slept at all.

It was poor Clancy, once more mooning about the garrison and up
to his old tricks. Clancy had been drinking ; but he wanted to know,
" could he spake with the lieutenant ?"
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IX.

" I have been reading over your letter of Thursday last, dear

Steven," wrote Miss Travers, " and there is much that I feel I ought
to answer. You and Kate are very much of a mind about the ^ tempta-
tions' with which I am surrounded ; but you are far more imaginative

than she is, and far more courteous. There is so much about your
letter that touches me deeply that I want to be frank and fair in my
reply. I have been dancing all this evening, was out at dinner before

that, and have made many calls this afternoon ; but, tired as I am, my
letter must be written, for to-morrow will be but the repetition of to-

day. Is it that I am cold and utterly heartless that I can sit and write

so calmly in reply to your fervent and appealing letter ? Ah, Steven,

it is what may be said of me ; but, if cold and heartless to you, I have
certainly given no man at this garrison the faintest reason to think that

he has inspired any greater interest in him. They are all kind, all very

attentive. I have told you how well Mr. Royce dances and ]\Ir. Mer-
•ton rides and Mr. Foster reads and tidks. They entertain me vastly,

and I do like it. More than this, Steven, I am pleased with their evi-

dent admiration,—not alone pleased and proud that they should admire

me who am pledged to you,—not .that alone, I frankly conf^s, but

because it in itself is pleasant. It pleases me. Very possibly it is

because I am vain.
" And yet, though my hours are constantly occupied, though they

are here from morning till night, no one of them is more attentive than

another. There are five or six who come daily. There are some who
do not come at all. Am I a wretch, Steven ? There are two or three

that do not call who I wish icould call. I would like to know them.
*' Yet they know—they could not help it, with Kate here, and I

never forget—that I am your promised wife. Steven, do you not

sometimes forget the conditions of that promise? Even now, again

and again do I not repeat to you that you ought to release me and free

yourself? Of course your impulse will be to say my heart is changing,

—that I have seen others whom I like better. No, I have seen no one

I like as well. But is ' like' what you deserve,—what you ask ? and
is it not all I have ever been able to promise you ? Steven, bear me
witness, for Kate is bitterly unjust to me at times, I told you again and

again last summer and fall that I did not love you and ought not to

think of being your wife. Yet, poor, homeless, dependent as I am,

how strong was the temptation to say yes to your plea ! You know
that I did not and would not until time and again your sweet mother,

whom I do love, and Kate, who had been a mother to me, both declared

that iliai should make no difference : the love would come : the happiest

marriages the world over were those in which the girl respected the man
of her choice: love would come, and come speedily, when once she

was his wife. You yourself declared you could wait in patience,—you

would woo and win by and by. Only promise to be your wife before

returning to the frontier, and you would be content. Steven, are you

content ? You know you are not
;
you know you are unhappy ; and
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it is all, not because I am growing to love some one else, but because I

am not growing to love you. Heaven knows I want to love you ; for

so long as you hold me to it my promise is sacred and shall be kept.

More than that, if you say that it is your will that I seclude myself

from these attentions, give up dancing, give up rides, drives, walks, and

even receiving visits, here, so be it. I will obey. But write this to

me, Steven,—not to Kate. I am too proud to ask her to show me the

letters I know she has received from you,—and there are some she has

not shown me,—but I cannot understand a man^s complaining to other

persons of the conduct of the woman who is, or is to be, his wife.

Forgive me if I pain you : sometimes even to myself I seem old and

strantre. I have lived so much alone, have had to think and do for

myself so many years while Kate has been away, that perhaps I'm not
* like other girls ;' but the respect I feel for you would be injured if I

thought you strove to guide or govern me through others ; and of one

thing be sure, Steven, I must honor and respect and look up to the man
I marry, love or no love.

" Once you said it would kill you if you believed I could be false

to you. If by that you meant that, having given my promise to you
to be your wife at some future time, I must school myself to love you,

and will be considered false if love do not come at my bidding or yours,

I say to you solemnly, release me now. I may not love, but I cannot

and will not deceive you, even by simulating love that does not exist.

Suppose that love were to be kindled in my heart. Suppose I were to

learn to care for some one here. You would be the first one to know it;

for I would tell you as soon as I knew it myself. Then what could I

hope for,—or you ? Surely you would not want to marry a girl who
loved another man. But is it much better to marry one who feels that

she does not love you ? Think of it, Steven : I am very lonely, very

far from happy, very wretched over Kate's evident trouble and all the

sorrow I am bringing you and yours ; but have I misled or deceived

you in any one thing ? Once only has a word been spoken or a scene

occurred that you could perhaps have objected to. I told you the

whole thing in my letter of Sunday last, and why I had not told Kate.

"VVe have not met since that night, Mr. Hayne and I, and may not

;

but he is a man whose story excites my profound pity and sorrow, and
he is one of the two or three I feel that I w^ould like to see more of.

Is this being false to you or to my promise? If so, Steven, you cannot

say that I have not given you the whole truth.
" It is very late at night,—one o'clock,—and Kate is not yet asleep,

and the captain is still down-stairs, reading. He is not looking well at

all, and Kate is sorelv anxious about him. It was his evidence that

brought years of ostracism and misery upon Lieutenant Hayne, and
there are vague indications that in his own regiment the officers are

beginning to believe that possibly he was not the guilty man. The
cavalry officers, of course, say nothing to us on the subject, and I have
never heard the full story. If he has been, as is suggested, the victim
of a scoundrel, and Captain Rayner was at fault in his evidence, no
punishment on earth could be too great for the villain who planned
his ruin, and no remorse could atone for Captain Rayner's share. I
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never saw so sad a face on mortal man as Mr. Hayne's. Steven Van
Antwerp, I wish I were a man ! I would trace that mystery to the

bitter end.
" This is a strange letter to send to—to you ; but I am a strange

girl. Already I am more than expecting you to write and release me
unconditionally ; and you ought to do it. I do not say I want it.

" Faithfully, at least, yours,
" Nellie.

" P.S.—Should you write to Kate, you are not to tell her, remember,
of my meeting with Mr. Hayne. Of course I am anxious to have your
reply to that letter ; but it will be five days yet.''

An odd letter, indeed, for a girl not yet twenty, and not of a hope-
inspiring character ; but when it reached Mr. Van Antwerp he did not

pale in reading it : his face was ghastly before he began. If anything,

he seemed relieved by some passages, though rejoiced by none. Then
he took from an inner pocket the letter that had reached him a few days

previous, and all alone in his room, late at night, he read it over again,

threw it upon the table at which he was sitting, then, with passionate

abandonment, buried his face in his arms and groaned aloud in anguish.

Two days after writing this letter Miss Travers was so unfortunate

as to hear a conversation in the dining-room which was not intended

for her ears. She had gone to her room immediately after breakfast,

and, glancing from her window, saw that the officers were just going

to head-quarters for the daily matinee. For half or three-quarters of

an hour, therefore, there could be no probable interruption ; and she

decided to write an answer to the letter which came from Mr. Van
Antwerp the previous afternoon. A bright fire was burning in the

old-fashioned stove with whicli frontier quarters are warmed if not orna-

mented, and she perched her little, slippered feet upon the hearth, took

her portfolio in her lap, and began. Mrs. Rayner was in the nursery,

absorbed with the baby and the nurse, when a servant came and an-

nounced that " a lady was in the kitchen'^ and wanted to speak with

the lady of the house. Mrs. Rayner promptly responded that she was
busy and couldn't be disturbed, and wondered who it could be that

came to her kitchen to see her.

" Can I be of service, Kate f^ called Miss Travers. " I will run
down, if you say so.''

" I wish you would," was the reply ; and Miss Travers put aside

her writing. ^' Didn't she give any name ?" asked Mrs. Rayner of

the Abigail, who was standing with her head just visible at the stair-

w^ay, it being one of the unconquerable tenets of frontier domestics to

go no farther than is absolutely necessary in conveying messages of any
kind ; and this damsel, though new to the neighborhood, was native and
to the manner born in all the tricks of the trade.

*^ She said you knew her name, ma'am. She's the lady from the

hospital."
" Here, Jane, take the baby ! Never mind, Nellie : I must go !"

And Mrs. Rayner started with surprising alacrity ; but as she passed her

door Miss Travers saw the look of deep anxiety on her face.
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A moment later she heard voices at the front door,—a party of ladies

who were going to spend the morning with the colonel's wife at some
" Dorcas society'^ work which many of them had embraced with enthu-

siasm. " I want to see Miss Travers, just a minute/^ she heard a voice

say, and recognized the pleasant tones of Mrs. Curtis, the young wife

of one of the infantry officers : so a second time she put aside her

writing, and then ran down to the front door. Mrs. Curtis merely

wanted to remind her that she must be sure to come and spend the

afternoon with her and bring her music, and was dismayed to find that

Miss Travers could not come before stable-call : she had an engage-

ment. ^* Of course : I might have known it : you are besieged every

hour. Well, can you come to-morrow ? Do." And, to-morrow being

settled upon, and despite the fact that several of the party waiting on

the sidewalk looked cold and impatient, Mrs. Curtis found it impossible

to tear herself away until certain utterly irrelevant matters had been

lightly touched upon and lingeringly abandoned. The officers were just

beginning to pour forth from head-quarters when the group of ladieii

finally got under way again and Miss Travers closed the door. It

was now useless to return to her letter : so she strolled into the parlor

just as she heard her sister's voice at the kitchen door :

" Come right in here, Mrs. Clancy. Now, quick, what is it ?"

And from the dining-room came the answer, hurried, half whispered,

and mysterious,

—

" He's been drinkin' ever since he got out of hospital, ma'am, an'

he's worse than ever about Loot'nant Hayne. It's mischief he'll be

doin', ma'am : he's crazy-like
"

" Mrs. Clancy, you must watch him. You Hush !''

And here she stopped short, for, in astonishment at what she had
already heard, and in her instant effort to hear no more of what was so

evidently not intended for her. Miss Travers hurried from the parlor,

the swish of her skirts telling loudly of her presence there. She went
again to her room. What could it mean? Why was her proud, im-
perious Kate holding secret interviews with this coarse and vulgar

woman ? What concern was it of hers that Clancy should be " worse"

about Mr. Hayne? It could not mean that the mischief he would do
was mischief to the man who had saved his life and his property. That
was out of the question. It could not mean that the poor, broken-

down, drunken fellow had the means in his power of further harming a

man who had already been made to suffer so much. Indeed, Kate's

very exclamation, the very tone in which she spoke, showed a distress

of mind that arose from no fear for one whom she hated as she hated

Hayne. Her anxiety was personal. It was for her husband and for

herself she feared, or woman's tone and tongue never yet revealed a
secret. Nellie Travers stood in her room stunned and bewildered, yet

trying hard to recall and put together all the scattered stories and
rumors that had reached her about the strange conduct of Clancy
after he was taken to the hospital,—especially about his heart-broken
wail when told that it was Lieutenant Hayne who had rescued him and
little Kate from hideous death. Somewhere, somehow, this man was
connected with the mystery which encircled the long-hidden truth in

Vol. XXXIX.—50
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Hayne's trouble. Could it be possible that he did not realize it, and
that her sister had discovered it ? Could it be oh, heaven ! no !—
could it be that Kate was standing between that lonely and friendless

man and the revelation that would set him right ? She could not be-

lieve it of her ! She would not believe it of her sister ! And yet what
did Kate mean by charging Mrs. Clancy to watch him,—that drunken
husband? What could it mean but that she was striving to prevent

Mr. Hayne's ever hearing the truth ? She longed to learn more and
solve the riddle once and for all. They were still earnestly talking to-

gether down in the dining-room ; but she could not listen. Kate knew
her so well that she had not closed the door leading into the hall, though
both she and the laundress of Company B had lowered their voices. It

was disgraceful at best, thought Miss Travers, it was beneath her sister,

that she should hold any private conversation with a woman of that class.

Confidences with such were contamination. She half determined to

rush down-stairs and put an end to it, but was saved the scene : fresh

young voices, hearty ringing tones, and the stamp of heavy boot-heels

were heard at the door ; and as Rayner entered, ushering in Royce and
Graham, Mrs. Rayner and the laundress fled once more to the kitchen.

When the sisters found themselves alone again, it was late in the

evening. Mrs. Rayner came to Nellie's room and talked on various

topics for some little time, watching narrowly her sister's face. The
young girl hardly spoke at all. It was evident to the elder what her

thoughts must be.
^^ I suppose you think I should explain Mrs. Clancy's agitation and

mysterious conduct, Nellie," she finally and suddenly said.

" I do not want you to tell me anything, Kate, that you yourself

do not wish to tell me. You understand, of course, how I happened

to be there ?"

" Oh, certainly. I wasn't thinking of that. You couldn't help

hearing ; but you must have thought it queer,—her being so agitated, I

mean."
No answer.
" Didn't you ?"

" I wasn't thinking of her at all."

" What did you think, then ?" half defiantly, yet trembling and
growing white.

" I thought it strange that you should be talking with her in such a

^ay."
" She was worried about her husband,—his drinking so much,—and

came to consult me."
" Why should she—and you—show such consternation at his con-

nection with the name of Mr. Hayne?"
^' Nellie, that matter is one you know I cannot bear to talk of."

(" Very recently only," thought the younger.) "You once asked me
to tell you what Mr. Hayne's crime had been, and I answered that

until you could hear the whole story you could not understand the

matter at all. We are both worried about Clancy. He is not himself;

he is wild and imaginative when he's drinking. He has some strange

fancies since the fire, and he thinks he ought to do something to help
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the officer because he helped him, and his head is full of Police Gazette

stories, utterly without foundation, and he thinks he can tell who the

real culprits were,—or something of that kind. It is utter nonsense.

I have investigated the whole thing,—heard the whole story. It is

the trashiest, most impossible thing you ever dreamed of, and would

only make fearful trouble if Mr. Hayne got hold of it.^'

"Whyr
" Why f Because he is naturally vengeful and embittered, and he

would seize on any pretext to make it unpleasant for the officers who
brought about his trial.''

^' Do you mean that what Clancy says in any way affects them ?"

asked Nell, with quickening pulse and color.

" It might, if there were a word of truth in it ; but it is the maudlin

dream of a liquor-maddened brain. Mrs. Clancy and I both know
that what he says is utterly impossible. Indeed, he tells no two stories

alike."
^' Has he told you anything ?"

" No ; but she tells me everything."
" How do you know she tells the truth ?"

"Nellie! Why should she deceive me? I have done everything

for them."
" I distrust her all the same ; and you had better be warned in

time. If he has any theory, no matter how crack-brained, or if he

knows anything about the case and wants to tell it to Mr. Hayne, you
are the last woman on earth who should stand in the way."

" Upon my word, Nellie Travers, this is going too far ! One
would think you believed I wish to stand in the way of that young
man's restoration."

" Kate, if you lift a hand or speak one word to prevent Clancy's

seeing Mr. Hayne and telling him everything he knows, you will make
me believe—precisely that."

Captain Rayner heard sobbing and lamentation on the bedroom
floor when he came in a few moments after. Going aloft, he found
Miss Traverses door closed as usual, and his wife in voluble distress

of mind. He could only learn that she and Nellie had had a falling

out, and that Nell had behaved in a most unjust, disrespectful, and out-

rageous way. She declined to give further particulars.

X.

Miss Travers had other reasons for wanting to be alone. That
very afternoon, just after stable-call, she found herself unoccupied for

the time being, and decided to go over and see Mrs. Waldron a few
moments. The servant admitted her to the little army parlor, and
informed her that Mrs. Waldron had stepped out, but would be home
directly. A bright wood fire was blazing on the hearth and throwing
flickering lights and shadows about the cosey room. The piano stood
invitingly open, and on the rack were some waltzes of Strauss she re-

membered having heard the cavalry band play a night or two previous.

Seating herself, she began to try them, and speedily became interested.
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Her back being to the door, she did not notice that another visitor was
soon ushered in,—a man. She continued slowly ^' picking out'^ the

melody, for the light was growing dim and it was with difficulty that

she could distinguish the notes. Twice she essayed a somewhat com-
plicated passage, became entangled, bent down and closely scanned the

music, began again, once more became involved, exclaimed impatiently,
^' How absurd !'^ and whirled about on the piano-stool, to find herself

facing Mr. Hayne.
Now that the bandage was removed from his eyes it was no such

easy matter to meet him. Her sweet face flushed instantly as he bent

low and spoke her name.
*' I had no idea any one was here. It quite startled me," she

said, as she withdrew from his the hand she had mechanically ex-

tended to him.
" It was my hope not to interrupt you," he answered, in the low,

gentle voice she had marked before. ^' You helped me when my
music was all adrift the other night : may I not help you find some
of this ?"

'' I wish you would play, Mr. Hayne."
" I will play for you gladly. Miss Travers, but waltz-music is not

my forte. Let me see what else there is here." And he began turning

over the sheets on the stand.

" Are your eyes well enough to read music,—especially in such a

dim light ?" she asked, with evident sympathy.
" My eyes are doing very well,—better than my fingers, in fact,

—

and, as I rarely play by note after I once learn a piece, the eyes make
no difference. What music do you like? I merely looked at this col-

lection thinking you might see something that pleased you."
" Mrs. Ray told me you played Rubinstein so well,—that melody

in F, for one."
^' Did Mrs. Ray speak of that ?"—his face brightening. " Fm glad

they found anything to enjoy in my music."
"

' They' found a great deal, Mr. Hayne, and there are a number
who are envious of their good fortune,—I, for one," she answered,

blithely. " Now play for me. Mrs. Waldron will be here in a

minute."

And when Mrs. Waldron came in, a little later, Miss Travers, seated

in an easy-chair and looking intently into the blaze, was listening as

intently to the soft, rich melodies that Mr. Hayne was playing. The
firelight was flickering on her shining hair; one slender white hand
was toying with the locket that hung at her throat, the other gently

tapping on the arm of the chair in unison with the music. And Mr.
Hayne, seated in the shadow, bent slightly over the key-board, absorbed

in his pleasant task, and playing as though all his soul were thrilling in

his finger-tips. Mrs. Waldron stood in silence at the door-way, watch-

ing the unconscious pair with an odd yet comforted expression in her

eyes. At last, in one long, sweet, sighing chord, the melody softly

died away, and Mr. Hayne slowly turned and looked upon the girl.

She seemed to have wandered off into dream-land. For a moment there

was no sound ; then, with a little shivering sigh, she roused herself.
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" It is simply exquisite," she said. *^ You have given me such a

treat V
" I'm glad. I owe you a great deal more pleasure, Miss Travers."

Mrs. Waldron hereat elevated her eyebrows. She would have

slipped away if she could, but she was a woman of substance, and as

solid in flesh as she was warm of heart. She did the only thing left

to her,'—came cordially forward to welcome her two visitors and ex-

press her delight that Miss Travers could have an opportunity of hear-

ing Mr. Hayne play. She soon succeeded in starting him again, and
shortly thereafter managed to slip out unnoticed. When he turned

around a few minutes afterwards, she had vanished.
" Why, I had no idea she was gone !" exclaimed Miss Travers ; and

then the color mounted to her brow. He must think her extremely

absorbed in his playing ; and so indeed she was.
*^ You are very fond of music, I see," he said, at a venture.
" Yes, very ; but I play very little and very badly. Pardon me,

Mr. Hayne, but you have played many years, have you not ?"

" Not so very many ; but there have been many in which I had
little else to do but practise."

She reddened again. It was so unlike him, she thought, to refer to

that matter in speaking to her. He seemed to read her

:

" I speak of it only that I may say to you again what I began just

before Mrs. Waldron came. You gave me no opportunity to thank
you the other night, and I may not have another. You do not know
what an event in my life that meeting with you was ; and you cannot

know how I have gone over your words again and again. Forgive me
the embarrassment I see I cause you. Miss Travers. We are so un-
likely to meet at all that you can afford to indulge me this once." He
was smiling so gravely, sadly, now, and had risen and was standing by
her as she sat there in the big easy-chair, still gazing into the fire, but

listening for his every word. " In five long years I have heard no
words from a woman's lips that gave me such joy and comfort as those

you spoke so hurriedly and without premeditation. Only those who
know anything of what my past has been could form any idea of the

emotion with which I heard you. If I could not have seen you to say

how—how I thanked you, I would have had to write. This explains

what I said awhile ago : I owe you more pleasure than I can ever give.

But one thing was certain : I could not bear the idea that you should

not be told, and by me, how grateful your words were to me,—how
grateful I was to you. Again, may God bless you !"

And now he turned abruptly away, awaiting no answer, reseated

himself at the piano and retouched the keys. But, though she sat

motionless and speechless, she knew that he had been trembling so

violently and that his hands were still so tremulous he could play no
more. It was some minutes that they sat thus, neither speaking ; and
as he regained his self-control and began to attempt some simple little

melodies, Mrs. Waldron returned :

" How very domestic you look, young people ! Shall we light the

lamps ?"

" I've stayed too long already," said Miss Travers, springing to her
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feet. " Kate does not know I'm out, and will be wondering what has
become of her sister." She laughed nervously. ^' Thank you so much
for the music, Mr. Hayne !—Forgive my running off so suddenly, won't
you, Mrs. Waldron ?'' she asked, pleadingly, as she put her hand in

hers ; and as her hostess reassured her she bent and kissed the girFs

flushed cheek. Mr. Hayne was still standing patiently by the centre-

table. Once more she turned, and caught his eye, flushed, half hesitated,

then held out her hand with quick impulse

:

" Good-evening, Mr. Hayne. I shall hope to hear you play again."

And, with pulses throbbing, and cheeks that still burned, she ran

quickly down the line to Captain Kayner's quarters, and was up-stairs

and in her room in another minute.

This was an interview she would find it hard to tell to Kate. But
told it was, partially, and she was sitting now, late at night, hearing

through her closed door her sister's unmusical lamentations,—hearing

still ringing in her ears the reproaches heaped upon her when that

sister was quietly told that she and Mr. Hayne had met twice. And
now she was sitting there, true to herself and her resolution, telling Mr.
Van Antwerp all about it. Can one conjecture the sensations with

which he received and read that letter ?

Mr. Hayne, too, was having a wakeful night. He had gone to

Mrs. Waldron's to pay a dinner-call, with the result just told. He
had one or two other visits to make among the cavalry households in

garrison, but, after a few moments' chat with Mrs. Waldron, he decided

that he preferred going home. Sam had to call three times before Mr.
Hayne obeyed the summons to dinner that evening. The sun was going

down behind the great range to the soutliwest, and the trumpets were

pealing " retreat" on the frosty air, but Hayne's curtains were drawn,

and he was sitting before his fire, deep in thought, hearing nothing.

The doctor came in soon after he finished his solitary dinner, chatted

with him awhile, and smoked away at his pipe. He wanted to talk

with Hayne about some especial matter, and he found it hard work to

begin. The more he saw of his patient the better he liked him : he

was interested in him, and had been making inquiries. Without his

pipe he found himself uninspired.
" Mr. Hayne, if you will permit, I'll fill up and blow another

cloud. Didn't you ever smoke ?"

" Yes. I was very fond of my cigar six or seven years ago."
" And you gave it up ?" asked the doctor, tugging away at the

strings of his little tobacco-pouch.
" I gave up everything that was not an absolute necessity," said

Hayne, calmly. " Until I could get free of a big load there was no

comfort in anything. After that was gone I had no more use for such

old friends than certain other old friends seemed to have for me. It

was a mutual cut."
" To the best of my belief, you were the gainer in both cases," said

the doctor, gruffly. '' The longer I live the more I agree with Carlyle :

the men we live and move with are mostly fools."

Hayne's face was as grave and quiet as ever :

" These are hard lessons to learn, doctor. I presume few young
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follows thought more of human friendship than I did the first two years

I was in service."

" Hayne," said the doctor, " sometimes I have thought you did not

want to talk about this matter to any soul on earth ; but I am speaking

from no empty curiosity now. If you forbid it, I shall not intrude
;

but there are some questions that, since knowing you, and believing in

you as I unquestionably do, I would like to ask. You seem bent on

returning to duty here to-morrow, though you might stay on sick report

ten days yet ; and I want to stand between you and the possibility of

annoyance and trouble if I can.''

" You are kind, and I appreciate it, doctor ; but do you think that

the colonel is a man who will be apt to let me suffer injustice at the

hands of any one here?"
" I don't, indeed. He is full of sympathy for you, and I know he

means you shall have fair play ; but a company commander has as

many and as intangible ways of making a man suffer as has a woman.
How do you stand with Rayner ?"

" Precisely where I stood five years ago. He is the most determined

enemy I have in the service, and will down me if he can ; but I have
learned a good deal in my time. There is a grim sort of comfort now
in knowing that while he would gladly trip me I can make him miser-

able by being too strong for him."
" You still hold the same theory as to his evidence you did at the

time of the court? of course I have heard what you said to and of
jbim."

^^ I have never changed in that respect."
^' But supposing that—mind you, I believe he was utterly mistaken

in what he thought he heard and saw,—supposing that all that was
testified to by him actually occurred, have you any theory that would
point out the real criminal ?"

^' Only one. If that money was ever handed me that day at Battle

Butte, only one man could have made away with it ; and it is useless

to charge it to him."
" You mean Kayner?"
" I have to mean Rayner."
" But you claim it never reached you ?"

" Certainly."
*^ Yet every other package—memoranda and all—was handed you?"
" Not only that, but Captain Hull handed me the money-packet

with the others,—took them all from his saddle-bags just before the

charge. The packet was sealed when he gave it to me, and when I
broke the seal it was stuffed with w^orthless blanks."

" And you have never suspected a soldier,—a single messenger or

servant ?"

" Not one. Whom could I ?"

"Hayne, had you any knowdedge of this man Clancy before?"
" Clancy ! The drunken fellow we pulled out of the fire ?"

" The same."
" No ; never to my knowledge saw or heard of him, except when

he appeared as witness at the court."
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" Yet he was with the —th Cavahy at that very fight at Battle

Butte. He was a sergeant then, though not in Hull's troop/' •

*' Does he say he knew me ? or does he talk of that affair ?" asked
the lieutenant, with sudden interest.

*^ Not that. He cannot be said to say anything ; but he was won-
derfully affected over your rescuing him,—strangely so, one of the

nurses persists in telling me, though the steward and Mrs. Clancy de-

clare it was just drink and excitement. Still, I have drawn from him
that he knew you well by sight during that campaign ; but he says he
was hot by when Hull was killed."

" Does he act as though he knew anything that could throw any
light on the matter ?"

" I cannot say. His wife declares he has been queer all winter,

—

hard drinking,—and of course that is possible."
" Sam told me there was a soldier here two nights ago who wanted

to talk with me, but the man was drunk, and he would not let him in

or tell me. He thought he wanted to borrow money."
" I declare, I believe it was Clancy !" said the doctor. " If he

wants to see you and talk, let him. There's no telling but what even

a drink-racked brain may bring the matter to light."

And long that night Mr. Hayne sat there thinking, partly of what
the doctor had said, but more of what had occurred during the late

afternoon. Midnight was called by the sentries. He went to his door

and looked out on the broad, bleak prairie, the moonlight glinting on
the tin roofing of the patch of buildings over at the station far across

the dreary level and glistening on the patches of snow that here and
there streaked the surface. It was all so cold and calm and still. His
blood was hot and fevered. Something invited him into the peace and
purity of the night. He threw on his overcoat and furs, and strolled

up to the gateway, past the silent and deserted store, whose lighted bar

and billiard-room was generally the last thing to close along Prairie

Avenue. There was not a glimmer of light about the quarters of the

trader or the surgeon's beyond. One or two faint gleams stole through

the blinds at the big hospital, and told of the night-watch by some
fevered bedside. He passed on around the fence and took a path that

led to the target-ranges north of the post and back of officers' row,

thinking deeply all the while ; and finally, re-entering the garrison by
the west gate, he came down along the hard gravelled walk that passed

in circular sweeps the offices and the big house of the colonel com-
manding and then bore straight away in front of the entire line. All

was darkness and quiet. He passed in succession the houses of the

field-officers of the cavalry, looked longingly at the darkened front of

Major Waldron's cottage, where he had lived so sweet an hour before

the setting of the last sun, then went on again and paused surprised in

front of Captain Bayner's. A bright light was still burning in the

front room on the second floor. Was she, too, awake and thinking of

that interview? He looked wistfully at the lace curtains that shrouded

the interior, and then the clank of a cavalry sabre sounded in his ears,

and a tall officer came springily across the road.

" Who the devil's that ?" was the blunt military greeting.
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" Mr. Hayne," was the quiet reply.

"What? Mr. Hayne? Oh! ^ag your pardon, man,—couldn't

imagine who it was mooning around out here after midnight."
" I don't wonder," answered Hayne. " I am rather given to late

hours, and after reading a long time I often take a stroll before turn-

ing in."

"Ah, yes : I see. Well, won't you drop in and chat awhile? I'm
officer of the day, and have to owl to-night."

" Thanks, no, not this time ; I must go to bed. Good-night, Mr.
Blake."

" Good-night to you, Mr. Hayne," said Blake, then stood gazing

perplexedly after him. " Now, my fine fellow," was his dissatisfied

query, " what on earth do you mean by prowling around E.ayner's

at this hour of the night ?"

XI.

It was very generally known throughout Fort W^arrener by ten

o'clock on the following morning that Mr. Hayne had returned to duty
and was one of the first officers to appear at the matinee. Once more
the colonel had risen from his chair, taken him by the hand, and wel-

comed him. This time he expressed the hope that nothing would now
occur to prevent their seeing him daily.

" Won't you come in to the club-room ?" asked Captain Gregg,
afterwards. " We will be pleased to have you."

" Excuse me, captain, I shall be engaged all morning," answered
Mr. Hayne, and walked on down the row. Nearly all the officers were
strolling away in groups of three or four. Hayne walked past them
all with quick, soldierly step and almost aggressive manner, and was
soon far ahead, all by himself. Finding it an unprofitable subject,

there had been little talk between the two regiments as to what Mr.
Hayne's status should be on his reappearance. Everybody heard that

he had somewhat rudely spurned the advances of Ross and his com-
panions. Indeed, Ross had told the story with strong coloring to more
than half the denizens of officers' row. Evidently he desired no further

friendship or intercourse with his brother blue-straps ; and only a few
of the cavalry officers found his society attractive. He played de-

lightfully ; he was well read ; but in general talk he was not entertain-

ing. " Altogether too sepulchral,—or at least funereal," explained the

cavalry. " He never laughs, and rarely smiles, and he's as glum as a
Quaker meeting," was another complaint. So a social success was
hardly to be predicted for Mr. Hayne.

While he could not be invited where just a few infantry people

were the other guests, from a big general gathering or party he, of
course, could not be omitted ; but there he would have his cavalry and
medical friends to talk to, and then there was Major Waldron. It was
a grievous pity that there should be such an element of embarrassment,
but it couldn't be helped. As the regimental adjutant had said, Hayne
himself was the main obstacle to his restoration to regimental friend-

ship. No man who. piques himself on the belief that he is about to do
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a virtuous and praiseworthy act will be apt to persevere when the ob-

ject of his benevolence treats him with cold contempt. If Mr. Hayne
saw fit to repudiate the civilities a few officers essayed to extend to him,

no others would subject themselves to similar rebuffs ; and if he could

stand the status quo, why, the regiment could ; and that, said the Riflers,

was the end of the matter.

But it was not the end, by a good deal. Some few of the ladies of
the infantry, actuated by Mrs. Kayner's vehement exposition of the

case, had aligned themselves on her side as against the post commander,
and by their general conduct sought to convey to the colonel and tt) the

ladies who w^ere present at the first dinner given Mr. Hayne thorough
disapproval of their course. This put the cavalry people on their mettle

and led to a division in the garrison ; and as Major Waldron was, in

Mrs. Rayner's eyes, equally culpable with the colonel, it so resftlted that

two or three infantry households, together with some unmarried subal-

terns, were arrayed socially against their own battalion commander
as well as against the grand panjandrum at post head-quarters. If it

had not been for the determined attitude of Mr. Hayne himself, the

garrison might speedily have been resolved into two parties,—Hayne
and anti-Hayne sympathizers ; but the whole bearing of that young
man was fiercely repellent of sympathy : he would have none of it.

" Hayne's position," said Major Waldron, " is practically this : he

holds that no man who has borne himself as he has during these five

years—denied himself everything that he might make up every cent

that was lost, though he was in no wise responsible for the loss—could

by any possibility have been guilty of the charges on which he was
tried. From this he will not abate one jot or tittle ; and he refuses

now to restore to his friendship the men who repudiated him in his

years of trouble, except on their profession of faith in his entire inno-

cence." Now, this was something the cavalry could not do without

some impeachment of the evidence which was heaped up against the

poor fellow at the time of the trial ; and it was something the infantry

would not do, because thereby they would virtually pronounce one at

least of their own officers to have repeatedly and persistently given

false testimony. In the case of Waldron and the cavalry, however, it

was possible for Hayne to return their calls of courtesy, because they,

having never ^' sent him to Coventry," received him precisely as they

would receive any other officer. AVith the Riflers it was different

:

having once " cut" him as though by unanimous accord, and having

taught the young officers joining year after year to regard him as a

criminal, they could be restored to Mr. Hayne's friendship, as has been

said before, only " on confession of error." Buxton and two or three

of his stamp called or left their cards on Mr. Hayne because their

colonel had so done ; but precisely as the ceremony was performed, just

so was it returned. Buxton was red with wrath over what he termed

Hayne's conceited and supercilious manner when returning his call

:

'^ I called upon him like a gentleman, by thunder, just to let him
understand I wanted to help him out of the mire, and told him if there

was anything I could do for him that a gentleman could do, not to

hesitate about letting me know ; and when he came to my house to-day,
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damned if he didn't patronize me!—talked to me about tlie Plevna siege,

and wanted to discuss Gourko and the Balkans or some other fool thing :

what in thunder have I to do with campaigns in Turkey ?—and I thought

he meant those nigger soldiers the British have in India,—Goorkhas,

I know now,—and I did tell him it was an awful blunder, that only a

Russian would make, to take those Sepoy fellows and put 'em into a

winter campaign. Of course I hadn't been booking up the subject, and

he had, and sprung it on me ; and then, by gad, as he was going, he said

he had books and maps he would lend me, and if there was anything he

could do for me that a gentleman could do, not to hesitate about asking.

Damn his impudence !"

Poor Buxton ! One of his idiosyncrasies was to talk wisely to the

juniors on the subject of European campaigns and to criticise the moves
of generals whose very names and centuries were entangling snares.

His own subalterns were, unfortunately for him, at the house when
Hayne called, and when he, as was his wont, began to expound on
current military topics. "A little learning," even, he had not, and the

dangerous thing that that would have been was supplanted by some-

thing quite as bad, if not worse. Pie was trapped and thrown by the

quiet-mannered infantry subaltern, and it was all Messrs. Freeman and
Koyce could do to restrain their impulse to rush after Hayne and
embrace him. Buxton was cordially detested by his *' subs," and well

knew they would tell the story of his defeat, so he made a virtue of

necessity and came out with his own version. Theirs was far more
ludicrous, and, while it made Mr. Hayne famous, he gained another

enemy. The —^th could not fail to notice how soon after that all

social recognition ceased between their bulky captain and the pale,

slender subaltern ; and Mrs. Buxton and Mrs. Kayner became suddenly
infatuated with each other, while their lords were seldom seen except

together.

All this time, however, Miss Travers was making friends through-

out the garrison. No one ever presumed to discuss the Hayne affair in

her ])resence, because of her relationship to the Kayners ; and yet Mrs.
Waldron had told several people how delightfully she and Mr. Hayne
had spent an afternoon together. Did not Mrs. Rayner declare that Mrs.
Waldron was a woman who told everything she knew, or words to that

effect ? It is safe to say that the garrison was greatly interested in the

story. How strange it was that he should have had a Ute-d,-tete with
the sister of his bitterest foe! When did they meet? Had they met
since ? Would they meet again ? All these were questions eagerly

discussed, yet never asked of the parties themselves, Mr. Hayne's repu-

tation for snubbing people standing him in excellent stead, and Miss
Travers's quiet dignity and reserve of manner being too much for those

who would have given a good deal to gain her confidence. But there

was Mrs. Rayner. She, at least, with all her high and mighty ways,
was no unapproachable creature when it came to finding out what she

thought of other people's conduct. So half a dozen, at least, had more
or less confidentially asked if she knew of Mr. Hayne and Miss
Travers's meeting. Indeed she did ! and she had given Nellie her
opinion of her conduct very decidedly. It was Captain Rayner him-
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self who interposed, she said, and forbade her upbraiding Nellie any
further. Nellie being either in an adjoining room or up in her own
on several occasions when these queries were propounded to her sister,

it goes without saying that that estimable woman, after the manner
of her sex, had elevated her voice in responding, so that there was
no possibility of the wicked girFs failing to get the full benefit of
the scourging she deserved. Rayner had, indeed, positively forbidden

her further rebuking Nellie ; but the man does not live who can prevent

one woman's punishing another so long as she can get within earshot,

and Miss Travers was paying dearly for her independence.

It cannot be estimated just how great a disappointment her visit to

the frontier was proving to that young lady, simply because she kept
her own counsel. There were women in the garrison who longed to

take her to their hearts and homes, she was so fresh and pure and sweet

and winning, they said ; but how could they, when her sister would
recognize them only by the coldest possible nod? Nellie was not

happy, that was certain, though she made no complaint, and though
the young officers who were daily her devotees declared she was bright

and attractive as she could be. There were still frequent dances and
parties in the garrison, but March was nearly spent, and the weather

had been so vile and blustering that they could not move beyond the

limits of the post. April might bring a change for the better in the

weather, but Miss Travers wondered how it could better her position.

It is hard for a woman of spirit to be materially dependent on any
one, and Miss Travers was virtually dependent on her brother-in-law.

The little share of her father's hard savings was spent on her education.

Once free from school, she was bound to another apprenticeship, and
sister Kate, though indulgent, fond, and proud, lost no opportunity of

telling her hoAv much she owed to Captain Rayner. It got to be a

fearful weight before the first summer was well over. It was the main
secret of her acceptance of Mr. Van Antwerp. And now, until she

would consent to name the day that should bind her for life to him,

she had no home but such as Kate Rayner could offer her ; and Kate
was bitterly offended at her. There was just one chance to end it now
and forever, and to relieve her sister and the captain of the burden of

her support. Could she make up her mind to do it ? And Mr. Van
Antwerp offered the opportunity.

So far from breaking with her, as she half expected,—so far from

being even angry and reproachful on receiving the letter she had written

telling him all about her meetings with Mr. Hayne,—he had written

again and again, reproaching himself for his doubts and fears, begging

her forgiveness for having written and telegraphed to Kate, humbling
himself before her in the most abject way, and imploring her to recon-

sider her determination and to let him write to Captain and Mrs. Ray-
ner to return to their Eastern home at once, that the marriage might

take place forthwith and he could bear her away to Europe in May.
Letter after letter came, eager, imploring, full of tenderest love and
devotion, full of the saddest apprehension, never reproacliing, never

doubting, never commanding or restraining. The man had found the

way to touch a woman of her generous nature : he had left all to her

;
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he was at her mercy ; and she knew well that he loved her fervently

and that to lose her would wellnigh break his heart. Could she say

the word and be free? Surely, as this man's wife there would be no

serfdom ; and, yet, could she wed a man for whom she felt no spark of

love?

They went down to the creek one fine morning early in April.

There had been a sudden thaw of the snows up the gorges of the

Rockies, and the stream had overleaped its banks, spread over the low-

lands, and flooded some broad depressions in the prairie. Then, capri-

cious as a woman's moods, the wind whistled around from the north

one night and bound the lakelets in a band of ice. The skating was
gorgeous, and all the pretty ankles on the post were rejoicing in the

opportunity before the setting of another sun. Coming homeward at

luncheon-time, Mrs. Rayner, Mrs. Buxton, Miss Travers, and one or

two others, escorted by a squad of bachelors, strolled somewhat slowly

along Prairie Avenue towards the gate. It so happened that the

married ladies were foremost in the little party, when who should

meet them but Mr. Hayne, coming from the east gate ! Mrs. Rayner
and Mrs. Buxton, though passing him almost elbow to elbow, looked

straight ahead or otherwise avoided his eye. He raised his forage-cap

in general acknowledgment of the presence of ladies with the officers,

but glanced coldly from one to the other until his blue eyes lighted on
Miss Travers. No woman in that group could fail to note the leap

of sunshine and gladness to his face, the instant flush that rose to

his cheek. Miss Travers, herself, saw it quickly, as did the maiden
walking just behind her, and her heart bounded at the sight. She bowed
as their eyes met, spoke his name in low tone, and strove to hide her

face from Mr. Blake, who turned completely around and stole a sudden
glance at her. She could no more account for than she could control

it, but her face was burning. Mrs. Rayner, too, looked around and
stared at her, but this she met firmly, her dark eyes never quailing

before the angry glare in her sister's. Blake was beginning to like

Hayne and to dislike Mrs. Rayner, and he always did like mischief.
" You owe me a grudge. Miss Travers, if you did but know it,"

he said, so that alb could hear.
'' You, Mr. Blake ! How can that be possible?"
" I spoiled a serenade for you a few nights ago. I was officer of

the day, and caught sight of a man gazing up at your window after

midnight. I felt sure he was going to sing : so, like a good fellow, I
ran over to play an accompaniment, and then—would you believe it ?

—he wouldn't sing, after all."

She was white now. Her eyes were gazing almost imploringly at

him. Something warned him to hold his peace, and he broke off*

short.

^^Who was it? Oh, do tell us, Mr. Blake !" were the exclamations,

Mi*s. Rayner being most impetuous in her demands. Again Blake
caught the appeal in Miss Travers's eyes.

'^ That's what I want to know," he responded, mendaciously.
" When I woke up next morning, the whole thing was a dream, and
I couldn't fix the fellow at all."
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There was a chorus of disappointment and indignation. The idea

of spoiling such a gem of a sensation ! But Blake took it all com-
placently, until he got home. Then it began to worry him.

Was it possible that she knew he was there ?

That night there was a disturbance in the garrison. Just after ten

o'clock, and while the sentries were calling oiF the hour, a woman's
shrieks and cries were heard over behind the quarters of Company B
and close to the cottage occupied by Lieutenant Hayne. The officers

of the guard ran to the spot with several men, and found Private Clancy
struggling and swearing in the grasp of two or three soldiers, while Mrs.
Clancy M^as imploring them not to let him go, he was wild-like again; it

w^as drink ; he had the horrors, and was batin' her while she was tryin'

to get him home. And Clancy's appearance bore out her words. He
was wild and drunken ; but he swore he meant no harm ; he struggled

hard for freedom ; he vowed he only wanted to see the lieutenant at his

quarters ; and Mr. Hayne, lamp in hand, had come upon the scene, and
was striving to quiet the woman, who only screamed and protested the

louder. At his quiet order the soldiers released Clancy, and the man
stood patient and subordinate.

" Did you want to see me, Clancy ?" asked Mr. Hayne.
" Askin' yer pardon, sir, I did," began the man, unsteadily, and

evidently struggling with the fumes of the liquor he had been drinking

;

but before he could speak again, Mrs. Clancy's shrieks rang out on the

still air

:

^^ Oh, for the love of God, howld him, some o' ye's ! He'll kill

him ! He's mad, I say ! Shure 'tis I that know him best. Oh,
blessed Vargin, save us ! DonH let him loose, Misther Foster !" she

screamed to the officer of the guard, who at that moment appeared on
the full run.

" What's the trouble ?" he asked, breathlessly.
" Clancy seems to have been drinking, and wants to talk with me

about something, Mr. Foster," said Hayne, quietly. ^' He belongs to

my company, and I will be responsible that he goes home. It is really

Mrs. Clancy that is making all the trouble."
" Oh, for the love of God, hear him, now, whin the man was tearin'

the hair o' me this minute ! Oh, howld him, men ! Shure 'tis Captain

Rajmer wud niver let him go."
" What's the matter, Mrs. Clancy ?" spoke a quick, stern voice, and

Kayner, with face white as a sheet, suddenly stood in their midst.
" Oh, God be praised, it's here ye are, captin ! Shure it's Clancy,

sir, dhrunk, sir, and runnin' round the garrison, and batin' me, sir."

^' Take him to the guard-house, Mr. Foster," w^as the stern, sudden
order. " Not a word, Clancy," as the man strove to speak. ^' Off
with him ; and if he gives you any trouble, send for me."

And as the poor fellow was led away, silence fell upon the group.

Mrs. Clancy began a wail of mingled relief and misery, which the cap-

tain ordered her to cease and go home. . More men came hurrying to

the spot, and presently the officer of the day. " It is all right now,"

said Rayner to the latter. " One of my men—Clancy—was out here

drunk and raising a row. I have sent him to the guard-house. Go
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back to your quarters, men. Come, captain, will you walk over home
with me?'^

" Was Mr. Hayne here when the row occurred V^ asked the cavalry-

man, looking as though he wanted to hear something from the young
officer who stood a silent witness.

^^ I don't know," replied Rayner. " It makes no difference, captain.

It is not a case of witnesses. I shan't prefer charges against the man.
Come !" And he drew him hastily away.

Hayne stood watching them as they disappeared beyond the glimmer

of his lamp. Then a hand was placed on his arm :

^' Did you notice Captain Rayner's face,—his lips ? He was ashen

as death."
" Come in here with me," was the reply ; and, turning, Hayne led

the post surgeon into the house.

XII.

There was an unusual scene at the matinee the following morning.

When Captain Ray relieved Captain Gregg as officer of the day, and
the two were visiting the guard-house and turning over prisoners, they

came upon the last name on the list,—Clancy,—and Gregg turned to

his regimental comrade and said,

—

" No charges are preferred against Clancy, at least none as yet,

Captain Ray ; but his company commander requests that he be held

here until he can talk over his case with the colonel."
*^ What's he in for?" demanded Captain Ray.
" Getting drunk and raising a row and beating his wife," answered

Gregg ; whereat there was a titter among the soldiers.

" I never shtruck a woman in me life, sir," said poor Clancy.
" Silence, Clancy !" ordered the sergeant of the guard.
" No, I'm blessed if I believe that part of it, Clancy, drunk or no

drunk," said the new officer of the day.—^' Take charge of him for the

present, sergeant." And away they went to the office.

Captain Rayner was in conversation with the commanding officer

as they entered, and the colonel was saying,

—

" It is not the proper way to handle the case, captain. If he has

been guilty of drunkenness and disorderly conduct he should be brought

to trial at once."
" I admit that, sir ; but the case is peculiar. It was Mrs. Clancy that

made all the noise. I feel sure that after he is perfectly sober I can

give him such a talking-to as will put a stop to this trouble."
*^ Very well, sir. I am willing to let company commanders experi-

ment at least once or twice on their theories, so you can try the scheme

;

but we of the —th have had some years of experience with the Clancys,
and were not a little amused when they turned up again in our midst as

accredited members of your company."
" Then, as I understand you, colonel, Clancy is not to be brought to

trial for this affiiir," suddenly spoke the post surgeon.

Everybody looked up in surprise. " Pills" was the last man,
ordinarily, to take a hand in the " shop talk" at the morning meetings.
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^' No, doctor. His captain thinks it unnecessary to prefer charges/'
^^ So do I, sir ; and, as I saw the man both before and after his

confinement last night, I do not think it was necessary to confine

him/'
" The officer of the day says there was great disorder," said the

colonel, in surprise.

" Ay, sir, so there was ; and the thing reminds me of the stories

they used to tell on the New York police. It looked to me as though all

the row was raised by Mrs. Clancy, as Captain Rayner says ; but the

man was arrested. That being the case, I would ask the captain for

what specific offence he ordered Clancy to the guard-house.''

Rayner again was pale as death. He glared at the doctor in amaze
and incredulity, while all the officers noted his agitation and were silent

in surprise. It was the colonel that came to the rescue

:

"Captain Rayner had abundant reason, doctor. It was after taps,

though only just after, and, whether causing the trouble or not, the man
is the responsible party, not the woman. The captain was right in causing

his arrest."

Rayner looked up gratefully.

" I submit to your decision, sir," said the surgeon, " and I apologize

for anything I may have asked that was beyond my province. Now I
wish to ask a question for my own guidance."

" Go on, doctor."
" In case an enlisted man of this command desire to see an officer of

his company,—or any other officer, for that matter,—is it a violation of

any military regulation for him to go to his quarters for that purpose ?"

Again w^as Rayner fearfully white and aged-looking. His lips

moved as though he would interrupt ; but discipline prevailed.
" No, doctor ; and yet we have certain customs of service to prevent

the men going at all manner of hours and on frivolous errands : a soldier

asks his first sergeant's permission first, and if denied by him, and he

have what he considers good reason, he can report the whole case."

" But suppose a man is not on company duty : must he hunt up his

first sergeant and ask permission to go and see some officer with whom
he has business ?"

" Well, hardly, in that case."
" That's all, sir." And the doctor subsided.

Among all the officers, as the meeting adjourned, the question was,
" What do you suppose ^ Pills' was driving at?"

There were two or three who knew. Captain Rayner went first to

his quarters, where he had a few moments' hurried consultation with

his wife ; then they left the house together,—he to have a low-toned

and very stern talk to rather than with the abashed Clancy, who listened

cap in hand and with hanging head ; she to visit the sick child of Mrs.

rianigan, of Company K, whose quarters adjoined those to which the

Clancys had recently been assigned. When that Hibernian culprit

returned to his roof-tree, released from durance vile, he was surprised

to receive a kindly and sympathetic welcome from his captain's w^fe,

who with her own hand had mixed him some comforting drink and

was planning with Mrs. Clancy for their greater comfort. '^ If Clancy
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will only promise to quit entirely !" interjected the partner of his joys

and sorrows.

Later that day, when the doctor had a little talk with Clancy, the

ex-dragoon declared he was going to reform for all he was worth. He
was only a distress to everybody when he drank.

" All right, Clancy. And when you are perfectly yourself you can

come and see Lieutenant Hayne as soon as you like."

" Loot'nant Hayne is it, sir ? Shure I^d be beggin' his pardon for

the vexation I gave him last night."

" But you have something you wanted to speak with him about.

You said so last night, Clancy," said the doctor, looking him squarely

in the eye.
*^ Shure I was dhrunk, sir. I didn't mane it/' he answered ; but

he shrank and cowered,

The doctor turned and left him.
" If it's only when he's drunk that conscience pricks him and the

truth will out, then we must have him drunk again," quoth this un-

principled practitioner.

That same afternoon Miss Travers found that a headache was the

result of confinement to an atmosphere somewhat heavily charged with

electricity. Mrsi Rayner seemed to bristle every time she approached

her sister. Possibly it was the heart, more than the head, that ached,

but in either case she needed relief from the exposed position she had
occupied ever since Kate's return from the Clancys' in the morning.

She had been too long under fire, and was wearied. Even the cheery

visits of the garrison gallants had proved of little avail, for Mrs.

Rayner was in very ill temper, and made snappish remarks to them
which two of them resented and speedily took themselves off. Later

Miss Travers went to her room and wrote a letter, and then the sunset

gun shook the window, and twilight settled down upon the still frozen

earth. She bathed her heated forehead and flushed cheeks, threw a

warm cloak over her shoulders, and came slowly down the stairs. Mrs.
Rayner met her at the parlor door.

^' Kate, I am going for a walk, and shall stop and see Mrs. Waldron."
" Quite an unnecessary piece of information. I saw him as well as

you. He has just gone there."

Miss Travers flushed hot with indignation :

" I have seen no one ; and if you mean that Mr. Hayne has gone
to Major Waldron's, I shall not."

'' No : I'd meet him on the walk : it would only be a trifle more
public."

^' You have no right to accuse me of the faintest expectation of

meeting him anywhere. I repeat, I had not thought of such a thing."
" You might just as well do it. You cannot make your antagonism

to my husband much more pointed than you have already. And as

for meeting Mr. Hayne, the only advice I presume to give now is that

for your own sake you keep your blushes under better control than
you did the last time you met—that I know of." And, with this

triumphant insult as a parting sliot^ Mrs. Rayner wheeled and marched
off through the parlor.

Vol. XXXIX.—51
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What was a girl to do? Nellie Travers was not of the crying
kind, and was denied a vast amount of comfort in consequence. She
stood a few moments quivering under the lash of injustice and insult

to which she had been subjected. She longed for a breath of pure,

fresh air ; but there would be no enjoyment even in that now. She
needed sympathy and help, if ever girl did, but where was she to find

it? The women who most attracted her and who would have warmly
welcomed her at any time—the women whom she would eagerly have
gone to in her trouble—were practically denied to her. Mrs. Rayner
in her quarrel had declared war against the cavalry, and Mrs. Stannard
and Mrs. Ray, who had shown a disposition to w^elcome Nellie warmly,
were no longer callers at the house. Mrs. Waldron, who was kind
and motherly to the girl and loved to have her with her, was so embar-
rassed by Mrs. Rayner^s determined snubs that she hardly knew how
to treat the matter. She Avould no longer visit Mrs. Rayner informally,

as had been her custom, yet she wanted the girl to come to her. If
she went. Miss Travers well knew that on her return to the house she

would be received by a volley of sarcasms about her preference for the

society of people who were the avowed enemies of her benefactors. If
she remained in the house, it was to become in person the target for her

sister's undeserved sneers and censure. The situation was becoming
simply unbearable. Twice she began and twice she tore to fragments

the letter for which Mr. Van Antwerp w^as daily imploring, and this

evening she once more turned and slowly sought her room, threw off

her wraps, and took up her writing-desk. It was not yet dark. There
was still light enough for her purpose, if she went close to the window.
Every nerve was tingling with the sense of wrong and ignominy

;

every throb of her heart but intensified the longing for relief from the

thraldom of her position. She saw only one path to lead her from
such crushing dependence. There was his last letter, received only

that day, urging, imploring her to leave Warrener forthwith. Mrs.
Rayner had declared to him her readiness to bring her East provided

she would fix an early date for the wedding. Was it not a future

many a girl might envy? Was he not tender, faithful, patient, de-

voted as man could be ? Had he not social position and competence ?

Was he not high-bred, courteous, refined,—a gentleman in all his acts

and words? Why could she not love him, and be content? There
on the desk lay a little scrap of note-paper ; there lay her pen ; a dozen

words only were necessary. One moment she gazed longingly, wist-

fully, at the far-away, darkening lieights of the Rockies, watching the

last rose-tinted gleams on the snowy peaks ; then with sudden impulse

she seized her pen and drew the portfolio to the window-seat. As she

did so, a soldierly figure came briskly down the walk ; a pale, clear-

cut face glanced up at her casement ; a quick light of recognition and
pleasure flashed in his eyes ; the little forage-cap was raised with cour-

teous grace, though the step never slackened, and Miss Travers felt

that her cheek, too, was flushing again, as Mr. Hayne strode rapidly

by. She stood there another moment, and then it had grown too

dark to wTite.

When Mrs. Rayner, after calling twice from the bottom of the
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stairs, finally went up into her room and impatiently pushed open the

door, all was darkness except the glimmer from the hearth

:

" Nellie, where are you ?"

" Here," answered Miss Travers, starting up from the sofa. " I

think I must have been asleep."

" Your head is hot as fire," said her sister, laying her firm white

hand upon the burning forehead. " I suppose you are going to be

downright ill, by way of diversion. Just understand one thing, Nellie :

that doctor does not come into my house."
" What doctor ?—not that I want one," asked Miss Travers,

wearily.
*' Dr. Pease, the post surgeon, I mean. Of course you have heard

how he is mixing himself in my husband's affairs and making trouble

with various people."
" I have heard nothing, Kate."
" I don't wonder your friends are ashamed to tell you. Things have

come to a pretty pass, when officers are going around holding private

meetino^s with enlisted men !"

" I hardly know the doctor at all, Kate, and cannot imagine what
affairs of your husband's he can interfere with."

" It was he that put up Clancy to making the disturbance at Mr.
Hayne's last night and getting into the guard-house, and tried to prove

that he had a right to go there and that the captain had no right to

arrest him."
" Was Clancy trying to see Mr. Hayne ?" asked Miss Travers,

quickly.
" How should I know ?" said her sister, pettishly. " He was drunk,

and probably didn't know what he was doing."
^' And Captain Rayner arrested him for—for trying to see Mr.

Hayne?"
" Captain Rayner arrested him for being drunk and creating a dis-

turbance, as it was his duty to arrest any soldier under such circum-

stances," replied her sister, with majestic wrath, " and I will not tolerate

it that you should criticise his conduct."
" I have made no criticism, Kate. I have simply made inquiry

;

but I have learned what no one else could have made me believe."
" Nellie Travers, be careful what you say, or what you insinuate.

What do you mean ?"

" I mean, Kate, that it is my belief that there is something at the

bottom of those stories of Clancy's strange talk when in the hospital.

I believe he thinks he knows something which would turn all suspicion

from Mr. Hayne to a totally different man. I believe that, for reasons

which I cannot fathom, you are determined Mr. Hayne shall not see

him or hear of it. It was you that sent Captain Rayner over there

last night. Mrs. Clancy came here at tattoo, and, from the time she
left, you were at the front door or window. You were the first to hear
her crias, and came running in to tell the captain to go at once. Kate,
why did you stand there listening from the time she left the kitchen,

unless you expected to hear just what happened over there behind the

company barracks ?"
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Mrs. Rayner would give no answer. Anger, rage, retaliation, all

in turn were pictured on her furious face, but died away before the
calm and unconquerable gaze in her sister's eyes. For the first time in

her life Kate Rayner realized that her " baby Nell" had the stronger
will of the two. For one instant she contemplated vengeance. A
torrent of invective leaped readily to her lips. ^' Outrage,'' '^ ingrate,"
" insult," were the first three distinguishable epithets applied to her
sister or her sister's words ; then, ^'See if Mr. Van Antwerp will tolerate

such conduct. I'll write this very day," was the impotent threat tliat

followed ; and finally, utterly defeated, thoroughly convinced that she
was powerless against her sister's reckless love of " fair play at any
price," she felt that her wrath was giving way to dismay, and turned
and fled, lest Nellie should see the flag of surrender on her paling cheeks.

XIII.

Two nights after this, as Captain Buxton was sulkily going the

rounds of the sentries he made a discovery which greatly enlivened an
otherwise uneventful tour as officer of the day. It had been his general

custom on such occasions to take the shortest way across the parade to

the guard-house, make brief and perfunctory inspection there, then go
on down the hill to the creek valley and successively visit the sentries

around the stables. If the night were wet or cold, he went back the

same way, ignoring the sentries at the coal- and store-sheds along

Prairie Avenue. This was a sharply cold night, and very dark, but

equally still. It was between twelve and one o'clock—nearer one than
twelve—as he climbed the hill on his homeward way, and, instead of

taking the short cut, turned northward and struck for the gloomy mass
of sheds dimly discernible some forty yards from the crest. He had
heard other officers speak of the fact that Mr. Hayne's lights were
burning until long after midnight, and that, dropping in there, they had
found him seated at his desk with a green shade over his eyes, studying

by the aid of two student-lamps ;
" boning to be a general, probably,"

was the comment of captains of Buxton's calibre, who, having grown
old in the service and in their own ignorance, were fiercely intolerant of

lieutenants who strove to improve in professional reading instead of

spending their time making out the company muster-rolls and clothing-

accounts, as they should do. Buxton wanted to see for himself what
the night-lights meant, and was plunging heavily ahead through the

darkness, when suddenly brought to a stand by the sharp challenge of

the sentry at the coal-shed. He whispered the mystic countersign over

the levelled bayonet of the infantryman, swearing to himself at the

regulation which puts an officer in such a " stand-and-deliver" attitude

for the time being, and then, by way of getting square with the soldier

for the sharply military way in which his duty as sentry had been per-

formed, the captain proceeded to catechise him as to his orders. The
soldier had been well taught, and knew all his " responses" by rote,

—

far better than Buxton, for that matter, as the latter was anything but

an exemplar of perfection in tactics or sentry duty ; but this did not

prevent Buxton's snappishly telling him he was wrong in several points
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and contemptuously inquiring where he had learned such trash. The
soldier promptly but respectfully responded that those were the exact

instructions he had received at the adjutant's school, and Buxton
knew from experience that he \vas getting on dangerous ground. He
would have stuck to his point, however, in default of something else

to find fault with, but that the crack of a whip, the crunching of hoofs,

and a rattle of wheels out in the darkness quickly diverted his atten-

tion.

" What's that, sentry ?" he sharply inquired.
" A carriage, sir. Leastwise, I think it must be.''

" Why don't you know, sir? It must have been on your post."
" No, sir ; it was 'way off my post. It drove up to Lieutenant

Hayne's about half an hour ago."
" Where'd it come from ?" asked the captain, eagerly.

" From town, sir, I suppose." And, leaving the sentry to his own
reflections, which, on the whole, were not complimentary to his superior

officer, Captain Buxton strode rapidly through the darkness to Lieuten-

ant Hayne's quarters. Bright lights were still burning within, both

on the ground-floor and in a room above. The sentries were just

beginning the call of one o'clock when he reached the gate and halted,

gazing inquisitively at the house front. Then he turned and listened

to the rattle of wheels growing faint in the distance as the team drove

away to^vard3 the prairie town. If Hayne had gone to town at that

hour of the night it was a most unusual proceeding, and he had not

the colonel's permission to absent himself from the post : of that the

officer of the day was certain. Then, again, he would not have gone
and left all his lights burning. No : that vehicle, whatever it was,

had brought somebody out to see him,—somebody who proposed to

remain several hours ; otherwise the carriage would not have driven

away. In confirmation of this theory, he heard voices, cheery voices,

in laughing talk, and one of them made him prick up his ears. He
heard the piano crisply trilling a response to light, skilful fingers. He
longed for a peep within, and regretted that he had dropped Mr. Hayne
from the list of his acquaintance. He recognized Hayne's shadow,
presently, thrown by the lamp upon the curtained window, and wished
that his visitor would come similarly into view. He heard the clink

of glasses, and saw the shadow raise a wineglass to the lips, and Sam's
Mongolian shape flitted across the screen, bearing a tray with similar

suggestive objects. What meant this unheard-of conviviality on the

part of the ascetic, the hermit, the midnight-oil -burner, the scholarly

recluse of the garrison ? Buxton stared with all his eyes and listened

with all his ears, starting guiltily when he heard a martial footstep

coming quickly up the path, and faced the intruder rather unsteadily.

It was only the corporal of the guard, and he glanced at his superior,

brought his fur-gauntleted hand in salute to the rifle on his shoulder,

and passed on. The next moment Buxton fairly gasj>ed with amaze

:

he stared an instant at the window as though transfixed, then ran after

the corporal, called to him in low, stealthy tone to come back noise-

lessly, drew him by the sleeve to the front of Hayne's quarters, and
pointed to the parlor window. Two shadows were there now,—one
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easily recognizable as that of the young officer in his snugly-fitting

undress uniform, the other slender, graceful, feminine.
" What do you make that other shadow to be, corporal V^ he

whispered, hoarsely and hurriedly. " Look .'" And with that excla-

mation a shadowed arm seemed to encircle the slender form, the mous-
tached image to bend low and mingle with the outlined luxuriance of

tress that decked the other's head, and then, together, with clasping

arms, the shadows moved from view.
" What was the other, corporal ?'' he repeated.
" Well, sir, I should say it was a young woman.''
Buxton could hardly wait until morning to see Rayner. When he

passed the latter's quarters half an hour later, all was darkness ; though,

had he but known it, Rayner was not asleep. He was at the house
before guard-mounting, and had a confidential and evidently exciting

talk with the captain ; and when he went, just as the trumpets were
sounding, these words were heard at the front door

:

" She never left until after daylight, when the same rig drove her

back to town. There was a stranger with her then."

That morning both Rayner and Buxton looked hard at Mr. Hayne
when he came in to the matinee; but he was just as calm and quiet

as ever, and, having saluted the commanding officer, took a seat by
Captain Gregg and was soon occupied in conversation with him. Not
a word was said by the officer of the day about the mysterious visitor

to the garrison the previous night. With Captain Rayner, however,

he was again in conversation much of the day, and to him, not to his

successor as officer of the day, did he communicate all the details of the

previous night's adventure and his theories thereanent.

Late that night, having occasion to step to his front door, convinced

that he heard stealthy footsteps on his piazza, Mr. Hayne could see no-

body in the darkness, but found his front gate open. He walked around
his little house ; but not a man was visible. His heart was full of a

new and strange excitement that night, and, as before, he threw on his

overcoat and furs and took a rapid walk around the garrison, gazing up
into the starry heavens and drinking in great draughts of the pure,

bracing air. Returning, he came down along the front of officers' row,

and as he approached Rayner's quarters his eyes rested longingly upon
the window he knew to be hers now ; but all was darkness. As he

rapidly neared the house, however, he became aware of two bulky
figures at the gate, and, as he walked briskly past, recognized the over-

coats as those of officers. One man was doubtless Rayner, the other

he could not tell ; for both, the instant they recognized his step, seemed
to avert their heads. Once home again, he soon sought his room and
pillow ; but, long before he could sleep, again and again a sweet vision

seemed to come to him : he could not shut out the thought of Nellie

Travers,—of how she looked and what she said that very afternoon.

He had gone to call at Mrs. Waldron's soon after dark. He was
at the piano, playing for her, when he became conscious that another

lady had entered the room, and, turning, saw Nellie Travers. He rose

and bowed to her, extending his hand as he did so, and knowing that

his heart was thumping and his color rising as he felt the soft, warm
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touch of her slender fingers in his grasp. She, too, had flushed,—any
one could see it, though the lamps were not turned high, nor was the

firelight strong.

" Miss Travers has come to take tea very quietly with me, Mr.
Hayne,—she is so soon to return to the East,—and now I want you to

stay and join us. No one will be here but the major ; and we will have

a lovely time with our music. You will, won't you?''
" So soon to return to the East !" How harsh, how strange and un-

welcome, the words sounded ! How they seemed to oppress him and
prevent his reply ! He stood a moment dazed and vaguely worried :

he could not explain it. He looked from Mrs. Waldron's kind face to

the sweet, flushed, lovely features there so near him, and something told

him that he could never let them go and find even hope or content in

life again. How, why had she so strangely come into his lonely life,

radiant, beautiful, bewildering as some suddenly blazing star in the

darkest corner of the heavens ? Whence had come this strange power
that enthralled him ? He gazed into her sweet face, with its downcast,

troubled eyes, and then, in bewilderment, turned to Mrs. Waldron :

" I—I had no idea Miss Travers was going East again just now.
It seems only a few days since she came."

^' It is over a month ; but all the same this is a sudden decision. I
knew nothing of it until yesterday.—You said Mrs. Rayner was better

to-day, Nellie?"
^' Yes, a little ; but she is far from well. I think the captain will

go, too, just as soon as he- can arrange for leave of absence," was the

low-toned answer. He had released, or rather she had withdrawn, her

hand, and he still stood there, fascinated. His eyes could not quit their

gaze. She going away ?—She ? Oh, it could not be ! What—what
would life become without the sight of that radiant face, that slender,

graceful, girlish form?
" Is not this very unexpected ?" he struggled to say. " I thought

—

I heard you were to spend several months here."
^' It was so intended, Mr. Hayne ; but my sister's health requires

speedy change. She has been growing worse ever since we came, and
she will not get well here."

" And when do you go ?" he asked, blankly.
" Just as soon as we can pack ; though we may wait two or three

days for a—for a telegram."

There was a complete break in the conversation for a full quarter

of a minute,—not such a long time in itself, but unconventionally long
under such circumstances. Then Mrs. Waldron suddenly and remark-
ably arose :

"I'll leave you to entertain Mr. Hayne a few moments, Nellie.

I am the slave of my cook, and she knows nothing of Mr. Hayne's
being here to tea with us : so I must tell her and avert disaster."

And with this barefaced—statement on her lips and conscience, where it

rested with equal lightness, that exemplary lady quitted the room. In
the sanctity of the connubial chamber that evening, some hours later,

she thus explained her action to her silent spouse

:

" Right or wrong, I meant that those two young people should have
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a chance to know each other. I have been convinced for three weeks
that she is being forced into this New York match, and for the last

week that she is wretchedly unhappy. You say you believe him a
wronged and injured man, only you can't prove it, and you have said

that nothing could be too good for him in this life as a reward for all

his bravery and fortitude under fearful trials. Then Nellie Travers isn't

too good for him, sweet as she is, and I don't care who calls me a match-
maker."

But w^ith Mrs. Waldron away the two appeared to have made but
halting progress towards friendship. With all her outspoken pluck at

school and at home. Miss Travers was strangely ill at ease and em-
barrassed now. Mr. Hayne was the first to gain self-control and to

endeavor to bring the conversation back to a natural channel. It was
a struggle ; but he had grown accustomed to struggles. He could not

imagine that a girl whom he had met only once or twice should have
for him anything more than the vaguest and most casual interest. He
well knew by this time how deep and vehement was the interest she

had aroused in his heart ; but it would never do to betray himself so

soon. He strove to" interest her in reference to the music she would
hear, and to learn from her where they were going. This she answered.

They would go no farther East than St. Louis or Chicago. They might
go South as far as Nashville until mid-May. As for the summer,
it would depend on the captain and his leave of absence. It was all

vague and unsettled. Mrs. Rayner was so wretched that her husband
was convinced that she ought to leave for the States as soon as possible,

and of course ^' she" must go wdth her. All the gladness, brightness,

vivacity he had seen and heard of as her marked characteristics seemed

gone ; and, yet, she wanted to speak with him,—wanted to be with

him. What could be wrong ? he asked himself. It was not until Mrs.

Waldron's step was heard returning that she nerved herself to sudden,

almost desperate, effort. She startled him with her vehemence

:

" Mr. Hayne, there is something I must tell you before I go. If
no opportunity occur, I'll write it."

And those were the words that had been haunting him all the

evening, for they were not again alone, and he had no chance to ask a

question. What could she mean ? For years he had been living a life

of stern self-denial ; but long before his promotion the last penny of

the obligation that, justly or otherwise, had been laid upon his shoulders

was paid with interest. He was a man frv^e and self-respecting, strong,

resolute, and possessed of an independence that never would have been

his had his life run on in the same easy, trusting, happy-go-lucky style

in which he had spent the first two years of his army career. But in

his isolation he had allowed himself no thought of anything that could

for a moment distract him from the stern purpose to which he had de-

voted every energy. He would win back, command, compel, the respect

of his comrades,—would bring to confusion those who had sought to

pull him down ; and until that stood accomplished he would know no

other claim. In the exile of the mountain-station he saw no women
but the wives of his senior officers ; and they merely bowed when they

happened to meet him : some did not even do that. Now at last he
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had met and yielded to the first of two conquerors before whom even

the bravest and the strongest go down infallibly,—Love and Death.

Suddenly, but irresistibly, the sweet face and thrilling tones of that

young girl had seized and filled his heart, to the utter exclusion of every

other passion ; and just in proportion to the emptiness and yearning of

his life before their meeting was the intensity of the love and longing

that possessed him now. It was useless to try and analyze the sudden-

ness and subtilty of its a])proach : the power of love had overmastered

him. He could only realize that it was here and he must obey. Late

into the morning hours he lay there, his brain whirling with its varied

and bewildering emotions. Win her he must, or the blackness and
desolation of the past five years would be as nothing compared with

the misery of the years to come. Woo her he w^ould, and not Avithout

hope, if ever woman's eyes gave proof of sympathy and trust. But
now at last he realized that the time had come when for her sake—not

for his—he must adopt a new course. Hitherto he had scorned and
repelled all overtures that were not prefaced by an expression of belief

in his utter innocence in the past. Hitherto he had chosen to live the

life of an anchorite, and had abjured the society of women. Hitherto

he had refused the half-extended proffers of comrades who had sought

to continue the investigation of a chain of circumstances that, complete,

might have proved him a wronged and defrauded man. The missing

links were not beyond recovery in skilful hands ; but in the shock and
horror which he felt on realizing that it was not only possible but cer-

tain that a jury of his comrade officers could deem him guilty of a low
crime, he hid his face and turned from all. Now the time had come
to reopen the case. He well knew that a revulsion of feeling had set

in which nothing but his own stubbornness held in check. He knew
that he had friends and sympathizers among officers high in rank. He
had only a few days before heard from Major Waldron's lips a strong

intimation that it was his duty to " come out of his shelF' and reassert

himself. " You must remember this, Hayne," said he :
" you had been

only two years in service when tried by court-martial. You were an
utter stranger to every member of that court. There was nothing but
the evidence to go upon, and that was all against you. The court was
made up of officers from other regiments, and was at least impartial.

The evidence was almost all from your own, and was presumably well

founded. You would call no witnesses for defence. You made your
almost defiant statement ; refused counsel ; refused advice ; and what
could the court do but convict and sentence ? Had I been a member
of the court I would have voted just as was done by the court ; and
yet I believe you now an utterly innocent man."

So, apparently, did the colonel regard him. So, too, did several of
the officers of the cavalry. So, too, would most of the youngsters of
his own regiment if he would only give them half a chance. In any
event, the score w^as wiped out now ; he could afford to take a wife if a
woman learned to love him, and what wealth of tenderness and devo-
tion was he not ready to lavish on one who would ! But he would offer

no one a tarnished name. First and foremost he must now stand up and
fight that calumny,—" come out of his shell/' as Waldron had said, and
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give people a chance to see what manner of man he was. God helping
him, he would, and that without delay.

XIV.

" The best-laid schemes o' mice an' men gang aft a-gley." Mrs.
E-ayner, ill in mind and body, had yielded to her lord's entreaties and
determined to start eastward with her sister without delay. Pack-
ing was already begun. Miss Travers had promised herself that she
would within thirty-six hours put Mr. Hayne in possession of certain

facts or theories which in her opinion bore strongly upon the " clear-

ing up" of the case against him ; Mr. Hayne had determined that he
would see Major Waldron on the coming day and begin active efforts

towards the restoration of his social rights ; the doctor had about decided

on a new project for inducing Clancy to unbosom himself of what he
knew ; Captain Rayner—tired of the long struggle—was almost ready
to welcome anything which should establish his subaltern's innocence,

and was on the point of asking for six months' leave just as soon as he
had arranged for Clancy's final discharge from service : he had reasons

for staying at the post until that Hibernian household was fairly and
squarely removed ; and Mrs. Clancy's plan was to take Mike to the

distant East, " where she had frinds." There were other schemes and
projects, no doubt, but these mainly concerned our leading characters,

and one and all they were put to the right-about by the events of the

following day.

The colonel, with his gruff* second in command. Major Stannard,

had been under orders for several days to proceed on this particular

date to a large town a day's journey eastward by rail. A court-martial

composed mainly of field-officers was ordered there to assemble for

the trial of an old captain of cavalry whose propensity it was not so

much to get drunk as never to get drunk without concomitant publicity

and discovery. It was a rare thing for the old war-dog to take so much
as a glass of wine ; he went for months without it ; but the instant

he began to drink he was moved to do or say something disreputable,

and that was the trouble now. He was an unlucky old trooper, who
had risen from the lowest grades, fought with credit, and even, at

times, commanded his regiment, during the war; but war records could

not save him when he wouldn't save himself, and he had to go. The
court was ordered, and the result was a foregone conclusion. The colonel,

his adjutant, and Major Stannard were to drive to town during the after-

noon and take the east-bound train, leaving Major Waldron in command
of the post ; but before guard-mounting a telegram was received which
was sent from department head-quarters the evening before, announcing

that one of the officers detailed for the court was seriously ill, and direct-

ing Major Waldron to take his place. So it resulted in the post being

left to the command of the senior captain present for duty ; and that

man was Captain Buxton. He had never had so big a comjnand before

in all his life.

Major Waldron of course had to go home and make his preparations.

Mr. Hayne, therefore, had brief opportunity to speak with him. It was
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seen, however, that they had a short talk together on the major's piazza,

and that when they parted the major shook him warmly and cordially

by the hand. Rayner, Buxton, Koss, and some juniors happened to be

coming down along the walk at the moment, and, seeing them, as though
with pointed meaning the major called out, so that all could hear,

—

" By the way, Hayne, I wish you would drop in occasionally while

I'm gone and take Mrs. Waldron out for a walk or drive : my horses

are always at your service. And—a—I'll write to you about that matter

the moment I've had a chance to talk with the colonel,—to-morrow,

probably." And Hayne touched his cap in parting salute, and went
blithely off with brightened eye and rising color.

Buxton glowered after him a moment, and conversation suddenly

ceased in their party. Finally he blurted out,

—

^^ Strikes me your major might do a good deal better by himself and
his regiment by standing up for its morale and discipline than by openly

flaunting his favoritism ' for convicts in our faces. If I were in your
regiment I'd cut kiinj^

" You wouldn't have to," muttered one of the group to his neigh-

bor :
" the cut would have been on the other side long ago." And the

speaker was Buxton's own subaltern.

Rayner said nothing. His eyes were troubled and anxious, and he
looked afler Hayne with an expression far more wearied than vindictive.

" The major is fond of music, captain," said Mr. Ross, with mis-

chievous intent. " He hasn't been to the club since the night you sang
^Eileen Alanna.' That was about the time Hayne's piano came."

" Yes," put in Foster, " Mrs. Waldron says he goes and owls Hayne
now night after night just to hear him play."

^' It would be well for him, then, if he kept a better guard on Mr.
Hayne's othei' visitors," said Buxton, with a black scowl. " I don't

know how you gentlemen in the Riflers look upon such matters, but in

the —th the man who dared to introduce a woman of the town into his

quarters would be kicked out in short order."
" You don't mean to say that anybody accuses Hayne of that, do

you?" asked Ross, in amaze.
" I do,

—

just that. Only, I say this to you, it has but just come to

light, and only one or two know it. To prove it positively he's got

to be allowed more rope ; for he got her out of the way last time before

we could clinch the matter. If he suspects it is known he won't re-

peat it ; if kept to ourselves he will probably try it again,—and be
caught. Now I charge you all to regard this as confidential."

"But, Captain Buxton," said Ross, "this is so serious a matter
that I don't like to believe it. Who can prove such a story ?"

" Of course not, Mr. Ross. You are quite ready to treat a man as

a thief, but can't believe he'll do another thing that is disreputable.

That is characteristic of your style of reasoning," said Buxton, with
biting sarcasm.

" You can't wither me with contempt, Captain Buxton. I have a
right to my opinion, and I have known Mr. Hayne for years, and if I
did believe him guilty of one crime five years ago I'm not so ready to

believe him guilty of another now. This isn't—isn't like Hayne."
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" No, of course not, as I said before. Now, will you tell me, Mr,
Ross, just why Mr. Hayne chose that ramshackle old shanty out there

on the prairie, all by himself, unless it was to be where he could have
his chosen companions with him at night and no one be the wiser ?'^

" I don't pretend to fathom his motives, sir ; but I don't believe it

was for any such purpose as you seem to think."
" In other words, you think I'm circulating baseless scandal, do

you ?"

" I have said nothing of the kind ; and I protest against your put-

ting words into my mouth I never used."
" You intimated as much, anyhow, and you plainly don't believe it."

'^ Well, I don't believe—that is, I don't see how it could happen."
" Couldn't the woman drive out from town after dark, send the

carriage back, and have it call for her again in the morning ?" asked

Buxton.
'^ Possibly. Still, it isn't a proved fact that a woman spent the

night at Hayne's, even if a carriage was seen coming out. You've got

hold of some Sudsville gossip, probably," replied Ross.
" I have, have I ? By God, sir, I'll teach you better manners

before we get through with this question. Do you know who saw
the carriage, and who saw the woman, both at Hayne's quarters?"

" Certainly I don't ! What I don't understand is how you should

have been made the recipient of the story."
*^ Mr. Ross, just govern your tongue, sir, and remember you are

speaking to your superior officer, and don't venture to treat my state-

ments Avith disrespect hereafter. I saw it myself F^
^^ You .^" gulped Ross, while amaze and incredulity shot across his

startled face.

"You!" exclaimed others of the group, in evident astonishment

and dismay. Rayner alone looked unchanged. It was no news to him,

while to every other man in the party it was a shock. Up to that

instant the prevailing belief had been, with Ross, that Buxton had
found some garrison gossip and was building an edifice thereon. His
positive statement, hoAvever, was too much for the most incredulous.

'' Now what have you to say?" he asked, in rude triumph.

There was no answer for a moment ; then Ross spoke

:

" Of course. Captain Buxton, I withdraw any expression of doubt.

It never occurred to me that you could have seen it. May I ask when
and how?"

" The last time I was officer of the day, sir ; and Captain Rayner
is my witness as to the time. Others, whom I need not mention, saw
it with me. There is no mistake, sir. The woman was there." And
Buxton stood enjoying the effect.

Ross looked white and dazed. He turned slo^vly away, hesitated,

looked back, then exclaimed,

—

" You are sure it was—it was not some one that had a right to be

there?"
" How could it be ?" said Buxton, gruffly. " You know he has

not an acquaintance in town, or here, who could be with him there at

night."
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"Does the commanding officer know of it?'^ asked Mr. Royce, after

a moment's silence.

" / am tiie commanding officer, Mr. Royce," said Buxton, with

majestic dignity,—'' at least I will be after twelve o'clock ; and you

may depend upon it, gentlemen, this thing will not occur while I am
in command without its receiving the exact treatment it deserves. Re-

member, now, not a word of this to anybody. You are as much in-

terested as I am in bringing to justice a man who will disgrace his uni-

form and his regiment and insult every lady in the garrison by such an

act. This sort of thing of course will run him out of the service for

good and all. We simply have to be sure of our ground and make the

evidence conclusive. Leave that to me the next time it happens. I
repeat, say nothing of this to any one.''

But Rayner had already told his wife.

Just as Major Waldron was driving oft* to the station that bnght
April afternoon and his carriage was whirling through the east gate, the

driver caught sight of Lieutenant Hayne running up Prairie Avenue,

waving his hand and shouting to him. He reined in his spirited bays

with some difficulty, and Hayne finally caught up with them.
" What is it, Hayne?'' asked Waldron, with kindly interest, leaning

out of his carriage.
'^ They will be back to-night, sir. Here is a telegram that has just

reached me."
" I can't tell you how sorry I am not to be here to welcome them

;

but Mrs. Waldron will be delighted, and she will come to call the

moment you let her know. Keep them till I get back, if you possibly

can."
))" Ay, ay, sir. Good-by.'

" Good-by, Hayne. God bless you, and—good luck !"

A little later that afternoon Mrs. Rayner had occasion to go into

her sister's room. It was almost sunset, and Nellie had been summoned
down-stairs to see visitors. Both the ladies were busy with their pack-

ing,—Mrs. Rayner, as became an invalid, superintending, and Miss
Travers, as became the junior, doing all the work. It was rather trying

to pack all the trunks and receive visitors of both sexes at odd hours.

Some of her garrison acquaintances would have been glad to come and
help, but those whom she would have welcomed were not agreeable to

the lady of the house, and those the lady of the house would have
chosen were not agreeable' to her. The relations between the sisters

were somewhat strained and unnatural, and had been growing more and
more so for several days past. Mrs. Rayner's desk was already packed
away. She wanted to send a note, and bethought her of her sister's

portfolio. Opening it, she drew out some paper and envelopes, and
with the latter came an envelope sealed and directed. One glance at

its superscription sent the blood to her cheek and fire to her eye. Was
it possible? Was it credible? Her pet, her baby sister, her pride and
delight,—until she found her stronger in will,—her proud-spirited,

truthful Nell, was beyond question corresponding with Lieutenant
Hayne ! Here was a note addressed to him. How many more might
not have been exchanged ? Ruthlessly now she explored the desk.
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searching for something from him, but her scrutiny was vain. Oh,
what could she say, what could she do, to convey to her erring sister

an adequate sense of the extent of her displeasure ? How could she

bring her to realize the shame, the guilt, the scandal, of her course?
She, Nellie Travers, the betrothed wife of Steven Van Antwerp, corre-

sponding secretly with this—this scoundrel, w4iose past, crime-laden as

it had been, was as nothing compared to the present with its degrada-
tion of vice ? Ah ! she had it ! What would ever move her as that

could and must ?

When the trumpets rang out their sunset call and the boom of the

evening gun shook the window^s in Fort Warrener and Nellie Travers
came running up-stairs again to her room, she started at the sight that

met her eyes. There stood Mrs. Rayner, like Juno in wrath inflexible,

glaring at her from the commanding height of which she was so proud,

and pointing in speechless indignation at the little note that lay upon
the open portfolio.

For a moment neither spoke. Then Miss Travers, who had turned

very white, but whose blue eyes never flinched and whose lips were set

and whose little foot was tapping the carpet ominously, thus began

:

" Kate, I do not recognize your right to overhaul my desk or super-

vise my correspondence."
" Understand this first, Cornelia,'' said Mrs. Rayner, who hated the

baptismal name as much as did her sister, and used it only when she

desired to be especially and desperately impressive :
" I found it by

accident. I never dreamed of such a possibility as this. I never,

even after what I have seen and heard, could have believed you guilty

of this ; but, now that I have found it, I have the right to ask, what
are its contents ?"

" I decline to tell you."
" Do you deny my right to inquire ?"

" I will not discuss that question now. The other is far graver.

I will not tell you, Kate, except this : there is no w^ord there that an
engaged girl should not write."

" Of that I mean to satisfy myself, or rather
"

" You will not open it, Kate. No ! Put that letter down ! You
have never known me to prevaricate in the faintest degree, and you
have no excuse for doubting. I will furnish a copy of that for Mr.
Van Antwerp at any time ; but you cannot see it."

" You still persist in your wicked and unnatural intimacy with that

man, even after all that I have told you. Now for the last time hear

me : I have striven not to tell you this ; I have striven not to sully

your thoughts by such a revelation ; but, since nothing else will check

you, tell it I must, and what I tell you my husband told me in sacred

confidence, though soon enough it will be a scandal to the whole gar-

rison."

And when darkness settled down on Fort Warrener that starlit

April evening and the first warm breeze from the south came sighing

about the casements and one by one the lights appeared along officers'

row, there was no light in Nellie Travers's window. The little note lay

in ashes on the hearth, and she, with burning, shame-stricken cheeks,
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with a black, scorching, gnawing pain at her lieart, was hiding her face

in her pillow.

And yet it was a jolly evening, after all,—that is, for some hours

and for some people. As Mrs. Rayner and her sister were so soon to

go, probably by the morrow's train if their section could be secured,

the garrison had decided to have an informal dance as a suitable fare-

well. Their announcement of impending departure had come so sud-

denly and unexpectedly that there was no time to prepare anything

elaborate, such as a german with favors, etc. ; but good music and an

extemporized supper could be had without trouble. The colonePs wife

and most of the cavalry ladies, on consultation, had decided that it was

the very thing to do, and the young officers took hold with a will

:

they were always ready for a dance. Now that Mrs. Rayner was
really going, the quarrel should be ignored, and the ladies w^ould all be

as pleasant to her as though nothing had happened,—provided, of course,

she dropped her absurd airs of injured womanhood and behaved with

courtesy. The colonel had had a brief talk with his better half before

starting for the train, and suggested that it was very probable that Mrs.
Rayner had seen the folly of her ways by that time,—the captain cer-

tainly had been behaving as though he regretted the estrangement,

—

and if encouraged by a " let's-drop-the-whole-thing" sort of manner
she would be glad to reciprocate. He felt far less anxiety herein than

he did in leaving the post to the command of Captain Buxton. So
scrupulously had he been courteous to that intractable veteran that

Baxton had no doubt in his own mind that the colonel looked upon him
as the model officer of the regiment. It was singularly unfortunate

that he should have to be left in command, but his one or two seniors

among the captains w^ere away on long leave, and there was no help for

it. The colonel, seriously disquieted, had a few w^ords of earnest talk

with him before leaving the post, cautioning him so particularly not to

interfere with any of the established details and customs that Buxton
got very much annoyed, and showed it.

" If your evidence were not imperatively necessary before this court,

I declare I believe I'd leave you behind," said the colonel to his adju-

tant. " There is no telling what mischief Captain Buxton won't do if

left to himself"

It must have been near midnight, and the hop was going along
beautifully, and Captain Rayner, who was officer of the day, was just

escorting his wife in to supper, and Nellie, although looking a trifle

tired and pale, was chatting brightly with a knot of young officers,

when a corporal of the guard came to the door :
^' The commanding

officer's compliments, and he desires to see the officer of the day at

once."

There was a general laugh. " Isn't that Buxton all over ? The
colonel would never think of sending for an officer in the dead of night,

except for a fire or alarm ; but old Bux. begins putting on frills the

moment he gets a chance. Thank God, J'm not on guard to-night !'^

said Mr. Royce.
" What can he want with you ?" asked Mrs. Rayner, pettishly.

" The idea of one captain ordering another around like this !"
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" I'll be back in five minutes," said Rayner, as he picked up his

sword and disappeared.

But ten minutes—fifteen—passed, and he came not. Mrs. Ray-
ner grew worried, and Mr. Blake led her out on the rude piazza to see

what they could see, and several others strolled out at the same time.

The music had ceased, and the night air was not too cold. Not a soul

was in sight out on the starlit parade. ISTot an unusual sound was
heard. There was nothing to indicate the fiiintest trouble; and yet

Captain Buxton, the commanding ofiicer, had been called out by his
" striker'' or soldier-servant befi^re eleven o'clock, had not returned at

all, and in little over half an hour had sent fi^r the officer of the day.

What did it mean ? Questioning and talking thus among themselves,

somebody said, " Hark !" and held up a warning hand.

Faint, far, muffled, there sounded on the night air a shot, then a
woman's scream ; then all was still.

" Mrs. Clancy again !" said one.
" That was not Mrs. Clancy : 'twas a far different voice," answered

Blake, and tore away across the parade as fast as his long legs would
carry him.

" Look ! The guard are running too !" cried Mrs. Waldron. " What
can it be?" And, sure enough, the gleam of the rifles could be seen

as the men ran rapidly away in the direction of the east gate. Mrs.
Rayner had grown ghastly, and was looking at Miss Travers, who with

white lips and clinched hands stood leaning on one of the wooden
posts and gazing with all her eyes across the dim level. Others came
hurrying out from the hall. Other young officers ran in pursuit of the

first starters. " What's the matter ? What's happened ?" were the

questions that flew from lip to lip.

" I—I must go home," faltered Mrs. Rayner. " Come, Nellie !"

" Oh, don't go, Mrs. Rayner. It can't be anything serious."

But, even as they urged, a man came running towards them.
'' Is the doctor here ?" he panted.
" Yes. What's the trouble ?" asked Dr. Pease, as he squeezed his

burly form through the crowded door-way.

"You're wanted, sir. Loot'nant Hayne's shot; an' Captain Ray-
ner he's hurt too, sir."

XV.

Straight as an arrow Mr. Blake had sped across the parade, darted

through the east gate, and, turning, had arrived breathless at the wooden
porch of Hayne's quarters. Two bewildered-looking members of the

guard were at the door. Blake pushed his way through the little hall-

way and into the dimly-lighted parlor, where a strange scene met his

eyes : Lieutenant Hayne lay senseless and white upon the lounge across

the room ; a young and pretty woman, singularly like him in feature

and in the color of her abundant tresses, was kneeling beside him, chafing

his hands, imploring him to speak,—to look at her,—unmindful of the

fact that her feet were bare and that only a loose wrapper Avas thrown

over her white night-dress ; Captain Rayner was seated in a chair, deathly

white, and striving to stanch the blood that flowed from a deep gash
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in his temple and forehead ; he seemed still stunned as by the force of

the blow that had felled him ; and Buxton-, speechless with amaze and

heaven only knows what other emotions, was glaring at a tall, athletic

stranger who, in stocking-feet, undershirt, and trousers, held by three

frightened-looking soldiers and covered by the carbine of a fourth, was
hurling defiance and denunciation at the commanding officer. A re-

volver lay upon the floor at the feet of a corporal of the guard, who
was groaning in pain. A thin veil of powder-smoke floated through

the room. As Blake leaped in,—his cavalry shoulder-knots and helmet-

cords gleaming in the light,—a flash of recognition shot into the stranger's

eyes, and he curbed his fearful excitement and stopped short in his wrath.
" What devil's work is this f^ demanded Blake, glaring intuitively

at Buxton.
'^ Tiiese people resisted my guards, and had to take the consequences,"

said Buxton, with surly—yet shaken—dignity.

" What were the guards doing here ? What, in God's name, are you

doing here?" demanded Blake, forgetful of all consideration of rank

and command in the face of such evident catastrophe.
" I ordered them here,—to enter and search."

A pause.

"Search what?—what for?"
" For—a woman I had reason to believe he had brought out here

from town."
" What f You infernal idiot ! Why, she's his own sister, and this

gentleman's wife !"

The silence, broken only by the hard breathing of some of the

excited men and the moaning cry of the woman, Avas for a moment
intense.

" Isn't this Mr. Hurley ?" asked Blake, suddenly, as though to make
sure, and turning one instant from his furious glare at his superior

officer. The stranger, still held, though no longer struggling, replied

between his set teeth,

—

" Certainly. I've told him so."
" By heaven, Buxton, is there no limit to your asininity ? What

fearful work will you do next ?'^

" I'll arrest you, sir, if you speak another disrespectful word !"

thundered Buxton, recovering consciousness that as commanding officer

he could defend himself against Blake's assault.

" Do it and be you know what I would, say if a lady were not

present ! Do it, if you think you can stand having this thing ventilated

by a court. Pah ! I can't waste words on you. Who's gone for the

doctor? Here, you men, let go of Mr. Hurley now. Help me, Mr.
Hurley, please. Get your wife back to her room. Bring me some
water, one of you." And with that he was bending over Hayne and
unbuttoning the fatigue-uniform in which he was still dressed. Another
moment, and the doctor had come in, and with him half the vouno;

officers of the garrison. Rayner was led away to his own quarters.

Buxton, dazed and frightened now, ordered the guards back to their

post, and stood pondering over the enormity of his blunder. No one
spoke to him or paid the faintest attention other than to elbow him out

Vol. XXXIX.—52
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of the way occasionally. The doctor never so much as noticed hira.

Blake had briefly recounted the catastrophe to those who first arrived,

and as the story went from mouth to mouth it grew no better for Buxton.
Once he turned short on Mr. Foster and in aggrieved and sullen tone
remarked,

—

" I thought you fellows in the Riflers said he had no relations."
^' We weren't apt to be invited to meet them if he had ; but I don't

know that anybody was in position to know anything about it. What's
that got to do with this affair, I'd like to hear?"

At last somebody took him home. Mrs. Waldron, meantime, had
arrived and been admitted to Mrs. Hurley's room. The doctor refused

to go to Captain Rayner's, even when a messenger came from Mrs.
Rayner herself. He referred her to his assistant. Dr. Grimes. Hayne
had regained consciousness, but was sorely shaken. He had been floored

by a blow from the butt of a musket ; but the report that he was shot

proved happily untrue. His right hand still lay near the hilt of his

light sword : there was little question that he had raised his weapon
against a superior officer and would have used it with telling effect.

Few people slept that night along officers' row. Never had Warrener
heard of such excitement. Buxton knew not what to do. He paced the

floor in agony of mind, for he well understood that there was no shirk-

ing the responsibility. From beginning to end he was the cause of the

whole catastrophe. He had gone so far as to order his corporal to fire,

and he knew it could be proved against him. Thank God, the per-

plexed corporal had shot high, and the other men, barring the one who
had saved Rayner from a furious lunge of the lieutenant's sword, had
used their weapons as gingerly and reluctantly as possible. At the very

least, he knew, an investigation and fearful scandal must come of it.

Night though it was, he sent for the acting adjutant and several of his

brother captains, and, setting refreshments before them, besought their

advice. He was still commanding officer de jure, but he had lost all

stomach for its functions. He would have been glad to send for Blake
and beg his pardon for submitting to his insubordinate and abusive lan-

guage, if that course could have stopped inquiry ; but he well knew that

the whole thing would be noised abroad in less than no time. At first

he thought to give orders against the telegraph-operator's sending any
messages concerning the matter ; but that would hav»e been only a tem-

porary hinderance : he could not control tlie instruments and operators

in town, only three miles away. He almost wished he had been

knocked down, shot, or stabbed in the melee ; but he had kept in the

rear when the skirmish began, and Rayner and the corporal were the

sufferers. They had been knocked " endwise" by Mr. Hurley's prac-

tised fists after Hayne was struck down by the corporal's musket. It

was the universal sentiment among the officers of the —th as they

scattered to their homes that Buxton had ^' Avound himself up this time,

anyhow ;" and no one had any sympathy for him,—not one. The very

best light in which he could tell the story only showed the affair as a

flagrant and inexcusable outrage.

Captain Rayner, too, was in fearful plight. He had simply obeyed

orders ; but all the old story of his persecution of Hayne would now be
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revived ; all men would see in his participation in the affair only addi-

tional reason to adjudge him cruelly persistent in his hatred of the young
officer, andj in view of the utter ruthlessness and wrong of this assault,

would be more than ever confident of the falsity of his position in the

original case. As he was slowly led up-stairs to his room and his tear-

ful wife and silent sister-in-law bathed and cleansed his wound, he saw
with frightful clearness how the crush of circumstances was now upon
him and his good name. Great heaven ! how those words of Hayne's

five years before rang, throbbed, burned, beat like trip-hammers through

his whirling brain ! It seemed as though they followed him and his

fortunes like a curse. He sat silent, stunned, awe-stricken at the force

of the calamity that had befallen him. How could he ever induce an

officer and a gentleman to believe that he was no instigator in this

matter ?—that it was all Buxton's doing, Buxton's low imagination

that had conceived the possibility of such a crime on the part of Mr.
Hayne, and Buxton's blundering, bull-headed abuse of authority that

had capped the fatal climax ? It was some time before his wife could

get him to speak at all. She was hysterically bemoaning the fate that

had brought them into contact with such people, and from time to time

giving vent to the comforting assertion that never had there been a

cloud on their domestic or regimental sky until that wretch had been

assigned to the Riflers. She knew from the hurried and guarded ex-

planations of Dr. Grimes and one or two young officers who helped

Rayner home that the fracas had occurred at Mr. Hayne's,—that there

had been a mistake for which her husband was not responsible, but that

Captain Buxton was entirely to blame. But her husband's ashen face

told her a story of something far deeper : she knew that now he was
involved in fearful trouble, and, whatever may have been her inner-

most thoughts, it was the first and irresistible impulse to throw all the

blame upon her scapegoat. Miss Travers, almost as pale and quite as

silent as the captain, was busying herself in helping her sister ; but she

could with difficulty restrain her longing to bid her be silent. She, too,

had endeavored to learn from her escort on their hurried homeward
rush across the parade what the nature of the disturbance had been.

She, too, had suggested Clancy, but the officer by her side set his teeth

as he replied that he wished it had been Clancy. She had heard, too,

the message brought by a cavalry trumpeter from Mr. Blake : he
wanted Captain Ray to come to Mr. Hayne's as soon as he had seen

Mrs. Ray safely home, and would he please ask Mrs. Stannard to come
with him at the same time ? Why should Mr. Blake w^ant Mrs. Stan-

nard at Mr. Hayne's ? She saw Mr. Foster run up and speak a few
Avordsto Mrs. Waldron, and heard that lady reply, " Certainly. I will

go with you now.'^ What could it mean ? At last, as she was return-

ing to her sister's room after a moment's absence, she heard a question

at which her heart stood still. It was Mrs. Rayner who asked,

—

" But the creature was there, was she not ?"

The answer sounded more like a moan of anguish :

" The creature was his sister. It was her husband who "

But, as Captain Rayner buried his battered face in his hands at this

juncture, the rest of the sentence was inaudible. Miss Travers had
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heard quite enough, however. She stood there one moment, appalled,

dropped upon the floor the bandage she had been making, turned and
sought her room, and was seen no more that night.

Over the day or two that followed this aflair the veil of silence

may best be drawn, in order to give time for the sediment of truth

to settle through the whirlpool of stories in violent circulation. The
colonel came back on the first train after the adjournment of the court,

and could hardly wait for that formality. Contrary to his custom of
" sleeping on'^ a question, he was in his office within half an hour
after his return to the post, and from that time until near tattoo was
busily occupied taking the statements of the active participants in the

affiiir. This was three days after its occurrence ; and Captain Rayner,
though up and able to be about, had not left his quarters. Mrs. Ray-
ner had abandoned her trip to the East, for the present at least. Mr.
Hayne still lay weak and prostrate in his darkened room, attended

hourly by Dr. Pease, who feared brain-fever, and nursed assiduously

by Mrs. Hurley, for whom Mrs. Waldron, Mrs. Stannard, and many
other ladies in the garrison could not do enough to content themselves.

Mr. Hurley^s wrist was badly sprained and in a sling ; but the colonel

went purposely to call upon him and to shake his other hand, and he

begged to be permitted to see Mrs. Hurley, who came in pale and soft-

eyed and with a gentle demeanor that touched the colonel more than

he could tell. Her cheek flushed for a moment as he bent low over

her hand and told her how bitterly he regretted that his absence from
the post had resulted in so grievous an experience : it was not the

welcome he and his regiment would have given her had they known of

her intended visit. To Mr. Hurley he briefly said that he need not

fear but that full justice would be meted out to the instigator or in-

stigators of the assault ; but, as a something to make partial amends
for their suffering, he said that nothing now could check the turn of

the tide in their brother's favor. All the cavalry officers except Bux-
ton, all the infantry officers except Rayner, had already been to call

upon him since the night of the occurrence, and had striven to show
how distressed they were over the outrageous blunders of their tem-

poi'ary commander. Buxton had written a note expressive of a desire

to see him and " explain," but was informed that explanations from,

him simply aggravated the injury ; and Rayner, crushed and humili-

ated, was fairly in hiding in his room, too sick at heart to want to

see anybody, and waiting for the action of the authorities in the con-

fident expectation that nothing less than court-martial and disgrace

would be his share of the outcome. He would gladly have resigned

and gone at once, but that would have been resigning under virtual

charges : he had to stay, and his wife had to stay with him, and Nellie

with her. By this time Nellie Travers did not want to go. She had
but one thought now,—to make amends to Mr. Hayne for the wrong her

thoughts had done him. It was time for Mr. Van Antwerp to come
to the wide West and look after his interests ; but Mrs. Rayner had

ceased to urge, while he continued to implore her to bring Nellie East

at once. Almost any man as rich and independent as Steven Van
Antwerp w^ould have gone to the scene and settled matters for himself.
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Siugularly enough, this one solution of the problem seemed never to

occur to him as feasible.

Meantime, the colonel had patiently unravelled the threads and had
brought to light the whole truth and nothing but the truth. It made
a singularly simple story, after all ; but that was so much the w^orse for

Buxton. The only near relation Mr. Hayne had in the world was this

one younger sister, who six years before had married a manly, ener-

getic fellow, a civil engineer in the employ of an Eastern railway.

During Hayne's " mountain-station'^ exile Hurley had brought his wife

to Denver, where far better prospects awaited him. He won promotion

in his profession, and was now one of the principal engineers employed
by a road running new lines through the Colorado Rockies. Journey-

ing to Salt Lake, he came around by way of Warrener, so that his

wife and he might have a look at the brother she had not seen in years.

Their train was due there early in the afternoon, but was blocked by
drifts and did not reach the station until late at night. There they

found a note from him begging them to take a carriage they would find

waiting for them and come right out and spend the night at his quarters :

he would send them back in abundant time to catch the westward train

in the morning. He could not come in, because that involved the

necessity of asking his captain's permission, and they knew his relations

with that captain. It was her shadow Buxton had seen on the window-
screen ; and as none of Buxton's acquaintances had ever mentioned that

Hayne had any relations, and as Hayne, in fact, had had no one for

years to talk to about his personal affairs, nobody but himself and the

telegraph-operator at the post really knew of their sudden visit. Bux-
ton, being an unmitigated cad, had put the worst interpretation on his

discovery, and, in his eagerness to clinch the evidence of conduct unbe-

coming an officer and a gentleman upon Mr. Hayne, had taken no wise

head into his confidence. Never dreaming that the shadow could be that

of a blood-relation, never doubting that a fair, frail companion from the

frontier town was the explanation of Mr. Hayne's preference for that

out-of-the way house and late hours, he stated his discovery to Rayner
as a positive fact, going so far as to say that his sentries had recognized

her as she drove away in the carriage. If he had not been an ass as

well as a cad, he would have interviewed the driver of the carriage

;

but he had jumped at his theory, and his sudden elevation to the com-
mand of the post gave him opportunity to carry out his virtuous de-

termination that no such goings-on should disgrace his administration.

He gave instructions to certain soldier clerks and " daily-duty" men
employed in the quartermaster, commissary, and ordnance offices along

Prairie Avenue to keep their eyes open and let him know of any visi-

tors coming out to Hayne's by night, and if a lady came in a carriage he
was to be called at once. Mr. Hurley promised that on their return

from Salt Lake they would come back by way of Warrener and spend
two days with Hayne, since only an hour or two had they enjoyed of his

company on their way West ; and the very day that the officers went off

to the court, came the telegram saying the Hurleys would arrive that

evening. Hayne had already talked over their prospective visit with
Major Waldron, and the latter had told his wife ; but all intercourse
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of a friendly character was at an end between them and the Rayners
and Buxtons ; there were no more gossipy chats among the ladies. In-
deed, it so happened that only to one or two people had Mrs. Waldron
had time to mention that Mr. Hayne's sister was coming, and neither

the Rayners nor Buxtons had heard of it ; neither had Nellie Travers,

for it was after the evening of her last visit that Mrs. Waldron was told.

Hayne ran with his telegram to the major, and the latter had in-

troduced himself and Major Stannard to Mrs. JHurley when, after a
weary wait of some hours, the train arrived. Blake, too, was there, on
the lookout for some friends, and he was presented to Mrs. Hurley while

her husband was attending to some matters about the baggage. The
train went on eastward, carrying the field-officers with it. Blake had
to go with his friends back to the post, and Mr. and Mrs. Hurley, after

the former had attended to some business and seen some railway asso-

ciates of his at the hotel, took the carriage they had had before and
drove out to the garrison, where Private Schweinkopf saw the lady rap-

turously welcomed by Lieutenant Hayne and escorted into the house,

while Mr. Hurley remained settling with the driver out in the darkness.

It was not long before the commanding officer pro tern, was called from
the hop-room, where the dance was going on delightfully, and notified

that the mysterious visitor had again appeared, with evident intention

of spending the night, as the carriage had returned to town. " Why,
certainly,'^ reasoned Buxton. '^ It's the very night he would choose,

since everybody will be at the hop : no one will be apt to interfere, and
everybody will be unusually drowsy and less inclined to take notice in

the morning." Here was ample opportunity for a brilliant stroke of
work. He would first satisfy himself she was there, then surround

the house with sentries so that she could not escape, while he, with
the officer of the day and the corporal of the guard, entered the house

and confronted him and her. That would wind up Mr. Hayne's
career beyond question : nothing short of dismissal could result.

Over he Avent, full of his project, listened at Hayne's like the eaves-

dropping sneak he was, saw again the shadow of the graceful form
and heard the silvery, happy laugh, and then it was he sent for Ray-
ner. It was near midnight when he led his forces to the attack. A
light was now burning in the second story, which he thought must be

Sam's ; but the lights had been turned low in the parlor, and the

occupants had disappeared from sight and hearing. By inquiry he

had ascertained that Hayne's bedroom was just back of the parlor.

A man was stationed at the back door, others at the sides, with orders

to arrest any one who attempted to escape ; then softly he stepped to the

front door, telling Rayner to follow him, and the corporal of the guard

to follow both. To his surprise, the door was unlocked, and a light

was burning in the hall. Never knocking, he stepped in, marched
through the hall into the parlor, which was empty, and, signalling
*' Come on" to his followers, crossed the parlor and seized the knob
of the bedroom door. It was locked. Rayner, looking white and wor-

ried, stood just behind him, and the corporal but a step farther back.

Before Buxton could knock and demand admission, which was his

intention, quick footsteps came flying down the stairs from the second
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story, and the trio wheeled about in surprise, to find Mr. Hayne, dressed

in his fatigue uniform, standing at the threshold and staring at them
with mingled astonishment, incredulity, and indignation. A sudden

light seemed to dawn upon him as he glanced from one to the other.

With a leap like a cat he threw himself upon Buxton, hurled him
back, and stood at the closed door confronting them with blazing eyes

and clinching fists.

" Open that door, sir !'' cried Buxton. " You have a woman hid-

den there. Open, or stand aside.'^

'^ You hounds ! I'll kill the first man who dares enter !" was the

furious answer; and Hayne had snatched from the wall his long in-

fantry sword and flashed the blade in the lamplight. Rayner made
a step forward, half irresolute. Hayne leaped at him like a tiger.

'' Fire ! Quick !" shouted Buxton, in wild excitement. Bang ! went
the carbine, and the bullet crashed through the plaster overhead, and,

seeing the gleaming steel at his superior's throat, the corporal had sent

the heavy butt crashing upon the lieutenant's skull only just in time

:

there would have been murder in another second. The next instant he

was standing on his own head in the corner, seeing a multitude of

twinkling, whirling stars, from the midst of which Captain Rayner
was reelino; backward over a chair and a number of soldiers were rush-

ing upon a powerful picture of furious manhood,—a stranger in shirt-

sleeves, who had leaped from the bedroom.

Told as it was—as it had to be—all over the department, there

seemed but one thing to say, and that referred to Buxton ;
" Well

!

isnH he a phenomenal ass ?"

XVI.

Mr. Hayne was up and around again. The springtime was coming,

and the prairie roads were good and dry, and the doctor had told him
he must live in the open air awhile and ride and walk and drive. He
stood in no want of " mounts," for three or four of his cavalry friends

were ready to lend him a saddle-horse any day. Mr. and Mrs. Hurley,
after making many pleasant acquaintances, had gone on to Denver, and
Captain Buxton was congratulating himself that he, at least, had not

run foul of the engineer's powerful fists. Buxton was not in arrest,

for the case had proved a singular " poser." It occurred during the

temporary absence of the colonel : lie could not well place the captain

under arrest for things he had done when acting as post commander.
In obedience to his orders from department head-quarters, he made his

report of the affair, and indicated that Captain Buxton's conduct had
been inexcusable. Bayner had done nothing but, as was proved, re-

luctantly obey the captain's orders, so he could not be tried. Hayne,
who had committed one of the most serious crimes in the military cata-

logue,—that of drawing and raising a weapon against an officer who
was in discharge of his duty (Bayner),—had the sympathy of the whole
command, and nobody would prefer charges against him. The general

decided to have the report go up to division head-quarters, and thence
it went with its varied comments and endorsements to Washington ;
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and now a court of inquiry was talked of. Meantime, poor bewildered

Buxton was let severely alone. What made him utterly miserable was
the fact that in his own regiment, the —th, nobody spoke of it except

as something that everybody knew was sure to happen the moment he
got in command. If it hadn't been that 'twould have been something
else. The only certainty was that Buxton would never lose a chance

of making an ass of himself. Instead of being furious with him, the

whole regiment—officers and men—simply ridiculed and laughed at

him. He had talked of preferring charges against Blake for insubordi-

nation, and asked the adjutant what he thought of it. It was the first

time he had spoken to the adjutant for weeks, and the adjutant rushed

out of the office to tell the crowd to come in and " hear Buxton's latest."

It began to look as though nothing serious would ever come of the

affiiir, until Rayner reappeared and people saw how very ill he was. Dr.

Pease had been consulted ; and it was settled that he as well as his wife

must go away for several months and have complete rest and change.

It was decided that they would leave by the 1st of May. All this Mr.
Hayne heard through his kind friend Mrs. Waldron.

One day when he first began to sit up, and before he had been out

at all, she came and sat with him in his sunshiny parlor. There had
been a silence for a moment as she looked around upon the few pictures

and upon that bareness and coldness which, do what he will, no man
can eradicate from his abiding-place until he calls in the deft and dainty

hand of woman.
^' I shall be so glad when you have a wife, Mr. Hayne !" was her

quiet comment.
" So shall I, Mrs. Waldron," was the response.
" And isn't it high time we were beginning to hear of a choice ?

Forgive my intrusiveness, but that was the very matter of which the

major and I were talking as he brought me over.'^

^' There is something to be done first, Mrs. Waldron," he answered.
" I cannot offer any woman a clouded name. It is not enough that

people should begin to believe that I was innocent and my persecutors

utterly in error, if not perjured. I must be able to show who was the

real culprit, and that is not easy. The doctor and I thought we saw a

way not long ago ; but it proved delusive." And he sighed deeply. " I

had expected to see the major about it the very day he got back from
the court ; but we have had no chance to talk."

^^ Mr. Hayne," she said, impulsively, '^ a woman's intuition is not

always at fault. Tell me if you believe that any one on the post has

any inkling of the truth. I have a reason for asking."
" I did think it possible, Mrs. W^aldron. I cannot be certain now;

and it's too late, anyway."
'' How, too late ? What's too late ?"

He paused a moment, a deeper shadow than usual on his face ; then

he lifted his head and looked fairly at her

:

" I should not have said that, Mrs. Waldron. It can never be too

late. But what I mean is that—just now I spoke of offering no woman
a clouded name. Even if it were unclouded, I could not offer it where
I would."
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" Because you have heard of the engagement ?" was the quick, eager

question. There was no instant of doubt in the woman as to where the

offering would be made, if it only could.

" I knew of the engagement only a day ago," he answered, with

stern effort at self-control. " Blake was speaking of her, and it came
out all of a sudden.'^

He turned his head away again. It was more than Mrs. Waldron
could stand. She leaned impetuously towards him, and put her hand

on his :

" Mr. Hayne, that is no engagement of heart to heart. It is entirely

a thing of Mrs. E-ayner's doing ; and I know it. She is poor,—depend-

ent,—and has been simply sold into bondage."
" And you think she cares nothing for the position, the wealth and

social advantages, this would give her? Ah, Mrs. Waldron, consider."
'^ I have considered. Mr. Hayne, if I were a man, like you, that

child should never go back to him. And they are going next week.

You must get well."

It was remarked that Mr. Hayne was out surprisingly quick for

a fellow who had been so recently threatened with brain-fever. The
Rayners were to go East at once, so it was said, thougli the captain's

leave of absence had not yet been ordered. The colonel could grant

him seven days at any time, and he had telegraphic notification that

there would be no objection when the formal application reached the

War Department. Rayner called at the colonel's office and asked that

he might be permitted to start with his wife and sister. His second

lieutenant would move in and occupy his quarters and take care of all

his personal effects during their absence ; and Lieutenant Hayne was a

most thorough officer, and he felt that in turning over his company to

him he left it in excellent hands. The colonel saw the misery in the

captain's face, and he was touched by both looks and words :

'^ You must not take this last affair too much to heart. Captain

Rayner. We in the —th have known Captain Buxton so many years

that with us there is no question as to where all the blame lies. It

seems, too, to be clearly understood by Mr. Hayne. As for your
previous ideas of that officer, I consider it too delicate a matter to

speak of. You must see, however, how entirely beyond reproach his

general character appears to have been. But here's another matter :

Clancy's discharge has arrived. Does the old fellow know you had
requested it?"

" No, sir," answered Rayner, with hesitation and embarrassment.
" We wanted to keep him straight, as I told you we would, and he
would probably get on a big tear if he knew his service-days were
numbered. I didn't look for its being granted for forty-eight hours
yet."

" Well, he will know it before night ; and no doubt he will be
badly cut up. Clancy was a fine soldier before he married that har-

ridan of a woman."
" She has made him a good wife since they came into the Riflers,

colonel, and has taken mighty good care of the old fellow."

It is more than she did in the —th, sir. She was a handsome,II
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showy woman when I first saw her,—before my promotion to the regi-

ment,—and Clancy was one of the finest soldiers in the brigade the last

year of the war. She ran through all his money, though, and in the

—th we looked upon her as the real cause of his break-down,-^-especially

after her affair with that sergeant who deserted. You\'e heard of him,

probably. He disappeared after the Battle Butte campaign, and we
hoped he'd run off with Mrs. Clancy ; but he hadn't. She was there

when we got back, big as ever, and growing ugly.'^

" Do you mean that Mrs. Clancy had a lover when she was in the

—th?"
'' Certainly, Captain Rayner. "We supposed it was commonly known.

He was a fine-looking, black-eyed, dark-haired, dashing fellow, of good
education, a great swell among the men the short time he was with us,

and Mrs. Clancy made a dead set at him from the start. He never

seemed to care for her very much.''
^' This is something I never heard of," said Rayner, with grave face,

" and it will be a good deal of a shock to my wife, for she had arranged

to take her East with Clancy and Kate, and they were to invest their

money in some little business at her old home."
" Yes : it was mainly on the woman's account we wouldn't re-enlist

Clancy in the —th. We could stand him, but she was too much for us,

—and for the other sergeant, too. He avoided her before we started on
the campaign, I fancy. Odd ! I can't think of his name.—Billings,

w^hat was the name of that howling swell of a sergeant who was in

Hull's troop at Battle Butte,—time Hull was killed ? I mean the man
that Mrs. Clancy was said to have eloped with."

" Sergeant Gower, sir," said the adjutant, without looking up from
his work. He did look up, however, when a moment after the captain

hurriedly left the office, and he saw that Rayner's face was deathly

white : it was ghastly.
" What took Rayner off so suddenly ?" said the colonel, wheeling

around in his chair.

" I don't know, sir, unless there was something to startle him in

the name."

"Whv should there be?"
" There are those who think that Gower got away with more than

his horse and arms, colonel : he was not at Battle Butte, though, and
that is what made it a mystery."

" Where was he then ?"

" Back with the wagon- train, sir ; and he never got in sight of the

Buttes or Rayner's battalion. You know Rayner had four companies

there."
" I don't see how Gower could have taken the money, if that's

what you mean, if he never came up to the Buttes : Rayner swore it

w^as there in Hull's original package. Then, too, how could Gower's

name affect him if he had never seen him ?"

" Possibly he has heard something. Clancy has been talking."
" I have looked into that," said the colonel. " Clancy denies know-

ing anything,—says he was drunk and didn't know what he was talk-

ing about."
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All the same it was queer, thought the adjutant, and he greatly

wanted to see the doctor and talk with him ; but by the time his office-

work was done the doctor had gone to town, and when he came back

he was sent for to the laundress's quarters, where Mrs. Clancy was in

hysterics and Michael had again been very bad.

Soon after the captahi's return to his quarters, it seems, a messenger

was sent from Mrs. Rayner requesting Mrs. Clancy to come and see

her at once. She was ushered up-stairs to madame's own apartment,

much to Miss Travers's surprise, and that young lady was further as-

tonished, when Mrs. Clancy reappeared, nearly an hour later, to see

that she had been weeping violently. The house was in some disorder,

most of the trunks being packed and in readiness for the start, and
Miss Travers was entertaining two or three young officers and waiting

for her sister to come down to luncheon. " The boys'' were lachrymose

over her prospective departure,—at least they affected to be,—and were

variously sprawled about the parlor when Mrs. Clancy descended, and
the inflamed condition of her eyes and nose became apparent to all.

There was much chaff and fun, therefore, when Mrs. Rayner finally

appeared, over the supposed affliction of the big Irishwoman at the

prospect of parting with her patroness. Miss Travers saw with sin-

gular sensations that both the captain and her usually self-reliant sister

were annoyed and embarrassed by the topic and strove to change it

;

but Foster's propensity for mimicry and his ability to imitate Mrs.
Clancy's combined brogue and sniffle proved too much for their efforts.

Kate was in a royally bad temper by the time the youngsters left the

house, and when Nellie would have made some laughing allusion to

the fun the young fellows had been having over her morning caller, she

was suddenly and tartly checked with

—

" We've had too much of that already. Just understand now that

you have no time to waste, if your packing is unfinished. We start

to-morrow afternoon."
" Why, Kate ! I had no idea we were to go for two days yet ! Of

course I can be ready ; but why did you not tell me before ?"

" I did not know it—at least it was not decided—until this morn-
ing, after the captain came back from the offlce. There is nothing to

prevent our going, now that he has seen the colonel."
" There was not before, Kate ; for Mr. Billings told me yesterday

morning, and I told you, that the colonel had said you could start at

once, and you replied that the captain could not be ready for several

days,—three at least."

^' Well, now he is ; and that ends it. Never mind what changed
his mind."

It was unsafe to trifle with Nellie Travers, as Mrs. Rayner might
have known. She saw that something had occurred to make the cap-

tain eager to start at once ; and then there was that immediate sending
for Mrs. Clancy, the long, secret talk up in Kate's room, the evident
mental disturbance of both feminines on their respective reappearances,

and the sudden announcement to her. While there could be no time
to make formal parting calls, there were still some two or three ladies

in the garrison whom she longed to see before saying adieu ; and then
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there was Mr. Hayne, whom she had wronged quite as bitterly as any-

one else had wronged him. He was out that day for the first time, and
she longed to see him and longed to fulfil the neglected promise. That
she must do at the very least. If she could not see him, she must write,

that he might have the note before they went away. All these thoughts

were rushing through her brain as she busied herself about her little

room, stowing away dresses and dropping everything from time to time

to dart into her sister's room in answer to some querulous call. Yet
never did she leave without a quick glance from her window up and
down the row. For whom was she looking ?

It was just about dusk when she heard crying down-stairs,—a child,

and apparently in the kitchen. Mrs. Rayner was with the baby, and
Miss Travers started for the stairs, calling that she would go and see

what it meant. She was down in the hall before Mrs. Kayner's imper-

ative and repeated calls brought her to a full stop.

" What is it ?'' she inquired.

" You come back here and hold baby. I know perfectly what it is.

It is Kate Clancy ; and she wants me. You can do nothing.^^

Too late, madame ! The intervening doors were opened, and in

marched cook, leading the poor little Irish girl, who was sobbing

piteously. Mrs. Rayner came down the stairs with all speed, bringing

her burly son and heir in her arms. She would have ordered Nell aloft,

but what excuse could she give ? and Miss Travers was already bending

over the child and striving to still her heart-breaking cries.

" What is it ? Where's your father ?" demanded Mrs. Rayner.
" Oh, ma'am, I don't know. I came here to tell the captain.

Shure he's discharged, ma'am, an' his heart's broke entirely, an'

mother says we're all to go with the captain to-morrow, an' he swears

he'll kill himself before he'll go, an' I can't find him, ma'am. It's

almost dark now."
" Go back and tell your mother I want her instantly. We'll find

your father. Go !" she repeated, as the child shrank and hesitated.
*^ Here,—the front way !" And little Kate sped away into the shadows
across the dim level of the parade.

Then the sisters faced each other. There was a fire in the younger's

eye that Mrs. Rayner would have escaped if she could.
'' Kate, it is to get Clancy away from the possibility of revealing

what he knows that you have planned this sudden move, and I know
it," said Miss Travers. " You need not answer."

She seized a wrap from the hat-rack and stepped to the door-way.
Mrs. Rayner threw herself after her.

" Nellie, where are you going ? What will you do ?"

'^ To Mrs. Waldron's, Kate ; if need be, to Mr. Hayne's."
5jC 5j£ 5jC 3(v *jC *fC *|C 3J* 5JC 3|C 3|C

A bright fire was burning in Major Waldron's cosey parlor, where
he and his good wife were seated in earnest talk. It was just after

sunset when Mr. Hayne dropped in to pay his first visit after the few

days in which he had been confined to his quarters. He was looking

thin, paler than usual, and far more restless and eager in manner than

of old. The Waldrons welcomed him with more than usual warmth,
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and the major speedily led the conversation up to the topic which was
so near to his heart.

" You and I must see the doctor and have a' triangular council over

this thing, Hayne. Three heads are better than none ; and if, as he

suspects, old Clancy really knows anything when he's drunk that he

cannot tell when he's sober, I shall depart from Mrs. Waldron's prin-

ciples and join the doctor in his pet scheme of getting him drunk again.

^In vino Veritas, you know. And we ought to be about it, too, for it

won't be long before his discharge comes, and, once away, we should be

in the lurch."
" There seems so little hope there, major. Even the colonel has

called him up and questioned him."
" Ay, very true^ but always when the old sergeant was sober. It

is when drunk that Clancy's conscience pricks him to tell what he
either knows or suspects."

A light, quick footstep was heard on the piazza, the hall door

opened, and without knock or ring, bursting impetuously in upon them,

there suddenly appeared Miss Travers, her eyes dilated with excite-

ment. At sight of the group she stopped short, and colored to the

very roots of her shining hair.
^' How glad I am to see you, Nellie !" exclaimed Mrs. Waldron, as

all rose to greet her. An embarrassed, half-distraught reply was her

only answer. She had extended both hands to the elder lady ; but

now, startled, almost stunned, at finding herself in the presence of the

very man she most wanted to see, she stood with downcast eyes, irreso-

lute. He, too, had not stepped forward,—had not offered his hand.

She raised her blue eyes for one quick glance, and saw his pale, pain-

thinned face, read anew the story of his patience, his suffering, his

heroism, and realized how she too had wronged him and that her very
awkwardness and silence might tell him that shameful fact. It was
more than she could stand.

" I came—purposely. I hoped to find you, Mr. Hayne. You

—

you remember that I had something to tell you. It was about Clancy.

You ought to see him. I'm sure you ought, for he must know—he or

Mrs. Clancy—something about your—your trouble; and I've just this

minute heard that they—that he's going away to-morrow ; and you
must find him to-night, Mr. Hayne : indeed you must."

Who can paint her as she stood there, blushing, pleading, eager,

frightened, yet determined ? Who can picture the wild emotion in his

heart, reflected in his face ? He stepped quickly to her side with the

light leaping to his eyes, his hands extended as though to grasp hers

;

but it was Waldron that spoke first

:

"Where is he going?—how?"
" Oh, with us, major. We go to-morrow, and they go with us.

My sister has some reason—I cannot fathom it. She wants them
away from here, and Clancy's discharge came to-day. He must see

him first," she said, indicating Mr. Hayne by the nod of her pretty

head. " They say Clancy has run off and got away from his wife.

He doesn't want to be discharged. They cannot find him now ; but
perhaps Mr. Hayne can.—Mr. Hayne, try to. You—you must."
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"Indeed we must, Hayne, and quick about It/' said the major.
" Now is our chance, I verily believe. Let us get the doctor first

;

then little Kate will best know where to look for Clancy. Come, man,
get your overcoat.'^ And he hastened to the hall.

Hayne followed as though in a dream, reached the threshold,

turned, looked back, made one quick step toward Miss Travers with
outstretc^hed hand, then checked himself as suddenly. His yearning
eyes seemed fastened on her burning face, his lips quivered with the
intensity of his emotion. She raised her eyes and gave him one quick
look, half entreaty, half command ; he seemed ineffectually struggling
to speak,—to thank her. One moment of irresolution, then, without
a word of any kind, he sprang to the door. She carried his parting

glance in her heart of hearts all night long. There was no mistaking
what it told.

XVII.

The morning report of the following day showed some items under
the head of '^ Alterations" that involved several of the soldier characters

of this story. Ex-Sergeant Clancy had been dropped from the column
of present " on daily duty" and taken up on that of absent without leave.

Lieutenant Hayne was also reported absent. Dr. Pease and Lieutenant

Billings drove into the garrison from town just before the cavalry

trumpets were sounding first call for guard-mounting, and the adjutant

sent one of the musicians to give his compliments to Mr. Royce and ask

him to mount the guard for him, as he had just returned and had im-
portant business with the colonel. The doctor and the adjutant

together went into the colonel's quarters, and for the first time on
record the commanding officer was not at the desk in his office when
the shoulder-straps began to gather for the matinee.

Ten minutes after the usual time the adjutant darted in and plunged

with his characteristic impetuosity into the pile of passes and other papers

stacked up by the sergeant-major at his table. To all questions as to

where he had been and what was the matter with the colonel he replied,

with more than usual asperity of manner,—the asperity engendered of

some years of having to answer the host of questions propounded by
vacant minds at his own busiest hour of the day,—that the colonel

would tell them all about it himself; he had no time for a word. The
evident manner of suppressed excitement, however, was something few

failed to note ; and every man in the room felt certain that when the

colonel came there would be a revelation. It Avas with something bor-

dering on indignation, therefore, that the assemblage heard the words
that intimated to them that all might retire. The colonel had come in

very quietly, received the report of the officer of the day, relieved him,

and dismissed the new officer of the day with the brief formula, " Usual

orders, sir," then glanced quickly around the silent circle of grave,

bearded or boyish faces. His eyes rested for an instant with something

like shock and trouble upon one face, pale, haggard, with almost blood-

less lips, and yet full of fierce determination,—a face that haunted him
long afterwards, it was so full of agony, of suspense, almost of pleading,

—the face of Captain Rayner.
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Then, dispensing with the customary talk, he quietly spoke the

disappointing words,

—

'^ I am somewhat late this morning, gentlemen, and several matters

will occupy my attention : so I will not detain you further/^

The crowd seemed to find their feet very slowly. There was visible

disinclination to go. Every man in some inexplicable way appeared

to know that there was a new mystery hanging over the garrison, and
that the colonel held the key. Every man felt that Billings had
given him the right to expect to be told all about it when the colonel

came. Some looked reproachfully at Billings, as though to remind him
of their expectations : Stannard, his old stand-by, passed him with a

gruff ^' Thought you said the colonel had something to tell us,^' and
went out with an air of injured and defrauded dignity. Rayner arose,

and seemed to be making preparations to depart with the others, and
some of the number, connecting him unerringly with the prevailing

sensation, appeared to hold back and wait for him to precede them and
so secure to themselves the satisfaction of knowing that, if it was a

matter connected with Kayner, they ^' had him along" and nothing

could take place without their hearing it. These men were very few,

however ; but Buxton was one of them. Rayner's eyes w^ere fixed

upon the colonel and searching for a sign, and it came,—a little motion
of the hand and a nod of the head that signified ^^ Stay." Then, as

Buxton and one or two of his stamp still dallied irresolute, the colonel

turned somewhat sharply to them :
" A\^as there any matter on which

you wished to see me, gentlemen ?" and, as there was none, they had to

go. Then R-ayner was alone Avith the colonel ; for Mr. Billings quickly

arose, and, with a significant glance at his commander, left the room
and closed the door.

Mrs. Rayner, gazing from her parlor windows, saw that all the

officers had come out except one,—her husband,—and with a moan of
misery she covered her face with her hands and sank upon the sofa.

With cheeks as white as her sister's, with eyes full of trouble and per-

plexity, but tearless, Nellie Travers stepped quickly into the room and
put a trembling white hand upon the other's shoulder

:

'^ Kate, it is no time for so bitter an estrangement as this. I have
done simply what our soldier father would have done had he been here.

I am fully aware of what it must cost me. I knew when I did it that

you would never again welcome me to your home. Once East again,

you and I can go our ways ; I won't burden you longer ; but is it not
better that you should tell me in what way your husband or you can
have been injured by w^hat I have done?"

Mrs. Rayner impatiently shook away the hand.
^^ I don't want to talk to you," w^as the blunt answer. " You have

carried out your threat and—ruined us : that's all."

" What can you mean ? Do you want me to think that because
Mr. Hayne's innocence may be established your husband w^as the guilty

man ? Certainly your manner leads to that inference ; though his does
not, by any means."

" I don't want to talk, I tell you. You've had your way,—done
your work. You'll see soon enough the hideous web of trouble you've
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entangled about my husband. Don't you dare say—don't you dare

think''—and now she rose with sudden fury—" that he was the—that

he lost the money ! But that's what all others will think.'^

" If that were true, Kate, there would be this diiference between
his trouble and Mr. Hayne's : Captain Rayner would have wife, wealth,

and friends to help him bear the cross ; Mr. Hayne has borne it five

long years unaided. I pray God the truth has been brought to light."

What fierce reply Mrs. Rayner might have given, who knows ?

but at that instant a quick step was heard on the piazza, the door opened
suddenly, and Captain Rayner entered with a rush. The pallor had
gone ; a light of eager, half-incredulous joy beamed from his eyes, he
threw his cap upon the floor, and his wife had risen and thrown her

arms about his neck.
" Have they found him ?" was her breathless question. " What has

happened ? You look so different.'^

" Found him ? Yes ; and he has told everything ?''

^^ Told—what?"
" Told that he and Gower were the men. They took it all."

'^ClanGy!—and Gower! The thieves, do you mean? Is that

—

is that what he confessed ?" she asked, in wild wonderment, in almost

stupefied amaze, releasing hini from her arms and stepping back, her

eyes searching his face.

^' Nothing else in the world, Kate. I don't understand it at all.

I'm all a-tremble yet. It clears Hayne utterly. It at least explains

how I was mistaken. But what—what could she have meant ?"

Mrs. Rayner stood like one in a dream, her eyes staring, her lips

quivering ; and Nellie, with throbbing pulses and clasping hands, looked

eagerly from husband to wife, as though beseeching some explanation.
" What did she mean ? What did she mean ? I say again," asked

Rayner, pressing his hand to his forehead and gazing fixedly at his wife.

A moment longer she stood there, as though a light—a long-hidden

truth—were slowly forcing itself upon her mind. Then, with impulsive

movement, she hurried through the dining-room, threw open the kitchen

door, and startled the domestics at their late breakfast.

" Ryan," she called to the soldier-servant who rose hastily from the

table, " go and tell Mrs. Clancy I want her instantly. Do you under-

stand ? Instantly !" And Ryan seized his forage-cap and vanished.

It was perhaps ten minutes before he returned. When he did so it

was apparent that ^Irs. Rayner had been crying copiously, and that

Miss Travers, too, was much affected. The captain was pacing the

room with nervous strides in mingled relief and agitation. All looked

up expectant as the soldier re-entered. He had the air of a man who
knew he bore tidings of vivid and mysterious interest, but he curbed

the excitement of his manner until it shone only through his snapping

eyes, saluted, and reported with professional gravity

:

" Mrs. Clancy's clean gone, sir."

"Gone where?"
" Nobody knows, sir. She's just lit out with her trunk and best

clothes some time last night."
" Gone to her husband in town, maybe ?"
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" No, sir. Clancy's all right : he was caught last evening, and

hadn't time to get more'n half drunk before they lodged him. Loo-
tenant Hayne got him, sir. They had him afore a justice of the peace

early this mornin<
" Yes, I know all that. What I want is Mrs. Clancy. What has

become of her ?''

" Faith, I don't know, sir, but the women in Sudsville they all say

she's run away, sir,—taken her money and gone. She's afraid of

Clancy's peaching on her."

"By heavens! the thing is clearing itself!" exclaimed Rayner to

his gasping and wild-eyed wife. " I must go to the colonel at once

with his news." And away he went.

And then again, as the orderly retired, and the sisters were left

alone, Nellie Travers with trembling iips asked the question,

—

" Have I done so much harm, after all, Kate ?"

" Oh, Nellie ! Nellie ! forgive me, for I have been nearly mad with

misery !" was Mrs. Rayner's answer, as she burst into a fresh paroxysm
of tears. " That—that woman has—has told me fearful lies."

There was a strange scene that day at Warrener when, towards noon,

two carriages drove out from town and, entering the east gate, rolled

over towards the guard-house. The soldiers clustered about the barrack

porches and stared at the occupants. In the first—a livery hack from
town—were two sheriff's officers, while cowering on the back seat, his hat

pulled down over his eyes, was poor old Clancy, to whom clung faithful

little Kate. In the rear carriage—Major Waldron's—were Mr. Hayne,
the major, and a civilian whom some of the men had no difficulty in

recognizing as the official charged with the administration of justice

towards offenders against the peace. Many of the soldiers strolled

slowly up the road, in hopes of hearing all about the arrest, and what
it meant, from straggling members of the guard. All knew it meant
something more than a mere " break" on the part of Clancy ; all felt

that it had some connection with the long-continued mystery that hung
about the name of Lieutenant Hayne. Then, too, it was being noised

abroad that Mrs. Clancy had " skipped" and between two suns had fled

for parts unknown. She could be overhauled by telegraph if she had
left on either of the night freights or gone down towards Denver by
the early morning passenger-train ; it would be easy enough to capture

her if she were " wanted," said the garrison ; but what did it mean
that Clancy was pursued by officers of the post and brought back
under charge of officers of the law ? He had had trouble enough, poor

fellow

!

The officer of the guard looked wonderingly at the carriages and
their occupants. He saluted Major Waldron as the latter stepped

briskly down.
" You will take charge of Clancy, Mr. Graham," said the major.

" His discharge will be recalled : at least it will not take effect to-day.

You will be interested in knowing that his voluntary confession fully

establishes Mr. Hayne's innocence of the charges on which he was
tried."

Mr. Graham's face turned all manner of colors. He glanced at

ToL. XXXIX.—53
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Hayne, who, still seated in the carriage, was as calmly indifferent to

him as ever : he was gazing across the wide parade at the w^indows in

officers' row. Little Kate's sobs as the soldiers were helping her

father from the carriage suddenly recalled his wandering thoughts. He
sprang to the ground, stepped quickly to the child, and put his arms
about her.

" Clancy, tell her to come with us. Mrs. Waldron will take loving

care of her, and she shall come to see you every day. The guard-house

is no place for her to follow you. Tell her so, man; and she will go
with us.—Come, Katie, child !'' And he bent tenderly over the sob-

bing little waif.
'^ Thank ye, sir. I know ye'll be good to her. Go with the

lootenant, Kate darlin'
;
go. Shure I'll be happier then."

And, trembling, he bent and kissed her wet cheeks. She threw her

arms around his neck and clung to him in an agony of grief. Gently
they strove to disengage her clasping arms, but she shrieked and strug-

gled, and poor old Clancy broke down. There were sturdy soldiers

standing by who turned their heads away to hide the unbidden tears,

and with a quiver in his kind voice the major interposed

:

" Let her stay awhile : it will be better for both. Don't put him in

the prison-room, Graham. Keep them by themselves for a while. We
will come for her by and by." And then, before them all, he held

forth his hand and gave Clancy's a cordial grasp

:

" Cheer up, man. You've taken the right step at last. You are a

free man to-day, even if you are a prisoner for the time being. Better

this a thousand times than what you were."

Hayne, too, spoke a few kind words in a low tone, and gave the old

soldier his hand at parting. Then the guard closed the door, and father

and daughter were left alone. As the groups around the guard-house

began to break up and move away, and the officers, re-entering the

carriages, drove over to head-quarters, a rollicking Irishman called to

the sergeant of the guard,

—

" Does he know the ould woman's skipped, sargent ? Shure you'd

better tell him. 'Twill cheer him, like."

But when, a few moments after, the news was imparted to Clancy,

the effect was electric and startling. With one bound and a savage cry

he sprang to the door. The sergeant threw himself upon him and

strove to hold him back, but was no match for the frenzied man. Deaf
to Kate's entreaties and the sergeant's commands, he hurled him aside,

leaped through the door-way, shot like a deer past the lolling guards-

men on the porch, and, turning sharply, went at the top of his speed

down the hill towards Sudsville before man could lay hand on him.

The sentry on Number One cocked his rifle and looked inquiringly at

the officer of the guard, who came running out. With a wild shriek

little Kate thrcAV herself upon the sentry, clasping his knees and im-

ploring him not to shoot. The lieutenant and the sergeant both shouted,
" Never mind ! Don't fire !" and w^ith others of the guard rushed in

pursuit. But, old and feeble as he was, poor Clancy kept the lead,

never swerving, never flagging, until he reached the door-way of his

abandoned cot ; this he burst in, threw himself upon his knees by the
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bedside, and dragged to light a little wooden chest that stood by an

open trap in the floor. One look sufficed : the mere fact that the trap

was open and the box exposed was enough. With a wild cry of rage,

despair, and baffled hatred, he clinched his hands above his head, rose to

his full height, and with a curse upon his white lips, with glaring eyes

and gasping breath, turned upon his pursuers as they came running

in, and hurled his fists at the foremost. " Let me follow her, I say

!

She's gone with it all,—his money ! Let me go !" he shrieked ; and

then his eyes turned stony, a gasp, a clutch at his throat, and, plunging

headlong, he fell upon his face at their feet.

Poor little Kate ! The old man was, indeed, free at last.

XVIII.

There had been a scene of somewhat dramatic nature at the colonel's

office but a short time before, and one that had fewer witnesses. Agi-

tated, nervous, and eventually astonished as Captain Rayner had been

when the colonel had revealed to him the nature of Clancy's confession,

he was far more excited and tremulous when he returned a second time.

The commanding officer had been sitting deep in thought. It was but

natural that a man should show great emotion on learning that the evi-

dence he had given, which had condemned a brother officer to years of

solitary punishment, was now disproved. It was to be expected that

Rayner should be tremulous and excited. He had been looking worse

and worse for a long time past ; and now that it was established that

he must have been mistaken in what he thought he saw and heard at

Battle Butte, it was to be expected that he should show the utmost con-

sternation and an immediate desire to make amends. He Jmd shown
great emotion ; he was white and rigid as the colonel told him Clancy
had made a full confession ; but the expression on his face when in-

formed that the man had admitted that he and Sergeant Gower were
the only ones guilty of the crime—that Clancy and Gower divided the

guilt as they had the money—was a puzzle to the colonel. Captain

Rayner seemed daft : it was a ' look of wild relief, half unbelief, half

delight, that shot across his haggard features. It was evident that he

had not heard at all what he expected. This was what puzzled the

colonel. He had been pondering over it ever since the captain's hurried

departure " to tell his wife."
" We—we had expected—made all preparations to take this after-

noon's train for the East," he stammered. " We are all torn up, all

ready to start, and the ladies ought to go ; but I cannot feel like going
in the face of this."

" There is no reason why you should not go, captain. I am told

Mrs. Rayner should leave at once. If need be, you can return from
Chicago. Everything will be attended to properly. Of course you
will know what to do towards Mr. Hayne. Indeed, I think it might
be best for you to go."

But Rayner seemed hardly listening ; and the colonel was not a
man to throw his words away.

" You might see Mrs. Rayner at once, and return by and by," he
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said ; and Rayner gladly escaped, and went home with the wonderful
news he had to tell his wife.

And now a second time he was back, and was urging upon the

commanding officer the necessity of telegraphing and capturing Mrs.
Clancy. In plain words he told the colonel he believed that she had
escaped with the greater part of the money. The colonel smiled

:

"That was attended to early this morning, captain. Hayne and
the major asked that she be secured, and the moment we found her

fled it confirmed their suspicions, and Billings sent despatches in every

direction. She can't get away ! She was his temptress, and I mean to

make her share all the punishment."
" Colonel," exclaimed Rayner, while beads of sweat stood out on

his forehead, " she is worse,—a thousand times worse ! The woman
is a fiend. She is the devil in petticoats—and ingenuity. My God !

sir, I have been in torment for weeks past,—my poor wife and I. I

have been criminally, cowardly weak ; but I did not know what to do,

—where to turn,—how to take it,—how to meet it. Let me tell you."

And now great tears were standing in his eyes and beginning to trickle

down his cheeks. He dashed them away. His lips were quivering,

and he strode nervously up and down the matted floor. " When you
refused to let Clancy re-enlist in the —th, two years after Battle Butte,

he came to me and told me a story. He, too, had declared, as I did,

that he had seen the money-packages in Hayne's hands ; and he said

the real reason he was kicked out of the —th was because the officers

and men took sides with Hayne and thought he had sworn his reputa-

tion away. He begged me not to ^ go back on him' as his own regi-

ment had, and I thought he was being persecuted because he told the

truth. God knows I fully believed Hayne guilty for more than three

years,—it is only within the last year or so I began to have doubts

;

and so I took Clancy into B Company and soon made Mrs. Clancy a

laundress. But she made trouble for us all, and there was something

uncanny about them. She kept throwing out mysterious hints I could

not understand when rumors of them reached me ; and at last came
the fire that burned them out, and then the stories of what Clancy

had said in his delirium ; and then she came to my wife and told her a

yarn that—she swore to its truth, and nearly drove Mrs. Rayner wild

with anxiety. She swore that when Clancy got to drinking he

imagined he had seen me take that money from Captain Hull's saddle-

bags and replace the sealed package : she said he was ready to swear

that he and Gower—the deserter—and two of our men, honorably

discharged now and living on ranches down in Nebraska, could all

swear—would all swear—to the same thing,—that I was the thief.

' Sure you know it couldn't be so, ma'am ; and yet he wants to go

and tell Mr. Hayne,' she would say :
' there's the four of 'em would

swear to it, though Grower's evidence would be no good ; but the two
men could hurt the captain.' Her ingenuity was devilish ; for one of

the men I had severely punished once in the Black Hills, and both

hated me and had sworn they would get even with me yet. God help

me, colonel ! seeing every day the growing conviction that Hayne was
innocent, that somebody else must be guilty, I thought, what if this
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man should^ in drunken gratitude to Hayne for saving his life, go to

hira and tell him this story, then back it up before the officials and

call in these two others ? I was weak, but it appalled me. I deter-

mined to get him out of the way of such a possibility. I got his dis-

charge, and meantime strove to prevent his drinking or going near

Hayne. She knew the real story he would tell. This was her devilish

plan to keep me on watch against him. I never dreamed the real

truth. She swore to me that three hundred dollars was all the money
they had. I believed that when he confessed it would be what she

declared. I never dreamed that Clancy and his confederate were the

thieves : I never believed the money was taken until after Hayne
received it. I saw how Hayne's guilt was believed in even in the face

of contradictory evidence before the court. What would be the ten-

dency if three men together were to swear against me, now that every-

body thought him wronged? I know very well what you will think

of my cowardice. I know you and your officers will say I should have
given him every chance,—should have courted investigation ; and I

meant to do so, but first I wanted to hear from those discharged men in

Nebraska. The whole scheme would have been exploded two months
ago had I not been a coward ; but night after night something kept

whispering to me, ' You have wrecked and ruined a friendless young
soldier's life. You shall be brought as low.^

^'

The colonel was, as he afterwards remarked, hardly equal to the

occasion. He had as much contempt for moral weakness in a soldier

as he had for physical cowardice ; but Rayner's almost abject recital of

his months of misery really left him nothing to say. Had the captain

sought to defend or justify any detail of his conduct, he would have
pounced on him like a panther. Twice the adjutant, sitting an absorbed

and silent listener, thought the chief on the verge of an outbreak ; but
it never came. For some minutes after Rayner ceased the colonel sat

steadily regarding him. At last he spoke :

^^ You have been so frank in your statement, captain, that I feel you
fully appreciate how such deplorable weakness must be regarded in an
officer. It is unnecessary for me to speak of that. The full partic-

ulars of Clancy's confession are not yet with me. Major Waldron has

it all in writing, and Mr. Billings has merely told me the general

features. Of course you shall have a copy of it in good time. As you
go East to-day and have your wife and household to think for, it may
be as well that you do not attempt to see Mr. Hayne before starting.

And this matter will not be discussed.''

And so it happened that when the Rayners drove to the station that

bright afternoon, and a throng of ladies and officers gathered to see

them off, some of the youngsters going with them into town to await
the coming of the train, Nellie Travers had been surrounded by chat-

tering friends of both sexes, constantly occu]>ied, and yet constantly

looking for the face of one who came not. . For an hour before their

departure every tongue in garrison that wagged at all—and few there

were that wagged not—was discoursing on the exciting events of the
morning,—Hayne's emancipation from the last vestige of suspicion,

Clancy's capture, confession, and tragic death, Mrs. Clancy's flight
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and probable future. At Rayner's, people spoke of these things very

guardedly, because every one saw that the captain was moved to the

depths of his nature. He was solemnity itself, and Mrs. Rayner
watched him with deep anxiety, fearful that he might be exposed to

some thoughtless or malicious questioning. Her surveillance was need-

less, however : even Ross made no allusion to the events of the morn-
ing, though he communicated to his fellows in the subsequent confi-

dences of the club-room that Midas looked as though he'd been pulled

through a series of knot-holes. ^' Looks more's though he were going
to his own funeral than on leave," he added.

As for Hayne, he had been closeted with the colonel and Major
Waldron for some time after his return,—a conference that was broken
in upon by the startling news of Clancy's death. Then he had joined

his friend the doctor at the hospital, and was still there, striving to

comfort little Kate, who could not be induced to leave her father's

rapidly stiffening form, when Mrs. Waldron re-entered the room.
Drawing the child to her side and folding her motherly arms about her,

she looked up in Hayne's pale face

:

" They are going in five minutes. Don't you mean to see her ?"

" Not there,—not under his roof or in that crowd. I will go to

the station."

" I must run over and say good-by in a moment,—when the car-

riage goes around. Shall—shall I say you will come ?"

There was a light in his blue eyes she was just beginning to notice

now as she studied his face. A smile flickered one instant about the

corners of his mouth, and then he held out his hand

:

" She knows by this time, Mrs. Waldron."
An hour later Mrs. Rayner was standing on the platform at the

station, Ross and others of her satellites hanging about her ; Captain

Rayner was talking in subdued tones with one or two of the senior

officers ; Miss Travers, looking feverishly pretty, was chatting busily

with Royce and Foster, though a close observer could have noted that

her dark eyes often sought the westward prairie over which wound the

road to the distant post. It was nearly train-time, and three or four

horsemen could be seen at various distances, while, far out towards the

fort, long skirmish-lines and fluttering guidons were sweeping over the

slopes in mimic war-array.
" I have missed all this," she said, pointing to the scene ;

" and I

do love it so that it seems hard to go just as all the real soldier life is

beginning."
" Goodness knows you've had oifers enough to keep you here,"

said Foster, with not the blithest laugh in the world. ^' Any girl who
will go East and marry a * cit' and leave six or seven penniless subs

sighing behind her, I have my opinion of: she's eminently level-

headed," he added, with rueful and unexpected candor.
" I have hopes of Miss Travers yet," boomed Royce, in his pon-

derous basso,—^' not personal hopes, Foster
;
you needn't feel for your

pistol,—but I believe that her heart is with the army, like the soldier's

daughter she is." And, audacious as was the speech and deserving of

instant rebuke, Mr. Royce was startled to see her reddening vividly.
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He would have plunged into hasty apology, but Foster plucked his

sleeve

:

" Look who's coming, you galoot ! She hasn't heard a word either

of us has said/'

And though Nellie Travers, noting the sudden silence, burst into

an immediate and utterly irrelevant lament over the loss of the Maltese

kitten,—which had not been seen all that day and was not to be found

when they came away,—it was useless. The effort was gallant, but the

flame in her cheeks betrayed her as, throwing his reins to the orderly

who followed him, Mr. Hayne dismounted at the platform and came
directly towards her. To Mrs. Rayner's unspeakable dismay, he walked
up to the trio, bowed low over the little gloved hand that was extended

in answer to the proffer of his own, and next she saw that Royce and
Foster had, as though by tacit consent, fallen back, and, coram publico,

Mr. Hayne was sole claimant of the regards of her baby sister. There
was but one comfort in the situation ; the train was in sight. Forget-

ful, reckless for the moment, of what was going on around her, she

stood gazing at the pair. No woman could fail to read the story ; no
woman could see his face, his eyes, his whole attitude and expression,

and not read therein that old, old story that grows sweeter with every

century of its life. That he should be inspired with sudden, vehement
love for her exquisite Nell was something she could readily understand

;

but what—what meant her downcast eyes, the flutter of color on her

soft and rounded cheek, the shy uplifting of the fringed lids from time

to time as though in response to eager question or appeal ? Heavens !

would that train never come ? The whistle was sounding in the distance,

but it would take ages to drag those heavy Pullmans up the grade from
the bridge where they had yet to stop. She could almost have darted

forward, seized her sister by the wrist, and whispered again the baleful

reminder that of late had had no mention between them,—" Thou art

another's ;" but in her distress her weak blue eyes sought her husband's

face. He saw it all, and shook his head. Then there was nothing to

be done.

As the train came rumbling finally into the station, she saw him
once more clasp her sister's hand ; then, with one long look into the

sweet face that was hidden from her jealous eyes, he raised his forage-

cap and stepped quickly back to where his horse was held. Her
husband hastened to her side :

'^ Kate, I must speak to him. I don't care how he may take it ; I
cannot go without it."

They all watched the tall captain as he strode across the platform.

Every man in uniform seemed to know instinctively that Rayner at last

was seeking to make open reparation for the bitter wrong he had done.

One or two strove to begin a general chat and affect an interest in some-
thing else, for Mrs. Rayner's benefit, but she, with trembling lips, stood

gazing after her husband and seemed to beg for silence. Then all

abandoned other occupation, and every man stood still and watched
them. Hayne had quickly swung into saddle, and had turned for one
more look, when he saw his captain with ashen face striding towards
him, and heard him call his name.
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" By Jove !'^ muttered Ross, " what command that fellow has over
himself !'' for, scrupulously observant of military etiquette, Mr. Hayne
on being addressed by his superior officer had instantly dismounted, and
now stood silently facing him. Even at the distance, there were some
who thought they could see his features twitching ; but his blue eyes

were calm and steady,—far clearer than they had been but a moment
agone when gazing good-by into the sweet face they worshipped. None
could hear what passed between them. The talk was very brief; but
Ross almost gasped with amaze, other officers looked at one another in

utter astonishment, and Mrs. Rayner fairly sobbed with excitement and
emotion, when Mr., Hayne was seen to hold forth his hand, and Rayner,
grasping it eagerly in both his own, shook it once, then strode hastily

away towards the rear of the train. His eyes were filled with tears he
could not repress and could not bear to show.

That evening, as the train wound steadily eastward into the shadows
of the night, and they looked out in farewell upon the slopes they had
last seen when a wintry gale swept fiercely over the frozen surface and
the shallow ravines were streaked with snow, Kate Rayner, after a long

talk with her husband, and abandoning her boy to the sole guardian-

ship of his nurse, settled herself by Nellie's side, and Nellie knew that

she either sought confidences or had them to impart. Something of

the old, quizzical look was playing about the corner of her pretty mouth
as her elder sister, with feminine indirectness, began her verbal skir-

mishing with the subject. It was some time before the question was
reached which led to her real objective

:

" Did he—did Mr. Hayne tell you much about Clancy ?"

" Not much. There was no time."
*' You had fully ten minutes, I'm sure. It seemed even longer.''

" Four by the clock, Kate."
" Well, four, then. He must have had something of greater in-

terest."

No answer. Cheeks reddening, though.
" Didn't he ?"—persistently.

" I will tell you what he told me of Clancy, Kate. Mrs. Clancy

had utterly deceived you as to what he had to tell, had she not?"
" Utterly." And now it was Mrs. Rayner's turn to color painfully.

" Mr. Hayne tells me that Clancy's confession really explained how
Captain Rayner was mistaken. It was not so much the captain's fault,

after all."

" So Mr. Hayne told him. You knew they—you saw Mr. Hayne
offer him his hand, didn't you ?"

" I did not see : I knew he would." More vivid color, and much
hesitation now.

^^ Knew he would ! Why, Nellie, what do you mean? He didn't

tell you that he was to see Captain Rayner. He couldn't have known."
^^ But I knew, Kate ; and I told him how the captain hacT suffered."

" But how could you know that he would shake hands with him ?"

'^ He promised me."
The silence was unbroken for a moment. Nellie Travers could

hear the beatino; of her own heart as she nestled closer to her sister and
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stole a hand into hers. Mrs. Kayner was trying hard to be dutiful,

stern, unbending, to keep her faith with the distant lover in the East,

whether Nell was true or no ; but she had been so humbled, so changed,

so shaken, by the events of the past few weeks, that she felt all her old

spirit of guardianship ebbing away. ^' Must I give you up, Nell ? and

must he, too ?—Mr. Van Antwerp ?'^

" He has not answered my last letter, Kate. It is nearly a week
since I have heard from him.'^

" What did you write, Nellie?''

" What I had done twice before,—that he ought to release me."
" And—is Clancy's the only confession you have heard to-day ?"

" The only one." A pause : then, '' I know what you mean,

Kate ; but he is not the man to—to offer his love to a girl he knows is

pledged to another."
" But if you were free, Nellie ? Tell me."
" I have no right to say, Kate ; but"—and two big tears were well-

ing up into her brave eyes, as she clasped her hands and stretched them
yearningly before her—" shall I tell you what I think a girl would
say if she were free and had won his love ?"

"What, Nellie?"
" She would say, ^ Ay.' No woman with a heart could leave a man

who has borne so much and come through it all so bravely."

Poor Mrs. Rayner ! Humbled and chastened as she was, what refuge

had she but tears, and then—prayer?

XIX.

Within the week succeeding the departure of the Rayners and Miss
Travers, Lieutenant Hayne's brother-in-law and his remarkably at-

tractive sister were with him in garrison and helping him fit up the

new quarters which the colonel had rather insisted on his moving into

and occupying, even though two unmarried subalterns had to move
out and make way for him. This they seemed rather delighted to do.

There was a prevailing sentiment at Warrener that nothing was too

good for Hayne nowadays ; and he took all this adulation so quietly

and modestly that there was difficulty in telling just how it affected

him. Towards those who had known him well in the days of his early

service he still maintained a dignity and reserve of manner that kept

them at some distance. To others, especially to the youngsters in the

—th as well as to those in the Riflers, he unbent entirely, and was
frank, unaffected, and warm-hearted. He seemed to bask in the sun-

shine of the respect and consideration accorded him on every side.

Yet no one could say he seemed happy. Courteous, grave far beyond
his years, silent and thoughtful, he impressed them all as a man who
had suffered too much ever again to be light-hearted. Then it was
more than believed he had fallen deeply in love with Nellie Travers

;

and that explained the rarity and sadness of his smile. To the women
he was a centre of intense and romantic interest. Mrs. Waldron was
an object of jealousy because of the priority of her claims to his re-

gard. Mrs. Hurley—the sweet sister who so strongly resembled him
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—was the recipient of universal attention from both sexes. Hayne
and the Hurleys, indeed, would have been invited to several places an
evening could they have accepted. And yet, with it all, Mr. Hayne
seemed at times greatly preoccupied. He had a great deal to think of.

To begin with, the widow Clancy had been captured in one of the

mining towns, where she had sought refuge, and brought back by the

civil authorities, nearly three thousand dollars in greenbacks having
been found in her possession. She had fought like a fury and proved
too much for the sheriff's posse when first arrested, and not until three

days after her incarceration was the entire amount brought to light.

There was no question what ought to be done with it. Clancy's con-

fession established the fact that, almost the entire amoimt was stolen

from Captain Hull nearly six years before, the night previous to his

tragic death at Battle Butte. Mrs. Clancy at first had furiously de-

clared it all a lie ; but Waldron's and Billings's precaution in having
Clancy's entire story taken down by a notary public and sworn to

before him eventually broke her down. She made her miserable,

whining admissions to the sheriff's officers in town,—the colonel would
not have her on the post even as a prisoner,—and there she was still

held, awaiting further disclosures, while little Kate was lovingly cared

for at Mrs. Waldron's. Poor old Clancy was buried and on the way
to be forgotten.

What proved the hardest problem for the garrison to solve was the

fact that, while Mr. Hayne kept several of his old associates at a dis-

tance, he had openly offered his hand to Rayner. This was something

the Riflers could not account for. The intensity of his feeling at the time

of the court-martial none could forget : the vehemence of his denuncia-

tion of the captain was still fresh in the memory of those who heard it.

Then there were all those years in which Rayner had continued to crowd
him to the wall ; and finally there was the almost tragic episode of

Buxton's midnight visitation, in which Rayner, willingly or not, had
been in attendance. Was it not odd that in the face of all these con-

siderations the first man to whom Mr. Hayne should have offered his

hand was Captain Rayner? Odd indeed ! But then only one or two
were made acquainted with the full particulars of Clancy's con-

fession, and none had heard Nellie Travers's request. Touched as he

was by the sight of Rayner's haggard and trouble-worn face, relieved

as he was by Clancy's revelation of the web that had been woven to

cover the tracks of the thieves and ensnare the feet of the pursuers,

Hayne could not have found it possible to offer his hand ; but when
he bent over the tiny glove and looked into her soft and brimming
eyes at the moment of their parting he could not say no to the one

thing she asked of him : it was that if Rayner came to say, " Forgive

me," before they left, he would not repel him.

There was one man in garrison whom Hayne cut entirely, and for

whom no one felt the faintest sympathy ; and that, of course, was
Buxton. With Rayner gone, he hardly had an associate, though the

esjyrit de corps of the —th prompted the cavalry officers to be civil to

him when he appeared at the billiard-room. As Mr. Hurley was fond

of the game, an element of awkwardness was manifest the first time
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the young officers appeared with their engineer friend. Hayne had not

set foot in such a place for five years, and quietly declined all invita-

tions to take a cue again. It was remembered of him that he played

the prettiest game of French caroms of all the officers at the station

when he joined the Riflers as a boy. Hurley could only stay a very

short time, and the subalterns were doing their best to make it lively

for him. Some, indeed, showed strong inclination to devote themselves

to Mrs. Hurley ; but she was too busy with her brother's household

affairs to detect their projects. Hurley had turned very red and
glared at Buxton the first time the two met at the club-room, but the

bulky captain speedily found cover under which to retire, and never

again showed himself in general society until the engineer with the

scientific attainments as a boxer as well as road-builder was safely out

of the post.

And yet there came a day very soon when Mr. Hayne wished that

he could go to Buxton's quarters. He had in no wise changed his

opinion of the man himself, but the Rayners had not been gone a fort-

night before Mrs. Buxton began to tell the ladies of the charming letters

she was receiving from Mrs. Rayner,—all about their travels. There
were many things he longed to know, yet could not ask.

There came to him a long and sorrowful letter from the captain

himself, but, beyond a few matters relating to the company and the

transfer of its property, it was all given up to a recapitulation of the

troubles of the past few years and to renewed expressions of his deep

regret. Of the ladies he made but casual mention. They were jour-

neying down the Mississippi on one of its big steamers when he wrote,

and Mrs. Rayner was able to enjoy the novelties of the trip, and was
getting better, but still required careful nursing. Miss Travers was
devoted to her. They would go to New Orleans, then possibly by sea

around to New York, arriving there about the 5th of June : that, how-
ever, was undecided. He closed by asking Hayne to remind Major
Waldron that his copy of Clancy's confession had not yet reached him,

and he was anxious to see it in full.

" The one thing lacking to complete the chain is Gower," said the

major, as he looked up over his spectacles. '^ It would be difficult to

tell what became of him. We get tidings of most of the deserters who
were as prominent among the men as he appears to have been ; but I

have made inquiry, and so has the colonel, and not a word has ever been

heard of him since the night he appeared before Mrs. Clancy and handed
over the money to her. He was a strange character, from all accounts,

and must have had some conscience, after all. Do you remember him
at all, Hayne?"

" I remember him well. We made the march from the Big Horn
over to Battle Butte together, and he was a soldier one could not help

remarking. Of course I never had anything to say to him ; but we
heard he was an expert gambler when the troop was over there at

Miners' Delight."

"Of course his testimony isn't necessary. Clancy and his wife be-

tween them have cleared you, after burying you alive five years. But
nothing but his story could explain his singular conduct,—planning the
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whole robbery, executing it with all the skill of a professional jail-bird,

deserting and covering several hundred miles with his plunder, then

daring to go to the old fort, find Mrs. Clancy, and surrender every

cent, the moment he heard of your trial. What a fiend that woman
was ! No wonder she drove Clancy to drink !"

" Will you send copies of her admission with Clancy's affidavits ?''

asked Hayne.
'^ Here they are in full," answered the major. " The colonel talks

of having them printed and strewn broadcast as warnings against ^ snap
judgment' and too confident testimony in future."

Divested of the legal encumbrances with which such documents are

usually weighted, Clancy's story ran substantially as follows :

" I was sergeant in K troop, and Gower was in F. We had been

stationed together six months or so when ordered out on the Indian

campaign that summer. I was dead-broke. All my money was gone,

and my wife kept bothering me for more. I owed a lot of money
around head-quarters, too, and Gower knew it, and sometimes asked

me what I was going to do when we got back from the campaign. We
were not good friends, him and I. There was money dealings between us,

and then there was talk about Mrs. Clancy fancying him too much. The
paymaster came up with a strong escort and paid off the boys late in

October, just as the expedition was breaking up and going for home,
and all the officers and men got four months' pay. There was Lieu-

tenant Crane and twenty men of F troop out on a scout, but the lieu-

tenant had left his pay-rolls with Captain Hull, and the men had all

signed before they started, and so the captain he drew it all for them
and put each man's money in an envelope marked with his name, and
the lieutenant's too, and then crowded it all into some bigger envelopes.

I was there where I could see it all, and Gower was watching him close.

' It's a big pile the captain's got,' says he. ' I'd like to be a road-agent

and nab him.' When I told him it couldn't be over eleven hundred
dollars, he says, ^ That's only part. He has his own pay, and six hun-
dred dollars company fund, and a wad of greenbacks he's been carryin'

around all summer. It's nigh on to four thousand dollars he's got in his

saddle-bags this day.'
^' And that night, instead of Lieutenant Crane's coming back, he

sent word he had found the trail of a big band of Indians, and the

whole crowd went in pursuit. There was four companies of infantry,

under Captain Eayner, and F and K troops,—what was left of them,

—

that were ordered to stay by the wagons and bring them safely down
;

and we started with them over towards Battle Butte, keeping south of

the way the regiment had gone to follow Mr. Crane. And the very

next day Captain Rayner got orders to bring his battalion to the river

and get on the boat, while the wagons kept on down the bank with us

to guard them. And Mr. Hayne was acting quartermaster, and he

stayed with us ; and him and Captain Hull was together a good deal.

There was some trouble, we heard, because Captain Rayner thought

another officer should have been made quartermaster and Mr. Hayne
should have stayed with his company, and they had some words ; but

Captain Hull gave Mr. Hayne a horse and seemed to keep him with
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him ; and that night, in sight of Battle Butte, the steamboat was out of

sight aliead when we went into camp, and I was sergeant of the guard

and had my fire near the captain^s tent, and twice in the evening

Gower came to me and said now was the time to lay hands on the

money and skip. At last he says to me, * You are flat-broke, and
they^ll all be down on you when you get back to the post. No man in

America wants five hundred dollars more than you do. 1^11 give you
five hundred in one hour from now if you'll get the captain out of

his tent for half an hour.' Almost everybody was asleep then ; the

captain was, and so was Mr. Hayne, and he went on to tell me how he

could do it. He'd been watching the captain. It made such a big

bundle, did the money, in all the separate envelopes that he had done it

all up different,—made a memorandum of the amount due each man,
and packed the greenbacks all together in one solid pile,—his own
money, the lieutenant's, and the men's,—done it up in paper and tied it

firmly and put big blotches of green sealing-wax on it and sealed them
with the seal on his watch-chain. Says Gower, ^ You get the captain

out, as I tell you, and I'll slip right in, get the money, stuff some other

paper with a few ones and twos in the package ; his seal, his watch, and
everything is there in the saddle-bags under his head, and I can reseal

and replace it in five minutes, and he'll never suspect the loss until the

command all gets together again next week. By that time I'll be three

hundred miles away. Everybody will say 'twas Gower that robbed

him, and you with your five hundred will never be suspected.' I asked

him how could he expect the captain to go and leave so much money
in his bags with no one to guard it ; and he said he'd bet on it if I did

it right. The captain had had no luck tracking Indians that summer,
and the regiment was laughing at him. He knew they were scatter-

ing every which way now, and was eager to strike them. All I had to

do was to creep in excited-like, wake him up sudden, and tell him I was
sure I had heard an Indian drum and their scalp-dance song out beyond
the pickets,—that they were over towards Battle Butte, and he could

hear them if he would come out on the river-bank. ^ He'd go quick,'

says Gower, ^ and think of nothing.'

"And— [ wouldn't believe it, but he did. He sprang up and went
right out wii-h me, just flinging his overcoat round him ; and he never

seemed to want to come in. The w^nd was blowing soft-like from the

southeast, and he stood there straining his ears trying to hear the sounds

I told him of; but at last he gave it up, and we went back to camp, and
he took his lantern and looked in his saddle-bags, and I shook for fear

;

but he seemed to find everything all right, and in the next ten minutes
he was asleep, and Gower came and whispered to me, and I went with
him, and he gave me five hundred dollars, in twenties. ^ Now you're

bound,' says he ;
' keep the sentries off while I get my horse.' And

that's the last I ever saw of him. Then a strange thing happened.
'Twas hardly daylight when a courier came galloping up, and I called

the captain, and he read the despatch, and says he, ^ By heaven, Clancy,

you were right after all. There are Indians over there. Why didn't I

trust your ears ? Call up the whole command. The Riflers have treed

them at Battle Butte, and Captain Rayner has gone with his battalion.
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We are to escort the wagons to where the boat lies beyond the bend, and
then push over with all the horsemen we can take/ It was after day-

light when we got started, but we almost ran the wagons 'cross country

to the boat, and there Captain Hull took F troop and what there was
of his own, leaving only ten men back with the wagons ; and not till

then was Gower missed ; but all were in such a hurry to get to the

Indians that no one paid attention. Mr. Hayne he begged the captain

to let him go too : so the train was left with the wagon-master and the

captain of the boat, and away we went. You know all about the fight,

and how 'twas Mr. Hayne the captain called to and gave his watch and
the two packages of money when he was ordered to charge. I was right

by his side ; and I swore—God forgive me !—that through the crack

and tear in the paper I could see the layers of greenbacks, when I knew
'twas only some ones and twos Gower had slipped in to make it look

right ; and Captain Rayner stood there and saw the packet, too, and
Sergeant Walslie and Bugler White ; but them two were killed with

him : so that 'twas only Captain Rayner and I was left as witnesses,

and never till we got to Laramie after the campaign did the trouble

come. I never dreamed of anything ever coming of it but that every

one would say Gower stole the money and deserted ; but when the

captain turned the packages over to Mr. Hayne, and then got killed,

and Mr. Hayne carried the packages, with the watch, seal, saddle-bags,

and all, in to Cheyenne, and never opened them till he got there,—two
weeks after, when we were all scattered,—then they turned on him, his

own officers did, and said he stole it and gambled or sent it away in

Cheyenne.
'' I had lost much of my money then, and Mrs. Clancy got the

rest, and it made me crazy to think of that poor young gentleman

accused of it all ; but I was in for it, and knew it meant prison for

years for me, and perhaps they couldn't prove it on him. I got to

drinking then, and told Captain Rayner that the —th was down on me
for swearing away the young officer's character ; and then he took me to

Company B when the colonel wouldn't have me any more in the —th

;

and one night when Mrs. Clancy had been raising my hair and I want^
money to drink and she'd give me none, little Kate told me her mother

had lots of money in a box, and that Sergeant Gower had come and

given it to her while they were getting settled in the new post after the

Battle Butte campaign, and he had made her promise to give it to me
the moment I got back,—that somebody was in trouble, and that I must
save him ; and I believed Kate, and charged Mrs. Clancy with it, and
she beat me and Kate, and swore it was all a lie ; and I never could

get the money. And at last came the fire ; and it was the lieutenant

that saved my life and Kate's, and brought back to her all that pile of

money through the flames. It broke my heart then, and I vowed I'd go

and tell him the truth ; but they wouldn't let me. She told me the

captain said he would kill me if I blabbed, and she would kill Kate.

I didn't dare, until they told me my discharge had come ; and then I

was glad when the lieutenant and the major caught me in town. When
they promised to take care of little Kate I didn't care what happened

to me. The money Mrs. Clancy has—except perhaps two hundred
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dollars—all belongs to Lieutenant Hayne, since he paid off every cent

that was stolen from Captain Hull.''

Supplemented by Mrs. Clancy's rueful and incoherent admissions,

Clancy's story did its work. Mrs. Clancy could not long persist in her

various denials after her husband's confession was brought to her ears,

and she was totally unable to account satisfactorily for the possession

of so much money. Little Kate had been too young to grasp the full

meaning of what Gower said to her mother in that hurried interview

;

but her reiterated statements that he came late at night, before the regi-

ment got home, and knocked at the door until he waked them up, and
her mother cried when he came in, he looked so different, and had
spectacles, and a patch on his cheek, and ranch clothes, and he only

stayed a little while, and told her mother he must go back to the moun-
tains, the police were on his track,—she knew now he spoke of having

deserted,—and he gave her mother lots of money, for she opened and
counted it afterwards and told her it must all go to papa to get some
one out of trouble,—all were so clear and circumstantial that at last

the hardened woman began to break down and make reluctant ad-

missions. When an astute sheriff's officer finally told her that he knew
where he could lay hands on Sergeant Gower, she surrendered utterly.

So long as he was out of the way,—could not be found,—she held out

;

but the prospect of dragging into prison with her the man who had
spurned her in years gone by and was proof against her fascinations

was too alluring. She told all she could at his expense. He had
ridden eastward after his desertion, and, making his way down the Mis-
souri, had stopped at Yankton and gone thence to Kansas City, spend-

ing much of his money. He had reached Denver with the rest, and
there—she knew not how—had made or received more, when he heard

of the fact that Captain Hull had turned over his property to Lieu-

tenant Hayne just before he was killed, and that the lieutenant was now
to be tried for failing to account for it. He brought her enough to

cover all he had taken, but—here she lied—strove to persuade her to go
to San Francisco with him. She promised to think of it if he would
leave the money,—which he did, swearing he would come for her and
it. That was why she dared not tell Mike when he got home. He
was so jealous of her.

To this part of her statement Mrs. Clancy stoutly adhered; but
the officers believed Kate.

One other thing she told. Kate had declared he wore a heavy
patch on his right cheek and temple. Yes, Mrs. Clancy remembered
it. Some scoundrels had sought to rob him in Denver. He had to

fight for life and money both, and his share of the honors of the fray

was a deep and clean cut extending across the cheek-bone and up above
the right ear.

As these family revelations were told throughout the garrison and
comment of every kind was made thereon, there is reason for the be-

lief that Mrs. Buxton found no difficulty in filling her letters with
particulars of deep interest to her readers, who by this time had carried

out the programme indicated by Captain Rayner. Mid-June had come

;

the ladies, apparently benefited by the sea-voyage, had landed in New
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York and were speedily driven to their old quarters at the Westminster

;

and while the captain went to head-quarters of the department to re-

port his arrival on leave and get his letters, a card was sent up to Miss
Travers which she read with cheeks that slightly paled :

" He is here, Kate/^
" Nellie, you—you won't throw him over, after all he has done and

borne for you ?''

" I shall keep my promise," was the answer.

XX.

"And so she's really going to marry Mr. Van Antwerp," said

Mrs. Buxton to Mrs. Waldron a few days later in the month of sun-

shine and roses.

" I did not think it possible when she left/' was the reply. " Why
do you say so now ?"

" Oh, Mrs. Rayner writes that the captain had to go to Washing-
ton on some important family matters, and that she and Nellie were at

the sea-shore again, and Mr. Van Antwerp was with them from morn-
ing till night. He looked so worn and haggard, she said, that Nellie

could not but take pity on him. Heavens ! think of having five

hundred thousand dollars sighing its life away for you !—especially

when he's handsome. Mrs. Rayner made me promise to send it right

back, because he would never give her one before, but she sent his

picture. It's splendid. AYait, and I'll show you." And Mrs. Bux-
ton darted into the house.

When she reappeared, three or four young cavalrymen were at the

gate, chatting with Mrs. Waldron, and the picture was passed from
hand to hand, exciting varied comment. It was a simple carte de visiter

of the style once spoken of as vignette,—only the head and shoulders

being visible,—but it was the picture of a strong, clear-cut face, with

thick, wavy black hair just tingeing with gray, a drooping moustache,

and long English whiskers. The eyes were heavy-browed, and, though
partially shaded by the gold-rimmed pince-nez, were piercing and fine.

Mr. Van Antwerp was unquestionably a fine-looking man.
" Here comes Hayne," said Royce. " Show it to him. He likes

pictures ; though I wouldn't like this one if I were in his place."

Mr. Hayne stopped in some surprise when hailed, greeted Mrs.
Waldron warmly, and bowed courteously to Mrs. Buxton, who was
watching him narrowly.

" Want to see a picture of the man you ought to go and perforate ?"

asked Webster, with that lofty indifference which youngsters have to

the ravages of the tender passion on subjects other than themselves.
" To whom do you refer ?" asked Hayne, smiling gravely, and

little imagining what was in store for him.
" This," said Webster, holding out the card. Hayne took it, gave

one glance, started, seized it with both hands, studied it eagerly, while

his own face rapidly paled, then looked up with quick, searching eyes.

"Who is this?" he asked.
" The man who's engaged to Miss Travers,—Mr. Van Antwerp."
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"This

—

this—Mr. Van Antwerp!" exclaimed Hayne^ his face

white as a sheet. " Here, take it, Koyce !" And in an instant he

had turned and gone.
" AVell, I'll be hanged if I knew he was that hard hit," drawled

Webster. " Did you, Eoyce ?"

But Royce did not answer.

A gorgeous moonlight is bathing the Jersey coast in sparkling

silver. The tumbling billows come thundering in to the shining

strand, and sending their hissing, seething, whirling waters, all shim-

mer and radiance, to the very feet of the groups of spectators. There

are hundreds of people scattered here and there along the shingle, and
among the groups a pale-faced young man in tweed travelling-suit has

made his way to a point where he can command a view of all the

passers-by. It is nearly eleven o'clock before they begin to break up
and seek the broad corridors of the brilliantly-lighted hotel. A great

military band of nearly forty pieces is playing superbly at intervals,

and every now and then, as some stirring martial strains come thrilling

through the air, a young girl in a group near at hand beats time with

her pretty foot and seems to quiver Avith the influence of the soldier

melodies. A tall, dark-eyed, dark-haired man bends devotedly over

her, but he, too, seems to rise to his full height at times, and there is

something in the carriage and mien that tells that soldier songs have
thrilled his veins ere now. And this man the young traveller in gray

watches as though his eyes were fascinated. Standing in the shade of

a little summer-house, he never ceases his scrutiny of the group.

At last the musicians go, and the people follow. The sands are

soon deserted ; the great piazzas are emptied of their promenaders ; the

halls and corridors are still patronized by the few belated chaperons

and their giddy charges. The music-loving girl has gone aloft to her

room, and her aunt, the third member of the group that so chained the

attention of the young man in gray, lingers for a moment to exchange
a few words with their cavalier. He seems in need of consolation.

" Don't be so down-hearted, Mr. Van Antwerp. It is very early in

the summer, and you have the Avhole season before you."
" No, Mrs. E-ayner : it is very different from last year. I cannot

explain it, but I know there has been a change. I feel as—as I used

to in my old, wild days when a change of luck was coming. It's like

the gambler's superstition ; but I cannot shake it off. Something told

me she was lost to me when you boarded that Pacific Express last Feb-
ruary. I was a fool ever to have let her go."

^'' Is she still so determined ?"

" I cannot shake her resolution. She says that at the end of the

year's time originally agreed upon she will keep her promise ; but she
will listen to no earlier marriage. I have about given up all hope.

Something again—that fearful something I cannot shake off—tells me
that my only chance lay in getting her to go with me this month. Once
abroad with her, I could make her happy ; but "

He breaks off irresolutely, looking about him in the strange, hunted
manner she has noted once or twice already.

Vol. XXXIX.—54
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" Yon are all unstrung, Mr. Van Antwerp. Why not go to bed
and try and sleep? You will be so much brighter to-morrow."

" I cannot sleep. But don't let me keep you. I'll go out and smoke
a cigar. Good-night, Mrs. Rayner. Whatever comes of it all, I shall

not forget your kindness."

So he turns away, and she still stands at the foot of the staircase,

watching him uneasily. He has aged greatly in the past few months.
She is shocked to see how gray, how fitful, nervous, irritable, he has

become. As he moves towards the door-way, she notes how thin his

cheek has grown, and-Avonders at the irresolution in his movements
when he reaches the broad piazza. He stands there an instant, the

massive door-way forming a frame for a picture en silhouette, his tall

spare figure thrown black upon the silver sea beyond. He looks up and
down the now-deserted galleries, fumbles in his pockets for his cigar-case,

bites off with nervous clip the end of a huge ^' Regalia," strikes a light,

and before the flame is half applied to his weed throws it away, then

turns sharply and strides out of sight towards the office.

Another instant, and, as though in pursuit, a second figure, erect,

soldierly, with quick and bounding step strides across the glittering

moon-streak, and Mrs. Ravner's heart stands still.

Only for an instant, though. She has seen and recognized Lawrence
Hayne. Concealed from them he is following Mr. Van Antwerp, and
there can be but one purpose in his coming here,—Nellie. But what
can he want with her—her rightful lover? She springs from the lower

step on which she has been standing, runs across the tessellated floor,

and stops short in the door-way, gazing after the two figures. She is

startled to find them close at hand,—one. Van Antwerp, close to the

railing, facing towards her, his features ghastly in the moonlight, his

left hand resting, and supporting him, on one of the tall wooden pil-

lars ; the other, Hayne, with white clinching fists, advancing upon
him. Above the low boom and roar of the surf she distinctly hears the

clear tenor ring of his voice in the tone of command she last heard

under the shadow of the Rockies, two thousand miles away :

" Halt !"

No wonder a gentleman in civil life looks amazed at so peremptory

a summons from a total stranger. In his high indignation will he not

strike the impertinent subaltern to earth ? As a well-bred woman, it

occurs to her that she ought to rush out and avert hostilities by in-

troducing them, or something ; but she has no time to act. The next

words simply take her breath away :

"Sergeant Gower, I arrest you as a deserter and thief! You de-

serted from F troop, —th Cavalry, at Battle Butte !"

She sees the fearful gleam on the dark man's face ; there is a sudden

spring, a clinch, a straining to and fro of two forms,—one tall, black,

snaky, the other light, lithe, agile, and trained ; muttered curse, panting

breath, and then, sure as fate, the taller man is being borne backward
against the rail. She sees the dark arm suddenly relax its grasp of the

gray form and disappear an instant. Then, there it comes again, and
with it a gleam of steel. With one shriek of warning and terror she

springs tow^ards them,—just in time. Hayne glances up, catches the
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lifted wrist, hurls his whole weight upon the tottering figure, and over

goes the Knickerbocker prone upon the floor. Hayne turns one in-

stant ;
^^ Go in-doors, Mrs. Rayner. This is no place for you. Leave

him to me.''

And in that instant, before either can prevent, Steven Van Antwerp,

alias Gower, springs to his feet, leaps over the balcony rail, and disap-

pears in the depths below. It is a descent of not more than ten feet to

the sands beyond the dark passage that underlies the piazza, but he has

gone down into the passage itself. When Mr. Hayne, running down
the steps, gains his way to the space beneath the piazza, no trace of the

fugitive can he find.

Nor does Mr. Van Antwerp appear at breakfast on the following

morning, nor again to any person known to this story. An officer of

the —th Cavalry, spending a portion of the following winter in Paris,

writes that he met him face to face one day in the galleries of the Louvre.

Being in civilian costume, of course, and much changed in appearance

since he was a youth in the straps of a second lieutenant, it was possible

for him to take a good long look at the man he had not seen since he

wore the chevrons of a dashing sergeant in the Battle Butte campaign.

"He has grown almost white,'' wrote the lieutenant, "and I'm told he

has abandoned his business in New York and never will return to the

United States."

Hayner, too, has grown gray. A telegram from his wife sum-
moned him to the sea-side from Washington the day after this strange

adventure of hers. He found her somewhat prostrate, his sister-in-

law very pale and quiet, and the clerks of the hotel unable to account

for the disappearance of Mr. Van Antwerp. Lieutenant Hayne, they

said, had told them he received news which compelled him to go back
to New York at once ; but the gentleman's traps were all in his room.

Mr. Hayne, too, had gone to New York ; and thither the captain

followed. A letter came to him at the Westminster which he read and
handed in silence to Hayne. It was as follows

:

" By the time this reaches you I shall be beyond reach of the law
and on my way to Europe to spend what may be left of my days. I

hope they may be few ; for the punishment that has fallen upon me is

more than I can bear, though no more than I deserve. You have heard

that my college days were wild, and that after repeated warnings my
father drove me from home, sending me to Wyoming to embark in the

cattle-business. I preferred gambling, and lost what he gave me. There
was nothing then left but to enlist ; and I joined the —th. Mother
still believed me in or near Denver, and wrote regularly there. The
life was horrible to me after the luxury and lack of restraint I had
enjoyed, and I meant to desert. Chance threw in my way that tempta-

tion. I robbed poor Hull the night before he was killed, repacked the

paper so that eV'Cn the torn edges would show the greenbacks, resealed

it,—all just as I have had to hear through her pure and sacred lips it

was finally told and her lover saved.
" God knows I was shocked when I heard in Denver he was to be

tried for the crime. I hastened to Cheyenne, not daring to show my-
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self to him or any one, and restored every cent of the money, placing

it in Mrs. Clancy's hands, as I dared not stay ; but I had hoped to

give it to Clancy, who had not arrived. The police knew me, and I

had to go. I gave every cent I had, and walked back to Denver, then

got word to mother of my fearful danger ; and, though she never knew
I was a deserter, she sent me money, and I came East and went
abroad. Then my whole life changed. I was appalled to think how
low I had fallen. I shunned companionship, studied, did well at

Heidelberg ; father forgave me, and died ; but God has not forgiven,

and at the moment when I thought my life redeemed this retribution

overtakes me.
" If I may ask anything, it is that mother may never know the

truth. I will tell her that Nellie could not love me, and I could not

bear to stay.''

Some few weeks later that summer Miss Travers stood by the same
balcony rail, with an open letter in her hand. There was a soft flush

on her pretty, peachy cheek, and a far-away look in her sweet blue

eyes.

" What news from Warrener, Nellie ?" asked Mrs. Rayner.
" Fluffy has reappeared."

"Indeed! Where?"
" At Mr. Hayne's. He writes that as he returned, the moment he

entered the hall she came running up to him, arching her back and
purring her delight and welcoming him just as though she belonged

there now ; and "

"And what, Nellie?"
" He says he means to keep her until I come to claim her."

THE END.
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SOME EXPERIENCES OF A REPORTER.

" That ill-used body of men who transcribe knowledge at the rate of a penny

a line."

—

Thackeray : The Irish Sketch-Book.

IN Mr. Julius Chambers's novel " On a Margin'' there is an amusing

conversation between a hatter and a newspaper-man. It begins

with an attempt on the hatter's part to " interview" the newspaper-man

upon the mysteries of his craft, its methods, advantages, and disadvan-

tages, and its emoluments. It ends with the newspaper-man's turning

an overwhelming tide of talk upon the subject of hats.

Every newspaper-man has had his hatter vis-a-vis, and a deadly bore

he is. This article is for the benefit of the hatters.

All newspaper-men—the expression journalist is taboo in the trade

—are divided by one of the most successful of the six morning daily

publishers of Philadelphia into two parts,
—" dam editors and drunken

reporters."

I remember some three years and a half back sitting in the Kound-

about Club (a pleasant coterie which used to meet in an English chop-

house on Thirtieth Street, New York, and which has since followed its

predecessors of the Mermaid Tavern and the Kit-Cat Club upon the

way of all pleasant coteries) and asking the experienced literatus who
sat opposite me, "My dear boy, what are they like?—cabmen?" His

answer was such that about a week later I stood for the first time one

of " they" before the desk of the city editor of the New York Star, at

that time the nursery of young and the hospital of old reporters. His

manner was so disagreeably different from that of the pleasant gentle-

man with whom I had taken service immediately after my conversation

in the Roundabout Club that I made quite certain of his having heard

something against me in the interim. I was mistaken. I had merely

struck journalism in one of its great crises.

" Mr. ," said the disagreeably different being, with an awful

frown, "report immediately to Mr. Cohen, at police head-quarters.

There is a big fire in East Fourth Street."

" Ah," I said, " Mr. Cohen, I presume, is a police official ?"

The copy-readers about the city room averted their heads from the

sight of the catastrophe which they felt sure would follow this fearful

display of ignorance.

" No, sir," snapped the city editor :
" Mr. Cohen is our police

reporter."
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I hurled myself up the steps of the elevated railroad, and in three

minutes was off.

In that queer foreign quarter of the east side, where through square

on square and street on street you may go and hear no English tongue,

I suppose the memory of that awful night on which I was thus pitch-

forked into journalism lingers yet. I am sure it does with me. Sixteen

little flaxen-haired Bohemian girls were carried dead out of the choked

stairway in the school of the Redemptorist Fathers, and the wailing of

the women in that grimy, dreary east-side police-station I can hear yet.

Equally plain is the memory of the quips and jokes of the five men

detailed by the Star to report the calamity, as they gathered in the

musty, damp old newspaper-building opposite police head-quarters to

compare notes and receive their allotment of writing from Cohen. They

were not heartless or brutal men. I suppose that if a purse had been

made up among the witnesses of the fire for the dead children's burial

their contribution would have been ridiculously disproportionate to

their means. They were simply glad, nervously glad, over the com-

pletion of a difficult and essentially straining piece of work.

T had three-quarters of a column in the paper next morning un-

touched by the copy-reader. I may say, for the benefit of young men

who are sick of the law, as I was, or of the counter, or of any one of

the divers callings to the drudges in which newspaper life looks alluring,

that they will not get their first three-quarters of a column into the

paper intact unless they have had, as I had, considerable previous ex-

perience in narrative writing and a kindly coach like Cohen.

Just now I spoke of a straining piece of work. There was a merry

jest going the rounds of the newspapers at the time of President Cleve-

land's droll elopement to Deer Park, to the effect that one of the re-

porters who followed him there fainted upon his arrival, of hunger.

This was half true. One of the reporters did faint, but it was not of

hunger, but of nervous exhaustion ; and so I may fairly single out that

expedition as an example of a straining piece of work. Its difficulties

were imposed by the Buffalonian mauvaise honte of Mr. Cleveland. He
acted like an elderly countryman who has concealed his engagement,

as he did, gone through a secret marriage, and then fled with his young

bride in order to avoid the " shivaree" which in the place of Mr. Cleve-

land's nativity and breeding, or absence thereof, doubtless signalizes

such unions. On this account I was detailed to go from here to Balti-

more on the morning of the wedding and look into a story that the

honeymoon was to begin there. These orders were issued on the mid-

night before they took effect. I had, of course, put in my regular day

since one o'clock in the afternoon. It would have been good sense to
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go straight home to bed to prepare for an early start, but it would

not have been " good journalism." Good journalism's hygienic prin-

ciple consists in breaking yourself down and then mending yourself

up. I got home about my usual time, say three o'clock in the morn-

ing, started out at eight, hunted Baltimore all day, and, in answer to a

despatch from the Washington bureau-chief of my paper, reported at

the capital at six in the evening. There I got orders to follow the

bridal party after the wedding. It was supposed that they were going

to Deer Park, and about as much as known that they were going some-

where by the Baltimore and Ohio Railway. If they took that line,

there were at least three junctions between the capital and the Park

whence they might slip off to parts unknown. I went to dinner. For

the first time in my life, I was too badly " rattled" to eat. Two hun-

dred and fifty miles of track, three junctions, a cloud of lying railway

witnesses at every junction, all in a strange country, at night, with a

presumably bad telegraphic service^—there was every prospect of my
fat friend's escaping me ; and if he did, I should be a young man with

a brilliant future behind him.

From seven o'clock till nine that night I paced around the Balti-

more and Ohio station, having in the first place posted myself on the

trains and endeavored vainly to extract any information about the Presi-

dent's arrangements. At the latter hour a cab rolled up, and one of our

men—who had come down on the bride-elect's train the night before

—

jumped out. He had seen the elopement proceeding out of a back gate.

One of the Washington bureau-men was on its trail in a fast hansom.

We picketed the station front and back, and waited. Half an hour

passed, and the bureau-man came up with his foaming horse at a gallop.

That man stuttered naturally. He stuttered so much that night that I

was in his hansom and had been galloped a mile and a half into the

filthy stock-yard suburb which the President had chosen for his wife's

place of embarkation before I made out that it was his idea to have me
make the Chief Magistrate's special. To my relief, it had gone. I had

no stomach for the work, even if I had succeeded in getting a place on

the train, which was unlikely. An hour and a half later the Pacific

express was shooting West with seven reporters—all but myself New
York and Washington men—on board. Of the anxieties of the night

there is no room to speak here. Suffice it to say that when we rushed

past the side-tracked special at Deer Park in the drizzling dawn of the

next morning, the New York men, being little short of crazy with de-

light at the signal defeat of the President's manoeuvres, crowded on the

front platform and waked the drowsing porters and the small army of

detectives with three rousing cheers of derision. When we came back
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to the Park from Oakland, six miles west, the man I speak of fainted.

For me the stretch had been one of forty-eight hours, with an intermis-

sion of five hours' sleep, and for the others it had doubtless been more

severe.

At the Grant funeral, the last inauguration, and on many occasions

of minor importance, I have had much longer stretches, but never one

so trying. During our stay at the Park we gave the President a very

wide berth, except once when he sent for two of us for the publication of

congratulations, and another time when he invaded our quarters at the

railway-station. The information which we wanted was easily obtain-

able through the Baltimore and Ohio officials.

I am quite aware that our party of seven was subjected to very sav-

age comment at the time. I am also aware that this comment came

almost entirely from journals whose res angusta prevented them from

engaging special correspondents. I remember that the most acidulous

paragraph I saw in print was on the editorial page of a Philadelphia

afternoon paper whose news-columns contained Deer Park despatches

obtained at second hand from Baltimore and Pittsburg. I speak of

this merely to point the moral that the reporter, while he is constantly

assailed, and has more often than any other man the means to defend

himself in his generally intimate knowledge of the points of his adver-

sary's armor, has very rarely a timely chance to retaliate. Here is a

very strong case in point. A few years ago a great public institu-

tion gave a great dinner to a great Englishman. As is customary in

such cases, the reporters came before the feast to get the names of the

guests and the other routine details of the occurrence. As is also cus-

tomary, they deputed one of their number to obtain the information from

the chief functionary of the institution, in order to save the functionary

the trouble of repetition. The reporter thus deputed was a gentleman

by birth and breeding and in association. He was armed with a due

card of invitation to the dinner, which had been sent to his paper for the

purpose of having the dinner reported and the institution, which, though

very old, is quite poor, duly advertised. In addition, he had a note of

introduction from his editor-in-chief. The functionary tore up the

note, and said, curtly, " I have nothing for you, sir."

Now, the reason of this gentleman's bad manners was known to all

the newspaper world. A week before this occurrence he had been on

his physical knees in the city room of a prominent newspaper, pro-

curing the suppression of a scandal which if published w^ould have

hurt his reputation a long way past surgery. The remembrance of the

humiliation was the cause of the insult which the reporter swallowed.

Yet he knew the facts I speak of, and in half an hour's work for
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more than one New York paper could have included his adversary in

the category of very dead ducks. But he did not do it. There is a

very good lettre de cachet system working in newspaperdom. He got

his information elsewhere, and his account next morning of the dinner

gave due prominence and credit to the master of the feast. It will not

do, of course, for any great journal to avenge the personal affronts

received by its subordinates in the pursuit of information in which the

public is directly interested.

This is one of the things that a reporter has to pocket, biding mean-

while his time. There is another thing that a large portion of the pub-

lic expects him to pocket,—that is to say, "tips.'^ I have had some

droll experiences in that way. One of them was w^hen an imitation

English country gentleman, at whose house the hunt of which he was

president had breakfasted, having shown me over his kennels and

stables, was driving me to the station in his T-cart. We had just

reached his lodge-gate, when he produced a roll of bills, picked a five-

dollar note, I think it was, from them, and said something about my
trouble. I did not get angry. I should have been a fool to do so. I

simply said what was best :
" Pardoji me, Mr. ; we don't do that

any more. There was a time when it was done, but weVe ,done away

with it."

"That's a deuced unique lodge of mine, don't you think?" he

replied. And so the matter dropped.

At another time I met a man in a restaurant who had been elected

to an important municipal office. I had written " sketches" of him and

other candidates during the campaign, and had attended to the publica-

tion of his among a number of portraits. When I congratulated him

on his election, he went into his pocket and produced a porte-monnaie,

from which he took a good-sized gold piece. I laughed, clapped him

on the back, told him to put up his money, and offered to drink with

him, which offer he accepted. He was a coarse-grained politician, and

any other treatment would have been thrown away on him. The fun-

niest case I ever had, though, was once when I went up to a rather

squalid bandbox row in Kensington to get some facts for the obituary

.notice of a man who had served with the dragoons in Mexico and also

with the squad of marines who, under command of Colonel Robert E.

Lee, battered down the door of John Brown's engine-house. The
family was Irish, and evidently quite poor. After I had got enough

facts about Sergeant What's-his-name's service to be enabled to fill in

his history at the Mercantile Library, I started to go, and was consider-

ably surprised by having the dead man's eldest daughter follow me with

an air of mysterious embarrassment to the door. The mystery was ex-
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plained when she proffered me two twenty-five-cent pieces, and the em-

barrassment when she apologized for the smallness of the douceur, I had

the most extraordinary difficulty in getting her to take her money back,

and I am convinced that to-day she believes that the reason why I did

not take it was because it was not large enough. On another occasion

I happened in upon the rector of an historically interesting but exceed-

ingly tumble-down and poverty-stricken church at his lunch-time. His'

invitation to his table was so hearty and frank that I broke a very good

rule and accepted it. I thanked his little wife for her hospitality when
the meal was over, and the little man beamingly said that he knew that

newspaper-men had a hard time and that he was glad to be kind to me.

I owe that man a grudge, and if I ever catch him in town I will show

him that a newspaper-man has more things to be thankful for than a

cold lunch with a country parson. He shall sup in such company that

he shall not, like Tom Tusher, be able, " smug and smooth-shaven, to

sing out ' Amen !' at early chapel next morning.^'

I have let skeletons enough out of the newspaper-closet. I will close

the door and turn the key. I know that most newspaper reminiscences,

especially when they take the form of avowed fiction, tell a very differ-

ent story from this. The reporter in them is half Monsieur Lecoq

and half Victor Hugo. I have merely wished to set down some of the

disagreeables that a man of gentle nurture who adopts the profession of

journalism is exposed to. I have taken a motto which is now forty

years out of date and accepted a classification which is a drolly scurrilous

slander. I have said nothing of the other side,—of the freedom of the

life, of the rare and choice acquaintances made with all sorts and con-

ditions of men, from bishops to burglars. I have not spoken of the

pay, nor sought to correct the general misconception that it is poor. The

reporter has such a very intimate acquaintance with the making of pub-

lic opinion that he holds it when made perhaps cheaper than any other

man. I have in conclusion a single bit of advice to give to the public

at large, which I always proffer in cases of individual contact. If you

have any information which a reporter wants, surrender it instantly.

He will have it anyway. If he does not get it from you, he will get it

elsewhere, and the first man to whom he will go for it will be your

deadliest enemy.

Does this seem an idle boast ?

" Doctorj^^ said General Grant, when he finished his memorandum

of last instructions and gave them to his physician, " keep this to your'

self. If a single other person sees it, the newspapers will get it.^^

• A. E. WatrouH.
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THE FABLE OF THE POETAND THE TARPIN-HA ULER.

A POET, walking by the sea-shore, wrapped in Dreams, came upon

a Tarpln-hauler who was standing in a ditch and Swabbing out

• his Boat. Whither goest thou, my Man, said the Poet, and the Why,
and the Wherefore? And when the Man told him that he sought for

Terrapin, Why, replied the Poet, do you seek for low and creeping

Things? and he would have passed on in Scorn.

And you, said the Tarpin-hauler, what do you seek yourself? I

seek, the other replied, for Beauty and Truth. Ah, then spoke the

Tarpin-hauler, the desire for the things you name is but temporary and

evanescent, but the Appetite for Terrapin shall endure forever. But

the Poet paid no heed to this, and walked on by the side of the many-

sounding Sea, mother of poets, while the Tarpin-hauler sculled for the

creeks in the Fens, abode of Terrapin.

Now in the first years, it happened that the Poet dreamed much and

vividly of Beauty and Truth, but there was no man found who was

willing to pay one Dollar and twenty-five Cents for the privilege of

sharing his Dreams. For some would say. Go to, we have had these

dreams before. And others, who had never in their lives had of such

dreams themselves, were vexed wdth the Poet, and did Abuse him

roundly, and swear that he was a Fool. And there w^ere others again,

and these were the most in number, who went about and said one unto

another. Marry, why shall we buy for one Dollar this Man's Beauty

and Truth, when for four or five times as much we may purchase a real

and practicable Terrapin, good to eat? And finally, there came a day

when the Poet himself sought for Terrapin, and as he grew older, his

dreams did cease, and the melodies that he brought with him to the

world rang fainter in his ears. And the Tarpin-hauler, as he saw

the Poet go by him, out at the elbow, laughed softly in his sleeve.

And the Poet, one morning, died of an indigestion, caused by a pro-

longed absence in his stomach of anything to digest, and his brain

ceased working, and his Dreams were Stopped. And the Tarpin-

hauler read of this in the Morning-paper at his breakfast-table ; and

with One of the many Myriads of Terrapin that he had by that time

accumulated, he easily bought all the Works of the deceased Poet,

bound in Blue and Gold, and packed in a neat Box.

J. S. of Dale.
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THE NEW RULES OF BASE-BALL.

A FEATURE of the public sports and pastimes of the American

people is that in a large majority of instances they are governed

by rules and regulations emanating from some National or other Asso- »

ciation controlling the individual sport or game. This is especially the

case in regard to the game of base-ball, the rules of which have ema-

nated from various Association Committees since the game became an

established sport under the auspices of the National Association of 1857.

The first professional code of rules was the work of the committee

of the National Professional Association of 1871, which organiza-

tion was superseded by the National League in 1876. In 1882 the

American Association came into existence, and their committee adopted

a special code of playing rules of their own, which differed in some

respects from that of the National League. In 1886 there were no less

than four special professional codes of playing rules in existence, differ-

ing in several respects from one another ; besides which there were the

Intercollegiate Association playing rules governing the amateurs. Of
course, under such a condition of things as this, uniformity of play in

the game among the fraternity at large was out of the question ; and

as experience had plainly pointed out the necessity for reform, the close

of the season of 1886 saw a committee of conference appointed by the

National League and the American Association—the two leading pro-

fessional organizations of the country—to draft a special code of play-

ing rules to govern the entire professional fraternity ; and this object

they were enabled to attain through the medium of the " National

Agreement," a protective compact which binds all professional organi-

zations to observe the "National Rules'' or be deprived of the pro-

tection in holding their players which the Agreement provides for.

Hence it is that the season of 1887 will see, for the first time in the

history of base-ball, every professional club in the country playing

under one code of rules. Taking the code of the National League of

1886 as a sample of the playing rules in vogue last season, we find

that that code allowed six unfair balls to be delivered to the bat before

the penalty of giving the batsman his base on called balls could be

inflicted ; while the batsman was only privileged to let three fair balls

pass him without being struck at before he became amenable to the

penalty of being decided out on called " strikes." Then, too, the bats-

man was given the privilege of calling for a " high" or a " low"

ball, which increased the difficulty the pitcher had in delivering such
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specially-designated balls. By way of offset, however, the pitcher was

left practically unpunished for hitting the batsman with a pitched ball.

Another advantage the pitcher enjoyed under last year's rules was the

excessive freedom of movement he was allowed under the existing rule

defining a " balk^' in delivering the ball to the bat, which made suc-

cessful base-running exceedingly difficult. Another defect in the code

of 1886 was the license allowed in the system of coaching base-runners,

which prevailed to such an extent that vulgar rowdyism was rapidly

becoming a feature of prominent contests in the championship arena.

But the most objectionable feature of all was the facility given to the

class of " kickers" among base-ball players for constantly disputing the

decisions of umpires, this evil being carried so far at times as to lead

to disgraceful scenes, in which spectators, players, and club officials

alike became discreditably mixed up. The task the members of

the committee of conference were called upon to undertake in pro-

viding a new code of rules was one, therefore, which would not

only tend to the establishing of a more perfect code by equalizing

the powers of the attacking and defensive forces in the game, but

by removing the responsibility attached to the position of the umpire

would also do away with much of the cause of the " kicking'^ evil in

question. The committee went to work earnestly and intelligently,

and, first making the improvement of the position occupied by the

umpire the basis of their amendments, they succeeded in drawing up

the best code of professional rules which has as yet governed the

fraternity. Let us now see what these amendments are, individually

and collectively.

First in regard to improving the umpire's position and lessening his

responsibility. One of the most difficult duties the umpire had to per-

form under last year's code of rules was that of deciding the question of

" high" and " low" balls. This was the cause of more disputes at the

hands of pitchers and batsmen than any other point of play the umpire

was called upon to decide. Another point fruitful of disputes was the

question whether a batted ball was fair or foul which touched or went

over either the first or the third base, the cause of this being the fact that

part of each base was on foul ground and part on fair ground. Then,

too, there was another frequently disputed point, in the case of a ball

being caught on the fly by the catcher of the team after a third called

strike when a runner was on first base and only one hand was out, the

decision, adverse or otherwise, frequently bearing upon the question of

a double play. These points, so necessary to be improved, were the

first to be considered by the committee, and they were amended in the

following manner. The first and third bases were removed from their
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previous positions and so placed as to be entirely within the diamond,

so that any ball passing over any part of either base would be a

fair ball beyond question. The privilege previously enjoyed by the

batsman, of calling for a "high'^ or a " low'^ ball at his option, was

done away with, every ball being declared a fair ball which was sent

in by the pitcher over the home base and not lower than the batsman's

knee nor higher than his shoulder. Moreover, the rule governing

the putting out of the batsman on strikes was amended so as to decide

him out on the fourth called strike, whether the ball was caught by

the catcher or not, whenever the first base was occupied by a runner

and only one hand was out. By this means the umpire was at once

relieved of three difficult points of play the decisions on which were

likely to lead to disputes.

Now came up the question of equalizing the powers of the defence

and attack in the game, and, in the effort to improve the rules in this

respect, the pitcher's privilege of sending in more unfair balls than the

batsman was allowed fair balls to strike at was changed from the ratio

of six to three, to five to four ; in other words, the pitcher can now only

send mfive unfair balls before he incurs the penalty of a base on called

balls, while the batsman is allowed four fair balls to strike at before

he can be called out on strikes. Of course the doing away with the

privilege of calling for a "high'' or a "low" ball was to the advan-

tage of the attack, and to a certain extent offset the advantage given

the defence by the additional fair ball. But, as the improvement in

the umpire's position was regarded as a matter of the first considera-

tion, the batsman had to suffer.

We now come to the changes in the method of delivering the ball

to the bat ; and here we find a decided improvement made in the interest

of strategic play in the position, and against the mania for merely swifl

pitching which had hitherto prevailed. Under last year's code the

pitcher's position was marked by lines extending four feet in width

and seven feet in length. In this space he was enabled to take two or

more preliminary steps in delivering the ball to the bat, thereby deriving

a great impetus for a swift delivery at the cost of accuracy of aim and

a loss of command of the ball,—one result being a wild delivery, which

was alike dangerous and intimidating to the batsman, and very costly

in the wear and tear on the catchers, especially when playing up close

behind the bat. The question was how to check this reckless speed in

delivery without giving the batsman too great an advantage ; and the

committee solved the difficulty by the adoption of the appended rule

governing the delivery of the ball to the bat

:

" Rule 5 (Sec. 1). The pitcher^s lines must be straight lines forming the
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boundaries of a space of ground, in the infield, five and one-half feet long by four

feet wide, distant fifty feet from the centre of the home base, and so placed that

the five and one-half feet lines would each be two feet distant from and parallel

with a straight line passing through the centre of the home and second bases.

Each corner of this space must be marked by a flat iron plate or stone, six inches

square, fixed in the ground, even with the surface.

" (Sec. 2.) The pitcher shall take his position facing the batsman, with both

feet squarely on the ground, the right foot on the rear line of the 'box,' his left

foot in advance of the right, and to the left of an imaginary line from his right

foot to the centre of the home base. He shall not raise his right foot, unless in

the act of delivering the ball, nor make more than one step in such delivery. He
shall hold the ball, before delivery, fairly in front of his body, and in sight of the

umpire. In the case of a left-handed pitcher the above words ' left' and ' right'

are to be reversed. When the pitcher feigns to throw the ball to a base he must

resume the above position and pause momentarily before delivering the ball to

the bat."

The official interpretation of this rule is that the pitcher cannot lift

his right foot from off the line of his position until he delivers the ball

to the bat ; but he can lift the foot directly after the delivery. It will

be seen that the new rule, by lessening the size of the pitcher's position,

—or " box," as it is called,—prevents him from making the double or

triple step which the seven feet of length previously allowed him ; be-

sides which, the express restriction which limits him to the taking of

but one step in delivery is another obstacle to the wild speed he was

privileged to indulge in under the old code. One effect of the new rule

is to oblige the pitcher to attain more command of the ball in delivery,

otherwise the costly penalties involved will render his work a compara-

tive failure.

We now come to the question of the " balk,'' and here we find the

amended rules doing excellent work in the way of improvement

:

" EuLE 25. A balk is

" (Sec. 1.) Any motion made by the pitcher to deliver the ball to the bat

without delivering it, and shall be held to include any and eveiy accustomed

motion with the hands, arms, or feet, or position of the body assumed by the

pitcher in his delivery of the ball, and any motion calculated to deceive a base-

runner, except the ball be accidentally dropped.
" (Sec. 2.) If the ball be held by the pitcher so long as to delay the game

unnecessarily; or

" (Sec 3.) Any motion to deliver the ball, or the delivering the ball to the

bat by the pitcher, when any part of his person is upon ground outside of the lines of

his position, including all preliminary motions with the hands, arms, and feet."

In only one portion of the above rules is the meaning of each clause

not plainly defined in the wording, so that he who runs may read,

and that is the part wherein it reads "and any motion calculated to

deceive a base-runner." The official interpretation of this clause is,
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any motion made by the pitcher calculated to lead the runner into the

belief that the pitcher is going to pitch the ball to the bat and not throw

it to the base. The runner can easily detect any habitual motion of the

pitcher's arm or body to deliver the ball to the bat, but he cannot so

well detect a motion designed to throw the ball to the base instead of

the bat, which motion, but for the words of this clause, would not be

covered by the rule. It will be seen that the new rule gives openings

for successful base-running which were impossible under the old code.

In regard to the new rules applicable to the coaching of base-run-

ners an important change has been made, by which the pTayer appointed

to coach a runner is not only required to keep within a space, fifteen

feet square, back of either first or third base, outside of which he is

not permitted to go while coaching, but is obliged by the rules to

refrain from addressing his remarks to any player except the base-run-

ner he is coaching, and even then to confine himself to simple direc-

tions. The new rules designed to check the abuse of ^' kicking"

against the umpire's decisions have been made very strict. No one

except the captains of the teams is allowed to address the umpire in

the way of disputing a decision at all unless the question is one af-

fecting an alleged misinterpretation of the rules, disputing a decision

involving merely an error of judgment not being allowed, under a

penalty of a heavy fine for each offence.

In regard to umpiring under the new rules we think that the ex-

perience of the present season will show that a great improvement has

been made in the umpire's position. Among the suggestions of the

past season looking to relieving the umpire from some of his difficulties

was one which brought into the game the services of three umpires,

one of whom was to stand behind the bat, a second to stand back of

the pitcher, and a third to stand back of the first base. The object in

view was to divide the responsibility, and in theory it looked feasible.

But its trial on the field did not lead to the satisfactory results antici-

pated. The fact is that it is impossible for an umpire to decide the

question of the passage of a ball over the home base, or to judge its

range correctly as to its being too low or too high, unless he stands

close up behind the bat ; and in regard to judging points of play in

base-running, it only requires a little extra activity in running into the

field to judge the play close to the locality of the point played, to admit

of as correct a judging as a special umpire for the duty would be likely

to give it. What is required in order to insure more correct decisions

in umpiring is absolute protection from the " kicking" players, and full

protection from the insults and abuse of partisan crowds of spectators.

Henry Chadwick.
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PRIZE ESSAY No. 2.

SOCIAL LIFE AT VASSAR.

IT is now twenty-five years since the first woman^s college in the

world was founded and named after its founder Vassar College.

The circumstance was the occasion of much talk at that time ; but, as

the new institution quietly settled down to its work, people ceased to

think of it, and for years they have known of it only through occasional

reports of its public exercises, or through poor jokes at the expense of

supposed peculiarities of its students. And therefore various views of

Vassar, differing only in degree of inaccuracy, have been evolved in all

classes of society. Almost every one has heard of the college. Indeed,

most people will tell you that they have seen it perched on the rocks of

Poughkeepsie, looking down on the passing summer steamers. Don^t

tell your informer that what he saw was the Insane Asylum, or you will

make a mortal enemy. If you ask these people what they think of

Vassar, one tells you, '^ Oh, I guess it^s about as good as most board-

ing-schools,—rather too high-toned, though ;" another, " I have no

sympathy with the place. The girls spend their time in dressing and

dancing. It costs more money than any other school in the country,

and there is nothing to show for it in the end." Or perhaps a Southern

gentleman of the old school will inform you that Vassar makes young

ladies masculine ; that they get aggressive and self-reliant ; in short,

that he would never think of allowing his daughters to go there. The

fact is, not one of these people knows anything about the place, and

your informer describes to you something that exists in his own mind

alone. Nor is it much better with those who have come in contact with

students or graduates of the college. They hear the girls tell of gay

times, of the fun that makes the work possible, they receive letters

bright with descriptions of spreads and plays and rides, and it never

occurs to them that all this is the mere setting of real college life. If

the girls filled their letters with recitals of the monotonous days of

steady severe study, if they told of the hard work in class-room and

library and laboratory, those who read would be bored and those who
wrote would be tired. It is in the nature of things that the outside

world should hear of our gay social life, and we perhaps should not be

surprised that it is inclined to believe this is all ; but students them-

selves are in no danger of entertaining this heresy.

It is customary to divide college women, as well as college men,
Vol. XXXIX.—55
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into three broad classes,—society people, digs, and the great undis-

tinguished middle class. All three have representatives at Vassar, as

at all colleges, but both society girls and digs are rarer than is generally

supposed. There are girls here who entered college because their fathers

wished it. Their chief thought is to get through and to make the time

in prison pass as gayly as may be. They are often general favorites

and valued additions to a class, for they have plenty of time for every-

thing but study, and social duties are thrust upon them to the great

relief of their class-mates. They act on committees, run class politics,

and are general missionaries of that gospel of easy-goingness which

many students really need. Now and then a trained society woman
finds her way hither, thinking to rest for a while and go back with

new zest to her normal life. But the atmosphere is not congenial.

There is no place for her, and, after astonishing the uninitiated by her

perfect grace and polish, she returns to her sphere, more thoughtful

perhaps for her short experience.

Then there are the digs, the students who are tormented by a never-

resting ambition, or who, it may be, feel it their duty to spend every

moment of college life in cramming their minds with facts. Their

alarm-clocks rouse their wrathful neighbors at unearthly hours of the

morning, their heavy shawls and gossamer water-proofs keep the beams

of midnight gas-lights from the prowling watchman and the corridor

teacher. Of all classes of students, the digs have the hardest time.

They are envied or laughed at, but never liked. Many of them, before

the end of their first year, discover what education really means, and

then become valuable members of society ; and, as the incorrigible

almost always break down before the end, the Senior class seldom

counts many digs among its numbers. But the majority are neither

digs nor society girls. They are the girls who first acquired a taste for

study in some public school, where they stood at the head of the class

and dreamed of a college course in which they should sweep all before

them. They come here from all parts of the land, each displaying the

badge of her State whenever she speaks. They are thrown together

in promiscuous fashion, and the process of rounding sharp edges of

chaiucter, and making each more like the rest, begins at once. The

first recitations are cruel shocks to a tenderly-nourished conceit, and the

girls are few who get through the first semester of the Freshman year

with much of that left. Each is in competition with picked minds,

and leadership is not so easily gained as in the old school. But the

awakening does good, and most of the girls go to work with a clearer

notion of their own ability, as well as of that of class-mates. They

work hard, and each month's work makes the next month's easier. But
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there is more done by the students than mere preparation for the

class-room. It is probable that this work is done more thoroughly by

women students than by men. Young women are certainly more con-

scientious than young men, and the moral tone of Vassar demands

real effort and no cheating. We have nothing in the field of athletics

to command attention, discipline is more rigid with us, and the aim of

college life is kept more constantly in view. Yet the facts of the text-

book are the least part of what Vassar gives its students. She who

enters here determined to make the most of college life in every way

is sure of a liberal education. Study is her chief aim, but this means

more than the study of books. There are people all around her, and

occupations in endless variety on every side. She may serve on com-

mittees and learn both how to do everything herself and how to make

others do it. She may share in the social life and gain truer polish

than any mere social training could ever give her. She learns the value

of time by an experience to be obtained nowhere else. In short, at the

end of her four years' course she has begun to catch glimpses of the

meaning of life.

But all this is a side of college life in which the majority of people

are little interested. They want to know about the " social life" led by

the girls. Vassar's social life has long been one of the never-failing

resources of needy editors. They sit in their sanctums and write gor-

geous reports of things that Vassar never saw, all in a style that carries

one into the midst of the social life of the New York plutocracy. Years

ago there was a time when Vassar spent much money on her social life.

That was soon after the war, when, all over the country, money was

lavished on every side. That has been changed. A considerable num-

ber of the members of each class are poor girls who have no money to

spend on other than necessities, and the authorities of the college steadily

set tiieir faces against all but the most economical expenditures. Classes

are limited in this matter on every side, and again and again requests

are refused, the granting of which would entail an individual outlay

of not more than twenty-five cents. " Danger, publicity, and expense^'

are the words heard oftenest from the lips of the faculty, and the in-

itiated know that the greatest of these is expense.

The public hears most frequently of Vassar in connection with her

Philalethean Day, Founder's Day, and the exercises of Commencement

week. Of these, the first comes in December, the second in April, and

the last in June. Phil. Day, as it is universally called in college, is

the anniversary of the founding of Vassar's great society, Philalethea

;

Founder's Day commemorates the founder's birthday. Both have come

to be giant receptions, on the occasion of which Vassar opens her doors
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to her friends, receives them in parlors and corridors made beautiful

with spoils from all the private rooms, entertains them with music and

a talk by some lion who has been lured hither, regales them with a

dainty spread, and finally initiates them into Vassar square dances and

promenades. Commencement week is the property of the Seniors, and

they make it as brilliant as they choose,—always on principles of the

strictest economy. The two weeks of Senior vacation that precede are

spent, theoretically, in getting rested and ready for the strain of the final

parting
;
practically, in attending to rehearsing, dress-making, and pack-

ing. Senior vacation opens with a " howF^ and ends with a wail. The

Juniors never count the year a success unless they are present at the

Senior Howl and participate therein, while the Seniors hold it a blot

upon their record if this occurs. They believe that the evening con-

cerns themselves alone, and anything that will express wild delight in

the close of four years of hard work is in order, but the class must be

sole witnesses.

Commencement week opens with Baccalaureate Sunday. Then the

Seniors have the satisfaction of knowing that the sermon is all intended

for their benefit ; though it must not be supposed that this is the sole

occasion on which such is the case. But they are prepared for it now,

and receive it in the proper spirit, sometimes with a handkerchief accom-

paniment. The Commencement concert takes place Monday evening,

and is always a fit prelude to Class Day. Tuesday is given to the

graduating class. The chapel exercises in the afternoon are followed by

those around the class tree ; and a promenade concert fills the evening.

Class Day exercises consist of the chapel oration, a kind of sermon with

the class motto for text, the class history, the prophecy, and the Senior

Spade Oration with the Junior reply. Of these, the first three are

delivered in chapel before an always brilliant audience. Seniors occupy

the seats of honor in front. Juniors are directly behind them, and the

rest of the undergraduates are in the north gallery. Opposite them sit

the alumnae, smiling in superior toleration at all that goes on below.

The rest of the chapel is crowded with guests. At the tree. Seniors and

Juniors again hold the place of honor nearest the tree, and students and

guests group themselves around to hear the sharp and possibly witty hits

bestowed on each class by the two orators, for there is always more po-

liteness than love between the two upper classes. Wednesday morning

is Commencement. In past years the good-natured guests have listened

to ten essays of more or less excellence delivered by the ten " honor

girls," the selection of whom has been a matter of dark and inexplica-

ble mystery, known only to the faculty, and to them only as a body^

never as individuals. But that is changed now, and, while matters are
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still unsettled, it is safe to say that the future will see Commencements

less tedious and more brilliant. The end of all things is the giving of

tlie diplomas. As she takes in her hand that bit of paper, the Vassar

Senior ceases to be, and a new alumna joins the ever-growing ranks of

Alma Mater^s daughters.

Such are the occasions on which Vassar is on exhibition ; but they

are the least part of her social life. Over much of this presides Phila-

lethea, the society that last December celebrated her twenty-first birth-

day. Philalethea is made up of three Greek-letter chapters, A^ 5, and

J. Though belonging to one society, each chapter has a distinct indi-

viduality, and it has been said that the Greek student gravitates as

naturally towards Delta as does the student of French towards Beta.

That this statement is extreme may be seen from the fact that Delta

has fewer members than either of the other chapters. The chapters

meet once in two weeks, on Friday evenings. Four times a year the

three chapters unite in presenting the widely-known " Phil. Plays.''

The hall now used as a gymnasium is furnished with a stage, scenery,

and foot-lights, and here before an appreciative audience the Vassar

star makes her debut Among three hundred girls there is certain to

be some one who is naturally fitted for almost any given part, and one

often catches glimpses of real dramatic ability. The audience will en-

dure and seemingly enjoy anything but love-making. Unhappy is the

actress condemned to play a sentimental part on the Vassar stage. Her
finest effects, her most graceful attitudes, and her tenderest expressions

are greeted with derisive laughter, and in despair she generally ends by

developing the comic side of the situation and ignoring all else. The
plays range from "The Merchant of Venice'' through "She Stoops to

Conquer" and "The Lady of Lyons" to "On Guard" and "The Pass-

ing Regiment." Before the actors see the plays, they are rigorously

expurgated by the lady principal, the result being always favorable to

their moral tone, but, unfortunately, not so favorable from a literary

and dramatic point of view. These plays are thoroughly enjoyed both

by audience and by actors. Now and then some one objects that they

take too much time, that there is no reason in putting so much work

on a single evening ; but they are a tradition of the college, and will

always be enthusiastically defended by its students. The chairman of

a " Phil. Play" committee and her staff get in this work a valuable

discipline. The young woman who has successfully put through a

" Phil. Play," selecting play and cast, attending rehearsals, urging on

and holding back the actors, painting scenery when needed, devising

costumes, superintending stage-dressing, and keeping all her helpers in

an endurable frame of mind,—that young woman has developed an
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executive ability that will carry her through many a trying situation

in life.

But Philalethea, though playing so important a part in the social

life of Vassar, is not the only college society. Members boast of the

" T. and M. Club," " Qui Vive," " The Shakespeare Club," and " The
Dickens Club." These clubs are all literary, and in them more or less

work is done according to the inclination of their members. The music-

students have a musical society, "Thekla," and all art-students are

members of " The Art Club," best known to regular students by

its artistic pin. There is nothing at Vassar that bears any resemblance

to the well-known secret societies of the men's colleges. The constitu-

tion of each society must be submitted to the faculty before the society

can exist, and the meaning of " T. and M." is the only secret about any

of them,—a secret, moreover, well known to every one. It is a favor-

ite remark of college men that a secret society could not live in a

woman's college ; but, until the faculty cease to frown, Vassar cannot

decide the question. Until last year the college supported an inde-

pendent religious organization known as " The Society for Religious

Inquiry," but this has been dissolved, and its place filled by a branch

of '' The Young Women's Christian Association." Aside from this

society, there are scattered all through the college knots of teachers and

students known as '^ tens," founded on Mr. Hale's " Ten Times One is

Ten." The object of all these is to promote individual religious life,

to raise the spiritual tone of the college, and to do missionary work.

Each year boxes are sent West and South and to the New York hos-

pitals,—boxes of clothing, books, and dolls. Thus the girls are trained

in practical as well as in theoretical religion.

Among the occasions that hold a fixed place in Vassar social life

are " The Sophomore Party" and " The Trig. Ceremonies," both under

control of the Sophomore class. Among the many things that go to

prove the moral superiority of the college woman over the college man
is the fact that no woman's college has ever tolerated hazing. The life

of the Freshman is hard enough at the best, and all members of upper

classes intend to make her burdens lighter, though practically there is

still some room for advance in this direction. But the grand effort

towards amelioration of Freshman misery is the Sophomore Party

given by the Sophomores in honor of the new class. Here the Fresh-

man first feels herself really a member of college society, and she once

more begins to think that she may be of some slight importance, after

all, as she sees the elaborate efforts made on her behalf and listens to

the complimentary songs and speeches that abound. This is Sophomore

missionary work. Later in the year they abandon themselves to the
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delight of having finished Trigonometry, and in the " Trig. Ceremonies''

they brandish above the heads of the astonished Freshmen the terrors

that await them in the next year. These ceremonies are invariably very

bright, as the strength of the class is lavished on them. They gener-

ally take the form of a play in which all things pertaining to mathe-

matics are personified, and Trig, lords it over the multitude. College

jokes and hits at the expense of faculty and upper classes are not want-

ing, and a printed copy is considered an indispensable addition to col-

lege memorabilia. In olden times the Juniors could look without envy

on the festivities of the Sophomores, for they had their own " Junior

Party,'' a farewell entertainment in honor of the graduating class.

Alumnae tell with pride of the lovely day in May passed on the Hud-

son with music and flowers around them, and an elaborate spread to

enjoy. But in this, as in so much else, the class of '87 was a martyr

to the modern spirit of economy, and to them the Junior Party is a

tradition stirring their souls with wrath.

But the students get more real pleasure from the spontaneous social

occasions than from those of fixed and formal character. Halloween is

a time when there is certain to be some fun in the air, and the authori-

ties are never quite easy until October 31st is over for one year. For

some unknown reason, the latent animosity between the Senior and

Junior classes always seeks to express itself at this time. Class feeling,

though far less strong with us than with our brothers, is yet a consider-

able factor in college life,—a factor regarded with no favor by the

powers that be. But, in spite of all their efforts, it is sure to show itself

at Halloween and on Class Day. The result is a rufiling of the surface

of the life here, that is usually so calm ; but the excitement soon ceases,

and little harm is done. Sometimes, as last year, the jokes leave very

pleasant memories. Few who saw them will soon forget the gifts of

Juniors to Seniors last Halloween, those remarkable busts labelled

" Eighty-seven as she really is," and " Eighty-seven as she thinks she

is." What was their fate ? Who knows ?

Dearer to the heart of college students than all public occasions of

social life are the cosey private spreads. Only a college girl knows the

meaning of a college spread. Is it a proof of the depravity of human
nature that no spread is perfect unless held after ten o'clock, when in

the midst of the hilarity each feels the influence of a prospective sum-

mons from her corridor teacher to receive a sermon on the value of law

and order? Try to imagine yourself an unseen spectator at a myste-

rious midnight spread. You see a large room all ablaze with light, but

with blinds shut and curtains drawn, and a gossamer water-proof draped

carefully over the transom, lest the rays should annoy some outsider.
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Within is a medley. Books are out of the way for once, and the table

is covered with a miscellaneous collection of plates, saucers, glasses,

a cup or two, a few spoons, rarely a knife and fork. Among these

are scattered a loaf of bread, a bag of crackers, pots of devilled ham
and jelly, a bottle of olives, a pitcher of milk, and another of oysters.

Half a dozen girls are in the room, one of them anxiously inspecting

the water in a tin basin that she is carefully holding over the flame of

a drop-light. The rest are scattered about the room in attitudes more

or less graceful. The bed, the chairs, and the rugs on the floor are

equally patronized. All the girls are making frantic endeavors to

evolve a theory as to the making of oyster soup, and as the theories

gradually ta^'i definite shape they are hurled at the martyr of the tin

basin.

" You must heat the water first, then the milk, and put in the

oysters just before it is done," remarks one sage cook from the depths

of an easy-chair.

" No, you don't ! you don't want any water,—just milk and oysters

boiled together," says number two, coiled like a kitten on a rug.

"You must heat the oysters separately," calls a grave, oratorical

voice from among the pillows.

" Girls," says the martyr, looking around with an heroic air, " you

don't one of you know the first thing about it. I'm making this soup,

and if you don't like it when it's done, you can come and make some

yourselves. Just at present I have the floor."

She confirms her statement by a vigorous gesture that threatens the

equilibrium of the tin basin, and the others own themselves obliterated

and apply their genius to other topics. The soup done, it is served in

cups, or glasses, or saucers, and is pronounced perfect. The suffering

martyr has become a smiling saint, and sits triumphantly on the edge

of the table while some one spreads a cracker with jam for her benefit.

The tide of fun rises. Again and again a laugh rings out, to be

smothered in the midst by the tragic gasp, " Girls, somebody's com-

ing !" But no one comes, and after oysters have been eaten, college

news discussed, and harrowing ghost-stories told in the darkened room,

the girls steal away with a reckless declaration that they have had fun

enough to pay for a whole week's flunks.

Much has been written concerning the existence of cliques in

schools and colleges. These cliques exist in full force at Vassar.

Much might be said in their favor, more might be said against them,

and perhaps the conclusion of the whole matter is that they are an

evil, but an evil that is absolutely necessary. It would doubtless be

well if all students possessed enough good judgment and self-control to
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see that intense intimacies and exclusive sets are weak and narrowing,

and so be led to hold their three hundred associates as friends all

equally valuable and valued. If each could see with unerring eye

both the good and the evil in those about her, she would doubtless help

others and be helped by them to a greater extent than now. But this

can never be, so long as the nature of young people remains what it

is, and, in spite of all efforts directed against them, cliques are destined

to long and powerful reigns. Now and then a student gets through

college without belonging to any clique ; but such instances only con-

firm the rule, and the broad statement may be made that college society

with us is made up of cliques. These cliques obey no apparent law

:

no one can tell just when one forms and another decays. There is con-

stant change, but no interregni. There are now in college cliques that

may be traced back into the seventies, always made up of girls similar

in character, and so bearing the same reputation and exerting the same

influence now as years ago, though the present members do not know
even the names of their predecessors. There are others that have formed

in the last few months, and may perhaps perish with the college year.

There is nothing premeditated in these groups. Their members give

them little thought, though now and then the expression " our set''

will show the tacit acceptance of the facts. Girls become established

in these indefinite territories in many ways. One comes here heralded

by alumnae sisters and cousins, and the friends of her friends at once

interest themselves in her. She is invited to join certain clubs, she is

introduced to a certain set, and before she has any idea of what is

going on she is a recognized member of a clique which she can escape

only by leaving college. Another comes knowing no one and known
by none. But she is brilliant or pretty, and in the whirl of calls paid

by old students to new at the beginning of each year she is recognized

by a certain coterie as a valuable addition to their set. Very probably

there are several sets who recognize her value. Then comes the new
student's trial-time. She has numberless invitations " to take ex."

—

the hour's exercise—with upper-class girls, she is invited to three

chapter-meetings in one evening, she attends spreads more or less

elaborate, and for a time she is in danger of being completely spoiled.

But let her show a preference for some one set of these friends, and

their number suddenly lessens. Girls who a week before had shown

her the pleasantest walks and had offered all sorts of good advice and

practical help now pass her with a bare nod. She probably feels hurt,

but next year she understands all about it. These girls are responsible

for the prosperity of their club or chapter. They must find new girls

to fill the places left vacant by last year's Seniors. They mean no
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unkindness. They see that others have "taken up" the Freshman,

and what time they have for social labor must be spent where it will

tell. Again, a girl may enter Vassar and live for months a self-

centred, unsocial life. She is probably a cool, undemonstrative, studi-

ous girl, with nothing remarkable about her, unless perhaps an acute

appreciation of loneliness. The old girls call on her, but she is too

busy to return their calls, and in the crowd of more attractive proUg^es

they soon forget her. She perhaps wonders sometimes whether she

will ever have any friends in college ; but before the end of the first

year she will have found her place. In her own classes she finds some

one to admire and appreciate her, or on her corridor there are lonely

gii'ls like herself, and gradually they draw together, till in a little

while there is a new clique, more exclusive, perhaps, and more intol-

erant than the older ones, for the clique that is rigidly confined to one

college class often has less good in it than any other. The existence of

cliques is as natural as is that of states. Those whose views and aims

and interests are similar must attract one another. And while the nar-

rowing element must be admitted, it is still true that to the clique are

due many of the friendships that make a college course so valuable,

lasting for life, a never-failing source of strength.

Stories of life in schools and colleges for boys almost always contain

a strong element of hero-worship. The poor weak little fellow is always

burning with a desire to be of some use to the man who is leader of the

football team or who pulls the stroke oar. The same tendency, in

modified form of course, is visible at Vassar. The majority of students,

some time during their college courses, see in an upper class one who
they imagine approaches their ideal. This shows itself in various ways.

The impulsive Freshman, not too strong of judgment, perhaps sends

flowers to her whom she delights to honor. Another, cooler and stronger,

makes her idol the model of her own life, and is often much helped

thereby. A third is content if she can watch the favored one from a

distance and dream dreams of what her life must be. Sometimes all

this leads to a real friendship that is a help to both. More often it dies

a natural death as the girl grows older and her ideal rises ; and in her

Senior year she breathes a sigh of thankfulness that that older Senior

will ever be ignorant of the emotions she inspired in an impressible

Freshman sister. All this is only another proof that man is a wor-

shipping animal, and that even in civilized communities the heart seeks

to find its ideal in something tangible and near itself.

I have thus tried to give a general idea of what life is like in

Vassar College. To give more than a general idea would be impossible,

for the lives of no two students are alike. Each impresses her own
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individuality on her life here, and she is apt to find it much as she

makes it. If she enters strong and hopeful in a high purpose she will

meet with disappointments in many directions, but she will yet find

herself lifted by a resistless tide and carried on towards her goal as in

few places outside. The very atmosphere is inspiring. It is as if the

many students who have lived their four years' college life in the rooms

where we now live had left their influence behind them cleansed of all

but its ennobling part. They urge us onward, upward, by the love for

truth which they gained here and which we are slowly learning. They

bid us guard the name and fame of the honored place that did so much

for them. They call us to be earnest and eager, if not for our own

sakes, then for the sake of our foster-mother. They tell us that we
are no longer individuals only, that our lives have ceased to be wholly

our own. Every success, every failure, is for our college as well as for

ourselves. We are members of a company that shall extend who knows

how far into the future ? We are links in a chain that shall bind our

country, threatened as she is by vice and ignorance, fast to the unshaken

foundations of virtue and intelligence. The graduate of Vassar dare not

let her life be a failure. She is under bonds to succeed. She is upheld

by the strength, invisible but mighty, of the many who have been and

the many who shall be guardians of the gifts of Vassar.

L. R. Smith,

Vassar College.

DEAD BIRDS AND EASTER.

IT was an Easter Sunday bright and calm.

And life—not death—was the glad theme that day

;

The air was ftiU of spring's delicious balm.

The maple buds were dropping on the way.

And one sweet leaf, with flush of crimson on it.

Fell on the dead birds of a woman's bonnet.

What say the bells at these good Easter times ?

They tell of vanquished death and risen life.

Hush, then, O bells, your inconsistent chimes

:

You and the dull old world are hard at strife

;

For surely, when the crimson leaf fell on it,

I saw dead birds upon a woman's bonnet

!
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What does it cost, this garniture of death ?

It costs the life which God alone can give

;

It costs dull silence where was music^s breath

;

It costs dead joy, that foolish pride may live.

Ah, life, and joy, and song, depend upon it.

Are costly trimmings for a woman's bonnet

!

Oh, who would stop the sweet pulse of a lark,

That flutters in such ecstasy of bliss,

Or lay a robin's bright breast cold and stark,

For such a paltry recompense as this ?

Oh, you who love your babies, think upon it.

Mothers are slaughtered, just to trim your bonnet

!

Will Herod never cease to rule the land.

That we must slay sweet innocency so ?

Is joy so cheap, or happiness sure planned ?

Tell me, O friend, who art acquaint with Woe

!

Does thy sad heart proclaim no protest on it ?

Wouldst thou slay happiness, just for a bonnet ?

And must God's choirs that through His forests rove,

Granting sweet matinees to high and low.

Must His own orchestra of field and grove,

Himself their leader, be disbanded so ?

Nay, nay, O God, proclaim thy ban upon it

:

Guard thy dear birds from sport, and greed, and bonnet 1

Their fine-spun hammocks swinging in the breeze

Should be as safe as babies' cradles are,

And no rude hand that tears them from the trees.

Or dares a sweet bird's property to mar.

Deserves a woman's touch or kiss upon it.

Unless—she wears dead birds upon her bonnet

!

Dead birds ! and dead for gentle woman's sake.

To feed awhile her vanity's poor breath !

And yet the foolish bells sweet clamor make

And tell of One whose power hath vanquished death

!

Ah, Easter-time has a reproach upon it

While birds are slain to trim a woman's bonnet

!

May Riley Smith.
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THE MADI80N8' BUTLER,

IT was Mrs. Madison's opinion that the servant-question would be

the death of her. The "question'^ with her meant, generally,

How long will the newly-acquired domestic remain on the field of his

or her present usefulness—or use/essness ?

Mrs. Madison was rich in this world's goods. She had an indul-

gent husband, charming children, a more than comfortable income, and

enough beauty to make her very pleasant to look upon. But all these

gifts of a kind Providence were as nothing weighed in the balance

against the crushing fact that every one of the Madison butlers was

worse than his predecessors. The poor lady had tried every nationality,

as she said, except the Chinese : there she drew the line. The Irishmen

need no description. We in America have all suffered. The colored

men were wofully lacking in ^^ style.'' The Swedes were mercenary

and would leave in hope of higher wages. The Germans were too

something—" I forget what," Mrs. Madison would say, in recounting

her woes to an intimate friend, " and the Frenchmen too something or

other else ; and really, my dear, if you notice several gray hairs under

my bonnet I am not surprised. But what can I do ? George will

give dinners, and will not have a woman wait at table."

At the time when this veracious history opens, the latest venture in

the pantry-line had proved to be a complete failure, and was to depart

on the morrow.

Mrs. Madison sat in her charming sitting-room, over a wood fire,

with the hot-water kettle hissing genially among its companion tea-

things, which had been brought in for the last time by the present

incumbent.

Opposite to her was her sister, Sylvia Arden. She had just come in

from walking, and her long sealskin garment was thrown open as she

sat toasting her cold feet and drawing off her gloves.

She was one of the prettiest girls in New York,—which means that

she was very lovely indeed.

" Shall you have that dinner on the 15th, Maud?" asked the young

lady. She rose as she spoke, and divested herself of her furs, and as

she did so one saw what a lithe and shapely figure she had.

" It all depends on the butler," said her sister. " George will get

somebody to-day,—goodness knows what."

" An Irishman, probably," said Sylvia. " All our French dress-
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makers are Irish. Our city is ruled by Irish : our policemen are Irish

:

why not our butlers ?"

" I should think you were Irish yourself, dear, from what you say,"

said Mrs. Madison, laughing. " Ah, there's George's key in the door.

Now we shall see what news he brings."

In a moment or two the master of the house entered.

He took the cup of tea which his wife had poured out. Then,

seating himself, he said, " Well, I have got him."

" Who ?" asked his wife, mischievously. " Patrick O'Mulligan ?"

" No. John Parkins,—an Englishman."

"Was there ever an Englishman who wasn't named John?" said

Sylvia.

" Good references, of course," said Mrs. Madison, with grim sar-

casm. " They always have."

" No," said her husband, cheerfully. " None at all."

Mrs. Madison was quite quiet.

" You are tired of the silver, then ?"

" Not at all ; but he won't take the silver. If there is anything

dishonest about John Parkins, then I am wofuUy mistaken."

" You generally are," said his wife, dryly.

" Thank you, madam. No, he may be a little green, but he is one

of the finest-looking men I ever saw."

" Do you remember our British Adonis ?" asked Sylvia,—" when

he handed round the lobster sauce in a kitchen jug, and then put him-

self into the dumb-waiter instead of the empty dishes?"

" Am I likely to forget it ?"

" Then why," said Mrs. Madison, with sudden asperity, " do you

subject us to a similar experience ? How can you bring a man without

reference into my house ?"

" On the same principle," said Mr. Madison, setting down his cup

with perfect imperturbability, " that you once said you would advertise

for an atheist, having tried every religion in the housemaid line and

failed lamentably with all the sects represented. I am tired of the

men who have lived with all the English aristocracy. Now, Parkins

assures me that he hasn't lived with any of them. He has the face of

an honest, steady man ; and he tells me that he is willing to learn."

Mrs. Madison gave a mock groan.

" That means that I am willing to teach," said she.

"And are we to have the Bellingers on the 15th?" asked Sylvia.

" By all means," said her brother-in-law. And so the conversation

ended.

The next day, it being the 1st of the month, promptly at the hour
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agreed upon, John Parkins presented himself to the lady of the house,

with a modest deferential bearing which was quite delightful. He
was a strapping fellow of about thirty, dressed in worn but well-cut

garments. His features were rather handsome, and his smooth-shaven

upper lip showed at times a glimpse of very good teeth.

" It is not our custom to engage any one without a reference,'' said

Mrs. Madison. " We are placing great confidence in you in taking

you like this into our house."

" I am aware of that, ma'am,'' said Parkins. " I am very thankful

for your kindness. I hope I shall suit you."

" I hope so," said Mrs. Madison, in a tone which hinted that the

hope was a forlorn one.

'' Have you had much experience in waiting at table ?"

" Not much, ma'am," said Parkins.

" May I ask where you have lived last ?"

The man hesitated for a moment.
" On a ranch, ma'am," he said, with a slight air of being unwilling

to pursue the subject further. Then he added, with more alacrity,

—

' " I was servant to a gentleman out in Wyoming."
" Ah !" said Mrs. Madison.

She had rather intended to bully John Parkins, but somehow the

mann^ of the man forbade it.

Having tJiis unaccountable feeling that further investigations would

be almost an impertinence, she proceeded to instruct the new butler

as to what would henceforth be expected of him. He showed great

alacrity,—zeal not according to knowledge. But in spite of a few

awkwardnesses on his part he produced a favorable impression on his

new mistress.

Dinner that day passed off remarkably well, considering that Par-

kins was rather nervous, as servants are apt to be in new places.

Miss Arden could not help admiring his personal appearance and

gentlemanly manner, and Mr. Madison sat at the head of the table,

smiling blandly and full of elation at the success of his latest venture.

When dinner was over, Mrs. Madison entered the pantry to ascertain

how the new functionary was behaving. She was surprised to see a row

of wet plates standing all round the room, leaning their backs against

the wall.

" Why, Parkins, what ever are you doing with those plates ?" she

cried.

The Englishman regarded her with a deprecatory air.

" I was letting them dry a bit, ma'am," he said. " Have I done

wrong 0J>
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" Certainly," said Mrs. Madison. " The towels in that drawer are

for drying the china.''

Parkins blushed so brightly that she really pitied him.

" Beg pardon, ma'am," he stammered, " but you see a man gets

so awfully rough in the West, ma'am. We hadn't many towels on

the ranch. Thank you, ma'am. I'll use them in future. I'm very

anxious to learn."

The drawing-room was henceforth entertained with the pantry epi-

sodes, of which this was the beginning.

In the main, however. Parkins gave satisfaction. He was sober,

diligent, almost chivalrous in his attention to the wants of the ladies.

The defects in his education as a butler were soon remedied, for Mrs.

Madison was an excellent housekeeper and was willing to take untold

trouble to instruct any one who was teachable. The fresh, handsome

face of Parkins, his respectful and manly bearing, and his charming

English accent, which was evidently not that of a cockney, ingratiated

him with his employers and even their acquaintance.

Occasionally a new book or paper was missing from the sitting-

room, and more than once it was found in the pantry among the rouge-

cloths and plate-powder. In one case the missing volume was one

of Lecky's, and Miss Arden, who had searched in vain, asked Parkins

if he had seen it. He confessed to having borrowed it; and when

Sylvia looked at him with obvious surprise, he made some confused

remark about ^' bettering his education."

^' If he can appreciate that book," said Miss Arden afterwards to

her sister, " his education doesn't need much bettering."

One evening, when John Parkins had been with the Madisons for

a month or more, several newly-arrived English people dined at the

house. From the moment when the party sat down at the table,

Parkins began to behave strangely. He became absent-minded and

inattentive. His strongest desire appeared to be to get out of the room

as quickly as possible.

Mr. Madison was annoyed, and thought for a moment that his butler

might be under the influence of liquor ; but after he had watched him

for a minute or two he was convinced that the man was perfectly sober,

though evidently laboring under great mental perturbation.

But, as one cannot watch one's butler all the evening, Mr. Madison's

attention was soon diverted, and the circumstance passed from his mind.

One day in the early spring a letter came for George Madison from

the British Legation at Washington.

It requested information in regard to the whereabouts of Mr. Cecil
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Finch, an English gentleman who was supposed to be in the United

States at that time. Mr. Madison replied with polite brevity that he

had never had the pleasure of knowing any one of that name. There

he thought the matter would rest. But by return of post came another

letter, which intimated that the Legation could not take Mr. Madison's

reply as final, for Cecil Finch had been seen going in and out of Mr.

Madison's house in New York.

Mr. Madison was by this time rather curious, and not a little in-

dignant. He was not accustomed to having his word doubted.

He therefore wrote back somewhat sharply to the effect that the

only Englishman who came and went in his household in the manner

described wa*s his butler, John Parkins.

" Upon my word," he said that night at dinner to his wife and

sister-in-law, *' I am tired of Mr. Cecil Finch without ever having seen

him. The dogged pertinacity of the English diplomates does them

credit."

Parkins, who was handing a dish of sweets at the moment, started

so violently that the dish almost slipped from his fingers.

This did not escape Mr. Madison, but he said notliing.

Afterwards, however, he remarked to his wife, " If I am not mis-

taken. Parkins knows something about Mr. Cecil Finch."

In a day or two a third letter bearing the Washington post-mark

arrived for Mr. Madison. It said, '^ Strange as it may appear, we should

be glad if you would interrogate the man whom you call John Parkins

as to the whereabouts of Mr. Finch. Tell him that your reason for

asking is that Cecil Finch has come into a title and a fortune by the

unexpected death of his uncle."

Mr. Madison was now thoroughly excited. \Yhat if his butler

were the new lord in masquerade ? He laughed to himself as he pictured

the faces of his wife and sister when they should hear the news.

It so happened that this last letter from the Legation had been sent

to Mr. Madison's house, and it was there that he read it. His wife

was out with Sylvia.

His decision was quickly formed. He touched the bell. Parkins

appeared, calm and correct as he was in his best moments when there

was nothing to disconcert him.

" Parkins," said his master, " did you ever happen to hear of an

English gentleman called Cecil Finch?"
" Yes, sir," said the butler. " I think I have heard you mention

his name, sir, at dinner, a night or two ago."

" Have you ever seen him ?"

" Yes, sir,—in Wyoming, sir."

Vol. XXXIX.—56
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" It would be a good thing for him, Parkins," said Mr. Madison,

carelessly, " if you could find him."

"How so, sir?" asked the young man, changing color a little.

" He has just come into his uncle's title and estates ; and he can't be

found.'^

" By Jove ! Is Lord Grimsmead dead ?" cried the butler, in a voice

very different from his usual guarded one.

Before he had time to pull himself together and apologize, Mr.

Madison pounced upon him.

" Look here, Mr. Finch !" he said, quite sternly, " you are no

butler ! Your name isn't Parkins ! Why did you lie to me?"
" No, Mr. Madison," said the man, " I am not a bufler, and my

name isn't Parkins, and lie is not a word to use among gentlemen !"

" But, hang it, Parkins,—Finch,—whatever you are, I can't realize

quite yet that you're not what I thought you five minutes ago. And I

think I have a right to know why you have imposed on me in this

way," said Mr. Madison, still irate.

" Of course you have," said Mr. Finch, late John Parkins. " The

story is simply this. I was pretty well down on my luck after having

tried ranching and failed, as many a cleverer man than I am has done

before. I was too proud to go home. There was no one of whom I

could borrow, and I hadn't a penny. I saw your advertisement in the

paper, and applied for the situation. I hadn't an idea that you'd take

me, but I was touched by your confidence, Mr. Madison, and I've done

the very best I could for you. I remembered our old butler at home,

and I tried to model myself on him.

"The other night you thought, no doubt, that I was drunk. I

wasn't ; but the man who sat next to Mrs. Madison was a fellow who
knew me well at Oxford, ten years ago."

Both men had been standing Avhile they talked. Madison read

candor and integrity in the handsome face of the other.

" Sit down, Mr. Finch," he said, " and tell me the rest."

" I would rather stand, thank you," said Finch. " How do you

know that I'm telling you the truth ? Is my Oxford friend in town

yet?"

" I believe so," said Mr. Madison.

" Will you go there with me and get me identified ?" asked Finch.

Then he added, smiling a little, " I believe I've got one pretty decent

coat."

3^ •!* 5(C 3fC PfC 3fC 3|C ^ ^ ^

About six o'clock the ladies came home. The parlor w^as full of

spring twilight.
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" Why are no lamps lighted ?" asked Mrs. Madison. " Where's

Parkins ? I never knew him to be so careless."

She rang the bell sharply. It was answered by her maid.

" Where is Parkins ?" Mrs. Madison demanded.

" Gone out, ma'am, with Mr. Madison,'' said the maid, demurely.

" With Mr. Madison? How extraordinary !"

" He said he might not come back/' said the maid, rather enjoying

Mrs. Madison's surprise.

Sylvia then entered.

"The table isn't set, and I can't find Parkins anywhere," she

said.

When the lady's-maid withdrew, the sisters expressed themselves

more freely.

" Always the way with my butlers ! Is this frightful servant-hunt

going to begin again ?" moaned Mrs. Madison.

" And really he was a man one could have loved, if he hadn't been

a butler," sighed Miss Arden.

Presently Mr. Madison returned alone. Without giving his wife

time for indignant questions, he said,

—

" Parkins wanted to come back and serve dinner, but I wouldn't

let him."

" And pray why not ?" asked his wife. " What has he done ?"

" He has gone and got himself a title, and I thought that a dinner

handed round by my Lord Grimsmead would choke us all."

The next day Lord Grimsmead, formerly Cecil Finch alias John

Parkins, modestly requested a few moments' conversation with Mrs.

Madison.

She was less at her ease than he.

" I wanted to come back last night, Mrs. Madison," he said, coming

forward, without extending his hand, " but your husband would not

hear of it. I am sorry that your proverbial bad luck with butlers has

not been changed by me. I sail to-morrow, and I fear that you must

supply my place,—which will be easily done."

" There you make a mistake," she answered, motioning him to a

chair. " You were the very nicest servant I have ever had in the

house."

And then they both laughed long and heartily.

" May I see Miss Arden before I go ?" he asked, presently, with a

decided deepening of his color.

Mrs. Madison said, " Certainly," and in a few moments Sylvia en-

tered. He rose and gave her his chair, and she could not but notice
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Low the obsequious alacrity of the butler had given way to the well-

bred manner of the English gentleman.

" I want to say before I go," he said, almost brokenly, " that I

thank you for the happiest and most innocent months of my life, I

have had constant kindness from you both, and I hope that you will all

come to England some day, that I may do something for you in return.

I should like to show you the old park. It will be full of primroses

in a few weeks." And a mist came before the eyes of the strong man
as his heart turned towards his home.

Just before he went away, he said very softly to Sylvia (her sister

being somewhat in advance of them, as they walked towards the

door),

—

" Do you think that you can ever forget that I was your sister's

butler ?"

I don't know what she answered, but I do know that an account of

Lord Grimsmead's wedding appeared in the " Court Journal" about a

year later, and that the bride was a very lovely American. Another

fact, also, I can tell you, which the " Court Journal" knows nothing at

all about. To this day Lady Grimsmead calls her lord nothing but

" Parkins."
Edith Evelyn Bigelow.

FORETOKENS,

SOFTLY from out the bonds of sleep released

At happy culmination of a dream,

With the good omen of a golden stream

Of sunshine through my lattice, flower-fleeced.

While far faint bells from towers in the east

Chimed cheerfully, and came a sudden gleam

Of wings in spiral flight, I said, " Signs seem

Foretelling me some joy ere day has ceased."

Amid the throng of pilgrims gay and grave

Upon life's path, ere day was dusk I met

One I had long loved silently, who gave

A rose to me ; a little farther yet,

One who had scorned me swiftly came to crave

Forgiveness, and his eyes with tears were wet

!

Frank D. SticJcney,
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A LATE discussion of the question of college training for women notes that

the present main objections to co-education are not intellectual, but social,—

a

matter of instincts, prejudices, conventions, and so not to be reasoned with.

One might say the same of the whole question of a college discipline for girls,

since, with full approval of the Higher Education in the general and abstract,

too many parents do not believe in it in the concrete and particular of their

own daughters. And this because of a social prejudice. A sensible and culti-

vated lady said recently, speaking of Vassar and Bryn Mawr, '* I don't think

such schools are for the majority of girls. They are for teachers ; they are pro-

fessional. Of course I believe in the higher education, and I am glad we have

these colleges ; but my own daughter shall go to some nice private school, where

she will get good French, and music, and literature, and manners,—what I call a

distinctively womanly culture."

This lady represents a class, and the pity of it is that if women such as she

take this position we can expect nothing better of the mass of good souls whose

proper feminine ambitions do not go beyond carpets and carriage. In plain Eng-

lish, that position is : The higher education is excellent for old-maid schoolma'ams

;

the average woman, who will marry, does not need it. Let us bring her up on

the old lines, " adorned with accomplishments for the refined amusement of man."

Let her not waste the flower-time of her teens over higher mathematics and phi-

losophy for which she will have no after-need. A teacher must have a well-

balanced and well-trained mind ; for wife and mother a smattering and a polish

is the proper thing.

So an English gentleman, a Cambridge professor, said to me, speaking of

Girton College and Somerville Hall, "They are excellent training-schools for

teachers. Their patronage is from the upper middle class, the professional

men whose daughters may be governesses. But no nobleman would think of

sending his daughter to them." Which, as the nobleman would, as a matter of

course, send his sons to Oxford or Cambridge, neatly defined the difference.

There cannot be much progress towards the higher education so long as college

training for women is considered exceptional or professional. The boy goes, not

necessarily because he is to be lawyer or doctor, but because it is " the education

of a gentleman." His sister must go on the same terms,—to receive " the edu-

cation of a lady."

But the society ideal still blinds most mothers, and their vague thought is

that there is something—not unfeminine, we are past that, but something inimi-

cal to marriage and the common lot in dynamics and political science. Many good

people, also, have a vague impression that the college girls are rather a common
lot, and that a more select patronage, a finer training, attend the private schools

about them. They may not teach the sciences so well, they have not, perhaps, the

apparatus and libraries, but they will engraft a finer womanliness, more grace of

speech and bearing, and give our daughters better associations than the multitude

and mixture of the great college. And truly the ardent student there may not
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learn all that Eosamond Yincy did at Mrs. Lemon's famous school, " where the

teaching included all that was demanded in the accomplished female—even to

extras, such as getting in and out of a carriage." But in fact the colleges at

present draw, in character and ability, the cream of our girls. The severe course

deters the idle or foolish who are the bane of the " family school." If the silly

girl goes to college she either drops out in the Freshman year or the training grows

a soul into her. This latter transformation one sometimes sees in colleges where
co-education rules. The " flirting special" who tries the patience of friends and
faculty the first year turns into a fairly good student the second, given a new
ideal and cured of those illusions regarding her brothers which the ordinary

girls' school over-develops. And the keen emulation keeps them at their best,

brings out all their powers, and makes them well-rounded young women, ready

for the single life and the profession if Providence so orders, ready equally for the

home and the children.

The question of time is with many mothers another objection to the college.

They do not feel that the daughter can be spared from the home for the four or

six years needed. Let us send her, then, to Mrs. Lemon, where she may have the

dear delight of graduation in two or three. Nay, give her the two or three in a

college, though it only carries her through the Freshman year. She may not be

able to say she has studied as many things, but she will have a broader training

as far as it goes, a more solid foundation for the intellectual life. She will have

felt the breath of that larger world in which herhrothers live ; she will—and this

is much—have caught the man's way of looking at things. Women live in a

narrow world, and the feminine strongly personal way of regarding all questions,

while it has moral advantages, has intellectual drawbacks. As teachers women
are faithful, conscientious, hard-working, but it is inevitable that the present gen-

eration are not so highly trained as their brother professors. Even were the mass

of them—as a few now are—the equals of college-bred men in general culture

and special preparation for their department,—a thing rare in private schools,

where one poor woman often teaches a half-dozen branches,—even then it would

be better to have the instruction of a man. The object of culture is to break up

narrowness and provincialism. To look at things through a one-sex glass is as

bad for women as for men. It is a letting in of new light, a seeing of things not

from one side, but two, that we want ; and this can best be gained for girls in

colleges or schools where the instruction is largely in the hands of men.

This is not saying that all girls should go to college, any more than that all

boys should. For them, as for their brothers, the family school may sometimes

be best, and the faithful and conscientious work done in many such schools is

not impugned. But that these give a finer or more womanly training than

the college,—that is denied. Their discipline, brought to a high intellectual

standard, is narrow and incomplete ; and insufficiency and limited culture are

not more womanly than breadth and roundness. The ghost of over-strain and

broken-down health as a consequence of college discipline is now laid : when shall

we see the social phantom laid as well and the mass of women agreeing that the

college gives "the education of a lady"? For that the new generation shall be

college-trained rests, more than we think, with the social convictions of the

mothers of to-day. E. F. w.
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DEMOCRACY is in. It will not be long before the opening assertion of our

Declaration of Independence, " all men are created equal," which was

sometime a paradox, will be accepted as the self-evident truth the Declaration

proclaims it to be. Primitive men (and the history of primitive men finds a faint

repetition in the young people of all ages, even of to-day) loved to emphasize and

to localize their emotions, to have something tangible to love and worship; some-

thing tangible to hate ; to love and to hate intensely. They liked to have their

blacks very black and their whites very white. Their rulers were awful and ter-

rible beings, made of different clay from the subjects they governed, tracing their

descent or their authority direct from heaven. Their heroes were demi-gods.

Their poets were seers and prophets, whose words were inspired, whose writings

were sacred. To be sure, the imagination even of primitive men had to be guarded

from too close a contact with the object of its admiration. The monarch was shorn

of a large portion of his divinity to the flatterers who thrived upon his weak-

nesses. The demi-god received his apotheosis only after death. The prophet was

not honored in his own country. The hero was no hero to his body-servant.

The entire history of the race shows a closer drawing together of individuals, so

that old illusions and old superstitions have one by one taken their flight and

men have been gradually learning to recognize their brotherhood, their substantial

equality.

Only two centuries ago wise and learned men were still prating about the

divine right of kings and urging implicit obedience upon subjects. To-day

royalty retains the merest semblance of power and authority : it is

Made only great by every one conniving,

—

and the eye that winks at it has a humorous light which augurs a speedy termina-

tion to the farce. Elizabeth's voice was virtually law. Victoria has less to do

with the government of her realm than the meanest householder in Great Britain

who possesses a vote. The House of Lords, which once was a power in the land,

is now but a sham legislative assembly, and the House of Commons has usurped

all its real authority, Hereditaiy aristocracy is fast losing its prestige. Men are

no longer divided into lords and vassals, into masters and slaves. It may not

take many more centuries to relegate all distinctions of caste into the limbo of

outworn superstitions.

There are signs that the ideas of equality which are invading politics and
social life are at work with their levelling influences in mental life as well. The
aristocracy of intellect may become as antiquated as the aristocracy of the peer-

age. The old divisions of mankind into dunces and men of genius, into Philis-

tines and children of light, are becoming ofiensive to us. When Bulwer, the last

of a bad school, talks about " Genius, the Child of the Gods," we feel the same
rising of the gorge that afllicts us when some poor ranting actor approaches the

footlights and mouths for the applause of the gallery. We are beginning to
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doubt whether there is any such great difference between one man and another

as our fathers were fond of imagining. The vital force which feeds the brain of

the thinker is the same force that animates the muscle of the athlete. Some
men may, indeed, be born with more vitality than others, but the form in which

that vitality shall assert itself is determined by the accident of environment or

hereditary predisposition. If it goes to build up the muscles there will be less

left for the brain. If too large a proportion goes into the brain the body will

suffer. Or if it goes into any special faculty of brain or body the other faculties

will suffer. There are certain tribes of Indians who are marvellous horsemen

because for generations all their vitality has been expended on the muscles that

are brought into play by horsemanship. But the other muscles suffer in propor-

tion. These Indians cannot walk a hundred yards without fatigue. The black-

smith's arm, the ballet-dancer's leg, are splendidly developed, the rest of the body

may be only ordinary. AVhat is true of the physical is true of the mental man.

A genius is a person in whom some one faculty or set of faculties has been ab-

normally developed at the expense of the rest of the brain or at the expense of

the body. Eccentricity is commonly looked upon as an accompaniment of genius.

Eccentricity is mental incompleteness. Another characteristic is a want of

practicality, an inability to cope with the common life around one, an acute

shyness and sensitiveness in the company of one's fellows, all which simply in-

dicates a further limitation of the intellect. Or the man of genius is sickly, weak,

dwarfed or deformed in body. Or, lastly, the tax which his genius must pay to his

body is that his procreative powers shall suffer, so that he will have no children,

or his children will be below the average in intelligence, or they will inherit their

mental characteristics from the more commonplace mate.

Yet, though the net sum of a famous man's qualities and defects may in

reality be no greater than those of his commonplace brother, there need be no

diminution of admiration and reverence towards the work which he is enabled

to do. The power and authority once summed up in a king, which constituted

the divinity that hedged him in, are in these days distributed over the common-
wealth. What the king loses, humanity gains. So what the individual genius

loses in our esteem, humanity gains. Our admiration is transferred from men to

man. A great work of art is no longer the product of a mysterious and inexpli-

cable " Genius," apart from and different from the race, a " Child of the Gods,"

but simply an evidence of what human intelligence can do at high pressure.

And if we believe in that bugbear of Mr. Carlyle's, the progress of the species,

and hold that the high pressure of the present represents the ordinary achieve-

ment ofthe future, we can find much in these reflections to comfort and strengthen

us in our faith.

Here, to illustrate our argument, comes the life of one of the greatest geniuses

of the present century, told by the man who of all living men seems the most

competent to tell it. Dowden's "Life of Shelley" (J. B. Lippincott Co.) is a

model biography. The author is already known as an excellent critic and no

mean poet. By temperament and by training he is fitted to understand and ap-

preciate Shelley. The family of the poet have intrusted to him all the manu-

script materials in their possession. He tells his story frankly and honestly, with

due admiration for its subject, but with none of the false lights that lesser

biographers are only too wont to make use of. Now, what is the impression of
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Shelley wliich this biography leaves upon us ? He seems a strange mixture

of strength and weakness, of great qualities and littlenesses. He had an un-

quenchable thirst for beauty, for truth, an unquenchable love for his fellows, a

noble generosity which was proof against all offences, even against the meanest

ingratitude, even against the attempted seduction of his wife by his nearest and

most trusted friend. And he had such marvellous lyrical powers as are rarely

given to more than one man in a generation. But to offset these qualities he had

strange infirmities. To the end of his days he retained all the naivety of a child,

a beautiful trait perhaps from the picturesque point of view, but which shows

that some of his mental faculties were in the rudimentary condition of childhood.

There was only a thin partition between his wit and madness ; and madness is

a disease, and disease is weakness. He was effeminate, arrogant, headstrong.

His crude hatred of Christianity and of the social institutions which are an

offshoot from Christianity, his wild denunciations of them as the invention of

priests and tyrants, would be entirely repugnant to the philosophical agnosticism

of to-day, which looks upon Christianity as one of the great factors in the history

of human progress. He was wofully deficient in judgment. He was unable to

think rightly of his fellow-beings, and especially of women. In his relations

with the latter he rapidly passed from enchantment to disillusion, and erred as

grievously in the one stage as in the other. Harriet Westbrook changed from " a

divine little scion of infidelity" into " a frantic idiot ;" Elizabeth Hitchener from
" a sister of his soul" into " a brown demon ;" Emilia Viviani from " a Juno"

into " a centaur." And, in spite of the incorruptible sincerity which made him
utter his convictions at the cost of whatever worldly advantage, he was un-

truthful and unreliable in regard to the facts of his own life.

Dr. Dowden notices the latter frailty of Shelley's, and makes an ingenious

apology for it. We must bear in mind, he says, that the poet, " who had only a

faint interest in the history of nations, was one of those men for whom the hard

outline of facts in their own individual history has little fixity ; whose footsteps

are forever followed and overflowed by the wave of oblivion ; who remember with

extraordinary tenacity the sentiment of times and of places, but lose the frame-

work of circumstance in which the sentiment was set ; and who, in reconstructing

an image of the past, often unconsciously supply links and lines upon the sug-

gestion of that sentiment or emotion which is for them the essential reality.

There are not a few persons who from their own experience can vouch for the

existence of such transforming powers of recollection ; their lives have been for

them a train of emotions and ideas rather than of events, and in recalling fore-

gone events an involuntary artistic instinct is at work, unconsciously adapting

circumstance to feelings by aid of a winnowing wind of desire astir amid the

mobile cloud-land of the past." This is very pretty. But it is just as well to

look facts in the face. There are words in the language which characterize fairly

well the frame of mind that Dowden describes. "Untruthful" is one of them.

The idea that the frailties of genius are sacred is one of the common errors

which result from our mistaken notions of genius. Goethe tells us that Nature

reveals her secrets in her monsters. Now, geniuses are among her monsters. If

we are to draw any useful sociological lessons from the study of their character-

istics, we must beware of making excuses which we would not make in the case

of lesser men. The self-love which makes people desire to view themselves in a

picturesque light is at the bottom of much of the untruthfulness in the world.
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It vitiates the so-called " Confessions" of many famous men. And riot only in

the letter to Godwin which forms the text for Mr. Dowden's apology, but also on
other occasions, Shelley was a victim to this vice. His best friends often refused

to accept his statements of facts. There seems to be little room for doubt that

the bigoted officer in the Italian post-office who felled him to the ground because

he confessed to being " that damned atheist Shelley" was a figment of his own
brain. And the celebrated nocturnal encounter at Tanyrallt with a would-be
assassin, which has been a sad puzzle to all biographers who accept Shelley's

statements, is explainable only on the theory that Shelley was deliberately

fraudulent and pierced his night-gown with the ball from his own pistol, in

order, like Pooh-Bah, to add " artistic verisimilitude to a bald and unconvincing

narrative."

The quarrel between the romanticists and the realists is sufficiently amusing
in view of the fact that realism in the Anglo-Saxon literature of the present

time is simply impossible. No novelist among us dares to paint life as it really

is. The famous words in Thackeray's preface to " Pendennis" are as true to-day

as they ever were :
" Since the author of Tom Jones was buried, no writer of

fiction among us has been permitted to depict to his utmost power a Man. We
must drape him, and give him a certain conventional simper. Society will not

tolerate the Natural in our Art. Many ladies have remonstrated, and subscribers

left me, because, in the course of the story, I described a young man resisting and

affected by temptation. My object was to say that he had the passions to feel,

and the manliness and generosity to overcome them. You will not hear—it is

best to know it—what moves in the real world, what passes in society, in the

clubs, colleges, mess-rooms—what is the life and talk of your sons." The charge

was repeated by M. Taine, and it has recently and almost simultaneously been

revived by three well-known novelists,—Ouida in the North American Beview,

Boyesen in the Forum, and Rider Haggard in the Contemporary.

The entire atmosphere of modem fiction in England and America is false

and conventional. It assumes that the world is exactly the sort of place that

it appears to the foolish eyes of a boy or a girl. In real life we have to condone

in our friends, or haply we regard with genial charity in ourselves, faults and

offences which as readers or writers of fiction we pretend are beyond condonation,

almost beyond charity. In morals, in religion, even in art, few of us have the

courage of our convictions when we have to put our convictions into print. Few
of us dare to say in cold type what we would be quite willing to say to our friends,

—even to an intelligent female friend. We have one way of speaking to our

intimates, another to our acquaintances, and still another to the general public.

Of course there is much to be said in favor of this. It is dangerous to dispel

too early the illusions of generous-hearted boys and maidens,—to teach them too

early that the real struggle of life is not to be heroic but to keep from being

despicable. The history of human progress shows how Nature herself has taken

rude men into her lap and told them nursery-tales to amuse and edify them,—has

frightened them into doing right by shadowy threats of punishment, or bribed

them by shadowy promises of rewards. The ideals which have clustered around

certain semi-mythical figures have helped men in their upward struggle. Wil-

liam Tell, and Damon and Pythias, and Pocahontas, and hundreds of other
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gentle and gracious myths, have excited noble emotions in the breasts of the

many who believed in them. You yourself, my dear sir, have no doubt been

helped in youth, by the ideals you formed of older men, to that stage of com-

parative virtue in which you may have furnished an equally unsubstantial but

equally helpful ideal to the weaker or younger men around you.

All this is very true, but it is only one side of the picture. In the lives of

all of us there comes that tragic period when we wake from the golden dreams of

youth to the dreary realities of maturity, when the contrast between the ideal

and the real forces itself upon us with keenest irony, and the chill of disen-

chantment settles upon heart and brain. The tragedy of this period is intensi-

fied a thousandfold to those of us who have looked at life through the medium

of books and taken too seriously the lessons of the latter. Because men and

women are not what we had imagined, our faith in them goes down in black

despair ; because literature encouraged our delusions, we cast it aside as an un-

worthy lie.

Then I said, " I covet truth

:

Beauty is unripe childhood's cheat

;

I leave it behind with the games of youth."

This is the frame of mind which Hawthorne has portrayed in that most awful

story " Goodman Brown." This is the frame of mind in which the " litera-

ture of despair" has its origin,—Eene, Werther, Obermann, Childe Harold.

This is the frame of mind in which cynicism is born. Heine, says Lowell,

was " a sentimentalist soured." Thackeray, according to an acute French critic,

was an idealist '' furious at having been disappointed."

Fiction is not real because it is realistic. So long as the conventional at-

mosphere is retained, it comes no nearer to the truth because it details the lives

of apothecaries and newspaper reporters and bookbinders' apprentices than if it

clung to the dragons and knights and ladies of old romance. Indeed, the very

realism of its details makes it more profoundly and hopelessly unreal. Children

are not likely to imbibe false ideals from Jack the Giant-Killer or Little Red
Riding-hood, they are almost sure to be misled by almost any modern book that

is written for their benefit. Therefore, if we are not brave enough, or if the

times are not yet ripe, for the whole truth in our fiction, let us have good honest

romance, which does not pretend to concern itself with real life. It is a blessed

sign of the times that the reign of the so-called realist is approaching its end,

and that romance is coming back into fashion with Robert Louis Stevenson and
Rider Hagsrard."OO'-

Mr. Stevenson's last book, "The Merry Men, and other Tales and Fables"

(Charles Scribner's Sons), although not up to the level of his best work, is a

collection of such stories as only Mr. Stevenson in these days can write. The
first story, which gives its title to the book, is the least striking of all, in spite of

its marvellous descriptions of Hebridean scenery, and the last, " The Treasury of

Franchard," is perhaps the best. Its humor is positively delightful. " Will o'

the Mill" is an idyllic picture, full of the quiet humor which is so closely akin to

pathos. " Markheim," an eerie sketch of a murderer's dialogue with his own
conscience, has already become familiar to us in " The Broken Shaft," and the
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curious have traced in it the germ of " Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde." " Olalla'*

and " Thrawn Janet" are stories in which an old situation is treated in a new
and surprising manner.

Rider Haggard is a writer of coarser fibre than Stevenson. The latter is

an artist in words : his English is the choicest that has been written since the days

of Thackeray and Hawthorne. Haggard is robust, masculine, picturesque. But

he lacks repose; he lacks refinement. He has no humor, though he thinks

he has. The reflections with which he occasionally interrupts his story are as

puerile as those of Dickens, whom he resembles also in his love of emphasis

and exaggeration and in an attitude of semi-jocose familiarity towards his

reader. With all his faults, however, he is a welcome relief from the tea-table

gossip of modern fiction. He is like a breath of fresh air after being shut up in

a close drawing-room. He is a painter, not a photographer. He takes a broad

canvas and produces splendid results. " She" is a romance of great imaginative

power, full of thrilling situations, of weird surprises, of rich color. The incidents

are swiftly and vividly told ; the descriptions are full of gorgeous word-painting.

Foolish efibrts have been made to disprove the originality of the book, to trace

the parentage of the ever-young and ever-aged She to Moore's " Epicurean,"

to Bulwer's " Strange Story," to heaven knows what. No doubt the idea is an

old one,—as old as the Wandering Jew, and older. It is one of the common pos-

sessions of the race. But neither Moore nor Bulwer nor Croly nor Eugene Sue

has contributed anything to the rich vesture of passion and color and splendor

in which this skeleton of an idea has been clothed. This is Haggard's own ; and

it constitutes all the value of the book.

" Jess," which followed hard upon the heels of " She," is distinctly inferior.

The scene is laid mainly on an ostrich-farm in the Transvaal at the time of the

insurrection of the Boers. The tale is told in a graphic and spirited manner : it

opens with a fight between the hero and an ostrich which is one of the cleverest

bits of writing that Haggard has given us, and it has some descriptions of battle

and fighting that are Homeric in their vigor. But the main incident of the story

—that of two lovers who sacrifice their own happiness for the sake of a third who
had the right of prior engagement—is not only hackneyed, it has long ago been

abandoned to the third-rate lady novelists. Jess and Captain Niel are no doubt

actuated by heroic and unselfish motives in renouncing each other because Niel

is aflSianced to Bessie, the baby-faced sister of Jess, but the heroism is as mistaken

as that of the Buddhist who tortures himself with knives and nails. Even if

such self-sacrifice be true to life, it is wrong to hold it up for our admiration.

Mr. Howells in " Silas Lapham" has said the authoritative word upon this sub-

ject. As a picture of Boer life and character, the book would be of unusual in-

terest if we could trust the author. But his prejudice is absurd. A writer

who represents the brave men who rose up against British rule in the Trans-

vaal as a set of unmitigated knaves and cowards and villains is unworthy of

credence.
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DOES Compound Oxygen always cure ? Of course not. It is a rule of this

oflSce never to promise a cure in any case. We often give our opinion,

that if faithfully tried, a cure may be the result. In many cases, however, we do

not hesitate to say that we can find but little foundation upon which to build a

hope for a cure. Even in these worse cases we generally can ofier the Compound
Oxygen as a palliative, as in nearly every instance its use mitigates the sufferings

of the patient.

It cannot be expected that this treatment will restore a lost limb or straighten

a deformed one ; that it will restore a perforated ear-drum or restore a lost sense.

There are many who have chronic diseases so long that they have become more

or less organically deranged, and with such we expect no radical restoration. Yet

there are so large a number of this class who have received so much benefit from

the use of the Compound Oxygen, that they bless the day when they were induced

to try it. Their lives have been made so much more comfortable, and their suf-

ferings so much less, that they praise the Compound Oxygen as one of their

greatest blessings.

Rev. J. H. Fesperman, of Statesville, North Carolina, writing June 2, 1880,

said,

—

" In the providence of God I owe my present state of health to your Oxygen.

I was near the gate of the grave, and, as I believe, close to the great portals of

eternal life, when I commenced taking what I consider the greatest of all healing

agents, Compound Oxygen. I am not yet well, but am so much benefited that I

cannot refrain from saying, wonderful, wonderful, wonderful medicine ! Physicians

and friends had believed that I could not live any length of time, and I am here

yet, with my large family of children, and able to walk from three to four miles

every morning. I cannot speak in terms too high of your remedy. It is true I

am not free from a cough and pains in left breast, but / have gotten out of bed,

where I had been most of the time for three months, and am walking about with re-

newed strength. Cough sometimes and expectorate a curdled mucus—sometimes

I do not cough, but clear my throat, and the white, or rather grayish, mucus
comes up without scarcely any effort. My flesh does not increase in proportion

with my strength. I am strong in legs and arms, but have not gained much
in flesh. When I first got able to be out I weighed one hundred and five

pounds ; now my weight Ls one hundred and thirteen pounds. . . . You may use

the first part of this letter, if you wish, in any way you please."

"Poison Springs, N.C, September 12, 1886.

" I very greatly desire to give you a full account of my long and dangerous

afliiction, but scarcely know how to do so. I am not yet able to work or preach,

but still believe that in the providence of God I owe my present existence to the

Compound Oxygen. I have used this greatest of all healing agents about six

years, during which time, I can truly say, I have received at least one hundred

letters (some with and without stamps) inquiring about the correctness of my
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case. These letters come from West, North, and South, and from my own native

State, and your own splendid promptness in my case together with the great ex-

cellency of the Oxygen caused me to answer favorably. In every instance, with-

out hesitation, I gave a full statement of the benefit received. I know of several

persons (one of them my near neighbor) who were very low with catarrh and
consumption, and who have been wonderfully benefited by the Compound Oxygen.
I may in the future write out their cases and my own and send them to you for

publication. I have a communication from Moorsville (in this county) which
reached me Friday, asking for information. I answer by this mail and send the

party some of your literature. I think you would find it to your advantage to

establish a depository with me for North and South Carolina.

" Respectfully,

" Rev. J. H. Fesperman."

The Compound Oxygen has now received a world-wide reputation for its

efficiency in curing chronic diseases. The afflicted will find facts and testimonials

greatly to their interest in the Treatise on Compound Oxygen, and their publica-

tions on various diseases, which are all sent free, upon application, addressed to

Drs. Starkey & Palen, No. 1529 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

" Tokology," by Alice B. Stockham, M.D. (Sanitary Publishing Company,
Chicago), is a good, sensible, and, what is best of all, honest book upon a sub-

ject which has been too often exploited by catchpenny writers. It discusses

plainly, but with strength and purity, all physical questions of importance to

women, and the directions and instructions which it gives are sound and practical

and in many cases are the result of individual experience and observation.

The essay on " Social Life at Vassar" is the second of a series of similar

articles to be furnished by the undergraduates of our leading colleges in com-

petition for a prize offered by the managers of this magazine. The first, " Social

Life at Princeton," appeared in April. Cornell will follow in June, the Uni-

versity of Virginia in July, Yale in August, Johns Hopkins in September,

Williams in October, Amherst in November, the University of Pennsylvania

in December. The article on "Social Life at Harvard," which Mr. Barrett

Wendell, instructor of rhetoric in that college, contributed to our January

number, is recommended to competitors as the sort of thing they should aim

at. But slavish imitation is not desired, and, as a similarity of subject may im-

press these articles with too great a similarity of treatment, freshness and variety

will be looked upon as great virtues. The two undergraduate essays which have

so far appeared are well written and interesting, and, indeed, all the competing

essays sent in from Princeton and Vassar were surprisingly good, and spoke well

for the literary standard of those colleges. The managers of lAppincoWs Maga-

zine only regretted that they could not use more than one article from each coUege.

It is curious to note how some of the most famous books of the day were

comparative failures on their first appearance. In many cases, of course, this

second wind of success is explainable by the subsequent popularity gained

through some lucky hit by the same author. Bret Harte's " Condensed Novels,"

for example, and his " Luck of Roaring Camp," had only a moderate sale until

the "Heathen Chinee" set two continents laughing and produced a sudden
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demand for all his former books. Similar instances abound in the literature of

every country. But the career of " Lorna Doone" was very different. Its author

has written nothing since to equal it, either in critical or popular estimation. For

a year it dragged along a slow sale. American publishers did not dare to take

hold of it. Suddenly it jumped into popularity, was reprinted by the Messrs.

Harper with great success, and remains to-day one of the books in constant

demand. The novel " Democracy" attracted little attention on its first issue, and

was not then reprinted in England. A few years after, an English critic hap-

pened to fall across the book. He saw its merit, and expressed his appreciation

in an article in Blackwood. Other British journals took up the chorus of praise.

" Democracy" was hastily reprinted in England by several houses, and enjoyed

a large sale ; the American publishers drew the plates of the book from the fire-

proof vaults where they had rested in seclusion, and sent out edition after edition.

The book which had fallen flat at first became more than a nine days' wonder,

and still sells. But the most extraordinary instance of this sort is presented by
" Ben-Hur." That book was well received by all the critics, but during the first

year it sold only about fifteen hundred copies. Suddenly the public recognized

its extraordinary merit. The sales bounded upward, and from that time to the

present they have continued to roll on in a steady stream. No book-store can

to-day afford to be without a copy. The demand is as certain as the demand for

Shakespeare or the Bible. It is now ten years since the first issue of " Ben-Hur,"

and the sales last year were greater than ever. The " Fool's Errand" was considered

a marvellous success in its day, but that day has nearly waned. Even " Uncle

Tom's Cabin" has lost some of its interest since the conditions which called it into

being have passed away. But the interest of " Ben-Hur" is a perennial one.

There seems to be no reason -why it should not go on selling at the same ratio so

long as English is the language of our country. Altogether the book is the most

phenomenal success of the present century.

Horsford's Acid Phosphate.—Beware of imitations. Imitations and

counterfeits have again appeared. Be sure that the word " Horsford's" is on

the wrapper. None are genuine without it.

In these days, when the question of domestic help is a vital one, it may be

interesting to note that the humorous sketch entitled " My Lady's-Maid," which

appeared in last month's Lippincott, was exactly what it purported to be, a true

story, without a word of embellishment or exaggeration. In the present number
" The Madisons' Butler" is founded absolutely on fact. " Everything in the tale

is true," the author writes to us, " except the slight romance which I indicated at

the end." Mrs. Bigelow, by the way, is the " Daniel Buxton" whose story of
" Mars and Mammon" attracted such general attention in the pages of Outing.

Horsford's Acid Phosphate in Nervous Debility.—Dr. S. E. Syl-

vester, Portland, Maine, says, " I have used it in nervous debility with most satis-

factory results."

Nothing more interesting can be seen in New York than the Old London
Street which is entered through " Bishopsgate" at 728-730 Broadway. The ex-

terior is a reproduction of the famous Bishopsgate in its original state before it

was rebuilt in 1735. You enter and find yourself in a street of old London, with
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houses of quaint mediaeval aspect on eacli hand. Your interest is intensified by
finding that these houses are exact reproductions of some of the historic build-

ings as they appeared in the days of their greatest glory. Here are the " Old
Queen's Head," in which Sir Walter Kaleigh sat and smoked, the " Tabard Inn,"

immortalized by Chaucer, the " Falcon" and the " Devil" taverns, of Shake-

spearean memory, the " Old Cock Tavern," the homes of Shakespeare, Izaak

Walton, Dick Whittington, Oliver Cromwell, and Paul Pindar, Wapping Old
Stairs, the Gunpowder-Plot House, Old Hungerford Market, and many other

places whose names have a delightfully familiar ring to them, and which in the

London of to-day have either ceased to exist or have been altered beyond recog-

nition. The place is not only one of extraordinary fascination, it is a liberal

education to visit it.

Horsford's Acid Phosphate produces sweet and natural sleep. Dr. C.

R. Dake, Belleville, Illinois, says, " I have found it, and it alone, to produce sweet

and natural sleep in cases of wakefulness caused by overwork of the brain, which

often occurs with active professional and business men."

The Atlantic Monthly for March, 1886, opened with an anonymous story

entitled " A Brother to Dragons," which excited wide-spread interest among the

readers of current literature. As an imitation of old English it was as admirable

a tour deforce as Charles Reade's " Clouds and Sunshine" or Blackmore's " Lorna

Doone," while the story itself was of such unusual beauty and strength that it was

evident a new genius had arisen in American literature. It was not long before

it was discovered that this new genius was MLss Am61ie Rives, a young lady of

Virginia, who thus added another to that brilliant band of young writers that are

conferring distinction on the South. In an early number of LippincotVs Maga-

zine a new story from the same pen will appear. It is entitled " The Farrier Lass

o' Piping Pepworth," and, though in a difierent vein from " A Brother to Dragons,"

it is equal if not superior in interest and literary value, and will undoubtedly

create a similar sensation.

Horsford's Acid Phosphate in General Debility.—Dr. E. W. Hill,

Glens Falls, New York, says, " I have used it in cases of nervous and general

debility, and always with success. I consider it an excellent remedy for atonic

dyspepsia, or any low state of the system."
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THE WHISTLING BUOY.

I.

EVERY time it moved it moaned. On calm summer days when the

sea was smooth it seemed to rest in peace, as if meditating in silence

on its griefs. When gales swept over the water from the southwest it

rocked in restless, uncertain motions and mingled its dismal voice with

the roar of the surf, the tolling of the fog-bell, and the cries of the sea-

birds as it moaned and moaned in perpetual reiteration as if it had a tale

to tell, but could only mourn over it in fitful inarticulate sighs mean-
ing much and saying little. On calmer days and nights, when there

was only a gentle swell moving in from the Atlantic, it spoke slowly

at intervals, like a child who sobs over some little grief that is past, but

not forgotten.

To the fishermen it was a commonplace affair. An iron buoy an-

chored in mid-channel just at the entrance of the little port,—at once

a guide and warning. Within the buoy was a curious arrangement of

valves, air- and water-chambers, and pipes. On top was a steam whistle.

When the buoy swayed on the waves the water enclosed in its hollow

chambers flowed to one side, and the valves opened to admit air to fill

the vacuum caused by the moving water. When the wave passed and
the buoy keeled over in the opposite direction the air-valve closed, and
the water within, rushing back to its first position, forced out the im-
prisoned air through the whistle, and it spoke, in a harsh and mournful
note. The sound began as a murmur, swelled out to a discordant forte,

and then died away in a despairing sigh. At the next roll of the huge
iron mass it moaned again in the same manner. If it rolled one way
the right-hand valve opened and admitted a supply of air ; when it rolled

the other way the left-hand valve opened ; and thus it kept up its dismal
crying at every wave that swept beneath it. The note could be heard
for more than a mile, and sailing-masters bound into the little harbor

871
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listened for it through the darkness, through fog and storm, as a guide

to port and a home.
To the under side of the great iron buoy was secured a chain that

extended down through the green water to a massive rock below, a rock
whereon the hopes of a lifetime were wrecked and lost long years

ago. On yachting-parties sailing out the port the moaning buoy had
a depressing effect. Its unending moan seemed to be for the young
life whose fate was bound up in some strange secret lost in the sea.

They listened to its note, floating faint and aad over the blue water, and
wondered if any would solve the riddle of that life, if ever knight

would come to redress a grievous wrong.

It is said the buoy knew all about it, and would tell everything, if

it could speak. Being merely a buoy, it could only moan.
Two miles to the west by north stood the harbor light. It was a

short round tower of brick and painted white. At the top was the

black lantern, its shining windows decked in yellow curtains by day
and opening a lurid eye on sea and land by night. The light-house, too,

was said to be familiar with the lost secret under the sea, and every

night appeared to look furtively all around the horizon as if revolving

something in its mind and yet not daring to speak of it. It could only

look askance at the world and wait. There was behind the light-house

a small white house with a little garden, grass-plot and picket fence.

Everything was orderly, neat, and comfortable, as befitted the residence

of an official of the United States government. There was also beside

the house a wooden structure, half trestle, half tower, in which hung
a bell. Beneath the wooden cage where hung the bell was a long pen-

dulum and a chain and heavy weight, these being parts of the clock-

work whereby the bell was rung when gray fogs crept up from the

misty Atlantic.

The light-house stood at the extreme point of a miniature Cape
Cod at the southeast end of the island, and in the bay formed by the

curving arm of the cape was an anchoring-ground for the fishing-

boats and yachts that used it for a summer harbor. Along the shore

of this bay were the few scattered houses of the little village. On the

south side towards the sea stood the big yellowish-green hotel and the

fantastic cottages of the transient guests who made the cape their

summer pleasure-ground.

By some oversight on the part of the officers of the United States

Coast Survey, the exact position, latitude and longitude of the light-

house and the port were not put on any of the official maps. Neither

were there any sailing directions printed giving the right course to take

to enter the port or find the moaning buoy. It is really not important,

because he who steers by " the light that never was on sea or land" can

find any port where life and love have found an anchorage.

The buoy was known to the fishermen and visitors at "Wilson's

Holl as " the two-fathom buoy.'' It was painted in alternate horizontal

stripes of black and red ; and every one knows that the Light-House

Board by these marks meant to say that the buoy marked an obstruction

in mid-channel, and that the navigator in entering port might pass on

either side of it in safety. It also stood as the mark of a terrible ob-
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structioii at the entrance of a fair young life. He who would come to

the knowledge of all she was and all she did and said must steer care-

fully and pass by on either side the moaning memento of a mystery and

heavy sorrow. Two fathoms deep in her young heart lay the unspoken

secret of her life and the sea.

Could there be any connection between that prosy buoy and a young
gu'Fs life and love? Wait. Everything comes ashore at last.

People wondered why old Captain Breeze Johnson gave his daughter

such a strange name. Captain Johnson, retired Sandy Hook pilot,

and now keeper of the light-house, best knew what the three letters

that made his daughter's name meant,—if they meant anything. She
had never been baptized ; the name had simply been given to her by
the old captain, and apparently for no reason whatever. There were

those in the village who said it was an " outlandish heathen name any-

way, and not fit for a sweet young thing like old Captain Johnson's

darter."

Merely three letters,

—

Mai. Mai Johnson. The old man, her

father, pronounced it as if spelled " May :" so, for those who never

saw it written out, it seemed a proper and rather pretty name for a

young girl just touching seventeen.*

As for Mai herself, she thought its curious spelling merely some
pretty conceit of her father's fancy, and wore her name with becoming
pride and dignity. It was her name, and it never entered her young
heart to ask what it meant. The old man knew in part, and so did

the moaning buoy, but one would not tell, and the other spoke only in

moans no man could understand.

II.

The season had fairly opened. The white steamboats had already

begun to make their daily trips to Wilson's Holl from New London,
Connecticut. The procession of vessels continually drifting along the

horizon to the northeast, bound east or west between Long Island

Sound and the Vineyard, or turning southeast past the cape and
making for the open sea, had largely increased. Already a yacht or

two had anchored at the Holl, and the yellowish-green hotel and fan-

tastic cottages were open and expectant of summer boarders. There
was a broad piazza at the front of the hotel, where the guests sat to

view the sea spread out before them ; and here, on a bright morning
early in July, sat two ladies,—mothers of grown-up daughters, and
women prepared to look at the world in a certain calm expectation

of anything that might happen to the advantage of their blooming
girls.

" Did you see the arrival last night ?"

" No. I understood the barge came over from the steamboat-land-
ing with only a man. I was not interested."

" You would have been, had you seen him."
" Have you learned his name, my dear ?"

" I examined the hotel register after breakfast, because he sat next
to our table. Rather good-looking,—fine eyes,—and very gentlemanly,
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of course. A man that many girls would like, though I must confess

I did not.''

" What is his name ?"

" Tell you soon as I come to it. It's a little singular, because I
hear his mother, who was a widow for many years, has married again,

—married very well, too, for her, and for the young man too, for I

hear he has nothing and spent it all in Paris."
*^ And who was she ?"

'^ His mother ? Oh, I don't know ; but she first married some
person by the name of Yardstickie."

"Yardstickie?"
" Yes. Curious name,—pronounced Yedstick, with the accent on

the first syllable, and spelled with an ie. Royal Yardstickie is his

name."
Then she added, in a lower voice,

—

" Here he comes now."
A young man about twenty- eight years of age walked slowly out

of the open door of the hotel. He was dressed in white flannel, and
seemed very much at ease with himself and the world. He gazed

round with an air of calm assurarrce on the few ladies and children

scattered over the piazza, and then looked out over the garden, the

path along the bluff, and the blue sea beyond. The view did not

seem to interest him in the least, and he looked a trifle bored, as if he
wondered why he should be cast upon such a charming and unevent^-

ful shore. Seeing the top of the light-house, he sauntered down the

steps and took a leisurely pace along the path that followed the shore

on top of the sandy dunes that bordered the broad beach.
" I do not like him."
*^ Why not, dear? I'm sure he's very handsome."
" Dissipated,—or has been. Comes down here for rest-cure. I

shall tell my Milly to decline an introduction."
" It may not be asked, dear."
" Well, I must say I don't see why not. Milly is not as handsome

as your Clara, my dear, but she's very bright, you must admit."
" Milly can take care of herself."

" Perfectly ; but I shall decline any advances,—if made ; and I
hope they will not be."

"Why not?"
" I do not know. I do not like him ; that's all."

The young man wandered aimlessly along the path on the bluff*, as

if in no haste. Well might he linger, for at his feet lay the broad

beach, now creamy with breaking surf, and, beyond, the blue sea spark-

ling in the sun and stirred by a salt and fragrant breeze. To the left

the sandy dunes, here and there dotted with patches of bronze-colored

grass and dark waxberry-bushes, stretched off* towards a fringe of

small pines and oaks. Before him stood the quaint tower of the light-

house. AYith all this charming scene and beautiful day, he was gloomy
and silent. Why had his mother insisted on his coming down to this

dreary place ? He had not needed rest : he wanted money. If he had
that he would leave this stupid country and once more cross the water
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to charming Paris. He looked over the sea that he had crossed onlj

three days before with a little sigh of regret,—regret for past pleasures,

regret for things done that could never be undone.
" And here I must stay for two weeks or more, till they come down

here for the summer,—or till she lets me have some money."
Just then he reached the neat wooden fence that stretched across the

end of the cape and enclosed the plot of land belonging to the govern-

ment and on which the light-house stood. Just where the path met the

fence there was a stile or low place in the fence, with a big yellow

boulder for a step over the gap. He paused here a moment, debating

whether he would enter the government grounds or return to the hotel,

when the door of the little white house opened, and a young girl

stepped out on the flat blue boulder that served as a door-stone and
came briskly towards the stile. She was neatly and plainly dressed,

and wore a large white sun-bonnet that half hid her face. She seemed
preoccupied, and did not observe the stranger by the fence till she was
close to the stile.

" Allow me to help you over, miss."

She paused abruptly to see who spoke, and found young Mr. Royal
Yardstickie at the stile with one hand offered as if to help her over.

The next instant she stepped easily and gracefully over the stile, and
said,

—

" Thank you, I can help myself."
" Beg pardon, miss. I^m a stranger here. Can you tell me the name

of this light-house?"
" I can. I live here,—with my father."

He was not accustomed to this particular phase of the Massachusetts

female mind, and was vexed, though he took care not to show it.

"What is it called?"
" Hedgefence Light. Good-morning, sir."

With that she moved away towards the hotel with a free and vigorous

step, as if quite able to take care of herself.

Mr. Royal Yardstickie had a new sensation. Never before had he
met with quite this kind of rebuff. Women commonly bowed down
to him, or he thought they did. And those who he imagined declined

his acquaintance had always left an impression that they had been

pleased to meet him—once.

" She has gone to the hotel on some errand, From the lay of the

land, ^he must come back on this path. I may as well look about here

for a little while and see what happens. I'll go into the light-house,

—

I always did enjoy light-houses,—and see what sort of a creature the

father may be."

The young man watched the retreating figure as it followed the

path on the bluff. Here was a girl of character and with a mind of
her own. How different from one he knew in Paris !

" If Julie had been like that, I shouldn't be in this hole,—figura-

tively speaking,—and I might never have seen Wilson's Holl, which
would be a blessing."

By this time he had crossed the little yard, and, mounting the great

door-step, he knocked at the green door of the house.
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" I wonder what the father is like ?''

To his surprise, the wooden door with green panels promptly opened
wide, and a blond curly-haired giant in brown overalls stood before him.-

"Ah! Beg pardon. Do you allow visitors to the light? I'm
greatly interested in such things."

" Visitors admitted to the tower only from twelve till one. Read
the notice on the tower."

With that the door was quietly closed in his face.

" Hum ! Official, I suppose. Can't be her father : too young for

that. Can't be her brother ; for she's a brunette. I'll go back to the

path and wait. Wonder if he observed my gallant attentions to the

girl from the window?"
He knew very well what he intended to do. He would wait till

she returned home, and thus see her again. Not the chivalrous thing to

do. He also knew that, and said to himself,

—

" A fellow must be amused ; and in such a stupid place anything is

allowable if it is only amusing."

He went back to the stile, and then, seeing a log of drift-wood on
the beach below, he slid down the sandy bluff to the beach, lit a cigar-

ette, and made himself comfortable on the sand with the log for a low-
backed chair. Left alone on the shore, he fell into a revery of the past,

and chewed the end of a scrap of bitter reflection. He could see the

edge of the bluff for some distance towards the hotel, and felt sure he
would see any one who approached along the path. Should he see any
one coming, he could saunter along in that direction and meet them

—

quite by accident.

Presently he heard voices, and, rising, he began to climb the bluff.

It was not very easy climbing, and when he reached the top he saw the

young woman, her of the sun-bonnet, arm in arm with the young blond
giant, the couple laughing and talking together in the most familiar

manner. They came towards him along the path and passed by and
over the stile and through the garden to the house, absorbed in each

other and paying no more attention to him than if he had not existed.

He looked after them till they entered the house, and then turned

towards his hotel with only one word of comment

:

" Engaged."

III.

The waiter at the hotel lunch-table assigned to Mr. Eoyal Yard-
stickie found the young man almost unbearable, and was thoroughly

glad when he took himself off to the piazza for a smoke. The young
gentleman was plainly out of sorts, for he quite forgot the chief duty

of man—from the waiter's point of view. What could he do in such

a stupid place? There were pleasant people all about him, but, though

very near, they were practically very far away from him. The truth

was, Mr. Royal Yardstickie had never learned that " there are pleasant

people everywhere,—if you are only pleasant yourself."

Thinking there might be something to be seen in the little village

where he had landed the night before, he started out to find the port,

or, as it was commonly called, " the Holl." There were two ways in
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which he might reach the Holl. There was the foot-path along the

bluif, through the light-house yard, and then along the inner beach and

following the line of the curving cape till it ended in the little village.

This was the longest and the most popular route, because of the sea-view

to the south till the light was reached, then the pleasant view of the shel-

tered bay, with its fleet of fishing-boats, and the picturesque steamboat-

landing, and the irregular row of low white houses. The woods that

covered the cape back of the hotel formed a green wall or hedge cutting

oif the view of the Holl, and the shore-path was the most desirable, as it

avoided the sandy road that made the shorter and more direct route be-

tween the hotel and the landing. The settlements on the bluff were com-
paratively new, and a road had been cut through the woods connecting

the village and the hotel. Mr. Royal Yardstickie took the road through

the woods, though the road-way was soft with sand and dusty from
passing teams.

As the young man came out on the north side of the woods and in

view of the port, he saw a large schooner yacht at anchor in the little

harbor.
" There's one man knows how to enjoy life. No bothers or worries

about money. You just sail away and let the world take care of itself.

I wonder who it can be ?"

He walked slowly on through the single village street, past the

singular one-story wooden houses with long roofs sloping down close to

the ground at the back, past the village store and post-office, to the old

wooden pier that extended far out over the shallow water. Seeing a

number of people at the end of the wharf, he sauntered down to find

out what was going on. To his surprise and pleasure, he thought he
saw some one he knew. Yes : he was not mistaken.

" Jack Manning ! This is a surprise ! How are you, old man ?

Haven't seen you since I went abroad.''

" Oh ! It's Yardstickie ! Glad to see you. What brings you to

the Holl?"
" Just back from Paris. Been studying there,—worn out,—quite

used up. Old lady sent me down here for rest-cure. What brought
you here ?"

" My yacht. Been at anchor here for a couple of days."
" Got a yacht ? You're in luck."
" Yes. Just going on board. Won't you come out and see her ?"

" See her ! Not married ?"

" Oh, dear, no ! The yacht. She's a beauty. Here's my skipper.

He's going off to the boat. Come on."

With that Mr. Manning led the way to a ladder fastened to the up-
right piles of the wharf, and nimbly climbed down into a boat below.

Mr. Royal Yardstickie saw a man in the boat, but paid no attention to

him till he had descended the ladder and had taken a seat at the stern

of the boat.

" Shove off, captain. Let's go aboard. Oh, excuse me. Captain
Johnson : my friend Mr. Yardstickie, of New York. Captain Johnson
is my skipper, and a man that it will pay you to know."

Mr. Royal Yardstickie was for an instant surprised, but recovered
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his self-possession and bowed to the blond giant who sat before them,
oars in hand.

" Morning, sir. Glad to meet you. Come down in the boat last

night, didn't ye ? Thought I'd seen you before. Guess it was at the

landing last night."

With this he bent his immense strength to the oars, and the little

boat seemed to surge suddenly through the water.
" Easy, captain. Don't perform your great steamboat act just now.

We are not spearing sharks to-day."

The young man at once began to paddle as quietly as could be
desired, and kept looking ahead, as if to find the way to the yacht.

" Dare say the brute is vexed about something. Well, it does not

concern me."
This Mr. Royal Yardstickie said to himself, talking absently mean-

while with the young owner of the yacht on things indifferent. Presently

the boat reached the yacht, and by the help of a sailor on deck the two
friends scrambled aboard.

" Come below. Royal. The ladies must be at lunch."

Mr. Manning led the way to the cabin, and there they found a merry
party at the little table that circled the big mast that came through the

deck.
'^ Here we are again, and I've brought company. Let me present

my friend, Royal Yardstickie. Mr. and Mrs. Van Cliff, Mr. Boylston,

Miss Boylston, and Miss Johnson."

The young man bowed to each in turn. Mr. and Mrs. Van Cliff

seemed to be middle-aged people, well-to-do in the world. Mr. Boyl-

ston seemed a young professional man, and his sister was a charming
girl about nineteen. Miss Johnson was Mai, the brunette he had met
at the stile, and the light-house keeper's daughter. They all received

him cordially as guest of the owner of the yacht, for they also were his

guests. Mai Johnson received him with gracious dignity, and gave not

the slightest hint that she had ever seen him before.

Conversation fell into sundry nautical channels, and then after a

little they went on deck and sat in comfortable ease as if all were

quite at home. Through the conversation the young man began to

wonder why it was this beautiful girl, daughter, as he guessed, of the

light-house keeper, should be on this yacht and apparently one of its

most honored guests. Could it be possible she was engaged to Man-
ning ? He would be a lucky man indeed if it were true ; and yet this

Miss Boylston seemed to be in some vague manner the mistress of the

boat. Both Mrs. Van Cliff and Miss Boylston treated Miss Johnson
with marked attention, and even affection, as if they had known and
loved her for a long time.

The time flew so pleasantly that they hardly noticed the westering

sun till the skipper came aft and said,

—

" Guess we'll have to up anchor if we want to get out before the

tide falls."

" All right, captain. Have a man ready with the boat to take Miss

Johnson ashore."

Then, turning to Mr. Yardstickie, Mr. Manning added, " Sorry we
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can't take you with us this trip. We are going to run up to Provi-

dence, and then shall come back ; and if you are here I should like you
to spend a few days with us/'

Royal Yardstickie was profuse in his thanks, and said he should

await the return of the party with pleasure.

" Here's Captain Glass coming in. I'll hail him, and mebby he'll

put Mr. Yardstickie and Mai ashore."

A fishing-boat was beating up the channel, and would on the next

tack cross under the yacht's stern. The skipper hailed it, and with

ready good nature the boatman ran up alongside, and a sailor stepped

on the boat's deck and had the boat fast in a moment. There were

pleasant hand-shakings and partings, and then Royal Yardstickie found

himself in the boat, flying over the water under the care of a vener-

able fisherman, and Miss Mai Johnson by his side. He called it " his

luck."

It was something else,—perhaps a test put upon him to see what
manner of man he might be.

The sun was sinking behind the sombre woods as they sauntered

along the beach towards the light-house and watched the sails of the

yacht as they turned from gray to pink and from pink to gold as it

dropped down on the tide towards the murmuring buoy rocking idly

on the purple sea. The young man determined to remove any un-

pleasant impression that might linger on the young girl's mind, and,

now that they were properly introduced and he was walking with her

towards her home, he exerted himself to be as agreeable as possible.

He succeeded fairly well, for he had a fund of pleasant talk and agree-

able manners, and Mai Johnson had not seen much of the world. She
had never been away from the HoU but once, and then only to Provi-

dence for a day. All she had seen of life lay in the village and in one

or two families among the summer visitors at the hotel. Among these

were the Van Cliffs and the Boylstons, whom she had just left on the

yacht. She had attended in her youth the village school, and in the

abundant leisure of the light-house she had read a great deal, so that

she was practically as well educated as the majority of girls of her age
living in retired communities. She was naturally bright and observing,

though, like all people who live by the sea, she was rather silent and
reserved.

Royal Yardstickie found her charming, more so than he had thought
any one could be who lived in such retirement ; and the walk ended for

him much too soon at the green door of the little house behind Hedge-
fence Light.

Mai paused a moment, standing on the blue door-stone, and gazing

far out on the darkening sea, as if looking for the yacht. She made an
enchanting picture in the half light, with the quaint white tower and
homely house for a background, and there came to the heart of Royal
Yardstickie a wish to have and to be always near this lovely girl just

entering upon a charming womanhood. That it might not be he did

not care. The selfish wish was all that he regarded.

Just at that moment there came a faint low moan, distant, strange,

awesome. It seemed like the ghost of a dead voice on the quiet even-
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ing air, half heard, half understood. She, too, seemed to hear it, for

she stood with dilated nostrils, looking far out over the water towards
the yacht fading from sight in the purple horizon.

" What is that. Miss Johnson T^

"Whatr
" That sound."
" Oh ! that ? We often hear it when the evenings are calm and

there is a slight swell on. It's the two-fathom buoy.''

IV.

In spite of himself. Royal Yardstickie felt a certain vague fear in

his heart as he followed the bluff-path in the gloaming. In some
curious fashion that he could not explain, he felt glad to reach the

lighted piazza of the hotel and to escape from the loneliness and dark-

ness of the shore.

" A man would be justified in suicide if he were obliged to hear

that thing moaning in his ears all night. There's one consolation in

staying in this dismal hole : I've obtained an introduction to the local

belle, and while that brute of a brother keeps away I shall do very

well."^

This to himself in the seclusion of his room as he dressed for

dinner. His day had not been wholly without amusement, and aft;er

dinner he became more agreeable, and, just as happens in small summer
hotels, he found no difficulty in making an acquaintance or two among
the men in the bar-room. This he hoped would lead in time to some-
thing that might prove amusing.

The steamboat that night brought quite a large party to Wilson's

Holl, and the little hotel began to fill up. Among the new arrivals

were one or two who, while they did not personally know Mr. Royal
Yardstickie, at least knew something about him. By noon the next

day the piazza gossips had it all.

" Just as I told you, my dear."

"Told me what?"
" Why, about this young man. He's gone over to the light-house

now. They do say that he is the adopted son of Judge Gearing."
" Why, the judge, you said, was only recently married."
" Well, if he is not adopted he may be, and meanwhile he is treated

as a son. You see. Judge Gearing married the young man's mother

—

a Mrs. Yardstickie—while the young man was abroad, studying medi-

cine or something. So he will come in for a share of the judge's

property."
" I thought you said the judge was a widower.'
" Yes : so I am told. He married when very, young, and his wife

died abroad, or at sea, or somewhere. It's a curious story, and I've

forgotten it, perhaps. At any rate, he is now married to this young
man's mother, and of course will make him his heir. He is to be pre-

sented to us after dinner by the Saunders, who say they know him."
" My Clara thinks he's very handsome and distinguished-looking."
" Well, I don't know. Milly is very young ; but if the young man

yy
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is in the judge's family he must be a very nice sort of person. He
may have been a little wild in Paris, though of course he has got

over anything like that by this time/'

In the bright sunshine and pleasant weather of the next day the

young man quite forgot the unpleasant thoughts of the night before.

Having nothing whatever to do, and not caring to read, for he did not

know how to read, he decided to take a little walk. It need not be

supposed he did not know his letters. He could read a newspaper
with ease, particularly journals resembling Puck, of New York, or

even some French newspapers of a certain kind. For all that, it could

not be truthfully said that he knew how to read. His mother and a

few others fondly cherished a notion that he was a student. This, too,

like his reading, was open to qualification. However, this is an aside.

He was not sure that Miss Johnson had invited him to call. That
was, in his opinion, only a formality that she must have intended, but

overlooked. There was nothing better to do. He would visit the

light again. As he came near the white fence he saw Miss Johnson at

work in the little garden beside the house.
" I'm in luck again," he remarked to himself, as he reached the big

yellow boulder at the stile.

" Good-morning, Miss Johnson.''

She looked up to see who spoke, and said,

—

" Fine day for blue-fishing. I suppose you will go out with some of

the boats?"
'' Well, no ; hadn't thought of it. Is it the thing to do ?"

" All the gentlemen at the hotel go. Any of the fishermen will

take you for half the catch."

She had not asked him to enter the garden, and when, without

waiting for an invitation, he mounted the stile and came towards her,

he said to himself,

—

" She's trying to be coy. It only means, ^ Come in.'
"

Whatever she meant, she paid no further attention to him till he
was close by her side; and when he again spoke she stood up and
began to take off the old gloves she had evidently worn for the work
in the garden, as if intending to go into the house.

" I enjoyed our walk so much last night. Miss Johnson, and it is so

desperately lonely at the hotel,—you see, I don't know a soul there,

—

that I ventured to call on you again and renew the acquaintance so

pleasantly begun."

She could not in politeness resist any longer, and said, with a faint

smile,

—

"There is little that would interest you here, sir. We are very
quiet folks. Hedgefence Light is not exactly an inspiriting place."

"Oh, yes, it is. I like it immensely. You have such a wide
view of the sea and the surf dashing on the rocks all day just at your
parlor window, as you might say. It's all very interesting, I assure

you. It must be grand here in storms."

The girl made no reply, and turned and looked out over the water
with a peculiar grave and far-away look in her eyes.

" The sea is always sad—to those who know it best."
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" Come ! you're a trifle low-spirited owing to your brother's absence

on the yacht. Why not take a little walk along the beach and let me
cheer you up ?"

She stared at him in open-eyed wonder, and for a moment he was
slightly abashed, as if he had gone too far.

" Captain Johnson is not my brother."
" Oh ! Beg pardon. Natural mistake "

" Mai r
This word was spoken as it were out of the sky.

"What is it, father?"

To the young man's amazement, the voice that had seemed to drop
out of the upper air came from the light-house tower over their heads.

There on the iron balcony around the lantern stood an elderly party,

in blue overalls and a straw hat both much the worse for oil, and
looldng calmly down on them both. The young man glanced up at

the sturdy figure overhead, and then looked off over the water, re-

marking to himself,

—

" I suppose the old chap has been observing us all the time."

Miss Johnson, as soon as the voice came, had promptly replied, and
now stood looking up to see what was wanted.

" Fetch me up my screw-driver. Some stupid bird flew ag'in' the

light last night and smashed one of the windies. Guess if you look

round you will find him somewhere."
" One minute, father." Then, turning to her visitor, she said, " You

must excuse me for a few moments. Father wants me."
" All right. I'll wait for you."

With that she entered the house, and the young man began to

walk slowly about the garden and little grass-plot. He would wait till

she returned. Once in a while he glanced furtively up at the tower.
" Confound the man ! He may have been watching us ever since I

arrived."

Presently he heard footsteps coming round the white tower. It

was Mai, and in her hand she held the dead body of a beautiful sea-

bird.

" Here it is. I found it on the grass."
" Dear me, Miss Johnson ! I was not aware you were a sportsman.

When did you kill it?"
" I kill it ! I could not do such a cruel thing as that. The bird

was killed by flying against the light in the night."
" How very singular ! Does it often happen ?"

"Yes. The poor creatures see the light, and, thinking it some
beautiful object, they fly towards it and dash out their poor little lives

against the glass. Sometimes they even break the glass of the lantern

in flying towards the light."

"Queer, isn't it?"
" Yes. So strange that any creature should meet harm in seeking

what it thinks desirable or lovely."
" Mai."
Again the big voice out of the air.

" Well, father, what do you want ?"
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" Have to trouble you to come
up here and help me a bit."

A few moments later Mr.
Royal Yardstickie was walking
slowly along the bluff towards his

hotel. His interview had been

short and not wholly satisfactory.

However, it was a beginning, and
he would do better next time.

Just then a gull wheeling over-

head threw its flying shadow
across his path.

"What fools these sea-birds

are ! breaking their necks in trying

to get at something that would
ruin them if they had it

!"

If the young man had had eyes

to see, he would have drawn back

when that flying shadow in silence

crossed his path.

Unfortunately, having eyes he

Three days passed, and Mr.
Royal Yardstickie began to find

"I WAS NOT AWARE YOU WERE A SPORTSMAN!"
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the Holl quite an eutertaining place. He had called every day on Mai
Johnson, and had even walked to the village with her and visited the

little post-office and store and carried a bundle (a very small one) for her
on the way home. He observed sundry blinds drawn back and cur-

tains raised as if inquiring minds were looking out to see who passed

the white houses, but he paid no heed to this or to the glances of the

young people and others from the hotel passing on the village street.

The piazza gossips knew all about it. They said it was scandalous

that a young man who came to the place quite alone, and whose mother
was to join him here in a few days, should pay such marked attentions

to a girl in the village while so many charming and, of course, superior

girls were to be found in the little colony at the beach. His mother
would certainly not approve of his conduct were she to hear of it. The
chorus might have continued with increasing power, just as a motive
among the violins may spread through an orchestra, had not the whole
band come to an abrupt finale in a little burst of excitement over an
unexpected arrival at the hotel.

Jack. Manning's yacht was reported off the Holl about two o'clock

one afternoon, and naturally the news came to the hotel. The moment
Royal Yardstickie heard of it he walked by the short road through the

woods to the landing. He was having a very good time, but if Jack
Manning kept his word there was promise of still greater amusement.
Besides, his progress at the light had not been so rapid as he had wished.

Miss Johnson was reserved, more so than any other young woman he had
ever met, and though her fresh and natural beauty won his admiration

he felt that in some fashion she kept him at arm's length. As he came
in sight of the wharf he saw the yacht at anchor in the bay, and a boat

putting off, as if to come ashore. By quickening his pace he could

meet the party at the dock.

There was the usual crowd at the end of the wharf,—fishing people

and village girls, fashionable misses in nautical costumes, and plenty

of children from the village and the colony, and, child-like, frater-

nizing with cheerful freedom. He was just too late to see the boat land,

and met the party coming up the wharf, Jack Manning hearty and cor-

dial as ever, and behind him the skipper, and beside the skipper Mai
Johnson and Miss Boylston.

" Glad to see you, old man. We ran in here for some fresh water.

Sail again in a couple of hours. Have a spare berth now. Won't you
join us for a few days ?"

" Delighted, my boy, delighted. Let me run back to the hotel and
pack up a few traps."

" All right. Meet us on the dock at five o'clock."

With merely a nod to the ladies. Royal excused himself and started

back to his hotel.

The others also parted at the head of the wharf. Miss Boylston and

Mr. Manning going to the little post-office to look for letters, and Mai
and the skipper taking the beach-path towards the light-house.

For a little space they walked on in silence, as if content and happy

to be in each other's company, he thinking of a happy day to come,

and she troubled with a vague distrust that had sprung up in her
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heai-t. When they passed the last house she put her arm in his, and

said,

—

" Couldn't you stay at home, deary, this trip V^
" How could it be, Mai ? I should be obliged to hire some one in

my place or give up the position ; and we can hardly afford that while

the fishing is so bad. You know we are trying to save up money for a

certain day that is to come.^'
" I know that, deary, and yet it is so lonely when you are away.

Father is always busy about the light, and—well—how can I tell you ?

—I'm lonely, deary, very sad and lonely, when you are away. Get
Captain Withrow to take your place for this trip, just this once. It

will only be for a few days.''

" Why, what's the trouble, Mai ? You know I must be away more
or less all summer. What troubles you ?"

" Oh, nothing."
" Yes, there is ; and you must tell me what it is."

" I will, deary. It is best I should. You saw that Mr. Yard-
stickie?"

"The black-eyed chap who tried to help you over the stile that

morning ?"

" Yes. You know Mr. Manning introduced him to me with the

others on the yacht, and then we came ashore together in Captain

Glass's boat. He offered to escort me home, and I couldn't very well

refuse ; and since then he has called at the light every day."
" Without invitation ?"

" Yes. Father did not seem to like him at first,—for of course I
had to present him to father

;
you wouldn't have me rude even to a

stranger,—and now father seems to like to see him, and makes him feel

quite at home."
" And does he mean to stay here long ?"

" I think not. He says he is waiting here for his mother, a Mrs.
Judge Gearing, of New York, and then they may go to Newport or

Narragansett Pier."
" I hope they will. Now, deary, excuse me a moment. You go

on to the house, and I'll run back to the village for a moment."
" You won't be long ? You know you sail in two hours."
" I may not sail at all. I'll return soon, dear."

With that the blond giant turned and strode away towards the

village. Mai stood in the path, looking after him.
" Perhaps I ought not to have told him. How much he loves me !

Dear Sam ! He's born almost without a tongue, but he often says, ' The
sarmon thru, then comes the do.'

"

It did not take the skipper long to find his employer.
" Oh, certainly. Captain Johnson. If the man who is to take your

place is a safe man, all right. I've no objections. Perhaps it will do
you good to be ashore for a few days. Mai seems a little low-spirited.

Stay at home with her till we return, and cheer her up. Don't bother

about Captain Withrow's pay in your absence. I'll fix that all

right."

The two men shook hands and parted in the little street. Mr.
Vol. XXXIX.—58
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Manning went over to the hotel with Miss Boylston, and, leaving her
there, returned to the wharf. Mr. Royal Yardstickie soon after put in

an appearance, arrayed in a truly nautical suit of blue, as befitted the

occasion. As for the skipper, he went home with a light heart. If
any city visitors came now to the light they would find it indeed a
Hedgefence.

There was some little delay in getting the new skipper and in intro-

ducing him to his new command, and it was nearly dusk when the
schooner steered away for Martha's Vineyard under all sail, for the
night promised to be calm, and the party on board were in no haste.

In fact, if they did not reach Cottage City till daylight it would be
just as well.

As the yacht crept out of the harbor the white steamboat from
New London came in. There were many people on board, for the
summer visitors were flocking to the beaches. She passed quite close

to the yacht, and a few people on the upper deck came to the side and
waved friendly handkerchiefs at the passing schooner. Among them
stood a young and handsome woman in fashionable attire. She seemed
a stranger, and the friendly fluttering of handkerchiefs amused her.

" These Americans are so strange. It is not at all like la belle

FranceJ^

The steamer pulled up at the wharf, and there was a murmur of
voices as the crowd on deck mingled with the throng on the landing,

friends, relations, lovers, meeting again in the pleasant summer weather,
care and the city left behind, every one in good spirits and struggling

to get ashore and to find their trunks and get a seat in the long open
wagons called " barges," and all in that quiet good humor that marks
an American crowd on pleasure bent. The gayly-painted barges were
soon filled, and drove rapidly away into the village and out through the

woods to the cottages and hotel. At the hotel all the guests were out
to greet fathers, lovers, and husbands, and to see the new arrivals.

Then from the barge Fairy Queen descended a young and handsome
woman, arrayed in a costume that seemed to fit her marvellous! v. Be-
hind her came a little maid carrying the hand-bags and looking every
inch a French peasant-girl. With the delightful freedom of American
sea-side hotels, the young woman, followed by her maid, went directly

to the ofiice. There were young girls waiting near to receive their

letters from the mail-bag tliat had just been handed to the clerk.

There were men and boys in negligent sea-shore suits standing and
sitting about in the breezy office much as if it were some big and
pleasant family room. That the stranger should ask for a room and
prepare to enter her name in the register did not excite the least com-
ment. The clerk opened the book for her, and she wrote, in a bold hand,
" M'lle Louise Rochet and maid. New York.'' As she did so, a couple

of young girls with the usual hotel manners of American children

calmly took the register, as if to read her name, and then turned back
the pages in idle curiosity. She observed them carefully, and as they
turned the pages ran her eye swiftly over the list of names. Suddenly
there was a bright look in her eyes, as if she had made a discovery, a
peculiar glance such as might be seen in the eyes of some animal at
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sight of its expected prey. Only for an instant, and then the black

lashes swept her cheek, and a faint flush spread over her face.

The stupid clerk saw only a remarkably pretty woman, and noticed

nothing more. Had he had eyes to see, he might have been less at

ease in loftily bidding the hall-boy take the lady's bag to the parlor and
call a maid to show her to a room. The maid found some difficulty in

pleasing her ladyship, and it was not till several rooms had been ex-

amined that she was satisfied and took two front rooms near the stairs,

the most expensive suite in the hotel. The housemaid disappeared to

direct the porter where to bring the trunks, and M'lle Rochet was left

with her own maid in her new quarters. She bade her maid open the

bags, and then sat down to observe the situation.

" So. It is well. From tlie windows I can observe all who pass

on the shore, and from the door I can see all who enter the dining-room.

Since my uncle Louis died I have great good fortune. I find business

in America, I find his mother and the man she marry, the judge, and
where they go, and I follow and find him in the house. I knew his

si^ature the moment I saw it. I will dress and proceed to business.

He must dine. I dine too. We shall meet ao^ain.''

Half an hour later a young \voman of a singularly brilliant and
fascinating beauty, arrayed and set forth in a marvellous costume, en-

tered the dining-room, and instantly won the admiration of all the

people there. Half were pleased at her peculiar beauty,—the men.
Half were absorbed in contemplating her robe, and thought not to be

jealous.

She behaved with entire self-possession, and, while not appearing to

have a thought beyond her soup, saw every one who entered the room
or who even passed the door. At last it was over, and she returned to

her own room.
" He was away, perhaps, at a walk or other pleasure. I shall see

him at breakfast.''

While the world is on pleasure bent, household rules and hours are

liberal, and the dining-room was kept open till eight o'clock to accom-
modate late fishing- and boating-parties. It was a warm night, tempered

by a fresh breeze from the sea. What more natural than that the door

of a certain apartment near the landing and opposite the dining-room

should be ajar ? The guests often left their doors open to let the sea-

breeze blow through the house, placing a screen just within the door to

partially protect the room.

There was a small hand-mirror carelessly hung over the screen.

Neither this nor the open door attracted the slightest attention. There
was nothing unusual. Any one might hang a glass on a screen or leave

the door ajar. Within, the room was dark, and the mirror reflected

nothing. To one inside the room the eifect was just the reverse. The
mirror pictured all that passed in the hall. It showed who entered or

left the dining-room and who passed up or down the stairs. One sat

in the partial gloom of the room behind the door, tired, perhaps,

with the long journey
;
perhaps so

;
yet watching, sleepless,—waiting

for one who came not.

The world at the beach is easily wearied by its out-of-door pleasures,
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and the public piano in the parlor was mercifully closed at eleven, and
the hotel fell asleep. The door was closed softly, the mirror restored

to its place.

" It is possible he has gone. There is no excuse to be out late at

night, as at Paris. I learn more to-morrow."

VI.

Captain Breeze Johnson had seen much of life alongshore. Born
in Nantucket, he had early in life taken to the sea out of pure love for

it. He had been twice on whaling-voyages, had been fisherman on his

own account for several years, had been captain of a coasting-schooner,

and knew every light and beacon from Execution Light to Pollock
Rip, from Montauk to Sandy Hook. He had crowned his life-work

by becoming a pilot in New York harbor, and had taken many a big

steamer into Sandy Hook in safety. Lastly he had settled down to

the retired and comfortable position of light-keeper at Hedgefence
Light. He had married early in life, and had now one son only ©ut

of four,—children and mother long since dead. Though now nearly

sixty years of age, he was still strong, hale, and hearty. His hair was
scant and gray, but his blue eyes were undimmed, and his heart belied

his years. Cheerful, though, like all sea-folks, rather silent, he accepted

the quiet outcome of an eventful and laborious life as " a great marcy
it was no wuss." The pay was small, but it had a sustaining regu-

larity in pleasing contrast with the uncertain income of fishing-life.

The work was rather monotonous, yet its very steadiness and regularity

suited him, and he was cheerfully serene, as a man might well be in

such a quiet and solitary place.

To many minds it is very comforting to have certain fixed duties to

be performed at certain fixed hours. It saves mental strain. The
clock strikes, and there is so much to be done. No hurry, because it

will take about so long to do it, and when done the clock will kindly

announce the time for another duty. A clock in such work saves the

trouble of keeping the mind fixed on anything beyond the mere work
to be done. In fact, it becomes a kind of mental spring to ease the

rough places in the path of duties. Half the world would be worried

to death if it had to think to go to work every morning. The factory-

whistle is a great mercy to many people. So with Breeze Johnson the

tall wooden clock in the kitchen, relic of his former housekeeping days,

was a duty-marker that saved all bother of thinking. He could sit

in his big wooden arm-chair at the door and look out on the little

harbor and town at ease with all the world. When the clock struck

six it would be supper-time, and, that duty done, came " lighting-up

time." As he sat there resting and musing in his silent fashion, he

saw the white steamboat come in, and observed Mr. Manning^s yacht

drop down the channel and steer away for Martha's Vineyard.

"Cur'us how some folks look at the sea. There's my son Sam*
gone off with that party. Sailin' for pleasure, they call it. It ain't

exactly whalin', or pilotin', or fishin'. That's work ; and I'm glad I'm

well quit of the water. Sam's young, and he can stand that kind o'
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'musement. Dare say bein^ skipper to a yacht is better'n tradin' on a

schooner. Pays more regular, and the city folks on the yachts call it

pleasurin\ Seems to do 'em good. They alius start out lookin'

peaked, and come back lookin' powerful smart for such slim folks.

Here's Mai. Must be 'most supper-time."

The young girl came along the path looking bright and handsome
as if pleased with herself and all the world. When she reached the

door she quietly stooped and kissed the old man on his bronzed and
wrinkled forehead.

" Sam has decided to stay at home this trip, father."

" That's why you're so smilin' round the mouth."
" Yes. I'm very glad. It's so pleasant to have him at home."
" Who's took Sam's place ?"

** I do not know. I'm not exactly sure that he has not sailed
;
yet

I feel sure from what he said that he meant to stay at home this trip, if

he could find a substitute."

" Haven't seen anything of that Mister Yedstick to-day. Seemed
to be powerful interested in whalin' and things. Kinder clever sort o'

man, and seems to want to know 'bout things."
" It must be nearly supper-time, father. Are you ready for it ?"

" Oh, I'm ready. Suppose it's gettin' 'long to'rds six o'clock."

She entered the house, and in a few moments returned and found

the old man still seated in his big chair and the blond giant his son

standing before him, apparently wrapped in deep thought.
" Oh, Sam ! I thought you would stay at home. I set a plate for

you. Come ; supper's ready."

The young man looked at her and smiled, and then said to his

father,

—

" I can afford it by that time, and it is better to fix a day than to

drift along not knowing exactly the bearings o' things."
" Mebby you're right, Sam. Mebby you're right."

What if the Cape Cod turkey, cooked in one of the most charming
styles in which that gracious bird ever appears, formed the staple of the

simple meal ? What if the tea was green and the bread yellow with

saleratus ? When love's around the board the plainest fare's a feast.

For the old man there was the peace and contentment of a secure and
quiet home with his two children beside him. There was the son, a
man worthy of him. There was the late-come daughter, as dear as any
child of his heart. For the young people it was enough that they were
together at home and all the world shut out.

The simple meal finished, the captain went off up the tower to trim

and light his magnificent lamp, that its light might enlighten the home-
comer and all that went down to the sea in ships in those waters. As
for the lovers, it was enough that it was the gloaming. He, with
curious skill born of a fishing-schooner's cabin, helped her put away
the supper-things, and she, with homely tact, made the housewifely

task a bit of lovers' sport. Then they sat in the cool of the evening
and watched the twinkling lights in the town and the summer village

along the beach. There was a faint sound of music from the hotel,

and the sleepy waves that broke in a tinkling murmur on the rocks
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behind the house seemed to make a solemn obligato to their vows. To-
gether since childhood their love in a quiet, happy way had grown up
like a plant in summer weather, knowing nothing of storms or the

strength that comes from them. The sea, save for the slow smooth
rollers, was quiet, and the two-fathom buoy was asleep. True, there

was an area of depression at the hotel, but, unfortunately, there is no
signal-service in lovers' skies.

Captain Breeze Johnson found much to do in the light-house tower,

and did not disturb them till nearly eight o'clock. As he observed to

himself, ^' Sparkin's generally most comfortable if old folks keep away.
It ain't often that Sam's at home with Mai, and, as he says, ^ it's 'bout

time we got the bearin's o' things.'

"

As for other interruptions, there were none. Nobody from the

hotel came near the light, to the lovers' great satisfaction.

" I guess, Mai, he got wind o' my being at home."
Half an hour later Breeze Johnson sat before a smouldering fire of

drift-wood, that in its curious fashion had sent long green and yellow

flames up the big chimney. He had lighted the fire himself, though it

was hardly needed.
" I like it, Mai. It sets me a-thinkin' to see those old sticks from

some wreck a-burnin'. Where's Sam ?"

^^ He said he would go down and see Captain Glass about painting

his boat. Sam's been so busy with Mr. Manning his boat hasn't been

put in the water yet, and he may want to go for blue-fish by and by."
" It's strange, Mai, how that drift-wood always comes ashore."
" Everything comes ashore, father,—at some time."

"It does, Mai. I've noticed it often. Even the wrecks that is

abandoned and left adrift comes to land at last."

" I suppose the land attracts them."
" Mebby it does. Shouldn't wonder. I've seen wrecks that didn't

seem to be proper wrecks anyway,—ships that just come ashore and
went to pieces of their own accord "

He paused, and sat thoughtfully looking into the dying fire, as if

hesitating on the brink of some secret. He shook his head thought-

fully, but said nothing.

It may have been the silence in the room, the thought-compelling

fire, and the suggestion of wrecks and storms it held out in its livid

green flames. It may have been the secret love and gratitude in her

heart. Something drew her to the old man, and with her arms about

his neck she kissed his thin gray hair.

" What is it, girl ? Sam been scoldin' ye ?"

" No : Sam loves me. It is those green fires. Why do they always

blaze from the old drift-wood ?"

" It's wreck-wood. I suspect it's the old copper in it that burns that

way, or the salt from the sea."
" The salt burns yellow, father, but those green fires seem to cry out,

if flames ever speak except to hiss, about some memory they would keep

green. Tell me about it, father. Tell me about it again."
" Tell you what, Mai ?"

" About the wreck."
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" You've heard it more'n forty times.''

" I know it. You see, Sam—Sam loves me, and if I only knew I

could love him more. No, I don't mean that
"

" You mean you wish you knew who you was ?"

"Yes. It is that. That's the only thing that ever makes me
unhappy ; and it seems so unfair to Sam to come to him without a

name."
" It ain't much to tell. Lemme see. It's sixteen, no "

" Seventeen years, father."

"Yes. Seventeen years come this September—the 10th it was

—

when we had that southeast gale. It had blowed hard all night, and
the morning broke wild with the surf breakin' all over the point. Luke
Somers was light-keeper at the time, and he's often told me how the salt

spray drove in that windy and sp'iled a new carpet his wife just paid

seventy cents a yard for. I was livin' with mother in the same house

Captain Glass has now, and 'bout noon we got the news of the wreck
on the beach. Anyway, we all stood on the shore and did what we
could. It was 'fore the days of the Life-Savin' Service, and all we
had was a whale-boat Deacon Smith brought over on his hay-riggin'.

It was awful to see those poor critters swept away before we could get

at 'em. All we saved was four of the passengers, and the colored

stewardess, and two colored girls, children 'bout six and seven years

old."
" That was the Savannah steamer, bound for Providence ?"

" Yes. It never got there, nor the folks either. All those that

were saved went away to New London on the steamer the week after,

except those two girls, and they settled here. It was just as well, for

they hadn't a cent o' money, nothing but the wet clothes on their backs,

and some one took 'em in, and they stayed here for a long time, and
then kinder drifted off to some hotel on the mainland."

" But the wreck, father?"
" I'm comin' to that. Well, after the people got ashore, and

those that was drowned laid out in Seth Glass's fish-house, some of us

come along the shore to see how Luke was gettin' on at the light. The
sea-wall was broke up considerable by the seas in the night, and we
were standin' lookin' at it, when some one see the wreck driftin' in. It

was a bark, and she was waterlogged and staggerin' in the seas as if

they couldn't keep her head to the wind. Then she seemed to keel over

broadside to the seas, and she struck on the shoals, for it was 'most low
tide. We give word to Luke, and he hung out a red table-cloth from
top of the light to rouse the folks, and we ran back to get a boat. I
was among the first to reach the wharf and help launch a whale-boat,

but. Lor' ! it wasn't any use. It seemed to blow harder than ever, and
'tween the squalls we see that the folks on board had got out a boat and
was tryin' to come ashore. They didn't get far ; for, when a big wave
hid the boat from sight, we never saw it again. Then, just as we were
debatin' whether we'd better risk it to get out to the ship, another boat

was put off from under her lee. It wasn't no use. It never come
ashore."

" Not a soul escaped ?"
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" Just one. The seas were a-flyin' in clouds over her, and it was
almost dark. That night it shifted to the westward and blew a gale,

and the next day was as calm and pretty a day as ever you see. We
didn't go to bed that night, and 'bout daylight me and Tom Larkin
and Jack Hathaway and one or two others rowed out to the wreck.

It was 'most gone to pieces. Only the aft part was standin' anyway
whole, and we climbed up into it. I was the first on the deck, though
it was fast fallin' in. The cabin door was shut, but I kicked it open,

and there in a berth in the cabin was you,—alone,—a little girl not big

enough to speak. It was me found you, and the boys agreed you
naturally belonged to me."

The girl came nearer to him and kissed him again.
'' Dear father

!"

" It was strange you lived through that night. Mebby you were
too young to be frightened. It made a great time bringin' a strange

baby ashore from a wreck. Mother had lost her last boy, 'cept Sam,
more'n six months, and when I put you in her arms she hearted right

up and said you should be her baby."
" And you never learned the name of the ship, nor where she came

from?"
^' No. The boats came ashore completely smashed to pieces, and

not a soul was left to tell a thing except you, and you were a baby.

The excitement o' findin' you made us forget everything. We rowed
right ashore, lest you should die before we could get you to mother.

Nobody thought of anything 'cept the girl baby found in the cabin.

Folks came for miles to see you and to see the place where the ship

sunk. It wasn't more than an hour after we took you away when the

wreck just quietly broke up and sunk. Not a trace of a paper or a

name was found."
" Except the broken name-board."

"Yes. That was all. It was found by Caleb Bates's boys

more'n a month after, wedged in the rocks on the shore. Just a piece

of broken board with three letters carved on it. I've got it now some-

where. Nothing on it but three letters, M and a A and a I,—Mai

:

the name I gave you."

For a few moments not a word was said. She had heard the story

many times before. Never before had it made such an impression on

her. But for this old man she was without a name or parents. Who
was she? where was she born? And where was her father?—her

mother? Were they living? She could not think that her mother

could have been in the ship. She would not have abandoned her.

She would have stayed on the wreck to die with her. Then the ship's

captain,—dead and silent forever,—was he her father ? She could not

think that. He would not have left her on the wreck to die alone,

even if only an infant. At least he must have known her mother or

something about her. And he was dead,—like the poor unknown ship

with the broken name,—silent forever.

Now she was to take with love a new name. Could she take it ?

Yes. Love accepts love unasking, unthinking. Yet
The old man seemed to guess her thoughts.
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^' Haven't I been a good father to you, Mai ?''

" The best,—the best that could be. But, father, did you never make
search for any ship with a name having those three letters V^

She had never thought of this question before in all her life. Her
girlhood had been so peaceful and happy it had never come into her

heart to think of it. She was his daughter by the adoption of love and

care. She had never thought to ask more.
" No, Mai ; I never did. We didn't think of it. You were only

a baby, mother was took sick and died, and there were so many things

to think of I took you as a little girl just sent out o' heaven for me to

love, and I didn't do anything. I s'pose we ought to have done some-

thing 'bout it, but we were plain folks, and we didn't think. It wasn't

just right."
" It's no matter now, father. Sam does not care."

" No, Sam does not care. He loves you, and I guess he's con-

tented. I be, so long as you stay near me."

Then they fell into silence for a few moments. The old man was
twice tempted to speak, but did not. There was more to tell,—some-

thing he had never mentioned to any one, except to his dead wife, and
she had asked him to keep it always a secret, and he had promised her.

" Mother was right," he said in his heart. " It would break the

girl's heart if she knew it. It's best she should never know."
" And the buoy marks the spot, father ?"

" Yes, deary. Governm't put the two-fathom buoy just six fathoms

east by south of the place where the ship went down."
That night there came in from the sea one of those series of long

mysterious rollers that hint of storms far off on the open ocean. The
stars sparkled and quivered as if anxious to speak, and the vast shaft

of light from the tower searched round and round the horizon, but

found nothing. And the buoy moaned and moaned to itself in the

dark,—moaned for the dead secret of the sea.

VII.

Mademoiselle Louise Rochet burst upon the hotel at breakfast the

next morning in a new and more bewildering costume. Breakfast-cakes

were neglected and coffee grew cold that feminine eyes might mark, ex-

amine, and mentally digest its minutest details. The breakfast-room

had not been closed an hour before the natural result appeared. There
was a timid knock at Mademoiselle's door, and the maid opened to a

young girl.

" Could I see Mademoiselle Rochet ?"

Mademoiselle would see the young miss. With some diffidence the

girl made her errand known. Was this the Mademoiselle Louise
Rochet of Fifth Avenue,—late of Paris? Yes. Was there any
service Mademoiselle could offer? Yes. Mother, that is, Mrs. Van
Houton, had a robe. There was to be a hop that night at the hotel.

Could Mademoiselle examine it with perhaps a view to its improvement?
Mademoiselle seemed to think for an instant. Should she continue

her character of fashionable New York dress-maker or play the lady of
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leisure? Which would be the best character in which to appear when
she met him ? She thought of his pride, but only to smile in a curious

way at the thought. He had cared nothing for her feeliugs : why
should she consider his ? Besides, business brought money, and brought
it more easily and abundantly than she had ever dreamed in the days

of her poverty in Paris.

With scarcely a perceptible hesitation she said, sweetly, " I shall

attend Madame Van Houton with pleasure."
^' Our room is No. Qb, this floor, and thank you kindly, mademoi-

selle. Mother will be greatly pleased, I'm sure." /

No man has yet been able to understand the process of reasoning by
which the feminine mind reaches certain results. M'lle Rochet had not

been seen except at supper and breakfast, and yet it was known to more
than half the people in the house that a certain valuable order of mind
had arrived. The born dress-maker had appeared. The genius for

draping had shed its beneficent light upon them. The masculine mind
falls back on the safe proposition that as the waist is gored so is the

skirt inclined—and stops. The feminine mind knows better and goes

farther. Draping is a mystery, a matter only for superior minds.

Within another hour the peasant-maid at M'lle Rochet's door had four

times informed anxious inquirers that M'lle Rochet was engaged at room
65. Thither the pilgrims went, to see, admire, and discuss. Mrs.

Van Houton had secured the prize, but w^as willing that friends should

witness her success.

Mademoiselle gazed thoughtfully at robes, suggested, lightly touched

the fabrics here and there, and it was done. Genius when really great

rarely works with its hands in this fine art. It suggests, and other and
perhaps lower minds buy materials, direct the hands in needle-work,

and wear the result with conscious pride. In twenty minutes Mrs.

Van Houton's robes had been passed upon, and Mademoiselle, with a

mental note of the value of her services, was led away to see other

robes. As she examined and commented on dresses, she measured
women. She soon found just what she wanted,—a society woman with

an unruly member. In this lady's dresses M'lle Rochet found much to

admire. She politely declined further orders. She would be obliged to

stay with the madame in No. 206 till certain very important changes

were made. She might even be obliged to do a little stitching herself,

as there was no one present with sufficient skill to do the work. This

was, indeed, unexpected condescension, and my lady of No. 206 was
proud, flattered, happy, and talkative. The door was closed to all

visitors, and genius and its patron sat down together over the momentous
affair. Seven distinct headaches at once developed in the hotel, and
their poor owners declared they would not be well enough to attend the

hop that night.

" Mademoiselle had many patrons among society ladies in New
York r

" Yes, very many, the wives of senators, judges, and others."

" Indeed ! Not the wife of Judge Danellia or Judge Chote ?"

" No. There was one, perhaps Madame may know her : Madame
Gearing."
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" Oh ! you mean Judge Gearing, of the Superior Court. She was

a Rochelle, married a Mr. Yardstickie, and he died. She must be past

forty now, but well preserved."
'' I designed two habits for her."
" And I dare say they were not bad."
" I assure Madame they were magnificent. Madame the judge's

wife, Mrs. Gearing you call her, was greatly pleased,—charmed.

Madame may have observed her habits."
" Well, no. I'm not very well acquainted with Mrs. Gearing. My

Milly has met her son."
" Has she a son ? He must still be an infant."

" No. It was by her first husband. Milly admires him very much.
He's lived abroad some time, studied in Paris, was rather wild there,

but of course is quite reformed now."
" Will Mademoiselle the daughter permit me to examine her robes ?

It is possible I suggest something."
" Milly ? Oh, Milly's young. She only came out this spring, and

her things don't matter down here. There's nobody here of any con-

sequence. We shall receive this fall for her, and then, if Mademoiselle

can design a dress for her, we shall be glad."
" Americans are so strange. What is it to come out ?"

" Milly's a (Uhutante. She is now a young lady, and can receive

calls from young gentlemen."
" The judge's son call on her and she so young !"

" Well, no : I couldn't permit that. Of course here at the beach

young people must meet in a social way."
"Then the son of the judge is not what you call attentive to the

daughter ?"

" You're mistaken about that. Young Mr. Royal Yardstickie is

not the son of Judge Gearing. He is the son of the judge's wife. She
hasn't anything, but of course the young man will come in for a share

of the judge's wealth. As for his attentions to Milly, we couldn't allow

it,—at any rate, not till Milly is older, and not unless she was very
anxious to marry him."

Mademoiselle seemed to find something deeply interesting in the robe

she held upon her lap. There were hard lines about her handsome
mouth, and a momentary flash in her black eyes, which the voluble

patron mistook for the light of genius or the sign of deep thought.
" I think, on the whole, you had better look at one of Milly's dresses.

I want her to look well at the hop to-night. As it is Saturday, there

will be a good many of the younger men down to spend Sunday."
Mademoiselle, with the sweetest smile imaginable, continued her

search for information.
" It will also please young Mr. Yardstickie. All young girls wish

to appear well before those who admire them."
" Oh, it's not at all for him. If I thought he was seriously attentive,

Milly should not leave her room to-night. We could hardly approve
of any attentions just now, after the young man has lost his heart over
some commonplace creature at the light."

" The light ! What is the light ?"
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" Hedgefence Light-House."
" Oh, the maritime light. I understand. Do women trim such

lamps in this country ?"

" Dear, no. There's a light-house keeper,—a man. Every one is

remarking on Mr. Yardstickie's very great interest in such things. He
goes over to the light every day, and twice he has been seen in the village

with her. I'm sure it's a blessing he went oiF yesterday on Mr. Man-
ning's yacht, as he will not be at the hop to-night. I haven't a doubt
he would disgrace himself by bringing the girl with him. We should
never recognize her, if he did."

" Was that a yacht,—the beautiful vessel we passed in the steam-

boat last evening ?"

" I dare say. Mr. Manning's yacht sailed yesterday. I think Milly
said it was only for a few days. She knows somebody who knows the

Boylstons, and they are friends of the Mannings."
After a pause, as if in deep thought. Mademoiselle came to the con-

clusion that nothing more need be done to the robe. A few stitches

here and there, and the work would be complete. Could she see the

daughter's dress ? It was brought out, and Milly was sent for to try

it on. The fresh young girl just in from a dip in the sea seemed
a vision of girlish loveliness, and Mademoiselle was charmed to meet
her. She suggested this and that, and said the robe was already nearly

perfect. Just a touch, and it would be magnificent. Mother and
daughter were overflowing with voluble gratitude. Milly would be

the best-dressed girl at the hop.

On Mademoiselle's return to her room the peasant-maid had a most
unhappy quarter of an hour. Mademoiselle was unlovely. Some char-

acters are like certain apples,—a little tart. Mademoiselle was more
than sub-acid, she was sharp and bitter, and the reason therefor was
not plain to the poor little maid. All she could do was to assist her

mistress into still another ravishing robe, that she might go to dinner

in a becoming costume.

To the people in the big dining-room Mademoiselle was the picture

of sweetness and light. Two gentle young things who caressed their

tender moustaches after soup declared she was a brunette angel.

"Rich? I should say!"
" Dress-maker ?"

" Ah, yes. Pity. With all that money feller might do very well.

See?"
" Yes. Social rules forbid it. Hang rules !"

"Hop to-night?"
" Nothing better to do. Know feller knows her ?"

" Sister does."
" Might ask her to present me at hop. Lots fun."
" Sister wouldn't. Girls so strange."
" Mean to get it."

" What ? Introduction to La Rochet ?"

" Horrid audacious, but must have fun. If Yardstickie were here,

be all right."

" Why ? Does he know her ?"
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"Guess not. But he'd bring it round. Royal can do anything

h'ke that. Great man.''
" Sister says she worked for his mother. Must know her. Oh !"

" What's matter ? Burn mouth ?"

" No. Idea. Recollect funny thing. Paris last winter. Met
Royal with lady. Girl like that, tall, brunette,—very French. Every-
where with him. Can't tell what reminds me of her."

"Can't be same?"
" Ah ! Awful idea ! It does look like her."
" Foolish idea. Dress-maker. Royal knows too much."
" No. Can't be. That girl was poor. Royal paid bills like little

man."
" Great folly. Got over it ?"

" Yes. Royal's cured. No money now. Very sad, you know."
"Hop to-night?"
" Yes. Smoke now."
The half-holiday had brought a great company to the hotel, and

the little world on the sand gave itself up to out-door pleasure.

Mademoiselle would also go out and take the air by the water, for the

day had become sultry. Besides, she must think. The unexpected

had happened. She had hoped to find him, to confront him in the hotel,

and openly to demand recognition. Months and months had passed

since she had seen him, and she felt a certain melancholy pity for her-

self in finding in her disappointment how much she had wished to meet
him publicly and to humiliate him in some striking and dramatic scene

that would satisfy her sense of justice—and the picturesque. He
would fall on his knees, and she would pour out her wrath—no, he

wouldn't do that. He would wince, perhaps, but would hold his head
erect through it all. What folly to think of what might be ! She had
learned much since she had reached America. She had learned more
at this place. He had already strayed into some net. She must ex-

amine the net. Perhaps it might prove another weapon in her hands.

Mademoiselle's appearance on the beach did not attract special

attention. She was dressed with what might be called elegant plain-

ness. Her manners were ladylike and reserved, and, while many be-

stowed a passing glance upon her costume, none heeded the woman.
The bathers were noisy and numerous, and she passed along the rear

of the throngs gathered on the beach and took the path towards the

light-house without exciting comment. Lovers there were at intervals

along the way, and now and then she met a party of children paddling

and wading with white and shining legs in the creamy surf. Love and
play are too absorbing to notice grief, particularly if it passes with

serene face and robed in the latest style. She saw the lovers with a

feeling of envy. She watched the children with a sigh.

She came to the big yellow boulder and sat down to look over the

sea, and think. The white tower, the little house planted almost in the

surf, the wide sea, the soft warm sky, and the white mountainous
clouds in the west, all appealed to her to rest,—to rest and think.

There was only a slight ripple on the water, yet the surf slowly

thundered and boomed at her feet, the dying waves of some distant
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storm. So it seemed to her that her life had become,—serene and fair,

yet moved by slow heart-beats of far-off sorrow.

There was a shadow on the water. She looked to the west. The
sun had disappeared behind one of the alpine heights of cumulus,
leaving a faint glow of red on the sky beyond the irregular line of
vivid silver that touched tlie edge of the cloud. Could it be fore-

bodings of a storm ? Was it a vague hint of more rain—more tears,

perhaps lightning—in her stormy life?

The surf was most irregular in its pulsations. Three closely

successive waves would advance, and, booming, break, and rush up the

shingly slope, and then the beach would scream as the white water
ran back. Then all would be quiet for a little space. It was in one

of these pauses that there came to her ear a dreary cry like a moan.
The color left her handsome face, and she looked far and wide over the

sea. There was nothing, and the surf roared and screamed again.

Once more she heard it. It made her heart beat fast, she knew not

why. She had read of the mysterious sounds of the sea, of the moan
heard on the ocean before great storms. What did it mean? Why
did she hear it? It was almost human in its faint sighing,—fitful,

half heard,—yet felt, like a pain in the heart. She wrapped her light

cloak about her and shivered. The sea was purple under the western

clouds, blue in the east, with splendid sjDlashes of green over the shoals.

There was a faint murmur of music and laughter from the hotel. At
her feet rose the chirp of a cricket. Peace everywhere, save for that

moaning from the sea.

" Oh, if it would only speak plainly ! It means so much and says

so little. Ah ! there is a man coming.^'

The approach of any human being seemed a comfort, and she sat

still, looking towards the hotel to where a tall, plainly-dressed man
came slowly along the path. She was at a loss to understand why her

pulse had raced with such speed. Could this strange unearthly voice

be a cry from the Unknown bidding her pause? Was it a real voice?

Did she hear it at all ? Was it only a cry picked out by her heart from
the mass of the sonorous thunder on the beach, as a sea-shell picks out

a tone from the roar of the sea? She would ask this man if he too

heard the sound. As he came nearer she felt in a sense safe. His face

bespoke a man of simple, unaffected life and honest heart. His blue

eyes looked into hers for an instant only, and in that quick glance she

felt she could trust him. With this thought there came also a regretful

instant of pity for herself that she must look at any one to see if he

be indeed a man.
" Good-evening, miss."

He spoke pleasantly and naturally, much as a man at home might

welcome a stranger. She guessed at once that he was the keeper of the

light-house. She rose from the yellow stone on which she sat, and
then saw that it was the stepping-stone to the stile and that she blocked

the way.
"Beg pardon. I did not see I was in your path."
" All right, marm. No consequence. I'd rather hopped over the

fence than had a lady rise."
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Here was a politeness unknown in France. She saw from his

unaffected manner that it was the genuine courtesy of kindliness and
respect, and not a pretended gallantry. For an instant the novelty of

such a remark confused her, precisely as she had been confused in New
York the day she landed there when a stranger rose and silently gave
her a seat in a street-car. At that instant the faint moan from the

sea came again.
^' I beg pardon, sir, for detaining you, but could you explain that

strange sound from the sea ? I do not understand why it should be.''

" It's the two-fathom buoy."
" Buoy ?"

" Yes. Whistling buoy. Beacon, you know. Always makes that

noise when there is any sea on. Warning for boats making this port."
'^ Ah ! I comprehend. Maritime signal for vessels,—to warn

against wreck."
" Yes, marm. Soimds kinder dismal in pleasant weather, but it's

powerful pretty music if you're steering by dead reckoning and a thick

fog coming up or driving snow hiding the light."
'^ Have many lives been saved from wreck by that sound ?"

" Can't tell, marm. Mebby a great many, mebby none at all. Any-
way, it may yet save some life from going to smash ; and so it is kept

there, because if one life is saved by hearing the thing whistling in the

dark it will pay to let it whistle all the time, even if it does sound
kinder forlorn to folks safe on shore."

" The sea is so sad. So many wrecks are here. Oh, pardon me :

I should not detain you."
" 'Tain't no matter. I've just been to the hotel with Mai. Nothing

particular to do. Glad to show strangers over the light."

With an instinctive grasp at the fact that through this simple and
transparent nature she might obtain some information of value, she

smiled sweetly, and said,

—

" I am a stranger in America."
^^ So I see, marm."
" I have heard much of American politeness. I am quite alone

;

yet, if it be possible, I shall greatly admire to see the light-house. My
home is Paris, where we have not such things." ^

'^ Come right in. Guess father's round somewhere."
" Are not the ladies of your house at home ?"

^' No : Mai's gone to the hotel. It's no matter. Ladies often come
over from the hotel alone. I've shoAvn hundreds of 'em round the

place."

She had the wit to see that while from a Parisian stand-point she

could not possibly accept the invitation, yet in America it might be

allowable. The situation would give her a wholly novel experience,

—

that of unembarrassed and unaffected talk with a man of sense whose
natural politeness was as delightful as it was sincere. She laughed to

herself as if it were a kind of child-like pleasure she had not had since

she played with Mignon and Pierre in the streets of Rouen. She would
give herself up for the moment to an innocent enjoyment.

More than an hour passed in inspecting the light. The old captain
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took her in charge, and seemed pleased with her beauty and gayety.

After all had been seen, the younger man escorted her to the stile, that

she might take the path back to the hotel. She seemed to linger a
moment, and, in the delightful disregard of the value of time that sea-

shore people often show, the young man appeared perfectly willing to

wait and talk with the handsome and vivacious stranger.
" And all this is to prevent people from being lost in wrecks ?"

"^Bout the size of it, marm. For all that, there's been many a

wreck along this shore in my day. Why, some years ago there was a

wreck right opposite the place where the hotel stands now. More'n
twenty people were lost just about where those people are bathing on
the beach."

" And they are laughing and playing just where men and women
have died ! How dreadful it all is !''

" Lor' ! that was nearly twenty years ago. I was only a small chap,

but I remember the storm, and how father and the men all went down
to the beach to help the few that were saved.''

^' Then some were saved ? Tell me about it. Such things are so

strange to me. I never saw the sea till last winter. It fascinates me.
It is so beautiful—and cruel."

" 'Tain't much to tell. The steamer struck 'bout a hundred yards

from the beach. Some of her people tried to get ashore in their boats,

but they were soon swamped and lost. Then the men on the beach put

out a whale-boat and saved four passengers and the stewardess and two
colored girls, mites of things not more'n four year old. I remember
seeing the girls, for they lost all their friends, and some of our folks

took 'em in and brought 'em up, and they grew up here."
" Colored children ! what are they ?"

^' People of color,—negroes. I guess they were slaves in Savannah,

where they came from. You'd never know it, though, for they were
'most white, and quite pretty girls. They ^went to school with the

other children, and I remember we boys were quite well 'quainted with

them."
" Then not all that you call people of color are black ?"

" No, marm. There's some is no darker than any dark-complected

white folks ; no darker than you be."

Mademoiselle showed a brilliant set of teeth in a merry laugh.
" No offence, marm. They grew up to quite likely girls, and were

treated just like other folks. There's some as think they are different,

but I kinder guess humans is humans."
In a sense her mission to the light had failed. Yet she had ob-

tained some information that might prove of value in the future. The
snowy cumulus in the west had begun to change color and assume a

threatening aspect. She had best return to the hotel. With a few

pleasant words of thanks, she walked away along the path over the

sand-hills, leaving the blond giant gazing after her.

" Well, that ain't Mai's style ; and I'm glad of it. Pretty as a

picture, but I don't believe that kind will wash."
Mademoiselle had barely time to reach the hotel before the sudden

darkness of the storm spread over the sea. People were hurrying to-
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wards the house from every direction, and the broad piazza was crowded

with pleasure-seekers driven in like a fleet of little boats making port

in stress of weather. Just at the top of the broad stairs leading to the

piazza Mademoiselle met two ladies coming slowly down, as if hesi-

tating about facing the storm.
" Mai, dear, you must stay. Wait till the storm is over. See, it

will rain presently."

Mademoiselle's dress unaccountably met with some mishap just

there, and she paused to adjust the difficulty.

*^ No, deary ; father will miss me. Besides, you know I'm afraid

of storms since I was a child ; and somehow the light seems safer than

the hotel."

" That's because you're such a child of the sea."

" I know it. I came from the sea, and storms always frighten me.

I have my water-proof. I'll not need your umbrella. Good-by."
At that instant a vivid flash of lightning seemed to make an illu-

minated photograph of sea and sky, and a deafening crash shook the

whole building. There was a moment's confusion among the people,

and then some one cried out,

—

" The music-stand has been struck."
" Beg pardon, mademoiselle, your friend has fainted."

Mademoiselle Rochet seemed the only one who retained presence of

mind. The young girl by her side had fainted at the terrific crash, and
would have fallen had not she caught her. A moment later she was laid

on a sofa in the hotel parlor. Mademoiselle, among others, offered such

help as she could.
" Thank you, Mademoiselle Rochet. My friend will soon recover.

It has happened before. It is a constitutional dread of lightning.

She had some strange experience in a storm when an infant. You are

very kind. I know what to do for her. Thank you kindly."

Half an hour later Mai Johnson slowly opened her eyes in a quiet

room in the hotel.

" Do you feel better, dear ?"

" Has the storm passed ?"

" Yes. It was very short. It's clearing away, and the sun is going

down behind deep-red clouds."
" Who was she, dear ?"

"Who?"
" That person. I felt her come near me, and my heart grew so

cold. And then I seemed to hear the sea roar just as I sometimes do
in my dreams,—an awful sound, as if everything I loved and cared for

was breaking to pieces."

" Say no more, dear. I've sent for Sam. You'll be all right after

a little supper, and then you can go home and dress for the hop to-night.

You remember you promised to go with us ?"

" Yes, I remember. I cannot go."

"Why not?"
" I hardly know. She might be there."
" How strange you are, Mai ! Who might be there ?"

" I do not know. That woman. The lightning lit up her face.

Vol. XXXIX.—59
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and I saw it as plain as day. Forgive me, deary : I couldn't go ; I
couldn't meet her again/'

" Why, you never saw her before ?"

" No, never. I don't even know her name."
" Why, it's only a fashionable dress-maker who arrived here last

night. Everybody in the house is talking about her wonderful dresses.

She was pointed out to me. Her name is Louise Rochet."
" It's very silly in me, I know, but somehow I cannot help it. Let

me get up now. I must go home. You'll forgive me, deary : I could
not come to the hop to-night. She—that Frenchwoman would be
there."

Mademoiselle Rochet, being a guest of the house, was invited to

the hop. There was much interest excited over the affair, for there

were many who looked for some new dress that would charm, astonish,

and instruct.

IMademoiselle Louise Rochet did not attend.

The hop was not a success.

VIII.

The advancing season brought more people to Wilson's Holl, and the

hotel was full. A few days after the hop the afternoon boat brought
a gentleman and lady to the Holl, and from the landing they drove
rapidly in a light wagon to the hotel. He was a man about sixty years

of age, of massive frame and fine large head with abundant hair al-

ready white. She was much younger,—a woman of soft and feminine

beauty, though well past middle life. In dress the man was severely

plain, the woman rich, almost ostentatious. Dress to her was a matter

of profound importance, to him only a convenience.
" Very sorry, judge : every room is taken. Can give you half of

one of the cottages."
" We shall want four rooms,—one for my wife, one for myself, one

for my son, and a parlor. By the way, I suppose my son is here ?"

" No, sir, not just now. Mr. Royal Yardstickie still keeps a room
here, but he's away on Mr. Manning's yacht."

The judge seemed to be somewhat disturbed at the information

given to him by the hotel clerk, though he calmly signed the register in

silence, thus

:

" J. H. Gearing and wife. New York."
" Will you go to the cottage at once, judge ?'^

The judge merely nodded in silence. He seemed to be disturbed

about something, and the clerk wisely held his peace and turned to

welcome other guests.

The judge and his wife walked along the planked path to the last

cottage at the west of the hotel, and took possession of their new
quarters. Hardly had the servant opened the rooms and left them in

peace when Mrs. Judge Gearing, after carefully laying aside her extra

garments, said, with just a shade of impatience,

—

*^ I'm surprised that Royal did not come down to the landing to

meet us."
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" He is not here, Maria. He is away on a yacht with some friend."

" Poor boy ! I'm glad of it. He's so delicate. The sea-air and

the rest and quiet on the yacht will do him good.'^
'' That's all right, Maria, and I haven't the least objection to his

going ; but it would have been wiser if he had given up his room at

the hotel. I do wish he could be a little more thoughtful about such

matters."

"Judge, Royal is an invalid. You must excuse him in some things.

What could he do if he returned and found every room taken in the

hotel ? He might die of exposure while trying to find some place to

lay his head. Poor Royal is such a sufferer after his terrible studies at

Paris."
" Nonsense ! When I was at Wilbraham I was assistant janitor,

and made nine fires before breakfast, and was at prayers at eight every

morning, and taught an evening school two miles from college five

nights in the week, and was organ-blower at three services and choir-

rehearsal at the First Church in the next town,—walked a mile and
back at that."

" Don't, judge ! It makes my poor heart bleed to think of all you
suffered in your youth."

" Didn't hurt me a bit. Did me good."
" Yes, perhaps it did ; but it's a most unpleasant thing to remem-

ber."
" Not at all. I had a jolly time in the First Church organ-lofl, and

was as hearty a young fellow as you could find in my class."

" Well, at least, dear, do not talk of it now. It's not good style in

your present position. It humiliates me every time you speak of it."

" I'll not mention it down here. Court has adjourned, and we are

at the beach in search of—pleasure. Ready for dinner ?"

" Why, no. I can't go till the trunks come. I've nothing to wear.

You go, and I'll join you as soon as possible. I wish you'd see why
the trunks do not come."

" All right. I will take a little walk on the beach and meet you
at the hotel."

Judge Gearing left the fantastic cottage and crossed the level

white sand towards the beach. There was no need to concern himself

about the trunks, for a wagon was already unloading baggage at the

hotel door. Like many men who have risen through a youth of labor

to a position of dignity and comparative ease, he seldom complained of
those who in any way labored for his profit or convenience. The por-

ters would do their duty. He did it when he labored with his hands

:

why not they ? Besides, every work had its hinderances. The trunks

would arrive just as quickly by waiting for them as by needlessly

hurrying those who were already, no doubt, doing their duty. The
world was very pleasant to Judge Gearing. His life had been for-

tunate in that, as far as he could decide, at this its late afternoon it had
left all its probable sorrows behind. There was no longer that fright-

ful struggle for an education that had marked his youth. He had won
a considerable amount of wealth. He had married a handsome and
fashionable woman who did the honors of his house with grace and
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dignity. His work was comparatively easy, and it was interesting.

If there was any thorn in his side, it had only just begun to smart in a
petty, irritating way that might be only temporary. His wife's son

had come to his home for the first time. During the first five years of

his married life the judge had hardly recognized Royal Yardstickie's

existence, except as an added expense, and it was only recently that

the young man had returned from his supposed studies in Paris, an
idler and a semi-invalid at the very age when in the judge's youth
he had worked the hardest and rejoiced in the most vigorous health.

He was awakened from these reveries by the cry of a sea-bird

wheeling between blue sky and blue water. Instinctively he paused
and looked about. Before him lay the sea,—calm, smooth, beautiful.

There were gentle waves lapping the beach in a tinkling monotone.

He stood with hands folded behind him, gazing thoughtfully at the

water. There was a faint sound of childish laughter on the air, and
he looked along the beach and saw some children playing on the sand.

He turned away and walked slowly towards the hotel.

It had come back. For years he had kept away from the sea. He
had purposely avoided hearing or seeing it. Every summer he had
gone to the mountains,—never to the sea-shore. His wife had often

complained and said that " everybody went to the beach.'' Her son,

she said, needed sea-air, and had been sent to Wilson's Holl for rest-

cure, and then, at her earnest solicitation, they had come also.

It had come back,—the memory of that one short year of youthful

happiness. The sun of his early manhood's life and love had sunk in

the sea. He had thought that time had cured the wound. This first

hour in solitude by the sea had brought back the one terrible grief of

his life. That gray bird with its plaintive cry had opened the closed

chamber of his heart. It could not be treason to his present wife if he

thought once more of the dead wife of his youth as he walked beside

her mighty grave, the everlasting sea. Some day it might give up its

dead. He would wait the day of her coming on some more heavenly

shore. He wondered vaguely if heaven had any more beautiful scene

than this margin of the sea. He took a melancholy pleasure in look-

ing at it,—for her sake. He had thought the sight might be distress-

ing, as the sight of a grave, but he forgot the soothing fingers of time

and nature that can make even graves beautiful. She was not for-

gotten. He thought of her now w^ith only a sweet and tender longing

for the day when the sea would really give up its dead. She would
come, but not here,—not now, not now.

An hour later Mrs. Judge Gearing found her husband seated on the

hotel piazza, gazing absently at the sea, now touched with the glory of

a brilliant sunset.

" I have been looking everywhere for you, judge. The dining-

room is open. We are most fortunate : Mademoiselle Rochet is stay-

ing here."
" Then I suppose you are entirely happy."
" I'm certainly glad, for that last piece of Surah really ought to

be put in her hands. I brought it with me, thinking it was just possi-

ble she might be here. Come, shall we go to dinner ?"
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"Not now, Maria. Let me stay here a little while. I wish to

rest and think.''

" I thought you said you would leave your cases behind you."
" So I have. I was thinking—of something else. You dine with

Mademoiselle. I'll join you presently."

The meeting of artist and patron could not be more charming and
cordial. Both had much to say, new plans to discuss,—the one to con-

sider robes, the other to evolve new schemes of extravagance and

—

revenge.

The making up of that piece of Surah absorbed all Mrs. Judge
Gearing's attention the next day. Several ladies in the hotel were

greatly disturbed that Mademoiselle Rochet should give all her time to

the judge's wife ; and Mademoiselle, with the sweetest smile possible,

answered them that Madame the judge's wife was an old patron, the

first, indeed, she had found in America.

The judge, left thus to himself, found time to wander alone along

the shore. Naturally enough, the quaint tower of the light-house

attracted his attention, and, after visiting the little village to get letters

and to see if any one knew when Mr. Manning's yacht would return,

he set out along the shore-path towards the light. On the way he met
a sturdy young fellow in fishing-costume. His blue eyes seemed intel-

ligent and open, and he ventured to stop and ask him if there was any
one about there who might know the whereabouts of the yacht.

" Yes, sir : I'm her skipper. She's expected back here to-day. I
think I sighted her 'bout half an hour ago from the light. I'm going

to the villao-e now to wait till she comes in."

The judge thanked the young man, and then went on, not wholly
pleased with the news of the return of his son. He always called him
that. He paid the young man's bills, and in a grim spirit of humor he

called him his dear son. The young man would perhaps interrupt the

half-sad, half-pleasing hours of meditation he had spent by the water.

He walked slowly on towards the light, dreamily thinking of the dead
past. In a certain dim w^ay the sea seemed to speak with her voice.

She was asleep somewhere in the sea, perhaps near this coast. She
might be even now waiting on some other coast, looking over another

everlasting sea, looking for some one to come to her. It was thus he
slowly drew near to the light.

Captain Breeze Johnson had finished one duty, and sat in his wooden
arm-chair on the grass by his door, waiting for the clock to tell him
what to do next. By his side on the big blue boulder that formed the

door-step sat Mai, sewing. •

" Here's another visitor, father. You talk to him while I go in

and get dinner."

With that she rose and went within-doors scarcely a moment
before Judge Gearing entered the little grass-plot before the house.

Who can tell why trifles stay the march of impending events ? Had
she remained by her father's side she would have met—what ? She
never knew till after months had passed and tears had unsealed her

eyes.

The judge seemed to be greatly pleased with the good-natured old
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pilot who sat in such homely dignity in his shirt-sleeves under the

shadow of his own roof-tree, beside his own door-stone.
" Yes, sir, visitors allowed at this hour. Guess, though, it would

be all right any hour o' the day. Make yourself to hum.^^

It was with a certain sense of long-forgotten homeliness that the

judge sat down on the flat stone and made himself comfortable with
the house for a back to his seat and the open door beside him. There
was a feeling of getting close to nature. Perhaps he could hear her
heart beat, seated thus almost on the sweet and honest ground.

" You have a charming location here.''

" So I've heard tell. It's some lonesome, though, specially in

winter."

"I didn't think of that. You see, we city folks think it is always
summer at the beach."

*^ Lor' ! the summer's not more'n two afternoons to us. It's gettin'

ready for winter, or it's just leavin' off, 'most the year round."
" Yes, I suppose so. The sea looks calm and beautiful now, but I

dare say it's wild enough at times. Even now it seems to be very sad

and melancholy to me."
" Depends. If you're fishin' for mackerel you don't bother much

how it looks."
" So many lives are lost in the sea. So many are buried in it."

" Sight more buried in the ground. Medders look just as pretty,

for all that."

" You are right. Pardon me for speaking of such matters."

Just at this instant the judge was made aware that some one was
stirring in the house behind him. There was a light, quick step, as of

some young woman, within. This hint of quiet domestic life on this

lonely cape thrust out into the Atlantic gave him a curious sensation,

—such as one might feel in meeting lovers walking in a quiet grave-

yard. His love was lost long years ago in the sea, and yet here by its

edge love and domestic happiness made a simple home beautiful.

As the two men sat thus in silence, each absorbed in his own
thought, there was a faint, vanishing moan on the air, a cry that seemed

to come from the sea.

"What is that?"

Breeze Johnson looked down at the stranger beside him in mingled

surprise and wonder. The voice plainly trembled,
" I don't wonder you're scar't. Some swell come in and tilted her

over, and she whistled."
• " Why, what can it be ?"

" Lor' ! it's nothing. It's the whistling buoy. Sometimes a swell

makes it speak even in a calm day like this. It's whistlin' all the time

in heavy weather."

It had come back. He was surprised at the effect of this plaintive

sound, like some lost soul crying in the wilderness of waters. It had
shaken him to the centre of his being. He knew he was not super-

stitious. He did not know that even this purely mechanical sound could

waken such vivid memories of the dead past.

" There are many strange sounds by the sea."
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" Well, yes, tolerable variety of 'em. When I was pilotin' I knew
every fog-horn from Montaiik to Sandy Hook. Governm't's put to it

sometimes to invent new sounds ; though, I must say, one of these new
bellerin' sirens is enough to make a feller's hair turn white, if he didn't

know what it was, and he was to hear one a-hoUerin' in the night."

In spite of the old man's quaint humor, the judge felt oppressed

and ill at ease. He rose as if to go, and the captain, with ready hos-

pitality, invited him to inspect the light-house.
" Thank you, no ; not now. Another time I shall be glad to visit

the light-house. If it is allowable, I should like to bring my wife to

see the place."
" Glad to see you

;
glad to see folks any time. It's powerful lone-

some here at times ; and mebby if you had any papers you didn't want
^Don't get much good readin' here, generally."

" NEVER SAW A MAN GET SO PEAKED ALL OF A SUDDENT.

jy

" With the greatest pleasure. I'll bring some books to-morrow.

Captain "

" Capt'n Johnson,—Breeze Johnson."
" Glad to know you, captain. My name is Gearing,—Judge

Gearing, of New York."
" Sho ! Come over any time, judge. We are alius to hum-
" Father, dinner's ready."

This from within the house in a vigorous young voice. To Judge
Gearing it came in its homely speech like a tone from his youth.

" What's the matter, judge ? Feelin' unwell ?"

" No. It's nothing. Perhaps I'm a little tired. I'll go back to

the hotel."
" My daughter's just inside. Shan't she bring you a glass o' water,

or anything?"
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"Thank you, no. 1^11 go now. Good-afternoon, captain, and
thank you for your information."

The captain stood by his door, gazing after the retreating form of

his visitor. It seemed bent and aged before its time, and feeble and
uncertain of step.

" Never saw a man get so peaked all of a suddent. Stroke of the

heart, I guess. Comin^, Mai."

It had come back. The voice of that strange girl, uncultivated,

unmusical though it seemed, had " the sound of a voice that was still."

He would return to the town, to the courts, to society,—and forget.

IX.

Young Mr. Royal Yardstickie reached the hotel feeling quite at

ease with himself and the world. He had enjoyed the yacht-trip hugely.

The idleness, good living, personal comfort, and, above all, the entire

absence of responsibility, had pleased him greatly. One little incident

at the end of the voyage particularly gratified him. The blond giant

of the light-house, he knew, was Jack Manning's skipper. He had
seen him at the landing and heard Mr. Manning tell him to prepare to

sail at once. If the " big brute," as Mr. Royal Yardstickie chose to

call him, were to sail in the yacht, the coast would be clear for him at

the light.

" IVe captured the silly old father ; and now for the girl herself."

He entered the hotel in quite a contented frame of mind. His
luck had not deserted him. At the door he met a city friend.

" Ah, Yardstickie ! How do ? Lots fun here."
" Halloo, Beamish ! What's up ?"

"Hop."
"Bother hops!"
" Hop was no good. It's La Rochet."
" La Rochet ! What's she ? Actress ?"

" No. Lamkid's gone on her. Says you know her."

"Know who? What you talkin' 'bout, old man?"
" La Rochet."
" Never heard of -her. Excuse me now. Must go to room."
" Governor's here, Royal. Guess he's got room for you at one of

the cottages. Come to dinner early, if you want to see Lamkid's
brunette angel. Ha ! ha !"

The ripple of weak laughter at the end of the tender young thing's

speech seemed in some manner to irritate Mr. Royal Yardstickie, and
it was in no pleasant mood that he demanded the key of his room of
the hotel clerk.

" Lady taken your room, sir. Judge Gearing told me to dispose of
it. Porter took your things over to cottage yesterday."

" I ordered that room, and I shall pay for it. Let the woman be
turned out."

" Judge paid your bill yesterday. Porter will take your bag to the

cottage, sir. Room there for you."

Knowing it would be both useless and foolish to say more, he un-
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graciously tossed his hand-bag to a hall-boy and stalked moodily along

the plank walk towards the fantastic cottage. His fun was over.

Never mind : the judge had paid his bill at the hotel, and there was
just so much money saved for other pleasures. He would see this La
Rochet at dinner. Some Frenchwoman, perhaps.

" Says you know her.^'

The words came back to him like a sudden dash of cold water

thrown in his face.

" Pshaw ! what folly ! That fool of a Lamkid^s mistaken.^'

All this to himself. Seeing the judge at the door, he assumed as

pleasant an air as possible, and really seemed glad to meet his respected

step-father.

" Good-afternoon, sir."

" Eh, Royal ! Glad to see you at home again. Your mother has

missed you greatly. Come in. We have a room for you here."
" Thank you : I had a room at the hotel."

" That's all right, my son. I found you were being charged three

dollars a day for it and not using it, and I had your things moved over

here, that you might be near your mother."
" Thank you, sir, but I could pay for that room myself."
" We will not say any more about it. It was a useless expense till

we came, and still more extravagant to have two rooms both unused."

Mr. Royal Yardstickie was not accustomed to any criticism. He
had never been criticised by his mother,—morels the pity,—and his

father had not lived long enough to bestow much praise or blame. To
be criticised now at his time of life seemed to be especially cruel and
unwarranted. He sat down on the step of the piazza, angry and sullen

under the implied rebuke.

He would not stand this sort of thing any longer. He would go
back to New York and do as he pleased. Then he looked moodily
along the shore towards the light. That white beacon-tower seemed to

lead him to other thoughts. If he could have met that strong, self-

reliant nature, that woman to win and command him, before, how
different his life would have been ! Well, why not win her ? She
was poor. His mother would never forgive that. Why should he
care? He had made mistakes in the past. He would love that

good and sensible girl and begin life anew. New York would be

very dull just now. He would put up with the judge, his father, and
remain at the beach. These reflections passed very quickly, yet he

took pride in them, much as a child may be proud on New Yearns

Day of a new set of good resolutions. "That big brute of a lover will

be away for a week. She likes my style." By this he meant to say to

himself that he, being the gentleman, of course would win. " Gov-
ernor can't live forever, and when she knows what my share of the

pile will be she'll off with me to town some line night."
" Where's mother ?"

" I'm glad your meditations have brought you to think of her."
" I was estimating how much the bill for the room will be. Of

course I'll pay it."

" Oh, never mind that. I paid it. I'll deduct the amount from
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your next month's allowance. Your mother has Mademoiselle Rochet
with her. I haven't seen her since noon. Mademoiselle is her dress-

maker.''

The young man managed for the moment to conceal his anger, and
then rose and entered the house. He was furious at what he fancied

an insult.

"Am I a child, to be treated in this way ? I'll make mother give

me some money and go back to the hotel. Beamish and Lamkid are

better company than the governor. Gad ! I wonder who La Rochet
can be. Dare say the boys have found something amusing."

He found the little house consisted of two small parlors on the

lower floor, with chambers above. Opening the door into the first

parlor, he discovered the room was empty.
" Busy with dress-maker. Next room, I suppose. Mademoiselle

Rochet. Can't be the Rochet Beamish spoke of. He wouldn't find

any fun with a dress-maker."

With that he went up-stairs and found a room where his bag and
his trunk had been placed.

" Suppose this is my den. I'll make myself presentable and go
down and see the creature. Lamkid says I know her. What non-

sense ! I couldn't know a dress-maker,—not in this country."

Just then he heard a door open below, and voices in the little hall.

Every word spoken was perfectly clear in such a thin shell of a house.
" I am so much obliged to you, mademoiselle. Will you not wait

and go over to the hotel with us ?"

" No, I'll not wait, thank you, madame."
Then he heard another voice, and knew that the judge had spoken

to his mother.

"Royal here? My son has returned, mademoiselle. You will

excuse me."
" Certainly, madame. Ah ! now I think of it, let me see the

robe once more."

The voices died away, and he knew that the two women below had
returned to the parlor. He went to the toilet-stand and threw some cold

water in his face, then hastily opened his bag and took out a small flask.

" My nerves are torn to bits. Steady ! It's come. There ! I feel

stronger."

No need to wonder who La Rochet might be. With an eiFort he

tried to steady his nerves and to check the profuse perspiration that had
broken out on his hands and face. Then the door below opened again,

and he heard his mother's step.

" Are you up there. Royal ?"

He managed to say, " Yes."

"Aren't you well, dear?"
" Certainly I am. I'll be down presently."
" Your voice seemed so changed, I was afraid you were unwell.

Shall I come up ?"

" No, mother. I'll come down at once."

It was best so. Best learn the worst at once, and put a bold face

on the matter. He had often thought this meeting might some day
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come. It had come in a way that was more cruel than the most relent-

less fate could invent. Somehow, the idleness, the irresponsibility, the

sense of safety and comfort he had enjoyed on the yacht seemed already

far away in the past.

The young man came slowly down the stairs, and, in a nerveless

way, kissed his fond and foolish mother.
" Come into the parlor, Royal, and rest. You look dreadfully tired,

Yachting is a terrible strain on the nerves."
'^ Let me go out of doors, mother.'^
^^ No. Come in here where it is cool and quiet. Come, I insist. Ah,

mademoiselle, just going? My son has returned. Let me present him.

Mademoiselle Kochet, my son. Royal Yardstickie.'^

The woman drew herself up and then bowed very low in silence.

Not a sign on her handsome face that she cared in the slightest degree

for the young man. He, on his part, hardly raised his eyes, and merely

shuffled his feet in an attempt at a bow.
^' Glad—meet Mademoiselle. Afternoon.'^
" Thank you for the honor. I must go, madame. I will return

very soon and finish all there is to do to make everything just right."

" Oh, thank you, mademoiselle. You are very kind, I'm sure."
" Not at all, madame. I only desire to do what is right by you

—

and by myself."
" You're too conscientious, my dear mademoiselle. I'm sure we are

all under great obligations to you."
" Do not speak of it, madame. I must go now, but I shall come

back,—to finish my work."
The young man heard everything with startling distinctness, and

clothed each word with a meaning that was known only to him—and
to this woman. Mademoiselle spoke lightly and with a bright and
innocent smile, that seemed to Mrs. Gearing to match the pretty shower
of compliments that fell from her lips.

" Royal, dear, see Mademoiselle to the hotel, and ask the head-waiter

to reserve a chair at our table for you. Of course, mademoiselle, we
shall expect you at our table also."

" Thanks, madame. I shall be so honored. You tell me your son

has been in Paris. I shall be glad to discuss with him the life in

la belle Paris.''

The young man managed to keep his wits about him, and, while

not daring to trust himself to speak, escorted Mademoiselle to the door.

The judge eyed him sharply as they came out on the piazza, and the

young man turned his face away. Mademoiselle was profuse in her

parting politeness, and then said calmly to the young man,

—

" You are very kind to go with me. I thank you. I am often

timid. Some men one meets are so rude."

He knew this was a command to accompany her and a veiled in-

sinuation he dared not resent. He would have laughed at any other

time at her wit, did it not sting, were it not so bitter.

Mrs. Gearing stood gazing after them as they went along the walk.
" Poor boy ! He's far from well. I'm afraid the sea-air does not

agree with him."
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"Oh, he^s all right, Maria. IVe been talking with him about
money-matters, and I'm glad to see he shows a repentant spirit/'

" Yes, dear boy. He means to do right. It's a great pity he
couldn't find some good sensible girl who would take care of him. If
he were safely married he would be very happy.''

The declining sun touched with gold the fleecy sky, deepened the

purple on the sea, and lit up the olive-green pines behind the hotel with
dull fire. The day was declining in peace. There was a sound of

music and the laughter of children on the air. To the young man it

was all a mockery. He could not find words to express his anger and
helplessness.

" It is a pleasant evening, sir."

"How did you follow me, Julie? How did you dare to come
here?"

" Sir ! Whom do you address ?"

" What folly, Julie ! I could not recognize you before my mother."
" Did I recognize you ? No. I am not ready for that. It come

later. Listen. After tea I walk on the beach towards that light-house.

There will be few there, except the lovers, and they not mind us."
" Meet you alone, Julie,—on the beach, after dark ?"

" Why not ? If any silly creatures of the hotel meet us I take

your arm, and you say, ' Gentlemen, my wife.' We come now to the

hotel. You shall escort me to the mother's table in the supper-room.

You shall entertain me. I am Mademoiselle Louise Rochet,—robes

and habits,—of New York, late of Paris."

X.

" Told you Yardstickie knew La Rochet."
" Looks like it."

" Yes. Came in with her. Escorted her to seat. See him ?"

" Yes. Talking friendly enough."
" Beamish, my boy, we'll have lots fun yet."

Just as she had said, he held his head high through it all. He
entered the hotel talking lightly and pleasantly as to any handsome
woman it was his duty to attend. He left her for a space, and then

when she appeared in a ravishing and most expensive costume he led

her to the dining-room without a tremor or sign of aught save perfect

self-possession. As for La Rochet, she was all life, graciousness, and
good-humor. He laughed at her wit, and in a certain way felt once

more the charm of her presence. She was most cordial, and he felt it

the wisest plan to accept the little pleasure of the moment and forget

the night that was to come.
" Beamish, boy ! lost

!"

" Yes. Gone."
" Poor boy ! Yardstickie's good enough fellow—weak, though."
" What do after supper ?"

" Beach."
" No good. Going to stay here. Make Royal present me.-''

" He won't do it. Selfish 'boiit such things."
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" Pretty face. What will girl at light say ?"

" What girl ?"

" Haven't you heard ?''

" No. Royal gone again T^
" Yes. Come out after supper. Tell you 'bout her."
" Done. Beach now ?''

" Might's well.''

Mrs. Judge Gearing was greatly pleased, on reaching the supper-

room with her husband, to find that her son looked so much better.

He seemed to have made good progress in making the acquaintance of

Mademoiselle Rochet, and was more amiable and talkative than usual.

As for the judge, he had no special liking for Mademoiselle, and, while

always attentive to his wife's guest, held her somewhat aloof, as if he

either felt no interest in her or in some way did not approve of her.

Finding on this particular occasion that the younger man was quite

able to entertain her, he fell to speculating on what sort of woman
she might be. She had come to their home purely on business, and
had been taken up by his wife as a " discovery." He had often heard

his wife say that she " discovered Mademoiselle Rochet." Precisely

what this meant he did not know. He did know, however, that the

woman had spent weeks at a time in their house, and that the cost of

clothing for his wife had in four months increased over fivefold. Now
that they had come to the beach she had turned up again, and was living

with them almost as one of the family. Who was she ? Was she

married or single ? And who were her parents ? He had very little

confidence in the fact that she called herself Mademoiselle. It might
be assumed for effect, just as a worthy matron of six children may be

Miss Smith or Miss Brown on the stage. Twice at the table he glanced

at her and wondered if she was purposely putting forth all her powers
of fascination on his son. She was certainly handsome, dangerously

handsome, and the young man was evidently greatly pleased with his

new acquaintance.

As for the fond and foolish mother, she was charmed to find her

son so much interested and entertained.

" Poor boy ! He sadly needs to be cheered by some bright and
pleasant woman,—though, of course, it would never do. I must warn
poor Royal against thinking that a mere dress-maker, however well off

or brilliant, would ever be a suitable person."

This to herself, knowing nothing of all that passed between these

two young people idly talking together in a hotel dining-room.

For the young man the meeting was like walking on thin ice, all

sparkle and glitter on the surface and with black cold water beneath.

At any moment he might find himself sinking into unknown depths

of despair, and yet he must go gayly on, over whatever dangers she

might lead him.

Three hours passed, and Mr. Royal Yardstickie pleaded a desire to

smoke, and lefl the cottage and went out into the night. His mother
remonstrated, and begged him to stay with her at home : she had not

seen him for three weeks, and now on this first night he must go out to

wander alone on the beach. He promised to return very soon, and
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then went out towards the hotel. As he approached the brightly-lighted

building he left the plank walk and struck across the beach in the

shadow of the music-stand.

Would she be there ? No use to ask the question. He knew too

well that she would keep her word. Should he meet her ? Why not

go back home and ignore her, refuse ever to meet her again? Why not

turn aside and go another way down to the light-house ? He could see

its rays slowly sweeping the vast horizon with a pencil of light. If it

could only be a beacon to guide him to peace and safety ! There was a

food woman. If he had met her first how different it might have been !

[ot knowing precisely what he would do, he again turned away from the

water-side, and took another and more distant path towards the light-

house. He did not actually think of calling on Mai Johnson, yet he
felt a certain instinct to be near her, just as a bird seelcs a light in the

night.

Suddenly a soft voice spoke behind him.
" Royal—husband."

"What do you want f'

" Why do you walk so fast ? I saw you turn aside. That is not

your road. Come, let us go down by the water. It is quiet there."
" Great heavens, Julie ! what do you mean to do ? What do you

want of me ?"

"Very little. Royal. Only justice—and your love, unless it is

dead."
" Don't you see this is very imprudent ? How did you manage to get

to this country ? How did you fasten yourself on my mother ?"

" I fasten to the mother ? No. It was she took me up. She dis-

cover me, she say."
" How did you get away from Paris ?"

" My uncle die, Royal, soon after you left me,—oh, it was so cruel

in you !—my uncle in Rouen die, and leave me twenty thousand francs."

" Twenty thousand francs ?"

" Yes, in good money. I follow you, of course, with that. I set

up a shop in the Fifth Avenue, and charge high. Oh ! these American
women so foolish."

" You always were a good dress-maker, Julie. It's all you are fit

for."

" So ! It pleases you to say that. I shall remember it."

" What do you mean ?"

" I mean you marry me,—you leave me,—I follow you. I quite

rich now, for a dress-maker. You acknowledge me, and I give it all

up. You refuse, and I go on making dresses, but I change my sign on

the Fifth Avenue,—Mrs. Royal Yardstickie : Modes. The judge he

dislike me. He will be so proud when he see my card. Ha ! ha ! I

make no more dresses for the mother then. She discover me no more."
" For heaven's sake, Julie, don't speak so loud ! There are people

coming along the path now."
" Your arm, Royal. I wrap my veil about me. None know me."

She had taken his arm, and, observing two persons approaching in

the darkness, he did not dare to withdraw it.
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" It is some silly creatures from the hotel. Let us move on and
pass them."

" Evening, Royal.''
" Oh ! How are you, Beamish ?"

" Evening, Yardstickie.''
" That you, Lamkid ? Fine night."

Most unaccountably Mademoiselle's veil slipped just at this instant,

and fell to the ground. She stooped to pick it up, but Mr. Beamish
was too quickly gallant, and caught it and offered it to her.

" Thank you. You are very kind."

Instead of taking it and moving on, she withdrew her arm from
Mr. Yardstickie's and calmly stood still and readjusted the truant veil

over her head.
" How very awkward ! Have you a pin, Mr. Yardstickie ?"

Mr. Lamkid offered her a tiny cushion filled with pins.

"Thank you, Mr.—Mr. "

" Mr. Lamkid, mademoiselle. Mademoiselle Rochet, Mr. Lamkid

;

Mr. Beamish, mademoiselle."

She bowed most gracefully to both, and the gentle young things

bowed too, and mentally cursed the darkness that prevented a clearer

view of La Rochet.
" You go to the music, I presume ?" said Mademoiselle, sweetly.
" Ah, yes, we thought of it."

" So sorry ! we are going to the light-house."

A moment later they had parted, the tender young things greatly

pleased at what they called an adventure, Mr. Royal Yardstickie in-

censed beyond measure.
" That stupid Lamkid ! He's just enough of a Molly to carry a

pincushion."

"I'm sure he was more polite than my husband."
" The idiots will tell every one in the hotel that they met us."
" They will say they met Mademoiselle Rochet and Mr. Yardstickie."
" I believe, Julie, you dropped your veil on purpose."
" I did. I wanted to see what you would do. You are not so

pleasant as in Paris. Once you would spring to pick it up and tie it

on with such ardor that you would disarrange my hair. It is well. I

know now what I shall do."

"What will you do?"
" My friend, it depends on you. Acknowledge me as your wife,

and all will be well. I shall drop the shop and be a good wife,—as

good as an American wife. And the twenty thousand francs,—I have
more than that now, for I do very well on the Fifth Avenue,—I keep
them for you."

" I can't, Julie. I cannot and will not."
" You will not ?"

"No."
" Oh, Royal ! You cannot mean it ? After all you said in Paris !"

"I don't care what I said. It's all over now. We were never

really married."
" Not married ! Can you prove it ?"
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" Can you prove that we were ?"

To his amazement, she sank upon the sand at his feet with a cry as
of one who is grievously hurt.

"I did not tell you. The ship I crossed in was wrecked. I
escaped with only my life and one robe. My marriage-paper—what
you call it—was in my trunk,—lost."

" And the money too ?'^

" Oh, to think you say that now ! No : the money was sewed in
my robe. I save that."

He offered his hand as if to assist her.

" Can I help you, Mademoiselle Rochet ?"

" No," she cried. ^^ I can help myself" She rose quickly, shook
the sand from her dress, and said, in a hard, constrained voice,

—

" Mademoiselle Rochet. I understand now."
Without another word she turned and walked slowly away in the

darkness.

For a moment the young man stood hesitating between two ways.
Then he turned and walked slowly towards the light-house.

He had chosen his path.

Far out at sea a cold gray mist swept swiftly and silently towards
the shore.

The young man went on, not thinking of what was before him.
Behind him in the darkness, stifling a sob of mingled grief and in-

dignation, came another figure, closely veiled, and—following him,

XI.

The little path where they had parted wandered with many a curve

over the sand towards the light-house. It was nearer the road and the

woods than the more direct path along the shore, and it led through
tall rank beach-grass and past clumps of wild vines and stunted shrubs.

As it was seldom used, except by wandering lovers and children, it was
not easily traced in the night.

The young man had not gone many steps before he found he had
strayed from the right path. As the light was in plain sight across the

sands, he thought it easy to walk directly towards it and not mind the

path. An instant later he tripped over some wild vine and fell heavily,

tearing his hand on some hidden thorns. By the fragrance he knew he
had touched some wild rose that had found a foothold in a little hollow
in the sand.

A wiser man would have looked about for the path. An imagina-

tive man mio^ht have thoug-ht it an ill omen and turned back. Possessed

of little wisdom, and having more superstition than fancy, he doggedly

got up and went on directly towards the light. There was a slight swell

in the sand just ahead, and as he mounted it he was surprised at the

change that had come over the scene. A damp cold fog had suddenly

come in from the sea. There was a yellow nimbus round the light-

house tower. The level beam of light travelling slowly round the

horizon seemed to be a gigantic sword turning every way against all

who came near. The appearance of the light was so strange that
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he paused to look at it. The silence was profound. He was wrapped
in drifting mist, alone with that flaming sword of light wheeling in

vast circles round the sky.

Suddenly his nerves shook with absolute fear. Somewhere off to

the left a dismal hooting came through the fog. A screech-owl in the

woods gave its opinion of life and the world. To the young man it

seemed like the cry of a lost soul. Not enough of a woodsman to

know what it might be, he thought it a human cry ; and it was only

when he turned aside towards the shore that he began to think it might
be some unknown wild creature in the forest.

At that moment a solitary wave burst upon the shore with startling

distinctness. He must be very near the beach. He must move cautiously,

lest he fall over the low bluff by the shore. The water ran screaming

back, and then he heard again the harsh hooting behind him. He paused

to listen. It seemed more distant, as if the bird had moved away. He
would waste no more time in foolish fears. It was only some wild

creature straying down to the shore from the deeper woods in the centre

of the island.

The next instant he stepped upon something that moved, and in-

stantly he sprang back in a little tremor of alarm. Something rustled

in the grass. Drops of cold perspiration started on his face and hands.

The unknown was terrible, and, though he had never seen a rattlesnake,

his guilty heart proclaimed one in the grass. He could not reason with

himself how unlikely this was, or that it was some harmless snake

innocently asleep in the beach-grass, or perhaps some still more in-

nocent toad.

Before he fairly recovered from this weak fright he was stunned with

a deafening, roaring clang. It was the fog-bell at the light. Its mur-
murous note rose and fell in tremulous waves of sound that seemed to

chill his heart. To his surprise, he found he was close up to the white

fence of the light-house grounds. The immense fog-bell had been started,

and would boom and roar at intervals through the night. Again the

surf roared in the darkness off to the right.

The young man steadied himself against the damp picket fence and
tried to laugh away his fears, but at that instant there was a hoarse cry

in the air overhead. A Avild goose sailed " honking'^ through the

darkness. To Royal Yardstickie it was an unearthly cry,—a frantic yell

of despair. An instant later there was a crash of falling glass, and a

bright light close beside him.

A girlish voice, bravei and confident, spoke

:

"Who's there?"
" It^s me. It's only me."
The light came nearer, shedding a little globe of yellow light on the

mist and half revealing a youthful figure in black.
" Who is it ? What do you want here ?"

" It's only Mr. Yardstickie, Miss Johnson.''
" Oh ! I thought it might be some tramp, or some one lost in the

fog. I have just wound up the
"

A roaring clang from the bell cut short her speech. As the wavy
humming sound died away, she finished :

Vol. XXXIX—60
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"—the fog-bell. Some bird must have dashed into the light. I
heard the glass break. Won't you come in ?''

" Well, no, thank you,—not now. Fact is, I lost my way in the fog.

I'll find the right path and go home.''
" Take the lantern. You'll need it."

She drew near and held the lantern up to him over the fence.

The light shone on her face, but behind her there stood a gigantic

shadow on the mist,—fantastic and threatening.
" Why, how cold you look !"

'' I am a little chilly. It's all right. Thank you for the lantern.

I'll go back now."
^' You'll excuse me, because I must go in and help father about the

poor bird that tried to get at the light."

" That you, Mai ?" said a voice in the darkness.
" Yes, father. What is it ?"

*^ Got a fat goose. Killed itself ag'in' the light. Come help me
fix the windy. HuUoo ! that you, Mr. Yardstickie ? Come and dine

with us to-morrow,—wild goose and apple-sass. Come in, Mai, and
help me. Good-night, Mr. Yardstickie."

The lantern in his hand seemed to rattle. It was strange how his

hand shook. By the aid of the tiny circle of light he followed the

white fence towards the water. As he turned that way a cold wind
blew in his face, and over the invisible water came a faint, blood-

chilling moan. His very- heart stood still with terror. Then he re-

membered the buoy, and tried to reassure himself and follow the

fence till he should meet the path. Again the moan,—this time at his

very feet. He started forward, and there, fallen on the wet grass beside

the yellow boulder that he knew so well, lay a form in black. He
held the lantern with a trembling hand over the prostrate figure. It

moaned slightly, and he stooped and drew aside the black lace veil. It

was Julie,—Julie La Favre,—his wife.

Her face was wet with mist or tears. Her hair lay in dark dis-

ordered strands over her neck and shoulders, and her cloak had burst

apart at her white throat. She opened her eyes and looked at him,

and then closed them slowly and tried to turn away. Putting the lan-

tern on the ground, he lifted her gently and placed her on the big

yellow stone. She seemed to revive a little, and once more opened her

eyes and tried to speak, but at that instant came the awful clang of the

great bell over their heads. She closed her eyes and shivered. As the

murmurous sound died away in ripples of tone, she put out her hand
to him.

"Help me, husband. Take me home. That bell is killing me.

I was sitting here, waiting for you, when the fog came up, and then I

didn't dare to move, till that awful bell struck. I heard that—that

girl—come out and wind it up with horrid clankings. Why don't you
help me ? Give me your arm. Take me home, husband ; take me
home."

" I shall be glad to help you back to the hotel
"

" No,—to your home. It's safer there."

" We can't now. Come, mademoiselle. You are cold and tired
"
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" Oh, I remember now. Yes, I saw you,—I saw you talking with

her. She knew you were coming to see her, and came out to meet you

with the lantern. I hate her !''

'' It is false, Julie."
" Oh, I know ; I know. I have heard it all from those silly women

while I fix their habits. She is stealing you from me. I\^e seen her

pretty black eyes and her curly hair. I know her. I know what she

is and where she came from."
" Take my arm, mademoiselle. Let us return to the hotel.''

She rose in silence and took his arm, and they both walked along

the path through the darkness in a little moving circle of light like an

island in a sea of gloom.

IT WAS JULIE LA FAVRE,—HIS WIFE."

" You are right to move away. She might hear me. Ah ! she

will hear me—some dav."
" You must be very careful what you do. You might compromise

us both. If my father knew, not a cent would I ever get. I'd starve

in the street."

" And if the mother knew, she would discover me no more."
Again the great bell clanged behind them. He felt her arm tremble

at the sound.
" Oh, Royal, husband, why must it be ? Take me home. I will

love you again,—better than she can. We were so happy—in Paris."

She seemed quite cowed and broken in spirit, and for a moment or

two he went on in silence, thinking bitterly of Paris and the past.
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^' We make a home in New York. I grow rich very fast. None
shall ever know. We have a little flat, as in Paris. I to my business

go every day, you to your business, and we have our home, and—oh,

Royal, I send for him."
" Send for whom ?''

" You do not know ? Oh, husband ! it came—your son,''

She clung to him and weighed heavily on his arm.
" It is in Paris,—with my sister

;
you remember ?—Jeannette. It

is like you. It has your mother's eyes. I weep at night that it does

not sleep on my breast. Tell me to send for it. Why do you not speak ?

Ah ! you have let fall the lantern. It has gone out. Look ! What
is that?"

^' It's nothing. Don't cling to me so. It's the light of the hotel

shining through the mist. Hush ! you can hear the music. There
must be a dance to-night."

" You speak of music and dance to me ! It is well ! I now under-

stand. Come not with me. I go back to the hotel alone."

She moved away, hesitated, came back and stood before him, plead-

ing mutely. He turned away from her towards the sea. The drifting

fog seemed to lift, and for an instant the sword of light from the tower

swept over the wet grass between them.
" I say no more. The tears are dried out of my eyes. I see what

to do."

And she was gone,—lost in the damp cold mist that again swept in

from the sea and covered him as with a shroud.

XII.

Young ^Ir. Royal Yardstickie had very little appetite for breakfast

the next morning. He had come over to the hotel with the judge

and his mother, with a feeling of apprehension. What would she

do, how conduct herself, after the meeting of the night before? A
chair had been placed at the table for Mademoiselle Rochet, but she

was unaccountably late. As soon as the meal w^as finished, Mrs.

Gearing suggested that Royal ascertain why she had not appeared.
" I hope she is not unwell. The work is in just such a state that

I can do nothing more to the dress without her aid. Ask at the office,

Royal, if she has been to breakfast."
" Maria ! Why not let one of the servants do this ? Why should

Royal be hunting up a stray dress-maker ?"

" I'm going past the office. I can inquire."

He did. The result was somewhat unexpected.
" Mademoiselle Rochet and her maid had breakfast at six o'clock,

and took the first boat for New London."
" Not gone to New York ?"

" Yes, sir. Said she wished her trunks sent on by express to New
York."

" I should think she would have taken them with her."
" Guess she's going abroad by to-morrow's steamer. She was asking
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last night about the sailings. Quite welcome, sir. Sorry we can't give

you more information.^'

Seeing his mother coming from the dining-room, he decided to wait

till she reached the cottage before telling her the news. The poor lady

was dreadfully upset at the loss of her dress-maker. The unfinished

Surah was put away in a trunk with lavender, and she put herself in

bed with a headache.

As for the young man, the experience of the night was like a bad

dream. Just as the fog had melted before the sunshine, so his fears had
faded away. Julie, whom he regarded only as a burden and hinderance,

had taken herself off, perhaps forever. The blond giant had sailed

away, and would be gone a week or more. His luck had not de-

serted him. He would have a little amusement for a few days in peace.

In an hour or two Mrs. Judge Gearing felt more resigned. She
thought perhaps a walk would do her good, and, after carefully select-

ing a suitable robe, she accepted her husband's invitation to visit the

light-house. As they reached the yellow boulder at the stile, she

seemed to take pleasure in the nearness of the water and the peace

and beauty of the spot.

" Let us go down there and sit on the rocks close to the water."

There seemed to be no reason why they might not do this, and
presently they had descended to the beach and were walking over the

polished rocks below the sea-wall. The tide was low, and the wet
rocks next the water were festooned with olive-green rock-weed. At
one place there was a little hollow in the rocks filled with limpid sea-

water and lined with white barnacles,—a microcosm of sea-life. The
barnacles opened their double doors and thrust out white feathery

fingers. A hermit crab tumbled over the limpets, and a rose-colored

sea-anemone bloomed like a living pink chrysanthemum under the water.

Mrs. Gearing was charmed, and would sit down on the rocks and
gaze into this magic mirror of life.

" I suppose it's safe ?"

^^ Oh, perfectly,—if you sit still."

" It's the most wonderful thing I ever saw. And the air is so de-

licious here. See how pure and what a beautiful green the water is."

*^ Yes. It must be pretty deep just there."

For half an hour they sat in silence on the rocks, looking at the

limpid pool beside them, and studying the drama of its life, for two
hermit crabs, scarce an inch long, sidled about over the barnacles, touch-

ing the anemone and making its pink petals shrink, and finally in-

dulging in a fierce combat, that lasted at least two minutes. As time

thus pleasantly passed, the moon drew all the sea after it, and lifted

the whole mass of the water nearer to their feet.

The judge seemed silent and oppressed. The " sound of a voice

that was still" seemed to linger round the place. There were restless

movings in the sea, and once there was a splash of white foam on the

rocks below.
" The tide is rising. AYe cannot stay here much longer."
'^ Oh, no ! Let me stay as long as possible. This delicious air and

the smell of the sea is doing me good."
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" Very well. You sit here a few minutes, while I go up and see

the old fellow at the light/'

"You will not go far?"
" No : just a step or two. You sit perfectly still till I return. I

shall not be gone long."

Seeing that his wife was comfortable and safe, he went back over

the rocks to the end of the sea-wall. It was only instinct,—he felt it

could be no more,—and yet it drew him by some strange attraction to

the light-house. He would see to whom that voice with its touch of

memory belonged.

Captain Breeze Johnson was at home, at leisure, and ready to talk.

Hardly had the judge disappeared when his wife heard light, firm

footsteps behind her. She turned her head and saw a young girl stand-

ing on the rocks not far away. Her dark, oval face, piercing black

eyes, and wavy hair suggested some Southern blood,—Spanish, perhaps.

She was plainly dressed, and seemed strong and vigorous. Some native

girl from the village, apparently.
" It's hardly safe to sit there, ma'am, with the tide rising."

" Not safe ! Mercy ! Where is my husband ?"

'^ Don't rise. There ! If you must get up, stand still till I come
to you."

The lady, somewhat startled at the girl's appearance and her warn-
ing words, tried to rise, and, after some trouble with her voluminous
skirts, managed to gain her feet. At that instant the green water rose

swelling close beside her, and the olive rock-weed floated and swayed
with a dizzy motion.

" Stand still Oh !"

How it happened she did not know. The first sensation she felt

was of intense cold, and then of vivid green light, and then darkness.

Some one seized her, and then she forgot everything—till she awoke on

a strange bed.

A shout and a plunge startled the two men, and they ran round the

little house towards the water. Breeze Johnson took a flying leap from

the sea-wall and landed like a cat on the rocks below.
" Hold her up, Mai ! I'm comin'. Here ! give me your hand.

Let her go. I've got her. Scrabble out and lend a hand."

Judge Gearing could not tell how he got down to the wet and slip-

pery rocks. He was there in time to help the captain lift his wife

from the water, and then they took her gently to the little house and

laid her on a bed. Behind them came a young girl calmly wringing

the water from her clinging clothing. As they reached the chamber she

said,

—

" She's all right, father. She's fainted,—out of fright. She wasn't

in the water a quarter of a minute 'fore I had her head up and was

striking out for the rocks. You telephone to the village for a wagon,

and I'll fix her dress, and "

" She is not dead, miss ?"

" Of course not. She'll revive presently. Don't worry, sir. I'll

take care of her. You go with father and hurry up the wagon while

I change some of her clothes. Guess one of my dresses will fit her."
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Judge Gearing recognized the truth of what the girl said. Her
homely speech and evident skill and confidence reassured him. He
could see that it was only a faint, due to fright or the sudden fall, and

he slowly left the room, closing the door behind him. In the little hall

he heard the voice of the old man calling through the telephone for " a

team to the light quicker nor lightnin'."

He stepped out the open door and bared his head to the soft sweet

air.

Again ! Again the sea had nearly claimed another offering ! His
wife—the beloved of his youth—had long been asleep in the sea. What
fate had tried to snatch again at his heart ? He heard voices through

the open window of the little chamber. His wife had revived,—had
come back. His wife ! Was she speaking again ? It was that voice,

still all these years. It seemed as .if the two wives spoke face to

face. For a moment it seemed as if his heart would never move again.

It had died in his breast. What irony of fate had given tAvo voices,

separated by years and by death, tones as like as those of two violins

made by the same hand ?

^^ It's all right, judge. Mai says the lady's revived and wants to go
hum."

" How can I ever thank you for all she did ?"

" Mai ? Lor' ! That wasn't much. She can swim like a duck and
dive like a flounder. I taught her to swim 'fore she was five years old.

Sakes alive ! if there ain't two barges comin' 'long the road and racin'

to see which '11 get here first. I telephoned I'd give a half-dollar to

the team that got here first. Mai ! Oh, I guess she ain't lookin' for

any thanks. She only done her duty,—just as she done it before.

Mai's a good girl, though she is my darter and I say it as shouldn't."

The two barges drove up to the entrance of the light-house grounds

in frantic haste. The Fairy Queen was clearly ahead, and won the

captain's half-dollar. Judge Gearing put a bill in each driver's hand,

and then they went in to bring the poor lady out. She did not

seem to require much help, and soon appeared at the door, clad in one

of Mai Johnson's dresses. She was pale and nervous, but otherwise

quite herself, and the judge, too thankful and happy to think of any-

thing but her safety, assisted her into the big barge, and it was driven

rapidly away towards the hotel.

The news of the accident and rescue quickly spread, and when that

evening the judge and his wife appeared in the hotel supper-room they

were overwhelmed with congratulations. Young Mr. Royal Yardstickie

heard of it also, and was extremely happy over his mother's rescue.

It had done no harm beyond a fright and a wetting, and he thought he
saw in the event something that would greatly contribute to his advan-
tage. He knew that, of course, the judge would go over to the light

with some kind of reward. If it could be arranged so that he could

deliver the reward or convey to the girl some hint that he had assisted

in getting it for her, she would receive him more kindly and be more
friendly with him. That she would refuse any reward, particularly if

it took the form of money, never entered his mind.
He would find out first what the judge intended to do. On reach-
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ing the cottage after supper he found the judge and his mother in the

little parlor. A lamp had been lighted, and on the table were writing-

materials. Just as he had guessed. The judge had been making out a
check.

" The girl was very brave, my dear, and I want very much she
should be suitably rewarded. If I hadn't cut that piece of Surah I
should give it to her. Of course it's out of the question to give her
any of my dresses ; they would not fit her ; and I'm very glad you
mean to take a check over to her. It ought to be as much as a hundred
dollars."

" I've made it a thousand, Maria."
" Oh ! I'm not sure I'd do that. A thousand dollars is a good deal

of money."
Royal Yardstickie thouglit it was,—a good deal of money.
" I'd make it five thousand, my dear, if I thought the girl would

take it."

" Oh, she'll take it ; I know she will, mother."
" Why," said the judge, turning sharply on the young man, " how

do you know ? You're acquainted with the family ?"

" Well, yes. I've called there once or twice."
" Oh, I'm so glad. Royal ! You can go over with us and introduce

the girl to me. What kind of a girl is she, my son ?"

" Oh, very pleasant sort of person,—quite unaffected and natural.

Lived here all her life. She's the old man's only daughter, I hear."
" We might as well go to-night, Maria. It is not a long walk, and

I want to give the reward to the girl with my own hands and to thank
her personally for all she did for us."

" Royal, you must go with us. I'm very anxious that the girl be

presented to me. Come, let us go at once. Royal, dear, can I trouble

you to carry a little bundle ? It's the girl's dress ; and I dare say she

will want to wear it to-morrow."

Royal Yardstickie seldom carried bundles,—it was not good form, he

said,—yet, under the circumstances, he would do it. The judge and his

wife walked before, and the young man followed after at a little distance.

His luck had returned. Julie had taken herself out of his way. He
had shaken her off, and she had given up all claim to him almost with-

out a struggle. Now he was to appear before the other girl in a new
and more amiable light. The prospect seemed very j^leasant, for he

felt sure that the acquaintance about to be put on a recognized footing

might be made to grow up to something better. In any event, he

would be sure of a very pleasant time while he remained at the beach.

Captain Breeze Johnson came to the door, candle in hand, and

seemed somewhat surprised to see the party.
" Come right in. Glad to see you. Evenin', Mr, Yardstickie. Come

right in and make yourselves to hum. Sorry Mai's not to hum. Went
to the village not more'n five minutes as^o. Guess she'll be back 'fore

long.'

The young man presented his mother to the captain, and she held

out two fingers to him, but he took her two hands in his big brown fist

and shook them warmly.
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" Powerful glad to see you, marm. Lor' ! !twarn't nothin'. Mai'd
done it for anybody. Don't speak of thanks. It wasn't a thing worth
speakin' of. Glad she was round to help you. Mai's handy in the

water. I taught her to swim 'fore she was five years old."

The judge began to regret the check in his pocket. It was plain

that the old man would be deeply hurt at any suggestion of reward.

More than likely the daughter would decidedly refuse any money
reward. If she was to be rewarded at all, it must be done in some
more delicate and more acceptable way.

" We are very sorry your daughter is not at home. We brought
something for her that I trust she will accept. Judge, perhaps, as the

girl is not here, you can give it, with my respects, to her father."

" Now, marm, excuse me. Mai's not wantin' for anything. If it's

a piece of calicker you have in that bundle, Mai couldn't take it."

" Oh, that bundle is only her dress. Captain Johnson. It's your
daughter's frock she loaned to me to wear home. What the judge
brought to her is a piece of paper."

This last she said with great meaning, but the old man either did

not understand or pretended not to understand, for he said,

—

" Piece o' paper ? Oh ! mebby you mean a bill. Well, no ; Mai
ain't wantin' anything just now."

"My dear," said the judge, "the captain will, of course, excuse

us if we ever thought of such a thing as offering a reward to his

daughter. Still, we feel very grateful to her, and to you too, captain,

and if there is any way in which we can show our gratitude we shall be
glad to know it."

Mr. Royal Yardstickie had been lost in thought for a moment or

two, and he now went to his mother and spoke quietly to her. She
seemed greatly pleased at what he said.

" Excellent idea, my son. We'll do it."

" What is it, Maria ? AYliat do you wish to do ?"

"Why, it seemed to me that, as we shall return to New York soon,

it would be a very pleasant thing if we took Miss Johnson back with
us for a little visit."

" Capital ! Don't say a word, captain. We will not take no for an
answer. Your daughter must travel with us for a week or two and
then make us a visit in New York. I confess I'm tired of the beach.

Suppose we take Miss Johnson to Saratoga with us to-morrow."

XIII.

Mai Johnson came slowly back from the village along the shore-
path. The night was calm and pleasant, and the tide was low. The
level sands left bare by the retreating waters lay black under the quiet
night, silent and expectant. The sea would come back, and the abun-
dant life that dwelt there waited patiently for the waters that would
bring food and shelter. In some vague fashion the night, the bare
stretches of sand and piles of rocks festooned in rock-weed dimly seen
under the stars, oppressed her. There seemed to be a shadow spreading.
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half seen, half felt, over her young life,—a something advancing from
the Unknown.
A languid breeze stirred the salt grass by her path, and the air was

fragrant with the breath of the sea. A wave broke over the low rocks

somewhere on the edge of the shoals. The tide had turned. The
waters were again advancing to cover the land. By some odd con-

nection of ideas she remembered how the young flood crept over the

wet sands on the shoals. She had many a time, as a child, stood per-

haps with bare little legs at the very verge of low tide and seen the

first advancings of the flood, seen the' water run with tiny fits and starts

over the sand, gaining a little here and a little there, submerging a

blanched shell and brimming a little pool where the green sea-lettuce

waved its beautiful leaves in the limpid water. So it might be in her

young life. It had been fair and calm, with youthful pleasures slowly

melting into womanly joys without a thought of stress or trial. She
had grown up with Sam. He had been as a brother to her, and now
he was to be more than a brother. Even now she held in her hand
a letter from him. She must hasten home and read it, and forget these

dull forebodings born of the night and the tide.

At the door she met her father.
^^ Come in, Mai. More'n ordinary goin's on since you went away.

That lady and the judge, her husband, have been here, and they are

goin' home to New York and want you to go with them for a visit.

The lady's quite set on it ; and as for the judge, he wouldn't hear a

word but you must go."
" Go to New York, father ! How can I ? What would Sam say

should he come home and find I had gone away ?''

" I guess you could get back 'most as soon as he does. It would
do you good, Mai. They are real nice folks, and were so set on your
goin' that I said I guessed you'd go; and they seemed real pleased

about it."

" I've a letter from Sam. Let me read it and see w^hen he is

coming back. Why, he sent this ashore at Wood's Holl ! They are

going as far east as Mount Desert, and then—yes, then they sail direct

for New York."
" I declare, Mai, it's comin' out just right. You go with the

judge's folks, and when Sam gets to New York he can call and bring

you hum."
" Sam says it will be in about three weeks, if the wind is fair and

there's not much fog."
" Just 'bout the time you'd be thinkin' of comin' back. Never seen

things work so slick. I'm real glad I told the judge you would go.

He says they would like to start to-morrow afternoon."
" I've never been to New York, father."

"Do you good, Mai, to see something of the world. I can get

along first-rate till you come home. Mrs. Glass will run over every

day and look after the house while you're away."
The young girl sat for some time gazing intently at the little lamp

on the table. It seemed as if something new had appeared in her life.

A rising tide of curiosity, pleasure, and anticipation had crept into her
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heart, stirring new thoughts and new desires, awakening new ambitions.

Was this lonely spot of land all in the world to her ? Were there not

other things besides the homely duties of the light, the simple interests

of the little village? Why should she not accept this chance to see the

greater world of towns ? Why should she not have something of the

experience that other girls she had met had passed through ? She had
one short glimpse of city life years ago when she visited Providence.

She saw and appreciated the advantages that women like Miss Boylston

had enjoyed. Why were not such things for her? To her surprise,

she found a new awakening in her own heart and mind, as if in some
vague way she guessed she herself might be fitted for a w^ider and
nobler life than that behind her. Why should she not accept this sud-

den chance to see and do what other and more fortunate girls saw and
did? Why not accept this gracious and well-meant kindness, this

delicately-offered reward for the saving of this woman's life? Why
not—except for love ?

The old man urged her to go. Her young nature prompted her to

accept this unexpected pleasure. She would write a long letter to Sam
and tell him to meet her in New York and bring her home. It was
nearly midnight before she finished the letter, and then she left it un-

sealed on the little table in her chamber.
" I must ask them to-morrow where they live in New York, and

then add it to the letter."

She fell asleep happy with expectation, and in silence round the

lonely house rose the resistless tide, covering again all the bared secrets

of the sea. Not a ripple disturbed the water, and, save when a languid

wave broke on the rocks, not a sound disturbed her dreams of the

pleasures before her.

Judge Gearing was very silent on his way back to the cottage. At
the door he bade his wife and her son go in : he would take a little walk
along the shore and do some thinking. He had had only a momentary
glance at the face of this young girl who in some curious fashion spoke
with his dead wife's voice. What strange repetition of nature was it

that caused two voices to be so alike ? The face suggested nothing.

He had only seen the girl in the excitement of the rescue, and there was
nothing in it to suggest the least relation, except perhaps the color of

the hair and eyes, between features and voice,—between the living and
the dead.

Would it be treason to his present wife to take this girl, whose
every tone was such an echo " of a voice that was still,'' to his house,

even for a visit ? Would not the child continually remind him of the
ml

wound in his heart ? No. She was a stranger, to whom they were all

deeply indebted, and the mere accident of her voice would not draw
him from the love and respect of the woman who was his wedded wife.

As for young Mr. Royal Yardstickie, he was entirely contented with
the events of the night. The girl was to go home with them for a visit

of two or three weeks. In her presence he would every day find amuse-
ment, and perhaps an incentive to a better life.

^' If I could marry a girl like that I'd be all right. Sorry the old

man at the light wouldn't let her stay more than three weeks. It don't
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matter much. I can do a good deal in that time, if I lay myself out

to do it. Curse that Julie ! I'm glad she's taken herself oiF. It was
all the little fool could do ; and I don't want to see her again as long

as I live."

Then he slept the sleep of the unjust, and was content—for the

time. About the cottage also rose in stealth and silence the tide, hiding

the black, blank spaces where crawl low, strange things born among
dank weeds and the bones of dead creatures. So in the young man's
life rose the tide of selfishness, hiding the past. He was content, for-

getting that planets turn and that there is an ebb to every flood.

And the morrow was fair and calm, beautiful on sea and land.

At two o'clock there was the usual gathering to see the afternoon

boat for New London depart. Breeze Johnson was there with his

daughter, surrounded by friends and neighbors offering congratulations

on Mai's heroic rescue and loud in praise of the judge for inviting her

to visit his city home. Village rumor had it that Judge Gearing's city

house was a palace on Fifth Avenue, rivalling in splendor the Stewart

mansion. The barge Fairy Queen drove down with much wooden
thunder over the planks of the wharf, and the judge and wife and son

appeared. There were pleasant greetings, hurried hand-shakings as

the bell of the boat rang for departure, and then Mai Johnson found

herself alone with her new friends on the boat, with her father on the

dock, surrounded by the friends of her youth, slowly moving as it

were away from. her. There were fluttering handkerchiefs, even a

parting cheer, and then, it seemed scarcely a moment later, the boat

swept past the two-fathom buoy, black and silent on the sea.

She saw the light, the olive-green woods, the white sand-hills, fading

in the distance. She saw the water widening between the boat and the

shore. If there was a tinge of regret it was dispelled by hope of

speedy return. The judge had found comfortable seats for his wife and
visitor on the upper deck, and the trip seemed to open most pleasantly.

The judge was quietly attentive to her every wish, and seemed to like

being with her. His manner was respectful and yet cordial ; and his

wife, in a different way, was even more gracious and pleasant. In a

certain way Mai Johnson recognized that the judge was a gentleman

and treated her as a lady, and that she could and did accept the im-
plied compliment. It seemed, and she felt it with a little pang of

remorse, as if in some way she were more like these new friends than

like her father. She felt it would not be difficult to be a lady among
ladies,—that she was a lady,—quite as much a lady as this judge's wife,

—and that she could hold her own in the society to which she was going.

An hour passed quickly and pleasantly, and they began to approach

Fisher's Island. The Connecticut shore came into plainer view. H^r
new life of travel and pleasure was about to begin. They would prob-

ably go direct to New York, and -svould reach there late that night or

early the next morning. She had even begun to w'onder whether they

would go by rail or by boat, wdien she was somewhat startled at the

approach of young Mr. Royal Yardstickie. Mrs. Gearing seemed to

have quite forgotten w'hat her dutiful son had said to her only the

night before, and at once said to him,

—
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" Where have you been, my son ? You have quite neglected our

guest, Miss Johnson. Let me present you to her. Miss Johnson, this

is my son Royal. Miss Mai Johnson, Royal. I shall expect you to

be very attentive to her, for I owe my life to the brave girl.''

Mai hardly knew what to say, but had sufficient self-possession to

greet the young man with formal politeness, very much as if she had
seen him before and was pleased to renew the acquaintance.

" Why, you have met before ?"

" Yes, mother. Before you came I used to call occasionally at the

light-house. I am deeply interested in such things, and, naturally

enough, I saw Miss Johnson several times, and learned to respect her

greatly."
'^ Dear me ! How very fortunate that was ! You must do every-

thing you can to make Miss Johnson's visit pleasant for her."

Just here the judge said that, as they were approaching New Lon-
don, he would go down and look after the baggage. It did not seem
to enter the younger man's head that he might have offered to attend to

this duty. He seldom did offer any assistance to the man whose bread

he ate. His nature was not of that kind, for selfishness was its only

guide. It would be pleasanter to stay with Mai Johnson ; and stay

he did.

" Oh," said Miss Johnson, abruptly, " I forgot my letter. I in-

tended to have mailed it before we started."

" Royal will attend to it when we land."
" Certainly I will. Give it to me now, and I will see that it is put

in the box before our train starts."

" It's not sealed yet. I wanted to add your address in New York."
"You can add it now. Here's a pencil. No. 69 West Thirty-

Ninth Street. Sixty-nine—thirty-nine. Easy to remember, you see."

AVithout a thought she added a few pencilled words to her love-

letter, sealed it, and gave it to the young man. He took it, put it in

his pocket, and assured her it should be deposited in a mail-box the

moment they landed.

Life turns on trifles. As the boat drew up to the dock at New
London the young man went below, to be near the gangway and go
ashore with the letter. He would show this girl every attention, and
begin by doing this little duty for her. There were many people

crowded about the edge of the boat, waiting for the gang-plank to be

put out, and as he stood by the rail, looking at the men busy preparing

for the landing, he took out the letter.

" Just as I thought. It's for the blond giant. Love-letter, I dare

say. What arrant nonsense ! He's her brother. No. Can't be.

Cousin, perhaps. The very first day I saw her they behaved more
like lovers than like brother and sister. I said at the time they were
engaged. Well, I suppose I must deposit the letter and trust to luck.

I'm on the ground, and that's something in such an affair."

The gang-plank was put in place, and with the crowd he pushed
over it on his way to the station. Just as he stepped upon the bridge

a man behind him fixing a rope struck his arm, and the letter slipped

from his hand and fell into the water. To his dismay, it floated for an
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instant, and then went wavering down, fading into the dark-green
water. The people behind pushed him gently forward, and he was
forced to move on towards the wharf.

What should he do about it ? Go back and tell the girl ? That
was the proper thing to do. There were many people coming ashore,
and he was detained for a moment on the dock.

He hesitated. Why do anything about it? Letters were some-
times lost in the mails. It was so easy, so easy, and so much more
pleasant, to do nothing.

XIV.

Mr. Manning's yacht touched at Provincetown, and then struck
across Massachusetts Bay for Portland, Maine. The wind had been fair

and the weather pleasant so far, and Mr. Manning was anxious to reach
Mount Desert, and the boat cleared from Portland for Bar Harbor.
Arrived here, fogs began to be frequent, and there was a decided change
in the weather.

At every port Skipper Johnson had gone ashore to the local post-

office for letters, but had found none.

At last the company on the yacht, becoming tired of the continued
stormy weather, took advantage of the first pleasant day and started for

New York by the way of Vineyard and Long Island Sounds. The
skipper, anxious and troubled at the absence of news from home, de-

cided to steer straight away for Cape Cod, and the company were more
than pleased at the prospect of a run across open water. At night, when
about thirty miles from the island, the barometer began to be despondent
and low-spirited,—which, considering its mercurial temperament, seemed
to suggest something ill-natured in the way of weather. The wind
shifted to the northeast, and there were white-caps visible now and
then through the darkness. The sun had gone down hiding its face

behind a fan of gray clouds that stretched long feathery fingers across

the sky from the southeast. The skipper and his men were not at all

alarmed. The yacht was a good sea-boat, and, while it might be wet
and uncomfortable before morning, there was little to fear. By morning
the boat was staggering along under jib and mainsail both pretty closely

reefed, and they were in the grip of a northeast storm. The wind was
fair astern, and all was safe till they began to haul up to the land. The
bent elbow of Cape Cod was a dangerous shore thrust far out into the

open Atlantic, and beyond the cape, to the southwest, lay the shoals and
intricate passage-ways into the Vineyard. They must either make
Provincetown, or find their w^ay into the Vineyard as best they could

and make a port at Hyannis or Wood's Holl. They decided to adopt

the latter course, and on the afternoon of the next day they made out

Chatham Light through the driving mist and rain, and then cautiously

felt their way round from light to light till Bishop and Clark's gray

tower lay just ahead, and the laboring boat was turned to the north

and ran in behind the breakwater at Hyannis Port and came to anchor

among a fleet of schooners weather-bound by the storm.

The next morning Mr. Manning and his skipper went ashore, and,
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landing in the little village, made their way to the telegraph-station.

Mr. Manning telegraphed to New York, and Skipper Johnson to AVil-

son's Holl, asking if all were well there. Within an hour both received

answers.
" My telegram tells me to come to New York as soon as convenient.

How soon can we make it, Johnson ?'^

" Oh, twenty-five or thirty hours. They tell me Signal Service says

it will come out strong from the nor'ard to-night.'^

" All right. We'll sail as soon as you think it's safe."

" Seems to be lightening up a little. I see some of the colliers are

getting up anchor. Guess we can stand it if they can."

The young man held his telegram tightly in his hand. He would
sail for New York without an instant's delay. If the yacht could sail,

she should sail now.
His telegram perplexed him :

" Mai gone to New York. Will mefet you there."

How and why should she go to New York? She could not go
alone. She had no friends there. What did it all mean ? He would
make that boat do her best. Without stopping to think how he might
find Mai in New York, he would do his best to get there at all speed.

He was troubled and perplexed, and perhaps despondent. It was a

relief to work ; and work brought him nearer to her at every mile. By
some mysterious instinct the crew seemed to understand that the skipper

had some reason for wishing to urge the boat to her utmost. Usually
they felt that there was no special reason for haste, and the best speed

of the boat was seldom got out of her. Why take the trouble ? They
were not bound anywhere in particular, and the longer the voyage the

better the net result in wages. The anchor came up quickly, sails ran up
with wonderful speed, and, almost before the boat that had brought skipper

and owner to the yacht could be made secure on board, the long black

breakwater was astern. The sky was still overcast, but the wind had
shifted to northerly, and there was a long streak of clear sky to the

westward. In an hour Martha's Vineyard loomed to the southwest

and the mainland stretched away towards Wood's Holl, and the wide
portal between opened to the west. With a wreath of foam at the bow
and a boiling, bubbling wake astern, the yacht flew through the water

towards the splendid portal, with love at the helm and hope for a

compass.

Unaccustomed to travel, and trusting entirely to her new friends,

Mai Johnson paid no special attention to the direction they took. It

was enough that she went with the party. A train was in waiting, and
she was given a seat in a drawing-room car, and soon was upon the

way, as she thought, to New York. The country was wholly new to

her, and it soon grew dark, and she thought no more about it. The
judge was attentive and seemed to like to talk with her. He was
exceedingly well read, and it was a new delight to her to have such
cordial relations with a mature and cultivated mind that opened to her

such new and pleasant realms of thought. Even the younger man
made himself agreeable, and she began to regret that she had treated him
with such cool indifference when at the light. She had evidently been
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greatly mistaken in her first estimate of him, and she would try to make
amends by more kindness to him in the future. In a couple of hours
the train pulled past brightly-lighted streets and stopped in a low,
gloomy, and rather dirty station.

"What place is this?"
" Providence, I think."
" Providence ?"

" Why, yes. You seem surprised."
" I thought we were going direct to New York."
" No : we will stay in Boston to-night, and in a day or two go on

to the White ^Mountains, and then to Saratoga, and down the Hudson
to New York. I want you to see a little of the country, and so I
planned this trip for you. Would you not like to see the White Moun-
tains ?"

" Why, yes. I never saw a mountain."
" I'm very glad, as it will give me the pleasure of showing you

some wonderful scenery and the added pleasure of seeing how much you
will enjoy it."

" Then we shall not reach New York for several days ?"

" No, not for a week or ten days. Ah ! Royal has ordered a little

supper for us. Let me arrange the table for you."
Already a shadow had come over her pleasure-trip. Sam would

get her letter and go to New York—and miss her. She would write

that very night aud tell him of the change in their plans.

One step taken, the next is easy. That night at eleven o'clock

young Mr. Royal Yardstickie called at his mother's room at their

hotel in Boston.
" I'm glad you're up, mother. I've planned a little trip out to

Cambridge for Miss Johnson to-morrow. They tell me it is the correct

thing to do ; and, as the judge wishes to visit some of the courts, you
and I and Miss Johnson might take a little drive."

" Very good idea, my son. I'm glad you are so thoughtful for the

dear child. She's a fresh and charming girl, and she entertains me.

We will all go to ride right after breakfast. Oh, by the way, give

these letters to the hall-boy. I've written to Mademoiselle Rochet to

be ready to come to our house as soon as we return. The judge wishes

her to make a complete set of robes for Miss Johnson. It's very
thoughtful in the judge, because the girl's things are just a little, a very
little, out of date."

The young man took the letters and said he would go himself to

the office with them. On his way down in the elevator he turned them
over. There were two in Miss Johnson's handwriting,—one to her

father, one to her lover. He would not leave them at the office : he

would put them in a street-box. He walked along the brightly-

lighted streets, looking for a mail-box. He passed two without seeing

them. He was hesitating again, but with weaker will this time.

Never before had the yacht made such a splendid run through the

Sound. The wind held good, and they passed Execution Light and

came through East River to the bay with a fair wind and a swift tide.

The moment the yacht had come to anchor off the steamboat-landing
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at Bay Ridge, Skipper Johnson had out a boat, and he and the yacht's

passengers were rowed ashore just in time to catch the boat for New
York. Arrived there, the skipper took car for the post-office.

" You are sure there is no letter for me ?" he asked of the sleepy

clerk.

" Sure. None here."
" There are no other places in town,—no branch offices ?"

" Lots of ^em ; but you wouldn't find it at any of them unless it

was so directed. All letters directed ' city' would be here."

It was too late to do anything now. Mai had not written here.

Why, of course not. His letters were at the light. He must tele-

graph. He found a telegraph-office, and with trembling fingers wrote

a vague, uncertain message to his father. With rural ignorance and
pride of heart, he would not let these heartless operators see how deeply

he was hurt.

By eight o'clock the next morning he was back in town from the

boat, where he had spent a sleepless night, asking at the telegraph-office

for a reply, and there was none. For three hours he wandered about

the streets, waiting for word that came not. To think Mai was in this

very city and he could not find her ! At noon he returned to the yacht,

and found this message from his father

:

" Don't know what you mean. Mai is in New York."
How strangely stupid he had been ! He should have telegraphed

for her New York address. Back again to the city, for he did not

think it advisable to telegraph from Bay Ridge, lest further confusion

should arise. He telegraphed this time careless of who might read, and
found the message would cost nearly two dollars. He paid it ; for he
begrudged a single word. He would wait in town for the answer, and
it came in about five hours,—a bitter commentary, he thought, on the

speed of the telegraph :

" Mai is with a Judge Gearing. No letters here from her."

His pride was gone, and he boldly said to the young girl at the

telegraph-office that he wished to find Judge Gearing's, for a friend of

his was staying there.

" Directory on table, sir."

How stupid in him ! He searched the big book with nervous haste,

and then started up town by the elevated railroad. Never before had
any railroad-train seemed so slow. He seemed to be hours in reaching

Forty-Second Street, and then precious minutes were lost in finding the

right number on Thirty-Ninth Street. It was so strange, almost heart-

less, that people did not put the numbers on their doors where they

could be seen. At last, by dint of counting the doors, he found the

right number, and rang the bell. The house seemed dark and deserted,

and the maid who opened the door did not unfasten the chain.
" No, sir : no such person staying here. The family ? No, they

are not at home. Where are they? White Mountains. Won't be

home for two weeks or more."
Discouraged, and alarmed at Mai's silence, he returned to the boat,

only to find a note calling him back to the city. By three o'clock he
was in his employer's office on Pearl Street.

YoL. XXXIX.—61
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" Fact is, Johnson, business is booming. Must lay the yacht off

for the present.'^

It was all arranged in a few moments, checks drawn to pay off

the crew and wind up the season afloat. Everything was done on a
generous scale, wages paid for a month ahead, and tickets provided to

take the men to their homes. Skipper Johnson was the last to leave,

and it took two days to wind up all accounts and turn the boat and her

stores over to a keeper. Every hour seemed a day ; and only when he
was, at last, on the New London boat bound east did he feel at ease.

At least he was going home : that was something.

Recognizing that the delay in reaching New York would not be
long, and that it had been kindly meant for her own pleasure, Mai
Johnson put away all fears and gave herself up to the enjoyment of
the hour. It was a new experience to have everything made so smooth
and pleasant. All trouble was saved, it seemed to her. She did not

have to think what should be prepared for breakfast, or even to look

out of the window to see if it would be a good day for the wash to dry.

The homely routine of her life seemed far behind her. Then, too, it

was a new experience to receive such kindly attention at every step

from one so much older and wiser than herself. She began to take

great pleasure in the judge's society. His learning and wide experience

stimulated her naturally active mind, and she found herself talking

with him with a freedom and confidence that surprised herself. Every-
where they went they met people of distinction, to many of whom she

was presented by the judge much as a father might present a daughter.

With new pleasures offered to her every hour, and constant change

of scene, the days flew quickly, and a week had passed almost before

she noted it. Still they were among the mountains, and another week
passed before they reached Saratoga. Mrs. Gearing was an industrious

letter-writer, and had every day one or more letters which she intrusted

to her son to put in the mails. So it happened that, without attracting

the slightest attention, young Mr. Yardstickie mailed Mai's letters also.

She wrote frequently, directing all to Wilson's Holl, knowing that, if

Sam had not yet returned, her father would send them to him. By
the third week she began to be impatient to get to New York. There
must be many letters waiting there for her, and yet she did not like to

ask to be taken there. The judge seemed to be enjoying the trip greatly,

and she was unwilling to ask him to shorten it on her account.

At last the day came for the trip down the Hudson. It was a

beautiful day, and the voyage was a wonder and delight, and yet she

envied Mr. Yardstickie, who went on in advance in one of the trains

that flew along the shore. At last the boat reached town, and in half

an hour the family were at home.
Not a letter there.

Skipper Johnson was a changed man. Every one in the village

had remarked on his silence, his indifference to the ordinary interests

of the sea and shore, since he had come home. The old light-keeper

was also changed. He sat long in gloomy silence in his big chair by
the door, and the clock called in vain to duty. He even forgot to

light the lantern one night till ten minutes past the appointed time.
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Far out on the horizon lay a light-ship. On this ship the light-keeper

observed the delay at Hedgefence, and made a note of it in his log-

book. Twice every day young Sam Johnson went to the little post-

office for letters, and there were none. Day by day his spirit was bent

with grief and indignation. At last it broke,—broke under four lines

in a newspaper.

The newspaper had come by mail directed in a strange hand. He
had opened it carelessly. It was one of those journals whose typog-

raphy is a mosaic of little paragraphs. He had never seen a paper of

its kind, and hardly knew what to make of it. Reading a few of

the paragraphs, he found they were all personal in their character,

describing the movements or doings of this or that more or less un-

known person. While no single paragraph was marked to attract

attention, he guessed that in some way it might give him a hint of

Mai's absence and silence. He began to read it through systematically,

reading every paragraph, beginning at the top of the first column on
the first page. On the second page he found something

:

"Judge Gearing and wife, with Miss Johnson, who is travelling

with them, are at the Profile House. Miss Johnson is a jprotegee of

Judge Gearing, and is very greatly admired. Mr. Royal Yardstickie

is also of the party, and rumor has it that there may be congratulations

in a certain direction soon."

Unfamiliar with the peculiar English of such journals, he saw
nothing in this except the fact that the Miss Johnson must be Mai, and
that she was still at this hotel, wherever it might be. He read two
columns more, and then the paper suddenly fell from his nerveless

grasp. His head bowed upon his breast in the silence of a broken
heart. The little clock ticked loudly in the darkening room, for the

night was drawing near. After a while the elder man came in, listless,

sore at heart, and forgetful of all save of the one grief that had invaded
the house. He paused in surprise at seeing his son, but, observing the

newspaper on the floor, he picked it up. There were spots upon it as

if wet, and near one stain he read these w^ords

:

" Among the engagements on the tapis is that of Mr. R. Yardstickie

to Miss Johnson, late of Wilson's Holl."
" What shall you do, Sam ?"

The young man with an effort roused himself, but did not look up.
" I shall do nothing,—except go to work. Work's the only cure.

I go a-fishing—to-morrow.'^

Unconsciously this young soul in its trial repeated the saint's words,
" I go a-fishing." He looked to labor and to the sea—he looked to

duty—for tlie cure that work and nature alone can give.
" You're right, my boy. She ain't my darter,—never was nor never

will be. Let her go."

Just at tliat instant the clock struck, and the old man with a start

opened the door and ran up the iron stairs to his duty in the lantern.

The captain of the light-ship made another entry in his log-book.

Being a man of narrow and selfish mind, he copied, tliat night, two
items from the log-book, and the next day rowed ashore and sent a

letter to the Light-House Board at Washington. Thus it is a trifle is
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like a pebble thrown in calm water or a sudden note on still air : it

spreads in a ring-like wave, widening and widening, till, lost to sight

or ear, it breaks on distant shores in vast disaster.

XV.

The steamer was already six days from Queenstown. The Grand
Banks were far behind, and the southern corner of Cape Cod lay be-

yond the horizon to the north of west. Four months had passed since

Mai Johnson had left the shelter of Hedgefence Light. She sat in a

steamer-chair on deck, wrapped in a seal-skin cloak,—a changed and
yet an unhappy woman. Everything the world considered good had
been bestowed upon her, all the advantages of wealth, travel, beautiful

apparel, personal ease and comfort, and, more strange than all, the love

of a man who wished to stand to her as a father. She had been to

London and Paris, and was coming home. Coming home !—to a new
home which she had already begun to love,—a home filled with all that

heart could wish,—a home in New York, with this kind, wise, already

dear old man who insisted on being her father. Why should he not

be her father? Her real father was as completely unknown as her

dead mother. Her other father, at the light, had abandoned her,

—

had never written to her since she w^ent away.

The voyage had been delayed by storms, and this was the first

pleasant morning on deck. Many faces she had not seen before ap-

peared from below, and there were evident signs of approaching land.

The brilliant sky, the soft warm air, and the smooth water told of the

American coast,—dear land just under the rim of blue where that low
strip of fog lay like a bar of soft silver on the horizon. It was a

perfect Indian summer morning in young November.
Just then the captain of the steamer passed leisurely along the deck,

bowed politely to her, and remarked pleasantly upon the weather. This

was indeed an attention, and she sat up and asked him where the ship

might be. He seemed quite willing to talk to this apparently rich and
certainly handsome American, and, drawing a stray stool nearer her

chair, sat down by her side.

" We are crossing the Georges Banks. It is the bank that gives

this green color to the water."

"The Georges. Oh, I remember. My—my brother used to go
fishing on the Georges."

He seemed somewhat surprised, and she added,

—

" I once lived on this coast. I suppose we shall look for a Sandy
Hook pilot to-morrow."

" We have been on the lookout for one since daylight."

"I remember—IVe heard my—I mean Fve heard that they are

very enterprising in searching for European steamers, and go as far east

as Montauk, or even farther."

"Yes, miss, I have picked them up four hundred miles east of

Sandy Hook. I am in hopes we shall sight one soon, before we run

into fog, for otherwise we may not find one till we are close up to the

Highlands."
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" It's rather unusual to have fogs this time of year, is it not ?''

" Well, we look for clear and colder weather now, but still there are

fogs at all times. They are the greatest trouble we have in approaching

this coast."

" I suppose so. You have to run slow."
" No : we usually drive right ahead. It's too expensive to run slow,

unless we are very near the coast or are doubtful of our position."

" Is not there great danger of collision ?"

" Yes,—for the other boats : I mean the fishermen. We do not

always hear their little horns, and are close upon them so quickly it is

often too late to save them. The steamers we do not fear, as they can

make themselves heard. It is the fishermen that are in danger."

The fishermen ! And the man who was once her lover and who had
so cruelly abandoned her was a fisherman, on these very banks. He
might be even now, in some boat with other men whom she had known
as boys and school-mates, just beyond that white bar of mist. Should
the mist spread its gray veil wider over the sea they too might be in

deadly peril from the very ship on which she sailed in such comfort and
luxury.

The captain had the sense to see that in some way he had started a

melancholy train of thought in the fair American's mind, and with a few
commonplace remarks he withdrew to his duty and the bridge.

In spite of herself, a tear rolled down her cheek, and she drew her

veil and lay back in the chair to think,—perhaps to mourn for the dead
past. Home lay off there over the blue water. The very sea was
home,—so near, and yet so far away,—so easy to reach in a good
schooner across this very water, and yet so difficult. Was he still there

—her father? And Sam? He did love her once. Did he love her

now ? No, it could not be. He had surrendered her to these friends

without a word or a sign. And these new friends,—this new father,

—

were they not already dear to her ? She knew not why, but she had
come to love the judge as if he were indeed her own father.

Thinking much of these things, she sat there for some time bathed
in the salt, familiar air, warmed by the old home-like sun of her youth.

She recalled the warm yellow stone at the stile where, as a child, she

had sat on April days in the warm sunshine, watching the restless sea.

Thinking much of these things, she did not notice that many people

were coming up from the stuffy, ill-smelling saloons to breathe the pure
air on deck, till two women passed her whom she had not seen before.

Both were closely veiled, and were talking in French. One, evidently

the maid, helped the other to a steamer-chair and wrapped her snugly
in abundant robes, then left her to rest or sleep in the open air.

" Some poor traveller who has been confined to her room so far.

A stranger, too, going perhaps to America—dear America ! how I love

it now !—for the first time."

The lady had hardly been settled by her maid in the chair before

Mai saw the judge approaching.
" He's coming to talk with me again. What can I say to him ?

what can I say ?"

" It's a lovely morning, Mai, and our little pleasure-trip is coming
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to an end. We shall be at home very soon, and can settle down for the

winter."

He took everything for granted, seemed to think she would accept

his home and be for years his guest. What could she say or do ? She
could not go home. They had cast her off there,—had let her go for

weeks and months without a word or a sign, not even answering her
letters appealing to them to tell her why they had so changed, so cruelly

abandoned her. She knew of no w^ay in which she could earn a living

for herself, and, besides, if she could, this new father would never
consent to it.

He let her rest in her chair in silence for a few moments, guessing,

perhaps, something of what passed in her mind. He had already asked
her to become his daughter, to accept his protection and care, and she

had, while accepting his hospitality, held back her consent to become
permanently a guest in his home. It was now a good time to have it

settled, that they might fully understand each other before they returned

to his home.
" I know of what you are thinking, my child. Naturally, your

thoughts turn to your old home at the light. Only the fact that Cap-
tain Johnson was not really your father could possibly excuse his

neglect of you."
^^ Who is my father ?" she exclahned, passionately.
" I do not know ; but, if you will consent, I should like to have

you for my daughter."

He had taken the seat by her side, and spoke quietly, yet she felt

sure he was deeply in earnest.

"Why? You do not know who I am. Nobody knows. You
forget that I am without name, parentage, or country."

" What do you mean ? Captain Johnson said he adopted you. I

supposed that he meant you were the child of some friend or neighbor."
'' Oh, no, no ! Did he never tell you ?"

"Tell me what?"
" Where and how he found me."
" No. Tell me about it."

" I came from the sea."
" From the sea ?"

" Yes, yes,—from a wreck,—from an unknown ship on which
every soul was lost save an infant abandoned in the ship's cabin."

" And you were that child ?"

" Yes. The men from the beach found me at the last moment, just

as the ship was breaking to pieces. The captain was the first to find

me, and I fell to him by right of discovery."

The judge had risen, and stood looking down upon her with a

strange, half-anxious, half-hopeful expression on his, face.

"Is this true?"
" Yes, sir : it is true."

"And did no one know where the ship came from or where she

was bound ?"

" No. The wreck lay with the stern to the sea, and was so broken

up when I was rescued that it was not safe to row round it through
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the surf and find its name. It was frightful weather, and the only

wonder is that I survived that night. Even now I sometimes start in

my sleep, dreaming of that dreadful roar of the sea that stormed round
my cradle."

" That came so near being your grave.''

" Yes, sir. That is the pity of it. If I only could have died

with the others,—with my father, who was perhaps captain of the ship.''

" No ; that could not be. He would not have left you to perish.

You must have been a passenger."
^' I have thought of that. The ship's company tried to get ashore,

and were all lost."

" Do you mean to say they left you on the ship to die ?"

" So I was told. And do you wonder that I hesitate to accept all

you ofier ? Who am I ? Where is my native land ? Some day

—

some day I shall know, I feel sure of it, and then some one—I know
not whom—I sometimes dread to know—may claim me."

^^ And were there no women among the ship's people ?"

" Not one. Nor were there any children found among the dead."
" Your mother may have died on the voyage."
" I have thought that must be so. There is no other explanation.

She was a passenger, and died and was buried at sea, and I, being only

an infant, was forgotten in tlie selfish haste of the others to save them-
selves."

^^ Mai, you should have told me of this before."
" I thought you knew."
And then a great fear seemed to enter her heart, and she sat up and

motioned him to come nearer. He sat down again, and gently took

one of her hands in both of his.

" What is it, my child ?"

" You will not think ill of me ? You will not send me away ? I
could never go back now,—after they have been so cruel. I remember
now, there is something more."

" Sometliing more ?"

" Yes. He—the captain—never told me, but I remember hearing,

when a girl in the village, that, as the village gossip said, ^ Captain

Johnson never did right not to let on all about that wreck.' I never

asked him. If he thought best not to tell me, it was not for me, who
owed him so much,—my home, my life,—to ask him."

" Do you think he knew the ship's name ?"

" No. Nobody knew that."

"My child, let us think no more about it. There are certain

reasons why I wish to have you near me as long as you live, to stay

always in my home. I, too, have a sad memory of the sea."

He let fall her hands, and, rising, went to the ship's side and looked
off over the water. She knew that he had lost the wife of his youth.

Perhaps something that she had said had brought back some memory
of her. Trying to recall all that she had said, she wondered if it

would be right or proper to ask him more about his dead wife. He
must have loved her dearly and have lost her under some distressing

circumstances in some way connected with the sea. Thinking of these
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things, she waited patiently till he should return. Then she would ask
him what were the reasons that led him to offer so much.

At that moment she saw Mrs. Gearing approach from the door of
the saloon and advance along the deck towards them. As she came
nearer she passed the veiled lady, who had sat during all this time just

where the maid had placed her. The strange lady seemed suddenly to

be awake, for she rose abruptly and spoke to the judge's wife. That
lady seemed to recognize her, and both shook hands and spoke cordially

and then came nearer. Instinctively Mai threw aside her wraps and
stood up.

" Judge," said Mrs. Gearing, " congratulate me ! I have rediscov-

ered Mademoiselle Eochet."
" Ah, mademoiselle, this is a surprise ! Where did you come

from ? Glad to see you.''

" Thank you, sir. I have been very ill. I come aboard at the last

minute, and go to my room and stay there in great trouble till to-day.

The voyage is terrible."

" Miss Johnson, Mademoiselle Rochet. Miss Johnson is travelling

with us. Mademoiselle Rochet, Mai."
The woman had come nearer, and now stood regarding her with

black, piercing eyes, and for some reason her heart seemed to beat fast

and her knees trembled.
" What is the matter, Mai?" said the judge. "Are you ill?

" No, sir. It is the fog. I'm cold. Perhaps I'd better go to my
room."

Almost unperceived, the silvery mist on the horizon had spread over

the sea, blotting the sun from sight and changing the sea from blue to

cold gray. At that instant the deep booming note of the ship's whistle

startled her. The sound seemed to recall the sounds of her youth, to

suggest danger near. It rang in her ears like a hoarse cry from a wreck.

It was a warning to—to fishermen on the sea.

" Let me escort you down-stairs, Mai. Take my arm. Why, my
child, you are trembling with the cold."

" Yes. Take me away. Take me away."
" It has grown very cold. It will be safer for you below."
" Thank you, sir. Yes,—much safer."

XVI.

" You must excuse the judge, mademoiselle. He has taken a great

fancy to this Miss Johnson and invited her to travel with us. He
looks upon her almost as his own daughter."

Mademoiselle Rochet lifted her eyebrows as if a trifle surprised,

and Mrs. Gearing felt a touch of resentment. Why should this dress-

maker be surprised at anything they, the Gearings, did ? Was not her

husband judge of the Supreme Court? Was not their social position

in New York of the best ? What was it to her that they had invited

a young girl to travel with them ?

Mademoiselle Rochet had the sense to see that she had gone a step

too far, and hastened to make amends

:
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"My dear madame, I mean no offence. I remember seeing the

young lady at the light-house at that place—last summer—what you
call the place?"

"At Wilson's Holir
" Yes. It was there I saw her, at her father's house, at the light-

house."
" Why, certainly. Didn't you hear ? It is cold here. Come down

to my state-room, and I'll tell you all about it."

Mademoiselle would be charmed to hear more, and for half an hour

sat on a stool in Mrs. Gearing's state-room while that worthy lady, who
had taken possession of the lounge, related in full detail the accident,

and the rescue, and all that had happened since. Mademoiselle heard

it with only appreciative comments, as if it were a tale of merely pass-

ing interest.

" And now the judge wish to make her his daughter?"
" Yes. The girl does not seem to care to go back to her friends,

for she does not write to them, nor have they written to her for a long

time. I don't understand why ; and I am sometimes afraid she had
some trouble at home that she is trying to forget."

" And your son, Mr. Yardstickie,—he is pleased at the prospect of

so charming a lady in the family ?"

She said this with a little laugh, in the most natural way possible.

" Oh, Royal ! Yes, dear boy. He seems to like Miss Johnson
greatly, and goes everywhere with her."

" Indeed !"

" Yes. They are, of course, very much thrown together, particu-

larly on board ship. If the judge should decide to adopt her and make
her his daughter it might be a good thing for Royal. I must say, she

is a good girl, and under my guidance is rapidly becoming quite a lady.

She has had a very good influence over the dear boy already; and
then, too, he owes his mother's life to her, which, of course, makes
him very grateful to her."

" He could not marry her ?"

" Well, no, perhaps not,—not now.'^
" He certainly could not, madame. Do you not know her parent-

age?"
"AVhy, I think she is the adopted daughter of the light-house

keeper. I have never asked who her parents really were. I think

they are both dead."
" It will be very fortunate if they are."

" Why, what do you mean, mademoiselle ?"

" Ah, well, in France it might not matter. In America it makes a

great difference who they are. Americans are sometimes so strange."
" What can you mean ? What do you know about the girl ?"

"Nothing, madame; only what I hear in the little place—this

Wilson's Holl where we were last summer. You should warn your
son, madame, lest he be greatly disappointed some day. It would be

a great misfortune if he marry her. You will believe me if I tell you
as a friend your son cannot marry this Miss Johnson."

" Perhaps he never thought of it."
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" They are much together/'

The poor lady sat up on the lounge, terrified and yet thankful.
" I can never thank you enough, my dear mademoiselle. I do not

know what it is, but I shall warn dear Royal at once. This comes
of bestowing favors on unknown upstarts without parents or name. I
hope the girl is innocent herself, whatever her father may have done."

^^ Oh, her parents were respectable : nothing that I hear is against

their characters."
" What do you mean, then ?"

*' Listen. The child came from a wreck,—a ship on which there

were—it was before your great civil war—some slaves from Savannah."
" And the girl was the daughter of one of these ?"

" Yes. I'm sure of it. I had it from tlie young man who lived at

the light-house."
" You astonish me, mademoiselle. It must be quite true. No

doubt these people knew perfectly well to what race the girl belonged,

and were quite willing to throw her off upon us. This comes of show-
ing too much gratitude. We should have paid the girl a few dollars

for saving my life and let her alone. I am deeply grateful to you for

telling me in time. Dear Royal shall instantly break off all attentions

to the wretched hussy, and the moment we land the judge shall dismiss

her from our house. A colored girl, indeed ! I wonder I didn't think

of it before. She is certainly very dark, and shows her race plainly."

At that instant there was a knock at the door.
" Who is it ?" said Mrs. Gearing.

"It is only me," replied her son, with refreshing disregard of

grammar.
"Wait a moment. Royal, dear. I'm busy now. Mademoiselle

Rochet is here."
" Mademoiselle Rochet !"

" Yes. Didn't you know she was on board ? She's been confined

to her room till to-day. And Royal, dear, please ask our steward to

set a plate for Mademoiselle at our table at lunch. And Royal, dear,

one thing more. Please find your father and send him to me."
It was fortunate for the young man that the door was closed be-

tween him and the two women. If they had seen the look of mingled
surprise, anger, and alarm upon his face, they might not have gone on,

as they did immediately after, chatting carelessly of robes and habits

and the latest modes.

Fortunately for the young man, he was quite alone in the narrow
passage-way outside the state-room. She had come back. She had
been to Paris,—was on her way to New York,—with his own mother,

—on the same ship. The voyage was nearly at an end. Something
must be done at once to get rid of this woman who so completely

blocked his way. She had come back, too, just when he had, after

some fearful risks, nearly reached his prize. She had come back just

as he had learned that the prize was of far greater value than he had

ever dreamed. Only that morning, in a talk with his step-father on

deck, the " Governor," as he called him, had said he intended to settle

fifty thousand dollars on Mai Johnson when she came of age. He
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wrenched open the round light at the end of the little passage and
let the damp fog drift in and cool his hot face. He must recover

himself before meeting people in the saloon or on deck. Presently he

felt stronger, and went out to the saloon and found their steward. It

would be useless to oppose his mother, and if Julie insisted on sitting

at their table he must submit and say nothing.

His next step was to look about and find his step-father. Knowing
that he sometimes sat in Mai's room, he knocked at her door. The
judge himself opened the door.

" What is it, Royal V
" Mother wishes to see you, sir, in her room.''

^A^'*
"who is it?" said MRS. GEARING.

" Tell her, please, I am busy with Mai. I'll come presently."

The young man saw through the partly-opened door Mai seated by
the berth and evidently in tears.

" What's up now ?" said the young man, as he walked back towards
his mother's room. " Governor closeted with Mai, and Mai crying.

Wonder what she's been doing. She can't know anything about Julie.

Cut her up, of course, if she did know. Dare say the girl's beginning
to love me. I've run risks enough for her, anyway : however, nothing

succeeds like success, and all's fair in love and war. I'll settle that

Julie before we get ashore, and then for Mai."
The judge closed the door upon his unworthy son with a sigh. If

only this young man to whom he had become a second father were like

this strange girl to whom he would so gladly be a father

!
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As he turned again towards her and sat down by her side, she said,

slowly,

—

" I thank you, sir, for telling me. I'm sure I feel for your great

loss. It must have been sad for you to have her die in a foreign land

among strangers. I wish I had known where she was buried. I
would have gone to the place with flowers."

" We do not know where she is buried. In her last sickness she

tried to reach home, and sailed from Havre ; but the ship was never

heard of after it left port. You see, her father's illness called her

home to Madrid, where they lived, and where my wife was born, and
where I met her. He lingered on for weeks, and she stayed with him
for six months. Then when he died she was taken ill, and it was then

she tried to come back to me in New York. We were young then,

and very poor, and it was for that reason she came by sailing-vessel.

A friend of her father's—an English sea-captain—offered her a free

passage home, and she accepted the offer—and never arrived."
" And was there no woman with her ?"

" Only the captain's wife."
" And my voice is like hers?"

"Yes, my child; that is the reason I wish you to become my
daughter. Your every tone, every syllable, is like my dead wife's

voice. Sometimes, when I hear you speak in another room, I think

my wife must be there, and I long to go to her, and do,—only to find

you."
" It is strange,—very strange."
" Then, too, your singular discovery on this unknown ship seems to

draw you nearer to me. The sea took my dead, and it gives me you.

I do not know who your parents were. It does not matter "

He paused abruptly.

The ship had stopped. The sound of the engine had ceased, and
then came that strange, awesome silence that may mean so much at sea.

" Is there danger, sir ?"

" No, I think not. It may be only a Sandy Hook pilot coming
aboard."

It is one of the curious features of life at sea that whether in

sickness or in health, in joy or in sorrow, all on board move on to new
horizons. Unresting the ship sails on, regardless whether the expected

land be a land of promise or a grave. So there is besides the idle life

of the saloon another life on board, of work and business.

For hours those whose business it was to sail and guide the ship,

and who regarded the expected port merely as a starting-place for an-

other voyage, had been looking for a change in the monotony of their

daily work. The pilot would bring a new face on board, or perhaps

renew old friendships. He would bring news of the land,—of events

at home or abroad. The drifting fog lifted occasionally and gave a

wider outlook over the water, and eyes on deck and bridge were strained

to catch sight of the familiar schooner showing great figures on her

mainsail.

Silly and empty minds, not having thought enough of their own to

keep them from mental fermentation, also kept a sharp lookout for the
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pilot-schooner. With the weakness of vacant minds, certain creatures

in the smoking-room had laid wagers on the number of the pilot-boat,

and among these, naturally enough, was young Mr. Royal Yardstickie.

Not being able to earn money, he tried to win it on haphazard chances,

—thinking, like his kind, that money won on bets was rightfully his,

and not, as it is, a theft under a politer name.

Suddenly there came over the smooth gray water a horn-like note.

The steamer's big whistle spoke in reply, and then the horn spoke

again. The few passengers on the wet decks peered through the mist,

but could see nothing. The ship's people seemed to understand better

what lay ahead, for the engine stopped, and the ship ploughed silently

ahead, slower and slower, and then stopped. Again there was a curious

conversation between horn and whistle, and then a long silence. At
last it came,—^the sound of oars through the mist,—and slowly a

shadowy row-boat came out of the fog and presently lay beside the

vast black mass of the steamer. A rope ladder rattled down the ship's

side, and then an elderly man with bronzed hands clasping the rounds

of the ladder came nimbly up to the deck, and the row-boat, with one

man on board, drifted off into the fog. A number of young men
crowded round the gangway to catch a sight of the pilot. The ship's

captain stood by the ladder, and several sailors were near, so that the

passengers were able to see the pilot, yet had no chance to speak to

him. They wished very much to do so, as the mist had shut out the

pilot-boat and hidden the black figures on her sails. The only way to

get at the number of the schooner would be to ask the pilot. The
captain knew this, and at once spoke to the pilot, bidding him welcome
with mingled surprise and pleasure and at once leading him away to

the bridge.

One among the passengers stood apart and saw the pilot arrive.

The instant his brown and smiling face appeared above the rail the

passenger turned quickly away, as if not wishing to be seen. The
ship resumed its way, and the passenger felt in its movement the

approach of fate. His luck had turned. He had trusted too much in

it, and humiliation and disgrace were at hand. He did not know it

positively, yet he felt sure of it. He took out a little note-book and
counted up his bets. Fifty pounds,—twenty more than he could

control. JEis faith in his luck had led him into this ; and now Julie

was on the same ship, and the man whom he had so deeply wronged,
by some bewildering turn of the whirligig of time, was to guide the

ship into port. Of course if luck had turned in one direction it had
turned in all. He must pay his debts of honor—foolish twisting of

words—before they landed, or be branded as a man without honor by
the honorable denizens of the smoking-room. So far, none of them
knew the number of the pilot-boat. If the number could not be obtained

the debt would be declared off,—as if an honest debt could be declared
" off" in any sense. He, for one, would certainly make no effort to find

out the schooner's number, for he felt sure it would go against him.

There would be many hours before the services of the pilot would
be needed, and, as the bridge was wet with mist, the captain of the

steamer invited his pilot to his chart-room behind the wheel-room.
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" Come right in, captain, and make yourself at home. I declare,

I was never more surprised and delighted in my life. Must be six

years since you used to take us in and out at Sandy Hook. Sit

down and tell me all about it. What brought you back to piloting?

All the family well at home ? Let me see, you had a boy and a girl

then. Quite grown up by this time, I suppose."

The elderly pilot seemed to be pleased at the hearty welcome
accorded him, and, opening his big jacket, sat down in an arm-chair,

put his feet against the radiator, and made himself comfortable in the

native American manner.
" Curtis, Captain Floyd,—most cur'us thing I ever seen. Very

first trip out I make I run afoul o' you. Folks to hum well ? Guess
you had a girl 'n' a boy or two. Spect they're pretty spry by this time.

Been well 'long back ? Got first-rate ship, haven't you ?"

" Yes, fine ship, but a powerful eater of coal. I'm senior captain

of the fleet now. Captain Rutherford died, and Captain Perkins
resigned."

" Sho ! Some changes on the line. Youngsters comin' up."
" Yes, there have been a good many promotions lately. Good thing,

too. Give the youngsters a chance. Tell me about yourself, captain.

What brought you back to piloting ? Thought you had a snug berth

at some light."

" So I did. I was 'p'inted keeper o' Hedgefence Light. Things
kinder went ag'in' me last summer, and I quit, and went back and got

a place on my old boat at Sandy Hook. Couldn't live at the light any
more after what happened : 'sides, some feller made a fuss at Washings
ton 'cause I kinder forgot to light up just to a minute one night."

" Indeed ! What was the matter ?"

" Trouble with my girl."

The old man fell into a revery, and Captain Floyd wisely let him
alone for a few minutes. At last the pilot seemed to think it best to

tell this old seafaring friend all that was in his heart.

" I don't mind tellin' you 'bout it, captain. Cur'us case, anyway,
and mebby I shall feel better and get at the rights o' things if I

tell you. I ain't said a word to a soul since it happened."
^^ Out with it, old friend. I'll help you, if I can ; and if I cannot,

at least you shall have my sympathy. Has the girl done wrong ?"

" Well, yes, and no. It warn't really her Join's. I don't know
who was to blame, though I never could see why she didn't say a word
since she went away. Can't be the folks she's with wouldn't let her.

Guess they don't know anything about it. The hull thing is just a

snarl, and I got upsot thinkin' ^bout it, and so lost my place, kinder

forgettin' the light a-worryin' over the girl and my boy. Sam, too,

was all broke up, and took to fishin'. Dare say he's on these banks

now somewhere on a boat from the Holl."

The old pilot was, when ^^ upon a yarn," as he expressed it, reckless

of words, and more than an hour passed before he completed the tale

of his broken home and ruined hopes. Meanwhile, below in the fetid

atmosphere of the smoking-room Mr. Royal Yardstickie was meeting

the first reverse in the change of his " luck.'^ There had been a
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vio^orous discussion among the holders of the so-called debts of honor

as to what should be done. They had met the pilot-boat, but no one

knew her number. By the common consent of greedy minds, all who
still had faith in their own personal ^' luck/^ an informal meeting had
been called to consider the momentous question as to how the money
in the several pockets should be redistributed in order to make some
poorer and others richer according to the silly laws of " honor.^^

Young Mr. Royal Yardstickie attended the meeting, but took no
part in the unseemly wrangle. He selfishly bided his time, hoping
that some one would suggest that the wager be declared off. He would
not make a motion to that effect himself, unless it seemed positively

necessary. They wrangled thus over nothing for some time, and then

he ventured to speak :

" Gentlemen, as we do not know the number of the boat, it seems

to me the best way would be to declare all bets off.'^

A howl of indignation and derision greeted this speech, and in-

stantly a dozen suggestions were made, which, as they were all made at

once, were quite unheard. Finally a big fellow, evidently an Ameri-
can, settled matters in the usual manner by calling the unruly meeting

to order and asking that a committee be elected to take the whole
matter in charge and see if the number of the boat could not be ascer-

tained from the pilot. This was received with enthusiasm, and in five

minutes Mr. Royal Yardstickie found himself chairman of a committee

of three appointed to interview the pilot.

In the chart-room overhead sat the two old seafaring friends. Cap-
tain Breeze Johnson sat with his head resting upon his hands and his

thin gray hair streaming over his bronzed and knotted fingers. His
friend Captain Floyd stood beside him, with one hand on his pilot's

shoulder, expressing more sympathy by the touch of his hand than by
his words. The story had made a deep impression on him, though he
confessed he could not understand it all.

At that moment there w^as a knock, and a sailor put his head in the

door to say that three passengers wished to see the pilot.

" They want to know if you have New York papers, I suppose.

Shall I let them in ?"

" In a minute. Wait till I get the bearin's o' things a bit. There !

I feel better now. Let 'em come in.''

The honorable committee from the smoking-room entered. The
first, who seemed to be the leader, shrunk back abashed at sight of

the pilot and had not a word to say. As for the pilot, he seemed to

shake himself as a lion about to spring upon its prey. His blue eyes

flashed, and his big hands were doubled up as if to strike. Captain

Floyd, without in the least knowing what it meant, but quickly guess-

ing the real errand of the honorable committee, stepped before them
and said, quickly,

—

" Gentlemen, I suppose you have come to ask the number of the

pilot-boat."

One of the committee admitted that was their errand.
" Well, gentlemen. Captain Johnson is an officer on my ship, and as

the captain I forbid you to speak to him. You may settle your gam-
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bling debts as best you can, but you shall not use my officers in any such
contemptible business. Jack, show those persons out/'

The sailor, "with a grin, held the door open, and they slunk away,
one, at least, thankful to escape unharmed from the room. As the door
closed upon them the pilot broke out in a terrible oath

:

" That is the man ! He tricked me out of my girl,—a-beggin' his

folks to invite her to travel with 'em, and then keepin' her away from
me. Keep me on the bridge, captain, keep me on the bridge, day and
night, for I might 'danger my own soul if I had a chance to lay my
hands on his mis'able carkis."

XVII.

Captain Floyd recognized that if the pilot's story were true—and
the abject fear of the young man on the gamblers' committee seemed
to corroborate it—it was quite possible the girl herself was on board
the ship. Calling a steward, he ordered lunch to be served to Cap-
tain Johnson in the chart-room.

" I have ordered your lunch here, captain, because I do not suppose

you care to meet that young person in the saloon."
" No, captain, I don't want to meet him again. I might do some-

thing I should regret 's long as I live. Much obliged to you, I'm sure.

I'll take a bite here, and then go on the bridge awhile. Mebby the fog

will lift by and by and we can get a notion where we be."
" Do you know where your boat was when the fog came on ?"

" Exactly. 'Bout twenty miles south o' Nantucket."
" You are sure ?"

" Sartin as if the light was in plain sight. If the fog lifts to'rds

dark we ought to make Montauk ; and then the course is easy to the

Highlands."

The captain left his pilot contented over a generous lunch, and then

went down to the saloon. The passengers were assembling for the

mid-day lunch, and, taking his seat at the head of the long table in the

centre, he called the head steward and asked him to bring the passenger-

list. The man brought a printed slip of paper, and the captain began

to examine it with some interest.

" Smith, Smiley, Telford, O'Connor, Madame Potard,—odd name :

some Frenchwoman,—Gearing, Judge Gearing and wife. Miss John-
son "

He read the name with a start. It was just as he expected ; and
yet the name gave him a sense of amazement mingled with exultation.

If this should be his old friend's daughter he would restore her to him
and make them both happy. No doubt there was some misunderstand-

ing, and with a little tact he would clear it up and do both a good turn.

There were twenty hours left,—ample time for such an affair. Calling

the steward again, he asked him quietly who this person might be, at

the same time pointing silently at Miss Johnson's name on the printed

list.

" That person ? Oh, she's sitting yonder, sir. Third table, next the

old gentleman. I believe he's a judge, though you'd never know it,

seeing these American judges don't wear no wigs."
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" Judge Gearing, isn't it ?"

" Yes, sir ; that's the name. Perkins was telling me he's a lib-

eral sort o' feller, and that girl ain't his daughter, but some potege

a-travelling with him."
" Potege is good, Simpkins. That's all. Much obliged. Yes

;

give me a little soup first."

While waiting the steward's return, he glanced round the saloon to

see if the young committee-man had appeared. He was not to be seen

anywhere. Just as the soup arrived, a most singular scene took place

at the third table. The girl and her elderly companion were quietly

talking together in the pleasantest manner possible, when two ladies

entered the saloon and came along the aisle as if to find seats. A
steward offered two chairs directly opposite the old gentleman whom
the captain began mentally to call " the judge." One of these ladies

was evidently a young Frenchwoman, and was dressed with unusual

splendor for shipboard.
^' Madame Potard, I dare say," remarked the captain to himself.

"Ah!"
Well might he be surprised ; for the instant the young girl caught

sight of the Frenchwoman she rose and lefl the table, going out at the

door where the two ladies had entered. The girl's movements evidently

created some excitement among the party, but it was instantly suppressed,

and the two ladies sat down as if nothing had happened. The judge

rose, as if to go out, but seemed to think better of it, and resumed his

seat.

^* There is more in this business than appears on the surface. I

must look into the matter before I take any steps."

" Steward." This aloud to the servant.
" Yes, sir."

"Go up-stairs and tell Captain Johnson—he's the pilot—not to

leave the room till I come up. Tell him I want to see him."

Just then he saw the committee-man enter by another door and
calmly sit by the two ladies, speaking pleasantly to both of them as if

on the best of terms. No further evidence was needed. By one of

the strange meetings that are so common in travel, and that show how
small the world really is, father and daughter were both on the same
ship and quite unknown to each other. He would bring them together

when he was sure of his ground. He would do it very soon, sending

a servant for Miss Johnson and calling her to his own saloon on
the hurricane-deck and then putting her in the old man's arms. All
would be forgiven, with blessings on himself for playing the kindly

Providence in the affair. It gave his salted old heart a glow of fresh

satisfaction to think of the meeting. Let him first find out who this

other woman was, and then for a happy meeting,—tears, blessings,

and a little private supper in the chart-room.

The lunch was soon finished, and then Mrs. Gearing took her

husband's arm and said,

—

" My dear, come to my room for a little while. I want to talk to

you."
" No : I wish to see Mai. I fear she is ill."

Vol. XXXIX.—62
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" It is of Miss Johnson I wish to speak. I have made a most
alarming discovery. Come to my room. I must tell you all about it

at once."
" All right, Maria. You can only speak good of her. There, I'll

shut the door. Now, what is it?"

Though the door of the little room was closed, Mrs. Gearing seemed
to be fearful lest some one hear her, and spoke in a tragic whisper.

" We have made a fearful mistake, my dear. We should have paid

that girl a few dollars and let her go."
" She saved your life, Maria. It was your own suggestion that we

take her with us ; and a very good suggestion it was."
" You think so because you don't know what she is or where she

came from."
" That is true ; but I have great hopes that some day I shall find

out. The only wonder is to me that her friends never took the trouble

to find out the name of the ship on which she was found."
" Her friends, indeed ! They were very glad to throw the girl off

on us. They knew well enough what she was. I can easily under-
stand why they never write to her. They are only too glad to be rid

of her."
" What do you mean, Maria ?"

" I mean she is the child of a former slave in Savannah,—white
father, perhaps, but negro mother."

" It is simple nonsense, my dear."
" Look at her black hair, her black eyes and dark skin."
" May she not be Cuban—or Spanish ?"

His wife turned upon him quickly. There was a peculiar expres-

sion of mingled hope and anxiety in his face, and she said, after a

pause,

—

" You can't think that ?"

" No ; I only begin to hope. That is all."

*^ It is wholly improbable, my dear. Besides, I have it from the

best authority that the. girl is of African descent, and therefore quite

unfit to stay with us. She must be sent away the moment we land. I
shall never consent to open the house to a single guest while she remains

in it. I should die of mortification."

"Any guest who entered my house unwilling to recognize my
adopted daughter would be shown the door. What authority have you
for these insinuations ?"

" I make no insinuations. I only tell you the truth."
" Who is your authority ?"

Mrs. Gearing, shallow and narrow-minded woman that she was,

recognized that her husband was an upright and honorable man, judge
among men, and one who w^ould be master of his household. Being
weak and shifty, she evaded the question.

'^ I had it from one who had it from the people who lived at the

light."

"Who is it?"
" Why, how persistent you are, my dear ! It was Mademoiselle

Rochet who told me."
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" ]Mademoiselle Rochet !"

" Yes. Didn't you see how the girl behaved when she met her ?

On deck this morning she was confused and frightened ; and now at

lunch she refused to sit with her at table."

" There's nothing surprising in that. Mademoiselle is not the person

whose society I should seek. Singular she should be crossing the ocean

and her name not on the list of passengers !"

" She told me about that herself when I first met her this morning.

She arrived on board just at the last moment, too late to be entered on
the list."

The judge made no reply, but rose and touched the electric bell.

^^ Mercy, judge ! AYhy do you call a servant?"
" I'll sliow you presently. What is the number of Mademoiselle's

state-room ?"

" I think it is 69. Yes, it is 69. I asked her, so that I could call

her by and by to look at one of my dresses."

At this instant there was a knock at the door, and a steward ap-

peared.
" John, will you please find out from the head steward who occupies

No. 69 ? I think we have an old acquaintance in that room, but we
are not sure of the name."

The man withdrew, and for a moment or two neither said a word,

each busy with their own thoughts. Presently the man returned, and
said,

—

" Simpkins says he thinks it is a Madame Potard. The lady's been

quite ill all the way, the stewardess says. Only left her room for the

first time to-day."
" Thank you, John. Sorry to hear the lady has been ill. We shall

call on her."

Mrs. Gearing had nothing to say. The discovery of the duplicity

of her petted dress-maker mortified her beyond expression. She had
taken the woman to her home and almost to her heart, and now she was
travelling under an assumed name. Might not Madame Potard be her

real name? Might she not be some dreadful creature with a French
husband and French babies ?

^^ Your witness, my dear, has no standing in court."
" I'll never speak to the upstart creature again."

"Who?—Mai?"
" No ; this Potard. A married woman, too, and dining with us,

and Royal so attentive to her !"

" Glad to hear it, my love. The Potard's prices have always been a

source of wonder to me."
" And the creature was as polite and pleasant to Royal as if she had

known him for years."
" Dare say she has."
" What do you mean ?"

" Oh, nothing : only a little circumstance I recall that took place

last summer at the Holl. Remember that night Royal came home?
You sent him to escort this Mademoiselle Rochet-Potard to her hotel.

I happened to take a little turn that night on the beach, about nine
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o^clock, and I chanced upon them both arm in arm, and I heai'd him
call her by still another name/^

"What was it?"
" Oh, only ^ Julie/ Struck me as rather familiar ; but I passed on

in the darkness, thinking perhaps I had been mistaken. Still, taken in

connection with the evident fact that they had made wonderful prog-
ress in getting acquainted, it seemed, to say the least, just a little odd.

The world is very small, my love. This Madame Potard may have
been RoyaFs landlady when he was boarding in Paris,—or his wash-
lady : who knows ? It's a queer world ; and the longer I live the less

am I surprised at anything."

Quite unconsciously to the good woman, the judge had led her mind
away from Mai Johnson, and he now left her to her own meditations.

Closing the door softly behind him, he walked along the passage-way
towards Mai's state-room.

What motive had this woman in making such an accusation?

Did Mai know her? What relation did this woman with an alias

bear to his step-son ?

These questions were disquieting. He must settle them at once.

Through all these events the screw churned up the water, and the

ship sailed west towards the inevitable. The fog still hung thick

over the water, and the men at the bows had twice signalled to the

bridge that danger lay ahead, and twice the steamer turned aside and
vague shadowy forms of fishing-boats drifted past in the mist.

Very few passengers ventured out of the saloons. Only here and
there a rubber-clad passenger braved the cold, raw wind and the wet
decks and murky air. Among these, one man, in an absurd ulster

dragging his heels after the manner of the feminine-looking footmen

at the doors of Fifth Avenue carriages, slowly paced the deck, silent

and bitter with himself and all the world. His luck had turned. The
smoking-room bets were declared off,—that was something,—but at what
a fearful cost ! He had saved his money and met the one man in the

world whom he held in mortal dread,—on shipboard, too, and an officer

of the ship, in whose hand all their lives were held,—shut up on a ship

with a man who he felt sure in his cowardly little soul would not hesi-

tate to thiow him into the sea. The situation was more horrible than

any he had read in the wildest French novel. That nothing of the

kind coLild happen never entered his head. His mind was completely

unstrung by terror and remorse. At any moment his wife Julie might
come upon deck and insist upon her rights. He felt sure she had gone

to Paris and was now returning to New York for no purpose except

to establish in some way her position as his wife.

He walked to and fro on the deck, not far from the bows. It was
not the best place, but since he came up from the saloon the pilot, dressed

in oilcloth the color of old gold, had come out upon the bridge, and he

dared not now pass under the bridge to reach a pleasanter part of the

deck. Nor did he dare to go below and pass through the saloon, for

he must in so doing pass his wife's state-room door, and he dared not

meet her alone. He was practically in a trap, and he must keep to

the farther end, nearest the bow, and stay there till chilled to the bone
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in the bitter wind and searching fog. Seeing a man at the extreme end

of the bows standing like an old-gokl statue and dripping at every angle,

he went towards him and stood at the rail, looking down at the curling

foam above the ship's forefoot.

How swiftly the enormous mass swept through the water !—nearer

and yet nearer, every second, to the land,—to exposure and misery.

Even as he stood there the ship was a mile nearer her port, a mile

nearer to his disgrace.

Suddenly there came over the gray water a faint moan.
The oilcloth-clad figure beside him started and leaned forward, as if

to listen. Again that moan,—far away, blood-chilling in its mystery.

To the young man it seemed the despairing cry of some lost soul.

Again it spoke. To his fevered imagination it was as the cry of a

child perishing of neglect,—the moan of starvation, misery, and despair.

His heart seemed to freeze, and he slipped on the wet deck and fell

down, a limp mass, by the rail. The yellow mariner kicked him aside

with an oath, and shouted some strange words backward towards the

affrighted sailors on deck and officers on the bridge.

Below, the big bell clanged, and the engineers sprang up and with

tremendous efforts pulled at the valves, that the mighty engine stop,

lest all be lost. An instant's silence in the engine-room, and then the

bell clanged twice. K-everse ! reverse, for dear life ! The ponderous
link motion strained under the stress of the small engine that puffed

and roared to force it over. It was done, and then through the mighty
cylinders rushed again the insistent steam. Every eccentric turned to

guide the power in a new direction, and the whole awful force of the

engine, two thousand horses straining as one frantic beast, was bent to

resist the terrific momentum of the ship, lest disaster overwhelm all.

The ship shook in the sea, and every heart on board seemed to stop

with chilling suspense.

On the bridge the captain stood with blanched face, expectant,

resolute, fearful, yet confident in his immense machine. His heart

seemed to keep time with the revolutions of the straining screw.

She slowed—stopped.

By his side stood his pilot, confounded with alarm and astonishment.
^^ Thought you said, Johnson, we were twenty miles south of Nan-

tucket ; and here we are right on the land."
" I dunno ! I give it up. I must be breakin' all up. Lemme get

down. I'll never take tiller again. I don't know what it means. I

don't know where we be. Hark ! What's that ?"

" It's the buoy. We have passed to starboard of it.'^

" No. Listen. It's a fish-horn."

A number of passengers had come out of the saloon and were talk-

ing loudly on the deck.
" Keep quiet belftw."

The people meekly obeyed, and then through the awesome still-

ness of a steamer at rest at sea there came a faint note over the water
through the blinding mist, then another note on the other side.

'^ Why, we've run into a fleet o' boats ! Call 'em, captain."

No need to suggest this, for the captain had his hand on the rope,
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and the great whistle roared in short, blatant notes. A moment later

the safety-valve moved, and the dull roar of escaping steam drowned
all other sounds.

^' That's signal enough. The fishermen will know we have stopped,

and will come aboard. Mr. Ruthers, see that soundings are taken at

once, and keep your men on the lookout for boats."

The officer addressed went down to the deck and prepared to take

soundings. More passengers came on deck, looking white and scared,

and talking together in whispers. Presently the boilers were relieved,

and the escaping steam stopped. Then through the silence came the

sound of oars.

XVIII.

Some people are like a camera : they see only what is directly before

them, without regard to its focus, and the dry plates they call their

minds are capable only of reporting one fact at a time. Mademoiselle
recognized that Mai Johnson was in a sense her rival. She saw
through the device her husband had used to bring the girl into his

mother's family that he might win her for himself. That he had no
moral right to do this she felt sure ; that he liad no legal right she

hoped to prove the moment they reached New York. On board ship she

had no legal rights,—at least, she could not prove them,—and, enraged

at what she considered an affront put upon her by the girl, she went
directly to the one wish that was uppermost in her heated brain. She
would be revenged on the woman who had lured away her husband.

She had already stabbed her through the judge's wife. She would
attack the girl herself, let the consequences be what they might.

The judge knocked at Miss Johnson's state-room door. No re-

sponse. He knocked again. Still no answer. Becoming alarmed,

he tried the handle of the door. There was a faint moan within, and
he boldly opened the door.

On the lounge lay the girl, white and still, her wavy black hair

streaming on the floor.

"Mai! Mai! Are you ill?''

She opened her eyes slowly and smiled in a pained, wan way, and
then closed them again.

" What is it, my child ? Are you sick ? Shall I call the doctor ?"

She neither opened her eyes nor spoke, but slowly shook her head.

The judge opened the port, and the raw, cold mist drifted in and
the sounds of the sea filled the room. Again by the sea his heart was
wrenched. This child, who had become so dear to him, was stricken

grievously. He knelt upon the floor by her side and took one of her

hands in his.

" Are you sick, my child ?"

She looked at him for an instant, and then shook her head.
" Are you hurt ? Let me call the surgeon."
" He could do nothing."
" What has happened ? Tell me what has happened,"

She hesitated for a few moments, and he waited for her to speak.

Then she said, slowly,

—
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" I wish I had died—with mother—on the ship T'

" What do you mean ?"

" She came here/'

"Whor
" That woman. She hates me.''

" Mademoiselle Rochet? Did she dare to come here too?"
" She forced herself in. I was frightened. I couldn't stop her.

She—oh, why did I not die with my mother ?"

"What did she say?"
" She said—oh, how can I tell you ? Father knew it : she said he

did. Sam knew it, too. I never knew ; I never knew ; and they were
so cruel—oh, so cruel !—not to tell me. I could have gone away some-
where ; and—oh, it is so hard to know it now !"

" You say your father knew it."

She turned aAvay from him and began to cry softly to herself.

" What is it, my dear ? What troubles you ?"

« You "

" I ? What have I done ? You know I love you."
" I know that ; and yet—you—you believe it."

At this instant the screw stopped.

Neither spoke in the strange, terrifying silence that meant so much.
Both listened intently. What new disaster was at hand ?

Suddenly she started up, white, haggard, and trembling.
" Hark ! I hear it ! the buoy ! It is the buoy that marks the

grave of that ship."

The judge was fairly alarmed, and stood up by the port to listen.

Then came faint and far away through the breathless silence the

clang of a bell.

" The ship is in trouble. They have reversed the engine to stop

her."
" It is no matter. The sea is calling me again, as it does in my

dreams. It's no matter now. Father—Sam—will never know how I
died. I'm almost—almost glad it is so near. I can go home—to my
mother—and my father."

A little glass on the marble wash-stand rattled. The ship was
struggling, perhaps for her life.

Then, after a long, breathless pause, the distant bell clanged again.

Then returned that freezing silence.

" The ship has stopped. Hark ! they are signalling some other

vessel. I think we have escaped the danger, whatever it is. Come, let

us go on deck."

He saw that while she was in this excited state of mind it would
not be wise to attempt to reason with her. It were better, for the time,

to ignore her fears and try to divert her attention to other matters till

she was calmer. As for this woman,—this Madame Potard-Rochet,—he
would probe her acts and motives till he found the truth. That she

had some motive in her cruelty he clearly recognized. What that

motive might be he would find out the moment his family were safe at

home in New York.
" Let us go up-stairs, Mai, and see what is going on."
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" And you do not care, even if it is true ?"

He stooped over her and gently raised her, and then, for the first

time since he had known her, he gravely kissed her forehead. She
snatched his hand and covered it ^yith kisses and a flood of tears.

^' There, there, my child ! you are better now. Believe me if I
tell you that perhaps I know more of this woman than you think.

We will not care for her any more. The moment we reach New York
I will set men at work on the marine records of every port in the world,

and we will find the name of that ship if it takes from now to—to
doomsday, whenever that legal holiday may be."

Her reply was to draw him down to her and to kiss him on the

cheek and to say,

—

'' I—I thank you,—more than I can ever tell. Let me fix my hair,

and 1^11 go with you. I'm not afraid of that woman now,—not if you
are near me."

A friendly sailor, with an eye to a shilling, sprinkled some sea-

water over young Mr. Royal Yardstickie, and the young man strug-

gled back to an humiliating consciousness that he had fainted with

superstitious fear, or from the prick of a guilty heart, or from both.

As soon as he had recovered sufficiently to walk, he moved away from
the bows, as if to go afl to the saloon. As he reached the first-deck

engine he saw the people pouring out of the saloons and going to the

ship's side, as if to see something on the water. He saw an officer clear

the people away from the railing, while a sailor threw over a rope ladder.

The officers on the bridge seemed to be expecting something, and as the

crowd cut off his view he mounted the base of the little engine, where
he could see all that passed on the deck and on the bridge. To his

surprise, he found the ship had stopped, and there was a good deal of

suppressed excitement among the throng of passengers.

Then, to his amazement, over the side of the ship from the rope

ladder came Skipper Johnson of ]\Ir. Manning's yacht. Young Mr.
Yardstickie prided himself on his nerves. He had nerves once. They
seemed to be quite gone now, for he trembled so much he could not

stand on the edge of the engine, and was forced to step down on the

deck and hide behind a crowd of sailors and firemen. Presently over

the heads of those before him he saw the young skipper mount the steps

to the bridge, where both pilot and captain seemed to welcome him
heartily.

Mai and the judge experienced some difficulty in finding their way
to the deck. They had stopped at Mrs. Gearing's room, and found her,

poor lady, quite hysterical, and only Mai's calm confidence that no harm
had come to the ship allayed her fears. She would not go on deck.
*' If it is safe," she said, " I'd rather stay here ; and if we are all going

to the bottom I'd rather keep in my room and be drowned in comfort

than be pushed overboard by some frantic servant." The stairways

were all crowded with people struggling to get on deck, some white,

scared, and silent, others talking feverishly wdth all about them, both

friends and strangers, others laughing hysterically, and all urged by
the one motive of personal safety. By dint of a little patience, the

judge found a place for Mai and himself behind the stern of a deck-
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boat directly under the bridge. The people all about them were talking

in whispers. It was evident the officers had commanded silence.

Just then an officer near the ship's side called up to some one on the

bridge,

—

'' Thirty fathoms out, sir, and no bottom."
" All right. Go round to the other side and bring that fisherman

to the bridge."

Mai had taken the judge's arm, and at the word "fisherman" she

trembled slightly. He looked down upon her, and she smiled with an

effiDrt and endeavored to steady herself against the boat. Then there

was some commotion on the other side of the ship, but, as the house

was in the way, they could not see what was going on. They were not

long in ignorance ; for the voices of the officers on the bridge were

painfully distinct in the hush that had fallen on all the people.

Just then a sudden burst of sunlight lit up the wet rigging till it

sparkled as if hung with jewels. The sunlight passed, and a big rift

of blue appeared in the gray mist overhead.
" By mighty ! If that isn't my son Sam ! Where on earth did

you come from, Sam ?"

" Been chasing the buoy."
" Chasing the buoy !"

This was Captain Floyd's voice.

" Yes, sir. It broke loose four days ago, and has been drifting

round ever since. It's scared the officers of more'n a dozen ships half

out of their wits already."
" And well it might. Why, when w^e heard it we thought we were

right on the rocks."
" And what fetched you out here, Sam ?"

" Chasing it for the salvage. Four boats started from the Holl to

find it. They are all round here now, for a French steamer heard it

last night,
—

'most scared 'em out of their senses,—and now you have
run afoul of it. We'll come up with it as soon as the fog lifts. We
heard you stop in the fog, and kinder guessed what was the matter."

This speech, distinctly heard by all on the deck below, produced a

profound impression. The relief from the strain of fear and anxiety

found expression in a sort of inarticulate murmur that broke into loud

comments and laughter and ended in a rousing cheer, in which sailors,

officers, firemen, and passengers joined. Then followed a scene of
confusion, in which everything save gratitude was forgotten. Men
swarmed up the steps to the bridge and fairly dragged the young man
to the deck to shake his hand and cover him with thanks and con-

gratulations. The officers made no attempt to stay the almost frantic

enthusiasm. The people seemed to have but one instinct,—to make a

hero of the man who had so instantly changed the tragedy that had
seemed to impend over all their lives into almost farcical comedy. Men
shook hands with entire strangers. Women kissed one another in tears

and laughter. One big fellow—a Western man—poured a handful of

gold into the young man's cap, and then threw another handful to the

crew. Finding the little boat with one man on board still at the ship's

side, he gave final vent to his enthusiasm by dropping his pocket-book
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on the boatman's head, where it struck with a loud whack and bounced

into the water amid shouts of laughter from the spectators. Below,

corks flew in a sort of fusillade, and every one tried to be happy,

—

some in good ways, some in bad.

In the midst of the uproar of rejoicing the sun burst forth, and the

mist melted away like a torn sail, and there on the sea were the four

''been chasing the buoy.'

good boats from the Holl racing frantically for a black dot on the water

a mile astern.

And through it all the steamer lay safe and silent on the water.

Captain Floyd put his hand on the bell to call his engineer to go
ahead, and hesitated.

" Johnson, I owe you an apology. I blamed you for the danger
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we thought we were in. I was mistaken, old friend ; and you must

let me reward your son for the news he brought/'
" Guess Sam ain't the fellow to take a reward. Lor' ! did you see

those passengers drag him off to the saloon ?"

" Where is he now ?''

" I don't know. Guess he's below somewhere."
" Come into the chart-room. I'll send for your son. I want to see

you both for a minute before we. start."

During all the rejoicings one lay below in a state-room, almost heart-

broken. She seemed to be trembling between life and death. The
doctor bent over her, anxious and alarmed.

" How did it happen ?"

"I hardly know, doctor," said the judge. "We were on deck
when that man—that fisherman—arrived, w4ien she suddenly fainted,

and we brought her to her room."
Mrs. Gearing, poor lady, completely unstrung by the events of the

day, sat beside the girl, bathing her face and wondering what had hap-

pened. Why faint in a moment of such rejoicing ?

Just then there was a knock at the door. The judge opened it,

expecting a servant who had been sent for water.

It was Captain Floyd.
" I beg pardon for intruding, but is there a Miss Johnson here ?"

" Yes, captain, but she is very ill."

" Ah ! Perhaps I understand why. You are her guardian, I
think, sir?"

" She is travelling with us."
" You represent her ?"

" Yes, I may say I do. What is wanted ?"

" Just this, sir. Her father. Captain Johnson, is on this ship, and
—you will excuse me for plain speaking—I fear there has been some
misunderstanding between them. I am keeping the ship here that I
may take the girl to her own father."

" He is not her own father."

"Who is?"
" We do not know ; but if she wishes to see Captain Johnson she

can. I will take her to him presently. Is he in the saloon ?"

" No, sir : he is in my private room. I am keeping the ship "

He paused, for the girl, seeming in some strange way to understand

the vital importance of what was passing, recovered, sat up, and tried

to rise.

" Keep quiet, my child," said the doctor. " You are very weak."
" I am not weak. Take me to him. I know. I understand.

He has come to me at last,"

Her spirit seemed to be equal to anything, and in spite of the

doctor's protestations she insisted on going at once with Captain Floyd.

In the chart-room sat father and son, silent, each with his own grief.

At last the old man spoke

:

" The ways o' Providence ain't for any man to find out. It may
be a marcy, but I don't see it that way,—not just now."

" Not a letter, father, not a letter from her since you went away. I
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was knocked overboard by the boom of the Polly B. the other day, and
when I found myself in the water I was 'most tempted to give up the

fight ; but I kinder thought there must be something behind it all, and
it would be disappointin' the ways o.' heaven if I didn't swim back to

the boat."
" And to think we should both be here on this steamer ! What

does it mean,—that buoy a-driftin' out to sea as if it were tired o'

whistlin' for nothing all this time ? It's mebby more than we can "

At this moment the door leading from the deck opened, and, to their

surprise. Captain Floyd entered the room, and upon his arm leaned

Mai, pale, beautiful, and with a new and strange light in her eyes.

Behind her came Judge Gearing.

The instant the door closed behind her she broke away from Cap-
tain Floyd.

" Father ! Sam ! I am here "

She paused, bewildered, in the middle of the room. The younger
man rose from his seat, gave one swift glance at her, and turned away
with bent head and averted face. She turned to the elder man :

" Father ! What does it mean ? Don't you know me,—Mai f
" You ain't no child o' mine."
" Xo ! no ! not really, but—oh, father ! to think you do not

—

care for me. Oh, I see. It is true ! It is true ! You kept it back
from me. You never told me all about the ship."

" And I never will ; I promised mother I wouldn't. And you
went back on us, and left us "

He said no more, for an ashen pallor overspread her face. Nature
is merciful in sore need.

They took her again to her room.

It was finished : her heart was broken.

A few moments later the bell spoke below

:

" Full speed ahead."

XIX.

One bright December morning, four weeks after the whistling buoy
had gone adrift, a strange schooner made the little port of Wilson's

Holl. The truant buoy had been restored to its place by the light-house

steamer, and the stranger evidently knew the way into port, for it

steered directly for the buoy, and dropped anchor. The hotel and the

cottages were closed, and the only life in the place clustered round the

little wharf. The new keeper of the light saw the strange schooner

first, and telephoned to the post-office. She might want a pilot, and
there were plenty of venerable sea-captains who would be glad to pick

up a little job like that.

Captain Breeze Johnson was at the little village store when the

postmaster called to the telephone got the news of the arrival. The
postmaster, being a just man, gave the news out freely to all present

:

^' Schooner making in. Guess she may want a pilot."

Six old chaps rose from the boxes whereon they had made them-

selves comfortable for the past two hours, and bolted in sudden haste

for the door.
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" Hard alee there ! It's only Sam ; and I guess if any feller can

steer into Wilson's Holl he can. I got a letter yesterday sayin' if the

wind held good he'd be here to-day."

The elderly parties returned to their boxes.

'^Sam got a schooner? Goin' to winter here? Fishin' or

freightin'?"
" Tain't either. It's explorin'."
'' Explorin' ! What's that ?"

Just then a tow-headed youth put his head in the door, and said, in

a shrill voice,

—

^' Schooner's come to anker nigh the whistler. Mother wants you,

dad."

A gray old sea-captain who hadn't been to sea for fifteen years rose

stiffly and remarked, gravely,

—

" I forgot to split wood. Guess it's some loon itick if he's anchored

'longside that screechin' booey."

The others laughed in a friendly way at their neighbor as he trotted

off after the boy, and then fell to discussing the strange schooner that

could already be seen at anchor in the harbor through the dingy win-

dows of the little store.

" I tell you it's Sam, and he's come down here a-wreckin'."
" A-wreckin' !"

This was too much for their marine belief, and the worthy Captain

Breeze, nettled at their unbelief, said he " guessed he'd run out and see

Sam on the wrecker."

That one trip on the steamer had been his last. On placing the

steamer safe in dock on the North River he had resigned as a pilot and
had gone home. His spirit was broken. His daughter had deserted

him. He would go back to the little port and end his days in such

peace as he could. His son, on the other hand, had shown a very dif-

ferent spirit. Just before the steamer started ahead he had a moment's
interview with Judge Gearing on the deck, and then he descended to

his boat, and the steamer left him to find his schooner, which had gone to

find the truant buoy. Tlie interview had been short, but it had given

the young man new life, new hope. The very day the buoy was
brought back to the Holl the young man had taken the boat for New
London, saying to his father, as he departed,

—

" I love her, father. I shall yet win her back."
" Unless she's married."
'^ Yes, unless—but I don't believe that of her, father."

So he had gone away on some mysterious errand that seemed to the

old man " like flyin' in the face o' Providence."

He had come back armed with science, and resolved to solve the

riddle of the whistling buoy.

As the old captain climbed out of his cat-boat to the deck of the

strange schooner he was met by his son.

" Here we are, father. Everything's ready, and I'm going to work as

soon as the men have had dinner.'-'

" I don't know, Sam, I don't know anything 'bout such things, but

it seems to me the foolishest thing I ev^er heard of."
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^^ I love her, father."

" That's it. That's it. No teHin' what a feller won't do for love.

Guess I'd done it myself for your mother ; but it do look so awful
foolish,—huntin' a wreck what's been buried under the sea nigh on to

eighteen years. 'Sides all that, Sam, it's costin' all you've got in the

w^orld, and the girl's ^gaged to that whippersnapper."
" I don't care. I love her. I'm going to explore that wreck if it

takes the last cent. Besides, I'm not alone in this job. I'm doing it

for Mai, father ; I'm doing it for Mai."
^^ And God bless you for it, my boy ! and if I can help anyway,

haulin' ropes or workin' tackle, I'll do it, 's long as my old bones hold

together."

The two men shook hands on the deck of the schooner as it lazily

rolled on the swells, and the big black buoy alongside gurgled and
whispered to itself in a monotone of satisfaction and content.

" You shall work the pump, father, when I go down. I can trust

you at the work better than any strangers."

The news that Sam Johnson had arrived from New Haven in a

wrecking-schooner and that he intended to explore the wreck of the lost

ship filled the Holl with wonder—and disappointment. It must be a

treasure-ship. He had got hold of some clue as to the identity of the

vessel, and intended to go fishing for lost money-chests, bars of gold, bags

of diamonds, old metals, or other prizes. Why had they not grappled

for these things years ago ? Fortunes had been fished up from sunken

vessels before this, and there were as good fish of that kind in the sea

as ever were caught,—if you knew where to put down your grappling-

irons. Dinners were forgotten, and the entire male population, with a

good sprinkling of girls and women, was afloat in less than an hour,

swarming round the schooner and bothering all on board with questions,

some serious, some sarcastic, some ill-natured. Very few were in any

mood to see a fellow-townsman pick up a fortune that had lain in reach

of all for years.

The captain of the wrecking-schooner would not allow visitors to

come on board. His deck was cumbered wdth steam-boilers and pumps,

heavy tackle, and other machinery, and visitors w^ould only be in the

way and interrupt the work. So the good people had to content them-

selves with rowing round the schooner and commenting on her outfit

and wondering how it was to be used. After dinner the captain of the

wrecker, Sam Johnson, in whose service he and his men were enlisted,

and Captain Breeze Johnson, had a consultation on deck.
" I take it," said the captain, " this wreck's pretty well kivered with

mud by this time."
" Yes, there's some mud on her ; though you can still make out her

general shape from the keel and a few timbers that's there yet."

" All you expect is to see if there's a chist or anything like that

left in the wreck."
" My idea," said Sam, " is to explore all the silt in and about the

WTeck with a long iron rod,—to spear the wreck, so to speak, like a man
fishing for eels through the ice,—and, if the rod strikes anything hard,

to grapple for it."
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" Don't believe it's ever going to pay you. All you'll get up will

be an old anchor."
" That's nothing to do with it. I pay you for the search. It's no

matter what we find. Even an old rusty pot, if it has the ship's name
on it, will be all I want."

.

" All right. I understand. It may take a week or more, but I'll

do the best that man and machinery can do. Might 's well begin to

once. Call the diver."

The sight of a professional diver climbing down a rope ladder into

the sea afforded a certain amount of entertainment to the people in the

boats, but, as there was nothing more to be seen, they gradually rowed

away and left the schooner and its crew alone at their strange search.

By dark the diver had roughly traced out the general direction in

which the wreck lay. He reported that in three places in the soft ooze

there were faint traces of something that might indicate the remains of

the lost ship. The next day the schooner had out four anchors in

different positions, and she had been secured directly over the dead ship,

keel to keel. It was slow work, and it was nearly nightfall before

everything was in readiness for a systematic exploration of the wreck.

Captain Breeze held several consultations with old men who re-

membered the wreck, and with their aid the exact spot where the bows
of the ship might have been when she went to pieces was pretty clearly

fixed. The diver would begin there and walk all over the bottom,

thrusting a sharp iron rod deep into the ooze at every step. It was
thought best to begin there, as it was possible one of the anchors could

be found, or perhaps a part of the iron work of the capstan.

A whole day was spent in this way, and the diver reported—nothing.

The iron bar sank easily into the mud and through the sand below.

It could even be thrust through the rotting timbers without much
trouble ; and, though he had made out by this means the shape of one
end of the keel and parts of two of the old ribs, he had found nothing

more than fast-decaying wood and a fragment of an old china plate.

The next day was steamer-day. The New London boat came over

to Wilson's Holl only twice a week in winter. Captain Breeze in-

variably went to the dock on these days, to see the few travellers who
might arrive, and to get his Weekly Tribune^ on which his mental

stomach had been happily stayed all these years. This time he forgot

his weekly and remained on the schooner.

Love had become impatient. It must do more than sit idle while

others worked. The diver brought up a rusty hinge from an old chest,

part of a door-knob, a piece of broken iron-work, and a mug, black

and discolored, yet plainly a stone-ware mug, with handle intact. If
tlie diver could recover such small things as these, there was hope of
more valuable discoveries. He would himself go down and help ex-

plore the wreck.

The diver's dress fitted him well. He had no difficulty, after a few
trials, in staying under water for half an hour at a time, and soon
became quite expert in thrusting his iron rod—strange weapon to fight

for love !—into the oozy bottom of the sea. Captain Breeze, with native

gumption, learned the trick of working the air-pump that fed air to
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the lover below, and insisted on doing all the work himself. So it was
father and son searched together, one on deck, one in the sea, working
with one heart for the love of a woman.

The New London steamer brought some passengers, young and old,

to Wilson's Holl, and then departed. Old. Captain Breeze, patiently

at work on the air-pump, saw it depart, and wondered if it had left

behind his weekly newspaper. Just as the steamer passed the buoy he
heard a boat approaching from the shore. Thinking it only some of
the crew of the schooner, he paid no heed, and went on with his work
at the air-pump in dogged patience. Presently there were footsteps on
the deck, and some one spoke.

" Father."

He looked up without stopping his work.
" Mai ! Where did you come from ?"

" I have come home, father. Can't you speak to me ? Can't you
give me your hand ?"

" I can speak fast enough, but I can't give my hand to you."
" Oh, father

!"

" I can't stop this machine. There's a feller below dependin' on it."

Behind Mai stood Judge Gearing and his wife, and by the edge

of the deck were two others, one with a child in her arms and closely

veiled.

" I don't wonder you are surprised, captain," said the judge. " We
heard what your son was doing."

" Yes, Sam's at work now. Guess you'll have to excuse him for a
little while."

" He's at work on a noble mission. I suppose he's at home ?"

" Yes, Sam's at home. Take care, Mai. Don't step on that rubber

hose. It's the air-pipe for the feller below."

"Who is it, father?"
" It's Sam. He's under water, 'splorin' that wreck. He hasn't

found much yet,—nothing 'cept a few scraps o' old iron and other such

wreckage."

A solitary wave, stronger than its fellows, passed beneath the vessel

:

it swayed slightly, and the black buoy swung round, and a single sigh-

ing note, plaintive, inarticulate, yet full of meaning to hearts that could

hear, swept over the water.

She turned and looked off over the sea to the cold blue horizon. A
tear sparkled on her cheek, and the judge, drawing nearer, said to

her,

—

" My child, few women have such love bestowed upon them without

hope of reward."
" And I've lost it ! I cannot tell him all the shame and misery I

suffer. He isn't working down there for me. I know what he is looking

for."

" Yes, dear, we all know ; and I'm very glad I could help him."
" You helped him ?"

" Yes ; for your sake."
" Oh ! I—I hope he will find nothing !"

"Whv?"
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" Because—oh, can't you see ? He may trace my mother's name,

or my father's name, and then I shall lose my second father."

He gravely kissed her forehead, and then they turned back to where
the others stood near the side of the schooner, watching where two
streams of bubbles were rising through the green water. The captain

of the wrecker was explaining to Mrs. Gearing and the woman with

the child something about the work below. This other woman was
apparently a stranger, and stood looking on in silence. The man who
had come with them was standing behind Mrs. Gearing, while the old

captain was working hard at the air-pump.

Suddenly, with a scream, Mai Johnson sprang at this man and with

a desperate push threw him in a confused heap upon the deck.
" You coward ! You—oh ! You meant to kill him !"

The creature tried to scramble up, but his glasses fell off, and his

hat flew overboard, for the captain of the wrecker struck him a fearful

blow on the head and stretched him senseless on a pile of ropes. The
woman ran to his side, and Mrs. Gearing wrung her hands in terror.

" Oh ! it is Royal ! My son ! my son ! they have killed you !"

The woman placed the child on the deck, and, throwing aside her veil,

knelt by the fallen man and began to chafe his hands.
" Heavens ! Mademoiselle Rochet ! What does this mean ? Oh !

my sou ! my son !"

" Lend a hand, men, lend a hand ! Haul up the divers. Work
the pump, man ! work, for your son's life !"

It was wonderful how quickly the men gathered from every part of

the vessel. With main strength they began to haul on two ropes that

hung over the ship's side into the water. One rope slackened slightly,

the other was strained taut.

" He's all right. He's coming up," cried one of the men.
" Pull on the other rope. Haul all—haul ! There ! his head's out.

Quick ! up with him. There ! Lay him on the deck. Take off the

helmet. Quick, man, quick ! Lend a hand, captain."

Up from the green water came a giant figure, that sturdily climbed
upon the deck. Behind this marine monster came another, dragged
up, limp and lifeless. They laid him upon the deck, and the men
unfastened the great helmet and took it off.

" Oh ! my love ! my love !"

It was Sam Johnson, back from the sea. His hair was wet, and
his face was white.

" Take off the dress. Careful, men. That's right, miss : hold his

head while we get him out o' the dress."

Judge Gearing looked in silence at the extraordinary scene before

him. The young man seemed to be dead,—drowned while on love's

mission. Away in a corner he saw his wife weeping over her son.

Above the prostrate diver stood the figure of the old captain, his thin

hair fluttering in the wind, his knotted hands clinched in righteous

anger. Never in his seat in courts had he felt so heavily the weight of
judicial duty. He recognized the entire case in all its bearings,—the
strange man and woman who had begged to be permitted to come with
them to the schooner, his step-son attempting murder.

YoL. XXXIX.—63
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" Curse that mis'able wretch ! He stood on the pipe o' purpose.

He's killed my son."
" Father ! father ! he's reviving. Oh, my love ! my love ! I'm here.

I'm at your side. It's Mai. It's Mai, my darling."

The young diver opened his eyes, and, seeing Mai bending over him,
looked at her for an instant and then with a sigh turned his head away.

" Oh, father ! he doesn't know me ! Sam, my darling, look at me.
It is Mai."

"oh, father! he doesn't know me!"

He made a movement as if to push her away, and she struggled to

her feet, tottered for a moment, and was caught by the judge before she

could fall.

" Oh !"

The motion had been misunderstood. The young man thrust his

hand into his coat and drew forth a crumpled newspaper. He seemed

very weak, and let it fall at her very feet.

The old captain picked it up and offered it to Mai, saying,

—

"It is better so. You must read it, Mai. It's broke his heart

a-carryin' it round all these months."
" What is it, father ? What must I read ?"

" That—that 'ere marked place. It's marked plain enough o' him
a-cryin' over it."

" Let me read it, Mai," said the judge, taking the paper from the

captain.
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"No, no. Let me read it myself. I will read it, if it kills me.

He wishes it."

There was a hush, for every one, save the two women who were

tending the fallen creature at the other side of the deck, had gathered

near, and stood looking^ at the scene before them in silence. She read

the paper slowly and carefully, half blinded by tears. Then there

came a sudden tightening of her fingers, a hard cold look in the hand-

some eyes. She needed support no longer, and stood erect.

" What is it, Mai ?" said the judge.
" Come and see."

She spoke in a constrained voice, and walked across the deck to

where the terrified women knelt beside the disgraced and ruined crea-

ture just recovering his wretched senses.

" Husband," cried Mrs. Gearing, " have mercy ! He is my son."
" Mercy, madam ?" said Mai. " Had he any mercy on me ? Look

at that."
" What ? What is it, Mai ?"

" Read it. Ah ! you have recovered, Royal Yardstickie ! You
had that lying paragraph printed. You sent it to—my—to him."

" Oh, mercy ! husband, take her away ! She will kill him. She
tried to do it just now."

" No, madame : it was he that tried to take life. He stood upon
the air-pipe, and I pushed him off."

"Mai," said the judge, gravely, "vengeance is not ours. He
is punished already."

" The courts will settle that business, judge," said one of the men
standing by. " He might have cut the air off for me. I was below
there when I see him reelin^ and the bubbles stop, and I knew some-
thing was wrong. If it hadn't been I'd just got the last hook fixed in

that anker I'd rushed to help him ; but the hook was fast, and the

rope got twisted round my leg, and then I see they was a-haulin' him
up. It's the narrerest escape I ever seen; and I'll have that skunk
in jail 'fore sundown."

" Mai ! Mai !"

There was a wild rush, and a big blond giant burst through the

ring around the prostrate man and snatched her in his arms and covered

her with kisses.

Happiness is contagious. The lovers' joy spread to all save two.

Sailors and officers, visitors and workmen, shook hands in that half-

tearful, half-joyful confusion that comes over all when the heart has
once its way and love is crowned.

On the deck sat a child, laughing and crowing over the end of a rope
that its chubby hands had found.

The judge shook hands with everybody, from captain to cook, and
then went to his wife. The young man had by this time sufficiently

recovered to sit up, and sat on an anchor, sullen and silent.

" Husband," cried Mrs. Gearing, " he is my son. He says he trod

on the pipe by accident."
" I have no condemnation, Maria. He has brought his own punish-

ment upon himself. I hope what he says is true; but it does not
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matter now. It is only a wonder some of these sailors did not kill

him on the spot. He is no son of mine, from this hour."
" Judge, be merciful, if you love me/^
"I am merciful, but I will see justice done, too. Young man,

who is this woman ?"

Royal Yardstickie hesitated a moment.
" Who is this woman ?"

" Oh, Royal, Royal," cried the woman by his side, " speak for me

!

I am here,—Julie,—your wife. See, there is your boy,—innocent of
his father's deeds."

'' You ?" cried Mrs. Gearing. " You his wife ? Oh, Royal !"

^^ Why don't you speak, sir ? Who is this woman ?"

" My wife."

^'See, here is our boy. Royal,—our boy. I brought him from
Paris with me. He was on the ship with you. Let me bring him.
There, there, little one, let the man have the rope. Come to father."

The sailor gently took the rope away from the child, saying, in

apology,-—
" It's the rope to the tackle. The captain's give orders to h'ist the

stuff, whatever it is."

"Hoist what?"
" We dunno, sir. Something the divers hitched on to just 'fore it—'fore it happened."

Slowly, with straining ropes and creaking blocks, the engine on the

forward deck dragged up from the depths of the sea—something.

The curiosity to see what had been found drew all, save young Mr.
Royal Yardstickie and his wife and child, to the edge of the deck.

Slowly, dripping and straining, the ropes rose out of the water. Then
through the green depths came a strange, crooked form, black and rusty,

—a broken anchor.

At last it lay upon the deck, and they all gathered round it to ex-

amine it. Only a broken anchor.
" Get some cloths and wipe it dry. Wipe it very carefully, and

look for marks," said Breeze Johnson.

Already the day was dying. The eastern sky was purple. The
wind had fallen, and the sea was as glass. The schooner, heeled over

by the strain in lifting the anchor, now rested on an even keel. The
west was all a rosy glow, presaging pleasant days to come. The black

buoy stood straight in the water, silent. Lanterns were procured, and
they got down on the deck to search every inch of the rusty relic

of the dead ship. For some time nothing was found ; and then it was
suggested that the anchor be turned over, to see the other side. The
engine puffed again, and the anchor was soon dangling in the air. As
it was gently laid down again. Captain Breeze Johnson's keen old eyes

detected something close to the ragged end where a fluke had been

broken off.

A name?
No. Only a few letters.

A little gentle rubbing away of the rust, and there were visible

letters stamped or cast in the iron.
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" I see a S and a O, yes, and a N and a E. One letter's missin\"

"AT. Is it a T, captainr
" Mebby it is, judge. S, T, O, N, E,—Stone."
*as that allr
The judge's voice had a curious tremulous quaver, as if he were

trying to repress some strong emotion.
" Yes. There was more once, but it's rusted off."

" Do you think it can be—Maidstone ?"

The old man stood up and wiped his eyes with the back of his hand.
Not a word was said for a moment. At last Sam broke the silence.

" Father, where is that name-board ?"

" It's to hum, Sam. I've kept it all these years,—thank God. I
can get it when we go ashore."

" Mai," said the judge, gravely, " how can I tell you ? How can
I ever thank this young man, who shall be my son ? Listen."

A strange trembling was in the old man's voice. He bared his head,

and his white hairs seemed a nimbus in the fading light. By some
curious instinct the men all took off their hats, as if some religious rite

were at hand. There was a brief pause, and then he went on :

" This ship was the Maidstone, of Liverpool. It was my wife's

last home : she sailed in this ship years ago with her child, and the

vessel was lost."

" Stop there, sir," said the old pilot. " Stop there. I was at that

wreck, and I done a—a passenger a great injustice. When we found
that passenger she was wrapped in a woman's night-dress, marked with
a name that we knew from things in the state-room was the captain's

name. Mother always said it would kill—the passenger—if she was to

know her father left her to die in his own ship : she'd die o' shame in

thinkin' of her father."

Somehow by stealth a beautiful girl, made doubly beautiful by love

and happiness, her eyes shining with a new love just born, had crept

closer to the two men. She stretched out her hands towards them both.
" Father,—both fathers,—hark !"

She stood between the two old men, erect, listening, beautiful.

The night had fallen in peace on the sea. No sound of surf or

wave was anywhere. Yet by some mysterious sympathy there was a

sound, soft, musical, vanishing. They all heard it ; nor could any tell

whether it was upon the air or only in their hearts.

" Listen, father. It is—my mother—singing in heaven."

And the buoy was dumb.

THE END.
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HEREDITY,

I
MEET upon the woodland ways

At morn a lady fair :

Adown her slender shoulders strays

Her raven hair

;

And none who looks into her eyes

Can fail to feel and know
That in this conscious clay there lies

Some soul aglow.

But I, who meet her oft about

The woods in morning song,

I see behind her far stretch out

A ghostly throng,

—

A priest, a prince, a lord, a maid,

Faces of grief and sin,

A high-born lady and a jade,

A harlequin,

—

Two lines of ghosts in masquerade,

Who push her where they will,

As if it were the wind that swayed

A daffodil.

She sings, she weeps, she smiles, she sighs,

Looks cruel, sweet, or base

;

The features of her fathers rise

And haunt her face.

As if it were the wind that swayed

Some stately daffodil.

Upon her face they masquerade

And work their will.

Frederick Peterson.
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SOME RECORDS OF PHILIP BOURKE MARSTON,

BEFORE me lie two unanswered letters of the blind English poet,

who has so suddenly and so recently passed away, in his early

manhood, just as he was attaining the full use and control of all his

mental powers. In one of these letters he says, " I have been very

unwell for some time past, and enveloped in the clouds of melancholia

:

which is quite a different thing, you know, from being out of spirits

;

the ultimate word about melancholia was said about it in James Thomp-

son's * City of Dreadful Night,'—the City of Dreadful Night, to my
mind, not representing the world as the author really conceived it to be,

but the world as viewed in the state of melancholia." But this letter,

and the one preceding it, although they were .colored with an unusual

sadness, gave no indication that the poet had any fear of a fatal result,

and were no preparation for the painful tidings that so soon followed.

Of all the younger English poets, none, we think, has wound his

way into the tender sympathies of his readers like Philip Marston. It

is not enough to say that pity, " the twin sister of love," had everything

to do with this ; for from his poems it would never be gathered that he

was blind ; nor, indeed, was he ever willing that in the slightest degree

any abatement in the judgment formed of his poems should be made in

consequence of his terrible afliction. Nor would he have let it be

known, could he have helped it, that he was blind ; he was very averse

to having his calamity alluded to, and in both his prose and poetical

writings, and in all his letters, he constantly speaks like a man who had

clear eyesight. His lofty, uncomplaining, and submissive spirit asked

for no condolence, and almost turned aside from the offer of it. That

his blindness clouded all his inner life, as it did his outer, there can be

no doubt ; but the manly way in which he submitted to his inevitable

misfortune had something in it inspiring to the looker-on. He did not

fold his hands in despairing apathy and let himself lie helplessly in the

arms of his many devoted friends ; but with persistent and proud reso-

lution he took, as it were, strict account of his life-stock, weighed all its

possibilities, and then addressed himself unflinchingly to self-support,

and to the work for which he felt himself best fitted.

Philip Marston was a poet by inheritance. He was a lineal descend-

ant of the old dramatist, John Marston, who was a boon companion of

Shakespeare and Ben Jonson, and was associated with the latter in

some of his literary work. Most readers of the old dramatists will
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remember that fine bit of satire about the old philosophers, in which

we have the constant recurrence of the phrase " still my spaniel sleptJ^

I wasted lamp-oil, baited all my flesh,

Shrunk up my veins, conversed with Zabarell,

Aquinas, Scotus, and the musty saw

Of antick Donate : Still my spaniel slept.

At length he waked and yawned. . . .

For aught I know, he knew as much as I.

Dr. Marston, the father of our poet, is a well-known English dram-

atist, and in one of his recent letters his son expresses great interest in

a drama then in course of preparation. The incidents of young Mar-

ston's life seem to be so generally known that it is hardly needful to

reproduce them here. A sort of special interest gathered about him, as

a child, because Miss Mulock, who was his godmother, addressed to him

the best poem that ever came from her pen, so that as a boy he was

singled out as " Philip, my King.'' The allusion in it to " the large

brown eyes" is very touching, when we remember the " enshadowing"

hand that was afterwards laid over them.

He lost an eye by an accident when he was only four years old,

and gradually the other eye became affected, so that while still in his

boyhood he was almost blind. He was so unwilling to allude to his

calamity that in the many letters I have had from him he never wrote

a line which would make me know that he had absolutely lost his eye-

sight. Most of these letters are written with a marvellously clear

chirography in ink ; and the nearest he comes to an allusion to his

blindness is in speaking of the type-writer, with which he prepared

much of his work for the press. His mother was the angel of his life,

and to her beautiful, sensitive, and poetic boy she dedicated herself

with that tireless devotion which only mothers know. She was his

reader and amanuensis ; and into her unwearied ear he poured all his

aspirations, his longings, and his sorrows. But she was taken from

him before he was twenty years old, and the blow would have been

an irretrievable one, but that his younger sister, who was a second self,

was left him, and she took his mother's place, with the same generous

self-sacrifice, supplying as far as possible the sense denied him.

His first book of verse was published under the title of " Song-

Tide," and he has perhaps written nothing since that has been received

with so much enthusiasm by poets and critics. At this time he had

made the acquaintance of most of the men distinguished in English

literature. Browning, Tennyson, Dickens, Philip Bailey, the author

of " Festus" (who was his godfather), Rossetti, Morris, Swinburne, and
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hosts of others were associated with his daily life. His father's house

in London was at this time a gathering-place for the best spirits of the

day, and by these poet-friends this volume of the young aspirant was

hailed as one of brilliant promise. Dante Rossetti, in particular, was

delighted with it, and addressed him a sonnet which, in one of the

letters before me, he says he sets great store by as being a sort of

guarantee of his powers. Swinburne, too, at this time exercised a

powerful influence over him, and he knew one of his volumes by

heart ; but this influence very much waned as his years went on. Not

until after " Song-Tide" was published, and not until the light of his

life was a second time quenched by the death of the lovely young girl

to whom he was betrothed, did his natural sight utterly fail him. For

up to this period he could indistinctly see the splendor of a brilliant

sunset and enjoy the glory of a sunny day. But the grief incident

upon so great a loss is supposed to have cost him the little sight he had

left, so that henceforth to the end he walked his life-path in the " ever-

during dark." But then he had in possession

That inward eye which is the bliss of solitude,

which revealed to him a world of beauty, of fancy, and of spiritual

imaginings which are denied to common eyes.

Marston was a long time in recovering from this staggering blow,

but his sister's constant companionship nerved and strengthened him

;

for she was in so many respects the twin sister of his soul—his very

alter ego—that their sympathy in taste and occupation was perfect.

She read for him, wrote for him, shared, as it were, her senses with

him, till all her life seeemed merged in his. No page of literature

presents us with a more beautiful type of self-abnegation than Cicely

Marston. They travelled together, wandered through Italy, visited

Rome, Florence, Venice, and all the wonders of the Holy Land of

Art,—he with scarcely less appreciation and enjoyment than the com-

panion through whose power of mental photography love was able to

stamp all bright impressions upon his receptive soul.

But, alas for what his friend Swinburne calls, in his pagan way,

" the malice of circumstance" ! only a few brief years elapsed before

this sympathetic sister was snatched away by death, and for the third

time the blind poet was left inconsolable. Yet not even here did his

earthly bereavements cease. His only other sister, who was married to

the English poet O'Shaughnessy, died, and was in a short time followed

to the grave by her husband, who had been a bosom friend of her brother.

So that of the brilliant household all were swept away save Philip

Marston himself, and the father who still survives him.
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There can be no greater proof of the noble courage of this brave

soul than the fact that underneath these accumulations of earthly ills

he did not wholly sink. For a period, indeed, the outward gloom clouded

the inward vision ; but the gift of Poesy had been to him a divine

compensation, and he learned to find again comfort in the exercise of it.

His second volume, " All in All," was dedicated to his mother's memory,

and, though it did not meet with quite as eager praise as " Song-Tide,''

it was not because its literary quality was inferior, but because of the

minor key to which its music was set. The tears had dropped too

freely into the waters of his Helicon while he stooped to dip them up.

It was, however, a book which the poets took to their hearts ; and that

is sufficient proof of the qualities which it possessed.

Gradually Marston returned to the world, came out of the shadow

of his unexampled afflictions, and walked abroad in the sunlight again

—a chastened sunlight, verily, but still one that buoyed him for en-

durance. Whittier's strong verse may well be applied to this resolute

soul:

Well, to suffer is divine :

Pass the watchword down the line,

Pass the countersign, " Endure /"

Not to him who rashly dares,

But to him who nobly bears.

Is the victor's garland sure.

He wrote largely for the English magazines, both in poetry and

prose, and became a frequent contributor to the American press. The

April number of lAppincott published one of his latest sonnets,—one

singularly touched with prophetic significance. His " Wind-Voices,"

brought out in 1884, was his last volume, and contains the ripest

fruits of his genius. Its poems are marked by that rare subtilty and

delicacy of expression which were always more or less characteristic of

everything Marston wrote. Especially beautiful are the "New Garden

Secrets." The dialogues and dreams of violet, rose, and other flowers

have a bewitching aroma which reminds one of the lyrics of Herrick,

The London Saturday Review ^ in speaking of this volume, says it

" contains poems about the wind which have never been surpassed."

The appreciation which Marston met with from American readers

was a matter of very positive pleasure to him ; he alludes to this again

and again in his letters, and says, in one of the last I had from him,

—

"Thanks for telling me, my dear friend, all the kind things your

charming Southern women found to say about my poems. It is very

heart-warming to know that one's literary work has penetrated so far,

and it is a great testimony to the really broad and genuine interest taken
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by you in America in general literature. I think it is a much broader

interest than is shown here, where most of us, unfortunately, are broken

up into little cliques, with a few central figures, round whom the wor-

shippers revolve and think it sacrilege to own any other allegiance. I

myself greatly deplore this state of things, and cannot see why in my
father's house there should not be many mansions."

Again he writes, " I wish I could come and see you in your

American home. Well, don't you know it is a pet dream of mine to

come to your country some day ? and I hope I shall be able to carry it

out." In another letter, speaking of American friends to whom he was

writing, he says, " I must stop here to go and make a call upon my dear

old friends the Hardys. I wonder if you have read Lady Hardy's

' Down South,' and Miss Hardy's book about America ? Iza is one

of my very oldest friends ; she has purchased some land in Florida ; so

that she is even more of an American than I am, though I do possess

an American flag, which, for the matter of that, she does too. So I fear

I must concede to her supremacy."

Mr. Marston's letters abound in generous expressions of apprecia-

tion of and of pride in the genius of his fellow-laborers in the field of

literature. His delight in Dante Rossetti was very great. To cull a

few instances from his letters : he says in one, " I had a very pleasant

visit yesterday to Swinburne and his friend Theodore Watts (they live

togetlier), who, I suppose, in time will come to be regarded as a pair

like Lamb and Hazlitt. He is the man, you know, whom Rossetti

called 'the prince of friends;' and certainly Swinburne has proved

his friendship pretty well. Swinburne hadn't anything particular

of his own to read, but he read some to me from the old dramatists.

What a strange thing it is that each age has its own secret in liter-

ature, which no other age can learn ! Where is the man now who can

write an Elizabethan play? The greatness and the gloom of them

belong to a past time, and can never be reproduced any more than can

the old ballads. And who now could write like Herrick, Suckling,

or Carew ? I wonder sometimes what will be considered the prime

characteristic of Victorian poetry when the next century shall judge us,

as we have judged those who have gone before us ! Swinburne was in

great force. I suppose there is hardly a person of any distinction in

literature or art who is not known to Watts. He speaks very enthusi-

astically of Tennyson as a man. ... I see that Boston is affording a

very warm reception to my friend Gosse, one of the most successful

men I know.
" Last evening I went to the house of one of our most noted society

people. William Morris was there, among multitudes of others. He
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testified to having written seven hundred and fifty lines at one sitting,

only stopping for meals. He began at half-past nine one day and ended

at half-past three the next. I asked him if he was not much exhausted,

but he said he was not. He is a man of immense force. Like myself,

he is a diligent reader of the novels of the day. . . . This afternoon I

had a letter from Philip Bailey, in which he says, * Paul H. Hayne is

a man of the right class, cultured, liberal, and I congratulate you on

your acquaintance with him.' ''

Marston's friendship with Rossetti was very close. He wrote me
just after the latter's death that he and his father were making a call

upon the poet painter, when he was seized with the attack that resulted

in his death. He says in a letter, not long after,

—

" I want you to see Sharp's book about Rossetti : his death leaves in

the lives of those who knew him a void which can never be filled up.

Great as a poet and painter, he was equally great as a man. The in-

tense fascination of his personality has not in any way been thoroughly

shown by Sharp's and Caine's books ; and, indeed, it would be almost

impossible to make one sensible of it. No man, I should think, ever

had such a beautiful voice. It had in it such a wonderful, rich, inner

music : it was a voice which thrilled you. But I have no ability to

give you any real impression of him at all. Yes, his sister's poems

are most lovely ; they have a simple, clear, lyric sweetness which is

matched by no one, unless it be by Mrs. Louise Chandler Moulton,

who is a dear friend of mine. I spent last night with Swinburne, who

is preparing a new volume for the press. It will not be a large one,

though ; only a hundred short poems, dedicated to Christina Rossetti.

I am expecting to find much pleasure in the reading of Mr. Hayne's

Collected Poems ; though as yet I have not been able to do more than

look in them. What a strong, true, sweet spirit is his ! . . . Yes,

indeed, it does give me pleasure to think that people in America like

my poems. When the mood comes upon you, write to me from your

far-away home, and I shall be delighted to send you any literary gossip

that I may know of.

" Ah, to think that I should have missed you when in London

!

How can that be forgiven ? Yes, five thousand people may pay me
visits, but these don't atone for the one I missed !"

Mr. Marston never omitted an opportunity to, speak kindly of

American writers ; occasionally he has a sharp criticism, but not often.

He was exceedingly fond of Paul H. Hayne, and the latter has often

sent me brilliant extracts from letters just received from Marston,

—

letters sometimes of thirty-six and forty-five pages, all written with

his own hand ! He had a great fancy for visiting Mr. Hayne, and
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repeatedly said in his letters, " Coming to America means, for me,

going to ^ Copse HilP ^^ (Mr. Hayne's home). He had the highest

opinion of Mr. Hayne's poetic powers, and the bond of sympathy was

kept up for many years by the closest correspondence ; scarcely a letter

did he ever write without mentioning our Southern poet. In a letter

of Mrs. Hayne's, which lies before me, she says, " Perhaps you may

remember that the last message my husband sent was to Philip Mar-

ston. * Tell Marston,' he said, ' to meet me,'—pointing with his finger

to heaven.

" * Shall I tell him to believe in the Lord Jesus Christ, who is the

Resurrection and the Life V
" ^ Yes, oh, yes !' he answered."

In renly Marston wrote, " I can say nothing, my dear Mrs. Hayne,

except that my heart is with you in the dreadful night which has come

upon you ; I dare hardly think how black that night must be ! Yet

for you there shines through it the star of hope,—the future meeting,

—

which, alas ! has not shone for me in similar hours of despair. But

we know that to him faith was knowledge, so that for you there is,

after all, some light.''

In one of his letters, written a year and a half ago, he speaks of

having what his friends called a fainting-fit, but said he was disposed

to think it a sunstroke. In his next letter he mentioned that while

asleep he left his bed, and, coming out of his chamber, turned towards

the stairway instead of the library, fell down-stairs, and was picked up

insensible. He added, " I don't know that I ever told you that I am
a somnambulist, and have been since childhood."

He did not seem at first to be seriously injured by this fall, but,

from the way he afterwards complained of pain and stiffness in the

spine, it is evident that he had received the injury which probably cul-

minated at last in his death.

We close these brief records of Marston with a reference to the

poem of Mrs. Mulock-Craik which is so associated with his name,

noting the vatic strain which indeed proved a prophecy, and joining

her in the plaudite with which it ends

:

One day

Thou too must tread, as we trod, a way-

Thorny and cruel, and cold and gray

:

Rebels within thee, and foes without.

Will snatch at thy crown. But march on glorious.

Martyr, yet monarch, till angels shout.

As thou sitt'st at the feet of God victorious,

" Philip the king !"

Margaret J. Preston.
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THE PHILADELPHIA WISTAR PARTIES.

AS the Wistar Parties, for which Philadelphia was long famous,

have been reorganized within a few months, it may be interesting

to turn back to the time of their inception, and even further back into

the past century, when Dr. Caspar Wistar held, at his own house, those

informal gatherings to which the Wistar Parties of to-day owe their

name. How large a place they filled in the social life of the period

may be gathered from the fact that most Philadelphians of distinction,

if not actual members, were frequent guests, while all strangers of note

were introduced into this circle of choice spirits,—choice in the full

sense of the word, because chosen for particular gifts or attainments,

the original Wistar Club being composed of members of the American

Philosophical Society, a close organization that has ever striven to

keep its eye single to the interests of science, literature, art, history,

and the promotion of all useful knowledge. Although Silas Deane,

the Marquis de Chastellux, and John Adams grow quite enthusiastic

when describing the luxurious living prevalent among " the nobles

of Pennsylvania," the latter admits, with what in a New-Englander

may be considered rare generosity, that there was something to be found

here better than our high living, as he thus speaks of the " high think-

ing" of some of those old Philadelphians, in one of his charming letters

to his wife which are only less charming than her own :

" Particular gentlemen here, who have improved upon their educa-

tion by travel, shine ; but in general old Massachusetts outshines her

younger sisters. Still, in several particulars they have more wit than

we. They have societies, the Philosophical Society particularly, which

excites a scientific emulation and propagates their fame. If ever I get

through this scene of politics and war, etc., etc., a Philosophical Society

shall be established at Boston, if I have wit and address enough to

accomplish it, some time or other."

That John Adams does not mention Dr. Wistar's hospitable house,

and the company met there, is attributable to the fact that the seat of

government, and with it John Adams as its head, removed from Phil-

adelphia to Washington about the time that these receptions began.

To account for their origin by saying that Dr. Wistar, on his return

from Europe, attempted in his native city something modelled aft)er the

Italian conversazione or the French soirie seems unnecessary. The

following explanation, given by Mr. Tyson, is much more reasonable

:

"Very soon aft^r his marriage [with Miss Mifflin, in 1798], if not
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before, several of his friends were in the constant habit of meeting at his

house on Sunday evenings. At that time he was a Professor in the

University of Pennsylvania, and a gentleman much admired and re-

spected for many estimable qualities. He would necessarily have nu-

merous visitors, and, being supposed or known to be more at leisure

on Sundays than on other nights of the week, it came to be more usu-

ally selected by his guests. As his widow described these visits, they

were rather voluntary than invited.''

As the years rolled on, they, however, became a regular institu-

tion, the same friends meeting, week after week, in Dr. Wistar's house,

at the southwest corner of Fourth and Prune Streets. We are also

informed, Mrs. Caspar Wistar being the authority, that in 1811 the

night of meeting was changed from Sunday to Saturday. It is pre-

sumable that Mrs. Wistar herself had something to do with this change

in the evening, as those were days when well-regulated housekeepers

were not inclined to favor Sunday entertainments. Certain it is that

she smiled upon the Saturday Wistarians by providing for them a more

generous fare, adding ice-creams and raisins and almonds (shades of

our ancestors ! was dyspepsia a later discovery ?) to the Sunday regale

of cakes and wine. Even then the name of Sybarite could not be ap-

plied to those early convives : the terrapin and oyster decadence was

of much later date. A table was seldom spread. The number of guests

varied from ten to fifty, but usually included between fifteen and twenty-

five persons. The invitations were commenced in October or November,

and continued to March or April. During this period Dr. Wistar

welcomed to his home, each week, his old friends and colleagues, and

any strangers whom they chose to bring with them.

In 1804 Dr. Wistar issued an invitation to his friends to meet

Baron von Humboldt, the great naturalist, and his young friend the

botanist Bonpland, who stopped in Philadelphia on their return from a

scientific expedition through Mexico and the West Indies. Here also

was introduced the latest sensation, in the form of Captain Riley, long

a prisoner among the Arabs ; also the learned and eccentric Dr. Mitchill,

first Surgeon-General of New York, later satirized b;' Halleck and

Drake in " The Croakers :"

"We hail thee !—mammoth of the State,

Steam frigate on the waves of physic,

Equal in practice or debate

To cure the nation or the phthisic I

Dr. Hosack, of the same city, who was present at the fatal duel

between Hamilton and Burr, was another early guest ; while under the
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formal organization of 1818, and in a time nearer our own, England's

most brilliant novelist recalls an evening spent at what he is pleased to

call a " Whister party."

It is not strange that Philadelphians were glad to take the guests

of the city to these parties, where was gathered together, both in the

last century and in this, the best that our New World civilization could

produce, whether of talent and learning or of courtly grace and good

breeding, and here down all the varied years has flashed that genial

flow of wit without which no social gathering is complete. Here, in

early days, came the learned and witty Abb6 Correa de Serra, Portu-

guese minister to the United States, and Dr. John W. Francis, of New
York, whose wit and social qualities were said to resemble those of

the much-loved Lamb; and later came Robert Walsh and Joseph

Hopkinson, both distinguished for their brilliant colloquial abilities,

while Nicholas Biddle would save for the learned brotherhood his freshest

hon mot, and Dr. Nathaniel Chapman would bring hither his most

irresistible witticism.

If the older physicians, whose portraits were recently collected at

the centenary of the College of Physicians, could step down from

their frames, after the fashion of a scene in a well-known drama, we

should have before us, in propria persona^ a number of Dr. Wistar's

guests of the medical fraternity. Prominent among these was Dr.

Benjamin Kush, physician, philanthropist, and statesman, combining

indeed so many gifts that, like some plants of various characteristics, it

is almost impossible to classify him. Perhaps in a larger sense than

it can be said of most men, even of the good doctor, he belonged to

humanity.

Another frequent guest was Dr. Adam Kuhn, who studied in Edin-

burgh, and brought home treasures of learning as his contribution to

this " feast of reason." Here were also the Shippens, father and son,

—

both Williams, both practising at the same time, and both so eminent

that they have frequently been confused by the historian. An honor-

able line of Shippens, in diflPerent callings, but notably in law and

medicine, has come from that Edward Shippen of whom Boston was

not worthy, and who, after being lashed and driven through the town

at the cart's tail, because, forsooth, good Puritans couldn't abide good

Quakers, came to Philadelphia in 1693, to be its first mayor and the

founder of a distinguished family. Here also shone the kindly face of

Dr. Samuel Powel Griffitts, who seems to have brought with him,

wherever he went, an atmosphere of "peace and good will to men."

And here, these gatherings being formed of men of various callings

and professions, came such lawyers as William Rawle, who was ready
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to discuss theology as well as law,—perhaps a little readier to talk

of the one than of the other. One day he is writing his notes on

the Constitution of the United States, while again such subjects as

Original Sin and the Evidences of Christianity engage his versatile

pen.

Among these legal gentlemen who were frequent guests of Dr.

Wistar were William Tilghman of Maryland, later Chief Justice of

Pennsylvania, who in an interesting biographical sketch has embalmed

the memory of his host ; George Clymer, statesman and patriot, whose

name is appended to the Declaration ; and Peter Du Ponceau, who, al-

though a Frenchman, had an ardent admiration for American institu-

tions and the primitive simplicity that characterized the old Quaker

regime in Philadelphia. These and many more, among them John

Heckewelder, the Moravian missionary, a member of the Philosophical

Society, an intimate of Wistar, and a correspondent of Du Ponceau, who
later translated his interesting work on Indian manners and customs into

the French. Here also was John Vaughan, the Unitarian philanthropist,

of whom Dr. William H. Furness has said that " he represented this

city as faithfully as its own name ^ Brotherly Love.' " Did they meet

and talk together, these two at the extreme poles of doctrine, the devout

Moravian and the Arian whose life was consecrated to the service of

his brother man ? If they did, and they in their discourse fell upon

such subjects as engage the characters in " Paradise Lost" and the

" Divina Commedia,'' we may be sure that in their large mutual love

for mankind they found abundant sympathy,

Nor melted in the acid waters of a creed

The Christian pearl of charity.

A goodly company, among whose members there is no one more
worthy to be remembered than the host, generally known as Dr. Caspar

Wistar, Jr., being descended from another Caspar Wistar, who came to

this country in 1717. We are informed by a German scholar and a

genealogist that all the Wisters, whether ter or tar^ come from one

common stock in Germany, where the name is written Wiister, and
that Caspar, who came to Philadelphia in 1717, son of Hans Caspar

and Anna Katerina Wiister or Wister, in having a deed of conveyance

prepared was put down Wistar by the clerk. This mistake he did not

take the trouble to correct, and from this first Caspar has come a line

of tars
J
of which Dr. Caspar Wistar, Jr., was the most distinguished.

A second son of old Hans Caspar Wister, of Hilsbach, Germany,
coming over later, had his papers made out properly, according to the

Vol. XXXIX.—64
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German orthography of the name, and thus established the Philadelphia

line of ^ers. We venture to give this rather lengthy explanation in

view of the fact that the spelling of Wister has been a fertile subject

of discussion in the Quaker City for some years, and because it is a

most reasonable one, as will be admitted by all who have studied the

records of past generations. In old letters and papers of the last century

it is not unusual to find a surname variously spelled in the same letter,

or even on the same page. This is notably the case in the voluminous

"Penn and Logan Correspondence,'^ where Jenings and Jennings,

Ashton and Assheton, Blathwaite and Blathwayt, used interchangeably,

hopelessly confuse the reader.

A student of the schools of Edinburgh, Professor in the College

of Philadelphia, and later in the University, Dr. Wistar has the honor

of being the author of the first American treatise on anatomy. Eminent

as a physician, teacher, and man of science, this large-brained and busy

man found life incomplete without a cultivation of its social side.

It is to be regretted that Mr. Vaughan, Mr. Du Ponceau, or the

learned Dr. Benjamin Rush, who at times used a pen with a humorous

nib, or some of the other habitues of these unique gatherings, have

not left us some pleasant and gossiping reminiscences of the Wistar

Club, that would make us as familiar with these old figures as con-

temporaneous writers have made us with the frequenters of the Kit-

Cat Club, where the wits of Queen Anne's time gathered, or that later

circle at the Turk's Head, dominated by the great burly figure of the

dictionary-maker. Garrick, Reynolds, and all the rest are grouped

about him ; and Boswell is ever at hand, taking notes. Did humble

Boswell realize that he was painting pictures for the future, as well as,

even better than, the elegant Sir Joshua, who sat near him ? Goldsmith

was at it too, giving us life as it was, not some fanciful picture of it

;

and to them we owe it that these men live before us now. This is the

nearest approach that we can find to such a picture, and this, from the

pen of the late Chief-Justice Tilghman, gives us only one figure, when

we would like to be presented to the whole company.

After dwelling upon the modest dignity and bland courtesy of Dr.

Wistar's bearing as President of the Philosophical Society, and the

ardor with which he excited its members to diligence in collecting,

before it was too late, the perishing materials of American history,

Mr. Tilghman says, " The meetings of this committee he [Dr. Wistar]

regularly attended. It was their custom, after the business of the

evening was concluded, to enter upon an unconstrained conversation on

literary subjects. Then, without intending it, our lamented friend would

insensibly take the lead ; and so interesting were his anecdotes, and so
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just his remarks, that, drawing close to the dying embers, we often

forgot the lapse of time, until warned by the unwelcome clock that we

had entered on another day/^

Here is another, from a writer signing himself " Antiquary,'' which

has a touch of life in it, and shows the good doctor's ready tact in

setting a gauche stranger at his ease. Mr. John Vaughan introduced

into the learned circle what the narrator is pleased to call " a living,

live Yankee, a specimen of humanity more rare," he says, " forty or

fifty years ago than now." It would appear that this compatriot was

received into the company with emotions similar to those awakened,

later, by the advent of the " American Cousin" in England. " He
was," says the writer, " a man remarkable for his mechanical turn of

mind, but entirely unused to society. No workshop could turn out a

more uncouth individual. I was standing near the door when John

Vaughan brought him in. Between the blaze of light, the hum of

conversation, and the number of well-dressed men, he was completely

overcome, and sank into the first chair he could reach. Mr. Vaughan

could not coax him out of it, and I expected every minute the door

opened that he would make a bolt for the street. Presently Dr. Wistar,

who had the happy knack of suiting his conversation to all ages and

classes, was introduced to the shy Yankee. Soon the ice was broken,

and I saw the shy mechanic conversing freely with scientific men,

explaining to them his views upon mechanism, etc."

When, in 1818, the good old doctor went out to join " the innumer-

able company," the little circle here, which he had drawn together,

resolved to commemorate the pleasant meetings at his house, and to

keep fresh his memory, by forming an organization called the Wistar

Parties. This is, in brief, the raison dJUre of the association, as given

by a subsequent member, Mr. Job R. Tyson, in his interesting paper

entitled "Sketch of the Wistar Party," read before that honorable

society September 26, 1845. He says, "I have ascertained that the

following gentlemen, in the autumn of the year 1818, formed them-

selves into an association and agreed to give three parties every year,

during the season : William Tilghman, Kobert M. Patterson, Peter S.

Du Ponceau, John Vaughan, Reuben Haines, Robert Walsh, Jr., Zac-

cheus Collins, and Thomas C. James." There were only eight to begin

with ; in 1821 the number had increased to sixteen, and in 1828 to

twenty-four.

Mr. Tyson tells us that two essential laws of the existence of the

organization were,
^^
first, that no one is eligible to membership who

is not a member of the American Philosophical Society ; and second,

that unanimity is necessary to a choice." Numerous regulations were
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added, " which," he says, " with some modifications, have since been

observed."

The number of Philadelphians who could be invited to one party

was twenty, and these it appears were picked citizens, selected rather for

their attainments and attributes than for their " long descent." With
regard to the number of strangers invited, no limit was set.

The members were pledged to attend themselves, and procure the

attendance of strangers, punctually at the hour of eight o'clock ; and
" the sumptuary code enjoined, as consentaneous with the scheme and

objects in view, that the entertainments should be marked by unexpen-

sive, if not frugal, simplicity." No tea, coffee, cakes, or wine were

to be served before supper. It was recommended that the collation

consist of one course, and so prepared as to dispense with the use of

knives at table. No ice-creams were allowed. This in 1828.

In 1835 Mr. Job R. Tyson bought Dr. Caspar Wistar's old house,

at Fourth and Prune Streets, when once more it opened its doors to the

learned and jovial brotherhood.

In 1840 the number of citizens who could be invited was raised

to forty, while in the years succeeding their organization many guests

from over the sea, and from the different States of the Union, had been

welcomed to the Wistar Parties. One of the latter writes,

—

" During my stay in Philadelphia I was present at several of these

Wistar meetings, and always returned from them with increased con-

viction of their beneficial tendency.

" These meetings are held by rotation at the houses of the different

members. The conversation is generally literary or scientific, and, as the

party is usually very large, it can be varied at pleasure. Philosophers

eat like other men, and the precaution of an excellent supper is by no

means found to be superfluous. It acts, too, as a gentle emollient on

the acrimony of debate. No man can say a harsh thing with his mouth

full of turkey, and disputants forget their differences in unity of enjoy-

ment."

Better known abroad in the early part of the century than any

other American city, all travellers of consequence came to Philadelphia.

Among these we find such men as General Moreau, counted after

Bonaparte the greatest general in the French Republic ; the younger

Murat, who married Miss Fraser, of Philadelphia; the Marquis de

Grouchy, whose name will be forever associated with the defeat of

Waterloo ; the poet Moore, whose singing drew tears from the eyes of

Mrs. Joseph Hopkinson ; the Prince de Canino, son-in-law of Joseph

Bonaparte, ex-king of Spain, who, himself residing at Bordentown until

1830, was doubtless a guest of the Wistar Association, although, after
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the fashion of princes, it was his pleasure to entertain rather than to

be entertained. These and many more, including President Madison,

and the witty and able Virginia gentleman William Short, who, as

secretary of legation under Thomas Jefferson, charg^-d'affaires to the

French Republic, and minister to Spain and the Netherlands, had seen

much of foreign official and social life. An acquaintance of Talleyrand,

himself a diplomatist, life abroad offered Mr. Short many attractions,

which a friend and contemporary assures us were more than balanced

by the terrors of the sea, which menaced him in the form of sea-sickness.

This gentleman, a surviving member of the Wistar Association of 1837,

recalls no social intercourse in Old-World cities more delightful than

that of this informal club. Of the conversational powers of William

Short, and of Robert Walsh, editor of the National Gazette, he speaks

with enthusiasm.

While on a visit to Philadelphia in 1825, the Duke of Saxe-Weimar

makes the following entry in his journal :
" At Mr. Walsh's I found a

numerous assembly, mostly of scientific and literary gentlemen. This

assembly is called ^Wistar Party.' . . . The conversation generally

relates to literary and scientific topics. I unexpectedly met Mr. E.

Livingston in this assembly. I was also introduced to the mayor of

the city, Mr. Watson, as well as to most of the gentlemen present,

whose interesting conversation afforded me much entertainment."

This German nobleman, who was well "wined and dined'' in old

Philadelphia, seems to have possessed a happy faculty of replying aptly

to the pretty compliments paid him and his country by Judge Peters,

Mr. Ingersoll, and other social magnates of the period. To the toast

" Weimar, the native country of letters," he replied, with ready wit,

"Pennsylvania, the asylum of unfortunate Germans." Can we not

hear the laughter and applause that greeted that toast ? They were not

allowed to subside, either, as the venerable Judge Peters followed the

toast with a song which he had composed the previous evening, and

which he sang with great vivacity and spirit. Are there any such

gatherings now, and do our octogenarians sing songs of their own
composing with vivacity?

The Duke of Saxe-Weimar describes another Wistar Party, this

at the house of Colonel Biddle, at which John Quincy Adams, then

President of the United States, was a guest. Of him he says, " The
President is about sixty years old, of rather short stature, with a

bald head, and of a very plain and worthy appearance. He speaks

little, but what he does speak is to the purpose. I must confess that

I seldom in my life felt so true and sincere a reverence as at the

moment when this honorable gentleman, whom eleven millions of
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people have thought worthy to elect as their chief magistrate, shook

hands with me/'

In the same year Chief-Justice Tilghman records a Wistar Party

held at his house, at which were present such citizens as Roberts Vaux,
Mathew Carey, the Irish protectionist, his son Henry C. Carey, political

economist and writer, Joseph Hopkinson, the elder Peale, who had

studied at the Royal Academy in London and came home to paint

portraits of Washington and his generals. Dr. Frederick Beasley, and

many more, with a sprinkling of foreigners,—Mr. Pedersen, minister

from Denmark to the United States, the Prince de Canino, who was an

enthusiastic ornithologist. Colonel Beckwith, who had left a leg upon the

field of Waterloo, and several French chevaliers. The whole company,

numbering about one hundred, was regaled with chicken salad, oysters,

ices, wine, punch, and the like, at an expense of twenty-four dollars

and eighty-nine cents. This moderate sum, the accurate transcriber

tells us, included the whiskey for the punch, the spermaceti candles,

oil for the lamps, and extra fire in one room.

Written invitations to the Wistar Parties seem to have been used up

to 1835, when Mr. Vaughan first speaks of a printed invitation. This

bore the quaint queued head of Dr. Wistar, and is in all respects similar

to that issued by the Wistar Association redivivus of 1886.

In 1838 and 1839 printed lists appeared, naming the hosts of the

season, and giving the dates of the several entertainments. To these

were appended sumptuary regulations, which were of course born to

die. Just when the terrapin, game, croquette, and like dainties replaced

the original decanters, flanked with ices, cakes, and one substantial

course, Mr. Tyson does not record. When the terrapin came, however,

it came to stay, until the hot discussions incident to the disturbances of

the late civil war routed it and the guests alike.

Thackeray carried away from Philadelphia such pleasant recollections

of the Wistar Parties, and the mirth and good cheer there enjoyed, that

he thus refers to them in a letter written to Mr. William B. Reed from

Washington in 1853. He has just heard of the death of his friend

Mr. William Peter, British Consul to Philadelphia. " Saturday I was

to have dined with him, and Mrs. Peter wrote saying he was ill with

influenza : he was in bed with his last illness, and there were to be no

more ^Vhister parties for him. Will Whister himself, hospitable pig-

tailed shade, welcome him to Hades ? And will they sit down—no,

stand up—to a ghostly supper, devouring the i(fdi[xovq <poxaq of oysters

and all sorts of birds ?'' Something else than the mighty oysters im-

pressed the genial novelist, and that was the face and figure of John

Irwin, a well-known head-waiter, who so resembled the terrapin over
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which he presided that Thackeray has, in a few rapid pencil-strokes,

put him down on paper as a fine specimen of a diamond-back. Those

who still remember Irwin's great paunch and shining face will recog-

nize his portrait in Mr. Thackeray's " Orphan of Pimlico.'' Thus,

this latter-day Bogle, although there arose in his time no poet, like

Nicholas Biddle, to embalm his virtues in humorous verse, has, like

the " colorless colored man,'' been immortalized by the hand of genius.

The pleasing side of Philadelphia social life must have left its im-

press upon the receptive mind of Thackeray, as he writes from Switzer-

land in July of the same year, " Since my return from the West, it was

flying from London to Paris, and vice versa, dinners right and left,

parties every night. If I had been in Philadelphia I could scarcely

have been more feasted. Oh, you unhappy Peed ! I see you (after

that little supper with McMichael) on Sunday at your own table, when

we had that good Sherry-Madeira, turning aside from the wine-cup with

your pale face ! That cup has gone down this well so often (meaning

my own private cavity) that I wonder the cup isn't broken, and the

well as well as it is. ... I always remember you and yours, and

honest Mac, and Wharton, and Lewis, and kind fellows who have been

kind to me and I hope will be kind to me again." The " Mac" is

evidently Mr. Morton McMichael, to whose whiskey punch Mr. Thack-

eray alludes with tenderness in another letter, and who is described by

all who knew him as the most genial of men, a very " king of good

fellows." So great were his social talents that, like Shenstone's French-

woman who could ^^ draw wit out of a stone," he possessed the power

to redeem from stagnation the dullest of dinners by his happy faculty

of giving his best and leading others to do the same.

The " Lewis" alluded to by Mr. Thackeray is Mr. William D.

Lewis, more recently dead ; another delightful dinner-talker. Possessed

of rare bonhommiej and furnished with a fund of anecdotes of travel,

—

for he had lived some years in Russia,—he brought mirth and cheer

into the circles to which he was welcomed, and was even known, on

occasions, to sing some familiar household verses, as " Home, Sweet

Home," in the Russian language, to the great amusement, if not to the

edification, of his hearers.

In 1842, Mr. Tyson records, only two of the original members of

1818 survived. Dr. R. M. Patterson and Robert Walsh. The kindly

face of Mr. Vaughan (Johnny Vaughan, as his intimates called him),

first Dean of the AVistar Association, had only lately disappeared from

the circle. Although death had sadly thinned the ranks of original

membership, a number of honored names filled the blanks : among

these, Horace Binney, William Meredith, John Sergeant, Joshua Francis
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Fisher, Judge Kane, Langdon Cheves, from South Carolina, Thomas
Isaac Wharton, Dr. Isaac Hays, physician and writer. Dr. Franklin

Bache and his friend Dr. George B. Wood, closely associated in medical

literature, Dr. Charles D. Meigs, and Moncure Robinson, Esq., who,

among the many who have come and gone, still recalls delightful even-

ings spent at the Wistar Parties. Dr. Isaac Lea was in 1843 Dean of

the association, which office he held until the stirring events of '60 and

^61 scattered its members, not again to unite until 1886, within a few

months of his death, when he was succeeded in this office by his son,

Mr. Henry C. Lea.

Writing during this hiatus of many years. Dr. George B. Wood
says,

—

" I have always regarded the Wistar Club not merely as an orna-

mental feature of Philadelphia society, but as a very useful institution
;

bringing as it did persons together of various pursuits, who would not

otherwise perhaps have met, thus removing prejudices and conciliating

friendly feeling ; and, by a regulation regarding strangers which gave

each member the right to introduce one or more to the meetings, facili-

tating their intercourse with citizens, and contributing to the reputation

of our city for hospitality." It may be that these words hold something

of a prophecy for the future, as well as a resumi of the past ; and now

that the old-time invitation, bearing the " hospitable pig-tailed" head

of the founder, has once more begun to circulate, an important influence

may be exercised by it, in drawing together the best and ablest of the

various professions and callings of this city, and in affiDrding, as of

old, a pleasant and informal means of entertaining stranger guests.

Such a club as this forecasts a meeting-ground where British and Con-

tinental scientists and literati, professional men and men of affairs, may
clasp hands with American workers on the same lines ; where the large

philanthropy of England may meet an even larger New-World philan-

thropy ; where, under some hospitable roof, questions in social and polit-

ical science, or the latest discovery in chemistry or physics, may be dis-

cussed over croquettes and oysters, and with a dash of hock or sherry

(no sparkling wines are allowed) the seas that wash widely-separated

shores shall be bridged in an instant, and, meeting on some congenial

ground of knowledge, of thought, or of interest. Old and New. World

denizens shall feel the delightful thrill of a common brotherhood.

Anne H. Wharton,
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THE EXCHANGED CRUSADER.

WHILE looking over my last year's diary, the other evening, my
eye chanced to fall upon the following entry, under the date of

May 14 :
" The fact that I have the misfortune to inhabit my ancestral

halls is certainly no reason why I should be pestered half to death by

the unruly spirits of my forefathers. Not only is it unkind, but also

unjust, for a spectral Crusader to come gliding into my bedchamber at

all sorts of unseemly hours in the night-time. I need rest, my nerves

are easily unstrung, and I cannot but feel that the first duty of a man
is towards himself. Mem.—Get rid of the Crusader."

This brief extract from my private book truthfully represents, I

believe, my feelings, at the time of writing, with regard to all shadowy

sojourners from another world. Just now, however, I look back with

sorrow, with longing, even with self-accusation and bitter reproaches, to

the time when Sir William Ashcourt stalked grimly through the long,

lonesome halls of my castle in Wiltonshire during the dead waste and

middle of the night.

As for myself, there is little to say. I am a quiet, studious young

nobleman, leaving the management of my estate to agents and confi-

dential servants. For the past six years I have devoted my time to the

collection, examination, and classification of material which I desired

to incorporate in the extensive " History of Rents and Wages," four

vols. 8vo, published by me only two months ago. The subject is per-

fectly matter-of-fact, as I am myself. There need be no hesitation in

confessing it. Of course it goes without saying that I have never paid

any rents or earned any wages, and it might be suspected by the laity

that I was scarcely qualified to undertake so extensive a discussion in

what Carlyle has inappropriately termed the " dismal science."

But I digress. It is a failing of mine, arising, no doubt, from a

habit of arduous and long-continued digression. I was about to give

some attention to a certain shadowy Crusader who once clanked mys-

teriously up and down the halls and deserted rooms of my rambling

half-house, half-castle, and who made regular visits to my sleeping-

apartment at the hour of half-past two in the morning,—except on

Fridays, when he came at a quarter before three.

Now, I feel sure that no one will object if I treat the subject of

Sir William Ashcourt, my ancestor, the Crusader, in an unconventional

and straightforward manner. I know it is customary for writers upon

the supernatural to approach so peculiar and serious an affair as a
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ghost with some degree of respectful solemnity. I cannot do this.

Critics must remember that I was born and grew to manhood in the

same house with this uneasy spirit; they must remember that the

earliest recollections of my childhood are connected with clanking

armor, midnight visitations, and doleful sobs and lamentations from

empty apartments. At first it is possible that these weird occurrences

may have annoyed me ; in fact, I believe they did annoy me. But it

soon became an old story, and I lost all interest in the restless Sir

William. Rarely could I prevail upon him to enter into any conver-

sation whatever, and when he did venture a w^ord or two upon the

weather or the price of consols it was with so cold and lugubrious an

intonation that I derived but little comfort from his presence. It often

struck me, after some particularly frozen commonplace of my deceased

ancestor, that he would make a splendid appearance responding to toasts

at a public dinner. Once I even tried to prevail upon him to attend,

as my guest, a banquet given by the " Society for the Protection of

Door-Bells and Plate-Glass Windows," of which I am a member. In

declining this honor the manner and attitude of Sir William were so

repellent, so painfully embarrassed, that I have always looked back to

the rejection of my offer with the most poignant regret.

The unsociable nature, unseemly hours, and old-fashioned dress of

the Crusader were, of course, a trial to me. I should have passed them

by, however, had it not been for certain serious developments. The ex-

istence of Sir William as an attache of the manor-house had been noised

abroad, and a charming young woman of the neighborhood once flatly

refused my proffered heart and hand because she was unwilling to live

under the same roof with a spectral Crusader who fairly assassinated

sleep with his uncanny groaning. Naturally enough, this episode caused

me some chagrin.

The proverbial last straw was reserved for that breathless interval

between the completion and the publication of my " History of Kents

and Wages." I found that I was in need of funds with which to fur-

ther the bringing out of my work, and, since my property was con-

siderably tied up, I decided to sell a part of the manor-house to some

quiet single gentleman or a middle-aged married couple without children.

The house was larger than I had need of, and I had no doubt that

some satisfactory arrangement could be made. But in entering upon

negotiations I discovered that no one would consent to take up his

abode anywhere near a restless, armored spirit. When I learned the

state of things from my financial agent the accumulated indignation

of years crystallized in a settled determination to be rid of my ancestor

once for all.
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I was but a shoi't time in formulating a plan to accomplish my
purpose. Not far away lived a friend of mine. He was a compara-

tive stranger in the neighborhood, having moved in but recently. He
was, like myself, a literary man, and he made a specialty of weird tales,

something in the style, he said, of those Americans, Hawthorne and

Poe. I called on this Bohemian novelist. He was glad to see me,

and met me at the door with a delighted exclamation.

" Ah, Ashcourt,^^ (I am named after my ancestor, William Ash-

court,) " you are just the man of all others that I wanted to see.'^

" Indeed !^' I replied :
" then our tastes are the same. I will come

in ; for I have some peculiar business to transact with you."

" Is that so ? Step into the library, then, and we will sit and

smoke while you ui^urden your mind." With these words my host

ushered me into a cosey little back-parlor, where he kept his desk and

books. He then produced a box of Maduros, and we puffed away for

a few moments in silence. This silence I was the first to break.

" May I inquire, Frank Murchison," said I, " whether you will

continue to write these fantastic and grotesque absurdities which at

present you are affecting ?"

" You may," he answered.

" Well, are you so intending ?"

" I am so intending."

" Then," said I, " I have a proposition to make. Is your wife

out of hearing ?"

" Yes, I think so."

" Are the children out at play ?"

" I can prove that by the logical rule of exclusions. They are al-

ways either eating, sleeping, or playing. As this chances to be neither

eating-time nor sleeping-time, why, of course they are out at play.

You have no children, Will. If they ever come to your home you will

find that they have their pleasing little peculiarities."

" Is the door locked ?" I inquired.

" It is now." He locked it as he spoke, and returned to his seat.

" But why this air of impenetrable mystery ?"

I drew my chair up close to his, and, placing one hand on his knee,

commenced the relation of my plan for getting rid of the Crusader

:

" The reason I am so secretive about this matter, Frank, is because

I want you alone to partake of my confidence. What I am about to

say is between us two. Let it go no further. You know something

about my disembodied ancestor, Sir William Ashcourt, late aide-de-

camp of Coeur-de-Lion and minister-plenipotentiary and envoy-extraor-

dinary to Saladin, Prince of the Saracens, do you not ?"
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He nodded, and I continued :

" After mature deliberation, I have unwillingly come to the conclu-

sion that I have no use for Sir William Ashcourt. He annoys me
dreadfully with his groans and glidings and icy hands. I have no use

for him at all in my line of studies. The only ghost in political econ-

omy that has to be exorcised with bead and ball is the ghost of the

French Kevolution. Sir William is considerably too archaic to be of

any assistance to me. In short, he bores me horribly, with his clanking

armor and crude mode of life."

I paused a moment, and said, musingly,

—

" Still, the Crusader was a remarkable man,—a very remarkable

man indeed." And I pretended to fall into a revery over the numer-

ous admirable qualities of my long-since departed ^cestor.

" When were you intending to come to the point ?" asked Frank,

in his matter-of-fact way. I dropped my voice to an impressive

whisper.

" I have thought," said I,
—" I have thought that he might be of

considerable use to you. He is right in your line ; and, if you had the

opportunity to study him up, you could employ him as a central figure

in countless tales and sketches. What do you say to taking him off

my hands ?"

He pondered a moment, and then answered, slowly,

—

" I scarcely know what to say to so unusual a proposal. Are you

not afraid he might frighten the children ?"

" My dear fellow ! w^hat if he does, at first ? They will soon be-

come accustomed to him, and will learn to love him. I assure you, a

family ghost is both broadening and elevating. Candidly speaking, I

believe that I owe my success as a thinker and theorizer in political

economy entirely to constant association with Sir William. His airy

form, his power of vanishing into nothing when scrutinized too closely,

his impenetrable cloak of unreality, his solemn speechlessness on lead-

ing questions, his atmosphere of omniscience,—all have inspired me,

all have influenced and moulded the character of my mind."

Frank still demurred a little, and I played another trump-card :

" Then only think, for a moment, what an air of respectability and

solidity is conferred upon a family that can boast of a 'household

haunt.' I shall agree, of course, never to make public our little trans-

action, and your acquaintances will imagine that the Crusader is one

of your own ancestors. In all kindness, Frank, your family is not so

ancient as mine, and you cannot afford to let slip so generous an offer

as I am now making. Imagine, if you please, a nervous old lady sleep-

ing quietly in your spare bedroom. Enter the Crusader. He places
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one cold hand upon her brow and with the other points upward. She

wakes. She screams. The Crusader makes the sign of the cross and

vanishes, leaving the visitor, you desire to impress, in an agony of terror.

Hearing her outcry, you send up a carefully-trained maid, who assures

tlie old lady—through the keyhole— that ' it is only Sir Conrad Mur-

chison, our ancestor. Knight Templar, you know. Died fighting the

Turks around Jerusalem. Don't be frightened. He won't hurt you.'

I tell you, Frank, Sir William may be worth money in your pocket,

merely as a social distinction. He will at once give you rank with the

titled aristocracy. You cannot afford to let this chance pass by un-

heeded. Such an offer may never be repeated."

At this Frank Murchison visibly wavered. I watched his mobile

cx)untenance with ill-concealed delight at what I had discovered there.

" Ashcourt," said he, " I would take the Crusader off your hands,

if I thought he would stay with me. Perhaps he might object."

" No trouble about that," I exclaimed. " I shall see to it that you

get him and that he stays with you."

" It is a bargain," said Frank. " What is the consideration ?"

" Very moderate. Give me that two-volume folio edition of Hill's

^ Encyclopsedia of Social Statics and Comparative Philology.' You
do not need such a book."

" Done !" he cried. I took one volume of the encyclopsedia under

each arm, and rose to go. Frank kindly put on my hat for me.

" My dear Murchison," I remarked, in parting, " I congratulate

you on the treasure you have secured. The Crusader is docile, affec-

tionate, harmless. He is all that a self-respecting ghost should be.

You will find the technique of his groan admirable; and as for his

felicitous rendition of the armor-clank and spectral glide, I cannot

speak for emotion : whenever I think of the faultless aplomb with

which Sir William executes those difficult passages, my eyes grow wet

with tears. Yes, he has had years of practice, and by this time ought

to have acquired a delicate interpretation of the ghost-character. He
is far superior to an eighteenth-century ^ haunt.' I will send him

around this evening shortly after midnight. Await his coming in this

room. Good-afternoon." And I bowed myself out.

As for persuading the Crusader to go, I had attended to that at

least seven years before. I had the spirit of my great-great-great- etc.

grandfather completely in my power. He did not know this ; never-

theless it was true, and on that very night I meant to break the news

to him as gently as possible.

At precisely twelve o'clock, midnight, the Crusader clanked gloomily

into the donjon-keep of the castle end of my manor-house. It was his
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custom to clank in at that hour. I was there before him, had built a

cheerful fire, and was sitting comfortably back in an easy-chair when
the spectre entered. Another chair, with plush seat and patent rockers,

was placed opposite my own for the convenience of the ghostly visitor.

When Sir William glided and clanked into the warm firelight, I

noticed that he was surprised to see me, but, on the whole, pleased

with my preparations for his reception. He sank noiselessly into the

arm-chair provided for him, and, pushing up his visor, fixed his eyes

on mine. I could see right through his shadowy armor, but was not

specially disconcerted by the fact. As he sat there, motionless and

silent, I half pitied him, and regretted that I was compelled to take

such a course with him. I poked the fire with the tongs and watched

the red sparks fly up the chimney. It was a great, black cavern of a

chimney, and sparks had no trouble in losing themselves in its immen-

sity. Finally, without looking directly at my vis-a-vis^ I said, melo-

dramatically,

—

" Sir William, I have discovered the secret of your life.^'

From the corners of my eyes I observed the mail-clad figure, and

thought that it started perceptibly at this remark. I then placed one

foot upon a large black stone in the floor of the cell, and, gazing full

into the burning eyes of the Crusader, whispered, distinctly,

—

" Under this stone lies the treasure which you concealed."

He gave a cry of rage, and asked, in what a novelist would prob-

ably call " blood-curdling tones,"

—

^' Base mortal, how know'st thou that ?"

" It does not matter," said I, in reply to the impertinent question

of Sir William. " That I know, is enough. Now listen to what I am
about to say. I am unable. Sir William Ashcourt, to appreciate your

presence in this house. I have borne with you long. I find you to be

a character in whom I can repose no confidence, from whom I can

derive no benefit. I have made up my mind that you must go. I am
heartily sorry to sever you from your accustomed haunts. Had you

been more retiring in disposition, this might never have happened. As
it is, I have disposed of you to my friend Frank Murchison, who lives

in the fourteenth house due south of this. It is on the same side of

the road, and you cannot miss it. I have promised Mr. Murchison

that you will appear in his library between now and one o'clock. I

hope you will go peaceably, and not force me to resort to extreme

measures."

During my speech. Sir William had been showing signs of the

greatest agitation. He broke out in a terrified, discordant voice, one

that quavered and trembled,

—
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^^ What then, minion, if I refuse to go ?^'

'^ I will tell you," said I, with stern decisiveness. " If you refuse

to go, I shall dig up this treasure and place it in circulation." Sir

William, interrupting at this point, gave an agonized groan. I con-

tinued, " You know what is written in Froissart about you. I have

learned that you were a murderous villain when upon earth, in your

mortal body. This treasure was extorted by the most cold-blooded rob-

bery of the poor. You would long since have been writhing on hot

coals in Hades, had you not been permitted, according to a well-estab-

lished custom, to remain as a ^ haunt' of the spot where your ill-gotten

gains are concealed. I chanced to find this treasure, and have you in

my power. Now, I swear to you, unless you accede to my demands

I shall dig up this gold and these jewels and sjpend them ! Then your

disembodied spirit will go down to its heated apartments below. That

is the rule, as you are aware, in the case of every treasure-guarding

ghost. As soon as the treasure is gone the ghost is called in as quickly

as a ^ call loan' when the creditor fears that the debtor is unable to

pay. But if you do accede to what I demand, I swear that I will

never disturb this treasure. Were it not for our long acquaintance and

my filial interest in you, I should exhume the chest and leave you to

your doom. But I am not so heartless, and now give you a free choice

between pleasant quarters with Frank Murchison or a bed of coals with

the Old Nick. Which will you take ? I am immovable in this matter."

I never saw a human being in greater mental distress than this

ghostly Crusader. He sobbed, groaned, raved and tore up and down
the cell, now clanking, now gliding, in the transport of his misery.

He begged me on his bended knees to spare him. He pleaded his love

for the old castle, his relationship to me, our old acquaintance, and a

host of other things ; but I paid no attention. Looking at my watch,

I said,

—

" You have four minutes more. I shall see Frank to-morrow. If

he reports that you failed to put in an appearance on time, up comes

the treasure and down goes the Crusader."

With that my ancestor vanished.

The next day, at about half-past four in the afternoon, I sauntered

over to see Frank. Gathered in the front yard I found a large con-

course of gigs and saddle-horses, and upon going into the house I dis-

covered that it was thronged w^ith doctors of all the " opathies," besides

two disciples of faith-cure, a clairvoyant, and an old woman who had

a strong belief in the efficacy of herbs. Mrs. Murchison was in strong

convulsions, each of the five children was having a fit, and Frank was

rushing to and fro like an escaped Bedlamite.
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" What^s all this ?" said I, dragging my friend aside. " Wasn't

the Crusader what I represented him to be V^

" Docile, affectionate, harmless !" he gasped. " Was he what you

represented him to be ? Great heavens, man ! he came into the house

at dead of night, entered our sleeping-rooms, awoke my wife and chil-

dren with his ear-splitting, mediaeval battle-cries, frightened them so

that they will probably not recover, came down-stairs and cursed me in

the most horrible language I ever conceived of, and then—and then

—

What do you think he did ? Come into the library, here. I'll show

you."

He shoved me into the darkened room. There, lying upon a

divan, revealed by a single, dusty ray of half-excluded sunlight, lay

the shadowy form of the Crusader. To my horror, the head seemed

missing. Frank pointed in silence to his desk. There, perched placidly

on an open copy of the Bible, was the missing member. The visor of

the helmet was lifted, and I saw that the features were in a state of

peaceful repose. The eyes were closed, and a quiet smile seemed playing

over the silent lips. Between the body and the head, on the floor, lay

a keen yataghan, or Persian sword, belonging to my host.

" Great heavens !'' I echoed after Frank, " the Crusader has indeed

committed suicide."

" Yes," said Frank, angrily, " he has indeed committed suicide. It

is a singular thing for a ghost to do, but he has done it. We cannot

revive him by any means known to the medical profession."

I waved my hand several times through the ethereal form upon the

sofa. I could not destroy its shape, however, and when I desisted it

was as if I had not disturbed it.

" I am glad of one thing," said I. " From the expression of the

Crusader's face, and the position of the head upon the open Bible, I

venture to hope that the old warrior has made his peace with heaven.

That is certainly a consolation to us in our bereavement."

" Now, then, William Ashcourt," growled Frank, " I suppose, since

the doubly deceased ancestor has eluded me, when you promised that

he should do just the opposite, I suppose you will return the Hill's

Encyclopsedia."

There was something in the tone of my friend that jarred un-

pleasantly upon my sensibilities, and my resentment was immediately

aroused.

" I shall do no such thing," said I, simply. " It is not my fault

if the Crusader died on your hands. He was advanced in years, almost

in his dotage, to tell the truth. You should have taken better care of

him. You and some unknown turbaned Moslem are responsible for
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the two deaths of this noble knight. I am indignant when I think of

your criminal carelessness in leaving so dangerous a weapon where an

excited ghost of suicidal disposition could get hold of it. His blood

is on the head of the nameless Turk, but his subsequent decapitation

must be laid at the door of Frank Murchison."

Frank said nothing. He beckoned one of the doctors, who was

choking and pommelling a brother doctor of a different school in an

adjoining room. The pugilistic man of pills desisted from his exer-

tions and entered the library, leaving another doctor to take his place

in the slight altercation in the cause of science. With the assistance

of this medical adviser, Frank lifted the divan, carried it to the door,

and let the wind of heaven strike the deceased spectre. It immediately

vanished, like a wreath of morning mist before the sun. Frank then

returned, took the head on the Bible, carried it to the same door, and

watched it dissolve into thin air. He returned again and addressed

himself once more to me

:

"Now, Mr. Ashcourt, will you kindly follow your confounded

ancestor ?'^

I bestowed one withering look upon the ingrate novelist and silently

walked out.

I have since been sorry about the whole affair. I miss the clanking

and gliding of Sir William, I have lost a friend, and the encyclopaedia

contains little meat and much trash. The most remarkable feature of

all, however, about the suicide of Sir William^s ghost is yet to be re-

lated.

Besides the Crusader, there had been for some time in my house the

spirit of my paternal great-grandmother's youngest sister. She was a

lady of much beauty of face and character, intelligent and attractive,

and I had learned to enjoy her society and conversation more than

would be thought possible. This lady swept into my study the night

after my quarrel with Mr. Murchison, and I noted with surprise that

she was in a state of great agitation. In a few moments she collected

herself sufficiently to tell me that she had seen the ghost of the Cru-

sader. " There he is now V^ she cried, and pointed tremblingly to the

door. I looked, but saw nothing.

This was a revelation to me. It appears that ghosts have other

ghosts to haunt them. Wonderful ! Of course the ghost of Sir Wil-

liam's ghost was invisible to me, but to the ghost of my paternal great-

grandmother's youngest sister it was not only visible but an object

of terror. This was my first and only experience with the super-

supernatural ; but the " London Society for Psychical Research," at my
suggestion, is giving the matter careful attention. This learned body

Vol. XXXIX.—65
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visited my manor-house, and managed, in some occult way, to entrap

the ghost of Sir William's ghost. They now have this " spirit of the

second degree,'' as they call it, safely caged in a glass jar of peculiar

shape and construction. This jar is declared by experts to be impene-

trable to ghosts of all degrees below the fifth
;
just as a common glass

jar is impenetrable to water and other liquids. A very learned member

of the learned society has discovered what he calls a " psycho-chemical

reagent for resolving ghosts of the second and third degrees to ghosts

of the first degree." Although I do not pretend to understand this

mysterious fluid, I presume that in its effects it is similar to Horner's

method of reducing cubic equations. I understand that there is a

great anxiety on the part of the learned society to try this reagent on

the ghost of the Crusader's ghost which they have in the jar. The

trouble is that the stopper cannot be removed from the jar without

danger of the ghost's escaping. I await developments with interest.

William Ashcourt.

A COIN OF LESBOS.

I
THINK how long she held it with a smile

(Her jealous lyre complaining on her breast),

Dust thick on everything, and she, the while.

Forgetting it and Phaon and the rest.

With those great eyes, that had not longed as yet

To lose their tears in kindred brine, ah me !

Fixed on its precious glimmer, " It will get

What will it get ?" she murmured. " Let me see.

" Some jewel that will more become my head

Than withering leaves of laurel ? Nay, not so.

At least, I think, some lovelier robe," she said,

" Than any woman weareth that I know !"

So, years ere that deep Glass wherein she gazed

With her last look had flashed it to the sun,

So mused, I fancy, the most over-praised

Of women who have ever sung on earth—save one !

Sarah M. B. Piatt.
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PRIZE ESSAY No. 3.

SOCIAL LIFE AT CORNELL.

THE life of all students at Cornell is practically the same during

their first term. Hence an account of my own entry into college

will sum up the experiences of nine-tenths of the eight hundred students

iu the university.

My first acquaintance with Cornell was made one hot September

day in 1884. As I started from my hotel, I was informed by my
Sophomore guide that in going the one and a half miles to the uni-

versity we should have a little hill to climb. I found this little hill

an almost perpendicular rise of about five hundred feet. But every

step was rewarded by a revelation of some fresh beauty in the scenery,

and the summit was reached without fatigue.

After spending the afternoon in looking over the university mu-

seums, laboratories, and shops, I returned to my hotel, convinced that

there was no better place in America for a man to get an education,—

a

conviction that has clung to me ever since.

On the following day a friend and I started in search of a room.

With the exception of Sage College—a dormitory exclusively for lady

students—and a few dozen rooms in the college buildings, no rooms are

rented by the university. Most of the students lodge in private houses

located in the eastern half of the town. We found prices for rooms

ranging from one dollar and a half to five dollars, according to location,

size, furniture, etc. Table board could be obtained for from two dollars

and a half to six dollars. Our selection was soon made, and, thus set-

tled, we were ready for work. Next day was registration-day. About

noon I climbed the hill, and was duly enrolled as a member of Cornell

University. I was enabled to register without examination, as I held

a New York State Regent's pass-cards in all studies required for ad-

mission to my course.

On the morrow work began. I had to get to a recitation at eight

A.M. But I awoke just as the university chimes began to ring at 7.45,

and so lost my breakfast. Posted about the campus were notices call-

ing a meeting of the Freshman class at one p.m. The first meeting of

a class is always well attended ; and at the appointed time a large

number of Freshmen found themselves at the door of one of the

lecture-rooms. This door was blockaded. Two or three dozen Sopho-

mores had gotten into the room ahead of the Freshmen, and were
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guarding the benches, which had been piled against the door. For a

few moments the Freshmen were puzzled. Another room was tried,

but this too had been occupied. Then some Juniors appeared, and by
their advice the Freshmen determined to force the door of the room in

which the meeting had been called. Back went the Freshmen, by
this time rather excited. A panel of the door was kicked in, and the

door forced open. The few Sophomores were hustled down-stairs, shut

out, and the first meeting was held by the triumphant Freshmen.

After this meeting was over I went down town, accompanied by six

or eight fellow-Freshmen. Near the post-office we came upon a half-

dozen Sophomores, one of whom was carrying a cane. The cane was
seized by some of our number, and immediately each student began

calling the year of his class. These cries of " '88 !" and " '87 T' soon

brought forty or fifty students to the spot, and a general mUee ensued.

Our fun, however, was of short duration. Two policemen, also at-

tracted by the class-calls, appeared, and, seizing two of the smallest of

the combatants, dragged them towards the lock-up. The cane, a light

one, had already been broken, and was now left unnoticed as the crowd

followed the policemen. At the station-house the two offenders were

fined three dollars each, and were then set at liberty, with the warning

that another offence would be much more severely punished.

Later in the evening a crowd of Freshmen and Sophomores gath-

ered in the park, where they would be free from police interference, for

the purpose of " rushing'' to a finish. The cane, a thick, stout stick,

is placed between the two classes, and an equal number from each class

face each other with their hands upon it. When all is ready, an upper-

class man gives the word, and the struggle begins. Each class seeks^

by pulling, pushing, and crowding, to get full possession of the cane.

Coats, vests, shirts, are torn off; hats are tramped on ; noses bleed ; and

every man's excitement is at its highest pitch.

After a long fight the Sophomores succeeded in placing the cane in

the hands of a Senior, and the rush was ended. We Freshmen went

home crestfallen, while the Sophomores, forming a column, the Seniors

carrying the cane at the head, marched through the streets, making

the town ring from time to time with the Cornell and class " yells."

These " scrub" rushes continue until a final struggle is arranged by

representatives selected from the two classes. Formerly this consisted

of a rush similar to the one just described, except that all members of

the class were expected to be present. Now, however, owing to the ex-

aggerated reports sent to the papers, the faculty have stopped final rush-

ing, and a game (this year a game of foot-ball) is substituted. This is

contested bv a few men selected from each class, and is followed by a
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demonstration of the successful class. The importance of this final

contest arises from the fact that if the Freshmen are defeated they are

forbidden, by an unwritten law of the student body, to carry canes

until after Thanksgiving.

Every year rushing grows less and less frequent, and it is probably

only a matter of time when it will wholly cease. Rough as these

contests were, no one was ever seriously injured. They were fair and

square contests between fairly-matched forces of volunteers, and were

surely much more honorable than hazing, the attack of a body of men
upon a single individual,—a feature of college life which I am glad to

say is absolutely unknown at Cornell.

The final contest over, there is a cessation of class-hostilities until

about the middle of the winter (January to March) term. Then come

the class-banquets. Early in this term under-class-men meetings are

held, at which officers and committees of arrangement are selected.

The names of the officers and the dates of the banquets are kept secret

as long as possible, but they usually leak out very soon. Then there is

plotting and counterplotting on the part of members of each class to

prevent the success of the other's banquet.

The escapades that have occurred in these attempts are many. In

one case the officers of the Freshman class were kidnapped, transported

to a city near by, and detained until after the time appointed for the

banquet. In another, the Sophomores succeeded by skilful manage-

ment in securing and eating a supper prepared for the Freshmen. In

none of these struggles does class-spirit affect personal relations. Warm
personal friendship may coexist with bitter class-enmity.

One other class-event occurs during the Freshman year. This is

the " Cremation." Early in the spring term preparations for this event

are begun. Priests, poets, pall-bearers, ghosts, and various other ap-

pendages to a first-class funeral are elected ; a boat is chartered ; a small

coffin is secured ; a keg or more of beer is often added ; and some

evening about dusk the class sets out for a place down the lake.

Arrived at the appointed spot, a procession is formed, and, with

great solemnity and many touching remarks by the appointed speakers,

the coffin, with its contents, is consigned to the flames. And what

are its contents ? Usually an O. W. J. algebra, always some text-book

which by popular belief is exceedingly difficult to master. After these

mournful ceremonies the jolly crowd betakes itself to the boat, and,

calling perhaps to give the "Aurora Female Academy'^ a serenade,

returns to Ithaca. The Sophomore " Excursion'' occurs at about the

same time, and is similar to the " Cremation," except that there is no

cremation.
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The only class-event of the Junior year is the Junior promenade,

—

a decidedly dress affair, occurring about the middle of the winter term,

and attended not only by students and professors, but by towns-people

and others. The Senior year of course brings to an end the college

course with the usual graduating exercises.

In each class there is a society organized for social purposes, which

is handed down from class to class. The outgoing members of each

society elect a certain part of the members for the ensuing year from

the next lower class. The members so elected choose the remaining

members for the year from their own class. Banquets are held by these

societies from time to time during the year, which serve to unite mem-
bers of the same class into a closer friendship with one another.

These societies, however, have comparatively few members, and

their influence upon the social life of the college is very slight. The
student organization which undoubtedly exerts most influence upon

Cornell life is the " Cornell University Christian Association,"—^the

C. U. C. A. With a membership of over three hundred, it claims to

be the largest college Christian association in the world ; and its zeal

may be seen from the fact that nine thousand dollars have recently been

subscribed by its members towards the erection of a club building. At
present the society occupies a room in one of the college buildings.

Though its aim is, of course, chiefly religious, it has great influence

upon the social life of the university. At the gatherings which it

occasionally holds, as well as at the regular religious services, acquaint-

ances are formed between members of all classes more easily and more

rapidly than they could be formed in any other way. The organiza-

tion is strictly non-sectarian. Most of the prominent churches are,

however, represented by smaller sectarian organizations, each exerting

within its sphere an influence similar to that of the C. U. C. A.

Socially the " chapters'' of the various Greek-letter fraternities

are, next to the C. U. C. A., most important in Cornell life. Of the

general organization of these societies it is sufficient to say that each

" chapter" here is more or less closely connected with similar " chapters"

existing in other colleges, and that all are under a parent society or

governing body. To a certain extent, therefore, these societies serve

to unite the student body throughout the country.

At Cornell each " chapter" either owns or rents a house in some

part of the town, or, in two cases, on the campus, and at this a few of

its members usually live, while all meet here for .social purposes. In

a majority of these club-houses the expense of living is from two

hundred dollars to five hundred dollars more than the expense outside.

Hence none but rather wealthy students can belong to these fraternities.
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The chief advantage they offer the student is a close friendship with

a number of liberal, obliging fellows who will as far as possible open

to him any society to which they have access. Of course this carries

with it disadvantages ; for you are bound to your fellow-society men as

closely as they are bound to you, and this loss of personal freedom de-

tracts, in part at least, from the advantage gained. About one-fourth

of the students at Cornell belong to one or another of the fourteen

Greek-letter fraternities represented here. The social life, however,

differs in no respect from the social life of non-society men, except in

their frequent meetings at the society house.

Aside from the Greek-letter fraternities already referred to, there is

also a society with a Greek-letter name which has for its object the

control of class politics. Its membership comprises about one-eighth

of the men in each of the three higher classes. The names of its

members are, as far as possible, kept secret until the latter part of the

Senior year, and at any class-election this society selects its man and

supports him in a body. Three things aid them in securing his elec-

tion : (1) their nominee is not usually known, and will receive some

votes from the students at large
; (2) he has the advantage of a solid

vote from a large portion of the class
; (3) the outside vote will be

scattered among many competitors. Quite frequently, therefore, its

candidate will be successful.

The other student organizations are—1. The various technical and

literary " associations of Cornell University," composed of students and

professors especially interested in some branch of study, who hold

r^ular open meetings at which the subjects in which they are interested

are discussed, either by their own members or by specialists from the

outside world. 2. The mock Congress, modelled after the United States

Congress, which meets regularly every week and aims to give its

members training in Parliamentary practice and in debate upon living

political questions. 3. Societies and clubs devoted to the cultivation

of the fine arts. 4. A host of other less important societies, like the

Gun Club, the Hare and Hounds Club, the Chess Club, etc.

One other organization ought to be noted. This is the " Students'

Guild," designed to include all students. Money is raised by popular

subscription and intrusted to the hands of a committee to be expended

in the relief of students who through sickness are unable to meet their

expenses. This organization has, of course, no effect upon social life,

but it shows better than anything else could the willingness of one

student to help another in all possible ways.

The entertainment and society arising from the social organizations

among students form but a part of the social life of the student. Per-
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haps the larger part comes from the towns-people. There are three

ways by which the student may get an entrance into Ithaca society ; 1,

through the people with whom he rooms ; 2, through student friends

acquainted in the town ; 3 (and chiefly), through social church gatherings.

Besides the female society of the town, there are, of course, the one

hundred young ladies at Sage, with whom the student becomes acquainted

at the various receptions and social entertainments that occur on the

hill. These ladies, the " co-eds.,'^ are allowed to entertain friends in

the Sage parlors until ten p.m., and may obtain the special permission

of the matron to attend any entertainment in the town. They thus

take a prominent place in college society, though undoubtedly some-

what neglected for their town sisters, who are able to entertain better

(and longer) the young gentlemen calling upon them.

Receptions are occasionally given by the faculty, military balls take

place under the management of the officers of the Cornell Battalion,

select parties are formed for a ride or a dance, excursions are made down
the lake, etc., so that hardly a week passes without bringing an oppor-

tunity to squander an afternoon or an evening in the pleasure of general

society.

Nor is society all the attraction that tempts the student to leave his

books. During the spring and fall term there are games of lacrosse,

tennis, foot-ball, and base-ball, which, either as participants or as spec-

tators, all lovers of out-of-door sport may enjoy. There are athletic

contests between men of our own college, and intercollegiate games,

which may for a little time occupy the chief place in college thought

and conversation. In general, however, athletics receive very little

attention except from those directly engaged in them.

Then, too, there are the various public entertainments of the town.

They are always sure to be well patronized by the students ; and,

though some unpopular lecturer may be greeted with a shower of beans

or some unlucky star see roll away from her the bouquet for which she

stoops, yet any really artistic performance is sure of an appreciative

audience. One billiard-hall, one beer- and one liquor-saloon (both

furnishing such substantial refreshments as Limburger cheese, pretzels,

etc., in addition to their liquid exhilarants), and two or three well-kept

restaurants, receive a certain amount of student patronage.

It will be seen, therefore, that no Cornell student is likely to want

for amusement. I fancy, indeed, that the reader thinks that he is in

danger of having too much rather than too little. There are, however,

certain bounds which determine how much and partly what kind of

pleasure he shall enjoy.

Of course lack of wealth, personal unpopularity, peculiarity of
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taste, are among the accidental causes which may keep the student from

any or all of the pleasures named above. But much more important

than any of these things in determining his social life are the duties

incidental upon a course here. It is a theory of the faculty at Cornell

that men go to college chiefly to get an education. Hence any act that

may appear to them to interfere with that purpose is subject to prompt

punishment, varying in degree from a sharp reprimand to immediate

expulsion.

Directly, they make very few rules with regard to the acts of

students. In the eight- or ten-page pamphlet labelled " Rules for the

Guidance of Students^' you will find three short paragraphs devoted to

" offences.'^ One of these refers to the use of fire-arms on the campus,

another to the responsibility of a voluntary witness to an offence com-

mitted by another, and the third reads as follows :
'^ Students found

guilty of intoxication, gambling, or other gross immorality, or of

hazing in any form, will be removed from the university.'^ Aside

from this, perfect personal liberty is enjoyed by the student in the

selection of his pleasures. Expulsions are exceedingly rare ; for another

and much more powerful check is imposed by the faculty, which usually

causes a man guilty of any of these offences to leave the university

before he has been detected in them. I refer to the examinations.

At the end of each term the professor or instructor prepares an ex-

amination which shall test the work done by the student during the

term. Failure to pass a specified number of these permits the student

to seek other fields of usefulness. Something of the severity of these

examinations may be known from the fact that during the present year

fifty-five men have been ^' dropped' ' from this cause alone. These

failures occur chiefly among the Freshmen and Sophomores. Some of

them are no doubt due to insuflicient preparation or to natural inability,

but a vast majority of them have been caused by a waste of time and

opportunity. These examinations serve not only to remove from the

university men addicted to vice, but also act as a reforming influence

in leading men to drop practices which will otherwise " drop" them.

Of the offences named above, hazing is, as before noted, absolutely

unknown. Gambling is known only in its mildest form,

—

i.e., where

pleasurable excitement and not money is the object of those engaging

in it. Even in this form it is confined to a few men and occupies little

of their time. There may be in any Freshman class some men who
occasionally drink too much, but their stay at Cornell is usually short.

By the end of the first year they have almost disappeared, and invari-

ably the Sophomore year weeds out the remaining few. Among the

upper-class men drunkenness is unknown.
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It may be due to this indirect mode of controlling student life that

the natural antagonism between student and professor has entirely dis-

appeared from Cornell. Certain it is that it has disappeared. Meet-

ing as equals in society, the friendly relations there formed are carried

into the class-room. The professor shows no petty peevishness at the

indiscretions of those under him, the student no rudeness towards the

professor. Nevertheless, probably because of the independence of

thought here, no professor's opinions are received as infallible. Truth

and proof of truth is the quest of the Cornell student ; and that pro-

fessor whose mind is the most logical and whose statements are the

most clearly and conclusively proved is sure to be the most popular,

in spite of the fact that his examinations are commonly the hardest.

Looking upon his professor as a fellow-mortal, the student criticises

those defects which he may fancy he sees in his character as fully as he

would criticise the same defects in a fellow-student. Not only is this

seen in the conversation of the students, but especially in The Cotmellian,

a yearly magazine published by the Junior class of the university.

In this, written or pictorial caricatures hold up to ridicule fancied

defects in the characters of professors of all grades. Occasionally some

newly-attacked professor may feel disposed to punish those who have

made so free with his majesty ; but anything so hostile to the spirit of

Cornell as an abridgment of the freedom of speech could not be suc-

cessful.

Aside from this annual, the college press consists of—two monthlies,

one devoted to and published by the C. U. C. A., the other devoted to

the interests of the " Sibley College of Mechanical Engineering" and

edited and published by men chosen from that department of the uni-

versity; a weekly, published by the two upper classes, devoted to

general college news and to essays, stories, poems, etc., contributed by

students or professors ; and, lastly, a daily, published and edited by

men chosen from each class in the university. This paper gives the

general news of our own and other colleges, furnishes an opportunity

for student or professor to express publicly his views with regard to

any subject connected with student life, and offers a convenient means

of giving notices of any kind to the student body.

In the above we have followed through the influences which affect

the social life of the Cornell student, and have seen the general lines

along which that life moves. Let us now look at the daily life that is

the outcome of these influences. At the two extremes of student life

are the bookworms and the ultra fashionables. Of these two classes at

Cornell nothing need be said. The members of both might be counted

upon your fingers. Between them lie the great mass of students.
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Recognizing that their purpose here is an education, they nevertheless

look upon that education as a means, not an end : appreciating fully the

value of books, they know that book-knowledge alone will not give

them practical success in the world. To such students society is a

pleasurable means of recreation, a vast reservoir from which to draw

a knowledge of men and motives.

Recitation-hours at the university begin at eight A.M. and continue

until one p.m. There are also a few lectures in the afternoon, and many
of the men in the technical courses have work in the shops or labora-

tories which occupies them during a part of the afternoon. Three

times each week also the Freshmen and Sophomores must appear at

the gymnasium for military drill or for compulsory gymnasium exer-

cise. The rest of the time is entirely at the students' disposal. They

study, read, or amuse themselves as they feel disposed.

Sunday is most decidedly a day of rest. An hour or two extra

sleep in the morning, the choice of church, reading, or a walk or talk

with a friend (not always a male one) for the remainder of the day,

and a book or a friend (same remark as above) for the evening,—such

is the Sunday life of the student.

Of course in the above we have only shown the possible ways in

which the student can occupy his time. The ways in which he does

occupy it are as many as the number of students here. The one thing

that you do not find at Cornell is idleness. It is a poor place for either

lounging or dreaming. Linked with and perhaps partly causing this

activity is an intense earnestness. Every man at Cornell has some dis-

tinct aim, and in choosing his studies he selects those that will be of

practical use to him. He is therefore always interested in his work,

and hence always earnest.

The one other characteristic of Cornell students is honesty. There

are two causes that tend to make Cornell students thoroughly honest,

in the broadest sense of the term : the vast majority of them come from

the middle classes, and the policy of the university is to give to its

students absolute freedom in thought, word, and deed.

Having nothing to hide, the student hides nothing ; he enters no

back doors, he develops no sneaking tendencies nor hypocritical actions

;

treated as a man, he is a man ; and the spirit of manliness thus en-

gendered he carries with him throughout his college career, and enters

life not only with habits of thought which will help him in his strug-

gle for subsistence, but also with habits of life which will make him a

good citizen and a true man.

R. Spencer ( Class of '88).
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A PHYSICIAN'S VIEW OF EXERCISE AND ATHLETICS,

IN an Eastern fable of prehistoric antiquity, a learned physician is

described as having cured the Prince of all the Faithful of a seem-

ingly mortal malady by the use of a pair of clubs, the mysterious vir-

tues of which diffused themselves from the palms of the patient through-

out his body and brought renewed health and vigor.

Asclepiades, a Greek physician living in the second century before

Christ, cured all ailments, if the account of Pliny may be believed, by

the employment of physical exercise alone, and declared his willingness

to forfeit all claim to the title of physician if he himself should ever fall

sick except from violence or senility. He is said to have justified his

assertion by living for more than a century and dying finally from the

effects of an accident.

The association thus early recognized in both history and fable be-

tween health and longevity on the one hand and physical exercise on

the other became a little later an integral part of the creed and the civ-

ilization of all the most powerful nations of the world, many of whom
owed to its recognition their most brilliant successes in both warlike

and artistic pursuits. In Greece, especially, the cultivation of the body

by means of gymnastics begun in the earliest life of the individual,

fostered and encouraged by the enormous rewards in both fame and

riches accruing from success at the Olympic games, and aided by a

rigid application of the principles of heredity, eliminating almost com-

pletely those persons unfit for the founding or propagating of families,

resulted in the nearest approach to physical perfection in an entire people

that the world has ever witnessed. Aristotle considered a common-

wealth essentially defective if gymnastics were not an integral part of

its code, while Plato called him a cripple who, cultivating his mind

alone, suffered his body to " languish through sloth and inactivity."

The labors of gymnastics, he very truthfully says, if excessive, may

make men hard and brutal, but under proper restrictions they stimu-

late the spiritual element of their nature, make them courageous, and

bring their passions under control.

The Greek gymnasia were not only schools for the cultivation of

the body, but exerted the greatest influence upon the development of

art and upon intellectual progress. The idea ever present to the minds

of the Greeks that the first care of life should be the preservation of

bodily health, without which all other advantages of mind, of rank, of

fortune, became void and ineffective, resulted in the establishment of an
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ideal of physical beauty and excellence which reacted upon their art, their

manners, their entire civilization, and made them in certain directions

pre-eminently superior to the rest of the world. Personal hygiene, and

what we now call physical culture, had already attained with them the

dignity of a science. The god of physicians was the presiding deity of

the gymnasia, and none were considered so well qualified to regulate this

branch of education as those best acquainted with the art of medicine.

Their five favorite exercises,—constituting thepentathlon,—running, leap-

ing, wrestling, hurling the lance, and casting the discus, were admirably

adapted to supplement one another in developing the body and conferring

a high degree of strength and vigor, together with grace, celerity, and

accuracy of movement. Whatever was needed in addition was supplied

by their games of ball, by their practice in lifting and carrying weights,

and by swimming, pugilism, and other athletic sports. After a time,

however, a class of professional athletes were developed, who gave their

lives exclusively to training for the performance of these various feats

of strength and endurance, which thenceforth became less popular, or,

at least, less practised among the people at large ; luxury and vice in-

creased, and with them came a corresponding neglect of the require-

ments of health ; the gymnasia declined in reputation and favor ; the

populace, to whom formerly no such road to fortune had been open as

that offered by success in the public games, became spectators instead

of participants ; and it is no exaggeration to say that the downfall of

Greece from her position of supremacy dates from the day when she

abandoned her policy of making the health and strength of her people

the principal object of governmental solicitude. It would be idle to

trace the almost precise parallel afforded by the history of Rome : the

relations of cause and effect are the same. We find again the period

of prosperity, of riches, and of almost universal domination coinciding

with that of rigorous observance of the rules of health and active cul-

tivation of the physical virtues ; we find also a similar period when

athletics fell into the hands of a few who made it their life-work, the

gladiators,—the " professionals'' of those days,—and the people were

transformed into a howling, often a blood-thirsty, mob of spectators ; a

period when the strength and skill and courage which Rome had for-

merly developed in and demanded of her own citizens were bought by

her from hirelings, and when she began her uninterrupted descent in

the scale of nations.

During the Middle Ages, gymnastic and athletic proficiency became

the almost exclusive property of the nobility and the professional sol-

diery, and was displayed only at tournaments and in actual warfare.

Among those comparatively small classes it was, however, brought to
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a great degree of perfection, and it has been said that even after the

middle of the fourteenth century the levy of a small German burgh

could turn out more athletes than the combined armies of the Empire.

It was not until the beginning of the present century that gym-
nastics became systematized or popularized among modern nations.

In Germany, Jahn established his gymnasium or Turnplatz at Berlin

in 1811, introduced new apparatus, improved the defective system of

exercises, published a celebrated essay on the principles of gymnastics,

and organized the Tarnvereine, gymnastic societies which, apart from

their occasional connection with political movements, have been of the

greatest practical benefit not only to their members, but, by force of

example, to the community. As a system of exercises is now employed

for all the armies of the German Empire, and as all able-bodied adult

male citizens are required to give three years of personal military ser-

vice, it is evident that nearly the whole male population of Germany

enjoys the advantages of a systematic physical education at a period of

life when training is most valuable and important. In Switzerland,

Sweden, and France societies analogous to the Turnvereine were formed,

and finally government action was taken making gymnastic exercises

compulsory in most of the educational institutions as well as in the

army. In England, directly after the Crimean war, a commission was

appointed to consider the subject, and upon its report a code of in-

struction in physical exercises was prepared by Mr. MacLaren of

Oxford, which is now in satisfactory operation at all the barracks of

the British army.

In this country, although there are many excellent gymnasia in the

large cities, it is only within the last decade, and then at but a few of

the more important colleges, that gymnastics have been regarded as more

than a pastime for the younger males, or a prescribed and unpleasant

remedy for some of the ailments of the older members of society. In

1881, in the Northern and Middle States only three educational institu-

tions in a thousand paid any official attention to gymnastics, athletics,

or physical education. That this is not the proper position of athletics

in an intelligent community has become evident to all thinking people

;

but there are comparatively few who realize the incalculable power for

good which physical education, rightly understood, encouraged, and ap-

plied, could have upon the human race in years to come. And yet

this power is clearly indicated in the foregoing brief historical outline,

and its existence is just as clearly deducible from theoretical considera-

tions.

It was not alone nor even chiefly by reason of the strength and

endurance of her men and the vigor and fertility of her women that
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Sparta first, and then all Greece with her, assumed a commanding and

for years an impregnable position among the nations of antiquity. It

was because in acquiring those qualities it was imperatively necessary

to cultivate the kindred ones of sobriety, cleanliness, self-restraint; tem-

perance, moderation and regularity in all things,—necessary to observe

scrupulously all the rules of health as they were then understood. In

other words, then, as now, the cultivation of the muscular power for

certain purposes, even though the latter were in themselves trivial and

unworthy, brought not only strength but health, and not only health but

increased intellectual vigor and activity and augmented moral power.

This association between physical, intellectual, and moral strength is a

natural one, unchangeable in its essential principles, though subject, of

course, to individual exception, and quite as applicable to our own
community to-day as to that of any Grecian village two thousand years

ago. It furnishes one of the strongest arguments for the assertion

that we have in the wide-spread diffusion of physical culture one of

the most potent factors at our command, even in these days of pro-

gressive sanitary science, for increasing the average of public health

and longevity, diminishing disease, both by prevention and cure, aug-

menting the world's power for work by adding to the usefulness and

activity of the individual, and promoting indirectly at the same time

the material prosperity, the happiness, and even the morality of the

race.

Dr. Hartwell, in an admirable essay on Physical Training, in tracing

the origin of the modern doctrine of the interdependence of body and

mind, which, he says, is but vaguely if at all apprehended by the ma-

jority of those who quote with unction the time-worn mens sana in

corpore sano line of Juvenal, describes the differing types or ideals of

manly excellence in past times : the Greek, or aesthetic, springing from a

passion for beauty and harmony and a joyous sense of well-being; the

monkish, or theological, conditioned on and determined by a profound

ignorance of and a bitter contempt for the body ; and the military, or

chivalric, owing its peculiar features to a rude appreciation of bodily

force or skill gained from experience in camp and field. Dr. Hartwell

thinks that the modern ideal—the medical, or scientific—is not the de-

scendant of any of these, but is the child of the scientific spirit em-

bodied in the new physiology and psychology engendered through the

labors of Harvey and Haller, Du Bois-Reymond, Miiller, and Helm-
holtz, and voiced by Huxley when he begins his description of a man
who has had a " liberal education^' by saying that he is one ^' who has

been so trained in youth that his body is the ready servant of his will

and does with ease and pleasure all the work it is capable of." Rous-
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seau, a century and a quarter ago, in his treatise on Education, recog-

nized the essential relation between volitional energy and bodily power,

expressing it tersely, though paradoxically, "The feebler the body,

the more it commands ; the stronger, the more it obeys," and fur-

nishing in his own person one of the most conspicuous examples of

the truth of his assertion. Unquestionably, as Dr. Ball has claimed,

vigorous and systematic muscular exertion has a powerful influence

in developing the entire character. It requires, when long sustained

or when sufficiently active to cause fatigue, the corresponding exercise

of the qualities of self-denial, perseverance, and endurance; it thus

strengthens the will, confers a consciousness of increased power, " begets

self-confidence, resolution, and courage," and through their influence,

guided by proper moral and intellectual forces, aids in subduing the

passions, and elevates the spiritual as well as the physical energies.

Luther recommended athletic sports, not only because they " keep the

limbs free and adroit and the body in health," but also for the reason

that " with such bodily exercises one does not fall into carousing, de-

bauchery, gambling, hard drinking, and other kinds of lawlessness ; but

these evils come to pass if such honest exercises and chivalrous games

are despised and neglected." Dr. Sargent has found at Harvard that,

as a rule, students take about the same rank in required gymnastics

that they do in their regular studies. He thinks that mental character-

istics always manifest themselves in physical exercises, and that those

who fail in their studies from inattention or want of application will

be likely to fail in their gymnastics for the same reason. He adds,

" It is certainly true that brain- and nerve-substance are behind every

well-controlled muscular movement. Indeed, the two are so closely

connected that it is hard to tell which is due to the mind and which to

the body." Dr. Beddoe, in his paper on " The Stature and Bulk of

Man in the British Isles," remarks, " If we examine only a single race

or reputed race at a time, we shall find that wherever that race attains

its maximum of physical development it rises highest in energy and

moral vigor."

Physical culture, therefore, or the cultivation of bodily strength

by means of certain recreative and educational exercises, when properly

conducted, adds at the same time to the general health and favors an

equable and symmetrical development of all the faculties.

This statement, though more than justified by the facts, would

probably not be widely accepted without criticism or disagreement.

The question of late years has excited great and always increasing

interest. It has been ably discussed and thoroughly examined, and at

the present day has a voluminous literature of its own, the excellent
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writings of ]MacLaren, Ralfe, Ball, Blaikie, Sargent, Oswald, Schaible,

and others, covering the entire ground, and of course much more thor-

oughly than it is possible to do within the limits of a magazine article,

where only the main points of their work can be recapitulated.

The two most common arguments urged by well-meaning people

against athletics, or " physical culture," using the terms as synonymous,

are

—

Ist. That the assiduous cultivation of bodily strength is not com-

patible with a proper degree of attention to the mental faculties

;

2d. That athletics, as commonly practised, are frequently, or per-

haps even usually, hurtful, and productive of disease.

The first of these objections, that of the opposition between phys-

ical and mental development, is as old as Plato, who described some of

tlie athletes of his time as " sleeping away their lives,'' recognizing the

evils as well as the benefits of athletics, or as Galen, who speaks of both

Greek and Roman athletes as " heavy and stupid." Their words ap-

plied, however, then, as they would apply now in many instances to the

" professional," to the man who gave up his life exclusively to the cul-

tivation of his body, neglecting all mental discipline or acquirements,

and exercising not for health, but solely for strength and proficiency in

certain sports or games in which it was his ambition to excel. It may
be admitted at once that in that sense and with such people athletics

are far from exerting a beneficial influence ; nor is it probable that they

ever conduce to the avoidance of disease or the promotion of longevity

unless the requirements of the mind are recognized as of more than

equal importance with those of the body. We must not be misled,

however, into believing the exception to be the type of the class.

There may be such instances of mental and moral deterioration favored

and fostered by athletics as are dramatically portrayed in the novel of

" Man and Wife" by Wilkie Collins, one of the leaders in the crusade

against the so-called abuse of athletics. There are unquestionably

instances of men who, doubtless, from the start were incapable of

much intellectual cultivation, but who are endowed with or have ac-

quired enormous bodily strength, without at the same time developing

the virtues which have been described as more or less closely associated

with and brought out by physical culture. But, though we may always

have occasional Geoffrey Delaraaynes among gentlemen, and will never

be without the Bill Sykes type among brutes, the records of art, of

literature, of science, show an intimate association between brain-power

and bodily vigor, which is of itself sufiicient answer to all such hasty

generalization. Samson, though he seems to have lacked discretion,

was a judge in Israel. Pompey was the equal of any soldier in his

Vol. XXXIX.—66
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command in feats of strength : Sallust says of him, " Cum alacribus

saltu, cum velocibus cursu, cum validis vecte certabat." Caesar was

naturally of a delicate constitution, suffering from severe headaches,

and probably epileptic, but by continual exercise became an athlete,

" admirable in all manly sports," and surpassed by none in enduring

the fatigues and hardships of a military life. Lycurgus not only

laid down the laws which for five hundred years made Lacedsemon the

chief city of Greece, but was able to outrun all the mob who perse-

cuted him and forced him to seek refuge in a sanctuary. Cicero is

described by Plutarch as at one time thin, weak, and dyspeptic, but as

having been so strengthened by gymnastic exercises at Athens as to be-

come robust and vigorous. Coriolanus's successes were attributed by

his enemies to his strength of body, he having so exercised and inured

himself to all sorts of activity that he " combined the lightness of a

racer with an extraordinary weight in close seizures and wrestlings.'*

Alcibiades, according to Herodotus, became master of the Athenians, in

spite of his excesses, by reason of his " force of eloquence, grace of person,

and strength of body," and from the same authority we learn that

Alexander had unusual endurance. Themistocles, Socrates, and Plato

excelled in gymnastic exercises ; Sertorius swam the Rhone in full

armor ; Marcellus was " of a strong body ;" Pelopidas " delighted in

exercise ;" Marius never missed a day on the Campus Martins ; Cato
" maintained his character and persisted in his exercise to the very

last ;" and even the more mythological characters of Theseus, Romulus,

and Remus are accredited with " strength of body and bravery equal

to the quickness and force of their understanding."

Numberless similar instances might be adduced from the records

of ancient and mediaeval history, which, whatever their authenticity,

serve to show the close relation believed by the chroniclers of those

days to exist between great physical strength and those intellectual

powers which lead men to positions of commanding authority among

their fellows. This was, of course, due in part to the pre-eminence of

physical force and of personal achievements in those ages ; but in our

own time we find that many of the most successful men in the various

learned professions, in literature, and in statesmanship, have been life-

long devotees of some form of athletics, or have at least in their

younger days taken prominent part among the athletes of their schools

or colleges. Dr. Morgan, in his excellent work on " University Oars,"

calls attention to the fact that of the one hundred and forty-seven Cam-

bridge men who constituted the crews between 1829 and 1869, twenty-

eight per cent, bore off honors in more important contests than those

of the river, taking in some cases the very highest academical distinc-
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tions, and proving, according to Dr. Morgan, that mind and muscle,

provided only they be judiciously guided, are not unequal yoke- fellows,

but are well able to work together with mutual and reciprocal advan-

tage. Among the aquatic champions whom he mentions were three

bishops, two judges, one learned and world-renowned historian, and

many others filling posts of honor and intellectual distinction. The

general average of class men at Oxford was about thirty per cent.,

wliile among cricketers it rose to forty-two, and among rowing men

to forty-five per cent.

Du Bois-Reymond, some time ago, showed from the stand-point of

a comparative zoologist the necessary connection between brain and

muscle, and that by far the most marked influence of physical exercise

is upon the nerve-centres. Such bodily exercises as gymnastics, fencing,

swimming, riding, dancing, and skating are as much exercises of the

central nervous system, of the brain and spinal marrow, as of the

muscles. Every movement of the body depends for its grace, accuracy,

and force as much upon the proper co-ordination of the muscles as upon

the strength of their contraction. Taking for example a composite

motion, like a high leap, the muscles employed must begin to work

in the proper order, and the energy of each of them must increase,

reach its maximum, and diminish according to a certain law, so that

the result shall be the desired position of the limbs and trunk and the

proper velocity of the centre of gravity in the right direction. The

gray matter of the brain is at work equally with the muscles in securing

this result, is " exercised" at the same time, and is undoubtedly con-

forming to the undisputed law of self-improvement, that powers, facul-

ties, functions, and organs grow and are strengthened by exercise and

are weakened by disuse.

This fact is most noticeable perhaps in very early childhood. Pro-

fessor Richards, of Yale, has well described it as " body brain-work,''

and says that it comes first in the order of brain-growth. The child

develops brain every time it makes a well-directed effort to grasp the

thing it wants. The movement of its hand is as necessary to the de-

velopment of its brain as the integrity and health of its brain are to

the growth of its hand ; and this is true of the other portions of the

body which move under the control of the will. " They and the brain

are developed by reciprocal action."

The longevity of brain-workers as compared with that of muscle-

workers has been investigated of recent years by a prominent American

physician, and the advantage has been shown to be clearly in favor of

the former. This at first sight might seem a weighty argument against

the view advanced in this paper ; but a little investigation shows the
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fallacy of so considering it, for it should be understood that the so-

called " muscle-workers" include all that unfortunate class of the com-

munity who are born, live, and die poor, who exist under the most

imperfect sanitary conditions, who both from ignorance and powerless-

ness neglect even the most obvious of the laws of health, and who in

all respects are at a stupendous physical disadvantage as compared with

the classes from which the " brain-workers'' are drawn. On the other

hand, it can be shown just as clearly that a good constitution usually

accompanies a good brain, and that the cerebral and muscular forces

are correlated, a view which though hostile to the popular faith is

sound and supportable. Dr. Beard claims that in all the animal realm

there is a general, though not unvarying, relation between the brain and

the body of which it is a part and to which it ministers, and that no one

who has ever walked observingly through an asylum for the insane

or the feeble-minded and seen the dwarfed, misshapen, immature, or

stunted forms which surround him could doubt for a moment the general

truth embodied in this statement. The rapidity with which such poor

creatures grow physiologically old is very striking. The evidences

of senility are noticeable in every organ and function,—in premature

baldness and gray hair, in dulness of hearing and dimness of vision,

in the wrinkled skin, the tottering step, the wasted limbs. In such

cases the man of thirty by the record often seems to be on the other

side of sixty. He adds that a hundred great geniuses chosen by chance

will be larger than a hundred dunces anywhere,—will be broader,

taller, and weightier. In all lands, he says, savage, semi-civilized,

and enlightened, the ruling orders, chiefs, sheiks, princes by might

or mind, scientists, authors, orators, great merchants, weigh more on

the average than the persons over whom they rule or whom they em-

ploy, and even among a band of workmen on a railway you can four

times out of five pick out the " boss" by his size alone. Herbert

Spencer has shown in an essay on the origin of political headship how
in early times among rude tribes the ability to lead, to command^ and to

control was associated with physical strength, as it is at the present day.

In Homeric Greece, he says, even age did not compensate for decline of

strength, and an old chief, such as Peleus or Laertes, could not retain his

position ; and he adds that throughout mediaeval Europe maintenance of

political headship largely depended on bodily prowess. The Esquimaux

show deference to "seniors and strong men." Among the Bushmen

"bodily strength alone procures distinction." The leaders of the Tasma-

nians were tall and powerful men, and supremacy among the Austra-

lians depended on the same factors. In Bedouin tribes " the fiercest, the

strongest, and the craftiest obtains complete mastery over his fellows
;"
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and among the people on the Tapajos, we are told by Bates, "the

foot-marks of the chief could be distinguished from the rest by their

great size and the length of the stride." The average age at death at

the present time of all classes of those who live over twenty years

is about fifty. In a list of five hundred of the greatest men in

history, prepared not to show the average longevity, but in order to

determine at what time of life men do their best work, it was found

that the average age at death was about sixty-two years. Madden, in

his curious work on " The Infirmities of Genius," gives a list of two

hundred and forty illustrious names, with their ages at death, the

average being about sixty-six years. We see thus that, on the one

hand, the great men of the past have been noted not only for their

brains but for their bodies as well, and that, on the other, in the

development of their bodies the time given to athletics and to exercise

was productive at once of an increased tenure of life and of the

highest and best intellectual power. Here again, were it desirable,

examples might be indefinitely multiplied. It is easy to recall that Sir

Walter Scott was unusually robust and physically active until overtaken

by fatal disease ; that Burns in his youth was an athlete of no mean

prowess ; that Byron, in spite of his deformity, excelled in feats of

strength, and that he prided himself as much upon having swum the

Hellespont as upon having written *^ Childe Harold ;" that Dickens

considered himself at a great intellectual disadvantage if compelled

to forego his daily ten-mile walk at four miles an hour, regardless of

weather ; that George Sand preferred to work far into the night, so that

she might have more hours of daylight for her walks in the country

;

that Goethe swam, skated, rode, and was passionately fond of all forms

of exercise ; that Humboldt prepared himself for his explorations by

systematic exercise to the point of fatigue ; that Leonardo da Vinci was

a devoted equestrian ; that Wordsworth was an indefatigable pedestrian

;

that Kant allowed nothing to interfere with his daily afternoon walk

;

that Gladstone has his private gymnasium, in addition to losing no

opportunity for out-of-door exercise ; that Bismarck has all his life

been fond of sport and exercise, and as indefatigable in their pursuit

as in his work as a diplomat ; and that among living authors, orators,

and statesmen we have many equally conspicuous examples of the

same general truth.

We may dismiss, then, as not warranted by the facts, the assertion

that mental and physical power are in any way antagonistic, and may
proceed to consider the next argument against athletics,—which is that,

as ordinarily carried on, they are prejudicial to health and productive

of disease and early death. To understand the question at issue, it
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becomes necessary here to know, in a general way, what is meant by

health and strength and how they can be produced by exercise.

Health consists, in a comprehensive sense, in such a condition of

growth and development of all the organs of the body as enables them

to fulfil their functions easily and completely, respond promptly to oc-

casional unusual demands upon them, and resist effectually the attacks

of disease. These unusual demands upon the energies of the body are

continually occurring in every-day life, and should be of themselves

sufficient inducement to all persons to aim at the highest attainable con-

dition of health ; but when we know that on a certain day or during a

certain time such an exceptional demand will be made on the organism

to put forth all its powers, we aim especially to prepare it to meet that

demand, and such preparation, whether preliminary to the exploration

of a continent, the vicissitudes of a campaign, the fatigue of a week's

shooting, or the strain of a four-mile boat-race, we call " training.'^

MacLaren has thus well defined training as " a method of putting

the body with extreme and exceptional care under the influence of all

the agents which promote its health and strength, in order to enable it

to meet extreme and exceptional demands upon its energies.'' Ralfe

defines it as " the art which aims at bringing the body into the most

perfect condition of health, making muscular action more vigorous

and enduring, and increasing the breathing-power." Dr. Parkes says,

" Training is simply another word for healthy and vigorous living."

This, then, is what we are interested in discovering. Is this process

of training, or the subsequent exertion which is made in the various

athletic sports or games, likely to be productive of injury?

Of the agents of health which are employed in the process of train-

ing, exercise is the most important, though food, drink, rest, sleep, air,

bathing, and clothing are elements which must be carefully considered.

To understand how exercise produces strength and health, we should

remember that the life of the body as a whole depends upon the life of

numberless atoms which constitute it, and which are continually dying,

being cast off and replaced by others. The general health depends

directly upon the activity of this process and the perfection with which

it is performed. The pabulum or food which is needed by all the

organs and tissues of the body for their repair or for their growth and

development is carried to them by the blood. At every moment of

our lives, whenever we make a movement, draw a breath, change a

muscle of expression, conceive a passing fancy, certain cells die and

are disintegrated, as a consequence. They become useless, and must be

removed and carried to organs whose function it is to eliminate them

from the body ; new cells must be supplied to take their place. All
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this is done by the blood, which in performing this work becomes

loaded with effete and useless material, much of which in the shape of

carbonic acid is thrown off by the lungs. Now, this process is going

on incessantly at every imaginable point in the human organism.

Whether sleeping or waking, sitting or standing, walking or running,

the same successive causes and effects continue to follow one another

in the same imbroken circle of physiological phenomena,—motion or

activity, temporary and molecular loss of vitality, death of certain

cells or atoms, disintegration of those cells, their removal and ejection

from the system by means of the lungs, the skin, and the kidneys, their

I'eplacement by others brought by the blood, renewed vital power, and

then further motion or activity, with the same succession of events.

Taken as a whole, these events make up " life," and, reducing the state-

ment to the simplest possible terms, we may say that the health and

strength of any individual are in direct proportion to the thoroughness

and celerity with which these occurrences take place,—that is, to the speed

and accuracy with which the cells or atoms are removed and replaced,

or, as MacLaren says, to their " newness." Consequently, we are able

to understand how an agent of any sort which influences these processes

favorably must be one which will promote at the same time the de-

struction of the old cells and their rapid replacement by new ones

;

in other words, one which, while it hastens the molecular death of cer-

tain tissues, will at the same time send them an increased amount of

material with which to repair damages, or which may even enable them

to improve upon and add to the original structure. Now^, when we

look for such an agent, discarding drugs, of course, as inapplicable and

injurious, and assigning food to its proper place as fuel which may be

transformed into force but is useless alone and unassisted, we find that

there is but one means within our reach for effecting this purpose safely,

contmuously, and healthfully, and that is exercise. By "exercise" is

meant certain movements made by means of the contraction of the vol-

untary muscles, those muscles which are under the control of the will,

and made with sufficient force and rapidity to quicken the breathing

and the circulation of the blood, that is, to augment the action of the

involuntary muscles concerned in those functions, chiefly the heart and

the diaphragm. We have now begun to understand what exercise

essentially -means. The force which moves the muscles employed in

exercising is derived from the death or burning up of some of the

cells of the body ; this creates a need for the introduction of more oxy-

gen into the system to unite with the carbon of these cells and produce

this combustion ; this increased quantity of oxygen is supplied through

the lungs, which consequently have to expand much oftener than usual
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to meet the demand. This is the physiological and easily-understood

explanation of the fact that exercise is accompanied by quickened

breathing. The increase that takes place in the quantity of air inspired

under a variety of movements has been estimated as follows. Taking

the amount of air inhaled at each breath in the recumbent position, as

when in bed, at 1, it rises on standing to 1J ; on walking at the rate of

one mile an hour, to 1.9 ; at four miles an hour, to 5 ; riding at a trot

raises it to 4.05 ; and swimming, to 4.33. But it must be remembered

that this oxygen thus brought to the lungs by the increased quantity

of air inspired can be carried to the cells in the various tissues where

it is needed, only by the blood, which must, therefore, itself be sent to

the lungs in greater amount to receive the oxygen and to give up

the carbonic acid with which it is laden. In other words, when we
exercise we not only breathe more quickly, but the heart beats more

rapidly and forcibly. To make a similar comparison, we may say

that while lying down the heart will beat sixty-five or seventy times a

minute ; on standing, seventy-five to eighty times ; on walking slowly,

eighty to ninety times ; during fast walking, ninety to one hundred

times ; and during or immediately after great physical exertion, as a

boat-race or a running-match, from one hundred and fifteen to one hun-

dred and twenty-five times a minute.

These, then, as Ralfe has pointed out, are the two important facts to

be remembered about exercise : that it increases the breathing-power,

rids us of carbonic acid, and purifies our blood ; and that it increases

the action of the heart, sending a larger quantity of this purified blood to

all the tissues of the body, removing their waste, supplying the material

for their renewal, and quickening all the vital processes.

Exercise thus fulfils all the conditions that we have seen to be

necessary in an agent which is to increase strength and health. As
soon as any act of exercise is begun, a number of the voluntary

muscles are put into action ; their contraction compresses the blood-

vessels and impels the venous blood actively towards the heart, which,

thus spurred, contracts vigorously and sends the blood in increased

quantity to the lungs. The inspiratory muscles contract and lift the

bony framework of the chest, the diaphragm pushes down the contents

of the abdomen, and air rushes into the lungs to fill the space thus pro-

duced and supplies the oxygen needed for the purification of the blood.

This is then returned to the heart, to be distributed anew throughout

the system, carrying with it the materials to supply the waste caused by

the muscular movement originally made. These materials are often

deposited in larger quantities than are required to counterbalance the

destruction which has taken place, and then we have the muscle growing
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in size, or in hardness, or both. The involuntary muscles also, including

the heart and diaphragm, grow stronger in the same manner, the pulsa-

tions of the heart during exercise becoming more forcible but at the

same time slower and less obtrusive, showing that it does its work

more easily ; the increased activity of the circulation carries the blood

in larger quantity not only to the muscles but also to cUl the organs of

the body, and thus stimulates them to greater activity, strengthening

the appetite, digestion, and nutrition, and causing a gain in weight ; the

larger amount of blood sent to the skin results in an increase in the

quantity of perspiration, which carries with it much of the. worn-out

and useless or noxious material of the system, and thus adds to the

resistive power of the economy against evil influences from without, such

as bad air from ill-ventilated rooms or dirty streets ; the bony frame-

work of the chest, though elastic, does not quite go back to its original

dimensions, but, increasing a little at a time, soon becomes noticeably

augmented in size, giving additional room for the important organs

which it contains and protects.

These, then, are the effects of exercise,—the most obvious but least

useful being an increase in the size and power of the voluntary muscles,

the more important being a strengthening of the involuntary muscles

concerned in the processes of respiration and circulation, which enables

us to use the increased power of the voluntary muscles with comfort

and safety, and to influence through these processes not only the health

and strength but also the gro^i;h and development of the whole body,

and even the activity and force of the mental processes.

It must be admitted by the most captious that to exercise as thus

described there can be no possible objection, but that, on the contrary,

it is capable of being made a most beneficial agent.

It is beneficial, in the opinion of the writer, largely in proportion to

what Hamerton calls the " faith" in exercise,—the firm conviction of

its value and necessity which makes one go out in all weathers, or take

time under all circumstances, for the discipline and hardening of the

body, even leaving for that purpose the most urgent intellectual labors.

When we hear that William Cullen Bryant, a most remarkable exam-

ple of the preservation of undiminished mental and physical vigor to

advanced years, attributed it to a habit formed in early life of devoting

the first hour or two after leaving his bed in the morning to moderate

gymnastic exercise, his allowance of which he had not reduced " the

width of a thumb-nail" in his eighty-fourth year,—when we read that

Mr. Gladstone, on the morning that he introduced his Home Rule Bill,

while all England, indeed, the whole world, was to be his audience in a

few hours, and while the fate of great parties and of an entire rao^ was
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involved in his presentment of his case, " spent an hour in his private

gymnasium, after which he bathed and ate a light breakfast,"—we may
believe that exercise has something to commend it to the thoughtful

attention of other people than school-boys or college students.

It should be remembered, of course, that it is also capable of great

abuse. Exercise is not invariably and necessarily a good thing. On
the contrary, when a tired, overworked, or delicate man who has been

for months engaged in the sedentary occupations of a profession, of

literature, or of business, or an untrained immature student, suddenly

plunges into some active or violent form of gymnastics, or takes up some

one of the recreative sports, as running or 'boating, which makes the

greatest possible demand on the heart, lungs, and muscles, such exercise

does no good, but often serious harm. It should always be remembered

that such important organs as the heart and lungs cannot pass from the

quiet movements of ordinary life to great rapidity of action without

having a certain amount of strain thrown on them. This should be

kept in mind in all forms of exercise, but above everything else in train-

ing, the chief object of which is " to establish a reciprocal action be-

tween the heart and lungs, so that the increased supply of blood sent

to the lungs by the heart may pass through them freely, so that there

may be no blockage and consequently no strain." We should never

lose sight of the fact that when we increase the rapidity of the breathing

and of the circulation we are calling upon certain muscles to perform un

accustomed work. If one found to-day that he could with comfort lift

a weight not exceeding two hundred pounds, he would hardly expect

to-morrow safely and easily to lift four hundred. And yet a man
whose heart for months has not been called upon to beat faster than

seventy or eighty times a minute, and whose diaphragm has contracted

on an average only sixteen or eighteen times during the same period,

will go suddenly into a course of exercise which demands in the same

time, perhaps, of the one, one hundred and twenty pulsations, of the

other, thirty-five or forty contractions. These muscles are subject to pre-

cisely the same laws as those by which we lift weights : their strength is

proportionate to their development, and their proper development is

proportionate to their activity when that is cautiously and judiciously in-

creased. Any one set of muscles may be cultivated separately. It has

been shown by MacLaren that a man of good physical capacity may be

trained so that the voluntary muscles of his arms and chest would be

powerfully developed, and yet his respiratory power be so dispropor-

tionate that he could not run a hundred yards at speed without gasping

;

while the same individual may be trained to run a mile without the

least distress, though the voluntary muscles of his arms and chest may
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remain as they were, or even diminish in size. MacLaren explains in

this way the result of the celebrated prize-fight between Heenan and

King. The former, he says, came to the ground with his mighty mus-

cular power unimpaired, but, to use his own words, had "scarcely

begun the fight before he found his wind roaring.'^ In other words, he

had cultivated the voluntary muscles of the arms and shoulders and

legs, but had neglected the involuntary muscles of respiration and cir-

culation, by means of which the increased demand for air and for blood

in the lungs and elsewhere is complied with.

What happens in such cases? Energetic exercise being under-

taken by an untrained person, the contraction of the muscles accelerates

the circulation of blood through the veins and sends an increased

quantity to the heart, which contracts and sends it to the lungs. The

inspiratory muscles, not having been educated to meet this demand

upon them, fail sufficiently to enlarge the capacity of the chest, and the

lungs are incapable of receiving and aerating the augmented quantity

of blood, which is thus dammed back upon the heart. The latter,

which is also asked suddenly to do unaccustomed work, fails to respond

vigorously enough, and there is thus a block, a more or less serious

disturbance of the circulation, which produces the gasping, feeble at-

tempts at respiration and the hurried, irregular pulse which are found

in the condition known as " loss of wind.^' Something approaching

this may be felt, even by men who have been well trained, at the

beginning of sudden and violent efforts, as in a boat- or foot-race ; but

there the result is entirely different. In a few moments the lungs

expand to meet the emergency, having been taught to do so ; the heart

contracts with increased vigor ; the equilibrium between the circulation

through the system at large and that through the heart and lungs is re-

established, and the individual is then said to have acquired his " second

wind,^' and is able to continue the exertion up to the point of great

muscular fatigue. The effect of exercise on the voluntary muscles

—

their increase in size and strength and hardness—is, as has been said,

while the most obvious, altogether the least useful of its advantages,

and quite subordinate to this very desirable development of the heart-

and lung-power.

The cases of exhaustion which occur during training, or during

races or athletic events of any kind, are rarely, if ever, due to general

muscular fatigue, but almost always to the lack of development of the

involuntary muscles of respiration and circulation.

Before leaving the subject of training it will be well briefly to run

over the general principles involved, which are very seldom understood

even by trainers themselves, and quite as seldom by those trained.
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We can readily understand now that time is an important element

in training. The increased force of the heart, which has to contract

rapidly upon an unusually large volume of blood, the increased

capacity of the vessels which have to carry that blood, the enlarge-

ment of the chest and of the lungs themselves, the improvement in

the tone and strength of all the muscles, and, lastly, the acquirement

of the necessary dexterity, all indicate the need for a long period

in which to bring about these changes. Break-downs from what is

known as " over-training" are usually the result of attempts to crowd

this process into a few weeks. The theory of Franklin that for econ-

omy of time concentration of exercise was allowable, was fe,llacious

:

" violent exertion for minutes" is not " equivalent to moderate exercise

for hours," and if the periods are made days and weeks the same law

prevails.

The training should never be limited to the particular form of

muscular movement to be finally employed. Dr. Parkes has shown

that while the muscles grow and become harder from exercise, their

growth has a limit If single muscles or groups of muscles are exer-

cised to too great an extent, they will, after growing to a large size,

begin to waste. This does not seem to be the case when all the mus-

cles of the body are exercised,—probably, as Ralfe suggests, because no

one muscle can then be orer-exercised. The rule, then, is that all

muscles, so far as possible, should be brought into play, and that

periods of exercise must be alternated, especially in early training, with

long intervals of rest. The rowing man should alternate his work on

the river or on the machine with other exercise, while the runner will

find it greatly to his advantage to spend some time on the water or in a

gymnasium.

The diet should be plain and sensible, and should not contain an

excess of either animal or vegetable food. An ordinary farm-house

table, with its mid-day dinner and early tea, will rarely (with the ex-

ception of coffee, hot cakes, pastry, and fried meats) offer anything

which should be excluded from rational training diet as it is at present

understood. Ordinary common sense, unassisted by any special or

technical knowledge, should be a sufficient guide in the matter of

diet, and we may agree with old Burton that in that matter " our

own experience is the best physician ; so great is the variety of

palates, humors, and temperaments, that every man should observe

and be a law unto himself." Tiberius, we are told by Tacitus, " did

laugh at all those who, after thirty years of age, asked counsel of

others concerning matters of diet." As we now comprehend what it is

that produces good " wind," and what interferes with it, we will not be
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misled by the absurd superstitions which attribute loss of wind to " in-

ternal fat," and endeavor to get rid of it by undue sweating, and by

avoidance of certain articles of diet, often in themselves most desirable.

For example, a prominent oarsman, now dead, who at one time trained

many of the men who rowed on the Schuylkill, never allowed his crews

to drink milk, because, he said, it was " fattening on the livers," which

organ he evidently believed to be multiple and widely distributed

throughout the economy.

Many of the old rules of training, and especially those referring to

the avoidance of water, the use of " sweaters," and the reduction of

weight generally, arose from the fact to which Dr. Ball has called

attention, that those who originated them—the English watermen and

pugilists of fifty years ago—were, as a class, free livers and heavy beer-

drinkers when off training, and with them " the reduction of accumu-

lated fat and fluids by active exercise and forced perspiration was often

a necessary preliminary to getting into condition." In this country,

and at the present day, unless a man is distinctly obese, the slight loss

of weight first noticed in beginning training should be followed by a

moderate gain. Any considerable and permanent reduction in weight

may generally be regarded as evidence of faulty training. The only

necessary caution as to the drinking of water is not to make the mistake

of taking a dry, parched condition of the throat and mouth for a gen-

uine thirst, which depends upon an actual need for fluids in the system.

The former should be first relieved by rinsing out the mouth and

holding water in it for some little time, and then the true thirst may
be assuaged by frequent moderate draughts of water at short intervals.

Tobacco, which is a depressant and has a directly weakening effect

upon the heart, should be positively interdicted. Alcohol, if used at all,

should be taken in great moderation, and only at meal-time, in the shape

of some very light beer or red wine. In the revulsion which has

occurred against the useless restraints of the old system, too much laxity

has existed as to the use of alcoholic beverages during training.

Certain symptoms may develop during training which indicate

either that, the man is primarily unfit for his work, that he is being

overworked, or that the training is being pushed too rapidly. These

are lassitude, loss of appetite, palpitation of the heart, sleeplessness,

and the appearance of boils or abscesses. The cause must, of course,

be sought out and removed. If the man has any organic trouble of

heart or lungs, if he is very immature and with a small flat chest and

little natural capacity, especially if that is associated with unusual

height, if there is any marked family tendency to lung or heart disease,

and if he is steadily losing instead of gainir^g weight, he had better be
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taken out of the crew or off the team and advised to wait for a year

or more, or to refrain from athletic contests altogether. The heart-

troubles will generally be found to be due to neglect of the principle

already laid down, that training should be begun slowly and mildly,

as one of its chief functions is to educate the vascular system to trans-

mit with great rapidity a much increased volume of blood. With a

healthy heart this process of education is unattended with risk so long

as the work is regulated according to the gradually developing power

of the organ ; but when an attempt is made to force the process by

unduly increasing the labor, symptoms of irritability or exhaustion will

certainly arise.

Finally, it must be remembered that as it is dangerous suddenly

to call the heart and lungs from a state of repose into one of great

activity at the beginning of training, so after they have been gradually

educated to unusually powerful action it is correspondingly harmful

(though much less so) suddenly to return to sedentary or indolent

habits.

Dr. Ball, from whose excellent article on the subject many of these

suggestions have been taken, believes that a large proportion of the

cases of impaired health in adult life which are ascribed to overwork

or to injudicious training are the result of excesses and of inattention

to simple hygienic rules immediately after abandoning training.

It seems unnecessary to argue fiirther to show that moderate sys-

tematic exercise, applicable to any one and at almost any age, is of

almost universal advantage when judiciously selected to meet the special

needs of the individual, nor need the point be further emphasized that

even our most active athletic sports may be safely engaged in by per-

fectly healthy young persons if preceded by such a course of training

as has been indicated. But I must say a few words more in answer to

the often-urged argument that, putting theoretical considerations aside

and leaving the future to decide its own problems, there are many un-

doubted instances in which the pursuit of athletics as they exist at the

colleges of this country and of England has been productive of serious

and incurable disease or of premature death. That it has done so in a

few cases cannot be denied, nor that it may have done so in a few

others, but that its general tendency has not been harmful, nor its aver-

age results anything but good, can be conclusively established.

Rowing probably makes as much strain upon the vital organs and

powers as any other form of physical exercise,—probably more than any

except long running at high speed. So true is this that all experienced

and intelligent trainers in selecting a crew will look much more closely

after the respiratory capacity of the candidates than after their mere
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muscular power. In racing, the chief strain falls on the heart and

lungs, and if by any form of athletics any organic disease were con-

stantly or frequently developed we should find evidence of it among

oarsmen.

Dr. Morgan in the work to which I have already referred has obtained

the histories of the men composing the successive crews in the Oxford

and Cambridge boat-races for twenty years,—from 1849 to 1869,

—

probably the hardest series of races of modern years, if not of all time.

I have already mentioned the fact that training for these events and

participation in them had not prevented the same men from taking far

higher positions in the college and in subsequent life than the average

of their classmates, and we find now from Dr. Morgan's essay, based

on the very carefully collated testimony of themselves and their friends,

that it exerted no more injurious eifect upon their physical health. As-

suming that the statements of the friends were true in the few cases

where death from heart-disease or consumption had been attributed by

them to boating (and we must not forget that the families in such cases

are very apt to adopt the post hoc ergo propter hoc method of reasoning),

we still find among the oarsmen a mortality of only thirty per cent.,

while during the same time among the outside population of corre-

sponding ages the percentage was forty-six. The mortality was also

considerably below that of the population generally, their average of

life having been much beyond that computed by the life-insurance

tables.

Much of the argument directed against athletic sports has been

founded on isolated examples of sudden or early death among profes-

sional athletes ; but Mr. Blaikie has called attention to the fallacy of

this reasoning in an excellent and temperate article on " The Risks of

Athletic Work." Dr. Richardson in his " Diseases of Modern Life''

ventured the statement that there was not in England " a trained pro-

fessional athlete of the age of thirty-five who has been ten years at

his calling who is not disabled." Even if this startling assertion were

true, it would be proper to consider carefully the concomitant circum-

stances before concluding that athleticism had any share in producing

this condition. Selecting the pugilists and oarsmen as examples, Blaikie

found that Heenan had received serious injuries in a railway-accident,

that Hyer had lived a most irregular life, that Morrissey had a " com-

plication of disorders," that Walter Brown died of acute disease pro-

duced by exposure while trying to save his floating boat-house, that

Sullivan and Poole were shot, etc. On the other hand, he points to

Captain Gulston, of the London Rowing Club, who had rowed two

hundred races, and who at the age of forty-two pulled the oar of his
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boat in the international races at the Centennial ; to Bendigo, " Jem"
Ward, " Jem" Mace, and " Ned" Price, professional prize-fighters, who
lived to advanced years ; to the Ward brothers, two of whom, at least,

were hale, hearty men after many years of severe training and nu-

merous races ; to William B. Curtis, the athlete, Norvin Taylor, the

runner, and others whose lives, distinguished as much for health and

longevity as for athletic prominence, have established the falsity of Dr.

Richardson's too sweeping assertion. The one instance to the contrary

was the sudden death of Renforth, still remembered with regret by all

oarsmen, which undoubtedly seems to have resulted from over-exertion.

Here, however, there was no previous medical examination, and con-

sequently no evidence that he was as " fit" as he appeared to be to stand

the strain of an exciting race.

Of the one hundred and fifty men in Harvard University crews

which rowed against Yale in the quarter of a century from 1852 to

1876, there were but seven deaths known to have resulted from disease

;

one of these being from nervous trouble, one from Bright's disease, and

five from consumption. Another one of the oarsmen living was known

to have pulmonary disease. In four of these six cases of consumption,

however, there was distinct hereditary predisposition, and in the other

two the habits of life had been most irregular. We know, too, that ath-

letic sports and exercises have often had a marked and distinct curative

effect upon already existent disease. Alexander Humboldt was ex-

tremely delicate in his youth, and attributed the wonderful power and

endurance of his later life to physical exercise undertaken for the pur-

pose of enabling him to carry on his explorations. Dr. Winship, who

lifted three thousand pounds, has told us that he was a weak, puny lad,

and only began his athletics for the purpose of fitting himself to thrash

an offensive upper-class man in college ; and Julian Hawthorne is au-

thority for the statement that Blaikie, the celebrated oar and athlete,

began his athletic career an apparently hopeless consumptive.

It would be easy for me to multiply testimony to this effect, but no

fairer test of the truth or fallacy of the statements in question has been

devised than this of Dr. Morgan's, and the conclusion is justifiable that

rational physical culture is not prejudicial but is actually favorable to

intellectual power, bodily health, and longevity, and that the customary

athletic sports of our colleges and universities, when properly guided

and restricted, may be included in this statement.

It is not necessary for the purpose of this paper to deny that the

enormous increase in the public interest in athletics in this country and

in England may furnish in some instances a stimulus which is rendered

unhealthy by its very intensity. It would doubtless be better for some
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reasons that the interest in the Yale-Harvard boat-race should be

confined to the participants and their classmates, instead of reaching to

the remotest parts of the country ; that the foot-ball and base-ball

games between a few of the leading colleges should be friendly contests,

played quietly on college fields, rather than trials of skill before im-

mense audiences and upon grounds in or near great cities ; that the

intercollegiate sports which take place each spring in New York should

be events in which any ordinarily athletic undergraduate could make a

fair showing, rather than trials of speed, of skill, or of strength in

which professional records are not infrequently touched or broken.

Forty years ago the Oxford-Cambridge or Eton-Harrow cricket-

matches were played in the presence of a few personally interested

spectators, and the boat-races between the two great English univer-

sities were witnessed by a few keen partisans. Now Lord's cricket-

ground will hardly hold the throngs who attend the matches, and their

date affects the duration of the London season, while the condition of

each oarsman of the University crews is thought of enough importance

to be telegraphed to the Antipodes.

This does not, however, lessen the value of the preparatory training,

the long periods of practice, of patient eifort, with its necessary self-

denial, which this very public interest leads much larger numbers of

students to undergo than would otherwise be the case. It may be an

evil,—it undoubtedly is in so far as it breeds a spirit of " professional-

ism,"—but it is not without its concomitant advantages, and, to some

extent, carries with it its own remedy. At any rate, that remedy is

not to be found in violent and stringent legislation on these subjects by

those in authority.

Three years ago an effort was made to overcome some of the alleged

difficulties associated with college athletics by a series of regulations

which it was sought to have adopted by the colleges of the Eastern and

Middle States. Two meetings of members of the faculties of those

colleges were held at Columbia College, New York, at the last of which

the writer was present. All the important colleges were represented,

with the exception of Yale. Resolutions were adopted almost unani-

mously, prohibiting the employment of professional athletes, oarsmen,

or ball-players either for instruction or for practice in preparation for

any intercollegiate contest ; forbidding college organizations to play

base-ball, foot-ball, lacrosse, or cricket except with similar organiza-

tions from their own or other institutions of learning
;
providing that

all such intercollegiate games should take place upon the home grounds

of one or the other of the competing colleges ; fixing the maximum
length of the intercollegiate boat-races at three miles, etc. These reso-

VoL. XXXIX.—67
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lutions were earnestly opposed by a small minority (of one or at most

of two), as being impracticable or injudicious. The danger of intrusting

to numbers of young men animated by a strong spirit of rivalry, and

without special technical or professional knowledge, the work of prepa-

ration for athletic contests, was pointed out. The advantages, both as

to the acquirement of skill and as to morals, derived from practice with

amateur teams and crews often made up of college graduates or of

material as good socially as the undergraduate classes, were dwelt upon,

and, as an example, the absurdity of preventing the cricket team of the

University of Pennsylvania from practising with the Young America,

Germantown, and Merion Clubs was shown. Other rules were still

more strongly controverted, but all were adopted. A committee, repre-

senting the faculty, trustees, and undergraduates of the University of

Pennsylvania, and consisting of Dr. S. Weir Mitchell, Mr. Samuel

Powel, Jr., and the writer, immediately prepared a circular setting forth

the objections to the proposed regulations, which was sent to all the

institutions concerned, and, with the exception of Harvard and Prince-

ton, in every case, I believe, they were either rejected or permanently

tabled. Professor Young, of Princeton, in a recent article in The

Forum^ revives the suggestions and again advocates them, but it was

then made evident that such arbitrary and radical interference on the

part of faculties or trustees was not approved of, either by the under-

graduates or by the members of the governing boards.

Finally, no system of physical education is complete unless it

recognizes the necessity which exists for attending to the symmetrical

development of the body.

If, for example, you will carefully examine a typical rowing man,

one who has been exclusively an oarsman, you will see that his

hips and thighs are developed at the expense of his calves ; that the

muscles of his back and loins are far stronger than his chest-muscles

;

that his back arm and forearm somewhat exceed in development and

hardness the front arm, though neither is noticeably developed.

This indicates also the proper exercises with which to supplement

rowing in such a man,—which will round him out, complete his

development, add to his symmetry, and increase his general health and

efficiency. He needs, obviously, running for his legs, the parallel bars

for his chest, the rings or ladder for his upper arm ; and this would be

the advice which he would receive from a careful and intelligent trainer,

to his great advantage not only as a man or an athlete, but also as an

oarsman. Blaikie tells how in 1879 he saw Hanlon, long the champion

oarsman of the world, try to do a few " dips,"—i.e., to let the body

down between the arms so that the shoulders come to the level of the
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hands. It is usually practised on parallel bars, but may be tried be-

tween two ordinary kitchen-chairs placed back to back. Hanlon let

himself down in this way, and actually could not raise himself once,

and a few months later could only do so twice, failing to get up on the

thii'd attempt. His upper arm drawn up measured only thirteen inches.

Further examples might be drawn from other of our athletic sports

to illustrate the general and important truth that no one exercise (nor,

indeed, any series of the recreative and competitive exercises alone)

will give complete and symmetrical development, or enable the amateur

athlete to " get the most out of himself," as the phrase goes, with ease,

comfort, and safety.

It is with this fact in mind that the systems of physical education

now in use at Harvard, the University of Pennsylvania, and other

American colleges, and long used at Oxford, have been devised, the

plan being approximately as follows

:

Each student is stripped and carefully examined as to his weight,

height, the circumference of his chest, and the size and condition of his

legs, thighs, arms, and forearms. The sum of all these measurements,

expressed in any convenient terms which may be selected,—centimetres

or feet, for example,—is taken as an approximate indication of his de-

velopment It indicates, that is, with more or less accuracy (and par-

ticularly in men of immature years, in whom there is but little subcu-

taneous fat), the amount of working material which he possesses, though

it fails to show the actual working value of that material.

Having recorded the development, the examiner proceeds to esti-

mate the total available strength, and for this purpose applies a series

of tests which show the strength and capacity of the lungs, and the

strength respectively of the back, legs and thighs, arms and chest,

forearms and abdominal muscles. The sum of these is expressed in

the same terms as those indicating the development, and can readily be

compared with it. If the strength is in excess of the development, the

condition is good, and the figures representing it have a plus value ; if

the reverse is the case, the condition is poor, and the figures have a

minus value. The personal and family history is also ascertained and

recorded.

The examiner is now in position to give advice, if it is required,

upon a number of important topics. He can point out, for example,

to the man inclined to be pigeon-breasted the value of the parallel or

upright bars ; he can suggest to the man with weak legs the rowing-

machine or the river ; he can instruct the man with a feeble or irritable

heart to moderate his work, or can advise him with flabby muscles,

slow circulation, or undue accumulation of fat, to become more active in
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his exercises ; he can go further than this, if need be, and can point out

the proper diet to those of gouty or rheumatic parentage, the proper

clothing to those inheriting a tendency to pulmonary trouble, and in

fact can apply the general rules of hygiene or of preventive medicine

to each individual case, with the advantage derived from the previous

thorough and scientific inspection. It would be well, indeed, if every

person in the community submitted to a similar examination by his

family physician and received similar instruction. The effect of such a

course in warding off preventable disease could hardly be estimated.

These examinations are repeated from time to time, and the changes

carefully noted. It lias already been conclusively shown that not only

are greater feats of strength accomplished when this system is properly

followed, but that they are done with vastly greater ease and safety,

owing to the symmetrical development of all parts. Tables made

out at Harvard and extending over five years show, for instance,

taking the average of ten men as to " condition,^' and expressing the

result in figures, that whereas in 1880 their strength was in excess of

their development as 126 to 100, in 1884 the proportion had risen to

476 to 100; in other words, their condition in 1880 being taken at

126, it had in the four years increased to 476, or nearly fourfold. The
improvement may be made more readily comprehensible, perhaps, by

taking a special example of physical exertion. In 1880 there was not

a man among them who lifted over three hundred and ninety-three

pounds : that was the maximum. In 1884 the maximum was six

hundred and seventy-five pounds, while the minimum was four hundred

and twenty-seven, or thirty-five pounds more than the maximum of the

first year. The concomitant improvement in health and vitality cannot

be expressed in figures, but was no less marked.

This, after all, is the sort of athletic work which it seems most

worth while to preach or prescribe to the world. Competitive athletics,

though, as we have seen, far less dangerous and much more beneficial

than is generally supposed, cannot, for want of time or opportunity,

be indulged in by the majority of men who have entered upon the real

work of their lives. For college students their undue encouragement

is objectionable on account of the one-sided and partial development

which they bring, and because of the frequent distraction from college

duties which they cause when the spirit of rivalry is allowed to become

extreme. Let us by all means foster and preserve the manly games

and sports in which for centuries it has been the pride of the Anglo-

Saxon race to excel ; let us encourage their spread not only among the

students of our schools and colleges, but among the dyspeptic, nervous,

and overworked professional and business men produced in such enor-
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moiis numbers by the strain and hurry and exciting competition of our

modern life. But let us avoid, at the same time, the evils which surround

these sports,—the risk of strain from lack of proper preparation,—i.e.,

of rational " training ;" the risk of developing the competitive element

until all things are sacrificed for success in one particular direction or

event ; the danger—especially to be guarded against in our colleges—of

introducing the spirit of " professionalism'^ which looks rather at the

prize won than at the means by Avhich it was obtained ; which abounds

in quibbles and wrangles and unkind feeling ; which reduces the masses

to the position of spectators and develops a few specialists instead of

large numbers of general athletes. Let it be understood that the main

object and idea of exercise is the acquirement or preservation of health
;

that it is by far the most important therapeutic and hygienic agency at

the command of the physician of to-clay ; that it can be prescribed on

as rational a basis with as distinct reference to the correction of existing

troubles or the prevention of threatened ones as any of the drugs of

the pharmacopoeia ; that it increases not only the muscular strength and

general vitality, but also the activity and vigor of the brain ; that it

augments incalculably the working power of the individual, and that

it enables him, by means of the health and strength which it confers,

not only to do better work than his business or professional rival who
lacks these attributes, but also to do it more easily and safely, with the

greatest amount of comfort and pleasure and the highest degree of

usefulness to mankind.
J. William White, M.D,

THE LONELY CZAR,

FANCY the fear ,vith which a star might seek

Grace of the sun, whose very glance may kill.;

Then fancy, too, the sun's infuriate pique

That equal love eludes his sovereign will

;

And, fancying yet the cumulative woe

Of wild suspicion's dread 'twixt sun and star,

Take comfort, ye of nether earth, and know
The comfortless isolation of the Czar

!

Mary B. Dodge,
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OUE MOIfTHLY GOSSIP.

There is an old saying regarding the timidity of angels which may be quoted

when a member of the laity rushes into subjects upon which the learned are not

agreed. The advantage possessed by the layman is that he can speculate " with-

out prejudice/* because, unlike the scientist, he is not trammelled by either

theory or school. The layman is a free-lance. Were this not so I should not

venture to discourse of the germ theory or of brain-idiosyncrasies.

It has seemed possible to me that if we could put our mental processes under

the microscope we might find reason for believing that the theory concerning

germ-influences in our physical life might also apply to the mind ; that what we
call a "wave movement" is simply an epidemic of mental bacteria, and that our

individual development is owing to the differences in our individual mental con-

ditions, which invite and promote the growth of different species of these bac-

teria. I can advance no proof for these assertions, but the possibility that certain

diseases were produced by living organisms was argued before the microscope dis-

covered them. This, then, is my defence in pointing out a few of the coincidences

which support such a conjecture.

As we understand them, the bacilli are living vegetable organisms so minute

that nine thousand of them could stretch themselves end to end and not occupy

the length of an inch. As many of the round ones could lie on the head of a pin

and have room to turn over. They exist everywhere, yet they have the most

decided opinions about their surroundings, and when they find a home that suits

them the colony instantly grows by the million. What they ask is food. Give

them what they like to eat, and the bacilli are satisfied. Palace or hovel, prince

or beggar, it is all the same to them. Still, nothing that lives is more discrim-

inating in its menu. The delicate, thorough-bred dog eats at its master's order,

but not so with the bacilli. They must have what they like or nothing. And
they do not all like the same food. The scientist who sets himself to raising

them soon discovers this little obstinacy. The spirilli at once refuse to screw

themselves into the banquet prepared for the micrococci, nor will the bacteria

feed where their first-cousins the bacilli would be in clover. One likes beef-tea,

another raw potatoes, and if a third fancies diphtheria, the best conditions for

septicaemia will not divert him from his purpose of producing the diphtheria

instead. The cholera bacillus adores impure water, but the germ which stirs up

hydrophobia has no use for water, good or bad. This natural selection of nutri-

tion explains why we \)&.yq certain epidemics or certain diseases. We present

the proper conditions, and the germ immediately and with vigor improves them.

If you are ready for the cholera, you have it, and the germ which produces re-

lapsing fever has no use for you. You have been the magnet to the cholera

germ, to no other. This idiosyncrasy of the germs explains why some people

escape a contagious disease, while others, apparently more healthy, or living

more wisely, fall victims to it. Sometimes, however, the germ is deceived. A
passing morbid sensitiveness on the part of some one deludes him, and he fastens

himself on deceptive conditions. He may find food for himself, but his intention

to establish a family fails, and his power dies with him. His victim will show
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what we recognize in epidemic seasons as a " sympathetic fever." The patient

sickens with all the premonitory symptoms of the prevalent disease, but recovers

without farther disturbance.

What is more common than analogous mental conditions ? We constantly

meet people who have a " sympathetic fever" of ideas. They interest and excite

our expectations, but we get nothing from them. It is evident that they have

attracted the idea-bacillus, but failed to nourish it, and it has died without prop-

agation. There is another class which takes the idea-bacillus at once. As the oak

is to the acorn, so is the idea to their development of it. Just as some people

take every disease that is going, from the influenza to the smallpox, so they take

all ideas. There is no better example of this mental sensitiveness to the idea-

bacilli than Benjamin Franklin. He seems to have presented extraordinarily

fine conditions, and the variety and fertility of mental bacteria in his organiza-

tion are surprising. Goethe and Humboldt also belonged to this class, and must

have attracted and nourished a perfect crowd of bacilli, bacteria, spirilli, micro-

cocci, and the mycelial fungus, or whatever answers to them all in the mental

germs. There are many people of great power who are, however, much more

limited in their development. They evidently offer inducements for but one

variety of the mental germ. They follow one pursuit with energy and ability,

and they know nothing else. Outside of their own departments they are as fish

out of water. We call them " abstracted," " absorbed," because their perceptions

are concehtrated. Possibly they would prefer to have more than one set of ideas,

but, even while living in an atmosphere filled with germs of mental activity,

their brains ofier soil to very few.

We might also find in the study of the germ a solution of some mental rela-

tionships which now seem eccentric. Why, for instance, should a composer be

so often a fine mathematician, and why should doctors write novels ? The study

of harmony does not explain the one, nor does the wealth of material the other.

A lawyer certainly comes into possession of romances, but a retired judge never

amuses himself publishing serials. The doctor does. Just as soon as the latter

makes money enough to be independent of the opinions of patients, he takes

to pen, paper, and plots, as the sailor does to the farm. If we understood the

idea-germ, we might find these tendencies related to each other, as the bacteria

are to the bacilli.

Hereditary influences might also be explained. We inherit physical condi-

tions predisposing us to gout or to consumption, and why not similar ones making

tastes, peculiarities, inevitable ? We see the inherited propensities crop out in

members of a family separated by distance, subjected to diflferent educational

influences ; we know them to reappear in different generations, and we vaguely

explain the whole thing by some unknown law of inheritance. Perhaps they do

not inherit the peculiarity, but the conditions necessary for it. A composer of

music is almost invariably born of musical parents, and we generally find a

marked love of color and form somewhere among the ancestors of great artists.

Why are there not varieties of the literary spirilli, the dramatic micrococci, and

the engineering bacilli ? One family follow law in England and in America.

They say it is "the tradition of the family." I say it is the "predisposition."

No amount of local influence, of opportunity, of need, can make men successful

in directions for which nature makes them unfit, because tiae law of germ-life

will not admit growth in sterile conditions. The Rehoboams and Richard Crom-

wells of history had their paths made ready for them, but they evidently did not
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inherit the peculiar susceptibility which distinguished their fathers, and the

germ which will make a ruler out of a subject passed them by.

When we come to look at what we call the " wave movement," we find it

especially interesting if we consider it as bacterian. What is it that determines

the character of an age ? Is it demand and supply ? If so, why was not the age

of discoveries also the age of locomotion ? Surely the men who set sail over seas

whose limits no chart could prophesy should have been glad of swifter, safer

ships. But their eyes were fixed only on the lands to which they were going,

and they cared little how long it took to go. In these days great fame and great

fortune await the great poet, but out of the multitude of prophets no Saul is to

be seen standing head and shoulders above the others. The crown of laurel waits,

but the young head comes not. Yet, in an age when to be a poet was to lose van-

tage-ground, in distant lands, unknown one to the other, Tasso, Shakespeare

or Bacon, Lopez de Vega, Corneille, Calderon, Moli^re, and how many others,

were busy making the literature of their countries illustrious ! There was also an

age of religious enthusiasm. We busy ourselves to-day making creeds, but which

of us will persuade fifty thousand children to go off on a crusade into even a civ-

ilized and known country ? Tliere was an age when great pictures were being

painted in every country, and the age when great music was written, the age of

revolutions, and the age of science. In certain years the writers produced his-

tory ; in others, essays ; in others, poems ; in others, novels. I cannot find any

law of demand and supply regulating these chronological developments. Why
did not one of the Lake poets write a novel, and why did neither Dickens, Thack-

eray, Keade, Charlotte Bronte, George Eliot, George Sand, Balzac, Dumas, nor any

of the great novelists just departing, write great plays ? Certainly not for need

of a market

!

The reason is simply that we have epidemics of the idea-germ in different

eras, just as we have of the physical germ. When these epidemics are prevalent,

the individuals whose mental conditions are favorable to the growth of the germ

develop them, some in greater, some in lesser degree. Other germs may exist

and be developed at the same time, but one species will assume a violent epi-

demic form and give to each age the character which is afterwards recognized by

history as peculiar to it.

In the mean time there are two other facts which govern the physical bacilli,

which have their analogies in the mental forms. One is, that in morbid

conditions they consume the oxygen in the blood, and the other, that the lower

organization may fatally inoculate the higher, not vice versa. Thus, the sheep

will give anthrax to the man, not the man to^the sheep. This is the bacte-

rian meaning of Tennyson's warning,

—

Thou shalt lower to his level day by day,

What is fine within thee growing coarse to sympathize with clay.

As man is educated and developed we will become capable of a higher infec-

tion by the idea-germ. The bacilli that fire the brain of prophet and seer will

find their place with us, and we will see and hear.

I could suggest many other illustrations toward the proving of my conjec-

tural position, such as the phenomena of crime, the laws governing murder and

suicide, but I simply wish to propound the theory and then leave it for others to

demonstrate.
Louise Stockton.
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ANY cold-blooded man who has really attained the ideal which modern phi-

losophy sets before us—who has learned to suspend his judgment on all

disputed and disputable points—must look with infinite amusement upon the

wannth and vehemence of controversy. Our most cherished faiths are the

merest accidents of birth, of temperament, or of environment, yet we look upon

them as vital and sacred. Our axioms, as some one has said, are things we have

never heard questioned. Yet we would consider any who questioned them as fit

candidates for an asylum. Our reasoning powers are unable to cope with any

one real/ad (noumeuon as distinguished from phenomenon) in the universe, yet

we all speak with the confidence of oracles. To the ideal being whom we have

just imagined, human thought must present itself as a chaos of individual

opinions, in which one set of fools squabble with another because the confusion

of the one difiers from the confusion of the other. The great Jones brays and is

applauded by his fellow-donkeys. The great Robinson gabbles in opposition, to

the delight of his fellow-geese. Jones and Robinson have their little day and go

down into oblivion ; their place is taken by a new set of geese and donkeys, and

the eternal farce goes on.

The controversy as to the proper field of fiction, for instance,—who shall

decide it ? It is not a question of great public moment, and as a rule it has been

kept within the limits of courtesy
;
yet some bad blood has been engendered.

We have got over believing, with our ancestors, that a man must be wickedly and

wilfi-iUy blind because he refuses to think as we do ; we still cherish a conviction

that his refusal comes from a limitation of intellect. We have sympathy for

bodily infirmities. We have not even forgiveness for mental ones that offend our

own vanity. Contempt is the anger we visit upon a man for having insufficiently

cultivated the faculties by which he judges us, and no sort of anger is fiercer or

more unrelenting.

But to return to the question of fiction. Here are a number of schools

clamoring with noisy insistence for the recognition of their own canons of art.

One says in substance, " Give us life as it is, not young people's ideals of life,

—the commonplace, humdrum existence around us, without any false glamour

thrown over it ; but leave out of the picture what is base, impure, or unclean."

Another, " Give us life as it is, and leave in the impurity, for that is a neces-

sary part of the picture of life. Man in his present condition may not be a

very noble animal ; he is nobler than the waxwork ideal of the novelist. Flesh

and blood have weaknesses that waxwork does not possess, but flesh and blood

are superior to waxwork. God is a better artist than the novelist. The man
who struggles and falls yet still struggles upward is a finer being than the

flabby imitation of modern fiction, who keeps at a dead level of superiority

without the need of struggling." A third says, " It is the province of fiction

to idealize human life ; to paint it only in its grander and higher manifesta-
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tions ; to seize upon the situations, the thoughts, and the feelings which are

moving and elevating." A fourth (and the Eeviewer confesses a kindness to this

school) simply ui-ges that, as the public will not tolerate the whole truth, it is just

as well to fall back upon the old romantic traditions, and give them novels whose
scenes are frankly and honestly laid in an ideal world and bathed in the light

which never was on sea or land. After all, may not the Ideal be the higher Real,

a dim prophetic premonition of what we are all struggling to reach ? But among
these conflicting theories who shall decide ?

Thomas Hardy, although he cannot, when the bulk of his work is considered,

be classed among the realists, certainly excels them all in the courage with which

he looks in the face the unpleasant facts of life and paints them stripped of all

conventional disguise. He has frequently brought down upon himself the cen-

sure of the public, and in his last book he probably deserves it. " The Wood-
landers" is in fact what many others only pretend to be, a novel of real life, and

a very unpleasant and depressing one,—as unpleasant and depressing in its way
as would be a real conversation between any ordinary circle of men if jotted

down by a stenographer. Fitzspiers, the hero, is a real being, selfish, clever,

weak rather than wicked, a slave to his passions, a stranger to any high or noble

impulse, just such a young man as we daily associate with on terms of perfect

good feeling, without any of the revulsion that we feel when he is portrayed for

us in fiction ; and Grace is just the sort of girl with whom we have so often

fallen in love, a nice, pliable, gentle being, with slender reasoning powers and

little sense ofjustice, especially where her own claims are concerned, with weaker

passions than the man, but governed by higher, though not very high, ideals.

Her temporary love for another and a better man than her husband, after the

latter has basely deceived and left her, her efibrts to obtain a divorce, her wild

grief over poor Winterborne when he sacrifices his life for her, her speedy for-

getfiilness of him, her renewed love-making with her husband, and her final

capitulation, are true to life, though violating all the traditions of fiction. The
only people in the book who excite respect are the rustics, and they are too stolid

and stupid to know how to be wicked. These rustics are probably conventional-

ized, but you can accept the conventions and still acknowledge that they are

admirably and skilfully painted.

The situation which is touched upon in Mr. Hardy's novel, the love of a

married woman for another than her husband, is treated far more delicately and

poetically, because more in accordance with literary precedent, in two new
novels, " The Feud of Oakfield Creek," by Professor Josiah Joyce, a new name
in fiction, and " Saracinesca," by F. Marion Crawford, the brilliant young author

who has already won such enviable laurels. In both books the woman has that

glamour thrown over her with which romance-writers are apt to invest their

heroines, and which every man throws over the woman with whom he is in love.

But both of them are substantially true to life, and are admirable studies of

pure, proud, noble natures sorely tempted but never for a moment swerving from

the line of duty. Both novelists, again, use the romancer's privilege of killing

ofi" the husband in due course ; but, while Crawford wisely marries the lovers,

Professor Joyce has respected one of the most artificial and puerile of all the con-

ventions of fiction in leaving Margaret Eldon to her widowhood. There was no

reason that she should not marry Harold, save that it might set wagging the
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tongues of the gossips ; and the cowardice which shrinks from gossip has nothing

admirable in it. For the rest, Professor Joyce's novel is a vivid picture of life

on the Pacific coast, as might be expected from an author who, though at present

a professor at Harvard, is a native of California and an earnest student of its his-

tory. But he shows all the marks of a novice in story-telling ; he handles his

incidents clumsily, and the early part of the tale is so involved and complicated

that it may frighten away the average reader. " Saracinesca," on the other hand,

is the work of a trained artist, who knows how to make the most of his materials.

It is a novel, or romance, of Rome under Pius IX. : cardinals, princes, noblemen,

the Pope himself, move through its pages, while a malign circle of conspirators

form a dark background for all this goodly company of aristocrats. Mr. Craw-

ford is evidently a conservative, if not a reactionist. He is a good Catholic

;

he has a great reverence for the things that be ; titles and position strongly

afiect his imagination. He is affected, not as a snob, but as an artist, and he

makes us feel the charm that stirs him. We have a certain sense of breathing a

more rarefied, a purer air than the common, of moving among beings of a higher

order, of lying in a sort of aristocratic Olympus, careless of all mankind who
have not inherited a title or a fortune. Some of the portraits are admirable. The
hero, to be sure, is as poor a creature as most heroes of romance are, but his

father, the old Prince Saracinesca, is a delightful sketch of the irascible, blunder-

ing, well-intentioned, clever, and noble-minded patrician. The faded old dandy,

Astrardente, and the sly, scheming, silly young widow. Donna Tullia, are both

well done, though they are old acquaintances in fiction. Cardinal Antonelli is

painted admiringly, and is made to talk a great deal of sound common sense.

But is Mr. Crawford right in speaking, as he does several times, of " his small and
gleaming eyes" ? On the boyish mind of the present writer, when years ago he

caught a glimpse of Antonelli in the Vatican, the chief impression the great prelate

left was of a pair of large, lustrous, piercing eyes glaring out of a face of splendid

force and character, but sinister and even malicious in expression.

" A Child of the Century," by John T. Wheelwright (Scribner's), is bright

and amusing. In his hero the author has succeeded in the difficult feat of paint-

ing a prig who is amiable and even interesting in spite of—or perhaps in conse-

quence of—his nervelessness and want of force. Other characters are drawn in

outline in a brisk, rapid, sketchy way, the only real failure being the artist Ed-

mands, the conventional combination of roue and man of genius long familiar to

fiction, who only needs the missionary influences of a pretty girl to raise him to

the higher things of which he is capable. Mr. Wheelwright has made a mistake

in introducing a serious purpose into a book that has only draught enough for a

pleasant little trifle. Convictions on the subject of the tariff, however carefully

thought out and ably argued, are out of place in a summer novel.

In " The Jesuit's Ring" (Scribner's) Mr. A. A. Hayes has aimed at connect-

ing a seventeenth-century legend of Mount Desert with flirting at Bar Harbor and
Knights of Labor strikes and uprisings in the West. The fancy is ingenious

enough, but the modern part is too intensely modern, too glaring in its colors, too

brisk and slangy in its conversations, too realistic, in short, to mingle readily

with legendary mystery and romance.

** Sons and Daughters," by the author of " The Story of Margaret Kent"
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(Ticknor), is an entertaining picture of fashionable society in a suburb of Phila-

delphia. The humor is genuine, though in the sketch of the Shakespeare Society

it just borders upon caricature, and Mrs. Reese and the girls who surround her are

drawn with a careful and loving hand and with considerable insight. The men
are fairly good sketches of the average society man in his best clothes, though

the talk is cleverer than that of the average society man's, even in Philadelphia,

but no effort is made to get at the real man beneath the beautiful clothes. Even
the hero's vacillating love for two girls which fiirnishes the plot of the book is

treated only from the outside, is described and not explained.

As it is the duty of a reviewer to be omniscient, it would be immoral for him
to disavow an acquaintance with the " Game of Draw Poker," which is the sub-

ject of a little book by John W. Keller (White, Stokes & Allen). The popularity

of this most distinctive of all American inventions arises from the fact that it

calls into play many of the noblest qualities of head and heart. Cool judgment,

keen and ready wit, a deep insight into human nature, a calm and broad phi-

losophy, an equable temper, boldness in emergency, fortitude in adversity, these

are some of the conditions of success in the game. Further, its democracy is

fully in keeping with the spirit of our institutions. Mr. Keller errs in speaking

of poker as " a means of amusement to our better classes." It is a game for all

classes. Gentleman and blackleg meet on even terms around the green baize

table and learn respect for each other's higher selves. Mr. Keller's treatise is

concise, practical, reliable. It is less elaborate than Blackbridge's " Complete

Poker Player," which has hitherto been the standard authority, but on the other

hand it is less fanciful (Mr. Blackbridge needs the corrective of Prof. Proctor's

strictures before he can be intrusted with perfect safety to the unlearned and the

unstable), and, being of more recent date, it has some notice of the latest devel-

opments in the game. Like most writers on the subject, Mr. Keller has only hard

words for the jackpot, which somebody declares to be as irrelevant to poker as a

raffle for a turkey injected into a game of whist. But in truth it is idle to quarrel

with the results of human experience. Both the " age" and the "jackpot" are

features of the game that have been evolved by thoughtful and progressive minds

as a protection against that class of players who, in poker slang (tempered slightly

for parlor use), " play too close to their stomachs." All authorities agree that if

there were no compulsory feature in the game, the man who waited until he got

a large hand before coming into a pot would be sure to win as against one who
always came in on a pair. The innovations are simply a handicap upon the close

player, who must occasionally forfeit his age, or the preliminary stake in a jack-

pot, as a tax upon his closeness.

One of the semi-intellectual " fads" of the present day is the study of pal-

mistry. It is curious how many minds like to do their thinking in platoons.

People are even reading Browning because it is the fashion to do so. Mr. Ed-

ward Heron-Allen by his recent lectures has assisted in reviving public interest

in the pseudo-science of palmistry, and he has just given a popular summary of

his larger books in "Practical Cheirosophy" (White, Stokes & Allen), an enter-

taining enough little work upon a thoroughly useless subject.
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CUEEENT NOTES.

JUST at present the South seems to be the land of literary promise. A sur-

prising number of brilliant young writers are springing up below Mason and

Dixon's Line. The July number of LippihcotVs Magazine will contain contribu-

tions from many of the best known of these writers,—Julia Magruder, Amelie

Eives, Thomas Nelson Page, Robert Burns Wilson, Charles W. Coleman, Jr., etc.

Miss Magruder, whose " Across the Chasm" made her suddenly famous, will con-

tribute the complete novel " At Anchor," and Miss Rives will have a story

entitled "The Farrier Lass o' Piping Pebworth."

Horsford's Acid Phosphate as a Nervine.—Dr. F. De V. Hoard,

Concordia, Kansas, says, " I have used it personally, and am greatly pleased with

its action as a nervine."

Using up the Capital.—Every business man knows that if he carries on

a business which constantly requires him to draw monthly or annually on his

capital to keep his business going, that he will sooner or later come to the end

and have to close up. So with the mental and physical powers of man. There

is a certain amount of reserve force of mental and physical power in each in-

dividual, and by giving nature an opportunity to recuperate each twenty-four

hours and restore that which has been used up during the day, he may be en-

abled to live out the usual span of life. The least overdraft, if persisted in, must

eventually produce a " break-up."

The man of thought and study increases the vital nerve-power in that por-

tion of the lobes of the brain he brings into the greater exercise. This develop-

ment can go on well and healthfully so long as the proper opportunity is given

for sufficient recuperation. But with many there are times that circumstances

seem to require extra toil and extra exertion at the expense of such opportunities

for renewal of strength as nature is capable of affording. And especially true is

this of women. Hence thousands annually succumb, and nervous prostration is

the result.

By the advancement of science a revitalizing agent has been discovered. It

does not go through the process of digestion, but by a shorter process comes in

contact with innumerable terminal nerves covering the countless air-cells of the

lungs. Here, by the highest law of affinity, the nerve meeting with this ele-

ment so congenial to its health and growth, seizes at once upon it as of right and

necessity and appropriates it, thus becoming stronger, and with this renewed

vitality nature commences anew its struggle for supremacy over all the enemies

of life and health.

(3 B., 556.) •• Fulton, Osweoo Countt, New York, October 30, 1886.

" Compound Oxygen has greatly benefited me. Under God it has given me
new life. I was induced to send for a Home Treatment when physically and

nervously prostrated, and after taking Compound Oxygen for a few weeks began
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to feel much better, and before the second Home Treatment had been exhausted

was nearly able to lay it aside. The permanency of the beneficial eflfects of the

Compound Oxygen was questioned, but several months have passed since the last

treatment was taken, and I am still well. My confidence in Compound Oxygen
as a remedial agency is such that I recommend it on all proper occasions. You
are at liberty to use my name in connection with the above.

" Rev. John C. Breaker,
" Pastor First Baptist Church.^*

This revitalizing agent is found in the Compound Oxygen Treatment as

manufactured by Drs. Starkey and Palen, 1529 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Penn-
sylvania. Any one desiring to become more familiar with this wonderful remedy
can be gratified if they will send for their brochure, a very interesting book ot

two hundred pages, which will be sent free.

Mr. Otis Skiistker's allusion in the Mail and Express to Worcester's Small

Dictionary as " perhaps the best for orthoepical purposes" quite tickles the pub-

lishers of the Worcester Series. Of course they knew it to be the best before, or

thought they did ; but the confirmation of their idea by an entire stranger in

this unexpected way is where the neatness of the thing comes in.

Horsford's Acid Phosphate in Indigestion and as a Nerve Food.—
Dr. H. O. Hitchcock, Kalamazoo, Michigan, says, " I have used it in many cases

of indigestion depending upon nervous exhaustion, with marked benefit. It

appears to be a good nerve food."

The following letter has given so much pleasure to the publishers of Lip-

pincotVs Magazine that they take the liberty of publishing it entire

:

The Columbian College Peepabatobt School, Washington, D.C, April 23, 1887.

Messrs. J. B. Lippincott Company :

Gentlemen,—Fresh from the reading of "Miss Defarge," "Douglas

Duane," and " The Deserter," delighted as I was with each of these novels, and

eagerly awaiting your June issue, I cannot refrain from thanking you, for my
own part, for the pleasure which you have given me in publishing these admira-

ble stories, each so difierent from the other, yet each a gem.

In a sort of weary, half-hearted way I was dragging through some of the

New York monthlies, pitying the authoi& who wrote the stories—though I could

not do one-fiftieth as well myself—and the publishers who seem unable to appre-

ciate the fact that when one reader professes himsielf pleased with " The Princess

Casamassima" style ninety-nine others question his veracity or doubt his sanity,

when I saw a notice in one of our papers of " Douglas Duane." Forthwith I

bought the Lippincott containing it, and when I had finished this story I directed

my bookseller here to stop my other magazines and consider me pledged without

limit to Lippincott.

Permit me to congratulate you upon the Lippincott of to-day and to wish for

you the amplest, fullest success. The stories, the " Monthly Gossip," the " Book-

Talk," all are bright and delightfiil, exactly and happily meeting, in my opinion,

the literary wants of thousands who sometimes tire of the oft-told battles of " The

Rebellion" and endless, stale, unprofitable "jar and pottery articles" which cause
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a long-suffering and wonderfully patient public to wish that the writers of these

articles had lived and died in old Etruria.

Again congratulating you, I am, gentlemen,

Yours very truly,

A. P. Montague,
Principal and College Professor of Latin,

Horsford's Acid Phosphate in Nervous Depression.—Dr. F. "W.

Lytle, Lebanon, Illinois, says, " I have personally used it with marked advantage

when overworked and the nervous system much depressed."

J. B. LiPPiNCOTT Company have just issued an anonymous novel, " Wal-

lingford," which rumor says is from the pen of an official of the Baltimore and

Ohio Railroad. The author's desire, according to report, is to test, without the

influence of name, the theory that popular taste is for the romantic, sentimental,

pathetic, and broadly humorous in literature, as against the photographic realism

of the day which seems to hold any approach to feeling or " sympathy with

characters" as bad literary form. The author appears to have thrown down the

gauntlet and entered upon this ambitious design very boldly. Those who have

seen the proofs speak highly of the work. Romance, sentiment, pathos, and

broad humor in literature are good, but whether the author of " Wallingford"

has captured them remains to be seen.

Horsford's Acid Phosphate in Sick Headache.—Dr. W. W. Gray,

Cave Spring, Georgia, says, " I have given it in several cases of habitual sick

headache, with perfect success."

The Book-Talk in the April number of LippincotCs Magazine reviewed a

book of poems by James Gay, of Ontario, Canada. The Reviewer is pleased to

know that his slight notice has been appreciated by the author, as the following

letter will testify. As the work of a true genius, the compositor has been in-

structed not to tamper with any of its orthographical, rhythmic, or grammatical

peculiarities, but to set up the " copy" exactly as it was received.

GuEiPH, April 18«> 87

To J B Lippincott And Co Philadelphia

Gentlemen when reading your Monthly

Magazine the other day behold I fell in with

The Elephant And Flea composed by the

Master of all Poets come from where the may
You have the names of many a bright Poet as

Long since passed away not one of those could

Compose with this Little Man James Gay
My composing with theirs is on a diferant stile

All together for the good of man makes all Heavens
Smile I was Born a Poeit Thousands on earth well

Know it all through my life understand Ive don my
Duty between God and Man always ready to do him
Good as far as I can this is the true Caractor of this fore

Said Little Man no novels or fary tales with James Gay
When ever I take my pen in hand to compose Christ tells

Me what to say all my books are composed on a solid
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Rock never to cause any stumbling blocks rock

Of ages clift for me its where Ive found salvation free

From the first breath of life no malice or strife never

Enterd the Heart of James Gay this if spared will

Be caried out till he is called away to that happy
Home prepaird for all mankind where nothing can decay

I was 77 on the 24 of Last March Gladstone is four

Months older then Gay Curious for me to have this

To say My Brother Long Fellow died on my birth

Day on March 24^*^ 1882 It appears the old poets are

Passing away only two Left Lord Tinnysan and

James Gay I am From the Parish of Brattan

Clovelly Devonshire And Alfred Tinnysan is

From the Isle of White I will asshure you my
Brother Americans as a Poet with me as no site, I have

Over two thousand five hundred pages all ready

Composed and ready for the press I want to reap

Some benafits of My Beautiful Poemes before

I am called to rest Poor Robby Burns Lord Byran
William Cooper Shake Speer Tom Moor Milton

And my Brother John Gay A Devonshire Poet to

And ray self to I say thousands and tens of thousands

Of Dolars will be Made by Book Publishers all over

This world after our Bodeys have returned to clay

Ive been a great traveller in my day So now I want

Published the Life and Travels of three years

In England Iriland and the Channal Islands and
|

United States and Canada To some of the best Books
J

Ever composed in Canada or in any other parts of
,

This world I have composed forty versis for Her

Majestyes Jubile I should say some of the fineist

You ever did see. * * *
j

I have been composing more or less

Since 61 1 can never give it up till I am called away

My Heavenly Fathers will I must obay I sit and

Compose some nights till nine and ten some times

Till eleven I genarally take my happy repose about
j

Nine sleep in peace with all Mankind I am a Man
Above thousands this is so every ones friend and no

j

Ones foe Gentlemen this is all at preasent I have
,

To say Please send me a few lines by return

Of Post I shall feal as happy as the flowers in May
Gentlemen yours Ever truly in Christ what

More can a Poet say Address James Gay J

East Market Square Royal City of Guelph '

;

Ontario

N.B. my little Poemes through your
j

Monthly Magazine can never be forgot \

The will sell in Unitid States and in Canada
i

Just like Cakes when hot '
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